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Art

Artery, in Anatomy, from aer, air, and ervice, to keep, is the name by which those vessels are distinguished through which the blood flows from the heart to every part of the body. The term was first adopted by the anatomists of the Alexandrian school, in consequence of the erroneous opinion which they entertained, that these vessels were designed for the distribution of air throughout the body.

Arteries, Structure of. The larger arteries have thick and elastic sides, so that they remain open when divided, and present a regularly circular aperture. The sides may be separated into three strata of dissimilar substances, which are technically called coats. The innermost, which is generally termed the cuticular coat, is very thin, but very strong and inelastic. Upon this circumstance depends the regularly circular form of an injected artery; for if the cuticular coat bursts from too great force being used in injecting, the exterior elastic coats are distorted into an irregular and uncertain figure. The internal surface of this coat is perfectly smooth, so that the blood slides along it without impediment; the external surface is a little rough, and is connected by cellular substance to that coat which surrounds it. The middle or muscular coat consists of circular fibres which are scarcely visible in the largest arteries, but are very manifest and strong in the smaller ones; they are seen projecting in circular ridges, beneath the thin cuticular coat of a small artery, when it is slit open. The great increase of the muscular power of the small arteries is not only evident to the sight, but has been demonstrated by experiment. Mr. Hunter bled a horse to death, and afterwards examined the flate of the arteries. The aorta was contracted about 1/25th part of its natural area, the iliac 1/25th, the radial 1/2. See his Treatise on the Blood, Inflammation, &c. The external or elastic coat of the artery appears to be made of condensed cellular subsidence; it is powerfully elastic, and abounds in the larger arteries, but gradually diminishes in quantity as the size of the vessel decreases; so that the small arteries are quite flaccid, and collapse when divided. It is easy to perceive the use of these various degrees of elasticity and muscular power, which are given to the different sets of arteries. In the large arteries, muscular power seems unnecessary, for the force of the heart is fully adequate to the propulsion of the blood; but in the smaller arteries, where the effect of the heart's action declines, a proportionate muscular power is allotted to the vessel to urge on the circulating fluids. The arteries have their nutrient arteries and veins, their absorbents, and their nerves. All the arteries proceed from one great vessel, as the branches spring from the trunk of the tree; and we proceed to notice certain circumstances observable in Arteries, the Ramification of the.

1. When a large artery gives off a branch, the conjoined areas of the two vessels make a greater space for the blood to move in, than the area of the original vessel. The increase of dimensions in the branches of a large artery is slight, but in those of a small one it is so considerable, that Haller has estimated it as surpassing by 1/2 of that of the trunk from which they sprang. The conjoined areas of all the small arteries so greatly exceed that of the aorta, that the same anatomist, in opposition to former opinions, says, these vessels may be considered as conical, the axes of the cone being in the extreme arteries, and the apex in the heart.

2. When a large artery sends off a branch, its course does not, in general, deviate further from that of the trunk, than an angle of 45 degrees. Sometimes a branch, which has gone off at an acute angle, returns, and proceeds in a contrary direction to that of the trunk; and these arteries are generally
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Generally called circumflex. Sometimes, indeed, a large artery does proceed from the trunk at a greater angle, nearly a right angle, as the renal arteries, &c. Though the large arteries generally ramify at acute angles, there is great diversity in the branching of the smaller ones.

4. Arteries, in general, do not pursue a straight, but serpentine course; in some instances it is remarkably the case; as in the spermatics, those of the face and occiput, and in most of the smaller arteries.

4. Though the ramification of arteries may be compared to the branching of trees, yet it differs materially in this particular, that the different branches frequently conjoint. This conjunction is technically termed, if we borrow the phrase from the Greek language, their "Anastomosis," if from the Latin, their "Infracussion." This union of arteries rarely happens among the larger ones, but frequently among the smaller; and increases in number in proportion to the minuteness of the vessels. The utility of the infracussion of arteries is evident: were it not for this circumstance, if any arterial trunk were accidentally compressed, so that the current of blood in it should be for some time obstructed, the parts which it supplied might perish. But in consequence of the frequent communication of the arteries with one another, the blood can pass from the adjacent arteries into all the branches of any one accidentally obstructed.

When arteries incofulate, two currents of blood, moving in opposite directions, must come together, and retard each other's motion. This probably is the reason that larger arteries, through which it seems necessary that the blood should flow with rapidity, so seldom conjoint, whilst the small arteries, in which it is requisite the blood should move tardily, communicate in surprising numbers, and with a frequency proportionate to their minuteness. The very frequent communication of the minute arteries, almost as effectually prevents the prejudicial consequences of obstruction in the larger trunks, as if those arteries themselves were made to communicate by more direct and larger channels. All these minute arterial tubes are capable of enlargement, and it is an ascertained fact, that even the aorta itself may be gradually obstructed, without the parts which it supplies being deprived of nourishment. From an attentive consideration of all these circumstances, it has been concluded, that the same increase of the area of the branches of large arteries, the acute angles at which they divide, their nearly rectilinear course, and the rare occurrence of incofulation between them, are designed to facilitate the rapid motion of the blood in them, so that it may arrive unchanged and in the same state that it was projected from the heart, at that part of the body for the nourishment of which it is intended; whilst, on the contrary, the great increase of the area of the smaller vesels, the variety of their angles, their tortuous course, and their frequent communications, were designed to check the velocity of the blood's motion, when it has arrived at that part where secretion is to be performed, and nutrition is to take place. Contrary opinions have indeed been maintained; and for the further discussion of this subject, we must refer the reader to the Circulation of the Blood.

Arteries, Termination of. When the arteries have become very minute, they terminate in two ways: they either turn back again and become veins, and return the blood to the heart, or they send off fine vessels which abstract something from the circulating blood, and which are therefore called the secering arteries. Though none but minute arteries are ever reflected so as to become veins, yet many of them are of sufficient magnitude to allow the passage of common waxon injection. The arrangement of the minute veins can be demonstrated by impelling common waxon injection into the arteries, particularly if a degree of putrefaction be suffered to take place previously to the experiment. In the diffusion of such a preparation, the continuity of the arteries and veins is very manifest. It seems therefore to follow from this facility of communication, that the mass of blood is continually and freely circulating, in order to undergo that change which is effected in the lungs, whilst but a small part of it proceeds into the very minute arteries, for the purpose of having secretions made from it. For these arteries, however minute, must be considered large in comparison to the exility of others, which cannot be injected with wax and even reject the red globules of the blood, or admit them in such small proportion, that they do not impart the red colour to the fluid which mantains in these vessels. Now we may venture to affirm, that these globules do not much exceed, in diameter, the 150,000th part of an inch, which circumstance sufficiently shows the minuteness of the former arteries. See the Article Blood. But however minute arteries may become, till they must all end in the same manner; they must be continued into veins, for that is the route which the blood, or subtle injections pursue, and from the most minute arteries those which perform secretion arise.

The secreting arteries are too minute to admit commonly of demonstration; they are however evident in some glands; in the kidney for instance, they may be seen continued into the excretoy vessels or tubuli uninervi. Subtle injections, when thrown into the larger arterial trunks, may be seen oozing out on the surfaces of membranes, and into the cellular luminis of them, and they are generally supposed to be poured forth from the open orifices of the secreting arteries. Analogy therefore, rather than actual demonstration, leads us to believe, that the secreting arteries abstract the particles of nutrition, or the materials which compose the fabric of the body, from the circulating fluids, and deposit them from their open mouths, so as by this means to build up and keep in repair the structure of the body.

Arteries, Distribution of. The great artery, whose branches supply the whole of the body, is named the "aorta." It comes off from the upper and back part of the left ventricle, where it is furnished for a short part of its course by the fibrous fibres of the heart. Its origin appears externally to be divided into three distinct eminences, which denote the situation of its femoral valves.

The aorta emerges from the spine of the heart, between the pulmonary artery, and the right auricle. It ascends at first rather to the right, till it arrives at the upper edge of the second rib. Then it begins to bend backwards across the division of the pulmonary artery and of the trachea, till it reaches the left side of the spine, in which situation it descends from the fourth or fifth dorsal to the left lumbar vertebra.

By the "arch of the aorta," is meant that part of the vessel which arises from the heart, and bends across the chest. It bends off the following branches: viz. the two coronary arteries, whose mouths are situated just above the upper edge of the femoral valves. They depart from the trunk at right angles, and are distributed to the heart itself. The most convex part of the arch sends off three large branches; first, the arteria innominata; secondly, the left carotid artery; and thirdly, the left subclavian artery. Varieties not unfrequently occur in the number of arteries which arise from this upper part of the arch: a long lift of them may be seen in Sommerring de corporis humani fabricâ, tom. v. p. 152.

The right coronary passes in the groove between the right auricle and ventricle, covered by fat, to the flat surface
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face of the heart. It gives off five large branches chiefly to the right ventricle; the left of these, which is the longest, anastomoses near the apex of the heart with the left coronary artery.

The left coronary artery is found between the pulmonary artery, and the left auricle. It divides into two branches. The anterior branch takes a ventricle course along the convex surface of the heart, in the direction of the septum ventriculorum; it communicates at the apex with the right coronary. The posterior branch passes between the left auricle and ventricle towards the left margin of the heart, and is distributed to the left ventricle.

Observation. Both the coronary arteries send branches to the roots of the great vessels, as they come off from the heart, and they communicate with the phrenic, internal mammary, and bronchial arteries.

The artery imminiment paffes obliquely in front of the trachea, and behind the subclavian vein. After a course of an inch or an inch and a half, during which it gives off no branch, it divides into the right carotid and right subclavian arteries: the rest of the description of these arteries, is the same on both sides of the body.

The common carotid artery emerges from the chief by the side of the trachea, where it is covered by the insertion of the sternocleidomastoideus muscle. It mounts upwards in front of the vertebral, and parallel with the trachea, till it reaches the upper margin of the thyroid cartilage, without giving off a single branch. During its course along the neck, it is closely connected to the internal jugular vein, and the eighth pair of nerves. At the upper margin of the thyroid cartilage, it divides into the external and internal carotid arteries, the former of which is distributed to the outside of the head, the latter to the brain.

The external carotid continues its course upwards between the ramus of the jaw and the ear, being imbedded in the substance of the parotid gland. About the middle of the ramus of the jaw, it divides into the superficial temporal, and the internal maxillary arteries.

The Branches of the External Carotid Artery.

The superior thyroideus is the first branch of the external carotid artery. It pursues a tortuous course downwards and forwards to the upper part of the thyroid gland, to which it is almost entirely distributed, communicating freely with the thyroid branch of the inferior thyroideal artery. It sends however a superficial branch under the os hyoideus, which unites with its fellow of the opposite side. Another branch goes to the lower part of the thyroid cartilage, and is distributed to the neighbouring muscles. The laryngeal artery is the most constant branch of the superior thyroideal; it enters the larynx between the thyroid and cricoid cartilages, together with the recurrent nerve, or at a hole in the side of the thyroid cartilage, and is distributed to the muscles of the arytenoid cartilages, and to the membrane which lines the larynx.

The lingual artery comes off from the external carotid immediately above the former; it accompanies the lingual nerve, passing above the corner of the os hyoideus, and within the hyoglosus muscle; it gives a branch (the ramus hyoideoideus of authors) to the muscles above the os hyoideus; then it sends a pretty large artery (dorsalis linguae) to the back of the tongue, epithelium, &c. Afterwards the trunk divides into two branches: the sublingual, which passes between the sublingual gland and the geniohyoides muscle to the chin, where it terminates superficially; and the gallo, which is the larger and more important branch: it continues its course along the inferior surface of the tongue, preferring a considerable size to the very apex.

The labial artery, which is also called the facial, external maxillary, or angular artery, arises from the external carotid under the digastric and stylohyoides muscle; it advances in a tortuous manner to the basis of the jaw, pursuing through a deep sulciurse which is made for it in the submaxillary gland; by a bold and sudden turn it bends over the basis of the jaw at the anterior margin of the malleus muscle, and then follows a serpentine course over the check to the side of the mouth and nose, under the zygomaticus muscles.

Before it paffes over the jaw, it sends off the following branches: 1. The ascending palatine artery, goes under the glosso-muscles to the pharynx, Esophagus tube, soft palate, and uvula. 2. An artery to the back of the tongue and tonsils. 3. A number of small branches to the submaxillary gland, the surrounding lymphatic glands, the skin, the membrane of the mouth, &c. 4. The submaxillary comes off just before the artery makes its turn; it runs forward on the mylohyoides muscle towards the chin; there it turns over the lymphatic of the jaw, and is distributed to the skin and muscles of the chin, communicating with the inferior labial artery.

When the artery has passed over the basis of the jaw, it sends off: 1. A branch to the surface of the masseter, which communicates with the malleus branch of the temporal. 2. The inferior labial artery, which supplies the lower part of the lower lip, and communicates with the submaxillary, and with the coronary artery of the lower lip. 3. The coronary artery of the lower lip, which pursues a winding course under the oribularis oris, till it meets and inosculates with its fellow of the opposite side. It is sometimes produced by the inferior labial. 4. The coronary artery of the upper lip may from its superior magnitude be considered as the continuation of the trunk; it follows the edge of the upper lip, lying on the membrane of the mouth, and in the middle of the lip has a large and free communication with the opposite artery; it sends off a large branch to the side of the nose, and two smaller branches which run along the front of the septum nasii; these communicate on the ala nasii with the branches of the opthalmicus and infraorbital arteries. The branches which the labial sends off to the face vary much in size and number; sometimes it terminates in producing the coronary of the lower lip (vide Haller's Icon. facie ii. tab. arter. faciei); sometimes the nasal arteries are entirely given off from the ophthalmicus; sometimes the nasal branches of the labial extend over the nose to the forehead; sometimes the branches of one side differ from those of the other.

The ascending pharyngeal artery of Haller (Halleri Icon. facie ii. tab. arter. pharyng.), which is the smallest branch of the external carotid except the posterior auricular, either arises from the back of the carotid opposite the lingual, or from the point of bifurcation. Its course along the neck is straight; it is found in front of the rectus capitis major, and on the side of the pharynx, being absolutely hidden by the two carotids. Its anterior branches supply the bag of the pharynx; its posterior branches go to the superior cervical ganglion of the great sympathetic nerve, to the par vagunum, and sternocleidomastoideus muscle: the termination of the trunk enters the skull at the foramen jugulare, and ramifications on the dura mater. The occipital artery is covered at its origin by the digastric muscle; it passes in front of the jugular vein, then gets between the mastoid process and the atlas, under the muscles of the neck. Arriving near the ligamentum nuchae, it penetrates the complexus muscle, and becomes cutaneous. It sends off branches to the muscles, along which it paffes, one of which is much larger than
than the reh, descends along the outer side of the complexus, and communicates with the transversalis colli. A branch of the occipital artery enters the skull at the foramen jugulare, and supplies the dura mater of the cerebellum. The trunk of the occipital artery branches over the back of the scalp, being distributed to the occipital portion of the occipito-frontalis, and to the skin. Its branches communicate freely with those of the temporal artery.

The posterior artery of the ear, the smallest branch of the external carotid, is given off higher up than any of the above-mentioned branches. Indeed it does not arise until the trunk has entered the parotid gland. It follows the course of the digastric muscle, ascends behind the external car, and distributes its branches to the car and scalp, communicating with the temporal and occipital arteries. It sends off the arteria stylomastoidea, which entering the foramen of that name, supplies the internal ear.

The superficial temporal artery continues its course through the parotid gland; it mounts over the zygomatic arch, and distributes its widely spreading branches over the side of the head.

**Branches of the Temporal Artery.**

Branches to the parotid gland; one or two small twigs to the front of the ear, called the anterior auricular arteries; a branch to the articulation of the lower jaw; and one or two branches to the malleus muscle. The transverse artery of the face is given off by the temporal, while it is passing through the parotid gland; it emerges from that gland in company with the parotid duct, crosses over the malleus muscle, and advances to the corner of the mouth, communicating with all the arteries of the face. The middle temporal artery, which is to be distinguished from the superficial temporal on the one hand, and the deep-seated temporal on the other, runs under the temporal spongosus, and extends as far as the fronto-occipitalis muscle.

After the temporal artery has passed over the zygoma, it divides sooner or later into the anterior and posterior temporal branches; these communicate with each other; the anterior branch communicates also with the frontal and super-orbital branches of the ophthalmic; the posterior branch communicates with the posterior auricular and occipital arteries.

The internal maxillary artery is much larger than the temporal, and should therefore, if wise be adopted as the criterion, be considered as the continuation of the carotid. It passes forwards and downwards between the external pterygoid muscle and the jaw; then following a serpentine course, it arrives at the sphenomaxillary fissure, where it terminates by dividing into three branches.

**Branches of the Internal Maxillary Artery.**

A small twig entering the tympanum by the bulla Glassei; another entering the skull at the foramen ovale.

The spinous or middle meningeal artery mounts straight upwards through the spinous hole of the sphenoid bone, and is distributed widely over the dura mater; it courses the deep grooves which impress the inner surface of the pericranial bone; it communicates with the posterior meningeal vessels, which come from the vertebral and occipital arteries, and with the anterior ones from the ophthalmic.

The inferior maxillary artery enters the canal of the lower jaw, in company with the nerve of the same name; it sends branches to the teeth and to the substance of the jaws; arriving at the foramen mentale, it divides into two branches; one of these goes forwards to supply the incisor teeth; the other comes out at the foramen mentale, and communicates with the artery of the lower lip.

The pterygoid branches are distributed to the pterygoid muscles.

The deep temporal arteries are two in number, and ramify deeply in the temporal muscle.

The artery of the cheek (arteria bucalis) runs along the buccinator muscle, and communicates with the arteries of the face.

The alveolar artery, or artery of the upper jaw, bends round the tubercle of the jaw, and advances towards the face. Its chief branch enters a canal in the upper jaw, and supplies the teeth.

The infra-orbital artery enters and pales through the infra-orbital canal of the superior maxillary bone, and comes out upon the face at the infra-orbital foramen. It is distributed chiefly to the muscles of the face, and communicates with the coronal artery of the upper lip, and its nasal branches; with the transverse artery of the face, and the artery of the cheek.

The superior or descending palatine artery is one of the three branches, into which the internal maxillary divides at the sphen-maxillary fissure; it passes through the pterygo-palatine canal, and comes out at the palatine foramen. After passing a branch backwards to the soft palate, the artery comes forwards under the arch of the teeth. A small branch of it pales by the foramen incisivum into the nose.

The upper pharyngeal artery is sent to the upper and back part of the pharynx.

The nasal artery, which is the continuation of the trunk, goes through the sphenopatinate foramen to the back of the nostrils; there it gives small twigs to the ethmoid and sphenoid cells, and larger branches to the septum and floor of the nostrils and antrum maxillare.

The internal carotid artery pursues a serpentine course along the front of the bodies of the vertebrae, till it arrives at the entrance of the carotid canal. It is connected with the par vagum, and the great sympathetic nerve, and also with the rectus anterior muscle. It follows the course of the canal of the temporal bone, passing first directly upwards, then turning horizontally forwards, and then ascending again in a straight direction, and entering the cavernous sinus. While in this sinus, it pales from the back of the sphenoid bone to the anterior clinoiod process, where it suddenly doubles back upon itself, and branches out to the brain.

**Branches of the Internal Carotid Artery.**

While in the cavernous sinus, it sends off the two arteries of the receptaculum, which are spread upon the neighbouring parts of the dura mater.

Having risen to the anterior clinoiod process, it sends off the ophthalmic artery, which enters the orbit with the optic nerve. The artery is situated at first on the outside of the nerve; entering the orbit, it crosses obliquely over the nerve, and arrives at the internal angle of the eye. It sends off the following branches. - The lacrimal artery supplies the lacrimal gland, and sends forward two small branches to the tarsus of the upper and lower eyelid. The posterior ethmoidal artery pales through the posterior carotic artery hole to the ethmoid cells. The sphen-orbital or superior muscular artery pales along the upper part of the orbit, supplies the levator palpebrae, the rectus superior, and rectus internus, quits the orbit at the superciliary foramen, and communicates with the arteries of the scalp. The central artery of the retina plunges into the optic nerve, runs along its axis, and radiates beautifully on the retina. One of its branches penetrates the vitreous humour, and is distributed to the crystalline lens. The ciliary arteries do not all come off from the trunk of the ophthalmic, but many are produced by
by its branches. They may be divided into three classes.—The posterior or short ciliary arteries surround the optic nerve; they divide into twenty or thirty branches, which perforate the back of the sclerotics, and are distributed to the choroid. The long ciliary arteries are two in number; they perforate the sclerotics at one-third of the distance between the optic nerve and the cornea; arriving at the orbiticus ciliarii, they divide into two branches, which follow the outer circle of the iris, and communicating together, form the zona major of the iris; the branches of this form the zona minor of the iris. The anterior ciliary arteries penetrate the front of the sclerotics and contribute to the formation of the zones of the iris. These vessels in the fovea produce the arteries of the membrane papillaris. The inferior muscular artery goes to the muscles which are found beneath the globe of the eye; viz., the obliquus minor, the rectus inferior and externus. The anterior ciliary arteries are divided for the upper and lower eyelids. The trunk, arriving at the inner angle of the eye, splits into two branches: the nasal branch crosses the lacrymal bag, descends along the ala nasii, and communicates with the labial artery. The frontal branch is distributed to the scalp, and communicates with the temporal.

After the carotid has arrived at the anterior choroidal processes, it sends off several small branches, some one of which goes to the choroid plexus. Then it sends off the communicating artery, which meeting and anastomosing with a similar branch of the vertebral, contributes to form the celebrated circle of Willis. The artery then divides into an anterior and a posterior branch.

The anterior branch, or the artery of the corpus callellum, comes forward in the division between the two anterior lobes of the brain. Here it approaches the artery of the opposite side, and has a short but large communication with it just above the junction of the optic nerves. This communication completes the circle of Willis in front. The rem of the trunk passes first upwards, and then turns backward over the corpus callellum, and between the two hemispheres of the brain. The posterior branch, or artery of the fissa Sylvii, runs directly outward, and enters the fissura Sylvii; its branches supply the middle part of the brain chiefly.

Observation. All the arteries of the brain and cerebellum ramify first upon the pia mater, and then enter the cortical substance of the brain. They do not follow the directions of the convolutions. They are composed of thinner coats than other arteries, whence the brain may be seen even through the coats of the larger arteries.

The subclavian artery ascends behind the head of the clavicle and the insertion of the pectoralis major muscle, towards the scapular muscles; it passes between the anterior and middle scalene, and then bends over the first rib into the axilla, where it takes the name of the axillary artery. The outer edge of the scalene may be considered as the boundary between the subclavian and axillary portions of the vessel.

Branches of the Subclavian Artery.

The internal mammary artery comes off from the front of the subclavian; it passes behind the articularation of the sternum and clavicle, then goes along the middle of the cartilages of the ribs, and terminates on the rectus abdominalis by communicating with the epigastric, intercostal, and lumbar arteries. It sends an artery to the thymus; a small branch which accompanies the phrenic nerve; two arteries to the pericardium; and some small twigs to the anterior medianum, and back of the sternum. Other branches come off at the intervals between the cartilages of the ribs, communicate with the intercostal arteries, and then go out to the muscles on the outside of the chest.

The inferior thyroidial artery arises from the upper part of the trunk, where it is covered by the sterno-cleido-mastoideus; it divides almost immediately into four branches.

1. The proper thyroid branch bends in a tortuous manner under the carotid artery; till it arrives at the thyroid gland, to which it is distributed, communicating with the superior thyroid artery. This branch sends one or two small twigs down along the trachea. The ascending thyroid branch is a small but profuse artery, which passes upwards in front of the thyro-vertebral processes of the cervical vertebrae, and is distributed to the neighbouring muscles and nerves. 2. The transverse artery of the neck goes along the side of the neck, and is distributed to the trapæzius and neighbouring muscles of the scapula. 4. The transverse artery of the shoulder (transversalis scapularis, or scapularis superior) passes along the root of the neck towards the scapula, giving off branches to the neighbouring muscles. The trunk passing through the notch in the superior costal of the scapula, takes the name of the suprascapular artery; it sends off many branches to the supraspinatus muscle, then descends under the acromion to the lower part of the scapula, where it communicates very largely and freely with the infra-scapular artery.

Observation. Sometimes the transverse artery of the shoulder is a branch of the superficial cervical artery. Sometimes it comes off as a distinct trunk from the axillary artery, and then the name of suprascapular is applied to the whole of it. In these cases the fourth branch of the thyro-ideal is small, and only reaches to the surface of the trapæzius, deltoid, &c.

The vertebral, which is an artery of great magnitude, arises from the upper part of the subclavian, behind the inferior cervical ganglion of the great sympathetic nerve; it ascends through the foramina of the vertebral processes of the cervical vertebrae, entering at the sixth, fifth, or fourth vertebra. In passing from the second to the first vertebra, it makes a great turn; then it again bends backwards along that groove of the atlas which is destined to receive it. Entering the skull at the foramen magnum, it ascends along the balaar process of the occiput, and under the medulla oblongata to meet the artery of the opposite side at an acute angle; by the union of the two trunks the balaar artery is formed. The vertebral artery, as it pases through the transverse processes, gives off some branches to the spinal marrow. While it is pasing through the occipital hole, it sends off the posterior meningeal artery, which supplies the dura mater on the occiput, and extends as far as the sinuoidal bone. The inferior artery of the cerebellum arises immediately before, or after the union of the vertebrae; it comes off near the origin of the par vagun and having distributed several branches to the inferior surface of the cerebellum, terminates in the fourth ventricle. The anterior and posterior spinal arteries are usually given off before the union of the vertebrae. They descend along the front and the back part of the medulla spinalis, and keep up their fine sinuosity to the bottom of it by means of frequent communications with branches from without. The balaar artery pases along the middle of the tuberculum annulare; its anterior margin, giving several small branches to its inferior surface. Then it divides into four branches, two for each side of the brain. The superior artery of the cerebellum bends round the crus cerebri, and is distributed to the upper part of the cerebellum; it also gives branches.
to the crust cerehi, thalam., tuberula quadrigemina, and pinal gland. The deep-seated artery of the brain is separated from the former branch by the nerve of the third pair. Ascending between the cerebellum and posterior lobe of the cerebrum, it sends off the communicating branch, which meeting and intercutting with a similar branch of the carotid, completes the circle of Willis. The root of the artery is distributed to the back of the brain.

The inferior intercostal artery goes off from the back of the subclavian, and descends over the heads of the first and second ribs. It gives small twigs to the esophagus; two branches to the spinal marrow; two others which penetrate to the muscles of the back; and two branches for the first and second intercostal spaces, which communicate with the inferior intercostal arteries.

These four branches are usually given off before the subclavian passes between the scaleni; the two following arise while it is passing, or immediately after it has passed.

The deep-seated cervical artery goes under the muscles of the neck, almost touching the vertebral. It is entirely distributed to the surrounding muscles, and reaches almost to the occiput.

The superficial cervical artery is hidden under the brachial nerves; its first branches go to the face nerves, and to the scaleni muscles; the root of the trunk goes to the muscles behind the neck, as the pectoris, complexus, trapezius, and levator scapula.

The artery, having left the scaleni muscles, recedes from the trunk of the body, and assumes the name of axillary; it bends obliquely downwards over the middle of the first and second ribs, and under the clavicle into the axilla. Emerging from under the clavicle, it is covered by the brachial nerves, by the axillary vein and glands; externally, it is protected by the pectoral muscles. It is situated in the axilla, between the pectoralis minor and subclavicular muscles; at the lower margin of the tendon of the latissimus dorsi, it changes its name for that of the humeral artery.

Branches of the Axillary Artery.

The first or upper thoracic artery arises near the upper margin of the pectoralis minor muscle, behind which it descends; its branches supply the serratus anterior, pectoral, and some of the intercostal muscles.

The long or second thoracic artery, which is sometimes a branch of the posterior circumflex, or infra-scapular arteries, passes also behind the pectoralis minor, far as the sixth rib. Its branches go to the axillary glands and mamma, also to the serratus, pectoralis minor, and intercostal muscles.

These two thoracic arteries incommunicate with the intercostals, and the internal mammary.

The thoracic artery of the shoulder (arteria thoracica humeraria) comes off near the second rib, and penetrating between the pectoralis major and deltoid, is distributed chiefly to the former muscle, and the neighbouring integuments.

The deep or fourth thoracic branch (arteria thoracica alaris), supplies the axillary glands, the pectoralis minor, and subcapularis.

Observation. The thoracic arteries are subject to considerable variety in number, size, and distribution.

The infra-scapular or subcapular artery, which is a very large trunk, comes off near the neck of the scapula. Its first branches go to the subcapularis, to the capsule of the shoulder joint, and to the muscles, which arise from the coracoid process. A very large muscular branch is distributed to the teres major and minor, the serratus, latissimus dorsi, subcapularis, &c. The principal part of the trunk turns over the inferior costa of the scapula, and ramifies on the dorso of the bone, supplying the infra-scapularis, and teres minor, and communicating with the suprascapular artery.

The posterior circumflex artery goes off between the teres major and subscapularis; it passes backwards between this, and under the long head of the triceps, and is reflected round the head of the humerus, being connected with the deltoid. Its branches go to the deltoid, and other muscles about the scapula, and communicate with the profunda humeri.

The anterior circumflex artery is a much more slender branch; it goes under the biceps and coracobrachialis, and terminates on the deltoid.

The brachial or humeral artery leaving the axilla, pursues its course along the middle of the biceps muscle; it passes over the brachialis internus, and advances gradually to the front of the arm. In this course the large median nerve lies in front of it. Arriving at the bend of the elbow, it runs under that production which the tendon of the biceps fends off to the falcia of the forearm, and is lodged deep in the hollow which is left between the two mallei of muscles on the forearm, where it divides into the radial and ulnar arteries. The median nerve still remains in front of the artery; the cephalic vein is situated considerableness on the outside of the artery; and the median vein crosses over it to join the cephalic.

Branches of the Brachial Artery.

Branches of little consequence go to the teres major, latissimus dorsi, triceps, coracobrachialis, biceps, and nerves of the arm.

The larger deep-seated artery of the shoulder (profunda humeri major or collateralis magna) arises high up in the arm, and is frequently given off by the inferior scapular, or posterior circumflex arteries. It ends backwards between the long and the external head of the triceps, giving many large branches to that muscle, and comes out at the back of the arm, where it divides into two branches; these communicate at the back of the elbow with the radial and ulnar recurrences.

The nutrient artery of the humerus comes off near the insertion of the coracobrachialis, and having distributed branches to the neighbouring muscles, enters the substance of the bone.

The smaller deep-seated branch, or branches, go to the outside of the brachialis internus, supinator radii longus, extensor carpi radiales, &c. and communicate with the recurrences of the fore-arm.

The great anastomosing branch (ramus anastomoticus magnus) comes off from the inside of the trunk, within a short distance of the joint, and proceeds towards the inner condyle; its branches communicate above with the profunda, below with the recurrences.

The two last-mentioned branches, with one or two more which descend along the triceps to communicate with the arteries of the fore-arm, are sometimes described under the name of collateralis minores.

The radial artery, which is smaller than the ulnar, seems to be given off as a branch from the ulnar; it passes along the surface of the pronator teres, and then goes on the inside of the supinator longus to the wrist. It bends under the extensor tendons of the thumb, and penetrates the abductor indicis to arrive in the palm of the hand. Here it passes along the heads of the metacarpal bones, and having formed the arcus profundus volae, communicates on the opposite side of the hand with a large branch of the ulnar.

Branches
Branches of the Radial Artery.

The recurrent branch of the radial artery is reflected towards the outer condyle, between the brachialis internus, and the radial extensors of the carpus; there it has numerous communications with the collateral arteries of the arm.

The superficial artery of the palm of the hand is given off just as the trunk begins to turn over the radius; it goes over the abductor pollicis, or through its fibres, to communicate with the ulnar, and thereby complete the superficial arch. This branch varies much in size; sometimes it is very small, and does not reach to the ulnar artery; sometimes it is so large, as to give off the branch to the outside of the thumb; or even to both sides of the thumb.

At the back of the hand, the radial gives off an artery or two to the back of the thumb, another to the back of the fore-finger, and a third to the back of the carpus (dorsalis carpi), which communicates with the interosseal, and sends small branches between the metacarpal bones.

After the radial artery has entered the palm of the hand, it sends off the great artery of the thumb, which runs along the side of the first phalanx of the thumb, and then divides into three branches. Two of these are for the two sides of the thumb, and the third for the radial side of the forefinger. The branches of the deep-seated arch are small, and supply the interosseous muscles, and come out at the back of the wrist and hand.

The ulnar artery goes under the pronator teres, flexor carpi radialis, flexor digitorum sublimis, and palmaris longus, and passes within the edge of the flexor carpi ulnaris to the wrist. There it is situated just within the pisiform bone, bends across the palm of the hand, over the flexor tendons, as to form the superficial arch of the palm of the hand, which is situated under the palmar fascia, and opposite to the middle of the metacarpal bones. It terminates at the opposite side of the palm by communicating with the superficial branch of the radial artery.

Branches of the Ulnar Artery.

The recurrent branch of the ulnar goes under the flexor muscles to the back of the inner condyle, where it communicates freely with the collateral arteries of the arm.

The interosseous artery comes off very soon from the ulnar; it immediately finds a large branch through the interosseous ligament to the back of the forearm; this branch gives off the interosseous recurrent, and then passes down the forearm to the wrist, supplying the extensor muscles. The trunk of the interosseous artery descends along the ligament to the pronator quadratus; there it perforates the interosseous ligament, and communicates with the other branch of the interosseous artery and with the dorsal branches of the radial and ulnar arteries.

An artery to the back of the hand (dorsalis manus), communicates with the interosseous artery.

The deep palmar branch goes off just below the pisiform bone; it passes under the flexor tendons, and communicating with the radial artery, completes the deep palmar arch.

The convex part of the superficial arch then produces three large digital arteries, which, passing between the metacarpal bones, and arriving at the root of the fingers, divide each into two branches, which go along the side of the fingers to their very apex, where they communicate.

Observation. The arteries of the forearm are subject to great varieties. The brachial sometimes divides long before it arrives at the elbow, even as high as the axilla, in some subjects. Then the course of these arteries is natural in other respects. Sometimes, however, where this high division takes place, the ulnar artery, instead of going under the muscules, which have been mentioned, goes over them and just under the skin. Sometimes the radial, ulnar, and interosseous arteries proceed straight into the palm of the hand, and are distributed to the fingers without forming any arches at all.

The aorta having formed its arch, passes gradually behind the lungs to the left side of the bodies of the vertebrae. It descends in a straight course along the back of the posterior mediastinum until it arrives at, and passes through, the crura of the diaphragm; this portion of the vessel is termed the thoracic aorta.

Branches of the Thoracic Aorta.

The common bronchial artery comes off high up from the front of the aorta; it divides into two branches, one for either lung.

The right and left bronchial arteries arise lower down; and often there is a fourth or inferior bronchial artery.

These arteries are destined for the nourishment of the substance of the lungs: they supply also the bronchial glands, and the roots of the great vessels, which come off from the heart. They are remarkable on account of their communications with the pulmonary artery.

The oesophageal arteries are about five or six in number; they run upon the surface of the oesophagus, and communicate below with the coronary artery of the stomach.

The lower intercostal arteries are nine or ten in number, according to the number of ribs, which are unfurnished by the intercostal branch of the subclavian artery. They arise from the back of the aorta, and follow the course of the lower or grooved edge of the ribs. The upper ones are the smallest, and ascend somewhat; the lower ones are nearly transfered in their course. The arteries of the right side are longer, as they have to pass over the bodies of the vertebrae. They all give off: 1. a branch which enters into the spinal marrow as the nerves pass out; 2. a larger branch, which goes to the muscles at the back of the spine; 3. an upper branch which coming off at the angle of the rib goes along the upper edge of the rib below. The continuation of the trunk communicates with the mammary and thoracic arteries above; with the epigastrium and lumbar arteries below.

The aorta, having passed through the crura of the diaphragm, takes the name of the abdominal aorta. It is still situated on the left side of the bodies of the vertebrae; it is separated from the vena cava by the left lobe of the liver and the crus of the diaphragm. It approaches gradually to the middle of the vertebral, and gets in company with the vena cava, a little above the kidneys. At the last lumbar vertebra, or at the arch between the fourth and fifth, it divides into the two common iliac arteries.

Branches of the Abdominal Aorta.

The right and left phrenic arteries are the first branches of the abdominal aorta; sometimes they arise from the iliac artery; sometimes a single trunk, either from the aorta, or from the celiac, produces both the right and left phrenic arteries; they cross over the crura of the diaphragm, and then bend round the central tendon, sending off branches to the fibres of the diaphragm in all directions: they give branches to the renal capsule and fat of the kidney.

The celiac is a large short trunk, coming off from the front of the aorta, while it is still between the crura of the diaphragm. It is surrounded by the lesser arch of the stomach; beneath it is the pancreas, and on the left side the lobulus Spigelii. After a course of a few lines, it divides into three branches; the coronary artery of the stomach, the hepatic, and the splenic arteries.

The coronary artery of the stomach is the central branch of the celiac; it mounts upwards towards the oesophagus, feeds
The renal or emulgent artery arises from the side of the aorta, between the superior and inferior mesenteric arteries. The left renal artery passes over the vein near the kidney; the right renal artery goes under the vena cava, and is covered by its corresponding vein. The artery divides into three or four branches, which enter at the notch of the kidney. The renal artery gives branches to the renal capsules to the fat of the kidney, and to the ureter.

The spermatic artery is a long slender vessel, arising from the front of the aorta. On the left side it frequently comes from the renal artery; it pursues a tortuous course, and gets into company with its vein upon the psoas muscle. In men, it goes through the abdominal ring at the back of the chord, and supplies the testes. It sends off branches to the fat of the kidney, and to the ureter.

The spermatic artery of females passes along the ligament of the uterus to the ovary. Its posterior branches supply the ovary; its anterior ones pass on with the Fallopian tube to the uterus, where it communicates with the uterine arteries.

The inferior mesenteric artery comes off low down from the left side of the aorta. It descends a little on the left side of the two bodies of the vertebrae, and sends off the left colic artery. This supplies the descending colon, and by communicating with the middle colic artery, forms the famous mesenteric arch. The continuation of the trunk under the name of the internal hemorrhoidal artery goes along the back of the rectum; its branches reach almost to the extremity of that intestine, and communicate with the middle and external hemorrhoidal arteries.

As the arteries of the renal capsule vary much in size and number, they may be divided into three classes: the upper capular arteries are branches of the phrenic; the middle ones generally arise from the side of the aorta, between the celiac and mesenteric arteries; the lower ones are from the renal arteries.

The adipous arteries are those which supply the renal fat; they arise above from the capular arteries; below from the renal and spermatic arteries, and from the aorta.

The ureteric are also derived from various sources: the upper ones are from the renal and spermatic arteries; the middle from the aorta or common iliac artery; and the lower ones from one of the vesical arteries.

The lumbar arteries are five in number, arising from the back of the aorta, at the intervals of the vertebrae, as the intercostal arteries do in the chest. They supply the muscles in the circumference of the body; they give branches to the spinal marrow, and others which penetrate to the muscles of the back; the last lumbar artery communicates with the ilolumbar artery.

The common iliac artery of the right side passes over the lower part of the vena cava; on the left side, it is situated exteriorly with respect to its vein; it supplies obliquely downwards and outwards, and divides over the sacro-ilac symphysis into the internal iliac, or hypogastric, and the external iliac arteries.

The middle faceral artery usually arises from the point of bifurcation of the aorta; it descends along the middle of the facrum to the coccyx, and communicates on both sides with the lateral faceral arteries.

The lateral iliac artery descends immediately into the pelvis. In the adult it is of the same size as the external artery, but in the fetus it is four or five times larger; and after having descended into the pelvis, becomes attached to the side of the bladder, and rises again to reach the umbilicus, under the name of the hypogastric artery. At this period, the arteries of the pelvis are small branches coming...
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coming from the lower or convex part of the hypogastric. Where the artery approaches the bladder in the adult, it is converted into a fibrous substance, which still remains perversus to a certain extent.

Branches of the Internal Iliac Artery.

The iliohumburary ascends between the psoas magnus and iliacus internus, towards the ecrura of the ilium. Its branches are distributed to the neighbouring muscles, and communicate with the lumbal branch artery.

The lateral facial arteries vary in number from one to three, four, or even five. They descend on the side of the salival, communicate with the middle facial artery, and send branches through the facial hole of the cuuda equina. The vesical arteries are three or four in number, arising from that part of the hypogastric which still remains perversus, as it approaches the bladder. One or more of these, which goes to the bottom of the bladder, and gives branches to the vesical rami, prolate, &c. in men, to the rectum and vagina in women, is distinguished by the name of the lower vesical artery.

The middle hemorrhoidal artery comes off between the pudendal and gluteal branches, passes along the front of the rectum, and communicates with the external arteries. It sends branches to the bottom of the bladder, &c. in men; and a large one (which sometimes comes off distinctly from the internal iliac) to the vagina in women.

The uterine artery comes off near the former; it sends a branch down to the vagina, then ascends along the side of the uterus, on which it communicates with the uterine artery.

The obturator artery, which frequently arises from the epigastric, passes along the side of the pelvis, at the upper edge of the obturator internus, accompanied by the nerve and vein of the same name, and goes through the passage which is left for it at the upper part of the thigh hole. Having quit the pelvis, it divides into an external and an internal branch, which are distributed to the obturator muscles, to the capsule of the hip, and to the origin of the triceps. They communicate with the internal circumflex branch of the profunda femoris.

The glutus or posteriil iliac artery is the largest branch of the internal iliac. It arises from the back part of the trunk, bends downwards and backwards, and quits the pelvis at the upper margin of the pyriformis muscle. It sends a large branch between the glutus maximus and medius. Another branch, more deeply seated, goes under the glutus medius, and sends an artery close to the dorsum of the ilium at the origin of the glutus minimus.

The ileohiumatic artery goes out of the pelvis at the lower margin of the pyriform muscle, together with the great ileohiumatic nerve; it is here covered by the glutus maximus, and descends towards the thigh; it sends off a coccygeal branch, which turns back between the fascio-ileohiumatic ligaments towards the coccyx. The other branches of this artery are distributed to the glutus maximus, and other muscles at the back of the thigh, and are remarkable on account of their numerous communications with the circumflex branches of the profunda.

The pudendal artery goes out of the pelvis, in company with the ileohiumatic; it is smaller, and situated farther from the facrum; it merely passes over the great fascio-ileohiumatic ligament, and enters the pelvis again at the small ileohiumatic hole. Then it goes along the inside of the tuberity and ramus of the ileum. It sometimes sends off small branches before it quits the pelvis to the rectum, prolate, &c. While it is passing over the fascio-ileohiumatic ligament, and the tuberity of the ileum, it gives off branches which communicate with the circumflex arteries; and the external hemorrhoidal arteries to the fat of the perineum, sphincter ani, &c. which communicate with the middle and internal hemorrhoidal arteries. At the ramus of the ileum the artery divides into, 1. The perineal artery, which ascends between the accelerator urinæ and erector muscles, and supplies the muscles, skin, and fat of the perineum. 2. The artery of the penis, which is the continuation of the trunk. At the lymphatics of the pubis it divides into, 1. The dorsal artery of the penis, which runs along the back of that organ as far as the glans, the root of which it encircles. 2. The deep-seated artery of the penis, which enters the corpus cavernosum of its own side, into the cells of which it opens, and gives branches to the spongy substance of the urethra. The vesicle, which is analogous to the artery of the penis of males, is termed the clitoridea in females. Its distribution to the clitoris is the same as that of the above-mentioned artery to the penis.

Observe. The branches of the internal iliac artery are constant in their definition, but vary much in the order and manner of their origin.

The external iliac artery passes along the inner edge of the psoas muscle, being situated on the outside of its vein. It is surrounded by the lymphatic vessels, which come up from the lower extremity, and by the glands, through which they pass. It descends under Poupart's ligament, still keeping to the inner edge of the psoas muscle, and there it takes the name of the femoral artery. Here the vein lies close on the inside of it, and the anterior crural nerve is situated on the outside, but at some distance from the artery.

Branches of the External Iliac Artery.

The epigastric artery arises from the inner side of the trunk, near Poupart's ligament; frequently indeed its origin is absolutely below the ligament. It is reflected upwards and inwards behind the spermatic chord; then crossing the upper part of the abdominal ring, it gets behind the rectus muscle, and ascends to the navel. The epigastric artery generally sends a pretty large branch down the spermatic chord, which communicates with the spermatic artery. The other branches of this artery are merely muscular ones; the trunk communicates at the upper part of the rectus abdominis with the internal mammary artery.

The circumflex artery of the ilium arises opposite to the epigastric; it turns back, and runs along the crista iliæ, between the attachments of the obliquus internus and transversalis abdominis muscles, as far as the back of the bone, where it communicates with the lumbar and iliohumburary arteries. Its branches are distributed to the neighbouring muscles.

The femoral artery is surrounded below Poupart's ligament by the inguinal glands, and much fat. After a course of an inch and a half to two inches, it divides into two branches of nearly equal magnitude. The branch which continues in the direction of the trunk retains the name of the femoral artery; while the other, which descends amongst the muscles of the thigh, is named the deep-seated artery of the thigh (arteria profunda femoris). The common trunk sends off some trivial branches to the integuments, lymphatic glands, and neighbouring muscles; two or three larger branches supply the skin and fat of the pudendal.

The profunda comes off from the back of the femoral artery; it passes backwards, and descends for a short space, then gets between the heads of the triceps muscle, and sends its branches through that muscle.

Branches of the Profunda.

The external circumflex artery, which is the first branch of the profunda, goes under the fariiures and rectus musc. etc.
cles, towards the root of the great trochanter. It sends off in its course numerous branches to the muscles along which it passes. Some of its branches communicate with the internal circumflex and perforating arteries at the back of the thigh. A large branch descends along the inside of the vastus intermus to the knee, and communicates with the superior articular, and with the great anatomic branches.

The internal circumflex artery comes from the opposite part of the trunk. It goes backward to the trochanter minor, and turning round the bone, appears between the quadratus femoris and triceps muscles. Its branches are distributed to the muscles on all sides; they communicate with the obturator, iliatic, and gluteal arteries.

The two perforating branches of the profunda (the second is the continuation of the trunk) pierce the triceps muscle, to which they give branches, and are distributed to the flexors of the leg. They communicate above with the circumflex arteries, and below with the articular arteries. The inferior perforating branch gives off the great nutrion artery of the thigh-bone.

The femoral artery passes from the front of the thigh gradually towards the ankle. It is at first covered by the lymphatic glands, then it goes under the fariorius, rectus, and arrives at the tendon of the triceps, through which it passes into the ham, and takes the name of the popliteal artery. During this course, the femoral artery sends off small branches to the glands, to the fariorius, rectus, and other muscles. The great anasomosing branch comes off as the trunk enters the tendon of the triceps muscle; it plunges into the substance of the vastus internus, from which it emerges at the knee to communicate with the articular arteries, and also with the descending branch of the external circumflex. Two branches go through the tendon of the triceps to the muscles at the back of the thigh; they are called by Murray the superior and inferior perforating branches of the femoral. They communicate with the perforating branches of the profunda.

The popliteal artery passes from the tendon of the triceps through the middle of that space which is termed the ham, and arrives at the upper extremity of the soleus muscle, where it divides into the anterior and posterior tibial arteries. In this course it lies between the flexor muscles, and almost close to the bone. It descends between the condyles of the thigh-bone and the heads of the gastrocnemius, in the contact with the capsule of the knee. It gives off small muscular branches to the flexor muscles, and other larger ones to the gastrocnemius and soleus. The articular branches of the popliteal are five in number: three of them come off above the joint, and are therefore called the superior articular arteries, the middle of these three is distributed to the back of the capsule; the other two bend round the former just above the external and internal condyles. The inferior articular arteries are two in number, one for the infide, the other for the outside of the joint. The four last-mentioned branches arrive in front of the knee, where they form a vascular net-work by their numerous communications with each other, and with the recurrent branch of the anterior tibial, the anasomosing branch of the femoral, and the descending branch of the external circumflex.

The anterior tibial artery comes off at the lower margin of the popliteal muscle, and immediately penetrates the interosseous ligament. It descends in the front of this ligament between the tibia and the extensor pollicis longus, becoming more and more superficial as it approaches the ankle. It pierces under the transverse ligament of the ankle in company with the extensor tendons, then goes between the extensor pollicis longus and the extensor digitorum pedis longus to the root of the first metatarsal bone, where it plunges into the sole of the foot, and terminates by a large communication with the external plantar artery.

**Branches of the Anterior Tibial Artery.**

The recurrent branch is given off immediately after the trunk has passed through the interosseous ligament. It goes through the tibialis anticus muscle to the front of the knees, where it communicates with the articular arteries.

Small muscular branches arise throughout the whole course of the artery along the leg.

The external and internal malleolar arteries supply the ankle joint and neighbouring part of the tarsi. The external malleolar artery communicates with both the anterior and posterior branches of the peroneal artery. The tarsal artery goes under the extensor digitorum brevis along the second phalanx of the toes. It gives small branches to the ankle-joint, external brevis, &c. It also sends off three arteries, which run along the intervals of the metatarsal bones to the roots of the toes, where they join the digit arteries at the point of bifurcation.

The metatarsal artery runs along the heads of the metatarsal bones, and varies in size according to the magnitude of the tarsal artery. Sometimes it is large, and produces all the branches which have been described as coming from the tarsal artery.

The artery of the back of the great toe comes off just before the anterior tibial descends into the sole of the foot; it runs between the first and second metatarsal bones, and is distributed to the back of the great toe and of the second toe.

The posterior tibial artery is situated under the soleus muscle, and between the flexor communis digitorum and the tibialis posterior. It descends to the lower extremity of the tibia in this situation; then becoming more superficial, it bends behind the inner ankle, and enters the sole of the foot between the abductor pollicis pedis and the concave surface of the os calcis; here it divides into the external and internal plantar arteries.

**Branches of the Posterior Tibial Artery.**

Large muscular branches to the soleus.

The nutritive artery of the tibia.

The peroneal or fibular artery, which varies much in size, descends between the tibialis posterior and flexor longus pollicis, giving branches to those muscles in its passage to the bottom of the leg, where it divides into an anterior and a posterior branch. The posterior branch descends in the direction of the trunk to the outside of the os calcis, where it communicates with the external plantar and external malleolar arteries. The anterior branch comes through the lower part of the interosseous ligament, and advancing to the ankle, communicates with the external malleolar artery.

Branches throughout the course of this artery to the neighbouring muscles.

Two large branches to the bottom of the os calcis.

The external plantar artery is the largest branch of the posterior tibial; it runs along the inside of the abductor minimi digitii till it reaches the fifth metatarsal bone; there it bends inwards to the first metatarsal bone, where it communicates with the tibialis anticus, and forms the plantar arch. This artery sends off many branches to the adjacent muscles, and to the bones of the tarsi. The convexity of the arch gives off four arteries, which pass between the metatarsal bones to the roots of the toes, where each of them divides into two; these are distributed along the sides of the toes. The arch also sends off three or four branches, which penetrate to the back of the foot.

The internal plantar artery keeps along the inside of the foot in the direction of the abductor pollicis; it terminates by
by communicating with those branches of the external plantar which supply the great toe.

**ARTHA** wounded. See **AURISMA**.

**ARTHA**, in **Geography**, a river of South Wales, which runs into the sea about ten miles south of Aberystwyth in Cardiganshire.

**ARTHEDON**, in **Ancient Geography**, an island of Asia Minor, upon the borders of the Troade. Pliny.

**ARThEL**, something cast into a court, in Wales, or its marches; whereby the court is letted or discontinued for the time. The calling of arthel is prohibited by 26 Hen. VIII. cap. 6.

Arthel is a British word, more correctly written **Ardeilw**, or **Arwithe**; and signifies to avouch; as if a man were taken with stolen goods in his hand, he was to be allowed a lawful arthel, or voucher, to clear him of the felony. This was part of the law of Hovel Dha, according to whose laws, every tenant, holding of any other than the prince, or the lord of the fee, paid a fine "pro defenso regis," which was called orion arthel.

**ARTHEMIS**, in **Zoology**, a genus of worms in the *Molusca* tribe established by Poli in his work on the shells of the two Sicilies. See **VERMES**.

**ARThES**, in **Geography**, a town of France, in the department of the lower Pyrenees, and chief place of a canton in the district of Orthes, five leagues north-west of Pau.

**ARTHRITICA**, in the *Materia Medica*, medicines fitted to cure the diseases of the joints, particularly the gout; but the term is so vague and of so indeterminate a meaning as to be altogether improper.

**ARTHRITIS**, formed from *ypos*, articulus, joint, in *Medicines*, a disease better known under the name of *gout*.

**ARTHROCACE, in Surgery**, a disease of the joints, or the extremities of bones, more commonly named *Spina Ventosa*, which fea. When this disorder afflicts children, it is called *Pedaarthrocace*. We do not recollect any author to have distinctly treated of this complaint before Rhaezes the Arabian physician, who has entered at large into the consideration of diseased joints.

**ARTHRODIA**, formed from *ypos*, articulus, and *ygos*, *recipio, I receive*, in *Anatomy*, a species of articulation, admitting of a very small degree of motion; as each bone composing the joint must have nearly a plain surface. Such is the articulation of the humerus with the scapula. See **Articulation**.

**ARTHRODYNA, in Surgery**, is a chronic rheumatic affection of the joints. This name was first imposed by Dr. Cullen, in his Synopsis Noologica Medicinae. See **Rheumatorr and White Swelling**.

**ARTHROPUSIS**, is a suppuration of the joints, or at least a strong tendency to form pus. In this case there is a deep-seated inflammation, obituously painful, sometimes throbbing, and frequently attended with feverish symptoms. The treatment is described under the articles, *Abscess, Spina Ventosa, White Swelling, Inflammation, and Rheumatism*.

**ARTHROSIS**, formed from *ypos*, articulus, in *Anatomy*, a juncture of two bones designed for motion; called also articulation.

**ARTHUR**, in *Biography* and *History*, the most remarkable name among the Britons. As a hero and a confammate warrior, he appears illustrious in our history; but as a being of romance, his splendor has dazzled the world. It has been generally inferred that the great achievements of this hero created those illitory actions and scenes depicted in the *Mabinogion*, or *Juvenile Tales*; and some authors, with such phantoms playing before their eyes, have denied existence to such a person altogether. But that there was a prince of this name, who often led the Britons successfully to battle against the Saxons, in the commencement of the sixth century, there ought not to be any doubts; for he is mentioned by contemporary writers, whose works are full extant; namely, Lllywarch, Merzin, and Taliesin; and he is likewise often recorded in the *Triads*, which are documents worthy of credit; but neither by these poets, nor in the *Triads*, is he in any respect exalted to that rank in which the world now beholds his name, nor extolled above other princes who held similar stations in the country.

About the year 516, or 517, Arthur was elected by the flates of Britain to exercise sovereign authority, as other princes had been chosen, in dangerous times; and he obtained that pre-eminence in consequence of his superior abilities and bravery, being until that time only a chieftain of the Silurian Britons. He continued to present a successful opposition to the increasing power of the Saxons, until a fatal disunion broke out between him and Medrod; a radical evil among the Britons, in consequence of their being divided into many small states; and which, about the year 540, kindled into a civil war; and Medrod joined his power with the Saxons, which ultimately produced the battle of Camlann, equally fatal to the British and the Saxon fides, and which brought diifurse ruin on the Britons.

Such was the career of Arthur, as exhibited by the bard and the *Triads*. The hero under the same name in the dramatic cases called *Mabinogion*, is totally of different features, and in fact is a distinct peripage altogether. The list is then a mythological character of times to remote as to be far beyond the scope of history; his attributes in the dramatic cases before mentioned point him out as such. Memorials of this being, and of several others connected with him, have been traditionally preferred in various and very distant parts of the world; and if we willake not, their memorials are written in the heavens, and some of the constellations bear their name. Arthur is the Great Bear, as the epithet literally implies; and perhaps this constellation being situated so near the north pole, and visibly describing a circle in a small space of the heavens, is the true origin of the famous round table.

By confounding the Arthur of history with that of mythology, the chroniclers of the middle ages have committed a monstrous anachronism; and thus have blended the real feats of the former with the allegorical attributes of the other; and this confusion is still increased by all the succeeding writers of romance.

There are some very extraordinary things related concerning the mythological Arthur, in the *Mabinogion*, and particularly in the story of the pursuit of Olwen; wherein we recognise the Indian Menu, exactly by name, and with similar attributes, acting as one of the agents of Arthur, to recover Olwen, the representative of the fecundity of nature.

To the above rational and credible account, for which the editor is indebted to an ingenious writer, it may not be improper to subjoin, for the gratification of the curious reader, some other particulars, transmitted by Geoffrey of Monmouth, and other histiorians, of more doubtful authenticity.

From them we learn, that Arthur was the son of Uther, the pendragon or dictator of the Britons, by an adulterous connection with Igerma, wife of Gurlois duke of Cornwall, favoured by the aid of Merlin's magical skill. Upon the death of Uther, in 516, Arthur, at the age of 15, or according
according to Buchanan, 18, years, ascended the throne. With a
competent army, which his extraordinary fame enabled
him speedily to raise, he routed Colgrim, the Saxon duke,
and all his forces, consisting of Saxons, Scots, and Picts,
who were committing horrid devastations in Britain. Hav-
ing pursued him to York, he was obliged, in consequeuce of
the favour accorded to Colgrim by Corde, king of the
Saxons, to raise the siege and to march to London. Afflicted
by the loss of his troops, persuaded by Jutacan, king of
Armenia or Britain, he marched to Lincoln, which
was besieged by the Saxons, whom he defeated; and be
then compelled the survivors to surrender, on condition of
being allowed to leave the kingdom. These men, after
having embarked, repented, and relapsed on the western
coast; and proceeding to lay siege to Bedou, or Bath,
Arthur was obliged to decline his intended pursuit of
the Scots and Picts, and to make forced marches for the
relief of the city. After a very obilinate and severe engagement,
which lasted two days, Arthur, having performed extra-
ordinary feats of valour, took their camp, and fled Colgrim,
and another of the principal leaders. He then hastily
returned to relieve his nephew Hoel, who was invested by the
Scots and Picts at Dumbriton in Scotland. Having
succeeded in this enterprise, he directed his course to York;
where he is said to have established the Christian worship
on the ruins of the Pagans, and to have married a lady called
Guanhumara, who, under the name of Guenever, became
the subject of various metrical romances. Fabulous history
reports, that he invaded and subdued Ireland, Iceland,
Gotland, and the Orkneys; and having finished these
exploits, governed his kingdom for 12 years with undis-
turbed tranquillity, and very extraordinary splendour.
At this time he instituted his famous order of knights of the
round table. Having also, as Fabre relates, conquered Nor-
way and Denmark, invaded France, and taken Paris, and in
nine years made himself master of the whole kingdom, the
provinces of which he distributed among his domestics, he
returned, and held a grand assembly of his tributary kings
and nobles at Caerleon in Monmouthshire, where he was
solemnly crowned. Whilk he was afterwards pursuing his
conquests, and marching for Rome, his nephew, Modred,
who in his absence had prevailed on his queen, Guanhumara,
to marry him, set up the standard of revolt, and called in to
his assistance the Saxons and other barbarians. Arthur
hastily returned, and three battles were fought between him
and Modred; in the last of which, Arthur, though vic-
torious, received so many wounds, that, retiring to the ile
of Avalon, he died, A.D. 542, and was buried in that
place. "Every nation," says Gibbon (Hist. vol. vi. p. 592.),
embraced and adorned the popular romance of Arthur and
the knights of the round table; their names were celebrated
in Greece and Italy."—"At length the light of science and
reason was rekindled; the talisman was broken; the vision-
ary fabric melted into air; and by a natural, though un\jut re\ere of the public opinion, the effe\ency of the present
age is inclined to question the existence of Arthur." Mr.
Whitaker (Hist. Manchester, vol. ii. p. 31-71.) has
framed an interesting, and even probable narrative of the
wars of Arthur; though it is impossible to allow the reality
of the round table. He supposes him to have been the
Artur, great man, or sovereign of the Silures, and to have
fought under the auspices of Ambrosius, the
pedragon of the Britons, who sent him to the relief of
the northern Britons, oppressed by the Saxons. After
great successes in those parts, he fought his twelfth battle
in the south of England, after he was elected to the pen-
dragonship against Cerdic the Saxon. Mr. W. believes in
the reality of his institution of a military order, the origin
of all others of a like kind on the continent of Europe.
He speaks in high terms of the glory of his reign, at length
futally terminated by the civil wars, which put an end to the

ARTICLE, or "Steward Bay," in Geography, lies on the
cost of New Jersey, in America, and is formed by the union
of Passaic and Hackensack rivers. ARTICLE v., in Articul.
ARTICENA, a country of Asia, which made part of the
kingdom of Parthia. PROEMY. ARTICHOKE, in Botany. See CYNARA.
ARTICHOKE, at Rufulum. See HELIANTHUS.
ARTICLE, Articulus, a little part or division of a
book, writing, or the like.

This form is also applied to the several clauses or condi-
tion of a contract, treaty of peace, or the like.

In this sense we say, articles of marriage, articles of capi-
tulation, preliminary articles, &c.

Articles of the clergy, Articuli clerici, are certain
flatures touching persons and causes ecclesiastical, made
under Edward II. and III.

The statute made in the reign of Edw. II. A.D. 1316,
was made for terminating the disputes between the temporal
and spiritual courts, about the limits of their respective jurisdic-
tion. As this statute was procured by the clergy at a
time when their influence was much needed, it was very
favourable to their flamable and exorbitant claims of exempt-
ion from civil authority. By the last chapter it is granted,
that when clerks confess before temporal judges their heinous
offences, as thefts, robbery, and murder, they cannot be
judged or condemned by those temporal judges upon their
own confession, without violating the privilege of the church;
and that the privilege of the church being demanded in
due form by the ordinary, shall not be denied. This statute
was actually pleaded, and admitted in favour of a bishop of
Hereford, A.D. 1324, under accusation of high treason.
The statue de clero, 25 Edw. III. 3. c. 4. provided, that
clerks convicr for treasons or felonies touching other per-
sons than the king himself, or his royal majesty, should have
the privilege of holy church.

Article of faith is by some defined a point of Christian
doctrine, which we are obliged to believe, as having been
revealed by God himself, and allowed and established as such
by the church.

The thirty-nine articles of the church of England
were founded, for the most part, upon a body of articles compiled
and published in the reign of Edward VI.

The articles of king Edward were 42 in number, and
framed by archbishop Cranmer and bishop Ridley; and after
having been submitted to the correction and amend-
ment of the other bishops and learned divines, they were re-
viewed by the archbishop, and then presented to the coun-
cll, where they received the royal sanction. These articles,
though not brought into parliament, nor agreed upon in
convocation, as the title seems to express, and as they ought
to have been, were announced as "Articles agreed upon by
the bishops, and other learned men in the convocation held
at London, in the year 1552, for the avoiding diversity of
opinions, and establishing consistent touching true religion."
In the reign of queen Elizabeth, they were reviewed by the
convocation, and the 42 articles were reduced to the presen-
t; the following articles were omitted: viz. Art. 30.
"The resurrection of the dead is not past already."
Art. 40. "The souls of men deceas'd do neither partake
with their bodies, nor sleep idly."
Art. 41. "Of the Millen-
Millenarians," Art. 42. "All men not to be saved at
first," one of the other articles underwent a new division,
two being joined into one, and in other parts one is divided
into two; but without any remarkable variation of doctrine.
It has been a subject of dispute, whether the first clause
of the 20th article, viz. "The church has power to decree
rites and ceremonies, and authority in controversies of
faith," was a part of the article which passed the synod
and was afterwards confirmed by parliament in 1571. It is
certain it did not make a part of king Edward's articles,
nor is it in the original MS. of the articles subscribed by
both houses of parliament with their own hands, and
preferved in Bennet college library. The dispute, however,
is of little consequence to the present subscribers, as this
clause made a part of the article confirmed by parliament in
1562. These articles, having passed the convocation, Jan.
31, 1562, were subscribed immediately by most of the
members of both houses of convocation; but they did not
pass into a law, and become a part of the establishment, till
five years after this time. In the year 1571, an act
was passed, confirming all the doctrinal articles agreed upon
in the synod of 1562; and enjoining subscription on all persons
ordained to be deacons or priests, and on all who held any
eclesiastical livings, as well as licensed preachers and curates.
13 Eliz. c. 12. It has been said (Neal's Hist. Puritans,
vol. i. p. 179, 410), that this act established only the doc-
trinal articles; too, as they are expressed, "which only
concern the confession of the true faith, and the doctrine
of the sacraments," and, therefore, that the articles of the
church, which relate to its discipline, were not designed to
be the terms of ministerial conformity. These articles were
ratified by parliament at the restoration of Charles II., in
1662; and subscription to them enjoined on the heads of
colleges, chancellors, officiols, and commissaries, and also on
schoolmasters, 13 and 14 Car. II. c. 4.

By 1 W. & M. H. 1. c. 18, commonly called the tolera-
tion act, diffenting teachers are to subscribe all these articles,
except the 34th, 35th and 36th, and part of the 20th; and
in the case of anabaptists, except also part of the 27th; or,
if they scruple subscribing the same, they shall make and
subscribe the declaration preferred by lat. 19 Geo. III.
c. 44. professing themselves to be Christians and believers,
and that they believe the scriptures to contain the revealed
will of God, and to be the rule of doctrine and practice;
otherwise they are exempted from the benefits of the act of
toleration. Diffenting schoolmasters are excluded from sub-
scription to the articles by the same act. See TOLERA-
tION.

Concerning these articles, very different opinions have
been entertained by those who subscribe them; and they
have also differed in their sentiments and views with regard
to the nature and extent of subscription. Some have inter-
preted them more laxly, and others more rigidly; and they
have not been agreed as to the strictness or latitude with
which they may be subscribed. For the reasons that have
been urged in favour of subscription, and against it, and the
manner in which it has been interpreted and understood,
see Subscription.

Articles, Lambeth, were nine articles on the subject
of predestination, perseverance, and the limitation of saving
grace, drawn up by archbishop Whitgift and other learned
divines, subscribed by them, and enjoined on the students
of the university of Cambridge, in consequence of a com-
plaint occasioned by a debate in that university, which
commenced with a sermon of a Mr. Barret, who attacked
the believers of predestination with great fervor. The
private, in his letter to the university, represents them not
as new decrees, but as an explication of certain points,
"corresponding to the doctrine professed by the church
of England, and already established by the laws of the
land." But as they had not the queen's sanction, who,
however, is said to have been fully persuaded of their truth,
he desired that they might not become a "public act," but
used privately and with discretion.

Articles, Statute of the six, or bloody statute, was an act
for abolishing diversity of opinion in certain articles con-
cerning the Christian religion; 31 Hen. VIII. c. 14. By this law,
the doctrine of the real presence, the communion in one
kind, the perpetual obligation of vows of chastity, the utility
of private masses, the celibacy of the clergy, and the necessity
of auricular confession, were established. The denial of the first
article subjected the person to death by fire, and to the
same forfeiture as in cases of treason; and admitted not
the privilege of abjuring; a severity unknown to the
inquisition itself. The denial of any other of the five arti-
cles, even though recanted, was punishable by the forfeiture
of goods and chattels, and imprisonment during the king's
pleasure; an oblation adherence to error, or a relapse, was
judged to be felony, and punishable with death. The
marriage of priests was subjected to the same punishment; their
commerce with women was, on the first offence, a forfeiture
and imprisonment, on the second, death. The abstaining
from confession, and from receiving the eucharist at the
accustomed times, subjected the person to fine and imprison-
ment during the king's pleasure; and if the criminal per-
ished after conviction, he was punished by death and for-
sue, as in cases of felony. The rigour of these articles
was somewhat abated by the 35th Hen. VIII. c. 5, in con-
sequence of the interference of Cranmer. By this statute
persons were not to be convicted but upon the oaths of 12
men; the prosecution was required to be within a year;
and a person who protested against them, was to be informed
against within 40 days. Nevertheless several were burnt at
this time for denying the doctrine of transubstantiation. Upon
the accession of Edw. VI. the statute of the six articles
was repealed.

Articles of War, in Military Language, denote certain
regulations for the better government of the army in the
kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland, dominions beyond
the seas, and foreign parts dependent upon Great Britain.
These may be altered and enlarged at the king's pleasure.
In certain cases they extend to those that are not military
persons; as when by proclamation any place is put under
martial law or when people follow any camp or army for
the sake of merchandise, or serve in any menial capacity.
It is ordained, that the articles of war shall be read in the
circle of each regiment belonging to the British army every
month, or more frequently if the commanding officer thinks
proper. A recruit or soldier is not liable to be tried by a
military tribunal, unless it can be proved that the articles of
war have been duly read to him.

Articles of the Navy, are certain express rules and
orders directing the method of ordering seamen in the royal
fleet, and keeping up a regular discipline; first enacted by
the authority of parliament soon after the restoration, lat.
13 Car. II. H. 1. c. 9. but since new modelled and altered
by lat. 22 Geo. II. c. 23, amended by 19 Geo. III. c. 17.
In these articles of the navy almost every possible offence is
set down, and the punishment thereof annexed; in which
respect the seamen have much the advantage over their
brethren in the land service; whole articles of war are not
enacted by parliament, but framed from time to time at the
pleasure of the crown. Judge Blackstone figures, that
this distinction proceeded from the perpetual establishment
of the navy, which rendered a permanent law for their regulation expedient, and the temporary duration of the army, which subsisted only from year to year, and might therefore with less danger be subjected to discretionary government. He adds, "whatever was apprehended at the formation of the Mutiny Act, the regular renewal of our standing force at the entrance of every year, has made this distinction idle.

For if from experience past we may judge of future events, the army is now lastingly engrained into the British Constitution, with this singularly fortunate circumstance, that any branch of the legislature may annually put an end to its legal existence, by refusing to concur in its continuance."

**ART**

**ARTICLE of Death, articulus mortis,** the last pang or agony of a dying person. "The pope usually sends his benediction to the cardinals, &c., in articulo mortis."

**ARTICLE, in Arithmetic,** signifies the number 10, or any number juxta divisibile into ten parts; as 20, 30, 40, &c.

These are sometimes called decimals, and sometimes round numbers.

**ARTICLE, in Grammar,** denotes a particle used in most languages for the declining of nouns, and denoting the several cases and genders thereof.

The use of articles arises chiefly, that in languages which have no different terminations to express the different states and circumstances of nouns, there is something required to supply that office.

The Latins have no articles; but the Greeks, and most of the modern languages, have had recourse to them for fixing and ascertaining the vague signification of common and appellative names.

The Greeks have their ἄ, the eastern tongues their he emphaticum, from which, perhaps, the Greek article was derived, unless we derive the Greek ἀ, ἃ, ἂ, from the relative or, or both, by a kind of contraction very common in words much used, from the demonstrative ἀ. The Spaniards and the Italians have their il, lo, and la, which appear to be the Latin ille. The French their le, la, and les seemingly derived from either the Spanish or Italian. The Germans their der, das, dat. The English have also two articles, a and the; which being prefixed to substantives, apply their general signification to some particular things. See letter A.

Some grammarians make the article a distinct part of speech; others will have it a pronoun; and others a noun adjective. See Speech, and Pronoun.

**Articles, in the distribution of the ingenious Mr. Harris, belong to the specics of words which he denominates definitives; because, being associated with a noun, they serve to define, determine, or ascertain any particular object, so as to distinguish it from others of the classes to which it belongs, and, of course, to denote its individuality.**

Although there be a near relation between pronouns and articles, and it may be sometimes doubted concerning particular words to which classes they ought to be referred, yet they may be commonly distinguished by this rule: the genuine pronoun always stands by itself, assuming the power of a noun, and supplying its place; whereas the genuine article never stands by itself, but appears at all times associated to something else, requiring a noun for its support, as much as attributives or adjectives. Mr. Harris distinguishes articles into those chiefly and properly so called, and the pronominal articles, such as this, that, any, &c. The reafon and use of the former he illustrates in the following manner. When a certain object occurs, with which as an individual we are unacquainted, we refer it to its proper species, and call it dog, horse, lion, or the like. If none of these names suit it, we refer it to the genus, and call it animal. But the object which we are contemplating, is perhaps neither a species nor a genus, but an individual. Of what kind? known or unknown? seen now for the first time, or seen before, and now remembered? In this case we shall discover the use of the two articles a and the. A respects our primary perception, and denotes individuals as unknown. When an object passes by which I never saw before, I say, "There goes a beggar with a long beard." When the same man returns at some future time, I say: "There goes the beggar with the long beard." The article only is changed, the rest remains unaltered. The individual once vague, is now recognized as something known, and that merely by the efficacy of this
Articles are of great service in a language, as they contribute to the more neat and precise expressing of several properties and relations, which must otherwise be lost. Without articles, or some equivalent invention, men could not employ nouns to any of the purposes of life, or indeed communicate their thoughts at all. And hence one great disadvantage of the Latin above other languages which have articles, is that the article being either expressed, or left out, makes an alteration in the sense, which the Latins cannot distinguish. Thus, when the devil said to our Saviour, "Est tu filius Dei?" it may either be understood, "If thou art a Son of God," or, "If thou art the Son of God."—Scaliger, from the want of articles in the Latin, has concluded them useless, and bowed upon them opprobrious language, calling the article, "otium kequissime gentis instrumentum;" and the abbé Girard has degraded them to the humble reflection of "avant-coureurs," merely to announce the approach or entrance of a noun. Mr. Horne Took, "Divisions of Purley," has vindicated the honour of the article, and endeavoured to restore it to its primitive dignity. For this purpose he recurs to the reasonings of Mr. Locke, on the use and importance of general terms; and he observes, that it is the business of the article to reduce the generality of terms, and, upon occasion, to enable us to employ general terms for particulars. If, in combination with a general term, it is a subtiltute, yet it is a necessary subtiltute, which (he adds) is more than can be paid of abbreviations that have been advanced into distinct parts of speech, for they are not essential to the communication of our thoughts. The Italians even prefix articles to proper names, which do not naturally need any, because they of themselves signify things individually.—Thus they say, il Arigo, il Tasso, il Petrarcha.—Even the French join the article to the proper names of kingdoms, provinces, &c. as la Suede, la N. Mande.—And we likewise annex it to the names of certain mountains and rivers; as the Rhine, the Danube, the Alps, &c.

Fa. Buffier distinguishes a third kind of articles in French, which he calls intermediate or partitives, serving to denote part of the thing expressed by the subtiltutes they are added to: as, "des escavans out cru," "some learned men have supposed," &c.; I want "de la lumiere," "some light," &c. The use and distinction of the definite and indefinite articles le or la, and de or du, make one of the greatest difficulties in the French tongue, as being utterly arbitrary, and only to be acquired by practice.—We may add, that in the English, though the articles be so few, yet they are of such frequent use, that they easily discover any stranger from a natural Englishman.

ARTIFICIALIS, in Medicine, an epithet applied to a dicale which more immediately inteiles the artici, or joints. The morbus articularis is the same with the Greek αρθρίτις, and our gout.

ARTICULATE. Sounds are those which express the letters, syllables, &c. of any alphabet or language. Brutes cannot form articulate sounds, or they cannot articulate the sounds of their voice; excepting some few birds, as the parrot, phe, raven, storkling, &c.

ARTICULATED. Libell, libellus articulatus, that wherein the parts of a fact are set forth to the judge in distinct articles. This article is much the same with what is otherwise called libellus posiniouus.

ARTICULATED Leaf. See Leaf. ARTICULATED Radius, in Natural History. See Radius Articulatus.

ARTICULATION, &c., in Anatomy, the juncture or connection of two bones. Articulation is technically divided into diarthros, or moveable articulation; synarthros,
or immovable; and amphiarthrosis, which is defined to be a compound of both the others. The immovable connection of bones is said to be by Symphyses, Suture, Gomphosis, Schneiderian, Synarthroses, Synarthroses, or Synarthroses; for the explanation of which we refer to the separate articles. The movable articulations, which alone appear to deserve that term, are divided into Enarthroses, Ginglymus, and Arthrodia. When the spherical head of one bone is received into a corresponding cavity of another, a joint is formed, which admits of motion in every direction; this is Enarthrosis, which is called in English a ball and socket joint, and of which the hip joint is a good specimen. When the articular surface of one bone has a middle groove with lateral eminences, and the corresponding bone has a middle ridge with lateral depressions, a joint is formed which admits of motion backwards and forwards only, like a hinge; this is called ginglymus, and the elbow joint, as far as the ulna is concerned in its formation, or the second and third joints of the fingers and toes, exemplify this mechanism. Mr. Window divides ginglymus into the angular ginglymus, or that joint by which the first vertebra turns round upon the second; and he gives the same term to the articular connection of bones at different parts, as happens between the radius and ulna in the forearm. When two bones joined are a joint applied together by nearly plain surfaces, they may glide a little upon one another, but no extent of motion can take place. This is called arthrodia; and the junction of the collar bone to the acromion, and the metacarpal bones to the bones of the carpus, may be mentioned as specimens of this kind of articulation.

Articulation, in Botany, denotes the connection of parts that consist of joints or knaps, such as the pods of French honey-fuckles, which, when ripe, divide into as many parts as there are joints or knaps, and which usually find forth branches.

Articulation, in a general sense, is that form or character which the voice acquires, by means of the mouth and its several organs, the teeth, the tongue, the lips, &c. The voice by articulation is not made more loud or soft, which are its primary qualities, but it acquires in addition to these characters, certain others, which may co-exist with them. The emphatic of these new characters are those acquired by the voice, more or less, for the purpose of giving the voice a passage, and from the various configurations of these openings proceed VOWELS. There are other articulating forms which the mouth makes, not by mere openings, but by different contacts of its several parts; such, e.g. as it makes by the junction of the two lips, of the tongue with the teeth, of the tongue with the palate, and the like. These contacts are preceded or immediately followed by some opening of the mouth; and the articulations so produced are called CONSONANTS. There are other subordinate distinctions of these primary articulations, which are denoted in the language of grammarians, by the name of ELEMENT; because articulations of every other kind are derived from them and resolved into them. Under their smallest combination, they produce a SYLLABLE; syllables properly combined produce a WORD; words duly combined produce a SENTENCE; and sentences properly combined produce an ORATION or DISCOURSE. Thus it is, says Mr. Harris (Hermes p. 524.), that to principles apparently so trivial as about twenty that characterize sounds, we owe that variety of articulate voices which have been sufficient to explain the sentiments of so innumerable a multitude as all the present and past generations of men. See Dr. Hutton's paper on the subject of articulation, in Edinb. Trans. vol. ii. p. 7. See also CONSONANTS.

Articulation, in a more confined sense, is a branch or portion of Elocution; and in this sense a good articulation consists in giving every letter in a syllable its due proportion of sound, according to the most approved custom of pronouncing it; and in making such a distinction between the syllables of which words are composed, that the ear shall, without difficulty, acknowledge their number, and perceive at once to which syllable each letter belongs. Where these points are not observed, the articulation is proportionally defective. Exactness in sounding the words rightly, corresponds to propriety in spelling; and the articulation should be so clear and distinct, that the hearer may with ease keep pace with the speaker. Among the Greeks and Romans, who paid particular attention to speaking and regularly taught it, the slightest error in pronouncing was equally disgraceful in them, as false speaking is with us. A good articulation is the foundation of a good delivery, in the same manner as the sounding of the simple notes in music with exactness, is the foundation of good singing. As for the greater faults of articulation, such as flattering, hesitation, lipping, and inability to pronounce certain letters, they can never be cured by mere precept, but require the constant aid of a performer filled with the science of those faults, who by teaching each individual how to enliven the organs of speech rightly, and by shewing him the proper position of the tongue, lips, &c. may gradually bring him to a just articulation. Demoothing, it is said, when he first spake in public, could not pronounce the first letter of his art, "Rhetorick;" but by indefatigable pains he overcame the difficulty, and supplied this deficiency in his eloquence, even after he had arrived at the age of manhood. The first and most essential point in articulation is distinctness, and its opposite is the greatest fault. The chief source of indistinctness is too great precipitancy of speech. To this hasty delivery, which drops some letters, and pronounces others too faintly; which runs syllables into each other, and clutters words together, is owing that thick, mumbling, cluttering utterance, of which examples are too frequent. Demoothing had this fault; and this, it is not improbable, was the impediment or defect of speech, which he remedied by exercising himself in declaiming with pibbles in his mouth. For curing any imperfections in speech arising originally from too quick an utterance, the most effectual method will be to employ an hour every morning in reading aloud, in a manner much slower than is necessary; let a friend or some person attend, whose business it shall be to remind the reader, if he should quicken his pace and recur to his old habit of rapid utterance. These words should be marked which are passed over most hastily, and they should be repeatedly pronounced every morning slowly and distinctly. As in our language, words of more syllables than one have one syllable accented, and peculiarly distinguished from the rest, either by a smart percussion of the voice, or by dwelling longer upon it, the other syllables are often negligently articulated. In order to bring those, whose utterance is so rapid to a due medium, they should accustom themselves to pronounce the unaccented syllables more fully, and to dwell longer upon them. See Sheridan's Lectures on Elocution, p. 19—29.

Articulation, in reference to Grammar, is that part of it which treats of sounds and letters, and of their combinations, for the composing of syllables and words. Hence he who pronounces his words clearly and distinctly, is said to pronounce them articulately.

Articulation, in Vocal Music. This word, which belongs to every kind of elocution, as well as music, is too familiar to be called technical. Yet, as it is extremely important, and much neglected, it shall furnish an article.
The Roman artificers had their peculiar temples, where they assembled, and chose their own patron, to defend their canoes: they were exempted from all personal services. Taruntenus Patermus reckons thirty-two species of artificers, and Contantine thirty-five, who enjoyed this privilege. The artificers were incorporated into divers colleges or companies, each of which had their tutelar gods, to whom they offered their worship; and several of these, when they quitted their profession, hung up their tools, a votive offering to their gods. Artificers were held a degree below merchants, and argentarii, or money-changers, and their employment more forfend. Some deny, that in the earliest ages of the Roman state, artificers were ranked in the number of citizens; others, who affect their citizenship, allow that they were held in contempt, as being unfit for war, and so poor that they could scarce pay any taxes. For which reason they were not entered among the citizens, in the censor's books: the design of the census being only to fix what number of persons were yearly fit to bear arms, and to pay taxes towards the support of the state. It may be added that much of the business of artificers was done by slaves and foreigners, who left little for the Romans to mind but their husbandry and war. Dion. Hal. lib. ii. By means of the arts, the minds of men are engaged in inventions beneficial to the community; and thus prove the grand preservative against the barbarism and brutality which ever attend on an indolent and inactive stupidity.

By the English laws, a stranger, being an artificer in London, &c. shall not keep above two strangers servants; but he may have as many English servants and apprentices as he can get. 21 Hen. VIII. c. 16. And as to artificers in wool, iron, steel, brass, or other metal, &c. persons contracting with them to go out of the kingdom into any foreign country, are to be imprisoned three months, and fined in a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds. And such as going abroad, and not returning on warning given by our ambassadors, &c. shall be disfranchised from holding lands by descent or devise, from receiving any legacy, &c. and be deemed aliens. Stat. 5 Geo. I. 27. By 23 Geo. II. c. 13. § 1. penalty of 500l. and of imprisonment for twelve months, for the first offence; and for the second, of 1000l. and of imprisonment for two years, is also inflicted on persons feuding artificers to go abroad. By 14 Geo. III. c. 79, 15 Geo. III. c. 5, and 21 Geo. III. c. 37, heavy penalties are inflicted on masters of ships affilling in such seductions. See Manufacturers.

Ramazzini has a treatise on the diseases of artificers. Artificer by fire, a denomination sometimes given to chemists, and workers in metal. ARTIFICIAL, something made by art; not produced naturally, or in the common course of things. Artificial is also frequently used for fictitious. Thus we have artificial sal ammoniac, artificial borax, &c. Artificial fireworks are compositions of inflammable materials; chiefly used on solemn occasions, by way of rejoicing. Artificial Grasses, in Agriculture, are such grasses as are introduced into field husbandry, and cultivated either for the purpose of being made into hay, or for being fed off by cattle. Clover, lucerne, joint-joint, trefoi, ryegrass, and some others are of this nature. See Cattle.

The cultivation of artificial grasses has been practised in some districts of the kingdom for more than a century, while in others it has only been attended to within these few years, and there are still others that have but just begun to introduce these kinds of grasses. Wherever they have, however, been properly cultivated, so various and so manifest have been
found the advantages arising from them, that they form a very lucrative branch of husbandry, and are consequently grown in abundance in many parts of the kingdom. Those which, according to the author of the Synopsis of Husbandry, are most usually propagated and found to bring the most considerable profit to the farmer, are faihfoim or circine grass, clover, trefoil, hop-clover or non-fitch, and lucerne. One or other of these different species of griffes may indeed be beneficially cultivated on almost every soil, as where the poverty of the ground will not admit of growing either lucerne or clover, faihfoim or trefoil, from their requiring a little depth of soil, may turn out a weighty crop. Saintfoim, clover, and trefoil, are indeed now so universally raised from seed of English growth, that they have become in a manner naturalized to the soil, being scarcely any country in Europe where larger crops are grown than in this. Lucerne, though it be sometimes reserved for feed here, is most successfully raised from seeds of foreign growth. In respect to burnet, spruy, and timothy griffs, which are by some considered as artificial griffes, although their virtues have been highly celebrated by many, they have, perhaps, but seldom it is observed, been found to answer in the cultivation in any degree equal to the fangial commendation bestowed on them.

It is judiciously remarked by Mr. Kent, in the Agricultural Survey of Norfolk, that artificial griffes should always be chosen agreeably to the soil. Saintfoim should, says he, be introduced where there is a chalky, marly, or even a gritty bottom. White clover should be the principal griff, where land is designed to be laid for a continuance. Trefoil and burnet upon high and poor uplands, designed for sheep-walks, perennial damel, or what the farmers call rye-griffs, is, he thinks, proper upon light arable land, for though it is an exhaluer, it serves better than any other to brace the surface. A few acres of lucerne he likewise recommends to every farmer who has a piece of leamy tillage, and near his house.

And in the Survey of the County of Somerfet it is remarked, that on the free-brath and free-frome-griff soils faihfoim takes the lead; and that though the feed is very expensive, the quantity and quality of its produce, together with its durability, make an ample return of profit, particularly if hown when the land is clean. Next to faihfoim, rye-griffs, marl-griffs, and white Dutch clover, are in deferred repute, when the land is intended to remain some years in griffs; but when it is intended to be ploughed again in the course of a year or two, broad clover is preferred to all other artificial griffes. It is remarked, however, in the able Survey of Northumberland, that there few of the artificial griffes are ever grown alone, except red clover when intended to continue only one year, and even then a small portion of rye-griffs, as from one to three gallons per acre are generally found with it; and the writers suppose, with much propriety, as it not only comes early in the spring, but thickens the crop and facilitates making the clover into hay. When the land is intended to continue for three or more years in griffs, they are generally mixed in the proportion of eight or ten pounds of red clover, four pounds of white clover, and half a bushel of rye-griff seed per acre; to the above quantities are sometimes, it is observed, added three or four pounds of rib-griffs and hopmedick, as the foil fruits. See GRASS.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING. See ELECTRICITY, and LIGHTNING.

ARTIFICIAL LINES on a factor or scale, are certain lines fo contrived, as to represent the logarithmic lines and tangents; which, by the help of the line of numbers, will solve all questions in trigonometry, navigation, &c. pretty exactly.

ARTIFICIAL Magnets. See Magnets.

ARTIFICIAL MUSICK, that which is composed according to the rules of art. There is no natural miusic but the wandering of birds, to which we are not applied; the melody of the avairy, or the notes of birds, to which the tones are too high, and the intervals too minute for our appreication. Rigorously speaking, all music is a work of art, particularly instrumental, in which the instrument itself is an artful contrivance for imitating vocal tones, and the hands of the performer must be guided by art. But the artifices of composition and performance are innumerable. In composition, fugues, canons, double counterpoint, ingenious and elaborate accomplishments, are included in artificial music; and in the performance upon instruments, the artifices of bowing on the violin, fingering on keyed instruments, double-tonguing on the German flute, &c. are only known and taught by great masters. The generating musical tones from glusses and other fabulances, not included in the three expedients for producing sounds by instruments, which the ancients as well as the moderns have confined to three several species, as strings, pipes, and percussion, is doubly entitled to the epithet artificial. The harmonies of a single string on the viola da gamba, have, perhaps, a better claim to the title of natural music, than any other sounds produced without human assistance.

ARTIFICIAL Pastures, in Agricultures, such pasture grounds as have been cultivated and trown down with plants of the artificial griffes kind, or such others as are capable of affording a large proportion of green food for the feeding of cattle and other animals. See Pasture.

ARTIGIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in the country of the Turduli, supposed to be the prefect Albama, between Grenada and the sea.

ARTIGNI, Anthony GACHET, in Biography, a writer of literary history, was born at Vienna, and became censor of the archiepiscopal church of that city. His work, intitled, "Memoires d'Histoire de Critique et de la Litterature," published in seven volumes 12mo, at Paris, in 1749, manifests considerable talents for literary research and criticism. He died at Vienna in 1769, Nouv. Dict. Hist.

ARTIK-ABAD, in Geography, a town or district of Asiatic Turkey, in the government of Siwas, between the town of Siwas and that of Tocat or Tokai; abounding with grain and fruit.

ARTILLERY is originally a French word signifying archery. In a general sense, it denotes the offensive apparatus of war, particularly the missile kind; and in modern acceptation, is more immediately applied to fire-arms mounted on carriages, and ready for action, with their balls, bombs, grenades, &c. In a more extensive meaning, the term includes the powder, matchets, utensils of ordnance, the machines which facilitate their motion and transport them, the vehicles over which they traverse rivers, every thing necessary to them, and all that enters into the form of a train of artillery. The same word, fully farther extended in its meaning, likewise comprehends the men deflined for the service of the artillery, the people who provide the artillery with materials and implements when engaged, the cannoniers, the bombardiers, the officers of every rank, and engineers of every kind. By artillery is likewise understood the science which the officers of artillery are known to profess. See Engineering.

In the most ancient times, when war was made with quickness and implausibility, the use of artillery was unknown. Something like military engines seem hinted at in the book of Deuteronomy (chap. xx. v. 20.) but the earliest
The precise mention of artillery is in the second book of Chronicles (chap. xxvi. v. 15.), where we are told, that Uzziah, who began his reign 809 years before the Christian æra, "made in Jerusalem engines invented by cunning men, to be upon the towers and upon the bulwarks, to shoot arrows and great stones withal." This also is particularly mentioned by Josephus, who represents Uzziah's care of Jerusalem as toward the end of his reign.

The Greeks, who were defirs of appropriating to themselves every improvement of science they gathered from the East, would fain have been believed the inventors of artillery. But so far from being in possession of artillery, they had not in their early times, if we may judge from Homer's writings, one military engine that was calculated to shake a wall. The earliest instance of profane history is probably to be sought for in the siege of Motya, about 370 years before Christ, where Dionysius, having battered the fortifications with his rams, advanced to the walls, towers rolled upon wheels, whence he called the beleaguered with continual volleys of arrows and stones thrown from his catapults. (Anc. Univ. Hist. vol. vi. p. 401.) The next memorable instance that occurs is the siege of Rhodes by Demetrius Poliorcetes, where even Grecian ingenuity was exhausted in the invention and improvement of artillery. (Diod. Siculus, l. xx.) Another instance of notoriety occurs when Hannibal beleaguered Saguntum, 219 years before the Christian æra; and the Saguntines hindered his soldiers from using the battering-ram, by an incessant hurling of darts, stones, and other missile weapons. See the account in Livy (l. xxi. c. 7. edit. Fretilin), who has also supplied us (l. xxxvi. c. 45. 47.) with a curious inventory of the warlike engines which Scipio, eight years afterwards, found among the stores of Carthagians. There were no less than an hundred and twenty catapults of the larger size, two hundred and eighty-one of the smaller, of the greater balista twenty-three, of the leffer fifty-two; besides an innumerable quantity of scorpions of different sizes, arms, and missile weapons. Two years, however, previous to this, Marcellus had laid siege to Syracuse, a city proverbially fatal to the armies that attacked it. Archimedes was at that time resident in Syracuse; and at the earnest solicitation of Hiero, king of Sicily, exerted the powers of his mind in the invention of artillery and other warlike engines. Marcellus had brought with him an amazing engine called scirhica, upon eight galleys; which the mathematician destroyed by discharging huge stones of enormous weight upon it, while it was at a considerable distance from the walls. The chief instruments he used were balists, a sort of crow lowered by a lever, which hoisting the ships of the Romans by the prow, plunged them to the bottom of the sea; grapples; and scorpions. Archimedes, however, left no account of these military engines in writing; because he confided all attention to mechanics as mean and forlorn, placing his whole delight in those intellectual speculations which, without any relation to the necessities of life, have an intrinsic excellence springing from truth and demonstration only; and reckoning such inventions but among the amusements of geometry. See the life of Marcellus in Plutarch.

To multiply the enumeration of ancient sieges where artillery was used, would not only be tedious but endless. Every siege, it is probable, gave rise to some invention or improvement. Tactius indeed mentions an extraordinary instance (Hist. l. iii. c. 23. 29.) of an engine with which the fifteenth legion fought against the troops of Vespasian, at Cremona. It was a balista of an enormous size, which the Vitellians played off with dreadful execution; and discharged maffy stones of weight to crush whole ranks at once. Inevitable ruin, we are told, must have followed, if two soldiers had not signalized themselves by a brave exploit. Covering themselves with the shields of the enemy, which they found among the slain, they advanced unperceived to the battering engine, and cut the rope of the spring. At last, after a vigorous assault from Antonius, the Vitellians being no longer able to sustain the shock, and enraged at their disappointment, in a fit of despair, rolled down their battering-engine on the heads of the besiegers. Numbers were crushed by the fall of such a prodigious mass. It happened, however, that the machine drew after it a neighbouring tower, the parapet and part of the wall, affording the besiegers an easier access to the city. The continued use of these enormous engines must be remembered by every reader of history; as well as that the Romans had regular batteries both of ballistics and catapults.

The credit of introducing artillery into our own country must undoubtedly be given to the Normans, whom William of Malmsbury describes (l. iii. p. 57. col. 2.) as having a peculiar delight in war, and affixes to them an in all the arts of attacking their enemies, when their forces were insufficient. The Normans first introduced among their enemies the keep, placed upon a mount, whence they annoyed the surrounding enemy with their darts, stones, and other offensive weapons. (Strutt's Manners and Customs of the English, vol. i. p. 93.) Their method of attacking keeps seems generally to have been by means of towers; blockade was little practised; and the iron ram, which the Romans found so serviceable, was rendered in a great measure useless by the deep ditches which surrounded their fortifications. The principal machines which the Normans employed were of course of the projectile kind; and they were not only used in regular sieges, but occasionally contrived as to be used on ship-board. See Matt. Paris, p. 1091.

Machines for throwing stones occur so early as in the battle of Haltings (Will. Pictavien. p. 201.); and Robert de Brunne, in his wars against the Saracens, informs us, that when Richard the First set out against the Holy Land, he had in his barges and galleys mills turned by the wind which by force of the fall threw fire and stones.

The benefit which the English manner derived from the crusades, is a topic on which we shall have other opportunities of enlarging; but the anecdotes to the knowledge of our ancestors in the art of war were singularly confpicuous. From the Saracens they obtained a sort of wild-fire of so subtle a composition, that there was no method of extinguishing it but by smothering it with heaps of dust or vinegar. It was by this device that the Black Prince set fire to Remonentine; and it was often thrown in pots from the catapult.

The Greek and Roman writers afford us many instances of the superior force which the catapults and ballistics of the ancients could occasionally display; nor are parallel instances wanting in the annals of Britain. Camden informs us, that with the mangonels, trebuchets, and balistae, our forefathers used to cast forth mill-stones; and Holinshed (p. 239.) relates, that when Edward the First besieged Stirling castle, he caused certain engines of wood to be raised against it, which shot off stones of two and three hundred weight.

The catalogue of projectile machines in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, exclusive of the balista, catapulta, onager, and spiorion, was the mangonel, the trebuchet, the petracy, the robinet, the maticgrillon, the bricoll, the bugle or bible, the cipringal, the matatunda, the ribaudequin, engine a verge, and the war-wolf (Grote Milt, Hist. vol. i. p. 381.), which
whole form, construction, and particular history, will be desc-
duced with propriety from their magnitude, without hurting
the great effects which it was necessary on some occasions
they should produce. See Cannon, Gunnery, and
Projectiles.

Dr. Smith observes (Wealth of Nations, vol. iii. p. 70.),
that the great change introduced into the art of war by the
invention of fire-arms, has enhanced still further both the
expense of exercising and disciplining any particular number
of soldiers in time of peace, and that of employing them
in time of war. Both their arms and their ammunition
have become more expensive. A matchet is a more expensive
machine than a javelin or a bow and arrows; a cannon
or a mortar, than a balilla or a catapult. The powder
which is spent in a modern review, is lost irrecoverably,
and occasions a very considerable expense. The javelins
and arrows which were thrown or shot in an ancient one, could
casily be picked up again, and were besides of very little
value. The cannon and the mortar are not only much
dearer, but much heavier machines than the balilla or cat-
pulta, and require a greater expense, not only to prepare
them for the field, but to carry them to it. As the im-
portance of the modern artillery too, over that of the an-
tients, is very great, it has become much more difficult,
and consequently much more expensive to fortify a town
so as to defend it for even a few weeks, the attack of that su-
perior artillery. In modern times, many different causes con-
tribute to render the defence of society more expensive.
The unavoidable effects of the natural progress of improve-
ment have, in this respect, been a good deal enhanced
by a great revolution in the art of war, to which a mere acci-
dent, the invention of gunpowder, seems to have given
occasion.

Artillery-Park, the place in the rear of both lines in
the army for encamping the artillery, which is drawn up
in lines, of which one is formed by the guns; the ammun-
tion waggon makes two or three lines, sixty paces behind
the guns, and thirty distant from one another; the pon-
toons and tumbrels make the last line. The whole is sur-
rrounded with a rope, which forms the park; the gunners
and matrofes encamp on the flanks; and the bombardiers,
pon-toon-men, and artificers, in the rear. Of late when an
army has been upon the point of engaging, or in expecta-
tion of an attack, the artillery has been encamped in two
parks, upon both flanks.

Artillery Trail, or Train of, a certain number of
pieces of ordnance mounted on carriages, with all their
furniture, fit for marching.

Artillery Company, the, had its origin about 1585, when
London being warned with continual mutters, a number of
its gallant citizens who had served abroad with credit,
voluntarily exercised themselves, and trained others to the
ready use of war. The ground they used was at the north-
est extremity of the city, high Bishopegate, and had before
been occupied by the "fraternity of artillery," or gun-
ners of the Tower. Within two years there were near
three hundred merchants and others sufficiently skilful to
train common soldiers; and in 1588, some of them had
commisions in the camp at Tilbury; but their association
soon after fell to decay. (Ellis's History of Shoreditch,
p. 348.) From the company's register, the only book
they issued in the civil wars, it appears that the associ-
ation was revived in 1611, by warrant from the privy
council; and the volunteers soon amounted to six thou-
sand. Three years after this they made a general mutter,
when according to contemporary authority, the men were
better armed than disciplined. (See Nicholl's London
Artillerie, p. 104.) In 1622 they erected an armory,
toward which the chamber of London gave above 300l.; it was furnished with five hundred sets of arms of extraordinary beauty, which were all lost in the civil wars. Their captain, during a part of those affrighted times, was a Mr. Manby, who irrecoverably detained for his own pur-
poses, the arms, plate, money, books, and other goods of the company. The protector was in vain solicited to enforce their being restored. (Ellis's Hist. of Shored. p. 349.)
In 1640 they quitted their old field of discipline, and entered upon a plot of ground in Bunhill-fields, leaved to them by the city.
This company, at present, forms a regular battalion of infantry, consisting of a grenadier, light infantry, and hat divisons; together with the matro's division for the use of two field pieces, presented in the year 1780, by the city.
There is also kept up a division of archers; archery being the art cultivated by the company in days when the bow was an instrument of war. The command of the battalion is vested in officers who are annually elected. This municipal corps is authorized and privileged by many royal patents and warrants; and particularly by one of his present majesty, under the royal sign manual, wherein his royal highness the prince of Wales is declared captain-general. It consists of gentlemen of character and property, bound by a solemn declaration and obligation of attachment and fidelity to the king and constitution, and of readiness to join in supporting the civil authority, and defending the metropolis. It is regulated by a court of officers, consisting of a president, vice-president, treasurer, the field officers; the lord mayor, aldermen, and sheriffs for the time being, and twenty-four elective members. (See the company's address to the inhabitants of London.)
Artillery is also used for what we otherwise call pyrotechnia, or the art of fire-works, with the instruments and apparatus belonging to it.
Artinal, in Geography, one of the Pelew Islands in the Pacific ocean.
Artis, in Ancient Geography, a place of Aisia Minor, in Tonia.
Artisan. See Artist, and also Artificers, and Manufacturers.
Artisiga, in Ancient Geography, a village of Africa, in Mauritania-Carafiren; situated on the east coast, north-west of the mouth of the river Malva, about 27 miles west of Siga.
Artiscus, in Medicine, from ather, broad, to denote a trochee, but more particularly that prepared of vipers flesh, mixed up with bread, to be used in the composition of Venice treacle. These are more particularly called artificis theriaci, or ibericai trochees. They were formerly in great vogue, and brought with much parade from Venice; but Zeller discovered their vanity; since which time vipers powder has been generally substituted for them, in the preparation of the treacle.
Artison, in Natural History, a common name among the French for various kinds of insects that injure furniture, skins, stuffs, &c. such as the Dermelles, Mites, &c.
Artist, in a general sense, a person skilled in some art; or, according to Mr. Harris's definition, a person possessing an habitual power of becoming the cause of some effect, according to a figure of various and well-approved precepts. In this sense, we say, an excellent, a curious artist. The pre-eminence is disputed between ancient and modern artists, especially as to what relates to sculpture, painting, and the like. At Vicenza, we are told of a privilege granted to artists, like that of clergy in England; in virtue of this, criminals adjudged to death save their lives, if they can prove themselves the most excellent and comfronnable work-
men in any useful art. This benefit is allowed them in favorem artis, for the first offence, except for some particular crimes, of which forming is one. The exception is just, since here the greater the artist, the more dangerous the perfon. Evelyn's Difc. of Medals, ch. vii. p. 237, &c.
Artists are persons who practice those arts which must necessarily be combined with a considerable degree of science, distinguishing them from such as are properly artisans or mechanics. Artists are particularly those who study and effect what are termed the polite arts, i.e. painting, sculpture, and architecture, to which may be added engraving. An account of the most eminent artists, ancient and modern, will be found in this work alphabetically arranged, to which our readers are referred. It appears that all civilized nations in every age have produced artists, and that with a degree of excellence generally ascribable to their civilization and opulence. In every nation where the arts have flourished, the artists have made but rude effays, and by degrees they have been nurtured up to excellence, except in such influences where they have been transplanted, as from Greece to Rome. It is universally acknowledged respecting painting and architecture, that ancient Greece has produced the best artists in the world; their works which have escaped the ravages of time are the standing monuments of their fame, and are still considered as the models of perfection; there is however an uncertainty whether their painters were equally skilled with their statuaries. With some reason, many judicious persons have supposed they were not, while others contend, that so much excellence produced in one branch, must have contemporary artists who would excel in the other also. While we cannot doubt of the genius of the Grecian artists, and of their ability to produce works of excellence, yet it may not be allowed that this argument will be found to be so conclusive as it may at first appear, since Chines and Indian models are found in a more perfect state than either their drawings or paintings. Sir Joshua Reyn-
olds has given a hint upon this subject in his notes to Mr. Mau-
son's translation of Du Fresnoy, which may be consulted upon one side of the question; and Mr. Webbe, on the other, will not fail to interrel any reader who may be inclined to believe in favour of ancient painters. When the Goths overran Italy, the arts were destroyed; and, with Grecian architecture, painting, and sculpture, lay in one common grave forgotten, until they were revived under some of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, which ought not to be esteemed as artists, but for the success which they have produced in the execution of which they have been corrected by the period after a short time after produced Michael Angelo, Raphael, Corregio, Titian, Algarde, Bernini, &c. painters, sculptors, and architects, to whose works the living artists are almost as much indebted as these illustrious characters were to the ancient monuments they dug from the ruins of old Rome. While painters continued to pursue their wretchedly dry and barbarously gothic method of design, prior to these enlightened artists, even then, the bronze gates of the baptistery of the church at Florence were produced; upon a sight of which, M. Angelo cried out with emotion, when he saw them, that they deferved to be the gates of paradise! Calls of these gates may be seen in the Royal Acad-
emy in London. This we notice to justify a remark which we have made, that painting does not always accompany with equal steps the efforts of sculpture.
An Englishman will observe with pleasure the progress which has lately been made, and is still making under the protection of our gracious sovereign, in this once barren land, by artists in painting, sculpture, and archi-
tecture.
Artist, artifex, in an academical sense, denotes a phi-
loater
ART

ARTIST is more peculiarly underfoot of a Chernill or alcymith. In which frame it is that Paracelsius and other adepts use the word.

ARTIZOOS, from άρτις, short, and γέν, life, is used by some ancient physicians for an infant short-lived, by reason of a difficult birth, whereby he was long detained in the paffage from the womb.

ARTOARTIA, in Ancient Geography, a town of India on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

ARTOPRIGA, a town of Vindelicia, mentioned by Pliny, and supposed by some to be Altzburch in Bavaria, on the Danube; but according to Chelverius, to be Labanau, on the Saltzbach, below Laullien, in the archbishopric of Saltzburch.


F Fruitta apprano, fruit without seeds.
F Fruitt a feminiter, with seeds in the fruit.

Leaves gajfed. Forther, whole description of this tree appears to be more complete than that of any other writer, says it is the thickness of a man, and upwards of forty feet high; the trunk is upright, no wood soft, smooth, and yellowish, the inner bark white, composed of a net of filiform fibres, the outer bark smooth, but full of chinks, pale all, colour, with small tubercles thinly scattered over it. Wherever the tree is wounded, it pours out a glutinous milky liquor. The branches form an ample almost globular head; the lower ones, which are the longest, spring from the trunk ten or twelve feet above the ground, spreading almost horizontally, scattered, and in a sort of whirl; twigs ascending, bearing flowers and fruit at their ends. Leaves alternate, petioled, ovate, deeply divided above the middle into seven or nine lanceolate acute lobes, with rounded sinuses; they are otherwise quite entire, smooth on both sides, even, spreading, bright green, paler underneath, membranaceous, a foot and a half in length, eleven inches wide, veined, having a thick nerve to each lobe, diverging from the common rachis. The younger leaves, like all the more tender parts of the tree, are glutinous to the touch; petioles roundish, even, ascending, two inches in length; stipules in pairs, involving the younger leaves, lanceolate, acuminate, concave, entire, smooth within; hairy on the outside; deciduous; three inches long; peduncles at the ends of the twigs, and in the axils of the upper leaves, foliary, round, upright, having a few hairs, and two inches in length. The male flowers are among the upper leaves; and the female flowers at the ends of the twigs. The male ament is club-shaped, feathery, upright, a spn long, covered with innumerable small, feathery florets. The proper perianths is very small, two-valved; valves equal, oblong, blue, concave, closely adhering, flat, yellow-brown. These have no fruitlets. The female flowers have bilateral samarae, ovate-lanceolate, compressed, acuminate, upright, but at the tip, soft, a spn in length, at frill cloded, then deciduous, placed at the end of the peduncle; samarae globular, covered with many conuate germs, these are obconical,immered in the receptacle, somewhat convex at the top; styles scarcely any; stigma projecting points, withering; in some varieties these are bift, according to Thumberg. The fruit is a globular berry, smoothish, marked with hexagons on the surface, pale green, often nine inches in length, filled with a white, farinaceous, somewhat fibrous pulp, which, when the fruit is ripe, becomes juicy and yellow; it is fastened to a club-shaped, feathery receptacle, which is longitudinally fibrous, and a hand in length.

In captain Cook's voyage it is observed, that the bread-fruit tree is about the size of a middling oak; its leaves are frequently a foot and a half long, oblong, deeply fin-cuted like those of the fig-tree, which they resemble in consistence and colour, and in exuding a milky juice when broken. The fruit is the size and shape of a child's head, and the surface is reticulated not much unlike a truffle; it is covered with a thin skin, and has a core about as big as the handle of a small knife; the edible part lies between the skin and core; it is as white as snow, and of the consistence of new bread. It must be boiled before it is eaten, being first divided into three or four parts; its taste is acrid with a slight sweetness, somewhat resembling that of the crumb of wheaten bread mixed with Jerusalem artichoke. The fruit not being in feason all the year, there is a method of supplying this defect, by reducing it to four palte called malas; and besides this, cocoa-nuts, bananas, plantains, and a great variety of other fruits, come in aid of it.

This tree not only supplies food, but also clothing, for the bark is stripped off the trees, and formed into a kind of cloth. To procure the fruit for food cofts the Otaheiteans no trouble or labour but climbing a tree; which though it should not indeed shoo up spontaneously, yet, as captain Cook observes, "if a man plant ten trees in his life-time, he will as completely fulfill his duty to his own and future generations, as the native of our cold temperate climate can do by ploughing in the cold winter, and reaping in the summer's heat, as often as these fruitlets return; even after he has procured bread for his profert household, he should convert a surplus into money, and lay it up for his children.

But while the trees are once introduced in a favourable foil and climate, so far from being obliged to renew them by planting, it seems probable that the inhabitants will rather be under the necessity of preventing their progress; for young trees springs abundantly from the roots of the old ones, which run along near the surface. Accordingly they never plant the bread-fruit tree at Otaheite." The bread-fruit is distingushed into that which is distillate of seeds, and that in which seeds are found. The natives of Otaheite reckon at least eight varieties of trees which produce the former. The moll common of these is named uru or toro, bearing a globular, smooth, even fruit. The maira has an oval, smooth fruit, with the leaves more deeply cut. The patona has a fruit oblong and rough, with a scaly appearance. The tutuara has an oval fruit, with mamilary germs, muri-ated by the permanent style.—Probably, by extending the culture
ART
culture to distant countries, the varieties may be still further improved. The parts of fructification in those trees which bear fruit without flowers, are said to be defective; as the aman never expands, and the styles are also deficient. In the variety Ω, the fruit contains a considerable number of seeds, almost as large as chestnuts, oblong, somewhat angular, produced into a point at each end. They are farinaceous like the chestnut, and are eaten in some places by the savage inhabitants, either boiled, or roasted in embers. It will easily be supposed that this fruit, abounding lefs in pulp, and being both more fibrous and lefs juicy than that which has no seeds, must be much inferior as an article of food; and, accordingly, before the discovery of the South Sea islands, the bread-fruit had not acquired that degree of reputation which it is now found to deserve. It has been long known in many parts of the East Indies, but not being wanted there for food, and consequently not having received any degree of cultivation, it has continued nearly in its natural state, without receiving that improvement from the care of men, which probably necessitated first urged them to exercise. Accordingly, captain Cook remarked the great inferiority of the tree which he found at Batavia, to the *euros* of the South Sea islands.

This most useful tree is distributed very extensively over the East Indian continent and islands, as well as the innumerable islands of the South Seas. It was found by Dampier in the Ladrone islands: it is a native of Amboina, Banda, and other islands of the Molucca islands: Java and others of the Maldive islands: Timor, Balaia, and Madura, of Prince's island, &c. M. Somnerat conveyed some of the trees from the island of Luzon to the island of France. M. Poivre naturalized them both there and in the island of Bourbon; and they are cultivated both in Malabar and Coromandel. In the South Seas both varieties are still found in the Marian islands, in the New Hebrides, and Friendly islands; but most abundantly in the Society, Marquesas, and Sandwich islands. In Otaheite however, and some others, the evident superiority of the French variety for food, has enabled the other to be neglected, and it is consequently almost worn out. We are informed by captain King, that in the Sandwich islands the trees are planted and flourish with great luxuriance on rising grounds; that they are not indeed in such abundance, but that they produce double the quantity of fruit which they do on the rich plains of Otaheite; that the trees are nearly of the same height, but that the branches begin to unfit from the trunk much lower, and with greater luxuriance; and that the climate of these islands differs very little from that of the West Indian islands, which lie in the same latitude.—This reflection probably first suggested the idea of conveying this valuable tree to our islands in the West Indies. For this purpose, his majesty's ship the Bounty sailed for the South Seas, on the 23d of December 1787, under the command of lieutenant William Bligh. But a fatal mutiny prevented the accomplishment of this benevolent design. His majesty, however, not discouraged by the unfortunate event of this voyage, and fully impressed with the importance of securing to useful an article of food as the bread-fruit to our West Indian islands, determined, in the year 1791, to employ another ship for a second expedition on this service, and in order to secure the success of the voyage as much as possible, it was thought proper that two vessels should proceed together on this important business. Accordingly, a ship of two hundred tons, named the Providence, was engaged for the purpose, and the command of her given to Captain Bligh; and a small tender called the Affiant, commanded by lieutenant Nathaniel Portlock, Sir Joseph Banks, as in the former voyage, directed the equipment of the ship for this particular purpose. Two skillful gardeners were appointed to superintend the trees and plants, from their transplantation at Otaheite, to their delivery at Jamaica, and Captain Bligh set sail on the second of August 1791. He arrived at Teneriffe on the twenty-eighth, at St. Jago on the thirtieth of September, and at the cape of Good Hope on the fifth of November. He failed from thence on the nineteenth of December; arrived at Adventure's bay on the ninth of February 1792, and at Otaheite on the eighth or ninth of April. The binnacle of procuring and embarking the bread-fruit trees, &c. took up three months and nine days; though the natives of Otaheite gave all possible assistance to Captain Bligh and the gardeners. They failed on the eighteenth or nineteenth of July; arrived at Coupang in Timor on the second of October; at St. Helena on the seventeenth of December, and at St. Vincent's on the twenty-second of January 1793. Here they stayed seven days, to leave a part of their cargo, and on the fifth of February they arrived at Jamaica, and delivered the remainder. The number of plants taken on board at Otaheite, was 2634, in 1281 pots, tubs and cafes: and of these 1151 were bread-fruit trees. When they arrived at Coupang, 220 plants were dead, but the rest were in good order. Here they procured ninety-two pots of the fruits of that country. They arrived at St. Helena with 830 fine bread fruit-trees, besides other plants. Here they left some of them, with different fruits of Otaheite and Timor, besides mountain rice and other seeds; and from hence the East Indies may be supplied with them. On their arrival at St. Vincent's, they had 551 cafes, containing fix hundred and seventy-eight bread-fruit-trees, besides a great number of other fruits and plants to the number of 1245. Near half this cargo was deposited here under the care of Mr. Alexander Anderson, the superintendent of his majesty's botanic garden, for the use of the Windward Islands; and the remainder, intended for the Leeward Islands, was conveyed to Jamaica, and distributed as the governor and council of Jamaica pleased to direct. The exact number of bread-fruit trees brought to Jamaica was 352, out of which five only were reserved for the botanic garden at Kew. Though the principal object of this voyage was to procure the bread-fruit tree, yet it was not confined to this only, for the design was to furnish the West Indian isles with the most valuable productions of the South Seas and the East Indies. Accordingly, the gardeners were instructed to procure plants of sweet plantain called *mico*, the Otaheitean apple or *ever*, the root called *peau*, of which the islanders make a kind of pudding, and a species of yam much larger and better than any in the West Indies. They were also to obtain at Timor and other places in the East Indies such plants and fruits as are used for food or otherwise by the natives, as the *janja*, *mangofian*, *durion*, *jambon*, *nanca*, *tehampadin*, *bloking*, *jambolan*, *boutilharry*, *jafic*, *bleck*, long pepper, &c. together with some bushes of dry or mountain rice, which is cultivated without being overlooked with water; and they were to make themselves acquainted with the mode of managing it in order to communicate the same to the inhabitants of the West Indies. Captain Bligh had the satisfaction, before he quitted Jamaica, of seeing the trees which he had brought with so much success, in a most flourishing state; intimating that no doubt remained of their growing well and speedily producing fruit; an opinion which subsequent reports have confirmed. But though the fruit has been produced in great abundance, it is said not yet to have arrived at that high state of perfection in which it is described to be at Otaheite. Thunberg feets breads of the East Indian bread-fruit tree from Batavia.
to the botanic garden at Amsterdam, in 1775. In 1777, he sent some small living plants; and the year following, he brought with him to Europe a great number of plants, both of this and the following species. But the true feed-leaf, from the South Seas, was first introduced into the islands of St. Vincent and Jamaica, and into the botanic garden at Kew, by Captain Bligh, in 1793.

The bread-fruit, when perfectly ripe, is pulpy, sweetish, purerect, and in this state is thought to be too laxative; but when green it is farinaceous, and esteemed a very wholesome food, either baked under the coals, or roasted over them. The table is not unlike that of wheaten bread, but with more resemblance to that of Jerusalem artichokes or potatoes. It was mentioned before that a fort of cloth was made of the inner bark: to this we may add, that the wood is used in building boats and houses; the male catkins serve for tinder; the leaves for wrapping their food in, and for wiping their hands instead of towels; and the juice for making bird-lime, and as a cement for filling up the crotches of their vessels for holding water. Three trees are supposed to yield sufficient nourishment for one person.

In the Malay language the bread fruit is called _focem_, in Java _budu_, in Anamboi _sum or sam_, in Makasar _badak_, in Ternate _gono_, in Timiah _rimot_, the Dutch call it _focnuss_—boom, the Germans _bredbaum_. The French _firma_ or _fruit a pain_.

2. _A. integrifolia_, Indian Jack tree; leaves entire; _futum_ macaronpon, Thumbl. Phil. Trans. v. 69. p. 253. _Sitodion cauliflorum_, Gxtn. fruct. t. 345. _Succes derricussum_ namum, Rumphi. Amb. t. 30—31. _Tsacce-maram, f. Jacca_, Rheed. Mal. t. 26, 27, 28. The East Indian Jacca, or Jack-tree, is about the same size as the foregoing or perhaps larger. Branches alternate, spreading; the twigs hircute with long fluff hairs; leaves alternate, petiolate, ovate-oblong, blunt, obscurely serrate, undivided, nervled, bright-green, and very smooth on the upper surface, paler beneath, and hircute with fluff hairs, spreading, a span in length. The younger leaves are evidently toothen, but the teeth disappear. The foot-stalk is somewhat triangular, smooth, an inch in length; flowers as in the foregoing; flowers male and female distinct on the same stem or branch; peduncle either simple or branched, pendulous an inch thick, and a foot long; pedicles three, five, or more, the length and thickness of a finger. The fruit weighs thirty pounds and upwards; it has within it frequently from two to three hundred feeds, three or four times as big as almonds; they are ovate-oblong, blunt at one end, sharp at the other, and a little flattened on the sides. These two species of artocarpus cannot be distinguished with certainty either by the form of the leaves, or the situation of the fruit; for the leaves in this are sometimes lobed as on that; and the situation of the fruit varies with the age of this tree, being first borne on the branches and then on the trunk, and finally on the roots. The Jacka tree is a native of Malabar and the other parts of the East Indies. The fruit is ripe in December, and is then eaten, but is esteemed difficult of digestion; the unripe fruit is also used pickled, or cut into slices and boiled, or fried in palm-oil. The nuts are eaten roasted, and the skin which immediately covers them, is used instead of the areca nut in chewing betel. The wood of the tree serves for building. No leaves than thirty varieties of the fruit are enumerated in Malabar. It was introduced into the royal botanic garden, at Kew, in 1778, by Sir Edward Hughes knight of the bath.

Propagation and Culture. Those varieties which bear seeds may be propagated by them, sown in a pot of rich earth, and plunged in the bark-bed. Those which have no seed in the fruit may be increased from suckers, in which they abound very much, or by layers. In hot climates they succeed best in a rich soil; for though they will grow in an indifferent one, yet they by no means arrive at that magnitude, nor is the fruit so well-flavoured as when they are planted in a good one. In the East Indies they yield a fruit of the Jacca into the ground whole, and when the numerous seeds germinate and grow up, they tie the stems altogether with withes, and by degrees they form one stem, which will bear fruit in two or three years if not placed in too wet a situation. See Marty's Miller's Diet.

ARTOIS, in Geography, a province of France before the revolution, is one of the most fertile and most productive of grain and fruit in the whole kingdom. It was formerly one of the fourteen provinces of the Netherlands; but since the revolution it is not included in the department of _pic de Calais_, or _fruits de Calais_. The chief city is _Arras_. This province is about twenty-three leagues long, and twelve broad; and is bounded on the west and south by Picardy, on the north by Flanders, and on the east by Flandres and Cambresis. The name of _Artois_ is derived from the _Artobali_, who occupied this part of Gallia Belgica in the time of Caesar. From the dominion of the Romans it passed to that of the French kings, who possessed it in 865; in 1237 it was erected into a Comte by St. Louis, and given to his younger brother Robert I. It was surrendered by Charles VIII. the fon and successor of Louis XI. to Maximilian of Austria, by the treaty of Sculis, in 1492. The houses of Austria and of Spain possessed it in succession till the year 1648, when Louis XIV. obtained it by conquest from Philip IV. king of Spain; and from his time it has been subject to France. The peace of the Pyrenees, in 1659, secured it to him, with the exception of the towns of Aire and St. Omer, which, together with their respective territories, were reserved to Spain, but afterwards ceded to Louis XIV. in 1679, by the treaty of Nimeguen, confirmed by subsequent treaties, and particularly by that of Utrecht in 1713. Its commerce confids principally in grain, flax, hops, wool, and linen cloth.

ARTOLICA, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Salassi, in Gallia Cispadana, at the foot of the Alps, now called _Bielle_ by the inhabitants, a hamlet of Savoy, in the duchy of Aosta, at the foot of mount St. Bernard the Left.

ARTOMELI, from _pyto, bread_, and _pe, honey_, in Ancient Pharmacy, a kind of castor oil prepared of bread and honey, applied chiefly to the phlegm.

ARTON, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the lower Loire, and chief place of a canton in the district of Paimbreuf, seventeen miles south-west of Nantes.

ARTONNE, a town of France, in the department of Puy de Dome, and chief place of a canton in the district of Riom, five leagues north of Clermont, and two and a half north of Riom.

ARTOTYRITES, or Artotyrite, in Ecclesiastical History, a branch of the ancient Montanists, who first appeared in the second century, chiefly in Galatia.

They use bread and cheese in the Eucharist, or perhaps bread baked with cheese.—Their reason was, that the first men offered to God not only the fruits of the earth but of their flocks too.

Hence, according to St. Augustine, came their name, which is composed of _pyto, bread_, and _pe, honey_.

The Artotyrites admitted women to the priesthood and episcopacy; and Epiphanius says, that it was common to see seven girls enter at once into their church, in white robes, with torches in their hand, where they bewailed with tears the miseries of human life.
ARTRO, in Geography, a river of North Wales, which runs into the sea near Llanddona in Merionethshire.

ARTUSI, Gio. Maria, of Bologna, in Biography, though he is ranked only among the minor writers on music, yet if his merit and importance are estimated by the celebrity and size of his volumes, certainly deserved the attention of students and collectors of musical works. In his "Arte del Contrapunto ridotta in tavole," published at Venice, 1586, he has admirably analysed and comprised the voluminous and diffused works of Zarino and other ancient writers on musical composition, into a compendium, in a manner almost as clear and geometrically as that in which M. d'Alambert has abridged the theoretical works of Rameau. In 1592, Artusi, who, like most of the musical writers of Italy, was an ecclesiastic, published a second part of his "Arte del Contrapunto," which is a useful and excellent supplement to his former compendium. And in 1602 and 1603, this intelligent writer published at Venice the first and second part of another work, "Delle Impropritzioni della moderna musica." Here the author gives a curious account of the state of instrumental music in his time: and in describing a grand concert that was made by the men of a convent at Ferrara, in 1598, on occasion of a double wedding between Philip III. king of Spain with Margaret of Austria, and the archbishop Albert with the Infanta Isabella, the king's sister, he enumerates the several instruments that were employed, and points out their excellencies and defects. Among these, though the violin is just mentioned, yet nothing is said of its properties, while the cornet, trumpet, viol, double-harp, lute, flute, and harpichord, are honoured with particular remarks both on their construction and use: but among these, the cornet, which has been supplanted in the favour of the public by the harpsichord, seems to have lost the highest in the author's estimation. The elder Doni, in his dialogue written about fifty years before, mentions the cornet more frequently than any other instrument: "Il divino Antonio da corrento perfettissimo—et M. Battista dell' Fondero con il suo corrento ancora; che lo fuma miracolamente." I have not been able, says Dr. Burney, to discover what instrument is to be understood in this dialogue, when Girolamo Parmabaco says, "Io fumerò il corrento a me!" and when it is said, "M. Gio. Vania o Buzi, in fumando di violone il tornacca, come egli fa miracolosamente," I am quite unable to guess what instrumental instrument makes the word "corrente," by a typographical error, has been printed for "violone." But to return to Artusi's remarks upon instruments: his hero on the cornet was Girolamo da Udine. In speaking of defects in the intonations of different instruments, I expected the violin would be celebrated for its superior perfection in that particular; but by the author's silence on that subject, I am convinced that it was either then but little used in concert, or was very ill played. Burney's Hist. Mus. vol. iii. p. 174.

ARTYMNEUS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Lydia, where the Xanthians are said to have established a colony.

ARTZ, in Geography, a district of the island of Zealand, belonging to Denmark, in the prefecture of Kullandborg, which includes nine church...

ARTZBACH, a river of Germany, which runs into the Enz, four miles south of Reffingen, in the duchy of Swabia.

ARTZBERG, a town of Germany, in the archbishopric of Austria, near the Enz, twelve miles north-east of Steyr.

ARU, or ARURO, a small island in the Indian sea, between the island of Sumatra and the peninsula of Malaysia. See ARROD.

ARURO, in Ichthyology, a name by which the Russians designate a species of mackerel found in the seas about Kamtchatka: the natives call it kare.

ARUA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in the district of Hispall, now Auida, a citadel of Andalusia on the Betic or Guadalquivier, seven leagues south of Seville.

ARVA, in Geography, a town and castle of Hungary, the capital of a county which extends to Poland, between the frontiers of Slovakia and Silesia, fourteen miles north of Rosenberg.—Also, a river of Hungary, which runs into the Waag, eleven miles north of Arva.

ARVAD, in Ancient Geography. See ARVA.

ARVALES PRAETRE, in Roman Antiquities, were priests in ancient Rome, who officiated in the temples of the Salvaranes, offered every year to Ceres and Bacchus for the prosperity of the principal fruits of the earth, viz. the corn and wine.

They were instituted by Romulus, and were twelve in number; all of them peculiar of the first families; the founder himself having been of the body. They constituted a college called collegium praestitum.

The mark of their dignity was a gilded, composed of ears of corn tied with a white ribbon; thus, Pliny says, was the first crown in use at Rome.

According to Fulgentius, Acca Laurentian, Romulus's nurse, was the first founder of this order of priests; but, in feasts, had twelve sons, who used to walk before her in procession to the sacrifice; one of whom dying, Romulus, in favour of his nurse, promised to take his place; and hence, says he, came this sacrifice, the number twelve, and the name of brother.—Pliny (lib. xvii. cap. 2.) seems to indicate the same thing, when he mentions that Romulus instituted priests of this body, after the example of Acca Laurentia, his nurse.

ARCANUS, in Conchology, a species of the Murex genus, that inhabits New Guinea. It is a coarse and heavy shell, usually of a black or brownish colour, and encircled with rings; the aperture is angulated; the tail rather long, and spire pointed. The specific character is thus defined: tail patulous; spire crowned with spinas. Ol. This is the bacinarum arcanum of Rumphius.

ARVARI, in Ancient Geography, an ancient people of India, on this side of the Ganges.

ARVAS, a town of Asia, in Hircania. Q. Curtius.

ARVIA, in Geography, one of the Lyre islands in the West Indies, subject to the Dutch; it lies near the coast of Terra Firma, fourteen leagues west of Curacoa, is uninhabited, and produces little clay besides corn and wood. N. lat. 12° 39'. W. long. 67° 57'.

ARVIA, a town of Periia, in the province of Mecran, near the cape of the same name in the Indian ocean, thirty leagues east of Mecran.

ARUBIUM, or ARUBIUS, a town of Lower Media, on the Danube.

ARUBO, a river on the coast of Guinea, west of Ildefonso gulf.

ARUBOTH, or ARABOTH, in Ancient Geography, a town or country of Palestine, in the tribe of Judah.

ARUCCI NOVUS, a town situated on the confines of Ly- mitania and Batica, placed by Antonius thirty miles from Paxi Jukas; now Murua, a small town of Portugal, near the confines of the Ardila and Guadalquivier.

ARUCCI VETUS, a small town of the Turdetani, in Batica; now Aruda, a hamlet of Andalusia, on the confines of Portugal and Shaumardia, on the river Gamo, seven leagues to the east of Aruci Novus. A mountain in its vicinity called Arcucazus derives its name from it: now la Sierra d'Aruda.
ARUCIA, a town of Illyria, in the interior parts of Liburnia. Ptolemy. According to some, it is now *Brejna*; but according to others, *Ozybunia*, a citadel of Monchica.

ARUDIS, a town of Achaia, in Syria, situate on the Euphrates, south-east of Samosata. Ptolemy.

ARUDY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Pyrenees, and chief place of a canton in the district of Oloron, 16 miles south of Pau.

ARVE, a famous and violent river of Savoy, which rises from the Alps, in the county of Faucigny, and runs into the Rhine near Genay.

ARVEDORUM MONTES, in Ancient Geography, mountains of India, on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

ARVENIS, in Entomology, a species of *Curculio* described by Mill. Zool. Dan. It is grey, with three lines on the thorax; wing-cases rufous, and faintly tesselated. *Arvenis*, a species of Cicada found in Denmark. It is yellow; front, abdomen beneath and disks black. Mill. Gmel. &c.

*Arvenis*, a species of *Philaena* (Nymph Linna.). The wings are brown, with a transverse yellow spot in the middle; margin brown. Gmel. Fab. &c.—*Nodius brunneus* of Wien. Schmett. This insect is of the middle size, and the under-side is brown; the larva is naked, brown, and spotted with white; the lateral line is bluish; head black, with two white lines.

*Arvenis*, a species of Vespa that inhabits Europe. It has four yellow bands on the abdomen, the third of which is interrupted. Lin. Fr. Sw. Schweff. &c.

ARVERNI, in Ancient Geography, a denomination given to one of the most powerful nations of Gaul, whose country, according to Strabo, was situated between the ocean, the Pyrenees, and the Rhine. They claimed affinity with the Romans, as the descendants of Antenor; to this purpose, Lucan says of them,

*Arvernique aui latio fe dicere fratres*  
Sanguine ab illeaco populi.*

And Pliny says, that after their conquest by the Romans, their ancient liberty was preferred to them on account of their bravery. When Caesar took possession of Gaul, it was divided into two factions, the Arverni, and the *Edui*; and it is said, that the complaints preferred at Rome by the *Edui* against the Arverni, were one of the causes which brought the arms of the Romans into Gaul, under the command of Fabius Maximus and Domitius Ahenobarbus. According to Steph. Byz. they were one of the most warlike nations among the Celts. Their country was comprised in Aquitania Prima, and their capital was "Augulfonum," now Clermont, in Auvergne. N. lat. 45° 42'. E. long. 3° 5'.

ARVERON, in Geography, a river which rises in a glacier of Montanvert, in the Alps, and runs into the Arve.

ARVICITO, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, on the salt coast of Calabria Ultra, four miles south of Stilo.

ARVICOLA, in Entomology, a species of *Scarabæus* (Melolontha Fab.) found in Russia, and greatly resembling *S. Horticola*. The shield of the head is reflected; body black and immaculate. Gmel. &c.—*Oeb*. It is hairy; and the thorax is tinged with blue.

ARVIEUX, LAURENT D', in Biography, was born of a family of rank at Mariéles, in 1635; and accompanied a relation to Seyde in 1653. In this place, and in other parts of Syria and Palatine, he resided 12 years, perfecting himself in the eastern languages, and extending his acquaintance with the history, manners, and politics of the Levant. Returning to France in 1665, he was despatched as an envoy to Tunis in 1669, for the purpose of negotiating a treaty. While he was successfully conducting this business, he procured the liberation of 380 French slaves, who, upon being restored to their country, offered him a purse of 620 piastres, which he declined accepting. At Constantinople, whither he was sent in 1672, he obtained every thing he asked; and surprised the Turks by holding all his conferences without an interpreter. He was afterwards, viz. in 1675, sent to Algiers, and obtained the freedom of 230 French slaves. In 1679, he was preferred to the consular at Aleppo, where he performed various services, which recommended him so much to pope Innocent XI. that he sent him a brief for the bishopric of Babylon, empowering him to appoint another person if he himself chose to decline it. Accordingly he nominated father Pidon to the office. In 1686, he returned to Mariéles, and principally devoted himself to literary pursuits. He wrote several memoirs on Modern History, and the affairs of the Levant; and he employed the last years of his life in the study of the scriptures in their original languages, aided by the learned commentaries and paraphrases. He died in 1702, aged 67. In 1717, M. De la Rocque printed, in 12mo., a Ms. which he had left unfinished, containing an account of a journey to the grand emir of the Arabs, with a description of the manners and customs of that people; and in 1724 there appeared, "Memoirs of the chevalier D'Arvieux," with an account of all his travels, &c. in 6 vol. 12mo., collected and arranged by father Labat, a Dominican. Moret. Gen. Biog.

ARVII, in Ancient Geography, a people of Gallia Lyonensis, mentioned by Ptolemy, who are supposed, by M. d'Avrille, to have occupied that part of Gaul which corresponds to part of Maine. Some vestiges of their ancient capital have been discovered in La Cité, on the river Erve, which runs into the Sarthe.

ARVII-Suppar, an entertainment made at funerals in the northern parts of England; and arvi/ bread is the bread delivered to the poor on such occasions. Arvi has also been used for the funeral rites themselves.

ARVRACUS, in Biography, a Britsh king, flourished according to Geoffrey of Monmouth, and other native writers, in the time of the emperor Claudius. Geoffrey's account is generally deemed fabulous; however, he says, that he was the son of Kymbeline; that upon the death of his father and brother, he headed the Britons, and gained a victory over Claudius; that upon Claudius's return to Rome, he became a powerful prince, and obtained independent authority; that upon the arrival of Vespasian, he made a compromise with him, and retained his dominions; and that, having governed the kingdom in peace, his life was protracted to a good old age; that he was loved and feared even by the Romans; and that he was buried at Gloucester, in a temple he had built and dedicated to the honour of the emperor Claudius. An old tradition reports, that, in the time of this king, Joseph of Arimathea came over to Britain, and planted the gospel in this country. Biog. Brit.

in threads or tendrils, in two rows, issuing from the middle of the spadix. Stam. filaments none; each anther fertile, four-cornered. * Female flowers on the lower part of the spadix, close to each other. Cultivated piele and spadix common to them with the males; perianth proper none. Cor. none. Pelt. germ each obovate; more le none; Pigma bearded. Per. berry globular, 3-5-fid, erect. Eff. Gen. Cham. Pf. the one-leaved, corded; spadix naked above, female below, pinnate in the middle. Species : * Without stems; leaves comp. 

1. A. crinitum, hairy leaved arum: "Leaves pedate, with the lateral segments involute; spadix hairy within: spadix ramentaceous above." 1 root leaves cut into seven parts, which are lanceolate, nerves, middle part largest; the five leaves are fagitate, or five-leaved, various; petals round, fărthest at bottom, fcape very short, round; spadix as in the common arum; spadix subcylindrical, a little shorter than the spathe; club many times longer than the other parts, having remote violet-coloured hairs festooned over it. The flower smells strong like carrion, by which flies are enticed to enter, but when they would retreat, the reverberated hairs prevent them, and they are there starved to death. It is a native of Minorca, and introduced in 1777, by Mr. Malcolm. It flowers in March. 2. A. dracunculus, long leaved arum or common dracunculus, "Leaves pedate, leaflets lanceolate, entire; lamina ovate, longer than the spadix;" this has a large tuberos fleshy root, which in the spring puts up a straight stalk about three feet high. Spotted like the belly of a snake; at the top it spreads out into leaves, which are cut into several narrow segments almost to the bottom; at the top of the stalk the flower is produced, which is in shape like the common arum, having a very long fcape of a dark purple colour, flanding over with a large fcape of the same colour, so that when it is in flower, it makes no unpleasing appearance, but the flower has fštong a fcent of carrion, that few persons can endure it. It is a native of the southern parts of Europe, flowering in June, and July. Cultivated by Gerard in 1596. 3. A. draconis, short fleshy arum, or green dracunculus, "Leaves pedate, leaflets lanceolate, entire, longer than the spadix, which is shorter than the spadix;" it rises about eight or nine inches high; leaves pedicled, upright, smaller than those of the common dracunculus; leaflets broad, lanceolate, commonly in threes; spadix awl-shaped, slender, longer than both fcape and leaves. It flowers with us in June, and grows in moister places in Virginia and New England, also in Japan and China. Cultivated by Mr. Miller in 1759. 4. A. serpatum, purple fowered arum, "Leaves pedate, leaflets suboval, entire, lamina lanceolate, longer than the spadix;" the native country of this species is not known. It flowers in March, and was introduced by Mr. Malcolm in 1774. 5. A. achor Phylum, five-leaved arum; "Leaves quinate"; it grows about a foot high, fubcalyciform, upright; leaflets lanceolate, entire, smooth. A native of the East Indies. 6. A. trilophium, three-leaved green-falked arum; "Leaves ternate, lamina lanceolate, acuminate, the length of the spadix;" it is subcalyciform, with the scape arising from the petiole; fcape fapes are male, others female, from the same root; the male fcape is erec, the female has the fcape inclined. The Brazilian plant has the side leaflets lobed outwards. The Virginia plant has them only gibbous, but the ftructure of the flower is the fame in both. This plant according to Loureiro differs in China from the foregoing, in having the leaflets distinct, not pedate. It flowers in June and July, and it appears from Evelyn's calendar to have been cultivated here, in 1664. 7. A. trifolium, three-leaved purple-falked arum.
ple; extending out of the spathe, turning upwards, the flower is held bisexual. It was brought from Ceylon in 1759, and flowered in the Chelsea garden. It is here in May and June. 16. A. juglandifolium, arrow-leaved arum, Jacq. Linn. 1793. See also Brown Jam. and Sloane's Jam. t. 15. t. 1760, t. 2. Linn. Coch. 353. "Leaves fagitate triangular; the angles divergent, acute;" upright from four to six feet high; leaves large, tough, green, held at the base, divergent, all the angles acute; footstalks round, spotted with red and black; spadix long, ovate, longer than the spadix, which is club-shaped. A native of the Spanish West Indies, China, and Cochinchina. Cultivated by Miller in 1731. In Jamaica it is a better smaller Indian arum, and cultivated there for medicinal purposes as the A. giganteum. 17. A. ursinum, common arum, Curt. Loc. pl. 1. 2. 17. Woods. t. 2. 25. Smith Flor. Brit. II. def. Withe. Light. & Germ. arum without spots. 2 Common spotted arum. 3. Indian arum. "Leaves hattate, entire; spadix club-shaped." It has a tuberous white root about the size of a large potato, growing underground, sending forth on every side a great number of fiddle shapes, propagating itself by lateral tubercles; leaves radical, from two to four, shining, veiny, frequently marked with dark purple or black spots, sometimes streaked with white, standing on sheathing triangular footstalks; spadix usually green, and often spotted like the leaves; spadix varies from a yellowish green, to a true purple; berries scarlet, in a naked cluster, each containing one or two seeds. It is common in most parts of Europe, and is the only species of the genus indigenous in Britain. It is usually found under hedges, flowering in May, and ripening its berries in the autumn. 18. A. virginicum, Virginian arum. "Leaves hattate-cordate, acute; angles obtuse." It grows wild in wet places in Virginia, Carolina, Pennsylvania, &c. The savages boil the spadix with the berries, and devour it as a great dainty. 19. A. prolifidulum, Apennine arum, ariflum. Turner. Bosc. Misc. 2. 61. t. 50. "Leaves hattate, spath the dyckinate, tobiron-fodiate." A native of the Apennines. Spathe shaped like a monk's cowl; leaves on very short footstalks. 20. A. ariflum, broad-leaved hooded arum, or friar's cowl. Hort. Cliff. 437. Sabb. Hort. 2. t. 79. "Leaves cordate-oblung, aperture of the spathe ovate; spath entire and bent inwards above, below not convolute;" about a foot and a half high; leaves firm-petioled, spath shorter than the leaves; spadix curved; berries red, one-seeded. A native of the north of Europe. Dr. Smolles observes, that the Italians call this plant il lume, from the striking resemblance of its flower, when revered, to a lamp with its wick. Cultivated by Gerard in 1596. 21. A. pilum, painted arum. "Leaves cordate, painted with coloured veins;" root-leaves three or four, petioled, painted on the upper surface with white veins; spath feathery, radical, united at the base, green, except at the top where it is purplish; spadix with an ovate-oblong, dark purple club; germa nobilis, green, anthers immediately above them; upper filamenta remote. See Supp. Plant. 410. 22. A. cornutum, Rumpl. Amb. 5. 312. t. 108. "Leaves ovate-oblung; spath febrabrum." A native of the East Indies. 23. A. tenaxfollum, grafs-leaved arum, or narrow-leaved friar's cowl. "Leaves lanceolate; spadix bristle-shaped, declinate." This species usually has five or six shining leaves resembing those of several other plants; spadix long, pointed, ribbed, while the spadix seven inches long, purple, with green points. It grows wild about Rome, Montpellier, also in Dalmatia and the Levant. We learn from Lobel that it was cultivated here in 1570. 24. A. canellifolium, Supp. Plant. 410. "Leaves lanceolate, veinless;" leaves few, two feet long, resembling those of canna; scape very short; spadix rather obtuse, red without. white within. In the spadix there is no space between the flaments and pistil. A native of Surman, on trees, parasitical. "Straw". 25. A. arborescens, tree-arum, Plum. Amer. 41. t. 51. g. & c. "Narly upright, leaves lanceolate ovate." It rises to the height of five or six feet, with a green jointed flake, as large as a walking-cane. Leaves placed irregularly at the top of the flake in a clump; they are oblong, of a light green colour, and sometimes punctured with holes, as in the aconitum perforatum. On the side of the flake, between the leaves, the flowers appear with a long spadix of a pale green colour, marked with white spots. The female flowers and flabices are ranged only on one side of the spadix, a circumstance which distinguishes it from all its congeners. It is a native of the Sugar Islands, and the warmer parts of America. Cultivated in 1759, by Miller. The whole plant abounds with an acrid juice, so that if applied to the tongue, this organ swells so much as to lose the power of articulation, and hence the name of dumb-cane. In this way it is said to have been used as a punishment for negroes. The juice is sometimes employed to allay the itch in promoting the granulation of sugar. 27. A. hederaesce, ivy-leaved arum, Jacq. Amer. t. 152. piet. t. 229. Miller's fig. 225. "Radicate; leaves cordate, oblong, acuminate; petioles round." A native of the West Indies. 28. A. lingulatum, tongue-leaved arum, Brown. Jam. 333. n. 12. Sloane's Jam. t. 77. t. 27. f. 2. 3. "Creeping; leaves cordate lanceolate; their footstalks edged with membranes." It readily climbs trees, and becomes more succulent and luxuriant towards the top. A native of the West Indies. 29. A. aurantium, ear-leaved arum, Brown. Jam. 351. n. 2. Sloan. 1. 169. "Radicate; leaves ternate; those on the side one-leaved." A climbing plant, sending out roots from the stems and branches; leaves large heart-shaped, having three lobes or ears; flowers included in a large spadix. A native of the West Indies. Cultivated on all the hills of Jamaica, climbing the trees, and is the only arum with compound leaves in that island. Cultivated by Miller in 1748. 30. A. indicum, Indian arum, Linn. Coch. 536. Rumpl. Amb. 6. t. 106. "Narly upright; leaves ovate; bifid at the base, rounded; spadices axillary;" stem five feet high, as thick as a man's arm; leaves very large, with many transverse parallel ribs, on subulate, erect, fimbriating footstalks; spathes axillary, small, acute, fimbriated, convolute; spadix tapering, erect; berries pale, small. A native of the East Indies. Cultivated in Cochinchina, where the spadix is boiled and eaten. 31. A. cucullatum, cowled arum, Linn. Cochinch. 356. "Upright; leaves petalate, cordate, with the ears cowled;" stem two feet high; leaves acuminate, on long round footstalks; spadix short, almost wholly covered with florets. A native of the suburbs of Canton. 32. A. spiralis, spiral arum, Retz. Obif. I. 30. n. 104. "Stemless; leaves lanceolate; spadix spiral phellid;" leaves acute, naked, with the footstalks dilated at the base, membranaceous, veined. A native of Tranquebar in the East Indies, discovered by König. This species ought to have been placed in the second division. It may here be observed, that in the arum, every pith and every anther is to be considered as a distinct floret, consequently it ought to be removed to the clafs monocaia; and this has been done by Schwcrber and Withering. Thunberg and Swartz place it in the clafs polyandra. We see no advantage however in removing it from the clafs gynandra, where it was left by the great author of the sexual system.
Medicinal qualities. Common arum is the only species of this genus included in the Materia Medica; and its use is confined to the root, which in a recent state is lachrymcent and extremely acrimonious, in so much that when cut into slices and applied to the skin, it has been found to blister the part; and upon being chewed, it excites an intolerable sensation of burning and pricking in the tongue, which continues for several hours. This acrimony, however, is gradually lost by drying, and may be so completely extinguished by the application of heat, as to leave the root a bland ferruginous aliment. Its medicinal efficacy, therefore, refutes wholly in the active volatile matter. It is a very powerful stimulant, and by promoting the secretions, may be properly employed in cachectic and chronic diseases, in rheumatic affections, and in various complaints of phlegmatic, torpid constitutions; but more especially in a weakened or relaxed state of the stomach, abounding with viscid mucus. If the root is given in powder, great care should be taken that it be young and newly dried, when it may be used in the dose of a scrofula or more twice a day; but in rheumatics and paralytic affections, requiring the full effects of this medicine, the root should be given in its recent state; and to cover the insufficient pungency it discovers on the tongue, Dr. Lewis advises us to administer it in the form of emulsion with gum arabic and spirits, increasing the dose from ten grains to upwards of a scrofula, three or four times a day; in this way, he says, "it generally occasioned a sensation of slight warmth about the stomach, and afterwards in the remotest parts, manifestly promoted perspiration, and frequently produced a plentiful sweat." As several obtrusive rheumatic pains were removed by this medicine, it is recommended to further trial. See Woody. Med. Bot. p. 75.

Propagation and Culture. Species 2. is very hardy, and will grow in any soil or situation; autumn is the proper time for transplanting it. 3. should have a moist, shady situation; it is with difficulty preferred in gardens. 6, 7, 8. are propagated by offsets; they will live in the open air, if planted in a sheltered situation, or if the surface of the ground be covered with tan. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 16. are to be propagated by offsets planted in pots, and plunged into a hot-bed, and after having acquired sufficient strength, kept upon shelves in a dry stove. 15. requires the tan-bed or bark-stove. Common arum ought to be transplanted soon after the seeds are ripe. 19, 20, 21. These multiply fast by offsets, and should have a shady situation. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. are propagated by cutting off the shoots, into lengths of three or four joints, which must be laid to dry six weeks or more; for if the wounded part be not perfectly healed over before the cuttings are planted, they will rot and decay; they should be put in small pots filled with light sandy earth, and plunged into a moderate hot-bed of tan, being careful that they have little wet till they have made good roots, when some of them may be placed in a dry stove, and others plunged in the tan-bed, in the bark-stove, where they will produce more flowers. They are tender plants, and must be constantly kept in the stove. See Martyr's Miller's Diet.

ARUM Ethiopticum. See CALLA.

ARUM Sardonicum. See DRACONIUM.

ARUMATIA, in Entomology, a name given by Marevanne, in his Natural History of Brazil, to the species of Mantis called Gigas by Linnaeus.

ARUN, in Ancient Geography, a village of Palestine, in the neighbourhood of Samaria.

ARUS, in Geography, a river of England, which runs into the sea at Little Hampton in Sussex, famous for its red mullets.

ARUNC. See ARUNCI.

ARUNC, in Entomology, a species of Cicada, described by Scopoli. This insect is entirely of a ferruginous color, with brown eyes.

ARUNCUS, in Zoology, a species of Rana or toad, that is larger than the common frog, but nearly of the same color. It inhabits Chili; and is described by Molina. All the feet of this kind are palmated, and the body warted. Dr. Shaw specifically defines it thus: R. corpore verucofo pedibus omnibus palmatis. Gmelin seems to think the palmated feet are a sufficient criterion by which it may be distinguished, "pedibus omnibus palmatis." Gmel.

ARUND, in Botany. See SPHILA.

ARUNDA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in Betic, situated on the Annus or Guadiana; now said to be Ronda, in the province of Granada, on the confines of Andalusia. N. lat. 36° 26'. W. long. 5° 49'.

ARUNDEL, THOMAS, in Biography, archbishop of Canterbury in the reigns of Richard II. Henry IV. and Henry V., was the second son of Robert Fitz-Alan, earl of Arundel and Warren; and at the age of twenty-one years, in 1374, promted from the archdeaconry of Taunton to the see of Ely, and embraced with the usual solemnities in 1375. While he held this see he almost rebuilt the episcopal palace in Holborn, and, besides other donations, presented it with a table of massive gold, enriched with precious stones, which he had bought of prince Edward for three hundred marks. Upon his translation to the archbishopric of York, in 1388, he expended a large sum in building an archiepiscopal palace, and in furnishing the church with several pieces of silver-gilt plate, and other ornamentals. After his advancement to the see of Canterbury, in 1396, he was a great benefactor to that church; for he built the southern tower and great part of the nave, and gave it a ring of five bells, called "Arundel's ring," several rich velments, a mitre enhaed with jewels, a silver-gilt crosier, a golden chalice for the high altar, and another to be used only on St. Thomas Becket's day. He held the office of lord high chancellor of England, with some interruptions, from the year 1386 to 1396; and in 1393, he removed the courts of justice from London to York: partly with a view of mortifying the pride and insolence of the inhabitants of London, and principally for the purpose of enroaching those of the latter city, over the diocese of which he presided: but after the experience of one or two terms, the courts returned to their first and more convenient station. Soon after his accension to the metropolitical see, he revived an old institution, by which the inhabitants of the several parishes of London were obliged to pay to their rector one half-penny in the pound out of the rent of their houses.

The interference of archbishop Arundel in the civil affairs of the kingdom, terminated in his imprisonment and exile. Have taken an active part in the first attempt that was made to deliver the nation from the oppression of Richard II. by obtaining a commission to the duke of Gloucester, his brother the earl of Arundel, and others, in which commission he himself was included, for governing the kingdom, he was impeached by the commons, sentenced to be hanged, and ordered to leave the kingdom within forty days, on pain of death. Pope Boniface IX. seizing this opportunity of extinguishing his displeasure against the king and parliament of England, gave Arundel a cordial reception at Rome, nominated him archbishop of St. Andrews, and promised him other preferments. The king's remonstrance, however, prevailed with his holiness to withhold the grant of the further favours which he had intended to confer on the exiled prelate. The dissatisfaction of the people of England with the
the government of Richard II. increasing, archbishop Arundel had an opportunity of returning to his country, and regaining his dignities. Whilist he was in Britain, in his way home, he was employed to solicit Henry duke of Lancaster, who had been banished by Richard, to return from France, and assume the crown; and having obtived the duke's snerules, the accesion of Henry IV. was accompanied with the restoration of Arundel to the metropolitan fee: and he had the pleasure of placing the crown on the head of his new master. At an early period of this reign, a design was formed of feizing the revenues of the church, in order to supply the exigencies of the public serviee. In a parliament held at Caenbury in 1421 or 1425, and called "Parlamentum Indoctum," this measure was proposed for execution. Arundel was present, remonstrated against the proposal, and urged that "the clergy were at least as serviceable to the king by their prayers, as the laity by their arms; and that the kingdom could not expect to prosper as long as the prayers of the church were depifed." His spirited exertions prevented, for the present, the further prosecution of this violent measure. The archbishop having thus rescued the temporalities of the church from depredation, manifested equal zeal in preserving inviolate its internal constitution. He exerted himself for restraining the progres of those new opinions, with regard both to doctrine and worship, which were disseminated by the Lollards or Wickhiffites; and as the university of Oxford was beginning to be infected with these opinions, he appointed visitors to examine and report the state of that seminary. He proceeded, in consequence of the information he received from the inquisitorial committee, delegated andfunctioned by his authority, to perecute, with an absurdity and cruelty which nothing but the ignorance and bigotry of the times can in any degree extenuate, those who were found chargeable with this new heresy. Upon the authority of the act for burning heretics, which passed in the reign of Henry IV. and which remained for a long time a disgrace to our statute books, a Lollard was condemned to the flames in 1413; and in the beginning of the reign of Henry V. Sir John Oldcastle, lord Cobham, a principal patron of the Lollards, was indicted by the priuate, convicted of the same, and sentenried to the flames. He had some time before attempted to procure an order from the pope to dig up the bones of Wickhiff, which was refused; and he actually procured a synodical condnction, which prohibited the translation of the scriptures into the vulgar tongue. It is said that whilst the archbishop was pronouncing sentence of excommunication and condemnation on lord Cobham, he was seized with an inflammation in his throat, which prevented his taking any further part, and soon terminated in his death, Feb. 20th, 1415. The death of the prelate, as to the time and manner of it, was attributed by the Lollards to the immediate interception of God: but however superstitious such judgments may be deemed in the present enlightened age, the intolerance and cruelty of the archbishop will be universally condemned, and they will entail just reproach on his name and character as long as any records of him remain. Biog. Brit.

ARUNDEL, in Geography, a corporation and borongh town of Englang, in the county of Suffie, seated on the river Arun, whence its name. It sends two members to parliament; the corporation consists of a mayor and twelve burgesses; it has two markets weekly, on Wednesday and Saturday, and is distant from London fifty-one miles. It has a harbour which admits vessels of one hundred tons burthen, and which was repaired in 1733. The castle, which stands on the north-east part of the town, was conferred by the empress Maud on William Ic Albano, as a recumbence for his defence of it against king Stephen. It descended to the Norfolk family in 1579, and the present duke has expended large sums in repairing and adorning it. This place belongs the peculiar privilege of conferring the title of earl on its politician without any patent or creation from the crown; and Arundel is the premier cardinal in England. N. lat. 50° 45'. W. long. 0° 26'.

ARUNDEL, a township of America, in York county and district of Maine, situate between cape Porpoise and Biddeford on the north-east, on the river Saco, twenty-one miles north-east from York, and ninety-six north-east from Boston. It contains 1458 inhabitants.

ARUNDELLIAN MARBLES, MARMORA ARUNDELIANA, or Oxford Marbles, called also Parian Chronicle, are supposed to be ancient stones, wherein is inscribed a chronicle of the city of Athens, engraven in capital letters in the island of Paros, one of the Cyclades, 264 years before Jesus Christ. They take their name from Thomas earl of Arundel, who procured them out of the East, or from Henry his grandson, who presented them to the university of Oxford.

These marbles, and other ancient relics, were purchased in Asia Minor, Greece, and the islands of the Archipelago, by Mr. William Petty, who was employed, in the year 1624, by Thomas earl of Arundel, in making such collections for him in the East. They were brought into England about the year 1627, and placed in the gardens belonging to Arundel house in London. Soon after their arrival, they excited very general curiosiuy among inquisitive and learned persons; and Sir Robert Cotton engaged Mr. Selden to explain the Greek inscriptions. Accordingly Selden and two of his friends, Patrick Young, or Patri- cus Junior, and Richard James, immediately undertook the business; and in the following year Selden published a small volume in 4to, under the title of "Marmora Arundeliana," containing about thirty-nine of the inscriptions, with annotations. During the civil wars, Arundel house was often defaced by its illiberal proprietors, and some of the marbles were defaced or broken, and others stolen or used for the ordinary purposes of architecture. The chronological marble, in particular, was broken and defaced; and the upper part containing thirty-one epochs, is said to have been used in repairing a chimney in Arundel house. In the year 1667, the Honourable Henry Howard, afterwards duke of Norfolk, the grandson of the first collector, presented these curious remains of antiquity to the university of Oxford; and as Mr. Selden's work was become scarce, bishop Fell engaged Dr. Pridius, dean of Norwich, to publish a new edition of the inscription, which was printed at Oxford in 1676, with additional notes and translations, under the title of "Marmora Oxoniensia, ex Arun- deliana, Seldeniana, et aliis confecta." In 1731, Mr. Mat- tair, favoured the public with a more comprehensive view of these marbles than either of his predecessors; and in 1763, Dr. Chandler published a new and improved copy of them, in which he corrected the mistakes of the former editors, and supplied the became in force of the inscriptions, particularly those of the Parian chronicle, by many ingenious conjectures. These marbles, in their perfect state, contained a chronological detail of the principal events of Greece during a period of 1318 years, extending from the commencement of the reign of Croesus in the year before Christ 1582, to the close of the archonate of Diosgenus in the year before Christ 264. But the chronicle of the last 90 years is lost, so that the part now remaining terminates with the archonship of Dio- timus, 354 years before Christ; and in this fragment the inscription
ARUNDINO, in Botany, Reed (supposed to be derived from arundo, because it soon becomes dry). Lin. g. 93. Schreb. 124. Jaff. 32. Clus. triandra digynia. Nat. Ord. Gramineae or Grasses. Gen. Char. Cal. glume one, or many-flowered, two-valved, crest: valves oblong, acuminate, awnless; one shorter. Cor. two-valved; valves the length of the calyx, oblong, acuminate; from their base arises a lamento, almost the length of the flower; stam. two, filaments, very small. Stamin. filaments three, capillary; anthers forked at both ends. Pile, gamopodium; file two, capillary, minute, villose; stigmas simple. Per. none; corolla adnate to the seed without gaping; seed sanguine, oblong, acuminate at both ends, furnished with long down (pappus) at the base. Ef. Gen. Char. Cal. two-valved; florets congregated, suffruticose.

Species. 1. A. lamba; bambu or bamboo-cane; A. bambus. Lour. Coccin. 56. A. arbor, Bauh. Pin. 18. -

ARUNDINACEA, in Conchology, a species of Sabella found in rivers in some parts of Europe. It is subconic, open at both ends, and composed of fragments of the bark of reeds placed on each other. Gmelin, &c.

ARUNDINACEAE, in Entomology, a species of Aranea that is found among reeds. The abdomen is sub-globose, and white spotted with pale brown. Linnaeus. Bl. Succ.

ARUNDINACUS, in Ornithology, a species of Turdus that inhabits reedy marshes of Europe, and is called La Ronchelle, or Roucarrle, by Buffon, Buffon, and other French writers. Ray and Willughby named it Junco, or greater reed sparrow; and Dr. Latham, the reed thrush. This bird is rather larger than the common lark; the colour is ferruginous brown; white with a fewaceous tinge beneath; quill feathers brown, reddish at the end. Gmelin, &c. Of this species Gmelin enumerates three varieties; viz. β, Turdus arundinaceus urupigio caudaque rufos; var. with rufous rump and tail. γ. Turdus arundinaceus supra fignitis nigri varius; var. varied above with black arrow-shaped spots. δ. Turdus arundinaceus minutus, supra e luteoscente virens, tetricricibus alarum ferruginis; var. small, above yellowish green, wing ferruginous. In the southern parts of Russia, and in Poland, this species, it is said, is very common. It makes its nest on the willy hillocks among reeds and rushes, or according to Cramer, suspends the nest between two or three reeds which are fastened together to support it. The female lays five or six eggs; and the male, it is likewise observed, is perpetually flitting while the female is sitting; and hence it has acquired the name of water nightingale.

ARUNDINETI, in Entomology, a species of Tipula described by Linnaeus and Fabricius. It is whitish; antennæ villose; eyes black. A native of Europe, and inhabits reedy marshes.

ARUNDINIS, a species of Phalæna (Novius linn.) that lives on the flanks of reeds. It is an European kind; the wings are cinereous with black dots, and marginal haloes of the same colour; and the wings beneath marked with a central brown spot. Fabricius, &c.

ARUNDINIS, a species of Arphe, that lives on the leaves of arundo epigea. The body is green; head and thorax brown, and covered with white dots. Fabricius, Gmelin, &c.

ARUNDINO, in Botany, Reed (supposed to be derived from arundo, because it soon becomes dry). Lin. g. 93. Schreb. 124. Jaff. 32. Clus. triandra digynia. Nat. Ord. Gramineae or Grasses. Gen. Char. Cal. glume one, or many-flowered, two-valved, crest: valves oblong, acuminate, awnless; one shorter. Cor. two-valved; valves the length of the calyx, oblong, acuminate; from their base arises a lamento, almost the length of the flower; stam. two, filaments, very small. Stamin. filaments three, capillary; anthers forked at both ends. Pile, gamopodium; file two, capillary, minute, villose; stigmas simple. Per. none; corolla adnate to the seed without gaping; seed sanguine, oblong, acuminate at both ends, furnished with long down (pappus) at the base. Ef. Gen. Char. Cal. two-valved; florets congregated, suffruticose.

Species. 1. A. lamba; bambu or bamboo-cane; A. bambus. Lour. Coccin. 56. A. arbor, Bauh. Pin. 18. -

to twenty feet in height, hard, almost woody, jointed or knotted, with diaphragms. Above each joint a leaf embracing the culm, with a yellow sheath, two feet long, and three inches broad. The top of the culm ends in a point, the leaves rolling in the form of a cone; panicle a foot and a half long, erect, many flowered. Number of flowers in the calyx variable, often two, but more commonly three. It is a native of the four of Europe, Siberia, Egypt, Cochinchina, &c. It was cultivated in 1658, in the Oxford botanic garden, and flowers here in July and August. The canes are brought to us from Spain and Portugal, for the use of weavers, and for making fishing-rods. There is a variety of A. donax, with striped leaves, noticed by Miller and others. 3. A. phragmites, common reed. Smith Flor. Brit. 144. Huds. 53. With 166. Relh. 51. Eng. Bot. 421. "Calixes five-flowered, panicle loose;" root perennial, creeping; culms annual, erect, simple, six feet high, round, jointed, leafy, smooth, white within; leaves lanceolate, acuminate, spreading, villous, rough at the edges, under-neath very smooth and glaucous; sheaths cylindric, villous, smooth; spikelets very short, hairy on both sides; panicle erect, diffused, much branched; glumes of the calyx very unequal, lanceolate, acute, the larger three-nerved; florets from four to six, surrounded at the base with a silky wool; interior glume ciliate, half the length of the exterior; seed covered with the inarticulate corolla. A variety of this species with variegated leaves is noticed by Relhan. It is common in ditches, standing waters, and on sides of rivers, flowering from July till September. The common reed is used for tethers in gardens, also as a foundation for plattier in eclusions, and for various other purposes. 4. A. epiygos, wood reed. Eng. Bot. 1. 147. Smith Flor. Brit. 142. A. calamagrostis, Huds. 54. Relh. 52. Lightf. 106. calamagrostis lanceolata, With. 122. gramen arundinaceum paniculatam, florid, majus, Smith. Calam. epiygos, Eng. Bot. 1. 147. Smith Flor. Brit. 142. 5. A. calamagrosa, a small reed, Eng. Bot. 423. Flor. Dan. 182. Smith Flor. Brit. 146. 182. A. epiygos, Huds. 54. Relh. 51. Calam. epiygos, With. 122. Cal. minor glumis rufus & viridans, With. 122. Huds. Relh. 51. Cal. epiygos, With. 122. "Calixes one-flowered, longer than the corolla; panicle erect, leaves lanceolate;" root creeping; culm nearly as high as the preceding, but weaker, and often branched at the base; leaves lanceolate acuminate, nervate, underneath glaucous and rough at the edges; sheaths smooth, inflated; spikelets lanceolate, many times divided, noded on both sides; panicle, erect, rough, spreading; flowers in clusters all on the same side, nodding; glumes of the calyx nearly equal, lanceolate, acute, nervous, rough on the keeled part; floret solitary, much shorter than the calyx, white, membranaceous, inserted in a spongy substance longer than the petals, often cloven at the apex; near the base, and from the back arises an awn, which is jointed, and nearly the length of the wool. We are told by Mr. Smith, that the wool and awn here noticed, were, from an error, not represented in the figure referred to in Eng. Bot. It grows in flooded ditches and wet meadows: and flowers in July. 5. A. calamagrosa, small reed, Eng. Bot. 423. Flor. Dan. 182. Smith Flor. Brit. 146. 182. A. epiygos, Huds. 54. Relh. 51. Calam. epiygos, With. 122. Cal. minor glumis rufus & viridans, With. 122. Huds. Relh. 51. Cal. epiygos, With. 122. "Calixes one-flowered, longer than the corolla; panicle erect, diffused; flowers scattered, erect; leaves linear." Smith. Root perennial, fibrous, scarcely creeping; culm erect, three or four feet high, round, very smooth, leafy, much flatter than the preceding, and sometimes branched; leaves linear, acute, narrow, somewhat involute, pale green underneath, rough above, sometimes hairy; sheaths long, close, inflated, almost smooth; spikelets lanceolate, often lacerated, decurrent, smooth on both sides; panicle very branching, diffused; flowers scattered, erect; glumes of the calyx of a chestnut or purple colour, nearly equal, lanceolate, acute, keeled, rough on the back, scarcely nervate; florets solitary, much shorter than the calyx, white, torn at the apex, included in wool longer than the petals, a small awn at the apex, between the divisions of the larger petal. It grows in grooves, hedges, and wet situations, flowering in July. 6. A. arenarius, low reed, Marram, Smith Flor. Brit. 148. Huds. 54. Mart. Flor. Ruph. 142. Dickf. II. S. Facs. 12. 5. Flor. Dan. 1. 917. Calamagrostis arenaria, With. 123. "Calixes one-flowered, longer than the corolla; panicle spicate; flowers erect, awnless; leaves rolled inwards, pungent." Root perennial, creeping, jointed, spreading itself to a great extent; culm about three feet high, stiff, round, smooth, articulated, leafy; leaves erect—petent, rigid, turning inwards, sharply pointed, glaucous, smooth on the under side, on the upper furrowed; sheaths nervous, smooth; panicle erect, spike-like, with short erect branches; flowers lanceolate, acute, compressed, keeled, obtusely three-nerved; florets solitary, rather shorter than the calyx; glumes lanceolate, unequal, nervous, with a rough keel, the outer broadened, crossed at the apex, and embracing the other; wool about one-third the length of the floret. Common on the sea-coasts, growing in the sand. By means of its extensive creeping roots, it is of great use in giving stability to driving lands which gather about it in hills or banks. It is planted about Wells in Norfolk to aid in repelling the sea; a purpose for which it seems peculiarly well adapted. 7. A. colorata, Canary reed-grass. Soland. in Ait. Hort. Kew. Smith Flor. Brit. 147. Phalaris arundinacea. Sp. Pl. Huds. Relh. Flor. Dan. 259. Cal. variegata. With. 124. "Gramen arundinaceum accrorum;" gluma notata, Linn. Syn. 405. Phalaris arundinacea gluma efferens. Linn. Syn. 405. Phalaris arundinacea; B. puctata. Sp. Pl. 80. "Calixes one-flowered, equal to the corolla; panicle erect, glomerate; flowers inclining to the same side, awnless; leaves flat." Root perennial, creeping, feathery, or turfy; culm erect, three to five feet high, round, leafy, epilated, smooth, furnished with many joints; leaves spreading, lanceolate, fringed, with a smooth margin on both sides, on the variety B. glaucous, in E. variegated; sheaths nervous, somewhat inflated, smooth; spikelets short, obtuse; panicle erect, branched, in lores, branches angular, rough; flowers rolled together, inclining to one side, variegated with white and purple; glumes of the calyx equal, compressed, keeled, three-nerved; florets solitary, the length of the calyx, lanceolate, rather compressed, awnless, furnished with two erectulous penciled substances at the base; glumes or valves hairy, equal in length, but the exterior broader than the other. It grows in flagrant waters, and on the banks of rivers. The variety E. cultivated in gardens, and called ribbon-grass, was also found wild near Cambridge by Mr. Relhan. The following are new species. 8. A. confus. Forti. Fl. Aul. n. 48. "Calixes one-flowered; panicle loose, from erect spreading; awn of the outer petal reflex, and very long." A native of New Zealand. 9. A. agrestis. Linn. Cochinch. 57. Arundaria phlomis. Rumph. Amb. I. 56. v. 7. 1. 4. "Flowers six-flamed; panicle spicate; spikelets allied; lower branches of the culm very spiky; calixes one-flowered." It grows to the height of thirty feet, and to the thickness of a man's arm. A native of Cochinchina, growing on mountains and dry desert places. 10. A. nitida. Linn. Cochinch. 57. arundinaria for. Rumph. Amb. I. 56. v. 7. 1. 4. "Flowers six-flamed, panicule erect, contracted; spikes long, imbricate; culm very even, unarmed; calixes one-flowered." This is rather higher and thicker plant than the A. agrestis. It is cultivated in Cochinchina, and being cut into long pieces, it is used for weaving into hats, coffers, baskers, and a variety of utensils, which are very elegant. 11. A. multiples. Linn. Cochinch. 58. Arundaria,
Abor, &c. Rumph. Amb. 1. c. 1. t. 1. "Flowers fix-fla-
mended: spikes intermingled; spikelets in whorls; culm divid-
ed; calyxes one-flowered." Culm perennial, twelve feet
high, with very long internodes; leaves linear-lanceolate.
A native of the northern provinces of Cochinchina. 12. A. bengalensis, Retz. Obs. 5. 20. n. 45. "Calyxes two-flowered,
panicle erect, with three flowered pedicels." Culms lofty,
thick, leafy; leaves two feet long. A native of Bengal.
13. A. pijfentoria. Lour. Cochinch. 55. "Calyces one-flower-
ed, spike terminating, culm branched, leaves minute." It
rises eight feet, with a perennial culm; knots approximating;
leaves lanceolate-linear. A native of Cochinchina. Being
plunged and tapering towards the end, it is well adapted for
one-flowered, spikelets in bundles, compound; spikelets linear;"
calm perenniel, eight feet high; knots distant; flowers
dioecious. A native of Cochinchina, in woods.

Propagation and Culture. The bamboo must be preferred
in a warm climate, and as the roots spread very wide, it
should be planted in a large tub, filled with rich earth;
this must be plunged into the hot-bed in the dark floor;
and must have plenty of water. When the tub decays,
the plant be permitted to root in the tan, it will grow to
a larger size; but then care must be taken, when the bed
is refixed with new tan, to leave a sufficient quantity
of the old tan about the roots. It may be propagated
by slips from the roots, taken off in the spring. 2. The
cultivated reed will bear the cold of our winters in the open
ground, provided it be planted in a soil not too wet; and
if the winter should prove very severe, a little mulch be
hid over the roots. The flem dies in autumn and a new
one rises the succeding spring, which will grow to ten or
twelve feet high during the summer, if properly supplied
with water in dry weather. It is very proper to be inter-
mixed with trees and shrubs, where it will have a pleasing
effect in adding to the variety. It is propagated by parting
the roots in the spring before they begin to shoot. It never
flowers in England. The variety with variegated leaves is
more tender, and must be sheltered in this country during
the winter. See Martyn's Miller's Dict.

ARUNDO. See Agrostis, Androphogon, Cench-
rus, Melica, Spinifex, and Zizania.
ARUNDO Florida et India. See Canna.
ARUNDO Rotang. See Calamus.
ARUNDO Saccharifera. See Saccharum.
ARUPINUM, Arufium, or Arufium, in Ancient
Geography, a town of Liburnia, being one of the four
which were occupied by the Japodes or Japydes, according
to Strabo.

ARURA, in Antiquity. See Arura.
ARURA, in Middle Age Writers, denotes a field ploughed
and sown.

ARUSINI CAMPI, in Ancient Geography, erroneously
written by Chucerius Taurufinii, plains in Lucania famous
for the last battle fought between Pyrrhus and the Romans.
Pyrrhus being at Tarentum, and hearing that the two
confils, Curius Dentatus and Cornelius Lentulus, had
divided their forces, the one invading Lucania, and the other
Sannium, divided a chosen detachment of his army into
bodies, and marched with his Epirots against Dentatus,
in hopes of surprizing him near Beneventum. The consul
prepared to meet him, repulsed his van-guard; and having
thus far succeeded, marched into the Arufian fields, and
drew up his army in a plain, which was wide enough for
his troops, but too narrow for the Epirot phalanx to act
with its full effect. However, the king's engeneers to try
his strength and skill induced him to engage, notwithstanding
this great disadvantage. Upon the first signal, the action
began, and as one of the king's wings gave way, victory
seemed to incline to the Romans. But the wing under
the king's immediate command repulsed the enemy,
and drove them to their intrenchments. Dentatus, perceiving
that this advantage was partly owing to the elephants,
commanded a corps de reserve, posted near the camp, to
advance, and to attack those animals with burning torches;
which so terrified them, that they turned about, broke into
the phalanx, and occasioned the utmost disorder. The
Romans, availing themselves of the confusion, charged with
such fury, that the enemy were entirely broken and defeated.
Upon this disaster, Pyrrhus retired to Tarentum, leaving
the Romans in full possession of his camp; which they so
much admired, that they made it a model which they followed
ever after. Pyrrhus, after this defeat, determined to leave
Italy, and prepared for setting sail for Epirus, where he
at length arrived with 8000 foot and 500 horse, regretting
that he had spent six years in Italy and Sicily to no pur-

ARUSIS, a town of Aisia, in the interior part of Media.

Ptolemy.

ARUSPICES, an order of priests among the Ancient
Romans, who foretold things to come, chiefly by inspecting
the entrails of beasts which were killed in sacrifice. They
also took their observations from the victims before they
were cut up; from the flame that used to rise while they
were burning, and from the flour, bran, frankincense,
wine, or water, used in the sacrifice. The word seems more
properly written baruspices; as being derived from barus,
which signifies the entrails of victims; and aspicer, to view
or consider; others derive aruspices, ab aris alpientis, from
their looking on the altar. These diviners were all at first
taken from Hetruria, where their art was in great repute;
but afterwards the senate ordered twelve of the sons of the
chief men of Rome to be sent into that country to acquaint
themselves with the rites and ceremonies of the Etruscan
religion, of which this science was the chief part; the
ceremony, however, of consulting the entrails of victims
was practiced among the Greeks before it was introduced
into Hetruria. An influence of it occurs at the battle of
Platea; and it was recurred to on other occasions among
the Athenians. But the Etruscans were perhaps the first
who reduced it to an art, and established the rites by which it
was conducted. The doctrine or discipline of the aruspices
was formed into a precise art. called aruspicia. Catu, who
was an augur, used to say, he wondered how one aruspex
could look at another without laughing in his face; by which
we learn what opinion he had of the folly of the aruspice.
Conflantius passed several laws against the aruspices; and
though he allowed the Pagans to consult them, he for-
bade their entering the houses of private persons, upon
pain of being burnt alive, and such as received them were
to forfeit their estates, and be banished for life. His inten-
tion was to prevent all private sacrifices and consultations,
and by one law he obliged those who consulted the ar-
uspices to send their answers to his secretary.

ARUSPICI LIBRI, a kind of sacred writings among the
ancient Hetrurians, wherein the laws and discipline of the
aruspices were described. They were also called rituales,
sometimes fulguroles libri, as directing how to take indica-
tions from thunder, lightning, &c.

ARVUM, in Ancient Agriculture, properly denoted ground
ploughed but not sown. Though the word is also some-
times extended to all arable or corn land, in contradistinc-
tion from pasture.

ARWACAS BAY, in Geography, lies on the east coast
of South America, and has the river Amona to the west. It has a good road for large ships, well sheltered from south and westerly winds, but exposed to the north.

ARWANGEN, a town and capital of Switzerland, in the canton of Berne, seated on the Aar, 12 miles east of Soleure.

ARX, in the *Ancient* Military Art, a town, fort, or castle, for the defence of a place. The arx in ancient Rome, was a distinct edifice from the Capitol, though some have confounded the two. According to Varro, the arx, properly speaking, was a place on the highest part of the Capitoline Mount, stronger and better fortified than the cella, with towers and pinnated walls; in which was also the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus. Struvi Syn. Ant. Rom. c. ix. p. 522.

Arx also denoted a consecrated place on the Palatine Mount, where the augurs publicly performed their office. Some will have the arx to have been the augural temple; but Varro expressly distinguishes between the two.

Arx was particularly used for a public place in Rome, for apart for the operations of the augurs. In this sense, arx amounts to the worse as in another called augural, and auguratorium, and in the camp augures. Out of this arx it was that *fausta* or heralds, gathered the drafts used in the ceremony of making leagues and treaties. Liv. i. c. 24.

ARYTENONEIDES CARTILAG, in *Anatomy*, a cartilage situated at the back part of the larynx. There are two cartilages which bear this name.

ARYTENOIDEUS MUSCULUS, is subservient to the motions of the above mentioned cartilages. For an account of both these articles, see *Larynx*.

ARYTHIMUS, or *Arhythmus*, formed from the privative *a*, and *rhythmus*, modulus or measure, in *Medicine*, is used by some for a linking or failure of the pulse, so that it cannot longer be felt: but it more properly denotes an irregularity, or want of due order and proportion of the pulse.

ARZAC, in *Geography*, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Pyrenees, and chief place of a canton in the district of Orthez, five leagues north of Pam.

ARZACHEL, or *Arzachel*, in *Biography*, a Spanish mathematician, lived in the tenth or eleventh century, and wrote a book on astronomy, entitled "Observations de Obligaments Zodiaca." Volinus.

ARZAMAS, in *Geography*. See *Arzamas*.

ARZANNO, a town of France, in the department of Finisterre, and chief place of a canton in the district of Quimperlé, five miles E. N. E. from Quimperlé.

ARZBERG, a town of Germany, in the circle of Frankonien, and principality of Barst, seven miles east of Wombach.

ARZENGAN, or *Arzengan*, a town of Afsic Turkey, in the province of Abdullah, eighty miles south of Erzerum. It was taken in 1422 by the Mogul Tartars.

ARZENI BAY lies on the coast of Barbary, in the Mediterranean, on the east side of Cape Ferrat or Farol, and extends to the north as far as Cape Dyry or Ivey. The town is at the south-west, in the bottom of the bay, and before it is good anchorage. It lies on the east side of the river which here falls into the bay.

ARZENZA, or *Chervesta*, a river of European Turkey, in Albania, discharges itself into the gulf of Venice, between Durazzo and Piro.

ARZES, in *Ancient Geography*, a town of the island of Cyprus, formerly a considerable city, and seat of a Greek bishop, but since the reduction of the island by the Turks, reduced to a village.

ARZES, a town of Afsia, situated towards the middle of the northern part of the lake Arissa.

ARZEW, in *Geography*, a sea-port of Africa, in the western province or province of Ten fan, twelve miles S.S.E. of Cape Ferrat. It is called by the Moors, the port of the "Besi Zeitan," after the name of the adjoining Kabyles, who were formerly a confederable community. Ptolomy places his "Decem portus" between Quiza and Arfemia, which, says Dr. Shaw, can be no other than this, provided Giza or Warnor is the ancient Quiza; as Arzew is, without doubt, the ancient Arfemia. Arzew is at the distance of three Roman miles from this port, as Ptolemy places his Arfemia. The country behind it is a rich champaign ground, but towards the sea there are steep rocks and precipices, which must have served for its defence in that direction. The water now used by the inhabitants lies lower than the sea, and of course is brackish. But for obtaining a supply of fresh water, the whole city was formerly built upon cemeteries, of which several still remain, and serve for dwellings to the inhabitants. Several ancient ruins of capitals, baths, and shafts of pillars, with sepulchral interments, are scattered over this place. Five miles from the sea-coast are the salt-pits of Arzew, which supply the neighbouring communities with salt. This commodity, as the pits are inexhaustible, would
would be a very valuable branch of trade under any other
government than that of the Turks. Shaw's Travels,
ARZILLA, a sea-port town of Africa, on the coast of
the Atlantic, in the empire of Morocco, built by the Romans
at the mouth of a river, situated five leagues from Tangiers,
and now inhabited by Moors and Jews, who carry on no
trade. It was formerly a Roman colony, afterwards fell
under the government of the Goths, and was next taken
by the Mahometans. It was taken and burned by the
English; after which it remained waste and uninhabited
for thirty years, but was rebuilt by the caliphs of Cordova.
In the year 1470, it was taken by Alphonso, king of Portugal,
called the African; and abandoned by the Portuguese about
the end of the sixteenth century. N. lat. 35° 30'. W. long.
5° 30'. Chierici's Morocco, vol. i. p. 22.
ARZUS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Thrace,
which ran into the Propontis at the latitude of about 42°.—Alfo,
A town of Thrace, called also Armus and Afflulus, situated be-
tween Opiorus and Sabuzepara, eighteen miles from the for-
mer, and twenty miles from the latter.
AS, among Antiquaries, sometimes signifies a particular
weight; in which sense the Roman as is the same with the
Roman libra, or pound. See Libra.
The word is by some derived from as, which, in the
Doric dialect, is used for a, one, q. d. an entire thing;
though others will have this money named as, quasi avo,
because made of brass.—Budeus has written nine books De afe,
& fpecies parrhias: "Of the as, and its parts." The
as had several divisions. See the table under As, an
integer. See also Weight.
As in some cases is the name of a Roman coin, which was made
of different materials and different weights, in different ages
of the commonwealth.
Under Numa Pompilius, according to Ennius in his
"Chronicon," the Roman money was either of wood, lea-
ther, or shells. In the time of Servius Tullius, who reigned
in Rome about 578 years before Christ, it was copper or bras,
and was called as, libra, bilbola, or pondo, because actually
weighing a pound, or twelve ounces. Mr. Pinkerton is of
opinion, that we may value the as liberis of ancient Rome at
about eight-pence English. This was called As gravis; and 
theas afeur were weighed, and not counted. The coinage of
Tullius seems to have been confined to the as, or piece of
bras, with the imprint of Janus on the one side, and the
pro of a ship on the other, because Janus arrived in
Italy by sea. Varro, however, informs us, that the first
coins of Tullius had the figure of a bull, or of other cattle
uppon them, like the Etruscan coins, of which they were
imitations; and hence it is said they were called pecuniae.
Theaes afeur with the figure of Janus and the pro of a ship
upon them, may be supposed, according to Mr. Pinkerton,
half to have appeared about 450 years before Christ; but, in
a short time, various subdivisions of the as were coined. The
as, in time, is commonly flamped with the head of Jupi-
ter laurated: the triens or third, with four ciphers, as being
originally of four ounces weight, has the head of Minerva,
the quadrans or quarter, marked with three ciphers, has the
head of Hercules wapt in a lion's skin; the sextans or sixth,
with two ciphers, is marked with the head of Mercury with
a cap and wings; and the uncia, having one cipher, is
marked with the head of Rome. All these coins appear to
have been cast in moulds, by a considerable number at a
time; afterwards the smaller divisions were fined, instead of
being cast; but the larger continued to be cast until the
as fell to two ounces. At this time, however, it was called
libra, and accounted a pound of copper; though larger de-
nominations of it were coined, such as the libella or double
as, triens and quadrans of three and four as, and even as
far as decies or ten as, marked X. The smaller parts of
the as fell to occur, owing to their small value; though
some are still found, such as the semis, triens, quadrans, sex-
tans, and uncia, coined in the times of Nero and Domitian.
Some coins occur which exceed the as liberis in weight;
and there are supposed to belong to the time of Tullius.
The Romans reckoned by as before they coined silver,
in the 48th year of the city, or 260 before Christ,
and afterwards they kept their accounts in folles.
Pliny says, that when the first Punic war had exhausted
the treasury, they reduced the as to two ounces. They then
obtained as many, and were enabled to pay their debts.
Mr. Pinkerton is of opinion, that Pliny, in ascertaining the
as continued of a pound weight till the end of the first
Punic war, is mistaken. Coins, that refute this assertion,
are still found; and he thinks it probable that the as
decreased gradually and slowly in weight, from a pound to
eleven ounces, then ten, nine, &c.; but neither the as
nor its parts were ever correctly fixed. In the second Punic
war, when the Romans were much pressed by Hannibal,
about the year of Rome 538, or 216 before Christ; Fabius
Maximus being dictator; the as were further reduced to
an ounce each; and the silver denominations were made to pass
for sixteen afeus, the quinarius for eight, and the sestertius
for four; and the republic gained upon the copper money one
half. This took place about thirty-six years after the former
reduction. The as liberis, with the face of Janus upon it, is
the form most generally occurring before it was reduced to
two ounces. Mr. Pinkerton supposes, that this continued
for at least a century, and a half after the coinage of Tullus,
till about 300 before Christ, in the year of Rome 454,
which and the 50th year of Rome, a gradual diminu-
tion of the as to two ounces must have taken place.
The following table exhibits, according to Mr. Pinkerton,
the dates of the Roman coinage. The liberis coined by
Tullius with the figures of oxen, &c. about 167 years after
the building of Rome, according to Sir Isaac Newton,
or about the year before Christ 460, or 587 according to Libri,
As liberis, with Janus and the pro of a ship 400
As of 10 ounces - - - - - 300
8 - - - - - 260
6 - - - - - 280
4 - - - - - 270
3 - - - - - 260
2, according to Pliny - - - - 250
1, according to the time - - - 214

Lastly, by the Papirian law, the as was reduced to half
an ounce: and it is generally thought that it reflected here all
the time of the commonwealth, and even till Vespasian's
reign. This law was called the Papirian as, because the law
just mentioned was passed in the year of Rome 559, or, ac-
cording to the Varronian computation, 191 before Christ,
by C. Papirius Carbo, then tribune of the people. Thus,
there were four different asaer in the time of the common-
wealth. The figure flamped on the as was at first a sheaf,
ox, or four, and from the time of the kings, a Janus with
two faces on one side, and the rogular or pro of a ship on
the reverse.
The triens and quadrans of copper had the figure of a
small vessel called ratio on the reverse. Thus Pliny: Nota
aria (i.e. afeus), sittit ex altera parte Janus geminus, ex altera rogular
cap. 3. Hence these pieces were sometimes called ratio.
After the Romans began to have an intercourse with
Greece, various elegant figures appear upon the parts of the
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asa, though not on the as itself till after the time of Sylla. Towards the latter end of the republic, dupondii, or double-asa, were coined, together with the sextviri atri, which supplied the place of the quadrans, when the denarius began to be reckoned at sixteen asa; probably at the time when the latter was reduced to half an ounce. M. Paullus, in his "Metrologic," estimates the value of the asa from the foundation of Rome till the year 537, at 20 sols, or a livre; though it was sometimes 29 sols: from the year of Rome 537 to the year 545, at 3 French sols, its weight being two Roman ounces of copper: from 544 to 586, at 1 sol 1/2 deniers, its weight being one Roman ounce: from 586 to the reign of Claudius or of Nero, 1 sol 1/2 deniers: from the reign of Claudius or of Nero to that of Constantine, about 1 sol. See Coin, and Coinage.

As was also used to denote any integer, or whole.—Whence the English word acre.

Thus, as signified the whole inheritance; whence hero ex as, the heir to the whole estate.

So the fagrum, or Roman acre of land, being reckoned the integer, was called as, and divided, like it, into twelve uncia.

The as, and its parts or divisions, stand thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>Denae</td>
<td>Decies</td>
<td>Semis</td>
<td>Uncia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sextans</td>
<td>Dodrans</td>
<td>Quadrans</td>
<td>Triens</td>
<td>Quinquies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>As</td>
<td>As</td>
<td>As</td>
<td>As</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As, or Asa, in Mythology, a name given to a deity of the inhabitants of the north. Sperlingius fuggs that when the Alastis were driven from their country by Pompey, they retired into the northern regions; but as they were a delicate and polished people, they defiled the barbarous names of the north, and they were regarded among the rude inhabitants of these countries as superior to mortals, or as a species of divinities. Accustomed therefore to express any thing that was sublime and excellent by the terms Asa and Aser, they applied these appellations to their gods.

ASA, in Scripture Geography, a king of Judah, the son of Abijam, and succeeded him. 1 Mace. 3249, 2 Ch. 955. He was zealous in the establishment and maintenance of true religion, and active in demolishing altars created to idols, and in restraining and punishing such as were addicted to the infamous practices connected with idolatry, and restoring the worship of Jehovah. He obtained a decisive victory over Zerah, king of Ethiopia, in the plain of Zephatah or Zephakah near Mearkah. In his contest with Baasha, king of Israel, he called in the assistance of Benhadad, king of Syria, for which he was reproached by the prophet Hanani, whom he severely punished. He died A. M. 3590. B. C. 913, after having held the sceptre of Judah nearly forty-one years. 1 Kings xvi, 8, 2 Ch. xvi, 2 Chron. xiii, xvi.

ASA, in Geography, a river of Germany in the archduchy of Austria, which runs into the Danube two miles north of Eferding.

ASA, among Naturalists. The writers of the later ages have formed this word asa from the lafas of the ancients, and attributed it to a gum very different from that anciently known by the name they have thus corrupted. The asa of the ancients was an odorous and fragrant gum; and the asa of the after ages had lost little title to this epithet, that they distinguished it by one, expressing its being of an offensive or disgusting smell. The Arabian writers, according to this distinction, describe two kinds of asa, the one thinking, the other aromatic; and the modern Greeks approximated the name asa, or afer, to the thinking gum the Latins called by that name, but added a distinctive epithet to express its smell, and called it ferdhisharam.

ASA Osiris, in the Materia Medica, a name by which some authors have called the benjamin or benzoin of the shops. Dale.

ASA Fatidis, or ASA Fatidia. See Ferula.

ASABORUM Promontorium, in Ancient Geography, a promontory of Arabia, in the outskirts of the Persian gulf. Ptolemy.

ASABRA, in Geography, a river of Spain, which runs into the Aragon near Morillo.

ASAD, a town of Persia, in the province of Farsian, forty-seven leagues north-east of Sepirans.

ASAD-ABAD, a large and populous town of Persia, in the province of Trace-qui, on the frontiers of Ker- dilwan, twenty-two leagues N. N. E. of Anabad.

ASAE, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asa, in Sarmatia. Ptolemy.

ASAM, or ASAM, in Geography, a country of Asia; situate to the north-east of Bengal, and bounded on the north by Thibet, on the west by Hindoostan, on the south by the Bengah empire, or Ava. Its districts commence, where those of Bengal end, in N. lat. 26° and E. long. 91°. This country is divided into two parts by the river Brahmaputra, or Burmropoo, which flows from Khatra. The northern part is called Ut tacal, and the southern Dacchaucal: the former begins at Gowalhutty, the boundary of the Mogul possessions, and terminates in mountains inhabited by a tribe called Meeri Mechmi; and the latter extends from the village Sida to the hills of Sinagar. Asam is of an oblong figure; its length about 200 standard cols, and its breadth from the northern to the southern mountains about eight days journey. Several rivers flow from the southern mountains of Asam, and fall into the Burmrapoo; and the chief of these is the Dhonie. Between these rivers is an island well inhabited, and in an excellent state of tillage, containing a spacious and pleasant country that extends about fifty cols. The cultivated tract is bounded by a thick forest, which harbours elephants, and where those animals may be caught, as well as in four or five other forests of Asam. These animals are so numerous, that five or six hundred may be procured in a year. Across the Dhonie, on the side of Ghergong, which is the capital of the country, is a wide, agreeable, and level country, the face of which is marked with population and tillage, and presents every where delightful prospects of ploughed lands, harvests, gardens, and groves. This island lies in the part called Dacchimul. As the country is overflowed in the rainy seasons, a high and broad causeway has been raised for the convenience of travellers from Salagereh to Ghergong; each side of which is planted with bamboos, the branches of which meet and are intertwined, and thus afford a pleasant shade. Amongst the fruits which this country produces are mangoes, plantains, jack, oranges, citrons, limes, pine-apples, and pinnacles, a species of pineapple, which has such an excellent flavour, that every person who tastes it prefers it to the plum. There are also cocoanut trees, pepper-vines, arbor-trees, and the sad, or malabathorn, in great plenty. The sugar-cane excels in sweetness and fruitiness, and is of three colours, red, black, and white. There are ginger which is free from fibres, and betel vines. Such are the strength and fertility of the soil, that any seed that is sown, or slips that are planted, always thrive. The principal crop of the country consists in rice and mahl, which is a species of grain: wheat and barley are never found. The milks are excellent, and resemble...
resemble those of China; but they manufacture few more than are required for use. They embroider with flowers, and weave velvet and also tafftaud, a kind of silk, of which they make tents and kensars, or the walls that surround them. Salt is precious and scarce; but it is found at the bottom of some of the hills, of a bitter and purging quality; a better sort, extracted from the plantain-tree, is more common. The mountains, inhabited by a tribe called "Nana," produce plenty of excellent lignum aloes, which the natives annually import into Afam, and barter for salt and grain. These people are naked, and feed on dogs, cats, snakes, mice, rats, ants, and locusts. The hills of Camrup, Sida, and Luettigere, supply a fine species of lignum aloes, which links in water. Several of the mountains contain mule-deer.

The country of Uttarcar on the northern side of the Barampooter, is in the highest state of cultivation, and produces plenty of pepper and areca nuts: it even surpasses Dacchnel in population and tillage. The breed from the banks of the river to the foot of the mountains, where the climate is cold, and in which there is snow, is various; but it is not there less than fifteen nor greater than forty-five ftrs. The inhabitants of the mountains are strong, have a robust and respectable appearance, and are of the middling size. Their complexions, like those of the natives of all cold climates, are red and white; and they have also trees and fruits peculiar to frigid regions: several of the hills in the country of Dereng, on the side of Gowahtty, supply mulk, katans or mountain-cows, bozot and peree, which are two kinds of blanket, and two species of hores called goont and tanyans. Gold and silver are procured here, as also in the whole country of Afam, by washing the sand of the rivers. This, indeed, is one of the sources of revenue. It is supposed that 12,000, and some say 20,000 inhabitants, are employed in this occupation; and each of them pays a fixed revenue of a tola of gold to the rajah; a tola containing eighty reti-weights and eight retis being equal in weight to twenty-four barley corns or seven carats among jewellers. The people of Afam (says the writer whose account is here cited) are a base and unprincipled nation, and have no fixed religion. They follow no rule but that of their own inclinations, and make the approbation of their own vices mind the test of the propriety of their actions. They do not adopt any mode of worship practised either by Mahometans or Heathens; nOr do they concur with any of the known fields which prevail amongst mankind: unlike the pagans of Hindostan, they do not erect vihuals which have been draped by mahmnids, and they abstain from no flesh except human. They even eat animals that have died a natural death. It is not their custom to veil their women. The men have often four or five wives each, and publicly buy, sell, and change them. They shave their heads, beards, and whiskers, and reproach and admonish every person who neglects this ceremony. It has been asserted that their language has not the least affinity with that of Bengali; but others say, that young Brahmins often come from Afam to Nadiya for instruction, and that their vulgar dialect is understood by the Bengal teachers. Their strength and courage are apparent in their looks; but their ferocious manners and brutal tempers are also betrayed by their physiognomy. They are superior to most nations in corporeal force and hardy exertions. They are enterprizing, savage, fond of war, vindictive, treacherous, and deceitful. The virtues of compassion, kindness, friendship, quickness, truth, honour, good faith, and purity of morals, have been left out of their composition. Their dres consists of a cloth tied round their heads, another round their loins, and a sheet thrown upon their shoulders; but it is not customary to wear turbans, robes, drawers, or shoes. There are no buildings of brick or stone, or with walls of earth, except the gates of the city of Chergong, and some of their idolatrous temples. The habitations of the rich and poor are constructed of wood, bamboos, and straw. The rajah and his courtiers travel in flatly litters: but the opulent and respectable persons among his subjects are carried in lower vehicles, called dosalis. Afam produces neither horses, camels, nor asses; but those animals are sometimes brought thither from other countries. The brutal inhabitants, from a congenital impulse, are fond of feeding and keeping affies, and they buy and sell them at a high price; but they are much surprized at seeing a camel; and are so afraid of a horse, that if one trooper should attack 100 armed Afamians, they would all throw down their arms and fly, or if unable to escape, would surrender themselves prisoners. Yet if one of this detestable race should encounter two men of another nation on foot, he would defeat them.

The ancient inhabitants of this country, were divided into two tribes, the Afamians and the Cullumians. The latter excelled the former in all occupations except war and the conduct of hardy enterprises, in which the former are superior. A body guard of 60 or 70 Afamians, fierce as demons, of unshaken courage, and well provided with arms and warlike accouterments, always keep watch near the rajah's sitting and sleeping apartments: these are his loyal confidential troops and patrol. The martial weapons of this country are the musket, sword, spear, and arrow and bow of bamboo. In their forts and boats they have plenty of cannon, zebzen or swivels, and rammchegan, in the management of which they are very expert. Whenever any of the rajahs, magistrates or principal men die, they dig a large cave for the deceased, in which they inter his women, attendants, and servants, and some of the magnificent equipages and useful furniture which he possessed in his life time, such as elephants, gold and silver, badcafh or large fans, carpets, clothes, vihuals, lamps, with plenty of oil or a torch burning, for they consider these articles as flowers for a future state. They afterwards construct a strong roof over the cave upon thick timbers. The rajahs of this country have neither yielded submission and obedience, nor paid tribute and revenue to the most powerful monarch; but they have curbed the ambition, and checked the conquests of the most victorious princes of Hindostan. When an invading army has entered their territories, the Afamians have covered themselves in strong forts, and distanced the enemy by bratagens, surprises, and alarms, and by cutting off their provisions. If these means have failed, they have declined a battle in the field, but have carried the peasants into the mountains, burnt the grain, and left the country empty. But when the rainy season has set in upon the advancing enemy, they have watched their opportunity to make excursions, and vent their rage; and the famished invaders have either become their prisoners, or been put to death.

The preceeding account of the Afamians, who are probably superior in all respects to the Moguls, exhibits a specimen of the malignity and intolerance with which it was usual, in the reign of Aurengzebe, to treat all those whom the crafty, cruel, and avaricious emperor, was pleased to condemn as infidels and barbarians. It is extracted from "A description of Afam," written by Mohammed Cazin, and translated from the Persian by Henry Vanitart, Esq. Asiatic Researches, vol. ii. 1714-1835. It should be recollected, in justice to the people of Afam, that the author was an enemy, and a rigid Mahometan, resident at the
the court of Aurengzebe. The diet of the Afamele, though less refined than that of the Hindoes of Bengal, is by no means punitious; and their religion does not materially differ from that of Hindus, as might be proved by their coins, on which are inscribed the names of the Hindoo deities.

ASA, or ASACA, in Ancient Geography, a river of Africa, in Mauritania Tingitana.

ASAMON, a mountain of Palestine, in Galilee, over-against Scophri. Josephus.

ASCANARIA, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

ASCANIA, a town of Germany. Ptolemy.

ASCAPHE, in Geography, a town of Asia, in the country of Diarbekire, situate on the Tigris, on the borders of Armenia.

ASCARO, a jurisdiction of South America, under the bishop of Cuenca, in Peru, fifty leagues from that city, in which are bred many cattle. In the north-east part of it there are some silver mines.

ASAPH, in Biography, a celebrated musician in the time of David, was the son of Busachias of the tribe of Levi. Asaph, and also his descendants, professed over the musical band in the service of the temple. Several of the psalms, as the 50th, the 73rd to the 83d, have the name of Asaph prefixed: but it is not certain, whether the words or the music were composed by him: with regard to them, which were written during the Babylonian captivity, they cannot in any respect be ascribed to him. Perhaps they were written or set to music by his descendants, who prefixed to them his name, or by some of that class of musicians of which the family of Asaph was the head. 1. Chron. vi. 39. 2. Chron. xxix. 35. xxx. 17. Nehem. xii. 46.

ASAPHE, St., in Geography, a city and bishop's see in Flinthire, which derived its name from St. Asaph. The diocese consists of part of Denbigh, Flint, Montgomery, and Merionethshire, and a small part of Shropshire; containing 121 parishes, and 131 church-chapels, most of which are under the patronage of the bishop. The see is valuable, and the patronage extensive. The town is seated on an eminence near the sea, at the termination of the vale of Clywydd. Although it is a denominating city, it is merely a village in extent. Its fine cathedral has been lately improved in its external decoration, and its palace has been rebuilt by the late bishop (Shipley); which being situated above the town, fronts the hill towards Holywell, commands a pleasant view.

ASAPHEIS, ασάφιος, from α, negative, and ο, open, in Hippocrates, in Proorh. & Coae. are such patients as do not utter their words in a clear manner. The defect is occasioned, as Galen says, Comm. 2. in Proorh. "either by some hurt which the organs of speech have contracted from a disorder of the nerves, or else by a d. britum."

ASAPHEIDA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Syria, in the Chalcidieic territory. Ptolemy.

ASAPHEL, or ASAPHE, an order of soldiers in the Turkish army, whom they always expose to the first shock of the enemy; to the end that the enemy being thus fatigued, and their swords blunted, the spathis and jambulites may fall on, and find an easy conquest.

The word is derived from the Turkish ṣaphe, which signifies sand, from whence they have formed ṣaphis, to range in line.

The aspides are said to be held of so little value, that they frequently serve as bridges for the cavalry to pass over in bad roads, and as stakes to fill up the ditches of places besieged. —The greatest part of them are natural Turks; they travel on foot, and have no pay but the plunder they can get from the enemy.


ASARACHA, or ASSARACA, in Botany. See Assarachum.

ASSARACHUM, or ASSARACHON, in Biography, son of Semnehoub, king of Syria, succeeded his father about 769 years before Christ, and having reigned 29 years in Nis- nevan, he became also king of Babylon, in the year 680 before Christ. He sent a colony of Babylonians and Cuthenians into Samaria; and his generals having taken captive king Maltom, sent him loaded with chains to Babylon. His reign terminated in the year 667 before Christ.

ASSARINA, in Botany. See Anthriscum, and Chelone.

ASSARO, in Geography, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Noto, eight miles south of Nicoea.

ASSAROTA, ἀσαροτα, from ἀ and σαρος, a spear, a kind of painted pavements, in use before the invention of mosaic work. The most celebrated was that at Pergamus, painted by Scexus, and exhibiting the appearance of crumps, as if the floor had not been swept after dinner, whence according to Pliny, the denomination. Perrault supposes they have been a black kind of pavements of a spongy matter. Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. xxxvi. cap. 25. Perrault ad Vitruv. lib. vi. cap. 5.


Species, 1. A. eurhoron, common asarabacca. Hudson. 265. With. 440. Smith Flor. Brit. 509. Med. Bot. t. 86. Flor. Dan. t. 623. "Leaves kidney-shaped, obtuse, in pairs, root perianth, creeping; stems short, simple, round, pubescent, one-flowered, and commonly two-leaved; leaves opposite, on long footstalks, reeniform, perfectly entire, somewhat downy; flower terminal, pitcher-shaped, of a dark purple colour, viscid, on a slender peduncle. It has been found in the north of England, in woods, particularly in Lancashire, but it is a very scarce plant in Britain. The time of its flowering is in May.

Medicinal
Medicinal Properties. The leaves and roots of afarabacca are strongly emetic and cathartic; the latter indeed has been observed to excite vomiting so invariably, that they have been proposed as a substitute for ipecacuanha. At present, however, this plant is seldom given internally, as the evacuations expected from its use, may be procured with more certainty and safety by various other medicines: it is now chiefly employed as an emetic or thermometric, and is found to be the most useful and convenient in the Materia Medica. For this purpose the leaves, being less acid than the roots, are preferred. A few grains sufficed up the nose several evenings produce a considerable watery discharge, which is sometimes continues for several days, by which it is observed, that those who take it, are often made worse, and that it is usually followed by a discharge, and some paralytic and foetal complaints, have been effectually relieved. See Wood's Med. Bot. p. 258. 2. A. canadensis, Canadian afarabacca. Mill. fig. 53. f. 6. "Leaves kidney-shaped, mucronate." The leaves of this are much larger than those of the preceding; their foot-flakes are also longer; in this species the leaves are pointed and hairy, and the flower greenish on the outside. A native of Canada, cultivated by Miller in 1731. It flowers from April to July.

3. A. virginicum, sweet-scented afarabacca. Lour. Cochinch. 292. Pluk. Alm. t. 78. f. 2. Mor. t. 7. f. 3. "Leaves heart-shaped, blunt, smooth, petiolated." The leaves of this are ovate and pointed on their upper surface, like those of the autumnal cyclamen. The flowers are shaped like the others, but much longer peduncles; and are of a dark purple. A native of Virginia and Carolina; also of several provinces in China. Both this and the second species were found in Japan by Thunberg. Cultivated by Miller in 1759.

Propagation and Culture. These plants delights in a moist shady situation, and may be increased by parting the roots in autumn. Much wet in winter will rot the Canadian species, and the last species will not bear too much fun. See Martyn's Dict. of

Asarum Hypopcella. See Cytinus.

Asa, a name given by the people of Guinea to a tree, the leaves of which being boiled in water, and held to the mouth, cure the tooth-ache. This tree in its form and manner of growing resembles the laurel; the leaves are very hard and stiff, and grow alternate on the flanks; they have short pedicles, and the branches are blackish and rugged, but they are variegated with small reddish spangles, or fleshy protuberances. Phil. Trans. No. 232.

Asaunly. in Geography, a town of Hindustan, in the circuit of Oudipour, eighteen miles south-west of Oudipour.

Asbamæa. in Ancient Geography, a fountain dedicated to Jupiter, near Tyana in Cappadocia. Philostratus, in his life of Apollonius, says, that the waters, though in a state of ebullition, were cold, and that they were pleasant and refreshing to those who observed their baths, but poisonous and fatal to liars and perjured persons. Jupiter had a temple near this fountain.

Asbeck, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Welfphalia, four miles south-east of Altain.

Asbestine, something incombustible, or that partakes of the nature and qualities of the hipo asbestos. Such as asbeine paper and cloth. See Asbestus.

Asbestine and Asbestrid of Kirwan, in Mineralogy. See Strahlestein.

Asbestinum, in Natural History, a species of Alcyonium, described by Petiver, Pallas. and others. It inhabits the American seas, is very porous, white, and roly within; the specific character is, item rather simple, round fib., with largih, oblong pores scattered on every part. Gelatin, &c. Petiver calls this kind Porus flongoides Americana, Gaz. t. 23. f. 2. 2.

Asbestos, a name given to plume-alum. See Asa.

Asbestus, in Chemistry, formed of the priv. s, and Aasno. to extinguish. Asa non mir. Fr. Asbestus immaturus of the old mineralogists. Gemmatur asebth. Germ. Tellur asbestus vulgaris. Werner. The most usual color of asbestus is black-green; sometimes mountain or olive-green, more rarely greenish or yellowish grey. It occurs in masses. Hexahedral prismatic crystals of asbestus are also mentioned as having been found at Griesebach near Pfaffau, and rhombohedral prisms of the same at Gemundt in Carinthia, and at Bagnères; according, however, to Remon and Linz, these are not crystals of asbestus, but of strahlestein. Internally it is shining, or little shining with a silky or waxy luster. Its fracture is parallel fibrous, either flat or curved, sometimes also plicated. It generally flies, when broken, into long splinterly fragments. It is trunclad at the edges; is tender, fixing into half-hard; is brittle, slightly elastic; somewhat unctuous to the touch. Sp. gr. according to Kirwan, 2.547.

Asbestos does not effervescence with acids; before the blowpipe it fuses without addition, but very difficultly, into a greyish black flag: at 160° of Wedgewood, it forms a grey porous porcelain, of sufficient hardness to give fire with a file.

The results of the analysis of this mineral are as yet but little satisfactory. Bergman analysed three specimens, from which it appears, that asbestus consists of 60.67 per cent. of oxide of silica, 13.16 carbonated magnesia, 6.12 carbonated lime, and a very variable proportion of alumine and iron. Wiegleb, on the other hand, found in the asbestus of Zoblitz 48.45 magnesia, 46.65 silica, 4.79 iron. It is fitly known, however, that the art of chemical analysis has been brought even to an approximation of certainty, and the causes of error are still so numerous, that, with the exception of Klaproth, Vanquelin, Chenevix, and perhaps a few others, hardly any authority is to be attached to the various chemists who have been engaged in this very important but most difficult branch of mineralogical science.

Asbestos is found in serpentine rock, and, in general, in the same situations as amianthus. It is sometimes mixed with indurated talc and magnetic iron.


Asbisi, in Geography, a small kingdom of Africa, in Guinea, on the gold coast.


Asbriot, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in South Gothland, six miles north of Wardberg.

Asburg, a town of Germany, in the circle of Welfphalia, and county of Meurs, two leagues east of Meurs, and fix west of Duiburg.

Asbystra, in Ancient Geography, a people of Africa, in Libya, placed by Herodotus above Cyrene. Euflathius places them near the temple of Jupiter Ammon, and the fountain of the fan.

Asca, in Geography, the name of a town of Arabia Felix.

Ascagne, Ascanius, in Zoology, a new species of Simia.
ASCANII, in Entomology, a species of CUCULIO, of a cylindrical shape, black, and blincith on the sides. Fabricius, Herbel, &c.—Obl. Curculio cylindricus of Herbst apud Fucell (Archives des Insectes). is considered by Gmelin as a variety (s) of this insect. Inhabits the south of Europe.

ASCANIIUS, in Geography, called also Iulus or Ius, the son of Aeneas by Creusa, the daughter of Priam; or, as others say, by Lavinia, accompanied his father in his flight and dangers, and succeeded him in the government of Lavinium, in the year before Christ 1177. He was called Acanthus from a river of that name in Phrygia, and Ius, changed into Iulus, from Ilum or Troy. Having defeated Mezentius, king of the Tuscans, who demanded of the Latins a tribute of all the wine produced in Latium, he made peace with him upon condition that the Tiber should be the boundary between the Latin and Hetrurian territories. When he found it expedient to resign Lavinium to Lavinia and his son Sylvius, he determined to build another city for the place of his residence, and the capital of his kingdom, which he called ALBA LONGA. Here he resided about 12 years, and, after a reign of about 38 years, died in this city in the year before Christ 1146. Dion. Hal. l. p. 45. &c. Livy, l. c. 3.

ASCANUS, in Entomology, a species of Papilio (Eq. Tra.). Above and beneath black, with a common white band; posterior wings clouded with red. Fabricius, &c. Inhabits Brazil.—The body of this insect is black, and the breast is spotted with red.

ASCANUS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Asia Minor, in Bithynia, according to Ptolemy, by which the lake ACTENIA or Acanthus discharged its waters into the sea. Phiny places it in a gulf near Eutheneum.—Also, a port of Asia, placed by Phiny near the city of Phocaes.—Also, a lake of Asia Minor, in Bithynia, now the lake of Itinus, near which Phiny places the city of Nicea.

ASCARA, in Geography, a town of Japan, in the province of Simooduke.

ASCARDIC, the capital of the country of Asia, called Little Thibet.


* Male flowers. Cal. amentum filiform; floccules scattered, sessile; Periant, a very short scale. Cor. none. Stam. filaments single, very short; anther oblong, spreading recurved, four-furrowed, large. * Female flowers in a different plant. Calyx as in the male. Cor. none. Pyl. germ globos; style none; stigma flat, three-lobed, growing to the germ. Per. drupe? Seed, single.


ASCARIS, in Natural History, is the generic name of those creatures belonging to the tribe of VERMES INFESSI, which have a round and elastic body, tapering towards each extremity; three protuberances at the head; tail obsolete; and the intestines spiral, milky white, and pellucid.

The knowledge of the ancients concerning these animals was apparently very limited; and they invariably confused the ascarids with other intestinal worms. To Redi much credit is due for directing his researches to this intricate subject; and though his discoveries are not of material moment, he was certainly the first among modern writers who endeavoured to improve upon that knowledge which the
the ancients had left us. He describes the acarides of the
eagle, the raven, the swan, and several other creatures, in his
work "De animaculis vivis que in corporibus animallium vivo-
rum repertiorum Observationes." Annal. 1738. Some further
observations were made by different persons after the time
of Redi, but many years intervened before any considerable
advances were made in this important branch of scientific
inquiry.

Although it is evident that several species of the acarides
were most clearly ascertained before the time of Linnaeus,
that celebrated naturalist has thought proper to infect only
two species of them in his Systema Naturae, which are A.
vermicularis and A. lumbricoidea. In the latter edition of
that work, Gmelin has availed himself of more recent discoveries,
and has augmented that number to seventy-eight: some
species have been even discovered by naturalists since the publica-
tion of that work, of which one or two is described by Dr.
Pulteney in the Transactiions of the Linnean Society of
London for the year 1830; and there can be no just reason
to doubt, that many other kinds of them exist in different
animals, which have hitherto escaped investigation.

Professor Pallas published an elaborate work on the acar-
ides and other internal vermes, intitled, "Thesis de infeti-
alis viventibus intra viventia." It was printed at Leyden in
1780, and deferentially acquired a very distinguished reputa-
tion. In this book the author has judiciously collated
every useful information the labours of his predecessors could
afford him, as well as his own experience and observa-
tions, and has given ample descriptions and accurate spe-
cific definitions, by which the kinds he describes may be
ascertained.

O. F. Muller has assiduously pursued the same inquiry,
and greatly extended our knowledge of these creatures.
The Royal society of Copenhagen also, aware of the vast
importance of this subject to the welfare of mankind, pro-
pounded a premium for the best dissertation on the origin,
genation, and best means of destroying the various kinds of
tenias, acarides, fuscida, and other pernicious vermes, about
the year 1780. This excited the diligence both of M. Bloch
and M. Goze, and to each of them a prize was assigned
as a reward for their labours. M. Bloch afterwards published
his dissertation in the German language, at Berlin, in 1782;
and in 1788, a translation of it into French appeared in
Strasburg, under the title of "Treatise de la generation
des vers des intestines et des vermines." That of
M. Goze was published in German with forty-four illustra-
tive plates, and is also a work of considerate merit and
utility.

Among the French naturalists of the present day M. La-
mareck’s "Sylléme des animaux sans vertébres," and
L'Histoire naturelle des vers," a sequel to D'Herelle's edirion
of Buffon, are much acclaimed. "In spite of the ob-
ervations of all the writers who have treated on the acar-
ides," says a modern French author, "it is to Lamarck
and Cuvier we are indebted for circumscribing the number
of species within the proper limits." M. Chabert, a man
of acknowledged skill in the veterinary art, has also written
on the internal vermes; as a naturalist, it seems he has
incurred some blame; his species may however be ascertained,
and what is of equal if not greater moment is the more
accuracy of arrangement and scientific definitions, he has
devoted to point out the bell means of extirpating
them.

From the observations of different writers it appears,
that the acarides are of the two sexes; and that the female
is oviparious and very prolific. All the species that are
truly acarides, live in the stomach of man or of animals; and
their origin, which it is of the utmost consequence to ascer-
tain, is ill all a matter of profound obscurity. The three
tubercles at the head have been mistaken by some for the
accompaniments of the vent, because there is obviously an
aperture or pore in the middle, but this is unquestionably
the mouth, and Brengier notices two little transverse open-
ings below, which he names ligamenta; and these, it is con-
jectured, are the organs of respiration.

It will be proper to observe, that besides the prodigious
number of acarides already ascertained, there is a nume-
rous host of similar internal enemies peculiar to different ani-
mal which do not possess the generic character of the ac-
aris, and are therefore arranged in the new genera micro-
cephalites, fioria, uncinaria, scolet, ligula, trilobato, ech-
olimbacchus, haraca, cecumilles, caryphylalus, lingualis, fas-
cidae, tania, &c. The species of acarides described by Gme-
lin are arranged in the following order:

Infesting Man, and the Mammalia.
Vermicularis, lumbricoidea; repertorionis, in the long-
ereat bat: Phoebe, biluda, canis, vicercalis, lupi, vulpis,
leonis, tigris, felis, cati, martis, bronchialis, renales, me-
phitidis, galonis, talpi, mus, hirci, vituli, equi, fuis,
apri.

Infesting Birds.
Arquile, albicille, butonies, milvi, subbutonies, herma-
aphrodisia, cornicis, coracis, cygni, anatis, fuligulas, lari,
cicones, tardo, papillodes, gallopavonis, galli, galline, pha-
flans, tetronias, colubres, alauda, turdi, turdi.

Infesting Reptiles.
Teudinis, lacerta, bufonias, pulmonalis, rubetra, trac-
chalis, rana, intestinalis, dysphoas, infons.

Infesting Fishes.
Anguilla, marina, blemius, rhombi, percae, globelis, la-
cutris, filuri, slariois, trutta, manane, acus, halicea, ar-
gentina, gobienios, raji, fiquis, lophii.

Infesting Worms.
Lumbrici.
In the sequel of this article we shall confine ourselves to
the two species of acarides that belong to the human body;
viz. the A. lumbricoidea and vermicularis, referring for their
scientific characters to their specific names.

The acarides of the first species generally infest the small in-
estines; sometimes they ascend through the duodenum into
the stomach, and creep out of the mouth and nostrils; they
frequent descend into the large intestines, except on the exhibi-
tion of medicines increasing the action of the intestines.
Sometimes they are very numerous. Dr. Hooper (to whose excellent
Paper in the Memoirs of the Medical Society of London we
are indebted for much of this detail) relates a case of a girl
seven years old who vomited per annum upwards of 200 in the
course of a week. Sometimes, however, they appear even fo-
litary. When recently excluded, they are transparent, and ap-
pear as if they had been sucking water tinged with blood;
this colour, however, soon disappears, and they become at
length of a light opaque yellow. After being evacuated, their
motion is feeble, and they soon die; sometimes when they
have been hastily evacuated, they will be very lively, and
by means of putting them into warm milk and water, they
will continue to for some time. Their motion is serpentine,
and in no respect resembles the motion of the lumbri-
cus terrestris, or earth-worm, which has the power of diminu-
ishing...
ing its length and extending itself again, while the length of the acairis humbricoides is never diminished; the head is always flat forward by the worm curving itself into circles, and suddenly extending its with considerable force to some distance.

It is said that the acairis humbricoides is not hermaphrodite. The worm here described is considered as the female. Dr. Hooper says he has examined a very considerable number, and has never met with any other appearances than those of the femal form. Dr. Hooper, in D. spesiosa. Cuticle.—The covering or external membrane of the worm, which may be considered as the cuticle, is very strong, chitinous, thin, smooth, and transparent, and easily separates from the parts underneath by maceration in water; under this we find the cutis or true skin, which is considerably thicker than the former, and retains marks of the muscles which it covers; it is also very strong, chitinous, and transparent. When the cutis is removed, the muscles, observable through the skin, present themselves; they do not entirely surround the worm as they at first appear, but are two distinct orders acting in opposition to each other, for the two longitudinal lines which extend from one extremity of the worm to the other, are each of them composed of two distinct tendons, separable from one another; these tendons serve for the attachment of the ventral muscles which cover the worm from the head to the tail. Upon carefully removing the serous muscles from the head to the depressed band, a number of minute vessels are to be seen (by means of a glass) filled with a transparent fluid which exudes on puncturing them. This cellular or parenchymatous apparatus closely embraces the intestinal canal from the head to the depressed band; but from thence to the tail there is merely a fibrous kind of cellular membrane. When the muscles are removed from the depressed band to the tail, an extremely delicate membrane appears, which as a peritoneum embraces the abdominal viscera, and lines the cavity of the abdomen, which cavity extends from the depressed band to the tail; it is divided with a transparent fluid, and contains the intestinal tube, and an apparatus supposed to be subervient to generation. The intestinal tube or canal begins from the mouth, and continues nearly half an inch in a parallel form, which Dr. Baille calls cephagian; it then becomes larger and transparent, increasing in size till it arrives to the beginning of the abdomen, closely embraced by the parenchymatous substance; it now obtains the dimensions of a crow quill, and passes straight, still enlarging, through the whole length of the worm to within an inch of a part of an inch, where it suddenly becomes narrow, and terminates in an anus. This canal is generally filled with a greenish coloured fluid of the confidence of nuxes. If a portion of this tube be macerated a few days in water, it exhibits distinct tubules, the external of which is a portion of the peritoneum; it is externally covered with filaments, which may be vessels of nutrition. The second veins is considered by some as peculiar to the female, and all agree it is for the purpose of generation; it begins about the middle of the worm, where the cavity of the abdomen commences by a slender tube which is continued from the punctiform aperture situated in the depressed band between the two longitudinal lines. This tube, which is termed the vagina, soon becomes larger, when it commences uterine, and divides into large cord, which for the space of four or five inches are of a uniform diameter, then suddenly diminish and appear like opaque threads, embracing in every direction the intestinal tube. Werner considers these as Fallopian tubes. This con-
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As of cuticle, cutis, and one set of annular muscles; there do not appear to be any longitudinal lines on its external surface. The cavity, containing the visera, begins at a very small distance from the head, and terminates where the tail commences, at which place is a very small opening, or the anus. The only visera in the male worm are oesophagus, stomach, and intestines: the oesophagus begins at the mouth, gradually enlarges for a small space, and terminates in the stomach; the stomach is a round bag, so that oesophagus and stomach together resemble a glass pebble which, according to Goëzé, connotes a distinguishing specific character. The stomach evacuates its contents into the intestinal canal, which continues through the worm more or less contracted and dilated to the anus: the contents of the stomach and intestines is always of a brown colour. The female has, besides these visera, an apparatus subserient to generation, which begins by a slender tube leading from the small punctiform opening situated nearly in the body of the worm; it soon becomes much larger, enters the intestinal tube in every direction, and fills up the cavity of the worm. This gy rated apparatus is not bifurcated as in the ascaris lumbricoides, nor has it the same filiform appendages; its end or fundus is as large as any other part; it appears under a high magnifier like a bladder distended with worms, for its young are seen distinctly moving about from one end to the other.

Symptoms of Worms. When these worms exist in any number, they produce more or less emaciation, paleness of the countenance, with sometimes flushing of the face, a blueish circle about the eyes, itching of the nose, desolation with staring and talking during sleep, thirst in the morning, nausea and disgust for food, though more frequently great appetite, fœtid breath, purging, stirring, and tenderness in the belly, especially about the navel; belly frequently much enlarged, flatulence, colic, sometimes at other times purging, weakness, languor, epileptic fits, and more or less symptomatic fever, pulse weak, and sometimes intermitting. These symptoms arise from the lumbricoides than the vermicularis; but where the latter are numerous, they will occasion nearly as violent symptoms; otherwise they are more known by their effects in and about the rectum and its neighbourhood, producing itching there more or less intolerable, with tendency, and even inflamed blisters. There are a number of other symptoms brought on by the existence of worms; these, however, are the principal and most decisive; but the heat and most satisfactory evidence is their being seen in the evacuations.

Cures. The indications for the cure of ascarides are of two kinds: first, the expulsion of them, their young, their ova, and the mucus containing them, from the bowels; and second, the correction of that weak state of the bowels, or other morbid dispositions of them, whatever they may be, which favour the production of them, and that mucus which becomes a nidus for their propagation. For although the only place in nature where these two species of infects are known to be generated, is the human intestines, during life, and therefore it might be reasonable to suppose, they might exist in them (not in great numbers) in a state of health, yet they are generally found in them when at least in a state of less vigour, as in infancy and age, or when weakened by any foreign means, among the causes of which (it may be proper to mention here) the dracitic purgatives, employed to get rid of them. These frequently weaken so much that the patient rather submits to the inconvenience of them, especially the ascaris vermicularis, than to the pernicious effects of vermifuges upon the digestive organs.
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There is hardly a purgative, especially among the dracitic ones, which has not been employed for this purpose. These should be used with every precaution; and are hardly ever necessary for the expulsion of the ascarides. The lumbricoides is not very tenacious of life, and is easily destroyed and evacuated by means of cabomb, scirrurum or jalap, and other milder purgatives, in moderate doses, adapted to the strength of the patient. The purgative should be several times repeated, at short intervals, in order to remove fresh worms and ova as have been frequented by the fields of the intestines, or in the anus, from the action of the preceding dose. The same means are employed to remove the ascaris vermicularis, but not with the same success. This is much more necious of life, and as it is generally seent so far from the stomach, medicines administered by the mouth have little other effect upon it than as they evacuate the contents of the rectum in common with the other visera; but administered by glycerin, the relief they afford is very considerable, though not in all cases certain. A small quantity of dry, dissolved in some mucinuous fluid, and employed as a glicerin, is very powerful in this way, wished at the same time by medicine, to evacuate them from above. There are cases where no effectual remedy has been found to remove these troublesome vermin. We shall below transcribe the accurate history of a case of these worms, given by the late Dr. Hetherden in the first volume of the Medical Transactions, which will greatly illustrate this part of our subject.

The second indication of cure, the removal of that week and morbid state of the intestines which proves favourable to the generation of the ascaris, is by no means the least; and it is on this principle perhaps only that bitters have been ranked with worm medicines: it is hardly probable that infects always bred in bitternets, and which have been found in the ducums communis clochedochus, and even gall bladder, should be poisoned by bitters. Bitters, and tonics, as preparations of knee and other mineral and vegetable tonics, will be found nearly as useful as the medicines which simply expel them. The consideration of other remedies employed in the removal of worms, we must refer to the article TANIS.

Dr. Hetherden tells us, that being acquainted with an experienced and intelligent physician, who had from his infancy been troubled with ascarides, he defined to be informed by him what were the inconveniences which they had occasioned, and what was the success of the remedies which he had used; to which he replied, that according to his experience the peculiar symptoms of this species of worms are, a great uneasiness in the rectum, and an almost intolerable itching of the anus. We shall below transcribe the Dr. Hetherden's case, usually come on in an evening, and prevent sleep for several hours; they are attended with a heat, which is from times to considerable as to produce a swelling in the rectum, both internally and externally; and if these symptoms are not soon relieved, a tenesmus is brought on with a mucous discharge. Sometimes there is a gripping pain in the lower part of the abdomen, a little above the os pubis. If this pain be very severe, there follows a bloody mucus, in which there are often found ascarides alive. They were sometimes suspected of occasioning disturbed sleep, and some degree of headache. Purging and irritating eylerets were injected with very little success. One draught and a half of tobacco was infused in six ounces of boiling water, and the strained liquor being given as a eyleret occasioned a violent pain in the lower part of the abdomen, with flatness and a cold sweat. This injection, though retained only one minute, acted as a smart purg, but did little or no good. Lime water was also used.
a cliver, which brought on a colic, but had no good effect. Six grains of salt of steel were dissolved in six ounces of water, and injected. This cliver in a few minutes occasioned an acheing in the rectum, and a griping a little without purging, and excited a tenesmus. Some few aercrides were brought off with it, but all of them were alive. The

calendable occasioned by this cliver did not
date till some warm milk was thrown up. Wherever the
tenesmus or mucous fluids were thought worth taking notice
of, warm milk and oil generally gave immediate relief. If
purging was necessary, the leviest purgers, such as manna
with oil, were in this cafe made use of; rhubarb was found
too stimulating. But, in general, the most useful purger, and
which therefore was most usually taken, was cinnamar and
rhubarb, of each half a drachm: this powder seldom failed
to bring away a mucus as transparent as the white of an egg,
and in this many aercrides were moving about. The cinna-
bar frequently adhered to this mucus, which did not come
off in such large quantities, when a purge was taken without
the cinnabar. Calomel did no more than any other purger,
which operates brilfly, would have done; that is, it brought
away aercrides, with a great deal of mucus. Oil, given as
a cliver, has sometimes brought off these animalcula: the
oil swam on the surface of the mucus, and the aercrides were
alive moving in the mucus, which probably hindered the oil
from coming in contact with them and killing them. The
same mucus may reasonably be supposed to preserve these
worms unhurt, though surrounded with many other liquids,
the immediate touch of which would be fatal. If the aerc-
rides be taken out of their mucus, and exposed to the open
air, they become motionless, and seem to die in a very few
minutes.

The general health of this patient did not seem to have at
all suffered by the long continuance of his disorder, nor the
immediate inconveniences of the disorder itself to have
increased. It is perhaps universally true that this kind of
worm, though as difficult to be cured as any, is yet the least
dangerous of all. They have been known to accompany a
person through the whole of a long life, without any
reason to suspect that they have haitended its end. As
in this example there was no remarkable febrileness, indigestion,
pain of the stomatch, giudines, or itching of the nose,
possibly these symptoms, where they have happened
to be joined with the aercrides, did not properly belong
to them, but arose from other causes. There is indeed no
one sign of worms, but what in some patients will be want-
ing. From this case it further appears, that mucus or
flime is the proper nest of the aercrides, in which they live,
and perhaps the food by which they are nourished. It is
hard to satisfy ourselves by what instinct they find it out
in the human body, and by what means they get at it; but
it is observable in many other parts of nature as well
as here, that where there is a fit soil for the hatching
and growth of animals and vegetables, nature has taken
such proper care that their seed should find the way thither.
Worms are said to have been found in the intestines of
infants who have been born dead. Purges, by lessening this
flime, never fail to relieve the patients; and it is not un-
likely that the worms which are not forced away by this
quickened motion of the intestines may, for want of a pro-
per quantity of it, languish and at last die. Experience
furnishes no objections against supposing that the kind
of purge is of little moment in the cure of all other kind
of worms as well as of the aercrides, the worms being
always defended from the immediate action of medicines;
and that therefore those purges are the bell which act
briefly, and of which a frequent repetition can be most
easily borne. Purging waters are of this kind, and japy,
especially for children; two or more grains of which
mixed with sugar are easily taken, and may be daily
repeated.

ASCAROIDES, a species of Cucllilus found in the
flomach of the Sibillus glanses; it resembles the larva of the mufca, is about an inch in length, of a whitish
grey colour, and is gregarious. Guccie and Gmel. thus
define its specific character: head orbicular, and hooked on
each side; tail rounded, short, and pointed with two excreted
spicules.

ASCALACILIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of
Germany. Tietonm.

ASCALUM, a town of Venetia, north-west of Tavi-

nium.

ASCENDANT, in Astrology, denotes the horoscope;
or the ecliptic which rises upon the horizon, at the time
of the birth of any one. This is supposed to have an influence
on the person's life and fortune, by giving him a bent and
propensity to one thing more than another. In the celestial
theme this is called the first house, the angle of the eclip,
or oriental angle, and the significator of life.—Such a planet
ruled in his ascendant.—Jupiter was in his ascendant, &c.
Hence the word is also ufed in a moral fense, for a certain
superiority which one man has over another, from some un-
known cause.

ASCENDANT, in Genealogy, is understood of ances-
tors, or such relations as have gone before us; such are father,
greatfather, &c.—They are thus called in contradifition
to descendants, or the defending line. It is a canon
in law, that inheritances never lineally ascend. See In-
heritance. Marriage is always forbind between the
ascendants and descendants, in a direct line. See Mar-
riage.

ASCENDENS obliquus. See Obliquus.

ASCENDING, in Astronomy, is understood of those
stars or degrees of the heavens, &c. which are rising above
the horizon, in any parallel of the equator.

ASCENDING latitude, is the latitude of a planet when
going towards the north pole. See Latitude.

ASCENDING node, is that point of a planet's orbit,
in which it passes the celestial, to proceed northward.

ASCENDING nodes, among Astrologers, are those which
are upon their ascent, or rise from the nadir, or low-er point
of the heavens, to the zenith or higheft.

ASCENDING, in Anatomy, is applied to such vessels as
carry the briff blood upwards; thus part of the aorta, and
the inferior cava, have been termed the ascending aorta, and
ascending vena cava.

ASCENDING, in Botany, denotes growing firft horizon-
tally, and then bowed upwards; and the term in this fense is
applicable to leaves, to thalks, to items, as in fpirked speed-
well; or to thalms, as in all the speedwells.

ASCENDING Harmony, in Mufic, is modulating by 4ths;
deftcing harmony is acquired by the fife moving by
4ths.

ASCENSION, Ascendio, a rising or moving up-
ward.

ASCENSION, in Theology, is particularly ufed for that
miraculous elevation of our Saviour, when he mounted to
heaven in the fight of his apoffles. Acts i. 14, &c.

ASCENSION-Day, popularly called Holy Thursday, a fer-
tival of the church, held ten days before Whittunfte, in
memory of our Saviour's accention. The appointment of
this day for the fential of the accention is traced to the
Apostolical
Apocryphal Constitutions, l. v. c. 19. Its origin is not known; and hence some have been led to imagine, that it was received by tradition from the apostles.

Ascension, in Astronomy, is either right or oblique.

Ascension, right, of the sun, or of a star, is that degree of the equinoctial, accounted from the beginning of Aries, which rises with the sun, or star, in a right sphere. Or, right ascension is that degree and minute of the equinoctial, counted as before, which comes to the meridian with the sun, or star, or other point of the heavens. The reason of thus referring it to the meridian, is, because it is always at right angles to the equinoctial, whereas the horizon is only so in a right or direct sphere. The right ascension stands opposed to the right declension, and corresponds to the longitude of places on the earth. Two fixed stars, which have the same right ascension, i.e. which are at the same distance from the first point of Aries, or, which amounts to the same, are in the same meridian, rise at the same time in a right sphere, or with respect to people who live under the equator. If they be not in the same meridian, the difference between the times of their rising or coming to the meridian is the precise difference of their right ascension. In an oblique sphere, where the horizon cuts all the meridians obliquely, different points of the meridian never rise or set together; so that two stars, on the same meridian, never rise or set at the same time; and the more oblique the sphere, the greater is the interval of time between them. To find the right ascension of the sun, stars, &c. trigonometrically, say, for the sun, As radius is to the cofine of the sun's greatest declination, or obliquity of the ecliptic, so is the tangent of the sun's longitude to the tangent of the right ascension.

Let PESQ (Astronomy, Plate II., fig. 15.) represent the spherical colure, the centre of which is $\gamma$, and let the diameter EQ be the equator, and the diameter PO the equinoctial colure. Suppose the obliquity to be $\psi = 23^\circ$ 28'$; and the diameter $\angle \phi$ to be the ecliptic, in which take $\gamma \phi$ for the sun's longitude or distance from the point $\gamma = 43^\circ 16'$; and through PO & PS describe a circle of right ascension.

Then in the right-angled spherical triangle $\gamma \phi \beta$, we have

$$\text{Radius } = \frac{10.0000}{t. \text{ sun's long. } = 43^\circ 16'} = 9.97371$$

$$\text{As co-lat. ecl. } = 23^\circ 28' = 9.96525$$

$$\text{to t. right ascension } = 40^\circ 48' = 9.93622.$$  

While the sun is moving from $\gamma$ to $\phi$, or in the first quadrant of the ecliptic, the given longitude is the hypotenuse in the triangle $\gamma \phi \beta$, the declination $\beta$ is north, and $\gamma \beta$ is the right ascension. When the sun has past the follice $\phi$, and is descending towards $\phi$, or in the second quadrant, his longitude or distance from $\gamma$ being taken from 180$, the remainder $\phi$ becomes the hypotenuse, and the declination is still north; but the arc $\beta$ found for the right ascension is only the supplem, and must therefore be taken from 180$. The sun having past the point $\phi$, and descending towards $\phi$, in the third quadrant, its longitude, reckoned from $\gamma$, will be greater than 180'; in which case the excess above 180', or his distance from $\phi$, will be the hypotenuse $\phi \phi'$; the declination will be south, and the arc $\phi A$, found for the right ascension, must be added to 180' in order to obtain the right ascension estimated from $\gamma$. When the sun has past the follice $\phi$, and is ascending towards $\psi$, he is then in the fourth quadrant; therefore the longitude will be greater than 270', and must be taken from 360', for the hypotenuse $\psi \phi$. In this case the declination is south, and the right ascension, found by the above proportion, must be taken from 360', in order to have the right ascension from $\gamma$.

If the obliquity of the ecliptic, and the sun's declination were given, the proportion for the right ascension would be; radius to the cotangent of the obliquity of the ecliptic, as the tangent of the sun's declination to the sine of the right ascension.

The sun's right ascension in time is useful to the practical astronomer in regular observatories, who adjusts his clock by sidereal time. It serves also for converting apparent into sidereal time; as e.g. that of an eclipse of Jupiter's satellites, in order to know at what time it may be expected to happen by his clocks. For this purpose, the sun's right ascension at the preceding noon, together with the increase of right ascension from noon, must be added to the apparent time of the phenomenon set down in the ephemeris. The sun's right ascension in time serves also for computing the apparent time of a known star's passing the meridian; thus, subtract the sun's right ascension in time at noon from the star's right ascension in time, the remainder is the apparent time of the star's passing the meridian nearly; from which the proportional part of the daily increase of the sun's right ascension from this apparent time from noon being subtracted, leaves the correct time of the sun's passing the meridian. The sun's right ascension in time is also useful for computing the time of the moon and planets passing the meridian.

For finding the right ascension of a star, supposing its latitude and longitude, and also the obliquity of the ecliptic, to be given the method is as follows. Let PESQ, (fig. 16.) or the primitive circle, be the sidereal circle; EQ the equator, PS its poles, and $eb$ a parallel of latitude intersecting a circle of longitude $\beta A e$ in the place of a star. Suppose the latitude of the star to be $7^\circ$ N. and its longitude $\gamma 29^\circ 1'$, and the obliquity of the ecliptic $23^\circ 28'$. In the triangle $P A e$, we have $\psi A$ the distance of the poles of the equator and ecliptic, or the obliquity of the ecliptic $= 23^\circ 28'$, $\beta A$, or the complement of the latitude $= 82^\circ 41'$, and the contained angle $P A e = 60^\circ 59'$, or the longitude from the first point of $\psi$, and we are to find the angle $\beta A e$ or the right ascension. The proportion is as follows: rad.: cofine $\beta A e :: \tan \beta A e :: \tan M$. Take the difference between the side adjacent to the required angle and $M$, and call it $N$; then say, fine $N ::$ fine $M ::$ tangent $\beta A e ::$ tangent $\beta A e$. Or, first find the declination (see Declination), which is $17^\circ 45'$ N. Then say, $\text{co-declin. } = 17^\circ 45' :: 17^\circ 45' :: 17^\circ 45' ::$ tangent $\beta A e$. The right ascension and declination of a fixed star or planet, whose longitude and latitude, as well as (O) the obliquity of the ecliptic, are given, may be found by the following problem, communicated by Dr. Maskelyne to Dr. A. Mackay.

Tan. lat. — fine long. = tang. $A$, north or south, as latitude is. Call $O$ north in fix first figs, and south in fix last figs.

$$A + O = B.$$  

A less than $45^\circ$, co. ar. cof. $A +$ co. $B +$ tang. long. = $A +$ tang. long.

A more than $45^\circ$, tang. $A +$ co. ar. fine $A +$ cof. $B = +$ tang. long.

Tang. right ascension of the same kind as longitude; unless $B$ be more than $90^\circ$, when the quantity found of the same kind as longitude must be subtracted from 12 figs.

AR
ASC

A R (right ascension) nearer I11 and IX signs than 0 and VI signs, see AR + tang. B

A R nearer 0 and VI signs than 111 and IX signs, see tang. AR + cos. AR + 7ang. B

tang. declination of fame title as B, true to the nearest second by Taylor's logarithms, to nearest 10" by Gardiner's logarithms, or to nearest minute by Sherwin's or Hutton's logarithms, without proportioning.

Example.

Let the moon's long. be 7° 14' 26" 24' , and lat. 4° 0' 34" N., and the obliquity of the ecliptic 23° 27' 43". Required the right ascension and declination?

Lat. 3° 4° 0' 34" tang. 8.346713.

Long. 5° 2° 21' 21" sine 9.8519420 — tang. — 9.9914074

A = 5 43 0. 7 tang. 9.004793 ar. co. cos. 0.0021654

O = 23 27 48.

B = 17 44 47. 3 S. — cos. — 9.9782660 tang. 9.5651970

R A. 205 27 1° 2 — tang. — 9.974888 sine 9.3852940

Decl. 12 21 14. 6 S. tangent. - - 9.348910

N.B. The right ascension and declination may be found by the following formulæ:

Co-f. f. Decl. = v. f. long. a & s. f. lat. x s. f. ob. ecl. + v. fec. lat. z. f. ob. ecl.

Cos. Right ascension from σ or ε =

Ascent decl. x cos. lat. x cos. long. from σ or ε.

Mackay's Theory and Practice of finding the Longitude &c.

vol. i. p. 42.

For other methods of determining the right ascension of a fixed star by Mr. Flamstead, and Dr. Maskelyne, illustrated by examples, see Vince's Astronomy, vol. i. p. 391, &c.

The practical method of finding the right ascension of a body from that of a fixed star, by a clock adjusted to sidereal time, is this:—Let the clock begin its motion from 00:00:00 at the instant the first point of aries is on the meridian; then, when any star comes to the meridian, the clock would show the apparent right ascension of the star, the right ascension being calculated at the rate of 15° an hour; provided the clock was subject to no error, because it would then show at any time how far the first point of aries was from the meridian. But as the clock is liable to error, we must be able at any time to ascertain its error, or the difference between the right ascension shown by the clock and the right ascension of that point of the equator which is at that time on the meridian. To do this, we must, when a star whose apparent right ascension is known, passes the meridian, compare its apparent right ascension with the right ascension shown by the clock, and the difference will show the error of the clock. E.g. let the apparent right ascension of Aldebaran be 4° 23' 50" at the time when its transit over the meridian is observed by the clock; and suppose the time shown by the clock to be 4° 23' 52", then there is an error of 2" in the clock, as it gives the right ascension of the star 2" more than it ought. If the clock be compared with several stars, and the mean error taken, we shall have more accurately the error at the mean time of all the observations. These observations, being repeated every day, will give the rate of the clock's going, or show how much it gains or loses. The error of the clock, and the rate of its going, being thus ascertained, if the time of the transit of any body be observed, and the error of the clock at the time be applied, we shall have the right ascension of the body. This is the method by which the right ascension of the sun, moon, and planets are regularly found in observatories.

ASC

To find the right ascensions mechanically by the globe, see GLOBE.

The arch of right ascension that portion of the equator intercepted between the beginning of aries, and the point of the equator which is in the meridian; or, it is the number of degrees contained in it. This coincides with the right ascension itself.—The right ascension is the same in all parts of the globe.

We sometimes also say, the right ascension of a point of the ecliptic, or any other point of the heavens. The right ascension of the mid-heaven is often used by astronomers, particularly in calculating eclipses by the nonagmeal degree; and it denotes the right ascension of that point of the equator which is in the meridian, and is equal to the fun of the sun's right ascension and the hourly angle or true time reduced to degrees, or to the fun of the mean longitude of the sun and mean time.

ASCENSION, angle of right. See ANGLE.

ASCENSION, oblique, is an arch of the equator intercepted between the first point of aries, and that point of the equator which rises together with a star, &c. in an oblique sphere.

The oblique ascension is numbered from west to east; and is greater or less, according to the different obliquity of the sphere.

To find the oblique ascension of the sun by the globe, see GLOBE. See also ASCENSIONAL DIFFERENCE.

The arch of oblique ascension, is an arch of the horizon intercepted between the beginning of aries, and the point of the equator, which rises with a star or planet in an oblique sphere.—This coincides with the oblique ascension itself.

The oblique ascensions change according to the latitude of the places.

ASCENSION and DEFLECTION, REFRACTION of. See REFRACTION.

ASCENSION, Ile of, in Geography, one of the African islands situated in the Southern Atlantic ocean. S. lat. 7° 56' 30". W. long. 14° 22' 31". This dreary desolate island was first discovered in 1501, by J. de Nova Gallego, a Portuguese navigator, who called it "Isla de Nofia Senhora de Conceição," and it was seen a second time by Alfonso de Albuquerque, on his voyage to India in 1503. It was probably on Ascension-day when it received its present name. Capt. Cook stopped at this island in 1778; and he says that it is about ten miles in length, from north-west to south-east, and about five or six in breadth. Its surface is composed of barren hills and vallies, or a collection of rocks and hollows, without a shrub or plant for several miles, and exhibiting by the stones and ashes which abound in it, sufficient evidence that at some period or other it was a volcanic production. Mr. Forster, in his account of this island, says, that they could discern from the ship, near the centre of it, a broad white mountain of considerable elevation, on which there was some verdure, and from this circumstance it obtained the name of the "Green Mountain." When they landed on the beach, through a high surf, they found themselves amidst rocks, which consisted of minute shell-sand, chiefly of a frowzy white, deep and dry, and by the reflection of the sun intolerable to the eyes. In their progress, they ascended through heaps of black cavernous stone, which perfectly reflemed the common lavas of Vesuvius and Iceland. After a perpendicular ascent of about twelve or fifteen yards, they arrived at an extensive level plain, about fifty or eighty miles in circuit, at the different corners of which they observed large hills of a conical shape, and of a reddish colour, which were perfectly inflated. Between these hills the plain was covered with a great
great number of small hillocks, composed of lava similar to that which they found on the sea-shore, and the pieces of which found like glasses when struck against each other. Between the heaps of lava the soil was a black earth, and where the heaps did not appear, the whole was a red earth, so loose and composed of such minute particles, that the wind raised from it clouds of dust. These conic hills, filled of a different sort of lava, which was red and soft, and crumbled into earth. One of these hills stands directly in front of the bay, and has on its summit a wooden cross, whence the bay is said to take its name. The sides of the hill are very steep, but a path about 1 of a mile long winds to the summit. The plain on which they stood, they concluded to have been once the crater of a volcano, by the accumulation of whose cinders and pumice stones the conic hills had been gradually formed; the currents of lava, which were now distributed in many heaps, had, as they conjectured, been gradually buried in fresh cinders and ashes; and the waters, flowing from the interior mountain in the rainy season, had carried every thing before them, and thus filled up by degrees the cavity of the crater. The rocky black lava was the residence of numbers of men-of-war birds, and boobies, which sat on their eggs and allowed of a close approach. Here they found a New York looip, which came to the island to catch turtles, in order to sell them at the Windward Islands. The East India ships, it is said, touch at this island for the purpose of furnishing themselves with turtles, which are plentiful and very large. On a second visit to the island, Mr. Forster and his companions crossed the plain, and arrived at a prodigious current of lava, intersected by many channels from six to eight yards deep, which appeared to have been formed by torrents of water, but which they found dry, as the fun was in the northern hemisphere. In these gullies they perceived a small quantity of flow which was a black volcanic earth mixed with some whitish particles, which were gritty to the touch. This flow afforded sufficient nutriment to purplane, and a species of grafts, the “panicum fanguineum.” Having with difficulty climbed over this lava current, they came to the foot of the “Green mountain,” which was surrounded by a lava, that was covered with purplane, and a kind of new fern, “lontchis adfencionis,” on which several wild goats were feeding. This mountain is divided in its extremities by various clefts into several bodies, which run together towards the centre, and form one broad mass of great height. The whole appears to consist of a gritty topcaveous limelene, which has never been attacked by the volcano, but probably existed, as Mr. Forster refused, prior to its eruption: its sides are covered with a kind of grafts peculiar to the island, which Linnaeus has named “arilida adfencionis.” The goats which feed on it were very numerous, but being very shy, they fled with great velocity over tremendous precipices, where it was impossible to pursue them. This island, with a little trouble, says this writer, might in a short space of time be rendered fit for the residence of men. The introduction of furze, “alex Europaeus,” and some other plants which thrive well in a parched soil, and which are not likely to be attacked by rats or goats, would soon have the same effect as at St. Helena. The moisture attracted from the atmosphere by the high mountains in the centre of the island, would then not be evaporated by the heat of the sun, but gradually be collected into rivulets, and supply the whole island. A sot of grafts would everywhere cover the surface of the ground, and annually increase the liratum of the mould, till it could be planted with more useful vegetables. The outskirts of the island are represented to be beyond description dreary. It is said that, as this island is visited by the homeward-bound ships on account of its few-bows, fishes, turtle, and goats, there is in the crevice of a rock a place called by the sailors the “Poll Office,” where letters are deposited, first up in a well-corked bottle, for the ships that next visit the island. Mod. Un. Hist. vol. xi. p. 145.

ASCENSION, or Ascension. n is a small island about 120 leagues east from the coast of Brazil, N. lat. 26° 55′; W. long. 35° 40′. Some have supposed this island to be the same with the isle of Trinidad or Trinity. M. de Perouse, who wished to ascertain the existence of the island of Ascension, made search for it, and avers (see his voyage vol. i. p. 24.) that no such island exists from the meridian of Trinidad to about seven degrees west longitude, between the latitudes of 20° 15′, and 25° 50′. M. Le Peutre d’Agelet also suspected (Mem. Acad. Sc. Paris, for 1788) the French geographers have committed an error with regard to the isle of Trinity, which they have laid down in their maps of the African seas, but which he thinks is really the isle of Ascension, which, by some error of reckoning, occasioned probably by currents, has been twice laid down. But M. Dapres (Neptune Oriental, p. 10.) has placed the island of Ascension 100 leagues west of Trinidad, and fifteen miles to the southward. It appears also, that though the latitudes of these two islands were nearly the same, their longitudes were very imperfectly ascertained; and from the minute and very different plans which Dalrymple has given of these two islands and their appearance, it is presumed that they are not the same. La Perouze did not pursue his researches far enough, as the isle of Ascension is probably somewhat nearer the coast of Brazil than Dapres has placed it.

ASCENSION Bay, lies on the east side of the peninsula of Yucatan, in the bay of Honduras, having Amber bay on the north, and the northern point of Anibergreafe key on the south, which forms a passage into Havana bay, south from Ascension bay.—Albo, a bay in the north part of the gulf of Mexico, situate between cape Balize at the mouth of the Missipi, and the bay of Fresh-water on the west, in N. lat. 30°, and W. long. 92°.

ASCENSIONAL Difference, in Astronomy, is the difference between the right and oblique ascension of the same point on the surface of the sphere.

To find the ascensional difference trigonometrically, having the latitude of the place, and the sun’s declination given, say, as radius is to the tangent of the latitude, so is the tangent of the sun’s declination to the sine of the ascensional difference.

E. G. Let it be required to find the sun’s ascensional difference at London, lat. 51° 32′ N. on the 21st of June, being the longest day, when the sun’s declination 23° 28′ N.

Let the primitive circle PESQ (afron. Pl. II. fig. 17,) represent the meridian of the place, and the diameter HI the horizon; take RP from R, the north point; for the latitude = 51° 32′; draw the axis, or 6 o’clock hour circle, ES, and perpendicular to it draw the equator EQ; make E6, EQ, each = 23° 28′, the declination, and describe the parallel of declination mn, interfering the horizon in Q, the place of the sun at his rising or setting, and through this point describe the hour circle P′O′S.

In the spherical triangle γ AΩ, right-angled at A, the angle Q γ R, measured by the arc QK, is the colatitude; AΩ is the sun’s declination; and the required ascensional difference is γ A, which may be found by the proportion above stated; viz.

Rad.
This afcencional difference, 33° 7', converted into time, gives 2h 12' 28" for the time which the fun rises, and after the hour of fix, on the longest day. Hence it appears, that when the latitude and declination have the same name, the fun rises before, and after fix; but when they are of contrary names, the fun rises after, and after fix. And as the fun describes the parallel of declination in 24 hours, being at m when it is noon, and at m when it is midnight, the time in passing from m to o, or the time of rising being doubled, gives the length of the night; and the time of setting being doubled gives the length of the day. Consequently, 6° 4' 12' 28" = 8° 12' 28", will be the time of setting; and 5° 2' 12' 28" = 3° 47' 34", will be the time of rising; and 8° 12' 28" = 10° 24' 56", the length of the day; and 5° 2' 12' 28" = 2° 35' 4", the length of the night.

But when it is the shortest day at London, that is, when the sun has 23° 28' south declination, the lengths of the day and night will change places; the day being 7° 35' 4", and the night 16° 24' 56".

When the latitude and declination have the same name, the difference between the right ascension and the afcencional difference, is the oblique decretion; and their sum is the oblique decretion; but when they are of contrary names, the sum is the oblique decretion, and the difference is the oblique decretion.

The above solution is applicable to a star, as well as to the sun; but on account of the small change in the declination of the stars, the star's obclination in any latitude may be considered as having the same afcencional difference through the year. Hence it appears, that the diurnal difference of the star's rising, culminating, and setting in the same latitude, is nearly equal to the diurnal difference of the sun's right ascension. As the star's mean apparent daily motion is 50° 8' nearly, or in time 3° 56' 32", this will be the daily difference in the rising, culminating, and setting of any fixed star in the same latitude.

ASCENSIONIS, in Ichthyology, a species of Perca which inhabits the sea about Ascension island; it is reddish above, whitish beneath, and the tail is bifurcated. Obs. It. p. 388.

ASCERSONUM sometimes occurs, in our ancient writers, for a fiah or flacp.

ASCENT, in a general sense, the motion of a body tending upwards, or the continual rerese of a body from the earth. In this sense the word stands opposed to descent.

The Peripatetics attribute the spontaneous ascent of bodies, to a principle of levity inherent in them. The moderns deny any such thing as spontaneous levity, and shew, that whatever tends, does it in virtue of some external impulse or attraction. Thus it is that smoke, and other rare bodies, ascend in the atmosphere; and oil, light woods, &c. in water, not by any internal principle of levity, but by the superior gravity, or tendency downwards of the parts of the medium in which they are.

The ascent of light bodies in heavy mediums is produced after the same manner as the ascent of the lighter scale of a balance. It is not that such scale has an internal principle by which it immediately tends upwards; but it is impelled upwards by the preponderancy of the other scale, the excess of the weight of the one having the same effect by augmenting its impetus downwards, as so much real levity in the other; because the tendencies mutually oppose each other, and that action and reaction are always equal. See this farther illustrated under the articles Specific Gravity, and Fluid.

ASCENT OF BODIES ON INCLINED PLANES. See its doctrine and laws, under Inclined Plane.

ASCENT OF FLUIDS, is particularly understood of their rising above their own level, between the surfaces of nearly contiguous bodies, or in vessels filled with fluid, other, or the like porous substances. This effect happens as well in vacuo, as in the open air, and in crooked as well as straight tubes. Some liquids, as spirit of wine, and oil of turpentine, ascend with greater celerity than others; and some rise after a different manner from others. Mercury does not ascend at all, but rather subides. The phenomenon, with its causes, &c. in the inclination of capillary tubes, will be spoken of at large under Capillary Tube. Upon the same principle, two smooth polished places of glass, metal, stone, or other matter, being so disposed as to be almost contiguous, have the effect of several parallel capillary tubes; and the fluid rises in them accordingly: the same may be said of a vessel filled with fluid, &c. the divers little interfices of which form it were a kind of capillary tubes. So that the same principle accounts for the appearance in them all. And to the same may probably be ascribed the ascent of the sap in vegetables. Thus Sir I. Newton: "If a large pipe of glass be filled with lifted allies, well pressed together, and one end dipped into flagrant water, the fluid will ascend slowly in the allies, so as in the space of a week or fortnight to reach the height of thirty or forty inches above the flagrant water. This ascent is wholly owing to the action of those particles of the allies which are upon the surface of the elevated water; those within the water attracting as much downwards as upwards: it follows that the action of such particles is very strong; though being less dense and closer than those of the glass, theirs action is not equal to that of the glass, which keeps quicksilver suspended to the height of fifty or seventy inches, and therefore acts with a force which would keep water suspended to the height of about fifty feet. By the same principle, a sponge sucks in water; and the glands in the bodies of animals, according to their several natures and dispositions, imbibe various juices from the blood." Optics, p. 367.

If a drop of oil, water, or other fluid, be laid on a glass plane, perpendicular to the horizon, so as to stand without breaking, or running off; and another plane inclined to the former so as to meet a-top, be brought to touch the drop, then will the drop break, and ascend towards the touching end of the planes; and it will ascend the faster in proportion as it is higher, because the distance between the planes is confluently decreasing. After the same manner, the drop may be brought to any part of the planes, either upward, or downward, or sideway, by altering the angle of inclination. Lastly, if the same perpendicular planes be fo placed, as that two of their sides meet, and form a small angle, the other two only being kept apart by the interposition of some third body; and thus immersed in a fluid tinged with some colour; the fluid will ascend between the planes, and thus the highest where the planes are nearest; so as to form a curve line, which is found to be a just hyperbola, one of the asymptotes whereof is the line of the fluid, the other being a line drawn along the touching sides. The physical cause, in all these phenomena, is the same power of attraction.

ASCENT OF HYDROSTATICS (Pl. I. fig. 1.), and Cohesion.
ASCENT of vapour. See Evaporation, Cloud, and Vapour.

ASCENT, in Astronomy, &c. See Ascension.

ASCEND, in Logic, denotes a kind of argumentation, wherein we rise from particulars to universals. As when we say, this man is an animal, and that man is an animal, and the other man, &c. therefore, every man is an animal.

ASCESIS properly denotes exercise of the body. It is formed from the verb *ασκίνω*, used by the ancients in speaking of the sports and combats of the athlete.

ASCESIS is also used by philosophers, to denote an exercise conducive to virtue, or to the acquiring a greater degree of virtue. Budæus has a dissertation on this philosophical asceticism.

ASCETERIUM, in Ecclesiastical Writers, is frequently used for a monastery, or a place set apart for the exercises of virtue and religion. The word is formed from *ασκήσις* "exercise," or *ασκήσας*, one who performs exercise. Originally it signified a place where the athlete, or gladiators, performed their exercises.

ASCETIC, derived from *ασκίνω*, "I exercise," an ancient appellation given to such persons as, in the primitive times, devoted themselves more immediately to the exercises of piety and virtue, in a retired life; and, particularly, to prayer, abstinence, and mortification. Molière (Eccl. Hist. vol. i. p. 195) traces the origin of this word in the Christian church to the second century. He states that the ascetics owed their rise to certain Christian doctors, who maintained, that Christ had established a double rule of sanctity and virtue, for two different orders of Christians; the one was ordinary, and designed for persons in the active scenes of life: the other, extraordinary and more sublime, and intended for those who, in a sacred retreat, aspired after the glory of a celestial state. Accordingly, they distributed those moral doctrines which they had received either by tradition or writing into the two classes of precepts and counsels; the former being universally obligatory upon all orders of men, and the latter, relating to Christians of a more sublime rank, who proposed to themselves great and glorious ends, and breathed after an intimate communion with the Supreme Being. Persons of this latter description declared their resolution of obeying all the counsels of Christ, in order to their enjoying communion with God here; and also that, after the dissolution of their mortal bodies, they might ascend to him with the greater facility, and find nothing to retard their approach to the supreme centre of perfection and happiness. They looked upon themselves as prohibited the use of things which other Christians were allowed to enjoy, such as wine, flesh, marriage, and commerce. See Athenagoras Apol. pro Chr. c. 29. They thought it their indespensible duty to exterminate the body by watchings, abstinence, labour, and hunger. They sought felicity in solitary retreats, and in desert places, where, by severe and arduous efforts of sublime meditation, they raised the soul above all external objects and all sensual pleasures. Both men and women imposed upon themselves the most austerities discipline, which, though at first it was the fruit of pious intention, proved in the issue extremely detrimental to Christianity. These persons were called "ascetics, Ἀσκητοὶ Ἐκκλησίας, and philosophers; nor were they distinguished from other Christians merely by their appellation, but also by their garb. In this century, such as embraced this kind of austerities life, contented themselves with submitting to all these mortifications in private, without breaking ablunde their social bonds, or withdrawing themselves from intercourse with mankind. In the next century, and particularly in the reign of Constantine, these ascetics, who, as an elegant historian describes them, (Gibbon's Hist. vol. vi. p. 239.) "obeysed and abased the rigid precepts of the gospel, and were inspired by the savage enthusiasm which represents man as a criminal, and God as a tyrant," fled from a profane and degenerate world to perpetuate solitude, or religious society, and assumed the name of "Hermit," "Monk," and "Anachoret," expressive of their lonely retreat in a natural or artificial desert. The reasons which gave rise to this austerities sect are sufficiently obvious. One of the principal was, the ill-judged ambition of the Christians to resemble the Greeks and Romans, many of whose sages and philosophers distinguished themselves from the generality by their maxims, by their habit, and, indeed, by the whole plan of life and manners which they had formed to themselves, and by which they acquired a degree of esteem and authority. Of all these ancient philosophers, there were none whose sentiments and discipline were so well received by the ancient Christians, as those of the Platonic and Pythagorean, who preferred in their levies two rules of conduct, one for the sages who aspired to the sublime heights of virtue, and another for the people involved in the cares and agitation of an active life. As the opinions of some of these philosophers were adopted by the more learned among the Christians, they were naturally led to incorporate into the moral discipline which refoluted from them. Some of the religious fervors which they recurred were deduced from the genius and temper of the people by whom they were first practised. This moral discipline originated in Egypt, which abounded with persons of a melancholy complexion, and produced, in proportion to its extent, more gloomy spirits than any other part of the world. Here the Essenes and Therapeutae, those dimal and gloomy sects, principally dwelt, long before the coming of Christ, and also many of the ascetic tribe, who, led by a certain melancholy turn of mind, and a delusive notion of rendering themselves more acceptable to the Deity by their austerities, withdrew themselves from human society, and from all the innocent pleasures and comforts of life. From Egypt this four and unformable discipline paffed into Syria and the neighboring countries, which also abounded with persons of the same dimal constitution with that of the Egyptians; and from thence, in proces of time, its infection reached to the European nations. Hence sprung that train of austerities and superfluous rites, that yet, in many places, cast a veil over the beauty and simplicity of the Christian religion. Hence the celibacy of the prieyst order, the rigour of unprofitable penances and mortifications, the innumerable swarms of monks that withdrew their talents and labours from society, and who did this in the form of a perfect pursuit of a visionary art of perfection. Hence also proceeded the distinction between the theoretical and mystical life, and many other fancies of a familiar kind. The ascetics acquired the respect of the world, which they deplored; and the loudest applause was bestowed on this "divine philosophy," as it was called, which surpassed, without the aid of science or reason, the laborious virtues of the Grecian schools. When the monks came in fashion, the title of ascetic was bestowed upon them; especially upon such of them as lived in solitude. See Hermit, and Monks.

ASCETIC is also a title of several books of spiritual exercises; as, the Ascetic or devout treatises of St. Basil, archbishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia.

We also say the ascetic life, meaning the exercise of prayer, meditation, and mortification.

ASCETERIUM. See Secretary.

ASCETIC, in Ornithology, the name by which the Harrier is known. See Harrier.
ASC

Lanias Schach of Linnaeus, or Chineke Shrike, is called in
China, and under which it is described by Orbeck, Voy. p.
227. See Lanies Schach.

ASCHACI1, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the
circle of Franconia, and bishopric of Wurzburg, thirty-two
miles north of Wurzburg.

ASCHAFE, a small river of Germany, in the circle of
the Lower Rhine, which runs into the Mayne near Stock-
field.

ASCHAFFENBURG, a town of Germany, in the circle of
Franconia, situate about twenty-five miles from
Frankfort on an eminence near the Mayne. It belongs to
the elector of Mentz, who has a palace here, in which he
resides during the great part of the year, on account of
the fulness of the air, and the singular beauty of the situa-
tion. The country surrounding the town is uncommonly
fertile. At the distance of two miles towards the north-eaft
is seen the "Spallart," one of the largest forests in Europe,
forming a semicircle round part of this town, and sheltering
it from the bleak winds. This forest occupies a space of
fifty English miles in length, and the traveller through it
meets with only one small village consisting of four houfes,
in which he may have any accommodation. The road
through it is very good, and the elector of Mentz, to whom
the great part of the country belongs, keeps it free from
robbers, so that it may be passed any time of the day or
night, without any apprehenfion of offense. For the secu-
rity of passengers, a military establishment, consisting of a
company of hufars, is fixed at Alchaffenburg; and thence
are traversing the road at flated hours in order to prevent
the possibility of a robbery. N. lat. 49° 55'. E. long. 8°
52'.

ASCHAM, Roger, in Biography, an English scholar of
distinguished reputation, was born at Kirby-Wake, near
North-Alefter in Yorkshire, about the year 1515, of parents
who, having lived together for fifty-seven years, with un-
interrupted harmony, died at the same hour of the same
day. Having discovered very promising talents at an early age, he
was taken under the patronage of Sir Anthony Wingfield,
and after making considerable progress in classical literature
under the instruction of the domestic tutor of his sons, As-
cham was removed by his patron, in 1530, to St. John's col-
lege at Cambridge. Here he enjoyed peculiar advantages for
improvement under the tuition of two persons who were
eminent for literature at a period when the study of the
Greek and Roman classics was the object of particular at-
tention. Of these advantages he availed himself with fingu-
lar affiuity and emulation; and his proficiency was so con-
siderable, that he gained very distinguished reputation in the
university at a very early age. In order to perfect himself
in the Greek language, he taught it to others; and learning
very soon to discriminate with regard to the comparative ex-
cellence of different authors, he lost no time in the perusal of
mean or unfrofitable books. Upon the model of Cicero
and Cofar, whose works he diligently studied, he formed
his style; and among the philosophers, he selected Plato
and Aristotle; among the historians, Thucydides and Herodotus;
and among the orators, Demoliiones and Isocrates; and on
these two last authors he read lectures to his pupils, as he
also did on the most celebrated of the Greek poets. At
the age of eighteen, in 1534, he took his degree of bachelor
of arts, and soon after in the same year was elected fellow
of his college, though his attachment to the reformed reli-
gion raised some obstacles in the way of this appointment.
These honours were conferred by Aracham as inducements
through his continued and increasing application; and such was
his improvement, particularly in the Greek language, that
his lectures, both in the university and in his own college,
were received with universal applause. In the year 1536,
and at the age of twenty-one years, he was inaugurated
master of arts. Such was the proficiency of those who at-
tended his lectures, that one of them vizi William Grindal,
was, at his recommendation, appointed to be tutor in the
languages to the lady Elizabeth, an honour which it is pro-
bable he might have obtained for himself, if he had not de-
cided it from a preference of the monastic life to a fitation
at court. At this time Sir John Cheke attempted to intro-
duce a new mode of pronouncing Greek into the univer-
sity, which for some time was opposed by Ascham; but
upon mature and more deliberate examination, he approved
of it, and concurred in adopting and promoting it; and it
has since generally prevailed in the Schools of England.
The purity and elegance of his Latin style was held in such
evaluation, that he was constantly employed in writing the
public letters of the university. As a relaxation amidst his
fewer studies, he amused himself with the exercise of arch-
ery; and having thus given offence to some persons who
were envious of his superior merit, he wrote a small treatife
on the subject, intitled "Toxophilus," which was published in
1544. His design in writing this treatife was partly to
vindicate himself from the alperions of his enemies, and
partly to improve the English language, by introducing a
more natural, easy, and truly English diction, than that
which was used by the common writers of his age. The
author's views in whicie these respects were fully accom-
plished. This work, besides the purity and peripuiciy of its
style, abounds with learned allusions, with curious frag-
ments of English history, and with ingenious obervations
on life and manners. Ascham honestly confesses, that he
was actuated by another more selfish motive in the com-
petition and publication of this treatife. He wished to make
a tour into Italy, which was then the republic of letters,
and particularly the feat of Greek learning, and he was
desirous by dedicating his work to king Henry VIII., to ob-
tain his patronage and encouragement in the prosecution of
his plan. In this respect, his modest and laudable wish
was gratified; for in 1544, the king granted him a pension of
100. a year, equal according to Dr. Johnson, to more than
100l. at the present day. This pension, which was discon-
tinued after the king's death, was restored by Edward VI.,
and doubled by queen Mary. In the same year, Ascham
received the peculiar benefit as well as honour of an ap-
pointment to the office of Orator to the university; which
office, whilst he continued there, he occupied with great
credit.

He had also for some years received an annual gratuity
at an amount that is not ascertained, from Lee, archbishop
of York. At length, viz. in 1548, upon the death of his
pupil Grindal, he was called by the lady Elizabeth, to
whom he had already given lectures in writing, from his
college, to direct her studies. This charge he executed with
equal diligence and success; but after two years, a caufe of
disatisfaction occurred, and he returned from the service of
the princes to the university. Notwithstanding this circu-
stances, the prince's regard for him continued; for in the
same year, 1550, he was recalled to court, and appointed
secretary to Sir Richard Morelly, who was then going as am-
bassador to the court of Charles V. During this expedition,
which lasted three years, he had opportunities of convers-
ing with many learned men in various parts of Germany
which he visited, and made an excursion into Italy, where he
was much disgusted with the manners of the inhabitants,
particularly the Venetians. One of the fruits of this tour
was a curious tract, intitled, "A Report and Discourse of
the
the Affairs and State of Germany," &c. which contains valuable information and judicious reflections.

On the death of Edward VI. in 1553, Morpurse was recalled, and Afcham returned to his college, with no other support than his fellowship and salary as orator to the university, and the liberality of his friends. But by the interest of bishop Gardiner, who, though he knew him to be a protestant, did not defer him, he was appointed Latin secretary to queen Mary, with a salary of ten pounds a year, and permission to retain his college preferment. Afcham by his prudence, without any visible compliance that reproached his integrity, enjoyed the favour of the queen, and in the most perilous times, he maintained his integrity with Elizabeth; and he was partly indebted to the fidelity of his friendship with Cecil for his prosperity in the next reign. Indeed, his learning, and the facility with which he wrote Latin, made him necessary at court. In his capacity as Latin secretary, he is said to have written in three days forty-seven letters to persons of such rank that the lowest of them was a cardinal. Upon the accession of Elizabeth, Afcham was continued in his former employments with the same stipend. He had daily access to the queen, and read with some portions of works in the learned languages for some hours every day, and of her proficiency under such a master many proofs remain. Notwithstanding the benefit which the queen derived from his services, and the intimacy with which she honoured him by permitting him to play with her at draughts and chess, he obtained from her no other recompense than a pension of twenty pounds a year, and the prebend of Wiltwang in the church of York. This poor pension has been ascribed by some to the parsimony of the queen, and by others to her knowledge of the extravagance of Afcham. He has been charged, and not unjustly, with a profligacy, disgraceful to a man of letters and humanity, to cock-fighting. In his "Schoolmater," he intimated a design of writing a book "Of the Cockpit," which he reckons among the palamines fit for a gentleman. It is a subject, however, of regret, that whilst the queen did not think him unworthy of her patronage, she did not think proper to remunerate him for his services with a liberality more suitable to her high station. In the year 1563, a conversation occurred at Sir William Cecil's on the subject of education. Whilst the subject was much agitated, and different opinions were entertained, Sir Richard Sackville was so much prepossessed in favour of Afcham, by the arguments which he used for the mild treatment of boys, that he solicited his counsel and assistance with regard to the education of his son, and at the same time requested that he would write a treatise on the general subject of education. Thus was produced Afcham's excellent performance, intituled, "The Schoolmater," a work replete with erudition, and suggesting useful advice on the best method of teaching the classics. Afcham particularly recommends the method of "double translation," which merits adoption in schools. This treatise was published after the author's death by his widow, in 1571; and reprinted with notes, in 1580, at London, by Upton, in 1711. Afcham's last illness was occasioned by too tedious application to the composition of a poem, which he intended to present to the queen on the New Year's day of 1569. He died in his 53d year, December 25th, 1568. His death was generally lamented, and the queen expressed her concern by exclaiming, that "she would rather have lost 10,000 l. than her tutor Afcham." His epistles, which have been much commended for the elegance of their style, and also for the abundance of historical matter which they contain, were published in 1577, by Grant, and dedicated to queen Elizabeth; and his miscellaneous pieces have been since collected by Bennett into one volume, with a life by Dr. Johnson prefixed, and published in 1761, in 4to. Afcham is said to have been an elegant poet; but his verses are not to be found in the best edition of his works. One of his biographers, speaking of his works, says, "His Toxophilus was a good book for young men, his Schoolmater for old men, and his Epistles for all men." Mr. Wood ascribes another work to our author, intitled, "Apologia contra Millan," printed in 1577, 8vo.

It appears from the writings of Afcham, and those records of his that remain, that his temper was amiable; that he was kind to his friends, and grateful to his benefactors; that he was inclined to free inquiry on the subject of religion, but too much engaged in other pursuits to bestow much attention on this object; that he was, as a man, respectable; and that, as a scholar, he promoted correct taste and found learning; and by thus serving both his contemporaries and posterity, he deserved much more ample recompense than he received. He died poor, and left a widow and several orphans in defunct circumstances. His poverty has been ascribed to some of his attachment to dice and cock-fighting; and it is noticed by Buchanan in the following short epigram, said by some to display more of wit than friendship, which he confected to his memory:

"Afchamum extinctum patriae Graeco Canum
Et Latina vera cum pictate, dolent.
Principibus vivit carus, juicundus amicus,
Re modica, in moreis diuere fama nesquit."

Thus translated, and paraphrased:

"The Attic and the Latin muse deplore
The fate of Afcham, once their joy and pride;
His lays shall charm the lifting crowd no more;
Esteem'd by kings, lov'd by his friends, he died.
Fortune denied her favours,—juicer fame
Honour'd his worth, and spread abroad his name."


ASCHARIANS, or ASHARIANS, followers of Afchari, or Achari, one of the most celebrated doctors among the Mahometans, who died at Bagdad, about the year of the Hegira 329, or of Christ 940, and who was secretly buried, left the Hanbalites, by whom his opinions were reckoned impious, should tear up his remains from the grave. The Asharians were a branch of the Sefatiensis; and their opinions were, 1. That they allowed the attributes of God to be distinct from his essence, yet so as to forbid any comparison to be made between God and his creatures. 2. As to predetermination, they held that God hath one eternal will, which is applied to whatsoever he willeth, both of his own actions and those of men, so far as they are created by him, but not as they are acquired or gained by them; that he willeth both their good and evil, their profit and their hurt; and as he willeth and knoweth, he willeth concerning them that which he knoweth. They went so far as to say, that it may be agreeable to the will of God that man should be commanded what he is unable to perform. But while they allow man some power, they restrain it to such a power that cannot produce anything new; God, they say, orders his providence so, that he creates after or under, and together with, every created or new power, an action which is ready whenever a man wills it and sets about it; and this action is called "each," or acquirement, being, in respect to its creation, from God, but in respect to its being produced, employed, and acquired, from man. This is generally allowed the orthodox opinion, and has been variously explained. 3. As to mortal sin, the.

Afchari.
Afcharians taught, that if a believer, guilty of such a sin, die without repentance, his sentence is to be left to God, whether he pardon him out of his mercy, or whether the prophet intercede for him, or whether he punish him in proportion to his demerit, and afterwards, through his mercy, admit him into paradise; but that it is not to be suppos'd he will remain for ever in hell with the infidels, since it is declared, that whosoever shall have faith in his heart, but of the weight of an ant, shall be delivered from hell-fire. This is generally receiv'd as the orthodox doctrine in this point, and is diametrically opposite to that of the *Motuaites*. D'Herbelot's Bibl. Orient. Sale's Koran. Prel. Difc. p. 165.

ASCHEAUS, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Saubis, eight miles north of Ravenspur.

ASCHBARAT', a town of Turqueflan, in the country of the Geces or the other side of the river Sihan.

ASCHEMOR, or ASCHE-MOR, a town of Persia, in the province of Chorafan.

ASCHENBOURKA, or ASCHE-BOURKA, a town of Languedoc.

ASCHENFELDEN, in Geography, a town of Auff. in the province of Chorafan.

ASCHENHAGENSKOF, in Geography, a town of Siberia, on the confines of China, 530 miles S.S.W. of Seelingfink.

ASCHER, a district of the See of Aberg-Herred in the diocese of Christiania or Aberghusen, in Norway.

ASCHERSLEBEN, a town of Germany, in the circle of Lower Saxony, and principality of Halberstadt, seated on the Eine. It was once the capital of a country to which it gave name, and was one of the most ancient provinces of the house of Anhalt. The circle of Afchfereben, or Afcan comprehends the tract which was once the Afchferleben or Gaterleben lake, about two German miles long and half a mile broad; but being drained between the years 1703 and 1709, is now become good corn and pasture land.

ASCHE, Asch Cramer, Asch Gefer, &c., in Ichthyology, synonymous names of the fish called Grayling in England; and by Linnaeus *SALMO THYMALLUS*; which see.

ASCHOUR, in Geography, a river that passes by the town of Kafch in Turquellen, towards the north.

ASCHRAFF, in Ancient Geography, a city of Persia, in the province of Mazendran, near the Caspian sea, was once the favourite residence of Abbas the great, but now fallen into decay; the splendid palaces and gardens being sunk into a ruinous state, since the commotions that followed the death of Nadir Shah.

ASCHTITKAN, in Geography, a town of Asia, in Independent Tartary, sixteen leagues from Samarcand.

ASCHWOMSEE, a lake of Prussia, forty miles south-east of Konigberg.

ASCIA, in Antiquity, an instrument, suppos'd to be of the same kind, used in the fabric of the Roman tombs, and frequently reprehend'd on them.

The formula "sub aecia dedicatur," is frequently found inscrib'd on ancient tomb-stones. We also meet with "ro-gum aecia ne polito," among the antique laws of the Twelve Tables. These expressions, and the figure of the aecia, as seen on the tombs, have puzzled several antiquaries, who have formed very curious conjectures concerning it. F. Martin rejects all their opinions, and with considerable probability affirms, that the aecia was a hoe, or sort of pick-axe for digging up the ground, which is to this day called affadis, in Languedoc. This aecia, he pretends, was not an instrument of common use, but consecrated and employed only for digging of graves; and that it is the fame with what Sidonius Apollinaris calls *rurum funeris*, whereas the Gauls digged their graves. Lib. iii. ep. 12.

This, he thinks, appears plainly to be the signification of the word, from the Latin proverb, "ipse mihi aecia in crus impexi," which often happens to those who work with this instrument.

On this footing the famous law of the Twelve Tables, wherein the aecia is mentioned, and the explication of which has puzzled all our antiquaries, contains only a prohibition to dig graves with an instrument of iron or copper, such as the aecia. In reality it was a tradition observed by the remote antiquity, that no instrument made of those metals might be used in sepulture.

Dom. Martin has given a dissertation concerning the funeral monuments of the Romans, consecrated "sub aecia." La Relig. des Gauls, tom. ii. liv. 5.

Mabillon, in his explication of the formula "sub aecia dedicatur," &c. conjectures that the ancients, in dedicating their tombs to the sacred, made imprecaions against those who violated their sanctity; and such imprecaions he conceives, were exprest by the figure of the aecia, which bore a threatening aspect. Much to the same purpose is the opinion of Muratori, who apprehends that the formula "sub aecia," or the aecia itself placed upon the tombs, was a tacit but well-known supplication addressed by the person interred to the owner of the field in which the grave was dug, that the adjacent soil might be hoed, the briars removed, and the earth rendered light over the ashes of the deceased. Accordingly, "fit tibi terra levis," is part of an epitaph found on ancient monuments. The sentiments of Mabillon and Muratori have been illustrated and confirmed by Count Caylus. Moreover it appears, that the Romans annexed no imperious ideas to the formula "sub aecia dedicavit," as the first Christians made use of it on their monuments.

Ascia is also used, in Surgery, for a kind of bandage somewhat oblique or crooked; whose form and use are well described by Scultetus, in his Arm. Chirurg. p. 1. tab. 54. fig. 3.

ASCIBURGIIUM, in Ancient Geography, a citadel on the Rhine, mentioned by Tacitus, in which were a Roman camp and garrison; situated in a place corresponding with a small hamlet, now called Asbury, not far from Meurs, in the duchy of Cleves.

ASCIDIA, in Natural History, the name of a genus of Vermes that belong to the Mollosca tribe, the body of which is fixed, roundish, and apparently issuing from a sheath; the apertures two, generally placed near the summit, one below the other, Genl. &c. These creatures are more or less gelatinous, and have the power of contracting and dilating themselves at pleasure; some are furnished with a long stem, but most of them are fleshy. Gemlin enumerates the following species: papillofa, gelatinofa, intestinalis, quadridentata, rotifica, echnata, mentula, venosa, prunum, conchilega, parallelogramma, virginea, canina, patula, alpina, icabara, orichalica, corrugata, lepadiiformis, conplanata, tuberculium, villosa, clavata, pedunculata, mammillaris, globularis, plurica, gelatina, crysaltina, ocellentata, pattelliformis, pyura, aurantium, globularis: which see respectively.

ASCII, formed of the primitive ax, and ou, shadow, in Geography, are those inhabitants of the globe, who, at certain times of the year, have no shadow; such are the inhabitants of the torrid zone, because the sun is twice a year vertical to them, and they have then no shadow—To find on what days the people of any parallel are ax; see GLOBS.

ASCINDEO, in Botany, a name given by the people of Guinea to a shrub, which they use in medicine, boiling it in water.
ASCITA, in Ichthyology, a species of Silurus, that differs in several respects from other creatures of the same tribe, and is specifically described as having the dorsal fin slaty, and eighteen rays in the anal fin. This fish inhabits the Indian seas, and is figured both by Bloch, and in Diderot's edition of Buffon. The mode of generation, or manner in which the young are produced, is singular, for it is neither oviparous, nor viviparous, but, partaking of both, forms a distinctly connecting link between those two natural divisions of fishes: the eggs are not composed like those of most other creatures, but consist merely of a yolk, without white, and surrounded by a thin skin to which the embryo is attached by means of an umbilical vein on the outside, and by which it receives its proper nourishment till it is disengaged. Among other reasons it is affected that it cannot be viviparous, because it does not receive its nourishment from the parent by means of a placenta, but from the yolk of the egg to which it is affixed while it remains in the matrix; and that it cannot be oviparous because the eggs are not as usual deposited when completely formed, nor are the young contained within the egg, but only attached to the outside of it.

ASCITE, derived from axios, a bag, or bottle, in Antiquity, a feot or branch of Montanillos, who appeared in the second century.

The Ascite were so called, because they introduced a kind of Baccanals into their assemblies, who danced round a bag or skin blown up; saying, those were those new bottles filled with new wine, whereof Jesus Christ makes mention, Math. ix. 17. — They are sometimes also called Aesopdracitae.

ASCites, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, placed by Pliny and Ptolemy in Arabia Felix.

ASCITES, in Medicine (from axios, uuter, a fæculus or bladder), denotes a species of Dropsy which is seated in the abdomen. This disease is commonly divided into two kinds: viz. 1. When the water is contained within the peritoneum investing the general cavity of the lower belly; and 2. When the fluid is included within a bag, or cyst, in which case it is called an incysted dropy : but the description of this disease, and its appropriate treatment, will be found under the articles Dropsy, and Paracentesis or Tapping.

ASCITE, the operation for, in Surgery, is named Tapping, which see. This operation is likewise technically called Paracentesis. It consists in drawing off from the abdomen, by means of a trocar, the water or other fluid which is contained therein.


Species, 1. Aristium noromnaeia, Aublet Guian. t. 220. This is a tree furnished with alternate entire thick leaves. The flowers grow in loose spikes from the ends of the branches; they are alternate, subulate, and to each is a long bracte, with a claw to it, resembling the cowled bag of marigovia, to which genus this seems nearly allied. It is a native of Guiana.

ASCLEPIAD, in Antiquity, seats celebrated in various parts of Greece in honour of Aesclusus. They chiefly consisted of sylvae, and a contest between musician and poets. They were also called Megalaxaetia, or the great festivals of Aesclusus.

ASCLEPIAD, Asclepliades, a Greek or Latin verse of four feet, containing a foonsee, a choriambus, and two daicbys; or, which amounts to the same, a foonsee, two choriambuses, and a pyrrhichius.

Such are the verses: "Maccenas atavis edite regibus."
"Sublimi seriam sidera vertice."

ASCLEPIADA, in Entomology, a species of Chryso- mela discovered by Pallas in the vicinity of the rivers Volga and Irtin, in Siberia. It is of a dull blue, and glossy; antennae black; dots on the thorax scattered; or the wing-cases disposed in lines. Pallas, Gmelin, &c.

ASCLEPIADES, Artorius, in Biography, physician and friend to Caesar Octavianus, by whom advice the emperor left his camp the evening before the battle at Phalippi, by which his life was probably preferred, that part of the army being surprized and cut to pieces by Brutus. Artorius perished by ship-wreck soon after the battle at Actium, and the emperor caused a magnificent monument to be erected to his memory at Smyrna. He is said to have maintained, that the stomach is the part principally affected in the hydrophobia. Haller Bib. Med. Pract.

ASCLEPIADES, descendants of Aesclusus, so called; who were supposed to have preferred the tenets of their progenitor, and to have founded schools of medicine in various parts of Greece, which continued many ages. The most famous were those of Rhodes, Chios, and Cos, formed by different branches of the family. Hippocrates was derived from the latter branch: see article Hippocrates.

ASCLEPIADES, a celebrated physician, born at Prusa in Bithynia, flourished somewhat before the time of Pompey, and formed an intimacy with Licinius Cnæus the orator, and other personages of distinguished character. It is not known whence he took his name, as he was not of the family of Aesclusus. After completing his education, he went to Rome, where he commenced by teaching rhetoric; but not succeeding in that line, he applied himself to the study of medicine, in which he soon became famous; for, rejecting the doctrines of his predecessor in that art, he formed a new theory of diseases, and instituted new methods of curing them. He avoided all harsh and violent drugs, particularly vomiting and purging medicines, which he contended injured the stomach, and induced complaints more dangerous than those they were given to remove, and proscribed to cure diseases, ".into, cité, et jucunda."

Rome cum vixerat (Haller says) ad luxum et inofficiem Romanorum artem accomodavit. He was attached to the corporeal philosophy, and supposing that the free motion of the corpuscles in the vellis constituted health, and that disease ensued when they were restricted or checked in their motion by the straitness of the vellis. "Thus pains, ardent fevers, intermittents, &c. were occasioned (he said) by corpuscles impacted in the pores."

A doctrine full as intelligible, "as the vent of the humours obstructing the vellis," the favourite theory of one of the most celebrated teachers.
In 1753, he prohibited all food, and even drink to his patients, for three or more days, but when by this means, the violence of the fever was abated, he indulged them with animal food, and wine. When coffee, he used glycerin, which he frequently employed. In pleurisy, and in other complaints attended with violent cough, he preferred bleeding, but in chronic complaints, he depended principally on abstinence, exercise, baths, and frictions. Thence, he said, opened the pores, and gave free exit to the obstructed particles.

That he was in high repute in his time, we have the authority of Celsius, Caius Avredemus, Galen, and Scribonius Largus, from whose writings what is known of his opinions and practice is principally taken, as none of his works have been preserved. Mithridates, king of Pontus, invited him to his court; but his employment at Rome was too lucrative to permit him to accept the offer.

But besides the reputation he acquired by his practice, his fame was further increased by the number of pupils or disciples who attended his school, and who continued to follow his method long after his decease. Themison, one of his disciples, in part adopting, and in part deviating from his doctrine, formed a new sect, under the title of the Methodic, which in its turn became popular. Achesiades is said to have pledged his reputation on preferring his health, to have lived to a great age, and to have died at length in confinement of an ulcer. Le Clerc Histoire de la Medicine, Haller Bib. Med. Præc. who gives a detailed and particular account of his practice in a variety of diseases.

Asclepias, a Greek philosopher of the Eliac school, was born at Phìla, in Poloponous, and flourished about 250 years before Christ. He was the intimate friend and associate of Menedemus, whilst they both attended the school of Stilpo, and afterwards when they attended Plato's school at Elis. They were under a necessity of supporting themselves by the manual labour of masons. They left their country for the sake of enjoying the advantages of Plato's school at Athens, and gained a sufficiency by grinding in the night in one of the public prisons, that they might be able to spend the day in the academy. When the Athenian magistrates, upon inquiring into their mode of sufficiency, were informed of this circumstance, which manifested their ardent desire of knowledge, they approved their zeal, and presented them with 200 drachmas. In advanced life, Asclepiades lost his sight, but bore the affliction with cheerfulness. Athen. l.iv. c. 19. Ciceron Tusce. Dilp. i.v. c. 59. Dioq. Laert. vit. Mened. Brucker by Eischen, vol. 1. p. 197.

Asclepias, in Botany, swallower. (From Ἀσκληπιας, the god of medicine.) Lin. gen. 306. Schreb. 449. Jaff. 147. Gaertn. 1177. Class. pentadria digynia. Nat. Order. Conertae.—Apoeciae. Jaff. Gen. Char. Cal. pterianth five-cleft, sharp, very small, permanent. Con. monopetalous, flat, or reflex, five-parted; divisions ovate-acuminate, slightly bending with the fun; nectaries five, growing to the tube of the filaments, slyly, or cowled; a sharp horn protruding from the bottom, bending inwards. Stam. filaments five, collected into a tube, swelling at the base; anthers oblong, upright, two-celled, terminated by an inflex membrane lying on the stigma, having a reversed wing on each side; the pollen is collected into ten corporules, inflexible lanceolate, flat, hanging down into the cells of the anther by short threads, which are annexed by pairs to five carilaginous twin tubercles, each placed on the tip of the wings of the anthers, adhering to the angles of the stigma, between the anthers. Fls. germs two, oblong, acuminate; stigmas two, subulate; stigma common to both, large, thick, fire-cornered, covered at the top by the apexes of the anthers, umbilicate in the middle. Per. foliakes two, large, oblong, acuminate, swelling, one-celled, one-valved. Seeds, numerous, imbricate, crowned with down; receptacle membranaceou, free.

Ell. Gen. Char. Contorted; nectaries five, ovate, concave, putting forth a little horn. Species—

1. A. undulata, waved-leaved swallow-wort, apocynum africanum, lapathifolius, comm. Carr. t. 16. "Leaves sessile, oblong, lanceolate, waved, smooth." A native of the Cape of Good Hope. It was introduced into our gardens in 1783. Its flowers appear in July. 2. A. crispus, curled-leaved swallow-wort; apoc. creutum afric. &c. Herrn. par. 25. Comm. Carr. t. 17. "Leaves cordate, lanceolate, wavy, februous, opposite; umbel terminal." Its stem is pubescent, branching at the bottom; leaves subsessile, repand; one umbel of yellow flowers terminates the stem. Found at the Cape by Spreckens. Introduced into the Kew garden by Mr. Malfon in 1774. 3. A. pubescens, pubescent swallow-wort; apoc. afr. tuberufum, &c. Morr. Hist. 3. 612. Pluk. 139. f. 1. "Leaves ovate, veined, naked; stem harby; peduncles villose; the stem is harby, simple or little branched, very short villose; leaves on very short filo-alaks, villose, pointed, much veined, rather crowded; peduncles and umbels villose; flowers purple. A plant of the Cape of Good Hope." 4. A. puberula, twining swallow-wort, Rheed. Mal. 9. 21. t. 13. Rumpl. Amrb. 5. t. 175. f. 1. "Leaves ovate, entire, acuminate; stem arborous, twining; umbels erect; stem smooth; branches shining; leaves petiolate, ovate-subcordate, veined; umbels simple, on peduncles the length of the petiole; flowers greenish. A native of Malabar and Ceylon. 5. A. oblongum, allomatic swallow-wort. "Leaves petiolate, cordate-ovate, above smooth, entire; stem harby, twining, hirtute; umbels few-flowered." The whole plant is villose, except the upper surface of the leaves, which resemble those of lauter, heart-shaped at the base, pointed at the apex; umbels shorter than the leaves, often proliferous; flowers small. Found in the woods of Ceylon by Kcening. The root is esteemed in allomatic cafes. 6. A. gigantea, curved flowered gigantic swallow-wort, Brown. Jam. 182. 1. "Leaves obvate-ellong; petioles very short; segments of the corolla reflex, involute." It rises six or seven feet in height; leaves thick; flowers white; pods very large; nectaries without horns. Browne says, in Jamaica it is called auencula, or French ja- min. Cultivated at the royal garden, Hampton court, in 1690. It flowers from July till September. 7. A. viridus, Syrian swallow-wort. Hort. Cliff. 78. 8. A. exulata. Lin. Spec. 513. "Leaves oval, tomentose underneath; stem simple; umbels nodding," root creeping; stem strong, four feet high, on the sides of which, and near the top, the flowers appear, these are of a dingy purple, succeeded by large oval pods. A native of North America, and culturaed by Parkinson in 1629. In Canada, the French eat the tender shoots as asparagus. Poor people collect the cotton from the pods, with which they fill their beds. On account of the silkiness of this cotton, Parkinson calls the plant Virginian silk. 8. A. amoena, oval-leaved swallow-wort; apocynum, Dill. Eith. 31. t. 27. f. 30. "Leaves ovate, rather hairy underneath; stem simple; umbels nodding;" root creeping; stem strong, four feet high, on the sides of which, and near the top, the flowers appear, these are of a dingy purple, succeeded by large oval pods. A native of North America, and cultivated by Parkinson in 1629. In Canada, the French eat the tender shoots as asparagus. Poor people collect the cotton from the pods, with which they fill their beds. On account of the silkiness of this cotton, Parkinson calls the plant Virginian silk. 9. A. amoena, oval-leaved swallow-wort; apocynum, Dill. Eith. 31. t. 27. f. 30. "Leaves ovate, rather hairy underneath; stem simple; umbels nodding;" root creeping; stem strong, four feet high, on the sides of which, and near the top, the flowers appear, these are of a dingy purple, succeeded by large oval pods. A native of North America, and cultivated by Parkinson in 1629. In Canada, the French eat the tender shoots as asparagus. Poor people collect the cotton from the pods, with which they fill their beds. On account of the silkiness of this cotton, Parkinson calls the plant Virginian silk.
are straighter, longer, stiffer, more acute, and less excised than in the other species; the flowers are of a bright purple colour. Cultivated by Dr. Sherard, at Eltham, in 1732. A native of North America. 9. A. purpurascens, purple Virginian swallow-wort, Dill. Elth. 32. t. 28. f. 31. "Leaves ovate, villose underneath; stem simple; umbels erect; nectaries reflexuate;" stems many, as thick as the little finger, at bottom obtusely quadrangular; leaves on short stalks, from four to six inches long, with a purple midrib; flowers of a dusky herbaceous colour; horns of the nectaries horizontal. A native of North America. Cultivated by Dr. Sherard, in 1732. Linnaeus observes that this species is nearly related to A. Siliquaria. 10. A. carinata, variegated swallow-wort, apoc. americanum. Dill. Elth. 32. Pluck. Alm. 34. t. 77. f. 1. "Leaves ovate, wrinkled, naked; stem simple; umbels subsessile; pedicels tomentose." According to Miller, this resembles the foregoing only, but the leaves are rough, and the umbels of the flowers are more compact; they come out on the side of the stalk, are of an herbaceous colour, and not inclosed by pods in this country. A native of North America. We learn from Plunket, that this plant has been cultivated here in 1696. 11. A. cuneifolia, Cursesia swallow-wort, bladed isopacanuha, Brown. Jam. 183. 2. Apocynum. Dill. Elth. 33. t. 30. f. 33. "Leaves lanceolate, smooth, shining; stem simple; umbels erect, solitary, lateral." The flower is from one to two or three feet in height; leaves opposite, and decussate, petioled, acute, entire, smooth on both sides; flowers in umbels; umbellets terminal; involucre a few subulate leaves; pedicels one-flowered; corolla reflex; the flowers, according to Brown, are of a crimson colour in the low lands, but in the cooler island pastures they change to a white. This species so much resembles A. nivea, that Swartz doubts whether it be really distinct from it. Miller affirms that the roots have been sent to England for isopacanuha. The juice of the plant has been used as a vermifuge. It is a native of South America, the West Indian islands, and China. In 1692, it was cultivated in the royal garden at Hampton-court, where it flowered from June till September. 12. A. nivea, white or alabond leaved swallow-wort. Apocynum. Dill. Elth. 33. f. 32. Florn. Spec. 2. t. 30. "Leaves ovate-lanceolate, smooth; stem simple; umbels erect, lateral, solitary;" stems two feet high, bright, round, the size of a fawn's quill, dark green; leaves like those of common pericaria, deep green above, pale beneath, smooth, rather soft. The principal difference between this and the curcavifolia is in the flowers, which are green with white nectaries. A native of North America. Cultivated by Dr. Sherard in 1732. 13. A. intergata, bluish-coloured swallow-wort, Jacq. Hort. 2. t. 107. "Leaves lanceolate; stem divided at the top; umbels erect, twin." This puts several upright flanks, about two feet high; at the top of which are produced close umbels of purple flowers in Augt. A native of North America. Cultivated by Miller in 1731. 14. A. descendens, decumbens, swallow-wort. "Leaves villose, stem decumbent." The flanks are declivity, hairy, a foot and a half high; leaves narrow; umbels compact, at the extremity of the branches; flowers of a bright orange colour. A native of North America. 15. A. laifera, milky swallow-wort; "Leaves ovate; stem erect; umbels proliferous, very short." This is so like the vincetoxicum as scarcely to be distinguished from it; the leaves however are less cordate, the corymb compound, and scarcely longer than the pediels. A native of Ceylon. 16. A. vincetoxicum, official swallow-wort, Florn. Dan. 8.9. Woody. Med. Bot. Supp. B. A. Letea. Mill. Dict. "Leaves ovate, bearded at the base; flern erect; umbels proliferous;" root divided and fibrous; stems about two feet high, slender, woody, round, hairy; leaves cordate-ovate, acuminate, smooth, entire, on short footstalks; peduncles axillary, many-flowered; corolla white; follicles ovate-acuminate; seeds small, brown, included in cotton. It flowers during the months of June, July, and August. It is common in the northern parts of the continent. The medical virtues of the root are flated by Bergius to be ductive, sudiforme, emmenagoge, and alexipharmic. 17. A. nigra, black swallow-wort, Villars' Dauph. 487. "Leaves ovate, bearded at the base; flern twining a little at the top." This agrees with the official species in the shape of its roots, leaves, and flowers, but the flanks extend to a greater length, and at the upper part twist round other plants, &c. near them; the flowers are black. A native of the south of France. ** Leaves revolute at the sides. 18. A. arborescens, arboresect swallow-wort, apoc. frutice. &c. Berm. Afr. 21. t. 13. "Leaves ovate; stem pubescent, f. villose; stem simple, as thick as the finger, rough, with hairs; leaves opposite, on very short petioles, obulate, but with a minute smooth point; peduncles from the summit of the stem, umbellet, villose; corollas white. A native of the Cape of Good Hope. Cultivated by the dacha of Beaufort in 1714. It flowers in December. 19. A. fruticosus, thorny, or willow-leaved swallow-wort, A. glabra. Mill. Dict. n. 2. apoc. erucatum afric. &c. Mill. fig. 45. β A. crassifolia, Lin. Syn. ed. 13. "Leaves linear-lanceolate, stem thorny;" the nectaries are composite, without a claw, instead of which are two long reflex ears; follicles inflated, set with soft prickles. This is a native of the same place, and was cultivated in the same year, and by the same person, as the A. arborescens. 20. A. repandus, repand swallow-wort, apoc. erucatum afric. subfibrutum, &c. Herb. Par. 45. Comm. Rar. t. 17. "Leaves revolute, repand, hairy;" this is given on the authority of Richard. Its native country is unknown. 21. A. fibres, Siberian swallow-wort, Mur. Comm. Gott. 1779. t. 7. Gmel. Sib. 45. n. 21. "Leaves linear-lanceolate, opposite, or in threes, stem decumbent." This varies with alternate leaves. It is a native of Siberia, and cultivated in 1775, by Mr. J. Gordon. It flowers in July, 22. A. verticillata, verticillate swallow-wort, apoc. marianum, &c. Pluck. Mont. 17. t. 356. f. 4. "Leaves linear verticillate, stem erect;" flanks fider, upright; flowers small, white, in umbels at the top of the stems; leaves frequently four together. A native of North America. Cultivated by Miller in 1739. *** Leaves alternate. 23. A. rubra, red swallow-wort. "Leaves ovate, umbels many, from the same common pedicel." Stem upright, simple, annual; leaves acuminate; several umbels on a pedicel. A native of Virginia. 24. A. tuberosit, tuberosum swallow-wort, apoc. Nov. Angliae, &c. Herb. Lugd. t. 647. Dill. Elth. 33. t. 58. f. 34. "Leaves lanceolate; stem divaricate, hairy." Stems a foot high, hairy, round, dasky red; leaves alternate, except at the upper part of the stem, and where the branches arise; flowers of a bright orange colour; the tuberos roots are very large. A native of North America, flowering in Augt. Cultivated in 1690, in the royal garden at Hampton-court. *** 25. A. diffusa, narrow leaved swallow-wort. "Leaves dilatina; stem erect; umbels lateral, elongate, peduncled." This species was found at the cape of Good Hope, by Thunberg. 26. A. grandiflora, great flowering swallow-wort. "Leaves petiolate, oblong, hairy; stem simple, rough, erect; flowers axillary, peduncled." The flower of this is very large, coloured, and frilled like that of the fritillary
frilly. It also was found at the cape by Thunberg. 27. A. caroja, fliehy-leaved swallow-wort. "Leaves ovate, fliehy, very smooth;" leaves about four inches long, without veins; petals fliehy, half the length of the leaves; umbel simple, axillary, foliary; calyx minute; corolla scarcely half-five-cleft, flat. This differs much from the other species. A native of China. 28. A. lamens, climbing swallow-wort, Mill. Dict. n. 19. "Leaves oblong, lanceolate, suberhifate; stem thrumby, climbing; umbels lateral, compact." It climbs to the height of ten or twelve feet. At the joints are two opposite leaves, on short foot-stalks. Flowers of a sulphur colour, and appear in August. A native of Carthage. Cultivated by Miller in 1759. 29. A. proceru, all-flowered gigantic swallow-wort, Ait. Hort. Kew. A. gigantea, Jacq. Obi. 5. 17. t. 69. "Leaves obovate-oblong, petals very short; corollas subcampanulate." A native of Peru. Cultivated in 1714 by the duchess of Beaufort. It flowers from July till September. This ought to be placed before A. gigantea at 6. 33. A. purisfolia, small-flowered swallow-wort, Ait. Hort. Kew. t. 537. A native of Carolina and East Florida. Introduced by Dr. Litchfield in 1774. 31. A. tennata, a tall flax-flowered swallow-wort, Cavan. HISP. 42. t. 57. "Leaves scattered, fahulate, channelled; umbels laterall, many-flowered." A foot high; leaves narrower at the base, numerous; corolla white. We are ignorant of its native country. It has been cultivated in the royal garden at Madrid since 1788, and flows in autumn. 32. A. mexicana, Mexican swallow-wort, Cavan. HISP. 42. t. 58. "Leaves fix together in whols lanceolate; flowers unbemelled." Stems upright, smooth, a foot and a half high; leaves quite entire, with a short petiole; corolla white, deeply five-parted. A native of Mexico, and cultivated at the royal garden Madrid. 33. A. jucet, Lour. Cochinch. 170. "Stem creeping; leaves cordate, lanceolate; umbels axillary, in pairs," Stem herbaceous, twiving, flender, much branched at the top; leaves opposite, small, bearded at the base; flowers dully purple, small, with five car- shaped nectaries. A native of Cochinchina. 34. A. viminalis, Swartz. Prodr. 53. Brown. Jam. 183. 3. Sloane. 1. 207. t. 131. "Stem suffruticose, twining, filiform; leaves opposite, lanceolate, smooth; umbels lateral, many-flowered." Stalks flender, weak, spreading to the diameter of some yards. It has very few leaves, but many flowers disposed in large umbellate groups; it abounds with a milky juice. A native of Jamaica, in woods.

Propagation and Culture. In this numerous genus, only two species, viz. 16. and 17. are European; two or three are from South America; the rest are natives of North America, the East and West Indies, or Africa. Such as are inhabitants of North America, 7—10, 12, 13, 14. 22—24. are, as well as the European, hardy enough to bear the open air, and therefore are proper for large borders in pleasure grounds, and to mix with shrubs. The other species require the protection of the greenhouse or frame; all of them are tall perennials, flowering from June till August or September, mostly dying down to the root in autumn. They should have little water, especially in winter; they may be propagated by seeds where they can be obtained, or by cuttings; the hardy sorts may be increased by parting the roots. 1, 2, 3, 18—20, 25—27, 30, must have the shelter of a greenhouse in winter; 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 28, 29, 31—34. can not live out in a frame. These must be raised from seeds sown in the spring on a hot-bed, and being transplanted into pots filled with rich earth, must be plunged into the sand-bed in the frame. After the second year, the 31th foot becomes naked, and does not produce many flowers, so that young plants ought to be reared to succeed them, especially as it produces plenty of seeds in England. All the Cape farts, 1, 2, 5, 6, may be propagated by seeds sown in April on a bed of light earth in the open air, and when the plants are three or four inches high, they should be each planted in a small pot filled with light earth, and shaded till they have taken new roots; then they may be placed with other exotic plants in a sheltered situation until October, when they may be removed into the green house or dry frame. They may also be increased by cuttings. The roots of the 8th and 22d should be planted in a warm border, and in winter covered with old tan. The 14th and 24th are propagated by seeds in pots placed in a moderate hot-bed, and gradually exposed to the open air as soon as the weather will permit. When they are of a proper strength, they may be planted in a warm border, and treated as other tender plants. See Martyn's Miller's Dict.

ASCLOSTERS, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in South Gothland, twelve miles south of Wardberg.

ASCOS, a town of Spain, in Catalonia, seated on the Ebro, ten leagues from Tortosa.

ASCODRUTE, in Antiquity, a feast in the second century, who rejected all use of symbols and sacraments; on this principle, that incorporeal things cannot be communicated by things corporeal, nor divine mysteries by any thing visible.

ASCOPHYSUS, in Middle Age Writers, denotes a bridge supported on bags made of leather or bullocks hides, Such bridges appear to have been in use among the ancients, and to have given the denomination to a tribe of Arabs, hence called Asita.

Hence also the appellation ofosonanii, given to pirates, by reason of their using bridges, or rather boats made of leather. Plin. Hist. Nat. lib. vi. c. 9. Du-Cange.

ASCOLI, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the eflate of the church, and marquisate of Ancona, seated on a mountain between the rivers Tronto and Caflirrino; twenty leagues south of Ancona, twelve north-east of Aquila, and thirty north-east of Rome. N. lat. 42° 50'. E. long. 15° 3'.

ASCOLI de SATRACOS, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Capitanata, the fee of a bishop. This town was almost destroyed by an earthquake in 1399. N. lat. 41° 8'. E. long. 15° 32.'

ASCOLIA, in Antiquity, a feast which the peasants of Aitica celebrated in honour of Bacchus.

They sacrificed a be-goat to him (as being the destroyer of vines); and of the victim's skin made a foot-ball, which they blew up, and anointed with some unctuous matter; or, as Potter thinks, they made a bottle of it, which they filled with oil and wine. The young people playing at this, and keeping themselves always on one foot, whilst the other was suspended in air, by their frequent falls gave occasion of diversion to the spectators. He that held the foot longest, and made the largest hops, was the conqueror. Hence the game called ascolia. Pitticus.

ASCOMARIH, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, in Sarmatia. Phiny.

ASCONA, in Geography, a town of Switzerland, lying on the Locarno lake, in which which is a college for the instruction of youth, founded in the sixteenth century.

ASCONIUS, PADIUS, in Biography, a Roman grammarian, was a native of Padua, and lived in the time of Augustus; the friend of Virgil, and the acquaintance of Quintilian and Livy. His notes on Cicero's orations are judicious, and still exist, though in a mutilated state. They were first published, with theof Luke's, in folio, at Venice, in 1477; and
and at Padua in 1493. They have been intermixed with those of other commentators, and may be found in Gronovius's edition of Cicero, published in 1640. Fabr. Bib. Lat. l. ii. c. 6.

ASCORA, in Geography, a province of the empire of Morocco. See ESCURA.

ASCORDUS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Greece, in Macedonia, one day's journey from Agrippa. Livy.

ASCOTANESE, a people of Asia, in Scythia, on this side of Imus. Ptolem.

ASCOTIA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in the province of Guipuscoa, on the river Urola, west of Tolosa, and two leagues east of Placentia.

ASCRA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Greece, in Eutonia, near mount Helicon. From its having been the place where Hecate was brought up, though he was born at Cumna in Eolis, it was called his country.

ASCRIPTII, or Adscripti, in Antiquity, those who entered their names in the colonies, and became coloni.

ASCRIPTITII, or Adscriptiti, a kind of villains, who, coming from abroad, settle in the lands of some new lord, whose subjects or servants they commence; being so annexed to the lands, that they may be transferred and sold with the same.

The aephritii are annexed to the land they hold, so that they cannot flir from it; besides that, whatever they acquire accedes to the benefit of the lord of the land. Du-Cange, and Calv. Lex. Jur.

ASCRIPTITI is sometimes also used in speaking of aliens or foreigners, newly admitted to the freedom of a city or country.

ASCRIPTITII was also used in the Military Laws, for the recruits appointed to supply the lobbies of the legions; called also Accessi.

ASCULUM APELUM, or Aeplum of Apulia, in Ancient Geography, now Afoil of Capitania, was situated in the Tranjan way which passed from Beneventum to Cananum, between Trivium to the west, and Cananum to the north-east. This place is famous as the scene of the first battle in which the Romans obtained success against the Epirus, under the command of Pyrrhus. Of this action, however, historians give a different account. Plutarch pretends that Pyrrhus gained a complete victory; whereas Eutropius affirms, that he was entirely defeated, and fled to Tarentum. Dionysius of Halicarnassus says, that the victory was doubtful, and claimed on both sides, and that Pyrrhus being congratulated upon his successes, replied, "Such another victory would undo me."

ASCULUM PILEUM, now Afoil of Ancusa, was the capital of the Piceni. It was a municipal town, and a Roman colony. Cicero (De Orat. c. 46) commends an orator, named "Butoecius Barrus," who was born in this city, and of whose discourses delivered at Asculum, some remained in his time.

ASCURA, a town of Asia, in the greater Armenia. Ptolem.

ASCURUS, a river of Colchis, according to Arrian.—Allo, a town of Africa, in Mauritania.

ASCUS, in Natural History, a word used by De Laet, as the name of that pouce or bag with which nature has supplied the animals of the Diadopli oder Opossum tribe, for the protection of their young; and in which they are contained in a state of imbecility, or time of danger. Later writers, as Linnæus, Gmelin, and others, call this abdominal pouce, or receptaculum, folliculatum; it is not the womb, as is vulgarly imagined, but a kind of skiny bag, situated under the belly, and in most species containing the teats of the animal.

ASCYRUM, in Botany, a genus of plants resembling St. John's wort (supposed from a, and espris, or espris, afferratus, not rough, a soft plant). Lin. g. 933. Schreb. 1225. Gaertn. 62. Juss. 254. Clas. polydendra polyandro. Nat. Ord. rotenace.—Hyrcanic, Jul. Gen. Char. Col. perianth four-leaved: the outer leaves opposite, very minute, linear; the inner heart-shaped, large, flat, erect, all permanent. Cor. petals four, oval; the outer opposite, very large; the inner less. Stams. filaments numerous, bristle-shaped, slightly united at the base in four parts; anthers roundish. Pill. germ oblong; style scarcely any; stigma simple. Per. capsule oblong; scorturate, one-celled, two-valved, inclosed by the larger leaves of the calyx. Seeds, numerous, small, roundish, fixed to the edge of the valves.

Eff. Gen. Char. Col. four-leaved; petals four; filaments many, in four divisions.

Species, 1. A. erus Aureus, common alyssum, or St. Andrew's cross. "Leaves ovate; stem round; panicle dichotomous." Stalks about six inches high, slender, dividing into two towards the top; from between the divisions of the branches leaves of small yellow flowers are produced; capsule small, pointed at the ends, compressed like a lens, obliquely two-lobed. A native of North America. Cultivated by Miller, in 1759. It flowers in July and August. 2. A. hypericoides. Brown, jam. 329. Swartz. Obs. 293. Hypericoides, &c. Plum. Gen. 51. t. 152. f. 1. "Leaves oblong; branches ascending." An elegant little shrub three feet high, full of leaves and branches. Branches dichotomous; twigs compressed and ascipital; leaves opposite, subfusiform, lanceolate, obtuse, entire, very finely perforated, smooth, at the base small glands; flowers terminating solitary, yellow; two leaflets of the calyx four times larger than the others. A native of South Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and the cooler mountains of Jamaica. Cultivated by Miller, 3. A. villosum, "Leaves hirsute; stem fluff and straight." This grows about three feet high. The flowers are produced at the ends of the flalks, and are of the same shape and color as those of common St. John's wort. It grows wild in Virginia, and was cultivated by Miller in 1759.

Propagation and Culture. These are perennial plants, the stems decaying in the autumn. The first may be increased by laying down its branches; it loves a moist soil and shady situation. The second often barely produces seeds in England, but may be propagated by cuttings of the young shoots in May, planted in pots, and plunged in a moderate hot-bed, and afterwards transplanted into a warm border; but in severe winters they must be defended from the frosts by covering the roots with straw. The third may be increased by parting the roots in autumn, and planting them in a loamy soil. See Martin's Miller's Dict. of.

ASCYRUM. See Hypericum.

ASDRUBAL, in Biography, a name given to several of the Carthaginian generals. Adefrubal, the son-in-law of Hamilcar, the father of Hannibal, accompanied Hamilcar into Spain after the first Punic war; and on his death, was elected by the army his successor. Having made considerable conquests in Spain, he built a city called New Carthage, now Carthagena, in order to secure them. Hannibal served during three campaigns under him. His administration in Spain was prosperous for eight years; but it terminated with his assassination, which was effected by a Gaul, whose mother he had put to death. The assasins was so gratified with his revenge, that he feared in the midst of the tortures...
with which he was executed.—Asdrubal Barca was the son of Hamilcar and brother of Hamilcar. He commanded in Spain, while his brother was in Italy. After extirpating a rebellion of the natives, he was summoned to the assistance of his brother, but in his progress was completely defeated by the Romans. Asdrubal and the other Carthaginian generals maintained themselves with difficulty in Spain, and were frequently defeated by the two Scipios; but at length these two leaders were overpowered by the Carthaginians, and killed. Whilst he was advancing along the coast of the Adriatic to join his brother, and the existence of the Roman state was threatened by his numerous army, he was met at the river Metaurus, now Metauro, by the two confuses Livius and Claudius Nero with their united forces; and a bloody engagement ensued, which proved decisive, for Asdrubal was slain, and almost the whole of his army destroyed. Claudius Nero carried the head of Asdrubal to his station before Hannibal; and when it was thrown into the Carthaginian trenches, it was presented to Hamilcar, who recognizing his brother’s features, exclaimed “I perceive the fortune of Carthage,” and then retired, in the year before Christ 205, into the extremity of Italy.—As-

drubal, the son of Gisco, served in Spain with the former Asdrubal, and afterwards in Africa, against Scipio. He was father of the celebrated Sophonisba. —Another Asdrubal defended Carthage in its last siege by Scipio, and foreseeing its fate, surrendered himself to the Romans. When his wife, who was left behind him with her two children in the temple of Astarte, perceived that the temple was set on fire, she appeared on the walls magnificently adorned, with her two children; and having reproached and executed her husband for basely deserting her, she flung herself into the flames. See Car-
thage.

Asdynis, in Ancient Geography, an island of Egypt, according to Eudoxus, cited by Steph. Byz.

As, in Biography, a celebrated Jewish Rabbi, was born at Sora in Persia, and was chosen chief of the famous academy in that place in the fourteenth year of his age, which dignity he retained during sixty years, that is till the year 427, in which he died. As was the principal compiler of the Babylonish talmud. During his long residence at Sora, he published a collection of his decisions, which he divided into four parts: the first contained the rules and maxims of the Mishna, with the doubts and solutions relating to them; the second was chiefly occupied with the various questions of their doctors, and the sentiments of the Tha-
naim and Gezaraitis: the third comprehended the decisions and maxims published since Judah the faint: and the last recapitulated the texts of scripture relating to law-suits, with the comments of their learned men. This was the first division of the Babylonish talmud; but as As did not live to complete it, his disciples altered his method, and made several additions, which are thought to have rendered the work more obscure. See Talmud.

Asia, in Ancient Geography, a town of Arcadia, north-east of Megalopolis.

Aserrgur, in Geography, a town of Hindoosan, in the Candeh, fifteen miles from Burhampour, and eighty-five fouth of Indore.

Asiac, a town of Persia, in the province of Churzifan, thirty leagues south-west of 1pahan.

Asok, or Aserk, the name which the Turks give to the favourite sultaneis, who have brought forth sons. These are greatly distinguished above others in their apartments, attendants, pensions, and honours. They have sometimes shared the government. The sultana who first presents the emperor with a male child, is reckoned the chief favourite, is called buyuk ofeki, and ranks as a legitimate wife; though from the time of Bajazet I. the sultanas are forbid to marry by a public law, which Solymon II. violated in favour of Roxalana.

Aseina, in Entomology, a species of Phalama that is found in Germany. The wings are brownish, and with-
out spots. Fab. It belongs to the Bombyx family.

Aseina, in Atratomy, two fixed stars of the fourth magnitude, in the constellation Cancer.

Aseina, in Natural History, a species of Lenea described by Linnæus. Un. Sv. The body is lunate, and the thorax heart-shaped. Found on the gills of some fishes.

Aseus, in Entomology, the name of a tribe or genus of fishes adopted by Willughby, Ray, and other old writers on Natural History. Linnæus arranges the fishes of this kind in the GADUS genus; as for example: afflax major of Aldrovandus, is gadus anglis. Lin. (Haddock.) afflax spec-
ces of Ray, is gadus hispan Linn. (Bib.) afflax mollis minor of Willughby and Ray, is gadus minutus Linn. (Poor), &c. &c. See GADUS.

Aseus, in Entomology, a specific name of the common wood-loufe, or hog-loufe as it is called in England. It be-
longs to the ONISUS genus. It is of an oval shape; and has an obtuse tail, which is furnished with two simple styles. This well-knew creature delights in moist places, lurking under flones, in walls, in damps and rotten wood, &c. The young are contained in a four-valved receptacle under the abdomen of the female.

Aseus, in Conchology, a species of Chiton, found in the North seas, most frequently adhering to mythus medusa-
. The shell consists of eight valves, is very black, convex above, with a yellowish dorsal spot on each valve. Chemnitz, Gmel. &c.

Aseus, a species of Cypraea, very common about the Madeira islands. It is white, with three broad bands. Linn. This shell is called Aseus also by Rumphius and Argenville. The shape is oblong; and the brown bands are bordered with yellow, or sometimes reddish.

Asemus, or oxynus, from a negative, and ovum, a sign, is an epithet applied to events that fall out contrary to all appearance, and without any manifest cause.

Asepta, in Medicine, oxynus, from a negative, and ovum, to purify; signifies any thing unpurified, or uncon-
coted.

Asele, Ase-Lapmark, or Angermanland Lapmark, in Geography, a province of Lapland, lying near the Angermanland river, borders on Angermanland towards the east, on Umea-Lapmark towards the north, and joins to the mountains on the west, and to Jamtland on the south. In length it is about thirty Swedish miles. In the reign of Charles XI. about the year 1673, measures were taken for improving the population of this country. In this Lapmark lies the parish of Akele, about eight or nine Swedish miles long; of which the southern part is inhabited by Swedish peasants. This district is not capable of much improvement, and few parts of it have been cultivated. Barley is the only grain that is grown, and when the crop fails, the inhabitants are reduced to the necessity of mixing the bark of fir-trees dried and pulverized with their barley-meal, and of this mixture to make their bread. They chiefly fubtitute by breeding of cattle and fihing. The coun-
try is infested by a kind of fmitid grats, which are very troublesome, against which they secure themselves by be-
fineing their faces with an ointment of tar and grease, and which they drive from the houfes by fmoke. Service is performed in a wooden church, built by queen Chriftina in 1648, once on every other Sunday; and the Lapps meet once a fortnight, on Friday evening, and continue till Sunday evening in their huts erected near the church, and the penfants in the houfes built by them for the fame purpofe. At the fair which is held every year at Xenac near Afele church, the Lapps fell the flieh and skins of reindeer, furs, workings, fowls, &c.; and the Lapland penfants carry butter, cheeffe, dried fish, fowls and fome fort of furs, to the fame market.

ASENELLUS, GAUFR., of Cremona, in Biography, born toward the end of the sixteenth century, taught anatomy at Paris with great reputation. In 1622, while pre- fecting his studies, he discovered "carn magis quam conclu- bius," Douglas fays, the lacteals running across the mefenfery, in a dog that had been opened alive foon after eating a plentiful meal. He defecribes thefe veins as pafling from the intelfines to the liver, not knowing their real courfe, and viljaking the lymphatics of that vifeus for them. He faw their valves, preventing the regurgitation of the chyle. The lacteals, he candidly obferves, had been mentioned by fome of the earliest medical writers, but not defcribed, or their functions stated, and as none of the modern relofors of anatomy noticed them, the defcovery is properly attributed to him. Caifer Hoffman ridiculed the invention of them; and our great countryman, Harvey, fuppoled them to be only defined to convey the lymph.

Aelleius miftook a collection of glands in the mefenfery for the pancreas, and defcribed the pancreas as a new discovered gland, which, with his error in describing the courfe of the lacteals, threw much obscurity on his defcovery. He died fome time in the year 1626, and was buried at St. Peter's at Milan, aged, as appears by the infcription on his tomb, only forty-five years. The year following, his friends, Alex- ander Padinus and Senator Septulius, publifhed, from a manu- script that had been prepared by the author, "De lacl- tus fui lae&íc venus, quarto fummarum mefuriometorum gener, novo invente, difcoverto, cum figuris elegantiffimas Medicolan, 1627, 4to. It was re-publifhed at Bafle 1628, at Leyden 1648, and afterwards among the works of Spigelius and Margeto, in folio. Haller Bib. Anat. Eloy Dict. Hist.

ASENA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in the territory of the Carpetani.

ASEN, a people of India, whose capital was Bucephala. Pline.

ASER, in Geography, a town of Asa, in the Arabian Ira, fixuated on the Tigris, eight miles well-north-west of Bafilon.

ASES, in Ancient Geography, a Sceythian people, who inhabited the vicinity of the Cimmerian Bophorus.

ASFACA, in Geography, a town of Perfa, in the pro- vince of Mecran, 52 leagues north-west of Mecran.

ASFELD LA VILLE, a town of France, in the de- partment of the Ardennes, and chief place of a canton in the diuft of Rethel, thirteen miles north of Rheims.

ASFUS, or ASFOUN, a town of Egypt, four miles north of Erment. This is the fite of one of the cities called Aphroditopolis.

ASFUR, in Ethnology, a species of Chaetodon, found on the coafts of Arabia. It is black, with a yellow trans- verfe hinar-wedged band. Fork. Fn. Arab. The fame author defcribes a variety of this fish, of a blafhe colour, with oblique bands, blotches, and fine lines of violet. Length five inches; body oval, covered with rhombic scales, difpoled in a quineuxus order, and finely dentated; a fpine on the gill-cover half an inch in length; lateral line curved; dorfl and anal fin faleated; tail rounded, fulvous, and edged with black.

ASGILL, in Ancient Geography, an island fittuated in the Pericn gulf, on the coast of Arabia Felix. Pliny.

ASGILL, JOHN, in Biography, an English barrifer of injuger character, was born about the middle of the 17th century, and educated at Lincoln's Inn, under Mr. Eyre, a very eminent lawyer. He political talents and fingular vein of humour were manifefted in two pamphlets, which were printed in 1689, and which attracted public notice: the ftrife was intitled, "Several Afftrions proved in order to create another Species of Money than Gold and Silver;" and the fefond, "An Essay on a Register for Titles of lands." These were followed, in 1700, by another whimsi- cal and enthalutical treatife, intitled "An Argument, proving, that, according to the coovenant of eternal life, re- vealed in the fcriptures, man may be tralated from hence, without paffing through death, although the human nature of Chriffi himself could not be thus tralated, till he had paff- ed through death." This publication excited a general clamour againft the author as an infidel and a blafphemor. Before this time he had removed into Ireland, and purfued the practice of the law with fo much success, that he was enabled to purchase an eflate, and to obtain a fect in the Irish parliament; but this publication occafioned his expulfion from the houfe, as a perfon whose blafphemors writings rendered him unworthy of repreffing a Chriffian people. On his return to England, he obtained a return to the Bri- tish parliament, in 1705, for the borough of Biammer in Suffolk, and held his fect for two years. But his want of oeconomy involved him in debts which he was unable to dif- charge, and during the interval of privilege, he was arrefted and committed to the Fleet prifon. On the opening of the next fefion of parliament, in 1707, he was demanded by the feigeant at arms, released from cuftody, and refumed his feat. However, his embariffed circumftances, and the confideration of his being a privileged debtor, created a prejudice againft him in the houfe, and a committee was ap- pointed to examine his offensive publication; in order to ju- tify the propofed meafure of his expulfion. This committee reported that his book contained feveral blafphemous ex- prifions, and that it fecm'd to be intended for exposine the fcriptures; and though Asgill made a spirited defence, and folemny profeffed, that he publifhed his treatife under a firm belief of the truth of the fcriptures as well as of his own argument, he was expulfed. In confequence of this mea- sure, as his debts increafed, he was thrown by his creditors into the King's bench prifon, where he remained thirty years; furnifhing himfelf with amufement and occasional supplies, by writing pamphlets, chiefly political, againft the pre- tender, and by prifing in the way of his profeflion. Notwithfanding his misfortunes, and the conffuftions of his own indifferenion, he retained great vivacity of spirits, and peculiar powers of entertaining converfation, till his death, which happened within the rules of the King's bench, in 1738, at the age as fome fay of 80, or according to others 100 years. Aigill feems to have been a visionary and enthufi- afth, rather than an infidel or blafphemor; and his eccen- tricities rendered him more the object of contempt or pity, than perfection and punishment. Bia& Brit.

ASH, Common, Flowering, and Mannia, in Botany. See

ASH, Mountain. See SORBUS.

Ash-Balls, are formed of the ashes produced by a flow incineration of the green plants of fern, which contain a

considerable
confiderable portion of alkali, and are used in making lye for the scouring of linen. See Felt.

Ash Tree, in Planting, a tree of the deciduous kind, of which there are several species cultivated either for the sake of variety, or for the purpose of ornamenting pleasure grounds, &c.; but the kind which deserves attention here, is the common ash, so well known as a timber tree as to need no description. See Praxineus.

The ash tree will thrive in barren soils, and in the bleakest and most exposed situations; but it grows to the greatest advantage on such lands as have a tolerable depth of soil, and in which water is not liable to stagnate. It is found to be of so hardy a nature, as to withstand the effects of the sea-winds; it may therefore be planted on the coasts, where but few other kinds of trees are found to prosper. When planted on the sides of ditches, or in moist meadow lands, from the spreading of its roots it has been found to render the ground more firm and dry. From this, as well as other causes, it is, however, highly prejudicial when planted on arable land; it ought therefore to be chiefly planted on the waste nooks and corners of fields, or perhaps, on improveable swampy lands, and on the springy sides of hills, as it would not only render them useful as plantations, but, from the spreading of its roots make them more firm and dry.

This sort of tree propagates itself plentifully by means of seeds, which being scattered in autumn in places where cattle do not come, plenty of plants come up in the spring. Where any person is desirous of raising a quantity of these trees expeditiously, the seeds should be sown as soon as they are ripe, and the plants will then come up in the following spring; but if the seeds be kept out of the ground till spring, they will not come up till the second year. The ground should be kept clean all the summer where they are sown, and not disturbed, lest the seeds be turned out of the ground, or buried too deep to grow. When the plants are come up they must be kept perfectly clean from weeds during the summer months, and if they make good progresse in the seed-bed, they will be fit to transplant by the following autumn; some ground should therefore be prepared to receive them, and as soon as their leaves begin to fall, they should be transplanted. In removing the plants, care should be taken not to break or tear off their roots; to prevent which, they should be taken up with a spade, and not drawn up, as is frequently practised; for as many of the plants which rife first from seed will outstrip the others in their growth, it is a frequent practice to draw out the largest, and leave the others to grow a year longer before they are transplanted; and to avoid hurting those that are left, the others are drawn out by hand, and consequently many of their roots torn off or broken. It is therefore much the better way to take all up, little or big, together, and transplant them out, placing the large ones together in rows, and the small ones by themselves. The rows should be three feet asunder, and the plants a foot and a half distant in the rows. In this nursery they should remain two years, by which time they will be strong enough to plant out when they are to remain; as the younger they are planted out the better they will grow, so that where they are designed for use they should be planted very young, and the ground where they are raised should not be better than that where they are to grow. For when plants are raised in good land, and afterwards planted into worse, they very rarely thrive well; on which account it is much the best method to make the nursery upon a part of the same land where the trees are designed to be planted, and then a sufficient number of trees may be left standing upon the ground, which will generally outstrip those which are removed, and grow to a larger size.

Where planters reside in the neighbourhood of ash-trees, they may supply themselves with plenty of self-fowmed plants, provided cattle are not suffered to graze on the land; and where the seeds fall in hedge-rows and are protected by bulrushes, the plants mostly come up and thrive well; in such hedge-rows the trees are permitted to grow till they have destroyed the hedge; for there is scarcely any tree so hurtful to all kinds of vegetables as the ash, as it robs every plant of its nourishment within the reach of its roots; it should therefore never be suffered to grow in hedge-rows, as the hedges are not only killed, but corn, or whatever is sown near them, greatly impoverished. If a plantation of this kind of trees be rightly managed, it will turn greatly to the advantage of the owner; for by the underwood which will be fit to cut every eight or ten years, there will be a continual income more than sufficient to pay the rent of the ground and all other charges, and if a flock will be preferred for timber, which, in a few years, may be worth forty or fifty flizations, or perhaps much more per acre. In the fifth volume of the Bath papers, Mr. South observes, that the growth of ash, in soils adapted to its nature, is little inferior to that of elm or beech; but that there is no timber whatsoever that differs more in its value than this does, according to its situation. The productions of dry and healthy grounds will prove acceptable to most purchasers; those of woods are generally clean in the shaft, and more valuable than the former. The nearer the ground the tougher is the timber; the shaft therefore is coveted, the brittle branch is rejected; the buyers of this timber accepting the shaft and its continuation, or hell bough; the reet, be they ever so large, go with the top. When this sort of timber is raised in damp meadows or morinh feet, it becomes light, spongious, brittle, and of small value in comparison of that on dry and healthy spots. In meadows these trees will attain a size which cannot be expected in moors and bogs; for when the roots reach the peat, the bark grows moly, and the top decays: how long it lasts may be productive of poles in such situations, remains to be determined; but experience determines that ash thus planted will never become timber of any value, as the roots must perish before the tree arrives to perfection. If ash-trees get disheveled, though in appearance they should be flourishing, on being felled, the roots will be frequently found decayed, and the stems at bottom a complete hellow; they ought not therefore, in point of profit, to be suffered to stand. These trees, when they stand among firs and larches if planted close, will grow too tall and fliender, but thrive well when planted alone. They are frequently known to have thriven for at least ninety years, as may be seen by their ring. But in the fiftieth year, as well as the half, the growth has been observed slow. It is remarkeol by Mr. Marulln, in his Rural Economy of the Midland Counties, that in the intermediate years, the different thicknesses of the rings in different years were striking. This kind of timber is generally esteemed next in value to that of the oak, and in some places even nearly equal to it. It is of great value to the coachmaker, the wheelwright, and cartwright, for ploughs, axletrees, fellies of wheels, harrows, ladders, and other implements of husbandry; and also to the shipbuilder, for oar-blocks for pulleys, and many other purposes.

The best season for selling this sort of timber is from November to February; for if it be done either too early in the autumn, or too early in the spring, the wood will be subject
subject to be infested with worms and other insects; but for lopping of pollards, the sping is preferable for all sort of woods.

Great attention has lately been paid to the planting of this useful timber tree in different parts of the kingdom. According to the transactions of the Society of Arts, near Great Finborough in Suffolk, Mr. Wollaston has planted twenty acres; and at Butshill near Durham, Mr. White has covered thirty-five acres; in Kent a still larger extent of land has been planted by Mr. Day of Frintonbury; and at Buckfast, near Farringdon, Berkshire, Edward Loveden Loveden, esquire, is said to have planted thirty-three thousand on a few acres of land. Mr. Smith, in Staffordshire, five thousand have been set by Mr. Sneyd of Belmont; and in Welfordland, the bishop of Landaff has planted eleven acres with twenty thousand. In Scotland likewise, something has been done in the cultivation of ash timber; in Cromarty, forty-two thousand have been planted by Mr. Rose; and fifty-seven thousand by the earl of Fife, in the county of Murray.

The ashes resulting from the combusting of this kind of wood, are found to contain good potash in a larger proportion than most other kinds of green wood.


Ash-Wood. See Egoedium.

ASHA, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the archduchy of Austria, four miles north of Eiferning.

ASHAJA-TUSLA. See SOLI.

ASHAN, in Scripture Geography, a city in the tribe of Judah (Joshua xvi. 42): but, perhaps, afterwards rendered to Simeon. (Josh. xix. 7.) According to Eusebius, Beth-Alphon was 16 miles west from Jerusalem.

ASHAU, in Geography, a river of Germany, in the circle of Lower Saxony, which runs into the Lech, near Zell.

ASHBOURN, a town of England, in the county of Derby, on the east side of the river Dove; its weekly market is on Saturday; distant north-west 159 miles from London. N. lat. 53° 5'. W. long. 1° 35'.

ASHBURNHAM, formerly Dorchester-Canada, a town of America, in Worcester County, in Massachusetts, 30 miles north of Worcester, and 54 from Boston, was incorporated in 1765, and contains 951 inhabitants. In this township is a white sand, which is thought to be fit for making fine glafs.

ASHBURTON, an ancient borough town of England, in the county of Devon, which sends two members to parliament; it lies in a valley, with hills to the north and south. It is one of the four flannah towns of Devonshire; and has in its neighbourhood mines of tin and copper. It has two weekly markets, one on Tuesday, chiefly for woollen yarns, for the accommodation of the farge manufacture which is carried on in the town; and one on Saturday, for provisions. This town gives the title of baron to the family of Dunning. It is distant west-north-west from Exeter 19 miles, and 1914 west from London. N. lat. 50° 30'. W. long. 3° 10'.

ASHBY, a township of America, in Middlesex county, Massachusetts, fifty miles north-west from Boston; containing 751 inhabitants.

ASHBY de la Zouch, a town of England, in the county of Leicestershire, near the borders of Derbyshire; the principal trade of the town depends upon the making of malt; its market is on Saturday. The decayed castle, which was formerly the property of the family of de la Zouch, now belongs to the earl of Huntingdon. It is distant 17 miles north-west from Leicestershire, and 1144 north from London. N. lat. 52° 40'. W. long. 1° 20'.

ASHCUTNEY, or Ascucutney, a mountain of America, in Vermont, situate partly in the townships of Windsor and Weathersfield, and opposite Claremont, on Sugar-river, in the state of New Hampshire. It is 2531 feet above the sea, and 1732 feet above high water in Connecticut river, which runs by its eastern side.

ASHDOD, in Ancient Geography. See Azotus.

ASHDOTH-PISGAH, a city in the tribe of Reuben, so called from פֹּסִגַּה, well-cultivated plains, and situated in the fertile plains at the foot of mount Pisgah, or at the springs of Pisgah; whence its name.

ASHKENAGUR, a province of India, corresponding with the country of the Affasani, in which Alexander warred, on the west of the Indus, situate at or near the confluence of the Penje-koreh and Sewad rivers, and two marches from Bijore. The present Sewad is part of the ancient province Ashenagur. Kennel's Memoirs, p. 149.

ASHER, the son of Jacob, by Zilpah, gave denomination to one of the twelve tribes which was settled on the north-west of the province of Lower Galilee, in a very fertile country producing abundance of corn, wine, and oil, of the best kinds, with Phoenicia west, mount Libanus north, mount Carmel and the tribe of Issachar south, and Zebulun and Naphtali east. It contained some considerable cities near the sea, but no sea-port of any note. This tribe never possessed the whole extent of district affign'd to it, which was to reach to Libanus, Syria, and Phoenicia.

ASHER, a city of Palestine between Scythem and Shechem.—Allo, according to Eusebius, a large town between Azot and Aculon.

ASHES, in Chemistry. This is a term of general import, which is applied to the pulverulent residue left after the combustion of any substance whatever. In this sense, the combustion of metallic bodies has been said to yield metallic ashes, but to these the terms calc and oxide have been substituted; and it is only vegetable and animal matters that are now said to afford ashes after burning.

To confine vegetable or animal substance to ashes, the free access of air is requisite, more particularly with the latter. Vegetable Ashes. When a vegetable is set on fire, a vast quantity of aqueous vapour first escapes, together with the component parts of most of the vegetable principles, such as the native juices, the acids, the sugar, the oil, &c. which latter either burn with flame or are driven off in a dense smoke. The more solid carbonaceous part requires a longer continuance of heat, and a free access of air for its complete combustion; but when this is effected, a certain portion of white or grey ashes remain behind, consisting of the fixed fatty, the earthy, and the metallic ingredients. In general, it is found (as would be expected) that the watery, succulent, and herbaceous plants, yield a less quantity of ashes than the hard and woody parts of vegetables; but there are numerous exceptions to this rule, as the hardness of texture is more determined by the quantity of carbonaceous matter. A very violent heat either melts the ashes into a flag or foria, or disintegrates their fatty ingredient, and leaves only the earthy and metallic; so that a certain management of the fire is requisite in order to procure the greatest possible quantity of ashes from vegetable matter.

From the fatty ingredient are procured those very important articles in chemistry and manufacture, the fixed alkalies, both vegetable and mineral; the former distinguished according to its species and purity by the terms soap ashes, pearl-ashes, pot-ash of commerce, salt of tartar, or salt of woody ashes; the latter by the terms natron, barilia, kelp, and soda.
ASH

As the combustion of vegetables, when carried on in the large ways, is always directed to the object of procuring the alkaline salts, and as this subject includes a variety of interesting observations, and the particulars of the analysis of ashes, we shall refer the whole of this article to those above mentioned, and especially to that of CARBONATE OF POTASS AND OF SODA.

We may add, however, that though vegetable ashes are composed of fixed earths and alkalies combined with acids, and of some metallic oxides, especially those of iron and manganese, almost every possible variety of combination and proportional quantity of ingredients is to be met with, according to the nature of the plant, the composition of the soil, the season of the year, climate, and the like. In general, chemical analysis has detected the following substances in vegetable ashes: silica, magnesia, lime, potash, soda; the sulphuric, carbonic, phosphoric, and muriatic acids; and the oxides of iron and manganese. The most usual dates of combination of these ingredients are, the sulphates of potash, soda, lime, and magnesia; the muriates and carbonates of the same, and the phosphates of lime. It is still a question, which of the saline ingredients represent the actual state of the vegetable juices, and which of them are formed by the procès of combustion; the acid of the carbonates may with great probability be supposed to arise from the latter cause.

When the saline part of vegetable ashes has been separated by lixiviation, the light earth that remains, probably still mixed with a portion of sulphate of lime, is sometimes employed, after being well washed, for the formation of the large CUPELS used in the refining of silver.

The ancient alchemists paid considerable attention to the ashes of different plants; and some of the Rosicrucian school of deceived and deceiving impostors, pretended to be able, by a species of palingenesis or re-production, to exhibit in the ashes of a plant a complete miniature representation of the gradual growth and maturity of the individual vegetable.

Animal Ashes. A very few words will be requisite on this subject taken separately. Animal matter is much more difficult of complete combustion than vegetable; the volatile part of each is driven off by heat without much difficulty, but the coal of animal substance is of very difficult incineration, often requiring a very long continued and violent fire. This is probably owing in part to the greater quantity of oxide of iron which, uniting with the carboaceous matter by the affinity of heat, forms a carburet of iron that burns with extreme difficulty. The saline and earthy parts almost peculiar to animal ashes are the phosphat of soda, phosphat of ammonium, and phosphat of lime, and often the carbonates of soda and lime. The proportion of carbyl felt in bones, horn, and the harder parts of animals, is generally full one half the weight of the substance when fresh from the body; in bone it is almost entirely phosphat of lime, mixed however with a small portion of sulphate and carbonat of lime; in shell the carbyl part is principally carbonat of lime.

For further particulars concerning animal ashes we must refer the reader to the individual articles of animal matter; such as BLOOD, BONE, HARTSHORN, SHELL, and to the above-mentioned earthy and alkaline salts.

The only animal ashes employed to any extent in the arts are the lixiviated ashes from bones, which when mixed up in water, and cast in proper moulds, form the CUPELS that are employed in ASSAYING and REFINING of gold and silver. The finer and whiter ash of calcined horn is employed to a small extent in medicine, under the term CORNU CERVICALE, or calcined hartshorn.

ASHES, in Agriculture, the earthy or other particles of combustible substances after they have been burnt in the fire. The beneficial effects of such matters, as manures, may probably, in a great measure, arise from the portion of alkaline saline matter which they contain, which by its action on, and combination with the materials that are present in soils, may render them more fertile and proper for the nutrition of plants. Considerable utility may also be derived from their operating mechanically, and in that way lessening the tenacity and stiffness of the heavier kinds of soils, and likewise by their absorbent powers in lands of the more moist kind. Ashes are of different sorts, as bleacher's ashes, coal ashes, peat ashes, pot ashes, seafores' ashes, turf ashes, wood ashes.

The first sort consists principally of the hard undissolved parts of potash, kelp, weed-earth, and barilla. Laid on land alone, they are too stimulating; they ought therefore, perhaps, never to be used but in union with earth, or earth and dung. It is said, however, they answer well with blood, garbage, and putrid animal substances. They are generally laid upon follow for wheat. The greatest advantage derived from them is upon clays or deep loams. Upon ruddy grounds, one or more yards, these will prove particularly good, in destroying the coarse plants that infest them.

The second sort, or coal ashes, probably from their containing a portion of calcareous matter, are found to be highly beneficial on stiff and four lands; for which purpose they are successfully used in the neighbourhood of many great cities, where coal is much burnt for fuel. They also open the texture of clayey grounds, and correct their tenacity, and other bad qualities. The gardeners and farmers about London know their value, and make a very profitable use of them, particularly in bringing into order those grounds which have been dug up for brick-earth. Mr. Bradley some years ago, indeed, blamed the people of Staffordshire, and the countries adjoining, where there are coal-pits, for not improving their heavy grounds from them, by manuring them with coal ashes, which might be easily burnt out of the waste coals of such pits; and suggested "that wherever there are plenty of coal-pits, there can be no want of good profitable land." Mortimer held the same opinion, esteeming sea-coal ashes as the best manure of any for cold lands, as well as the most lifting and fitted to kill worms and flugs. And Worley looked upon them as an excellent compost, when mixed with horse-dung; remarking, that they have great effects in removing moss and nathes in moist grounds. Ashes of this kind are employed in different proportions, in different places, according to the particular circumstances of the crop, and the land on which they are applied. It is observed by Mr. Farey, in the Annals of Agriculture, that about Dunstable they are used at the rate of from fifty to sixty bushels to the acre, for a complete dressing; and that they succed, well fown on clover, in March or April, on dry chalky lands. They have also much effect on sward-land, when applied during the winter or spring; but they are never used on wheat. It is likewise further remarked by the same writer, that in very dry seasons they do little service, except on cold swarms, which they invariably improve; and that on light land they require rain, after being sown or spread over the land, in order to promote their operation.

The ashes formed from peat, are found, from long experience, to be a very good manure. The author of Modern Agriculture remarks, that in many parts of the kingdom peat-earth cut and dried in the course of the summer, is the only fuel; and that the peat dug from the mosses that are so firm as to bear cattle to tread on them, is the best both
both for fuel, and afterwards for manure. The ashes of the
fward, or what is pared from the surface of heaths and com-
mons by the cottagers in many parts, as about Bedford,
are, he says, of little value, when compared to those above
mentioned. It is probable that Berkshire is the only distric-
t of Great Britain, where peat ashes, without the mixture of
any other sub stance, are at present generally used as manure.
The ashes of peat, dug from extensive meadows in that county,
have been proved, by the experience of fifty or seventy years,
to be a most excellent manure, when used as a top dressing
on almost all kinds of crops ; as oats, wheat, barley, turnips, clo-
ver, fainfain, meadows, pastures, &c. The quantity generally
used is about twenty quarters, more or less, as the condition of
the land seems to require; and the price about three-
pence or four-pence a quarter. To such an extent is this
mode of manuring carried on in that county, that the pro-
pietors often receive two or three hundred pounds of the
acre for the liberty of cutting and carrying off peat to the
depth of five or six feet. It would be absurd to suppose,
says he, that the peat ashes of Berkshire are superior, as
manure, to those in every other part of the island; and as
their effects in that country, when applied to the soil, have
been conspicuous for a great number of years, it is certainly
a circumstance meriting the attention of those who reside
where peat is the only fuel, to ascertain whether peat ashes in
such districts do not possess all the fertilizing qualities of
those in Berkshire. The experiment is easily made; all that
is necessary being to keep the ashes dry, and under cover
during winter; and to sprinkle them with the hand over the
crops in spring, at the rate that has been just mentioned.
Lord Dunfcaird, in his Treatise on the Connection of
Agriculture with Chemistry, however, remarks, that the
ashes procured from peat in the neighbourhood of Reading,
in Berkshire, seem to possess a fertilizing power infinitely
greater than ashes obtained from moss other peat. They
certainly, he believes, contain no alkaline salts; and in an
hasty analysis made some years since, no saline matter, says
he, is recollected to have been got from them, but a small
proportion of Epilom salt. Had these ashes, however, been
analyzed with more care, and when newly made, they prob-
ably would, he thinks, have been found to contain a kepar
of lime, a salt which is soluble in water; whilst gypsum, to
which it reverts on exposure to the air, is insoluble. To
this kepar, therefore, says he, may the fertilizing power of
these ashes most probably be attributed. And the writer of
the Survey of the County of Middlesex suggests, that as
the hills on each side of the meadows which produce the
Newbury peat ashes, consist of chalk easily digested by
heavy rains, which washes it off the ridges, down the fur-
rows, ditches, and dreamlets, to the low grounds, where,
mixing with the floods, it is floated over the meadows, and
deposited with the peat, consequently the peat of that
district differs from that of moss other, by the quantity of
chalk which it contains; and that when dug, dried, and
burnt, the fire reduces the chalk to lime, and the rest to
ashes. Hence Newbury ashes are a mixture of lime and vege-
table ashes; and it is very probable, he thinks, that any
common peat-ashes, or the ashes of rough grazed land, of
turf, heath, furze, ling, wood, &c. produced by the opera-
tion of paring and burning, being mixed with chalk-lime in
due proportion, would be equally fertilizing as those
noted ashes. It has indeed been long since observed by Mil-
ler, that these ashes are generally bettered by being mixed
with lime before they are put on the land. These ashes are
produced from land that is black and crumbly at top, under
which lies the peat to the depth of several feet. They do
not burn the peat in the field by choice, because the peat
is burnt for ashes, when it cannot be dried for sale; and then
it is burnt in large heaps, with a smoothing fire, as is likewise
the superficial black earth, or moor foil, together with
the refuse of the peat; the ashes of these are laid up in
round or long heaps, rising at top like the ridge of a house,
in order to throw off the rain and keep them dry till they
are cold. Sometimes they are laid under dry fields or in houses
to save them from wet, which they cannot be wholly pro-
tected from by laying them up in ridges exposed to the
weather, into which the rain penetrates for some inches deep; but
these ashes are never so good manure as those that are kept dry.
Near the surface of the peat earth there is sometimes a bed of
whitish earth called marrn, which is a composition of
earth and very small shells of the periwinkle kind; this
is also burnt to ashes for manure, and the quantity of it in
some places is so great, that the ashes are of a whitish colour,
while those from the peat or moorish earth are reddish.
The white are esteemed to be as good manure as the red;
and being a kind of shell-marl, would make good manure
without being burnt; as indeed they rarely are thoroughly,
though they seldom lay them upon land till they have pulled
the fire, or are mixed with the ashes of the peat-earth.
The ashes of the peat fold for fuel, and burnt in chimneys,
are much stronger manure than the ashes burnt in the field;
and if care be taken to keep them dry, are foid for nearly
double the sum of the field ashes. Mr. Pacy states, in the
Annals of Agriculture, that he has found field ashes to
improve the chalky soils about Dunstable; but on the wet
lands, or cold swaors, and hot sandy lands, they did little
good. They may be employed on the same kinds of crops,
and in the same way as coal ashes, and also on the wheat
or oats about April. But Mr. Middleton says, that he has tried
the Newbury peat-ashes on wheat, turnips, meadows,
in various quantities to the acre, without producing
any sensible effect. In Norfolk, ashes are not in estimation
as manure; even those of the heath are in some degree
neglected. But the meadows and fens abound with peat-
bogs, which in some places would be considered as ineffi-
cient sources of manure; and the peat-earth in such
meadows, when burnt, would no doubt afford an ample
supply of ashes. In many places, much advantage has been
supposed to arise from the practice of mixing lime with
peat-ashes before they are applied to the ground.

The refuse, or ashes, remaining after the burning of differ-
ent green vegetable matters from which the alkaline salt
called pot-ash has been extracted, is a kind of ashes which
has been found of great service to moor forts of land; but as
they have been in a great measure deprived of their saline
property, it is necessary to lay them on much thicker than
any other fort of ashes. Mr. Bradley affirms that a buffer and
a half of these may be used in the room of a buffer of fresh
ashes; and that they should always be mixed with some
other light ingredient which may be used in any quantity
when laid on very stiff land; but if the land be not over
still, they may be laid on it with less mixture. As in places
far removed from the means of improvement, a substitute
for common manures, that is of easy carriage, and can be had
at a moderate expense, must be valuable, pot-ash may be
employed; for, from experiments that have been made, it ap-
ppears that two hundred pounds of it are sufficient for an acre
of strong land. For lighter soils much less is required, if
laid on by itself; on these, however, a compot of this and
train or refuse oil incorporated with mould, will be the best
way of employing it. Upon strong clays and deep loams
however, it ought always to be applied by itself. When
the expense of carriage is considered, this will often be
found a cheaper manure than lime; and in one respect it
is superior, for the union of pot-ash with all the different acids forms a neutral salt which is in some degree useful in vegetation; whereas when lime meets with vitriolic acid, it is almost entirely lost to the purposes of agriculture. A considerable part of what is used in manufactures (glass excepted) may be useful as a manure, after the processes of the different manufactures have been served; particularly in bleaching, the alkali of which will be found improved in consequence of the moulage or oil which it has imbied from the cloth or other matters.

The foapers' ashes are a composition of wood ashes and lime, remaining after the soap-makers have drawn off their lye. These are in general a very valuable manure; but there is great difference in the quality and effects of them. Tho' from wood ashes the weakest fort, as, wood ashes being very light and spongy, their farts are soon dissolved and extracted by the lye; so that there remains but a very flight portion of salt in the ashes. But when the soap-boilers make use of kelp instead of wood ashes, the kelp, from its being of a harder nature than wood-ashes, is not so easily separated and dissolved by the lye; consequently, much more of the saline matter remains in the ashes. The soap-boilers also make use of another kind of potash called barilla, which is imported from Spain and other places in large lumps, and which is much harder than common pot-ash, and though they break this fort very small, and sometimes fix them or lift it; much more salt remains than when pot-ash is employed; so that the ashes from barilla are for the most part stronger than any other; and if the same quantity of them were laid upon land as is commonly the case with wood ashes, they would burn and destroy the crop. Farmers should therefore use soap-boilers' ashes with caution, till they know their qualities and strength. Wood ashes and pot ashes are used in various places for making soap; but in and near London, very little of any thing but barilla is employed. The ashes from the barilla are a strong rich manure, and sold at five shillings per cart-load. They are not now however so good as they were formerly, the soap-makers having found means to extract more of their salt from them; as they also take the salt from the lye which was formerly rather superior to the ashes as a manure, and to be had for nothing, being all thrown away as udefies. This excellent manure was first used by the Flemings with great success. Two loads of these ashes are sufficient for an acre of arable land. They should be laid on the ground when the weather is inclined to be moist, in order that the rain may more easily dissolve and wash them in. As foapers' ashes principally consist of lime, which is used by soap-makers to deprive the alkaline farts of their fixed air, the addition of lime to the ashes is unnecessary. They are used to most advantage when made into composts with earth and well-fermented dung in the proportion of two loads of dung to one of earth; the ashes being then added in the quantity of one load to ten of this mixture, turning and incorporating the whole completely. The quantity necessary for strong clays or deep loams is ten cart loads to an acre. If the dung has been well fermented, perhaps the most profitable way of using this compost may be as a top-dressing harrowed in with the grain, taking care, however, that the caustic quality of the ashes be properly blunted by sufficient mixture of dung and earth, or rich earth only. These ashes, when beat small, may be made into a rich compost with refuse oil and earth, and used as a top-dressing for young crops. They will destroy flugs and vermin of every description, and are therefore highly valuable on lands where the early wheat is injured by the worm. Laid upon grass lands in the end of autumn, this manure, it is said, produces a deep verdure during the winter, and an early vigorous vegetation in the spring; it is therefore particularly calculated for cold wet paiture lands.

In respect to turf ashes, produced by burning turf or the peat Hud of the surface of heathy, moorish, and other lands, their utility as a manure, perhaps, chiefly depends upon the proportion of alkaline saline matter which they contain, and which is produced by the burning of the fresh vegetable substances of turf, and the combination of vital air or oxygen, with the clayey part of the soil during the processes of combustion, as well as by the mechanical action of such substances on the tenacious earthy matters of the soils. According to the Rev. Mr. Comber, the ashes in the moors of Yorkshire, are carried out daily, or once in two or three days to the dung-hill; and the farmer takes the opportunity of his first leisure towards the end of the year, to carry them out to his meadow lands on which he lays them thicker or thinner as he has more or less land which he apprehends to want them, and more or less of them. The fire rains wash them in, and the next summer never fails to shew their good effects. It would however be probably a much better practice to apply them to the land in the early spring when the weather is rather wet, and not to leave them to be washed away by the heavy rains and lands-floods during the winter months. They would also be much more efficacious if kept in shreds, or other suitable places, instead of being carried out to the dung-hill, where the rains must diffuse and carry away their most nutrient properties; as these ashes are much finer or more pulverized than those of coal, they may ininate themselves more into the soil, but they are probably not so lasting in their effects. Of the truth of this a remarkable instance is mentioned.—A field, whereof the soil was a poor gravel, that had a crop of the broad or red clover growing upon it, was dressed, one side of it with peat ashes, and the other side with turf ashes. The farmer laid upon this field all the ashes he had of these two sorts, and the middle of the field had no dressing. The clover in the middle part not dressed was a very poor crop, the plants being short, yellow, and flunted; the side dressed with turf ashes was much better than the middle; the plants being taller, of a better colour, and promised to be double the crop of the undressed part; but that side dressed with peat ashes produced a crop that appeared to be as much superior to the part dressed with the turf ashes, as this last was superior to the middle that had no dressing at all. The ashes were sown upon the clover by hand, and the improvement made upon the clover was so great, that the call of the lower's hand was extremely plain next to the middle, and appeared like an indenture; and the vigour of the plants there was so much greater than the undressed plants, that the extent of the peat ashes might be plainly distinguished almost to an inch. This observation was however made in the beginning of summer, before the clover had arrived to its full growth. See Pareing, and Burning.

Ashes produced from wood and moss green vegetable products contain a considerable quantity of fixed alkaline salt, blended with the earthy particles; but none or very little can be produced by the combustion of dead or decayed vegetable matters. It is from the ashes of the former kinds of vegetable matter that the alkaline salts called potash and pearl-ashes are commonly extracted. It seems also probable, from the observations of the Earl of Dundonald, that the effects produced upon land by the application of the ashes of fresh vegetable products, arise from the vegetable alkaline salt which they contain, which, by its action on what he terms the oxygenated or inert mould or earth of the soil, renders it soluble, and more suitable for the nutrition of plants.
plants. As the saline matters contained in these substances are liable to be lixiviated and carried away by moisture, they should always be kept dry and free from water, either by means of sheds or other conveniences. It has been long ago observed by Mortimer, that one load of dry ashes will go as far as two not kept so; but though rain-water diminishes their salts, so the moistening them with chamfer-ley or soap-uds will add greatly to their strength. Two loads of these ashes will manure an acre of land, better than six loads of those that are exposed to the rain, and that are not ordered so, which is the common allowance for an acre, though some lands require more, and some less. That the ashes of any sort of vegetables are very advantageous to land, is what is experienced in many parts of England, by the improvement that is made by burning of furze, and stubble, straw, heath, furze, flage, bean-flakes, &c. Mr. Young, in the first volume of the Annals of Agriculture, approves of charcoal ashes, in preference to powdered charcoal itself. And wood ashes mixed with mud (he says) are superior to ashes alone, and four times better than mud alone, as a manure. In the second volume of the fame useful work, he adds, that wood ashes appear to be a molten powerful manure. In a neighboring aboundning with vitriolic acid (he says), they more than neutralize that salt; they furnish, besides, the food of plants. In neutralizing it, the fixed vegetable alkali they contain forms with the acid a vitriolated tartar, which is beneficial to vegetation. From the alkaline matter contained in ashes, and its known operation on earthly substances, they may probably be used to great advantage in combination with good mould or earthy materials, and dung, in the proportion of one load of ashes to ten of the compost; and thus may be applied to tillage-lands as well as those under grafs, in their simple state; but in the former they would seem to be the more proper, when conjunction with other matters, such as have been mentioned above. They may, when employed in the unmixed way, be fown upon the surface, and harrowed in with the crop to which they are used. But in whatever way they are made use of, they should be spread out as equally as possible on the land. Moat grafs-lands are improved by their application, but more especially those that are wet, and given to the production of wild forre, rushes, or other coarse plants of the fame kind. When used in the way of compost on tillage-lands, they are generally laid on at the rate of about ten or twelve loads to the acre, but on pature or grafs-lands, the quantity applied varies very considerably, as from one hundred to one hundred and sixty bushels. These substances have been found highly useful, when sown on the green wheat and clover crops in the spring, and also when harrowed in with turnip seeds, or sown over the young plants which they first appear, as by this practice the ravages of the fly are said to be greatly lessened in many cases. See Manure.

Ashes, Volcanic. See Volcano.

Ashfeld, in Geography, a township of America, in Hampshire county, Massachusets, about 15 miles northward of Northampton, and 117 miles from Boston; containing 1450 inhabitants.

Ashford, a town of England, in the county of Kent, seated on the river Stour. It has a monthly market for cattle on the first Tuesday, and a weekly market on Saturday for corn &c. It is distant 45 miles E.S.E from London. N. lat. 51° 15'. E. long. 0° 45'.

Ashford, a township of America, in Windham county, Connecticut, incorporated in 1710; distant about 38 miles north-east from Hartford, and 76 south-west from Boston.

Ashford, New, a township of America, in Berkshire Vol. III.
fear, their belly being nearly close to the ground, advancing a few steps at a time, and then pausing. They have some-thing very mild, feeble, and timid in their deportment, are gentle, and easily tamed: though when roughly handled at the first, they bite very fiercely.

This animal is found plentifully on mount Libanus: I have seen them also among the rocks at the Pharan promontorium, or Cape Mahomet, which divides the Ebanitic from the Heropeletic gulf, or gulf of Suez. In all places they seem to be the same; if there is any difference, it is in favor of the size and formes which those in the mountain of the sun seem to enjoy above the others. What is this food I cannot determine with any degree of certainty; when in mypossession he ate bread and milk, and seemed to be rather a moderate than a voracious feeder. I suppose he lives on grain, fruit, and roots. He seemed too timid and backward in his own nature to feed upon living food, or catch it by hunting.

The total length of this animal, as he fits, from the point of his nose to the extremity of his body, is seventeen inches and a quarter: the length of his foott, from the extremity of the nose to the occiput, is three inches and three eighths; his upper jaw is longer than his under; his nose stretches half an inch beyond his chin. The aperture of the mouth, when he keeps it close, in profile, is little more than an inch. The circumference of his foott around both his jaws is three inches and three eighths; and round his head just above his ears, eight inches and five eighths; the circumference of his neck is eight inches and a half, and its length one inch and a half. He seems more willing to turn his body altogether, than his neck alone. The circumference of his body, measured behind his fore-legs, is nine inches and three quarters; and that of his body, where greatest, eleven inches and three eighths; the length of his fore-leg and toe is three inches and a half; the length of his hind thigh is three inches and one eighths, and the length of his hind leg to the toe, taken together, is two feet two inches; the length of the fore-foot is one inch and three eighths; the length of the middle toe fix lines, and its breadth fix lines also. The distance between the point of the nose and the first corner of the eye is one inch and five eighths; and the length of his eye from one angle to the other four lines. The difference from the fore angle of his eye to the root of his car is one inch and three lines; and the opening of his eye two lines and a half. His upper lip is covered with a pencil of strong hairs for mufcloses; the length of which is three inches and five eighths, and those of his eye-brows are two inches and two eighths. He has no tail, and gives at first sight the idea of a rat rather than of any other creature. His colour is a grey mixed with a reddish brown, perfectly like the wild or common rabbit. His belly is white from the point of the lower jaw to where his tail would begin if he had one. All over his body he has scattered hairs, strong, and polished like his mufcloses; there are for the most part two inches, and a quarter in length; his ears are round, not pointed: he makes no noise that ever I heard; but certainly chews the cud. [Dr. Shaw observes, that this particular of the atinkoko seems very doubtful, and may probably be owing to the peculiar motions of the mouth resembling those of the hare, which has also been suppofed by slow to the Ass and Gen. Zool.]. To discover this was the principal reason of my keeping him alive: those with whom he is acquainted he follows with great affility. The arrival of any living creature, even of a bird, makes him seek for a hiding-place; and I shut him up in a cage with a small chicken, after omitting to feed him a whole day; the next morning the chicken was unhurt, though the atinkoko came to me with great signs of having suffered with hunger. I likewise made a second experiment, by inclining two smaller birds with him for the space of several weeks; neither were they hurt, though both of them fed without impediment of the meat that was thrown into his cage; and the smallest of these, a titmice, seemed to be advancing in a sort of familiarity with him, though I never saw it venture to perch upon him, yet it would eat frequently, and at the same time, of the food upon which the atinkoko was feeding; and in this colluded chiefly the familiarity I speak of, for the atinkoko himself never shewed any alteration in the place of the bird, but treated it with a kind of absolute indifference. The cage indeed was large, and the birds having a perch to fit upon in the upper part of it, they did not annoy one another.

In Amhara, this animal is called atinkoko, which, I apprehend, is derived from the singularity of those long hermecous hairs, which, like small thorns, grow about his back, and which, in Amhara, are called atkho. In Arabia and Syria, he is called Israel's sheep, or Gannim Israel, for what reason I know not, unless it is chiefly from his frequenting the rocks of Horeb and Sinai, where the children of Israel made their forty years pergrination; perhaps this name obtains only among the Arabian; I apprehend he is known by that of Spahian in the Hebrew, and is the animal erroneously called by our translators currnis, the rabbit or coney. [Bruce Append.]

M. Schreber, who names this animal Hixon fricicus, gives it this specific character: H. plantis tridactylus, ungubus subequarebus. (Feet tridactyle, with all the claws nearly equal.) To this Dr. Shaw, in his Zoology, adds, that it is rufous-grey, and white beneath. Gmelin also has Hixon fricicus, pedibus unguiculatis. See Hyrax Sy- ricus.

ASHLAR, a term used among Builders, by which they mean common or free stones, as they came out of the quarry, and of different lengths and thickneses.

ASHLEP, in Agriculture, a term sometimes applied to swopers' ashes or wath. See Soppor. ASHES.

ASHLING, among Builders, signifies quartering, to lath to, in garrets, about 2¾, or 3 feet high, perpendicular to the floor, up to the under side of the rafters.

ASHLEY, in Geography, a river of North America, which runs into the sea on the south-west side of Charlestown, in South Carolina.

ASHMOLE, Elias, in Biography, an eminent antiquarian of the 17th century, was born at Litchfield in 1617; and at the age of sixteen was received into the family of his kinsman James Paget, esq. a baron of the exchequer, where he studied the law and other branches of knowledge. Having married in 1638, he settled in London as an attorney; but on the commencement of the civil war, his wife being dead, he entered into the king's service, and was employed in the department of the Ordnance, first at Oxford, and afterwards at Worcester. At Oxford he became a student of Brazen-nofe college, and directed his attention to mathematics, natural philosophy, and astronomy. From the fund of the latter important and useful science he devoted it to that of alhology, to which he seems to have been much attached. In 1646, he was admitted into the society of free and accepted masons, and his election into this society was conflu-ented by him as a distinguishing era of his life. His valuable collections very much contributed to the illustration of its history in this kingdom. Upon the surrender of Wor- cester to the parliament in this year, he withdrew first to Chelshire, and afterwards came to London, where he formed
ASH, intimate acquaintance with the alchemists of that period, Moore, Lilly, and Booker. In 1647, he retired to Englefield in Berkshire, and applied to the study of botany. Here he became acquainted with a rich widow, whom he married in 1649, and then removed with her to London, where his house was a place of resort for all the proficient in the curious and occult sciences. Having acquired from an adept in Berkshire a taste for alchemy, he published, under a forged name, a treatise by the famous Dr. Dee; and another by an anonymous author, on this subject; and with great labour and expense he made a collection of the MSS. works of English chemists, which he published in 1652, under the title of "Theatrum Chymicum Britannicum," in 4to. Having brought to a favourable termination some legal disputes occasioned by his wealthy marriage, he devoted himself with singular affability to the study of antiquity and the perusal of records; and relinquishing hermetic philosophy with a preface to a treatise on the philosophers' stone, which he edited, he began to make collections for the work which conducted much more to his literary reputation than any of his astrological and chemical pursuits, and this was his "History of the Order of the Garter." As he was fond of the study of botany, he chose for the place of his residence the house of John Tradescant, a scientific gardener of Lambeth; and became possessor of the collection of rarities that had been made by Tradescant and his father, and which was conveyed to Mr. Ashmole by a deed of gift in 1659. On the restoration, Ashmole was particularly noticed, on account both of his loyalty and learning, by the king, who appointed him Windsor herald, and committed to him the description of the royal medals. He was also made a commissioner, and afterwards comptroller of the exchequer; he was called to the bar in the Middle Temple, admitted a fellow of the Royal Society that had been recently established; presented, by the university of Oxford, with the degree of doctor of physic; and promoted to other offices, both honourable and lucrative. Upon the death of his second wife, he married the daughter of his friend Sir W. Dugdale. In 1672, he presented to the king his book "On the Order of the Garter," intitled "The Institutions, Laws, and Ceremonies of the Most Noble Order of the Garter, collected and digested into one body," and printed at London in folio, in 1672. In 1679, he resigned his office of Windsor herald, and declined accepting that of garter king at Arms, on two vacancies which occurred. His valuable library, which he had been thirty-three years in collecting, and also his cabinet containing of nine thousand coins, and many curious antiquities, were destroyed by a fire, which happened in the chambers adjoining his own in the Middle Temple; but his MSS. and gold medals were preferred at Lambeth. When the university of Oxford had finished an edifice for a museum, in 1683, Mr. Ashmole sent thither his Tradescant collection of rarities, with the additions which he had made to it; and afterwards added to this donation, his books and MSS. Thus commenced the "Museum Ashmoleanum," now subsisting at Oxford. Mr. Ashmole, having attained the 76th year of his age, died in 1692, and was buried in the church of Great Lambeth. Some few of his numerous MSS. chiefly on antiquities, have been published since his death; and also "A Diary of his Life" written by himself. His rank in literature and philosophy may be estimated by the brief account that has now been given of his researches and pursuits. Whilr a sober judgment will hesitate in admitting the extravagant panegyric of the "Biographia Britannica," which records him as "one of the greatest men in the last century," he will be allowed to have possessed, in a high degree, industry, perseverance, curiosity, and exactness; and "Anthony Wood," says one of his biographers (see Aikin's Gen. Biogr.), "in his quaint language, has perhaps not ill characterized him, as—the greatest virtuoso or curioso that was ever known or read of, in England, before his time." Biog. Brit.

ASHMOT, in Geography, the principal harbour in Isle Madame, which is dependant on Cape Breton.

ASHMOUNEIN, probably, says Bruce (Trav. vol. i. p. 91.), the ancient Latopolis, a large town of Egypt, which gives name to the province. See ACHMOUNAI.

ASHMUN-TANAH, a town of Egypt, on a canal, between the Nile and the lake of Temenis, twelve miles east of Manfreda, and twenty south of Damietta.

A-SHORE, in Nautical Language, a term signifying on the shore, as opposed to A-BOARD. It also means A-GROUND.

ASH-PIT, is the lower part of any air-furnace, which serves to receive the ashes of the fuel as it is consumed, and in general to supply the air necessary for the combustion. See FURNACE.

ASHUELOT, or ASHWILLET, in Geography, a small river of America, having many branches, whose most remote source is at the north end of the Sunapee mountains, in New Hampshire. It runs south-westerly through part of Cheshire county; below Wincheste, its course is west by north, and it discharges itself into Connecticut river at Hinsdale.

ASHUR, in Ancient Geography and History, the second son of Shem, occupied at the dispersion the country called after his name, and by the Greeks Asphrya, at present Curdistan, or the country of the Kurds. Pezron supposes that he was driven out of Shinaar by Nimrod, the grandson of Ham; but however this be, it seems to have been Ashur, (Gen x. 11.), and not Nimrod, who went out of Shinaar into Asphrya, and built Nineveh, and other cities; and thus Perizonius maintains, that the text ought to be understood. See ASBYRIA.

ASH WEDNESDAY, the first day of Lent, supposed to have been so called from a custom in the church of sprinkling ashes on that day on the heads of penitents then admitted to penance.


ASIA, in Geography, one of the four grand divisions of the earth, and the second in order, that, though inhabited. It is separated from Europe by the Mediterranean, the Archipelago, the Euxine, the Palsus Meotides or sea of Azof, the Dan, and the Dvina; from Africa by the Red sea and the isthmus of Suez. On the other side it is surrounded by the Great South sea. It does not join to America. Its principal parts are, Arabia, Asiatic Turkey, Persia, India, Tartary, Asiatic Russia, China, Japan, the Kingdom
kingdom of Ava, that of Siam, the island of Ceylon, and the Sunda islands, whereof the chief are Sumatra, Borneo, Java, Celebes, the Moluccas, the Philippines, and the Maldives. Aria, according to Mr. Pinkerton, extends, in length, from the Hellepont to what is called the East cape; that is, from about the twenty-sixth degree of longitude east from London, into the other hemisphere near 190 degrees of east longitude, or 170 degrees west from London; being no less than 164 degrees, or (taking the degree at a medial latitude) more than 6750 geographical miles. From the southern cape of Malacca, to the Severovolotki-noi cape, the north-eastern cape, now called the cape of Taimura, which breaks the ice of the Arctic Ocean, the breadth extends, from about the second degree of northern latitude, to about the seventy-seventh, or nearly 3500 geographical miles. If, for the sake of a rude and merely comparative calculation, one-sixth part be added for the difference between the natural and geographical mile, the length of Aria in British miles would be about 7583, and the breadth 5250. — Under their proper heads, will be found the names of the places it contains, and such general accounts of them as the limits to which we are confined on this subject will allow.

For ascertaining the real length of the continent of Aria, there was no guide as to its southern and eastern part, even beyond the Ganges, except from the accounts that were obtained from the time that the navigations began in the sixteenth century, and their disagreements with the arbitrary alterations that had been made. A long period elapsed before it was possible to settle the position of that portion of Aria, still susceptible of much correction, notwithstanding the observations of the Jesuits at Pekin, the most accurate of any extent. We shall content ourselves then with relating the result of the latest observations of the academy of sciences at St. Petersburg, of the latitude and longitude of the following places in the north of Aria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Long. from Green-Ferro, with Boleheretsk,</th>
<th>52° 55' 174° 13' 156° 38'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harbour of St. Peter and Paul,</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern extremity of Siberia,</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unalakh, by the general map of Russia, lies in 58° of latitude from Ferro, 223° of longitude; and from Greenwich, 205° 25'. The same place, according to the chart of Krenitzin and Levathes, is in 53° 30' latitude, longitude from Ferro 205° 30', from Greenwich 187° 55'; the longitude from Ferro to Greenwich being computed at 17° 34' 45''.

If the ancients had so flight a knowledge of the southern countries of Aria on the other side the Ganges, we ought not to be surprised if they had been able to hand down to us concerning the hyperborean regions, coasts, and seas, or the northern extremities, should be considerably more so; and it must have been merely by chance that Pliny obtained some slight knowledge of Cape Tabin and of the island Tazzata; as we have learnt a few uncertain notices about those vast lakes towards the west of America, from savages taken prisoners, and others, and from vague report, with which we are obliged to be satisfied for want of better information. It was impossible to acquire any more authentic, except by means of the Russians, with whom, till the seventeenth century, we were scarcely any more acquainted than with the savage inmates of those northern coasts. Nay, it had not been for the Russian, Anika Stroganof, who formed speculations for profiting by the lucrative commerce which the Samoyedes carried on at Mosco, in peltries brought from countries beyond them, Siberia, properly so called, would have remained a great while longer unknown to the Russians themselves. Thus, as a thirst for riches had been the chief motive that excited the Spaniards to the discovery of America, and attracted the attention of other maritime nations to that quarter, so the fame greediness of gain occasioned the discovery and conquest of northern Aria, a country till then unknown to the Europeans. The first foundation of this conquest was laid by the celebrated Yermak Timafeyev, at the head of a band of adventurers, left civilized, though not so inhuman, as the conquerors of America. By the accession of this vast territory, now known by the name of Siberia, the Russians have acquired an extent of empire, never before attained by any other people. (Tooke's View of the Russian empire, vol. i. p. 303.) It was however owing to Anika Stroganof and his comrades, that this conquest was undertaken, who also showed the way to subjugate, by degrees, farther distant nations. The Russians themselves became known to the Europeans, through the voyages undertaken by the latter. The English and Dutch obtained some intimation of them while in quest of a north-east passage; they learnt of the Samoyedes that the little sea froze over in winter, but the great sea was never frozen; that they went thither to fish between the mouths of the Pafida and the Yenisey; that opposite to the east and north point of Nova Zemla, was another, making a great salient angle, from which the coast afterwards declined towards the east and south-east, nearly to the hot countries. Here we see to what a small matter was confined the knowledge at that time obtained of the southern part of Aria, and the only materials from which they could lay down their charts. They were puzzled how to reconcile these statements, and the more, as the coast between the Pafida and the easternmost point of its cape was unknown to them. Some knowledge of it by land had indeed been obtained; and even the coasts of the sea to the westward of it, as far as its mouth, are filled with smimows, or winter-huts, consequently peopled; but those situated beyond that little river were so indubitably known to them, that they thought it best to mark them down in an indeterminate manner.

They reasoned thus: Cape Tabin must form a suis terre, the extremity of Aria towards the north. There is a sea that washes all those shores; and we are assured there is another that divides Aria from America; these two seas therefore must join, and at that place form an angle, which will prove to be this Tabin; having an island to the westward which they laid down as lying at the mouth of a river. This notion, notwithstanding the numerous discoveries that might have destroyed it, has always fulfilled, under one form or another, to the very times in which we live. Some, building on the report of the Samoyedes, marked the coast from the cape to the Taimura, as declining gradually towards the south-east. Others, willing to reconcile one with the other, laid down this declension only to the Lena, at its mouth, having got intelligence of some islands there; accordingly they carried the coast north-eastwards, for the sake of preserving this Tabin. On learning that the Russians and others regarded Svetoi-noi as the most advanced promontory, they gave its name, or Promontorium Sacrum, to the pretended Tabin. Afterwards, being informed that this Svetoi-noi laid to the east of the Lena, they marked it accordingly, and hence were more firmly persuaded, that the islands at the mouth of that river were those of Tazzata; while on the other hand, they perfumed the idea of a cape in a terra, which they left unfilled under the names of Tabin (which we shall continue
to use while speaking of it in this sense), Svetoi-nof, Caput Sacrum, Timuikhi-nof, Thalak-kholoi-nof, &c.

Strahlenberg notices this cape in a striking manner; and the navigators of the eighteenth century, likewise, even so early as Linschoten and his contemporaries, were persuaded that it was no other than that prominent angle towards the Taimura; indeed it is the most advanced cape of all that coast, lying beyond the 77° 15' or 78° 25', and therefore the finis terra towards the north. But Strahlenberg at the same time points out the site of Tazzata, which he proves to be Novaya Zemla, since the ancient Scythians and their successors began with the northern nations of Europe, by the river Taz, whence they detromated the great gulf to which we give the name of Oby, the gulf of Taz, and from which Novaya Zemla, situate over against it, was called Tazzata. This is so natural, and can be the less doubted of, as that island has always been reputed as lying to the west of cape Tabin, near the mouth of a river. Whence Strahlenberg concludes, that those geographers who mark it more to the east are greatly mistaken, "huc upiam Tazzata insula a Finio ponitur."

After the conquest of Siberia, some Russians fell upon the same reflections as Anika Stroganoff and his companions had done concerning the wealth that might be drawn from these oriental parts by the articles of petrify, on going direct to obtain them, either by the chace or by commerce; several companies were accordingly formed of people who were then, and are still known by the name of Promuih-lemiye.

They considered that the method of making the greatest profit possible would be by going to sea coastwise, and trafficking with these unknown tribes, who being ignorant of the value of their peltries, would give them for a low price. In this they were not deceived: and, notwithstanding the great risk they ran, as their vessels were small and heavy; as they were no less mindful of the art of constructing than in managing them; as in not venturing far from shore, they were in jeopardy every moment of founding among the ice; yet the thrill of these was too strong to prevent them from being deterred from their projects; and the government was well satisfied with them, as they furnished it with the means of rendering all these people tributary.

They began their courses from Yakoutsk about the year 1676; proceeding in this manner step by step, they every year almost, discovered some new river, some new cape, the Yana, the Indigirka, the Alaera, the Kovyma. No sooner were they come to the last of these rivers, than their curiosity was excited to know what other dreams might be beyond it, in the two-fold view of rendering the nations bordering on them tributary to the empire, and of procuring the expected capture of fables for their own enrolment. The first voyage from the river Kovyma was undertaken in 1646, by a free company of these Promuihleni, under the conduct of a certain Iacae Ignatiev, a native of Melen. They found the sea full of ice; between the ice, however, and the main land was an open passage, along which they proceeded twice 24 hours; when, coming to an inlet between the rocks and the shore, they ran into it. These 48 hours make seven degrees and a half, and the bay they entered lies in 72 deg. Here they met with people of the Thukhthi nation, with whom they began to trade in the manner customary with uncivilized people; spreading their commodities on the shore, of which the Thukhthi took what they pleased, and deposited in their place walrus-teeth, and articles made of that species of ivory. None of the mariners would venture on shore to the Thukhthi, particularly as they had nobody on board who could serve as interpreter. Contenting themselves therefore with having made this first discovery, they returned to the river Kovyma.

The accounts brought home by these people of the walrus-teeth, induced some other Promuiheten some years afterwards to undertake a second voyage. To this end Fedor Alexeyef, a native of Kolomogor, associated himself with a Moleo merchant of the Geffima emn, a vassal of Alexey Uffof, and were immediately considered as the chief of the enterprise. He thought it, however, expedient to ask of the commandant at Kovyma, one of his kozaks to look after the concerns of the crown during the voyage, who appointed one Simeon Ivanof for Deputy, to attend him, with proper instructions. Four kotches, a species of boats, failed at the fame time in June 1647, from the river Kovyma. Some loose informations having been obtained of a river Anadir, or as it was then pronounced, Anandir, the borders of which were inhabited by numerous tribes of strange people, it was calculated that this river must fall into the Frozen ocean; one of the objects therefore of the present voyage was to discover its mouth. However, in this, as well as all the rest, they completely failed; the sea, even in summer, being too full of ice to permit them a free navigation.

Nevertheless, the passion for discoveries for augmenting the revenues of the crown and the wealth of private individuals was so great, that no thoughts were entertained of giving them up. Indeed the number of adventurers seemed rather to increase, both among the Kozaks and the Promuiheten, to that the following year four jetts were fitted out in the same design; what became of four of these vessels the accounts received make no mention. Of the three others, Simeon Dehnof and Gerail Anadkinof were commanders on the part of the Kozaks, and Fedor Alexeyef the principal of the Promuiheten. Previous to their departure a quarrel broke out between the two former, arising from the jealousy of Dehnof, that Ankadinof should share in the honour as well as in the profits to accrue from the future discoveries. The crew of each vessel might consist of about thirty persons; at least that was the number of Ankadinof's people.

It is to be lamented that the accounts of Dehnof, the original source of Mr. Miller was lucky enough to find among the archives of Yakoutsk, should say so little, and even nothing at all concerning the fate of four of these kotches; nothing of what happened to him and his companions on board the other three till they came to the Great Cape; nothing about the ice, because, doubtless, says Mr. Miller, there was none; and as Dehnof remarks in another place, the sea is not every year navigable.

The relation begins at this cape. His words are: "This cape is entirely different from that which projects near the river Thukotha, westward from the Kovyma. It is situated between the north and north-east, forming a semicircle towards the Anadyr. On the Russian or western side, the Thukotha have raised by the side of a river a number of whalebones in the form of a tower (according to other reports they are the tusks of the walrus). Opposite to the promontory (it is not mentioned on which side) are two islands, whereon were seen people of the nation of Thukotha, distinguished by wearing pieces of the teeth of the walrus, inserted in their upper lip. It is possible, with a very good wind, to stretch from the promontory as far as the river Anadyr in three times 24 hours; and it would require no longer time to do it by land, as the Anadyr discharges itself into a bay." On this promontory it was
that Ankudinof's kotsch perished; the people however were saved, and put on board the other two kotsches. Shortly afterwards they were separated, and never again got sight of each other. Deblinof, after being driven about by wind and weather till October, suffered shipwreck, as far as can be collected from circumstances, confirmably to the south of the river Anadyr, somewhere on the river Olona. What became of Fedor Alexieff and his ship's company we shall mention presently.

Deblinof, with his followers, five and twenty in number, now set out in search of the Anadyr, which they did not discover till after they had wandered about, for want of a guide, the tedious space of ten weeks. The region where they came up to the Anadyr was not far from its mouth, a country entirely void of inhabitants, and destitute of forests; circumstances that naturally threw them into the extremity of distress, as perceiving no means of obtaining subsistence. Wild animals were not to be expected, as they usually haunt the woods; and they had no implements for fishing. In this perplexity, twelve of the company went up the course of the river; but after a devious journey of twenty days, failed finding no trances of mankind, they turned about to regain the station where Deblinof and the rest were waiting for them; which, however, on account of hunger and fatigue, only a few of them reached.

After undergoing incredible hardships, Deblinof, in the summer of 1649, with the small remains of his people, went up the Anadyr by water, till he came to a people called Anadyl; and there he founded the Anadyrkaloi oltrog, which was followed by other buildings. Deblinof observed a great sand-bank lying at the mouth of the Anadyr, advancing on the northern side far into the sea, the extent of a vast number of morhbes and other amphibious animals. This circumstance was too flattering to be neglected. Accordingly, he began to fell timber, in 1653; for the confirmation of a kotsche to be employed in conveying the tribute to Yakutsk by sea; but was obliged to desist from his purpose from the want of other materials, and because he learnt that the sea about Tlukotlki-nofs was not every year equally free from ice.

In 1654, he made another expedition to the korga, or sand-bank, for the purpose of collecting morhbe-teeth. He now associated with him a Kazak named Yutko Seliverstof, who had accompanied Mikhail Stadikin on his voyage of discovery in the Frozen Ocean, and was sent from Yakutsk to collect these teeth for the benefit of the crown. In his instructions mention is made of a river Shendon, falling into the bay at Penlinsk, as well as of the Anadyr; and he was ordered to levy a tribute on the inhabitants dwelling about both these rivers; as what Deblinof had been doing was not as yet known at Yakutsk. On this occasion new difficulties arose. Seliverstof arrogated to himself the discovery of the korga, as having failed to that place with Stadukin, in 1649. Deblinof, however, proved that he had not even reached the great Tlukotlki-nofs, which he affirmed to be formed of nothing but bare rocks, as was but too well known to him, since Ankudinof's vessel had been wrecked upon them. He farther alleged, that this was by no means the true promontory that appeared under the appellation of Stukoj-nofs. The two islands lying opposite the Tlukotlki-nofs, belonging to the mouth of the Anadyr were at a great distance from them.

Deblinof, while surveying the sea-coast, learnt of the Kories of the fate of the two Ankudinofs, Fedot and Germ, as well as of Fedor Alexieff.

In 1659, other expeditions were again undertaken; but, from the foregoing impediments, though they met with much loss, they were not able to do much damage. They began by exploring the Bering Strait in the ship of St. Peter, that they might return from such voyages for a longer time; and it was not till the reign of Peter the Great that these enterprises were resumed. It is well known that his commanders were so wise to secure their aims only with ideas and grand projects; that being principally desirous to establish an extensive commerce by means of navigation, he began by opening to himself the navigation of the Baltic by the foundation of St. Petersburg; Archangel already existed on the shore of the White Sea; he thought himself secure in the navigation of the Euxine by the possession of Azof, and that of the Calpian by Astrakhan, which he succeeded in bringing to effect. He now conceived that it might not be impossible for him to participate in the lucrative commerce of the Indies, of Japan, of China, and of America, by establishing factories at the extremity of Asia, in the proximity of those countries. The Dutch East India company declining to attempt the discovery of the north-east passage, the tsar adopted the project, as well as that of subjecting the countries adjacent to the objects of his commerce, beginning by Kamchatka, of which some obscure information had been obtained.

Thither, in 1696, he sent Vladimir Atlafil, as commandant of the Kazaks at Anadyrkaloi-oltrog, a settlement that had been retained as a result of its first erection by Deblinof, as before related, who was naturally supposed to have acquired an extensive knowledge of all the neighbouring countries. He accordingly dispatched sixteen Kazaks of Yakutsk, to render the Kazaks in the river Opuka tributary; Morolko, their chief, acquiesced well of his commission, and even took a Kamchatade oltrog. Atlafil, profiting by this advantage, put himself at the head of sixty Kazaks, and as many Yukagirs, and led them to the river Kamchatka, and the surrounding districts. In his judicial declaration, he relates, among other things, before he concludes the recital of his progress to Kamchatka; that, between the Koryma and Anadyr is a double cape, which some have called Shalakii-koi cape and Anadyrko cape. Of the latter he affirms, that it can never be doubled in vessels of the ordinary construction, because on the western or northern side are always vast pieces of floating ice (stationary and solid in winter); and that the other side of the sea of the Anadyrko cape is at all times free from ice. That, though he himself was not perfectly at the height of these capes, yet he learnt from the Tlhuktis, who dwell about the mouth of the Anadyr, that over against this cape is a large island inhabited by people who come to them in winter over the ice, and bring them bad fables.

To avoid proximity, we omit the remainder of his account, only observing, that Mr. Müller feems rather to depart from his usual candour in regard to this narrative, which he acknowledges to be really Atlafil's, but qualifies that it does not exactly tally with a letter of his in 1700, nor with his judicial deposition in 1701. In order to have given validity to his doubts, he should have communicated these pieces among the great number with which he has enriched his valuable collection. This he has not done. As far as the tsar, who was an excellent judge of mankind, was to be well satisfied with him, that he made him colonel of the Kazaks at Yakutsk, this circumstance ought to have its proper weight with us.

Parties were repeatedly sent against the Tlhuktis, without success;
out being able to subdue them. In 1711, the Yakutsk-Kozak Peter Iljin fin Popof, the promyshlennik Yegor Vasiliev
fin Teldin, and the newly baptized Ivan Vasiliev fin Turel
kin, made a vigorous attempt to compel those who dwelt on
the other side of the bay, and of the cape or noes, to pay
the tribute; which they as feriously refused. They, how-
ever, obtained from them a great number of particulars
concerning the situation of the surrounding countries; and,
among others, that opposite, whether to the Kowma or to
the Amandy they could not sufficiently comprehend, is situate
a spacious island, to which the Thluikhi give the name of
the great land, the inhabitants whereof pierce their cheeks,
and pafs large pieces of teeth through the orifice; not
having the same language with the Thluikhi, who have
been at war with them from time immemorial. Popof saw
few of them, who were prisoners to the Thluikhi; and he
remarked that these pieces were shofk of the walruses. He
learnt that in former they pafs over to this island in baidars
in one day, and in winter likewise in one day in fledge on
the ice.

On the promontory or land of this cape no other ani-
imals than wolves and foxes are seen, since there are no fo-
rels; whereas on the other land are all sorts of animals that
furnish the finer sorts of furs. The inhabitants keep numer-
ous herds of rein-deer. The country produces cedars, firs,
pines, larches, and other trees. Popof suppos'd that the number
of the Thluikhi at the cape might amount to two thou-
sand men, and that of the islanders to triple that sum;
that, from the Amandy-Kofof-objog they go by land to the
noes, along the rock Matkol, which runs out from a great
gulf.

At the time of which we are speaking, there being yet
no implements for navigation at Okhotk, and the use of
the compass not being known there till the year 1714, by
the express command of the great czar Peter I., the governor
Prince Gagarin appilied both these defets. Probably the
governor at first imagined that the purpofes of discovery
might be efecuted without these helps; for the first order
relating to the discovery of a passage by fea to Kamfhatka,
dated the 17th of February 1713, directed to the voivode
Yeltihn, contains not a word about the conftruction of ves-
fels, nor of people expert in the art of navigation; ac-
cordingly, nothing farther appears than that the dvoranin Ivan
Sokolov, who was charged with the buifines at Yakutsk,
arriving with twelve kofoos at Okhotk in the autumn of
that year, committed a great many blunders, and was
brought back to Yakutsk in cuifold. It was now found nece-
nary, that the governor fould immediately send some
able flemens and fhip-carpenters. By thefe, who arrived at
Yakutsk the 23rd of May 1714, and were fent off to Ok-
hotk the 30 of July, under the command of a Kofo named
Kolmas Sokoloff, with about twenty Kofoos, the long-wifhed
for discovery was made.

One of the fropers, by birth a Dutchman, a native of Hoorn,
(Strangebnem calls him a Swedish corporal, who had formerly
been a ship-carpenter. But Bucbf himfelf fays, that he had
erved in various places many years as a farpent, and at laft in the
Swildh cavalry, and fo came to be taken prisoner at Vyborg,
in the year 1763,) named Henry Bucbf, was ill living at
Yakutsk in 1736, when Mr. Muller made fome stay there;
and, in answer to his inquiries, learnt of him the following
particulars. After they were come to Okhotk, the car-
penters built a vesfel of the fame kind with the Ruffian
ladders, in which they used formerly to go from Archangel
to Melenc, Puffozerof and Nova Zentha. These labours oc-
cupied the whole of the year 1715. The vesfel was very
flour and substantial. It was eight fathom and a half in
length, and in breadth three fathom. When loaded, it drew
three fect and a half of water. All things neccffary for the
voyage being ready, the firit expedition was undertaken in
June 1716. They coated north-eaifwards, as far as the
region of the river Ola. It was intended to pursue the
fame coourf farther; but a contrary wind drove the vesfel,
as it were againft the will of the navigators, across the seas
to Kamfhatka. What they firit defired, as they after-
wards informed, was a promontory, fkarting northwards
from the mouth of the river Tigil. The coaf teemed steep
and rocky, therefore they would not venture on fhore, defe-
tute as they were of any pilot or guide. Proceeding, how-
ever, to keep the fea, a contrary wind arose, which drove
the vesfel back upon the Okhotfsian fhoare. The wind after-
wards coming favourable, the navigators talked about,
and came exactly back to the Tigil, where they now call anchor.
Some of the people went on foare in fearch of human beings,
but found only empty huts. The Kamfhadales had per-
ceived the vesfel approaching, and had flid for fear into the
forefts and mountains. Our mariners therefore again fet
fail, paffed the Tigil, and in the space of a day reached the
fream Chariuflofa, having two small iflands lying in its vi-
cinity. The former, being the largelt, is at the distance of
five verfts from the main land; the other, confiding only
of barren rocks, a little farther. Leaving the Chariuflofa,
they froid out to fea the whole night, and the next morn-
fing found themselves in with the land at the river Ithia.
Here they fent fome of the crew on foare; who, finding
however neither people nor habitations, prefently returned.
Continuing to fall along the coaf, they came up with the
river Krufogrova, into which they would have run, but
miiffed the inlet; luckily, however, a bay opening to the
fouth of the river being found convenient, in it they dropped
their anchor. A detachment of them, while exploring the
country, met with a Kamfhadale girl picking up edifie
roots in the fields. She directed them to fome huts, where
ult at that time a party of Kozaks had put up for the pur-
pofe of collecting the tribute. Thefe, on being fent to,
came and ferved them as guides and interpreters. The vesfel
was brought to the mouth of the river Komzakova, which
they found a good birth to moor in for the winter. Here
they had not been many days when a whole was thrown
ashore by the fea: in the body of the fish was flicking a
harpoon of European manufacture, marked with Roman
letters. If I could have furnifhed, continues Mr. Muller,
that the farior who related to me this fact, had known of
the like accident that happened to the fhip-wrecked Dut-
chmen on the coaf of Korea, in 1653, (Wifon, ed. 2. p. 45.
Voyage au Nord, tom. ix. p. 102.) I might have been led
to fuppofe, that he perhaps was amusing me with a tale
that had no other foundation than what he borrowed from
the former. This, however, was not the cafe. For he was
a completely illiterate man, could neither read nor write,
and scarcely knew that there was such a place as Kaika in
the world; confequently the fact is only the more confirmed
by two examples. The commander Sokoloff, during the win-
ter, made a journey to Niffnei Kamfhabaloi olrfog, whence
he returned to the fhip in spring, and at the beginning of
May 1717, put againft to fea. The fea, however, was so
full of ice, that on the fourth day from their departure they
were completely jammed in between some fields of it, where
they were obliged to remain fixed upwards of six weeks,
before they could proceed on the voyage. In the mean
time they were in great want of provisions. Happily they
reached the Okhotfsian fhoare, between the river Ola and
Talmidolrfog, where they remained at anchor a few days;
and about the middle of July returned to Okhotk. From
this
this time a navigation has been uninterruptedly kept up be-
tween Okhotkk and Kamchatka.

While all this was transacting, governor prince Gagarin,
in the year 1716, dispatched colonel Jacob Ageefin Yel-
thin, formerly voivode at Yakutsk, with a considerable
party of officers and people, to the same regions, with or-
ders to make diligent inquiries concerning Kamchatka,
and chiefly such as related to the object in question.
Kokschenski mentions, that ships from Japan came to the faith of
the Kurilii islands, Shokoki, for ores or minerals, which they
carried back to their island. This, however, seems to be
not quite correct, as differing widely from all the other ac-
counts, which say, that the Japanese (probably when
driven about by adverse winds and storms) used never to
proceed farther than Matmai. Nor had any subsequent
information confirmed what he advances. This therefore
was one of the principal matters into which the colonel
was instructed by the governor to inquire; he was likewise to
proceed from Tihukotkoi-nof to the opposite islands, and
thence to the mainland. By his instructions also he was to
gain accurate information about the islands of Shantar;
to attempt to fettle a regular traffic with the Japanese, and
whatever else he could effect in consequence of his own ob-
servations: nothing, however, of importance ensued from
it. The governor had given the colonel, a Swedish lieu-
teutenant named Ambtborn Holmy, who was to controul the
vedtchshpper for the several enterprises at Okhotski.
this man pretended that there was no timber to be found at
that place fit for the purpose. (Seealso Strahlenberg, p. 17.)

Disputes arose now between the colonel and the voivode
of Yakuts, Ivan Vasiliev sin Rakitin, which likewise probably
threw great impediments in the way of this expedition; and
the disgrace of prince Gagarin happening soon after, the whole
business came to nothing. The only benefit accruing from it
was a voyage got on foot by Yelthin, in the year 1718,
to the Shantary islands, and performed by the sin boyaridki
Prokofey Philcieef. This person was still living when Mr.
Muller was at Yakutsk, and from whom he learnt the fol-
lowing particulars of his voyage.

Philkief was provided with able seamen, the better to
ensure success; when they were out at sea, the colonel de-
clared to him that they were resolved to visit not only the
Shantary, but all the other islands lying in those seas, as
far as the Kurilii; which done, they would winter on the
largest of the Shantary islands, by way of eminence is
denominated Shantar. This not being agreeable to Phil-
kief, he caufed himself, with a couple of Kozaks, to be
put on shore at the mouth of the river Tugur. The reft
accomplished their design, pafted the winter on the island of
Shantar, and had a rich capture of fables. Having negligi-
gently, however, left a fire they had being, the flames
cought the trees, fo that the whole forest of the island was
in a blaze, by which they also loft their fables. The next
summer they returned to the continent, where, intending
to fift along the coast between the Tugur and the Amoor,
the greater part of them were flain by the Giliaks. They
computed the isle of Shantar to be from south to north
about twenty verfs, and three or four verfs in breadth,
without any mountain upon it. How then were these
islands to be seen from the mouth of the river Ud? This
therefore seems to confirm Philkief's affertion, that they ar
fntuate in the proximity of the Tugur, and that it re-
quires eight days to pasl from the Ud to the Tugur, in lod-
kas or small craft. If we admit the situation of the coasts
to be as they appear upon the maps, namely, as stretching
direcly fouth from Okhotk to the Amoor, then the diffi-
culty is much increafed; becaufc in that cafe there must be
several promontories projecting fo far as to conceal thefe
islands from the view. But various reasons may be found
for believing that the coasts from Okhotk to the river Ud
runs south-eflewards, and from the Ud to the Amoor
south-eflewards. If fo, as it is highly probable it will here
after be found, then the Shantary islands may lie in such
a manner as to follow one another in succession northwards
from the river Tugur. There may be more of them than
we imagine, since the number of them is by no means af-
certained. In that cafe, the neareft may unquestionably be
difcerned from the river Ud.

In 1718, a tribe of Tihukthiis came voluntarily to fur-
render themselves at the Amadirkoi oitrog, declaring that
they inhabited the promontory between the Amadyr and
the Koyma; that they were in number about 3500 men;
that this promontory was covered with rocks and moun-
tains, but that the flat country consisted of turfl-land; that
opposite to the cape was seen an ille of moderate dimensions,
the inhabitants whereof bore a resemblance to the Tihuk-
thiis, but spoke a different language; that from the point they
could go over to the ille in half a day; that beyond it was
a large continent which might be seen from the island in fair
weather; that its inhabitants likewise resembled the Tihuk-
thiis, but had a different dialect, numerous forests, 
&e. (giving
an exact description of the great ille mentioned above)
that with their baidars, or boats. by coasting the pro-
montory, they could make the voyage from the bottom of
the bay of Amadyr, to the extreme point of the promontory,
in three weeks, and often in lefl time.

Peter the Great, desirous of obtaining a more accurate
knowledge of these parts and paflages; and unable to in-
duce the Dutch East India Company to take up the matter,
resolved himself to prosecute the design with vigour. Ac-
ccordingly, in 1727, he sent two geodesils, or geometers,
and Kamchakta. Of what they executed or discovered nothing
ever came to the ears of the public. It is only known,
that on their return, the tzar gave them a very gracious re-
ception; whiere it may be presumed, that they acquitted
themlelves of their trulf to his satisfaction.

In short, the tzar being resolved to satisfy his curiosity
by cauing these latitudes to be explored, and above all to
be certified whether Afla was contiguous to America on
the north-eaferen side, towards Tihukthiis, close on the
north side it undoubtedly was not; he made choice of
Vitus Bering, an expert Dutch mariner, for that purpoee,
who he became jointed Spangberg and Thiknof. Peter had this business so much at heart, that though con-
fined to his bed by the ilife that put an end to his life,
he conversed with Bering, and even drew up with his own
hand a set of instructions for his guidance, which paper
was delivered to him five days after the demise of that
great monarch.

He set sail the 14th of July 1728, from the river of
Kamchakta, and steered north-eaferwards, following the
land so as to lend fo great a distance, which Bering came up with on the 10th of August,
and gave it the name of Saint Lawrence.

On the 15th of the fame month, in 67° 18'. lat. per-
ceiving that as the Tihukthii had said, the coast bent towards
the west, and no longer to the north, it is said that he drew
this
this false consequence, that he had reached the extremity of the north-eaft of Asia; that the coast thenceforward taking a western direction, it was impossible there could be a junction of Asia with America; and that he had ful-
filled his commiffion. Mr. Miller adds, that he was mi-
taken, since he was only then at Spridzakan, whence the coast indeed turns to the west, forming a large gulf; but that, in the attempt to reach this land and naviga-
or gulf as the great Thukthutkii-nafs. On his paflage back, the 20th of Auguf, forty Thukthutkii approached his ship in four haid-
ders, and informed him that their countrymen frequently went to the Koyyna by land, with merchandise, but never by water.

Afanafy Shelafak, colonel of the Yakutkii Kozaks, having made several propoftals to the Senate to render the obfinate Thukthutkii tributary, it will be neceffary to lay something of his expedition as being of some confequence to the history of navigation. Shelafak was refolved to reduce not only the Thukthutkii, but likewise the Korilks who dwell on the Siberian eafth of the Penfchnian sea, and likewise inhabit both fhores of the northern part of Kam-
tjatka, and were frequently in a state of rebellion, to obedi-
ence. He purpofed to visit the country lying opposite to 
Thuktsttijoi-nafs, and fubjeé the inhabitants to the Russian authority. It was part of his plan likewise to make an at-
tempt to difcover the pretended land in the Frozen ocean; 
and, latterly, before his return, to explore the Shantarain and Kurily islands. The elocution, with which he accom-
pounded the delivery of his project, gained him universal ap-
probation, and high and low became inteéted in the success of his enterprise, all conceiving it extremely probable that great public benefit might accrue from it. Accordingly he was appointed commander of a particular expedition. The admiral of St. Petersburg was to put this plan into execution, and name Jacob Hens, with an aflifant Ivan Fedorof, a goodefiff Michael Gvofdef, a minerologist named Herchelof, and ten failors. At Ekatarinburg, he was supplied with feld-
pieces and mortars, with all proper appurtenances. At 
Tobohif, a captain of the Siberian regiment of dragoons, 
Dmitri Pavluzki, was ordered to join him, with four hun-
dred Kozaks, under their united command; and they were farther empowered to increase their strength from all the garnitrons, oflrogs, and fimoivies, in the territory of Yakutkii, wherever they fhould come, at their difcretion.

These preparations being made, Shelafak fet out from 
St. Petersburg for Siberia in the month of June 1727. At 
Tobohif he tarried till the 28th of November, pafted the 
winter in the upper regions of the Lena, and reached Yakutkii in the ifummer of 1728. Here a violent quarrel arose be-
tween Shelafak and Pavluzki, which probably ocdeoned them to part, though they profecuted their ferval purpoftes to 
the fame end. Shelafak, in 1729, repaired to Okhotkii, and there took to his ufe the veffels with which captain 
Beering had lately returned from Kamthtka. Having dif-
patched his kinman the fin boyarikoi Ivan Shelafakoff, on the ifirt of September, in one of them, the Gabriel, to go to 
the river Ud and thence to Kamthtka, for the purpoft of 
examining and defcribing all the iflands he might meet with on that voyage; he failed in the other veffel, the Fortuna, for 
Taviikoi oflrog, but had the misfortune to fuffer ship-
wright, and to fee the greater part of his people perifh in the 
billows, with great difficulty faving himfelf and four other 
perifons from birting他们的 fate. The 30th of Sep-
tember, he fent from Taviikoi oflrog a kozak, Ivan Ola-
fief, in company with an elder of the Koriaks, forwards 
along the coaft, with orders to proceed to the river Pe-
ffhina, and by kind words and fair promises to purfue the 
refatory Korilks dwelling in that trauh, to submit to the 
Russian government. He ifelf folowed, at the commence-
ment of December, with the reft of his men, took up Ofaf-
fief by the way, and arrived within two days journey from 
the Penfchnia, where he fell in with a prodigious hoft of 
Thukthutkii on their march to make war upon the Korilks. 

Though the number of Shelafak’s followers, Ola-

This happened the 14th of March 1733, near the ifream Ve-
gath, which falls into the Penfchnian gulf between the 
riors and Penfchima.

Three days prior to this difbluent expedition, Shelafak had 
fent an order to Taviikoi oflrog, directing the Kozak 
Trypho Krviftef to proceed in one of the veffels to Bol-
feretzkoi oflrog, from thence doubling the southern point of 
Kamtjatka, to fall on towards Nachni Kamthtjatki oflrog, 
to continue his voyage in the fame ship to the river 
Anadyr, and invite the inhabitants of the vaft trauh of 
which country lying opposite to pay tribute to Russia. In this 
difbluent he recommended Krvifkef to take with him the 
geoedefift Gvofdef, in cafe he were inclined to go, and 
treat him with all posifible kindness. Concerning what came 
of it no accounts are extant. Only thus much is known, 
oberves Mr. Miller, that the geoedefift Gvofdef was ac-
ualy, in the year 1732, between the 65th and 66th degrees of 
latitude, at a fhort diflance from the country of the 
Thukthutkii, on an unknown shore ifituating over againi the faid 
country; that he even found people there, with whom, how-
ever, he was unable to converse with an interpreter.

During these tranfactions, the fin boyarikoi Ivan She-

defk was failing on board the Gabriel to Kamthtka, and 
and on the 19th of September 1729, arrived at Balfheretzki.

For though his inftructions were to proceed firft to the river 
Ud, he was prevented from doing fo by violent adverfe 
storms. The following ifummer, however, he made the 
voyage to the Ud, touched at Udki oflrog, where he found 
people who had been fent thither by colonel Shelafakoff, and 
built a veffel; but that not being fit for his purpoft, he 
returned to Kamthtka, having been both on his pafl-
gage outwards, and on his way back, ferval iflands, and 
at laft made again the port of Okhotkii.

While Shelafak was on his paflage back to Okhotkii, 
Jacob Hens the pilot, received a disbluent from captain Pav-
luzki, who had come direcdy from Yakutkii, by the common 
inland road, to Nachni Kovytmof Simovie, or oflrog, iform-
ing him that he had heard, by way of Anadyrski oflrog, of the death of the Kozak colonel Shelafakoff; but 
that this would caufe no impediment to the progres of the 
expedition: at the fame time ordering the pilot Hens to go, 
with one of the veffels which captain Beering had left at 
Okhotkii, round by Kamthtka to Anadirek, whether like-
wife captain Pavluzki would proceed without delay.

In purfance of this order, Hens went on board the Gabriel, 
and failed for Kamthtka. On the 26th of July 1734, he 
arrived at the mouth of the river Kamthtka, intending 
to pursue his voyage to the Anadyr, when a report was 
brought to him, that the fame day a rebellious crew of 
Kamtzales were come to Nachni Kamthtjatki oflrog, 
where after murdering moft of the Ruffians, they had fi-
sed fire to the dwellings of the inhabitants. The few re-
mainitg Ruffians took refuge on board the veffel, and Hens 
ent a party of his people on shore to reduce the Kamthtjales.
to obedience; in which they succeeded; but the event effectually stopped the navigation of the river Anadyr.

In the mean time, captain Pavluzki had arrived, the 3d of September 1730, at Anadyrskoi oftrog. From this place in the ensuing summer he marched upon an expedition against the refractory Thukhkti. Pavluzki opened his campaign the twelfth of March 1731, his force consisting of 215 Ruffians, 160 Koriaks, and 60 Yukagirs. He took the road across the sources of the rivers Ubona, Belg, and Tichern, which fall into the Anadyr, advancing directly north toward the Frozen ocean, and leaving the head of the Anadyr to the left. Of the other rivers which he crossed nothing is known, as there was nobody to inform him of them, or tell their names. After a course of two months, in which they could not proceed above ten versts a day, and that only by reeling at times, Pavluzki came to the Frozen ocean, at a place where a considerable river dehembogues into it, but the name of which he could not learn. He now proceeded fourteen days eastward along the coast, moly over the ice, without observing any mouths of rivers, as they were oftentimes obliged to keep out on the ice at a distance from land.

At length they perceived a great troop of Thukhkti advancing towards them, apparently intending to come to an engagement with them. Pavluzki, by an interpreter, summoned them to surrender to Ruffia: which, on their peremptorily refusing to obey, he immediately attacked them, and had the good fortune to give them a total defeat. This happened on the 7th of June.

After reeling one week, Pavluzki continued his march, and at the latter end of June came to two rivers that discharge themselves into the Frozen ocean, at the distance of a day's journey analyzer. On the bank of the latter of these rivers, on the 30th of June, a second battle was fought, which terminated as happily as the former.

They now lay still for three days, then proceeded to Thukhkti-koi-nofs, resolving to go right across it to the Anadyrkian sea, when a third time they saw advancing towards them a numerous army of Thukhkti, collected together from both coasts. Here on the fourteenth of July was fought the third battle, in which the flauter on the enemy's side, was greater than the advantage on that of the Ruffians; as, notwithstanding their defeat, the Thukhkti would bearken to no terms of submission or tribute. Among the spoil were found many articles that had belonged to the Kozak colonel Sheltakof, and were left in the engagement that happened near the stream Yegartn. That affair therefore was thus amply revenged; especially as in all the three battles, not more than three Ruffians, one Yukagir, and five Koriaks, were left on the field. It was affirmed, that among the killed of the enemy in the last encounter, one was found who had a hole in the upper lip on each side of the mouth, in which pieces of the walrus's tooth were inserted.

Pavluzki now marched triumphantly across Thukhkti-koi-nofs, in which he had to climb over the summits of huge mountains, and at the end of ten days happily reached the other coast. Here he sent off some of his people by water in landarks: but remained himself, with the greater part of his followers on shore, and kept along the coast, which there stretches south-eastward, so that every evening he received reports from the landarks. On the seventh day they came up to the mouth of a river, and twelve days after, to that of another, from which, at the distance of about ten versts, a point of land rising far out into the sea, which at first is mountainous, but terminates in a plain extending as far as the eye can see. This point is probably the fame that obliged captain Bering to put back. One of the mountains is by the inhabitants of Anadyrskoi oftrog called Serdzekamen.

Pavluzki hence turned in land, and returned to Anadyrskoi the twenty-first of October, by the same way that he went out.

Mr. Müller speaks of the ardent zeal which M. Kerilof, at that time secretary of the senate, manifested for the success of these discoveries in 1732.

Having related what information has been obtained from the Ruffians, and particularly from the indefatigable Mr. Müller, we shall now proceed to deliver, as briefly as possible, what we gather from other authors, more ancient.

Pere Ayril was informed by a vaivode, that the people dwelling about the Koryma frequently went to the shores of the Frozen ocean to purifie the mouths, for the sake of their teeth. Mr. Witlen in his celebrated for his persevering diligence, from about 1670 to 1692, in the discovery of these unknown countries, says, that "the great projecting point, which he calls cape Tahan, extends near to America; that about fifty or thereabouts men, coming from the Lena, a little before 1692, put out to sea in the Frozen ocean; and, having turned to the right, came to the point against which the fields of ice driving from the north strike with their whole force, &c. It was therefore not possible for them to double this cape, nor to perceive its extremity from the mountains of the north-east of that point of Asia, which is not extremely wide in that place: they remarked that the sea was free from ice on the other side, that is, the southern; whence it may be inferred that the land of that point extends so far to the north-call, that the floating ice, coming down from the north, cannot pass on the southern side."

M. Buache, from whom this passage is taken (Consider. Geograph. p. 105, 160.) corroborates and illustrates the account thus: "The first pieces of ice (he says) coming from the north, float at the island between the cape and America, and on the shallows which connect it to the two continents; these large flakes, accumulating on one another, form a sort of bridge; and it is only then, that the others which afterwards come down from the north, are unable to pass to the south, &c. On this point (continues M. Witlen) are found men who wear little flanes and pieces of bone pierced in their cheeks, and seem to have a strong affinity with the North Americans."

Kampefer, in 1683, sparing no pains that might any way lead to the knowledge of the northern regions, was informed by several persons, that the Greater Tartary was joined by an illusus, composed of lofty mountains, to a neighbouring continent, which they supposed to be America. He was shown the first maps of the Ruffian empire, laid down some years before, without degrees of longitude. On them appeared several considerable capes on the eastern shores of Siberia; one of them, too large for being comprised within the border of the map, which was cut in wood, was abruptly shortened by it. This is the point spoken of by M. Witlen; but at that time, it is said to have been thought more near to Ruffia than it really is.

Ibrandt Iedes, from informations carefully taken in 1693 and 1694, speaks of Kamthskatka, as of a town, which, with the surrounding country, was inhabited by the Xuuli and Kerilkì (Thukhkti and Koriaks); says, that the cape of ice is a tongue of land projecting into the sea, where it is intersected by several arms of water, which form gulfs and ilises above Kamthskatka; the sea has an entrance frequented by the fishermen; here are the towns Anadyrskoi and Sabatka (on the map, and according to others Sabatia), inhabited by the two nations above-mentioned. The inhabitants of Yakutsk go to eastwards. abatia, Anadyr, Kamthskatka, &c. in quest of the narval.

The Swedish officer, who was a prisoner in Siberia from 1709.
I and am certain hour, and a variety minutes, him order the I should multitude and gitude, and inflan lying to the north-east of Svetoi nos, and that this ice is the north-west of America. Strahlenberg mentions nothing farther in his work than the facts already related, excepting that the Yukagirs are a people settled near the Frozen ocean, between the mouth of the Lena and Cape Tabin. It has been found, that in the part of the continent of America of which some knowledge has been obtained, opposite the cape, there is a large river, wasting down its current number of great trees, &c.

From all these, and various other documents and data, M. Engel endeavours to establish some important facts; such as, that the position of this pretended cape Tabin owes its origin to the desire of fixing that of Pliny spoken of above; and this motive having fulfilled till within a few years past, or at least the idea of a finis terre towards the north-east, it has been preferred, and some cape or other was to be found for that purpose. That the largest of all, that which extends farthest into the sea; and the most formidable, according to all accounts, is the double cape, called Seduzekamen, or heart of stone, north of the Anadyr, which may in some years, at least, without difficulty be doubled; since it is not owing to its proximity to the pole, but to the occasional conjunction of vast bodies of ice, that renders it at such times impracticable.

M. Gmelin says: "There are even traces of a man, who in a small boat, not much bigger than a fisherman's canoe, doubled the Shalaginskoye cape, and made the voyage from the Kovyma to Kamchatka." It may be added, adds M. Engel, whether I am so credulous as to believe it: No: if I should grant what he means by that cape, since this man must have failed, according to the arbitrary distances laid down in the charts, five or six hundred leagues. But if according to my fyltem, we banish cape Tabin into its proper nonentity, diminish the extent of the coasts, approximate the rivers, especially the Kovyma (for the supposed declination of the coast, and the greater proximity of the Indigirka and the Kovyma, are confirmed by various arguments); by doubling the Serdzekamen, as the scele and real cape Shalaginski, them would be by no means impossible, in one of those years, when, as M. Müller allows, there are no mafles of ice in its environs.

The authorities wherein M. Müller and the Russian geographers fix the longitude of the eastern extremity of Asia beyond the two hundredth degree from the first meridian of Ferro, or 150° 15' from Paris, are derived from the observations of Jupiter's satellites, taken by Krallinikof, at Kamchatka and in several parts of Siberia; as also from the expeditions, both by land and sea, of the Russians towards Thuktokoi-nos.

M. Engel disputes the accuracy of these observations, and deducts no less than twenty-nine degrees from the longitude of Kamchatka as fixed by the Russians. M. de Vaugondy, however, fees no sufficient reasons for so extraordinary a sublation; and contents himseif with curtailing the continent of Asia of no more than eleven degrees of longitude. M. Busche differs from the opinions both of Engel and Vaugondy; defending the fyltem of the Russian geographers on the authority of tables drawn up by M. Maraldi.

It is certain that Krallinikof compared his statements with correspondent observations made at Petersburg, and the results were; on comparing an observation of an eclipse of the first satellite of Jupiter, taken at Okhotsk, Jan. 17, 1743, with an observation of an eclipse of the same satellite taken at Petersburg, Jan. 15, of the same year, the difference of longitude between Petersburg and Okhotsk appeared to be 7 hours, 31 minutes, 39 seconds; from a comparison of two subsequent similar observations, the difference of longitude was found to be 7 hours, 31 minutes, 33 seconds; the proportional mean whereof, rejecting the half second, is 7 hours, 31 minutes, 31 seconds, the true difference between the meridians of Petersburg and Okhotsk according to these observations. Adding the longitudinal difference between Petersburg and Paris, which is 1 hour, 52 minutes, 25 seconds, we get the longitude of Okhotsk from Paris, 7 hours, 25 minutes, 56 seconds, differing only 26 seconds from the result of M. Maraldi. (See Nov. Comm. Petropol. tom. iii. p. 470.) So likewise the longitude of Bolheretik, from correspondent observations taken there, and at St. Petersburg, appears to be 10 hours, 20 minutes, 22 seconds, differing from Maraldi about 2 minutes, 5 seconds. (Id. ib. p. 469.)

But the longitude of the haven of Peterpavlovsky, calculated in like manner to the correspondent observations, disagrees with the longitude as computed by Maraldi no more than 20 seconds. (Ibid.) Besides, the results deduced from correspondent observations of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites taken at Bolheretik, and at the haven of Peter and Paul, by Krallinikof, and at Pekin by the Jesuit missionaries, evince by their near agreement the care and attention with which the observations must have been conducted; whence there is great reason to suppose, that the spurious of inaccuracy imputed to Krallinikof are with the sacrifice of a jull foundation. (Oberv. Alfron. eccl. Sat. Jovis, &c. Nov. Comm. Petropol. tom. iii. p. 452, & seq. Oberv. Alfron. Pekini facie. Ant. Hallerlinc. Curante Max. Hell. Vindibone, 1768.)

For supporting, however, in some fort, these spurious, M. Vaugondy pretends, that the time-pieces and other instruments ulyed by Krallinikof at Kamchatka, were greatly damaged by the length of the journey; and that the person who was sent to repair them was not expert in his business. But this opinion seems to have been too hastily adopted; for, though Krallinikof does indeed allow that his time-piece sometimes flopt, and that too when he wanted to ascertain the true time of the observation; and farther admits, that consequently the observations taken by him under these disadvantages, when he was unable to correct them by former or subsequent observations of the sun or stars, are not to be relied on, and which he has therefore disfigured by an alteration; there are nevertheless many others not liable to any objections of this nature; and the observations alluded to above fall under this description. (See Nov. Comment. Petrop. tom. iii. p. 444.) However, the testimony of the late professor Mühlauer, who was in these parts with Krallinikof, as to the sufficiency of the instruments entirely removes that objection.

The best way of trying the accuracy of the Russian geographers in settling the longitude of Kamchatka, will be by comparing it with that of Yakutsk, which has been clearly established by a variety of observations taken at different times and by different persons. If therefore any error be in placing Kamchatka so far to the east, it is in the longitude between Yakutsk and Bolheretik.

Now, Krallinikof, on his return from Kamchatka, observed at Yakutsk several eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, from which it appears, on comparing them with calculations of the same eclipses made by M. Wargentin for the meridian of Paris, that the mean of the result is 8 hours, 29 minutes, 5 seconds. The observations of M. Ilenieff, taken at Yakutsk
kutk in 1769, whither he had been sent to observe the
transit of Venus, received the sanction of the imperial
xiv. pars iii. p. 268—321.) The longitude given by him to
Yakutsk is 8 hours, 29 minutes, 34 seconds, a sufficiently
accurate agreement with the longitude resulting from the
observations of Krafilinof.

The longitude therefore of Yakutsk from Paris being 8
hours, 29 minutes, 5 seconds, or 122° 16' 55"; and of Bol-
sheretsk 10 hours, 17 minutes, 17 seconds, or 155° 19' 15";
the longitudinal difference of these two places, from astro-
nomical observations, is 1 hour, 28 minutes, 8 seconds, or
27° 3' 0".
The latitude of Bolsheretsk is 52° 55' 3", and that of Yakutsk 62° 1° 55' 0"; then the difference of their
longitude being from the foregoing statement 27° 3' 0", the
direct distance between the places measured on a great circle
of the earth will appear by trigonometry to be 10° 57', or
about 1773 versts, reckoning 104\frac{2}{3} versts to a degree. This
distance consists partly of sea and partly of land; and a
constant intercourse is kept up between the two places, by
means of Okhtutk, which stands in the intermediate space.
The distance by sea from Bolsheretsk to Okhtutk is estimated
by nautical reckonings to be 1254 versts, and the distance
by land from Okhtutk to Yakutsk is 927, making together
2181 versts. The direct distance deduced by trigonometry,
supposing the difference of longitude between Bolsheretsk
and Yakutsk to be 27° 3', is 1773, falling short of 2181 by
408; a difference naturally to be expected, on considering
that neither journeys by land, nor voyages by sea, are ever
performed precisely on a great circle of the globe, which is
the shortest line between any two places.

Such being the agreement between the distance thus
estimated, and that deduced by calculation, admitting the
difference of longitude between Yakutsk and Bolsheretsk
to be 27° 3', it seems highly improbable that there should be
an error of many degrees in the astronomical determi-
nation.

Since then the longitude between Ferro and St. Peterburg
is confessedly 48° 3'; that between St. Peterburg and Ya-
kutsk 65° 21'; and, as the difference in longitude between
Yakutsk and Bolsheretsk cannot be materially less than 27°
3'; it follows, that the longitude of Bolsheretsk from Ferro
cannot be much short of 174° 24'. How then are we to
find room for so considerable an error as 29 degrees, which,
according to M. Engel, or even of 11', which, according to
M. Vaugondy, is chargeable on the Russian geographers in
determining the longitude of Kamthakia?

From the isle of Ferro the longitude of
Yakutsk is - - 14° 0' 0"
Okhotk - - 160 7 0
Bolsheretsk - - 174 13 0
Peter and Paul - - 176 10 0

As no astronomical observations have been made farther
to the east than the haven of Peter and Paul, it is impossible
to ascertain with precision the longitude of the north-eastern
promontory of Asia. It is nevertheless apparent, from
Beering's and Syned's earlier voyages towards Thukotko-
nofs, as well as from other expeditions to those parts by
land and sea, that the coast of Asia, in lat. 64°, stretches at
least 23° 2' 36" from port Peter and Paul, or to about 200°
longitude from the isle of Ferro. But the accuracy of
Krafilinof's observations at the harbour of Peter and Paul
has since been confirmed by captain Cook, who places that
harbour in lat. 53° 1' 7" long. 158° 36' from Greenwich;
Krafilinof stating it to lie in lat. 53° 38' 4", long. 176°
10' from Ferro, or 158° 35' from Greenwich. The differ-
ence therefore is only twenty-two seconds in the latitude,
It has been objected to Defnse's narrative, that Cook and Clerke were in two successive years prevented by the ice from pursuing forward into the Frozen ocean; but in reply to this it should be observed, that Defnse failed in a small vessel, more easily worked than the English ships; and that the year in which he paifed round is represented as more than usually free from ice. The feafon in which Defnse doubled the great Siberian promontory, probably was more favourable to navigation in the Frozen sea, than the time of year adopted by the English. For, though he failed on the frift of July, or June 20, O.S. yet he appears to have arrived in the southern foon till towards the end of September. Shortly after Ankudinoff's ship-wreck on Thukotkoi nefs, Defnse mentions that he landed on the frift of October, or September 20, O.S., and skirmifhed with the Thukotki. Consequently, from the length of the interval between the day of his departure from the mouth of the Kovyma to his entrance on the Eastern ocean, it may reasonably be inferred that he was waiting for an opportunity of getting through the ice, which he at length effected. Whereas Cook quitted that dreary region on the 29th of August; and Clerke fo early as the month of July. The middle and the latter end of September are generally esteemed the most proper periods for navigating the Frozen ocean.

The fole aim of Defnse being to fail from the Kovyma to the Anadyr, it was not incompatible with his plan to continue on the coast, and to persevere in expecting a favourable occasion for efectuating his purpose, without expofing himfelf to thofe difficulties and dangers which feem from more diftant quarters mult necifarily experience. Whereas the grand deign of the English navigators being to feconf the practicability of a north-eaem paffage, and having incoHerently determined that important question in the negative, they accomplished the primary object of their expedition. They could not therefore, confidently with their views and inftructions, by delaylng their departure from thofe frozen regions, expose themfelves to the hazard of being hemmed in by the ice, merely for the fake of evincing the possibility of getting round to the Kovyma.

These circumftances feem to prove that Defnse actually performed this voyage; yet as he neither made any aeronautical observations, nor traced a chart of the coast, his expedition, though it decided the long controversy concerning the separation of the two continents, contributed, however, nothing towards an accurate knowledge of the north-eaem extremity of Asia, for which we are indebted to capt. Cook alone. (See Coxe's Russian Discoveries.)

In the year 1785, capt. Billings, an Englishman in the Russian fervice, was fent by Catharine II. on a voyage of discovery into these parts; and the results of his obfervations are found to agree with thofe of captain Cook, placing the caflern extremity of Asia in lat. 66° 6'. and elferting its longitude at 109° 22' from Greenwich.

The population of Asia, says Mr. Pinkerton, is by all authors allowed to be wholly primitive and original; if we except that of the Thukthki, who by the Russian travellers and Mr. Tooke are fuppofed to have paifed from the oppofite coast of America. A few colonies have migrated from Russia to the northern parts, as far as the sea of Kamfahtka; and well-known European fettlements are in Hicoflan and the illes to the fouth-call; but the firt ferior attempts to fettle in the interior of the country, the recent fettlement at Port Jackson. With thefe and other trifling exceptions, Asia prefents a prodigious original population, as may be judged from the following table, which will be found more cleaf than any prolix difquisition on the subjeft.

**Linnian Table of the Nations and Languages in Asia.**

Of the three several appellatives, the frift denotesordo, the fecd genus, the third species.

1. Allyrians.—Allyrians, Arabians, Egyptians.—Chaldce, Hebrew, &c.
2. Scythians.—Persians, Scythians intra and extra Imaum, &c. Armenians.—(The Parth and Zend are cognate with the Gothic, Greek, Latin, according to Sir William Jones. Indian Diflert. vol. i. p. 266. The Pehlavi is Allyrian or Chaldce.)
3. Sarmats.—Medes and Parthians.—Georgians and Circsaffians.
4. Seres and Indi.—Hindoos, northern and southern, &c.
5. Sino.—Chinese and Japanese.—These have a Tartar form and face; they are probably highly-civilized Tatars, Mongoles or Mandshurs.
6. Samoyedes, Oltiaks, Yurals, &c.
7. Yakutes.—Yukagirs. (Expelled Tatars, according to Tooke and Leflps.)
8. Koriaks.—Thukthki. (From the oppofite coast of America. Tooke's Ruffia. The Yukagirs are a tribe of the Yakutes, around Yukutki, and both are expelled Tatars. Tooke's View, ii. 80. Leflps, ii. 312.)
9. Kamthadales.—Kurillans. (These resemble the Japanif.)
10. Mandshures or Tungufes.—Lamutes. (Ruling people in China.)
11. Mongoles.—Kalmucks.—Soongares, Tungufes, Burats, &c.
12. Tatars or Huns.—Turks, Khasares, Uzes, and Siberians.—Nogays, Bukhirs, Kirghifcizaki, or Kirghifs, Kaiizaks, Tchelwets.

After the deftrution of Attila's swarms, and the effcers of unfortunate inroads, the Huns became fubject to the Mongoles, who under Zingis or Chingis Khan, Timur, &c. combined the fupreme nation in Asia. The great fshare of population which Europe has received from Asia will appear from the following brief statement.

**Primitive Inhabitants.**

1. Celts.—Irifh, Welch, Armoricans.—Erfe, Manks, Cornith.
2. Fins (chief god Tummta).—Finlanders, Edihonians, Laplanders, Hungarians, Permians or Birmians, Livonians, Votians and Cheremifles, Vogues and Oltiaks.
3. Scythians or Goths (Odins).—Icelanders, Norwevians, Sweden, Danes, Germans, Englifh.—Swifs, Frifins, Flemith, Dutch.
4. Sarmats or Slavons (Perune).—Poles, Ruffians, Kajizaks.—Huri, Vendi, Lettes.

The inhabitants of France, Italy, and Spain, are also of Aftatic origin; and speak corrupted Roman, which, like the Greek, is a polifhed dialect of the Gothic, according to Sir William Jones, and other able antiquaries. The Huri, Vendi, and Lettes, used mixed and imperfect dialects of the Scalian.

Besides these numerous original nations, the Malays and Aftatie infidlers constitute another large and diftinct class of mankind, with a peculiar speech, in the fouth of the extensive continent of Asia.
It appears that not above one quarter of Asia was known to the ancients; and this knowledge was little increased till Marco Polo, whose travels became well known in Europe in the fourteenth century, established a memorable epoch in geography, by calling to China, and delineating the extent of that country, the islands of Japan, and a faint intelligence of other regions, illustrated and confirmed by recent accounts. The wide conquests of the famous Thanghish-khan, commonly called Zingis, in the beginning of the thirteenth century, first opened the discovery of the distant parts of Asia; the Mongols, whose sovereignty he was, being situated to the east of the Hans, who had before diffused terror over Europe. The primitive seat of the Mongols was in the mountains which give source to the river Oxus; and at a short distance to the south-west was Kara-kum, the first capital of the Mongol empire. The victories of Zingis extended from Cathay, or the northern part of China, to the river Indus; and his successors protected them over Russia, while they made inroads as far as Hungary and Germany.

The power of the Mongols, thus widely diffused, naturally excited an attention, never stimulated by a number of petty barbaric tribes; and at the same time facilitated the progress of the traveller, who, as in Africa at present, had been formerly impeded by the enmities of diminutive potentates. By force of arms the Mongols also first opened the oblique recesses of Siberia. Sheibani khan, in the year 1242, led a horde of fifteen thousand families into those northern regions; and his descendants reigned in the Tobolkoy above three centuries, till the Russian conquest. (Gibbon, xi. 474.)

Two European travellers, Carpani and Rubraquis, being commissioned to inspect the power and resources of the new empire of the Mongols, the latter found at Kara-kum a Parthian goldsmith employed in the service of the khan; and by Carpin's relation it appears, that from their brethren in Siberia, the Mongoles had received some intelligence concerning the Samoyedes.

Thus the discovery of Asia, which had lain nearly dormant since the time of Ptolemy, began to revive in the thirteenth century. Yet after the publication of Marco Polo's travels, little was done for two centuries; and the authenticity of his accounts even began to be questioned. From the map of the world by Andrea Bianco, the Venetian, 1440, it sufficiently appears that the discoveries of Polo had, even in his native country, been rather diminished than increased. (See Formacleoni, Itagin fulla nautica antica de Vencziani, Ven. 1753; 8vo.) See also the description of Asia by pope Pius II. who appears not even to have seen the travels of Polo. One man indeed of great mental powers, was impressed with their veracity, and in consequence accomplished a memorable enterprise. This was Chrifloval Colon, or as we call him, Christopher Columbus; who, led by the relation of Polo, conceived, that as Asia extended so far to the east, its shores might be reached by a short navigation from the western extremity of Europe. In this erroneous idea, when that great man discovered the islands now called the West Indies, he thought that he had arrived at the Zipango of Polo, or Japan; and thus the name of India was at first bellowed upon those new regions.

After the discovery of America and the cape of Good Hope, the maritime parts and islands of Asia were successively disclosed. Yet the recent voyages of the Russian navigators, of our immortal Cook, and of the unfortunate La Péronne, evince that much remained to be done. Concerning the interior of Siberia, scarcely any solid information was had till Peter the Great, after the battle of Pul- tava, sent many Swedish prisoners into that region; and Strahlenberg, one of the officers, published an account of Siberia; which though extremely inaccurate and defective, opened the way to further intelligence. The knowledge thus obtained was greatly improved and augmented by the well-known journeys of Pallada and the other academicians. Our acquaintance with Asia is still however far from being perfect, especially as regards to Daoria and other regions near the confines of the Russian and Chinese empires; not to mention central Asia in general, Thibet and some more southern tracts; nor had even the geography of Hindostan been treated with tolerable accuracy, till major Rennell published his excellent map and memoir.

The religions of Asia are various; and the climate admits of every variety, from the equator to the Arctic sea.

Though Asia cannot vie with Europe in the advantages of inland seas, yet, in addition to a share of the Mediterranean, it possesses the Red sea (the Arabian sea), and the gulf of Persia, the bays of Bengal and Nautkin, with other gulfs, which diversify the coasts much more than those of Africa or America, and have doubtless contributed greatly to the civilization of this celebrated quarter of the globe.

The Red sea, or the Arabian gulf of antiquity, constitutes the grand natural division between Asia and Africa; but its advantages have been chiefly felt by the latter, which is entirely delimitate of other inland seas; Egypt and Abyssinia, two of the most civilized countries in that division, having derived great benefits from that famous gulf, which, from the straits of Babelmandel to Suez, extends about 21° or 1470 British miles; terminating, not in two equal branches, as delineated in old maps, but in an extensive western branch, while the eastern extends little beyond the parallel of mount Sinj. The Perisan gulf is another noted inland sea, about half the length of the former, being the grand receptacle of those celebrated rivers the Euphrates and the Tigre.

The other gulfs do not afford such strong features of what are properly termed inland seas. But the vast extent of Asia contains seas totally detached, and of a different description from any that occur in Europe or other quarters of the world. Such is the Euxine, and likewise the Caspian, which extends about ten degrees, or 700 miles in length, and from 100 to 200 in breadth. Strabo and Pliny idly supposed this sea to be a gulf, extending from the northern ocean; though Herodotus, many centuries before, had delivered fuller notions of it. The Caspian, however, seems, at some remote period, to have spread farther to the north, where the defects are still sandy and saline, and present the same thalls that are found in the Caspian; yet that chain of mountains which branches from the west of the Urals to the north of Orenburg, and reaches to the Volga, must in all ages have retarded the northern bounds of the Caspian. To the east, this remarkable sea, in the opinion of most geographers, extended, in times not very distant, to the Aral. This sea, or lake Aral, a hundred miles to the eastward of the Caspian, is about 200 miles in length, and about 70 miles in breadth; receiving the river anciently called Iaxartes, more recently the Sirr or Shishon, and the river Gihon, the Oxus of antiquity; both streams of considerable course, flowing from the mountains Belar Tag or Imaus. The Aral sea being surrounded with sandy defects, has been little explored; but it is salt like the Caspian, having many small saline lakes in its vicinity.

Another remarkable detached sea is the Baikal in Siberia, or Asiatie Russia, extending from about the fifty-fifth to the sixty-fifth degree of north latitude, being about 350 British miles in length, though its greatest breadth is not above 35. The water is fresh and pellicid, yet of a green or sea tinge, commonly
commonly frozen in the latter end of December, and clear of ice in May.

Puffing by the other Asiatic seas of inferior note, a few observations may be offered on the remarkable Strait that divides Asia from America. This Strait, which, as we have already seen, was discovered by Beering, and afterwards by Cook, is about thirteen leagues or near forty miles in breadth. Beering actually sailed this Strait in 1728, probably in the usual fog of the climate, without discovering land to the east; but our great navigator gave the name of that Danish adventurer to these Straits, when he afterwards explored them with his usual accuracy. On the Asiatic shore is the Eath-cape; and on the American that is called Prince of Wales. The depth of water in the Strait is from twelve to thirty fathoms. To the north of these Straits the Asiatic shore tends rapidly to the west, while the American proceeds nearly in a northern direction, till, at the distance of about four or five degrees, the continents are joined by solid and impenetrable banks of ice.

In the Asiatic seas are numerous shoals or sand-banks; but few of them have been described as conducive to human industry.

The chief rivers of Asia are the Kianaku and Hoang Ho, the Lena, the Yenisey, and the Obby, dreams which rival in the length of their course any others on the globe. Next in consequence are the Amour, and the Makong of Laos, if the course be rightly delineated, the Samoan or Buriram-pooter, and the Ganges; compared with all which the Euphrates and Indus are but moderate streams.

The Asiatic mountains are reputed not to equal the European in height. The Uralian chain forms one of the boundaries of Europe; and the Alatan ridge may be classed among the most extensive of the globe, reaching from about the seventieth to the hundred and fortieth degree of longitude east from London, or about 5000 miles, thus rivalling in length the Andes of South America. But, as chains of mountains rarely receive uniform appellations, except from nations highly civilized, the Uralian chain, beyond the sources of the Yenisey, is called the mountains of Sayanik, and from the south of the sea Baikal, the Yablomoy mountains, branches whereof extend even to the country of the Thukthi, or extreme boundaries of Asia. The chain of Alak may perhaps be regarded as a part of the Alatan, branching to the south; while the Taurus, now known by various names in different countries, was by the ancients considered as a range of great length, reaching from cape Keldoni, on the west of the gulf of Satalia, through Armenia, even to India: this last chain, however, has not impressed modern travellers with the same idea of its extent. To the south of the Alatan range extends the elevated desert Goby or Sham, running in a parallel direction from east to west; and the high region of Thibet may be included in this central prominence of Asia. Other considerable ranges of mountains are: Bokh, Kiang-yew, Behar, those of Thibet, the eastern and western Gaus of Hindoostan, and the Caucaean chain between the Euxine and the Caspian.

The Asiatic governments are almost universally despotic; and the very idea of a commonwealth seems utterly unknown to that quarter of the world. The mildst systems are perhaps those found in Arabia. (See Pinkerton's Modern Geography, vol. ii.)

Asia, Proper, in Ancient Geography. Much perplexity has arisen among authors by the diverse acceptations of the term Asia; so as to render it extremely difficult for their readers to know what region was distinctly understood by that appellation; nor is it easy to reconcile the apparent incongruity between the scarred and profane writers as to the provinces comprised under this denomination. The ancient geographers divided the vast continent that was known to the Greeks and Romans under the word Asia, first into the Greek named, and named Asia. The latter, commonly termed Asia Minor, comprised a great number of provinces; but that which included Phrygia, Myph, Caria, and Lydia, was denominated Asia Proper, or Asia properly so called. Cicero (Orat. pro Flacco), enumerating the regions contained in Asia Proper, makes no mention of Eolica or Iolia, though undoubtedly a district of it, as being comprised partly in Lydia and partly in Myph. Lydia, beside the inland country commonly known by that name, contained also Ionia, lying on the sea side, between the rivers Hermus and Meander; and Eolica, extending from Hermus to the river Caicus (Ptol. lib. v. cap. 2.), or to the promontory Lectum (Strabo, lib. xii. p. 393.), the ancient boundary between Tras and the sea-coast of the greater Myph. Accordingly, Asia Proper comprehended Phrygia, Myph, Lydia, Caria, Eolica, and Ionia. This tract was bounded, according to Ptolemys, on the north by Bithynia and Paus, extending from Galatia to Proponis; on the east by Galatia, Pamphilia, and Lycia; on the south by part of Lyph and the Rhodian sea; on the west by the Hellespont, by the Egean, Scarian, and Myrtoan seas. It lies between the three-fifths and forty-first degree of north latitude, and extends in longitude from 55° to 62°.

As Asia Proper is but a part of Asia Minor, the Lydian Asia is only a part of Asia Proper. Asia, in this acceptation, comprehends Lyph, Eolica, and Ionia; and is that Asia whereof mention is made in the Acts, and the Apocryphal. Aristotle tells us that Smyrna was at first poiseled by the Lydians (Arisot. lib. de poetaica add. Plutarch in lib. de vita & poeti Homeri); and Scylax Coridonensis reckons it among the cities of Lyph, as also Epeus, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Thyatira, are reckoned by Ptolemys among the cities of Lyph, as is Laodicea by Stephanus. (Steph. de Urbir.)

That in ancient times Lyphia was called Maonia, and the Lydians Mazonians, is manifest from Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus, Dionyius Afer, Strabo, Pliny, Stephanus, and others; and that Maonia was called Asia, is no less plain from Callinus, who flourished before Archilochus, from Demetrius Scelpus, contemporary with Crates, and Aristarchus the grammarians, from Eupides, Suidas, the great etymologist, &c.; may, that Lyphia was formerly called Asia is expressly affirmed by the ancient scholiast Apollonius Rhodos. From whence Lyphia borrowed the name of Asia is altogether uncertain; some deriving it from a city of Lyphia, seated on mount Tmolus; others from one Asia, king of Lyphia, who according to the Lydians, communicated his name to the whole continent. But, be that as it may, it is certain that Lyphia has a better claim to the name of Asia than any other part of that continent.

Asia, in Modern Geography, falls into the following divisions: Tartary, China, India, Persia, Turkey in Asia. Tartary is divided into Chinese, Independent, and Russian; Chinese Tartary contains the country of the Mandu, and that of the Manigola Tartars; Independent Tartary contains the dominions of the khan of the Chelots or Kalmucks, Turkicchan, the country of the Ulfe Tartars, the Daghetchup, Circassia, and the tribes inhabiting mount Caucasus; Russian Tartary contains the governments of Altaihans and Kazan, and Siberia. China is divided into the northern provinces of Pecheli or Pekin, Changhi, Xeni, Hwun Canton, from east to west, and the southern provinces of Naskirs, Cheki, Kiang, Fokien, Huqiang, Quantong, Quangfu, Queicheu, Yunnan, Suchuen, from east to west. India is divided
divided into the states of the Great Mogul, comprising the
kingdoms of Delhi, Agra, Guzarate, Bengal; the peninsula
of India beyond the Ganges, comprising the kingdoms of
Vidapoor, Golconda, to the north; Bissagar, Malabar, in the
middle towards the south; the peninsula of India within the
Ganges, comprising the kingdoms of Pegu, Tonkeen, Co-
chin-china; Siam, containing Martaban, Siam, Malacca,
from north to south. Perin is divided into the northern provinces
of Shirvan, Kilan, Khorasan, from west to east; the middle
provinces of Erakatz, Sabulun, Shirvan, from west to
east; the southern provinces of Kirishian, Fars, Kirman,
Makran, from west to east. Turkey in Asia is divided into
Natolia or Assyolia, comprising the provinces of Natolia
Proper, Armenia, from north-west to east; Karmania, Ala-
dolia, from south-west to east. Syria, comprehending the
provinces of Syria Proper, Phcenicia, Palæstina, from north
to south. Arabia, containing the provinces of Berbara or
Arabia Deferta, Baragab or Arabia Petraea, Hezran or
Assyria Felix, comprising Hagar, Theama, Hadratun, Se-
cer, Oman, Bahrains, Yuhanna, from north to south; the
provinces of the Euphrates, viz. Darbek, containing Dar-
bec Proper, Erzerun, Yerrack, from north to south; Turko-
mania, containing Turcomania Proper, the Kirishian, from
west to east; Georgia, containing Mingrelia, Gurgillan, from
west to east. The islands of Japan; Japan, the island of Xicoco
or Tucocin, Bongo, &c., the island of Niphon, &c., from
north-east to south-west. The Philippine islands; Luzon or Lu-
conia, among which is Manila, Tandare, Mindanam, &c.,
from north to south. The Molucca islands; Ternate, the
isle of Gillo, Celebes, isle of Geran, Amboyna, &c., from
north west to east. The Ladrones; Guan, Tinian, Pagon, &c.,
from south to north. The Bonda islands; Borneo, Sumatra,
under the equator, Java, &c., south of the two former. The
Maldive islands, the principal whereof is Male. The
number of these is very considerable, but all of them are small.
The island of Ceylon, in which are seven kingdoms, the most
considerable being that of Candi.

Asia, in Ancient Geography, the name of an island of
Ethiopia. Steph. Byz.—A port of the Jews and Phenici-
ans, on the Red sea. Eufebius.—A lake of Asia, near the
Caifer. Virgil. En. I. v. 800.—A town of Asia Mi-
nor, in Lydia, situate near mount Tmolus. Suidas.—A
hurgh or town of Asia, in Sufiana. Ptolomay.—A moun-
tain of Pelopennecus, in Laocina. Paufanias.

Asia, Proconsular, so called because it was governed by
a proconsul, comprehended, according to Augustus's dis-
tribution of the provinces of the Roman empire, Lydia, Io-
ma, Caria, Myfia, Phrygia, and the proconsular Hellepont.
In the time of Cæsarius the Great, the proconsular Asia
was much abridged, and a distinction was introduced between
this and the Asiatic diocese; the former being governed by
the proconsul of Asia, and the latter by the vicarius or lieu-
tenant of Asia. The proconsular Asia seems, by the de-
scription given of it by Eunapius (in Vit. Maxim.), to have
been much the same with the Lydia Asia, which
comprehended Lydia, Asia, and Ionia, and which is the
Asia mentioned in Asia, ch. xvi., and including the seven
churches of the book of Revelations, ch. ii. and iii.
This Lydia Asia was only a part of Asia Proper, or Asia pro-
per so called, which according to Cicero (in Orat. pro
Flacco) consisted of four regions, viz. Phrygia, Myfia, Ca-
ria, and Lydia. In the reign of Thodocius the elder, who
succeeded Valens, the confular Hellepont was taken from
the vicarius of Asia, and added to the proconsular Asia; but
under Arcadius, the proconsular Asia was abridged of all
the inland part of Lydia. However, the southern part of
Lydia, lying between the Maeander, and Caifer, and the
maritime provinces from Ephesus to Aflus, and the prono-
tary Lectorum, were left to the proconsular Asia.

Asia, in Geography, an island on the coast of Peru, sita-
ute at the distance of seven leagues from Cucotte on the
south-east, and Chiles on the north-west. It is a white
island under the shore, about half a league in circuit. S. lat.
1° 6'.

Asia, in Mythology, was one of the nymphs called
Oceanides; and according to Diodorus, the wife of Jupet-
us. ASIARCHA, in Antiquity, the superintendent of the
p. 161.
The ariarch differed from the Galatarcha, Syriarcha, &c.,
Some will have the ariarch to have been persons of rank,
chosen in the way of honour, to procure the celebration of
the solemn games at their own expense.

As the ariarchs united the magnificence and priesthood,
they were entrusted with the care of the temples and sacred
edifices; and the expense of the office being considerable,
they were selected from persons of great wealth and reputa-
tion. In the election of these officers, assemblies were con-
voked in all the towns of Asia at the commencement of the
Asiatic year, or about the autumnal equinox. From each of
these a deputy was sent to the general assembly of the
nation; and of ten persons who were returned to the pro-
consul, he appointed one to the office of ariarch. The
attributes of the ariarch were a crown of gold, with a toga
ornamented with gold and purple. This officer existed for
some time under the Christian emperors, although they had
abolished the sacred games and temples. To these officers
there is a reference in Acts, xix. 31. And as they were per-
fons of opulence and dignity, they acted with civility and
kindness towards the apostle Paul, in finding a message
from the theatre to apprise him of the temper of the peo-
ple, and to diffuse him from coming thither.

ASIANO, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the princi-
pality of Piedmont and lordship of Vercelli, four miles south
of Vercelli.

ASIANTE, a country of Africa, eastward of the Gold
Coast, situated about N. lat. 5° 35', and the fame longitude
with London.

ASIATIC, in a general sense, denotes any person or
thing that bears relation to Asia.

ASIATIC, in Biography, is a surname given to L. Scipio,
the brother of Scipio Africanus, after his defeat of Antio-
chus king of Syria.

ASIATIC diocese, in Geography, a part of Asia, which
comprehended eight provinces that were governed by the
vicarius, or lieutenant of Asia, viz. Lydia, Caria, Phrygia
Salutaris, Phrygia Pacatiana, Pamphylia, Lyca, Lycaonia,
and Paphisa. Sometimes it is taken in a more strict sense,
as different from the provinces of Asia. And the provinces
under the jurisdiction of the proconsul; and sometimes in a
more extensive sense, as comprehending also the procon-
sular Asia.

ASIATIC Society, in the History of Literary Establisments.
See SOCIETY.

ASIATIC Style, in Rhetoric. See Style.

ASIATICA, in Entomology, a species of Chrysmoelea,
found in Siberia. The form is oval; colour brassy-green,

ASIATICA, an Asiatic species of Blatta, described by
Profeffor Pallis, It. 3. p. 253. It is of a grey colour, and
oblong form; the wings and wing-cases are longer
than the body, and narrow or pointed at the end. Gmel.
&c.

ASIATICA, a species of Sphex, found in the island of
8
Antigua,
ASI

Abtigu. The abdomen is black, with a yellow lunar mark on the first segment. Fabricius.

Asiatica, in Ornithology, a bird of the Mysterea genus, or fabiru. This is of a large size, white colour, with a black head through the eyes; lower part of the back, quill, and tail feathers black. Ind. Or. The bill of this bird is duckly, and the legs pale red. It is a native of the East Indies, and feeds on insects.

Asiatica, a species of Emberiza, found in the East Indies, where it is called Gaur. We know very little of this bird; it is of a small size, being about four inches and a half in length. Bill pale rose colour, head, neck, back, breast, and belly cinereous, palest beneath; wings and tail brown with paler edges; legs pale blue. Lath. In the Ind. Orn. it is descriibed specifically as being of a cinereous colour; wings and tail brown.

Asiatica, a species of Cirtitia, or creeper, that inhabits India. It is about four inches in length, and briefly described in the Linnean system. The body is yellow and have a brown spot on the inner side of the wing, a black bill, and legs of the same colour. Lath. Ind. Orn.

Asiaticus, a new species of Falco, described by Dr. Latham in the Supplement to his Synopsis of Birds. The length is twenty-one inches; and though smaller, it resembles the common buzzard. The bill is blue-black; breast cream colour, dashed down the shafts with dusky black; belly, thighs, and vent white; quills grey, barred with black; on the secondaries a bar of the same. In his Ind. Orn. this bird is thus specifically described: legs half-dowwny and yellow; body brown above, beneath white; breast streaked, tail-feathers silver grey, with five obsolete bands on the exterior ones. Inhabits China, and is called in England the Asiatic falcon.

Asiaticus, a species of Caprimulgus, described by Dr. Latham, Sup. Gen. Syn. under the name of Bombay Goat-flicker. It is pale ash colour clouded with black, and ferruginous breast faciated with ash-colour; a blackish streak on the crown of the head, a pale one on each side of the jaw, and a pale spot on the throat; length eight inches and a half. Inhabits India. In addition to the foregoing specific character, it may be observed that the plumage of this bird is an elegant mixture of ash colour and brown, and that between the legs it is of a pale rusius; quills dusky, barred with rusius; four of the greater quills have a spot of white on the inner web; tail marked in the same manner as the quills, except the two middle ones, which are mottled like the back, and the two outer ones have the ends white for about an inch; the middle toe is greatly pectinated.

Asiaticus, a species of Trogon, in Latham's Ind. Orn. unnoticed by Gmelin. It is green; forehead, crown, and back of the neck red; throat blue, with a red spot; quill and tail feathers black. The length of this bird is nine inches; the red on the forehead is bounded by a white line, and on the crown and neck is bounded below by a white line, and on the sides by a black one; legs green. Inhabits India.

ASIDÆANS. See CHASIDÆANS.

ASIGRAMMA, in Ancient Geography, a town of India, seated on the Ganges. Ptolemy.

VOL. III.

ASI GRUM, in Botany. See HYPERICUM.

Asi, in Ancient Geography, a tribe or horde of Scythian Nomades, who came from the country beyond the Jaxartes, and deprived the Greeks of Bactria. Strabo, i. xi. p. 779.

ASILIFORMIS, in Entomology, a species of Sphinx, the wings of which are deeply scalloped and dentated; anterior ones cinereous, with a dark band and black dot upon it; posterior pair red, with a black margin. Inhabits India. Fabricius.

Asiliformis, a species of Musca (Symphus Fabr.) that inhabits Germany. The thorax is hairy and yellowish; abdomen black; first and second segment whitish. Fabricius, Gmelin, &c.

ASILUS, a genus of deeply-insect of the Linnean system, the character of which is that the mouth is furnished with a horny, projecting, straight, bivalve, sucking trunk that is gibbous at the base; and the antennae filiform. These are the wasp flies of some writers; they prey chiefly on insects, but are very troublesome to cattle.

The species described by Gmelin are numerous: viz. grofus, maurus, algerius, barbarus, concinna, crenatus, ephippium, alyamus, faberi, ha bitans, gibbosus, ater, diadema, cinereus, flavus, violaceus, gilvus, punctatus, marginatus, plumbeus, cayenius, tuctanus, germanicus, rubipes, macros, margellus, annullus, fylalus, cingulatus, nigripennis, forcipatus, tipuloides, cinereus, lineatus, cyanus, oedolanicus, morio, stagnans, conopoides, linearis, uliciformis, villatus, pubescens, frigatus, albifrons, albius, nigerrinus, and pedagogius; which see respectively. Allus has the body entirely brown, and inhabits Africa. Fab. & Gmel. Alus is a native of North America, is cinereus, and has the three last segments of the abdomen white. Linn. Gmel. Allus inhabits Europe; the colour is cinereus, with three black lines on the thorax; legs black; flanks tawseous. Schrank. Seopel describes a variety in which the legs are entirely black.

Asilus, a species of Onisicus, that inhabits the European ocean. The abdomen is covered with two scales; and the tail is semioval. Linn. F. Suec. Fabr. &c. This is pediculus marinus of Rondel.

ASINARA, in Geography, a small island in the Mediterranean near the north-west coast of Sardinia, about ten leagues in circumference, is fertile and populous. The mountains abound with wild boars, deer, buffaloes, and falcons. N. lat. 4° 5'. E. long. 8° 30'.

ASINARIA, in Antiquity, cities of the Syracusans, instituted in commemoration of the victory gained by them over Nicias and Demolhenses, the Athenian generals, near the river Afiniarus, now Falanera, from which they took their name.

ASINARI, in Ecclesiastical History, an appellation given by way of reproach to the Christians, as well as Jews, from a mistaken opinion, among heathens, that they worshipped an as. The appellation was originally given to the Jews, and only became applied to the Christians: the Jews were charged with keeping a golden as's head in the sanctuary of the temple, to which on certain occasions they paid adoration; in memory of a herd of asses, which, in their passing through the wilderness, shewed Moses the way, under a diffusing water of life, to the spring. Tacit. Hist. lib. v.

Some had even the impolicy to represent Christ with an as's ears, and one foot hoofed, holding a book, with the inscription Deus Christianorum saeculis. Cnites de Honell. Discipl. lib. c. g. "See ASINUS."

ASINATA, in Entomology, a species of Phalena M (Geometrica),
I like to travel to Spain, amidst a peculiar geography, not without white men and aboriginal races. According to Pliny and Oppian, among the fancied writings are frequent allusions to them. They uniformly attracted the notice of travellers in Asia and Africa; and professor Pallis in particular has treated on them with his accustomed accuracy. The appearance both of the wild and tame asses in those parts of the world is altogether striking. "It was with difficulty," says Adanson, when speaking of the asses of Senegal, "that I could recognize this animal, to different did it appear from those of Europe; the hair was fine, and of a bright mouse colour; and the black line that crosses the back and shoulders had a good effect. There were the asses brought by the Moors from the interior of the country." From the beard it appears, that in a natural state, the ass has a soft woolly mane; a foreead greatly arched; and ears long, erect, and pointed, in particular in which it differs most obviously from the domesticated kind, which has the ears flouiching, and the forhead flat. The former stands also higher on its limbs, and the legs are more slender in proportion.

The colour of the hair is white or silvery grey; the upper part of the face, the sides of the neck, and body, inclining to a straw colour; and the hind part of the thighs the same; the forepart divided from the flank by a white line, which extends quite round from the rump to the tail; the belly and legs are also white along the very top of the back. From the mane quite to the tail, runs a stripe of bafy waved hairs of a coffee-colour, broadest about the hind part, and growing narrower towards the tail; another of the same colour crosses it at the shoulders, and forming a similar mark to that by which the tame ass is distinguished. This is peculiar to the male, and is bounded on each side by a line of white. Its winter coat is very fine, soft, and silky, much undulated, and not unlike that of the camel; glossy to the touch, and the flaxen colour more vivid than in the summer. In its summer coat there are certain shaded rays that mark the sides of the neck, pointing downwards. These animals inhabit the dry and mountainous parts of the deserts of Great Tartary, but not higher than lat. 48°. They are migratory, and arrive in vast troops to feed during the summer, in the tracts to the east and north of lake Aral. About autumn they collect in herds of hundreds, and even thousands, and direct their course towards the north of India to enjoy a warm retreat during winter. But they more usually retire to Persia, where they are found in the mountains of Caucasus, and where part of them remain during the whole year. According to Barbagli, they penetrate even into the southern parts of India to the mountains of Malabar and Ceylon. The Kirghizas and Arabs hunt them, or take them in flocks for the sake of their flesh. At first when the animal is killed, the meat is hot and unpalatable; but if kept two days after it is boiled, it becomes excellent. The flesh of wild asses is it well known, was esteemed an article of food among the ancient Romans.

The wild ass feeds chiefly on the soft sylva or bitter plants of the desert, as the kali, atrepex, chenopodium, &c., and also prefers the salted and most brackish water to that which is fresh. Of this the hunters are aware, and usually station...
fation themselves near the ponds to which they retort to drink. Their manners greatly resemble those of the wild horse. They assemble in troops under the conduct of a leader, or centinel; and are extremely shy and vigilant. They will however stop in the midst of their course, and even suffer the approach of man at that instant, and then dart off with the utmost rapidity. They have been at all times celebrated for their swiftness. Their voice resembles that of the common as, but is shriller.

The Periakis catch these animals alive for the sake of domesticating them, or improving the breed of tame as: they think, for this purpose, pits of a convenient size and depth, which they half fill with plants, both as a temptation to the creature, and to break its fall. The breed of as in such high esteem in the eait, is produced by crossing the tame kind with the as reclaimed from a state of wildness. These animals were anciently found in the Holy Land, Syria, Arabia, and Lycia; but they rarely occur in those parts at this time; and seem to be almost entirely confined to Tartary, some parts of India, and Africa.

It is said that neither as nor horses were found in America, although the climate of South America is perfectly adapted for them. Those which the Spaniards transported from Europe, and left in various parts of the New Continent have greatly multiplied, and are found in troops in a state of nature at this period.

The excellencies and defects of the common or domestic as have amply engaged the lively pens of several defective writers on the history of animals; and of none with more happy effect than those of the eloquent Buffon, and the ingenious abbé la Pluche: of the latter we shall speak hereafter; the former after entering minutely into a comparison between the horse and the as, and endeavouring to prove that the two species are distinct (a fact which cannot well be doubted), concludes in a style of language so beautiful, so animated, and so calculated to enforce the tenor of his preceding arguments, that we cannot refrain inferring some few extracts from it.

"The as is then an as," says Buffon, "and not a horse degenerated, a horse ith a naked tail. The as is neither a stranger, an intruder, nor a ballad; he has, like other animals, his family, his species, and his rank; his blood is pure and untainted, and although his race is less noble, yet it is equally good, equally ancient, with that of the horse. Why then is there so much contempt for an animal so good, so patient, so quiet, and so useful? Do men despise, even among animals, those which serve them best, and at the smallest expense? We educate the horse, take care of, instruct, and exercise him, whilst the as is abandoned to the power of the lowest servant, or the tricks of children; so that instead of improving, it must lose by his education, and if he had not a fund of good qualities, he would certainly lose them by the manner in which he is treated. He is the sport of the ruffians, who best his him with flaves, abuse him, overload him, and work him beyond his strength. We do not consider that the as would be in himself, and, with respect to us, the most beautiful, best formed, and most distinguished of animals, if there were no horses in the world; he, however, holds the second, instead of the first rank, and it is from that only that he appears to be of so much value. It is comparison alone degrades him; we look at, and give our opinions, not of himself, but comparatively with the horse.

We forget that he is an as, that he has all the qualities of his nature, and that he is not judged to be fixed, and only think of the figure and qualities of the horse, which are wanting in him, and which he ought not to have.

"He is naturally as humble, patient, and quiet, as the horse is proud, ardent, and impetuous; he suffers with constancy, and perhaps with courage, classification and blows; he is moderate both as to the quantity and quality of his food; he is contented with the hardest and most disagreeable herbs, which the horse, or other animals, will leave with disdain; he is very delicate with respect to his water, for he will drink none but the clearest, and from rivulets which he is acquainted with; he drinks as moderately as he eats, and does not put his nose in the water through fear, as some say, of the shadow of his ears: as care is not taken to comb him, he frequently rolls on the grass, thistles, and in the dust; without regarding his road, he lies down and rolls as often as he can, and seemingly to reproach his master for the little care he takes of him; for he never wallows in the mud or in the water; he even fears to wet his feet, and will turn out of his road to avoid it; his legs are also drier and cleaner than those of the horse; he is susceptible of education, and some have been seen sufficiently disciplined for a public show."

"When young, they are sprightly, hand-some, light, and even graceful; but they soon lose those qualities, either from age or bad treatment, and become slow, stubborn, and headstrong. The as is ardent in nothing but love; or rather when under the influence of that passion, he is so furious that nothing can restrain him: he has been known to exhaust himself by excessive indulgence, and die some moments afterwards. As he loves with a kind of madness, he has also the strong attachment to his progeny. Pliny assures us, that when they separate the mother from her young, he will go through fire to recover it. The as is also strongly attached to his master, notwithstanding he is usually ill-treated; he will feed him at a distance, and distinguish him from all other men. He also knows the places where he has lived, and the ways which he has frequented. His eyes are good, and his smell acute, especially with regard to females; his ears are also excellent, which has contributed to his being numbered among timid animals, which it is pretend have all long ears, and the hearing extremely delicate. When he is overloaded, he shows it by lowering his head, and bending down his ears: when greatly abused, he opens his mouth, and draws back his lips in a most disagreeable manner, which gives him an air of disaffection. If his eyes are covered, he remains motionless; and when he is laid down, and his head so fixed, that one eye rests on the ground, and the other being covered with a piece of wood, he will remain in that situation without endeavouring to get up. He walks, trots, and gallops like the horse, but all his motions are smaller and much slower. He can however run with tolerable swiftness, but he can hold it only for a small space, and whatever pace he utters, if hard pressed, he is soon fatigued."

"The horse neighs, but the as brays; which he does by a long, disagreeable, and discordant cry, by alternative discord of sharps and flats. He seldom cries but when he is pressed by love or appetite. The as has her voice clearer and more shrill."

"I confess" says the abbé la Pluche "that the as is not matter of very shining qualities; but then he enjoys those which are very solid. If we refer to other animals for distinguished services, this at least furnishes us with such as are most necessary. His voice is not altogether melodious, nor his air majestic, nor his manner very lively; but then a fine voice has very little merit with people of folly. With him the want of a noble air hath its compensation in a mild and modest countenance, and instead of the boisterous and irregular qualities of the horse, which
which are frequently more incommodious than agreeable, the behaviour of the afs is entirely simple and unaffected; no supcierious and self-sufficient air. He marches with an uniform pace, and though he is not extraordinarily swift, he pursues his journey for a long time, and without interruption. He finishes his work in silence, serves you with a steady perseverance, and discovers no dettention in his proceedings, which is certainly a considerable accomplishment in a domestic animal. His marts require no preparation, for he is perfectly well contented with the first thistle that presents itself in his way. He does not pretend that any thing is due to him, and never appears froward or dissatisfied: he thankfully accepts whatever is offered him: he hath an elegant relish for the best things, and very civilly contents himself with the most indifferent. If he happens to be forgotten, or is stiffened a little too far from his fodder, he interests his master, in the most pathetic language he can utter, to be so good as to supply his necessaries. It is very well that he should live, and he employs all his rhetoric with that view. When he has finished his exploits, he patiently waits the arrival of a little bran, or a few withered leaves; and the moment he dispatches his meal, he returns to his burthen, and marches on, without a murmur or reply.

His occupations have a tinge of the meanest of those who fit him to work; but the judgments that are formed, both of the afs and his master, are equally partial. The employments of a judge, a man of confluence, and an officer of the revenue, have an important air, and their habit imposes on the spectators; on the contrary, the labour of the peasant has a mean and contemptible appearance, because his dreefs is poor, and his condition despicable. But we really make a false estimate of these particulars. It is the labour of the peasant which is most valuable, and alone remunerative. Of what importance is it to us when a manager of the revenue glitters from head to foot with gold; we have no advantage from his labours. I confess, judges and advocates are, in some measure, necessary; but they are made so by our folly and misuse of them; for they would be no longer wanted, could we conduct ourselves in a rational manner. But, on the other hand, we could on no account, and in no fashion or condition of life, be without the peasant and the artisan. These people may be considered as the souls and nerves of the community, and the support of our life. It is from them we are constantly deriving some accommodations for our wants. Our houses, our habits, our furniture, and our sufficiency, rise out of their labours. Now what would become of your vine-dressers, gardeners, masons, and the generality of country people, that is to say of two thirds of all mankind, if they were destitute of either men or horses to convey the commodities and materials they employ and manufacture? The afs is perpetually at their service: he carries fruit, herbs, coal, wood, bricks, tiles, phaftier, lime, and straw. The most abject offices are his ordinary lot, and it is a singular advantage to this multitude of workmen, as well as ourselves, to find a gentle, strong, and indefatigable animal, who, without either ex pense or pride, replenishes our cities and villages with all sorts of commodities. A short comparison will complete the illustration of his services, and in some measure raife them out of their obscurity. The horse very much refembles those nations who are fond of glass and hurry; who are perpetually finging and dancing, and extremely fublime to fat out their extremities, and mix gaiety in all their actions. They are admirable on some distinguished and decisive occasions; but their fire frequently degenerates into romantic enthusiasm; they fall into wild transport: they exhaust themselves, and lose the most favourable conjunctures for want of management and moderation. The afs, on the contrary, resembles those people who are naturally heavy and pacific, whose underhandings and capacity are limited to husbandry or commerce, and who proceed in the same track without difcomposure, and complete, with a passive air, whatever they have once undertaken.

Of all animals that are covered with hair, it is believed the afs is the least subject to vermin; and the authors of the Encyclopedia Britannica have even ventured to say, that it is never troubled with lice. This opinion is altogether erroneous, and the most unaccountable, since a slight acquaintance with the anatomical writings of Redi, of Linnaeus, Fabricius, and several others, might have convinced them that it is not only infested with lice, but even with a species peculiar to itself, and for that very reason named asini, or hofs of the afs. Pediculus asini, Red. Exp. 21. Pediculus asini, Linn. Pediculus asini, capite porrecto obtusfo abdonce ovato fulco friato, Fabr. &c. The skin of the afs is extremely hard and very chafie, and is used for various purposes: such as to cover drums, make shoes, or parchment. It is of the skin of this animal that the orientals make the fagri, or, as we call it, flagreen.

At two years and a half old, the first middle incisive teeth fall out, and the others on each side foon follow; they are renewed at the same time, and in the same order as those of the horfe. The age of the afs is also known by his teeth in the same manner. From the age of two years and a half the afs is capable of procreating its kind, and the female will earlier. The females are in heat in May and June, which, when pregnant, soon goes off. In the tenth month, milk is found in her dugs, and the derives forth in the twelfth, and very rarely has more than one foal. Seven days after she is capable of again receiving the male. At the end of five or six months the foal may be weaned; and it is even necessary, if the mother be again pregnant. The foal of the afs should be chosen from the largest and strongest of its species; he must at least be three years old, but should not exceed ten; his legs should be long, his body plump, head long and light; eyes brisk, nostrils and cheek large, neck long, loins fleety, ribs broad, stump flat, tail short, hair flying, foot to the touch, and of a deep grey.

The afs, like the horfe, is three or four years in growing, and lives also like him twenty-five or thirty years; it is said the female lives longer than the male; but perhaps this happens from their being more pregnant, and at those times having some care taken of them, instead of which the males are contented worn out with fatigue and blows. They leap less than the horfe, and do not lie down to sleep, except when they are exceedingly tired. The male afs also has much less than the oal; the older he is, the more ardent he appears; and, in general, the health of this animal is much better than that of the horfe; he is less delicate, and not nearly so subject to maladies.

There are among afses, as among horses, different races, though they are much less known, because they have not been taken the same care of, or followed with the same attention. Travellers inform us, that there are two sorts of afses in Persia, one of which, being slow and heavy, are used for burdens; and the other is kept like horses for the saddle. The latter have smooth hair, carry their head well, and are much quicker in their motion; but when they ride on them they fit nearer the buttocks than when on horseback. They are drest like horses, and like them are taught to amble; and they cleave their nostrils to give them more room for breathing. According to Dr. Kussel, there are two forts in Syria, one of which are like ours, and the other
very large, with remarkable long ears; but both kinds are employed for the purpose of carrying burdens.

The wild mule, the equus from the species equus, in Gmelin's arrangement, under the name assigned to it by Pallas; and will be noticed hereafter in the article H诣MUS. The common mule, engendered between the male as and mare, is much cultivated in Spain, and is little inferior in size to its female parent.

The as was one of the unclean animals under the Jewish law, as it did not chew the cud; and it prohibited coupling an as with an ox for draught; Lev. xi. 7. The Jews were accursed by the Pagans of worshipping the head of an as. See ASINAS.

The author of this calumny seems to have been Appion the grammianian; for he affirmed (Josephus, contra Appion l. iii.) that the Jews kept the head of an as in the sanctuary; and that it was discovered there when Antiochus Epiphanes took the temple, and entered into the most holy place. Suidas also says (in Damonico and in fide) that Damocritus, or Democritus, the historian, averred, that the Jews adored the head of an as, made of gold, and sacrificed a man to it every three or every seven years, after having first cut him in pieces. Plutarch (Sympol. l. iv. c. 5.) and Tacitus (Hist. l. V.) seem to have been imposed upon by this slander. They believed that the Hebrews adored an as, from gratitude for the discovery of a fountain by one of these animals, at a time when they were exceedingly fatigued and perished with thirst in the wilderness. The same absurd idolatrous wordship was imputed by the heathens to the Christians. Thus Cæcilius (apud Minut.) says, "Audio Chriosianos turfumime pecudis amini caput consecratur inepta nescio quam perfusione venerant." To the same purpose Tertullian tells us (Apolog. c. 16.), that some enemies to the Christians exposed to public view a picture, representing a person with a book in his hand, drested in a long robe, with an as's ears, and one foot like that of an as, upon which was inscribed, "The God of the Chriosians has an as's head." Learned Christsmen have attempted to investigate the origin of this calumny. The report of the Jews worshipping an as might originally have been derived from Egypt; to this country it is traced by Tanaquil Faber, who delineates it from the temple in Egypt called Onion, derived, as it is supposed, from Oo, an as. To this purpose it may be added, that the Alexandrians hated the Jews, and were much addicted to raillery and defamation. And they might have been informed, that the temple Eionion, at Hebron, was named from Onias, the high-priest of the Jews, who built it in the reign of Ptolemy Philometer and Cleopatra. A. M. 3834, ante Christ. 195. Joseph. l. xiii. c. 6. Bochart is of opinion (De Animal. Sac. l. ii. c. 18.), that the error took its rise from a passage of scripture, "The mouth of the Lord hath spoken it," in the Hebrew טו ב, or י, or י. Hence, as pio, in the Egyptian language, signifies an as, the Alexandrian Egyptians, hearing the Jews often pronouncing the word pio, might believe that they called on their god, and thence infer that they adored an as. Omitting other conjectures, we shall add, that M. Le Moine supposes, that the golden urn containing the manna, which was preferred in the sanctuary, was taken for the head of an as, and that the omer, or aroh, of manna, might have been confounded with the Hebrew banor, which signifies an as. Calmet.

Asinus Pificus, in Ichthyology, a name given by some old writers, to the common haddock. It was also called onos. Willughby, &c.

Asio, in Ornithology, a species of Strix or owl, described by Linnaeus, the body of which is brown above, and white beneath; and the wings marked with five white dots. This is the petit seu de la caroline of Buffon, little owl of Cateby, red owl of Pou. Arch. Zool. and red-eared owl of Latham.

Its native place is North America.

Cateby says it is about the size of a jackdaw. The bill and iris are of a fawn colour; tail brown; edge of the balsard wing whitish; on the quills a few white spots; legs covered to the toes with light brown feathers; toes brown. Buffon seemed to imagine this bird might be only a variety of the long-eared and American owls, both of which he deemed the same species.

Asio, is also a name given by Aldrovandus to the Italian long-eared owl, and synonymous with otus: also five otus. Aldr. Ray applied the same name to the long-eared owl or horn-owl of Willughby and Albin, and Strix otus of Linnaeus.

Asiongaber. See Eizongaber.

Asiofie, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asis, in Scythia, on this side of Imais. Ptolemy.

Asiref, in Geography, a town of Persia, on the south of the Caspian sea, in the province of Taberitain, eleven leagues east of Ferabad.

Asiasarath, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa, in Mauritania Caesariens, between the rivers Guls and Amphagus. Ptolemy.

Asisia, a town of Liburnia, the Asselis or Afforia of Pley, now in ruins. The traces of ancient magnificence discernible at Podgrize, the seat of Assia, are numerous. Among the Liburnian cities which attended the congress or diet of Scardona, Pley mentions the free Assians, who created their own magistrates, and were governed by their own municipal laws, and who were of course more opulent and powerful than their neighbours. The walls of this city appear to have measured in circumference 3600 Roman feet, and to have been constructed with Dalmatian marble, some pieces of which are of large dimensions, and brought from a considerable distance.

Asilum, or Assisi, now Affi, a town of Italy, in Umbria, was a Roman municipium, and situated to the east of Arna. Pliny mentions the Aflantis. See Assis.

Asitchou Aghassieh, in Ornithology, the name by which some species of geeseak is known in Hudson's Bay; and which Dr. Latham supposes to be the white-winged croft-bill of his General Synopsis.

Asitia, in Medicine, a lots of appetite, from us, privative, and ac, food. A symptom which occurs in numerous difeases.

Asius, in Entomology, a species of Papilio. (Ep. Tro.) that inhabits South America. The wings are tailed, black, with a common white band; base and tip of the posterior pair beneath spotted with red. Fabricius.

Ask, in Geography, a river of Japan.

Asker, in Zoology, a name used in some parts of England for the water-newt or es.

Asker-Mokrem, in Geography, a town of Assia, on the eastern bank of the Tigris, in the Arabic Irae; called also Sermenri.

Askersund, a town of Sweden, in the province of Norcia, on the Wetter sea, five miles from Orbo.

Askeyton, a market, and, till the nation, borough town of the county of Limerick, in Ireland, seated on the small river Decl, near its junction with the Shannon; famous for its castle built by the earl of Desmond, and for one of the most beautiful and perfect abbeys in Ireland. Distance from Dublin 1164 miles. Long. 8° 54' W. Lat. 52° 34' 30" N.
ASKRIG, a town of England, in the north riding of Yorkshire, beautifully situated on the banks of the river Ure, at the upper extremity of Wensleydale. It has a weekly market on Thursday; distant 247 miles north from London.

ASLA, a river of Spain on the northern coast, which falls into a bay in the bay of Biscay, where it forms a good harbour, to the east of Cape Pinos.

ASLANI, in Commerce, a name given to the Dutch dollar, current in most parts of the Levant. The word is also written corrup.tly, oflendi. It is originally Turkish, and signifies a loan, which is the figure flapped on it. The Arabs take the figure of a lion for a dog, called it al拜加/f. The allani is silver, but of a base alloy, and oftentimes counterfeited. It is current for 115 or 120 apers. See Asper.

ASLAPATH, in Geography, a town and district of Aria, in Armenia, near Naickivan, on the banks of the Aras. It is inhabited by Armenians; and the women are said to be so beautiful, that the king of Persia supplies his seraglio from this place.

ASLING, or Jesse, a town of Germany, in Carinola, sixteen miles S. S. W. of Chigengurt. In this town, which is not far from the river Sau, is dug a fine marble; and near it are lead furnaces, and other works, in which considerable quantities of iron and lead are smelted.

ASMER, a small town of Hindostan, in the states of the Mogul, south-west of Agra, and in the extremity of the province of Bandoo, called also Asmer.

ASMEROEA, a mountain of Aria, in the country of the Seres, inhabited by a people called Affurians, who are divided through the province of Cataja, a part of Tartary. — Allo, a town of Aria, in the same country, according to Ptolemy.

ASMODAI, in Mythology, the name given by the Jews to the prince of demons; and, according to R. Ellis, the same with Sammael.

ASMONOAE, in Ancient History, the name given to the Maccabees, the descendants of Matthias, who, according to Josephus, was the grandson of Aemoneus; though others derive the appellation from Mount Aemavor, placed by Josephus in the midst of Galilee, near Sephoris; and others again consider it merely as a title of honour given to Matthias and his descendants, alleging that chas будем фью from Hebrew, princes. However this be, the family of the Aemoneans became very illustrious in the latter period of the Hebrew commonwealth, and possessed the supreme authority and the high-priesthood from the commencement of the government of Judas Maccabenus to Herod the Great, during a period of 129 years, or 126 years according to Josephus, who reckons from the time in which Judas was established in the government by his peace with Antiochus Epiphanes, three years after he first assumed it. It was the practice of the Aemonean princes to impose their religion upon all the countries which they conquered, leaving to the vassals such other choice but either to become Jews, or else to have their dwellings demolished, and to seek new habitations.

ASMURA, or Asmura, in Ancient Geography, a town of Aria, in the interior of Hyrcania. N. lat. 35° 30'.

ASNUM, in Geography. See Essk.

ASNAUS, in Ancient Geography, a mountain of Europe, in Macedonia, between which and Oeropus was a valley, in which flowed the river Oeas.

ASVEN, in Geography, a lake of Sweden, in the province of Smoland, about North lat. 56° 36'. East longitude 14° 48'.

ASNID, a town of Aria, in the kingdom of Candahar, 23 leagues north of Salas.

ASNIFES, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Vienne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Bellac, 10 miles north-west of Bellac.

ASO, a town of Japan, in the province of Smoodfuke.

ASODES, in Medicine, a term applied to fevers accompanied with anxiety and oppression about the stomach and precardia. It is derived from ουρε, which, in its primary sense, means a boiling of food; but which is used by Hippocrates, and other ancient physicians, to denote great unctuities and reflexions, whether with or without mucus. It is sometimes written affodes.

ASOLA, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the territory of Brescia, on the river Chiuse; which was formerly a fortified place, belonging to the republic of Venice.

ASOLO, a town of Italy, in the district of Treviso, situate on a mountain at the source of the river Minova; small, but well-peopled. N. lat. 45° 49'. E. long. 12° 2'.

ASONA, a river of Italy, in the marquisate of Ancona; which rises in the Appennines, on the frontiers of Umbria, and runs into the Adriatic sea, ten miles south-east of Fermo.

ASOPH. See Azor.

ASOPIA, in Ancient Geography, a country of Telephonius, in Sicily. Strabo.

ASOPUS, a town of Laconia, in which was a temple of Minerva Cyparissus, south-east of Cypriffis. At the distance of twelve fadis was a temple of Eleutharios, surmounted by a statue of Poseidon, the friend of the people. The citadel is now standing, and called by the sailors Cafler Rampano.—Allo, a river of Beostra, which had its source in mount Citheron, north-west of Plataea; and passing east by north of this city, discharged itself into that part of the sea which separated the isle of Euboea from the continent over against Ecretia. now called Apos.—Allo, a river of Sicily, which rises in the south-west of Arcadia, near Mount Cyllene, near the city of Icynan, and discharged itself into the gulf of Corinth.—Allo, a river of Greece, in Thesaly, which had two sources in that part of mount Oeta that was contiguous to mount Pinus, and running eastward, emptied itself into the Gulf of the Amaliac gulf, north of Thermopyilla.—Allo, a river of Asia Minor, which watered the town of Indicae upon the Louc, Phys.

ASOTUS, in Ichthyology, a species of Silurus found in Aria. It has a single dorsal fin, and four cirri at the mouth, two on the upper and two on the lower jaw. The teeth of this kind are numerous; the dorsal fin is studded with thorns; the uppermost pectoral fin is serrated; and the anal fin is long, and connected with the tail.

ASOUKAS, in Geography, a town of Persia, in the province of Farshil, twenty-three leagues north of Shiraz.

ASP, or Aspis, in Zoology, a species of Coluber, described by Linnaeus, as having 146 plates on the belly, and 46 scales on the tail. Dr. Shaw has some doubt concerning the Linncean alpis, but concludes it is the serpent described under the name of alpis by the count de Cepede, who informs us that it is a native of France, and particularly of the northern provinces of that country. The length is about three feet; the head rather large, and covered with small carinated scales; the scales of the body smaller, but of a similar structure. In the structure of its fangs it resembles the viper, and is said to be equally poisonous. M. Latreille.
is not willing to allow this to be the real Coluber aspis of Linnaeus.

In addition to the specific character of the coluber aspis (taken from the number of abdominal plates, and scales of the tail), Gmelin observes, that the nose is terminated by an erect watt; the body robust, with figured flakes, which are alternately confluent, and the under side, red-blue dotted with yellow. Dr. Shaw calls his coluber aspis, the refuent viper, with roundish, alternate, dark, dorsal spots, subconfluent towards the tail; and states the number of abdominal scuta to be 155, subcylindrical scales 37.

The true aspis of the ancients seems to be entirely uncertain. It is very frequently mentioned by ancient writers, but in each case a different and minute manner that it is impossible to ascertain the species with precision. With the aspis is said the high-spirited princes Cleopatra effected her death, rather than infamy herself, as a captive to grace the triumphal cory of her conqueror Augustus into Rome. This trait of her own in that distinguished character is contested. The indications of Cleopatra's having occasioned her death by means of an aspis, were only two almost inexpressible punctures observed in her arm; and it is asserted by Plutarch, that it is unknown of what death she died.

Brown places the popular report of her death in this manner among his vulgar errors. Others are of a different opinion. Some have imagined it was the Egyptian viper, described by Haffelquin, which Cleopatra made use of on that occasion. Mr. Bruce is led to conclude, from various circumstances, that it might be the ceraeas, celer ceraeas of Linnaeus.

"I apprehend," says Mr. Bruce, in speaking of the ceraeas, "this to be the aspis which Cleopatra employed to procure her death. Alexandria plentifully supplied by water, null then have had fruits of all kinds in its gardens; the basket of figs must have come from thence, and the aspis or ceraeas that was hid in them, from the adjoining desert, where they are plenty to this day; for to the wellward in Egypt, where the Nile overflows, there is no sort of serpents whatever that ever I saw, nor, as I have before said, is there any other of the mortal kind that I know in those parts of Africa adjoining to Egypt, except the ceraeas. It should seem very natural for any one, who, from motives of delicacy, has resolved to put a period to his existence, especially women and weak persons, unaccustomed to handle arms, to seek the gentlest method to free themselves from the load of life now become insupportable."

"It is not to be doubted," adds Mr. Bruce still farther, "but that a woman, high-spirited like Cleopatra, was also above the momentary differences in feeling; and had the way in which she died not been ordinary and usual, the certainly would not have applied herself to the invention of a new one. We are therefore to look upon her dying by the bite of the ceraeas, as only following the manner of death which she had been accustomed by those who intended to die without torment. Galen, speaking of the aspis in the great city of Alexandria, says, I have seen how speedily thry (the aspis) occasioned death. Whenever a person is condemned to die, whom they wish to end quickly and without torment, they put the viper to his breast, and suffering him there to creep a little, the man is presently killed."

Lord Bacon makes the aspis the least painful of all the infringements of death; he supposes its poison to have an affinity to opium, but to be less disagreeable in its operation; which does not so well agree with the description of the symptoms given by Dioscorides and others. Immediately after the bite, the light becomes dim, a sensible tumour arises, and a moderate pain is felt in the Rach. Mathi-
ner, keel bina, conformable with the wings; Stare, filaments ten, united into a leaflet, gaping longitudinally at the top, ascending, anthers oblong; Plt. germ ovate, style simple, ascending, stigma sharp; Pet. legume ovate, awnless; seed, generally two, kidney-shaped.

Note. This genus is singular in having several leaves from the same bud, in a shrubby plant.

Species, 1. A. spinosa, thorny sphenatherus. Gentitella, &c. BRENN. Cent. t. 25. Thk. Thyt. t. 237. f. 6. "Leaves fascicled, linear, naked, surrounding a Scymnese spine." Flowers laterally; calyx longer than the leaves; legume small, ovate at the base, triangular, upwards drawn to a point, compressed like a lens, containing two seeds, one compressed kidney-shaped, the other globular. 2. A. verrucosa, warted A. "Leaves fascicled, filiform; buds warty, naked, tomentose." A shrub two feet high, with large buds or war; leaves finely, smooth, sharpish, an inch long; flowers lateral, shorter than the leaves; subfelted; calyx pubescent; banner villose. 3. A. calyptrata, headed A. Thk. Phyt. t. 307. f. 6. Scb. Muf. t. 23. f. 6. "Leaves fascicled, linear, sharp, flowers headed, breasts naked." Leaves pubescent; flowers covered with furginous down; segments of the calyx subulate; keel of the flower arched and the length of the banner. 4. A. glomerata, glomerate A. "Leaves fascicled, linear, sharp, villose, tomentous inwards, flowers headed, divisions of the calyx ovate, corollas smooth." This differs from the third, in having its leaves bent inwards, the calyces ovate, and the corollas smooth. 5. A. affrutes, flarry A. Plnt. Muf. 88. t. 413. f. 3. Scb. Muf. t. 24. f. 6. "Leaves fascicled, fabulate, mucronate, smooth, but villose, flowers scattered." This has the appearance of juniper; it branches very much, and the twigs are covered with hoary down, and laden with a profusion of flowers.

6. A. chenopodia, genita africana lutea, &c. HEIN. Afr. 11. Chamaelirix. BRENN. Cent. t. 23. t. 11. Scb. Muf. t. 23. f. 64. "Leaves fascicled, fabulate, mucronate, rough with hairs, flowers headed, very hispicate." A shrub about three feet high, with slender branches terminated by the flowers, which are yellow, collected in woolly heads; the leaves are prickly like those of juniper. Cultivated in 1759, by Miller.

7. A. albesc, white A. "Leaves fascicled, fabulate, fiky, spreading at top, branches of flowers feathered." Shrubby, upright, and covered with brown bark, which is full of chinks; leaves in fives, sharp, spreading at the tip, of a fiky whitens; flowers terminating in bunches, tomentose, small of a fiky white; calyx pubescent. Introduced here in 1774, by Mr. Maffon. It flowers in July. 8. A. thyrsiflora, thyme-leaved A. Gen. minima, &c. PLNT. Muf. 88. t. 413. f. 1. "Leaves fascicled, fabulate, unarmed, smooth, very short; flowers alternate." This is a very small shrub; the leaves are crowded together and shining, resembling thyme of. 9. A. eirens, heath-leaved A. Gen. acth, non spinosa, &c. PLNT. Muf. 88. t. 413. f. 6; "Leaves fascicled, linear, unarmed, hispicate, flowers alternate, calyxes linear." A small shrub very much branched, pubescent, or extremely hispicate; leaves minute; flowers lateral, scarcely longer than the leaves; banner villose. 10. A. nigra, black A. "Leaves fascicled, linear, rather obtuse, flowers headed, pilose, pubescent." A branching shrub, three feet high; buds and twigs pubescent; leaves minute, and become black on drying; flowers terminating, pubescent, bractes in pairs, narrow. 11. A. carnea, flaky A. "Leaves fascicled, almost common obtuse, calyxes subpubescent, hairs, corollas smooth." About the height of the tenth species; branches naked, determinate; leaves subcyllindric, flaky, bent in, smooth, four or seven together; flowers yellow, terminal, unbellled; calyx bell-shaped; bractes three, ovate, lanceolate. 12. A. eilalis, "Leaves fascicled, filiform, februous, flowers terminal sessile, banners pubescent." Stem shrubby, two feet high, branching determinately, somewhat hairy, with naked war; leaves roundish, sharp, erect, rough beneath, and when young, ciliate; flowers three or five, with a yellow corolla, and an ash-coloured banner. 13. A. geoffrayi, broom-like A. "Leaves fascicled, filiform, pollinated, calyxes subfascicled, peduncles, which as well as the corollas are smooth." Shrubby, nine feet high, branching with a reticulate base, and white villose buds; leaves roundish, half an inch long; flowers three or four, terminal, peduncles; calyxes smooth, with short teeth; bracts two, minute; corollas yellow; style protuding. 14. A. hispina, porcupine A. "Leaves fascicled, filiform, rigid, flaky, flaky, flowers lateral, sessile, solitary, corollas villose." This shrub differs much from the other species by its leaves resembling flaky whiskies. 15. A. galiiodes, "Leaves fascicled, linear, pollinated; peduncles two-flowered, elongate, leafy at the end. Stem two feet high, decumbent, branching, smooth; war of the buds small, remote, tomentose; leaves like those of Arapagus acute; teeth of the calyx the length of the corolla, which is smooth, yellow; legume ovate, lanceolate, smooth. 16. A. reticulata, filiform, very small; branches fascicled, very spreading; flowers solitary, terminal. 17. A. uniflorus, one-flowered A. Gen. æthiop. glabra, &c. PLNT. Muf. 88. t. 414. f. 7. "Leaves fascicled, linear, unarmed, smooth; liplices sharp, permanent; flowers solitary, divisions of the calyxes boat-shaped." Branches alternate, crowded, tomentose; flowers one or two, terminal, pubescent, keel of the corolla tomentose. 18. A. arvensis, Gen. &c. PLNT. Muf. 88. t. 414. f. 5. Scb. Thof. t. 38. t. 23. f. 6. "Leaves fascicled, bristle-shaped, unarmed, hispicate, flowers headed." Leaves hairy, beset with tubercles, and rough on both sides; banner hairy outwards. 19. A. ophioglossus, "Leaves fascicled, fettaceous, rather hairy; calyxes kaf-shaped, the length of the corolla, solitary." A shrub much branched, with small pubescent war where the leaves fall off; leaves pointed, thinly scattered with hairs; flowers solitary, fettaceous. 20. A. ceratoc, flaky A. "Leaves fascicled, lanceolate, flaky; peduncles two flowered, terminal, banner armed naked." This resembles the preceding, but the leaves are flat, and none of them in heads; flowers large, fomol. 21. A. canescens, hoary A. "Leaves fascicled, subulate, tomentose, flaky, flowers lateral; banners pubescent." An erect, flaky, hoary shrub, with alternate branches; leaves harsh; flowers fomol, at the sides of the branches; calyx bell-shaped, with pubescent teeth, shorter than the body of it; bractes two, short, fettaceous; corolla yellow; banner hoary. 22. A. heterophylla, various-leaved A. "Leaves of the branches fascicled, of the branchlets ternate, linear, hairy, spikes terminal; calyx and corolla villose." Lower leaves in bunches, upper, ternate; spikes long, flowers yellow. This and all the foregoing species, are natives of the Cape of Good Hope. 23. A. indica, fomol-flowered A. PLNT. Alm. 225. t. 201. fig. 2. (called Lotus, &c.) "Leaves quinate, fettaceous one-flowered." A fender shrub with alternate branches; leaves alternate; leaflets oblong, obtuse, blunted, smooth, broader towards the end; peduncles axillary, much longer than the leaves, but shorter than the legumes; flowers of a pale red colour, and appear in May. A native of the East Indies, and in 1759, cultivated by Miller. 24. A. critters, evergreen A. "Leaves trine, wedge-shaped, smooth, lateral ones shorter; filipes obolate, flowers headed." About four feet high, with very flexible branches; leaves
leaves many, small, narrow, oblong, fleshy, evergreen, reflex at the edge, with a hard point, sometimes curled at the base; peduncles axillary; flowers of a pleasant smell, in two rows, yellow, very small;艰苦, yellow, containing a single round compressed thinning seed. A native of the Cape.


27. A. pilosa, hairy A. "Leaves in threes, linear villose; heads terminal, very hairy; corollas pubefcent." Stems shrubby simple, a little hairy; leaves spreading, fesh, acute, pubefcent; head of flowers protected by bractes and calyces, which have white hairs. A native of the Cape. 28. A. rubrifolius. "Leaves three lanceolate, equal subpubefcent; leaves none, heads terminal." This shrub has a bifurcate ftem; the leaves are fimple, rather fesh, the upper ones somewhat hairy; heads solitary, fesh, oblong; three bractes under each calyx. It has the appearance of a lotus or anthyllus. Cape.

29. A. leucata, leafleaved A. "Leaves tern linear, villose; flowers in branches of five; calyxes feshy; ftems puberulous round." Stem fubherbaceous, decumbent, round, flexible, pubefcent; branches alternate; leaves feshy, on very fhort petioles; flowers terminal, fimple, no bractes; corolla smooth, yellow. Cape. 30. A. argentea, filvery A. Cytfus. &c. Phuk. Mant. 63. t. 345. f. 2. "Leaves fimple linear feshy; simple fimple mucronate; flowers fettered tomentoife; shrubby, four feet high; flowers fometimes in spikes, purplfe, downy. Cultivated by Miller in 1759. A native of the Cape. 31. A. callosa, callous A. Phuk. Mant. 63. t. 345. f. 4. "Leaves fimple fubfulate equal; fimple froundish, callous; flowers fimple, fheep." An underfhrub, having the branches covered with round callus, occasioned by the falling of leaves, which are feshy, with a callous base like thoae of juniper; spikes feshy; bractes one-leaved; flowers yellow, feshy. Cape. 32. A. orientalis, Levant A. "Leaves fleshy, lanceolate, pubefcent; flowers in branches of five; calyces pubefcent; ftems erect, angular." Stems a foot high; leaves feshy, refembling thoae of ox; corolla yellow; the fize of thoae of juncus; lamens conuate. Found in the Levant by Turner. 33. A. mucronata. "Leaves fleshy, polifhed, branches acuminate; flowers in racemes." Stem fheep; branches remote, tapering to a pout; leaves lanceolate, on fhort petioles; racemes terminate, erect, on very fhort pedicles. Cape. 34. A. pinnata, pinnate-leaved A. "Leaves pinnate-quinate obovate; peduncles headed; leaflets five, close, a little hairy, tomentoiffe, underfheath, on fhort petioles; leaves rather tomentoife. It reemblies A. qnultifolia, n. 25. Cape. 35. A. pedunculata, small-leaved A. I.'Herit. Ang. t. 26. "Leaves fheafed, fubfulate, fheep; peduncles fhimifer, twice the length of the leaf." Found at the Cape by Maffon, and introduced into the Kew garden in 1775. It flowers in June. 36. A. candida, fair A. "Leaves fimple and fheafed, fimpie, fheep; flowers fublateral, banner naked." This was also found at the Cape by Maffon and introduced in 1774. 37. A. arborea, tree A. Lour. Cochinch. 431. "Leaves pinnate-quinate; racemes terminating." This is a middle-fized tree with a straight trunk, and weak re clinning branches; leaves feshy, entire, feshy; fowers white, small, banner obcordate, broaden, ascending; wings oblong, equal to the banner; lamens allconcave.

Vol. III.

Propagation and Culture. Few of these shrubs have hitherto been cultivated in Europe. They are to be propagated by seeds which must be obtained from the country where they grow spontaneously, and should be sown in pots filled with light earth as soon as they arrive: if this happens in the autumn, the pots should be plunged into an old tan-bed whole heat is spent, where they may remain till spring, when they should be removed into a temperate hot-bed, which will bring up the plants. But when the seeds arrive in the spring, the pots in which the seeds are sown should be then plunged into a moderate hot-bed; and in warm weather the glasses must be shaded during the hot part of the day, and the plants frequently refreshed with water. Those seeds that are sown in the spring, seldom grow the same year; therefore, in the autumn, the pots should be put into an old tan-bed as above directed, and the following spring put into a hot-bed. When the plants become strong enough to remove, they should each be planted in a separate small pot filled with light earth and plunged into a moderate hot-bed to promote their rooting again, and as soon as they are established in the pots, they should gradually be removed to the open air, into which they are to be transplanted in the summer, and remain in a sheltered situation till autumn, when they must be placed in the green-houfe, allowing them very little water during the winter. See Martyn's Miller's Diet.

Aspalathus. See Robinia and Spartium. Aspalathus Ebena. See Amerinum.

Aspalax, in Zoology, an animal mentioned by Aristotle, as being blind. The Romans and some moderns translating the term aspala, mole, and knowing that this animal is not blind, have thought themselves warranted in denying the assertion of Aristotle. Olivier, however, has not long since brought from the Levant an animal actually blind, with its skin not so much as pierced in the place of the eyes. This animal lives under ground, and has all the characters attributed by Aristotle to the aspalax. It is known to zoologists under the name of mus typhlus, and nemrini.

Aspalax, a species of Mus, called by Pennant and later English naturalists the Daurian rat; Linnæus names it Mus muscula; and Pallas, Schreber, Gmelin, &c. specifically describe it as having a short tail, cuneate or wedged foreteeth, no ears, and claws of the forefeet elongated. It is a native of the Altna mountains, and of the country beyond the lake Baikal; like some other subterranean or ground rats, it burrows with its fiont and fects, raises numerous hillocks of earth in its progress, and feeds on bulbous roots. In respect of size, it varies considerably, being from five to eight inches and a half or more in length.

Dr. Shaw observes that this species in form and manners of life agrees with the mus typhlus, or blind rat; but is in general of a smaller size and of a yellowish fesh colour, and in some specimens a whith fline or longitudinal fline appears on the top of the head; the upper forefeet are naked, but the lower are covered with a movable lip; there is no appearance of external ears, and the eyes are extremely small and deeply fteenth; the head is flat and fheep; the body fhort and somewhat depreffed; the limbs very frong, especially the fore-feet, the fets of which are large, naked, and well adapted for burrowing into the ground, having five toes, the three middle of which are furnished with long and frong fightly curled claws; the hind feets are also naked, and have five toes with small claws; the tail is very fhort. Gen. Zool.

Aspaluka, in Ancient Geography, a valley of the Pyrenees, now the valley of Apsa, in which was the Gabarus, or Gave.
ASPANEUS, a forest of Asia Minor, in the Troas, being a part of the forest of Ida, Strabo.

ASPANG, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the archduchy of Austria, seventeen miles south of Eben-ebich.

ASPARAGI, in Entomology, a species of Curvispina (Linn.), with a red thorax marked with two dots of black; wing-cases yellow, with a cruciform mark, and four spots of black. Geoffroy calls it le criocére porte croix de l'appendice: it is attelabus asparagus of Scopoli; lema asparagus of Fab. Ent. Syll. Supp.; cryptoccephalus asparagus of Gmelin; and achenia asparagus of Marih. Ent. Brit. This милевичуер intruder into the kitchen garden, is but too well known by its depredations in the larva flate upon the beds of asparagus; it is a little grub of a blackish-brown colour, that feeds exclusively on these plants; and if neglected, will in the course of a few days leave nothing but the naked stalks of the asparagus remaining in those beds where they can once take up their residence. Donov. Brit. Inf. &c.

ASPARAGUS, in Botany (ασπαραγος; a young shoot, before its leaves unfold). Lin. g. 424. Schreb. 573. Gært. 16. Juf. 41. Chrys. hexandria monogyna. Nat. Ord. forrängece. Gen. Char. Cal. none. Cor. petals six, cohering by the claws, oblong, erected into a tube, three alternately interior, permanent. Stam. filaments six, filiform, inferted into the petals, erect, shorter than the corolla; anthers roundish. Py. gurn, turbinate, three-cornered; style very short; stigma, a prominent point. Pet. berry globular, umbilicated with a point, three-celled. Seed, two, round, angular on the inside, smooth. Of. According to Dr. Smith, there are three filiguma; the flower appears as if it were monopetalous. Eff. Gen. Char. Cor. six-parted, erect, equal. Cal. none; style very short; stigma three; berry superior, three-celled; seeds two, externally convex. Smith.

Species. 1. A. officinalis, common asparagus or sperage, Hudf. 145. With. 340. Smith Brit. 369. Eng. Bot. 339. Flor. Dan. 805. " Stem herbaceous, round, erect, leaves falcatus; flupules uniform, subfoliary." It grows wild in maritime places in the south of England, abundantly on the pebbly beach opposite the ferry going from Weymouth to Portland island. A variety 2. viz. A. maritimus crassifoio, (Dill in Ray's Synop.) has been found in Anglesea. Root perennial, creeping, with very long, thick, simple fibres; stem erect, occasionally procumbent, round, firm, and bearing alternate leaves (or flupules without leaves blow) in the upper part, branching in a paniled alternate manner: leaves in tufts, very narrow, and briskly, but flexible; flupules solitary, membraneous, triangular, acute, the upper ones ovate and jagged; flowers from the axilile of the branches on capillary simple flilaks, drooping, white, none of the segments inflexed, in some the flumen, in others the ptilium occasionally abortive; style deeply three-cleft; berry red. It flowers in August. The above is a description of the plant in its wild state in which its flumes are usually about the size of a goose's quill, yet this is now well known to be the origin of our luxuriant garden asparagus, for the cultivation of which ample instructions are subjoined.

2. A. declinatus, long-leaved A. " Stem unarmed, round; branches declined; leaves falcatus." This resembles the common asparagi, but it is higher, has more and much longer leaves; flupules solitary, lanceolate-subulate, with a membraneous point at the base downwards; leaves seven or ten in a bunch, filiform, spreading. A native of the Cape. Introduced in 1787, by Mr. Maffin. 3. A. falcatus, fiddle-leaved A. Burm. Flor. Zeyl. 36. t. 13. f. 2. "Prickles solitary, recurved; branches round; leaves en-

form, falcated." A native of Ceylon. 4. A. retroflectus, arch-leaved A. " Prickles solitary, branches round, recurved, and retroflect; leaves falcatus, falcated." Its branches are round dichotomous, warded at the divisions with a minute nodding prickle. The flumks are shrubby, crooked, irregular, eight or ten feet high; leaves long, narrow, in clusters like those of the larch. A native of the Cape. Cultivated by Miller in 1759. The leaves prefer their verdure all the year. 5. A. euboreicus. " Prickles solitary, recurved; branches angular; leaves lanceolate-linear." This is nearly allied to A. falcatus, but the leaves are smaller, and about seven in a bunch. The flupules put forth a recurved spine. A native of the Cape. 6. A. acutius, flender-flaked A. "Prickles solitary; stem erect; branches filiform; leaves falcated, falcatus." It sends up many weak shoots in cluters, and armed with sharp spines at the fides and ends of the shoots; leaves in small clusters, and continuing green all the year. 7. A. altus, white A. "Prickles solitary; branches angular, flexuose; leaves falcated, triquetrous, awnlike, deciduous." Stems shrubby, covered with white bark, armed with thorns, three or four feet high, furnished with many branches, bearing short narrow leaves. These continue green all the winter, if mereed from the frost. A native of Spain and Portugal; cultivated here in 1646. 8. A. acutifolius, acutely-leaved A. " Stem unarmed, angular, shrubby; leaves needle-shaped, rather rigid, perennial, mucronate, equal." It has white, crooked, shrubby flumes, four or five feet high, without spines; leaves like those of larch, but short, and end in prickles. It resembles A. aphyllus, from which it differs in usually having seven leaves together, which are much smaller. A native of Spain and the Levant. Cultivated by Miller in 1739. 9. A. hovidius, thorny A. "Leaflets, shrubby, pentagonal; prickles four-cornered, compressed, flat." The spines are about the length of the finger. A native of Spain. 10. A. aphyllus, prickly A. " Stem unarmed, angular, shrubby; leaves subulate, fiatet, unequal, diverging. Stems weak, irregular, furnished with flfl, short spines instead of leaves; flowers small, of an herbaceous colour; berries very large, and black when ripe. A native of the south of Europe. Cultivated here in 1640. 11. A. cephalis, cape A. "Spines in fours; branches aggregate, round; leaves falcatus." Pluk. Alm. t. 78. f. 3. Root tuberous; items crustiferi, filiform, flexuose; branchlets from the axilile of the spines, filiform, loioe, unarmed, deciduous; leaflets falcatus, acute, short. A native of the Cape. Cultivated in the royal garden Hampton-court, in 1691. 12. A. fortofusa, linear-leaved A. "Leaves filiform, linear-lanceolate; stem flexuose; prickles recurved." It rife five or six feet high; and its shoots are fo closely befet with short crooked spines that it is difficult to touch the branches. The roots, which are long and filiform, are eaten with broth or milk by the inhabitants of Ceylon, who are very fond of them. Cultivated in 1713, by the duches of Beaufort. 13. A. verticillaris, whorl-leaved A. "Leaves verticillate." Found by Townsefort in the Levant.

ASPARAGUS, in Gardening, comprehends one of the most valuable edible vegetables of the kitchen garden; it has erect, herbaceous stalks, three or four feet in height, and very fine briskly leaves; it is a perennial fibrous rooted vegetable, the roots being of many years duration, but the top or flumes annual. The plants being raised from seed, after having acquired a period of three or four years growth, produce proper sized asparagus, of which the same roots furnish an annual supply for many years, continuing to rise in perfection for fix or eight weeks in the summer season, the
the shoots afterwards run up to stalks and flowers, and perfect feeds in autumn.

But besides the crop raised in the summer season, it may also be obtained in perfection during the winter, early in the spring, by the aid of hot-beds, in the manner explained below.

Propagation of the Plants. It is observed by the authors of the Universal Gardener, that the propagation of this plant is by seed only, which may be easily obtained from seed-shops. It should be sown in February, or any time in March, in a four feet wide bed of rich earth, either broad cast on the surface, and directly raked in, or in drills longways six inches asunder, the ground being afterwards raked. In six weeks or thereabouts, the plants will generally appear; they should be kept clean from weeds all the summer, and in winter a little short flable litter spread on the ground to defend the crowns of the roots from frosts; and in the spring following they will be fit for transplanting where they are finally to remain, and in two or three years afterwards, as has been just observed, they will produce asparagus fit to gather.

Asparagus is always three years at least from the time of sowing the seed before the plants obtain strength enough to produce shoots of due size for the table; that is, one year in the feed-bed, and two after being transplanted, though it is sometimes three or four years after planting before they produce good full-sized shoots. But the fame bed or plantation will continue producing good asparagus ten or twelve years, and even endure fifteen or twenty years; however, at that age the shoots are generally small, and the whole annual produce inconsiderable; a new plantation should therefore be made every eight, ten, or twelve years, as may be judged necessary. When new plantations of asparagus are required to be raised in the quickest manner for use, it should be done by purchasing ready-raised year-old plants of the nurseriesmen or kitchen gardeners, as in this way a year may be gained.

The best season of the year to make a plantation of these plants is in March, in common light ground, or at the latest, the first or second week in April; but in cold moist soils, from about the twentieth of March to the fifteenth of April.

In regard to soil and situation, the plants succeed tolerably well in any that is light and mellow, and that is sufficiently rich; but it is eligible to allow them a spot that is rich and light in one of the open quarters of the garden, that is exposed to the free air and full sun, as this is of much importance. Dung must be added six or eight inches thick at least; the ground is then to be trenched one or two feet deep, as may be necessary, burying the dung regularly in each trench, observing that where the trench is but one spade depth, the dung be buried well in the bottom; but if two spades depth, between the first and second spad, or about ten or twelve inches below the surface. Where the trenching is performed in winter, or any considerable time before the planting season, it is proper to throw the ground into ridges to meliorate and improve by the weather into better preparation for planting, as well as for the benefit of the young plants. When the time of planting arrives, it is to be levelled down, which will be a further improvement. See Trenching and Ridding of Ground.

The space of ground necessary to plant for private use is generally from about four or five to twenty rod, according to the extent of the family; and the proper quantity of plants to a rod, exclusive of the alleys, is about 250; one year old plants are to be preferred to such as are older, as those of that age will establish themselves sooner and more effectually than older roots. The plants at the time of being put into the beds, confining usually of only roots, are at the proper time to be taken up from the feed-bed with a dung-fork as entire as possible, and the strongest forked out for use, but not trimmed, only such parts as are broken or bruised being cut off.

In planting, they are to be placed in rows a foot asunder, and formed into beds, each bed to consist of four rows ranging lengthways of them, and planted in drills, or in small narrow trenches, as explained below, allowing three feet and a half interval between every four rows, two feet of which to be afterwards allotted for an alley between the beds, and the rest to be annexed to the beds, which, as well as the alleys, must be regularly laid out in their proper dimensions, four feet and an half for the beds, and two feet for each alley between bed and bed. Or they may be at first marked out and formed into beds and alleys regularly and of their respective dimensions; the beds four feet and a half, and the alleys trodden out between the different beds two feet wide; then four spaces a foot asunder marked out for four rows lengthways of each bed, the two outside rows of each nine inches from the edge; stretch a line tight along the length of the bed in the first outside row, and with the spade held in an erect position, the back being towards the line, cut out a small neat trench along close to the line about six inches deep, forming the side next the line upright, turning out the earth evenly to lie close along the edge of the trench, ready to earth in the roots as planted; this being done, proceed to planting the row, placing the plants in the trench close against the upright side ten or twelve inches asunder, with the crowns upright about two inches below the surface, spreading the roots both ways, and drawing a little earth up to the sides of each plant as they are put in, jut so as to fix them in their places till the whole of the row is planted; then directly rake the excavated earth into the trench over the roots and crowns of the plants evenly; which done, move the line a foot further for the next row, and cut out another trench as above, and plant it in the same manner, directly earthing over the plants as in the first row; and thus proceeding regularly with the rest till the whole is completed. Having finished the planting in either of the above methods, the bed and alleys bed either be lined out now regularly, or deferred until the winter and spring dressing, or, where the beds, &c. are formed previous to the planting, it may be eligible to line them neatly in their proper dimensions as soon as planted, making the edges of the beds and alleys straight, and the alleys level and even. In the other method, either forming the beds and alleys now or afterwards, as hinted above; observing that of the wide intervals of three feet and an half between the beds, two feet only are to be allowed for alleys, the other eighteen inches must be added to the beds, which will make each bed four feet and a half wide, nine inches on each side wider than the outside rows; and noting that in either method, if the beds, &c. are formed as soon as planted, the alleys at this time are only to be trodden out gently the proper width, without cutting out any of the earth upon the beds, so as to stand in the alleys, and lightly to rake the bed even, drawing off any large floes and lumpy clods, so as to leave a smooth surface.

In performing the above, if you have occasion to make the mott of every part of the ground, a thin crop of onions may be drawn the first year on the same plot as soon as the asparagus is planted; but in this case, sow the seed moderately thin, taking it in generally with a light and even hand, so as not to displace any of the asparagus plants.

The asparagus being planted in this manner, it requires the following culture.—The shoots mostly appear above ground.
ground the beginning of May, commonly not much bigger than their seed; all such must be permitted to run wholly to stalk. During summer, they must be kept clean from weeds by small hoeing or hand weeding them three or four times in the course of that season; and if there be a crop of onions, thin them in the usual way, cutting out all such as grow immediately close about the asparagus plants. In October, when the asparagus stalks decay, cut them down, and clear off all weeds from the beds into the alleys, and then dig the alleys two feet wide, burying the weeds therein, and spread some of the earth over the beds. See Winter Dressing.

This is all that is necessary to be done until March, at which time the beds should be deeply hoed and raked smooth, permitting all the shoots to run as in the first summer; and in October, cut down the decayed shoot as before, and land up the beds: in the spring following, being the second after planting, lightly fork-dig the beds, and rake them level. See Spring Dressing. In this spring, the shoots rise of some tolerable substance, begin the first gathering of the largest plants in the first fortnight; but do not prolific any general gathering till the third year. See Caring Produce.

**Winter Dressing, or landing up the Beds.**—From about the middle of October to the latter end of November, is the time to give the asparagus beds their winter dressing. This consists in cutting down the decayed stalks of the plants annually at the above time, and clearing the bed from weeds, digging the alleys, and spreading some of the earth upon the top of the beds, which is called landing up the beds. It is done in the following manner.—The decayed stalks, or haulm, are cut down with a knife close or within an inch or two of the ground; then with a sharp hoe cut up all weeds, drawing them off at the same time into the alleys to be buried; after this, proceed to line out the alleys, stretching the line along the edges of the beds about nine inches from each outward row of plants, the flakes that are to be placed at the corners of the beds, or otherwise the rumps of the flakes, will be a guide; then with a spade chop the ground along by the direction of the line, by which you will form each bed four feet wide, and the alleys two feet. The alleys are then to be dug one spade deep, and a good portion of the earth spread over each bed two or three inches thick. As you proceed in digging, let the weeds driven off the beds be trimmed into the bottom, and buried a due depth, referring to land the beds all a regular thickness, so as to make them about six or eight inches higher than the level of the alleys, forming the edge of each bed full and straight. This work must be repeated every autumn. It may be supposed by some that annual landing of the beds, they may in several years be considerately raised; but by the spring forking and raking, together with the repeated hoeings and clearing off weeds in summer and at the time of preparing for landing up in autumn, a considerable part of the earth is annually drawn off again into the alleys.

After thus performing the winter dressing of the beds, a row or two of cabbage plants may be planted in each alley, as a place of shelter during winter, by which they will be forwarded for early spring coleworts; or a row of mazayan dwarf or other beans may be planted in November or December in the warmest side of each alley, for an early crop; or occasionally, where ground is scarce, some of the beds might be occupied during winter by planting a crop of cabbage lettuce on it for spring use, which being all gathered, or transplanted into other places, by the beginning of April, are superseded to do little harm. It must, however, be done with great care, and such crops not suffered to remain long, otherwise they may injure the asparagus plants in a high degree.

**Spring Dressing the Beds.**—The spring dressing consists in forking digging the beds annually at that season to a moderate depth, to loosen the soil, that the buds may freely advance and swell to their due size. The forking for performing this work is any time in March, but not later than the first or second week in April, because many of the buds will then be formed, and, in forward seasons, begin to advance in growth.

This work is mostly performed with a short flat three-pronged fork. In the first spring dressing after planting, it is proper to loosen the surface only with a hoe, two or three inches deep, and then rake the beds smooth. But the general spring dressing is to be annually performed by fork-digging all such beds as have been planted more than one year, three or four inches deep, with the asparagus fork; being careful to loosen all the earth as deep as the surface of the roots; having regard however not to wound the crowns of them; and afterwards all the beds should be neatly raked, to break clods, clear off flounces, and form a level smooth surface, drawing off all rough earth, &c., into the alleys, which afterwards also rake up in a neat order.

**Manuring the Beds.**—There should be enriched with an addition of good rotten dung, once every two or three years at farthest, the benefit of which will be evident in the quantity, as well as the size and quality of the produce; the season of applying this manure is at the time of winter dressing or landing up the beds. The dung for this purpose should be perfectly well rotted, as the dung of old cucumber and melon beds, or any other of similar quality, which should be applied after the stalks and weeds are cleared off; spread two or three inches thick over the surface of each bed, and a double portion in the alleys; the beds being then lightly fork-digged to bury it; after this, dig the alleys in the usual way, and spread a portion of the earth evenly over the beds. In this way, the winter rains may wash the enriching quality of the manure into the beds and the roots, from the vegetation of the spring.

**Gathering Produce.**—As asparagus plants sometimes, in very rich ground, afford tolerable large buds the second year, here and there, one of the largest that happens to appear the first week or fortnight may be cut, afterwards permitting the whole to run to stalk; but in the third year, a more general gathering may be practiced, and continue a month or two longer. The crocks or beds in the fourth year the general produce will rise to its utmost perfection. Then and every succeeding year, gather all the buds arising from every plant during the season of cutting. The proper size of the asparagus for use, is when the shoots are about two or three inches above the surface of the earth, while the heads remain compact and plump. The principal season of cutting them, is from the latter end of April, or beginning of May, according to the forwardness of the season, till the middle or latter end of June. They might, however, be obtained a month or two longer in the season, by continuing to cut all the buds, according as they attain proper size; but this would be a very wrong practice, as the roots would thereby continue feeding up a fresh supply, till they in a manner exhaust their vegetable food, as would be apparent by the insignificantness of the future crop, and short duration of the plants. The principal gatherings should therefore be terminated generally towards the latter end of June, especially as by that time there will be plenty of young peats to be used as a sublimate in its place at table.

In cutting the asparagus for use, it is necessary to be furnished with a flat narrow-pointed knife, the blade six or eight inches long, toothed on the edge like a saw, which is
to be slipped down close to each separate bud, in order to cut it off planting, three or four inches within the ground; being careful not to injure any of the younger buds rising in succession, as there are generally several from the same root, advancing in different stages of growth.  

Forcing Asparagus.—As asparagus is frequently required in winter, and early in spring, another method must be practiced for obtaining it in these seasons. This is by means of planting the roots in substantial hot-beds, covered with frames and glaases. When it is intended to have a constant succession of asparagus during the winter and spring, a new hot-bed must be made, and planted with fresh plants every three or four weeks. As these roots when forced in hot-beds do not continue to yield any tolerable produce longer than that period of time, when they will in a manner be quite exhausted, and are not fit for that or any other purpose afterwards; therefore, for this purpose, a fresh quantity of plants must be in readiness for every new hot-bed. These are raised in the natural ground to a proper age: they must be three or four years old, the plants being raised from seed, as directed for the natural ground asparagus, and when they are one year old, transplanted into beds of rich earth, as directed for the natural plantations, in rows a foot asunder; but they need not to be more than nine inches distant in each row, forming them in beds of six rows in each, with only two feet alleys, just to go in to clean off weeds, &c. as the beds need not be broken up in winter, as in the natural asparagus; but when the plants have had two summers' growth, they will, in good ground, be fit for forcing, though they are in greater perfection if permitted to stand three years. During this time they remain in the natural ground, none, or very few, buds should be gathered, the whole being permitted to stand each summer. It is also necessary, when intended to force asparagus annually, that some seed should be sown every spring, and a due quantity of plants transplanted as before directed, so as to have three different pieces of ground always employed at the same time with plants for the above purpose; that is one piece with seedlings in the seed-beds, the other two with transplanted plants, one to be of a year's growth before the other; by which practice, after the three first years, an annual succession of plants fit for forcing may be procured. But where it is inconvenient to wait the raising of the plants in this manner, they may be furnished by most of the kitchen gardeners in the neighbourhood of great towns, when where raised to proper growth for this purpose, they commonly fall by meausurement of the ground they grow upon, generally from six to ten shillings per rod, according to the age and size of the plants, and fulness of the crop.

Mr. Nicol, in his Forcing Gardener, observes, that plants for this use should not be older than seven or eight years, nor younger than four years, and that they should be covered with litter or straw, in order to have access to them during frosts. The necessary quantity of plants for hot-beds is (he says) considerable, since about as many as grow upon three rods of ground, are requisite for a bed intended for a common three-light garden frame. The common allowance of the London gardeners is about one rod to a light; for the plants are to be placed as close as they can possibly stand to one another, to the amount of five, six, or seven hundred, or more according to their size, in a three-light frame, otherwise a bed would not supply a quantity adequate to the expense and trouble necessary in the culture of these plants in hot-beds. For, from a bed of the above dimensions, we commonly expect about three hundred large buds or ware, besides spire, weekly, and in the whole, about eight or nine hundred good asparagus, and near as many small ones, in three weeks, in which period of time, the roots will have exhausted their strength, and produce very little more. Therefore, in raising or procuring plants for the above purposes, the quantity must be proportioned to the number of lights you intend working, and the succession of asparagus required. The season for beginning the above work, is according to the time the asparagus is required for use; as for instance, if root would have good asparagus at Christmas, it is proper to make the hot-bed in the first or second week in November, and so on in proportion to any other time in winter or spring it is desired to have it fit to gather. The rule is this: if a constant succession is required from about Christmas to the time when the natural asparagus come in, a new hot-bed should be made every three weeks or a month from the beginning of November until that of March: but some begin about the latter end of September, in order to obtain asparagus about the second week in November. The proper materials for this sort of hot-bed are, according to the authors of the Dictionary of Gardening, a sufficient quantity of horse stable dung, turf and full of heat; for one or more three light frames, two feet and an half or a yard high; also some to line the sides of the bed, when the heat declines, a quantity of good kitchen garden earth, and one or two three light garden frames to place over the beds, and some large garden mats to cover occasionally in nights and bad weather; the dung being previously prepared as directed under the article Hot-Bed. The best situations for the hot-beds are some of the warmest and most sheltered compartments of the kitchen garden, or the melon or cucumber ground if there be room; though the London gardeners, when they make a considerable extent of asparagus hot-beds, often form them in or near some of the large quarters of the kitchen garden, where the soil is rich and light, for the convenience of having plenty of good proper earth at hand for earthing the beds, banking up the outside plants, and moulding at top, &c. The exposure should be open to the full southern sun, and well defended from the northern winds. The beds may be made either wholly on level ground, or occasionally in a hollow trench, four or five feet wide and six or eight inches deep, or if intended to make them in any of the quarters of the kitchen garden, a trench might be formed as above, in which to make the beds for the sake of the earth being laid ready for earthing the beds and plants, and to save the trouble of bringing it from a distance, especially for beds of considerable length; but otherwise they may be made, as has been just seen, entirely on even ground in the most convenient situations. As to the general dimensions of the beds, they must be in proportion to the width and length of the intended frames, or rather a little wider and longer, to allow from three or four to five or six inches clear on each side and end, whereon to bank up some earth against the outside roots, &c. and they should be about a yard high, earthed at top about six inches thick for the reception of the plants, before the frames are put on, keeping them within the compass of them upright and as close as they can stand, as directed below. The clear space of a few inches on each outside end is, as suggested above, to receive a small bank of earth against the outside roots, both to defend them from the weather, and for the support of the frame; the latter of which, on account of the first violent heat, is not put on till some time after planting the roots: these, as soon as planted and banked up on the outsides, are earthed over the crowns of the plants an inch deep, which should be increased to five or six inches when the buds appear through the first earings, at which time as the heat of the bed will be moderate; the frame and glaases should be placed on. See General Culture.
The author of the Scotch Forcing Gardener, however, suggests, that the forcing of asparagus in flued pits, is by far the most eligible method; such pits may answer several other purposes; besides the grace is of a much better colour and higher flavour than that produced on a dung hot-bed. Such a pit as is represented at § 4, in Plate I (GARDENING), will completely answer the intentions of the cultivator. As it frequently occurs in large families, where much labour is kept, that this elegant is wanted in a hurry, the convenience of a pit will be found to be a great relief in this respect; as it is much easier (by aid of flues) to forward or protract the growth of the plants here, than in a common hot-bed; on the one hand, if the plants are advancing too rapidly, you are, it is observed, under the necessity of cooling the bed in a certain degree; and on the other, if they are not advancing so fast as you would have, you are under the necessity of applying linings, which is attended with trouble and loss of time. The author says, that a pit twenty-five or thirty feet long, and six wide, and which one fire can perfectly command, is sufficient to force asparagus to serve a large family from November to May, in a constant and regular succession; after which it may be advantageously employed in raising a late crop of melons or cucumbers, or in striking young pine-apple plants, &c. The trifling consumption of fuel, even where it is most valuable, ought not, he thinks, to deter any who require asparagus, French beans, fallada, &c. at an early season, from building so useful a compartment in the forcing garden. If, continues he, a scrupulous attention is paid to the design in general, particularly to the construction of the fire-places and flues, it will give more satisfaction to the gardener than any other hot-bed whatever, and in the end be a saving to the proprietors. In the construction of this kind of hot-bed, the flues by no means, the flue runs along the front, the bottom of which is about the ground level, and as the outer wall of the flue is only a brick in bed, it is obvious that early cellery, carrots, lecutines, radishes, cauliflowers, &c. &c. found on a well-prepared border about two feet broad, immediately adjoining the breast of the pit, would reap advantage from the flue. At the time of any operation within the pit, a board or plank, supported by bricks, &c. would defend the border from injury. The pit is about four feet in the back and three in the front, deeper than the bottom of the flues; which great depth is made on the supposition that it may be frequently used for pine-apple plants; but where it is used for asparagus alone, half the depth would be sufficient. It is immaterial whether the pit is entirely filled with tan or not; the author frequently used three-fourths of flable dung, prepared in the same manner as for a hot-bed, with equal success; but has always found that dung is worse to manage than the tan, as it is more liable to heat violently; besides, from the nature of the building, there is not a possibility of drawing off the rank heat, as in a hot-bed; for which reason, if dung is to be used, it ought to be sweated in a more careful manner. It is added, that a very small degree of bottom heat is sufficient for the purpose; and that if the pit has been previously employed with young pines, it will require no preparation whatever for asparagus roots, excepting to level and put a few inches of very rotten tan upon the surface. But if melons were the last thing the pit produced, it will be necessary to flur up the bed about two feet deep, and add a little new tan or dung; then level the surface with old rotten tan, as before. In either case the surface should be levelled in a sloping manner to the sun, about six inches above the bottom of the flues, allowing so much for the tan settling; the roots are then to be placed in and covered, as directed for the common hot-bed. If the pits are from twenty to thirty feet long, one half will be sufficient for a time; and, to keep a constant succession, the other half may be filled in about fifteen or twenty days, which will begin to come up before the first is all used; after which, once a month or five weeks, according to the size of the pit and consumption of the family, may be sufficient, till it be fit for cutting in the open ground. It is recommended that no fires be made if the thermometer stands as high as forty-eight to fifty degrees; but, if necessary, covered with mats at night; also to admit plenty of air through the day, if the weather will permit. When it is necessary to make fires, it should be done with caution; a small one made in the evening will serve the whole night, and it will be unnecessary to make any in the morning, unless it be a great storm. He has, however, sometimes found it convenient to make a small fire in the morning, that he might have it in his power to admit air, and at the same time keep up a proper degree of heat. It is added, that warmth will here be required in a more plentiful degree than recommended for hot-beds; but due observation of the state of the tan and the health of the beds should always determine the warmth that may be necessary. In filling the first end of the pit a second time with fresh roots, it will be unnecessary to flur up the tan, &c. and perhaps it may be so even at the third filling; but by keeping a thermometer plunged in the bed, or watch-flicks, you will be best enabled to judge: at all events, there will be no necessity for adding fresh materials, as he has always found that trenching the bed to the depth of two feet or so has answered the purpose for the whole season. If dung or oak leaves are used, the bed should be turfed; and at least a foot of very rotten tan or light mould laid on before the roots are placed in. This precaution is unnecessary, he says, when tan alone is used; for which reason, the first should not exceed more than an eighth part of new tan ought to be trenched in.

Method of making the Beds, planting the Roots, and Culture. When the first method is followed in the situation and exposure above described, it is advised by the authors of the Universal Gardener, to mark out the place of the hot-bed, of the proper width and length proportionally to that of the intended frame or frames, whether one, two, or more; and if a trench is intended, to dig out the cavity, only one moderate spit deep, and the width as above; then wheel in the dung, and with it form the bed of the proper width and length, either on level ground or in a trench, as just directed, raising it regularly of the same dimensions, about a yard high, especially in winter; but for the final spring beds, two feet and a half depth of dung may be sufficient, working the whole upright and firm in the usual manner.

Mr. Nicol, however, recommends that a sufficient quantity of flable dung be shaken up to heat and sweeten, and that after it has lain six or eight days, it be turned over and shaken well up again, in which state it may lie four or five days more; by which time it will be ready for building the bed; this must be done in the common way, to the height of four feet in the back and three in front, and about a foot larger than the frame all round; it is then to be well levelled, the whole covered with figures of turf, cut so as to join again exactly, which are to be laid the green side down, and smoothed well with the back of the fpade; then place the frame thereon, which should be thirty inches deep in the back, and twenty in front, in which dry well-reduced old tan should be laid to the thickness of six or eight inches; which also level, and gently smooth with the fpade. Where old tan cannot be procured, he advises a light sandy earth, with a fourth part of good vegetable mould. The bed will begin to heat in twenty-four hours, and must then have air admitted to pass off any fream that may arise, which

...
will however in general be inconsiderable; the only reason of the surface is to prevent the steam, which, if carefully done, will have the desired effect. Yet, it sometimes happens, that there will be a little, especially if the dung did not undergo a proper fermentation; but until the grass begins to appear, it is of no great consequence if there is a little steam in the frame, nor provided there is not much steam, whether it has any air admitted or not. But, from the moment the buds begin to peep through, the greatest attention must be paid to prevent steam, which is sure to give the grass a disagreeable flavour and bad colour. In order to prevent the grass from drawing up weak, a large portion of air must be admitted every day, if the weather be not stormy; and a little air should be let in at night; while the bed has a rank heat in it, Fahrenheit's thermometer should not stand above 50° at any time, unless in sunshine, and then not above 60°. By the above rule, it will easily be seen, whether mowing at night is necessary, and to what extent, but it must be attended to, till it entirely disappears.

When the beds are formed in the first method, they are advised in the Dictionary of Gardening to be directly earthed at top for the reception of the plants, with finely broken earth six inches thick, to the full width and length of the beds, the surface being raked level and smooth. Then immediately to proceed to place the roots, for no time must be lost in asparagus hot-beds, in waiting for the temperature of the heat; previously to planting the roots, mark out on the surface of the beds the exact width and length of the frame, so as to have a clear space on each outside of a few inches width, to receive the banking of earth against the outside roots, &c., as before mentioned; then begin at one end, and raise a small ridge of earth cross-ways upon the surface, five or six inches high, against which lay the first row of roots, then having the roots which are not to be trimmed, place the first course cloe against the ridge and entirely upon the surface of the beds, with the crown upright, and as close to one another as you can possibly place them, either wholly upon the top of the earth, or only draw a little to the lower ends of the roots, or infert the ends a little into the earth, though they are often planted without either drawing any earth about the fibres, or inferting them therein; and when one course or row is thus placed, lay another against these in the same manner; and so proceed, laying them one against another, every way as you can possibly crowd them, from one end of the bed to another, being careful to place all the crowns of such an equal height, that the whole may form as it were a level surface, keeping the whole rather within the measure of the frame, so they will unavoidably swell out a little on each side. If more frames than one are intended for the same bed, then, at the termination of the length of each frame, raise a cross ridge of earth, as at first, about six inches in height; so proceed laying the roots as before; and when all the roots are thus placed the whole length of the bed, directly bank up some earth on each side and end as above hinted, against the outside roots, raising it an inch higher than the crowns; then cover the crowns all over evenly with finely broken light earth an inch deep, which finishes the work until the buds appear; for the roots must not till then be earthed deeper, nor the frame and glasses placed upon the beds till the violent heat has subsided, because they would confine the burning steam, and occasion the bed to heat too vehemently to the destruction of the plants.

In forming the above beds, they sometimes, where necessary, to the saving of dung, are only made the exact width of the frame, so as to secure the outside roots; but for the support of the frame, raise a bank of earth quite from the ground, six inches broad at bottom, drawing it in gradually to the top, banking it close against the sides of the beds; and that of the outside roots, raising it an inch higher than the crowns at bottom of them, so earthing them all over the top an inch deep as before observed; which method of banking quite from the ground may also prove effectual in preserving the temperature of the bed, by defending the dung from driving rains, snow, and piercing winds. As soon as the beds are made and planted in either of the above methods, in order to judge of the temperature of the heat, it is proper to thrust some sharp-pointed sticks, too feet long, down between the roots into the dung of the bed, and by drawing these up daily, and feeling the lower part, you will be able to judge of the degree of heat, whether too violent or weak, which is to be regulated accordingly.

The beds being made and planted, the roots will soon after send forth fresh fibres into the earth, and even in time into the very dung, and the buds of the asparagus begin to appear in a fortnight or three weeks; but till that period, as the heat will probably be very strong, the bed is to remain unframed and uncovered, except being occasionally defended at top; or at least, if the frames are placed on the beds, the glasses not fully put on, only using them occasionally if very inclement weather should happen at that time, just to protect the bed and crowns of the plants from excessive wet or rigorous frost; or the bed may be occasionally defended with long litter or garden mats from violent rains, snow, and severe frosty weather; observing, however, to use only occasional covering just to preserve the heat of the bed and the crowns of the plants till the buds begin to appear, and the heat becomes quite moderate, as at this period too much covering would increase the heat to a violent degree, and scourch or fumaceul the roots, which, in strong beds, must be particularly guarded against. The temperature of heat must therefore be every day examined by the trying-flick; and if it is found to be so slight that you judge the roots are in danger of scourching, the remedy is to bore with a large rake-handle, &c., the sides of the bed quite through in several places, both in the dung, andbetwixt the top of the dung and the earth, that the rank steam and burning quality may evaporate at the holes; at the same time the free air may have access; and in two or three days the bed will be reduced to a moderate temperature. On the other hand, it should likewise be observed, that if the bed in a week or two after being made does not heat kindly, or seems rather to decline, it may be proper to lay dry or warm flake-litter round the sides and over the top, which will forward and revive the heat more effectually. When the asparagus begin to appear, they are then to have their final earthing of four or five inches depth of additional mould all over the crowns of the roots, and the frame and glasses put on. At this period prepare some light, rich, finely-broken earth, sufficient to mould them the above depth; at the same time in order to secure the outides of the said final earthing, it is proper to form a sort of wreathing or embalment round the top of the edges of the bed four or five inches high, which is done either with a thick straw-band, or by raising the outside banking an additional four or five inches; either of which, as just observed, is necessary not only to secure the sides and ends of the said final top covering of earth, but also to support the frames when finally placed on the beds.

The beds being now finally earthed and framed, and the heat become moderate, the glasses or lights are to be kept constantly upon the frames, which in the night should be covered.
Asp<br>

Asp is a plant that grows in moist, sandy, or gravelly soils, often found in the wild. It is known for its yellow or white flowers, which are followed by small black berries. The plant is also known for its ability to thrive in coastal areas. In the wild, it is often found growing in the sand dunes of the Mediterranean coast. It is a hardy plant that can withstand salt spray and wind, making it a popular choice for coastal landscaping. Asp is also known for its medicinal properties, such as its ability to treat respiratory problems and skin infections. It is often used in herbal remedies and is also popular in aromatherapy. Asp is a versatile plant that can be used in a variety of ways, from landscaping to medicinal purposes. It is a hardy and resilient plant that can thrive in a variety of conditions, making it a great addition to any garden.
we suppose) of bearing living children, or of undergoing the pains of labour, without manifest danger of their lives. There have never been wanting persons professing to be able to procure abortion, with perfect safety to the women; but either these have been the vain hopes of impudent pretenders, or the art has been long lost, no drug or composition now known possessing such powers. See the article Abortion in this work. It is not known who this Aspasia was, or in what age she lived. Le Clerc Hist. de Med.

ASPASIA, in Eumenology, a species of Papilio, in the family Helicinius. It inhabits Tranquebar: the wings are black, with transparent flakes and spots; and the posterior ones yellow at the base. Fabricius, 6c.


ASPASIAE, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, placed by Polybius between the Ouxus and the Tanaus; probably the same with the Aspasiaires of Strabo, and the Aspasia of Ptolemy.

ASPASTICUM, in Ecclesiastical Writers, a place or apartment adjoining to the ancient churches, wherein the bishop and presbyters sat, to receive the fulsations of the persons who came to visit them, direct their blessings, or consult them on business.

This is also called apsaticum, diacunicum, receptucium, metatorium, or meditorium, and salutatorium; in English, meeting-rooms.

ASPATHIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of India, on this side of the Gangetic Ptolemy.

ASPE, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Valencia, situated on the Eida, four leagues west of Alicant.

ASPE, a valley of Berne, in Switzerland, between the Pyrenees and the town of Oleron. The river of Oleron passes through this valley, and is called the Gave of Aspe.

ASPE VIEJO, a town of Spain, in Valencya, three leagues and a half west of Alicant.

ASPECT, in Astronomy, is used for the situation of the stars, or planets, in respect of each other; or, in Astrology, it denotes a certain configuration, and mutual relation between the planets, arising from their situations in the zodiac, whereby their powers are supposed to be mutually either increased or diminished, as they happen to agree or disagree in their active or passive qualities. Though such configurations may be varied and combined a thousand ways, yet only a few of them are considered. Hence Wollius more accurately defines aspect to be the meeting of luminous rays emitted from two planets to the earth, either situated in the same right line, or including an angle which is one or more aliquot parts of four right angles.

The doctrine of aspects was introduced by the astrologers as the foundation of their predictions. Hence, Kepler defines aspect an angle formed by the rays of two planets meeting on the earth, able to excite some natural power or influence.

The ancients reckoned five aspects, viz., contrication, when the planets are in the same sign and degree, or have the same longitude, denoted by the character $\circ$; opposition, where they are in opposite points of the circle, or at the distance from one another of 180 degrees, exprest by $\varnothing$; triune, when they are distant one-third of the circle, or 120 degrees, denoted by $\Delta$; quadrature, or quartile, when they are distant $\frac{1}{4}$th of the circle, or 90 degrees, marked by $\varphi$; and sextile, when their distance is the sixth part of a circle, or 60 degrees, denoted by $\alpha$.

Conjunction, and opposition, are the two extremes of the aspects; the first being the beginning, and the second the highest or ultimate term. The aspects are divided, with regard to their supposed influences, into benign, malign, and indifferent.

The quadrature aspect and opposition are reputed malign, or unfriendly; triune and sextile, benign or friendly; and conjunction, an indifferent aspect.

To the five ancient aspects, the modern writers have added several more; as sextile, containing the tenth part of a circle; tridecile, three-tenths; quintile, a fifth part of the circle; and biquintile, four-tenths, or two fifths.---Kepler adds others, as he tells us, from meteorological observations; as the semiseptile, containing the twelfth part of the circle; and quinconx, containing five-twelfths.

Lately, to the astrological physicians we owe, sextile, containing one-eighth; and tridecile, containing three-eighths.

The angle intercepted between two planets in the aspect of conjunction is 0; in the semi-septile aspect, 30°; in decile, 36°; in octile, 45°; in sextile, 60°; in quintile, 72°; in quartile, 90°; in tridecile, 108°; in tridecile, 120°; in biquintile, 144°; in quinconx, 150°; in opposition, 180°.

These angles, or intervals, are reckoned on the secondary circles, or according to the longitudes of the planets; so that the aspects are the same, whether a planet be in the ecliptic, or out of it.

The aspects are also divided into parile and platic.

Aspects, Parile, are when the planets are just so many degrees distant, as is above expressed. These alone are the proper aspects.

Aspects, Platic, are when the planets do not regard each other from these very degrees; but the one exceeds as much as the other falls short.---So that if the one does not cast its rays immediately on the body of the other, but only on its orb or sphere of light.

Aspect, Double, is used in painting, where a single figure is so contrived, as to represent two or more different objects, either by changing the position of the eye, or by means of angular glances.---Influences heretofore, fee under the articles Asamorphosis, Cataeoticus, Cistula, and Mirror.

Aspect, in Gardening, is used for what we otherwise call esprière.

Aspect, in Military Language, is applied to a country and to an army thus; a country is said to have a military aspect, when its general situation presents appropriate obstacles or facilities for an army's acting on the offensive or defensive.

An army is said to hold a menacing aspect, when by advanced movements or positions, it gives the opposing army reason for apprehending offensive operations. An army is said to have an imposing aspect, when it appears stronger than it really is; and this aspect is assumed for the purpose of deceiving an enemy, and serves as a kind of feint in war.

ASPLAN-TREE, in Planting, a species of the poplar, having small roundish leaves with an angular indentation, and smooth surfaces on both sides. According to Marshall, the leaves of this tree stand upon long, flat, slender footstalks, which render them liable to the shaken by the leath wind; whereas it has been called the trembling poplar or aspen tree. This tree will grow on most kinds of soil, but may be cultivated to the greatest advantage on such as are inclined to be moist, without having much stagnant surface water. In such situations, they will sometimes grow to a considerable size. They may be raised in the same way and with equal facility as the common poplar. The wood of the aspen tree is light, porous, and open; consequently of little value.
timber. From its lightness, it might however probably be used to advantage for the purpose of common field-gates, hurdles, and other similar uses. In Mr. Marshall's treatise on Farming, it is represented as wholly unfit for being set in such grounds as are intended to be kept for pleasure, on account of the great number of suckers that are annually thrown up by it. See Populus.

ASPENDII, in Ancient Geography, a people of Pamphylia, who inhabited the town of Aspendus. They fortified their town in order to dispute the payment of the tribute which they had promised to Alexander; but he marched against them, and compelled them to submit; and afterwards double the tribute which he had at first demanded.

ASPENDUS, a town of Pamphylia, situated upon the Eurymedon, at the distance of 6o stadia from the sea, according to Strabo, who says that it was well-peopled, and that it had been founded by a colony from Argos. In M. D'Anville's map, it is placed between Perga and Sida.

ASPER, or Spiritus Asper, in Grammar, denotes a character, or accent, in form of a ē; placed over certain letters, in the Greek tongue, to show they are to be strongly aspirated, and that the breath is here to supply the place of an enlarged sound. Asper is translated, thus, HEKATON. Nevertheless, the ancient Greeks did not judge it necessary always to express this aspiration upon their monograms. Thus upon a medal of the Tyrians we find IEPEC. Hence it is very doubtful, whether this aspiration was in common use in the time of the apostles; and it becomes much more doubtful, when we consider, that the most ancient versions so frequently confound asper with aspero, that both words seem to have been written without an aspiration. Martin's Michaelis, vol. ii. p. 522. See Aspere.

ASPER, or Aspers, in Commerce, signifies a small Turkish silver coin, wherein most of the grand signoir's revenues are paid.

The asper may be estimated at 6 deniers (one farthing).

—The only impression it bears is that of the prince's name on whom it was struck. —The pay of the janizaries is only distributed every three months, and has a progressive increase from 3 aspers to 99; and 99 aspers are equivalent to 491 fions, or about two-thillings and three farthings. But from an estimate made of the respective currency, the course of exchange reduces it to 39 fions 6 deniers (1s. 7d. 1½); though this calculation is much above the intrinsic value of this coin.

ASPER, in Conchology, a species of Murex described by Martin (Conch. 4. t. 150.) The shell is plaited longitudinally, and ribbed transversely; spine rather prominent; aperture oval; and the lip crenulated. This kind is reddish; whorls about five or six; and the ribs acute. Gmelin. In the Gmelian System Nature, there is also another species of Murex under the same name, which is a native of Guinea; the whorls of the spine are inflated transversely, flattened, and curved; and the tail (or beak) ascending. The colour is milky white, with rows of brown dots; solid, with from twelve to fourteen furrows; aperture rather oval; and a single slit on the pilar lip. Gmelin.

The first species belongs to the section Candidior, cauda flavula chaula recta elongata, tella inermi (or murices, with fabulate, fivartight, elongated, and closed beak, and shell unarmed); and the second to turriti fulbulati, cauda brevillima (murices tapering, fabulate, and furnished with a very short beak).

ASPER, a species of Trochus, figured by Chemnitz, the native place of which is unknown. The shell is oblong; whorls broader, with many rows of tubercles, fulcated and flattened transversely; pillar-lip dentated; aperture turrit. This kind is of the middle size, cincereus, or tesselaceus; lip plaited and rugose within.

ASPER, in Entomology, a species of Cerameyx (Scnecerus Fab.), a native of Italy, and figured by Sulzer. It is black, rough, thorax armed with two spines; wing-caves tuberculated in the middle. Sulzer, &c.

ASPER, a species of Scaraebus found in Europe; the head and thorax are grooved transversely; wing-caves: tuberculate. Fabricius, &c.

ASPER, a species of Cancer found on the British coasts. The thorax is heart-shaped, spinosus; two spines on the probosces; legs and arms spinous.

ASPER, in Ichthyology, a species of Perci. It is furred with yellowish, and has thirteen rays in the second dorsal fin. Jonston, Ray, and others, call this asper pificus; and asper pificus, gobionis similis.

ASPERA ARTERIA, in Anatomy. See Arteria Aspera.

ASPERA, in Conchology, a species of Tellina, about an inch and three quarters in length, and three inches in breadth. This shell is pointed at one end, yellowish within, and externally radiated, and rough, with transverse flake. Gmelin. Country unknown.

ASPERANA, in Entomology, a species of Phalaena (Torric), found in the vicinity of Hamburg, and other parts of Europe. The anterior wings are white at the base, brown at the tip, and rough. This insect belongs to the Tetrica section in the Linnaean and Gmelian arrangements; in that of Fabricius in the section Pyralis.

ASPERELLA, an European species of Phalaena, of the Tineida tribe. The anterior wings are whitish, emarginate at the tip, with two common black spots. This is phalana tinea alia albius; macula communis fucea, apicibus nigro punctatis retibus of Linn. F. S. V.

ASPEREN, in Geography, a small town in Holland in the country of Gorkum or Arkel, seated on the Linge, two leagues north-east from Gorkum, and five south from Utrecht.

ASPERGELLOUS, in Botany, the name given by Micheli to that genus of mollusks called by Dillenius and others, abyssus.

ASPERGILLUM, in Antiquity, a long bristled made of horse-hair, fixed to a handle, wherewith the lulfral water was sprinkled on the people, in lustrations and purifications. Horrey Brit. Rom. lib. ii. cap. 1.

This is also denominated aspergile, and aspersorium. The ancients, instead of a bristle, made use of branches of laurel and olive. It is also used in Ecclesiastical Writers, to denote the instrument in Roman churches, wherewith holy water is sprinkled.

ASPERIFOLIOUS, in Botany, one of the divisions or classes of plants in the Fragmenta Methodi Naturalis of Linnaeus; so denominated, because they are usually rough-leaved. According to Mr. Ray, these plants make a distinct genus, the characters of which are, that the leaves stand alternately, or without any certain order, on the stalks: the flowers are monopetalous, but they have the margin cut into five divisions, sometimes deep, sometimes shallow; and the upper spike or top of the plant is often curved back, something like a scorpion's tail.
In the place of each flower, there usually succeed four seeds; Mr. Ray supposes the cerasphie the only plant of this genus that has less than four seeds at the base of each flower; this indeed hath been granted.

To the class of herbae aperipolos, referred in the Linnaean system to the monopetalous tetraspermosa distinction, under the class of pentandria and order of monogynia, belong the pulmonaria, cyngnosophium, borago, anchusa, echium, heliotropium, lithospermum, cerasphie, heliotropium, myosotis, symphytum, onosma, asperugo, lycopersic, porana, tournefortia, and mefferciodia.

They all possess the same general virtues, and are accounted gustatory and glaucous.

ASPÆRITY, implies the inequality or roughness of the surface of any body; by which some parts of it are so much more prominent than the rest, as to hinder the hand, &c. from passing over it with ease and freedom.

Asperity, or roughness, stands opposed to smoothness, evenness, politure, &c.—From the asperity of the surfaces of contiguous bodies arises friction.

According to the relations of Vermausen, the blind man is famous for distinguishing colours by the touch, it should appear, that every colour has its particular degree and kind of asperity. He makes black the roughest, as it is the darkest of colours: but the others are not smoother in proportion as they are lighter; i.e. the roughest do not always reflect the light first: for, according to him, yellow is two degrees rougher than blue, and as much smoother than green. See Colours.

ASPÆRÆNÁA, in Entomology, a species of Phalaena, of the geometra family, described by Linæus. The wings are whitish; anterior margin subfuscous. Inhabit Europe. M. L. L. Gmel. &c.

ASPÆROSÆ, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, which is a bishop's see, seated on the north-east of the Archipelago, and not far from the island of Tasso, opposite to the northern point of which is a cape of this name. N. lat. 40° 58'. E. long. 24° 20'.

ASPÆRÆMUS, in Conchology, a species of Murex. The shell is brown, varied with yellow and white, and ribbed; whors oblique, with a tuberculated margin; a brown band in the middle, and another of white; tail short, dilated, and ascending; length about two inches. Gmelin, &c.

ASPÆRÆ, is a species of Helix that inhabits Italy. The shell is subperforate, rather globous, pale yellow, with four rufous bands interrupted with white spots; lip white. Müll. Gmel. This kind is from an inch to an inch and a half in diameter; fusiforme, with minute impressed dots; rarely white; whors four, and the aperture elongated. The synonyms, quoted by Gmelin, are very doubtful, if not incorrect.

ASPÆRÆ, in Natural History, a species of Ascidia, described by Müller, Zool. Dan. As a native of the Norwegian sea. This is rather compressed, and somewhat rough, white, bag spotted with red. Adheres to sea-weeds; heart-shaped; skin pellucid, and smooth within; bag yellowish.

ASPÆRÆ, in Heraldry, a term sometimes used instead of flourished or flourished.

ASPÆRÆSÆ, formed of the Latinaspergere, to sprinkle; of ad, to, and spargere, I scatter, the act of sprinkling with water, or some other fluid.

Some contend for baptism by aspersæ, others by immersion.

ASPÆRÆSCHIRCH, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the archduchy of Austria, five miles to the south-call of Pervinca.
Richard. 3. *A. turbinata*, broad-leaved woodroof; *leaves four in a whorl, ovate-lanceolate; flowers in terminal bunches.* Root perennial, woody; stems a foot high, branched; leaves hairy, nerv'd; peduncles one or two; bracteoles. A native of the mountains of Switzerland and Italy, flowering in June. It was cultivated by Miller in 1739. 4. *A. cornifolia*, thick-leaved woodroof; *leaves four in a whorl, oblong-lateral, revolute, bluish, pubescent.* Stem alternately branching; leaves: the length of the internodes, the whorls on the branches more remote, and leaves narrower, unequal; flowers few, in upright terminal branches, pubescent on the outside. A native of Crete and the Levant. A drawing of the flower is introduced here by Mr. Thouin, in 1755. 5. *A. calabria*, Calabrian woodroof, L'Herit. flrps. nov. 4. 67. t. 32. "Leaves four in a whorl, oblong, obtuse, firm, and even." An underbush, a cubit high, decumbent, fiedt. Leaves lanceolate, one-nerved; there is a short thorn upper side of the leaves, half embracing the stem; flowers three or four, in terminating corymb; bracts two-leaved, acute, spreading a little below the guins. A native of Syria. The faetid smell of this sufficiently distinguishes it from the other species. 6. *A. pita*, narrow-leaved woodroof; *leaves linear, the lower six, the middle four, in a whorl; stem pubescent; flowers generally trifid.* Stem branching, procumbent, three feet in length; leaves resembling those of wild thyme; peduncles from the axil of the leaves, forming little umbels; flowers white; seeds smooth. The roots are used in Gotland for dying wool of a red colour. A native of Sweden, Germany, Swiceland, &c. Cultivated by Mr. James Gordon in 1750. 7. *A. pyrenica*, Pyrenean woodroof; *leaves four in a whorl, lanceolate-linear; stem erect; flowers generally trifid.* Root perennial; stems six or seven inches high; leaves keeled, acute, fuscous; lower ones shorter, more obtuse, lanceolate; upper and floral leaves opposite, broader; flowers red. A native of the Pyrenees, and about Beul. 8. *A. ranken*, fimbriatus-wort, or small woodroof. Huds. 65. With 186. Smith Brit. 172. Eng. Bot. 55. Rubecula vulg. &c. Ray Syn. 225. "Leaves four in a whorl, linear; the upper ones very unequal; flowers all quadrifid; fruit smooth." Root perennial, fibrous; lower leaves in fours, on the branches obivate; upper leaves linear, and those near the top very unequal, so that the intermediate pair seems diminished into flippules; umbels terminal; corollas of a fifth colour, marked with red lines, fragrant; fruit fuscous. It grows in England on warm banks, affecting a calcareous soil. 9. *A. nitida*, awn-flowered woodroof; *leaves linear, rather fimbriate; lower ones four in a whorl; flowers subternate.* Stem upright; leaves pale, yellowish, placed parallel, divisions bluntly acute. A native of the south of Europe. 10. *A. levigata*, shinng woodroof; galium rotundifolium, Jacq. Auct. 1. 158. t. 94. "Leaves four in a whorl, elliptic, nerv'des, smoothish; peduncles divaricate, trichotomous; seeds roselinh." Stem simple, smooth, spreading; leaves subpetioled, obtuse; flowering branches horizontal, bidentate two, small, lanceolate; flowers white, usually in threes. 11. *A. asphalites*, flat-leaved woodroof, Allion Ped. t. 77. "Leaves flat in a whorl, linear; flowers umbelleted, terminal, subfimbriate." Root perennial; stems generally simple; leaves acuminate, flat, erect; umbels accompanied with ten or twelve leaves; corollas purple, white within; segments a little revolute; seeds shaggy, compressed. It grows on the heights of rocks near Tunis. Propagation and Culture. All these plants being perennial, except the second, may be increased by the roots as well as by the seeds. The first will prosper under the shade of shrubs in wilderens quarters. The fifth must have the protection of a green-houfe, and does not continue many years; but may be increased both by seeds and cuttings. The eighth growing naturally in chalk, and most of the others being natives of rocks, must have a dry open situation. Martyn's Miller's Dict. ASPEIURUM, in Conchology, a species of Buchium, about an inch and a half in length. It is figured by Liller, but its habitat is unknown. The whorls of the spire are ribbed, and flattened transversely; the first is gibbous, and the tail (or beak) rather prominent. Gudin, &c. ASPET in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a canton in the district of St. Gaudens; two leagues south-east of St. Gaudens. ASPEYTLIA, a town of Spain, in the province of Gui- pucoza, seven leagues from St. Sebllian. ASPHALITES, in Anatomy, the fifth vertebra of the loins. It is thus called, because conceived as the support of the whole spine of the loins; from the privative and σφάλας, a supplant. ASPHALITTE LAKE, in Geography, a lake of Pa- lestine, so called from the great quantity of bitumen, called asphaltum, which it produces. It has also been called the Dead Sea, from a supposition that no fishes will live in it, and that birds, which have attempted to fly over it, have been suffocated. From its situation, it has been denominated the East Sea; and distinguished by other appellations, as the Salt Sea, the Sea of Sodom, the Sea of the Desert, and the Sea of the Plains, by the sacred writings. Its origin has been ascribed to the submersion of the vale of Siddim, where once flood, according to common report, the three cities which perished, in the miraculous conflagration, with those of Sodom and Gomorrah. These cities have, on account of their number, been called Pentapolis. Strabo, however, on the authority of an ancient and received tradition, reckoned thirteen of these cities, of which Sodom was the capital; and he adds, that they were overthrown by a violent earthquake occasioned by subterraneous fire, that threw up this great and sulphurous lake, in which all those cities were swallowed up. Job plus likewise witnesses us, that in the overthrow of Sodom, this vale became the lake Asphaltites. It has been said, that the ruins of these cities are still to be seen in clear weather; and we likewise read of apples that grew about it, fair without, but bitter to the taste and filled with alets; which added to the deadly nature of its water and smoke, afforded another evidence of the divine indignation. Some of the circumstances that have been recited concerning this lake, and which have long obtained credit, have been contradicted by the testimony of more modern travellers. Although it was long thought that nothing would sink in the waters of this lake, and that no animal could live in it, yet Dr. Popecock affirms us that much as their specific gravity is augmented by the salt with which they are impregnated, several persons, and among others this writer himself, have and dived in this lake, and birds have flown over it without injury. It is possible, indeed, that the specific gravity of the water of this lake may have been diminished since the experiments made by Vepaian, and recited by Linny (N. H. 1. v. c. 15.), because great quantities of the bitumen have been collected and removed, and this lake has been supplied with copious streams of fresh water. Mr. Kirwan says (Analysis of Mil- tern Waters, p. 144.), that the heavy water of which he spoke was met with any account is that of this lake. Lavater found it 1.253, and that it contained 44.4 per cent. of fine-line matter, of which 6.25 parts were common salt, and

38.15
38.15 were murinated lime and murinated magnesia. See Mem. Paris, 1778, p. 63. From these falls the water derives its bitter taste; and the bitumen which floats upon the surface of this lake, and which arises from its borders or its bottom, does not contribute to it any quality. As to the fall which produces, the Arabs furnish themselves with large quantities by digging pits about the shore of the lake, filling them with water, and leaving them to be crystallized by the sun. As to the bitumen which gave name to this lake, it is said to have thrown up great quantities of it, and that it is much used by the Egyptians and the inhabitants of other countries for the purpose of embalming dead bodies. Indeed Josephus affirms us, that it ascended in mazzes as big as an ox without its head, and even of a larger size. Mr. Maundrell says (Journey, p. 84.), that there was no bitumen in the place where he happened to be; but that it is gathered near the mountains on both sides in great plenty. Pococke, however, (Travels, p. 56.), observed it to float on the surface of the water, and after windy weather to be found on the shore, where the Arabs gather it for the purpose of applying it to the fame use with common pitch; and Dr. Shaw (Travels, p. 347.) informs us, that he was assured that the bitumen is raised at certain times from the bottom of the lake in large hemispheres, which, as soon as they touch the surface, and are acted upon by the external air, built at once with great smoke and noise like the pulsus fulminans of the chemists, and dispersed themselves into a thousand pieces. This, he adds, only happens near the shore; for in greater depths, the eruptions are supposed to discover themselves in such columns of smoke as are now and then observed to arise from the lake. This bitumen is described as resembling our black pitch, and not to be distinguished from it except by its fulgurative and hectic smell, occasioned either by friction or by setting it on fire. Some perfumes have confounded it with a blackish combustible stone thrown on the shore, and sometimes called "Mofa's stone," which held in the flame of a candle, will burn long, and emit a smoke and intolerable stench. Whilst its weight is much diminished, it retains its bulk, and becomes of a whitish colour. Dr. Pococke observes, that these stones are found about two or three leagues from the shore; and he supposes, that a fragment of this kind of stone under the lake is probably one part of the matter that feeds the subterraneous fire, and causes the ebullition of the bitumen. Mr. Maundrell informs us, that he saw several birds flying about and over this sea without any visible harm; and he supposes that the tradition which reports, that no animals can live in these waters is false, as he observed among the pebbles on the shore two or three shells of fish resembling oyster shells, which were cast up by the waves. He surveyed the waters with attention, in order, if possible, to discern the ruins of the absorbed cities, but he failed in his attempts to discover them; he was told, however, by two aged perfons, not destitute of understanding or probity, that they had once actually seen one of these ruins near the shore, and the waters being shallow, they went to it, and found there several pillars and other fragments of buildings. As for the apples of Sodom, Mr. Maundrell neither saw nor heard of any; nor was any tree to be seen near the lake from which such kind of fruit might be expected. A late traveller, Mr. Volney (Travels in Egypt and Syria, vol. i. p. 310.) says, that this lake contains neither animal nor vegetable life. No verdure is perceived on its banks, nor are birds to be found in its waters; but it is not true, adds this writer, that its exhalations are pestiferous so as to destroy birds flying over it. It is very common to see swallows thinning its surface, and dipping for the water necessary to build their nests. The real cause which deprives it of vegetables and animals, is the extreme saltiness of the water, which very much exceeds that of the sea; the soil around it, intermixed with this salt, produce no plants, and the air itself, loaded with it by evaporation, and receiving the sulphurous and bituminous vapours, cannot be favourable to vegetation; and hence proceeds the deadly aspect which reigns around this lake. The origin of this mineral (says Mr. Volney) may be easily discovered: for on the south-west shore are many of fossil salt, which are situated in the sides of the mountains extending along that border, and which have, for time immemorial, supplied the neighbouring Arabs, and even the city of Jerusalem. On this shore are also found fragments of sulphur and bitumen, which the Arabs convert into a trifling article of commerce. There is also found a sort of stone, which, with friction, emits a noxious smell, burns like bitumen, receives a polish like white alabaster, and is used for the paving of court yards. At intervals there may be also seen unshapen blocks, which prejudice has mistaken for mutilated statues, and which pass with ignorant and superstitious pilgrims for monuments of the adventure of Lot's wife. Mr. Maundrell was informed that on the west side of the sea is a small promontory, near which flooded the monument of Lot's metamorphosed wife, part of which, as he was told, is visible at this day. But he had neither faith enough in the report of his informer, nor sufficient leisure for examining the truth of this fabulous relation. One remarkable property of this lake remains to be mentioned; and this is, that though it receives the Jordan, the brooks of Jabok, Kibon, Arnon, and other springs, which roll down from the adjacent mountains, yet it never overflows; this circumstance has led some naturalists to imagine that there is a subterraneous communication between this lake and the Mediterranean, or the Red Sea. But no proof of this kind has been discovered; nor, indeed, is it necessary to recur to any hypothesis of this kind; since it has been demonstrated by accurate calculation, that evaporation is more than sufficient to carry off the waters with which the lake is supplied. This evaporation is, in fact, very considerable, and frequently becomes sensible to the eye by the fogs with which the lake is covered at the rising of the sun, and which are afterwards dispersed by the heat. This lake is included on the east and west by very high mountains; on the north it is bounded by the plain of Jericho, on which side it receives the waters of Jordan; on the south it is open and extends beyond the reach of the eye. Josephus (Antiq. l. viii. c. 2. De Bell. l. iv. c. 14.) affirms this lake, the length of 580 furlongs, from the mouth of Jordan, to the town of Siger or Zohar on the opposite shore, or about twenty-two leagues; and a breadth of about 150 furlongs, or five leagues; but Mr. Maundrell (ibid supr. p. 84.) says, that it is twenty-four leagues long, and six or seven broad.

ASPHALTUM, in Minera, 376, denotes kind of bituminous stone, found near the ancient Babylon, and lately in the province of Neufchâtel; which, mixed with other matters, make an excellent cement, incorruptible by air, and impervious to water; this was supposed to be the mortar so much celebrated among the ancients, wherewith the walls of Babylon, and the temple of Jerusalem were cemented.

It yields an oil which defends from water, worms, &c. much better than the ordinary composition; and which is also of good service for the cleaning and healing of ulcers. See Mineral Plants.

ASPHLAX, in Artem. Geography, a nation of the island of Cythera, Steph. Byz.

ASP

Gen. Char. Cal. none; corolla one-petalled, fix-petalled; divisions lanceolate, flat, spreading; nectary, fix very small valves, converging into a globe, inserted into the base of the corolla. Stam. filaments fix, subulate, inserted into the valves of the nectary, bow; alternate shorter; anthers oblong, incumbent, rising. Pfl. germ round within the nectary: fylle fabulate, in the same situation with the lamens; stigma truncate. Per. capsule globular, flathy, three-lobed, three-celled. Seeds, several, triangular, gibbous on one side.


Species. 1. A. latius; yellow aphodel, or king's-spear, Jacq. Hort. t. 32. t. 77. "Stem leafy, leaves three-rib'd, flutitated." Root composed of flathy long thick tubers: flals round, fimple, about three feet high, and wholly covered with long triangular boat-shaped leaves. The upper part of the flalk is crowned with yellow fhar shapped flowers, which open in facection, about the beginning of June. Peduncles one-flowered, arising from the axilles of the bractes, which are membraneous, fmal, white. The corolla has a fweet flamm, and is fuch deeply holed as to fec to be monopetalous, and the divisions or petals are alernately narrower. It is a native of Sicily. 2. A. ramus; brachend aphodel. Villar's Dauph. 2. 265. Murray in Com. Gott. 1776. 37. t. 5. A. albus. Mill. Dict. n. 3. "Stem naked, leaves eniform, keeft, foomooth." Root composed of many tubers and fifbres; leaves long, flexible, fharp at the edges, growing in irregular clusters from the crown of the root; falks three feet high, fending off faked branches, from the upper part of which arife many flar shaped flowers, which are white, with a longitudinal purple line along the outside of each seginent. A native of the south of Europe. 3. A. fubflatus; onion-leaved aphodel. Gardn. Fruit. 1. 68. Goun. Hort. 174. "Stem naked, leaves fliff, fabulate, flutitated, fubfibfulhoic;" annual; roots conflit of many flifly yellow fifbres; leaves in a large cluster from the crown of the root, convex on their under fide, flat above and hollow. Flower flalks fife immediately from the root, and grow to the height of two feet, dividing towards the top into three or four branches, which are adorned with white flarry flowers, having purple lines on the outside; there come out in July and August, and their feds ripen in October. A native of the south of France, Spain, and the island of Crete. Scopoli has defcribed and figured another species, which he named aphodelus libanus; it has yellow pendulous flowers, freaked with five brownish lines, and has farron-coloured filaments. It was found in Itflia by Mygind. See Flor. Carn. n. 411. t. 12.

The three former species were cultivated by Gerard in 1596.

Propagation and Culture. The flirt species multiples very falf by roots, and will foon overfread a large border, if fuffered to remain undifturbed. The fcond does not increafe very readily by roots, nor fhould it be often transplant- fed, for that will weaken it; therefore the belt way is to propagate it by feds. These aphodels are pretty ornaments in a garden, and requiring very little trouble to culti- vate, are rendered more acceptable. They may be propagated by feds which fhould be foon after they are ripe, on a warm border of light fresh earth: in the fpring the plants will appear, when they are to be carefully cleared from weeds, and in dry weather frequently watered, by which means the plants will be in a proper flate to be transplant- fded the Michalmas following. A bed must then be prepared in the flower nurfery of fresh earth, into which you fhould plant the roots, at about six inches dilance, and fo deep that the top of the roots may be three or four inches under the surface of the bed; and some old tan or dung preated over the bed to keep out the froft. In this bed they are to remain one year, by which time the roots having acquired ftrong enough to produce flowers the following year, they fhould in autumn, when their leaves are decayed, be carefully taken up and transplant- fded into the flower garden, obferving to place them in the middle of the borders among other hardy kinds of flowers, where being properly intermixed, they will make an agreeable variety, and continue a long time in flower. The third fort is an annual, and can only be propagated by feds which fhould be fown in autumn, and not removed till they have put out four or five leaves, when they are to be transplant-fded into the places where they are to remain. If the feds of this plant are permitted to fcatter, they will come up without care, and those which are not removed will be the ftrongeft, and produce a greater number of flowers. See Martyr's Miller's Diét.

ASPICIA, in Medicine, a term which, in its literal fence, fignifies a want of palliation, being derived from a privative, and εἴς, εἰς, πάλιν. It is used to denote apparent death. Such fupffufions of the vital actions are referred by Cullen to apoplexy and syncope; but in the fystem of Sau- vages they confitute a diftinct genus, under the above name. The laft-mentioned nofologist has been too minute in his fubdivision of this, as well as of many other difeafes. The following appear to us to be the only legitimate species; viz. A. jafenifcras, apparent death from drowning; which fee. A. jafenifcras, apparent death from hanging; which fee. A. conglofcras, apparent death from exposure to extreme froid. This we fhall notice here, as the moft convenient place. In the northern latitudes, frequent fffiaces occur, during the winter feaon, of perons being frozen to death. Before this event takes place, they are fefed with a general numbness, and an irreffible propenfity to fleep, followed by fuppor, and infenfibility. In this ap- parently lifelefs flate they fìke for several hours, or even days, according to the infenfivity of the cold, and the previous condition of the body. They are, however, yet recover- able by proper treatment; which confists in taking off the perons's clothes, and rubbing the body all over with fnow, or dashing cold water upon it. The froid fhould be con- fìttued for many hours, until figns of life appear; when the patient fhould be wiped dry, and put into a cold bed, in a room without fire: he fhould have but few clothes upon him at first. When the power of swallowing is retorted, a fmall quantity of white water and water (two parts of water to one of wine) fhould be given in a tepid flate; but on no account any spirituous liquors, fuch as brandy, rum, &c. Afterwards he may have tea, with a large proportion of milk, increafing the quantity of nourishment gradually. He fhould avoid a heated room for a day or two, as well as all strong drinks and fleftioned food; orfetherife a fever, or dangerous local inflammati ons, will be excited. Travellers or others who are about to be exposed to extreme degrees of cold, fhould be cautioned againft the ufe of spirituous liquors, and every effort fhould be exerted by their companions to prevent them from falling afleep. For the treatment of partial injuries from fice, fee the article Frost-bitten. A. a carbone (A. carbonica, as we would term it), fuffocation from the fumes of charcoal, from the gas thrown out by fermenting liquors, &c. (i.e. fuffocation from the carbonic acid gas.) See Suffocation. A. a nephetidte (A. azotea), fuffocation from foul air or azotic gas. See Suffocation. A. nephe- tocras, apparent death of new-born infants. See Mid- wifery.

ASPIA, in Ancient Geography, a river of Italy, in Picen- num, north-call of Axumnum.

ASPIC, Fr. in Artillery, a piece of ordnance, weighing 4250 lb., and carrying a 12 lb. shot.
ASPIC, in Botany, a plant which grows in plenty in Languedoc, in Provence, and especially on the mountain of St. Baume, in France. It is a kind of lavender, nearly like what grows in our gardens; both with regard to the figure and colour of its leaves and flowers. The botanists call it *Lavandula mas*, or *lavea nardii, pseud耐ardus*, &c.

ASPIC, Oil of. See Oil of Spike.

ASPIDO, in Geography, a river of Italy, in the marquise of Ancona: it rises near Polverigro, and runs into the Mufon, a little above its mouth in the Adriatic sea.

ASPIDOPHORE, in Ichthyology, the name of a new genus of fishles in Lacépède’s arrangement. This genus is composed of two species of *Cottus*, in the Linnean system called *cataphractus* and *japonicus*, the former of which M. Lacépède names *Aphthophore armis*, and the latter *Pisophoros fissa*. See *Cottus*.

ASPI, in Ancient Geography, a powerful people of India, whom Alexander defeated in a pitched battle near the river Euphrates. He had previously crossed this river, as well as the Choe; and after the battle he passed through the territory of the Guri, and crossed the river Gurus, supposed by major Kennell to be the Kamb or Cabul river. This ingenious geographer conjectures, that the nations of the Alpi, Teveri, and Arafaci were inferior divisions of the modern Cabul, and situated between the rivers of Ghizni and Cabul, at the height of Ijab and Dukkah. Mem. P. 172.

ASPING, in Zoology, a name given by the inhabitants of Smoland to a venomous small snake, not more than six inches long, found in Oleri and Willow-holts, the bite of which is frequently fatal, and which is much dreaded by the Smolanders. It is the *Coluber Chersia* of Linnaeus, with 150 abdominal fena, and 34 subcaudal scales.

ASPIRAN, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of Journet, and chief place of a canton in the district of Lodove, two leagues north of Pezenas.

ASPIRATE, ASPIRATION, in Grammar, a character used to denote an aspiration.

The aspirate, by the Greeks called *spiritus aspirer*, and marked over their vowels, seems to be of a very different nature from the letters; but is nevertheless a true letter, as well as the reil, and a real consonant.—By letters we do not mean the characters of the alphabet, which are changeable according to the languages and the people, and among the same people, according to time and custom; and even according to the fancy of particular persons. Thus, fome, for instance, write the aspirates, or letters aspirated; which by others are omitted; though both the one and the other pronounce alike; as in *buona*, *buonini*, an Italian word frequently written *buomo*, *buonani*. But by letters we mean articulate sounds, marked by them, and formed by the organs of speech, viz. the throat, mouth, tongue, palate, teeth, &c.

These sounds are of two kinds, the one simple, and the other compound, or modified. *Simple sounds* are those pronounced by a single motion of the organ, such as the vowels. *Compound sounds* are those simple sounds modified by a motion of the organ, superadded to the motion necessary to pronounce the simple sound; of which kind are the consonants.

Now an aspirate is an effect or consequence of a motion made by some of the organs of speech; and therefore it must either be a vowel or a consonant. The former it cannot be, as not being a simple sound, or a sound that may be pronounced by itself. It must therefore be a modificative, or consonant; and in effect it has all the properties of one.

For, 1st. It results from a motion of the organ, which of itself produces no sound. Thus the *spiritus* of the Greeks, our *b*, aspirate, as well as that of the French, and other people, has no more found of itself, than *h*, *s*, *d*, &c; and the same thing may be observed of the *alph*, *beta*, and *epsilon*, of the Eastern languages.

2dly. On the contrary, our *b*, the *spiritus* of the Greeks, and the other aspirates just mentioned, are pronounced with all the vowels, in the same manner as consonants are. They modify those vowels, and are effects of a motion of the organ superadded to the motion necessary to form the vowel. Thus, to pronounce *ba*, two motions of the organ are required, as well as for *ba*, or *ca*, &c; one for *a*, which itself is a sound; the other for *b*, which yields no sound, no more than *h*; but adds something to *a* which modifies it, and makes that *ba* is not mere *a* nor *ba*, nor *ca*, &c; and this must hold still more sensibly in the stronger aspirates, as those of the oriental tongues *t*, *t*, *t*, *t*, &c. in all which there are evidently two motions, the one to express the vowel, and the other to modify it: now this being the nature and effence of a consonant, it follows, that let them be denoted in what manner they will, whether as our *b*, as the orientals do, i.e. by proper characters in the course of the words themselves; or, as the Greeks do some of theirs, by a sign of aspiration placed over the vowel, it matters not. The aspirate is no less a consonant in *w* than in *w*, in *h* than in *w*; and so of others.

The third and last reason urged by some, is, that the Eastern languages, which, according to them, do not express the vowels, do yet express the aspirates. This kind of argument seems, however, to be grounded on a mistake; since it is more than probable, that the *t*, *t*, of those languages, should be ranked among the vowels, and were to used.

Add, that the aspirate is frequently changed into a consonant, and expressed by a consonant. Thus of *t*, made *t*, of *t*, *t*, of *t*, *t*, *t*, &c. of the Hebrew *t*, *t*, and hence *t*, *t*, *t*, &c. Nay even in the same language, Hesiod, speaking of Hercules’s buckler, uses *f* for *t*, making no difference between *t* and an aspirate.

Hence it follows, that aspirates are real consonants; and that we ought not to exclude the *b* in our language, out of the number of letters.

Other grammarians contend, that the *b* is founded only by a strong emission of the breath, without any conformation of the organs of speech, and consequently is no letter. See H.

ASPIRATION, the act of aspirating, i.e. of pronouncing any syllable, or word, strongly, with a good deal of breath, and vehemence.

This we do, for instance, in those words which have the letter *b* before them; as *barangue*, *hock*, *Holland*, &c. whereas the like syllables are founded much more slowly and easily without the *b*; as in *ear*, *cat*, &c. See H.

ASPIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, north-west of Ilicis and very near it on the same river.—Also, a town of Africa Propria, in 33° 20’ N. lat. according to Ptolemy.—Another town of the same country, about 30° 20’ N. lat. according to Ptolemy. Strabo places it in the Greater Syrtis, and says it is the belt port of that coast.—Also, a hill or territory of Africa, in the promontory of Taphitis, according to Strabo. —Also, a town of the CARTHAGINIANs, called *Chypa*. A’dAnville thinks this to be the same with the former; but Ptolemy distinguishes them. —Also, an island of Africa upon the coast of Asia Minor, between Tenedos and Tars. It was called, according to Strabo, Arconneus. —Also, a promontory of Ethiopia, near Egypt.—An island in the vicinity
vicinity of the Cyclades.—Alloa, a town of Aïa, in Macedonia, founded by Philip, the father of Pericles. Steph. Byz.

Asphaste, a town of Aïa, in the country of the Siatae. Ptolem.—Allo, a river of Aïa in the same country.

Aspis, in botany, a species of Cyprinus, that inhabits the fresh water streams in most of the northern parts of Europe. Linnaeus in his Fauna Suecia, describes it specifically as having fifteen rays in the anal fin, and the lower jaw longer than the upper one, and recurved. It grows to the weight of twelve pounds; is blackish above, and bluish-white on the sides; feeds on vegetables, worms, and little fish; spawns in March; fleshy white, soft, fat, and well tailed. This is Cyprinus rapax ovatus subcom- prehens carullseus, &c. of Leef.; leucites argenteus, &c. Klein; and r rape of Gelm.

Aspledon, in ancient Geography, a town of Beotia, north-east of Orchomene, from which it was separated by the small river More.

Asplenium, in Botany, spleenwort (said to be derived from α and πες, because it was supposed to dry upon the spleen). Linn. 1. 1178. Schreb. 1651. Lingua cervina, trichomanes Tournef. Chuf., cryptogama filices. Generie Clar. Fructifications disposed in right lines along the under disk of the frond.

* Frond simple.*

Species, 1. A. rhizophyllum, root-leaved spleenwort. Phyllitis Pluk. Alm. 154. f. 105. f. 3. Morr. Hill. 3. 557. f. 14. t. 1. f. 4. "Fronds cordate-enform undivided, top folioform, rooting." Root fibrous; fronds triangular acuminate, point long linear; at the base hollowed, cared, on long footstalk; fructifications irregularly dispersed over the whole disk of the leaf in oblong spots; the ends of the fronds bent down to the ground, and there striking root. A native of North America. Introduced here by Mr. Bartram in 1764. 2. A. hemionitis, mule's-tongue spleenwort. Lour. Cochin. 677. "Fronds simple, cordate-elliptic, five-lobed, entire; flipes smooth and even." It rifes about six inches in height, and nearly resembles N° 3. (hart's-tongue), but the longitudinal diameter of the frond scarcely exceeds the transverse one; the flipes are slender and in tufts; the lobes of the fronds are sublinear, unequal; fructifications in oblique lines. A native of the south of Europe.

Introduced here in 1779. 3. A. foedoperidium, hart's-tongue spleenwort, Hud. 452. With. 3. 51. Lightf. 665. Curt. Lond. 1. 67. Bolton Fl. 18. t. 1. Woodv. Med. Bot. f. 272. The variates are 1. phyllitis crispa. Bauh. Hill. 9. P. f. Lingua cervina maxima, undulato folio auriculato per biform. Pluk. phyt. 2. Lingua cervina, multi- fido folio. Bauh. pin. 1. P. f. Lingua cervina minor crispa, fol. multiforme, ramuloso, Pluk. phyt. "Fronds simple, cordate-elliptic, quite entire; flipes bifurcate." Root black, hard, fleshy, furnished with numerous fibres; flipes and lower part of the mid-rib covered with ciliate scales; fronds from five inches to a foot long, and from an inch to two inches broad, lanceolate, rounded, and hollowed at the base, of a firm tough texture, and of a shining green on the upper side, and more or less waved at the edges; fructifications in parallel lines; these are at first covered with a pulvillus involucrum, which burrs when the capsules swell; they then appear globular and brown, and each is surrounded with a jointed elastics ring, by which the seeds when ripe are forced out of the capule and dispersed to a considerable distance. It grows commonly on old walls, rocks, and in shady lanes. This plant, like some others of the same genus, was formerly used to strengthen the venae, restrain haemorrhages, and alvine fluxes, expel gravel, and open obstructions of the liver and spleen; but its medicinal qualities are now little valued. It is one of those termed the five capillary herbs. 4. A. nidae, bird's-nest spleenwort; "Fronds simple, lanceolate, quite entire, smooth." Leaves two feet long, broad, thick, smooth, flarked; fructifications in parallel lines, extending one-third of the breadth of the leaf. It roots into the tops of trees; the leaves come out in a circle, and form a kind of umbel, in the middle of which birds make their nests. A native of Java and the Society Isls. 5. A. ferratum, ferrate-leaved spleenwort. Phyllitis, &c. Sloan. Jan. t. 72. n. 5. "Fronds simple, lanceolate, ferrate, tubificid." Root composed of brown fibres, which feed forth eight or nine fronds about three inches long, gradually broader near the end, which is formed into a blunt point. A native of woods in the inlands parts of Jamaica. 6. A. glaucescens, ferratulate-leaved spleenwort. Brown Jam. 92. "Fronds simple, orbate-lanceolate, subternate, leaf pedunculate," The fronds rise from a thick fibrous root to the height of ten or twelve inches, with an even margin and a smooth edge. A native of Jamaica. 7. A. lanceatum, lanceolate spleenwort. Thum. Japon. 33. "Fronds simple, elliptic, entire, smooth; flipes round, scaly." Stipe leathery, decumbent; lines of fructifications near the edge of the leaf, which is lanceolate. A native of Jamaica. 8. A. hirsutum, double-leaved spleenwort, Lingua cervina, &c. Plum. fil. 116. t. 153. "Fronds pinnate; leaflets lanceolate, subfusiform, connate." Fronds all double, or composed of two equal similar leaflets, united at the base by a common membrane; the common peduncle forks a very little above the base, and forms the mid rib. A native of South America.

** Frond pinna.***

9. A. teterata, common spleenwort, Hud. 452. Lightf. 661. Bolton Fl. 20. t. 1.2. "Fronds pinnae; lobes alternate, con fluent, obtuse." Fronds many, from three to six inches long; fronds of the third, short, broad, roundish, entire, about twenty pairs in a frond. This grows in similar situations to those mentioned of A. foedoperidium. 10. A. ovatifolium, blunt-leaved spleenwort, adiantum alis in若い, Pet. fil. 117. t. 2. f. 4. "Fronds subpinnae; pinnae obtuse, ininate, decurrent, alternate." A native of South America.

** Frond pinnae.***

11. A. nodosum, knotted-thalke spleenwort. Brown Jam. 93. Lour. Cochin. 678. Sloane Jam. 1. 85. t. 41. f. 1. "Fronds pinnae; pinnae opposite, lanceolate, entire." Above a foot and a half high, upright, smooth; pinnae long, oblong, frilled; fructifications in oblique, straight, parallel lines. A native of the West Indies and Cochinchine. 12. A. fulvescens, willow-leaved spleenwort. Luchitius, &c. Plum. Amer. 4. t. 6. Pet. fil. 116. t. 3. f. 1. Sloane Jam. 1. 78. 24. "Fronds pinnae; pinnae decipitate-lanceolate, crenate from the base upwards, angular." A foot high or more; pinnae alternate; middle pinnae largest, serrate at the edges. A native of Jamaica and the Antilles. 13. A. trichomanes, common maiden hair. Hud. 452. With. 3. 52. Bolton 22. t. 1.3. Woodv. Med. Bot. 204. Eng. Bot. 576. "Fronds about five or six inches long, lanceolate; flipes and rachis smooth, glossy, blackish, purple; pinnae fifteen or twenty pairs, the loweol most remote, of an irregular ovate form, largest below; terminal line oblique to the mid-rib, three, four, or five in number. It grows in the crevices of rocks and walls, and in shady places among stones. The leaves have been used in disorders of the breast proceeding from an acrimony of the fluids, and also to promote the expectation.
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exsanguination of tough phlegm, and to open obstructions of the viscera. They are usually directed in infection or dejection, with the addition of a little liquorice. A syrup prepared from what is common in our shops, both as made here and imported from abroad; this latter has an admixture of orange-flower water. A little of these syrups, mixed with water, makes a very pleasant draught. 14. A. virile, green spleenwort. Hudson. 453. With 3. 52. Lightf. 653. Bolton Filt. 24. t. 14. Trich. colla viridis, &c. Rai Syn. 119. 2. Trich. ful. eleganter incis. Tournef. Inf. 539. t. 350. f. l. c. 5. Fronds pinnate; pinnas roundish, crenate, truncate at the base. Fronds eighteen or twenty pairs; leaflets sometimes alternate, rhomboidal, or trapizezium-shaped. It is found on rocks in mountainous situations in the north of England.


Froonds numerous, linear lanceolate, a foot high, often twisted; leaflets numerous, rather alternate, falcate; line of fructification fingle. The younger Linnaeus has confounded this plant with A. refeculum. A native of the Cape. 21. A. rota muraria, wall-rue, text-wort, white spleenwort. Hudson. 453. With 3. 53. Bolt. Filt. 28. t. 16. Eng. Bot. 150. "Fronds alternately decomposed; leaflets wedge-shaped crenate." Fronds three or four inches high, furnished at the end with two, or more commonly three alternate pinnas; they are broad, broad, and somewhat a rhomboidal figure; fructifications appear in two or three white dots on each side of the nerve. It grows on ledges of rocks and rocks. 22. A. altenfollium, alternate-leaved spleenwort. Jacc. Mifc. 2. 51. t. 5. f. 2. "Fronds simply pinnate; leaflets alternate, wedge-shaped, gash ferrate." Linnaeus regarded this as a variety of the preceding species, from which it differs in having the leaves more fimbriate, black at the base, with one or two short divisions only, having three leaves lobed and two-lobed; the other leaves are foliar: in the lower part of the leaf are two or three lines of a longish form. A native of Switzerland and Austria. 23. A. lapidarium nigra, black maidenhair. Hudson. 454. With Bolt. 30. "Fronds subtriangular, leaflets alternate, pinnas lanceolate, gash-ferrate." Fronds eight or nine inches high, their outline triangular; fronds glossy, black, or very dark red; pinnas alternately pinnate. It grows on ledges of rocks and old walls, and among thorns and shady places. 24. A. lanceolatum, lanceolate spleenwort. Eng. Bot. 250. Hudson. 454. With 3. 54. A. trichomanes ramusum. Lith. Sp. Plant. "Fronds doubly pinnate, lanceolate; pinnas obovate, crenate; root crowned with tufts of long narrow dark scales." Fronds in size and habit somewhat like pol. fragile; pinnas lanceolate, lobed above; pinnule and lobes obvate, veiny, sharply crenate or toothed. Found on the great rocks at Tunbridge, and in Fawai one of the Azores. by Porter. 25. A. margination, margined spleenwort. Pet. Filt. 168. t. 12. f. 2. Plam. 88. t. 168. "Fronds pinnate; pinnas opposite, ciliate-lanceolate, submarginate, entire." A native of South America. 26. A. jepunsum, falcate-ferrate spleenwort. Pet. Filt. 112. t. 5. f. 2. Plam. Filt. 86. t. 153. "Fronds pinnate; pinnas acuminate, gash ferrate." A native of South America. 27. A. ginteri, falcate fringed spleenwort. Phil. Filt. 15. t. 19. 19. "Fronds pinnate; pinnas pinnatifid, obtuse, crenate, the terminal one cinnate. A native of South America. 28. A. trifrons, divided spleenwort. Brown. Jam. 94. Shorr. Jamb. 73. t. 33. f. 2. "Fronds pinnate; pinnas trapezium-shaped, tridented, crenate, crenate at the base. From fourteen to eighteen inches high; pile black, simple; leaves pointed, and appearing as if torn at the margin. A native of Jamaica. 29. A. japonicum, Japonese spleenwort. Thum. Jap. 134. "Fronds pinnate, pinnas acute, gash-pinnatifid, serrate; pile falcate. Stipe compressed, furrowed, falcate at bottom, two feet high; pinnas opposite, ciliate, lanceolate. Lines of fructification approximating. A native of Japan. 30. A. ref. falcata, half-leaved spleenwort. Smith ic. inf. 3. 72. "Fronds pinnate; pinnas trapizeum-shaped, acuminate, gash-ferrate." Frond lanceolate, a foot high; leaflets numerous, alternate, subfalcate, an inch long, entire at the base, and along the hinder edge, and appearing as if cut off at the nerve in front, and at the tip, unequally gash-crenate, veined; lines of fructification two or three. Found by Commeron in the isle of Bourbon. 31. A. bulbifera, bulbous-rooted spleenwort. Lour. Coch. 679. "Fronds pinnate; pinnas lanceolate, slightly crenate; root bulbous." A foot high, diffuse; fronds fimbriate, thick, tuberced, recurving; leaflets smooth; fructification in oblique parallel lines. A native of the mountains of Gochnia, where the roots are eaten.

The following eight species are from Swartz.

ASP

Swartz 130. "Fronds tripinnatifid; pinnae somewhat wedge-shaped, pinnales crose, toothed at the tip. 39. A. cicutanum. Swartz 130. "Frond tripinate, very smooth, the upper one pinnatifid, leaflets lanceolate, entire." The last leaf species are natives of Jamaica.

The following species are from Forlir, and are all Natives of New Zealand.


Propagation and Culture. Whoever is deficient of cultivating any of these trees, must have walls or rocks or heaps of stones to set the hardy species in, or pots may be filled with loamy unduged earth, or sand gravel and lime rubbish for that purpose, placing them in the shade. In the winter, the trees have been raised from seed; but all the forms may be increased by parting the roots. Some of the foreign species must be placed under a common frame in winter; and it is evident that such as are natives of the West Indies and other hot climates, require the protection of a stove.

ASPOLEM. See ACROSICHUM, and MENISCIUM.

ASPOE, in Geography, a small island in Sweden, in the Baltic, two miles south-west of Calferton.

ASPQNA, in Ancient Geography, a municipal town of Asia Minor, in Galatia, in the road from Ancyra to Celfarea, according to Antoine’s itinerary.

ASPQRENUM, a district of Asia Minor, near Pergamus; which, according to Strabo, was baren and rocky, and in which was a temple dedicated to the mother of the gods, called Aphorene.

ASPOTAGOEN MOUNTAIN, in Geography, a high land in America, that lies on the promontory which separates Mahone from Margaret’s bay, on the coast of Nova Scotia. This land, which is seen at a diatance, is that which is generally made by the tides from Europe and the West Indies to Halifax. Its extremity is about 300 feet above the level of the sea.

ASPA, a town in Italy, in the territory of the church, upon the river Aja, between Tivoli and Terni. It was formerly in the district of the Sabines, and called Calpernia, and Capirola.

ASREDO, in Ichthyology, a species of Sillurus that inhabits the rivers in America. This kind has a single dorsal fin, with five rays, and has eight cirri. Gilmar. The back is ciliated, and the tail forked. Klein names it Bara-bus.

ASPRELLA, in Botany. See LEERSIA.

ASPREMON, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse, and chief place of a canton in the district of St. Michiel, four miles south-eat of St. Michiel.

ASPREN LEVAYNES, a town of France, in the department of the Higher Alps, and chief place of a canton in the district of Serres, fifteen miles west of Gap.

ASSPR, a river of European Turkey, which runs into the sea, twenty-eight miles west of Lepanto.

ASSPRONISI, formerly Automatic, a small island of the Archipelago, which, by some convulsion at a former period was separated from Thera, now Santorin. This separation is said to have happened 237 years before the Christian era. The coast of the gulf between these two islands, composed of these rocks, black, calcined, and towering upwards of 300 feet above the level of the sea, appears to be the edge of an enormous crater, the bottom of which has never been fathomed. Asspronisi is rent internally, and covered with pumice stone; whence it has obtained the name of the White Island, which it now bears. Solimani’s Travels in Greece, &c. p. 188. Olivier’s Travels in the Ottoman empire, p. 169.

ASSPROTI, a small town of European Turkey, in Livadia, upon the gulf of Lepanto.

ASSPOTAMO, a river of the southern part of Greece, has its source in Mount Mezzovo, and discharges itself into the Ionian sea.

ASSPROPIA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa Propria. Ptolem. ASSPUNITANI, a people of Asia, near the Palus Meotis. Strabo. ASPURGIANI, a barbarous nation about the Bosphorus. Strabo. ASS, Afinus, in Zoology. See ASINUS. ASS’s Mill. See MILK. ASS Bus, in Geography, lies on the south coast of the island of Newfoundland.

ASS, Cucumber. See MAMORDICA. ASS, Feast of the, in Eckes’s History, a festival which was celebrated in several churches of France, during the dark ages, in commemoration of the Virgin Mary’s flight into Egypt. On this occasion a young girl richly dressed, with a child in her arms, was set upon an asf richly caparisoned. The asf was led to the altar in solemn procession, and high masses was said with great pomp. The asf was taught to kneel at proper places: a hymn no less childish than impious was sung in his praise; and when the ceremony was ended, the priest, instead of the usual words with which he dismissed the people, brayed three times like an asf; and the people, instead of their usual repique, “We blest the Lord,” brayed three times in the same manner. This was an act of devotion performed by the mufflers of religion, and by the authority of the church. However, as this practice did not prevail universally in the catholic church, its absurdity contributed at last to abolish it. Du-Cange, Vec. Feltum.

ASSA, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in the island of Cephalonia, sixteen miles N.N.W. of Cephalonia.

ASSABA, in Botany, the name given by the people of Guinea to a shrub which they are very fond of for its medicinal virtue; they boil it in water, and rub it on a bula, and it proves a cure. Phil. Trans. N. 232.

ASSABENIS, in Ancient Geography, an episcopal see of Africa, in Numidia.

ASSABET, in Geography, a river of America, which rises in Grafton, Worcester county, Massachusetts, and runs north-east into Merrimack river.

ASSACANI, or ASSACENI, in Ancient Geography, a people of India, who inhabited a country situated between Baxira, now Bijuco, and Pucellatiss, corresponding to the present Puckholl. The government of the country, when Alexander
Alexander invaded it, was possessed by a woman, as Plutarch, Curtius, and Justin agree: she was, as they say, the wife of Ahascenus, and, according to the latter, her name was Cleopha. The Ahasceni, when they were attacked by Alexander, had, according to Arrian, (l. iv. c. 24, 25) 20,000 horses, 30,000 foot, and 30 elephants, ready to take the field. Their capital was Malsanga, called by Curtius Mazaga, by Strabo Magoga, and by Diodorus Maffana, which Alexander took by assault, though he was wounded on the occasion, and repeatedly repulsed; and he then proceeded to summon Bazira, the capital of the next adjoining territory. After the capture of the rock Aornus, Alexander made a second expedition into the country of the Ahasceni, in order to get possession of some elephants which were so fierce that they might not fall into his hands. These elephants were at last found in the pastures near the Indus, and sent off by land to the grand army. The country of the Ahasceni, afterwards called Ahasnagar, answers, says major Kennell, (Mem. p. 173.) to the present Seward or Sowand; or at least Seward was one of the divisions of Ahasnagar. See Ahasnagar, and Seward.

ASSACH, or ASSATH, in Antiquity, a kind of purgation, anciently used in Wales, by the oaths of three hundred men. It was abrogated by 1 Hen. V. c. 6.

ASSACH, in Zoology, the name by which some Arabic writers call the lion.

ASSA-DULCIS. See Asa-Dulcis.

ASSAFA, ASSAFENSIS, in Ancient Geography, an episcopal see of Africa, in Mauritania Sitifensis.

ASSA-FETIDA, or ASSA-FETIDA, in Pharmacy, (Tauffriz's Drecx, Germ. (Devil's Dung.)

This curious and valuable article of the Materia Medica is a gum resin procured from the root of a large umbelliferous plant, growing in the mountains of several provinces in Peræa, and on the borders of the Peræan gulf, and called in the language of the country kingfish. For the botanical description of this plant, see Ferula Affa-Fetida.

The affa-fetida is brought over in masses of various size and form, of a yellow brown, or bluish colour, intermixed with roundish pieces white in the inside, which are the affa-fetida in tears, and the purest.

The taste of this gum is bitterish, acid or biting, and very permanent on the tongue; when chewed, it becomes plastic, and soon dissolves in the saliva into a white milky liquid. Assafetida is principally distinguished as its name imports) by its exquisitely strong fetid smell, somewhat resembling that of garlic; which is extremely diffusible and permanent. The odour, however, is not of a sickening or very oppressive quality, and so readily can the organs be accustomed to it, that this gum makes a favourite feconizing for food in many countries of the East.

By chemical analysis, assafetida is found to consist of an essential oil, a resin, and a gummy substance, so that it is with great propriety reckoned among the gum resins. Trommsdorf obtained about fifteen or sixteen grains of essential oil from an ounce of the gum, which in one experiment swam upon the water with which it was distilled, and in another partly sank to the bottom. The remaining gum yielded 1 08 grains of resin, and 292 grains of gum. The analyses of Neuman and Carlebuer exhibit the same ingredients, but in different proportions. Both spirit and water distilled off this gum resin are strongly impregnated with its ungrateful odour. If assafetida be digested with warm water, the liquor presently whitens, and by long standing the whole is reduced into a soft pulp mass of a dirty yellow, owing to the solution of the gummy part. By trituration with water, this gum is entirely dissolved into a milky liquor which remains uniformly turbid for a considerable time. It is partly soluble in expressed oil, but scarcely so in the effential oils.

The following curious and authentic account of the method of collecting the assafetida is given from ocular testimony by Kämper, who visited the country in the year 1697. The plant which yields this valuable gum resin (and called in Peræa kingfish) is found abundantly on the mountains around Heraut, the capital town of the province of Chorasan, and in the province of Laar, which extends from the river Cuur to the town of Congo on the Peræan gulf. Beyond this, on the Arabian fide, the plant is said to lose much of its strong odour and acid quality, so that goats browse upon it with great delight and advantage. The richer the soil, the more valuable is the gum. The principal harvest of this substanee is made on the mountains around the small town of Dísguam, in the province of Laar.

The root of the kingfish grows for many years increasing in size, till sooner or later it lends forth the flowering umbelliferous stem, after which, on the succeeding year, the whole plant perishes. The crop of gum thereon is procured from the root before the time of flowering. When the root is four or five years old, the thickest parts of it, and of considerable length; it seldom yields any gum before this age, and the older it is, the greater is the quantity of product. The root is heavy, smooth externally, when growing in a rich soil; but scaly in a sandy one. It is often found bifurcated or further divided at about a foot below the surface. The upper part, which rises above the soil, is thickly beset with short fibres standing up like hairs. The kind of the root is easily separable when fresh, the substance within is smooth and moist, consisting of a tough fibrous part, including a pulpy cellular portion, full of an oily white juice, of a most intensely fetid smell, which when exposed to the air becomes first clammy and yellow, and at last hardens into the gum assafetida. The intensity of the smell is the test of the goodness of the gum, and the odor of the fresh juice or recent gum is beyond all comparison more fetid than that of the gum as it is received by us. Hence in the gathering season, the whole town of Dísguam smells of it; a single ship is exclusively devoted to transporting the bulk of this commodity to the ports in the Peræan gulf; and in carrying smaller parcels they are tied to the top of the mast to prevent their infecting every thing on board. In a short time, however, this intensity of smell goes off.

The whole gathering of the assafetida is performed by the inhabitants of Dísguam in four different journeys to the mountains. The demand for the article in foreign countries being first ascertained to be sufficient to indemnify the trouble of collecting, the gatherers divide into companies of four or five each, and proceed to the mountains about the middle of April, when the leaves of the plant are turned yellow and decaying, a sign that the root is in a proper state to yield the juice. The first operation is to remove the foil for a hound's breadth from the plant, and to strip off the leaves and the hair-like leaves, leaving the root perfectly bare and smooth, which is again earthed round and covered with a bundle of its own or any other leaves at hand, to screen it from the sun. These bundles of leaves are confined by a large stone, left the wind should blow them off; for without this precaution, the heat of the sun would destroy the roots in a day's time, and the juice would be spoiled. Each party of four or five men take to themselves about two thousand plants, and when several
myriads of roots are thus prepared, the whole company return home.

In about forty days, or towards the end of May, the parties return to the mountain, arriving there at day break. The implements they employ are a sharp knife for cutting the root, a broad and flat iron scoop for scraping off the dried juice, a small pan fastened to the thigh for receiving the contents of the scoop, and a double basket suspended at each end of a pole which is slung across the shoulders in order to carry the whole crop when they return home. They now uncover the root, remove the earth to a little depth from the top, and with the knife they cut off a small transferve slice. The root, in which the juice that has been collecting for forty days, has been made to flagrant by the previous operation of stripping off the boughs, now bleeds copiously; and it is immediately again covered with the umbrella of leaves as before, taking care that these do not actually touch the surface of the root and rub off the juice. On the ensuing day it is sufficiently concreted to be scraped off, after which another very thin slice is cut off from the surface of the root, which bleeds afresh, and is allowed time to concretize as before. This process is performed on half the roots on alternate days, that the employment of the gatherers may be more uniformly divided. After this collection has been twice made from each root, a third slice is cut off, the root is covered with its umbrella, and the whole company leave the mountain bringing home their first harvest, which to each party of five or six men is about fifty pounds weight of afaesfetida. This first gum is reckoned of rather inferior strength to the subsequent crop, and is called 

In about ten days the company again return to the mountain, making their third excursion, and they find on the top of each cut root a quantity of very fine and pure afaesfetida, which having bled time to concretize very slowly, is esteemed the best and most powerful, and is called Pipsas, and sells at a much higher price than the Sär. This latter, however, appears chiefly to owe its inferiority to a quantity of earth with which the gatherers adulterate it while yet in a very soft and semifluid state, whereas the Pipsas being concreted into a hard gum is not liable to this abuse. After this latter is collected, two more successive incisions are made, the juice is scraped off as before, the root is again cut and covered over, and the company return home.

The fourth and half excursion is made after an interval only of three days, for the root, which is exhausted by so many repeated bleedings, is now on the point of perishing. The Pipsas, or first croping, is again collected, and the root will bear about two or three more incisions, after which it is quite exhausted, and is left to die by the heat of the sun, which happens in a single day. Each root of the four-year-old plants will bear ten or eleven successive cuttings, but the large roots of twenty years standing or upwards, such as are sometimes found in the less accessible parts of the mountains, will yield the gum much oftener, though not with such ease, that the harvest from these is not limited till about the end of December. It is not quite ascertained whether the ancients were acquainted with this gum reja. Some authors have supposed it to be the 

A plant, however, was so different from that given by 

In many parts of Arabia and Persia it forms an important article of the Materia Medica, and is employed largely as a condiment for food. In its native country, the common people resort to it as a sovereign remedy for dropsy, flatulent and colicky pains in the bowels, and even as an external application to wounds. In the above disorders, its strongly stimulant and antispasmodic power renders it peculiarly valuable, but the factor which transpires from the bodies and evacuations of those that use it is so excessive, as to be almost intolerable even to the organs of the natives. The Banian Indians, who not using animal food, have always recourse to the strongest and most acrid condiments, employ afaesfetida liberally in their cooking, and even rub their mouth with it before meals to stimulate their appetite.

Another use common to this, as to all other stimulating and heating substances in the East, is to excite the venereal appetite.

With us, afaesfetida is considered as a most powerful nerve, antispasmodic, carminative, and antichymic, though the potency of its odour, in which probably consists a large proportion of its medical virtue, prevents its use in a variety of cases in which it might prove highly beneficial. It is of the greatest service in hypochondriac affections, in which the state of the bowels is always torpid, and digestion liable to be deranged. For the true typhoid, a Clyster of two drams of afaesfetida dissolved in water, thrown up once or twice a day, is an excellent remedy. Dr. Millar has introduced the use of this gum with great effect against the spasmodic asthma, and the spasmodic state of hooping cough. The dose of the solution, even to children, should be large; and it is worthy of remark, that the difficult excited by so strongly afaesfetida a remedy is much sooner surmounted than might at first be imagined, nor, when it is in the stomach, does it ever excite colic. The flatulent colic attending lytic affections is much relieved by this gum, exhibited either by the mouth or in gyllers. On account of its heating quality, it should be avoided when general fever is present. The vermifuge property of this gum appears to be very considerable. Kämpfer relates, that the leaves and stalk of the fresh plant in Peria, are laid in the channels through which the water runs for irrigating gardens, and that fruit-trees and plants are thus preserved from all kinds of vermin. Probably its penetrating odour much incommodes these animals; and it has long been known both in the East and in Europe as a very powerful aetherthetic, especially when combined with the stronger purgatives, or given in the form of gyller, and followed by them.

Hufeland has employed this gum internally as a very good remedy in venereal exfoliosis, and carries of the bone; after the constitution has received as much mercury as it will bear. Afaesfetida enters into some of the compound plasters for external application, and in this combination is reckoned to be stimulant and refolvent.

The pharmaceutical preparations of afaesfetida in actual use, are the following:

Lac Afaesfetida (P. Lond.); a milky solution of two drams of the gum in half a pint of water, formed by the assistance of triturating.

Tinctura Afaesfetida (P. Lond.); made by adding two ounces of afaesfetida to a pint of rectified spirit of wine. The fame in the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, but a quarter of a pint more of the spirit is used.
Rectified spirit is employed, for the dilute or proof spirit, though it dilutes none of the gum, makes a turbid solution; whereas the mixture with the former spirit is quite clear. It may be given in doses of from ten to fifty drops. The tinctura Furtuniv of the former Pharmacopoeia, now diluted, was made with wood foot, aaffact[a], andproof spirit; but the foot is properly omitted, as it does not appear to add to the virtue of the medicine, and needlessly increases its nauseous odour.

Spiritus Ammonis furtuniv (P. Lond. and Ed.), prepared by distilling the spirit of ammonia with aaffact[a], whereby it is strongly impregnated with the peculiar odour.

Pilule Gallini composita (P. Lond.), composed of several heating and gravulent gums, viz. galbanum, opoponax, myrrh, fagacanum, and aaffact[a]. The proportion of the latter is one-ninth of the whole.

Pilule Afe-jeftulice composita, formerly Pilule gummosae (P. Ed.), composed of aaffact[a], myrrh, and galbanum, of each one ounce, and one drachm of oil of amber.

Empiroytrum Af-ejeftulice, formerly Empiroytrum anhydricum (P. Ed.), composed of lithege platter and aaffact[a], of each two parts, and of yellow wax, and strained galbanum, of each one part.

The smalln of aaffact[a], and along with it its peculiar virtues, are liable to be lost and injured by long and careless keeping, but a considerable latitude may be allowed in the doing, without much danger of rilk or injury to the patient.


ASSAIL, in Geography, a town of Japan, in the province of Oomi or Orii.

ASSAI, in Italian, is an adverb of augmentation generally in the imperative degree, which is added to another verbal term to increase its force: as Princo aaffari, Algo aaffari, very quick; Large aaffari, very few.

ASSAILANT, one that aaffaults or lets upon another. See Assault.

ASSAM, in Geography. See Assam.

ASSAN, a town of Aia, in the province of Diarbekir, forty miles from Diarbek.

ASSANCale, a strongly fortified town of Armenia, on the river Aras, surrounded with walls, and guarded by towers and a garrisoned citadel, in the road to Erzerum, and a short day's journey from it. It has hot-baths that are much frequented.

ASSANUS, in Ancient Geography, now Iser, a river of Africa, in Mauritania Cæsariensis, which by its junction with other rivers formed the ancient Sig, or present Tafna.

ASSAPOOR, in Natural History, a name given by the people of the East India to a peculiar species of flathe, which they used in medicine, reducing it to powder, and stewing this on burning coals, that the flesh perfon may receive the fumes of it. It is principally used for children, when they are disordered by taking cold. The smell of it while burning is very offensive.

ASSAR, in Geography, a river of Abyssinia, which is the southern boundary of Aroos, as Kelii is the northern. This is the largest river which Mr. Bruce saw, except the Nile; it was about 150 yards broad, and two feet deep, running over a bed of large stones, though generally through a flat country; its course is rapid, and after much rain it is scarcely passable, owing to the height of its source in the mountains of the Agows. Its course where Mr. B. forded it, was from south to north; but it soon turned to the north-east, and, after flowing five or six miles, joined the Nile. Below the ford is a cataract above twenty feet high, and eighty broad. The whole river falls in an undivided sheet of water with incredible violence and noise; but below this cataract it becomes much narrower, till it loses itself in the Nile. Bruce's Trav. vol. iii. p. 502.

ASSARA, in Ancient Geography, a river of Africa in Mauritania Cæsariensis, Ptolemy.—Allo, a place of Aias, in the department of Melopotamia. —Allo, a river of Asia, which discharges itself into the Mediterranean, in the gulf west of the great promontory, Ptolemy.

ASSARABACCA. See Assarabacca.

ASSAR ACE, in Ancient Geography, a people of Africa, in the interior Libya, placed by Ptolemy east of mount Arunga.

ASSARIUM denotes a small copper coin, being a part or diminutive of the a.

The word is used by Suidas indifferently with sps, and sps, to denote a small piece of money; in which he is followed by Cujacius, who defines sps, sps, by minimus ari nummus.

The aaffarium, or imperial a, was worth one half-penny English. This division of the a began to be called aaffarium as soon as its fize was reduced to half an ounce, and it was then always struck on copper. Its fize regularly corresponded to that of the dupondius, and declined till at the clofe of the reign of Gallicius, it became what is called small brâs, and weighed only about the eighth part of an ounce. In the time of Diocletian, it was about the twentieth part of an ounce; and in that of Justinian, it was the fame with sps, sps, or the smallest coin excepting the sps, sps. The Greek aaffarium kept pace with the Roman. Pinkerton's Eff. on Medals, vol. i. p. 121.

We find mention of the aaffarium in the gospel of St. Matthew, chap. x. ver. 29.

ASSARLI, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in the province of Romania, forty-four miles E. S. E. from Filippopoli.

ASSARON, an ancient Jewish measure of capacity, equal to the tenth part of the ephah. Exod. xvi. 16.

The aaffarium is the name with what is more frequently called omer, or gomer.

Josephus calls it sps; in the Hebrew it is alfo written aaffhr, Calmet and Arthusnot.

ASSART, ASSARTUM, (derived either from aaffartir Fr. to make plain, or as Spelman supposes fromavgart, pulled up by the roots, for it is sometimes written aaffart), in Latin, an offence committed in the forest, by pulling up by the roots, woods which serve as thickenets and covert for the deer, and making them plain as arable land. This is the greatest trepifs that can be committed in the forest, being more than a waife. For whereas waife of the forest is but the fellowing and cutting the covert, which may grow again; aaffart is a total extirpation. What we call aaffartum, is else where termed deflocaatio.

ASSART was alfo used for a parcel of land aaffarted. See Essart.

ASSART- rents were thofe formerly paid to the crown for forest-lands aaffarted. Stat. 22. Car. ii. c. 6. See Rent.

ASSAS, in Ichthyology, a fpecies of Balistes that inhabits the Red Sea. The body is margined with brown spots; and a triple row of black ones on the tail. Forik. Arab. Length about six inches, brown, belly, white, vent black surrounded by a fulvous ring. The flesh of this kind is eatable but insipid.

ASSASSINS, in Ancient Geography and History, the name of a people of Phoenicia, who inhabited the mountains of Libanus, to the north-east of the city of Tyre, and who pretended to derive their origin from the family of the Arfacidæ.
Arfacidæ, the founders of the Parthian empire. To a corrup-
tion of Arfacidæ into Assailsins some have ascribed the
tymology of the appellation by which they were distingui-
shed; whilst others suppose it to have been formed from
Isháfin, in reference to the poniard, which was their cu-
tomary weapon. It is said that they were a sect of Maho-
metans, who arose in the year 891, when Carmat, or Karmat,
a pretended prophet in Arabia, drew after him many follow-
ers. He failed, and laboured with his hands, and prayed fifty
times a day. He promised to re-establish the family of
Ali, and to dethrone the caliphs. He released his disciples
from the most troublesome observances of their religion,
permitting them to drink wine and to eat any kind of food.
By this indulgence, joined to the hopes of plunder, he col-
lected a great army, and ravaged the dominions of the
caliphs. This Carmat had a series of successors, of whom the
most famous was Abu-Thahir or Abd-Adher. Their
Carmatians, or Karmathians, being enfeebled, kept their
religion concealed, mixed themselves with the Mahometans,
and were dispersed over various parts of the eal. About
the year 1090, they were settled in Persia; where Hacen, or
Al-Hafan their chief, receiving a threatening message from
the sultan, commanded one of his subjects, in the presence
of the messenger, to fling himself from the top of a tower,
and another to kill himself, which they infamously performed.
Upon which Hacen said to the messenger, "Tell your
master that I have 70,000 men ready to do as much." In
Persia and Syria, they were denounced Ismaelians; and
among the hills to the south of the Calpian, these odious
factories maintained their power for nearly two centuries.
Their prince, or Imam, exalted his lieutenant to lead and
govern the colony of Mount Libanus, fo famous and fo forfe-
itable in the history of the crusades. They had acquired
or founded ten castles in the hills above Tortos, and poifef-
scd several cities about Tyre. As these crusaders had not
feffed themselves of the belf part of Al Jbel, in the Persian
Irak, under the conduct of Al Hafan Ebn Masbah, or Al
Hafan Sabah, as he is sometimes called, the commencement
of the dynasty of the Ismaelians is generally placed
at this period, or the year of the Hegira 483, A.D. 1090.
The style or title adopted by these princes was "Sheikh Al
Jbel," that is, the prince of Al Jbel; or "the chief of the
mountainous country;" the province of Al Jbel being such a
country, and from this circumstance deriving its modern
name, "Kuhellan or Choufilian?" the words "Sheikh
al Jbel" may likewise be properly rendered "the senior,
or old man of the mountain," and hence the chief or prince
of the Assailsins has obtained the appellation of "the old
man of the mountain," amongst the writers of the history of
the Holy Wars. Al Hafan Ebn Masbah and his descendants
reigned in Al Jbel 171 years, till the whole race of them
was destroyed by the Tartar Hulaku, or Holagou Khan,
the grandson of Zingis, or Jenghis Khan, who abolished
the caliphate by the destruction of Bagdad, in the year of the
Hegira 656, A.D. 1258. Gibbon says that the Ismaelians of
Syria were extirpated by the Mamalouses about the year 1280.
Not a vetige is left of these enemies of mankind, whose
draggers have been felt both in the east and the west, except
the term assailsin, which, in the most odious sense, has been
adopted in the languages of Europe. With the fanaticism
of the Koran, the Ismaelians had blended the Indian trans-
migration, and the visions of their own prophets; and it
was their delight to devote these fohus and bodies in blind
cadence to the vicar of God. Such was the ascendency
which their prince had acquired over his debased and fan-
tactical subjects, that they paid the most implicit deference to
his commands; exalted assailsin meritorious, when
fanctified by his mandate; courted danger, and even certain
death, in the execution of his orders; and fancied, that
when they sacrificed their lives for his sake, the highest joys
of paradise were the inducible reward of their devoted obe-
dience. It was the custom of this prince, when he imagined
himself injured, to dispatch secretly some of his subjects
against the aggressor, to charge them with the execution of
his revenge, to instruct them in every art of disguising their
purpose; and no precaution was sufficient to guard any
man, however powerful, against the attempts of these subtle
and determined ruffians. The greatest monarchs flowd in
awe of this prince of the assailsins; and in 1192, Conrade,
marquis of Montferrat, a zealous crusader, fell a sacrifice to
his resentment. The prince determined to avenge the death
of some of his people who had been murdered by the inha-
bbitants of Tyre, then under the government of this noble-
man, employed two of his subjects for the execution of his
purpose. Those men intimated themselves in disguise
among Conrade's guards, and openly, in the streets of
Sidon, wounded him mortally; and when they were feized
and put to the most cruel tortures, they triumphed amidst
their agonies, and rejoiced that they had been defined by
heaven to suffer in a caufe so just and meritorious. The
prince of the Assailsins himself avowed the action in a formal
narrative which he sent to Europe. In 1173, a prince of the
Assailsins in Phœnícia, sent a deputy to the king of
Jerulalem, declaring himself and his people inclined to re-
ceive the Christian religion; but the knights temples affa-
linted the deputy on his return home, and the king was
unable to chastise or restrain them. In 1213, Louis of Ba-
varia was murdered by the Assailsins. The followers of these
Assailsins were condemned by the council of Lyons, under
Innocent IV., in 1231. Hunt's Hist. vol. ii. p. 178. Gibb-
Assailsins, a denomination which distinguished a faction that sprang from the followers of Judas of Galilee,
in the Jewish war that preceded and succeeded the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem. The head of this faction was Eleazar,
the grandson of Judas the Gaulonite. For their fate at the
siege of Massada, which terminated the Jewish war, see MA-
SSADS. As those who had previously escaped, some fled
to Alexandria, where they were at first kindly received by
their brethren; but as they excited sedition and tumult,
they were delivered up to the Romans, and 600 of them
put to death. An order was also issued for shutting up the
Jewish temple at Alexandria, and the worship of it was dis-
continued. See GAVOLONITES, and SÉALOTS.
Assailsins, in Law, a person who kills another with the
advantage either of an inequality in the weapons, or by
means of the situation of the place, or by attacking him at
unawares. For the etymology of the term, see the pre-
ceding article.
There was a certain law of nations, an opinion received
in all the republics of Greece and Italy, whereby he that
assailsin an usurper of the supreme power, was declared
a virtuous man. At Rome, especially after the expulsion
of the kings, the law was formal and solemn, and influenc-
es of it admitted. The commonwealth armed the hand of any
citizen, and created him magistrate for that moment. Confid.
for les Caud. de la Grand. des Rom. chap. xi. p. 121.
Assailsins' Bay, in Geography, lies on the south-east
coast of New Zealand, in the south Pacific ocean.
Assault, formed of the Latin afflire, to roof, the
preparing or derriving foods, or medicaments, in their own
juices, by an external heat, without addition of any foreign
moilure. Assault, in respect of culinary matters, is more
frequently
frequently called roasting; and in pharmacy, utlron, or torrefaction.

ASSAULT, in the Art of War, signifies a general attack made by a besieging army, to become masters of an intrenched camp, fort, or fortresses. In the latter case it is particularly understood to take place without the advantage of any works to screen the assailants from the fire of the garrison.

Anciently, siege-tactics were yet in their infancy, and the art of besieging places bore comparatively no proportion to that of defence, we rarely meet with instances of walled towns entered by assault. A close blockade was generally the measure referred to, and the garrison were slowly dis- tressed, and the patience of the besiegers exhausted, by circum- valuations supported for years. The sieges of Azotus by the Egyptians, of Nineveh by the Medes and Babylonians, and of Babylon by Darius Hyrrapex, where treachery alone prevented a resistance equally tedious with that of the two former places, are evidences of the almost insuperable difficulties attending the reduction of strong holds in earlier days.

The Greeks, previously to the era of Alexander, had very imperfect notions of assaulting towns. The Carthaginians first demonstrated the possibility of shortening sieges by a summary expedient of reiterated and furious attacks. Thus they became masters, in the fifth century B.C., of Himera and Schnos in Sicily; and, nearly two hundred years after, of Saguntum in Spain. The cruelties they executed against the unfortunate inhabitants were afterwards amply retaliated upon themselves by the Romans. That warlike nation was employed for ages in almost con- tinual wars before they practised this method of attack. Surprize, not an open and vigorous assault, made them masters of Veii. In the first Punic war, Lilybæum for years baffled their utmost efforts, though they had then united to their own system of tactics, whatever was most new and valuable in that of the Greeks. The storming of New Carthage by Scipio is one of the first and most memorable examples of a successful assault in the Roman annals. To what perfection they afterwards carried this branch of military science, the capture of Athens by Sylla, of Avaricum by Caesar, and of Cremone and Rome itself by the armies of Verpaian, are melancholy witnesses. In the dark period of the decline of the empire, the barbarians who successively invaded it only carried on their operations against fortified places by continued assaults, which were commonly successful, nor were the superior tactics of the Romans then capable of refuting their fury.

Alike impetuous and irresistible, the Mogul destroyers, who, under Jengis Khan and his successors, defoliated the fairest regions of Asia, mocked the ordinary rules of war. A place which had once refused capitulation, never experienced a repetition of the offer. Assault succeeded to assault with astonishing rapidity, and no reprieve was allowed the devoted garrison, till weakened beyond the power of further resistance, they were employed, with the innocent inhabitants, and the place itself, in one common destruction.

With the Europeans of the middle ages, the science of attack lost much of its former superiority; and the castle of a petty-baron frequently baffled the endeavours of the most powerful monarch.

The invention of gunpowder offered new advantages to the art of besieging; but general assaults have become infinitely more dangerous against ramparts mounted with artillery. Even after the requisite breach is made, it is absolutely necessary to destroy the works whose fire, on either side, flank and protect the point of attack. Before therefore a fort is attempted, the besieging general should ascertain that his troops are exposed to no other fire than the garrison are able to maintain from the front of the breach itself.

Owing to the fancied advantages a regular garrison were supposed to possess behind good fortifications, the rules of war formerly required a governor to sustain three assaults before he surrendered. But such rigid notions have been by degrees disregarded. Few commanders chuse, by maintaining a fortress to the last extremity, to expose their troops to an uncleav'd slaughter, or the inhabitants to the murder and pillage inevitably the attendants of a storm. At Glogau, carried by the Prussians in 1741, and Bergen op Zoom, by the French in 1747, success was more the effect of a couple of men than a regular assault.

The Turks, however, materially differ from us on this head. It is with them a maxim of religion, never to surrender to Christians a place where they have once possessed a mosque. They, therefore, hold out to the last. Severe punishment has, indeed, attended this obscurity, Bender, Oezkowak, and Innell, are memorable for the undistinguished slaughters exercised by Russian ferocity, and have crowned with bloody laurels the names of Panin, of Potemkin, and of Suwarow. The capture of Warsaw, in 1794, is a fresh instance of the summary methods observed by the latter general in attacking towns, and of the lamentable consequences of ineffectual resistance to a barbarous and unforgiving enemy.

During the late war, an ineffectual cannonade and bombardment have been chiefly substituted by besiegers to the system of assault. Pavia indeed, with some smaller places in Italy, suffered, in 1765, all the horrors of an assault, from the French army, under general Buonaparte. The year 1799 also furnishes four remarkable instances: 1. The assault of Naples (January 22), by general Championet, to which the railroads of the Lazzaroni madly exposed themselves, but memorable for the daring and desperate, though unsuccessful resistance, maintained by them against regular troops. 2. The storming of Jaffa by Buonaparte (Feb.), the garrison of which place, 3,500 strong, was nearly extirpated, presents a fleeting and frightful picture of Turkish obstinacy. 3. That of Acre (May 8), where the French, after having penetrated within the town, were eventually repulsed with great loss, is the more worthy of notice, from its having effectually checked the adventurous progress of Buonaparte on the side of Syria. 4. The assault of Zurich (Sept. 24) by the republican army of Helvetia, and which may with more propriety be denominated a battle, displays too much ingenuity in the complicated movements directed by general Maffena, all of which were inseparably connected with the main point of attack, such precision, firmness, and bravery in the execution, and such importance in the consequences, as to demand a separate relation elsewhere. It will here be sufficient to observe, that the Russian camp before Zurich was forced, the town itself carried sword in hand, and that this event gave to decided a superiority to Maffena, as to be immediately followed by a precipitate retreat of the allied forces from Switzerland.

Affailants, as such, acquire a very considerable superiority over those they attack. This superiority, says an excellent writer on tactics, may be derived from two causes; the first a physical one, viz. the size of brasses, peculiar to assailants, cannot but astonish and intimidate an enemy who sees that no difficulty can stop them; the second is, that the assailants can command as much time as they please, to take their measures for overcoming all obstacles that can be thrown in
in their way. Mante’s Translation of Milcroy’s Tactics, vol. i. p. 186, &c.

ASSAULT, Affidavit, or Affidavit, in Law, an offer or attempt to hurt the person of another.

Or, it is a violent injury offered to a man’s person, of a larger extent than battery, because it may be committed by only offering to give a blow, without touching him, as if one lifts up his cane, or his fist, in a threatening manner, at another; or strikes at him, but misses him; this as an assault described by Finch (l. 202.) to be an unlawful setting upon one’s person. But no words whatever, he says, to provoke, can amount to an assault, notwithstanding many eminent opinions of the contrary. 1 Hawk. P. C. 62. § 1.

Assault does not always imply a blow; for, in trespass for assault and battery, a man may be found guilty of the assault, and exculpated of the battery. 1 Hawk. P. C. 263. But every battery includes an assault.

For an assault, the offender is subject both to an action at the suit of the party, in which he shall render damages; and also to an indictment at the suit of the king, in which he shall be fixed according to the heinousness of the offence. 1 Hawk. 263.

The assaulting of a person with offensive weapons, with a design to rob (though no robbery ensues), is punished with transportation for seven years. 7 Geo. I. c. 21. Assaulting in the street or highway, with intent to spoil people’s chattis, and spoiling them, is felony and transportation, by 6 Geo. I. c. 23. 5 & 6. 11. And the assault of a privy councillor in the execution of his office, is felony without benefit of clergy, by 9 Ann. c. 16. Assaulting or threatening a councillor at law, or attorney employed in a cause against a man, or a juror giving verdict against him, or an adversary for fixing him, &c. is punishable on an indictment, by fine and imprisonment, for the contempt. 1 Hawk. 58.

There are other assaults to which particular punishments are annexed: thus, at 5 Hen. IV. c. 6, and 11 Hen. VI. c. 11. render assaults on members of parliament more than usually penal, upon non-surrender on proclamation. Stat. 9 Edw. II. l. 1. c. 3. gives a double criminal process against those who assault clergymen, indictment for the temporal offence, and process in the ecclesiastical court for the spiritual one. By Stat. 5 Eliz. c. 4. servants assaulting their master, mistresses, or overerce, may be imprisoned twelve months, on conviction before two justices. By Stat. 9 Ann. c. 14. § 8. to assault, beat, or challenge another, on account of money won by gaming, incurs forfeiture of goods, and two years imprisonment by Stat. 9 Geo. I. c. 22. to assault another by wilfully shooting at him, is felony without clergy. By Stat. 12 Geo. I. c. 34. assaulting a master woolsomber or weaver, &c. for not complying with the demands of workmen, is felony, and transportation for seven years. In many cases a man may qualify an assault: the defendant may justify a miller’s man, i.e. a workman in his service, in defence of his person or goods; or of his wife, father, mother, or master, or for the maintenance of justice. Brad. 9 E. 4. 55 H. VI. c. 51. There are also other cases in which assault may be justified as, of an officer redirected in arreasing a man by warrant, of a parent reasonably chastising his child, or a master his servant, or a schoolmaster his scholar, or a gader his prisoner, or even a husband his wife for reasonable and proper caule, &c.

Hawk. P. C. 258.

ASSAY, Essay, or Say, in Metallurgy, the proof or trial of the goodness, purity, value, &c. of metals, and metalline substances.

In ancient statutes, this is called touch; and those who had the care of it, keepers of the touch. Under Henry VI. divers cities were appointed to have touch for wrought silver plate. 2 Hen. VI. c. 14. By this one might imagine they had no better method of assaying than the simple one, by the touch-flone; but the caule is far otherwise. In the time of Henry II. the bishop of Salisbury, then treasurer, confiding that though the money paid into the king’s exchequer for his crown-rents, did answer number all, pander, it might nevertheless be mixed with copper or brass; whereas a constitution was made, called the trial by combustion: which differs little or nothing from the present method of assaying silver. See a description of it in the Black Book in the Exchequer, written by Gervase of Tilbury, c. xx. The trial is also there called affutum, and the officer who made it is named sufior. Vid. Lownd. Eff. Amend. Silv. Coin. p. 5. & 155.

The method still in use of assaying gold and silver, was first established by an act of the English parliament, in 1554. Anderdon’s Com. vol. i. p. 187.

ASSAY, or Effay. Effayer Fr. Prohiriien Germ. The term assay in its most extended signification, means a species of analysis applied to metallic ores or alloys, the object of which is to ascertain the quantity and proportion of only one of the ingredients of the mass. Hence it differs from analysis in general, as this takes notice of all the ingredients: thus, in the assay of copper ores, the sole object is to know the proportion of pure metallic copper which a given weight of the ore can be made to yield; disregarding all the other component parts, such as the sulphur, iron, flux, &c. or rather confounding them together under the general term impurities. The same mode of inquiry takes place in the assay of a mixture of gold, or gold and silver, with copper, lead, tin, or any other of the inferior metals, the whole attention being directed to the proportion of fine, or of gold and silver contained in the alloy. For the various methods of conducting the assays, the reader is referred to the several metals; in all which articles the second section is devoted to the assay and analysis of the metals treated of. Gold and silver, from their superior commercial value, from their being the universal medium of exchange throughout the civilized world, and from their being the materials of the most costly and splendid utensils, ornaments, and articles of furniture, have demanded and obtained a greater accuracy in their assay than any of the other metallic bodies. The method of conducting it has been the subject of various legislative regulations, has from time immemorial been entrusted to a distinct craft or profession, and has more than any other process engaged the attention of some of the most able and accurate chemists of the present as well as of former ages. For these reasons, under the articles Gold and Silver, we shall enter at length into the consideration of this important subject. It was at first our intention to have introduced in this place all the matters relative to the art of the assayer, but by such an arrangement, much unnecessarily repetition would have been required of information that properly belongs to the articles Assay, Balance, Copper, Culpulation, Coin, Assayer’s Furnace, &c.

Assay-Master, an officer, under certain corporations, entrusted with the care of making true touch, or assay, of the gold and silver brought to him; and giving a just report of the goodness or badness thereof.

Such is the assayer-master of the mint in the Tower, called also assayer of the king.

The assayer-master of the goldsmiths’ company is a sort of assist-warden, called also a touch-warden, appointed to survey, assay, and mark all the silver-wark, &c. committed to him.—There are also assayer-masters, appointed by statute, at York, Exeter, Bristol, Chelten, Norwich, Newcaselle, 2 and
and Birmingham, for affaying wrought plate. The assayer is to retain eight grains of every pound troy of silver brought to him; four whereof are to be put in the box, or box of deal, to be re-assayed the next year; and the other four, if allowed him for his waste and spillings, 12 and 13 W. III. c. 4. 1 Ann. c. 9.

Note. The number of penny-weights set down in the assayer's report, is to be accounted as per pound, or so much in every pound of twelve ounces troy. For every twenty penny-weight, or ounce troy, the silver is found by the assayer to be worse than standard, or flerling, five per cent is to be deducted; because every ounce will cost so much to reduce it to standard goodness, or to change it for flerling.

In gold, for every carat it is set down to be worse than standard, you must account that in the ounce troy it is found by so many times 3. s. 8 d. And for every grain it is set down worse, you must account it worse by so many times 1 t. 6 d. in the ounce troy. And for every half grain 5 d. ½, for so much it will cost to make it of standard goodness, &c. Touchstone of Gold and Silver Ware, &c. p. 41, &c.

ASSAY-Balance, a balance used in the operation of assaying. See Balance.

ASSAY of Weights and Measures, signifies the trial or examination of common weights and measures, by the Clerk of the market.

ASSELEBERA, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Mayenne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Evron, one league from Evron.

ASSE LA BOIS, a town of France, in the department of the Sarthe, and chief place of a canton in the district of Parnay le Vicomte, eight miles S.S.W. of Alençon.

ASSECOMA, in Ancient Geography, a place of Spain, between Pina and Brevia. Itin. Anton.

ASSECTATOR, in Entomology, a species of Insect that inhabits Europe. It is black; abdomen falcate, with three rufous spots on each side; posterior flanks yellow and black. Fabrices.

ASSED-ABAD, in Geography, a small town of Persia, towards Amadan.

ASSELEN, a town of Germany, in the circle of Weilphalia, nine miles S.E. of Paderborn.

ASSELO, a town of Persia, in the province of Farisian, on the north coast of the Persian gulf, 47 leagues south of Shiras.

ASSELYN, John, in Biography, a painter, was born in Holland about the year 1610, and after receiving his education under Isaiah Vanden-Velde, a battle-painter, at the Hague, travelled into France and Italy. He studied at Rome, and particularly imitated the manner of Dambocio. His hands and fingers were crooked, and from this circumstance he was denominated by the Flemish students "Crabate." After improving his time during his residence at Rome, he passed through Lyons on his return, and there married the daughter of a merchant at Antwerp, whom he brought with him to Amsterdam in 1645. His countrymen received him with applause, and from him the Dutch painters first acquired the idea of imitating the natural manner of colouring landscapes, for which Claude Lorrain has been so much admired; and abandoning the bome style, with the prevalent blue and green tints of Paul Bril and Bruegel. Asselyn was in great reputation at Amsterdam, and his paintings, consisting of history pieces, battles, and landscapes exhibiting antiques, and also men and animals, were purchased at a high price; they were disfigured by their corrections, and admirable brilliancy of colouring; and a set of 24 of his landscapes and ruins has been engraved by Perelle. Asselyn died at Amsterdam in 1650. D'Argenville, Vies des Peintres. Gen. Biog.

ASSEM, or GREAT ARDAH, in Geography, a town of Africa, on the Silver coast, the capital of the kingdom of Ardaah. It was formerly the residence of the kings of Ardaah, and five or six leagues in circuit. The ocrets are very wide, and each house surrounded by its own rampart, as a security against fire. The walls are of mud, but high and thick, and also compact as if they were formed of stone and lime. The gates are defended by deep ditches in the inside, which are crossed by draw-bridges, and near each gate is a guard-room for the convenience of the officers and soldiers. The river Euphrates compiles one half of the city. The buildings are of clay, covered with straw, and the ocrets are kept in good order. The people are numerous, and the women are richly dressed. In the conquest of the kingdom of Ardaah by the king of Dahomay, in 1724, this city suffered very much. It is situated 16 leagues from the sea, and to the north-east of Little Ardaah.

ASSEMBLE, the joining, or uniting, of several things together; or, the things themselves to be joined or united. The assembly of two bones for motion, is called Articulation. Carpenters and joiners have various kinds and forms of assemblage; as, with mortises and tenons, with dove-tails, &c. See Dove-tail, Mortise, &c. The Europeans admire the Carpentry of some Indians, where the assemblage is made without either nails or pins. Herrera.

ASSEMBLE is also used in a more general sense, for a collection of several things, so disposed together, as that the whole has an agreeable effect. It is with difficulty as with bodies, which owe their chief excellency to the just assemblage and proportion of their members.

ASSEMBLY, formed of adjutant; compounded of ad, to, and simul, together; a meeting of several persons in the same place, and with the same common design. Assemblies of the clergy are called convocations, synods, and councils of the clergy; though that annual one of the kirk of Scotland retains the name general assembly, &c. The assemblies of judges, &c. are called courts, &c. The assemblies of the Roman people were called comitia. The assembly of a preacher, &c. is his audience. The academies have their assemblies, or days of assembly.

Under the Gothic governments, the supreme legislative power was lodged in an assembly of the states of the kingdom, held annually for the like purposes as our parliament. See Parliament.

ASSEMBLY, General, in Ecclesiastical History, is an assembly possessing the highest authority in the church of Scotland, and consisting of a certain number of ministers and ruling elders delegated from each presbytery, and of commissioners from the universities and royal boroughs. A presbytery, composed of fewer than 12 parishes, sends two ministers and one ruling elder to this assembly; if it contain between 12 and 18 ministers, it sends three of these, and one ruling elder; if it contain between 18 and 24 ministers, it sends four ministers and two ruling elders; and of 24 ministers, when the presbytery consists of so many, it sends five with two ruling elders. Every royal borough elects one ruling elder, and Edinburgh two; and their election must be attested by the kirk-fielion of their respective boroughs. Every university sends one commissioner from its own body. The commissioners are chosen annually, six weeks before the meeting of the assembly; and the ruling elders are often men of the first eminence in the kingdom for rank and talents.
talents. In this assembly, which meets once a year, the king
prefides by his commissioner, who is always a nobleman;
but he has no voice in their deliberations. Appeals are
brought from all the other ecclesiastical courts in Scotland
to the general assembly; and in questions purely religious,
no appeal lies from its determinations. The first general
assembly of the church of Scotland was held in the year
1563; but it bore, says Mr. Robertson (Hist. Scot. vol. i.
p. 251.), all the marks of an infant and unformed society.
The members were few, and of no considerable rank; and
and, of course, a convention so feeble and irregular, could
possess no great authority; and confessors of their own
weakness, the members put an end to their debates, without
venturing upon any decision of much importance. By
degrees, however, it acquired dignity, authority, and per-
manence.

Assembly, General, of the Jewish Rabbits. See AGEDA.

Assembly of Divines, is the name given to an association
of ministers and others, summoned by an ordinance of par-
liament, in the year 1643, to meet at Westminster, "for
settling the government and liturgy of the church of Eng-
lund, and for vindicating and clearing the said church from
false aspersions and interpretations." This assembly con-
ferred on 121 divines, and 30 hymen, "celebrated in their party,"
says Mr. Hume, "for piety and learning." The several
parties in this assembly were composed of Presbyterian,
Erastians, and Independents. By their advice, alterations
were made in the thirty-nine articles, the first fifteen of
which employed their committee for ten weeks; and these
alterations chiefly respected the doctrinal articles, and were
designed to render their sense more express and determinate
in favour of Calvinism. It was of still greater importance,
that they utterly abolished the liturgy, and, in its stead,
established a new directory for worship, by which, suitably
to the spirit of the puritans, the utmost liberty, both
in praying and preaching, was indulged to the public
teachers. They also agreed in introducing and enforcing
the solemn league and covenant, by which episcopacy was
abjured; and a national engagement, attended with every
circumstance that could render a promised face and obliga-
tory, was entered into with the Scots, never to suffer its
re-admission. All these measures, says Mr. Hume, showed
little spirit of accommodation in the parliament; and the
king's commissioners were not surprized to find the establish-
ment of presbyters, and the directory positively demanded,
together with the subscription of the covenant, both by the
king and kingdom. This assembly published till Feb. 22.
1643, about three weeks after the king's death, having sat
five years, six months, and twenty-two days, in which they
had 1163 sittings. They were afterwards changed into a
committee for the examination of such ministers as pre-
fented themselves for ordination or induction into living,
and met once a week, till March 25, 1652, when the long
parliament being turned out of the house by Oliver Crom-
well, they broke up without any formal dissolution. The
works of the assembly, besides some letters to foreign
churches, and occasional admonition, were, 1. "Their
humble advice to the parliament, for ordination of ministers,
and settling the presbyterian government." 2. "A di-
"A larger and shorter catechism." 5. "A review of
some of the thirty-nine articles." 6. "When polemics,"
says Mr. Neal, "shall impartially review this assembly of
divines, and consider the times in which they lived,
they will have a just vexation for their memory; for
though their sentiments in divinity were in many instances
too narrow and contracted, yet, with all their faults, amongst
which their perfecting zeal for religion was not the least,
they were certainly men of real piety and virtue, who meant
well, and had the interest of religion at heart, and most of
them professed as such learning, as any of their contempo-
raries. Mr. Baxter, Mr. Gataker, Greenhill, Armstrong, Twigg, bishop Reynolds, Wallis, &c. will always meet with esteem from the learned world; and
had they not grasped at coercive power or jurisdiction over
the consciences of men, their characters would have been
unblamed." Lord Clarendon (vol. i. p. 550.) allows,
"that about twenty of them were revered and worthy
persons, and episcopal in their judgments; but as to the re-
mainder, they were but pretenders to divinity; some were
infamous in their lives and conversations; and most of them
of very mean parts and learning, if not of scaberdous igno-
rance, and of no other reputation than of malice to the
church of England." Mr. Ezechiel confesses, that his
lordship has, perhaps with too much severity, said,
that some of these divines were infamous in their lives and
characters; but Mr. Baxter, who knew most of them, says,
"they were men of eminent learning, godliness, ministtrial
abilities, and fidelity; and being not worthy to be one of
them myself," says he, "I may more fully speak the
truth, which I know, even in the face of malice and envy,
that as far as I am able to judge by the information of
history, and by any other evidences, the Christian world,
like the days of the apostles, had never a synod of more
excellent divines than this synod, and the synod of Dort.
"The divine right," says Mr. Neal, "of the presbyterian
government, filled them into heats, and then divided
them; engaging them first with the parliament, and then
with the Independents and Erastians. Their opposing a
toleration, raised them a great many enemies, and caused
a feclusion in their own body; for after they had carried the
question of "divine right," the Independents and Ersa-
tians defected them, after which they found it very difficult
to muster as many as would make a house. Had the parlia-
ment dissolved them at this juncture, they had separated
with honour; but they dwindled by degrees, and the
bifincs of the church was translated to the provincial af-
vol ii. p. 35. & c. p. 335. 416.

Assemblies of the campus Martis, or Militis, of the field
of Mars, or Mars; see Field of Mars. &c.—Rebellious
assembly; see REBELLIOUS.—Unlawful assembly; see
UNLAWFUL.

Assembly is particularly used in the beau-monde, for
a rated and general meeting of the polite persons of both
sexes, for the sake of conversation, dancing, and play.

Assembly is also used in the Military Art, for the
second beat of the drum, being that before the march. On
hearing this, the soldiers strike their tents, roll them up,
and then stand to their arms. The third beating is called
the march, as the first is called the general.

ASEMON, AZMON, or IFESMON, in Ancient Geography,
a city in the wilderness of Moen, south of the tribe of Judah.
1 Sam. xxiii. 21. Joh. xvii. 4. Alfo, an encampment of
Israel in the defert. Azmon was the nearest city to Egypt,
forth. Numb. xxxiii. 29, xxxiv. 4, 5.

ASENA, in Geography. See ESSÉ.

ASSENEDE, a town of Flanders, one mile south-west
of Sas de Gent.

ASSENEPOWALS, a lake of America, westward of
Christianas lake, through which its waters run into Albany
river, in New South Wales.

ASSENHEIM, a town of Germany, in the circle of the
Upper Rhine, and county of Solms Rodelheim, at the
conflux
ASS

confines of the Wetter and Nidda, eleven miles north-east of Frankfort on the Main. N. lat. 50° 11'. E. long. 8° 50'.

ASSENS, a sea-port town of Denmark, situated on the west coast of the island of Funen, with a good harbour on the Little Belt, chiefly inhabited by fishermen. The passage from hence, across the Little Belt, to Arros found, in the duchy of Sleswick, is nine miles. N. lat. 55° 21'. E. long. 9° 54'.

ASSENSU, fin., Capitulis, in Lawe. See SINE, &c.

ASSENSIU, Regio. See REGIO.

ASSENSU Patris, Dowser ex. See DOWSER.

ASSENT, ASSENSU, an agreement or acquiescence of the mind to something proposed or affirmed. —Thus, to assent to any proposition, is to allow it to be true, or to perceive its truth.

Assent is distinguished, like faith, into implicit, or blind; and explicit, or seeing, &c. — Others distinguish it into actual and habitual.

Assent, actual, is a determination of the mind, arising from the perception of the truth of any proposition.

Assent, habitual, consists in certain habits of believing or acquiescing, in the mind by repeated acts.

To this belongs faith, which is an assent arising from the authority of the person who speaks. — Such also is opinion, which is defined an assent of the mind, cum formidini opponit, &c.

Father Malebranche lays it down as an axiom, or principle of method, never to allow any thing for truth, from which we can forbear our assent without some direct reproof of our own reason.

Mr. Hume, in his Treatise of Human Nature (vol. i. p. 172, &c.), has given us a new theory of assent or belief in general; a theory, which suits very well with his hypothesis of ideas, and seems to be a natural consequence of it, and which at the same time reconciles all the belief that we find in human nature to perfect scepticism. According to this writer, "an opinion or belief may be most accurately defined, a lively idea related to or associated with a present impression." Upon this notion of belief a great part of his theory is formed; and hence he deduces what he calls his hypothesis, "that belief is more properly an act of the sensitive than of the cognitive part of our nature." Dr. Reid has justly observed, in his examination of this theory (Ess. on the Intellectual Powers of Man, p. 553.), that the belief of a proposition is an operation of the mind, of which every man is conscious, and what it is he understands perfectly, though, on account of its finitude, he cannot give a logical definition of it. If he compares it with the strength or vivacity of his ideas, or with any modification of ideas, they are so far from appearing to be one and the same, that they have not the least similitude. That a strong belief and a weak belief differ only in degree, we may easily comprehend; but that belief and no belief should differ only in degree, no man can admit who understands what he speaks; for this in reality is to say, that something and nothing differ only in degree, or that nothing is a degree of something. Every proposition that may be the object of belief, has a contrary proposition that may be the object of a contrary belief. The ideas of both, according to Mr. Hume, are the same, and differ only in degrees of vivacity: that is, contraries differ only in degree; and for pleasure may be a degree of pain, and hatred a degree of love. Such are the absurdities that follow from this doctrine; but it is needless to trace them, as none of them can be more absurd than the doctrine itself. Mr. Hume, in the third volume of his "Treatise of Human Nature," sensible that his theory of belief is very objectionable, seems in some measure to retract it; but he still appears to be of opinion, that belief is only a modification of the idea, though vivacity is not a proper term by which to express that modification. He therefore adopts some analogous phrases to explain that modification; such as "apprehending the idea more strongly, or taking farther hold of it." But this is merely a change of terms which have no precise difference; and whatever modification of the idea he makes belief to be, whether in vivacity or in a stronger apprehension of it, the hypothesis, which makes perception, memory, and imagination to be different degrees of that modification, is chargeable with the same absurdities already mentioned.

Dr. Hartley's theory on this subject, though not very intelligibly expressed, is not very different from that of Mr. Hume; and it is liable to similar objections. "Assent and differ," says this writer (Observations on Man, p. 191. ed. 4to. 1791.), "whatever their precise and particular nature may be, must come under the notion of ideas, being only those very complex internal feelings, which adhere by association to such clusters of words as are called propositions in general, or affirmations and negations in particular." Accordingly, he distinguishes assent, and of course its opposite, differ, into two kinds, rational and practical. Rational assent to any proposition may be defined a readiness to affirm it to be true, proceeding from a close acquaintance of the ideas suggested by the proposition with the idea, or internal feeling, belonging to the word truth; or of the terms of the proposition with the word truth. Rational differ is the opposite to this. This assent, he adds, might be called verbal; but as every person supposes himself always to have sufficient reason for such readiness to affirm or deny, he prefers the term rational. Practical assent is an assent to act in such manner as the frequent vivid recurrence of the rational assent, disposes us to act; and practical differ the contrary. Practical assent is therefore the natural and necessary consequence of rational, when sufficiently impressed. For his mode of investigating the causes of both kinds of assent, and of accounting for them on the principles of association, we must refer to his workEntire.

For a further account of this subject, with regard to the reasons or principles upon which assent is founded, and the various measures and degrees of it, see Demonstration, Evidence, Faith, Judgment, Knowledge, Probability, and Testimony. See also AXIOMS, MAXIMS, and PRINCIPLES.

Assent Royal, See ROYAL.

ASSER, or ASERIUS MENEVSENIS, in Biography, an English divine of the ninth century, was a native of St. David's in Wales, where he assumed the monastic habit among the Benedictines. According to Dr. Cave, he was a relation, and Heane says, nephew, to Asserius, archbishop of St. David's. Having made a considerable progress in learning under John Scotus Erigena, he was invited to court by king Alfred, and amongst other preferments, obtained the bishopric of Sherborne. Dr. Cave informs us, that Alfred, by his advice, founded the university of Oxford; but the time of its establishment has been a subject of dispute. After wrote "The Life of Alfred," first published by archbishop Parker in the old Saxon character in his edition of Waltham's History, printed at London, in folio, in 1574; and republished in a collection of English historians by Camden, at Frankfurt, in folio, in 1602; and again by Mr. Wife, at Oxford, in 1640. In 1722. Nicholson, in his "Historical Dictionary," observes, that Alfred's Life, by Asserius, reaches no farther than the 45th year of his age, coinciding with his computation with the year.
year of our Lord 893; and therefore the continuation to the king's death must have been supplied by later authors. This work has been ascribed by Hearne to the archbishop of Chersones. Another work, under the title of "Affricus's Annals," has been ascribed to him, and was published by Dr. Gale in his "Decem Scriptorum," &c." at Oxford, in 1691, folio; but it has been doubted whether the name of Affricus has not been ascribed to an anonymous collection of unquestionable authenticity, though the real author was not certainly known. Tho "Annals," it has been alleged, extend to the year 914, whereas Affric died in 909, and there is no trace of any appendix to the work. Dr. Gale ascribes it to Affric, and his notion is favoured by its inscribing chiefly upon the fortunes of king Alfred. Affricus has the reputation of a faithful historian. Some other works have been ascribed to him; and some have said that he was the translator of "Boethius de Confaloniate," and not king Alfred, commonly reputed as such. Affric died, according to Godwin and Hearne, in 883; but according to Du-Pin, Cave, Olden, and Oudin, in 899. Cave's H. L. vol. ii. p. 66. Gen. Dic. ASSENTA, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in Macedonia, upon the river Vera, near Salonichi.

ASSERA, among the Turks. See Assis.

ASSERADOES, in Geography, a small island near the west coast of North America, at the mouth of the bay Realejo, in the province of Nicaragua.

ASSERIDA, in Botany, a name given by the people of Guinies to a kind of shrub, the leaves of which being chewed are a cure for the colic, to which that people are very subject. Phil. Trans. N. 252.

ASSERIGO, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples and province of Abruzzo ultra, seven miles north west of Sulmona.

ASSERITION, in the Language of the Schools, a proposition which a person advances, and which he avows to be true, and is ready to maintain in public.

ASSES, Order of, Afnorum Ordo, in Ecclesiastical History, a denomination given to the Mathurins or Trinitarians, because they were anciently obliged, in travelling, to ride on asses, not horses. This obligation was set aside by a new rule given by the order by pope Clement, in 1657. Du-Cange.

ASSES, in Geography, a people of Africa, in Guinen, on the Gold Coast, in the interior part of the country, to the west of Rio de Volta.

ASSESSMENTS, in Law, denote taxes levied on the inhabitants of a parish or district for some special purpose, or on those of the country for the support of government. The term "affets" is derived by Johnstone from the Italian "affetti," to make an equilibrium or balance, and signifies to charge with a certain sum. In the beginning of the civil wars between Charles I. and his parliament, the latter having no other sufficient revenue to support themselves and their measures, introduced the practice of laying weekly and monthly affements of a specific sum upon the several counties of the kingdom, to be levied by a pound rate on lands and personal effects; which were occasionally continued during the whole usurpation, sometimes at the rate of £20,000l. a month, sometimes at inferior rates. After the restoration, the ancient method of granting subsidises, instead of such monthly affements, was twice, and twice only, renewed; viz. in 1663, when four subsidiues were granted by the temporality, and four by the clergy; and in 1670, when £20,000l. was raised by way of subsidy, which was the last time of raising supplies in that way. For the monthly affements being now established by custom, being raised by commissioners named by parliament, and producing a more certain revenue; from that time forwards we hear no more of subsidises, but occasional affements were granted as the national emergencies required. These periodical affements, the subsidises which preceded them, and the more ancient feutage, hydage, and taille, were to all intents and purposes a land-tax, and the affements were sometimes expressly so called. See Land-tax, and Subsidy.

ASSESSMENT, in a Military Service, signifies a certain rate which is paid by the county-treasurer to the receiver-general of the land-tax, to indemnify any place for not having raised the militia, which sum is to be paid by the receiver-general into the exchequer. The sum to be affessed is four pounds for each man, where no annual certificate of the state of the militia has been transmitted to the clerk of the peace: if not paid before June yearly, it may be levied on the parish officers. Such affement, where there is no county rate, is to be raised in the same manner with the poor's rate.

ASSESSOR, formed of ad, to, and fide, if, an inferior or subordinate officer of justice, chiefly appointed to afford the ordinary judge with his opinion and advice. In this sense, the masters in chancery are assessors of the lord chancellor. There are two kinds of assessors in the imperial chamber, ordinary and extraordinary.—The ordinary are now in number forty-one, whereof five are elected by the emperor, viz. three counts or barons, and two justices, or civil lawyers. The electors appoint ten, the six circles eighteen, &c. They act in quality of councilors of the chamber, and have salaries accordingly. Asseessor is also used for a person who affesses or lays affements of taxes and other public duties.

In this sense, assessors, among us, are inhabitants of a town or village elected by the community to assist or settle the taxes and other impositions of the year, to fix the proportion which each person is to bear, according to his estate, and to see the collection made. These are also called in our law assessors. By the flat, 16 & 17 Car. II, two inhabitants in every parish were made assessors for the royal aid.

ASSESSUS, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Mlefians, in which was a temple of Minerva Affensis, which was burned by the flames which were driven thither by the wind. Herodot. i. i. c. 19.

ASSES (Fr. affets, i.e. faithful, enough), in Law, signify goods enough to discharge that burden which is cast upon the executor or heir, in satisfying the debts and legacies of the testator or ancestor. Bro. tit. Affect. Affets are real or personal; where a man hath lands in fee-simple, and dies feigned thereof, the lands which come to his heir are affets real; and where he dies possessed of any personal estate, the goods which come to the executor are affets personal. Affets are also divided into affets per defcent, and affets inter maines; affets by descent is where a person is bound in an obligation, and dies feigned of lands which depend to the heir, the land shall be affets, and the heir shall be charged as far as the land to him defended will extend: affets inter maines is when a man indebted makes executors, and leaves them sufficient to pay his debts and legacies; or where some commodity or profit ariseth to them in right of the testator, which are called affets in their hands. Terms de Ley, 56, 57.

As to affets by descent, it is to be observed, that by the common law, if the heir had sold or aliened the lands which were affets before the obligation of his ancestor was put in suit, he was to be discharged, and the debt was left; but by flat. 3 W. & M. c. 14, made perpetual by 6 WILL. III. c. 14, the heir is made liable to the value of the land by him sold, in action of debt brought against him by the obligeer, who shall recover to the value of the said land, as if the debt was the proper debt of the heir; but the land which is sold or aliened:
aliened bond side before the action brought, shall not be liable to execution upon a judgment recovered against the heir in any such action. And by fl. 25 Car. II. c. 3. § 10, lands of estates that shall be affìts by defect, and by the same fl. § 12, estates pur antre vic shall be affìts in the hands of the heir, if they come to him by reason of a special occupancy; and where there is no special occupant, they shall go to the executors and administrators of the party that had them by virtue of the grant, and shall be affìts in their hands. When a man binds himself and his heirs in a bond, and dies leaving issue two sons, if the eldest son enters on the lands by defect as heir to the father, and die without issue; and then the youngest son enters, he shall be charged with affìts as heir to the father. Dyce, 568. Lands which come to the heir by purchase shall not be affìts. 1 Danv. Abr. 577. A reversion in an estate for life or years shall be affìts, and a reversion expectant upon the determination of an estate for life is affìts, and ought to be pleaded specially by the heir. An advenlion is affìts, but not a presentation to a church actually void, which may not be held. Co. Lit. 374. Lands by defect in ancient demeine will be affìts in debt; but a copyhold estate descending to an heir is not affìts; nor is any right to an estate affìts, without positìon. Danv. 577. An annuity is no affìts, for it is only a chief in advenlion. Equity of redemption of an estate mortgaged, and a term for years to attend the inheritance, are affìts.

Leaves are affìts to pay debts, notwithstanding the affìt of the executor to the devise of them. 1 Lill. Abr. 99. Affìts in the hands of one executor, are affìts in the hands of others; and if an executor hath goods of the testator in any part of the world, he shall be charged in respect of them. 6 Rep. 47. In actions against executors, the jury must find the value of the affìts; for the plaintiff shall recover only according to the value of the affìts found. 1 Red. Rep. 58. A special judgment against affìts only shall have relation to, and bind the lands from the time of filing the original writ or bill. Carth. Rep. 245.

ASSEVERATION, an earnest affirmation, or avouching.

ASHETON, WILLIAM, in Biography, an English episcopal divine, was born at Middleton in Lancashire, in 1641, and educated at Brazen-nose college in the university of Oxford. Distinguished by his application and proficiency in various parts of learning, he became a fellow of that college in 1663, and in 1673 was honoured with the degree of doctor in divinity. Besides other preferments to which he was advanced, he was presented to the rectory of Beckenham in Kent, in 1676. He was conscientiously and zealously attached to the church in which he officiated, and faithful and exemplary in the discharge of the duties of his profession. Whilst he was an upright and able advocate for the established religion, he was no less affianced in inculcating, from the precepts as well as from the pulpits, the indispensable obligations of morality and practical religion. In the present age, however, his "Treatise against Toleration," and his "Possibility of Apparitions," written in defence of them, will not be regarded as evidences of the liberality of his spirit, and the soundness of his judgment. The former, under the title of "Toleration disapproved and condemned, &c." was published at Oxford, in 1670, 4to. ; and his book intituled, "Cafes of Scandal and Persecution, &c." to the fame purpose, was published at London, in 1674; and his "Possibility of Apparitions" was occasioned by the story of Mrs. Veale, who died at Dover, and was found to have appeared to her friend Mrs. Bargrave at Canterbury, and published in 1706. This story has been since prefixed to "Deline

court on Death." In 1685, Dr. Asheton, who was a zealous advocate for monarchy, wrote "The Royal Apology," in defence of the doctrine of absolute submission to kings; and after the revolution, he wrote a piece in defence of king William and queen Mary, intitled, "A reasonable Vindication of their present Majesties," in which he declared to the public the reasons which induced him to swear allegiance to them. He also wrote several tracts against popery, and in vindication of the Trinity, and various pieces of a practical nature. Dr. Asheton claims peculiar commendation and respect as the first projector of the scheme for providing a maintenance for clergymen's widows and others, by a jointure payable out of the mercenaries' company. To this scheme he devoted much attention, and after contending with many difficulties and discouragements, he had the pleasure of succeeding. An "Account of the Kife, Progress, and Advantages of the Proposal, &c." was printed in 1713. The plan, however, was not founded on a sufficient acquaintance with the doctrine of annuities; and the society of course failed in making good its proposals. Asheton having employed his time and talents in promoting the interests of truth, according to his views of it, and the cause of virtue and humanity, died at Beckenham, in 1711, in the 70th year of his age. Gen. Dict. Biog.-Br.

ASSIDEANS, or rather HASIDEANS, in Antiquity, a sect among the Jews; thus called from the Hebrew حضى, hasidim, merciful, righteous. 1 Mac. ii. 42. vii. 16. Ecclesiastus, xliv. 10.

Dr. Prideaux lays (Comm. p. ii. book iii. vol. iii. p. 257.), that after the stetting of the Jewish church in Judea, on the return from the Babylonish captivity, there were two forts of men among the members of it; the one contented themselves with the written law of Moses, and were called Zadikim, or the righteous; and the others superadded to the law the constitutions and traditions of the Elders, and other religious observances, which they voluntarily regarded by way of supererogation, and being considered as posseffing a degree of holiness superior to that of the others, they were denominated Cylinderans, or the pious. From the former were derived the sects of the Samaritans, Sadducees, and Karaites; and from the latter, the Pharisees, and Eilleens. These Affidans, who were men of great value as well as eminently zealous for the law, joined Mattathias and his company in the fastnesses of the mountains, as soon as Antiochus was returned to Antioch, and determined to fight with him for the law of their god and the liberties of their country.

ASSIDENT, SIGN, Signum Affidend, in Medicine, a symptom which usually attends a disease, but not always. Thus a dry rough tongue, thirst, and watching, are affident sign in an ardent fever. In this sense, affidents differ from pathogonomics, which are inferable from the disease.

ASSIDUUS, or ASSIDUUS, among the Romans, denoted a rich or wealthy person.

The word in this sense is derived from attis, affis, q. d. a maned man.

Hence we meet with affidius: foruries, affidii fiducciffores, answering to what the French now call city freethers or seculars, caution bourgeoise.

When Servius Tullius divided the Roman people into five classes, according as they were affieded or taxed to the public, the richer sort who contributed most, were denominated affidius; and as these were the chief people of busineses who attended all the public concerns: those who are diligent in attendances came to be denominated affidii.

ASSIDUI was also used for volunteers, or those who served in the army at their own expense.

ASSIENTO,
ASSIENTO, or ASSIEN[I], in matters of Commerce, a contract or convention between the king of Spain and other powers for furnishing the Spanish dominions in America with negro slaves.

The term is originally Spanish, and signifies a bargain; accordingly the first assiento was a treaty or contract made with the French Guinea company whereby they were put in possession of this privilege, in consideration of a certain duty which they were to pay to the king of Spain’s farms, for every negro thus furnished.

The Spaniards, having almost destroyed the natural inhabitants of Spanish America, have been many years, and still are obliged to perform the work of their mines, and other laborious business, by negroes, of whom they could scarce ever obtain the number they have wanted: and it is certain, if they were fully supplied, they would get yearly above twice the silver perhaps they now do, or have done for many years past. It must be confessed, they have used variety of measures to obtain them. The Genoese undertook to supply them at a concerted price between them; for which end they formed a company called the assiento, who had their factors at Jamaica, Curacoa, and Brazil; but by their ill management made nothing of this contract; nor did their successors the Portuguese. After them it fell into the hands of the French, who made so much of it, that they were enabled, by a computation made from the registers of Spain, to import into the French dominions, no less than 202,400,000 of pieces of eight. Yet they at length overbalanced the market, and became sufferers towards the conclusion.

By the treaty of Utrecht, Philip V. being declared king of Spain by the allies, it was one of the articles of the peace between England and France, that the assiento contract should be transferred to the English. Accordingly a new instrument was signed in May 1713, to last thirty years; and the furnishing of negroes to Spanish America was committed to the South-sea Company, just then erected; though the first convention for this purpose was made in or about the year 1689.

In virtue whereof they were yearly to furnish 4800 negroes; for which they were to pay at the same rate as the French, with this condition, that during the first twenty-five years, only half the duty shall be paid for such as they shall import beyond the stated number.

The last article gives them a farther privilege not enjoyed by the French; which is, that the English assentees shall be allowed, every year, to send to the Spanish America a ship of five hundred tons, laden with the same commodities as the Spaniards usually carry thither; with a licence to sell the same concurrently with them, at the fairs of Porto Bello, Carthagena, and Vera Cruz. This additional article was supposed as advantageous to the company, as the whole contract besides being granted contrary to the usual Spanish policy, which has ever solicitously preferred the commerce of their America to themselves.

Some new articles were afterwards added to the ancient assiento; as, that the English should send their regifter-ship yearly, even though the Spanish fota and galleons did not go; and that, for the first ten years, the said ship might be of 650 tons.

Finally, as the South-sea company had on the whole been losers by their trade, and at the time of the treaty of Aix-la Chapelle, in 1748, they had only four years more of their assiento term remaining (the war between Spain and England having commenced in 1739, and interrupted the continuance of it), which Spain was determined not to renew, at half not on any promising terms; for these and other reasons, it was concluded by the British court to instruct her minister at Madrid, to obtain the bell equivalent that could be procured for the remaining short time of the company’s assiento contract.

By the treaty of Madrid, concluded on the 9th of October 1759, it was agreed that his Britannique majesty should yield to his Catholic majesty his right to the enjoyment of the assiento of negroes, and of the annual ship, during the four years stipulated by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle; and in consideration of a compensation of 100,000l. being to be paid by his Catholic majesty to the South-sea company within three months, his Britannique majesty agreed to surrender to him all that might be due to that company for balance of accounts, or in any manner arising from the said assiento; thus all claims, in consequence of this contract, were finally abolished, and a period was put to all the foreign commerce of the South-sea company.

In consequence of the assiento conveyed to Great Britain by Philip V., British factories were established at Carthagena, Panama, Vera Cruz, Buenos Ayres, and other Spanish settlements. The veil with which Spain had before this time covered the state and transactions of her colonies, was removed. The agents of a rival nation, residing in the towns of most extensive trade, and of chief resort, had the best opportunities of becoming acquainted with the interior condition of the American provinces, of observing their fated and occasional wants, and of knowing what commodities might be imported into them with the greatest advantage. In consequence of information so authentic and expedient, the merchants of Jamaica, and other English colonies who traded to the Spanish main, were enabled to afford and proportion their cargoes so exactly to the demands of the merchants, that the contraband commerce was carried on with a facility, and to an extent, unknown in any former period. Besides, the agents of the British South-sea company, under cover of the importation which they were authorized to make by the ship annually sent to Porto Bello, poured in their commodities on the Spanish continent, without limitation or restraint. Instead of a ship of 500 tons as stipulated in the treaty, they usually employed one which exceeded 900 tons in burden. She was accompanied by two or three smaller vessels, which, coaling in some neighbouring creek, supplied her clandestinely with fresh hakes of goods, to replace such as were sold. The inspectors of the fair, and officers of the revenue gained by exorbitant premiums, conviced at the fraud. The company itself, however, sustained a considerable loss by the assiento trade; whilst many of its servants acquired immense fortunes. Thus, partly by the operations of the company, and partly by the activity of private interlopers, almost the whole trade of Spanish America was ingrossed by foreigners. The immense commerce of the galleons, formerly the pride of Spain, and the envy of other nations, sunk to nothing; and the squadron itself reduced from 15000 to 2000 tons served hardly any purpose, about the year 1737, but to fetch home the royal revenue arising from the fifth, or silver. In order to prevent these encroachments, Spain flotated ships of force, under the appellation of “Guardia Colas,” on the coasts of those provinces which were most frequented by interlopers. The captains of these guardia colas, by several unprofitable acts of violence, precipitated Great Britain into a war with Spain; in consequence of which the latter obtained a final release from the assiento, as we have above related, and was left at liberty to regulate the commerce of her colonies, without being restrained by any engagement with a foreign power. *Anderson’s Commerce*, vol. iii. p. 378. *Robertson’s Hist. Amer.* vol. iii. p. 378, &c.
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ASSIENTO, in Geography, a country of Africa, on the Gold Coast, bordered on the north by the unknown regions, on the east by Achem, and on the south by Akanni or Little Achan. Assiento is imperfectly known, as its inhabitants maintain little or no correspondence with the maritime negroes. It is said, however, to be rich in gold, which the Achanne sometimes bring to the coast. Its situation, near the source of the River Scull, is very advantageous for trade, if the natives were more disposed for commerce, and better acquainted with their own interest.

ASSIGN, To, in Common Law, hath various significations: one general, viz. to set over a right to another, or to point a deputy; &c.; another special, viz. to set forth a point out, as to a leaife, assign false judgment, waife, &c. In assigning of error, it must be when the error is committed; in false judgment, wherein the judgment is unjust; in waife, wherein especially the waife is committed. Judices are also said to assign to take affies. Stat. 11. Hen. VI. c. 2.

ASSIGNABLE Magnitude, in Geometry, is used for any finite magnitude that can be expressed or denoted, and Assignable Ratio, for any expressible ratio.

ASSIGNEE, or Assign, in Law, a person to whom a thing is appointed, or assigned by the act of the party, or the operation of law, to be occupied, paid, or done.

An assignee differs from a deputy in this, that the assignee poiffesses or enjoys a thing in his own right; and a deputy acts in right of another.

Assignee may be so either by deed or by law.
Assignee by Deed is when a leaife of a term, &c. falls and assigns the estate to another: the other is his assignee by deed.

Assignee by Law, is he whom the law makes, without any appointment of the person. Thus, an executor is assigned by law to the tefator, who dies poiffesst of a lease made to him and his assignz.

Assignees under a commiion of bankruptcy, are persons to whom the bankrupt's estate is assigned, for the benefit of the creditors: they are chosen at one of the three meetings appointed by the commissioners, and published in the Gazette, by the major part in value of the creditors who shall then have proved their debts; but they may be originally appointed by the commissioners, and afterwards approved or rejected by the creditors: and no creditor shall be admitted to vote in the choice of assignees, whose debt does not amount to ten pounds. By virtue of the statutes 1 Jac. I. c. 15. 21 Jac. I. c. 15, all the personal effects and effects of the bankrupt are considered as vested by the act of bankruptcy in the future assignees of his commissioners, whether they be goods in actual possession, or debts, contracts, and other choses in action; and when the assignees are chosen or approved by the creditors, the commissioners are to assign every thing over to them; and the property of every part of the estate is thereby as fully vested in them, as it was in the bankrupt himself, and they have the same remedies to recover it. 12 Mod. 324.

The assignees may pursue any legal method of recovering the property vested in them, by their own authority: but cannot commence a suit in equity, nor compound any debts owing to the bankrupt, nor refer any matters to arbitration, without the consent of the creditors, or a major part of them in value, obtained at a Gazette meeting.

The assignees must, after four, and within twelve months after the commiion illued, give one and twenty days notice to the creditors of a meeting for a Dividend, and within eighteen months, a second and final dividend shall be made, unless all the effects were exhausted by the full.

ASSIGNING. See Assign.

ASSIGNMENT, the act of assigning or transferring the interest or property a man has in any thing; or of appointing or setting over a right to another. Assignments may be made of lands in fee, for life or years; of an annuity, rent-charge, judgment, statute, &c. as to lands, they are usually of leases and estates for years: and an assignment differs from a lease only in this; that by a lease one grants an interest less than his own, referring to himself a reversion; whereas in assignments he part with the whole property, and the assignee stands to all intents and purposes in the place of the assignor.

No estate of freehold or term of years shall be assigned, but by deed in writing signed by the party, except by operation of law. Stat. 29 Car. II. cap. 3. If lease for years assign all his term in his lease to another, he cannot refer the rent in the assignment; for he hath no interest in the thing by reason of which the rent referred should be paid; and where there is no reversion, there can be no diffire: but debt may lie on it as on a contract. 1 Litt. Abr. 99. If the executor of a leaife assigns the term, debt will not lie against him for rent incurred after the assignment; because there is neither privity of contract nor estiate between the leffor and executor; but if the lefso himself assign his lease, the privity of contract remains between him and the lefso; although the privity of estate is gone by the assignment, and he shall be chargable during his life; but after his death, the privity of contract is likewise determined. 3 Rep. 14. 24. Although a leaife make an assignment of his term, yet debt is against him by the lefso or his heir (not having accepted rent from the assignee); but where a leaife assigns his term, and the lefso his reversion, the privity is determined, and debt doth not lie for the reversioner against the first leaife. Meor 472. If an assignment is made by an assignee, the first assignee is not liable for the rent; for if he be accepted by the lefso, the admission of one assignee is the admission of twenty. Comp. Attorn. 491.

Where a tenant for years assign his estate, no consideration is necessary; for the tenant being subject to payment of rent, &c. it is sufficient to sell an estate in the assignee; in other cases, some consideration must be paid. 1 Mod. 262. The words required in assignments are, grant, affiine, and set over, which may amount to a grant, feufoin, lease, release, confirmation, &c. 1 Inft. 501. In these deeds the assignee is to covenant to fave harmless from former grants, &c. that he is owner of the land, and has power to assign; that the assignee shall quietly enjoy, and to make further assurance; and the assignee covenants to pay the rent, and perform the covenants, &c.

The Stat. 32 Hen. VIII. c. 34. gives the assignee of a reversion (after notice of such assignment), the same remedies against the particular tenant, by entry or action, for waife or other forfeitures, non-payment of rent, and non-performance of covenants, covenants, and agreements, as the assignee himself might have had; and makes him equally liable on the other hand, for acts agreed to be performed by the assignee, except in the case of warranty. A bond, being a chose in action, cannot be assigned over to fo as to enable the assignee to sue in his own name; and therefore, the form of assigning a chose in action is in the nature of a declaration of trust, and an agreement to permit the assignee to make use of the name of the assignee, in order to recover the possession. Accordingly, when in common acceptance a debt or bond is said to be assigned over, it must still be in the name of the original creditor; the person, to whom it is transferred, being rather an attorney than an assignee. But the king is an exception to this general rule;
for he might always either grant or receive a *chafe* in action by assignment; and our courts of equity, considering that in a commercial country almost all personal property must necessarily lie in contract, will protect the assignment of a *chafe* in action, as much as the law will that of a *chafe* in possession. 3 P. Wms. 199. In equity, therefore, a bond is assignable for a valuable consideration, paid and the assignee alone becomes entitled to the money, so that if the obligor, after notice of the assignment, pays the money to the assignee, he will be compelled to pay it over again.

2 Vern. 295.

Several things are assignable by acts of parliament, which seem not to be assignable in their own nature; such as promissory notes and bills of exchange, by Stat. 3 & 4 Ann. c. 9; bail-bonds by the sheriff, by 4 & 5 Ann. c. 16; a judge's certificate for taking and protecting a felon to conviction, by 10 & 11 W. 3. c. 23. and a bankrupt's effects, by the several statutes of bankruptcy.

The *assignment of dower* is the setting out of a woman's marriage-portion by the king. By the old law, grounded on the feudal exactions, a woman could not be endowed without a fine paid to the lord; neither could she marry again without his license; but she could contract herself, and fo convey part of the feud, to the lord's enemy. Mirr. c. 1. § 3. This license the lords took care to be well paid for; and as it seems, would sometimes force the dowager to a second marriage, in order to gain the fine. But, to remedy these oppressions, it was provided, first by the charter of Henry I. and afterwards by Magna Charta (cap. 71.), that the widow should pay nothing for her marriage, nor be restrained to marry again, if she chose to live without a husband; but should not, however, marry against the consent of the lord; and farther, that nothing should be taken for assignment of the widow's dower, but that she should remain in her husband's capital manhon-house for forty days after his death, during which time, called the widow's "quarantine," her dower should be assigned. The particular lands to be held in dower, must be assigned by the heir of the husband, or his guardian; Co. Litt. 34. 35. not only for the sake of notoriety, but also to entitle the lord of the fee to demand his services of the heir, in respect of the lands so held. For the heir by this entry becomes tenant thereof to the lord, and the widow is immediate tenant to the heir, by a kind of subinfeudation or under-tenancy, completed by this infeudition or assignment, which tenure may be created, notwithstanding the statute of *quia emptores*, because the heir parts not with the fee simple, but only with an estate for life. If the heir or his guardian do not assign her dower within the time of quarantine, or do assign it unfairly, she has her remedy at law, and the sheriff is appointed to assign it. Co. Litt. 34. 35. Or, if the heir, being under age, or his guardian assign more than the ought to have, it may be afterwards remedied by writ of *admeasurement of dower*. Bl. Com. vol. II. 135. &c.

The assignment of the lands is for the life of the woman; and if lands are assigned to a woman for years, in recompence of dower, this is no bar of dower. 2 Danv. Abr. 168. When other land is assigned, that is no part of the lands in which the woman claims dower, that assignment will not be good or binding; and there must be certainty in the which is assigned; otherwise, though it be by agreement, it may be void. 4 Rep. 2. 1 Inft. 34. If a wife accept and enter upon less land than the third of the whole, on the sheriff's assignment, she is barred to demand more. Moor. 679. But if a wife is entitled to dower of the lands of her first husband, and her second husband accepts this dower less than her third part, the may, after his death, refuse the same, and have her full third part. Fitz. Dower, 121. By proviso of law, the wife may take a third part of the husband's lands, and hold them discharged. 2 Danv. 672. The sheriff may also assign a rent out of the land in lieu of dower; and her acceptance of it will bar dower out of the same land, but not of other lands. 2 And. 31. Dyer. None can assign dower but those who have a frehold, or against whom a writ of dower lies; and therefore a tenant by statute-merchant, statute-flaple, or elegit, or leesse for years, cannot assign dower; for none of these have an estate large enough to enowr the plaintiff's demand. Park. 403. 404. Co. Litt. 35. Bro. 63. 94. 1 Ral. Abr. 681. 6 Co. 57. If the heir within age assign to the wife more land in dower than she ought to have, he himself shall have a writ of *admeasurement of dower* at full age by the common law. F. N. B. 148. 332. Co. Litt. 39 a. 2 Inft. 367. 7 H. II. c. 4. 13 Edw. I. c. 7 & 8. If the heir within age, before the guardian enters, assigns too much in dower, the guardian shall have a writ of *admeasurement*, by Stat. 2 W. II. c. 7. 2 Inft. 317. If a wife after assignment of dower improves the lands, so that they then become of greater value than the other two parts, no writ of *admeasurement* lies, &c. F. N. B. 149. 2 Inft. 368. 5 W. 12.

Assignment, Newel. See Novel.

ASSIMILATION, compounded of ad, to, and similia, like, the act of assimilating; an act whereby a thing is rendered similar, and like to another.

Assimilation, Assimilatio, in *Physic*, is properly a motion whereby bodies convert other duly digested bodies into a nature like, or homogenous to their own. Influences of this assimilation we see in flame, which converts the oily or other particles of fuel into its own fiery and luminous nature. The like also appears in air, smoke, and spirits of all kinds.

The like we see in vegetables, where the watery juices imbied from the earth, being farther prepared and digested in the vessels of the plant, become of a vegetable nature, and augment the wood, leaves, fruit, &c.

So also, in animal bodies, we see the food assimilated or changed into animal substance, by digestion, chyliciation, and the other operations necessary to nutrition.


ASSIMILATOR, in *Entomology*, a species of *Ichneumon*, found in North America. The general colour is scarlet; anterior part of the thorax black; wings brown; base and band yellowish, with a saugineous dot. Swede- rus New: Act. Stockl. &c.

ASSIMILIS, a species of *Brentus*, a native of New Zealand, and first described by Fabricius in his *Species Insectorum*, under the name of *Curculio assimilis*. It is of a cylindrical form, with the apex of the back globorous and black; and the wing-cases somewhat frizzled with ferruginous. Fab. Gmel. &c.—Ohf. The snout is shorter than the body; antennae brown, black at the tip; thorax black, and caniculated; wing-cases pointed, and marked with four or five dots.

Assimilis, a species of *Gryllus* (*Acheta* section). The wings are tailed, and longer than the wing-cases; abdomen with two hyphes, which are cleft at the end.

Assimilis, a species of *Sphex*, that inhabits Tranquebar. It is black; antennae, tail, and legs rufous; wings blue, white at the base and tip. Fabr. Mant. Inf.

Assimilis, a species of *Oniscus*, found in the European seas. It is oval; the tail obtuse and unarmed; body cinereous. Fabricius. This is *aesculopus marinus vulgi brevior*.
ASS

vior et lator of Ray; and it is conjectured is the same kind as Pallas calls onicus globator.

Assimilis, a species of Oniscus, called by Pallas onicus globator; and by Ray aequalis marinus vulgari brevior et lator. It inhabits the European seas; is oval, cinceres, with an obtuse, unarmed tail.

ASSIN, in Geography. See ISSIN.

Assinibo, or Red river, sometimes called Affinibois, and Affinibois, a river in the north-west part of North America, which disembogues on the south-west side of the lake Winnipeg, in N lat. 50° 20'. W. long. 96° 30'. It alternately receives the two denominations of Assinibo and Red river, from its dividing at the distance of about thirty miles from the lake into two large branches. The eastern branch, called the Red river, runs in a southerly direction to near the head waters of the Missisipi. On this river are two trading establishments. The country, on either side, is but partially supplied with wood, and consists of plains covered with herds of the buffalo and elk, especially on the western side. On the eastern side are lakes and rivers, and the whole country is well wooded, level, and abounding with beaver, bears, moose-deer, fallow-deer, &c. &c. The inhabitants, who are considered as the Algonquin tribe, are not very numerous, and are considered as the natives of Lake Superior. This country is also inhabited by the Nadowais, who are the natural enemies of the former; and the head of the water being in the war-line, they are in a state of continual hostility. Although the Algonquins are equally brave, they are generally outnumbered by the others; and, therefore, if they venture out of the woods, which form their only protection, they will probably be soon extirpated.

There is not; it is said, a finer country in the world, for the residence of uncivilized man, than that which occupies the space between this river and Lake Superior. It abounds in every thing necessary to the wants and comfort of such people. Fish, venison, fowl, and wild rice, are very plentiful; and their subsistence demands that exercise which is essential to health and vigour. This country was formerly very populous: but the aggregate of its inhabitants does not now exceed 300 warriors; and the widows appear to be more numerous than the men. The racoon is a native of this country, but is seldom found to the northward of it.

The other branch of the river is called after the tribe of the Nadowais, who are denominated Affiniboins, and who are the principal inhabitants of its environs. It runs from the N.W. and in lat. 51° 25', and W. long. 103° 20', rises in the same mountains with the river Dauphin. The country between this and the Red river is almost a continual plain to the Missisipi. The soil is sand and gravel, with a slight mixture of earth, and produces a short grass. Trees are very rare, and insufficient, except in particular spots, for building houses, and supplying fuel-wood for the trading establishments, of which there are four principal ones. Both these rivers are navigable for canoes to their sources, without a fall; though in some parts there are rapids, caused by occasional beds of limetone and gravel; but the bottom in general is sandy.

The Affinibois, and some of the Fall, or big-hulled Indians, are the principal inhabitants of this country, and border on the river, occupying the central part of it; that next lake Winnipeg, and about its source, being the Iation of the Algonquins and Knillencaux, who have made choice of it in preference to their own country. They do not exceed 500 families. They are not beaver-hunters, which accounts for their allowing the division just mentioned, as the lower and upper parts of this river have these animals, which are not found in the intermediate district. They confine themselves to hunting the buffalo, and trapping wolves, which cover the country. What they do not want of the former, for raisin or food, they sometimes make into pemican, or pounded meat, while they melt the fat, and prepare the skins in their hair, for winter use. The wolves they never eat; but produce a tallow from their fat, and prepare their skins; all which they exchange for arms or ammunition, gun, tobacco, knives, and various edibles, with those who go to traffic in their country. These Nadowais, or Affiniboins, called also Store Indians, who inhabit the plains on and about the source and banks of the Saskatchewan and Assinibois rivers, are supposed to have migrated from the southward, being detached tribes from the Nadowais, who inhabit the western side of the Missisipi, and lower part of the Missisipi, and their progress is north-west. Mackenzie's Voyages from Montreal, &c. Intro. p. 63; &c. p. 407.

ASSINOIS, a nation of Indians, inhabiting the forests of Canada.

ASSIRATUM, in Antiquity, a bloody drouth, whereewith treaties were ratified. It was made of wine and blood, called by the ancient Romans, affis.

ASSIS, in Physiography, either denotes opium, or a powder made of hemp-seed, which being formed into holes about the bigness of chafins, is swallowed by the Egyptians, who are hereby intoxicated, and become ecatic, and full of the most agreeable visions.

This is also called by the Turks afferar.

ASSISA, or Assisie. See the articles Assise, and Tullage.

Assisa, cadere, to fall from the affisa, in Law, is to be nonuiat. Fleta, l. iv. c. 15. Bracton, l. ii. c. 7.

Assisa cadit in juratum, is where the thing in controversy is so doubtful, that it must necessarily be tried by a Juri. Fleta, l. iv. c. 15.

Assisa capi in modum affisa, is when the defendant pleads directly to the affisa, without taking any exception to the count, declaration, or Bill. Stane, 1. iv. c. 15.

Assisa continua, is a Bill directed to the justices, to take an affisa for the continuance of the cause, where certain records alleged cannot in time be procured by the party. Reg. Orig. 217.

Assisa nonuuii, is an affisa of Nusance. See the article.

Assisa panis & cerevisiae, denotes the power or privilege of affinging and adjusting the weight and measure of bread and beer.

Assisa judiciui, in Law, signifies a judgment of the court, given either against the plaintiff or defendant, for default.

Assisa proponenda, is a Bill directed to the justices of affisa, for the slay of proceedings, on account of the king's business wherein the party is employed. Reg. Orig. 208.

Assise, or Assise, affisa, in Law, a fitting of judges or justices, for the hearing or determining of causes. The word is French, affisa, or affisa, fated; formed of the Latin affisa, to fit together, which is compounded of ad, to, and fido, i fit.

Such is the etymology of the word affisa, given by sir Edward Coke; so that it signifies, originally, the jury who try the cause, and sit together for that purpose. By a figure, it is now made to signify the court or jurisdiction, which comprises this jury together by a commission of affisa, or "ad affisas capiendam" wherein the judicial affinements held by the king's commission in every county, as well to take these writs of affisa, as to try causes at "Nisi Prius," are termed in common speech, the affisa.

ASSIS,
ASS, Clerk of. See Clerk.

Assise, or Assises, was anciently used for certain extraordinary sittings of superior judges, in the inferior courts depending on their jurisdiction, to inquire whether the subordinate judges and officers did their duty; to receive the complaints preferred against them; and to cognize appeals of cases from them. These are also called mercular affises.

Assise was also a court or assembly, composed of several great persons of the realm; held occasionally in the king's palace, for the final decision of all affairs of importance.

This is more usually called, among our writers, placa nulla poation, or curia general. Yet there is some difference between affises and placiæ.—The vicounts or sheriffs, who originally were only lieutenants of the comites, or counts, and rendered justice in their place, held two kinds of courts, the one ordinary, held every day, and called placiæ; the other extraordinary, called affises, or placiæ general; at which the count himself assailed, for the dispatch of the more weighty affairs. Hence the term assise came to be extended to all grand days of judgment, at which the trials and pleadings were to be solemn and extraordinary.

The modern constitution of assises is different from that above-mentioned.—Our assise may be defined a court, place, or time, where and when writs and processses, either civil or criminal, or both, are considered, dispatched, decided, &c., by judges and jury.

In this sense we have two kinds of assises; general and special.

Assises, or Assizes, general, are those held by the judges twice a year, in their several circuits.

The nature of the assises is explained by lord Bacon, who observes, that all the counties of the kingdom are divided into six circuits; to each of which two learned men, assigned by the king's commissio, sit twice a year, except London and Middlesex, where courts of nisi prius are held in and after every term, before the chief or other judge of the several superior courts; and except the four northern counties, where the assises are held only once a year. These are called justices, or judges of affise, and have several commissions by which they sit: viz.

1. A commission of oyer and terminer, directed to them, and many others of the best account in their respective circuits.

In this commission, the judges of affise, or serjeants at law, are only of the quorum; so that without them there can be no proceeding. This commission, which is the largest they have, gives them power to transact matters relating to treasons, murders, felonies, and other misdemeanors. See Oyer and Terminer.

2. The second is of gaol-delivery, which is only to the judges themselves, and the clerk of the affise associate.—By this commission, they have concern with every prisoner in gaol, for every offence whatsoever. See Gaol-Delivery.

3. The third is of affises directed to themselves and the clerk of the affise, to take writs of possession, called also affises, in the several counties; that is, to take the verdicts of a peculiar species of jury, called an affise, and summoned for the trial of landed disputes. These writs were formerly frequent; but now men's possessions are sooner recovered by ejectments, &c.

4. The fourth is to take the nisi prius, directed to the justices, and the clerks of affises; whence they are also called justices of nisi prius. See Nisi Prius.

5. The fifth is a commission of peace, in every county of their circuit; and all the justices of the peace, having no lawful impediment, are bound to be present at the affises, to attend the judges.

The sheriff of every shire is also to attend in person, or by a sufficient deputy allowed by the judges, who may fine him if he fail.

These commissions are constantly accompanied by writs of affias, in pursuance of the statutes 27 Edw. I. c. 4. 12 Edw. II. c. 3, by which certain persons (usually the clerk of the affise and his subordinate officers) are directed to appoint themselves with the judges and serjeants, and they are required to admit the said persons into their society, in order to take the affises, &c. that a sufficient supply of commissioners may never be wanting. But to prevent the delay of justice by the absence of any of them, there is also prefixed of course a writ of "si non onus," directing, that if all cannot be present, any two of them (a justice or serjeant being one) may proceed to execute the commission.

There is a commision of the peace, oyer and terminer, and gaol-delivery of Newgate, held eight times in every year, for the city of London and county of Middlesex, at justice-hall in the Old Bailey, where the lord mayor is chief judge. In Wales there are but two circuits, North and South Wales; for each of which the king appoints two persons learned in the law to be judges. Stat. 18 Eliz. c. 8.

This excellent constitution of judges, circuits, and affises, was begun in the time of Henry II., though somewhat different from what it is now. The grand affise, or trial by jury, instituted by Henry II., as an alternative instead of judicial combats, is particularly described by Gualvin, who was probably the adviser of the measure.

For this purpose a writ, De magna affisa eligenda, was directed to the sheriffs, to return four knights, who were to elect twelve others to be joined with them; all these together formed the grand affise, ordained to try the matter of right.

The judges of affise came into use in the room of the ancient justices in eye, justitiarri in teneore; who were regularly established, if not first appointed, by the parliament of Northampton, A.D. 1176, 22 Hen. II. with a delegated power from the king's great court; and they afterwards made their circuit round the kingdom once in seven years, for the purpose of trying causes. They were afterwards directed by Magna Charta, c. 12, to be sent into every county once a year. Blackstone's Com. vol. iii. See Justices of Affise.

Assise Special, is a particular commision granted to certain persons, to take cognizance of some one or two causes, as a diffidens, or the like. This was very frequently practiced among our ancestors. Bracton, h. iii. c. 12.

Assise is also used for a writ directed to the sheriff, for the recovery of possession of things immovable, whereof a man's self, or anciliaries, have been dispossessed.

Juttletton, and others, suppose these writs of affise, in which the sheriff is ordered to summon a jury or affise, to have given the denomination to the affises, or courts so called; and they assign several reasons of the name of the writ: as,

1. Because such suits settle the possession and right, in him that obtains by them. 2. Because originally they were executed at a certain time and place appointed; for by the Norman law, the time and place must be known forty days before the judges sit; and by our law there must be fifteen days preparation, except they be tried in the flanding courts at Westminster. But it is more natural to suppose the writs denominated from the courts; and that they were called affises, because anciently tried at special courts of affises, set and appointed for that purpose. Though of latter days, these
these are dispatched at the general affifes, along with the commissiion ofoyer and terminer, &c.

This writ of affise is said to have been invented by Glanvil, chief justice to Henry 11; and if so, it seems to owe its introduction to the parliament held at Northampton, in the twenty-second year of that prince's reign; when judges in oyer were appointed to go round the kingdom, in order to take these affises: and the affises themselves (particu larly those of mort d'ancstor and novel d'secif) were clearly pointed out and described. As a writ of entry is a real action, which disproves the title of the tenant, by shewing the unlawful commencement of his possession, so an affise is a real action, which proves the title of the demandant, merely by shewing his or his ancestor's possession; and these two remedies are in all other respects to totally alike, that a judgment on recovery in one is a bar against the other; so that when a man's possession is once established by either of these pleasatory actions, it can never be disturbed by the fame antagoni, in any other of them.

This remedy by writ of affise was called by flat. Wilm. 2. 13 Edw. I. c. 24. feffion remedium, in comparison with that by a writ of entry; as it did not admit of many dilatory pleas and proceedings, to which other real actions are subject; and it is only applicable to two species of injury by ouer, viz. abatement, and a recent or novel d'secif.

Assise of Mort d'Ancestor, or death of one's ancestor, is a writ that lies when father or mother, brother or sister, uncle or aunt, nephew or niece, dies seised of lands, tenements, rents, &c. held in fee simple; and after their death, a stranger abates. It is good as well against the abator, as against any other in possession; but it lies not against brothers or sisters, &c. where there is privy of blood between the person prosecuting and them. Co. Litt. 242. It must also be brought within the time limited by the statute of limitations, in fifty years; or the right may be lost by negligence.

This writ directs the sheriff to summons a jury or affise, who shall view the land in question, and recognize whether such ancestor were seised thereof on the day of his death, and whether the demandant be the next heir; soon after which, the judges come down by the king's commissiion to take the recognition of affise; when, if these points be found in the affirmative, the law immediately transfers the possession from the tenant to the demandant. F. N. B. 195. Finch. L. 290. If the abatement happened on the death of one's grandfather or grandmother, then an affise of mort d'ancestor no longer lies, but a writ of "aile," or "de aevus," if on the death of the great grandfather or great grandmother, then a writ of "fiefde," or "de proveo," but if it mounts one degree higher, to the "frifade," or grandfather's grandfather; or if the abatement happened upon the death of any collateral relation, other than those before mentioned, the writ is called a writ of "rejagnis," or "de confanques," Finch. L. 266, 267. And the same points shall be inquired of in all these actions "ancestrel," as in an affise of mort d'ancestor, as they are of the same nature (flat. Wilm. 2. 13 Edw. I. c. 20.) though they differ in this point of form, that these affise writs (like all other writs of "precept") expressly affect a title in the demandant (viz. the feisin of the ancestor at his death, and his own right of inheritance); the affise affects nothing directly, but only prays an inquiry whether these points be so. 2 Inst. 399. There is also another affise writ, denominated a "super exit," to establish an equal division of the land in question, where, on the death of an ancestor, who has several heirs, one enters, and holds the others out of possession. F. N. B. 197. Finch. L. 293. But a man is not allowed to have any of these actions ancestrael for an abatement consequent on the death of any collateral relation, beyond the fourth degree (Hale on F. N. B. 271.), though in the final act he may proceed in infinitum. It was always held to be law (Bradon. l. 4. c. 13. 3. F. N. B. 160.), that where lands were devisable in a man's will by the custom of the place, there an affise of mort d'ancestor did not lie. For where lands were so devisable, the right of possession could never be determined by a proeis, merely inquiring concerning the feisin of the ancestor, and the heirship of the demandant. Hence it is only the right of possession as to the land, which the statute of wills, 32 Hen. VIII. c. 1. made all socage lands devisable, an affise of mort d'ancestor no longer could be brought of lands held in socage (1 Leon. 267); and that now, since the statute 12 Car. II. c. 24, which converts all tenures, a few only excepted, into free and common socage, no affise of mort d'ancestor can be brought of any lands in the kingdom; but that, in case of abatement, recourse must be properly had to the writs of entry. Bl. Com. vol. iii. p. 187.

These writs, however, are now almost obsolete, being in a great measure superseded by the action of ejectment, which answers almost all the purposes of real actions, some very peculiar cases excepted.

Assise of New d'Secif is an action of the same nature with the "office of mort d'ancestor," as in this the demandant's possession must be shewn. But in other points it is different, particularly as it requites a complaint by the demandant of the d'secif committed in terms of direct averment; whereupon the sheriff is commanded to recifie the land, and all the chattels thereon, and keep the fame in his custody till the arrival of the justices of affise (which, in fact, hath been usually omitted); and in the mean time to summon a jury to view the premises, and make acquaintance of the affise before the justices. F. N. B. 177. At which time the tenant may plead either the general d'secis, "null tortis," or "null d'secifis," or any special plea. And if, upon the general plea, the recognizors find an actual feisin in the demandant, and his subseffion d'secific by the present tenant, he shall have judgment to recover his feisin, and damages for the injury sustained.

This is called "nouel d'secifis," because the justices in eyre went their circuits from seven years to seven years; and no affise was allowed before them, which commenced before the last circuit, called an ancient affise; and that which was upon a d'secif since the last circuit, an affise of new or recent d'secif. Co. Litt. 153. b.

This remedy lies where a tenant in fee-simple, fee-tail, or for term of life, is put out and d'secified of his lands or tenements, rents, common of pellure, common way, or of an office of profit, toll, &c. Glanv. l. 10. Reg. Orig. 197. Affise lies for tithes, by flat. 32 Hen. VIII. c. 7. Cro. Eliz. 559; but not for an annuity, pension, &c.

For preventing vexations and vexatious d'secifs, it is enacted by the statute of Merton, 20 Hen. III. c. 3, that if a perfon d'd'hisfe be recovered feisin of the land again by affise of novel d'secifis, and be again d'secified of the same tenements by the same d'd'hisfe, he shall have a writ of "re-d'secifis," and if he recover therein, the re-d'secifor shall be imprisoned.

And by the statute of Mailberge, 52 Hen. VIII. c. 8, shall also pay a fine to the king; to which the statute Wilm. 2. 13 Edw. I. c. 26 hath superadded double damages to the party aggrieved.

In like manner, by the statute of Merton, when any blind or tenements are recovered by affise of "mort d'ancestor," or other jury, or jury judgment of the court, if the party be afterwards d'secified by the same person against whom judgment was obtained, he shall have a writ
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and, farther pursuance of that, and contempt called provide Oxford, p. a facts made, Vide Assise, Men.

foreign because is and anno p. common obliged the c. in possession hold Com. according and not a which belonging to default, fee time life, more parson, and which an inference of the court, impidit, by which was decided, Municipal, Com. vol. iii. p. 249.
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ASSIS, Certificate of, in Law, a writ granted by flat. Well. 2. c. 23. to a party aggrieved, by a verdict or judgment given against him in an aff individually, since he had something to plead, as a record or reekape, which could not have been pleaded by his behalf, or when the affile was taken against himself by default, to have the deed tried, and the record brought in before the juries, and the former jury summoned to appear before them at a certain day and place, for a further examination and trial of the matter. This, in reality, was not mere nor less than a second trial of the same cause by the same jury. Brahms, 1. 4. tr. 5. c. 6. § 2.

ASSISTMENT, See ASSISTANCE.

ASSISTMENT, or ASSISTMENT, in Law of Scotland, is a compensation for a man slain.

Affiliation is the fame with what, in the English Law, is called Mem. Bote.

ASSIUS LAPS, in Physiolog. See LAPS Affius.

ASSO, in Ancient Geography, a town of Hifpania Tarraconensis, in the country of the Dallitani. Trogus.

ASSOCIATE, compound of affis, and ficius, companion, an adjunct, partner, or member.

ASSOCIATION, or ASSOCIATION, the act of associating, or forming a society or company.

Association is properly a contract or treaty of partnership, whereby two or more persons unite together, either for their mutual assistance, or for the joint carrying on of an affair; or even for a more commodious manner of life.

In a military sense, it denotes any number of men embossed in arms for mutual defence in their districts, and for preferring the public tranquillity against foreign and domestic enemies.

The cloofe of all associations is that made by the band of covenant, See Society.

ASSOCIATION of Ideas, is where two or more ideas conjoined, and immediately follow or succeed one another in the mind, so that one shall almost infallibly produce the other; whether there be any natural relation between them or not. Or, it is that principle or faculty by which two or more sensations, ideas, or motions, are so united together, that any one impressed alone shall excite all the rest.

Where there is a real affinity or connection in ideas, it is the excellence of the mind to be able to collect, compare, and arrange them in order, in its inquiries: but where there is none, nor any cause to be assigned for their accompanying each other, but what is owing to mere accident or habit, this unnatural association becomes a great imperfection, and is generally speaking, a main cause of error or wrong deductions in reasoning. Thus, the idea of goblins and sprites has really no more affinity with darkness than with light; and yet let a foolish maid inculcate these ideas often on the mind of a child, and raise them there together, it is possible he shall never be able to separate them again so long as he lives, but darkness shall ever bring with it those frightful ideas. Let custom, from the very childhood, have joined the idea of figure and shape to the idea of God, and what absurdities will that mind lie liable to about the Deity?

Such wrong combinations of ideas, Mr. Locke shews, are a great cause of the irreconcilable opposition between the different fields of philosophy and religion: for we cannot imagine, that all who hold tenets different from, and sometimes even contradictory to one another, should wilfully and knowingly impose upon themselves, and, refuse truth offered by plain reason: but some loose and independent ideas are by education, custom, and the constant din of their party, so coupled in their minds, that they always appear there together: these they can no more separate in their thoughts, than if they were but one idea, and they operate as if they were so. This gives fene to jargon, demonstration to absurdities, consistency to nonsense, and is the foundation of the greatest, and almost of all, the errors in the world.

Mr. Hume observes (Essays, vol. ii. p. 73.), that there is a principle of connection between the different thoughts or ideas of the mind; and that, in their appearances to the memory or imagination, they introduce each other with a certain degree of method and regularity. Of this connection he alleges evidence from our more serious thinking or discourse, from our wilder and most wandering reveries, and even our dreams, and from our looelt and most remote contemplation. Among different languages also, words expressive of ideas the most compound, nearly correspond to each other: and hence it is inferred, that the simple ideas comprehended in the compound ones are bound together by some universal principle, which has an equal influence on all mankind. This writer affirms the association or connection of ideas to three principles: viz. "resemblance," "contiguity" in time or place, and "cause" or "effect." These, he says (p. 54.), are the only bonds that unite our thoughts.
thoughts together, and beget that regular train of reflection or discourse, which, in a greater or less degree, takes place among all mankind. Although it should be allowed, that these are real principles of association or connection in our ideas, it may be urged that ideas succeed one other without resemblance or contiguity as to time and place, and without the mutual correspondence or relation of cause and effect; and that there are other associations besides those of ideas, which are associated with passions and emotions, and passions and emotions are associated together. A particular idea is associated together with a proper name; and often with the general name of the species; general conceptions, or mixed modes, as they are denominated by Mr. Locke, are associated with signs both audible and visible, and signs are associated with one another. Virtue, as it conforms in action and intention, does not resemble the found virtue, is not contiguous to it in time or place, and is neither its cause nor its effect; nor can it be imagined that the arbitrary signs of various objects should have any natural relation to one another. But if there were no other principles of association besides those of Mr. Hume, the author himself has not shown how they account for the phenomena.

Dr. Hartley, whatever may be thought of his general system, has attempted to form a mechanical theory of the human mind and its various operations by means of "association." The principle or law of association seems to have been first noticed by Mr. Locke; but he applies it to the solution of very few phenomena. Mr. Gay, in "A Dissertation upon Virtue," prefixed to "Law's translation of King's Origin of Evil," deduces the moral feelings from association; and Dr. Hartley traces all, or at least most of the other phenomena of mind to the same cause. This law of association extends to "Sensation, to Ideas, and to Muscular Motion;" which see respectively.

Accordingly he distinguishes it into synchronous and successive; and ascribes our simple and complex ideas to the influence of this principle or habit. Particular sensations result from previous vibrations conveyed through the nerves to the medullary substance of the brain; and these are so intimately associated together, that any one of them, when impressed alone, shall be able to excite in the mind the ideas of all the rest. Thus we derive the ideas of natural bodies from the association of the several sensible qualities with the names that express them, and with each other. The sight of part of a large building suggests the idea of the rest instantaneously, by a synchronous association of the parts; and the sound of the words, which begin a familiar sentence, brings back remembrance of the remaining parts in order by successive association. Dr. Hartley maintains that simple ideas run into complex ideas by association; and apprehends that by purifying and perfecting this doctrine, we may form time or other be enabled to analyze those complex ideas that are commonly called the ideas of reflection, or intellectual ideas, into their several component parts, i.e. into the simple ideas of sensation of which they consist; and that this doctrine may be of considerable use in the art of logic, and in explaining the various phenomena of the human mind. For a further exposition of Dr. Hartley's doctrine of association, the philosophical principles upon which it depends, and the mode of its application, the reader must be referred to his "Observations on Man," vol i. or part i. passim; and also to Priestley's "Abridgment of Hartley," s. t. Stewart's "Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind," 4to. 1792. ch. v.; Darwin's Zoology, vol i. § 5—10.

A late writer observes, that the doctrine of association is to be very carefully distinguished from the theory of vibrations, being established upon independent evidence and undeniable facts. This therefore, he adds, must stand, though the other should be regarded only as a plausible hypothesis, delusive of satisfactory proof. It was to prevent the confusion of the nature and evidence of association and vibration, says this writer, that Dr. Priestley published his edition of Hartley's work, from which the present work is entirely excluded. Belphius' Elements of the Philosophy of the Mind, and of Moral Philosophy, etc. 1801. P. 54. See also Ether, Idea, Memory, Sensation, Vibration, and Vibrations.

Association, in Law, is a writ or patent sent by the king, either of his own motion, or at the suit of a party plaintiff, to the justices of assize, to have other persons associated to them, in order to take the affize.

Upon this patent of association, the king sends his writ to the justices of the affize, thereby commanding them to admit such as are sent.

The clerk of the affize is usually associate of course; in other cases some learned seigneurs at law are appointed. See Assize.

Association of Parliament. In the reign of King William III. the parliament entered into a solemn association to defend his majesty's person and government against all plots and conspiracies: and all persons having offices civil or military were enjoined to subscribe the association to stand by King William, on pain of forfeitures and penalties, &c. by stat. 7, and 8 W. III. c. 27.

Association, Peathers Tavern, consisted of a number of clergymen, and of gentlemen in the professions of civil law and physic, who, willing to be exempted from the obligation of subscribing the thirty-nine articles of religion, applied in the year 1772, by petition to parliament for this purpose. Their society was so called, from the place where they met. The object at which they aimed was to be permitted to hold their preferments, upon condition of merely subscribing to the holy scriptures, agreeably to the grand Protestant principle; which is, that every thing necessary to salvation is fully contained in these scriptures, and that they are the sole rule of faith and manners. The request, however, was not thought to comport with the nature of a civil establishment in religion; and principally on this ground, it was strenuously opposed by many distinguished members of parliament, and as strenuously defended by some of the first persons in the house of commons. After a long and interesting debate, the admission of the petition was rejected by a large majority. It was the general opinion, that those who propose to reap the benefits of the established church, ought to comply with the terms on which they are offered.

Association, Protestant, took its rise from an act passed in 1778, for relieving his majesty's subjects, professing the Roman religion, from certain penalties and disabilities imposed upon them in the eleventh and twelfth years of the reign of King William III. The act was passed unanimously; nor did it at first appear to excite any great alarm among persons of any clafs. The papists, as they now thought the government inclined to be more indulgent to them than it had formerly been, began to take somewhat greater liberties in the exercise of their religion than they had been accustomed. By degrees, a number of persons in London, and in some other parts of the kingdom, began to express great apprehensions of the increase of popery, and to exclaim against the late act, by which they thought it was countenanced and supported. Meetings of these zealous persons were held from time to time in London; and they formed themselves into a body under the
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the title of the “Protestant Association,” and at length
Lord George Gordon became their president. The object
of their association was to procure a repeal of the late act in
favour of the papists. The persons who attended these
meetings were, many of them, honest and well-intentioned
people, who had a just aversion to popery, but who did not
duly consider that, an intolerant spirit was at least as conser-
vable in a protestant as in a papist. In a little while, how-
ever, their number, confounding of persons in the lower ranks
of life, became very considerable. A petition to parliament
was framed, for a repeal of the late act, and the utmost pains
were employed to procure subscriptions to it. The number
of subscribers is said to have amounted to 120,000 persons.
In order to give weight to their petition, it was determined
that it should be attended by great numbers of the petitioners
in person; and a public advertisement was issued for that
purpose, signed by Lord George Gordon. Accordingly
it is supposed that at least 50,000 persons assembled on the
second of June in St. George’s Fields, and proceeded in
great order to the house of commons, where their petition
was presented by their president. Several members of both
houses of parliament were greatly inflamed and ill-treated by
the populace, and in the evening a mob assembled which
destroyed two Romish chapels. The metropolis, for sev-
eral subsequent days, became an unexampled scene of alarm,
terror, and devastation; and for some time the magistrates
in general manifested little activity. At length, when the
rioters were making a formidable attack upon all property,
and every man’s personal security was endangered, the
military interposed, and, after considerable exertions, restored
the capital of the kingdom to order and tranquillity, after
a devastation that had continued for six days, and not with-
out the loss of many lives. The number of persons killed
and wounded by the military in the suppression of these
riots, is said to have amounted to 458 persons. It would
be unjust, however, to impute to the protestant association,
as the first agents in this business thought proper to flyle
themselves, the whole of the mischief that ensued, or to
impute to them what we may foretell the calamities to which
they gave occasion. Yet it must be allowed, that these unhappy
people owed their origin to their bigotry and delusion; and
that the members of that association manifested a spirit the
very reverse of that which distinguishes real and enlightened
protestants, and very disgraceful to the national character.
It has been asserted, that no member of the protestant associ-
ation was executed or tried for any share in the riots; and it
is most probable, that those who engaged in this diabolical
business from religious bigotry, would have the discretion
to retire before the law executed, and before the intervention
of the military. Several of the rioters were afterwards appreh-
sended, tried, and executed. Lord George Gordon was
committed to the Tower on the tenth of June, arraigned on
the twenty-fifth of January, 1781; and on the fifth of
February, tried under a charge of constructive treason, and
acquitted.

ASSOILE, in Our Ancient Law-Books, signifies to ab-
solve, deliver, or set free from an excommunication. See
A bsolution.

ASSOKO, in Geography, a town of Africa, the capital of
Issi, in an island of the same name, formed by the river
Issi; which is the ordinary residence of the king and his
attendants.

ASSOM. See Assem.

ASSONANCE, in Rhetoric and Poetry, a term used
when the words of a phrase, or verse, have the same sound
or termination, and yet make no proper rhyme.

These are usually vicious in English; the Romans some-
times used them with elegance: “Mili-ment comparavint,
exercise ordinavint, aciem luftravit.”

The Latins call it familiaris definitio; and the Greeks
translato.

ASSONANT Rhymes, is a term particularly applied
to a kind of verses common among the Spaniards, where
a resemblance of sound serves instead of a natural rhyme.

Thus “tiger, cubierta, tierra, mefio,” may answer each other
in a kind of affonant rhyme, because they have each an e
in the penultimte syllable, and an a in the last.

ASSONGSONG, in Geography. See Island of

ASSONIA, in Botany, a genus of plants, fo named in
honour of Ignatius de Affo, a Spanish botanist. Lin. gen.
121. Clafte, monadelphus subfandus. Nat. Ord. columna-
outer three-leaved, unilateral, deciduous; inner one-leaved,
five-parted, fully lanceolate, acute, reflex. Cor. petals five,
roundish, narrowed at the base, spreading, withering, affixed
to the pitcher of the flowers. Stems. Flaments fifteen, fili-
form, upright, shorter than the corolla, joined at the base
in the form of a pitcher; anthers oblong, subfagittate, erect;
five linear-lanceolate, somewhat erect, coloured, petal-formed
flaps between the flaments, proceeding from the pitcher.
Pitch, germ roundish, five-furrowed; style simple, longer
than the flaments, permanent; stigma five, recurved. Per.
capsule subglobose, or turbinate, five-celled; cells separable,
bivalve. Seed, solitary or in pairs, subovate. Obs. aflonia
with the outer perianth one-leaved, three-toothed, and
with five styles, does not seem separable from Dombeya cav.
with the outer perianth three-leaved, and a single style, any
more than the hibiscus tilacuss from the other hibiscus;
or the one styled fidda, from the red; especially as Dombeya
ovata cav. has the style divided almost to the base.

We have therefore followed Schreber and Martin in uniting
Dombeya with aflonia.

Species. 1. A. populnea. Cavan. Diff. t. 120. 1, 124, f. 1.
“Leaves cordate, ovate-acuminate; flowcrs corysted.”
A small tree resembling hibiscus populneus. The French
call it bois de fenteur bleu ou galeux, because the wood is
sweet-scented, and blue in the centre, and when old it be-
comes very hard. Leaves alternately feathered, large, entire,
and often obliquely or angularly small, or feveral as scarcely to be
observed; petals small, oblong, obtusely five-angled, stiff, white,
afterwards ferrugineous. A native of the coast of
Bourbon, in allied woods. 2. A. palma, Dombeya palma, Cavan. l.c.
“Leaves cordate, palmate, smoothish, lobes
seven, acute, ferrate-crenate; flowers corysted.” Stem
arboresous; leaves alternate, on long footstalks; lobes oblong-
acuminate; iliples lanceolate, tomentose, deciduous; flowers
in solitary peduncules, at the ends of the branches, tomentose;
corolla an inch and a half wide, changing from white to a
phurpul colour, and lally ferrugineous. A native of the
isle of Bourbon, where it is called by the natives mahot-tantian.
3. A. acutangula. Cavan. l.c. “Leaves cordate, roundish,
three-cupped, crenate; flowers racemose.” Stem arboresous;
leaves alternate, of the length of the footstalks, seven-nerved,
and commonly with an angular tooth between the base and
lateral divisions; racemes solitary, axillary; calyxes extremely
long; tomentose; corolla as that of A. palmata (2); but veined
and coraceous; fruit pear-shaped. A native of the
isle of Bourbon. 4. A. angulata, Dombeya angulata. Cavan. l.c.
“Leaves cordate, roundish, angular at top, ferrate-toothed
To mentose; umbels numerous; common peduncles shorter
than the petiole.” Arboresous; branches tomentose; leaves
with three angles at the tip, seven-nerved; iliples embracing
the
the stem; umbels axillary, solitary; fruit globular, with two seeds in each cell. A native of the Isle of Bourbon. 5. A. tilagyphi, Dombeya tilagaphi. Cav. L. c. "Leaves cordate, rounded, crenate; flowers raceme-corymbed, arborescent." All the shrub very tomentose; leaves shaped like those of the common lisetree, seven-nerved, tomentose; peduncle axillary, solitary, divided at the end into opposite horizontal racemes. A native of the island of Bourbon. 6. A. tomentosa, Dombeya tomentosa. Cav. L. c. "Leaves cordate, rounded, crenate, tomentose, with almost circular veins; flowers unised." Stem arborescent; branches the whole tree very tomentose; stigmas coriaceous, broad-ovate, acuminate, ciliate, half-blister clasping; common peduncle very long, forked at the top, and terminated by two umbels; petals roundish, fimbriated. A native of Madagascar. 7. A. punctata, Dombeya punctata. Cav. L. c. "Leaves ovate-lanceolate, long, quite entire, tomentose underneath, rugged with dots on the upper surface." Trunk about the thickness of the human leg or thigh, covered with dark-brown bark; branches alternate, tomentose; leaves three or four inches long (sometimes cruculate or minute), rounded at the base; flowers on a long axillary common peduncle, umbelised, white, but becoming ferruginous by age; pedicellis twenty or thirty, one-flowered. A native of the island of Bourbon. 8. A. decandra, Dombeya decandra. Cav. L. c. "Leaves ovate-acuminate, repand-crenate, smooth; stamens five, two-anthered; flowers small, unised." Stem arborescent, with a brown furrowed bark; leaves alternate, scattered, four times as long as the pedicels; the outer calyx-conflis of three very small bristles; corolla in 5 or 6 lines in diameter; filaments ten, five barren, five fertile; germ five or more, one each in each cell of the fruit. A native of Madagascar. 9. A. umbellata, Dombeya umbellata. Cav. L. c. "Leaves cordate, ovato-oblong, acuminate, repand-linear; flowers umbelisised, globular." A tree entirely smooth, with a brown bark; leaves longer than the pedicels, either repand about the edge, or oblootely and broadly crenate; common peduncles solitary, axillary, on the tops of the branches red-dish, very smooth, terminated by a single foliaceous umbel. A native of the island of Bourbon, where ropes are made of the bark. 10. A. ovata, Dombeya ovata. Cav. L. c. "Leaves ovate, toothed, five-nerved, tomentose; flake very small." Stem shrubby, branched, covered with a ferruginous nap; leaves alternate, white underneath, rugged on the upper surface, double the length of the pedicels; stigmas capillary, crenate; pedicels forked at the top, with a corymb at each division; corolla small; petals narrow, roundish at the end, or fimbriated; their claws are permanent, and deeply ferruginous. Fruit globular, five-cornered, within the segments of the calyx. A native of the island of Bourbon. 11. A. ferruginea, Dombeya ferruginea. Cav. L. c. "Leaves ovato-oblong, seven-nerved, ferruginous beneath; petals, pedicles, and calyxes tomentose." Stem arborescent, from eight to ten feet high; branches covered with a rufous nap; leaves on the extreme twigs, scattered alternately, acuminate, tooth-furrowed, crenate on the under surface; pedicels double the length of the pedicels, forked at the top, with a many-flowered corymb on each division. This, perhaps, may be a variety of the A. ovata; the leaves, however, are much broader at the base, acuminate, seven-nerved, and very much toothed; wheras in that they are finitely ovate, five-nerved, and the teeth are divergent. A native of the island of Mauritius, and first discovered by Comberon in 1769.

Propagation and Culture. See Hibiscus and Pentapeses. Assonias, or Dombeya Pheneica. See Pentapeses. Assorus, in Ancient Geography, a town of Macedonia, in Mygdonia. Potokery. Also, a town of Sicily, seated on a hill to the left of the river Chryus. Died. Sic. Assos, or Assos, a sea-port town of Asia Minor, in the Troad, fortified both by art and nature, according to Strabo. Aés, xx. 13. Assos, or AsaS, is now a sea-port of Asiatic Turkey, in Natalia, on a gulf of the Ician sea, to which it gives name, four leagues s. e. from Troad, and eleven leagues west of Adamnit. N. lat. 35° 38'. E. long. 26° 1'. Assos, Assos, or Asas, a small town of Crete. Assouan, near the ancient Syene, a poor village on the east side of the Nile, with a small fort commanded by an agn of the janizaries. N. lat. 24° 4'. E. long. 33° 30'. This place is called by the Arabs Assouan, which signifies enlightened, in allusion as Bruce supposed, to the circumstance of the well mentioned by Pliny (H. N. i. ii. 52.)-enlightened within the fune's being directly over it in June. Bruce's Travels, vol. i. p. 158. See Syene. Assrumina, in Botany, the name given by the people of Guineal to the shrub whose leaves they use as a cure for the long worms which are found in their flesh in those parts of the world; they only bruise the leaves, and apply as much of the mps to the part where the worm is, and they are cured at once, without the pain and hazard of drawing it out. Phil. Trans. No. 232. Assulatus, in Natural History, a species of Echitis. The shell is facetted, the facets united by transverse lines. Klein, p. 15. 26. Eldorado tefubata of Klein, p. 27. is supposed to be a variety of this kind. Assumpsit, in Law, denotes a voluntary promise by which a man affirms and takes upon him to perform, or to pay any thing to another. This term comprehends all verbal promises made upon consideration, and is variously expressed by the civilians, according to the nature of the promise: sometimes by promissum; sometimes by promissum et fidelitatis, or confitutum. If the promise be to do any explicit act, it is an express contract, as much as any covenant; and the breach of it is an equal injury. However, the remedy is not exactly the same. Since, instead of an act of covenant, there only lies an action upon the cafe, for which it is called the affumpit or undertaking of the defendant; the failure of performing which is the wrong or injury done to the plaintiff, the damages of which the jury are to estimate and settle. As if a builder promises, undertake, or affirms to build, that he will build and cover his house within a time limited, and fails to do it; Cans has an action on the cafe against the builder for this breach of his express promise, undertaking, or affumpit; and shall recover a pecuniary satisfaction for the injury fullained by such delay. So also in case of a debt by simple contract, if the debtor promises to pay it and does not, this breach of promise entitles the creditor to his action on the cafe, instead of being driven to an action of debt, 4 Rep. 92. Thus likewise a promissory note, or note of hand not under seal, to pay money at a day certain, is an express affumpit; and the payee at common law, or by cullum and act of parliament the indorser, may recover the value of the note in damages, if it remains unpaid. Action on the cafe or affumpit lies, for not making a good estate of land sold, according to promise; not paying money upon a bargain and sale, according to agreement; not delivering goods promised on demand; this is by express affumpit.
ASS

affumptio. When one becomes legally indebted to another for goods sold, the law implies a promise that he will pay the debt; and if it be not paid, indebJation affumptio lies: and the same lies for goods sold and delivered to a stranger "ad requisitionem" of the defendant; the price being agreed upon and proved: 1 Danv. Abr. 26, 27. If a tenant, being in arrear for rent, settles an account of arrears with his landlord, and promises to pay him the sum in arrear, an affumptio lies on this promise. 1 Rol. Abr. 9. If a man and woman, being unmarried, mutually promise to marry each other, and afterwards the man marries another woman, by which he renders himself incapable of performing his contract, an affumptio lies, in which the woman shall recover damages. Carter, 233. There are, however, five cases, specified by the statute of frauds and pari juries, 29 Car. II. c. 3, in which no verbal promise will be sufficient ground of action, without some note or memorandum in writing, signed by the party who is to become chargeable. 1. Where an executor or administrator promises to answer damages out of his own estate. 2. Where a man undertakes to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another. 3. Where any agreement is made, upon consideration of marriage. 4. Where any contract or sale is made of lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or any intervel therein. 5. Where there is any agreement that is not to be performed within a year from the time of its being made. In all these cases a mere verbal affumptio is void. The consideration is the ground of the common action on the case; and no such action lies against a man for a promise, where there is no consideration why he should make the promise.

Besides ex profi contracts, there are others implied by law: and these are such as reason and justice dictate, and which, therefore, the law presumes that every man has contracted to perform: and, upon this presumption, to become answerable to such persons as suffer by his non-performance. Of this nature are, first, such as are necessarily implied by the fundamental constitution of government, to which every man is a contracting party. Thus it is that every person is bound and hath virtually agreed to pay such particular sums of money, as are charged on him by the sentence, or affixed by the interpretation of the law. By the same principle of an implied original contract to submit to the rules of the community of which we are members, a forfeiture imposed by the bye laws and private ordinances of a corporation upon any that belong to the body, or an amercement in a court-leet or court-baron upon any of the tutors to the court, create a debt in the eye of the law; and such forfeiture or amercement, unpaid, works an injury to the party or parties entitled to receive it, for which the remedy is by action of debt. The same reason may with equal justice be applied to all penal statutes, or such acts of parliament that inflict a forfeiture for transgressing the provisions enacted by them. A second class of implied contracts are such as arise from natural reason, and the just construction of law; and this class extends to all presumptive undertakings or affumptios, which, though never perhaps actually made, yet constantly arise from this general implication and intention of the courts of judicature, that every man hath engaged to perform what his duty or justice requires. Thus, if I employ a person to transact any business for me, or to perform any work, the law implies that I undertook or assumed to pay him so much as his labour deserved. If I neglect to make him amends, he has a remedy by an action on the case upon this implied affumptio. The valuation of his trouble is submitted to the judgment of a jury, who will affix such a sum in damages as they think he really merited. This is called an affumptio on a "quantum meruit." There is also an implied affumptio, on a "quantum solvitor," similar to the former; where one takes upon goods or wares of a tradesman, without expressly agreeing for the price. Here the law concludes, that both parties did intentionally agree, that the real value of the goods should be paid; and an action on the case may be brought accordingly, if the vendee refuses to pay that value. Another species of implied affumptios is when one has had and receivd money belonging to another, without any valuable consideration given, on the receiver's part; for the law construes this to be money had and received for the use of the owner only; and implies that the perdon to receiving promised and undertook to account for it to the true proprietor. And if he unjustly detains it, an action on the case lies against him for the breach of such implied promise, and undertaking; and he will be made to repair the owner in damages, equivalent to what he has detained in violation of such promise. This is applicable to almost every case where the defendant has received money, which "ex suo et boso" he ought to refund. 1 Burr. 1012. Moreover, when a perdon has laid out and expended his own money for the use of another at his requell, the law implies a promise of repayment, and an action will lie on this affumptio. Carth. 446. 2 Keb. 99. Also, upon a listed account between two merchants, or other persons, the law implies that he against whom the balance appears has engaged to pay it to the other; though there be no actual promise. From this implication, actions on the case are frequently brought, declaring that the plaintiff and defendant had settled their accounts together; "in faciis comptis," which gives name to this species of affumptio, and that the defendant engaged to pay the plaintiff the balance, but has since neglected to so it. The last class of contracts, implied by reason and construction of law, arises upon the supposition, that any one who undertakes any office, employment, trust, or duty, contracts with those who employ or entrust him to perform it with integrity, diligence, and skill; and, if by his wanting either of these qualities, any injury accrues to individuals, they have their remedy in damages by a special action on the case. If a sheriff does not execute a writ sent to him, or wilfully makes a false return, the party aggrieved shall in both cases have an action on the case for damages, to be assailed by a jury. Moor, 431. 2 Rep. 99. If a sheriff or gaoler suffers a prisoner, taken upon forfeiture, or during the pendency of a suit, to escape, he is liable to an action on the case; but if, after judgment, a debtor charged in execution for a certain sum be permitted to escape, a gaoler or sheriff is compellable by action of debt for a sum liquidated and ascertained, to satisfy the creditor his whole demand. Rat. Weitn. 2. 13 Edw. I. c. 11. and 1 Ric. II. c. 12. 2 Inst. 382. An advocate or attorney betraying the cause of their client, or, being retained, neglecting to appear at the trial, by which the cause miscarries, are liable to an action on the case, for a repayment to their injured client. Finch L. 188. There is also in law a promise, implied without consideration, known under the name of inkeeper, to secure the goods of his guest; with a common carrier or stage-carrier, to be answerable for the goods he carries; with a common carrier, that he does a horse well, without laming him; with a common tailor, or other workman, that he performs his buisness in a workman-like manner; in which if they fail, an action on the case lies for the recovery of damages for such breach of their general undertaking. 11 Rep. 54. 1 Saund. 324. If an inkeeper, or other victualler, hangs out a sign, and openes his house for travellers, it is an implied engagement to entertain all persons who travel that way; and upon this universal affumptio an action on the case will be against him.
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If the odds against its failing being two to one, that is, if it may be expected that some one of three lives, at the age of the given life, will fail in the year, the value of the assurance will be a third of the first value, reckoning the same interest, or 31. 14s. 1d. If the odds be nineteen to one, or if it may be expected that some one out of twenty lives, at the age of the given life, will fail in a year, the value of the assurance will be a twentieth part of the first value, or 4l. 15s. 3d. If the odds be forty-nine to one, or only one out of fifty such lives as the given life can be expected to fail in the year, the value of the assurance will be a fiftieth part of the first value; that is, it will be 1l. 18s. 1d. Now the odds of three to one are, according to the Northampton Table of Observations (see Mortality), the odds that a life aged 62 will not drop in a year. The odds of 19 to 1 are the odds, according to the same table, that a life aged 65 will not drop in a year; and the odds of 49 to 1 are the odds that a life aged 39 will not drop in a year. It follows, therefore, that the value of the assurance of 100l. for a year on a life aged 62 is 31l. 14s. 1d.; on a life aged 65, 4l. 15s. 3d.; on a life aged 39, 1l. 18s. 1d., reckoning interest at 5 per cent. If interest be reckoned at 5 per cent, these values will be 32l. 7s. 6d.; 4l. 17s. 2d.; 1l. 18s. 1d. The assurances most commonly practiced are those on single lives, either for a given term, or during their whole continuance. When a life is assured for a given term or number of years, the value may be paid either in one single present payment, or in annual payments, to be continued till the failure of the life, should that happen within the term; or if not, till the determination of the term.

The method of finding these values cannot be easily understood by those who are unacquainted with the doctrine of life-annuities, as it has been taught by mathematicians; but the following observations may be of use to give some general idea of the subject. Let us suppose that a person aged 30 years wants to assure 100l. on his life for 27 years, or till he is 60 years of age, and that he chooses to advance the proper compensation for it in a fixed annual payment, the first to be made immediately, and the following payments to be continued till either the term ends, or his life drops. The value of the assurance for the first year, is by what has been already shewn, 1l. 18s. 1d., reckoning interest at 5 per cent. The value of the assurance for the last year of the term, supposing him to have lived to the beginning of it, or to have completed 65, is likewise, by what has been already shewn, 4l. 15s. 3d., reckoning all along at the same interest. If, therefore, the value of the assurance for the whole 27 years is to be one constant sum paid at the beginning of every year, that sum, it is obvious, ought to be greater than the first, and less than the last; or a sum which is some mean between 1l. 18s. 1d. and 4l. 15s. 3d. The rule for finding this mean in all cases is the following.

"From the value of an annuity certain for the given term, found by Tab. III. under the article Annuities, subtract the value of the life for the given term, found by the method explained under the article Life Annuities, and refer the remainder. Multiply the value of 1l. due at the end of the given term (found by Tab. I. under the article Annuities), by the perpetuity (see Remark II.), and also by the probability (see Mortality), that the given life shall fail in the given term. This product being added to the referred remainder, let the total be multiplied by the sum to be assured, and afterwards divided by the perpetuity increased by unity, then let this quotient be referred. Find next the value of an annuity on the given life for one year less than the given term, and the referred quotient being divided by this last value, increased by unity, will give the required value of the assurance in a fixed annual payment, till either the life fails, or the term ends."

Example.

Let the term be 27 years, the life aged 39, the sum 100l., and the interest 5 per cent.

Solution.

The value of the life of a person whose age is 39, for 27 years, is (reckoning interest at 5 per cent., and by the Northampton Table of Life Annuities) 11,019. This value subtracted from 14,643 (the value of an annuity certain for 27 years, see Tab. III. Annuities), leaves 3,452, the remainder to be referred. The value of 1l. to be received at the end of 27 years is 267.85, by Tab. II. under the article Annuities. The probability that the life of a person aged 30 shall fail in 27 years, is, by the Northampton Table, (see Mortality) 24 1/8; and the perpetuity is 20. These numbers multiplied by one another, and 3,452 added to the product, make 6,686, which multiplied into 100l. the given sum, and divided by 21, the perpetuity increased by unity, gives 31,276 for the quotient to be referred.

The value of an annuity on a life of 39 for 26 years, is 11,019. Dividing therefore 31,276 (the referred quotient) by 12,019, or the value of the above annuity, with unity added to it, we have 2,621, or 2 l. 12s., which is the required value, in fixed annual payments, of the assurance of 100l. on the given life for 27 years, reckoning interest at 5 per cent.

The value of the same assurance in one present payment is the quotient referred above, or 31l. 5s. 6d.; in other words, it is the value of an annuity of 2 l. 12s. for 26 years on a life of 39; the first payment of which is to be made immediately, and the remaining ones at the beginning of each year; or, it is the fund arising in the foregoing operation before the division by the value of the life for the term of 26 years.

If the assurance is to be made for the whole possible duration of the life, the method of finding the value will be more simple, and the rule for this purpose is as follows. From the perpetuity subtract the value of the given life, and multiply the remainder by the given fund, and this last product divided by the perpetuity, increased by unity, will give the value in a single present payment. And this payment, divided by the value of the life, will give the value of the assurance in annual payments during the continuance of the life."

Example.

Let the age of the life be, as in the last example, 39; the sum to be ascertained for its whole duration 100l.; and the rate of interest 5 per cent. The value of the life, according to the Northampton Table (see Life Annuities), is 11,079. The value of the life subtracted from 20 (the perpetuity) is 8,021, which multiplied by 100, the given fund, and divided by 21, the perpetuity increased by unity, gives 38,195 l. or 381 4s. for the value in a single payment of the assurance of 100l. for the whole duration of a life aged 39, reckoning interest at 5 per cent. And this payment divided by 11,079 is 3.488 l. or 3 l. 3s. 9d. the value of the same assurance in annual payments during the continuance of the life.

Remark I.

If the value of the assurance is defined in annual payments, the first of which, instead of being made at the end of the year as the preceding rule supposes, is to be made immediately, the value in a single payment (found as directed above) must be divided by the value of the life increased by unity; that
that is, in the present instance, by 12.979, which will make
the required value of the assurance 1294.1, instead of 3188.1
or 2118.410.1, instead of 31.389 d.
The reason of adding unity to the values of lives taken
from the tables is, that in all the tables the values of annui-
ties on lives are given on the supposition that the first
payment is not to be made till the end of a year. If therefore
the first yearly payment is to be made immediately, the
value must exceed that in the tables by one year's pur-
chase.

REMARK II.
The perpetuity means the value of the reversion of an
estate, which is found by dividing 100 l. by its interest for
a year. For example, if the rate of interest be 5l. per
cent. 100 l. divided by 5 gives 20 for the perpetuity; if
the rate of interest be 4l. 21/3, or 3 per cent. 100 l. divided
by 4, 35 or 3, will give 25, 28.571, or 33.333 for the
perpetuity.

REMARK III.
If instead of a gross sum, an estate or a perpetual annuity is
to be assured during the whole duration of a life, the value in
a single payment will be "the value of the life subtracted
from the perpetuity, and the remainder multiplied by the
annuity, or by the rent of the estate." And the value in
annual payments beginning immediately will be "the single
payment divided by the value of the life increased by unity.
"—Universally, it ought to be remembered that the assurance
of an estate or annuity after any given life or lives, is
worth as much more than the assurance of a corresponding
sum, as 100 l. increased by its interest for a year is greater
than 100 l.—Thus the present values, in single and annaual
payments of the assurance of an estate of 5 l. per ann. for
ever, and of a 100 l. in money on the whole duration, or
on any part of an assigned life, are to one another (interest
being at 5 per cent.) as 105 to 100. The reason of the differ-
ence is, that the algebraical calculations, by which these values are determined, suppose that the gross sum and the first yearly payment of the annuity are to be received at the same time after the extinction of the lives. It is easy
to see, that this is a circumstance which must make the
latter of more value.

This specimen is sufficient to explain the general nature
and principles of assurances on single lives, and to teach
in all cases the method of finding the values of such
 assurances. To those who wish to be further informed on
this subject, it may not be improper to add the following
mathematical demonstrations of the rules which have been
given above. Let a be the number of persons living at
the age of any given life A; let a', a'2, a" etc. be the number
of persons who have died in the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 
year after the age of A; let r be 1 l. increased by its interest for
a year, and S the sum to be assured. The probability that A
dies in the 1st year is \( \frac{a}{a} \), the value therefore of the
assurance in that year is \( \frac{S.a}{ar} \). The probability that A dies
in the 2d, after having survived the 1st year, is \( \frac{a'}{a} \), and

\[
\text{consequently the value of the assurance in the 2d year is } \frac{S.a'}{ar}.
\]

In like manner, the value of the assurance in the 3d, 4th, 5th,

\[ \ldots \text{--- n-th year, supposing m to denote the number of persons} \]

\[ \text{who have died in the m-th or last year, is } \frac{S.a''}{ar^2}, \frac{S.a'}{ar^3}, \frac{S.a}{ar^4}, \ldots \]

\[ \text{--- and } \frac{S.m}{ar^n} \text{ respectively. The whole value, therefore, of} \]

the assurance for n years is \( S \times \frac{a}{ar} + \frac{a'}{ar} + \frac{a''}{ar} + \ldots + \frac{m}{ar^n} \).

But the series \( \frac{a}{ar} + \frac{a'}{ar} + \frac{a''}{ar} + \ldots \) &c. is \( \frac{1}{r} - \frac{a-a}{ar} + \frac{a-a^2}{ar^2} + \frac{a-a^3}{ar^3} + \frac{a-a^4}{ar^4} + \ldots \)

\[ = \frac{1}{r} + \frac{a-a}{ar} + \frac{a-a^2}{ar^2} + \frac{a-a^3}{ar^3} + \frac{a-a^4}{ar^4} + \ldots \]

\[ = \frac{1}{r} - \frac{a-a}{ar} + \frac{a-a^2}{ar^2} + \frac{a-a^3}{ar^3} + \frac{a-a^4}{ar^4} + \ldots \]

\[ = \frac{1}{r} + \frac{a-a}{ar} \] (supposing l to be the number of per-
sons who have died in the \( n-1 \) th year). The series \( \frac{a-a}{ar} + \frac{a-a^2}{ar^2} + \frac{a-a^3}{ar^3} + \ldots \)

\[ \text{is known to express the value of an annuity on the life of } A \text{ for } n \text{ years, and the se-
ries } \frac{1}{r} + \frac{a-a}{ar} + \frac{a-a^2}{ar^2} + \frac{a-a^3}{ar^3} + \ldots \]

\[ = \frac{1}{r} + \frac{a-a}{ar} \text{ to express the value of an} \]

annuity certain for \( n \) years. Call the first of these series \( A \), and the second \( N \); then will the whole of the above
series be \( N-A = \frac{N}{r} + A + \frac{a-a}{ar} + \frac{a-a^2}{ar^2} + \frac{a-a^3}{ar^3} + \ldots \)

\[ = \frac{N}{r} - A + \frac{a-a}{ar} + \frac{a-a^2}{ar^2} + \frac{a-a^3}{ar^3} + \ldots \]

\[ = \frac{N}{r} + \frac{a-a}{ar} \text{, and the value of the assurance of } S \text{ for } n \text{ years will} \]

\[ \text{be } \frac{S}{r} \times \frac{N}{r} - A + \frac{a-a}{ar} \text{, agreeable to the rule given} \]

above.

If the assurance be for the whole continuance of life, the
fraction \( \frac{m}{ar^n} \) vanishes, \( N \) becomes equal to the perpetuity,
and \( A \) to the value of an annuity for the whole life of \( A \),
so that in this case the expression becomes simply \( \frac{S}{r} \times \frac{N}{r} + \frac{a-a}{ar} \),

\[ = \frac{S}{r} - A \] which is the rule given in words for finding the
value of an assurance on the whole possible duration of the
life of \( A \).

If the assurance be that of an estate or a perpetual annuity,
the value of each payment of such annuity depending on the
failure of the life of \( A \) in one, two, three, &c. years to \( n \)
years will be \( \frac{1}{r} - \frac{a-a'}{ar} - \frac{a-a''}{ar^2} - \frac{a-a'''}{ar^3} - \ldots \)

\[ = \frac{1}{r} - \frac{a-a}{ar} + \frac{a-a'}{ar^2} + \frac{a-a''}{ar^3} + \ldots \]

\[ = \frac{1}{r} - \frac{a-a}{ar} \text{, and the value of the} \]

reversion after \( n \) years, depending on the contingency of
\( A \) having died in the mean time, will be \( \frac{m}{ar^n} \); the whole
value, therefore, of the assurance will be \( N-A + \frac{m}{ar^n} \)
multiplied into the annuity; or simply \( p-A \) multiplied into
such annuity, if the assurance is to be continued during the
whole duration of \( A \)'s life. For the more ample dis-
cussion of this subject, the reader is referred to Mr. Simp-
son's "Select Exercises," Dr. Price's "Treatise on Reversion-
ary Payments," and Mr. Morgan's "Doctrine of An-
nuities and Assurances" stated and explained.

Assurances may be made on any number of joint lives, or on
the longevity of any lives. Rules for finding the values of such
assurances...
assurances are given in the books just referred to. There are further assurances on survivories; by which is meant an obligation for the value received, to pay a given sum or annuity, should a given life cease to survive any other given life or lives. The method of finding these values is given under the article Survivory.

All these different kinds of assurances are of the greatest use; and the offices for making them are a particular advantage to the public. The principal of these offices in England are, the Amicable Society, incorporated for a perpetual assurance; the Society for Equitable Assurances on Lives and Survivorships; the Royal Exchange Assurance; the Westminster and the Pelican Life-Offices.

The Amicable Society requires an annual payment of 5l. from every member payable quarterly during life. The whole annual income hence arising is equally divided among the representatives of such members as die every year; and this renders the dividends among the claimants in different years more or less according to the number of members who have happened to die in those years. But this society engages that the dividends shall not be less than 130l. to each claimant, though they may be more. None are admitted whose ages are greater than 45, or less than 12; nor is there any difference of contribution allowed on account of difference of age. This society has subsisted ever since 1726, and its credit and usefulness are well-established. Its plan, however, is liable to several objections. First, it is evident that regulating the dividends among the representatives by the number of members who die every year, is not equitable; because it makes the benefit which is accruing from the assurance, to depend, not on the value of the contribution, but on a contingency; that is, on the number of members who have happened to die in the year. Secondly, its requiring the same payments from all persons under 45, is also not equitable, for the payment of a person admitted at 12 ought not to be more than half the payment of a person admitted at 45. Thirdly, by limiting the sums assured on one and the same life to 450l. it is ill adapted to make a competent provision for the families of its members; nor can it be of any service to persons whose age exceeds 35 years; a period of life which, it has been found from experience that many, if not most persons, have exceeded before they have been able to provide for the support of their families. The life of a man has been too often made by so means fitted to the circumstances of persons who want to make assurances on their lives for only one year, or for a short term of years. Thus, the true value of the assurance of 130l. for five years on the life of a person whose age is 35, may be found by the first rule to be nearly three guineas per annum, supposing interest at 3 per cent. and the probabilities of the duration of human life as they are given in the Northampton Table of Observations. But such an assurance could not be made in this society without an annual payment of 5l.

Neither is the plan of this society at all adapted to the circumstances of persons who want to make assurances on particular survivories. For example, a person possessing of an estate or fabley, which must be lost with his life, has a person dependent upon him, for whom he desires to secure a sum of money payable at his death. He desires this only as a security against the danger of his dying first. In these circumstances he enters into this society; and by an annual payment of 5l. entitles his nominee at his death 150l.

In a few years, perhaps, his nominee happens to die, and the object of his Assurance having thus ceased, he determines to give up the advantage arising from his former payments and to withdraw from the society. The right method in this case would have been to have taken from such a person the true value of the sum assured on the supposition of non-payment, provided he should survive. Had this been done, he would have paid for the assurance (supposing interest at 3 per cent. his age 30, the age of his nominee also 30, and the values of lives as given by Dr. Price from the Northampton Table) 5l. 6s. 8d. in annual payments, to begin immediately and to be continued during the joint duration of his own life and the life of his nominee.

None of these objections, however, are applicable to the other offices just mentioned. In all of them assurances may be made for any term and at any age between eight and sixty-seven years, either at single or annual premiums, proportioned to the age of the person assured, and to the risk or hazard attending the assurance. The business transacted in these offices is very extensive, and so far as relates to the premiums they require, is founded on strict calculation. These premiums, which are now indiscriminately adopted by all of them, were originally computed in the year 1761 for the use of the Equitable Society,—an institution so entirely guided by computation in all its practice, that in ascertaining its profits at fixed periods, and distributing them among its members, it has never failed to proceed on the same sure principles, and by this means to render itself one of the greatest public benefits to this country. In consequence of its immense capital, and the very wide extent of its business, it certainly far exceeds any other office of the same kind; and therefore by giving an account of its rise and progress, a proper idea will be obtained of the nature of life-assurances, as well as of the important benefits which are derived from them.

This society was established in the year 1762, in consequence of proposals which had been made, and lectures recommending such a design, which had been read by Mr. Thomas Simpson; and the premiums then adopted for its practice were computed by Mr. James Dodson, the author of the Mathematical Repository. It assures any sums or reversionary annuities on any life or lives, for any number of years, as well as for the whole continuance of the lives, and in any manner that may be best adapted to the views of the persons assured; that is, either by making the assured sums payable certainly at the failure of any given lives, or on condition of survivvory; and also, either by taking the price of the assurance in one present payment, or in annual payments during any single or joint lives, or any terms less than the whole possible duration of the lives. Any persons, for instance, who depend on incomes which may be lost when they die, or who are only tenants for life in estates may, by affuring an equivalent on their own lives, guard their families or representatives against the losses which would accrue by their death. Hence, clergymen, councellors, persons holding any places of profit, traders, and others who have families whose fulness depends on the continuance of their lives, may be enabled to make provision for their families after their decease. All persons likewise who enjoy annuities for the lives of others, may here secure themselves against the losses they would suffer, should they survive the persons on whose lives the annuities depend, by making assurances which would entitle them to any sums payable on condition their survivory should take place. Any person entitled to an estate, annuity, legacy, or office after another person provided he survives, may here secure an equivalent for his family at his decease, provided he does not survive. Husband may in this society secure annuities for their wives, provided they should leave them widows. Parents, by affuring the lives of their children, when infants, till they attain a given age, may secure for them, should they live to that age, such sums as may be necessary to put them out to apprenticeships, or to make capitals or fortunes for them, with which to let out in businesses, or to marry. Any persons, apprehensive of being left without support in old age, when incapable
incapable of labour, may purchase an annuity to commence at any future year of his life and to continue during the remainder of his life, and he may do this at a small expense if he is young, and willing to wait for the commencement of his annuity, till he is fifty-five or sixty years of age. In short there are no kinds of assurance on lives or survivorships which this society does not make. In doing this, while it proceeds on mathematical principles in computing its premiums, it takes advantage of making these computations at so low an interest as 3 per cent. in order to gain such a profit as shall enable it to bear the expenses of management, and render it a permanent benefit to the public. In the infancy of the institution also, it adopted tables of the values and probabilities of lives in London, where, as in all great towns, the rate of human mortality is much greater than it is among mankind in general. But after an experience of twenty years, it found that tables giving higher probabilities of life might be safely used, and therefore it made choice of those more correct tables which were published by Dr. Price from observations at Northampton; and it appears, from comparing the decrements of life in the society with those in the table just mentioned, that, during a term of thirty-four years, the ratio of mortality in the former is to that in the latter between the ages of 10 and 20 as 1 to 2,

20 and 30 as 1 to 2
30 and 40 as 3 to 5
40 and 50 as 5 to 7
50 and 60 as 7 to 9
60 and 70 as 9 to 10
80 and 90 as 9 to 10,

or that in all ages between 10 and 80, fewer deaths have happened in the society than should have happened according to the tables from which its premiums have been computed in the proportion of two to three. In consequence of this and of other still less equivocal proofs of its prosperity, the society has been enabled since its first establishment not only to reduce its premiums above one half, but to make such additions to the claims in the years 1782, 1786, 1791, 1793, 1795, and 1800, as amount at present to the sums specified below:

For every 100, an addition over and above the sum assured of

1762
1763
1764
1765
1766
1767
1768
1769
1770
1771
1772
1773
1774
1775
1776
1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789

258
249
241
232
224
215
207
193
180
181
173
164
156
147
139
130
122
113
105
96
88
81
74
67
60
54
48
42

These are advantages peculiar to this society, and therefore it is no wonder that its business should in far surper that of every other institution of the same kind. But in the midst of its prosperity the society has hitherto proceeded with the utmost prudence and caution. Aware of the danger of being led astray by the dazzling appearance of a large capital, necessarily increased by an influx of new members, it has provided by a special law, that, as on former occasions, so in future, no distribution of its stock shall ever be made without a previous investigation of its finances; that this investigation shall take place once in ten years; that the distribution shall never exceed two-thirds of the surplus stock of the society; and that no such distribution shall be adopted at all without the concurrence of two-thirds of its members, attending at three successive general courts. As far as human prudence and foresight can provide against danger, these precautions are likely to secure the society, and to increase its usefulness. But there is one danger against which no laws can guard it: we mean the danger of employing ignorant persons to conduct the management of its affairs. It must be manifest from the preceding account of this society, that none but skilful mathematicians are qualified for this business; and it is to be hoped that on any future vacancies, no other regard will be had in filling them up, than to the ability and integrity of the candidates. The melancholy experience of other societies for the benefit of age, for the benefit of widows, &c. which were established about thirty years ago, and which have long since ended in disappointment and ruin, should serve to guard this society against the attempts of ignorance, as much as the present prosperous state of its affairs should incite it to persevere in that wise and temperate course which has displayed so much prudence and skill in the management of its affairs, and raised it so high in the opinion of the public.

The following are the rates of assurance on single lives in this society, and also very nearly in the Royal Exchange and other offices, where those premiums have been adopted with little or no variation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>One year premium.</th>
<th>Seven years at an annual premium.</th>
<th>Whole life at an annual premium.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£.  s.  d.</td>
<td>£.  s.  d.</td>
<td>£.  s.  d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 15 9</td>
<td>1 5 1</td>
<td>17 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0 17 11</td>
<td>1 2 1</td>
<td>18 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 7 3</td>
<td>1 9 5</td>
<td>2 3 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1 10 7</td>
<td>1 12 1</td>
<td>2 8 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1 13 3</td>
<td>1 14 1</td>
<td>2 13 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1 16 4</td>
<td>1 18 10</td>
<td>2 19 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2 0 8</td>
<td>2 4 1</td>
<td>3 7 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>2 6 8</td>
<td>2 10 10</td>
<td>3 17 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2 13 1</td>
<td>3 0 8</td>
<td>4 10 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>3 5 0</td>
<td>3 12 0</td>
<td>5 6 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>3 18 1</td>
<td>4 7 1</td>
<td>6 7 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>4 15 2</td>
<td>5 10 10</td>
<td>7 16 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>5 5 6</td>
<td>6 5 2</td>
<td>8 12 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Assurance, Royal Exchange, is a corporation or company established by an Act 6 Geo. 1. c. 18:; and, by their charter, executed June 22, 1720, empowered to assure ships and goods at sea, or going to sea, and to lend money on bottomry; and to raise for this purpose a capital of £50,000; on condition, that, upon three years' notice being given by parliament, at any time within thirty-one years from the date of the charter, and repayment of the sum of £50,000, which the company had agreed to pay to government, the corporation should cease. In the following year they obtained another charter, dated the 25th April 1721, by which they were authorised to assure lives, and also to assure houses and goods from fire, and were empowered to raise a further capital of £50,000 making, with the former sum, two millions. It was also enacted, that, in consequence of the company having paid into the Exchequer £1,250,000, and having covenanted to pay the farther sum of £38,750, within three months, they should be released from payment of the remainder of the £300,000. The whole capital of 2,000,000£ was subscribed, but it was thought necessary to call for the payment of only 500,000£; which, after paying the 150,000 to government, had been found sufficient for carrying on the extensive concerns of the company. A new branch was added to their business, by an act, obtained in 1793, enabling them to grant annuities on lives, either immediate or in reversion; and, in 1801, the company obtained an act for affording vessels and their cargoes on canals and inland navigations, in which act the London Assurance company are likewise included. The dividend to the proprietors, which has gradually increased from 3 to 7½ per cent., becomes due at Christmas and Midsummer, and is usually paid about the 15th January and July. [At Midsummer 1802, an exceptional dividend was made in fowl, being 10½ five per cents, 1797, for every 1000. of the company's flock.] The transfer-days are Tuesdays and Thursdays, between the hours of eleven and one. The dividends are paid on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays, from ten to two.

---

**The Table of Rates of the Royal Exchange Assurance Annuity Company.**

September 15th, 1802.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Years Purchase</th>
<th>per cent. per annum</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Years Purchase</th>
<th>per cent. per annum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.85</td>
<td>5 12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>5 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>5 10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>16.45</td>
<td>5 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>5 10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>6 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>7 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>7 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>7 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>7 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>5 8</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>8 44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B. The foregoing Annuities are receivable in Quarterly Payments.
The person making the assurance is to declare the place and date of birth of the person whose life is to be assured; whether he has had the small-pox; whether subject to the gout; and whether in the army or navy.

The life assured to appear at the office, or to one of the company's agents, or pay 10s. per cent. on assurances for one year, 15s. per cent. for more than one year, and the first payment not exceeding four years, 20s. per cent. if for more than seven years, only.

One quarter per cent. additional, will be taken on the first payment as admission-money.

Fifteen days are allowed for payment of the annual premiums after they respectively become due, but if the same remain unpaid more than the said fifteen days, and not exceeding three calendar months, a fine of ten shillings per cent. must be paid, and a warrant given of the health of the life assured.

Conditions of Assurance made by Persons on their own Lives.

The assurance to be void if the person whose life is assured shall depart beyond the limits of Europe, shall die upon the seas (except in his majesty's packets plying between Great Britain and Ireland); or shall enter into or engage in any military or naval service whatever, without the previous consent of the company; or shall die by suicide, duelling, or the hand of justice; or shall not, be, at the time the assurance is made, in good health.

Conditions of Assurance made by Persons on the Lives of others.

The assurance to be void if the person whose life is assured shall depart beyond the limits of Europe, shall die upon the seas (except in his majesty's packets plying between Great Britain and Ireland); or shall enter into or engage in any military or naval service whatever, without the previous consent of the company; or shall not, be, at the time the assurance is made, in good health.—Any person making an assurance on the life of another, must be interred therein, agreeable to act 14 Geo. III. c. 48, which prohibits wagering, or speculative insurances.

N.B. Assurances on the lives of persons engaged in the army or navy, or going beyond the limits of Europe, may be made by special agreement.

Assurance, London. The charters of this company were granted at the same time with those of the Royal Exchange Assurance, for the same purposes, and upon similar conditions; one of which is, that no person poaching flock in either company can purchase flock in the other, under penalty of forfeiting the share so purchased. The principal difference in the business of the two offices is, that the London assurance confine themselves to sea and fire assurances, very seldom affurining lives, and not being empowered to grant annuities. Their flock is 1,000,000, divided into shares of 25l. each, on which 12l. 10s. has been paid in, making the whole sum paid in 500,000l. The dividend has been raised to 18s. per share per annum, and becomes due at Lady-day and Michaelmas. The transfer-days are Tuesdays and Thursdays, from eleven to three o'clock. The dividends are paid on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, from eleven to three.

Assurance, Collateral, in Law. See Collateral Assurance.

Assurances, Common, of the kingdom, express the legal evidences of the conveyance or transfer of property; by which every man's estate is assured to him, and all controversies, doubts, and difficulties, are either prevented or removed. These common assurances are of four kinds: 1. By matter in pais, or deed; which is an assurance transferred between two or more private persons in pais, in the country; that is, according to the old common law, upon the very spot to be transferred. See Davis, 2. by matter of record, or an assurance transferred only in the king's public courts of record. See Register. 3. By special covenants, obtaining in some particular places, and relating only to some particular species of property. See Custom. These three assurances are such as take effect during the life of the party conveying or affurining. 4. The fourth takes no effect till after his death; and that is by devise, contained in his last will and testament. See Devise, and Will. 11th Com. vol. ii. p. 351.

ASSURGENT Lowers, in Botany, denotes such as are first bent down, and then rise erect towards the apex. This term scarcely differs from adicenoid or incurvus, and seems peculiarly proper for describing the change which takes place in the position of the leaves of mimosa, and other creeping plants.

Assurgent, in Heraldry, a term used for a man or beast rising out of the sea.

Assuror, a merchant or other person, who affurnes, or makes out a policy of assurance for a ship, house, life, or the like. Assurers are not answerable for what damages arise through the negligence, or other fault of the master or seamen; or even those which arise from any vice or defect in the thing assured. See Insurance.

Assuritani, or Assurians, in Ecclesiastical History, a branch of Donatists in the middle of the fourth century. The Assuritans, or Assurians, or rather the fan to be inferior to the father; they repudiated their converts from the catholics, and affecled that the church is not composed of good and bad, but of the good alone.

Assurus, or Assuras, now Kisser, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa, situate in the inland country of the ancient Bizæum, to the west of Adrumetum, and south-east of Sica Vecerina.

Assy, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Oise, and chief place of a canton in the district of Crepisy, eight miles south of Crepisy.

Assyiani, in Ancient Geography, an ancient town of the Tauric Chersonesus.

Assyria, a kingdom of Asia, of the extent, origin, and duration of which very different accounts have been given by ancient writers. Cicéras and Diodorus Siculus affirm, that the Assyrian monarchy, under Ninus and Semiramis, comprehended the greater part of the known world; but, if this had been the case, it is not likely that Homer and Herodotus would have omitted a fact so remarkable. The sacred records intimate, that none of the ancient states or kingdoms were of considerable extent; for neither Cædersonor, nor any of the neighbouring princes, were tributary or subject to Assyria; and we find nothing, says Playfair, of the greatness or power of this kingdom in the history of the Judges, and succeeding kings of Israel, though the latter kingdom was oppressed and enfealed by many different powers in that period. It is therefore highly probable, that Assyria was originally of small extent. According to Ptolemy, this country was bounded on the north by part of Armenia and mount Niphates; on the west by the Tigris; on the south by Susiana; and on the east by part of Media, and the mountains Choatra and Zagros. The country within these limits is called, by some of the ancients, Adiabene, and by others Aturia or Atysia. It is divided, by Ptolemy, into the following provinces or districts; viz. Calachene or Calacian, Arrachfutis, Adiabene, Arbelaia, Apollonias, Sittacene, and Chalonitis. Among the rivers of Assyria we may reckon the Tigris, the Lycus, the Caprus, and the Gorgus.
CORUS. Of the origin, revolutions, and termination of Assyria, properly so called, and distinguished from the grand monarchy which afterwards bore this appellation, the following account is given by Mr. Playfair, as the most probable. The founder of it was Ashur, the second son of Shem, who departed from Shinar, upon the dispersion of Nimrod, at the head of a large body of adventurers, and laid the foundations of Nineveh, where he resided, and erected a new kingdom, called Assyria after his name. See Ashur. Gen. x. 11. These events happened not long after Nimrod had established the Chaldean monarchy, and fixed his residence at Babylon; but it does not appear that Nimrod reigned in Assyria. The kingdom of Assyria and Babylon were originally distinct and separate (Micah, v. 6); and in this state they remained until Ninus conquered Babylon, and made it a part of the Assyrian empire. Ninus, the successor of Ashur (Gen. x. 11. Diod. Sicul. l. 1.), feized on Chaldaea after the death of Nimrod, and united the kingdoms of Assyria and Babylon. This great prince is said to have subdued Aila, Peria, Media, Egypt, &c. If he did so, the effects of his conquests were of no large duration; for, in the days of Abraham, the Chaldeans do not find that any of the neighbouring kingdoms were subject to Assyria. Ninus was succeeded by Semiramis, a princess bold, enterprising, and fortunate; of whose adventures and exploits many fabulous relations have been recorded. Playfair is of opinion, that there were two princesses of this name who flourished at different periods: one, the comfort of Ninus, and another, who lived five generations before Nitoeres, queen of Nebuchadnezzar. Euseb. Chron. p. 58. Herod. B. i. c. 134. See Semiramis. Of the successors of Ninus and Semiramis nothing certain is recorded. The last of the ancient Assyrian kings was Sardanapalus, who was besieged in his capital by Arbaces, governor of Media, in concurrence with the Babylonians. These united forces defeated the Assyrian army, demolished the capital, and became masters of the empire. E. C. 821. See Arbaces, and Sardanapalus. Such is the subsistence of the account given by Ctesias, and after him by several ancient Greek and Latin writers; and particularly by Diodorus Siculus. These writers have referred the commencement of the Assyrian empire to about sixty or seventy years after Noah's flood; but concerning its beginning, as well as its duration, ancient writers have given very different accounts. Africanus and Eutropius suppose that Ninus, the second Assyrian king, began to reign 309 years after the flood, and 43 years before the birth of Abraham. Berossus, the Chaldean historian, dates the foundation of the empire from the building of the tower of Babel, about 131 years after the flood. Callidius admits an interval of more than four centuries between these two remarkable events. Usher extends this interval to 1085 years; and Jackson reduces it to 551. As to the period of the duration of this empire, Ctesias, Diodorus, and others, make it 1500 years; Justin, 1200; Caflor, 1250; Synesius, 1400; Scaliger, 1500; Eutropius, 1250; Vellianus Paterculus, 1207; Herodotus, 520; and Appian makes the whole duration of the Assyrian, Median, and Persian empires, not to exceed 900 years. In Blair's Tables the commencement of the Assyrian empire is assigned to the year before Christ, 2059, and its termination to the year before Christ 820; so that its whole duration comprehends 1239 years. Goguet refers the conquest of Babylon by Ninus, king of Assyria, and the consequent union of the Babylonian throne with that of Nineveh, to the 50th year after the flood, or the 175th year B.C. In settling this date, he places the foundation of the kingdom of Babylon by Nimrod, about the year 150 after the flood. This kingdom, as most chronologers allow, had subsisted 440 years; under two distinct dynasties or families, at the time of Babylon's being taken by the Assyrians. The first of these dynasties, whose kings were Chaldeans, possessed the throne 225 years; and the second, originally from Arabia, reigned 215 years; and the total is 440 years. If to these years we add 150 years from the flood to the foundation of Babylon by Nimrod, the capture of Babylon will fall in the 590th year after the flood, and consequently in the 175th year B.C. After the capture of Babylon, the two monarchies formed one state, under the name of the Assyrian empire. From this time the kingdom of Babylon was no more than a province of the Assyrian empire, to the time in which the revolt of the Medes gave the Babylonians an opportunity of striking off the Assyrian yoke, about 770 B.C. As most of these computations are primarily borrowed from Ctesias, it may not be improper to inquire how far his testimony is credible. Aristeotle, who was almost his contemporary, declares him to be unworthy of credit; and his history of India excites him to be a fabulous writer. Although he gives us the names of the Assyrian kings from Belus and his son Ninus to Sardanapalus, the last king of Assyria, the greater number of his names is derived from different nationalities, Persian, Egyptian, and other names; and except in two or three instances, they have no affinity with the names of the Assyrians mentioned in scripture. The true empire of the Assyrians, described in scripture, whose kings were Pul, Tiglath-pileser, &c. he does not mention, though much nearer to his own times; and this circumstance shews that he was ignorant of the antiquities of the Assyrians. After the death of Sardanapalus, says Mr. Playfair, the Assyrian empire was divided into three kingdoms; viz. the Median, Assyrian, and Babylonian. Arbaces retained the supreme authority, and nominatd governors in Assyria and Babylon, who were honoured with the title of kings, while they remained subject and tributary to the Persian monarchs. Bela, he says, a Chaldean priest, who affiled Arbaces in the conquest of Sardanapalus, received the government of Babylon as the reward of his services; and Phul was entrusted with that of Assyria. The Assyrian governor gradually enlarged the boundaries of his kingdom, and was succeeded by Tiglath-pileser, Salmanasar, and Sennacherib, who asserted and maintained their independence. After the death of Assar-haddon, the brother and successor of Sennacherib, the kingdom of Assyria was split, and annexed to the kingdoms of Media and Babylon. Several tributary princes afterwards reigned in Nineveh; but we know no more of the kings of Assyria, after the first monarchy, than those of Babylon. Cyaxares, king of Media, avouched Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, in the siege of Nineveh, which they took and destroyed B.C. 606. The history of Assyria, deduced from scripture, and acknowledged as the only authentic one by far Isaac Newton and many others, ascribes the foundation of the monarchy to Pul or Phul, about the second year of Menahem, king of Israel, twenty-four years before the era of Nabonassar, 1579 years after the flood, and according to Blair 769, or according to Newton 790, years before Christ. Menahem having taken forcible possession of the throne of Israel by the murder of Shallum (2 Kings, xvi. 10), was attacked by Pul, but prevented the hostilities meditated against him, by presenting the invader with a thousand talents of silver. Pul, thus gratified, took the kingdom of Israel under his protection, returned to his own country, after having received voluntary homage from several nations in his march, as he had done from Israel, and became the founder of a great empire. As it was in the days of Pul that the Assyrians began to afflict the inhabitants of Paluine (2 Kings, xvi. 9, and 1 Chron.
i Chron. v. 26.), this was the time, according to Sir Isaac Newton, when the Assyrian empire arose. Thus he interprets the words “since the time of the kings of Assyria” (Nehem. ix. 32.); i.e. since the time of the kingdom of Assyria, or since the rise of that empire. But though this was the period in which the Assyrians afflicted Israel, it is not so evident that the time of the kings of Assyria must necessarily be understood of the rise of the Assyrian empire. However Newton thusreasons; and observes, “that Pul and his suc-
cessors afflicted Israel, and conquered the nations round about them; and upon the ruin of many small and
indifferent kingdoms erected their empire, conquering the Medes, as well as other nations.” It is further argued that God by the
prophet Amos, in the reign of Jeroboam, about ten or twenty years before the reign of Pul (2 Kings ch. vii. 13. 14.), threatened to raise up a nation against Israel; and that as Pul reigned presently after the prophecy of Amos, and was the first upon
record who began to fulfill it, he may be justly reckoned the first conqueror and founder of this empire. See 1 Chron.
v. 26. Pul was succeeded on the throne of Assyria by his
elder son Tiglath-pileser; and at the same time he left Baby-
lon to his younger son Nabonassar, B. C. 747. Of the con-
quists of this second king of Assyria against the kings of
Israel and Syria, when he took Damascus and captivated the
Syrians, we have an account in 2 Kings, xxv. 37.
xvi. 5. 9. 1 Chron. v. 26. Amos, i. 5. Josaph. Ant. i. c. 13.,
by which the prophecy of Amos was fulfilled, and from
which it appears that the empire of the Assyrians was now
become great and powerful. The next king of Assyria
was Shalmanezer or Shalmanassar, who succeeded Tiglath-
pileser, B. C. 729, and invaded Phcenicia, took the city of
Samaria, and B. C. 721 carried the ten tribes into captivity,
placing them in Chalach and Chabor, by the river Gazon,
and in the cities of the Medes. Jos. Ant. i. c. 14. 2 Kings,
xvii. 6. Shalmanezer was succeeded by Sennacherib, B. C.
719; and in the year B. C. 714 he was put to flight, with
great slaughter, by the Egyptians and Egyptians. In
the year B. C. 711, the Medes revolted from the Assyrians; Sen-
nacherib was slain; and he was succeeded by his son Ebin-
Haddon, Affer-hadon, Afordan, Affaradin, or Sarchedon,
by which names he is called by different writers. He began
his reign at Nineveh in the year of Nabonassar 42; and in
the year 68 extended it over Babylon. He then carried
the remainder of the Samaritans into captivity, and peopled
Samaria with captives brought from several parts of his
kingdom, and in the year of Nabonassar 77 or 78, he seems
to have put an end to the reign of the Ethiopians over Egypt. “In the reign of Sennacherib and Affer-Hadon,” says Sir J. Newton, “the Assyrian empire seems arrived at its
greatness; being united under one monarch, and containing
Assyria, Media, Apollonitania, Susiana, Chaldea, Mopet-
tamia, Cilicia, Syria, Phcenicia, Egypt, Ethiopia, and part
of Arabia; and reaching eastward into Lylymais, and Pare-
tecene, a province of the Medes, and if Chalach and Chabor
be Colchis and Iberia, as some think, and as may seem prob-
able from the circumicion used by those nations till the days of
Herodotus (i. i. c. 104.), we are also to add these two
provinces, with the two Armenias, Pontus, and Cappadocia,
as far as to the river Halys. For Herodotus (i. i. c. 72.
I. vii. c. 63.) tells us, that the people of Cappadocia, as far
as to that river, were called Syriacs by the Greeks, both
before and after the days of Cyrus; and that the Assyrians
were also called Syriacs by the Greeks.” Affer-Hadon was
succeeded in the year B. C. 668, by Saosdichinus. At this
time Manasseh was allowed to return home and fortify Jeru-
salem; and the Egyptians also, after the Assyrians had
raffed Egypt and Ethiopia three years (I. xii. 23. 4.), were

fet at liberty. Saosdichinus, after a reign of twenty years,
was succeeded at Babylon, and probably at Nineveh also, by
Chyniladon, in the year B. C. 647. This Chyniladon is sup-
pended by Newton to be the Nabuchodonosor mentioned in
the book of Judih (i. 1.15.), who made war upon Arphaxad
king of the Medes, and though defeated by his auxiliaries
of Cilicia, Damascus, Syria, Phcenicia, Mesab, Amnon, and
Egypt, routed the army of the Medes, and flew Arphaxad.
This Arphaxad is supposed to be either Deioches, or
his son Phnaez, mentioned by Herodotus (i. i. c. 102.) Soon
after the death of Phraezes in the year B. C. 655, the
Scythians invaded the Meses and Persians; and in 625,
Nabopolasfar, the commander of the forces of Chyniladon
in Chaldia, revolted from him, and became king of Babylon.
Chyniladon was either then, or soon after, succeeded at
Nineveh by the last king of Assyria, called Sarac by Poly-
hilor. The authors of the Universal History suppose Saos-
dichinus to have been the Nabuchodonosor of Scripture,
and Chyniladon or Chyniladon to have been the Sarac of Poly-
hilor. At length Nebuchadnezzar, the son of Nabopolas-
far, married Aniyite, the daughter of Atlyages king of
the Medes, andifter Cyaxares; and by this marriage the two
families having contracted affinity, they conspired against
the Assyrians. Nabopolasfar being old, and Atlyages dead,
their foes Nebuchadnezzar and Cyaxares led the armies of
the two nations against Nineveh; flew Sarac, destroyed
the city, and shared the kingdom of the Assyrians. This
victory the Jews refer to the Chaldeans; the Greeks, to
the Medes: Tobit (xv. 15.), Polyhilar (apud Eunób., in
Chron.), Josephus (i. x. c. 2. § 2. p. 435.), and Cte
das (apud Diod. Sic. ii. c. 24. p. 725) to both. With this victory
commenced the great successes of Nebuchadnezzar and
Cyaxares, and it laid the foundation of the two collateral
empires of the Babylonians and Medes, which were branches
of the Assyrian empire; and hence the time of the fall of
the Assyrian empire is determined, the conquerors being then in
their youth. In the reign of Josiah, when Zephanaiah proph-
phesied, Nineveh and the kingdom of Assyria were fading,
and their fall was predicted by that prophet, Zeph. i. 2. and
ii. 13. And in the end of his reign, Pharaoh Necho king of
Egypt, the successor of Pharnaces, went up against the
king of Assyria to the river Euphrates, to fight against Car-
 permission or active human intervention.
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succession of Tiglath-pileser, in the first year of Nabonassar, or 747 B.C.; that of Salmanasar, in 727 B.C.; that of Semmeserib in 712 B.C.; that of Ellabandos or Affaradus, in 709 B.C.; and the union of Assyria and Babylonia under Affaradus in 662 B.C.; and upon the separation of Assyria and Babylon in 667 B.C. he makes Saladinshun King of Babylon, who then commenced his reign, and was succeeded in 657 B.C. by Chyshidanaus; and the king of Assyria, who commenced his reign in 657, he calls Ninus II. and his successor, in 641, Nabuchodonosor; and the last king of Assyria, Sarac or Saradanapalus, whose reign commenced in the year 624 B.C.; and the union of Assyria and Media he refers to the sixteenth year of this king, and the twelfth of Cyzaexes King of Media, or the sixteenth year B.C.; in which year Nineveh was taken and destroyed by the united armies of Cyzaexes and Nabopolasar.

The government, laws, religion, learning, customs, &c. of the ancient Assyrians, nothing absolutely certain is recorded. Their kingdom was at first small, and subdivided for several ages under hereditary chiefs; and their government was very simple. Afterwards when they rose to the sublimity of empire, their government seems to have been truly despotic, and the empire to have been hereditary. Their laws were probably few, and depended upon the arbitrary will of the prince. To Ninus we may ascribe the division of the Assyrian empire into provinces and governments, for we find (Diod. Sic. l. i.) that this institution was fully established in the reigns of Semiramis and her successors. In this empire the people were distributed into a certain number of tribes (Herodot. l. i. Strabo, l. xvi.); and their occupations or professions were hereditary. The Assyrians had several distinct courts, and several tribunals for the regulation of public affairs. Of councils there were three, which were created by the body of the people, and who governed the state in conjunction with the sovereign. The first consisted of officers who had retired from military employments; the second of the nobility; and the third of the old men. The sovereigns also had three tribunals, whose province it was to watch over the conduct of the people. The first was employed in disposing of the young women in marriage, and in punishing adultery: the second took cognizance of theft; and the third of all acts of violence. Strabo, l. xvi. As to their religion, they were idolaters, and had their idols and temples. In customs, arts, and learning, they differed but little, if at all, from the Babylonians. The Assyrians are said to have had one practice, with respect to marriage, that is worthy of attention. All the young girls, who were marriageable, were assembled in one place, and a public crier put them up to sale one after another. The money which was received for those that were handsome and fetched a high price, was bellowed as a portion with those whose persons were more plain and homely. When the most beautiful were disposed of, the more ordinary were offered with a certain sum, and allotted to those who were willing to take them with the smallest portion. In this manner all the young women were provided with husbands. This ingenious and politic method of facilitating and promoting marriage, was also practised by several other nations. If at any time it happened that the parties could not agree, the man was obliged to refund the money which he had received. It was likewise very expressly forbidden to use women ill, or carry them into any foreign country. Herodotus informs us, that this wife institution was abolished towards the end of the Assyrian monarchy. Herodot. l. i. Strabo, l. xvi. The Assyrians have been competitors with the Egyptians for the honour of having invented alphabetic writing. It appears from the few remains now extant of the writing of these ancient nations, that their letters had a great affinity with each other. They much resembled one another in shape; and they ranged them in the same manner, from right to left. Playfair's Chronology, p. 67-70. Newton's Chron. iii. apd Oper. by Halley, i. &c. p. 193—214. Anc. Hist. vol. iii. p. 325—327. Goguic's Orig. of Languages, &c. vol. i. p. 41.

ASSYRIAN LETTERS. 

LITERAE ASSYRIAE, a denomination given by several Rabinns and Talmudists to the characters of the present Hebrew alphabet, as supposing them to have been borrowed from the Assyrians during the Jewish captivity in Babylon. Montfaucon.

ASTA, now Asia, in Ancient Geography, a town of Liguria, or Piedmont, which was a Roman colony, upon a river of the same name, not far from the Tanarus. The fortifications of this place afforded a temporary shelter to the emperor Honorius, when he was pursued by the Goths, A. D. 459; and he was relieved from the danger of a successful siege, and the indignity of a capitulation to the Barbarians, by the favourable arrival of Stilicho, who cut his way through the Gothic camp under the walls of Asia, and thus revived the hopes and vindicated the honour of Rome. See Asti.—Also, a town of Spain, in Bética, south of Nebeiana, upon the left arm of the Betic, which discharged itself into the bay of Gades.

ASTA, in Geography, a town of the United Netherlands, in the duchy of Guelderland, four miles south-east of Culemburg.—Also, a river of Spain, which empties itself into the bay of Bilcay, at Villa Viciosa.

ASTABAT, a town of Armenia, thirty-three leagues south-east of Erivan.

ASTABATEN, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, in Hyrcania. Ptol. 

ASTABORAS, a river of Abyssinia, forming, as Pliny has said, the left channel of Atbara; or as the Greeks have called it, the iland or peninsula of Meroë; as Aethus forms the right channel. Allaboras, is the name given by the natives to the Tacazze, or the Sirs of the ancients. It joins the Nile in N. lat. 17° 47'. See Atbara, Meroë, and Tacazze.

ASTACAMPRON, a promontory of Asia, in the Indian sea, to the left of the gulf of Baryza. Arrian.

ASTACANA, a town of Asia, in Baaria, called Asoca by Ammianus Marcellinus. Ptolomy.

ASTACANI, a name given by some to the Assacani.

ASTACAPRA, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges, situated between the mouths of the Indus. Ptolomy.

ASTACUM, a country of Asia, in Pontus, which took its name from the river Asaces which traversed it.

ASTACENUM ASTARAUM, Marsida, a gulf of Spain in Bética. Ptolomy.

ASTACENUS SINUS, a gulf of the Proponent, on which was situated the town of Nicomedia.

ASTACHAR, in Geography, formerly Asacara, a town of Peria, near Bendifir and the ruins of Persepolis. It is now a village, having however a caravansera, mosque, and the ruins of a palace.

ASTACICUS, a town of Africa, in Mauritania. Ptolomy.

ASTACILIS, TESSALAS, a place of the interior country of Africa, in Mauritania Cattariens, which was a Roman station, situated in the mountains south of Portus Magnus. Ptolomy.

ASTACUS, in Entomology, a species of Cancer, with a smooth thorax; proboscis toothed along the sides; and a single tooth on each side at the base. This is the common claw-fish, that inhabits rivers, and lodges itself in holes.
which it forms in the banks. Very frequent in many countries of Europe.

Astacus is also the name of a genus in the Fabrician system, formed of these species of the Limnean Caerii, that have four pedunculate antennae, the two front-ones of which are long and falciculate, and the posterior ones confluent. Among these the lobster and craw-fish are included.

ASTACEI, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asa, in Bithynia, situated upon the Aetnae gulf, according to Strabo. The city was built by the Megarians and Athenians, and destroyed by Lycurgus, and its inhabitants transported to Nicomedia, by whom it was founded or re-established. Some have said that Nicomedia was built on the ruins of Astacus. Also, a town of Greece, in Arcadia.

ASTE, a people of Europe, in Thrace. Steph. Byz.

ASTEGENI, a people of Arabia Felix. Prolem.

ASTAGON, in Geography, a town of Africa, in Monomogari, on the confines of Zanguebar.

ASTAMAR, ACTAMAR, or ASAMAS, a large lake, with a fortified town of the same name, in Armenia. N. lat. 36° 30'. E. long. 44° 34'.

ASTAN, a river of Arabia, in Lathia, which is probably the stream in Naged mentioned by D'Anville, and is represented by Nichuria as only a wali or brook which runs after rains.

ASTANDA, called also Astalin, in Antiquity, a royal courier or meffenger, the fame with Angusus.

King Darius of Persia is said by Plutarch, in his book on the fortune of Alexander, to have formerly been an atand. See Astana, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Aria. Prolem.

ASTAPA, Estapa la Vieja, a town of Spain, in Baetica, south-west of Singili. It is distinguished by the records of its vigorous defence against Marins and the Romans, in the year of Rom. 546. When they were no longer able to refit the besiegers, they kindled a fire into which they threw all their effects, and rushed with their women and children into the midst of their enemies, by whom they were vanquished and slain; but no trophy of victory remained for their conquerors.

ASTAPEI, a people of Africa, placed by Steph. Byz. in Libya.

ASTAPUS, a river of Abydusia, which with the Astabaros formed the peninsula of Meroe. This river, known now by the name of the "White River," is represented by Diodorus Siculus as proceeding from large lakes to the southward, and having thrown itself into the Nile, makes with it the right hand channel inclosing Meroe in Atbara. See Astabaros and Meroe.

ASTARA, in Geography, a town of Persia, in Chilian, on the Caspian sea.

ASTARABAT, a town of Persia, in Segelitan, 150 miles north of Zareng, and 220 W. N. W. of Candahar.

ASTARAC, a small territory of France, situated in the late province of Gascony, about eight leagues square, of which the capital is Mirande.

ASTARTH, in Ancient Geography, a town of Palaeldine, in Batusan, or Bafian. This was a strong city belonging to the half tribe of Mafaiich, on the other side of Jordan. It was granted to the Levites of the family of Gerbon, according to Joshua.

ASTAROTH-CARNAIM, another town of Palaeldine, south-west of the former, and distant from it nine miles, between Adra and Abila. It is supposed to have derived its name from Astaroth, called Astaroth, the deity of the Phcenicians, and Carnaim, signifying horns or a crescent, with which she was represented.

Astaroth, in Mythology, an idol of the Philistines, which the Jews destroyed at the command of Samuel. It was also the name of a deity of the Sidonians, which was worshipped by Solomon in his idolatrous days. See Astaroth.

ASTARTA, in Ancient Geography, an island of Ethiopia. Steph. Byz.

ASTARTE, a deity of the Assyrians, under which appellation they worshipped the moon, and from them that species of idolatry extended to the Phcenicians, Carthaginians, and other ancient nations. Adonis, who was an Assyrian by descent, is said to have married Astarte; and after their death they were elevated to the rank of gods: and as it was the opinion of ancient times, that the souls of distinguished personages after their death inhabited the stars, it has been imagined that those of Adonis and Astarte made choice of the sun and moon for their respective residence; and hence their worship and that of their luminaries was the fame. Astarte was called in Hebrew Astaroth or Astaroth; which appellation some have erroneously ascribed to her having been represented in the form of a sheep. Others have conjectured, from the etymology of the word Astaroth, which signifies "flocks of sheep or goats," that in ancient times, when men were chiefly addicted to pastoral life, and peculiarly delighted in this occupation, the most approved monuments of excellence and beauty were deduced from hence; and this has been supposed to have been the reason of the name Astaroth or Astarte. Astarte was usually represented, like Isis, with cow's horns on her head, and for the same reason, namely, for exhibiting the moon's increase and decrease; as she was consecrated into that planet, and adored under the denomination of the "queen of heaven." Her principal worship was established at Hierapolis in Syria, where she had a magnificent temple, and more than 300 priests employed at her altar.

Cicero, and alfo Suidas, suppose that the Astarte of the Phcenicians was one of the four Venuses, whom the Roman orator enumerates. Beger and Bochart add, that she was Venus armed, or the goddess of war; and Paufanias, on whose authority they rely, says, that the Cythereans, who adored her under this form and appellation, had received this worship from the Phcenicians. Astarte, according to Lucian, was the moon; and Juno among the Carthaginians, according to St. Augustin, who, as Bochart imagines, had derived their opinion from Horace, l. ii. od. 1. and Virgil Aen. l. i. 15. This goddess was represented by her votaries in different nations, under a variety of forms and attributes. The Sidonians represented her under the figure of a hen who covered her chickens with her wings. The Astarte, mentioned by Cicero, was exhibited in Phcenicia with a quiver and arrows. In her temple on mount Libanus, where she was nursing her loft Adonis, her head was veiled, and relit on her left hand, and floods of tears flowed down her cheeks. Among the Assyrians, she was sometimes termed a goddess, and sometimes a god, on account of the ambiguity of gender in the oriental languages, and because the Hebrews knew no distinction of sex in the gods. The mythological writers, in general, have thought that Astarte is, under different names, the Venus or Mylitta of the Assyrians, the Mithra of the Persians, the Isis of the Egyptians, the Io and Venus Urania of the Greeks, the great goddess of the Syrians, the Derceto of Afcalon, and probably Diana &c. When the black conical flame, which was thought to have fallen from heaven at Emesa, and under the form of the sun was worshipped in that place, and
and under the appellation of Elagabalus, was brought to Rome by the emperor who assumed this name, and fixed in a magnificent temple raised on the Palatine mount, this imperial fanatic made choice of Astarte, under which name the moon was adored by the Africans, for his comfort. According to his image, with the rich offerings of her temple as a marriage portion, was transported with solemn pomp from Carthage to Rome; and the day of these mystic nuptials was a general festal in the capital, and throughout the empire. Antiquities have fupposed that she is exhibited as a half-naked female, &c. on the medals of Berytus and Ceasarea; in a chariot, &c. on a medal of Elagabalus at Sidon; and on the medals of Carthage, in the form of a female seated on a lion, with a thunderbolt in her hand. Propitiating was practised by the female worshippers of Astarte at Byblus, in Phoenicia, in Babylon, and in Carthage.

ASTASANA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Aria. Potemly.

ASTATI, in Ecclesiastical History, the followers of one Sergius, in the ninth century, who renewed the errors of the Manichees.

The word is derived from the privative α and λεγει, βα, to stand, and signifies any thing unstable and inconsistent. They prevailed much under the emperor Nicephorus, but his successor, Michael Europatides, curbed them with very severe laws.

ASTHICKCUNIPI, in Geography, a large lake in New Britain, abounding with whales, and fupposed to communicate with the Northern sea.

ASTEIM, in Rhetoric, a genteel way of irony, or homodie way of deriding another. Such is that of Virgil:

"Qui Davium non oedit, amit tua carmina Maxi."

ASTEIXIS, in Ancient Geography, a mountain of Africa, part of mount Atlas, to the south of Mauritania Cefaricins.

ASTELEDE, a town of Asia Minor in Lydia. Steph. Byz.

ASTELEPHUS, a river of Colchis which ran into the Euxine sea. Arrian.

ASTEREL, MARY, in Biography, the daughter of a merchant at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, was born in the year 1688, and instructed by her uncle, who was a clergyman, in logic, mathematics, and philosophy, as well as in the Latin and French languages. At twenty years of age she removed to London, and devoted the principal part of her time to study. In order to excite emulation and a desire of improvement among her sex, she published "A Serious Proposal to the Ladies, wherein a method is offered for the improvement of their minds," printed in 1720. At London in 1697. Her proposal, which was the establishment of a seminary for female education, excited so much attention, that a lady, supposing to be the queen, formed a design of giving 10,000l. towards erecting a kind of college for the education of the female sex, and as an asylum to such ladies as might wish to retire from the world; but bishop Burnet discouraged the liberal intention, by alleging, that such an institution would too much reframe a nunny. Mrs. Aftell’s "Reflections on Marriage," written in consequence of a matrimonial disappointment, were published in 1700 and 1705. Mrs. Aftell was orthodox in her religious creed, and in her politics an advocate for the doctrine of non resistance. Besides some controversial pieces, such as "Moderation truly flavoured," "A Fair Way with the Bif. fenters," "An Impartial Inquiry into the Causes of the Rebellion," and "A Vindication of the Royal Martyr," all printed in 1460. in 1704; the also distinguished herself by a more elaborate performance, published in 1705, and intitled, "The Christian Religion as professed by a Daughter of the Church of England," in which she had the resolution to attack Locke and Tillotson. The close of her life was embittered by the anguish of a cancer in her breast, and the bore amputation with fortitude. She died in the year 1731. Her manners were amiable, and her principles right; and though she attracted notice at the time in which she lived, neither her natural talents nor literary attainments would command attention among the females of the present day. Grudging the waste of time occupied by trifling visitors, and yet libelous of elevating footholds to her servants according to the refinement of modern practice, the fufed to accotch such intruders on their approach, and jealously lay to them, "Mrs. Aftell is not at home." Ballard's Mem. of British Ladies. Biog. Brit.

ASTENAS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain in Bética. Strabo.

ASTENOUS, in Etnology, a species of Papilio (Eq. Abti.) that inhabits the Cape of Good Hope. The wings are black both above and beneath; a radiated white spot on the anterior pair; dill of the posterior ones yellow. Fabricius. This is papilio ponticus of Cramer; and papilio minor of the famed author is suppos’d to be a variety (2) of this species.


Species 1. A. tetricifolius, yew-leaved starwort. "Under-shrubby; leaves decurrent, lobulate, channelled, ciliato; flowers terminal." Stem scarce a foot high; leaves alternate, crowded, linear, revolute; flowers sessile, or subpedunculated, solitary. 2. A. rufescens, reflected starwort. "Shrubby; leaves ovate, subimbricate, recurved, ferrate-ciliato; flowers terminal." Stem profusorous; leaves crowded, sessile, little, smooth, lower ones ferrate, upper ciliato; flowers solitary, sessile, ray blood-red. 3. A. crinitus. * Subshrubby; leaves ovato-oblong, acute, tomentose under-neath; calyxes terminated in a hair. Branches with fewdivisions; leaves sessile, exquisitely pointed, rough about the edges; peduncles terminal, leafy, one-flowered; ray of the flower blue. 4. A. fruticosus, shrubby starwort. "Shrubby; leaves linear, dotted; peduncles one-flowered; naked." Stems three feet high; branches woody, furnished with clusters of narrow leaves like those of the larch tree; flowers solitary, upon long slender peduncles; they are of a pale blue colour, and appear in March. Leaves narrow, acute, approximating. Cultivated in 1759 by Mr. Miller. This and the preceding species grow wild at the cape of Good Hope.

* Hor.
Herbaceous, entire-leaved, peduncles naked.

5. *A. temnus*, bristle-leaved starwort. Curt. Bot. Mag. 53. "Leaves filiform, prickly-acute; calyxes hemispherical, with equal leaflets." Stem annual, seven inches high; leaves scattered, linear, muricately underflor; flowers peduncled, solitary, terminal; disk of the corolla yellow, ray blue, often rolled back. A native of the Cape. Introduced here by Maiton in 1774. 6. *A. alpinus*, great blue mountain starwort, Curt. Mag. 199. "Leaves subfriatulose, rough with hairs, entire; stems simple, one-flowered." With us it rises to near a foot in height; at the top of each flower is one large blue flower; stem-leaves two, seldom three, the lower alternate, ciliately petiolar next the root, on the stem fleshy, lanceolate. It flowers in June. A native of the Alps and Pyrenees. Cultivated by Miller in 1759.


9. *A. Amellus*, Italian starwort, Jacq. Auct. 5. 435. "Leaves oblong-lanceolate, entire, scabrous; branches corymbed; calyces imbricate, subfibrarose; leaflets obtuse, the inner inmembranaceous, coloured at the end." Stems numerous, branching at the top into eight or ten peduncles, each terminated by a single large flower having blue rays, with a yellow disk. A native of the south of Europe. Cultivated by Gerard in 1596.

10. *A. divaricatus*, divaricate starwort. "Branches divaricate; leaves ovate, serrate; floral leaves quite entire, rather obtuse, semiclasp." Stems rough, about two feet high, dividing towards the top into many forked branches; flowers grow almost in an umbel. A native of Virginia.

**Herbaceous, entire-leaved, peduncles scabrous.**

11. *A. hirspfitius*, hirspfit-leaved starwort. "Leaves linear-lanceolate, drawn to a point at the base, entire, stiff; branchlets corymbed, fagitate; leaflets frequently linear, imbricate; calyces imbricate." Stem a foot high; eight purple florets in the ray; disk elevated, greentish; ilamens telfaceous; piliuf yellow. A native of North America. Cultivated in 1760 by Miller. 12. *A. dumosus*, bushy-starwort. "Leaves linear, entire, smooth, those on the branchlets very short; branches panicked; calyces cylindrical, closely imbricate." Stem two feet high, much branched; branchlets filiform; stem-leaves narrow-lanceolate, on the branches linear; flowers small, very white, disk yellow. Cultivated in Chelsea garden in 1725. 13. *A. vir- colis*, heath-leaved starwort. "Leaves linear, entire, very smooth, those of the branchlets fimbriated, approximating, those of the stem elongated; calyces subfibrarose; leaflets acute, stem fimbriate." Stalks fleshy, three feet high; branches numerous, forming a thick bush, and terminated by single flowers. Cultivated by Miller in 1758. 14. *A. tenufigulis*, fine-leaved starwort. "Leaves subfimbriate, quite entire; peduncles leafy." Stems five feet high, slender, angular, smooth, with few branches; leaves alternate, roughish; flowers terminal, solitary, small, white; peduncles with four subfimbriate leaflets fimbriated over them. 15. *A. lineariflouis*, fimbriate-leaved starwort. "Leaves linear, entire, mucronate, scabrous, stiff, upper ones lax, remote; calyces imbricate; branches fagitate." Stems purplish; leaves very rough, sharp, keeled, scabrous; peduncles alternate; flowers few, terminal, solitary. Cultivated here in 1712. 16. *A. knififolius*, fimbriate-leaved starwort. "Leaves linear, entire, roughish; branches corymbed, fagitate with small leaflets; calyxes imbricate; rays about equal to the disk." Leaves lanceolate, gradually narrowing to the end; peduncles with many small fimbriate scales; stems strong, from two to three feet high, with many branches, terminated by one blue flower. Cultivated in 1759 by Miller. These species are natives of North America. 17. *A. nvis*, "Leaves lanceolate-linear, stiff, entire, flat; flowers corymbed fagitate; peduncles leafy." Much branched; leaves very narrow; flowers of a pale bluish colour, in large clusters at the top of the plant. A native of the south of Europe. 18. *A. concordus*. "Leaves ovate, sessile, quite entire; stem scabious; racemose terminal." Four feet high; flowers of a pale blue colour; the whole plant tomentose; raceme scabious, with very short peduncles. A native of Virginia. 19. *A. rigida*, stiff-leaved starwort. "Leaves linear, alternate; flowers terminal, solitary." Leaves small, fimbriate, many; stem woody, almost simple, terminated by one specious flower; floecles of the ray purple, long. A native of Virginia. 20. *A. novi angliae*, New England starwort. "Leaves lanceolate, entire, corymbose, fimbriate, hairy; calyces longer than the disk, hoarf; leaflets linear-lanceolate, nearly equal; stem hispid." Stems many, five feet high, brown, terminated by large purple violet flowers, growing in a loose panicle, and appear in August; peduncles very short. A native of New England and Virginia. Cultivated in 1731 by Miller. There is a variety, with numerous panicked branches. 21. *A. nodulosa*, waved starwort. "Leaves fimbriate, hairy waved, lower corollid; petioles winged, dilated at the base; branchlets virgate; calyces imbricate; stem hispid." Stems two or three feet high; leaves broad, heart-shaped at bottom; flowers on loose spikes, of a pale blue colour, inclining to white; leaves on the peduncles minute, ovate. A native of North America. Cultivated in 1699, by J. Bo- bart. 22. *A. grandifloris*, Catesby's starwort, Mill. fig. 1282. "Leaves fimbriate-clasping, linear, entire, hispid, ciliolate; those of the branches and calyx reflexed." Stems three or four feet high, fimbriate, reddish, hairy; leaves of the branches small, lanceolate, rough, about the size of those on common flax; branches each terminated by one large blue flower. Mr. Catesby, in 1720, brought this plant from Virginia.

**Herbaceous, leaves ferrate, peduncles smooth.**
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obtuse; stem almost naked; siliform, a little branching; peduncles naked. Stem green, hairy, erect; leaves like those of daily; filiform, flenter, white. A native of Virginia.

Herbaceous, leaves alternate, peduncles scaly.

27. A. indicus, Indian starwort. "Leaves ovate-oblong, serrate; floral leaves oval-lanceolate, quite entire; branches one-flowered." Stem herbaceous, round, fluted, branched, two feet high; lower leaves oblong, remotely and acutely serrate; upper lanceolate, entire, gradually diminishing towards the top; flowers solitary. A native of Japan and China. 28. A. lactis, smooth after. "Leaves filiform, entire, shining; root-leaves subferrate; branches simple, bearing about one flower; calyxes imbricate, peduncles leafy, subdivided; leaflets somewhat wedge-shaped; acute, thickened at the end; stem smooth." Ray blue. A native of North America. Cultivated in 1758 by Miller. 29. A. mutabilis, variable starwort. "Leaves almost filiform, lanceolate, serrate, glossy, drawn to a point below; branches virgate; calyxes rather leafy; leaf; stem smooth." Leaves of the peduncles and calyx squarrose and recurved; ray a deep purple; disk frilly yellow, afterwards purple. Cultivated by Miller in 1751. 30. A. paniculatus, Trajectant's starwort. "Leaves lanceolate, ferrate, febrile, smooth; middle branches virgate; calyxes closely imbricate; stem round, smooth." Radical leaves four inches long like those of willow; stems round, smooth, woody, brownish; ray varies from white to purple, confuting of twenty florets. A native of Virginia. Cultivated in 1751 by Miller. There are two varieties, viz. the dwarf and tall starwort. 31. A. Novi Belgii, New Holland starwort. "Leaves almost filiform-lanceolate, lanceolate, smooth, but februous about the edge, the lower ferrate; branches subdivided; calyxes loosely imbricate, leaflets linear-lanceolate; stem round, smooth." Stem four feet high, having broad leaves at the bottom, diminishing gradually to the top; disk of the corolla yellow; ray pale blue, revolute. It is very like A. mutabilis. Its flowers appear in the latter end of August. A native of N. America. Cultivated in 1759 by Miller. 32. A. taraxacum, late-flowering starwort. "Leaves febrile, lanceolate, drawn to a point at the base, serrate, smooth; calyxes lax, leaflets lanceolate-linear, subequal, smooth." Stems two feet high, februously branching, fimbriate, smooth; leaves large, smooth, rather frilly, ferrate at the middle, and having a pachycentic flax; flowers like those of the foregoing. It differs from the diligent in having the branches more disarticulate, and a knot or joint at the base. A native of N. America, introduced here in 1775 by Mr. Crees. 33. A. minor, small white-flowered starwort. "Leaves febrile, lanceolate, sub serrate, smooth; calyxes imbricate, leaflets acute; disk equal to the rays." Stem a foot and a half high, thick, green, leafpanicle than the rest; stems leaves a little ferrate, nodding, thse of the branches lanceolate; ray white, very small, poor, disk small, convex, pale, with dark yellow styles. A native of N. America. Introduced here in 1756 by Monf. Thoinin. 34. A. macrophyllus, broad-leaved blue starwort. "Leaves ferrate, oblong; the upper ovate, febrile, thse on the stem cordate, petiolate; upper petioles winged." Peduncles crowded at the top, often trifid. A native of N. America. Cultivated in 1759 by Miller. 35. A. chinensis, China after or starwort. "Leaves ovate, angular, toothed, petiolate; calyxes expanding, leafy, terminal." Height from eighteen inches to two feet, putting out long bending branches from top to bottom; leaves next the ground, and at the origin of the branches resemble those of common goosefoot (chenopodium), thse on the branches are much smaller, and the upper ones narrow and very entire. The flowers are large and handsome of any of this genus. Dift yellow, floccules of the ray broad and long. Dillenius and Miller affirm, that this species came originally to Europe from China; Linneus doubts of this. Besides the common varieties, white, blue, purple, and red, both single and double, there is now another in the gardens, with variegated blue and white flowers. 36. A. totarius, Tartarian starwort. "Root leaves lanceolate-ovate, ferrate, februous; stem few-flowered." Radical leaves large, running into pedites; stem rough, scarcely twice as long as the radical leaves; flowers large, five or eight in number; the peduncle has two alternate flender entire branches; ray of the corolla blue. A native of Siberia. 37. A. hispidus, flaggy starwort. "Lowst leaves oblong, crenate, februous, stem leaves lanceolate, entire, ciliate, stem februous." Stem erect, hispid, branching, a foot high; lower leaves obtuse, remotely notched; flowers terminal, solitary; ray white; down ferrufugious. 38. A. floer, rugged starwort. "Leaves oblong, ferrate, februous, peduncles panicled." Stem herbaceous, a foot high, at top branched in panicles; leaves alternate, petiolate, pointed, above green, rough, with white cilia, underneath pale, veined, smooth; flowers in terminal panicled branches. Both the above are natives of Japan.

Species recently by Mr. Miller, &c.

39. A. glaber, peach-leaved starwort. "Leaves oblong-lanceolate, acute, ferrate, stem branching, flowers terminal, calyxes linear, erect." Five feet high, bearing large, pale blue flowers. A native of N. America. 40. A. ferris, late-flowering blue starwort, or Michælmas daily. "Leaves oblong, acute, broader at the base, half ferrate, stem branching, flowers terminal, and for the most part solitary." Stems numerous, three feet high; branches lateral, bearing large pale blue flowers. Brought from Virginia, by Tradecant. 41. A. procera, early starwort. "Leaves oblong, acute, februous, sharply toothed, half ferrate, stem hairy, flowers coriaceous, calyx hairy, erect." Stems a foot and a half high; flowers large, blue, expanding in July. A native of the Alps and Pyrenees. 42. A. rhustissus, lottsy starwort. See puneecus (2) n. 24. 43. A. rampanthus, branching starwort. "Leaves linear-lanceolate, villif; stem very branching, spreading; flowers placed regularly one above another; peduncles leafy." Stems fnder, purplish, about three feet high; branches numerous spreading; flowers small, pale purple, appearing in November. A native of N. America. 44. A. umbellatus, umbelled starwort. "Leaves lanceolate, drawn to a point at the base, entire, februous about the edge, branches coriaceous, infatigable." Stems few feet high, channelled; ray of the flower white. A native of N. America, flowering in July and August. Cultivated by Miller in 1759. 45. A. novoglus, three-nerved starwort. "Leaves linear-lanceolate, acute, serrate; stem simple, flowers terminal in a kind of umbel." This much resembles the umbellatus, but the leaves are narrower, whiter on the under side, and have three longitudinal veins. The flowers are also larger and white. Sent from Pennsylvania to P. Collinson, esq. who gave it to Miller. 46. A. paniculatus, panicked starwort. "Lower leaves ovate, half-ferrate clapping at the base; upper leaves lanceolate, small; stem panicked, branches one-flowered, peduncles leafy." About four feet high; branches erect, forming a loose spike of large blue flowers. A native of N. America. 47. A. latifolius. "Leaves linear-lanceolate, smooth, three-nerved, flowers coriaceous, terminal." Stems a foot and a half high, terminated by peduncles on every side, each fulling one pale blue flower. A native of Canada. 48. A. procumbens, procumbent starwort. Mill. Fig. t. 57. -
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f. 2. "Leaves ovate, toothed; stem procumbent; peduncles naked, axillary, one flowered." Stems round, inclining to the ground, about four or five inches long, delilute of leaves, each supporting one flower of the shape and fize of the common dally, of a whitish purple colour. Discouered by Dr. Holdowl, about Vera Cruz in America. Perhaps some of these may not be distinct from the foregoing ones, as there are certainly many species recited by authors which have not yet taken their proper place in the system, and require a very sagacious botanist to arrange them. In Gordon's Catalogue we find the following notes not noticed by Linnæus: 1. A. alehentus, virgatus, falkifolius, purpurus, auleatus, repens, coribosus. 39. A. boksericus, For. 


Species of After, from Alston's Hort. Kew.

51. A. cymbaria, cymbalaria-leaved fawort. "Shrubby, leaves ovate, finnate, rough, with hairs, calyxes imbricate, hairy." Found at the Cape, by Maffon. Introduced here in 1786. It flowers most of the summer. 52. A. renuvalis, wood fawort. "Leaves linear-lanceolate, drawn to a point at the bafe, somewhat fcarious; branches fiffiform, one-flowered; calyxes lax imbricate, leaflets acute." A foot high, ray of the corolla blue, <i>dik</i> white. It floers in Augt. A native of Nova Scotia. Introduced in 1778, by W. Malcolm. 53. A. paludofus, marsh fawort. "Leaves linear, flem clafping, entire, smooth, fcarious at the edge; peduncales almost naked, caIyxes fquarrose." Leaves three to four inches long, remote, ray blue, large, <i>dik</i> yellow. A native of the fwnaps of Carolina. Introduced by Mr. Fairbain, in 1784. It puts out flowers in September and October. 54. A. patens, spreading, hairy-falked, fawort. "Leaves oblong, entire, acute, cordate, almost leaf-clafping, fcarious, branches spreading, elongated, few-flowered, caIyxes imbricate, fubquarrose, <i>flem</i> rough with hairs." Three feet high; branches remote, pubefcent; leaves bent obliquely at the fable; ray pale blue, <i>dik</i> tawny. A native of Virginia, flowering in September. Introduced about 1773, by G. Aufrere, efq. 55. A. felolus, leafy fawort. "Leaves lanceolate-linear, entire, smooth; those on the branches spreading very much; calyxes imbricate, leaflets acute, <i>flem</i> pubefcent." A native of N. America. Cultivated by Dr. Sherard in 1732. It flowers in October. 56. A. multiflorus, small-fawort. "Leaves linear, entire, smoothfih; branches one-rankfed; calyxes imbricate, fquarrose, fcales somewhat leafy, acute; <i>flem</i> pubefcent." Stems unequal to support the abundance of its flowers; leaves rough, the veins form rhomboids; fcales of the calyx minute, relief; flowering branches and peduncles covered with leafy scales; ray white, small. A native of North America. Cultivated by Dr. Sherard in 1732. F. October. There is an early and a late flowering variety of this species. 57. A. falkifolius, willow-leaved fawort. "Leaves linear-lanceolate, quite entire, smooth; calyxes imbricate, lax; <i>flem</i> glossy. Stem five or six feet high, leaflets of the calyx acute, expanding at the end; ray of a bluefih fclour." A native of N. America. Cultivated in 1760, by Miller. 58. A. flbruus, Labrador fawort. "Leaves lanceolate, almost leaf-clafping, quite entire, smooth, fcarious about the edge; calyxes lax, leaflets equal." Stem two feet high, cipid; ray blue. A native of N. America. Introduced here in 1776, by Meff. Gordon and Co. F. in July and August. 59. A. juniceus, slender-falked fawort. "Leaves lanceolate-linear, fettle, smooth, the lowest subferrate, those of the branches lanceolate; branches virgate; calyxes imbricate; flem smoothfih." Four feet high, leaflets of the calyx acute, spreading at the end; ray fightly fclor-coloured; <i>dik</i> elevated, pale yellow. A native of N. America. Cultivated in 1758, by Miller. F. in October. 60. A. pendulvs, pendulous fawort. "Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, ferrate, smooth, those of the branches rather remote; branches very much divaricatfed, <i>flem</i> pubefcent." Ray of the flower white; <i>dik</i> yellow, changing to furgognitive. A native of North America. Cultivated in 1758 by Miller. F. October. 61. A. difjufus, diffinte fawort. "Leaves elliptic-lanceolate, ferrate, smooth, those on the stem linear-lanceolate, elongated; branches spreading; calyxes imbricate; <i>flem</i> pubefcent." Above five feet high, weak; calyx cylindrical, with numerous acute leaflets; <i>dik</i> white shorter than the calyx, <i>dik</i> reddifh. A native of North America. Cultivated in 1758 by Miller. F. October. 62. A. crempofus, coriybosed fawort. "Leaves coriaceous, f #####
the roots, so as to be troublesome, and the seeds of some are blown about and come up like weeds. The Italian fiar
wort (5) has not been so much cultivated in England since the great variety of American species has been introduced, though it is by no means inferior to the best of them. It is propagated by parting the roots soon after the plant is out of flower. The roots should not be removed oftener than every third year. Cateby's fiar-wort (22) not multi-
plying fast by its roots, may be propagated in plenty by cuttings from the young shoots in May, which, if planted in light earth and shaded from the sun, will flower the same year. When the annual fiar-wort (25) is once introduced, the seeds will scatter, and the plants come up without care. The China after (35) being an annual plant, is propagated by seeds, which must be sown in the spring on a warm border, or rather upon a gentle hot-bed, just to bring up the plants; for they should be enured to the open air as soon as possible; when the plants are three inches high, they should be taken up and planted in a bed of rich earth, at six inches distance every way, observing to shade them from the sun till they have taken new root; and if the season is dry, they must be often refreshed with water. In this bed they may remain a month or five weeks, by which time they will be strong enough to transplant into the borders of the flower garden, where they are designed to remain; or into pots to adorn court-yards, &c. The plants should be taken up carefully with large balls of earth at their roots; after they are planted, and the earth closed about their roots, there should be some water given them to settle the earth. If the ground be rich, these plants will flower in August, and form the greatest ornament in the flower garden in autumn. They ripen in the beginning of October, and should be gathered when they are perfectly dry. Procumbent fiar-wort (48) being a native of a warm climate, will not live in the open air in England. The seeds must be sown in a hot bed; and the plants will require a stone to preclude them during the winter. See Martyn's Miller's Dict.

ASTER. See ARCTOTIS, ARNICA, BUCHNHELLM, CARPESTIUM, CHRYSANTHEMUM, CHERYSOMA, Cine-
BARIA, CONYZA, ERIGERON, GERTAIA, IILEA, SENE-
CIO, SOLIDAGO, Tussilago.

ASTER, in Mineralogy, a denomination given to a species of Samian earth.

ASTER, in Natural History, a species of Hydras in Ge-
lin's Syll. Nat. This is the smash after of Ellis, and in-
habits the American seas. The stem is thick, flabby, subcylindrical, smooth, trunaced, and radiated with ten-
tacle.

ASTER is also a denomination, in the Ancient Pharmacy, given to a kind of medicine, invented by Andromachus, against delusions, and divers other pains.

ASTERIA is the name of a gem, usually called the
cat's eye, or obsida cetti. It has only two colours, a pale brown and a white; the brown seeming the ground, and the white playing about it, as the fire color in the opal. It is considerably hard, and will take a fine polish, but is usually worn with its native shape and smoothness.

It is found in the East and West Indies, and in Europe. The island of Borneo affords some very fine ones, but they are usually small; they are very common in the sands of rivers of New Spain; and in Bohemia they are not infrequently found imbeded in the name maves of Jasper with the

ASTERIA is also the name of a figured bone. See Star-
Bone.

ASTERIA, in Ancient Geography, a small island between

thoae of Ithaca and Cephalonia. Strabo. This is called
ASTERIS by Homer in the Odyssey.

ASTERIAS, in Botany. See GENTIANA.

ASTERIAS, in Entomology, a species of Papilio (F. Tis.), the wings of which are black, with two bands of yellow spots; and angle falcatus, with a black dot. Fabricius mantissa. Inhabits America.

ASTERIA, in Natural History, a genus of Ferres in the mollusca tribe, the body of which is depressed, grooved beneath; covered with a coriaceous crust, and furnished with tentacles; mouth central, of five valves. These are the flacile marine, flarish, or flabellia of most authors: all inhabitants of the sea; reproduce parts which have been lost by violence; and more either by swimming or crawling. In shape they vary exceedingly, and hence Gimelius has arranged them under different families, as hirta, falcata, and radiata. The species he enumerates are these: nobilis, pulvillius, militaris, luna, pappos, francis, rubens, fepoata, endeca, minuta, glaebia, reticulata, phrygiana, nodosa, viola-
ecia, fanguculenta, perforata, argentic, equulvat, livi-
gata, membranacea, granulata, rofca, pertula, ophiura, aca-
leta, cilari, filiforina, tenella, pectinata, multitadiata, caput
medusa, euryale, oligetes, nigra, tectular, and fragilis; which see respectively.—A. nolata: five rayed: chik orbit-
ular: covered with glabrous prickles, A. arachnata: disk bred; rays somewhat depressed, and prickly along the margins. Inhabits the North and Mediterranean sea. Mill. Gen. &c.

ASTERIAS, in Ornithology, a term synonymous with algar, &c.; a name by which some old writers have called the common goos-hawk, falco palmaris. Linn. The name affilis has been applied by Ray to the same bird.

ASTERIE, in Entomology, a species of Papilio (Nymph. Gm.) Wings dentated, varied with pale yellow, a large bipaculated spot on the posterior pair, above; beneath pale, with three occular spots. Fab. &c. Linnæus describes this insect as papilio alia dentatis luteis, fugiulat utrinque ocellis fexgualiter; anteriori pupilla gemina. Syll. Nat. It is figured by Cramer and Kleeman.

ASTERION, in Astronomy, one of the Cages Venus-

ASTERION, in Ancient Geography, a river of Peloponnesus, Pauniais.—Allo, a town of Greece, in Eponia. Livy, l. 24. c. 24.—Allo, a town of Thessaly, founded on a mountain, called allo Perisop. Steph. Byz.

ASTERISCOIDES, in Botany. See OSMITES.

ASTERISCUS. See ANTHEMIS, BUCHNHELLM, and SROUGHMORE.

ASTERIS SIMILIS. See ERIGERON.

ASTERISK, a character in form of a small star, set over any word or sentence, to make it the more conspicuous, or to refer to the margin, or elsewhere, for a quotation, explanation, or the like.

The word is a diminutive of a star, a star.

ASTERISM, from occc star, in Astronomy, the name

with Constellation.

ASTERUS, in Ancient Geography, an island on the
east of Ionia, at a distance from the mouth of the Medes:
fourth-east of the promontory of Troglissium, north of that of Pseudium, and W. N.W. from the town of Miltis. It was famous for the victory obtained near it by the Greeks, gained on the same day when they triumphed over the same enemies at Platia.

ASTERUS Urbanus, in Biography, a writer against the
Montanists, was either a bishop or presbyterian, and lived about the beginning of the third century. Copious extracts of a treatise, which was the substance of his disputation U
ASTEROCEPHALUS, the first of the principal stars that compose the Pleiades. Ovid. Fait. iv. 170.

ASTEROPHYTON, in Natural History, the name given to a kind of starfish, which is composed of a great number of cylindrical rays, each branching out into several others, so as to represent the branched filaments of a very intricate shrub.

ASTEROPLATYCARPOS, in Botany. See ONANA.

ASTEROPODIUM, in Natural History, the name given by authors to a kind of extraneous fossil, of an imbricated texture, composed of a number of small convex or concave plates, and serving, when entire, as a base or root to the shell, or starfish.

It is very plain, that this is the remains of some animal body, probably of the starfish kind, to which the shells have also once belonged; but our imperfect knowledge in the animal history, has not yet acquainted us with the particular creature; the most probable conjecture is, that it is the Magellanic starfish, the rays of which nicely and exactly represent some of the most perfect astro- pods.

ASTEROPTERUS, in Botany. See INULA, and LEYSERA.

ASTERUSIA, in Ancient Geography, a mountain towards the sea, in the southern part of the isle of Crete.— Also, a town situated upon mount Caucaus, founded by a Cretan colony, according to Stephe. Byz.

ASTESAN, or County of Alfis, in Geography, a country of Piedmont, in Italy, bounded on the west by the principality of Chiari and Carmagnola, on the north by the Vercellio and the Alexandrin, and on the south by the marquesate of Ceronso; about twenty-five miles long and ten broad.

ASTHAE, or ASTHALA, in Ancient Geography, an island of Asia, on the coast of Gedrosia. Ptolemy.

ASTHAGURA, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

ASTHENIA, in Medicine, a term employed to denote bodily debility. It is derived from ἀσθήνη, ἀσθήνεις, ἄσθηνος, ἄσθενος, robur. In the syllaum of Savage, and some other nosophological writers, it forms a distinct genus, being clasped with syncope, and other similar diacres; but it is commonly used by physicians in a more extended sense, as to embrace all that want variety of chronic complaints, in which there is a general languor of the body, from the vital functions and muscular actions not being performed with that degree of energy which is necessary to health. The general therapeutic treatment proper in cases of debility, confints in the employment of tonic medicines, such as Peruvian bark, bitters, chalybeate, the cold bath, or temperate bath, feblathings, country air, a mild nourishing diet, riding on horseback, &c. It should be remarked, however, that this general tonic plan is not applicable, in its full extent, to all athenic diseases, some of them being complicated with visceral and other local obstructions and inflammations, which require peculiarities of treatment, as will be duly noticed in the course of our observations under those several heads.

ASTHMA, a shortness of breath; from ἀ and σφῖν, σφῖνος, ἂνθελο, I breathe, I pant.

The disease which bears this name may be defined to be a short and laborious respiration, accompanied with a wheezing noise, generally coming on by fits, and going off by a cough, and spitting up of phlegm. It is not suffered in by fever.
In Sauvages's system it is classed under anheletions; in Cullen's, under spastmi. The former enumerates no less than eighteen species thereof; the latter only three, viz., A. spontaneum, A. enthymematicum, and A. pleuriticum. Another writer has further divided this disorder into four species. Some of these distinctions are unfounded, and most of them are of little or no utility in practice. By far the greater number of those cases of difficult respiration, which Sauvages has referred to asthma, belong to dyspnoea; a symptom common to various and opposite diseases, and distinguished from asthma by its manner of coming on, by its duration, and by the fit of morbid phenomena with which it is associated. Thus the shortness of breath which occurs in pleurisy, peripneumony, consumption, catarrh, dropsy of the chest, &c., is only a concomitant of those diseases, but not the disease itself; and is therefore not asthma, but dyspnoea.

The former may be said of those cases in which Floyer has enumerated as instances of continued asthma.

There is strictly but one idiopathic species of asthma, the periodic or convulsive asthma (the asthma of Cullen; the dry or flatulent asthma of others); the tenninal asthma, as it is termed, being for the most part a variety thereof.

The periodic or convulsive asthma has been so well described by the celebrated Floyer, who himself laboured under this disease for the space of thirty years, that we shall briefly take from him the history of its phenomena.

For some hours preceding a fit of asthma, the patient experiences a sense of dreariness; a tending of the pit of the stomach, and is much troubled with flatulency. At the same time there is a heaviness of the head, drowsiness, propensity to yawning, and a discharge of pale urine. If these symptoms come on towards the afternoon, they are followed at night by a tightness and weight across the chest, by oppression of the breath, and some wheezing. There is generally, too, a convulsive cough, with little or no expectoration. In the course of the night, the symptoms become more urgent, the inspirations are made with the utmost labour, the chest and shoulders being lifted up with great violence, and in a convulsive manner. In this diverting state the patient is necessitated to get out of bed, and to remain in an erect posture. Although the expirations are not so difficult as the inspirations, yet they are performed very slowly, and with a wheezing noise. In this stage of the fit, a person can neither speak nor cough. His face appears pale or livid; his hands and feet are cold; and his pulse is generally weak and irregular. He has a great desire for fresh air, and is much oppressed by a close heated room, by duff, smoke, or bad smells; and even by the weight of his clothes upon his chest. After some continuance of the attack, head-ache is superadded to the other symptoms; and, the pulse becoming somewhat accelerated, there is a slight degree of feverishness, the necessary concomitance of fatigue and irritation. As the fit declines, there is a breaking of wind both upwards and downwards, and frequently a motion to stool. The urine, which before the fit was pale, is now high-coloured, and deposits a sediment. If the attack lasts but two or three hours after rising out of bed, the frightfulness of breathing abates, and some phlegm is spit up.

When a short fit happens, it is accompanied only with wind and spitting; with a quickness of the pulse; a disposition to sweat, and a discharge of high-coloured water in the morning. It is not preceded, as in the former case, by oppression at the pit of the stomach, nor by pale urine, nor by much drowsiness over-night. This is what Floyer calls a spitting-fit. It is only a milder form of the other attack.

The duration of an asthmatic paroxism varies in different individuals, and in the same individual at different times. Sometimes it continues only a few hours, at other times lasts three or four days. Hence these cases, very little phlegm, and of that of a dark colour, is spit up for the first two days; on the third or fourth it is condensed up into mucus, of a less viscid consistence, and of a better colour. At the end of four or five days, the cough and spitting generally cease, and the patient remains free from oppression of the breath, until the next return of a fit. The intervals between the attacks are extremely various, sometimes short, sometimes long. The short intervals do not exceed the space of three, fix, or seven days; the longer interruptions extend to twelve, fourteen, or fifteen days. The longer the paroxism, in general, the longer the interval; and vice versa. The late Dr. Heberden has remarked, that some asthmatics experience only four attacks in a year; others only two, viz., in spring and autumn; and some not more than one attack annually, and that every winter. Others only once in two years; but these last, and especially another instance mentioned by him, must be regarded as rare and anomalous cases.

The periods of recurrence are much influenced by changes of the atmosphere. Rainy weather, foggy weather, an approaching fall of snow, a change from frost to thaw, or a change of wind into the east, will often bring on a fit; which, however, may happen from other causes, in every kind of weather. As the fits usually recur, in confirmed asthmatic subjects, once a fortnight, they must often take place on or near the changes of the moon. Hence the asthmatic periods have been supposed to be regulated by the phases of that celestial body. The recurrence of the paroxysms, however, is known to happen at other times; so that it is evident there is no necessary connection between them and the lunar changes. Alterations of the weather, happening at those periods, are (as Floyer has remarked) the probable cause.

Asthma may occur at any age but, except where there is a mal-conformation of the chest, it seldom attacks in early life. It usually afflicts persons of mature or advanced age. People who follow certain occupations are more liable to it than others; such as millers, masons, stone-cutters, woolcombers, flax-dressers, &c. Many of these instances, however, of short breathing belong rather to dyspnoea, than to asthma. Although the attacks are so severe and distressing for the time, yet in the intervals the patient commonly enjoys a tolerable share of health, and is able to engage in the pursuits of business or pleasure, according to his situation in life; nor do they seem, in numerous instances, to have much effect in shortening the natural period of human existence, many asthmatics having been known to live to the age of seventy and upwards. The disease, however, terminates at length in peripneumony, consumption, dropsy, leucæmy, or apoplexy.

Edematous swellings of the legs, ulcers in those parts, the bleeding piles, a fit of the gout, or an eruption on the skin, have suddenly produced, in very desperate cases, a favourable termination of an attack, and have so frightened the recurrence of the paroxysms for a great length of time. Besides the changes of the atmosphere, and certain irritations (such as dust, smoke, &c.) before mentioned, there are other causes which are capable of exciting a fit of asthma; such are errors in diet, violent exercise, long fasting, profuse evacuations, intemperate study, retropulsion of cutaneous eruptions, and of gout; pallsions of the mind, &c. With regard to the proximate cause, Cullen supposed it to consist in a spasmodic contraction of the muscular fibres of the bronchial, preventing the free ingress and egress of the air.
and consequently the due expansion of the lungs. This opinion, however, is not altogether reconcilable with the known structure of the bronchial, and has accordingly been controverted by a late writer (Dr. Bree); who has attributed in its stead, irritation, either from an offending material in the lungs themselves, or from acidity and disease in the stomach, intestines, and other viscera of the abdomen. There is little doubt, however, that the means which he supposes to be the cause, is rather the effect of the morbid action of the lungs. Others have attempted to refer all the phenomena of an afflammatory attack to a epipneumonic affection of the diaphragm (Dufour. Institut Medicin. Practice, vol. iv., pars i. in notae lect. cix.), which, according to Floyer’s description of his own feelings, seems to be rendered stuff, and tied or drawn up by the mediastinum. The rhinence thus opposed to the natural dilatation of the chest, would, it is said, necessarily occasions a vehement and convulsive action of the intercostal and other muscles concerned in respiration. All this, however, is mere conjecture; and it is to be regretted, that divinations have been of very little use towards elucidating this pathological discussion.

Whatever be the proximate cause of asthma, all its symptoms are stamped with the character of spasm and irritation; a circumstance which at once points out the plan of treatment that should be adopted: In regard to which, we are to consider, 1. The remeies which should be resort to during the fits: and, 2. Those which should be employed during the intervals, to prevent their recurrence.

When a fit comes on, the patient, if recumbent, should be raised up, and kept in a sitting posture. All external precure from clothes or bandages should be removed from the breast, and free air should be admitted into the room: which should be kept cool, and free from smoke, dust, and every sort of disagreeable smell. Should there be much tendency to sickness, an ippecacuanha emetic should be proper, after the operation of which an antispasmodic draught should be given, composed of aether, calomel, and opium, mixed with a sufficient quantity of peppermint water, or cinnamon water. In some cases, a few drops of spirit of ammonia may be added to this draught, which should be repeated every hour, or every second hour, according to the urgency of the symptoms. The strong smelling antispasmodics, such as amber, musk, and achatia, should be avoided. From the white oxide of zinc (calcined zinc), or sulphur of zinc (vitrified zinc), less benefit has been derived, than the reports of some authors had given reason to expect. The digitalis has been employed with advantage, according to some late accounts, in the paroxysm of convulsive asthma; but it promises to be more generally useful in that species which is termed the banal asthma, under which we shall therefore mention its doses and mode of exhibition. With a view of promoting a diaphoresis, the aqua ammoniae eactate may be given, in conjunction with the antispasmodics above mentioned; but all heating fomentations will be improper. In some instances, the wine of tartare will be more effective, if taken with good effect to the antispasmodic medicines. Floyer has recommended the internal use of vinegar; but though it may have afforded relief in some cases, we are persuaded it will disagree with the majority of such patients; and will, indeed, be extremely hurtful to hysteric and gouty afflications. For these, the absorbent earths, such as magnesia and chalk (with which liet a few grains of ipecacuanha should be joined), will answer much better. While these medicines are given, a blister should be applied between the shoulders, but not upon the sternum, where its weight would inconvenience the patient. Bleeding is rarely admissible. The diet during the fit should consist of cold toast and water, milk and water in a tepid state, a cup of strong coffee, &c. Solid animal food and puddings should be withheld; nor should a glass of wine be allowed, except to very infirm and aged afflications, or in case of alarming delirium. Even then, a dofe of fal volatile drops in water will generally be preferable.

As the fit declines, and a tendency to spitting thaws itself, that effect should be promted by the exhibition of expectorating medicines; such as ippecacuanha, oxymel of squill, and ammoniacum. Of the hift of these, not more than two or three grains should be given for a dose, so as to excite, in this stage of the disorder, merely nausea, but not vomiting. The two others should be joined together in the form of a draught or mixture, with or without the addition of ather. Cold fomentations should be prevented by a laxative-clyster, or by other means; but it should be remembered, that much evacuation by the bowels is always hurtful in these cases.

Regarding the strong desire expressed by persons labouring under an attack of asthma for fresh air, and that the appearances of the spume are such as feem to indicate an excess of the carbonaceous principle in the blood, it was natural to suppose much relief might be obtained by the inhalation of oxygen gas. Accordingly the gas, mixed with common air in various proportions, has been administered by different practitioners to such patients; but not with the expected success. Other fictitious airs have also been tried, such as hydrogen and hydrocarbonate. But if in any case of asthma, these gaseous substances have produced a beneficial effect, it has been too trifling and inconsiderable to entitle them to be ranked among the remedies that may be relied upon for the cure of this disease. The vapour of radicle vinegar, or acetic acid (see Duncan’s Annals of Medicine, vol. iii.), will be found an equally uncertain auxiliary; and other vapours is much better adapted to that condition of the lungs which occurs in consumptions.

When the fit has gone through its course, such remedies should be prescribed as are calculated to prove its return. These should be taken from the chas of tonics and stimulants, such as the Peruvian bark, bitters, chalybeates, &c. With these should be joined the temperate bath, or cold bath (in summer and autumn), change of air, and regular exercise of walking, or riding on horseback. The benefit derived from following the plough, as affected by Baghiv, is to be attributed partly to the country air, but more to the exercise of walking. A dry and pure air, but not of that an elevated situation, is in general well suited to afflications; there are, however, frequent exceptions to this observation, some patients having fewer and less violent attacks in the contaminated atmosphere of the metropolis and other large towns than in the country. The bowels should be kept regular, by rubarb and aloetic aperients. Small doses of calcined calomel may be given with great advantage, in many cases; and especially where the afflammatory affection is connected with a discharge of the skin. Whenever the patient’s feelings warn him of an approaching attack, he should take an emetic, and after its operation an opiate: and at all times he should encourage a tendency to spitting, by ammoniacum and squill. Illnes have been recommended by some practitioners for lessening the frequency and violence of the paroxysms. It is said that king William continued perfectly free from his afflammatic complaint, during the whole of the time that the wound he received on his shoulder, in the battle of the Boyne, kept open and discharged matter.

The diet, during the intervals of the fits, should be carefully attended to. All flatulent vegetables, all sorts of pastry and puddings, all fat and slimy food, and broths, should be
be avoided. A moderate quantity of butcher's meat, and
poultry, roasted or boiled, will be proper every day, with a
small proportion of the more digestible and nutritious vege-
tables. Strong ale should be wholly forbidden. In some
few instances, no harm seems to have arisen from the use of
fresh small beer or porter; but in general toast and water
will be the most suitable beverage. Wine should be allowed
very sparingly. In regulating its quantity, the age, consi-
tation, and habits of the patient should be duly attended to.
It does not appear that the smoking of tobacco, which
some physicians have recommended, is really beneficial in
their complaints.

As this disease occurs so frequently, and is so obstinate to
a nature, those who have the misfortune to be afflicted with
it necessarily become their own physicians. Hence we have
been induced to extend our observations, on this subject, to
a greater length than we shall hereafter do (with very few
exceptions), in single disaeases. But we have yet to add a
word or two on the

morbous afflatus. Under this term some
physicians have comprehended the anaemia of the lungs;
but we understand by it that species or variety of throaty
sniff or breathing, which is accompanied with a con-
stant cough, and expectoration of mucous, and which is dis-
tinguished from phthisis or asthma by being unattended
with fever. It is distinguished from a dropsy of the chest,
by the absence of a number of the arms; and (after the
cessation of a temporary aggravation of the short-breathing
from accidental causes), by the patient being able to bear
the horizontal posture. It is the putrid afflatus of some
writers. Cullen has referred it to dyspepsia; but it rather
belongs to this head, as it generally begins under the form
of convulsive afflatus; and, like it, is liable to accidental
aggravations from changes of the weather, and the other ex-
citing causes before mentioned. In regard to its therapeutic
treatment, emetics and expectorants (joined with atber
and other antispasmodics) and blisters and fizzes, are as
serviceable here as in the convulsive afflatus; but the employ-
ment of diuretics is more particularly indicated; such as
fauil, acetated hah, and the digitalis. Ten or fifteen drops
of the tincture of this herb, or one grain, or a grain and a
half of the powdered leves, joined with a fourth part of
opium, should be given at a dose, and be repeated twice in
twelve or fourteen hours, until the shortness of the breath is
relieved by a flow of urine, or until such an effect is produced
on the pulse, the head, or the bowels, as shall make it ne-
cessary to suspend the use of the medicine. Description of
femella or daleuana (see Practical Synopsis of the Materia
Medica, vol. i. p. 132. 233.) may be preferable in place of
the digitalis, where this last shall be found to disagree.
The patient should wear flannel next his skin, except during
the summer, and should at all times be particularly attentive
to keep his feet warm and dry.

Among the remedies of the sixteenth century, Willis, Hoffman, and Cullen,
should be consulted on this disease; and among the authors of distinct treatises,
Floyer on Afflatus 1698, Ryan on ditto 1793, and Bree on Difordered Respiration 1820.

ASTI, in Geography, a large city of Piedmont, the
capital of the county of Aosta, situate in a delightful and fer-
tile valley, on the banks of the Tanaro. Few cities in
Lombardy exed it in its palaces and public buildings; and
the surrounding country is embellished by the feats of the
nobility and gentry. By the extent of its walls, which
inclose the suburbs, it may be expected to have been for-
merly well fortified; but those works are now decaying.
The cathedral is a elegant structure with a lofty roof, a
fine cupola, and good painting in fresco; upon this is an
inscription which expresses that it was anciently a temple of
Juno, and converted into a Christian church by St. Peter,
one of Jesus's seventy disciples. It has more than thirty
other churches, parochial and conventual. Several remains
of antiquity are seen in this place; and it is said to have been
a favourite town with Augustus Caesar and the emperors.
It is the see of a bishop, suffragan of the archbishop of
Milan; 24 miles call from Turin, and 20 miles from Alk-
fandria. N. lat. 44° 50'. L. long. 8° 52'. See Asti.

ASTI, in Ancient Geography, a people of Europe, in
Thrace, who presided the town of Calyba.

ASTICA, or Astice, a country of Thrace, extending
along the Euxine sea, and commencing at a small distance
north-west of Constaninople.

ASTIGI, or Astigis, Egya, a town of Spain, in Ex-
tica, upon the Singulis, nearly south of Corduba. This
town was a Roman colony, and denominated "Augusta
Firma."

ASTIGI JULIENSI, a town of Spain, situate between
the river Batis and the sea. Plato.

ASTIPULATIOR, in the Roman order, the perfon by
whole content and leave a nun takes the religious habit. Du
Cano.

ASTONISHMENT, denotes a high degree of wonder
or surprise: Johnson defines it a confusion of mind from fear
or wonder. Dr. Cogan, in his "Philosophical Treatise of
the Passions," considers it high astonishment as the
incubus of the mind, which feels nothing at the infant so
much as its inability to act.

ASTORCHAI, in Despoj, a name by which some au-
tors call the yellow schar, and others the purple, com-
monly called the Arabian.

ASTORES ISLAND, in Geography, lies north-east from
the north point of the island of Madagascar, in the Indian
Ocean. S. lat. 19° 22'. E. long. 53° 20'.

ASTORGA, a city of Spain, in the province of Leon,
situate in a plain near the river Tucia. It is a strong place
and the see of a bishop, suffragan of Compostella. It was
formerly the capital of the Asturias, but is now only the
chief place of a marquisate erected here in 1465. It is
called "the city of priests," from the number of ecclesiastics
belonging to the cathedral; twenty-eight miles nearly west of
Leon. N. lat. 42° 33'. W. long. 6° 16'.

ASTRABAD, a town of Persia, and capital of a district
of the same name, is situate at the south-eastern extremity
of the Caspian sea, near a considerable bay, with a chain of
mountains behind. The Russians land at this bay, and then
proceed to the capital. The province of Astrabad lies in
the north-west part of Persia, having Chorasan on the east,
part of Tartary on the north, and Comis and a branch of
mount Taurus to the south. The country in general is
mountainous, and the soil, except near the banks of the ri-
ers which run through it, sandy and barren. The produc-
tions of this province are silk, rice, and cotton, like those
of Mazanderan, and its exports and imports nearly similar.
The commerce of Astrabad is chiefly with Candahar. This
city lies very convenient for a harbour to the eastern districts of
Chorasan, Buchar, Samarcand, and even India. N.
lat. 56° 50'. E. long. 52°.

ASTRACAN MOUSE, in Zoology, the English name of
the Mus Phesus of Gmelin, and Zarizyn rat of Pennant. See
Phesus Mus.

ASTRAKHAN, or Astrachan, in Geography, a city of
the Russian empire, formerly the capital of the kingdom
of that name, having a large and commodious harbour,
with a dock-yard and spacious quays, situate on an isle in
the Volga, not far from its outlet into the Caspian, in 46°
23'. lat, and 65° 43', long. It contains four monasteries,
The city of Astrakan, or Astrapahan, preserves, in the vicinity of it, the remains of two ancient Roman Catholic churches, and two Armenian, one Roman Catholic monastery with a church, one Lutheran church, several schools, and a number of small houses, and is the seat of an episcopal see, and a provincial council. The number of inhabitants amounts to 18,023, including the foreigners and periodical residents; taken all together, they may be computed at 70,000, as on account of the scarcity of water, and the frequent inundations, only a small number of families can be accommodated in the town. The number of inhabitants amounts to 16,759, when the first vineyards were laid out at Astrakan, and planted with Persian vines. They produce the purple grapes as well as the white grape, both of excellent flavour; and the clusters of the latter grow to an uncommon size. The vintage lasts from the end of August to the end of September, old style, when the greater part of the clusters are piled up, but likewise a great quantity are packed up and sent to all parts of the empire. Cotton is cultivated in a considerable degree, and succeeds extremely well. The manufacture of this staple is carried on in the city of Astrakan, and in the adjacent districts. The manufacture of cotton is carried on in the city of Astrakan, and in the adjacent districts.

The chief employments of the inhabitants are the labours of agriculture, fishing, and manufacturing. Fishing is carried on in the Volga, and the Volga and its tributaries. The chief fish is the sturgeon, and the species include the black, the common, the roe, and the white sturgeon. The sturgeon is caught in the Volga, and its tributaries, and is exported to the Baltic, the Black, and the Caspian Sea. The sturgeon is caught in the Volga, and its tributaries, and is exported to the Baltic, the Black, and the Caspian Sea. The sturgeon is caught in the Volga, and its tributaries, and is exported to the Baltic, the Black, and the Caspian Sea. The sturgeon is caught in the Volga, and its tributaries, and is exported to the Baltic, the Black, and the Caspian Sea.
of the fishery, the curing of the fish, the preparing of ca- 
vir and shingle, which is extremely well made, particularly at 
Gurif, and the making of wine. The white wine pro-
duced here is as well as water, the red only reddish.
Both are exceeding light, but well flavoured sweet table
wines. They commonly lose their agreeable taste after two 
years, turning four, and then they are converted into brandy 
or vinegar. Great quantities of the grapes are dried and sent 
through the country, as raisins, or boiled into a syrup. 
The filkworm employs a great number of hands about the Terek, 
between Kiiuand Mofidok, near Attrakhan, &c. Likewise in 
the silk and cotton manufactories in Attrakhan. In this 
city also yellow, black, and particularly red Russian leather is 
fabricated of the greatest beauty and best quality. The flax-
green, which is manufactured here mostly by Tartars and Ar-
menians, is a valuable species of leather, not prepared in any 
other country. The Tartar soap, which is made at and 
about Attrakhan, of pot-a-docks and the blubber of the seal,
is in great repute, and used in the cloth-manufactories. 
The chief salt-petre works, about sixty works above 
Attrakhan, are situate on an arm of the Volga, and carried 
don by an actuary company. They produce such quantities 
of salt-petre, that, after deducting the flated quantities 
for the powder-mills, many thousand pounds are an-
ually exported from St. Petersburg, on the crown's account.

This is the only government of the empire that has 
coasts on the Caspian. The grand mart of the Caspian 
commerce is Attrakhan. The other Russian ports on this sea 
are Kiliar and Gurief. The principal part of this 
commerce is in the hands of the Armenians; next to these 
are the Russians, then follow the Indians, the Persians, 
the Truckmen and Chivintzar Tartars, and lastly the 
Nogay Tartars belonging to Attrakhan. The commodities 
in which this trade consist, have been already mentioned. 
It is likewise observed, that it is divided into the sea 
and land commerce; the exports by the former amount 
at present to about 1,000,000, and the imports to a million rubles: 
the latter is carried on by way of Kiliar and Mof-
dok, and amounts to about 300,000 rubles, the imports 
being about three-fourths of that sum.—The inland trade 
of this government with the other provinces of the Russian 
empire is very considerable. Its products having been 
particularized above, it needs here only to be observed, that 
in exchange it receives chiefly by the Volga, various kinds 
of European commodities, the greater part whereof are 
again exported to Persia, &c.

Attrakhan is a vicerealty, and consists: 1. of the former 
government of that name, which was a Tartarian kingdom 
till it was conquered by the Russians in the year 1554; 
2. of the Caucasian territory; and 3. of the north-central 
division of the Kuban, which for the most part fell to 
Russia by the peace of 1774, and the border treaty in 
1795. It was erected into a vicerealty in 1755, and has 
its own governor-general.

The ecclesiastical concerns of the Russians are under the 
jurisdiction of the archbishop of Attrakhan and Stavropol. 
The other religious parties have preachers appointed over 
them, or manage their own spiritual affairs independently 
among themselves.

The public expenditure of this government, including 
the pay of the military, is flated at 1,473,737 rubles. Moreover, 
this and the government of Saratof, have affixed them 
in common 75,000 rubles to provide for emergencies with the 
neighbouring tribes.

Along the Ural, from Uralisk to Gurief, is a line of 
forts, for securing the borders against the Kirghises, which 
are garrisoned by Uralian Cossacks, who, in compensation 
for their service, have a grant of the free fishery of the 
Ural. The corps of them, always inreadiness to march, 
consists of 12,000 men.

Along the Kuban and the Terek lines are likewise 
drawn, and on the Volga, from Attrakhan upwards, are 
several forepoles or redoutes.

This considerable distrit of Tartary formerly bore the 
name of Kaphah, in honour of the son of a commander, 
whom his mother brought into the world in the hollow of a 
tree; it was afterwards denominated Nagayra. The city 
was anciently called Tmutorakan; but in process of time 
got the appellation of Adhí-Darchan, which the Russians 
correctly pronounced Attrakhan. Old Attrakhan was 
situate eight versts higher up than where the present city 
stands, and its first site still discovers ruins of ancient edi-
fices. At that time it bore the name of Tmutorakan; and 
Lomonosov positively affirms, that tzar Yaroflad Vladimirov-
itch waged war, in conjunction with his brother Milhuf, 
against the sovereign of Tmutorakan, and terminated hosti-
ilities by entering into an alliance with him; a circumstance 
which would prove, on one hand, that the pretensions of 
Russia upon Attrakhan are of a much earlier date than 
the reign of Ivan Vassilievitch, and, on the other hand, 
authenticates the denomination of Tmutorakan, attributed 
to it. As to the particular time, however, when this 
city was transferred to another spot, as well as that when 
it changed its name, little or no knowledge is at present 
to be obtained.

The term Adhí-Darchan implies, "A pilgrim of Mecca 
has granted liberty." Whene'er it is pretended, that a noble 
Tartar, on his return from a pilgrimage to Mecca, precisely 
at the time when the labourers were at work in laying 
the foundations of the city in its new place, granted liberty 
to one of his slaves, whether as a sort of favourable omen 
to the success of the undertaking, or to testify, according 
to the principles of the Mohammedan religion, his gratitude 
to heaven for the fortunate issue of his journey: however 
this may be, it is asserted that the natives feitied on the 
event for giving the city the appellation of Adhí-Darchan, 
as expressive of their wishes for the perpetual preservation 
of their liberty. The Russians, however, derive its name 
from Aftraîh and khan, maintaining that it ought to be 
pronounced Aftarhkan, as if there had formerly been 
in that country a king or khan Aftarh or Aftara, of whom, 
by the way, not the slightest vestige is to be traced in any 
history.

Aftarhkan then had been in the possession of the Russians 
long before the time when it submitted asylum to the value 
of tzar Ivan Vassilievitch. Formal proofs of this fact are 
found in the archives of the city; where it is related, that 
its first Russian sovereign was Milhuf Vladimirovitch, and 
that this prince caused a church to be built of stone at 
Tmutorakan. It was not till the year 1237, when Dathius, 
whom the Tartars call Bathal, having ravaged all Russia 
and invested both shores of the Volga with his Tartars, that 
the Russians lost the kingdom of Aftarhkan, and were 
obliged to pass their lives, for a great number of years, in 
perpetual wars; which lasted till the Greater Tartary 
received a decisive blow, which was followed by the wars 
of Kazan, when Ivan Vassilievitch began to raise his head, 
at length reconquered the kingdom of Aftarhkan, and annex-
ed it to the Russian empire.
was represented as a virgin with an auricle but dignified countenance; holding a balance in one hand, and a sword in the other.

The poets feign that Jutlicc quitted heaven to reside on earth, in the golden age; but, growing weary of the iniquities of mankind, she left the earth, and returned to heaven, where she commenced a constellation of stars, and from her orb still looks down on the ways of men. Ovid. Met. lib. i. ver. 159.

ASTRÆUS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Greece, in Macedonia.

ASTRAGALUS, in Mythology, one of the giants or Titans, who made war with Jupiter. He was enamoured of Aurora, and she became the mother of the winds and flies.

ASTRAGALUS, in Anatomy, the upper bone of the tarsus, which, by its conjunction with the bones of the leg, forms the ankle-joint. SeeSkeleton, description of the bones of the lower extremity.

Some also apply the name astragalus to the vertebræ of the neck.—Homer, in his Odyssey, uses the term in this sense.

ASTRAGALUS, in Architecture, from ἀστραγαλός, the heel-bone, also the vertebræ of the neck. It is a small moulding, having a semicircular profile, used in various parts of buildings. But it is more particularly applied to express the moulding which separates the shaft from the capital of a column, and probably represented the rings or hoops that were put round wooden columns, to prevent them from splitting. SeeArchitecture, Plate I.

In Egyptian architecture we sometimes meet with astragal at the top of the shafts, and sometimes with several between the top and bottom, though frequently there is no moulding between the shaft and capital.

In the earliest examples of Grecian architecture, such as the Doric temples at Corinth, Athens, Sicily, and Paestum, there are no astragals or projecting mouldings separating the shaft from the capital; but instead of these there are grooves, generally three in number, cut into the solid. The original intention of this does not appear to be sufficiently obvious; nor whether it was done for ornament, or to conceal the joint that would otherwise be seen at that place, between the capital and shaft. In the ancient examples of the Ionic order, the astragal is never omitted under the capital. In the oldest specimen of the Corinthian order, that of the monument of Lycurgus at Athens, there is no astragal, but there is a space between the shaft and capital, in which probably was inserted a circular moulding, or ring of metal, or other material.

In Roman architecture we always find astragals at the top of the shaft, whether the order employed be of the Doric, Ionic, or Corinthian kind; though sometimes they were made in the form of square fillets or hoops, instead of that of circular rings.

The astragal was frequently, by the ancients, cut into the form of heads of various shapes; and many of the moderns, who have been more licentious in their ornaments, have covered it with leaves and flowers. The proportions of the astragal depend entirely upon its application; so that no rules can be given for it.

ASTRAGALUS, in Gunner, is a kind of ring or moulding on a piece of ordnance, at about half a foot distance from the muzzle or mouth; serving as an ornament to the piece, as the former does to a column.

ASTRAGALUS, in Botany. See Astragalus, and Phaca.

ASTRAGALOMANCY, derived from ἀστραγαλὸς, an instrument of divination, a species of divination performed by throwing small pieces, with marks corresponding to the letters of the alphabet; the accidental disposition of which formed the answer required. This kind of divination was practised in a temple of Hercules, at Achaia. Hill. de l'Acad. Inscr. tom. i. p. 102.

ASTRAGALOTE, in Natural History, a species of foxtail, thus called from its resembling a talus, or ankle-bone; whence it is also denominated talair.


Stems leafy, erect; not prostrate.

Species, 1. A. alpinaeoides, foxtail milk vetch. Mill. fig. 58. "Caulecent; spikes cylindrical, subfusiform, calyces and legumes woolly." Stem upright, hairy, about two feet high; leaves pinnate; leaflets ovat, eighteen or twenty pairs; flowers yellow, in close, oblong, axillary spikes; legumes flat in woolly calyces, and have two cells containing three or four square seeds in each. It flowers in June and July. A native of the Alps and Siberia. Cultivated by Miller in 1739. 2. A. chrysanthia. "Caulecent, erect; flowers glomerate, subfusiform, from all the leafy axils." Stalks nearly three feet high, broad at the bottom, and gradually diminishing upwards; leaves very long, which also diminish upward, and form a sort of pyramid; these are winged, cungulilfing of pairs, of large oval lobes terminated by an odd one; flowers in clusters from the side of the leaves; they are of a bright yellow, and succeeded by cylindrical pods; seeds yellow, square. It flowers in July. Discovered in the Levant by Tournefort. 3. A. aptocalis. "Caulecent; heads globular; peduncles very long; leaflets marginate." Stalks erect: long peduncles from the axis, supporting a head of pure yellow flowers, which appear in July. Discovered in the Levant by Tournefort. 4. A. pilosus, pale-flowered milk vetch. "Caulecent, erect, hairy, flowers in spikes; legumes subulate, hairy." Stem more than a foot high, round, hard, branching; leaflets ten or twelve pairs, elliptic, lanceolate, bifid; flowers on axillary peduncles, about fifteen, yellow; leaflets nearly cylindric, whithish, filiform. A native of the Vahis, Siberia, see. It flowers from June till Auguit. Cultivated by Miller in 1732. 5. A. folacinus, furrowed milk vetch. "Caulecent, erect, smooth, ftravelled, stiff; leaflets linear, lanceolate, acute; legumes three-fidled." Stems three feet high, round, smooth, leaflets about nine pairs, with an odd one, smooth, oblong, entire, on very short pedicels; peduncles racemose, axillary, supporting many erect pale violet flowers; legumes smooth, acuminate, triangular; seeds brown, round, kidney-shaped. A native of Siberia. Introduced by Dr. Pictain in 1785. 6. A. galegiformis, goats'-milk milk vetch. "Caulecent, stiff, smooth, flowers in racemes, pendulous; legumes three-fidled, succulent at both ends." Stems more than five feet high; leaflets twelve or fourteen pairs, oval, with an odd one; peduncles axillary, on which are small yellow flowers; legumes smooth, short, pedicelled within the calyx,
with two seeds on each side. Cultivated by Miller in 1739, and June. 7. A. chinensis. "Caulefcent, stiff, smooth; flowers racemose, pendulous; legumes ovate, inflated, mucronate at both ends." This much resembles the plant, but the seeds are different, and the flowers of this are variegated. The seeds were sent from China to Sweden in the year 1760. 8. A. Oenothera, purple-spiked milk vetch. "Caulefcent, procumbent, long petioled; spikes peduncled, banner twice as long as the wings; leaflets linear." Stems procumbent at the base, freed, branching; leaves lanceolate, spreading, with twelve pairs of lobes; peduncles furrowed, stiff, longer than the leaves; bracteate lanceolate, corollas red. The whole plant is sprinkled with white and black villous hairs. Haller describes this plant very differently. A native of Austria. Cultivated here in 1640.

It flowers in June and July. 9. A. uliginosa, violet-coloured milk vetch, Gmel. Sib. 4. 40. t. 17. "Caulefcent, almoft upright; flowers in spikes; legumes almoft upright, naked, bracteate, round-flattled, point reflex." This resembles A. cicer, N° 13, except in the legumes; the top of the keel is violet coloured. It was found by Gmelin in the moorish fields of Siberia, and introduced here by Thouin in 1775. 10. A. caucanasium, Carolina milk vetch, Dill. Ekh. 45. t. 39. f. 45. "Caulefcent upright, even; peduncles in spikes; legumes ovate-cylindric, acuminated by the style." Stems three feet high; leaves composed of eighteen or twenty pairs of oval smooth leaflets; flowers of a greenish yellow on axillary peduncles. A native of Carolina. It flowers in July and August. 11. A. afer, rough milk vetch, Jacq. 1c. rar. t. 33. "Caulefcent, stiff, even, rough; flowers in spikes of elongated peduncles; legumes oblong." Stems annual, two feet high, round, freed, leafy, branched; leaflets composed of about ten pairs of lanceolate-linear acute leaflets; spikes long, with pale flowers; legumes thickening above, acuminate, upright, rough. It flowers in June. Cultivated at Vicenza from seeds sent from Africacan.

**Stems leafy, diffuse.**

12. A. canadensis, woolly milk vetch, Dill. Ekt. 46. t. 39. f. 45. "Caulefcent, diffuse; legumes subhoylynid, mucranate; leaflets almoft naked." Stems round, about two feet high; leaflets ten pairs, smooth on both sides, rather glaucous underneath; peduncles axillary, leafed; flowers yellow; legumes oval, oblong, concave, flat. A native of Virginia and Georgia. It flowers in July. Cultivated by Dr. Sherard in 1732. 13. A. Cicer, bladdered milk vetch, Jacq. Aufl. 3. 251. "Caulefcent, prostrate; legumes subglobular, inflated, mucranate, hairy." Stem eighteen inches, very branching; leaflets twelve or fifteen pairs, oval, obtuse, hirtote; peduncles axillary, supporting erect spikes of twenty or thirty pale yellow flowers; legumes completely two-celled, with many seeds. Miller who cultivated this plant in 1739, gives a description of this species, which is somewhat different from the above. 14. A. microphyllus, small, round-podded milk vetch. "Caulefcent, erect; expanding; leaflets oval; calyxes rather timid; legumes roundish." Stem a foot high, flexuofe, with spreading short branches; leaflets thirteen or fifteen pairs, blunt, sometimes emarginate; peduncles solitary, with horizontal yellow flowers, twice the length of the calyx; legumes inflated, villote. A native of Siberia and Germany; flowering in June. Introduced by Dr. Jacquin. 15. A. glycyphyllum, sweet milk vetch or wild liquorice, Huif. With Smith. Flor. Brit. Eng. Bot. 203. "Caulefcent, prostrate; legumes subtriguenquet; bowed; leaves ovate, longer than the peduncles." Stems prostrate, round, flexuofe, furrowed, a little hairy; leaflets from four to six pairs, ovate or elliptic; flowers large, ovate, somewhat toothed; peduncles shorter than the flowers, spikes with ten or twenty greenish yellow flowers; calyx bell-shaped, oblique, having the superior segments very short; legumes incurved, triquetrocylindric, smooth, many-fed. A native of Britain and other parts of Europe. 16. A. hamata, dwarf yellow-flowered milk vetch. "Caulefcent, procumbent; legumes subhoylynid, recurved, smooth; leaflets obcordate, villote underneath." Root annual, branches fritiated and trailing on the ground; leaflets about eight pairs; peduncles axillary, terminated with pale yellow flowers in June. A native of Meffina and Montpellier. Cultivated here in 1640. 17. A. contortirhizus, wave podded milk vetch. "Caulefcent, procumbent; legumes smooth, ovate, villote." An annual, varying greatly in size in different soils. It is a native of Siberia, and was introduced here in 1783, by Thouin. 18. A. boiticus, triangular-podded milk vetch. "Caulefcent, procumbent; spikes peduncled; legumes prismatic, straight; three-sided, hooked at the top." Annual; branches trailing, near two feet long; leaflets about ten pairs, blunt; peduncles axillary, supporting four or five yellow flowers. It flowers in July. A native of Spain and Portugal. Cultivated by Miller in 1759. 19. A. luxurians, Jacq. Hort. 3. 222. f. 57. "Caulefcent, procumbent; spikes elongated; legumes oblong, three-cornered, marked with a furrow, mucronate, villofe." Stems branching, tubular, prostrate, a foot long, produced as the branches into long rising peduncles, threlaked and ending in a close spike; leaflets about twelve pairs, oblong, sessile, entire; bracteate petioles; flowers pale blue. It is a native of Siberia, and flowers in June and July. 20. A. Stella. "Caulefcent, diffuse; heads peduncled, lateral; legumes flatish, subulate, mucronate." Stems spreading, a foot long;, inflated, hispid with white crowded hairs; branches numerous; leaflets on each side of the midrib nine, ovate, obtufe; flowers ovate, acute; peduncles about the length of the leaves, supporting about fifteen blue flowers; legumes mucronate, hairy, grooved on each side, with a reflex point. A native of Montpellier. 21. A. flourens, flary milk vetch. "Caulefcent, diffuse; heads subacuminate, lateral; legumes subulate, reflected at the point." Annual; stems weak; leaflets ten pairs, hairy; flowers small, axillary, of a copper colour. A native of the south of France. Cultivated by Parkinson, in 1616. 22. A. alyricus, Austroian milk vetch, Jacq. Aufl. 2. 56. t. 195. "Caulefcent, prostrate; smooth, inflated, weak; leaflets sublinear, emarginate; legumes round." From seven inches to a foot high; flowers in clusters, entire; leaflets sublinear, emarginate, about eight pairs; peduncles racemose, with blue flowers. It flowers in May and June. 23. A. longifolius, Jacq. 1c. rar. 37. "Caulefcent, prostrate; legumes ovate, villofe; flowers spikel, erect." Stipulas short, ovate-lanceolate, half stem-clapping; leaflets ten pairs, oblong-ovate, entire, pubescent; branches with a spike of white or pale blue flowers; legumes at the top. 24. A. patagophyllus, "Caulefcent, procumbent; legumes headed, folded back, compressed, converging, crested, with a reflected point." A. procumbens, Mill. Diet. n. 18. A. echinatus, Murr. Prod. 222. A. crinitus, Gouan Illust. 50. Leaflets fifteen, oblong, emarginate, pubescent underneath; petals hairy; flowers ovate, lanceolate; peduncles axillary, decumbent, hairy, terminating in a head of pure purplish flowers; legumes bent in, warded, hooked at the top. Linneus, Miller, and Murray, have described this species differently. A native of Spain. 25. A. patagophyllus, heart-podded milk vetch. "Caulefcent, procumbent; legumes headed, sessile, nodding, cordate, mucronate, folded back, naked." Annual; it sends out from the root three hairy trailing X branches;
branches; leaflets blunt, about twelve pairs; peduncles axillary, naked, terminated by a round head of large deep purplish-coloured flowers; legumes rough, and when opened shaped like a heart, ending in a sharp point, and containing three or four seeds. The stem according to Chevalier Murray does not divide, and has hairs closely pressed to it; leaflets fixed pairs, and not more; corollas purple; Linnum says white. A native of Provence, Spain, &c. in mountainous woods, flowering in July. Cultivated in 1768, by Miller. 26. A. hypoglottis, purple mountain milk vetch. With 643. Smith Brit. 759. Eng. Bot. 254. A. arenarius, Huds. A. epiglottis, Dickl. H. Sicc. f. M. 1. "Calceolus, profusely flowers in heads, legumes ovate, channelled on the back, hairy, hooked at the end." Stems flexuose, prostrate, three or four inches high; leaflets of the pinnas numerous, small, ovate, hairy underneath; peduncles scarcely longer than the leaves, head; bracts very much shorter than the calixes; flowers variegated with white purple; calyx tuberculare, rough hairy black with a little white intermixed; legumes ovate, turged, hairy. It flows in June and July. Found in several parts of England, in fady and chalky pastures. The flowers are sometimes white. 27. A. ferina, Syrian milk vetch. "Calceolus, procumbent; heads peduncled, flowers reflected, legumes tomentose, ovate-oblong. A native of Siberia. 28. A. arenarius. "Subcalceolus, procumbent, flowers fabracteose, erect, leaves tomentose." Stem inclining, fix inches high, branched, covered with a nap; leaflets of the pinnas linear-lanceolate, entire, compound; florets bifid, tomentose; peduncles supporting about four blue flowers, legumes fickle-shaped, tomentose, acuminate, channelled. A native of Scania, in loose sand. 29. A. Glooia, small milk vetch. "Caulesth, diffuse; heads peduncled, imbricate, ovate, flowers erect, legumes ovate, Callous, inflated." Stems seven inches long, villose towards the top; leaflets twenty or twenty-three, small, ovate-oblong, feathered underneath with white hairs. A native of Spain. Cultivated at the Oxford garden in 1638. 30. A. finicus. Phil. Trans. a. 1764. "Cauleolus, prostrate, umbels peduncled, legumes primitary, fubulate at top." Root annual, items spreading on the ground; leaflets fubborneate; flowers purplish, wings white, keel purple. A native of China. 31. A. alpina, Alpine milk vetch, Flor. Dan. i. 51. "Calceolus, procumbent; flowers pendulous, racemose, legumes acute at both ends, hairy." Stems above a foot high; leaflets hispidule, ovate, often ten pairs; florets two, ovate, lanceolate, very short, white; flowers in umbels of twelve or fifteen fuscous white flowers; calyx rough, with black hairs; legume rough, black, inflated, crooked. A native of the mountains of Switzerland and Lapland. Introduced here about the year 1771. 32. A. Amnodus. Pallus 112. 110. "Cauleolus, underhubbly, flowers twin, legumes ovate, twin woody." Annual. Stems branching, woolly; leaflets from five to eleven, rather oblong, hoary. It grows on the sandy hills of Southern Siberia. 33. A. triglottis, Egyptian milk vetch. "Subcalceolus, fcape mostly two-flowered, legumes hooked, fubulate, two-keeled." Annual. Stem fix or seven inches high, hispidule, reddish. Sometimes a fcape appears before the items; leaflets about eleven pairs, oblong, campanulate; hispidule, entire; florets fucous, hairy; peduncles racemose with three or four spreading, pale-yellow flowers. A native of Egypt, flowering in July. Introduced here before 1797. ** Scape naked, without a leafy fcape. 34. A. verticillaris. "Leaflets aggregate, femenverticillate." Leaves pinnate, four or five at each infection, as to appear whorled items. A native of Siberia. 35. A. montana. Jacq. Auct. 2164. "Nearly fimple, scapes longer than the leaf, flowers loosely fisked, erect, legumes ovate, with an inflected point." The whole plant slightly villosa; fipples oblong, induritate, covering the fcape; fcape lanceolate, pointt, rounded at the base, the lower ones shorter and bent down; flowers blue, from eight to ten, according to Haller, but Linnaeus says they are red and erect. A native of the warmer parts of Europe. 56. A. tricolorinus. "Scapes longer than the leaves, flowers loosely fisked, calixes and legumes villosa, hispidule." Calceolus, half a foot high; leaflets six pairs, oval, hoary, entire; peduncles firm, furrowed, higher than the whole plant besides, with a head of from five to eight flowers, having the banner purple, wings yellow, keel white. A native of Dauphinie and Siberia. 37. A. phy- soidea. "Scapes equal to the leaves, legumes subglobular, inflated, naked." Flowers in a spike, yellow, succeeded by swollen pods, containing several greenish seeds; bractes villose. A native of Siberia, flowering in June. 38. A. caprif: us. "Scape erect, leaflets linear, legumes ovate, tumult, villosa." Leaflets from fifteen to twenty pairs, hairy on the edge; peduncles a foot long, fisked, with many pale-yellow flowers; legumes thick, three-fied, mucronate. A native of Barbary and Ruffa. 39. A. urolons, silky milk vetch. Huds. Lightf. With Smith Brit. Eng. Bot. 456. "Stem, fcape erect, longer than the leaves, legumes oblong, inflated, villosa, erect." Radical leaves with many pairs of leaflets, firm, naked; florets fucise; fcape erect, headed, and finally fisked; bracts the length of the calyx, linear-lanceolate; calyx tubular, rough, with black and white hairs; corolla a violet colour; legumes erect, cylindrical, oblong, turged, befet with black hairs predeed down. It grows on the mountains of Scotland. 40. A. montfculata, Montpellier milk vetch. "Scapes decending, the length of the leaves, legumes fubulate, round, rather bowed, fmoother." Scapes procumbent, twice as long as the leaves, leaflets ovate, acute, pubescent, from ten to twenty pairs; fcape simple, bearing a raceme of nearly thirty purple flowers; legumes long, fnder. A native of the fouth of France. Introduced in 1776, by Pitcairn. 41. A. isacall, "Scapes decending, leaflets tomentose, legumes fubulate, rather bowed, hoary, incurved at top." Scapes rough, supporting often twenty flowers; legumes a little bent, turged. It differs from the 42th in having the leaves rounder and hoary, the legumes almost ftraight and more turged. A native of the fouth of France. 42. A. campfiwid, field milk vetch. "Caulexys and legumes villosa, leaflets lanceolate, acute, fcape decumbent." Stem none, but procumbent runners half an inch long; leaflets about fifteen pairs, hairy, fining; fcape radical, bearing ten or twelve flowers in a close raceme; bractes lanceolate, florer than the calyx; corolla a pale-yellow. A native of Swifterland and Germany. Introduced in 1778. 43. A. depreffus, dwarf white-flowered milk vetch. "Scapes shorter than the leaf, legumes nodding, leaflets fubmarginate, naked." Branches very short, peduncle close to the ground; fcapes with nearly seven flowers, small and white; legumes villosa, acuminate, the length of the fcape, smooth; leaflets numerous, oval, with hoary hairs underneath. Cultivated in 1772, in the Oxford botanic garden. 44. A. re- cates, "Scapelos, legumes fubulate, hooked, longer than the leaf, leaflets obcordate." Annual. Stems trailing; leaflets broader at their end, than at their base, and indented as to be nearly heart-shaped; flowers white, in axillary loose spikes; legumes fickle-shaped. Discovered about Alc Hippo, by Dr. Ruffel. 45. A. cefanus, hairy-podded milk vetch, Wood. Med. Bot. fupp. "Scapelos, legumes woody, leaves villosa." Leaflets twenty one to thirty three, oval, fickle, hairy; flowers numerous, radical, subfliccile, yellow; calyx ovate, swelling, white with down, legumes oval, fefet with fine hairs, pointed
A native of Hungary. Since the year 1786, this plant has been much celebrated as a remedy in syphilitic complaints. Its succres in curing old venereal infections was experienced by Quarin, in the general hospital at Vienna, and the efficacy of this plant was afterwards acknowledged over all Germany. Its root is employed in decoction, in the proportion of half an ounce, to a pint of water, and taken warm night and morning.

46. *Tragopogon*, Jacq. t. 4. 52. n. 67. "Nearly: stemless; flowers radical, numerous, subfuscilis." It has no stem or scape, but has branches from the root, spreading on the ground, with small villose-pinnate leaves; calyces hirsute, with black teeth; corollas yellow; legumes roundish, fimbroid.

A native of Switzerland, Siberia, and Armenia. 47. *Tragopanthes*, goat's thorn. Woody. Med. Bot. t. 2. n. 98. "Trunk arboreferent; petioles becoming spinifuscis." stems a foot long, leafy, branching; leaflets about ten pairs, small, ovate, hirsute ovate lanceolate; flowers erect, four or five in a cluster, having a purple keel, and a yellowish white banner and wings. A native of the sea-shore near Malfeile, of Switzerland, mount Ætna, Olympus, &c. Cultivated here in 1641. Miller makes four sorts of tragopanthes. From this species is gathered the gum tragopanthes used for various purposes, as well as an article in the materia medica. It forces its way through the crevices of the bark to which it adheres and concretes. This gum differs from all others, in giving a thick consistence to a much greater quantity of water, which it slowly imbibes, and but imperfectly dissolves. It is used as a demulcent, and peculiarly well adapted for the formation of the troches.

Other species.

48. *A. foetidus*, Villars's Dauph. t. 3. t. 43. f. 1. "Stemless; leaves prostrate, villos, sharply linear; scape erect, with few flowers." Leaflets greenish, yellow, subhirsute, villos, about twenty pairs, much less than those of the campelliris, which it much resembles; but in this the legumes are more inflated, and put forth a greater number of heads of yellow flowers.

A native of Dauphiné, also of mount Cenis, and other high Alps. 49. A. Halleri. "Scapes leafless; leaflets ovate-lanceolate, smooth; legumes inflated, hirsute, crept." This also approaches to the campelliris, but differs in the bractes, in the smoothness of the leafes, in having a longer flower, white, and not a violet-coloured keel. A native of the mountains of the Valais and Piedmont. 50. *A. vulcanioides*, Allion. Ped. t. 19. f. 2. "Stemless, hirsute; scape longer than the leaves; legumes inflated, ovate, in heads." This has the habit of anthus vulcanioides. The corolla is but little extended beyond the calyx; the keel and wings of a dusky colour; the banner of a pale yellow, emarginate; legumes short, rather hirsute, crooked at the flage. A native of mount Cenis. 51. *A. tenusfolia*, upright milk-vetch. "Caulecent, erect; spikes peduncled; banner twice as long as the wings; leaflets linear." Leaflets from eleven to thirteen; peduncles long, straight, obtusely triangular. It resembles *A. onobrychis* so as to be thought a variety, but differs in having rather tomentose leaflets; larger flowers, and silky stipules. A native of Siberia. Introduced here by Pallas, in 1780. 52. *A. virgatus*, green-flowered milk-vetch. "Caulecent, erect; legumes bent back; peduncles many-flowered, longer than the leaf; leaflets lanceolate, acute." A native of Siberia, and introduced by P. S. Pallas, in 1782. 53. *A. Cardamine*, Cavan. Hift. n. 92. t. 84. "Stem subhirsute, upright; pinnules ovate-oblong, somewhat tomentose; peduncles naked, elongated." Stem a foot and a half high, covered with a very short white down; leaflets numerous, ovate-oblong, one-nerved, subtomentose; stipules filiform-clasping, cowled, bised at the tip; peduncles naked, elongated; axillary, ending in spikes of pale violet-flowered flowers. A native of Peru. It flowered in the royal garden at Madrid. 54. *A. lippidus*, Billard, l. e. 67. "Caulecent; procumbent; leaflets and legumes ovate, hirsute; corollas shorter than the calyx." Stem herbaceous, profusely branched, hairy, fix inches high; leaflets ovate-oblong, hirsute; stipules twisted, rigid hairs, tubercled at the base; flowers in spikes, yellow, with lanceolate hirsute bractes; legume ovate-oblong, compressed, a little hirsute; seeds kidney-shaped. 55. *A. membranaceus*, Billard, l. e. 6. "Almost stemless; scape very long; heads globose; legumes woolly." Leaflets forty-three or fifty, ovate-oblong, emarginate, subulate; stipules ovate, lanceolate, shrivelling; flowers in a globose head, purplish, with lanceolate hairy bractes; legume subobtuse, acute, depressed at top, wrapped in leathery wood. 56. *A. lanatus*, Billard, l. e. 6. "Stemless, with a naked scape, the length of the leaf; legumes in close spikes, woolly, half-cordate, three-sided, subulate; leaves villose." Leaf radical; leaflets generally from eleven to twenty-three, ovate, tomentose, fleshy; flowers yellow, on a close spike, with filiform hairy bractes. This and the two preceding species are natives of mount Libanais.

57. *A. arvensis*, L. Trans. 1. 52. "Caulecent, procumbent; legumes suboblong, straight, smooth; leaflets obcordate, villose beneath." Allied to A. hamosus; but differs in having rounded leaves, more flowers on the spike, and especially in having flat pods, which are very short. Native country unknown. Cultivated in the Chelsea garden. 58. *A. diffusus*, L. Herit. Stirp. nov. 6. 167. "Subcaulecent, prostrate; scape twice as long as the leaf; legumes gaping, leaves petiolate, right angled." A. lians, Jacq. l. c. 153. Branches short, round; twigs villose; leaves fix inches long; leaves fifteen to twenty pairs, gradually smaller at the top, lanceolate, entire, acute, concave, villose, hirsute beneath; scape radical, foliary, naked, terminated in spikes crowded with purple flowers; bracte linear, acute, under each flower; legumes oblong, turged, having a groove on each side, villose, one-celled, one-valved. A native of the loftiest mountains of Siberia. 59. *A. metellus*, L. Herit. Stirp. nov. 6. 168. "Suffruticose, procumbent; stipules foliary, filiform-clasping, opposite to the leaves, bised." A native of Peru, where it was found by Dombey. 60. *A. varius*, L. Herit. l. c. 6. 169. "Caulecent, suffruticose, upright; flowers in loose spikes; legumes linear; stipules fuliginose downwards." A hoary little shrub, about a cubit in height; leaflets fix or even pairs, linear or narrow-lanceolate, sharp at both ends; stipules half filiform-clasping, two-parted, acute, spreading, and rolled back; spikes axillary, foliary, on peduncles longer than the leaves; flowers subhirsute, purple, with linear acute villose bractes; legume linear, round, villose. A native of Siberia. 61. *A. argyrotrichus*, L. Herit. l. c. 6. 170. "Suffruticose, prostrate; leaves hairy; petioles spinifuscis; calyces awned. It differs from the tragopanthes in having green leaves, and being smaller; the petals scarcely spinifuscis, and not very thin; the flowers purple; the calyceous teeth having long awns. A native of Switzerland and Provence. 62. *A. pajonensis*, L. Herit. l. c. 6. 170. Trig. orientalis, &c. Tourn. Cor. 30. Proceq. It. 5. 188. t. 88. "Sharply, procumbent; heads filiform-clasping, tomentose; pedicles and leaves pubescent and smooth." This is remarkable for the heads or balls of flowers, which are purple. A native of the Levant. 63. *A. echinosides*, L. Herit. l. c. to. critica, &c. Tourn. Cor. 29. The leaves are minute; the flowers small, white, with a purple line on the banner; peduncles axillary, short, two-flowered. A native of Crete or Candia.

**Proposition and Culture.** All the species may be raised.
from seeds. These should be sown in April on an open border of light earth; the annual sorts where they are to remain; the perennials to be transplanted to the places for which they are defined. They are in general hardy, and require no other care than to draw the plants where they come up too thick, leaving them a foot and a half or two feet asunder, and to keep them clear from weeds. Observe only that some (as n. 26. 35. 37.) require a shady situation and strong soil; others (as n. 6. 39.) an open situation and dry soil: n. 2. & 35. must be planted in a warm border: n. 7. 12. 36. must be raised on a moderate hot-bed, in the spring; and when the plants are fit to be removed, they should be each put into a small pot, filled with light earth, and plunged again into the hot-bed, feeding them from the fun, until they have taken root; after which they should have free air admitted to them daily, in proportion to the warmth of the weather, and should be frequently, but gently, watered. In May, they should be removed to a sheltered situation, and remain till October, when they ought to be placed under a common frame. In the spring they may be turned out of the pots, and planted in a warm border, where they will flower, and sometimes produce seeds. If the winter prove severe, a little old tan should be laid over the roots. The herbaceous sorts, when they are large enough, should be planted into pots, and placed in the shade till they have taken root; after which they are to be removed into an open situation, where they may remain to the end of October, and then placed under a common frame, well secured from the frost. Some of these plants may be set on a warm dry border. These plants may also be increased by slips, which, for want of seeds, is the method commonly used here. The best time for doing this is in April, just as the plants begin to shoot, at which time the tender branches should be clipped off, and the lower part be divided of decayed leaves; then they should be planted in a temperate hot-bed, which must be covered with mats to screen them from the heat of the sun by day, and the cold by night. These slips should be frequently gently watered, until they have taken root; after which they may be exposed to the open air; and, in very dry weather, refreshed with water. On this bed they may remain until the following spring, covering them with mats in very severe weather. In April they may be transplanted either into pots, filled with light sandy earth; or into warm borders, when, if the soil be dry, gravelly, or poor, they will endure almost the severest cold of our climate: but if they are planted in a rich soil, they often decay in winter. See Martyn's Miller's Dict. Astragalus. See Astystlismus, Biserrula, Cotularia, Glycine, Hedysarum, Indigofera, Orozus, Psaca.

Astragalus, from ofrorn, of the Greek oras, hlar, something belonging to the flars, or depending on the flars.

Astragalus, or dieral year. See Year.

Astrantia, in Botany (from στράγωσις, albaum, and ἀστρα, obvium, Lin.), muller-wort. Lin. gen. 327. Schreb. 459. Genn. 20. Clas, pentandra deginos. Nat. Order of umbellatae. Gen. Char. Cal, umbel universal, with very few rays (often three); partial, with very numerous ones; involucr universal, with leaflets doubled to the ray; partial, with leaflets about twenty, lanceolate, spreading, equal, coloured, longer than the umbellula; perianth proper, five-toothed, acute, erect, permanent. Cor. universal, uniform; florets of the ray abortive; proper, with petals five, erect, reflex, bifid. Stam., filaments five, simple, the length of the corolla; anthers simple. Pilt. germ oblong, inferior; styles two, erect, filiform; stigma simple, spreading. Per. fruit ovate, obtuse, crowned, twisted, bipartite. Seed, two, ovate-oblong, covered with the crust of the pericarp, wrinkled.

Ell. Gen. Char. Partial involucres lanceolate, spreading, equal, longer, coloured; flowers very many, abortive.

Species. 1. A. major, great mallet-wort, (2) A. nigra minor. "Leaves five-lobes; lobes trifid." Stem eighteen inches high, little branched; leaves thin, petioled, deeply five-cleft, lobes trifid, and sharply serrate; leaves of the involucr veincd; all the flowers are peduncled, and the peduncles are shorter than the involucr; the umbels are large, and the calyces awned; the involucr is either purple or white; hence Miller, following Tournefort, has made of this two species. A native of the south of Europe, flowering in August. Cultivated here by Gerard. 2. A. cornua, Jacq. Aug. 5. 34. "Leaves five or seven-lobed, simple or bifid." The whole plant is smooth. Stem round, erect, slender, from to fifteen inches high, with only one leaf on it; it is divided at top into trifid branches, in the form of an umbel; number of the umbels very variable; bracts small, ovate, concave, blunt, pale; leaflets of the universal involucr seiffle, acute, entire, or divided into two or three lobes; leaflets of the partial from to twelve, oblong, lanceolate, entire; male and female florets irregularly mixed; the former on longer peduncles; petals white, appearing heart-shaped, by being bent in at the tip. A native of Carniolas, flowering in July and August. 2. A. minor, little or Alpine mallet-wort. "Leaves digitate, serrate." It seldom attains a foot in height. Petioles four inches long; leaves divided into eight segments, deeply serrate; universal involucr composed of several very narrow leaflets; peduncles of the partial umbels very large, slender towards the top, often dividing into three, each having a small umbel, with small white involucres. A native of the Alpine valleys of Switzerland. Cultivated by Miller. 4. A. ciliaris. "Leaves lanceolate, ciliate-ciliata." A foot high, rough, erect, streaked, divided at top into a few flowering branches; radical leaves petioloed; stem-leaves four to five, fiddle; half stem clasping; umbel elongated, three-rayed; umbellules many rayed, very short; involucres two or three-leaved, remembring the leaves; involucres ten, leaves broad-lanceolate, acute, coloured. A native of the Cape of Good Hope. 5. A. Epipactis. Jacq. Augl. 5. 35. App. 1. 41. "Leaves five-parted, obtuse, serrate." Root black on the outside, producing one leaf and one scape; leaf shorter than the scape, three-parted, on a triangular petiole; scape smooth, angular, naked, one-flowered; involucres five-leaved; flowers in a head, yellow. A native of Iridia, Goriaza, and Hungary.

Propagation and Culture. These plants, except the fourth, are very hardy, and may be propagated either by fowling their seeds, or by parting their roots. If from seeds, they should be sown in autumn, on a shady border, and at Michaelmas they should be transplanted where they are to remain, observing to give them a moist and shady situation. Every third or fourth year they ought to be taken up at the end of October, and their roots parted and planted again. The fourth requires the protection of a dry robe in winter.

Astrarius, in Middle Age Writers, the same with manenvarii, those who live in the houle or family, at the time, for influence, when a person dies. Du-Cange.

These are also denominated ofrorn addidui, q. d. tied to the hearth.

Astrarius Hare, is used in our Old Writers, where the auxcellor, by conveyance, hath set his heir apparent, and his family, in a houle, in his life-time. Spelman carries the import of the word farther, as if it denoted
denoted an heir to whom the inheritance was given by his predececor in his own life, by a writing in form.

The word is formed from _aître_, an ancient French term for the heath of a chimney.

**ASTRASSUS, in Ancient Geography, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.**

**ASTRA, a land of the Arabian gulf, on the coast of Etiopia. Ptolemy.**

**ASTREA, in Entomology, a species of Phalena (Notica), of a brown colour both above and beneath; dull transparent; and thorax snow-white, dotted with black. This insect inhabits New Holland. Fabricius, &c.**

**ASTRICTOR, in Medicine, the term which, when it refers to theintestinal canal, denotes colliqueness; when it refers to the skin, denotes a want of perspiration. It is seldom used by modern physicians.**

**ASTRICKTOR Toga. See Toga.**

**ASTRILD, in Ornithology, a species of Liuxia that inhabits the Canary Islands and various parts of America and Africa. It is rather larger than the common wren, of a brown colour, undulated with blackish; bill, orbits of the eye, and breast scarlet. Gmel. &c. This is fringilla undulata, Pall. Senegallus fritiatus, Buff. Senegallus rubi, Buff. Was-bill of Edwards, and was-bill grosbeak of Lifatham.**

There are in particular two varieties that deserve attention; namely, the red-rumped grosbeak, and white-rumped grosbeak, (3) Senegallus pectoris expallido, urupugy, fackra rubra; and (γ) Senegallus corpore fusus ex rreo albo of Gmelin. Both of these are about the size of the former; the red-rumped kind has the breast and belly of a dirty white, and, besides the upper tail coverts being crimson, has a bar of the same colour across the vent. In some specimens, the under parts incline to yellow; the sides of the rump, and wing coverts spotted with white; and the bill bordered with black; one of this kind was brought by Somerat from the island of France. Buffon calls the red-rumped variety le feveran, and moineau du Senegal. The white-rumped kind also inhabits Senegal; the throat and sides of the neck are bluish white; the rest of the underparts and rump white, tinged with rofe colour; top of the head, neck, and back blue, palely on the head, and legs red. The colour of the legs distinctly marks this variety from the former, for in the frill-mentioned kind they are brown, and in the second dark grey.

**ASTRINGENS, escua martis. See Crocus.**

**ASTRINGENTS, in the Materia Medica. This term is applied to a class of substances which, according to Dr. Cullen's accurate definition, when applied to the human body, 'produce a contraction and condensation in the soft solids, and thereby increase their density and force of colliquation. If applied to longitudinal fibres, the contraction is made in the length of these; but if applied to circular fibres, they diminish the diameters of the vessels or cavities which the vessels surround.'**

Astringency in any fluid is most accurately detected by the taste, by corroborating the tongue, and giving a fermentation of harshness and roughness to the palate.

Astringents appear to act nearly in a similar manner on the simple or dead animal fibre as on the living solid, in either case thickening and hardening; when applied to the living solid, they produce increase of tone and strength, restrains inordinate actions, and check excessive discharges from any of the vessels or cavities; and to the dead fibre occasion that density, toughness, imperviousness to water in a greater or less degree, and insusceptibility to the common caules of putrefaction, in which consists the proof of TANNING, or preparation of leather.

No single chemical test (except the direct experiment on animal fibre) will always detect the property of astringency, as this is found to reside in many different classes of substances. Acids, especially the stronger mineral, are powerfully astringent; as also are several metallic salts, such as the solutions of iron, zinc, copper, and lead in various acids; likewise a few earthy salts, such as alum and fulminate, or sulphate of lime; also alcohol, or any kind of ardent spirit, the operation of which in hardening animal fibre is very remarkable. But the most numerous class of astringents are those taken from the vegetable kingdom, especially from the barks of several trees, and some of the natural gums resins. Modern chemistry has ascertained some highly important facts concerning the nature of the vegetable astringents, which should be noticed here in order to correct some erroneous opinions that are very prevalent in all medical writers. The property of fixing an indy blackness in solutions of iron, has been constantly given as one of the surest tellts of astringency in vegetables. Of this, the familiar instance of making common writing ink with an infusion of the oak gall-out, is known to everyone; but it should be remembered, that this property is owing to a peculiar acid, the Gallic; and not to the true astringent principle, in modern chemical language called TANNING, to which the acid of galls here happens to be united. Of this we shall treat fully, under these important articles, but the pharmaceutical chemist should now be aware, that the test of blackness with iron is by no means a sole indication of astringency, but only a probable presumption of its presence. Thus one of the strongest of the known astringents, the terra japonica, or catechu, will not give the smallest degree of blackness to solutions of iron, as it contains only tannin, the true astringent principle; and not the Gallic acid. The proper test for this substance, besides the effect on the tongue, is a solution of any kind of animal gelly; of which more hereafter.

When the true astringent principle is naturally mixed with any acid, the tafe of astringens is given, in which the corrigation of the papilla of the tongue is most peculiarly remarkable. The juices of several umrse fruits, the gall-out, and many of those astringents that contain much gallic acid, and give a strong black with iron, are examples of this.

Tannin is itself somewhat bitter, and appears to be also united, in many cases, with some principle which gives it more than its usual bitterness. This is probably the case with most of the astringent bitters employed in medicine, and it is in this combination that astringents obtain their astringent property. In some instances the tannin is united with a sweet substance, as in the examples of the catechu, and the lignum campecheu.

Astringents when employed externally to stop hemorrhage, are then termed STYPTICS.

Astringents are very largely used in medicine, and with the highest advantage. The cases where they are most unequivocally beneficial, and in which the operation may be ascribed purely to the astringent property, are diarrhoea, eratic evacuations from the intestinal canal. They have also been long thought of use in retaining discharges of different kinds, even when not directly applied to the part, so that astringent medicines are frequently given by the stomach, in order to check profuse fluid losses, gleet, and sometimes hemoptysis. Their operation in such cases, however, is much more questionable, and the benefit here produced, perhaps, may with more propriety be ascribed to a tonic or limulant property.

**ASTROBOLI, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, near the Indus. Arrian.**

**ASTROBOLISM,**
ASTROBOLISM, derived from &ep;&z, &z, and Ş2222, &f+22, the name with &f&u;clus; though properly applied to plants which are destroyed in the dog-days, as if blighted by that star.

ASTRODICTICUM, an astronomical instrument invented by M. Weighelius, by means of which many perfections shall be able at the same time to behold the same star.

ASTROGNOSTIA, from &ep;&z, &z, and 522222, I know, the art of knowing the fixed stars, their names, ranks, situations in the constellations, and the like.

ASTROITES, in Natural History, a species of Malacora found in the seas of South America. The stars are numerous,immered, and have the disk conico-cylindrical. This is madeporata (radish) aggregated solidly, tellis confertis convexinclusus, centri poro radiante, flavus fructifuscus of Pallas; and after apertus cavernarum minimis in-

equali of Brown’s Nat. Hist. Jam. It is found in large

maffes; and is of a whitish colour. The interlaces are

porous.

ASTROLABE, derived from &ep;&z, &z, and &z2222, I take, alluding to its use in observing the stars; and the Arabs called Aftfahr-lab, formed by corruption from the common Greek name; was originally used for a syltem or assemblage of the several circles of the sphere, in their proper order and situation with respect to each other; and the ancient astrologers appear to have been much the same with our armillary spheres.

The first and most celebrated of this kind was that of Hipparchus, which he made at Alexandria, the capital of Egypt, and lodged in a secure place, where it served for divers astronomical operations. Poolemy made the same use of it; but as the instrument had several inconveniences, he contrived to change its figure, though perfectly natural, and agreeable to the doctrine of the sphere; and to reduce the whole astrolobe upon a plain surface, to which he gave the denomination of the planisphere.—Hence

Astrolabe is used among the moderns for a planisphere; or a stereographic projection of the circles of the sphere upon the plane of some great circle thereof.

The usual planes of projection are that of the equinoctial, the eye being supposed in the pole of the world; that of the meridians, the eye being supposted in the point of intersection of the equinoctial and horizon; and that of the horizon.

Stobler, Gemma Frisius, and Clavius, have treated at large of the astrolobe.—For a farther account of the nature and kinds thereof, see Planisphere.

Astrole, or Sea Astrolobe, more particularly denotes an instrument chiefly used for taking the altitude of the pole, the sun, or stars, at sea.

The common astrolobe, represented Plate Navigation, fig. 1, consists of a large brass ring about fifteen inches in diameter, whose limb, or a convenient part thereof, is divided into degrees and minutes; fitted with a moveable index or label, which turns upon the centre, and carries two lights.—At the zenith is a ring A, to hang it by, in time of observation.

To use the astrolobe, turn it so to the sun as that the rays may pass freely through both the lights F and G, in which case the edge of the label cuts the altitude in the divided limb.

The astrolobe, though now disused, is esteemed by many equal to any of the other instruments used for taking the altitude of M, especially between the tropics, when the sun comes near the zenith.—There are a great many other uses of the astrolobe: on which Clavius, Horion, &c. have written entire volumes.

ASTROLOGICAL Note. See Fate.

ASTROLOGICAL, in botany, the French name of the species of Uranoscopus called japonicus by Gmelin, from its inhabiting the seas about Japan.

ASTROLOGY, the art of foretelling future events, from the aspects, positions, and influences of the heavenly bodies.

The word is compounded of &ep;&z, &z, and &z, differens, whence, in the literal sense of the term, astrology should signify no more than the doctrine or science of the stars; which, indeed, was its original acceptance, and formed the ancient astrology: though, in course of time, an attention has arisen, that which the ancients called astrology, being afterwards termed Astronomy.

Astronomy may be divided into two branches, natural and judicial.

To the former belongs the predicting of natural effects; as, the changes of weather, winds, storms, hurricanes, thunder, floods, earthquakes, &c. This art properly belongs to Physiology, or natural philosophy; and is only to be deduced à priori, from phenomena and observations. Its foundation and merits the reader may gather from what we have laid under Air, Atmosphere, and Weather. For this astrology, Mr. Boyle makes an apology, in his History of the Air.

ASTROLOGY, Judicial or Judicial, which is what we commonly call simple astrology, that which pretends to foretell moral events; i.e. such as have a dependence on the free will and agency of man; as if they were directed by the stars.

This art, which owes its origin to the practice of knavery and credit, and which the celebrated Mr. Briggs denominated a mere syltem of groundless conceits (Ward’s Lives, p. 125), is now universally exploded by the intelligent part of mankind. There was a time, however, when this science, frivolous and ridiculous as it may be juftly denominated, furnished very powerful incentives to the study of astronomy. Without some knowledge of the motions and aspects of the stars, the astrologers would have been unable to draw their horoscopes, and of course to read the fates of men in the face of the heavens. Accordingly, Kepler observes (Pref. ad Rudolph, Tab. p. 4), “that astrology is the foolish daughter of a wise mother, and that, for 100 years past, this wise mother could not have lived without the help of her foolish daughter.” “I repeat bitterly,” says Kepler, “having so much decribed astrology,” and he conceived that the study of astronomy had been greatly neglected, even since men ceased to apply themselves to astrology. Of the origin of this absurd and unfounded science, whatever might be the relative estimation in which it was held, it is not difficult to give a plausible account. When heroes, and persons who by extraordinary services had rendered their names venerable and immortal, received divinemonstrations, come particular celestial bodies, of which the sun, moon, and other planets seemed to be the most suitable, were alligned to these divinities; and after this appropration, folly, which never flows where it begins, proceeded still farther, and ascribed to them the attributes and powers for which the deities, after whom they were named, had been celebrated in the fictions of the mythologists. This, in course of time, laid the foundation of astrology; and hence the planets, Mars, for influence, like the deity of that name, was laid to cause and to be fond of war, and Venus to prelude over love and its pleasures.

The preludies of this kind of astrology maintain, “That the heavens are one great volume or book, wherein God has written the history of the world; and in which every man may read his own fortune, and the transmutations of his time.

—the art, they say, had its rise from the same hands as astronomy.
astronomy itself: while the ancient Assyrians, whose serene uncouthed by favoured their celestial observations, were intent on tracing the paths and periods of the heavenly bodies, they discovered a constant settled relation of analogy between them and things below; and hence were led to conclude thence to be the Putes, the Delphies, so much talked of, which preside at our births, and dispose of our future fate.

"The laws therefore of this relation being ascertained, by a series of observations, and the starry each planet has therem, by knowing the precise time of any person's nativity, they were enabled, from their knowledge in astronomy, to erect a scheme or horoscope of the situation of the planets, at that point of time; and hence by considering their degrees of power and influence, and how each was either strengthened or tempered by some other, to compute what must be the result thereof."

Judicial astrology is commonly said to have been invented in Chaldea, and thence transmitted to the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans; though none will have it of Egyptian origin, and ascribe the invention to Cham. But it is to the Arabs that we owe it. Of the first invention of a fanciful delineation which very generally prevailed, it is not very easy to ascertain the original inventors. The principles on which it was founded, were very extensive in their dissemination.

The Chaldeans and the Egyptians, and indeed almost all the nations of antiquity, were initiated with the charms of astrology. That of the Chaldeans originated in the notion, that the stars have an influence, either beneficial or malignant, upon the affairs of men, which may be discovered, and made the ground of certain predictions, in particular cases: and the whole art consisted in applying astronomical observations to this fanciful purpose, and by such means imposing upon the credulity of the vulgar. The Egyptian priests would not neglect the cultivation of an art, which together with that of magic, would give them such an irresistible sway over an ignorant and superstitious populace.

Diodorus Siculus (i.e. p. 51.) relates, that the Chaldeans learned these arts from the Egyptians; and he would not have made this assertion, if there had not been at least a general tradition that they were practised from the earliest times in Egypt. Among the Arabians, and in the eastern courts, the truths of science could be recommended only by ignorance and folly, and the astronomer would have been disregarded, had he not debated his horoscopes by the vain predictions of astrology. The truth of this art was allowed by Altabitar (see Altabitar), and the belt of the Arabian astronomers, who drew most of their predictions, not from Venus and Mercury, but from Jupiter and the sun. Abulpharag. Dyn. B. p. 161 - 162.

At Rome, the people were so infatuated with this art, that the astrologers, or, as they were then called, the mathematicians, maintained their ground in spite of all the edicts of the emperors to expel them from the city. Tiberius (A. D. 4.) founded his hopes of the empire to which he aspired, on the predictions of Thrafiyus, who had been with him during his abode at Rhodes. However he would not repose any confidence in his art till he had put him to a trial in which several had miscarried and fallen victims. Accordingly, one of his freedmen conducted the astrologer through deep and difficult paths to a centre-box fixed on the top of a house, erected on a deep rock close to the sea. If Tiberius suspected fraud or falsity in the predictions of those who practised the art, they were thrown into the sea that beat against the rock on which this house of trial stood. Thrafiyus was conducted to this place, and had the good fortune to please Tiberius, by promising him the empire, and by the ingenious turn he gave to every thing he said. Tiberius liked him, whether he could draw his own horoscope, and whether by comparing the time of his birth with the present state of the heavens, he could tell what he was to dread or hope for at that infant. The astrologer, without doubt apprized of the fate of his predecessor, looked at the stars and shuddered; the more he considered them the more he trembled; and at length exclaimed that he was threatened with great and imminent danger. Tiberius, convinced of his skill by this experiment, embraced him and admitted him into the number of his confidential friends. His answers, when he was consulted, Tiberius regarded as oracular; and he determined to learn the science himself. At Rhodes he had left to receive lessons from Thrafiyus, and profited by them to such a degree, that he had the honour in a credulous age of having delivered predictions that were verified by the event. Augustus, however (A. D. 11.), revived the ancient law against astrologers; and to express his contempt for their pretended skill, and to show how much he disregarded any of their predictions, he published and posted up at Rome the theme of his own nativity, or a date of the position of the stars at the instant of his birth. In the year 16, the old ordinances against astrologers were again revived; two of them were capital punished, and the rest banished from Italy. But Tiberius, who believed in astrology, and frequently recourse to it, prevented the rigorous execution of the decree; and those who preferred to renounce their art were permitted to stay at Rome. The old laws against astrologers were again enforced in the year 52, and the Senate passed a very severe decree against them; but these menures were ineffectual to their suppression. In the year 69, Vitellius, though he inclined to credit their predictions, slew an edict against them, commanding them to leave Italy within a limited time: but so great was their confidence at this time in their own security, that they polled up a placard against his order, and commanded the emperor to leave the world before the day appointed for their banishment. The emperor Domitian, though he firmly believed in their delusive arts, passed an edict by which they were all banished from Rome. His credulity proved an occasion of effecting terror to him towards the close of his reign, for an astrologer, called Alchitaris, is said to have predicted the day and manner of his death. The emperor Adrian was very much addicted to both astrology and divination; and thus, occasionally protected and encouraged, and sometimes professed and banished them. The astrologers maintained their influence at Rome to the time of S. Augustin, for the subject of one of his homilies (in P. L. p. 32. ed. Fraden. 1556) is the reconciliation of one of these pretended mathematicians with the church. See Genetetic.


"Tu ut queritor (forsa) quae mihi, quae tibi
Finem Dii dediscat, Leneo! nee Babylonia
Tentator numine: ut mali, quodque erit: paci."

"Ask not: 'tis in fusions to inquire: what date
The limit of your life is fixed by fate;
Nor vainly Babylonian numbers try,
But wisely wait your lot, to live or die.'"

The Bramins, who introduced and practiced this art among the Indians, have hereby made themselves the authors.
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ters of good and evil hours, which gives them great authority; they are consulted as oracles; and they have taken care never to tell their answers but at good rates.

The same superstition has prevailed in more modern ages and nations. The French historians remark, that in the time of queen Catherine de Medicis, astrology was in so much vogue, that the most inconsiderable thing was not to be done without consulting the stars. And in the reigns of king Henry III. and IV. of France, the predictions of astrologers were the common theme of the court conversation.

This predominant humour in that court was well rallied by Barclay, in his "Argenis, lib. ii. on occasion of an astrologer, who had undertaken to instruct king Henry in the event of a war then threatened by the faction of the Guises.

Judicious astrology still retains its credit in the eal, and pretenders are always found ready to take advantage of the popular credulity. Some of the grandeurs retain an astrologer among their dependents, and their learned men do not appear to dispute the truth of their science, though the chief dupes of the imposture are found among the populace.

The astrologers pretend to foretell future events from inspection of the horoscope, and to predict wars, pestilence, and other public calamities; but they are, in general, very superficially acquainted with the principles of the science which they profess.

ASTROLOGUS, in Natural History, a name given by authors to a white and splendid flame, small in size, and of a roundish figure, resembling the eyes of fishes.

ASTROMETEREOLOGIA, the art of foretelling the weather and its changes, from the aspects and configurations of the moon and planets.

This makes a species of astrology, distinguished by some under the denomination of meteorological astrology.

ASTRON, in Ancient Geography, a river of Alba Minor, in the Treade, Pliny.

ASTRONIUM, in Botany (αστρονιομα). Jacq. Amer. 241. Lim. 1111. Schreb. 1515. Juss. 427. Cala, discsh praevio praevio. Generic Char. Male. Cala, prahy five-leaved, coloured, small; leaflets ovate, concave, obtuse, spreading. Cor. petals five, ovate, very obtuse, flat, spreading very much; nectary five, rounded, very small glands in the disk of the flower. Stam. filaments five, fubulate, spreading, the length of the corolla; anthers oblong, incumbent. Female. Cala, prahy five-leaved, coloured; leaflets oblong, concave, obtuse, converging. Cor. petals five, sub-ovate, obtuse, concave, erect, less than the calyx, permanent. Pfl. germ ovate, obtuse; styles three, short, reflex; stigmas subcapitate. Per. none. Calyx incerated, coloured; its leaflets at first expanded into a pendulous star, at length dropping the seed. Seed, one, oval, the length of the calyx, lacinete.


Species, A. gravolet. A tree from twelve to thirty feet in height, abounding with a terebinthine juice. The leaves are unequally pinnate, with three pairs of leaflets, which are oblong, obtuse, acuminate, smooth, veined, three inches in length; panicles lax, half a foot long in the females; flowers small, red. A native of the woods about Carthage in New Spain, flourishing in May and June.

ASTRONOMICAL, something that relates to astronomy.

ASTRONOMICAL Calendar, Characters, Column, Horizon, Hours, Month, Quadrant, Ring-Dial, Sector, Tables, Telcope, Time, Year. See the several substantives.
there was a golden circle of 365 cubits in circumference, and one cubic thick, divided into 365 equal parts, according to the days of the year, and containing the heliacal risings and settings of the stars for each day, &c. See Heliacal.

It is evident, indeed, without placing much reliance upon their accounts, that both Chaldæans and Egyptians were countries extremely proper for astronomical observations, being almost constantly favoured with a pure atmosphere and a serene sky; and whatever may be thought of the tower of Babel, or the circle of Oysmandias, we cannot but form a very advantageous opinion of the knowledge of the Egyptians in practical astronomy, from the position which they have given to their pyramids, whose faces are directed with great precision towards the four cardinal points of the compass. For as it is scarcely possible that a situation so exact could have been the effect of chance, we must conclude that they were acquainted with a correct method of drawing a meridian line; which is a matter of more difficulty than is usually thought; it being well known that Tycho Brahe, the most able astronomer of his time, committed an error of several minutes in tracing that of his observatory of Uraniborg. See Meridian.

The Chaldæans also must have made very considerable advances in this science, if we can rely upon the testimony of Simplicius, who informs us that, at the taking of Babylon by Alexander the Great, they cited a regular series of astronomical observations for 1063 years back; and that these, through the means of Callisthenes, were afterwards communicated to the Greeks by Aristotle. But it is much to be wished that the truth of these ancient observations was better established, particularly as their historian Berosus, who appears to have lived but a little before the time of Alexander, makes no mention of any astronomical monument of this people, which was more than about 480 years anterior to that period. And, indeed, the most ancient Chaldæan observations, of which any mention is made by astronomical writers, are those of three eclipses of the moon, employed by Ptolemy in his Almagest, which were made in the years 27 and 28 of the era of Nabonassar, or 721 and 720 years before Christ.

But though Ptolemy, and perhaps Hipparchus, from whom he had probably taken them, made no use of any observations more ancient than those here mentioned, we cannot from thence conclude that the Chaldæans first began to follow the celestial motions at this period. For such as were made in much earlier times might be suspected on several accounts; and it is besides highly probable that most of those which preceded the era of Nabonassar were not accompanied with dates sufficiently accurate to be employed by these astronomers. The Babylonian calendar, before this era, was in great confusion, not having been properly regulated; and it is obvious that ancient observations, either of this or any similar kind, can be but of little use, except we are able to ascertain the precise time at which they were made.

Besides these eclipses mentioned by Ptolemy, nothing more now remains of the Chaldæan astronomy, except what is attributed to them by some ancient authors, with respect to certain periods of years, which they appear to have formed for the more ready computation of the places of the heavenly bodies. And though the accounts which have been given as to one of the most remarkable of these cycles, by Susids and Pliny, are not wholly free from objections, there can be little doubt of its having been first invented by that people. This is the celebrated period called the Chaldæan Saros, which consists of 223 lunar months, or a little more than 28½ years; and which so far agrees with the combined motions of the sun and moon, as always to bring them again into nearly the same position at the end of each cycle that they had at its commencement.

Both the Chaldæans and Egyptians, indeed, were generally supposed to have possessed a very considerable knowledge of several other branches of this science, besides those mentioned; but for want of proper authorities, this can only be judged of by the results of their more judicious observations, which appear to have had of the system of the world, and by the agreement which has been found among several ancient measures of the circumference of the earth. The Egyptians, in particular, appear to have given a long before the Christian era, that the year consisted of 365 days, and that the planets Mercury and Venus moved round the sun. We are also well assured of the great antiquity of the science among this people, from the recent discoveries which have been made in that country during the late war; and particularly from the figure of a zodiac brought from thence by the French, which Lalande considers as extremely ancient.

But among the various nations which claim the honour of having first cultivated this science, none pretend to possess observations of greater antiquity than the Chinees. The most remarkable of these is a conjunction of five of the planets, which, according to their annals, is said to have taken place in the reign of their emperor Tshihuen-hin, about 2500 years before Christ. They also mention an eclipse of the sun, which happened in the constellation Scorpio, about the year 2150 of the same era; and which is said to have proved fatal to two Chinees astronomers of the names of Ho and Hi, who were condemned to death by the emperor Tchong-kang, on account of their omitting, through negligence and intoxication, to announce the precise time at which it arrived. And from these data, apparently well settled, several eminent astronomers have endeavoured to discover whether these events could have possibly happened about the time here mentioned; but the subject is attended with too many difficulties to afford any satisfactory result.

All that we know of the Chinees astronomy is from the accounts which have been given of it by the Jesuit missionaries, who are much divided in their opinions with respect to its very great antiquity; some supposing it to have flourished at a more earlier period than others. F. Du Halde, however, affirms, that it was cultivated by their great lawgiver Confucius; and that Tchou Kong, the most diligent astronomer that China ever produced, lived more than 1000 years before Christ, and passed whole nights in observing the heliacal bodies, and arranging them into constellations. But whatever might have been the knowledge of this people in former times, the state of astronomy is very low in that country at present, although it is cultivated at Peking by public authority, in the same manner as in most of the capital cities of Europe.

The inhabitants of Japan, Siam, and the Mogul empire, also appear to have been acquainted with astronomy from time immemorial; and the famous observatory at Benares (Ice Observatorio) is a monument both of the great ingenuity of the Indians, and of their skill in that science. A knowledge of this subject is also supposed to have prevailed among the Americans; though, in their divisions of time, they made use of the solar and not of the lunar motions. The Mexicoes, in particular, are said to have discovered a singular prediction for the number 12, which they used as a kind of cycle or period of their computations. And the abbe Clavigero asserts it as a remarkable fact, that having discovered the effects of a few hours in the solar above the lunar year, they made use of intercalary days to bring it to an equality, as was done by Julius Caes
Cæsar in the Roman calendar; but with this difference, that, instead of one day every four years, they interposed 13 days every 52 years, which produces the same effect.

But the most interesting account of the rise and progress of this science hitherto given, is that which is detailed by M. Bailly, in his learned and elaborate history of Ancient and Modern Astronomy; in which he endeavours to trace its origins among the Chaldeans, Egyptians, Persians, Indians, and Chineses, to a very early period. And in consequence of the reference he has made on this subject, he is led to maintain, that the knowledge common to the whole of those nations, has been derived from the same original source: namely, a small ancient and highly-cultivated people of Asia, whose memory every trace is now extinct: but who have been the parent-instructors of all around them.

M. Bailly does not pretend to fix, with certainty, the precise situation of this ancient people; but he offers several reasons for conjecturing that it must have been somewhere about the 49th or 55th degree of north latitude, in the southern regions of Siberia. Among various other coincidences, he observes, that many of the European and Asiatic nations attribute their origin to that quarter, where the civil and religious rites, common to each, were probably first formed; and what he considers as a strong astronomical support of his hypothesis is, that the observations of the stars, collected by Ptolemy, must have been made in a climate where the longest day was 16 hours, which corresponds to the latitude here mentioned. But as that region exhibits no traces of its ever having been inhabited by a polished people, his theory, though highly ingenious, has not sufficient force to draw our assent to his conclusions.

In investigating the antiquity and progress of astronomy among the Indians, M. Bailly examines and compares four different sets of astronomical tables of the Indian philosophers, viz. that of the Sianeme, explained by M. Caffini, in 1689; that brought from India by M. le Gentil of the Academy of Sciences; and two other manuscript tables found among the papers of the late M. de Lille; which, he observes, accord together, and all refer to the meridian of Benares. From these tables it appears, that the Indian astronomy has two principal epochs, the first being founded on a conjunction of the sun, moon and planets, which is said to have taken place 3102 years before Christ; and the other 1491 years before the same era. These periods are connected by the mean motions of the sun, moon and planets, that one of them must necessarily be fictitious; and though the celebrated author above mentioned, has endeavoured to shew that the first of them must have been founded on observations, there is great reason for believing that it was rather imagined for the purpose of giving a common origin to the signs of the zodiac, and the motions of the celestial bodies.

It is true indeed, if, parting from the epoch 1491, we ascend, by means of the Indian tables to the year 3102, before the Christian era, we shall find a general conjunction of the sun, moon, and planets, as these tables suppose; but this conjunction, which is too different from the result given by the best modern tables to have ever taken place, shews that the epoch to which they refer, is not founded upon observations; and, in fact, some elements of the Indian astronomy, seem to indicate that they were determined even long before this first epoch. The equation of the sun's centre, in particular, which they fix at 2° 10' 32", could not, according to the calculations of M. Laplace, have been of this magnitude but near the year 4500 before Christ; and besides this, the equations of the centre of Jupiter and Mars are so different from what they ought to have been at this epoch, that nothing can be concluded from them in favour of their high antiquity.

To conclude, the whole of these tables, and, above all, the conjunction which they suppose at the same epoch, prove, on the contrary, that they must have been constructed, or at least rectified, in much more modern times. The ancient reputation, however, of the Indians, both in this and other sciences, leaves but little doubt, that astronomy was cultivated among them at a very remote period; and of this, the remarkable accuracy with which they have assigned the mean motions of the sun and moon, are sufficient proofs, as such exactitude could only have been obtained from a long series of observations. This opinion has also been ably supported by Mr. Playfair, in a dissertation on the astronomy of the Brames, published in the second volume of the transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, where he has, likewise, adduced many instances of their critical knowledge in the other mathematical sciences, employed in their precepts and calculations.

The Greeks did not begin to cultivate astronomy till a long time after the Egyptians, of whom they were the disciples; and it is extremely difficult, amidst the fables which so much abounded in the earlier periods of their history, to obtain any very correct information with respect to their knowledge in this science. All that we can learn is, that they had made observations on the celestial bodies, and divided the heavens into constellations, 13 or 14 centuries before the Christian era: this being the period, according to the opinion of the most eminent chronologers, to which we must refer the sphere of Eudoxus.

The number of their philosophical institutions, however, afford no observer of any note, till much later times; most of their ancient sects having treated astronomy as a science purely speculative, without properly attending either to facts, or their causes. But notwithstanding the revires in which they often indulged, their knowledge began to be greatly improved by Thales the Milesian, and other Greeks who travelled into Egypt, and brought from thence the chief principles of the science. This philosopher, who died at the age of 96 in the year 548 before Christ, was the founder of the Ionian sect, and appears to have been the first who taught his countrymen the globular figure of the earth, the obliquity of the ecliptic, and the causes of solar and lunar eclipses; which latter phenomena he is also said to have been able to predict.

Thales had for his successors Anaximander, Anaximenes, and Anaxagoras, to the first of whom is attributed the invention of the gnomon, and geographical charts; but for which he was probably indebted to the Egyptians. He is also said to have maintained that the sun was a mass of fire as large as the earth, which, though far below the truth with respect to size, was an opinion, for those early times, that does its author much credit; though to him, as in the case of Galileo, the truths he had discovered were the cause of his persecution. Both himself and his children were proscribed by the Athenians, for his attempting to subject the works of the gods to immutable laws; and his life would have paid the sacrifice of his temerity, but for the care of Pericles, his friend and disciple, who got his sentence of death changed into exile.

Next after the Ionian school was that of Pythagoras, who was born at Samos, about the year 576 before the Christian era, and who, in the celebrity he acquired, far exceeded his predecessors. Like Thales he visited Egypt, and afterwards the Brahmins of India, from whom he is supposed to have obtained many of the astronomical truths which
which he brought with him into Italy, to which country he was obliged to retire on account of the despotism which then prevailed at Athens. Here he first taught the true system of the world, which, in many centuries after, was revised by Copernicus; but hid his doctrines from the vulgar, in imitation of the Egyptian priests who had been his instructors. It was even thought, in this school, that the planets were inhabited bodies, like the earth; and that the stars, which are differentiated through infinite space, are suns, and the centres of other planetary systems. They also considered the comets as permanent bodies, moving round the sun, and not as perishing meteors, formed in the atmosphere, as they were thought to be in after times.

From this time to the foundation of the school of Alexandria, the history of astronomy among the Greeks offers nothing remarkable, except some attempts of Eudoxus to explain the celestial phenomena; and the celebrated cycle of 19 years, which had been imagined by Meton, in order to conciliate the solar and lunar motions. This is the most accurate period, for a short interval of time, that could have been devised for embracing an exact number of revolutions of these two luminaries; and is so simple and useful, that, when Meton proposed it to the Greeks, assembled at the Olympic games, as the halls of their calendar, it was received with great approbation, and unanimously adopted by all their colonies.

In the school of Alexandria, we see, for the first time, a combined system of observations, made with instruments proper for measuring angles, and calculated trigonometrically. Astronomy, accordingly, took a new form, which succeeding ages have only brought to greater perfection. The position of the stars began at this time to be determined; they traced the course of the planets with greater care; and the inequalities of the solar and lunar motions became better known. It was, in short, in this celebrated school, that a new system of astronomy arose, which embraced the whole of the celestial motions; and though inferior to that of Pythagoras, and even fallacious in theory, it afforded the means, by the numerous observations which it furnished, of detecting its own fallacy, and of enabling astronomers in later times to discover the true system of nature.

Arlyphilus and Timochares were the first observers in this rising institution. They flourished about the year 290 before Christ; and by their arduous labours, were the means of greatly improving this science. It was from their observations of the principal zodiacal stars, that Hipparchus was led to discover the precession of the equinoxes; and Ptolemy also founded upon them his theory of the motions of the planets.

Next after these, was Aristarchus of Samos, who made the most delicate elements of the science the objects of his research. Among other things of this kind, he attempted to determine the magnitude and distance of the sun; and though, as may be supposed, the results he obtained were considerably wide of the truth, the methods he employed to resolve these difficult problems, do great honour to his genius. He also endeavoured to revive the opinion of the Pythagorean school, with respect to the motion of the earth; but as his writings upon this subject have not been preserved, we are ignorant of what point he had advanced, by this means, in his elucidation of the celestial phenomena.

The celebrity of his successor Eratosthenes, arises chiefly from his attempt to measure the earth, and his observations on the obliquity of the ecliptic. Having remarked at Syene, a well which was enlightened on the bottom by the fun, on the day of the summer solstice, he observed the meridian height of the sun on the same day at Alexandria; and found that the celestial arc, contained between the two places, was the 50th part of the whole circumference; and as their distance was estimated at 500 miles, he fixed the length of a great circle of the earth at 25,000; but as the length of the radius employed by this astronomer is not known, we cannot appreciate the exactness of his measurement.

Among others who cultivated and improved this science, we may also mention the celebrated Archimedes, who constructed a kind of planetarium or orrery, for representing the principal phenomena of the heavenly bodies. But of all the astronomers of antiquity, Hipparchus of Byzantium is the one, who, by the number and precision of his observations, as well as by the important results which he derived from them, is the most entitled to our esteem. He flourished at Alexandria about the year 162 before the Christian era; and began his astronomical labours by attempting to determine, with more exactness than had hitherto been done, the length of the tropical year, which he fixed at 365 days, 5 hours, and 32 minutes, being near 24 hours too great. Like most of his predecessors, he founded his system upon a uniform circular motion of the sun; but instead of placing the earth in the centre of the solar orbit, he removed it to the distance of 4/13 part of the radius; and fixed the apogee to the sixth degree of Gemini. By means of these data, he formed the first solar tables of which any mention is made in the history of astronomy; and though defective and even erroneous in principle, they are a durable monument of his genius, which three centuries afterwards were respected by Ptolemy, without his preceding to alter them.

The great astronomer next considered the motions of the moon, and endeavoured to measure the exact time of her revolution, by a comparison of ancient eclipses. He also determined the eccentricity and inclination of her orbit, as well as the motion of her nodes and apogee; and calculated all the eclipses that were to happen for 500 years. We are, besides, indebted to him for the important discovery of the precession of the equinoxes (see Perceptions), which was the fruit of the long and difficult enterprise he undertook of making a catalogue of the fixed stars, with their latitudes, longitudes, and apparent magnitudes.

Geography is also indebted to Hipparchus for the method of fixing the situation of places upon the earth, by means of their latitude and longitude; in obtaining the latter of which, he appears to have been the first who employed eclipses of the moon; and as these researches required numerous calculations, they gave birth, under his hands, to spherical trigonometry. Many of his principal works perished with the library of Alexandria; but his catalogue of the stars, and several of his observations, have been preserved by Ptolemy in his Almagest.

Between the time of Hipparchus and Ptolemy, the chief observers of any note are Agrrippa, Menelaus, and Theon; the two latter of which are better known as geometricians than astronomers. We remark, however, in this interval, the reformation of the calendar by Julius Caesar, and a more exact knowledge of the flux and reflux of the ocean (see Tides). Ptolemaeus, a celebrated Greek philosopher, who lived about eighty years before Christ, appears to have been the first who observed the relation of these phenomena with the motions of the moon; and of which Piny, the naturalist, has given a description, remarkable for its accuracy.

Ptolemy, the worthy successor of Hipparchus, was born...
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at Pelusium in Egypt, in the beginning of the second century of Christ, and was the first who undertook to
refrain the whole of this science, by establishing it upon a
new foundation. In this enterprise, the system he formed
is now well known to be erroneous; but the edifice he
erected lasted near 1400 years; and even at this time,
though it is entirely destroyed, his Almagest, considered
as the depository of ancient observations, is one of the most
precious monuments of antiquity. See ALMAGEST.

One of the most important discoveries of this astronomer
is that of the ejection of the moon (see EJECTION), which
he has affixed with so much exactness, that M. Le Place,
in opposition to the opinion of other writers, thinks it
sufficient to entitle him to the character of an accurate
observer; and that the charge which has been made against
him, of appropriating the discoveries of his predecessors,
is not well founded.

It may also be remarked, that Ptolemy has rendered great
services to geography, by collecting all the determinations
of the latitudes and longitudes of places then known; and
by his laying the foundation of the method of projections,
for the construction of geographical charts, which was but
little known before his time. In short, the various works
which he executed, upon a variety of subjects, are strong
proofs of a great and enlightened mind, and will always
inure to him a distinguished rank in the history of the sciences.

With the labours of this great astronomer ended the
splendour of the Alexandrian school, which had now subsisted
for more than five centuries, with as much credit to itself
as advantage to the sciences; but the successors of Hipparchus
and Ptolemy, contented themselves with commenting
on their works, without adding anything remarkable to their
discoveries. The knowledge of nature, which had hitherto
been cultivated with so much success, gave way to the
defloration of the Saracens, who were led by a
ferocious zeal to destroy the celebrated library of Alexandria,
which contained so many treasures of learning and genius.

By a singular turn, however, of human affairs, this people
became afterwards the protectors and cultivators of literature
and science, and were then fertile, that this frantic measure
had deprived them of the most precious fruits of their
victories.

The caliph Almanar first introduced a table for the
determination of the eclipses into his empire; and his grandsons, Almanon, who
successively reigned on his throne, rendered very important
improvements in astronomy. Having constructed proper instruments,
he made many accurate observations; and, among others,
determined the obliquity of the ecliptic to be 23°
35'. Under his auspices also, a degree of the meridian was
measured, a second time, in the plains of Singar, on the
shores of the Red Sea. About the same time, or at a somewhat
later period, Alfraganus likewise wrote a treatise on
astronomy; and hence the science began to be greatly cultivated
by the Arabsians; particularly by Alhazen, who gave
a new and improved theory of the sun, from which he derived
results that are much valued for their accuracy; and above all,
asserted directly the diminution of the eccentricity of the
ecliptic, as since demonstrated by the theory of gravity,
and by the secular equation of the moon. His work, intitled "The Science of the Stars," is still extant, and was
long esteemed by the Arabsians. But after his death,
when the Saracens had made many eminent astronomers, several centuries elapsing without producing any very valuable observations, excepting those of some eclipses, observed by Ibn Jum, astronomer to the caliph of Egypt, which serve to
shew the acceleration of the mean motion of the moon.

The Persians, who for a long time were of the same reli-
gion, and subjected to the same sovereigns with the Arabs,
began about the middle of the eleventh century, to throw
off the yoke of the caliphs; and at this period, their calendar
received, by the care of their astronomer, Omar Cheyam,
a new form, founded upon an ingenious intercalation, which
continued in making eight bissare years at the end of every
thirty-three common years. See BISSEXTILE. About the
same time, also, Holugh Hormouk, one of their sovereigns,
afforded the most considerable astronomers at Maragha,
where he continued a magnificent observatory, the care
of which was confided to Noghi-Eddin. But of all the
princes of this nation, the one who distinguished himself the
most, by his zeal for astronomy, was Ulugh Bugh, a grand-
on of the celebrated Tamerlane, who was a great proficient
in this science. He formed, from his own observations,
in Samarcand, the capital of his empire, a new catalogue
of the stars, and the belt tables of the sun and planets that
had been given before those of Tycho Brache. He also
determined, in 1437, with a quadrant 180 feet high, the
obliquity of the ecliptic, which he found equal to 23°
31'.

During this period, the greatest part of Europe was
enveloped in ignorance and barbarity; which would have
probably continued much longer, but for the settlement of
the Moors in Spain, who first introduced a taste for literature
and the sciences into this part of the world. The Arabs
by this means became our instructors, as the Egyptians
had been formerly of the Greeks; and, by a singular fatality,
the learning which they transmitted to us, has disappeared
among this people, as astronomy became neglected in the
temples of Egypt and Chaldea, in proportion to the progress
which it made in the school of Alexandria.

One of the first encouragers of learning in Europe was
Frederick II., who, about 1230, set about restoring some
decayed universities, and founding a new one at Vienna. He also caused the works of Aviriotle and Ptolemy's Al-
magest, to be translated into Latin; from which latter cir-
cumstances we may date the revival of astronomy in Europe.
Two years after this, John of Halifax, commonly known
by the name of Sacro Bosco, compiled from Ptolemy, Al-
fraganus, Alfraganus, and other Arabic astronomers, his
work "De Sphera," which continued in great estimation
for more than 300 years afterwards, and was honoured
with commentaries by Chavins and other learned men. Al-
phonius, king of Castile, may also be reckoned as one of
the most zealous encouragers and protectors of this science;
though, being but ill acquainted with the astronomers of that
time, the tables which he published were not found to answer
the great expence which attended them.

About the same period also Roger Bacon, an English
monk, besides many learned works of various kinds, wrote
several treatises on astronomy; after which but little pro-
gress was made in this science till the time of Purbach,
Regiomontanus, and Walther, who all flourished about the
end of the fourteenth century, and by their labours pre-
pared the way for the great discoveries which followed.

Regiomontanus, in particular, who was born at Koning-
sberg, a town of Franconia, in 1436, and whose proper
name was John Muller, rendered considerable services to
astronomy, not only by his observations and writings, but
by his trigonometrical tables of lines and tangents, which
he computed to a radius of 1,000,000 for every minute of
the quadrant, and by this means greatly facilitated astrono-
mical computations, which had now become both num-
orous and intricate. John Werner, who succeeded Walther
as astronomer at Nuremberg, is also deserving of notice,
as being the first who proposed the method of finding the
longitude
longitude at sea by observing the moon’s distance from the six and certain fixed stars, which is now so successfully practiced in the British navy.

Next after these was Nicholas Copernicus, the celebrated author of the old Pythagorean system of the world, which had been now for a thousand years the basis of all astronomy. He was born at Thorn, in Polish Prussia, in 1473, and having gone through a regular course of studies at Cracow, and afterwards at Rome, he was made by the interest of his uncle, who was bishop of Wormia, a canon of Trawemburg; in which peaceful retreat, after 36 years of observations and meditations, he established his theory of the motion of the earth, with such new and demonstrative arguments in its favour, that it has gradually prevailed from that time, and is now universally received by the learned throughout Europe.

This great man, however, had not the satisfaction of witnessed the success of his undertaking, being threatened by the persecution of religious bigots on the one side, and with an obstinate and violent opposition from those who called themselves philosophers on the other; it was not without the greatest solicitations that he could be prevailed upon to give up his papers to his friends, with permission to make them public; but from continued inquietudes of this kind, he at length compiled, and his book, “De Revolutionibus Orbium Caelestium,” after being suppressed for many years, was at length published, and a copy of it brought to him a few hours before his death. His disciple Rheticus, who has rendered great services to the mathematical sciences by his extensive tables of sines, tangents, and secants, to every ten seconds, was the first who adopted his ideas; but they made but little progress till towards the beginning of the 17th century.

In this interval, however, the science was not wholly neglected. Nonius in particular wrote several valuable treatises on Astronomy and Navigation, and invented some useful instruments, more accurate than those before known; one of these being the almanachal quadrant, on which he divided the degrees into minutes, by a number of concentric circles. Apian also, in 1540, wrote a book called the “Cerarian Astronomy,” in which he shews how to observe the places of the stars and planets by the astrolobe; to resolve astronomical problems by means of certain instruments, and to predict and calculate eclipses; and at the end of his work are added observations of five comets, one of which has been supposed to be the same, with that described by Heronius; and whose return was accordingly looked for in the year 1789, but it did not appear. Gemma Frisius, who lived about this time, is likewise deserving of notice, as being the first who recommended time-keepers for finding the longitude at sea.

The history of the science, about this epoch, also offers us a great number of excellent practical astronomers; one of the most illustrious of whom was William IV, landgrave of Helfe-Caffil, who built an observatory in that city, and furnished it with a number of the best instruments that could be obtained at that time, with which he made his own observations. He also attached to him the celebrated astronomers Rothman, and Julius Burgius, and with their help formed a catalogue of 450 stars with their latitudes and longitudes, adapted to the beginning of the year 1552. It was also from his preceding publications, that Tycho Brahe, one of the greatest observers that ever existed, procured the advantages that he enjoyed under Frederick II, king of Denmark.

This excellent Danish astronomer, who was born at Knaudtorg in the county of Schonen, in 1546, began to mani-

felt his taste for this science at the early age of 14. An eclipse of the sun which happened in 1560, first attracted his attention; and the judicious of the calculation which announced this phenomenon, inspired him with a strong desire of understanding the principles upon which it was founded. But meeting with some opposition from his tutor, and a part of his family, to these pursuits, which probably served only to incite him to them, he made a journey into Germany, where he formed connections, and entered into a correspondence with some of the most eminent astronomers of that country; particularly with the landgrave of Helfe, who received him in the most flattering manner, and recommended him to the notice of his sovereign. But remaining by this means better known, on his return to Denmark, Frederick II. gave him the little island of Hilla, at the entrance of the Baltic, where he built an observatory, under the name of Uraniborg, and in which, during a course of twenty years, he made a prodigious number of observations.

His tranquility, however, in this happy retreat was, at length interrupted; for soon after the death of Frederick, which happened in 1566, he was deprived, through the interpositions of some envious and malicious persons, of his pension and establishment, and was not even allowed to follow his pursuits at Copenhagen; a minister of that time, of the name of Wolheim, having forbid him to continue his observations. Happily, however, he found a powerful protector in the emperor Redolphus II., who ordered him to be properly provided for at his own expense, and gave him a commodious house at Prague. After residing in this city till the year 1601, he was taken off by a sudden death, in the midst of his labours, and at an age while he was yet capable of rendering great services to astronomy.

This great man, as is well known, was the inventor of a kind of Semi-Ptolemaic system of astronomy, that was afterwards called by his name, and of which he early endeavoured to establish instead of the Copernican or true system. But though he was not happy in this respect, he has been of great use to astronomy by his numerous observations and discoveries. Among other things he was well acquainted with the nature of refractions (see Refraction); and hence he was able to determine the places of a great number of the fixed stars, with an accuracy unknown to former times. He also proved, against the opinion which then prevailed, that the comets are higher than the moon (see Comet); and from his observations on this and the rest of the planets, the theories of their motions were afterwards corrected and improved, so that for these services he will always be celebrated and esteemed by astronomers.

Tycho Brahe, in the latter part of his life, had for his disciple and assistant the celebrated Kepler, who was born in 1571, at Wied in the duchy of Wurttemberg, and was one of those rare characters that appear in the world only at particular times, to prepare the way for new and important discoveries. Like his master Tycho, he appears to have attached himself to the science at a very early age; and if it be the privilege of genius to change received ideas, and to announce truths which had never before been discovered, he may fairly be considered as one of the greatest men that had yet appeared. Hipparchus, Ptolemy, Tycho Brahe, and even Copernicus himself, were indebted for a great part of these knowledge to the Egyptians, Chaldaeans, and Indians, who were their masters in this science; but Kepler, by his own talents and industry, has made discoveries of which no traces are to be found in the minds of antiquity.

The philosopher, the most useful to the sciences, is he who to a profound imagination unites a scrupulous judgment, and
and though ardently devious to elevate himself to the cause of the phenomena, is equally apprehensive that he may be mistaken in that which he administers to them. Kepler owed to nature the first of these advantages, and the second to Tycho Brahe, who perceived his genius, and advised him to abandon his attachment to the mysterious analogies of figures and numbers to which he was then addicted, and to attend more closely to facts and their conseqences. This appears to have had its proper effect, and Tycho dying a few years afterwards, Kepler was put in possession of his collection of observations, which he employed to the most useful purposes, having founded upon them three of the most important discoveries that have ever been made in natural philosophy.

It was an opposition of Mars, which determined him to occupy himself, in preference, upon the motion of this planet; and then strongly attached to the Ptolemaic system as modified by Tycho Brahe, as well as to the opinion which had hitherto been generally received, that all the celestial motions must be perfectly circular and uniform, he endeavoured, for a long time, to represent that of Mars according to this hypothesis. At length, however, after many trials of this kind which he has given in detail, in his treatise called "Stella Meris," he discovered that the orbit of Mars is an ellipse of which the sun is placed in one of the foci, and that the planet moves in it in such a manner, that the radius vector, or a line drawn from the centre of the sun to that of the planet, describes areas proportional to the times. This law he also soon afterwards extended to all the planets: and in 1626, he published, according to this theory, his Rudolphine Tables, which will be for ever memorable in astronomy, as being the first that were founded on the true laws of the planetary motions.

It is here worthy of remark, that without the speculations of the Greek mathematicians, upon the curves formed by the sections of a cone, it is hardly probable that we should yet have remained ignorant of some of the most curious and important laws of nature. The ellipse being one of these curves, its lengthened figure suggested to the mind of Kepler the idea that the planet Mars, whose orbit he had found to be more oval than circular, might possibly move in it; and soon after, by means of the numerous properties which the ancient geometers had discovered of the conic sections, he inferred himself of the truth of this hypothesis. The history of the sciences affords many examples of this kind of application of pure geometry, and of the advantages attending it; for every thing, in the immense chain of truths, is connected; and frequently a single observation of apparently trifling consequence, has led to a more intimate knowledge of nature, of which the phenomena are the mathematical results of a small number of invulnerable laws.

The perception of this truth was probably what first gave rise to the mysterious analogies of the Pythagoreans; and Kepler, who had indulged himself in referrings of this kind, was indebted to it for one of his most brilliant discoveries. Being persuaded that the mean distances of the planets from the sun ought to be conformable to these analogies, he compared them, for a long time, both with the properties of the five regular bodies, and with the notes of music. At length, after seventeen years of meditation and calculation, having had the idea of comparing them with the powers of the numbers by which they are expressed, he found that the squares of the times of the revolutions of the planets are to each other as the cubes of their mean distances from the sun; and that the same law applies equally to their satellites.

Astronomy is likewise indebted to Kepler for several other discoveries; which, though not equal to the former, are full of considerable importance. He believed that it was the attraction of the moon which caused the flux and reflux of the ocean; and he had so far an insight into the general law of gravitation, as to suspect, that the irregularities of the lunar motions were occasioned by the combined actions of the earth and the sun. In his work on Optics, he has also explained the mechanism of vision, which was before unknown; and in another performance, called "Stereometria Dolorium," he has presented several views on the nature of infinites, which had considerable influence on the revolution that geometry underwent about the end of the last century.

It is affecting to relate, that this great man, who may be considered as the founder of modern astronomy, had his last days embittered by the horrors of poverty and distress. A small pension, which was scarcely sufficient for his subsistence, was frequently withheld or unpaid; and the trouble and vexation which this occasioned him, obliterated his genius, and shortened his existence. He died on the 15th of November 1631, in the fifty-ninth year of his age, leaving nothing for his wife and family, but the glory of his name, and the fame he had so justly acquired; but as these were insufficient to relieve his own wants, they could afford but little comfort to a helpless wife, and her wretched offspring, whose indigence is laid to have been such that they had not even the common necessaries of life.

In the time of Kepler, there were not wanting several other considerable proficients in astronomy. Edward Wright, an Englishman, made several good meridian observations of the sun, with a quadrant of six feet radius, in the years 1594, 1595, and 1596, from which he improved the theory of the sun's motion, and computed his declination more accurately than had been done before. He also published, in 1599, an excellent work, entitled, "Certain Errors in Navigation discovered and detected," containing a new method of projecting maps and charts, which has commonly, though erroneously, been ascribed to Mercator. The science is also greatly indebted to baron Napier of Scotland, not only for his ever memorable invention of logarithms, which has so wonderfully facilitated the business of calculation, but for some excellent theorems and improvements in spherics. About this time, likewise, Bayer, a German, published his "Uranometria," or complete Celestial Atlas, containing the figures of all the constellations visible in Europe; into which he introduced the highly useful invention of marking the stars by their names, of the letters of the Greek alphabet, which renders them so easy to be referred to with distinctness and precision.

At the same time also, that Kepler, in Germany, was tracing the orbits of the planets, and setting the laws of their motions, Galileo (who was born at Pisa, in Italy, in 1564) was meditating upon the doctrine of motion in general, and investigating its principles; and from the admirable discoveries which he made in this branch of the physical-mechanical sciences, Newton and Huygens were afterwards enabled to derive the most brilliant and complete theories of all the planetary motions. About this period also, a fortunate accident produced the most marvellous instrument that human industry and sagacity could have ever hoped to discover; and which, by giving a far greater extension and precision to astronomical observations, shewed many irregularities and new phenomena, which had hitherto remained unknown.

This invention was that of the telescope, which was no sooner known to Galileo, than he set himself about to improve it; and the discoveries he was by this means enabled to make, were as new as they were surprising. The face of the moon appeared full of cavities and asperities, resembling valleys...
vallies and mountains. The sun, which had generally been considered as a globe of pure fire, was observed to be filled by a number of dark spots, which appeared on various parts of its surface. A great number of new stars were discovered in every part of the heavens; the planet Jupiter was found to be attended with four moons, which moved round him in the same manner that our moon moves round the earth; the phases of Venus appeared like those of the moon, as had before been concluded by Copernicus from his theory; and in short, most of the observations he made furnished new proofs of the truth of the Copernican system.

In publishing the discoveries which he had made with this new instrument, Galileo showed in the most incontrovertible manner, the annual and diurnal motion of the earth; which doctrine, however, was thought so alarming, that it was immediately declared heretical, by a congregation of cardinals, who were assembled upon the occasion; and its venerable author, one of the most virtuous and enlightened men of his age, was obliged to abjure, upon his knees, and in the most solemn manner, a truth, which nature and his own understanding had shown him to be incontrovertible. After this, he was condemned to perpetual imprisonment; from which, however, at the end of a year, he was enlarged, by the solicitations of the grand duke; but, that he might not withdraw himself from the power of the inquisition, he was forbidden to quit the territory of Florence, where he died in 1642; carrying with him the regrets of Europe, enlightened by his labours, and their indignation against the odious treatment which had treated him so unworthily. For the oath of abjuration, and further particulars of this transgression, see Bonnycaile's Altronymy, p. 101. 3d edit. and the article Galileo in this work.

The celebrated Harriot also, who has hitherto been known only as an algebrist, made, much about the same time, similar discoveries with those of Galileo, as appears by his papers not yet printed, which are in the possession of the earl of Egremont. Mr. Harriot, likewise, a young astronomer of great merit, about this time, deserves to be mentioned, on account of his observation of the transit of Venus over the sun's disk (see Transit), on the 24th of November 1639; which event he announced to his friend Mr. Crabtree; and these two together had the singular satisfaction of witnessing, for the first time, a phenomenon which had never before been seen by human eyes. Harriot had even formed a new theory of the moon, which is taken notice of by Newton; but his early death, which happened in the beginning of the year 1642, put a stop to his useful labours.

The discoveries of Huygens succeeded those of Kepler and Galileo; and few men have, perhaps, merited more of the sciences, by the importance and lucidity of his researches. Among other things, his happy application of the pendulum to clocks, is one of the most advantageous presents that was ever made to astronomy. He was also the first who found that the singular appearances of Saturn, are produced by a ring, by which the planet is surrounded; and his acuteness in observing it, led him to the discovery of one of its satellites. Geometry, mechanics, and optics, are also indebted to him for a great number of discoveries; and if this rare genius had had the idea of combining his theories on centrifugal forces, with his inquiries into the development of curves, and the laws of Kepler, he would have rivaled from Newton his theory of circular motions, and that of gravitation; but these are the things in which discoveries generally consist.

Next to Huygens, may be mentioned Hevelius, a burgomaster of Danzig, who rendered himself highly useful to astronomy by his numerous and immense labours: few observers having ever excelled who were more indefatigable. It is to be lamented, however, that he refused to make use of instruments with telescopic lights, an invention introduced about that time by the celebrated Dr. Hook, and which gave a precision to observations unknown to former astronomers. He even contempted their utility, and a warm dispute having arisen between him and Dr. Hook upon this subject, Dr. Halley, then a young man rising fast into fame and eminence, was sent to examine his instruments, which were found to be excellent of their kind. The two astronomers made several observations together, much to their satisfaction; and among them was one of an occultation of Jupiter by the moon, by which they determined the diameter of the latter to be 32° 33′.

About this epoch, astronomy began to be more generally cultivated and improved, in consequence of the establishment of several learned societies, which, by exciting a spirit of emulation and enterprise among their members, greatly contributed to the advancement of every branch of the mathematical and physical sciences. The chief of these were the Royal Society of London, and that of the Academy of Sciences of Paris; both of which have rendered great services to astronomy, as well by the eminent men they have produced, as by the zeal and ardour with which the science has constantly been promoted by them. One of the first effects produced by these establishments, was the great improvement of telescopes and other instruments, which had hitherto been too much neglected for want of proper encouragement. Huygens constructed a telescope of 123 feet; with which he long observed the moon and planets, and was the first that discovered Saturn's ring. The celebrated Cassini also employed instruments of this kind, of 200 and 300 feet focus, with which he saw the five satellites of Saturn, with its zones or belts, as well as the shadows of Jupiter's satellites passing over its body.

The length of refracting telescopes, however, was still a great inconvenience; to remedy which, as well as the great aberration of their rays, Mercurius is said to have first started the idea of making telescopes with reflectors, instead of lenses, in a letter to Descartes; and in 1663, James Gregory of Aberdeen, showed how such an instrument might be constructed. Newton, also, after spending some time on the construction of both these sorts of telescopes, discovered the great inconvenience which arises to refractors, from the different refrangibility of the rays of light, and therefore pursuing the other kind, he presented in the year 1672, to the Royal Society, two reflectors, with spherical specula, as he could not then contrive the means of giving them a parabolic figure. It is proper to observe, however, that the defects of refracting telescopes, arising from the different refrangibility of the rays of light, have since been completely obviated by the ingenious Mr. Dollond. See Achromatic Telescope.

Towards the latter part of the seventeenth century, and the beginning of the eighteenth, practical astronomy seems rather to have languished; but at the same time, the theoretical part was carried to the highest degree of perfection, by the immortal Newton in his "Principia," and by the astronomy of David Gregory. (See Newtonian Philosophy.) About this time also, clock and watch-work was greatly improved by Mr. Graham, who likewise constructed the old eight day clock mural, and, at the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, and the zenith sector of twenty-four feet radius, with which Dr. Bradley discovered the aberration of the fixed stars. (See Aberration.) The reflecting telescope of Gregory and Newton, was also greatly improved by Mr. Hadley; but who
who is still better known for his admirable invention of the reflecting quadrant or sector, now called by his name, and which is universally used at sea, and in all nice observations. Mr. Bird also, about the middle of the eighteenth century, rendered great services to astronomy, by his method of con- structing and dividing large astronomical instruments; which has since been carried to the greatest degree of perfection by the able hand of Mr. James Bradley, whose recent death will be long regretted by astronomers, and men of science in general. Reflecting telescopes were likewise not left improved by Mr. Short, who also first executed the divided object-glass micrometer, which had been proposed and described by M. Louiville and others.

Thus the astronomical improvements in the last century, have been chiefly owing to the greatest perfection of instruments, and to the establishment of regular observatories in various parts of Europe. Romer, a celebrated Danish astronomer, first made use of a meridian telescope; and by observing the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites, was led to the discovery of the motion of light, which he communicated to the academy of sciences at Paris, in 1675. Dr. Flamstead was also appointed the first astronomer royal at Greenwich, about the same time, where he observed all the celestial phenomena for more than forty-four years; and as the fruits of his labours, published a catalogue of 3000 stars, with their places, to the year 1688, as well as a new polar table, and a theory of the moon according to Huygens. Cassini, also, the first French astronomer royal, greatly distinguished himself by his numerous observations on the sun, moon, and planets, and by the improvements he made in the elements of their motions.

In 1719, Dr. Flamstead was succeeded by Dr. Halley, the friend of Newton, and a man of the first eminence in all the classes of literature and science, who had been for the early age of twenty-one, to the island of St. Helena, to observe the southern stars, a catalogue of which he published in 1679; and a few years afterwards he gave to the public, his "Synopsis Astronomiae Cometarum," in which he ventured to predict the return of a comet in 1758, or 1759. He was the first who discovered the acceleration of the moon’s mean motion; and is the author of a very ingenious method for finding her parallax, by three observed places of a polar eclipse: he also showed the use that might be made of the approaching transit of Venus, in 1761, in determining the distance of the sun from the earth; and recommended the method of determining the longitude by the moon’s distance from the sun and certain fixed stars, which has since been carried into execution at the instance of the present astronomer royal. Dr. Halley also compiled tables of the sun, moon, and planets, with which he compared the observations he made of the moon at Greenwich, amounting to near 1500, and noticed the differences. About this time, an attempt was made in France, to measure a degree of the earth, which was the occasion of a warm dispute concerning its figure. M. Cassini concluded, from the measurement of Picart, that it was an oblong spherical; but Newton, from a consideration of the laws of gravity, and the diurnal motion of the earth, had determined its figure to be that of an oblate spheroid, flattened at the poles, and protuberant at the equator. To determine this point, Louis XIV. ordered two degrees of the meridian to be extended, one under near the equator, and the other as near as possible to the pole, the result of which arduous undertaking was a confirmation of Newton’s investigation. Maff. Maupertuis, Clairaut, &c. were employed on the northern expedition; and Condamine, Bouguer, Don Ullon of Spia, &c. on the southern; who all fulfilled their commissions with great credit to themselves, and advantage to the sciences, making many observations besides those immediately connected with this subject. Among others, it was found, by those who went to the south, that the attraction of the great mountains of Peru had a sensible effect on the plumb lines of their large instruments, which afforded an experimental proof of the Newtonian doctrine of gravitation, that has since been completely verified by the observations of Dr. Maclaren, made on the mountain Schalulien in Scotland. See Attraction of Mountains.

On the death of Dr. Halley, in 1742, he was succeeded by Dr. Bradley, who has rendered himself highly celebrated by two of the finest discoveries that have ever been made in astronomy, the aberration of light and the nutation of the earth’s axis. Among other things, he also formed new and accurate tables of the motions of Jupiter’s satellites, as well as the most correct table of refractions yet extant. Also, with a large transit instrument, and a new mural quadrant of eight feet radius, constructed by Bird, in 1750, he made an immense number of observations, for setting the places of all the stars in the British catalogue, together with near 150 places of the moon, the greater part of which he compared with Mayer’s tables.

Dr. Bradley was succeeded in 1762, in his office of astronomer royal, by Mr. Bihis, but who, being in a declining state of health, died in 1755, and was succeeded by Nevil Macleay, D.D. the present astronomer royal, who has rendered considerable services to this science, by his publication of the "Nautical Almanac" the "Reprint of Tables," &c. and more particularly by the great affinity and zeal he has displayed in bringing the lunar method of determining the longitude at sea into general practice.

In the mean time, many other eminent mathematicians, both of our own, and other countries, were actively employed in endeavouring to promote the science of astronomy.

The theory of the moon was particularly considered by Mctt. Clairaut, d’Alemout, Euler, Simpson, Wollfheim, and Mayer; the latter of whom composed a set of lunar tables, for which, on account of their superior accuracy, he was rewarded with a premium of 3000, by the board of longitude, who brought them into use in the computation of the nautical ephemeris which was published by their order. Some very accurate tables of the satellites of Jupiter, were also composed from observations by Mr. Wargentin, an excellent Swedish astronomer, and which have since been corrected by the author, so as to render them superior to any yet published.

Among the French astronomers who have also contributed to the advancement of this science, we are particularly indebted to M. de la Caille for an excellent set of solar tables, in which he has made allowances for the attractions of Jupiter, Venus, and the Moon, as well as for the observations which he made at the cape of Good Hope, in concert with the most celebrated astronomers in Europe, in order to determine the parallax of the sun, moon, and the planet Mars; and for adjusting the places of the stars in the southern hemisphere, which he has done with great accuracy. In Italy also the science was cultivated with great success by S. Bianchini, Bofchovich, Frill, Munfredi, Zanotti, and others; and in Germany, by Euler, Mayer, Lamber, &c. &c.

Such was the state of astronomy when Dr. Herschel, by augmenting the powers of telescopes beyond the most fanciful expectations, opened a scene altogether unlooked for. By this indigatigeous observer we are made acquainted with a new primary planet belonging to our system, called the Georgium Sidus, attended by fix satellites, which he discovered on the 13th of March 1781, and which being at twice the
the distance of Saturn from the sun, has doubled the bounds formerly assigned to the solar system. We are also indebted to him for a variety of observations on several other interesting astronomical subjects; such as the discovery of two additional satellites to Saturn, of which the number is now seven; a new method of measuring the lunar mountains; the position of the planets on their parallaxes of the fixed stars; catalogues of double, triple, quadruple, &c.; of nebulae; and of the proper motion of the sun and solar system; the accounts of which, together with many other valuable papers, he has communicated from time to time in different parts of the Philosophical Transactions. While in this last year also another new planet has been discovered by M. D'Azzi of Palermo, between Mars and Jupiter, to which he has given the name of Ceres Ferdinandinia; and even the discovery of a third has been announced in some of the foreign journals, but for any regular account of this we must wait for further information. See Geographia Sinus, Ceris Ferdinandinia, and Pallasis.

It is with great pleasure we observe that at no former period has this science been cultivated with more ardour than it is at present, both in this and every other country in Europe. In France, the physico-mathematical part of the science has been greatly improved and extended by the celebrated M. de l'Isle, who, in his elaborate work, the "Mechanique Celeste," has investigated all the phenomena, which the attraction or universal gravitation of matter can produce on the forms and motions of the celestial bodies, by their mutual actions on each other. M. Lalande, the patriarch of astronomers, is also still indefatigable in his pursuits, and by the zeal he constantly manifests for the interests of this science, has greatly promoted the study of it in almost every quarter of the globe; but particularly in Germany, where M. von Zach is equally assiduous in forwarding its improvements. In all its collateral branches also we observe a degree of activity that has never been exceeded. New admissions of the earth have been undertaken both in this country and in France, which, from the great improvements of instruments, and the skill and industry of the observers, promise a greater accuracy in the results than could have been obtained by those who were formerly engaged in this undertaking. From the zeal and abilities of major Mudge, in particular, who is now employed by our government to make a trigonometrical survey of the country, we may expect the most accurate details on this subject that have ever yet been presented to the public.

We shall conclude by observing that there still remains a number of discoveries to be made in this science. We have not yet determined the times of rotation and the proper figures of some of the planets and their satellites; nor do we know with sufficient precision the masses of these bodies. The theory of their motions also consists in a series of approximations, of which the convergence depends both upon the perfection of instruments, and the progress of analysis, and which for that reason ought to acquire continually new degrees of exactness. Observations on the return of comets already observed, as well as on those which may hereafter appear, should likewise be made with great care, and particularly such as may entirely change their orbits, as it has been conjectured was the case, by the action of Jupiter on the one which appeared in 1770; as also such comets which the proximity, and even the shock of these bodies, may occasion to the planets and their satellites; such are the principal objects which should engage the attention of future observers.

For more particular accounts of the writings and authors on this science, the reader may consult Wiedler's "History of Astronomy," which is brought down to the year 1737, as also "Bally's History of Ancient and Modern Astronomy," Montucla's "Histoire des Mathématiques," and the sixth volume of Lalande's Astronomie. The more modern and popular works on the subject are numerous and well known; as those of Encke, Leverrier, Lalande, Benoy, &c.; in the latter of which, in particular, the elementary parts, and general outline of the science, are described with great perspicuity and elegance.

Astronomy is sometimes divided with respect to its different branches, into new and old. Astronomy, Ancient, is such as the art stood under Ptolemy and his followers, with all the apparatus of fields, orbs, epicycles, eccentricities, deferents, and epicycles; &c. Astronomy, Modern, is such as the art has been since Copernicus, by whom three fictitious machines were thrown out, and the constitution of the heavens reduced to more simple, natural, and certain principles.

In Ricciolus's Almagestum Novum, published in 1651, we have the several hypotheses of all the astronomers, ancient as well as modern.—And in Dr. Gregory's Elements of Astronomy Physica & Geometrica, in 1702, the whole modern astronomy, as founded on the discoveries of Copernicus, Kepler, and Sir Isaac Newton. The substance of the old astronomy is given by Tacquet; and of the new astronomy by Whiston, in his Prolegomena Astronomica, in 1717. Mercator's Institutiones Astronomiae, published in 1676, contains the whole doctrine, both according to the ancients and moderns; and Dr. Keill's Introduction to Ancient Astronomy, in 1718, comprehends the modern, to which might be added Vine's Astronomy, in 2 vols. 4to. 1800; and his Practical Astronomy, 4to. 1810.

Astrosopheticum, in Natural History, a name given by some authors to a species of star-fish, composed of a body, or central nucleus, surrounded in the manner of the scales of the common scallop, and parting into five principal rays, from each of which there issue several transverse processes, covered with a hairy down.

Astrorodia. See Asteria, and Starfish.

Astrroscope, in Astronomy, a kind of astronomical instrument, composed of two cones, on whose surface the constellations, with their stars, are delineated, by means of which the stars may easily be known.

The astrroscope is the invention of Wilh. Schukhard, formerly professor of mathematics at Tubingen, who published a treatise expressly on it, in 1678.

Astruscopía, from astartes, star, and -copía. I confess, the art of observing and examining the stars by means of telescopes, in order to discover their nature and properties.

Huygens improved this art considerably in his "Astronomica Compendiosa Tubi Optici, or the Compact Instrument," where he shows how to manage the largest glasses without help of a tube. See Telescope.

Astronomy, in Navigation, the places or positions of the stars in a theme of the heavens. Vital. Lex. Mather.
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and in 1702, bachelor of medicine. In the same year he published his dissertation "De motu fermentatii causis," which was soon followed by several controversial pieces on the manner in which the food is digested in the stomach, which he contended was effected by a peculiar heat, exciting fermentations; contrary to the opinion of Pictet, and other mechanical physicians, who attempted to prove that our food was triturated or ground to a pulp in the stomach by the action of the abdominal and other muscles, to which they gave a power equal to several thousand pounds weight. In 1710, he was made professor of anatomy and medicine at Toulouse. In 1716, he returned to Montpellier, where he was called to the professor's chair vacant by the death of Chatelain. In 1720, he published his treatise "De Hydrophobia," and in 1721 "Sur l'Origine des Maladies Epidemiques, principalement de la Pelle," in which he strongly supports the opinion that the plague is a contagious disease, in opposition to Chicanen and other writers, who then, as now, attempted to establish a contrary doctrine. He supposed there was some analogy between the poison of the plague and the venereal disease. He took an early and active part in the dispute between the faculty of medicine and the surgeons at Paris; and as he was well versed in the history of medicine, he showed that in early times the chirurges were examined by physicians previous to their being allowed to practice. In 1729, he was invited to Poland, and made physician to the king, Angoulus the second; but finding this place less favourable to his studies, he returned to France, and fixed himself at Paris; and in 1730, was appointed consulting physician to the king, and soon after, on the death of Geoffroy, professor of medicine in the Royal College at Paris, where the reputation he had previously acquired procured him a numerous and respectable auditory. 

In 1737, he published "Mémoires pour l'Histoire naturelle de Languedoc," in which a particular account is given of the mineral waters of Balaruc. In 1745, he published "Tractatus Pathologicus" and 1748, "Tractatus Therapeuticus," both in 8vo; which were in their time well received, but are superseded now by the adoption of new theories, in their turn to give way to subsequent speculations. In 1756, he published his principal work "De Morbis Veneris," which soon, and deservedly, raised his fame to the highest pitch of eminence. The work was eagerly received, and translated into all the modern languages; the learned in every country being devious of naturalising a production, containing the completest history, description, and mode of treating the disease that had appeared. In the first part, the author labours to shew, that the disease was new, and of a nature different from all others; that it was first imported into Europe by the Spaniards who attended Columbus in the discovery of America. This part has lately been controverted, and palliages from various early writers have been produced, that are palpably to point out the disease; a single symptom or two refuting some of those attending the lues veneris being obliquely noticed in them. He maintains mercury as the sole specific in the cure of the lues veneris, and of the different ways of administering it, prefers that by injection. The author soon after published "Doutes fur l'Isolation de la petite ve- role," propofed a la Faculte de Paris, but without his name; and in 1759, "Treatise des Tumours et des Ulcere," with two Lettres, 1. sur la composition des quelques remedes; et 2. sur la nature et le fieuces des nouveaux remedes qu'on propofe pour la guerison des maladies venereennes." 

In this work which has considerable merit, the author treats largely of hydaitis passed off by fluid and by vomiting, or found in the livers of persons who have died tabid. He is one of the first writers who denies his affect to the opinion that marks, dilatations, and mutilations of the bodies of infants, are occasioned by the imaginations of the mothers. In 1761, he published "Trapeze des Maladies des Femmes," 6 vol. 12mo.; this has been translated into English, as well as his "Art d'Aguacher, reduit a fewes principes;" the last work he lived to finish. The author had tried the effect of eicentia, he tells us, in cancer, but without advantage; and thinks its reputation for resolving felshish had arisen from inculvated glands of the breast which were taken for them, but were not felffus, having disappeared under its use. This opinion has been confirmed by later experience. On the whole, we find in this writer great marks of genius, as well as of labour and research, and he will be deservedly handed down to posterity as one who has contributed considerably to the improvement of the art of medicine. As early as the year 175, he was admitted member of the faculty of medicine at Paris; he was a constant attendant at their meetings, and a zealous protector of their privileges. With an active mind, he had the good fortune to enjoy a strong and vigorous constitution, which enabled him to continue his professional exertions until within a very small time of his death, which happened on the 5th of May 1756, at the age of 82 years. In the second volume of the author's treatise "De Morbis Veneris," he has given a catalogue of all the writers who had treated on the subject before him, with brief sketches of their lives, and analyses of their works. This part appears to have been executed with fidelity, and has afforded us useful and valuable materials in our labours, as has likewise a populous work of the author, his "Memoires pour servir a l'Histoire de la Faculte du Medicin de Montpellier," published by Lorry in 1757, in 4to, and enriched with a beautiful coloured portrait of the author, and an account of his life. Hall, Bibl. Med. & Chirur. Lorry Eloge Ht. de M. Atrone. One very singular work little noticed, and perhaps little deserving notice, as founded solely on speculation and conjecture, was his "Conjectures fur les memoires originaux dont il paroit que Mois: se feri pour compro mer le livre de Geno," Bruxelles, 1759. It does not appear that the works of this celebrated writer were ever collected and published together; but they are certainly deserving that attention. 

ASTRUM, or ASTRON, in Afternoon, a constellation or assemblage of stars. In which sense it is distinguished from ater, which denotes a single star.

Some apply the term, in a more particular sense, to the Great Dog; or rather to the great bright star in his mouth. Vital.

ASTRUM, in Ancient Geography, the name of a large town of the Peloponnesus, in the Argolid.

ASTRUSINO, in Geography, a mountain of Italy, famous for its baths.

ASTROP, a town of Germany, in the circle of Wolphahl, and bishiriph of Ofinbarg, four miles north of Olmibarg.

ASTURA, in Ancient Geography, a river of Italy, and also an island, according to Pliny.—Cicero had a villa of this name near the sea, within view of Circus and Atrium, whither he retired, with his brother and nephew, when he first received at his Tufculan villa the news of the proscription in which they were included, and whence they proposed to transport themselves directly out of the reach of their enemies. Here Cicero is found a vessel ready for him, in which he immediately embarked; but the winds being adverse, he was obliged to land at Circus, near which he spent a night, in great anxiety and irresolution. The question
uestion upon which he deliberated was, what course he should take; and whether he should fly to Brutus or to Cassius, or to S. Pompéius; but, after all his deliberations, none of them pleased him so much as the expedient of dying; so that, as Plutarch says, he had some thoughts of returning to the city, and killing himself in Caesar's house; in order to leave the guilt and curse of his blood upon Caesar's perfidy and ingratitude; but the importunity of his servants induced him to fail forwards to Cæsars, where he landed to repose himself in his Roman villa, about a mile from the coast; "weary of life and the sea, and declaring that he would die in that country which he had often sav'd." Hither he was pursued by the soldiers that were sent in quest of him; and though he fled into the woods, he was overtaken and put to death. Middleton's Cicerio, vol. ii. p. 405.

**ASTURIA.** in Geography, a good harbour on the south-west coast of Italy; about twelve or fourteen leagues south-east from the mouth of the Tiber, at the bottom of a bay east from port Neptune, and nearly east from mount Cerreci.

**ASTURAGAMICOS,** a lake of Lower Canada, eighty-one leagues north-east of Quebec. N. lat. 52° 25'. W. long. 67° 25'.

**ASTURIA,** in Ancient Geography, a kingdom of Spain, subdued by the Roman emperor Augustus, after the people had long resisted, in connection with the Cantabrians, repeated attempts to reduce them under the Roman yoke. But at length the dilfera of famine was fo great, that they determined to surrender; upon which the Cantabrians, who, desperate as their situation was, were resolved to renew their efforts, fell upon them, and compelled 10,000 of them to seek an asylum in the Roman intrenchments. Tiberius, however, refused to admit them into the camp; so that despairing of relief, some fell upon their own fwords, others threw themselves into the flames which they had kindled for this purpose; and others dispatched themselves by poison. The surviving Asturians collected all their strength against the next campaign; but the utmost efforts of their valour and despair proved fruitless. Weakened by repeated defeats, they were under the necessity of submitting to the Roman power, till the subversion of that empire by the Goths. In the beginning of the eighth century Don Pelayo restored the Spanish monarchy in the Asturias, the capital of the Asturians, was, in ancient times, the famous "Colonia Augusta," mentioned by Pline. This place divided the Astures into Augubiani and Transmountani. The seventh Roman legion, intitled "Augubilia Gemina," was settled between the Asturias sea and the capital of this district, called "Asturia Augusta," now Astorga. The country derives its name from the river Astura, and is now denominated "Asturias." It was formerly celebrated by the poets for the gold it produced.

**ASTURIAS,** in Geography, the ancient Asturias, a province of Spain, about forty-eight leagues long, and eighteen broad; bounded on the east by Biscay, on the south by Old Castile and Leon, on the west by Galicia, and on the north by the bay of Biscay. It is usually divided into two parts or districts called Asturia of Oviedo, and Asturia of Santillane; and hence it derives its plural name Asturias. The country is generally mountainous and rugged; and towards the south are the mountains which branch from the Pyrenees, and separate it from Old Castile and Leon; these are covered with extensive forests. The soil, however, produces a sufficiency of corn, great quantities of fruit, and excellent wine. Its horses are in great esteem, and maintain their reputation from the time of the Romans, who preferred them to all the other horses in Spain. The inhabitants, who value themselves even at this day on the purity of their blood, and their descent from the ancient Goths, are poor, but honest, generous, brave, and laborious. The principal towns are Oviedo, Santillane, and San Andero. The eldest son of the king of Spain takes the title of the prince of Asturias, and holds the arms of the country.

**ASTURICANI,** in Ancient Geography, a people of Asticio Sarmatian. Ptolemy.

**ASTURASPES,** a name formerly given to a river of Abythinia, now called Markos. It is one of the rivers represented by the ancients as forming the island of Meroe.

**ASTYAGES,** in Biography, king of the Medes, was the son of Cyaxares, according to Herodotus (i. e. 72.) and Pausanias (i. e. 10. p. 398.) and began his reign, according to Blair's tables, in the year 585 B.C. Sir Isaac Newton (Chron. apud Oper. t. v. p. 222.) says, that Herodotus, followed by Pausanias, has inserted the order of the kings Astyages and Cyaxares; making Cyaxares to be the son and successor of Phraortes, and the father and predecessor of Astyages, the father of Mandane, and grandfather of Cyrus. Considering, he adds, that Cyaxares reigned long, and that no author mentions more kings of Media than one, called Astyages; and that Eschylus, who lived in those days, knew but of two great monarchs of Media and Peria, the father and the son, older than Cyrus, he concludes, that Astyages, the father of Mandane, and grandfather of Cyrus, was the father and predecessor of Cyaxares; and that the son and successor of Cyaxares, was called Darius. Accordingly, he says, that Astyages began his reign at the death of Phraortes, who was slain by the Astyrians in the year of Nabonassar III., or 657 B.C., and reigned 26 years. According to Herodotus, Astyages married his daughter to a Persian nobleman named Cambyses. During her pregnancy he had a dream,signifying that the child that was to be born should rule over all Asia. This prediction alarmed him; and he determined to destroy the child. Harpagus, who was employed for this purpose, disobeyed the royal command, and intruded the nurture and education of the infant Cyrus with one of the king's women. When Cyrus was ten years old, Astyages discovered the fraud, and caused the only son of Harpagus to be killed, and his flesh to be served up to him in a banquet. Harpagus for some time dissembled his indignation at this act of barbarity, but waiting a favorable opportunity of revenge, he called Cyrus, arrived at manhood, from Persia, whither he had been sent to his real parents, and afflicted him to revolt against his grandfather. Astyages was defeated; and caused the Magi, who had led him to imagine that the danger apprehended from his son's revolt was at an end, to be all impaled. In a second engagement he was defeated and made prisoner: upon which he was deposed by Cyrus, after having reigned 35 years, and the Medes were subjected to the Persians. Astyages was confined to his palace, but suffered to close his life by a natural death. Xenophon, in his "Cyropedia," a work which the best critics have considered more as a fiction than a true history, represents Cyrus as having been openly educated at the court of his grandfather Astyages, who retained the crown till his death, and was succeeded by his son Cyaxares II. Astyages has been reckoned by some the "Athalierus" of scripture. Anc. Un. Hist. vol. iv. p. 23. See Media, and Persia.

**ASTYANAX,** in Ancient History, the only son of Hector and Andromache. Calchas, the foothsayer, predicted,
 prudent, that if he lived to manhood, he would be more valiant than his father, and avenge his death. It was therefore determined to dispatch him in his minority. Andromache took pains for concealing him; but, it is said, that Ulysses discovered him, and precipitated him from the top of the Trojan walls. The death of Atyanaus is the principal subject of Euripides' tragedy of the Trojans.

ASTYROMI, in Ancient Geography, were magistrates at Athens who had the inspection of the frits, and also of players on instruments and buffoons. They were ten in number, and corresponded to the plebeian ediles of Rome. See AGORANCEIS.

ASTYPALEA, in Ancient Geography, an island of Achaia, in the Cretan sea, where, according to Cicero (De Nat. Deor. L. iii. c. 180), divine honours were rendered to Achilles. Steph. Byz. says, that this island, one of the Cyclades, was called Pyrrha when the Carians possessed it, and afterwards Pyrrha. Its name Astypalæa, in its proper signification, means the ancient city, and is said to be derived from that of the daughter of Phoenix and Piramde, father of Eurydice, and beloved by Neptune, by whom he had Aneaus, who reigned over the people named Lelegi. Pan. F. vii. c. 4. It was also called Theontrapeza, i.e. the table of the gods, because its soil is fertile, and almost emerald with flowers. It now bears the name of STAMFALIA.—Also, a town of the island of Cos. Strabo. —Allo, a promontory of Afa Minor, in Caria, in the territory of Mindus. Strabo. —Allo, a town of the island of Samos.

ASTYRA, or ASTYEY, a town of Eolis; but it no longer subsisted in the time of Pliny.—Allo, a village of Afa Minor, in the Troades, near mount Ida, in the vicinity of which was a grove consecrated to Diana Atyanalæ. —Allo, a town of Pheneia, in the neighbourhood of the isle of Rhodes, Steph. Byz.

ASTYRON, a town of Illyria, built by the Argonauts.


ASUCAY BAY, in Geography, lies on the south part of the gulf of Sofala, on the S. E. coast of Africa, in the Indian ocean.

ASUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of the island of Crete (Phaestus), the Asoi of Steph. Byz. whence Jupiter derived the appellation of Afais.

ASUM, or OFSUN, in Geography, a town of Africa, on the sea-coast of the kingdom of Addi.

ASUMATZ, a town of Walachia, eight miles east of Bucharest.

ASWAD, a town of Arabia, 28 miles south of Saude.

ASYLA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in the country of the Turdetani. Ptol.EMY.

ASYLUM, a sanctuary or place of refuge, where a criminal who fleths himself is deemed inviolable, and not to be touched by any officer of justice.

The word is compounded of the privative particle σα, and σιλαμ, I hurt; because no person could be taken out of an asylum without facility.

The first asylum was established at Athens, by the descendants of Hercules, to shelter themselves from the fury of his enemies; to serve as a refuge for children who fled from the ill treatment of their parents, and, as some have said, to be a sanctuary for suppliants in general. This is said by Stat. Theb. xii. and Servius, in Aenid viii. to have been the first asylum; others suppose that it was first built at Thebes by Cadmus, for the reception of all criminals. Paul. I. vii. Εν. i. i. v. 112. Eurip. Hecla, v. 146. In imitation of the asylum of Cadmus, Romulus established one between the two groves on the Capitoline mount, which was free of access to all criminals. The oracle of Delphos, according to Plutarch, sanctioned this political establishment of Romulus with its approbation. When Romulus enlarged his new city, which by this policy was flocked with inhabitants, the asylum was included within the walls, and those who fled to it, being brought under some regulations, became citizens of Rome. Plut. in Rom. I. c. 19. Dion. Hal. i. ii.

The temples, altars, statues, and tombs of heroes, were, anciently, the ordinary retreat of those who found themselves aggrieved by the rigour of the laws, or oppressed by the violence of tyrants; but temples were held the most sacred and inviolable refuge. It was feared, that the gods took upon them to punish the criminal who thus threw himself upon them; and that it would be a great impolicy in man to take vengeance out of the hands of the immortal.

The Israelites had their cities of refuge, which were of God's own appointment; where the guilty, who had not committed any deliberate crime, found safety and protection. As to the heathens, they allowed refuge and impunity even to the vilest and most flagrant offenders, came out of superstition, and others for the sake of populating their cities; and it was by this means, and with such inhabitants, that Thebes, Athens, and Rome, were first florked. We even read of asylums at Lyons and Vienna, among the ancient Gauls; and there are some cities in Germany which still preserve the ancient right of asylum.

Hence, on the medals of several ancient cities, particularly in Syria, we meet with the inscription δισιωσι, to which is added, ΕΠΑΙ. This quality of asylum was given them, according to M. Spanheim, in regard to their temples, and of the gods revered by them.

The same privileges have also been given to deities: thus Diana of Ephesus is called άσυλος. Add, that the camp, formed by Romulus and Remus, was called asylum, and afterwards became a city, in which was a temple erected to the god Asylon. Ας ιωας. It appears from Plautus (Mol. i. 2.), that slaves had particular asylums: such was the temple at Athens; or the tomb of Thelcus: because he never refused to avenge the oppreied, and to succour the wretched. The temple of Diana at Ephesus was an asylum for debtors. In process of time, asylums were so multiplied, that it became necessary to regulate and reform them, in the reign of Tiberius; as we are informed by Tacitus (An. i. 50), and Suetonius (Tiber. c. 37.) says, they were utterly abolished.

The emperors Honorius and Theodosius granting the like immunities to churches, the bishops and monks laid hold of a certain tract or territory, without which they fixed the bounds of the secular jurisdiction: and so well did they manage their privileges, that convents, in a little time, became next akin to fortresses, where the most notorious villains were in safety, and braved the power of the magistrate.

These privileges, at length, were extended not only to the churches and church-yards, but also to the bishops' houses, whence the criminal could not be removed without a legal assurance of life, and an entire remission of the crime. The reason of the extension was, that they might not be obliged to live at ease in the churches, &c. where several of the occasions of life could not be decently performed.

But, at length these asyla, or sanctuaries, were also stripped of most of their immunities, because they served to make guilt and libertinism more bold and daring. In England,
ASYMmetry, derived from the privative α, συν, διά, and ἀφθονός, q. d. without measure, a want of proportion, or correspondence between the parts of a thing. See Symmetry.

In Mathematics, the word is more particularly used for what we more usually call incommensurability; which is when between two quantities there is no common measure: as between the side and diagonal of a square. In numbers, for roots, as \( a^{'} \), \( b^{'} \), &c. are incommensurable to rational numbers.

ASYMPTOTE, in Geometry, a line which continually approaches nearer and nearer to another; yet will never meet with it, though indefinitely produced.

The word is compounded of the privative α, συν, διά, and ἀφθονός, from αφθονός, I fail; q. d. incommensurable, or which never meet. Some Latin authors call these lines inæqua.

Bortius enumerates divers sorts of asymptote; some straight, others curves; some convex, others concave, &c. and farther, proposes an instrument for determining them. Though, in rhetoric, the term asymptote is appropriated to right lines. Asymptotes, then, are property right lines, which approach nearer and nearer to some curve, of which they are said to be the asymptotes; but which, though they and their curve were indefinitely continued, would never meet: consequently asymptotes may be conceived as tangents to their curvatures at an infinite distance. Two curves are also said to be asymptotic, when they thus continually approach, without a possibility of meeting. Thus two parabolas, whose axes are in the same right line, are asymptotic to one another.

Of lines of the second kind, or curves of the first kind, that is, the conic sections, only the hyperbola has asymptotes, which are two in number, the properties of which have been long ago demonstrated by Apollonius Pergaeus.

All curves of the second kind have at least one asymptote; but they may have three; and all curves of the fourth kind may have four asymptotes.

The conchoid, cissoid, and logarithmic curve, though not reputed geometrical curves, have each also one asymptote.

The nature of asymptotes will be easily conceived from the notion of the asymptote of a conchoid. Suppose MAM, &c. (Plate Analysis, fig. 1.) to be a part of a conchoid, C its pole, and the right line BD, so drawn that the parts QA, EA, OM, &c. of right lines drawn from the pole C, are equal to each other; then will the line BD be an asymptote of the curve; because the perpendicular ML, &c. is shorter than MO, and MR than MQ, &c. so that the two lines continually approach; yet the points M, &c. and K, &c. can never coincide, since there is still a portion of a line to keep them alman; which portion of a line is infinitely divisible, and consequently must be diminished infinitely before it becomes nothing.

ASYMPTOTES of the HYPERBOLA are thus described. Suppose a right line DE (Plate I. Conics, fig. 2.) drawn through the vertex A of the hyperbola, parallel to the ordinate EM, and equal to the conjugate axis, viz. the part DA, or AE, equal to the semi-axis: then, two right lines drawn from the centre C of the hyperbola through the points D and E, viz. the right lines CF and CG, are asymptotes of the curve. The parts of any right line, lying between the curve of the common hyperbola and its asymptotes, are equal to one another on both sides, that is \( mf = MR \). Thus also, in hyperbolas of the second kind, if a right line be drawn, intersecting the curve and its three asymptotes in three points, the sum of the two parts of that right line extended in the same direction from any two of the asymptotes to two points of the curve, is equal to the third point which extends in the contrary direction from the third asymptote to the third point of the curve.

If the hyperbola \( G M K \) (fig. 12. N. 2.) be of any kind whose nature with regard to the curve, and its asymptotes, is expressed by this general equation \( x^2 = a^2 - y^2 \), and the right line PM be drawn anywhere parallel to the asymptote CM, and the parallelogram PMGM be completed, this parallelogram is to the hyperbolic space \( PMGB \), contained under the determinate base PM, the curve of the hyperbola \( G M \) infinitely turned towards \( G \), and the part PB of the asymptote indefinitely continued the same way, as \( m - a \) is to \( n \), and \( m - b \) will be greater than \( m \), the said space is finite and quadrable; but when \( m = a \), it will be in the common hyperbola, the ratio of the foregoing parallelogram to that space is \( m + a \) to \( m + n \); that it is infinitely the greater, and cannot be obtained; and when \( m \) is less than \( a \), \( m - m - n \) will be negative, and the greater parallelogram will be to the space a negative number to a positive one, and the said space is called by Dr. Wallis more than infinite. See Hyperbola.

ASYMPTOTE of a Logarithmic Curve. If MS (fig. 33.) be the logarithmic curve, PR an asymptote, PT the tangent, and MP an ordinate; then will the indeterminate space RPMS = PM X PT; and th'o did, generated by the rotation of this curve about the asymptote VP, will be half of a cylinder whose altitude is equal to the length of the subtangent, and the semidiameter of the base equal to the ordinate VQ. See Logarithmic.

ASYMPTOTES, are by some distinguished into various orders. An asymptote is said to be of the first order, when it coincides with the base of the curvilinear figure; of the second order, when it is a right line parallel to the base: of the third order, when it is a right line oblique to the base; of the fourth order, when it is a common parabola, that has its axis perpendicular to the base: and, in general, of the order \( n + 2 \), when it is a parabola, the ordinate of which is always as a power of the base, whose exponent is \( n \). The asymptote is oblique to the base, when the ratio of the first fluxion of the ordinate to the fluxion of the base, approaches to an assemblable ratio, as its limit; but it is parallel to the base, or coincides with it, when this limit is not assemblable.

The determination of the asymptotes of curves, is a curious part of the higher geometry. M. de Fontenelle has given several theorems relating to this subject, in his "Geometrie de l'Hirnfin." See also Stirling's "Linea tertii Ordinis," Pref. vi. where the subject of asymptotes is elaborately discussed, and Cramer, "Introduction à l'Analyse des Lignes courbes," art. 145, &c. in which is given an excellent theory of geometrical lines and their branches. The subject is also treated accurately by Mr. Macaulay, in his Fluxions, book i. ch. 10, where he has been careful to avoid the modern paradoxes concerning infinites and infinitesimals. The areas bounded by curves, and their asymptotes, that is indefinitely extended, sometimes have limits which they may approach, so as to differ less from those limits than by any given quantity. This happens in hyperbolas of all kinds, except the 8th, or Apollonian. The same is also true of the area, contained between the logarithmic curve and its asymptote, See hyperbolic curve. Those who do not try to support the curve and its asymptote to be indefinitely produced, say, that the infinitely extended area becomes equal to \( 1/4 \).

The asymptotes are in the common or Apollonian hyperbola, and in many other curves, has no limit; and it is said to say, there are arcs infinitely great; by which, however, no more is meant, than that the curve, and its asymptote,
asymptote, may be extended, till the space comprehended between them exceeds any given magnitude. Some authors, and Dr. Wallis among the rest, have talked of some of these areas, as if they were more than infinite. This happened from an analogy they imagined between positive, nothing, and negative, and what is finite, infinite, and more than infinite. See Hyperbola.

Solids generated by hyperbolic areas, revolving about their asymptotes, have sometimes also their limits; and sometimes they may be produced, till they exceed any given fold. See art. 327, 329. of the above mentioned author. When a curve, and its asymptote, are supposed to be produced infinitely, and the area, comprised between them, to revolve about the asymptote, the surface generated will be finite or infinite, according as the area of the generating figure is finite or infinite.

For the asymptotes of curves, described by the intersections of right lines revolving about given poles, see Mr. Mac- laurin's Fluxions, art. 313. seq.

ASYMPTOTES, Parabolic. See Parabolic Asymptote.

ASYMPTOTIC Spaces. See Hyperbola.

ASYNDETION, derived from the privativa e, and evades. I find together, a figure in Grammar, implying an omission of words, or a defect of those particles that connect the members of a sentence with one another. The want of such particles represents either the celerity of an action, or the haste and eagerness of the speaker. As, in the instance, "veni, vidi, vici," "I came, I saw, I conquered," in which Caesar expresses his conquest of Pharnaces (Suet. in vit. c. 57.); where the copulative e, and, is omitted; or in that of Cicero concerning Catiline, "abit, execut, evadit, erupit," "he is gone, departed, escaped, broke out," or in that verse of Virgil, "Perte eitl flammas, date vela, impellite remos."

This concise mode of speaking adds a considerable emphasis to an expression; and, by bringing the several parts of a subject nearer together, affects the mind with greater force. Thus Cicero (pro Mur. c. 20.) sets Cato's character in a very strong and beautiful light by the use of this figure. "Nature itself has made you a great and excellent man for integrity, gravity, temperance, magnanimity, justice, in a word, for all virtues."

Asyndeton stands opposed to polysyndeton, where the copulatives are multiplied.

ASYNT Point, or Row Steer, in Geography, a cape on the west coast of Scotland, in the county of Sutherland. N. lat. 58° 15'. Long. 1° 58' W. Edinburgh.

ASYPHUS, in Ancient Geography, a mountain of Africa, in the Marmaric. Poloteny.

ATA, or Atatscha, in Geography, a rivulet of Peria, in the province of Schirwan, serving as a boundary to some of the districts into which it was divided.

ATABULL, in Ancient Geography, a people of Africa, placed by Phiny in the small island of Merrie.

ATABULUS, in Physiology, a kind of wind in Apulia, of a dry pinching quality, and very noxious in its effects.

The ancient naturalists speak of the atabuls in terms of horror, on account of the ravage it made among the fruits of the earth, which it fecordered, or withered up.

ATABYRON, in Geography, the name of a mountain in the island of Rhodes, whereas the island itself was denomina
ted Atalyria. The name is supposed to have been derived from Phrenia, where Atabyr denoted a place of good pafs, and it was applied to the Tainos of scripture, belonging to the tribe of Zabulon. On this mountain was situated a temple of Jupiter, hence called Atalyria, much celebrated by heathen historians and poets. Here, fabulous report lays, brazen oxen announced by their bellowings any approaching calamity. The table is explained by supposing that the priests of this temple pretended to be endowed with the spirit of prophecy. Also, a mountain of Sicily, so called on account of a temple of Jupiter Atabryrus, and of Minerva, that was erected on its summit. Also, a town of Phoenicia, according to Step. Byz.: or of Cadyfisia, according to Polybius.

ATACAMA, in Geography. See ATACAMA.

ATACINI, in Ancient Geography, a people of Europe, in Gaul, who inhabited the banks of the Atax (Aude), whence their name, near the Velese Tectofates, and north of the Sardeni. Their capital was Narbo.


ATAHUALPA, in Biography, the son of Huana Capae, by the daughter of the sovereign of Quito, was appointed by his father, when he died in 1529, his successor in the kingdom of Quito; the rest of his dominions being bequeathed by him to Huascar, his elder son by a mother of the royal race. The designation of Huana Capae concerning the succession, excited general dissifcult at Cuzco; and Huascar, encouraged by his subjects, required his brother to renounce the government of Quito, and to acknowledge him as his lawful superior. Atahualpa, having secured in his interest a large body of troops which had accompanied his father to Quito, and which formed the flower of the Peruvian warriors, first eluded his brother's demand, and then marched against him in hostile array. This contest between the brothers involved Peru in a civil war, which terminated in the defeat and captivity of Huascar, and in the extermination of the royal race by the murder of all the children of the sun, as the descendants of Manco Capac were denominate, whom Atahualpa could feize either by force or stratagem. At this time Pizarro, the Spanish adventurer, arrived in Peru; and being solicited by messengers deputed by Huascar, to aid him in subduing his brother, who was represented as a rebel and an usurper, he directed his course towards Caxamalca, a small town at the distance of twelve days march from St. Michael, where Atahualpa was encamped, with a considerable body of troops. The reigning inca dispatched a messenger to Pizarro, as he was advancing, with a valuable present, offering his alliance, and assuring him of a friendly reception at Caxamalca. Pizarro, on his part, returned professions of regard, and a declaration that he was now advancing, as the ambassador of a very powerful monarch, with an intention to offer Atahualpa aid against those enemies who disputed his title to the throne. This pacific and friendly declaration removed the inca's fears; and Pizarro was allowed to march, without interruption, to Caxamalca; in his approaches to which he received renewed professions of friendship from Atahualpa, and additional presents. The peridious Spaniard determined to avail himself of the unsuspecting simplicity with which Atahualpa relied on his professions, and to seize his person during the interview to which he had invited him. Accordingly he made preparations for this purpose; and as the inca drew near the Spanish quarters, with a numerous and splendid train, the friar Valverde advanced to meet him, with a crucifix in one hand, and a brevity in the other; and in a long discourse explained to him the doctrines of religion, and the authority of the pope, eluding his harangue with a requisition, that the inca would embrace the Christian faith, acknowledge the supreme jurisdiction of the pope, and submit to the king of Castile as his lawful sovereign. This requisition was enforced by promises of protection, if he complied, and by threats of vengeance if he refused to obey the summons. The inca hesitated and demurred; he pleading
his right to empire by hereditary succession; he expressed his forbearance that a foreign priest should dispose of territories which did not belong to him, and without the consent of the rightful proprietor; and he professed that he had no inclination to renounce the religious institutions established by his ancestors, and that he could not abandon the service of the True, the immortal divinity whom he and his people revered, in order to worship the god of the Spaniards, who was subject to death. As to other matters, which he had never heard before, and the meaning of which he did not now understand, he desired to know where the priest had learned such extraordinary things: "in this book," replied Valverde, reaching out to him his breviary. The inca eagerly opened it, and turning over the leaves, lifted it to his ear; "this," says he, "is silent; it tells me nothing:" and he threw it with disdain to the ground. The enraged monk exclaimed to his countrymen; "to arms, Christians, to arms; the word of God is insulted; avenge this profanation on those impious dogs." The farce being now completed, the Spaniards rushed upon the innocent Peruvians, incautiously many of them without mercy, and seized the persons of the inca himself, who was detained in captivity. The dejected prince, anxious to regain his liberty, professed a repentance, and such was the amount of it, that the Spaniards themselves were astonished, even after all they knew concerning the opulence of his kingdom. The apartment in which he was confined was twenty-two feet long, and fifteen broad; and the captive monarch professed to fill it with vellums of gold as high as he could reach. Pizarro cloathed with the allying process, and a line was drawn upon the walls of the chamber to mark the stipulated height to which the treasure was to rise. When this immense mass was nearly collected by the faithful attachment and active zeal of his subjects, the inca was allowed to exercise to his own safety the life of his captive brother Huascar; but though the Spaniards divided among them the rich spoil of Peru, the inca was continued in confinement. He now became an object of contention between the Fields of Pizarro, and those that were newly arrived under Almagro; and the latter demanded his life, that there might be no pretext of inequality in sharing the future plunder of Peru, under the notion of its being the inca's ransom. Pizarro at length concurred to sacrifice the inca; and after a mock trial, Atahuallpa was found guilty, and condemned to be burnt alive. Friar Valverde professed the authority of his sacred function to confirm this sentence, and by his signature warranted it to be just. Atonished at his fate, Atahuallpa endeavoured to avert it by tears, promises, and by entreaties that he might be sent to Spain, where a monarch would be the arbiter of his life. Pizarro was uncertain; and the inca was led to execution. Valverde attended him, and attempted to convert him to embrace the Christian faith, by a promise of procuring a mitigation of his punishment. The dread of a cruel death, at length, extirpated from the trembling victim a desire of receiving baptism. The ceremony was performed; and Atahuallpa, instead of being burnt, was strangled at the stake. This event happened A.D. 1533; and thus terminated the life and reign of the last inca of Peru. Robertson's Hist. Amer. vol. iii. p. 29-57.

ATAJA, in Ichthyology, a name given by some writers to a species of Sciaena, observed by Forliak. It is an inhabitant of the Red Sea.

ATAIR, in Astronom. See ALCAIR.

ATAKKENTI, in Geography, a town of Asia Minor, in the province of Natoth, forty-four miles north-west of Ergez.

ATALA, a small town of Sicily, in the valley of De-
ATE

the ancient peninsula Merœ. The Darœina Arabs, who contently live in tents, bear a mortal enmity to all who inhabit villages, and, as occasion offered, have laid waste the greatest part of Athens. The strength of Teaws, says Bruce, was about twenty-five hoes, of which about ten were armed with coats of mail; and they had about a dozen firelocks. The rest of the inhabitants might amount to 1200 men, naked, miserable and despicable Arabs, like the rest of those that live in villages, who are much inferior to the Arabs that dwell in tents. In this desert and poor country, it is not to be expected that trade of any kind should flourish; but there is a miserable manufacture of coarse woolen cloths, of the size of large towels, sufficient to go round the middle, which is current, like specie, all over Attara; they are called "Dinars," and are used instead of silver money. The mahalle, a very bad copper coin, pieces for smaller matters; so that the currency of Teawa stands thus:

| 20 mahale | 1 cruth |
| 12 cruth | 1 matical |
| 4 matical | 1 vakin |

The vahia of gold is worth about forty-five sellings; but the only commerce of Teawa is carried on by exchange, as salt for grain, cornails for salt; the value of goods varying according to the scarcity or plenty of one foot of commodities with respect to the other. Bruce's Trav. vol. iv. p. 406.

ATCHAIRSKOI, a fortress of Siberia, on the Iritth, twenty-eight miles south-east of Omk.

ATCHAK, one of the Fox islands, about 800 versts distant from the Aleutian isles; lying in 56° N. lat. and extending from W. S. W. towards E. N. E. It resembles Copper island, and has a convenient harbour on the north.

ATCHE, in Commerce, a small silver coin, current in the states of the Grand Seignor, equal to about a third part of the English penny. The atche is the smallest coin used in Turkey; where there is no copper money current, except in the province of Babylon. Some call the atche the little sfer; it is flanked like the para, with Arabic characters. Three or four atches are commonly given in exchange for the para.

ATCHEWEAMENT, in Heraldry, signifies the arms, crests, and supporters, which a person has a lawful right to bear, with all the exterior ornaments, as helmet, mantle, motto, &c. &c. See Funeral Achievement.

ATCHEIN, in Geography. See Acheen.

ATCHI Kounip, a lake of America, in Labrador, which conveys its water southerly, through a connected chain of small lakes, into the river St. Lawrence.

ATCHINSK, one of the fix districts of the province of Tomisk, in Russia, situate on the river Tchulym, falling into the Ob. The town is 424 miles E.S.E. of Tobolisk. N. lat. 56° 26', E. long. 124° 30'.

ATE, derived from ous, in Mythology, the daughter of Jupiter, and the goddes of mischief. She was said to come down from heaven by Jupiter, who, deceived by Juno in causing Euristrus to be born before Hercules, was incensed, and manifested his resentment against Ate, as the cause of the offence, by precipitating her from heaven, and swearing that she should never return thither. Homer, i. xix. 125. Mythologists explain the name thus: Ate is the daughter of Jupiter, because evil happens by the permission of providence; and her banishment from heaven to earth signifies the dreadful effects of divine justice among men.

ATECA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Arragon, upon the river Xalou, two leagues above Calatmaid; sup-

posed by Clunius to be the ancient "Attacum" of the Celtiberians, placed by others at Danoca.

ATEGA, a weapon among the Saxons, which seems to have been a hand-slat. The word comes from the Saxon acten, i.e., short, or throw, and swa, a weapon.

ATEGA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, situate near the river named "Flumen Sallum," or "Salluma." Pompey having passed this river, encamped between Cenabum and Aetega, to oblige Cesar to raise the siege of the latter place; but it was taken in his presence. It occurs in the route from Antioch to Hipsa.

ATELA, a town of Alta Minor, in the Palmyrene. Ptolomy.

ATELLA, in Antiquity, denotes an exemption from tribute, taxes, or other burthens.

ATELLANAE, in Antiquity, a kind of comic and satiric pieces presented on the Roman theatre; somewhat less ludicrous than the farces on the English stage, and yet less grave and serious than the Greek and Latin comedies and tragedies. The atellae, or fabulous atellae of the Romans, answered to the farce among the Greeks. They were thus called from Atella, a city of Sicily, where they were first represented; and from whence, on account of their mirth and humour, they were introduced into Rome. But they became at length so licentious and impudent, that the senate was obliged to suppress them.

ATELLARA, or ATTALLARI, in Geography, a river of Sicily, which runs into the sea between Syracuse and Cape Pafaro.

ATELLUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of Italy, in Magna Graecia, north-west of Venus.

ATEMPTO GIUSTO, in Afica, implies a steady, just time; not very quick, but firm and exact. A tempo, after revocative, a pause, or inducto, implies a return to the first time.

ATENA, in Geography, a small town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, on the river Negro, in the Principato Citra, ten miles west of Marisco Novo.

ATER, in Ancient Geography, a mountain of Africa, in the Syrtis Minor, which, according to Ptolemy, extended itself to a considerable distance from the east to the west, and was called by the Romans, "Mons Ater," because it was scorched by the heat of the sun. The mountains tract, known to the ancients by the name of Mons Ater, is now denominated the "Black Harutch."

ATER, in Conchology, a species of MYTILUS, described in Molin. Hist. Chili, p. 177., and said to be frequent on the shores of that country. It is fulcated or grooved, with the posterior part scaly. Gmel. This shell is rough like some species of pisnae; dull blue; fine black, and not estab-

ATER, a species of STROMBUS found in the boggy parts of the island of Ambonua. This shell is smooth, and has the lip separated before and behind. The length is about two inches; colour black, brown, or bay, and white within; very finely ridged transversely; aperture ovate; spire sub-

ulate,
ulate, and consisting of twelve contiguous fleshy whorls. Gmel. Lüttner, &c.—Müll. in his Hist. Verm. Flav. et Terr. describes it as Nerita tetta subulata lavi, apertura antice postice spinata.

**Ater, in Entomology.** A species of Dermehes found in the neighbourhood of Ufpel, and described by Dr. Thunberg, in Nov. Act. Ulf. p. 2. It is glossy black, with the wing-cases thinly punctured. This is a small insect.

**Ater, a species of Hydrophilus, a native of Europe.** This is black and glabrous; antennae and tarsi reddish. Gmel.

**Ater, a species of Byrrh us that inhabits Germany, and in shape and size resembles byrrhus pilula.** It is black and without spots. Fabr. This is *cifera nigra nitens glabra* of Geoffroy.

**Ater, a species of Tenebra found in Europe.** This is of a black colour, with ferruginous antennae. Linn.

**Ater, a species of Carabus that inhabits Denmark.** This is black; wing-cases frigate; claws somewhat ferruginous. Müll. Zoöl. Dan.

**Ater, a species of Cerambix (Callobium Fabr.) found in the east of Venice.** It is black, with truncated wing-cases, and moderate antennae. Scopoli. Gmel. &c.

**Ater, a species of Gryllus (Acheta Fabr.) that inhabits Surinam.** The colour is dark brown, and the tail of the female is unarmed. De Geer Inf. 3.—Gmel.

**Ater, a species of Cimex (Cicindelar Sec.) This insect is glossy-black, with the apex of the wing-cases very pale. Fabr. Mant. Inhabits Germany, and is about half the size of cimex zofcrea.

**Ater, is also a species of Cimex in the Linnean En. Sv. 944.** The body is entire, and in Gmelin's arrangement it belongs to the fection oblongus. Geoffroy describes it as being black and oblong, and the antennae terminating each in a bristle or hair. Inhabits the north of Europe and Calabria.

**Ater, a species of Cynips, described by Scharao among the insects of Germany, and which form and inhabit very large excrections on the fomes of plants.** It is black, with elevated dots; tarsi of the legs paler.

**Ater, a species of Bombylius described by Scopoli, Scheffer, &c. It inhabits Germany.** The color is black; base of the wings half black; abdomen spotted with white. Fabr. Spec. Inf.—Front of the head and thorax downy, and a white dot before each eye.

**Ater, a species of Asillus found in Europe.** It is black and hairy, with a white beard. Tn. Sv. Scopoli calls it erax prolattus.

**Ater, a minute species of Ips found in England by Mr. Kirby, and described by Mr. Marham, Ent. Brit. It is subcylindrical and black; thorax dotted with impressed points, and carinate along the middle; wing-cases with crenate fisses; foles of the feet pitchy black.—General colour black.**

**Ater, in Natural History, a species of Asgus or Oake.** It inhabits Ceylon; black, fuscated with white, and the scales tiset with black. Laur. Amp. This is amphibiae cecidonia femina of Seba; and augus ater, black-banded flow-worm of Dr. Shaw.

**Ater, a species of Limax (flag or snail), the body of which is black and ruged. Müll. Gmel. of this kind there are several varieties; the first (a) is black, and pale beneath; it is figured by Lüttner, exc. nat. tab. iii. f. 1.—5., and is probably cocklea nudus of Gers. The second variety (b) is black, with a pale greenish dorsal ridge. The third (c) is described by Swammerdam; it is Vol. III.**

black above, white beneath, and the mouth yellowish. The fourth (d) is limax fabrius of Lüttner; the colour of which is chestnut-brown above, white beneath, and mouth yellowish. The fifth kind is of an obscure brown, with a yellowish mouth and fires on each side.

These are found in woods, meadows, and gardens. The length is from an inch and four lines to five inches. The feelers are black in all; the shield rough, with many punctures; back and belly deeply furrowed or wrinkled.

**Ater, in Ornithology, a species of Falco that inhabits Europe.** The cere and legs are yellow, body above brownish-black; and the head, white; tail forked, Gmel. This is a kind of kite, and is somewhat smaller than the common species, *micans*. Buff. calls it milvis nigre; Buff. milan noir; and Cramer, brunnermelnyggeyer. It is also the black gled of Sibbald, and black kite of Latham.

**Ater, a species of Psittacus, of a black colour, glossed with green, with bill and eyes red, and yellow legs.** This is the black maccaw of English writers; ara noir of Buff.; and arauna on machao de la Lact, &c. It lives about the summits of the dry mountains and rocky places in the interior parts of Guiana, and in that respect differs from the other kinds of maccaw found in that country. Buffoon speaks of it as a species well known to the inhabitants of Guiana, but had never seen it; and observes, that though the plumage is black, it is so blended with green, that in the sunshine it has a molt splendid appearance.

**Ater, the Gmelianian specific name of the crested black cuckow of Latham; a kind of Cuculus, with a wedge-formed tail; body shining, black; feathers of the head elongated into a crest; and the first five quill-feathers white at the base. This bird is a native of Africa, being found at the cape of Good Hope, and it is conjectured may be only a variety of cuculus ferratus.**

The length of this kind is twelve inches; the bill an inch and a quarter in length, and rather incurved. Buffon says in his specimem, the tail feathers are not regularly cuscated. The same author supposes his Jacobin huppè de Coromandel, or Coromandel crested cuckow, to vary only through the difference of climate.

**Ater, a species of Parus, that inhabits the woods of Europe and North America, and is known in England by the name of the colemeone.** The head is black; back cinereous; back of the head and breast white. Gmel. &c. The bill and chin of this bird is black; vent, reddish; quill and tail feathers brownish-ash; legs and claws lead-coloured.

**Ater, a species of Parus, called in England the Colemeone.** It is smaller than the blue titmouse, and is pretty common in woods, orchards, and gardens; feeds on insects, and lays a number of eggs. This bird is found throughout Europe, and inhabits likewise Siberia, and some parts of North America. Linneus (Tn. Sec.) describes it specifically as having the head black; back cinerous; hind-part of the head and breast white. Scop. Cram. Gmel. &c. This is parus atricapillus, la mangelja a fete noire of Brifon, av. la petite charbonniere of Buffon; Fritsch calls it kohlmiege.—General description. Length four inches; weight two drachmas; bill black; throat, as well as the head, of the same colour; from the bill, on each side, a broad band of white passing just under the eye to the sides of the neck; between the brist and vent, rufous white; wing-coverts grey, tipped with white, forming two bands of that colour; quill and tail feathers brownish-ash, bordered with grey; tail rather forked; legs and claws lead colour.

**ATERGATIS or Atargatis, called also Denteis, in Mythology.**
Mythology, a goddes of the Syrians, supposed to be the mother of Semiramis. She was represented with the face and breasts of a woman, but the rest of her body resembled a fish. Vossius says the term signifies without fish, and conjectures that the votaries of this deity abstained from fish. According to Antipater, the sylvic philosopher of Tarbus, in his treatise on superition, Atergatis is compounded of ἄτερ, without, and θεῖα, the name of a Syrian queen, who being very fond of fish, forbade the use of it to her subjects; and the Syrians, it is said, did not eat fish. Fabulous report says, that Atergatis was taken with her son Inthys, by Mopsus king of Lydia, who drowned them both in a lake near Afalon, where they were devoured by fishes; and hence, it is added, proceeded the horror of the Syrians against this sort of aliment. Atergatis, lyked Dercetus, says Bryant (Anal. An. Myth. vol. ii. p. 258.), is a compound of ἄτερ or ἄθανος, the same as On or Oiris, an Egyptian deity, and of γατός or catōs, rendered אכילות by the Ionians, a fish. Dagon, Sisdon, and Dercetus, were all names of the same hieroglyphic, and related to the person called Oanes by Berofus and others, and also to the machine wherein he was preferred. He lived both before and after the flood; he was represented at Babylon with two heads; and in other places he was differently exhibited. The meaning of which, according to this writer, was this, that though Oanes was really a man, yet he was typically esteemed an animal of the sea; and on that account they represented him with the skin and scales of a cetaceus or fish. All these characters were originally taken from hieroglyphics in Babylonia; they relate to the name history, and to one particular person who had escaped the waters when the earth was overflowed; and through whom arts and sciences were supposed to have been renewed in the world. Semiramis, whom the generality of historians have represented as a great princeps who reigned in Babylon, is described by other writers as a deity. Thus Athenagoras (Legatio, p. 307.) says, that "the Syrians worship Semiramis;" and he adds, "that she was esteemed the daughter of Dercetus, and the same as the Sura Dea." Diodorus also (i.ii. p. 92.) makes her the daughter of Dercetus by Suras; but Suras, says Bryant, was the sun, and the Deus Sura, was Deus solaris. Hence, many have considered Rhea, Isis, Aiartes, Atergatis, and Semiramis, as one deity. Lucian, (De Sura Dea, vol. ii. p. 885.) tells us, that they were so esteemed by the Syrians of Hierapolis. According to Bryant, they were all different symbols relating to the same object. See Semiramis. It has been also supposed, that the Atergatis, or Derceto, of the proper Palese in general, or of Afalon in particular, was the Babylonian or Aryan Venus. To this purpose Strabo (i. xvi. p. 748.) says, that Atergatis was worshipped at Hieropolis, and he makes her the same with the Syrian goddesses. Others are of the same opinion (Plin. H. N. l. v. c. 23.); and among them Macrobius (in Saturn. l. c. 23.), who styles her the mother of the gods, Altars, and the Hieropolitan or Aryan goddesses. Upon the whole, we may observe, that Atergatis was Venus, Juno, Minerva, Altars, the Syrian goddesses, and consequently the celestial Venus of the Syrians. So that we see her the same goddes transported from the banks of the Euphrates, into which she is said first to have plunged herself, in order to escape the inexorable Typhon (Man. Astron. iv.); and but just varied so far as to leave room for each particular country to claim her origin. The Syrians, who seem to have received her first, and who were nearest to the place of her native abode, preferred her, it is likely, in the most genuine form; the Phoenicians, who were next, altered her no farther than to make her a Phoenician; and the Philistines, or Afalonites, who were a little farther off that they too might make her their own, converted her into a monster, woman upwards and fish downwards; they allowing her to have been in subordination to some other goddesses, who had such power over her as to chastise her by metamorphosis from her just shape. It appears, then, that the worship paid to this goddess was originally derived from Assyria and Babylonia, and was established in other countries by the prevailing power of these two empires. We may also conclude, that the celestial Venus of the Assyrians, Altars, the Phoenicians, and the Derceto or Atergatis of the later Philistines, were all derived from Semiramis, the first real or reputed foundress of Babylon; who seems to have been translated into the queen of heaven the moon, as Belus or Pal, the first Assyrian monarch, was changed into the sun; that all the Jupiter and Junos, and the veil who are supposed to have been once mortal, or converted on earth, are derived from this source; and that, on this Assyrian or Babylonian foundation, the whole superstructure of the Greek polytheism and idolatry was erected. For the Greeks had their religion from the Phoenicians partly, and partly from the Egyptians, who derived theirs originally from the banks of the Euphrates and Tigris, as may be gathered from the religious state of the countries on either side of the Euphrates in the days of Abraham. The Egyptians, indeed, seem in process of time to have erected a system of their own, though not very widely different from the Babylonians and the Phoenicians, who had equally communication with the two nations, seem to have mixed both systems. See Idolatry, and Polytheism.


ATERIUS, a town of Italy, in Samium, belonging to the Marrucini, situated on the sea coast at the mouth of a river of the same name, now called Pescara.

ATERIUM, in Conchology, a species of Nerita, figured by Chemnitz. The shell is thick, opaque, globose, very black, with coloured lines; within white; exterior lip glabrous, inner one tuberculated. Gmel. & c. This kind is very minutely flarated, and its habitat unknown.

ATERIUM, in Entomology, a species of Blatta, of a black colour, and dilatate of spots; the tarsi of the legs are white, knees brown, shanks fimbrius. Herb. This inhabits India.

ATERIUS, a new British species of Chrysomela, described by M. Marshall, Ent. Brit. It is black and shining; thorax highly glossy; wing-cases flarated; legs rather ferruginous.

ATERRIMUS, a species of Curculio, very common in Europe. This is black, with the wing-cases shining. Linn. Fz. Sv. Fabr. &c. Gmelin has also another species of Curculio under the same name; this is of an oblong form, and black colour, with rufous antennae. It inhabits Europe, and it is presumed may be only a variety of Curculio chloropus.

ATERRIMUS, a species of Carabus, entirely of shining black, with a roundish thorax; wing-cases faintly flarated, with four excavated dots near the future. Herb. About half an inch in length.

ATERRIMUS, a species of Elater, found in the north of Europe. The thorax is glosy black; wing-cases black and flarated. Fabr. This is elater utrer, thorax opaco punctato elytrorum flaratis of Linn. Fam. Succ.; and elater tuncto nitidus of Geoffroy.

ATERRIMUS, a species of Ciceta, (Rotundatus Sec.) that inhabits Spain. This insect is deep black, with half the wing-cases transparent. Forst. Nov. Inf.
ATH

ATHENIUS, a species of SCARABAUS (Coquin). It is of a dull black, with obscure russet spots on the wing-cases. Fabricius. It inhabits the cape of Good Hope.

ATHENIUS, in Ornithology, the specific name of the great black Cockatoo of New Holland, a bird of a black colour, with a large and paler crest, and red naked cheeks. Gmel. This kind of Pittacus is called by Buffon kakatoès noir; and is the great black Cockatoo of Edwards. Gloe. t. 315.

ATHENS, or ETTM, in Ancient Geography, a Roman colony settled to the south-west of Patavium in the Venetian territory.

ATTICA, or ATH, in Geography, a country of Egypt, on the east coast of the Nile, 35 miles south of Cairo. It is situated at the foot of a mountain, upon a narrow canal, formed by a pretty large island. Some geographers have supposed that this town or village occupies the site of the ancient city of Vena, or Aphroditeopolis. N. lat. 29° 28′. E. long. 31° 15′.

ATFLOW, Edward, in Botany, studied at New College Oxford, where he took his degree of Doctor in Medicine in 1666, and was in much repute as a physician, particularly among those of the Romish persuasion. He was imprisoned several months; Ant. Wood says, corresponding with Mary Queen of Scotland. The time of his death is not known.

ATHENIUS, or ATH, among our ANGL.SAX. ANCESTERS, signifies an ath, especially that taken by way of purgation. In this sense we meet with breaking of ath, privilege of ath, atha, and arthia.

ATHENIUS, in Geography. See ATH.

ATHABASCA, RIVERS, LAKES, AND COUNTRY, lie in the north-west part of North-America, in about N. lat. 58° 40′, and W. long. 111° 40′. The Elk river is commonly called by the white people the Athabasca river, in N. lat. 56° 42′. In the territory that lies between the Peace river and the lake of the hills, as far as the Elk river which is formed by the quantity of earth and mud that is carried down by the streams of these two great rivers, there are several lakes; the lake Clear Water, which is the deepest, lake Vitting, and the Athabasca lake, which is the largest of the three, and whose denomination in the Indian language implies a flat, low, swampy country, subject to inundations. The two left lakes are now so shallow, that, from the cause just mentioned, there is every reason to expect, that in a few years they will have exchanged their character, and become extensive forests. This country is so level, that at some seasons it is entirely overflowed; and this circumstance accounts for the periodic influx and reflux of the waters between the Lake of the Hills and the Peace river. Till the year 1782, the people of Athabasca feast or carried their furs regularly to Fort Churchill, Hudson's Bay; and some of them have since that time repaired thither. The present trading establishment is situated on an hill bank on the north side of the lake Le Piane, in N. lat. 48° 37′, where the people from Montreal meet thither from the Athabasca country, and exchange furs with them. The traffic to Fort Churchill is now in a great measure discontinued, as the Chippewas were obliged to expend in the course of their journey that ammunition which was its most alluring object. See CHIPPEWAN. Mackenzie's Voyages, Introd. p. 56–91.

ATHABASCA is by some called ARATHALPESCOW, and ATTHAPESCOW, and ATTHAPESCO.

ATHABOLI, or ACATOPOLI, a town of European Turkey, in the province of Romania, 68 miles north-east of Adrianople.

ATHAMADULET, or ATTHAMADULET, the prime or chief minister in the Persian empire.

The Athamadulet is much the same with the grand vizier in Turkey, except that he has not the command of the army, which the vizier has.

The Athamadulet is great chancellor of the kingdom, president of the council, superintendent of the finances; and has the charge of all foreign affairs. He is in effect vicerey or administrator of the kingdom: he issues the king's mandates, or orders, in this style: "Bende depra ali il aline etmadulet," that is, "I, who am the support of the power, the creature of this part, the highest of all ports, &c."

ATHAMANIA, in Ancient Geography, a country of Greece, at the source of the river Achelous, in Atolus, according to Piny; but in Ilium, according to Steph. Byz. Some have made it a part of Thessaly, and others of Epirus. According to Polybius, it was divided from Epirus by the bay of Ambraicia; and according to Strabo, from Atolus, by the river Achelous. M. D'Anville places Athisania between the chain of the Pindus to the east, and a parallel chain to the west. In the midst of this valley ran the river Avas. To the south of this country were the Molossi and Aperantes, to the east the Perinthis, and its capital was Argyraida. At their commencement the Athamanians were a very inconsiderable people; but they appeared with distinction in the wars of the Romans and Atolus against Macedonia, towards the year 157, B. C. Livy relates that the Atholians chose Ammianer, king of the Athamanians, for their mediator in their contest with Philip, and that the Romans solicited his assistance to this end. Their dominion extended over the whole chain of the mountains of Epirus; and they seem to have subsisted at least a century before the war of Troy.


Species, 1. A. Libanotis, mountain spicgel, or rose-paney. With. Smith. Brit. Reln. Cantab. t. 113. Eng. Bot. 158. A. Oreoq. Huetf. "Leaves bipinnate; flat; umbel hemispherical; feeds hieratus." Root perennial, spindle-shaped, woody; stem about two feet high, erect, rather branched, smooth, angular and furrowed, leafy; leaves bipinnate, alternate; leaflets seiso, opposite, pinnatifid, flat, acute, veined. palis, on the under side, a little hieratus; pételos dilated at the base with a membranous margin; umbels cret, hemispherical, flat, and sometimes proliferous; involucres and involucels patent-dolfs, bent with hairy leaves; flowers white, small, uniform, and regular; fruit pubescent; styles penitent, purple, divericate. It grows on Gogmagog hills, Cambridgethire, and flowers in August. It is common in many parts of Sweden, Denmark, &c. 2. A. cerovialis, broad-leaved spicgel, or black hart-root. Jacq.
A T H

Auff.T. t. 69. "Leaves pinnate, decussated, gaft-angled; seeds naked." Root perennial; stem five feet high, firm branching; leaves glaucous, smooth, with black veins underneith, and five pairs of pinnae. Most of the leaves are sessile, ellipti¬cal, acuminate, toothed; corolla white, with a purple outside. A native of the mountains of France, Swifefeld, Germany, &c. 3. A. fiscnta, Siberian fpi¬gnel. Gmel. Sib. 1. 165. u. 3. t. 40. f. 1, 2. "Leaves pin¬nate, gaft-angled." The descriptions of this plant by Lin¬eus, Goun, and Scopoli, are so widely different, that we cannot fuppofe they mean the fame plant. 4. A. cantenfata, clofe-headed fpi¬gnel. "Leaves fubpin¬nate; leaflets imbricate downwards; umbel fex-form." Root perennial; stem ftipulate, a foot high, angular, furrowed; leaflets alternately pinnatifid; umbel very fhole, convex on both fides, placed on branches arifing at the axils. A native of Siberia. Introduced in 1737, by the earl of Bute. 5. A. Orefchiunum, Divaricatet fpi¬gnel; "leaflets divaricate." Root perennial; stem leaves very large, firm, smooth, triply pin¬nate, divided at right and even obfolute divisions; divisions broad, not toothed, but two or three lobed; stem two feet high; petals white, with a blufh of rofe colour. A native of Germany, Sweden, France, &c. 6. A. fiscula, fix-weed-leaved fpi¬gnel. "Lower leaves fufing, primordial umbels fubfufia; feds hairy." Root perennial; items nearly three feet high. The umbels at their first appearance are very compact, but afterwards fpread open and divide into feveral small umbels. The flowers are white, and fuced by oblong woolly fruit. A native of Sicily. Cultivated in England in 1713. 7. A. cretenfis, Cretan fpignel or candy carrot, Jacq. Auff. 1. 62. "Leaflets linear, flat, bifurate; petals two-parted; feds oblong, bifur¬cate." The whole plant in its wild state is fupple; when cul¬tivated it becomes fucculent, brittle, and very fining; item ftricken; leaves tripinnate; pinnales deeply two or three-parted. The universal involucre conflits of five, the partial of from four to seven leaflets; petals white. A native of the south of Europe, flowering in June. The feds have been medicinally employed for the fame purpofes as thofe of wild carrot (fee Daucus). 8. A. annua, annual fpi¬gnel. "Leaves many-parted, divisions linear, roundift, acuminate." It is a native of Candida or Crete, and was introduced in 1770, by Monf. Richard. 9. A. chinensis. "Seeds mem¬braneous, bifurcate; leaves hyperdcomposed, polished, multilit." Stem angular, smooth; leaves like thofe of chro¬phyllum, and smooth; umbel not much expanded. A native of China. 10. A. rapiger, Villars Dauph. 2. 648. "Leaflets bifitate, recurved, fumifh; all the flowers fertile." Stem eighteen inches high; branching finely ftricken; leaves bipinnate; universal involucre two, partial many-leaved; petals white; feds downy. A native of Carriada and Dauphiné. Villars oppofites this to be a var¬iety of the feventh species.

Propagation and Culture. All these plants are propagated by feds, which fould be fown in a bed of light dry ground in autumn, and in the following autumn planted at a foot distance in a bed of light sandy earth, where the roots will continue several years, except the eighth species, which is an annual. The thirteenth has not yet been cultivated in Eng¬land, and will probably require fhruction.

Athamala Meal. See Athusa Meeum.

A T H A N A S. in Entomology, the name given to a spe¬cies of Papilio in Drury's Inf. that inhabits India and South America. It is Papilio Pyrrhus of Linneus and Fabricius. See Pyrrhus.


A Thane, a town of Arabia Felix. Pliny.

A T H A N A G I A, a town of Hilpia citerior, and the capital of the Hergeti, according to Livy, who relates the manner in which this town was fubbected by Scipio.

A Thanasia, among the Ancient Physicians, an epi¬thet given to a kind of antidotes fupposed to have the power of prolonging life, even to immortality.

In the Auguwan difpensatory we flall find a medicine under the appellation of athanasia magna, commended againft dyfenteries and fermentitious qualities.


Species. 1. A. fynvarofa, crof-leaved athanasia, retiaha squaroa, L'Herit. Angl. n. t. 29. "Pedenules one¬flowered, lateral; leaves ovate, recurved." An underfhrub. Leaves alternate, bifitate, pointed, smooth; pedun¬cules axillary, longer than the leaves; chaffs linear, the length of the fators. Introduced in 1774, by Maffon. 2. A. fffifflora, fefifie-flowered athanasia, Rel. latr. l'Herit. 60. "Pedenules one flowered, shorter than the leaf; leaves linear, hairy." A very small plant, found at the Cape by Thunberg. 3. A. pani/la, dwarf athanasia; Rel. pedunculata, L'He¬rit. l. c. "Pedenules one flowered, longer than the leaf; leaves linear, hairy." This is also a small cape plant, difco¬vered by Thunberg. 4. A. orvina, notch-leaved athanasia; "flowers folitary, terminal; leaves linear." Stem thrubby; leaves alternate, obfetely three-cornered; one terminal flower. 5. A. orfifera, one-flowered athanasia; Rel. cu¬rata, L'Herit. l. c. "Flowers folitary, terminal, bifulate; leaves obovate, imbriate, fmoitf." A native of the Cape, difco¬vered by Thunberg. 6. A. epifata, hairy athanasia; "flowers terminal, bifulate; leaves lanceolate, bifurate." This has the appearance of bifphallium capecife, but the leaves are alternate; the flowers are difcoifed and floculofe. A na¬tive of the Cape, and introduced in 1774, by Maffon. 7. A. maritima. (See Santolina Maritima.) 8. A. genifojofa, broom-leaved athanasia; Rel. genif. L'Herit. 60. "Coryms fimpie; leaves lanceolate, undivided, naked, croud¬ed." Stem underfhrubby; leaves biflicate, marked with very fhort lines, fmoitf, somewhat keeled, blunts; coryms small, with three or four bifulate flowers. 9. A. popenfis, villof-leaved athanasia; "coryms fimpie; leaves lanceolate, undivided, villof." This rifes fix or feven feet high. Flowers yellow. 10. A. annua, annual athanasia; "coryms fimpie, contracted; leaves pinnatifid, toothed." Root annual; item about nine inches high, branched at the top; leaves fmoitf, cut into fegments like thofe of buck's horn plantain; flowers of a bright yellow, large. Cultivated by Miller in 1768. (8.) Achillaka inodora, Lin. Sp. Pl. l. 1. A. trifurtata, tritiled-leaved athanasia; "coryms fimpie; leaves threc-leaved, cufiform." Shrubby; five or fix feet higb; leaves
Leaves flat, glaucous, cut at the extremity into three segments; flowers of a bright yellow colour. Cultivated here in 1714. 12. A. crithmifolia, fampshire-leaved anthenia; fantelina, Mill. fig. t. 227. f. 2. "Corymbs simple; leaves semitrifid, linear," divided, more than half their length into three or five narrow segments; flowers yellow. Cultivated in 1726 by Miller. 13. A. linifolium, flax-leaved anthenia; "corymbs simple; leaves linear." Stout round, smooth, like that of flax; leaves alternate, perfectly simple, linear, or subulate, flowers in a terminal corymb ovate and smooth. Found at the Cape by Maffon, and introduced in 1774. 14. A. dentata, tooth-leaved anthenia. (2.) A. keigwata, Lin. Spec. 1181. "Corymbs compound; leaves recurved, the lower linear, toothed, the upper ovate-ferrate." Shrubby, three feet high, with pale yellow flowers. Introduced in 1780, by the counts of Strathmore. 15. A. parviflora, small-flow- ered anthenia; tanacetum crithmifolia. Lin. Spec. 1182. Mill. Dict. No. 6. "Corymbs compound; leaves pinnate, linear." Stem thick, shrubby, fev' en or eight feet high. The leaves fit close to the branches, which are terminated by roundish bunches of bright yellow flowers. It was introduced in 1774 by Maffon. 16. A. pinifata. "Corymbs dense, compound; leaves pinnate, linear, tomentofo." Stem proliferus, shrubby, tomentofo; leaves crowded with five or seven pinnae; calyxes vilif.te. 17. A. pellifata. "Corymbs compound; leaves pinnate, smooth." Found at the Cape by Thunberg. 18. A. dentata. "Corymbs compound; leaves lanceolate toothed, ferrate." Found at the Cape by Thunberg. This differs from the 14th, though it has the same name. 19. A. filiformis. "Corymbs compound; leaves linear, smooth, spreading." This also was discovered at the Cape by Thunberg. 20. A. cinarca, lavender-leaved anthenia. "Corymbs compound; leaves linear, tomentofo, entire." Introduced by Maffon in 1774. All the above species are natives of the cape of Good Hope, except the seventh, and they are all perennial except the tenth.

Propagation and Culture. These plants, with the exception of the annual forl only, may be propagated by cuttngs or slips during the summer months, and planted in pots or upon an old hot-bed closely covered with glasses, shading them during the heat of the day, and occasionally refreshing them with water; they will put out roots in five or six weeks, and in two months they may be taken up and planted in pots filled with light earth, and placed in a shady situation until they have taken new root. After this they should be removed to a sheltered situation, mixing them with other exotic plants, where they may remain to the middle or end of October, when they are to be placed in a dry Rove or glass cafe, where they are to be allowed as much free air as possible, but secured from frost. The annual species is to be propagated by seeds sown on a moderate hot-bed the latter end of March, and as soon as they are advanced enough to remove, they should be transplanted to another gentle hot-bed, at the distance of three inches from each other, observing to shade them till they have taken new root. About the end of May they will be strong enough to be transplanted into the open air, and may be planted in pots to place among other exotics. The British species should be protected from the cold in severe winters.

See Martyn’s Miller’s Dict.

ATHANASIUS, SAIN'T. See Creed.

ATHANASIUS, SAIN'T, in Biography, a celebrated Christian bishop, flourished in the fourth century, and is a native of Egypt, probably of Alexandria. He has transmitted to us no records of his parentage, nor of the precise time and place of his birth. The attention of his early years seems to have been principally devoted to theo-
party regarded him as a saint; and the other represented him as a wicked disturber of the peace of the church. Constanus, however, was intent upon reforming him, and peremptorily demanded it of his brother Constans, threatening him with war in case of non-compliance. Constans submitted, and solicited the return of the exiled prelate to take possession of the Alexandrian see, which was now become vacant by the death of Gregory. The bishop's zeal for the Catholic doctrine of the trinity was not in the least abated by all the reverses of his condition; for in his progress through the various cities that lay in his way to Alexandria, he admonished the people to avoid the Arians, and to admit into their communion none but those who adopted in their creed the words "confessional." In the year 350, he arrived at Alexandria, and was welcomed by his old friends and adherents with every expression of joy; and from this time he enjoyed a short interval of repose. The death of the emperor Constans, and of pope Julius, to whom he was chiefly indebted for his restoration, threatened him with new dangers. Constans was his determined enemy, and he summoned a general council at Arles, in the year 353; and in this council the Arius party prevailed, and all the bishops present, with one exception, signed the condemnation of Athanasius. As Liberius, the successor of pope Julius, was distant from the proceedings of this council, another was held at Milan in the year 355. Here the emperor exercised his utmost influence, and at length a majority of 350 bishops concurred in the condemnation of Athanasius, and those who refused were exiled by the authority of the emperor. The sentence of these councils, however, was cautiously executed by Constans. The prelate was persuaded voluntarily to abdicate his see; but he remained insatiable, notwithstanding all the measures that were used for this purpose. During this interval, a body of soldiers appeared in the midst of Alexandria, and at midnight they invaded the church in which the bishop and his attendants were performing their devotions preparatory to the communion. In this moment of confusion and terror, the prelate remained firm and intrepid, calmly expecting death, and animating the piety of his flock by ordering a psalm of praise to be sung. At length the congregation dispersed, and the bishop was conveyed through the tumultuous crowd to a place of safety. The see of Alexandria was bestowed by the emperor upon George of Capadocia, a strenuous supporter of the Arian cause; and Athanasius was proscribed, with the promise of a large reward to any one who should produce him dead or alive. The persecuted prelate disappeared, and remained for six years in imperceptible obscurity. The place of his retreat was the desert of Thibs; and among monks or hermits anxious to preserve him from the search of his enemies, he found an un molested asylum. From this recluse abode he is said to have sometimes extended his excursions in disguise to visit his confidential friends at Alexandria. Hence he also addressed his enemies with invective, and his friends with consolatory admonitions by his writings. The accession of Julian, who succeeded Constans in 361, and the death of George, bishop of Alexandria, who was in the same year killed in a tumult, opened the way for a third return of Athanasius to the see of Alexandria. With unabated zeal for the Catholic faith, and particularly for the doctrine of the trinity, he summoned a council at Alexandria, at which it was determined, that Arian bishops, who recanted their errors, and signed the Nicene creed, might be admitted to the communion of the church, and restored to their sees. However, Athanasius's endeavours and influence were of short duration. The emperor Julian regarded him with peculiar aversion; and in order to avoid the threatenedJackson of his displeasure, the prelate was obliged again to seek an asylum in the monasteries of the desert. While with this view he was falling up the Nile, his enemies followed him; but as soon as the prelate was informed that they had orders to apprehend him, and knowing that he must soon be overtaken, he instructed the mariners to turn about the boat and meet his pursuers. Having no suspicion that Athanasius was on board, they proceeded to Alexandria, and conveyed himself till the death of Julian in the year 363. Upon the accession of Julian, Athanasius once more retained his episcopal functions, and under the patronage of the emperor, the Nicene creed became the general formula of the churches. After the short reign of Julian, Valens succeeded to the eastern division of the empire; and as he had adopted Arian principles, he fined edicts for banishing the bishops who had regained their sees under Julian; and Athanasius was again in the number of those who were proscribed. The efforts of his friends at Alexandria were exerted in his favour; but whilst they were preparing to defend him by force, he thought it most prudent to retire; and on this occasion, which has been denominated his fifth exile, he concealed himself for four months in the monument belonging to his family. The emperor reinstated the castell; and the venerable prelate closed his days in tranquillity in the 40th, or as some say in the 48th year of his prelacy, and in the year of Christ 373.

It is not easy to form a just estimate of the talents, learning, and character of Athanasius, amid the admixture of his friends, and the reproaches of his enemies. "The immortal name of Athanasius," says Mr. Gibbon, "will never be separated from the Catholic doctrine of the trinity, to which he devoted his life; every day, every year, every faculty of his being."—Amidst the inflamed passions of his times, he was patient of labour, jealous of fame, careless of safety; and though his mind was tainted by the contagion of fanaticism, Athanasius displayed a superiority of character and abilities which would have qualified him, far better than the degenerate sons of Constantine, for the government of a great monarchy. His learning was much less profound and extensive than that of Eustochius of Caesarea, and his rude eloquence could not be compared with the polished oratory of Gregory or Basil; but whenever the prince of Egypt was called upon to justify his sentiments or his conduct, his unpremeditated style, either of speaking or of writing, was clear, forcible, and persuasive. He has always been received in the orthodox school as one of the most accurate matter of the Christian theology; and he was supposed to possess two profound sciences. He adapted himself to the episcopal character, the knowledge of jurisprudence, and that of divinity. Some fortunate conjectures of future events, which impartial reasoners might be f bringing to the experience and judgment of Athanasius, were attributed by his friends to heavenly inspiration, and imputed by his enemies to infernal magic. But as Athanasius was continually engaged with the prejudices and passions of every order of men from the monk to the emperor, the knowledge of human nature was his first and most important science. —" Athanasius was capable of distinguishing how far he might boldly command, and where he must dexterously inimitable, how long he might contend with power, and when he must withdraw from persecution; and while he directed the thunders of the church against heresy and rebellion, he could assume, in the bosom of his own party, the flexible and indulgent temper of a prudent leader. The election of Athanasius has not ceased to the reproach of irregularity and precipitation; but the propriety of
of his behaviour conciliated the affections both of the clergy and of the people. The Alexandrians were impatient to ride in arms for the defence of an eloquent and liberal papal. In his edicts, he always derived support, or at least conflation with the faithful attachment of his parochial clergy; and the hundred bishops of Egypt adhered with unqualified zeal to the cause of Athanasius. In the model epigraph which pride and policy would affect, he frequently performed the episcopal visitation of his provinces, from the mouth of the Nile to the confines of Ethiopia; familiarly conversing with the means of the populace, and humbly fultating the fants and hermits of the desert. Nor was it only in ecclesiastical assemblies among men whose education and manners were similar to his own, that Athanasius displayed the ascendency of his genius; he appeared with cally and respectful in the courts of princes, and on the various turns of his prosperous and fortunate career, he never lost the confidence of his friends, or the esteem of his enemies."

The works of Athanasius were numerous, and confided chiefly of apologetics for himself, or invectives against his enemies, or controversial treatises against Arianism. His style is clear, cally, and not deficient of dignity and ornament. In his reasonings he is sufficiently copious; and in his attacks upon the Arians more than sufficiently acrimonius. The more valuable of his genuine writings are his first book "Against the Gentiles," "Apologies," "Letter to those that lead a Monastic Life," "Letters to Serapion," "Two books on the Incarnation," "Conference with the Arians," "The Life of St. Antony," and "The Abridgment of the Holy Scriptures." The latter of these pieces contains an enumeration of all the canonical books of the Old and New Testament, with a summary of their contents, and an account of their respective authors; and it treats particularly of the four gospels. This "Abridgment or Synopsis of the Holy Scriptures" has been reckoned genuine by some; but it is supposed by others to have been falsely ascribed to him, and in the Benedictine edition of his works, it is rejected. His "Psalms and Psalms Epistle," which is generally allowed to be genuine, contains several valuable testimonies in favour of the sacred books now received as canonical.

Dupin, and also Cave, have distinctly enumerated both the genuine and fictitious works of Athanasius. For an account of the latter, see Cave. The works of Athanasius were first printed only in a Latin translation, and in an imperfect state by Calamaus, in Venice, in 1492; and enlarged editions appeared at Paris, in 1520; at Rome, in 1523; at Cologne, in 1524; at Paris, in 1528; and at Paris, in 1568. The Greek text was first published in 2 vols. fol. by Campanus, in Heidelberg, in 1601; and at Paris, in 1627. The best edition was printed in 3 vols. fol. by a learned Benedictine, Bernard de Montaureon, at Paris, in 1618. This was reprinted with improvements, and an additional volume, at Padua, in 1774. 4 vols. fol. Sacra-

ATHANOR, sometimes corruptly written Acanor, is a term derived from the Greek Ἀκανός, London, and was ap-
plied by the ancient chemists to a species of furnace provided with a magazine of fuel, by which a long-continued heat might be kept up without the necessity of constant attend-
ance. Some say that the word athanor is borrowed from the Arabs, who call an oven Tamaror, from the HebrewTamur, an oven or furnace; whence with the additional word Ἀκανός, Tamaror, &c. This apparatus was particularly used in those tedious alchemical processes which were deemed necessary, in order to convert the inferior metals into gold; hence it is not unfrequently described by the name σμειρίακες. The patience of modern chemists being inferior to that of their predecessors, or rather being no longer upheld by the hope of riches, the most powerful, and at the same time, the most difficult of all motives, revolves from the idea of commencing experiments that demand weeks, and even whole months for their completion. Hence it is, that perpetual lamps and furnaces are now become obsolete.

The body of the athanor may be varied at pleasure, ac-
cording to the particular purpose which it is intended to serve, but it is connected by the top, or one of the sides, with a hollow perpendicular tower communicating freely by one or more openings at its base, with the fire place. This tower is furnished with a movable cover, which fits accurately, so as to be nearly air tight, into the top.

When the athanor is to be used, the fire place must be filled with the proper quantity of lighted charcoal, and then as much unlighted charcoal, in moderate sized pieces, as the tower will hold, is to be poured in by the top, which is after wards to be carefully closed by its cover. In proportion as the fuel in the grate is consumed, the deficiency is supplied by that of the tower, which falls through the holes at the base, which while in the tower, having no communication with the external air, can only burn when it arrives at the grate below. The combustion is thus kept up till all the charcoal in the tower or magazine is consumed.

Although this furnace might still be advantageously applied in certain cases which require a long and moderate, rather than a short and violent heat, yet it is not without faults of inconvenience; the charcoal in the grates falls into the tower, and the fire goes out with want of a proper supply, or it falls irregularly, and by large quantities at a time, and heats the lighted charcoal through the grate into the ash.

ATHAPUSCOW, in Geography, a large lake in the north-west parts of North America. Mr. Hearn, who travelled these parts in 1779, describes it as full of islands covered with tall trees which appeared like masts. According to the report of the natives, it was 120 leagues long from east to west, and twenty wide. It is floored with a great number of fish, as pike, trout, perch, barbel, and two forts called by the natives Tillameg and Methy. The northern shore consists of confused rocks and hills, but the southern is level and beautiful; and there are many wild cattle and moose deer; the former, particularly the bulls, being larger than the English black cattle. The centre of this lake is placed by Mr. Hearn in N. lat. 62° and W. long. 122°. It is probably the same with the Slave Lake of Mackenzie, in the same latitude, but in longitude 116°. The Athapuscow River, which Mr. Hearn found about two miles in breadth, is the Slave River of Mackenzie. See Slave Lake and River.

ATHAR, in Scripture Geography, a city of Palestine, in the tribe of Simeon. John xix. 7.

ATHAROTH, a town of Judæa, in the tribe of Gad, given

ATHBOY, in Geography, a market and poll town in the county of Meath, and chief place of a canton in the district of Cram, three miles north of Cram.

ATHEIST, derived from the privative a, and θεος, God, a person who does not believe the existence of a God, nor a Providence; and who has no religion, true or false. In general, a man is said to be an atheist, who owes no being superior to nature; that is, to men, and the other sensible beings in the world.

In this sense, Spinoza may be said to be an atheist, and it is an impropriety to rank him, as the learned commonly do, among deists, since he allows of no other God beside nature, or the universe, of which mankind makes a part; and there is no atheist but allows of the existence of the world, and of his own existence in particular. See Spinoza.

Plato distinguishes three kinds of atheists. Some, who deny, absolutely, that there are any gods; others, who allow the existence of gods, but maintain that they do not concern themselves with human affairs, and do deny a Providence; and others, who believe there are gods, but think they are easily appeased, and that they may remit the greatest crimes for the smallest supplication.

The learned Budworth (Intelleclual Syllum, b. i. c. 3. vol. i. p. 104—178.) reduces the ancient atheism of the Greek philosophers into four different forms, comprehending the two classes of hylozoics or hylopathics, and atomic or atomists, under the denominations of Anaximandrians, Democritians, Stratonic, and Stoical. The Anaximandrians attempted to solve the phenomena of nature by having recourse to the unmeaning language of qualities and forms. These were contained actually or potentially in that infinite chaos of matter, delusive of all understanding and life, which was the first principle or only real nomen of Anaximander; and by their fortuitous separation and agglutination, they produced, first, the elements of earth, water, air, and fire; and then the bodies of the firm, moon, and stars, and both the bodies and souls of men and other animals; and, finally, innumerable or infinite such worlds as the one, as to many secondary or native gods. (Plato De Leg. l. x. p. 666.) See ANAXIMANDER, AND ANAXIMANDRIANS.

Some have called this scheme of atheism, which deduces all things from matter by means of qualities and forms, Peripatetic or Aristotle, because Aristotle used this kind of language in his physiology. But as Aristotle cannot be justly denominated an atheist, Budworth distinguishes this form of atheism by the appellation of Anaximandrian. Democritus and Lucretius new-modelled atheism from the Anaximandrian and Hylopathian into the atomic form, and derived the original and production of all things from atoms, devoid of all forms and qualities, and poising only, as first principles, magnitude, figure, size, and motion; and as they conceived that life and understanding, and other qualities, could be only accidental and secondary results from certain fortuitous conjunctions and juxtapositions of atoms, they excluded a deity, and every thing like counsel and design from the formation of the universe. The Epicureans borrowed many of their notions from Democritus, and framed a system very much resembling the atomical or Democritian. See DEMOCRITUS, AND EPICURUS. The Stratonic or Atheist of the universe, which, as Aristotle maintained, was subordinate to a sentient and intellectual nature, or corporeal soul and mind of the universe, which predicated over it; and this seems to have been the genuine doctrine of Heracleitus and Zeno; whilst others rejected the latter principle, and maintained, that the plastic or atomistic nature, devoid of all animality or conscious intelligence, was the highest principle in the universe. All the ancient atheists agreed in this, viz. that there was nothing but matter or body in the universe; whilst some thought it animate, and were called hylozoics; and others thought it inanimate, and were denominated atomics. Hobbes seems to have inclined to the opinion of the Stratonic; for he supposes (Phys. c. 25. § 5.) that all matter, as mind, is endowed not only with figure and a capacity of motion, but also with an actual sense or perception, and wants only the organs and memory of animals to express its sensation. Sir William Temple, according to the account given of him by bishop Burnet (Hist. Time. vol. i. p. 531, 8vo.) thought that the present system of things is necessary and eternal. The Chinefe have been represented as a nation of atheists. Accordingly Burnet (ubi supr.) states it as the opinion of sir W. Temple, that Confucius and his followers are to be reckoned among those who were atheists themselves, and left religion to the people. But Couplet maintains, that Confucius and the earlier teachers among the Chinefe, were venerationists to pure religion. Confucius, however, says little of those duties that relate immediately to God; and though he speaks of the great spirits in heaven and earth, what he says coincides merely with the notion of a plastic power, similar to that maintained by some of the Grecian philosophers.

Some distinguish speculative atheists, or those who are from principle and theory—from practical atheists, whose wicked lives lead them to believe, or rather to wish, that there were no God.

Dr. Clarke (Demonstration of the Being of a God, p. 2. 8vo.) says, that atheism arises either from a stupid ignorance, or from corruption of principles and manners, or from the reasonings of false philosophy; and he adds, that the latter, who are the only atheistical perfons capable of being reasoned with at all, must of necessity own, that supposing it cannot be proved to be true, yet it is a thing very desirable, and which any wise man would wish to be true, for the great benefit and happiness of man, that there was a God, an intelligent and wise, a just and good being, to govern the world. Whatever hypothesis these men can possibly frame, whatever...
whatever argument they can invent, by which they would exclude God and Providence out of the world; that very argument or hypothesis, will of necessity lead them to this conclusion. If they argue, that our notion of God arises not from nature and reason, but from the art and contrivance of politicians; that argument itself forces them to confess, that it is manifestly for the interest of human society, that it should be believed there is a God. If they suppose that the world was made by chance, and is every moment subject to be destroyed by chance again; no man can be so absurd as to contend, that it is as comfortable and desirable to live in such an uncertain state of things, and so continually liable to ruin, without any hope of renovation; as in a world that were under the preservation and conduct of a powerful, wise, and good God. If they argue against the being of God, from the faults and defects which they imagine they can find in the frame and constitution of the visible and material world; this supposition obliges them to acknowledge, that it would have been better the world had been made by an intelligent and wise Being, who might have prevented all faults and imperfections. If they argue against Providence, from the faultiness and inequality which they think they discover in the management of the moral world; this is a plain confession, that it is a thing more fit and desirable in itself, that the world should be governed by a just and good Being, than by mere chance or unintelligible necessity. Lastly, if they suppose the world to be eternally and necessarily self-existent, and consequently that every thing in it is established by a blind and eternal fatality: no rational man can at the same time deny, but that liberty and choice, or a free power of acting, is a more eligible state, than to be determined thus in all our actions, as a stone is to move downward, by an absolute and inevitable fate. In a word, which way soever they turn themselves, and whatever hypothesis they make, concerning the original and frame of things, nothing is so certain and undeniable, as that man, considered without the protection and conduct of a superior Being, is in a far worse case; than upon supposition of the being and government of God, and of men's being under his peculiar conduct, protection, and favour. Nevertheless, absurd and joyless as is the system of atheism, Diogoras and Théodorus among the ancients, and Vanini among the moderns, have been reckoned martyrs for it. Mr. Boyle has pretended to prove, that it is better to be an atheist than an idolater; or in other words, that it is less dangerous to have no religion at all than a bad one. "I had rather," said he, "it should be said of me, that I had no existence, than that I am a villain." This, as Montefquieu (Sp. of Laws, vol. ii. p. 145.) justly observes, is only a sophism, founded on this, that it is of no importance to the human race to believe that a certain man exists, whereas it is extremely useful for them to believe the existence of a God. From the idea of his non-existence, immediately follows that of our independence; but if we cannot conceive this idea, that of disobedience. To say that religion is not a restraining motive, because it does not always restrain, is equally absurd as to say that the civil laws are not a restraining motive. It is a false way of reasoning against religion, to collect in a large work a long detail of the evils it has produced, if we do not give at the same time an enumeration of the advantages which have flowed from it. Was it of no advantage for subjects to have religion, it would still be of some if princes had it, and if they whitened with foam the only rein which can restrain those who fear not human laws. A prince who loves and fears religion is a lion, who roops to the hand that breaks, or the voice that appeases him. He who fears and hates religion is like the savage beast that grows and bites the chain which prevents his flying on the passerby. He who has no religion at all is that terrible animal, who perceives his liberty only when he tears in pieces, and when he devours. The question is not to know, whether it would be better that a certain man or a certain people had no religion, than to abuse what they have; but to know which is the least evil, that religion be sometimes abused, or that there be no such restraint as religion on mankind.

Cicero represents it as a probable opinion, that they who apply themselves to the study of philosophy believe there are no gods.—This muti, doubtful, be meant of the academic philosophy, to which Cicero himself was attached, and which doubted of every thing: on the contrary, the Newtonian philosophers are continually resorting to a Deity, whom they always find at the end of their chain in natural causes. Some foreigners have even charged them with making too much use of the notion of a God in philosophy, contrary to the rule of Horace—

"Nece Deus irritat, nif dignus vindice nodus."

Among us, the philosophers have been the principal advocates for the existence of a Deity. Witness the writings of Sir Isaac Newton, Boyle, Ray, Cheyne, Nieuwenti, &c. To which may be added divers others, who, though of the clergy (as was also Ray), yet have distinguished themselves by their philosophical pieces, in behalf of the existence of a God; e.g. Derham, Butley, Whiston, Samuel and John Clarke, Fenelon, &c. So true is that saying of Lord Bacon, that though a smattering of philosophy may lead a man into atheism, a deep draught will certainly bring him back again to the belief of a God and Providence. See God, Providence, and Religion.

ATHELNEY, among our Saxon ancestors, was a title of honour properly belonging to the eldest son of the reigning prince, or the presumptive heir of the crown.

The word is formed from the Saxon atheling, of athel, noble. It is sometimes also written, adeling, edeling, etheling, and etheling.

King Edward the Confessor, being without issue, and intending to make Edgar, to whom he was great uncle by the mother's side, his heir, first gave him the honourable appellation of etheling.

Antiquaries observe, that it was frequent among the Saxons to annex the word ling, or ling, to a Christian name, to denote the son, or younger; as Edmundling, for the son of Edmund; Edging, for the son of Edgar; and, accordingly, some have thought etheling might primarily import the son of a nobleman, or prince; and Sir Henry Spelman observes, that all noblemen had anciently been called Ethling; however, from a passage in the laws ascribed to Edward the Confessor, it appears, that in times, and for at least a century afterwards, this word was appropriated to the royal family by the English. In reality, atheling, when applied to the heir of the crown, seems rather to denote a person endowed with noble qualities than the son of a nobleman; and corresponds to the nobilis Caesar among the Romans.

ATHELNEY, Life of, in Geography, a spot of rising ground, on the north side of St. Andrew's, in the county of Somerset, about one mile E. N. E. of Taunton, bounded on the north-west by the river Tone; over which is a wooden bridge, still called Athelney bridge. The name given by the Saxons to this island was Ethelinga, or the isle of nobles, whence it was derived, by contraction, Athelney. It was formerly surrounded by almost imitable marshes and morasses, and will be for ever memorable for the retreat of King Alfred from the fury of the Danes, when they had over-run the eastern part of his dominions. Having bravely encountered
encountered his enemies for nine successive years, according to the statement of the registrar of Athelney, he was at length reduced to the necessity of seeking refuge from their violence in this little island. After he had left this retirement, and his enemies were totally defeated, he founded a monastery for Benedictine monks, on the spot which had given him shelter, and dedicated it to the honour of St. Savier, and St. Peter the apostle, and endowed the establishment with the whole isle of Athelney (amounting to about two acres of firm land), exempt from taxes and all other burdens. In process of time other privileges and benefactions were conferred on the monks, and confirmed by different kings and nobles.

ATHELSTAN, in Biography, king of England, was of illegitimate birth, and yet, being of mature age and capacity, succeeded his father Edward the Elder, in preference to his lawful children, in the year 925. Soon after his accession, he marched to Northumberland in order to quell some commotions among the Danes, and conferred the title of king on Sithre, a Danish nobleman: but, upon the death of Sithre, when his two sons Anlaf and Godfrid, or Guthurit, assumed the regal authority without his consent, he expelled them both; one taking refuge in Ireland, and the other in Scotland. The protection afforded to the latter by Constatine, king of Scotland, brought on a war, which terminated so much to the disadvantage of Constatine, that he was obliged, for the preservation of his crown, to do homage to Athelstan. Holi- nties, however, were renewed; and a confederacy was formed by Constatine, Anlaf, and some Welch princes, whose united forces were totally defeated by Athelstan, at Brunanburgh in Northumberland, A.D. 938. In consequence of this victory, the king of England enjoyed his crown without molestation; and having governed the kingdom with great ability, he died at Gloucester in 941, after a reign of sixteen years, and was succeeded by his brother Edmund. In this reign commerce was greatly encouraged, and a law was passed, conferring the rank of thane on every merchant who had made three sea-voyages on his own account. Athelstan, with a view of further facilitating and promoting commerce, established a mint, or mints, in every town in England that had any considerable foreign trade, so that the merchants might have an opportunity of converting the bullion which they brought home for their goods into current coin, without much expense or trouble. These towns were London, Canterbury, Winchester, Rochester, Exeter, Lewes, Hat- tings, Chichester, Southampton, Wareham, and Shaftes- bury. By these and similar regulations the shipping and commerce of England were so much increased, that Athelstan maintained the dominion of the sea, and obliged the Danes and Norwegian princes to court his friendship. Hume's Hist. vol. i. p. 102, &c. Henry's Hist. vol. iii. p. 94, &c. vol. iv. p. 257, &c.

ATHEMON, in Entomology, a species of Papilio. (Pleb. ruf. Linn.; Hesperia Fabr.) The wings are entire and brownish.

ATHENA, in the Ancient Physic, a platter or liniment, commended against wounds of the head and nerves, of which we find descriptions given by Oribius, Zlius, and Reginet.

ATHENAE, in Ancient Geography. See ATHENS.

ATHENAE is also a name given to various other places: as, a town of Arabia. Play.—Alfo, a place at the easter extremity of the Euxine sea, where was a temple of Minerva. Arrian.—Alfo, a town of the Peloponnesius, in Laconia. Steph. Byz. and Suidas.—Alfo, a place of Asia Minor, in Caria. Steph. Byz.—Alfo, a town of Greece, in Boeotia, situate on the river Triton, overwhelmed, according to Strabo, by an inundation.—Alfo, a town of Acarnania: another of Liguria; another of Italy; and another of Sicily. Steph. Byz.

ATHENAEA, in Antiquity, a feast of the ancient Greeks, held in honour of Minerva, who was called Athena. These were afterwards called PANATHENAEA.

ATHENAEA, in Botany (probably from Atheneus). Schreb. 661. Ircoucana. Aubl. Guian. 127. Clafs, odan- drea monegynia. Gen. Char. Cal. perianth one-leaved, coloured, five-parted; parts oblong, acute, erect, spreading at top. Cor. none. Stam. filaments eight, filiform, erect; of which five are of the length of the calyx, the other three alternate ones a little shorter; authors neglect; eight plumose bristles, shorter than the filaments, growing together with the filaments to a gland surrounding the germ. Pet. germ superior, ovate, surrounded at the base by an annular gland; style fleshy, longer than the filaments; stigma depressed, five-parted. Per. capsule globose, one-celled, three-valved; valves somewhat fleshy; seeds three to five, rounded, covered with a papyraceous membrane, affixed to the receptacle in the bottom of the capsule. Ett. Gen. Char. Cal. coloured, five-parted. Cor. none. Bristles eight, feathery, between the filaments; stigma five- parted; capsule globose, one-celled, three-valved. Seeds, three to five.

Species, A. guianensis. Ircoucanaguianensis. Aubl. l. c. 1. This is a branching shrub with a stem four or five inches in diameter, covered with a wrinkled gray bark; leaves alternate, ovate, smooth, toothed, deciduous, four inches long; petals very short, having a small sharp frillipulse on each side of the base; flowers in bundles, from the axils, and upon the tubeckles of the stem and branches, each on a peduncle; calyx white; there is no corolla; seeds covered with a viscid membrane, of a scarlet colour; the bark, leaves, and fruit are sharply aromatic; the latex, by the Creoles, is called Café diable. A native of Cayenne, and the neighboring continent of Guiana, growing in a sandy soil, about half a mile or more from the thore.

ATHENAEOUS, in Antiquity, a public place wherein the professors of the liberal arts held their assemblies, the rhetoricians declaimed, and the poets rehearsed their verses.

The word is derived from Athens. A learned city, where many of these assemblies were held; or from the name of Minerva, Athen, goddess of polite arts and sciences; intimating, that Athenaeum was a place consecrated to Minerva, or rather set apart for the exercises over which the professed.

The Athenaeum were built in form of amphitheatres; and were all encompassed with seats, which Siciinus calls cunei.

The three most celebrated Athenaeum were those at Athens, at Rome, and at Lyons: the second of which, according to Aurelius Victor, was built by the emperor Adrian, for the accommodation of the professors of the liberal arts, and of those who wanted to read their writings before a considerable number of people. It appears from the beginning of Jure- nala's Satires, that this manner of reading in public was very common; and that Fronto lent the use of his house and gardens to the poets, who had occasion to recite their verses before a numerous audience. This was done by others; but as it belonged to the person, who wished to read his compositions, to furnish the room, and to pay the charge of the seats, it is probable, that the emperor Adrian, for the encouragement of works of taste and science, constructed the Athenaeum with a view of obviating this inconvenience. Hence the name has been applied to all kinds of buildings or colleges intended for teaching the sciences and languages.

ATHENEUS,
ATHENAEUS, in Biography, a Greek grammarian, was born at Naucratis in Egypt, and flourished in the third century. Suidas has erroneously referred him to the time of Antoninus Pius; but it appears from his own work (Deipnosophists. I. xii. p. 537. ed. Cafaub.), that he wrote after the death of Commodus, and after the time of Oippianus the poet. (Ib. I. ii. p. 13.) He was one of the most learned men of the age in which he lived; and, for the extent of his reading, and tenaciousness of his memory, he has not been improperly called the Varro, or Pliny, of the Greeks. The only work of this author extant is a valuable compilation from various writings, to which we have no access, entitled Αντιεικαθαρίας, "Deipnosophists," or "The Table Conversation of the Sophists." In this work the author has introduced a great number of learned persons of all professions, and represented them as conversing together on a variety of subjects at the table of Larenctus, a citizen of Rome. It contains a large collection of facts and anec- dothes, forming a rich treasure of antiquities, which served more to amuse the reader than to supply correct information. The author has interfered with his several narratives many falsical reflections and scandalous stories, which tend to asperce and degrade the characters of the philosophers of whose names and writings he has given an account; and, therefore, the work, copious as it is in useful instruction, must be perused with caution. It consists of fifteen books; but of the two first, part of the third, and also of the hill, we have merely an abridgment. Few works have suffered more from the carelessness of transcribers, and the negligence of editors. The first edition was published by Aldus Manutius, in Greek, at Venice, in 1514; and at Bâlî, in 1555, with a bad Latin translation by Natalis Comes. Dalechamp devoted his leisure hours, for thirty years, to the translation of Athenæus, which was published with annotations, by Caufabon, in folio, at Leyden, in 1583, 1597, 1612, and 1657. This work was also translated into French by Marolles in 1580. Caufabon mentions an abridgment of this work by an unknown author, and at a period which he could not precisely ascertain, though he supposed it to have been made before the time of Enuthatis. Pref. Caufab. in Athen. Suidas. Gen. Dict. Fabr. Bibl. Græc. I. iv. c. 22. § 5—8. &c.

Athenæus, a popular orator and Periatic philosopher, was born at Seleucia in Cilicia, had a share in the government, and was for some time a demagogue in his own country. In the time of Augustus he came to Rome, and became an intimate friend of Murena. He was charged with being concerned in his conspiracy; but the emperor not finding him guilty, let him at liberty. Upon his return to Rome after his flight on this occasion, he repeated to his friends these words of Euripides:

"Hem nupere kypone kai skainov poleis Astion."

"From death's dread feasts and gloomy gates I come."

The manner of his death was tragical, as he was crushed by the fall of his house. Strabo, I. xiv. I. ii. p. 587.


Athenæus, born at Attalia, in Cilicia, in the 4th year of our era, as M. Goulin conjectures, was the principal of the sect of pneumaticians. Galen, who gives a particular account of the doctrines of these philosophers, says, they cemected the qualities of cold and heat, moisture and dryness, as four elements, entering into the composition of all bodies. To these a fifth was added, called spirit, to which Athenæus attributed the motion of the pulse. Spirit was also supposed to give life and energy to body. Galen represents Athenæus as a voluminous writer; no part, however, of his works remains, except some chapters preferred by Oribalbus, which throw very little light on the manner in which he applied his doctrine to practice. Le Clerc, Hist. de Med.

ATHENAGORUM, in Ancient Geography, a district of India; supposed by major Renell, from its situation, to be Oude.

ATHENAGORAS, in Biography, a Christian philosopher, was a native of Athens, and flourished towards the close of the second century. His youth was spent among the philosophers of his time; and being removed from Athens to Alexandria, he became a convert to Christianity. The manner of his conversion, according to Philip Sidetes, a writer of the fifth century held in no high estimation, was as follows. Proposing to write against the Christians and defying the rendering his work the more complete, he read the scriptures, and was thus converted. Philip adds, that he was the first president of the catechetical school of Alexandria, and master of Clement who wrote the Stromata. Little upon which we can rely is said concerning Athenagoras by the ancients, and his character and opinions are chiefly deduced from his own works. The principal of these was his "Apology for Christians," dedicated to Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, and Lucius Aurelius Commodus, whose names are prefixed to it, says Fabricus, in all the manuscripts, and probably written about the year 157 or 178. In this work he refutes the calumnies of the pagans against the doctrines and manners of the Christians. He also explains the notions of the Stoics and Peripatetics, concerning God and divine things, and exposes with accurate and strong reasoning their respective errors. He discovers much partiality for the system of Plato, and supports his arguments by the authority of this philosopher, and hence he has been ranked among the Platonizing fathers. In what he advances concerning God and the Logos, or divine reason, he evidently blends the doctrines of Paganism with the doctrines of Christianity. According to Athenagoras, God is underived, indivisible, and distinct from matter; there are middle natures between God and Matter; from the beginning, God, the eternal mind, being from eternity rational, had the Logos within himself; the Logos of God is the reason of the Father in idea and energy; and for since the father and Logos are one, by him and through him all things are made; the Logos was produced, that the ideas of all things might subsist, and they are contained in his spirit. On the imperfect and untractable nature of matter, on angels, demons, and other natures compounded of matter and spirit, and on other philosophical topics, Athenagoras reasons with all the facility of the Grecian schools, so that in every page he is seen to have been by profusion and sophistry; and indeed he is said to have retained the name and habit of a philosopher with a view of gaining greater credit to the Christian doctrine among the unconverted. In moral philosophy, he adopted the common authorities, particularly with respect to marriages. He reprents celibacy as meritorious, and second marriages as legalised adultery. In Athenagoras's "Discurso de la Resurrección del Defunto," probably written after the "Apology," he argues rather from reason than scripture, in order to prove the possibility and truth of a resurrection. His writings, upon the whole, manifest an happy union of Attic elegance with philosophical penetration; so that he is reckoned a polite writer, and his Greek is Attic, though his style is rendered less agreeable.
A TH

by frequent parentheses. The two treatises of Athenagoras have been usually printed together, in Greek and Latin. They were published in 4to. at Paris, in 1541; by H. Stephens, at Paris, in 8vo. in 1557; by Rechenberg, at Leipz., in 1604, in 2 vols. 8vo.; by Hall, bishop of Oxford, with notes, at Oxford, in 1682, 12mo., and with various notes by Dechair, from the same Sheldon press, in 1752, 8vo. The romance under the name of Athenagoras, said to be a translation from a Greek MS. brought from the east, and published in 1599, and in 1612, in French by M. Purnec, intituled "True and Perfect Love", written in Greek by Athenagoras an Athenian philosopher, containing the little love of Theogonius and Charites, of Phereides and Melanargus," is a fiction, and was probably written in imitation of Theognis and Charicles of Hellidius, after the overthrow of Greece by Alaric, or the destruction of the Greek empire by the Turks. Cave, H. L. ii. 1. p. 59.

ATHENIANS, in Ancient Geography. See Athens, and Attica.

ATHENIENSII PORTUS, or the port of the Athenians, was a harbour of Greece, between the port Bucephalon and the promontory of Spireneon, on the eastern side of the Argolid, in the Saronic gulf.

ATHENION, in Biography, a Greek historical painter, who flourished in the year 300 before Christ.

ATHENIPPUM, in the Ancient Physic, a collyrium, commended against divers diseases of the eyes; thus denominated from its inventor Athenippos.

Its description is given by Scribonius Largus, and by Gerasius after him.

Galen mentions another Athenippum, of a different composition, by which it appears, this was a denomination common to several collyriums.

ATHENS, in Biography, a famous Grecian statuary, who flourished at Chios, about 538 years before Christ. See BUPLAI.

ATHENODORUS, a Stoic philosopher, was a native of Caria, near Tarsus, in Cilicia, and the preceptor and friend of Augustus. During his residence at Rome, he was much respected by the emperor on account of his wisdom and probity, admitted into his confidence, and allowed to give him free and faithful counsel. Augustus, being addicted to gallantry, indulged a criminal passion for the wife of a senator, who was a friend of Athenodorus, and who communicated to him his designs. The philosopher availed himself of this opportunity of impressing upon the mind of the emperor a sense of the danger to which he exposed himself by such practices. Accordingly, he dressed himself in woman's clothes, and, providing himself with a poignard, put himself into the chair in which the lady was to have been conveyed. When he appeared before Augustus in this disguise, he said to him, "See, sir, to what danger you expose yourself! An enraged husband may arm himself in this manner, and revenge with your blood the injury you offer him." The admonition is said to have produced its desired effect; the emperor received it with deference; and he became more circumspect for the future. Zosimus (i. i. c. 6) attributes the mild plan of government adopted by Augustus to the influence of the counsels of Athenodorus. Before he left the court of Augustus, he is said by Plutarch (Apophthegm. Oper. t. 2. p. 257.) to have warned the emperor against excess of passion, and, as a preservative, to have advised him to rehearse the twenty-four letters of the alphabet, before he allowed himself to say or do any thing. Upon this, Augustus took him by the hand, saying to him, "I want your assistance still longer," and kept him for another year. Such was his interest with Augustus, that he obtained for his fellow citizens, the inhabitants of Tarsus, relief from some of the taxes which oppressed them; and on this account he was honoured by them with an annual festival. At an advanced age the emperor permitted him to return to his native country; and finding it distracted by factions, which had been excited by Boethus, whom Antony had inveted with power, he excused himself with prudence and firmness, in order to refrain and suppresse them. By reciting the esteemed odes of Tarsus, correcting the abuses which threatened its ruin, and introducing a new code of municipal law, he contributed to the revival and permanence of its prosperity. Having served his country faithfully during a prolonged life, he closed it with honour, and with the regret of his fellow-citizens, at the advanced age of eighty-two years. He was a considerate writer; and several of his works are cited by the ancients. Strabo says, (i. i. p. 6), that he wrote concerning the ocean and its tides; and Stephanus (art. Augustus) informs us, that he wrote the history of his own country; but none of his works are now extant. This Athenodorus is not the same who is mentioned by Suetonius (in Claud. c. 4.), as having been enticed by Augustus with the charge of the education of Claudius Nero, afterwards emperor. Fabricius, however, affirms that they were the same person. Gen. Dict. Strabo, i. t. 1. p. 691. Brucker's Hist. Phil. by Enf. vol. ii. p. 117.

ATHENODORUS Cordylius, a Stoic philosopher of Tarsus, was probably a native of Pergamus, lived about 50 years before Christ, and was the intimate friend and companion of Cato of Utica. He was keeper of the public library at Pergamus; and having refused several solicitations to leave this retreat, he was at last prevailed upon by Cato, who visited Asia for this purpose, to join him in the war which he had undertaken for the reformation of Roman liberty. Cato is said to have valued himself upon the success of his application to Athenodorus, more than if he had shared the conquests of Lucullus or Pompey. Strabo says, that he lived and died with Cato. Fabriues fuggests, that this Athenodorus was the author of a work against the Categories of Aristotel, mentiofed by Porphyry, Simplicius, and Cicero. Fabric. Grac. l. iii. c. 15. t. i. p. 391.

ATHENODORUS, a famous ancient sculptor, who was born at Rhodes. According to Pliny, he was a scholar of Polycleitus, who flourished about the eighty-seventh Olympiad, or 432 years before Christ. He was one of the three who jointly executed the famous group of Laocoon: the other two were Agelander and Poldore.

ATHENOPOLIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Gallia Narbonensis, on the coast of the Malienes, between port Citharilla and Forum Julii, according to Pliny. Its precise situation is not now known.

ATHENY, in Geography, a borough town of the county of Galway, in Ireland, which gives name to a barony. Within an extensive circuit of dilapidated walls, and their ruinous towers, the remains of castles and abbeys, that are intermixed with the cottages of a now small village, present a monument of its former confluence. There are also many ruins of castles and churches in its neighbourhood. At this town was fought a battle between Tadhg O'Connor, prince of Connaught, an associate of Edward Bruce, and an English army under William de Burgo and Richard de Bermingham
ATHENS, in Ancient Geography and History, a celebrated city, called by Homer the city of commerce, or ere, the city, was the capital of Attica, and the seat of the Grecian empire. It was founded by Cecrops, about 1536 years before Christ, and from him called "Cecropia." It afterwards, as some say, in the reign of Erechtheus, about 1487 years B.C., or according to others, in the reign of Erechtheus, about 1397 years B.C., assumed the name of Athens, from Minerva, denominated by the Greeks Aēra, and considered as the protectress of the city. Cecropia was seated upon a hill or rock in the midst of a spacious and fertile plain, partly with a view of securing it against piratical invaders, and partly to prevent its being overwhelmed by inundations, which were much dreaded in those ancient times. In process of time, as the number of inhabitants increased, the whole plain was covered with buildings, which were denominated from their situation, "the lower city," and Cecropia was called "Acropolis," or "the upper city." See ACROPOLIS. The old city, or citadel, was sixty stadia, or about 24 leagues in circuit; it was fenced with wooden palaces, and as some say, set about with olive-trees; and it was also fortified with a strong wall, partly built by Cinna, the son of Miltiades, out of the spoils of the Persian wars, and situate on the south side of the citadel; and partly on the north side, by Agoras and Hyperbius, who, according to Pausanias (in Attic, i. 42. p. 67.), migrated from Sicily to Aecarnania, and denominated from them, who were called Pelaioi, the Pelasgic wall. The only entrance into the citadel was by one gate on the south-east, constructed at a great expense by Pericles, and denominated Propylæum. See PROPELLEUM. The inside of the citadel was adorned with innumerable edifices, statues, and monuments, all of which it would be too tedious to recount. The most remarkable are the following. At the entrance was a temple dedicated to Victory, adorned with paintings which were principally the work of Polygnotus, and constructed of white marble. Within the citadel were an immense number of statues erected by religion or gratitude, on which the chieftains of Myron, Phidias, Alcamenes, and other artists of renown, seem to have bestowed animation. Of these statues some were those of famous Athenian generals, such as Pericles, Phormio, Iphicrates, and Timotheus; and others, those of the gods. About the middle of the citadel were the magnificent temple of Minerva, denominated Heoctompedon, and Parthenon (see PARTHENON); and the temple of Minerva Polias and Neptune Erechtheus, one part of which was consecrated to the former, and the other to the latter. On one side was exhibited the olive-tree which sprang out of the earth at the command of the goddess, and which so greatly multiplied in Attica; and on the other, the well, whence they pretend that Neptune caused the water of the sea to gush out. Thus these deities are said to have contended for the honour of conferring their names on the rising city; but the gods decided in favour of Minerva, and the Athenians for ages preferred agriculture to commerce. Here, however, they have erected one common altar, which is called the altar of oblivion. Before the statue of the goddess was suspended a golden lamp, the work of Callimachus, which was supplied with oil once a year, the week of which was made of amathus, and which burned night and day. The columns of the front of the temple of Neptune are standing, together with the architrave; and also the screen and portico of Minerva Polias, with a portion of the cell retaining traces of the partition wall. The order of this building is Ionic. The portico is now used as a powder magazine, and near it is a battery commanding the town. The Turks use it to give notice of their ramazan and lailam, and on other public occasions. Contiguous to this temple was the Pandroseion. (See PANDROSEION.) Behind Minerva's temple was the public treasury, called OPISTHODOMOS, surrounded by a double wall.

The Peripteral city comprised all the buildings that surrounded the citadel, together with the harbours of Phalerum, Munychia, and the Pireus. The whole circle of the city in its most flourishing state was no less than 12 leagues, according to Arilides, than a day's journey; or, according to more exact computation, 178 stadia, or about 22 Roman miles. The port of Phalerum was connected with the city by a wall 35 stadia, or 1 ½ league in length, built by Themistocles, of stones, fastened by iron and lead, and forty cubits high; and that of Pireus was joined to it by a wall 25 stadia or 1 ½ league long, and erected by Pericles. These were almost closed at their extremity by a third wall of 60 stadia; and they included not only these two harbours, but also that of Munychia, which lay between them, but also a multitude of houses, temples, and monuments of every kind; so that the entire circumference of the city has been estimated at nearly 200 stadia, or above 75 leagues. In the wall that encompassed the city there were several gates, the principal of which were those of Ægeus, of Diocharis, of the Diomans, of Melite, of Acharnos, of Hippades, of Thrasis, or Dipylon, of Ition, sacred gate, and that of the Pireus. The streets of Athens were in general irregular, and the houses small and inconvenient. Besides the rock of the museum, close to the citadel on the south-west, separated by a valley from the hill on which the Aereopagus stood, other eminences contributed to render the city extremely uneven. In these hillocks they had several springs of water, but not sufficient, without additional wells and cisterns, for the supply of the inhabitants. The city was encompassed by the rivers Ilissus and Cephissus, which joined their streams in the marsh of Phalerum, and near the banks of which were several public walks, and also public and private buildings. The three harbours of Athens were the PHALERUM, MUNYCHIA, and PIREUS; for an account of which see the articles. The principal edifices and places of note in and about the city are the following:

Without the gate of Pireus is a cenotaph, erected by the Athenians in honour of Euripides, who died in Macedonia, on which is inscribed "the glory of Euripides has all Greece for a monument;" and within this gate is a fluted building, called Pompion, in which are kept the sacred utensils used at festivals, and from which commence the processions of young persons exhibited on occasions of this kind. In an adjoining temple dedicated to Ceres are admirable statues of the goddesses, Proserpine, and young Iacchus, executed by Praxiteles. In the street leading from the Pireus to the citadel, are numerous porticoes, some of which stood detached, and others contiguous to buildings, to which they serve as vestibules. To the left of this street is the quarter of the Palaia, which was very populous; and contiguous to this was that of the Ceramicus, or pottery grounds, so called from the earthenware formerly fabricated there. This extensive space was divided into narrow streets; one with the walls, where the academy was situated; and another within, in which was the great square or forum. In the royal portico, where the record of the archons held his tribunal, and where the areopagus sometimes
The number and the kind which were necessary for the cultivation of the arts and for the adornment of the city. Among these were the statues of the gods, which were often deified by the people of Athens, and were placed in the temples, the market places, and the streets. The most famous of these statues were the works of Phidias, the sculptor of the Parthenon, and of Praxiteles, the sculptor of the statue of Zeus at Olympia. The most celebrated of these statues were the statue of Zeus at Olympia, the statue of Athena Parthenos in the Parthenon, and the statue of Athena Nike in the Acropolis.

The city of Athens was also renowned for its beautiful gardens and parks, which were maintained by the state and were open to the public. Among these were the gardens of the Acropolis, the gardens of the temple of Athena, and the gardens of the temple of Poseidon at the island of Salamis.

The city of Athens was also noted for its beautiful architecture, which was characterized by the use of the Doric and Ionic orders of architecture. Among the most famous of these buildings were the temple of Athena Parthenos in the Parthenon, the temple of Zeus at Olympia, and the temple of Poseidon at the island of Salamis.

The city of Athens was also noted for its beautiful bridges, which were constructed of stone and were well designed. Among these were the bridge over the river Eridanus, the bridge over the river Ilissus, and the bridge over the river Lucius.

The city of Athens was also noted for its beautiful gardens and parks, which were maintained by the state and were open to the public. Among these were the gardens of the Acropolis, the gardens of the temple of Athena, and the gardens of the temple of Poseidon at the island of Salamis.

The city of Athens was also noted for its beautiful bridges, which were constructed of stone and were well designed. Among these were the bridge over the river Eridanus, the bridge over the river Ilissus, and the bridge over the river Lucius.
Acropolis and the hill of the Areopagus. Near to the grove of Aglauros was the Prytaneum, north of the Acropolis, and this was the second flation of Paunianias. The first route from this station is explained as descending from the Prytaneum to the lower parts of Athens; and it includes the temple of Seraef, of the goddesses Lucina, of the Olympian Jupiter, and the Delphian Apollo, the Gardens, the Lyceum, the river Ilythus, the temple of Diane the huntress, and the Stadium. Without describing any objects in his return from the Stadium to the Prytaneum, Paunianias commences his second route from that station by the way called Triposes, in which, he says, there are temples, triposes, and other works deserving notice; and, in the following order he mentions the temple of Dionysus, the temple of Bacchus, the imitation of the tent of Xerxes, the theatre of Bacchus, the wall called Southern, the tomb of Calus, the temples of Aesculapius, of Theseus, of Earth, and of Virid Ceres, and then enters the Propylea of the Acropolis. Within the Acropolis, he describes, among other objects, the Parthenon, the temples of Erechtheus, Polias, and Pandrofus; and his descriptions agree so exactly with the remains found there, that this part of his topography affords an evidence of his precision in other respects. He then passes from the Acropolis over the Areopagus, thence to the tombs, and to the Academy; and this route is in the order of their situation; for he had before passed, under the north-eaft side of the Acropolis, in his route from the temple of Theseus to the Prytaneum. The tombs, which are in the neighbourhood of the Museon, according to Dr. Chandler, were evidently in the situation to which Paunianias alludes; and the academy is known to have been to the west of the walls of the city. It has been the uniform opinion of antiquaries, that the old city of Athens was built on the northern side of the Acropolis; and the inscription of Adrian's arch is a confirmation that the addition to the city, built by that emperor, and called after him Adrianople, was on the southern side. Mr. Stewart, however, in his "Antiquities of Athens" (vol. iii.), conjectures, that the ancient city was on the south side of the Acropolis; but it has been alleged, that there are no remains which countenance this supposition; and, besides it should be recollected, that the Pelasgi, who fortified the Acropolis, were permitted to dwell beneath the walls; they were afterwards acceded by the Athenians of way-laying their daughters, as they went from the city to fetch water from the Ilythus: this could not possibly have happened, without supposing that the ancient city was on the north side of the Acropolis, and that the part inhabited by the Pelasgi was on the south side; for no other part would correspond to the account of the Pelasgi being in a situation between the city and the river. The Pelasgi were afterwards driven out of Attica; the spot on which they dwelt was excrated; and the Delphic oracle advised, that it should be kept rough and uncultivated. It is, however, well known, that this spot, in after times, was inhabited; but it is somewhat singular, that, except the theatre and some few monuments, immediately under the walls of the Acropolis, the whole of the plain between the Acropolis and the Ilythus, contains no remains of ancient works, besides one solitary column. This furnishes a strong argument against the supposition of the ancient city being erected in this situation; for undoubtedly the chief monuments of their grandeur would be contained within the city. This circumstance also accounts for Paunianias passing by, without describing any thing as situated there; it was idle in antiquities, and therefore furnished no object deserving his notice. For these observations, we are indebted to an anonymous writer.

See Monthly Review enlarged, vol. xvi. p. 56. For the plans of Athens, annexed to the travels of Anacharsis, see the Maps of this work.

ATHENS, and the Athenians. History of. It has been already observed, that the city of Athens was founded by Cecrops about 1550 years B.C. This prince reigned fifty years. Under the reign of his successor, various circumstances combined to determine the character and situation of the nation. The succession of princes appears, with few exceptions, the succession of improvement. Under the reign of Eriehthonius, the colony of Cecrops accustomed horses, already docile to the bit, to draw wheel carriages; and this was followed by the labour of bees, which useful race of insects they carefully preferred on mount Hymettus. Under Pandion, they made new progress in agriculture; but a long drought having destroyed the hopes of the husbandman, the harvists of Egypt supplied the wants of the colony, which thence contracted a taste for commerce. Eriehthonius, his successor, rendered his reign illustrious by useful institutions, and the Athenians dedicated a temple to him after his death. A considerable portion of barbarism still remained; the country, very imperfectly cultivated, maintained great numbers of savage animals, and still more savage men. The Grecian woods and mountains abounded in lions, bears, and other fierce animals, that often roamed from their haunts, and spread terror and defolation among the adjoining valleys. The valiies themselves teemed with men of brutal strength and courage, who avoided themselves of the weakness of government, to perpetrate horrid deeds of violence and cruelty. About the year 1300 B.C. the first worthies of Greece, animated rather with the daring and useful, than with the romantic spirit of chivalry (Plutarch's Theseus), fet themselves with one accord to remedy evils which threatened the excellence of society. These traveled over Greece, and freed it from the violence both of kings and individuals: they appeared to the Greeks as beings of a superior order; and that infant people, no less extravagant in their gratitude than fears, rewarded the exploits with so much glory, that the honour of protecting them became the first ambition of noble minds. Of these, one of the most eminent was Theseus, the son of Egeus king of Athens, who was ardently desirous of riving the exploits of Hercules. The Pallantides, a powerful family of Athens, having attempted to wrest the sceptre from the aged hands of Egeus, young Theseus, now approaching to man's estate, overcame the projects of the conspirators. (Plutarch's Theseus.) Marathon, the second city in Attica, had its environs infested by a ferocious bull; the heroic prince subdued this terrible animal (Plutarch's Theseus); and the Athenians regarded his successes with alazonishment and admiration. But his countrymen had soon after a call for their wonder and gratitude in a much more signal achievement, and more momentous benefit. Minos, king of Crete, accused them of having put to death his son Androgaeus, and compelled them by force to deliver him, at stated intervals, a certain number of youths and maidens. These were to be chosen by lot, and their destiny was death or slavery. (Plutarch's Theseus.) It was now the third time that the pledges of their affections were to be torn from their unhappy parents. All Athens was in tears, but Theseus revived her hopes. He undertook to free the city from this odious tribute; and to accomplish the noble project, voluntarily enrolled himself in the number of the victims, and embarked for Crete. The adventures of Theseus in Crete, exhibited by the inventive and often fanciful poetry of the Greeks, contain a great portion of the marvellous, through which a skilful and different reader may
At that time would permit. Strangers, invited to become citizens, flocked thither from all parts, and were incorporated with the ancient inhabitants. He added the territory of Megara to the country; he placed a column on the isthmus of Corinth, as a boundary between Attica and Peloponnese; and revived, near this pillar, the Ithian games, in imitation of those lately instituted by Hercules at Olympia. Every thing now seemed favourable to his views: he governed a free people, retained in obedience, by his moderation and his bounties; he dictated laws of peace and humanity to the neighboring nations, and enjoyed a foretaste of that profound veneration with which succeeding ages gradually honored the memory of great men. Thueus also engaged in new undertakings of value, some of them very unprofitable (see Thueus, Hercules, and Perithous), and all of them prejudicial to his country, by occupying that time which might have been employed in the farther improvement of the state. But with these exceptions, Thueus was a very great and beneficial sovereign, and his reign was a very important epoch in Athenian history. For several ages, however, Athens was only a secondary power: in the time of Homer, that state sent but fifty ships, whereas other countries sent eighty, and Mycene a hundred. The compliment of men to each, being 120, the troops amounted to about 6000.

Full fifty more from Athens flem the main, Led by Menelues thro' the liquid plain; No chief like thee, Menelues! Greece could yield, To martial armies in the duty field, Th' extended wings of battle to display, Or close th' emboddied host in firm array. Neclor alone, improv'd by length of days, For martial conduct bore an equal praise.

See Pope's Homer's Iliad, i. ii. At the time of the Trojan war, B. C. 1184, Athens, like other states of Greece, was subjected to a limited monarchy, but not infirmly hereditary. Menelues succeeded Thueus, in preference to the son of that monarch. Menelues was succeeded by Demephon, who disdained himself at the siege of Troy, and on his return was eminent for political improvement. By him was erected the famous court of the Ephesians, for trying wilful murder by a tribunal to which the British jury bears a considerable analogy. By this court, the king himself afterwards submitted to be tried, for having accidentally killed one of his subjects. He reigned thirty-three years, and was succeeded by his son Oxyntes, who reigned twelve years. Oxyntes was succeeded by his son Aphydas, who was murdered by Thymetas, the bastard son of Olympos. Thymetas demonstrated himself very worthy to reign, and was at length dethroned to make room for a man who had disdained himself in the following manner. There happened to arise a contile between the king of Barotia and the Athenians, about a frontier town. The hostile prince challenged Thymetas to determine their dispute by a single combat. The Athenian sovereign chose to decline, but Melanthus, an exile from Meffenia, who then resided at Athens, accepted the challenge. When they encountered, Melanthus demanded of his adversary, why, contrary to articles, he had brought a second into the field? He turned about to fee who the alleged second was, whereupon Melanthus run him through the body. Delighted with this victory, the Athenians did not regard the means by which it had been obtained, and appointed the conqueror their king. Melanthus was succeeded by his son Codrus: this prince was attacked by the Heracleis: having heard that the oracle promised the victory to that army which should lose its general in the battle, he voluntarily devoted himself
man of worth, possessed of real knowledge, and firmly attached to his country. Other marks of character might perhaps embellish his eulogy, but are not necessary to his memory. Like all preceding and subsequent legislators, he formed a code of laws and morals; he took the citizen at the moment of his birth, prescribed the manner of his earliest education, followed him through the different stages of his life, and, connecting these partial views with the main object, flattered himself he should be able to form free men, and virtuous citizens: but he only produced malcontents, and his regulations excited so many murmurs, that he was compelled to take refuge in the island of Aegina, where he soon after died.

His laws were strongly impregnated with the peculiarities of his character; they were as severe as his manners had ever been rigid. Death was the punishment he inflicted on idleness, and the only punishment he decreed for the slightest offences, as well as for the most atrocious crimes; he was accustomed to say, that he knew of none milder for the former, and could devise no other for the latter. It seems as if his powerful mind, virtuous even to excess, was incapable of any indulgence for crimes at which it recoiled, or for those weaknesses over which it triumphed without an effort. As he had not attempted any change in the form of government, the intestine divisions augmented from day to day. One of the principal citizens, named Cylon, formed the project of seizing on the sovereign authority; he was besieged in the citadel, where he had long defended himself, and at length, wanting provisions, and destitute of every hope of succour, eluded, by flight, the punishment due to his crime. His followers took refuge in the temple of Minerva; from which asylum they were enticed by the promise of life, and instantly massacred. Some of these unfortunate men were murdered even on the altars of the awful Eumenides. The indignation excited by this action was universal; the people at once executed the perjury, and murdered at the impaty of the victors; and the whole city expected that some dreadful calamity would be immediately inflicted by celestial vengeance. Amidst this general conformation, news was brought that the city of Nisaia and the isle of Salamis had fallen by the arms of the Megarensians. To this melancholy intelligence succeeded, soon after, an epidemic distemper. The public imagination, already agitated, was suddenly feized with panic terrors, and haunted by a thousand terrifying chimeras. The augurs and oracles being consulted, declared that the city, polluted by the profanation of the holy places, must be purified by the ceremonies of expiation. The Athenians, therefore, sent to Creté for Ephimeudis, B.C. 642, considered as a man who had an intercourse with the gods (Pausanias, l. i.), and who saw into futurity. He really appears to have been a reformer endowed with talents and knowledge to engage confidence in his opinions, and authority of manners to command respect. The first years of his youth he passed in solitary places, and seemed wholly absorbed in the study of nature, forming his imagination to enthusiasm, by fasting, silence, and meditation, without any other ambition than by making himself acquainted with the will of the gods, to secure his dominion over the minds of men. His successes surpassed his hopes, and he acquired such a reputation for wisdom and sanctity, that, in times of public calamity, nations intreated from him the favour of purifying them by rites, which, as they alleged, he could render more acceptable to the divinity. Athens received him with transports of hope and fear. He directed that new temples and new altars should be built to immolate the victims he had chosen, and that these sacrifices should

Vol. III.
should be accompanied by certain hymns. As while speaking he fancied agitated with a divine inspiration, his impi-
tuous eloquence was irresistible. He availed himself of the ascendency he had acquired, to effect several changes in the religious ceremonies, and in the manners of the people; and by various useful regulations, he endeavored to bring the Athenians to the two principles of social union and justice. But the reform of Epimenides, though beneficial as far as it extended, was very inadequate to the evils. The people were still suffering under combined anarchy and oppression; the magistrates plundered the treasury and the temples; and often betrayed for bribes the interests of their country: the rich tyrannized over the poor, the poor continually alarmed the safety of the rich: the rapacity of creditors knew no bounds; they compelled the insolvent debtors to cultivate their lands like cattle, to perform the service of beasts of burden (Gilles, v. i. 107.), and to transfer to them their sons and daughters, whom they exported as slaves to foreign countries. In such a disordered situation, there arose for their relief the illustrious Solon, B.C. 594. This celebrated sage distingushed himself by military policy and warlike efforts. The Athenians had been long engaged in a war against the Megarensians, concerning the island of Salamis; fatigued and broken by tedious and arduous holi-
drics, they abandoned the enterprise in despair, and even made a law enacting the punishment of death against any one who should propose the capture of that island. Solon, aware of the importance of a poliehen that commanded the coasts of Attica, and deeming the national dependence inglorious as well as impolitic, ardently desired to rule his countrymen to more vigorous counsels; but the new penal law restrained his efforts. At length he devised an exped-
dient for patriotically tranfgressing the pufilanimous law, and avoiding the punishment. He accordingly counter-
feited infancy, and caufed his family to report that he was actually mad (Plutarch's Solon); the rumour being spread and generally believed, he composed a poem, describing the advantages of Salamis, and inciting the Athenians to renew the war. His verses, strong and impressive, produced the desired effect. The people were roused, an expedition was undertaken, and Solon is, by Plutarch, said to have devised the following stratagem for cutting off the Megarensians, who then occupied Salamis. With his friend Piliftros he sailed at the head of an armament to Colias, there finding a number of women sacrificing to Ceres, he sent a confidential perfon to Salamis, instructed to proffes himself a defeter, and to tell the Megarensians, if that they defired to feize the chief Athenian women, to make all fail to Colias. The Mega-
rengians, taking the ftrory for truth, prefently manned a fhip; and Solon defeiyng this fhip just as it put off from the island, commanded the women to be gone, and ordered fome bearded youths, drelled in the women's clothes, their shoes and mitres, and privately armed with daggers, to dance and ftan near the fhoare, till the enemies had landed, and the fhip was in their power. Things being thus ordered, the Megarensians were allured with the appearance, and coming near the shore, strove who fhouid leap out fift, as it were only to feize the women; but were fo warmly received, that not one of them efcaped. The Athenians failed for the island, thus deprived of its defenders, and annexed Salamis to the territories of Athens. The fame which Solon thus acquired, he foon increafed by his policy and conduct with regard to another fubjeft of foreign policy.

The Criffians were a flourishing state, not far from Del-
phi, and, commanding the approaches to that rendezvous of Grecian superflition, derived considerable emolument from the expeiences of the devotees. But with the advan-
tages they were not fatisfied; they began to exaft vexatious and exorbitant duties from the merchants who came to ex-
pofe their wares in the facred city; which, on account of the great concourse of profligate pilgrims from every quarter, soon became the feat, not of devotion only, but of dilipa-
dation, vanity, and licentious pleasure. It was in vain for the merchants to claim against these unexampled impofitions; the taxes were continually increafed; the evil admitted not the expectation of either remedy or relief; and the strangers, faimiliarized to it by custom, began to submit without mur-
mur; and perhaps endur'd the hardship with greater pa-
tience, when they perceived that they drew back the tax in the increased price of their commodities. Encouraged by this acquiefcence in their tyranny, the Criffians levied a fevere impol on the pilgrims, whether Greeks or Barbarians, who visited the temple of Apollo; a measure directly inconfiftent with a decree of the Amphictyons, which declared that all men should have free access to the oracle, as well as extremely hurtful to the interell of the Delphians, who foon felt a gradual diminution of their profits from the holy flame. The Criffians, totally regardless of the feeling of religion, plundered the temple of Delphi, with many circum-
cufonances of aggravating atrocity. Solon roused his coun-
trymen to avenge the fachilege; and to his ingenuity and skill it was chiefly owing that the Criffians were vanquifh'd (Gillies, vol. i. 221.), but Solon was defined to render himself, by legislation, most beneficial to his country. The general opinion of his genius and virtues, joined to the experience of his military talents, success in wars, and political adrest, had procured him distinguished influence over the people. His experienced ability, and above all, his approved wisdom and equity, pointed him out for the noblest and most sublime employment of humanity, that of regulating the laws and government of a free people. Such, at leaft, the Athenians may be confidered, when their unanimous fuffrage rendered Solon the absolute umpire of their whole constitution and policy. When he undertook the reform of the rate, tyranny and disorder prevailed; the wretched populace, deriving courage from defpair, had determined no longer to submit to fuch multiplied rigours; and, before the wisdom of the lawgiver interposed, they had taken the resolution to elect and follow fome warlike leader, to attack and butcher their oppressors, eftabift an equal partition of lands, and in-
stitute a new form of government. But the numerous cli-
ents and retainers, who, in a country little acquainted with arts and manufactures, depended on the wealthy proprieters of the lands and mines of Attica, rendered this undertaking alike dangerous to both parties; fo that both became willing rather to submit their differences to law, than to decide them by the fword. The impartiality of Solon merited the unlimited confidence of his country. He maintained the ancient division of property, but abolished debts; he efa-
blift the rate of interest at 12 per cent, which it afterwards remained; but forbade that the insolvent debtor should become the flave of his creditor, or be compelled to fell his children into fervitude. After these preliminary regulations, which seemed immediately necessary to the public peace, Solon proceeded, with an impartial and steady hand, to new model the government; on this generous, but equitable principle, that a few ought not, as hitherto, command, and the many obey; but that the collective body of the people, legally convened into a national assembly, were entitled to decide, by a plurality of voices, the alternatives of peace and war; contract or dissolve alliances with foreign states; enjoy all the branches of legislative or foreign power; and elect, approve, and judge the magistrates or ministers entrusted, for a limited time, with the executive authority. Strangers, and
and all those who could not ascertain their Athenian descent, both in the male and female line, were totally excluded from the assembly and courts of justice. The regulations of Solon marked the utmost attention to preverse the pure blood of Athens unmixed and uncorrupted; nor could any foreigner, whatever merit he might claim with the public, be admitted to the rank of a citizen, unless he abandoned for ever his native country, professed the knowledge of some highly useful or ingenious art, and, in both cases, had been chosen by ballot, in a full assembly of six thousand Athenians.

The numbers of this convention, and still more their impetuosity and ignorance, must have proved inconsistent with good government, if Solon had not secured the veil of the republic from the waves of popular frenzy, by the two firm anchors of the senate and the areopagus; tribunals originally of great dignity, and of very extensive power, into which men of a certain description only could be received as members. Solon divided the Athenians into four classes, according to the produce of their estates. The first consisted of those whose lands annually yielded five hundred measures of liquid, as well as dry commodities, and the minimum of whose yearly-income may be calculated at fifty thousand drachmae, which is equivalent, if we estimate the relative value of money by the price of labour, and of the things most necessary to life, to about sixty thousand pounds sterling in the present age. The second class consisted of those whose estates produced three hundred; the third two hundred; the fourth, and by far the most numerous class of Athenians, either possessed no landed property, or at least enjoyed not a revenue in land equal to twenty-four pounds sterling, or, agreeably to the above proportion, two hundred and forty pounds of our present currency. All ranks of citizens were alike admitted to vote in the public assembly, and to judge in the courts of justice, whether civil or criminal, which were properly so many committees of the assembly. But the three first classes were exclusively entitled to sit in the senate, to decide in the areopagus, or to hold any office of magistracy. To these dignities they were elected by the free suffrages of the people, to whom they were accountable for their administration, and by whom they might be punished for malversation or negligence, although they derived no emolument from the diligent discharge of their duty. The senate of four hundred, which, eighty-six years after its institution, was augmented to five hundred by Chlithenes, enjoyed the important prerogatives of convoking the popular assembly; previously examining all matters before they came to be decided by the people, which gave them a negative before debate in all public resolutions; and of making laws, which had force during a year, without requiring the consent of the populace. Besides this general superintendence and authority, the senate was exclusively invested with many particular branches of the executive power. The president of that council had the custody of the public archives and treasury; the senate alone built ships, equipped fleets and armies, seized and confined state criminals, examined and punished several offences, which were not expressly forbidden by any positive law. The weight of such a council, which assembled every day, except festivals, infused a large mixture of aristocracy into the Athenian constitution; this, as we shall immediately explain, was still further increased by the authority of the Areopagus.

The principal magistrates in Athens were the nine archons. (See Archon.) These nine archons, or presidents of the several courts of justice, like all other Athenian magistrates, were, at the expiration of their annual office, accountable to the people; and when their conduct, after a severe scrutiny, appeared to merit public approbation and gratitude, they were received, and remained for life, members of the areopagus, a senate involved in a general inspection over the laws and religion, as well as over the lives and manners of the citizens; and which, in dangerous emergencies, was even entitled to assume dictatorial power. See Lyfias, Hecataeus, Anacharsis, vol. i. and Gillies's Greece, vol. ii. Thus did the senate of the areopagus, and that of the four hundred, become two counterpoises sufficiently powerful to secure the republic against the storms from which all states are incessantly in danger (see Plutarch, in Solon.); the former, by repressing the enterprises of the rich by its general censure; and the latter, by restraining by its decrees and its presence the excesses of the multitude. New laws were enacted in support of these regulations. The constitution might be attacked either by the general factions which had so long agitated the different orders of the state, or by the ambition and intrigues of certain individuals. To guard against these dangers, Solon denounced punishments against those citizens who, in time of public commotion, refused openly to declare for one of the parties. (Plutarch, in Solon.) His view, in this admirable institution, was to route much of merit and integrity from a state of fatal inactivity, to oppose them to the factions, and fave the republic by the courage and ascendency of virtue. By a second law, every citizen convicted of having attempted to make himself master of the sovereign authority, was condemned to death. Lastly, in the case of an attempt to erect another government on the ruins of the popular form, this wise legislator could imagine but one method to reanimate the nation; and that was by obliging the magistrates to resign their employments; and hence this stern and menacing decree:—it shall be lawful for every citizen, not only to put to death a tyrant and his accomplices, but any magistrate who shall continue to exercise his functions after the disfranchisement of the democracy. Such is the great outline of the constitution established by Solon, according to which every Athenian citizen enjoyed the inestimable privilege of being judged by his peers, and tried by laws to which he himself had consented. Although the legislative and judicial powers were thus lodged with the people, men of property and ability were alone entrusted with the administration of government; and as power in some measure followed property, the same expedient which served to maintain a due distinction of ranks in society, tended also to promote the industry and frugality of the multitude, that they might thereby become entitled to share those honours and office to which persons of a certain estate or capacity could aspire. (See Gilles, vol. ii. p. 114.) Conformable to this constitution was the code of laws which was framed by this illustrious legislator. As a system of jurisprudence, the institutions of Solon possess extraordinary excellence. They have the merit of easily coalescing with great variety and dišlimilarity of political systems, and are indeed well adapted to any limited government. Transferred into the Roman law, they have, in the forcible and eloquent language of Dr. Gilles, served after an interval of above sixteen hundred years, to abolish the barbarous practices of the Gothic nations, and to introduce justice, security, and refinement among the modern inhabitants of Europe. The laws of Solon consider the citizen in the various relations of domestic, civil, and political society. They accurately mark the duties belonging to these relations, and prescribe the rules for directing and enforcing the performance of them, and for preventing their violation. To form the citizen early to the habits most beneficial to the community, the laws of Solon describe the plan of his education. They recommend the exercises corporeal, intellectual, and moral, which tend
should be accompanied by certain hymns. As while speaking he seemed agitated with a divine inspiration, his impetuous eloquence was irresistible. He availed himself of the ascendency he had acquired, to effect several changes in the religious ceremonies, and in the manners of the people; and by various useful regulations, he endeavoured to bring the Athenians to the two principles of social union and justice. But the reform of Epimenides, though beneficial as far as it extended, was very inadequate to the evils. The people were still suffering under combined anarchy and oppression; the magistrates plundered the treasury and the temples; and often betrayed for bribes the interests of their country: the rich tyrannized over the poor, the poor continually alarmed the safety of the rich; the rapacity of creditors knew no bounds; they compelled the indebted debtors to cultivate their lands like cattle, to perform the service of beasts of burden (Gilles, v. ii. 167.), and to transfer to them their sons and daughters, whom they exported as slaves to foreign countries. In such a distracted situation, there arose for their relief the illustrious Solon, B.C. 594. This celebrated sage first distinguished himself by military policy and warlike efforts. The Athenians had been long engaged in a war against the Megarensians, concerning the island of Salamis; fatigued and broken by tedious and arduous hostilities, they abandoned the enterprise in despair, and even made a law enacting the punishment of death against any one who should propose the capture of that island. Solon, aware of the importance of a polition that commanded the coasts of Attica, and deeming the national independency inglorious as well as impolitic, ardently desired to route his countrymen to more vigorous counsels; but the new penal law restrained his efforts. At length he devised an expedient for patriotically transforming the pusillanimous law, and avoiding the punishment. He accordingly counterfeited insanity, and caused his family to report that he was actually mad (Plutarch’s Solon); the rumour being spread and generally believed, he composed a poem, describing the advantages of Salamis, and inciting the Athenians to renew the war. His verses, strong and impregnable, produced the desired effect. The people were roused, an expedition was undertaken, and Solon is, by Plutarch, said to have devised the following stratagem for cutting off the Megarensians, who then occupied Salamis. With his friend Polibrotus he failed at the head of an armed garrison to Colos, there finding a number of women faceless to Ceres, he sent a confidential perfon to Salamis, infefted to profess himself a defeter, and to tell the Megarensians, that if they desired to deceive the chief Athenian women, to make all fail to Colos. The Megarensians, taking the story for truth, presenty manned a ship; and Solon defoying this ship just as it put off from the island, commanded the women to be gone, and ordered some beardless youths, defecled in these women’s clothes, their shoes and mitres, and privately armed with daggers, to dance and wanton near the shore, till the enemies had landed, and the ship was in their power. Things being thus ordered, the Megarensians were allure with the appearance, and, coming near the shore, frove who should leap out first, as it were only to seize the women; but were so warmly received, that not one of them escaped. The Athenians failed for the island, thus deprived of its defenders, and annexed Salamis to the territories of Athens. The fame which Solon thus acquired, he soon increased by his policy and conduct with regard to another subjed of foreign policy.

The Cretans were a flourishing state, not far from Delphi, and, commanding the approaches to that rendezvous of Grecian superstition, derived considerable emolument from the expenses of the devotees. But with these advan-
tages they were not satisfied; they began to exact vexations and exorbitant duties from the merchants who came to export their wares in the sacred city; which, on account of the great concourse of profligate pilgrims from every quarter, soon became the seat, not of devotion only, but of dilapidation, vanity, and licentious pleasure. It was in vain for the merchants to exclaim against these unexampled impositions; the taxes were continually increased; the evil admitted not the expectation of other remedy or relief; and the strangers, familiarized to it by custom, began to submit without murmur; and perhaps endured the hardship with greater patience, when they perceived that they drew back the tax in the increased price of their commodities. Encouraged by this acquiescence in their tyranny, the Cretans levied a severe impost on the pilgrims, whether Greeks or Barbarians, who visited the temple of Apollo; a measure directly inconsistent with a decree of the Amphictyons, which declared that all men should have free access to the oracle, as well as extremely hurtful to the interest of the Delphians, who soon felt a gradual diminution of their profits from the holy shrine. The Cretans, totally regardless of the sentiments of religion, plundered the temple of Delphi, with many circumstances of aggravating atrocity. Solon roused his countrymen to avenge the sacrilege; and to his ingenuity and skill it was chiefly owing that the Cretans were vanquished (Gillies, v. i. 221.), but Solon was defined to render himself, by legislation, most beneficial to his country. The general opinion of his genius and virtues, joined to the experience of his military talents, success in wars, and political address, had procured him distinguished influence over the people. His experienced ability, and above all, his approved wisdom and equity, pointed him out for the noblest and most sublime employment of humanity, that of regulating the laws and government of a free people. Such, at last, the Athenians may be considered, when their unanimous suffrage rendered Solon the absolute umpire of their whole constitution and policy. When he undertook the reform of the state, tyranny and disorder prevailed; the wretched populace, deriving courage from despair, had determined no longer to submit to such multiplied rigours; and, before the wisdom of the lawgiver interposed, they had taken the resolution to elect and follow some warlike leader, to attack and butcher their oppressors, establish an equal partition of lands, and insti-
tute a new form of government. But the numerous clients and retainers, who, in a country little acquainted with arts and manufactures, depended on the wealthy proprietors of the lands and mines of Attica, rendered this undertaking alike dangerous to both parties; so that both became willing rather to submit their differences to law, than to decide them by the sword. The impartiality of Solon merited the unlimited confidence of his country. He maintained the ancient division of property, but abolished debts; he estab-
lished the rate of interest at 12 per cent. at which it afterwards remained; but forbade that the insolent debtor should become the slave of his creditor, or be compelled to sell his children into servitude. After these preliminary regulations, which seemed immediately necessary to the public peace, Solon proceeded, with an impartial and ready hand, to new model the government; on this generous, but equitable principle, that a few ought not, as hitherto, command, and the many obey; but that the collective body of the people, legally convened into a national assembly, were entitled to decide, by a plurality of voices, the alternatives of peace and war; contract or dissolve alliances with foreign states; enjoy all the branches of legislative or sovereign power; and elect, approve, and judge the magistrates or ministers entrusted, for a limited time, with the executive authority. Strangers, and
and all those who could not ascertain their Athenian descent, both in the male and female line, were totally excluded from the assembly and courts of justice. The regulations of Solon marked the utmost attention to preserve the pure blood of Athens unmixed and uncorrupted; nor could any foreigner, whatever merit he might claim with the public, be admitted to the rank of a citizen, unless he abandoned for ever his native country, professed the knowledge of some highly useful or ingenious art, and, in both cases, had been chosen by ballot, in a full assembly of six thousand Athenians.

The numbers of this convention, and still more their impetuosity and ignorance, must have proved inconstant with good government, if Solon had not secured the veil of the republic from the waves of popular frenzy, by the two firm anchors of the senate and the areopagus; tribunals originally of great dignity, and of very extensive power, into which men of a certain description only could be received as members. Solon divided the Athenians into four classes, according to the produce of their estates. The first consisted of those whose lands annually yielded five hundred measures of liquid, as well as dry commodities, and the minimum of whole yearly income may be calculated at sixty pounds sterling, which is equivalent, if we estimate the relative value of money by the produce of labour, and of the things most necessary to life, to about six hundred pounds sterling in the present age. The second class consisted of those whose estates produced three hundred; the third two hundred; the fourth, and by far the most numerous classes of Athenians, either possessed no landed property, or at least enjoyed not a revenue in land equal to twenty-four pounds sterling, or, agreeably to the above proportion, two hundred and forty pounds of our present currency. All ranks of citizens were slicl admitted to vote in the public assembly, and to judge in the courts of justice, whether civil or criminal, which were properly so many committees of the assembly. But the three first classes were exclusively entitled to sit in the senate, to decide in the areopagus, or to hold any office of magistracy. To these dignities they were elected by the free suffrages of the people, to whom they were accountable for their administration, and by whom they might be punished for malversation or negligence, although they derived no emolument from the diligent discharge of their duty. The senate of four hundred, which, eighty-six years after its institution, was augmented to five hundred by Chiphenes, enjoyed the important prerogatives of convoking the popular assembly; previously examining all matters before they came to be decided by the people, which gave them a negative before debate in all public resolutions; and of making laws, which had force during a year, without requiring the consent of the populace. Besides this general superintendence and authority, the senate was exclusively invested with many particular branches of the executive power. The president of that council had the custody of the public archives and treasury; the senate alone built ships, equipped fleets and armies, seized and confined state criminals, examined and punished several offences, which were not expressly forbidden by any positive law. The weight of such a council, which assembl commonly every day, except festivals, infused a large mixture of arbitracy into the Athenian constitution; this, as we shall immediately explain, was still farther incresed by the authority of the Areopagus.

The principal magistrates in Athens were the nine archons. (See Archon.) These nine archons, or presidents of the several courts of justice, like all other Athenian magistrates, were, at the expiration of their annual office, accountable to the people; and when their conduct, after a severe scrutiny, appeared to merit public approbation and gratitude, they were received, and remained for life, members of the areopagus, a senate invested with a general inspection over the laws and religion, as well as over the lives and manners of the citizens; and which, in dangerous emergencies, was even entitled to assume dictatorial power. See Lyssus, Isocrates, Archidiasis, vol. 1. and Gillies's Greece, vol. ii. 'Thus did the senate of the areopagus, and that of the four hundred, become two counterpoises sufficiently powerful to secure the republic against the storms from which all states are incessantly in danger (see Plutarch, in Solon.); the former, by repressing the enterprizes of the rich by its general censure; and the latter, by restraining by its decrees and its presence the excesses of the multitude. New laws were enacted in support of these regulations. The constitution might be attacked either by the general factions which had to long agitated the different orders of the state, or by the ambition and intrigues of certain individuals. To guard against these dangers, Solon denounced punishments against those citizens who, in time of public commotion, refused openly to declare for one of the parties. (Plutarch, in Solon.) His view, in this admirable institution, was to refine men of merit and integrity from a state of fatal inactivity, to oppose them to the factions, and save the republic by the courage and ascendency of virtue. By a second law, every citizen convicted of having attempted to make himself master of the sovereign authority, was condemned to death. Lastly, in the case of an attempt to erect another government on the ruins of the popular form, this wise legislator could imagine but one method to reanimate the nation; and that was by obliging the magistrates to resign their employments; and hence this stern and menacing decree:—it shall be lawful for every citizen, not only to put to death a tyrant and his accomplices, but any magistrate who shall continue to exercise his functions after the destruction of the democracy. Such is the great outline of the constitution established by Solon, according to which every Athenian citizen enjoyed the inestimable privilege of being judged by his peers, and tried by laws to which he himself had contributed. Although the legislative and judicial powers were thus lodged with the people, men of property and ability were alone entrusted with the administration of government; and as power in some measure followed property, the same expedient which served to maintain a due diffusion of ranks in society, tended also to promote the industry and frugality of the multitude, that they might thereby become entitled to flare those honours and offices to which persons of a certain estate only could aspire. (See Gillies, vol. ii. p. 114.) Conformable to this constitution was the code of laws which was framed by this illustrious legislator. As a system of jurisprudence, the institutions of Solon possess extraordinary excellence. They have the merit of easily confounding with great variety and diffimilarity of political systems, and are indeed well adapted to any limited government. Transferred into the Roman law, they have, in the forcible and eloquent language of Dr. Gillies, served after an interval of above sixteen hundred years, to abolish the barbarous practices of the Gothic nations, and to introduce justice, security, and refinement among the modern inhabitants of Europe. The laws of Solon consider the citizen in the various relations of domestic, civil, and political society. They accurately mark the duties belonging to these relations, and prescribe the rules for directing and enforcing the performance of them, and for preventing their violation. To form the citizen early to the habits most beneficial to the community, the laws of Solon describe the plan of his education. They recommend the exercises corporeal, intellectual, and moral, which tend
most powerfully to invigorate the bodily constitution; to enlarge, refine, and direct the understanding; to form, strengthen, and liberalize the heart. They strongly reprobate idleness, and recommend industry, pointing out the objects, private and national, for which it would be most usefully and honourably exerted. They forcibly incite temperance, and censure the contrary as a principal source of misconduct. Although the Athenian law was transplanted into the Roman on many subjects; in several there is a very considerable difference. In Athens, the institutions regarding women, and the relations in which they are concerned, were much more liberal than those of Rome, although they fall greatly short of those in modern times, when men respect the natural equality of the sex. Solon considers marriage as an engagement of mutual love and affection, the ends of which are to give happiness to the family, and useful citizens to the state. He does not consider the wife, as the Romans afterwards did, as only part of the family property, which the husband, the proprietor, was to use as he pleased. He regards her as the domestic companion of her husband, nearly equal to him in the care of the children: he rigorously punishes those who violate the obligations of the married state: he permits divorce, not according to the caprice of the husband, but after a discussion before a magistrate: he permits women to separate from their husbands on the same ground as men from their wives. His law for the protection of unmarried women was highly equitable. Whoever seduced a woman of before unimpeached conduct, was, if unmarried, obliged to atone to her by marriage for the injury. On this law hinge the plots of Molière's plays. The married destroyer of virgin innocence was punished with a salutary rigour. The reciprocal duties of parent and child Solon did not leave to the mere operation of natural affection, but added positive laws. These enjoined parents to bestow such pains on the education of their children as might enable them to perform their various duties as men and citizens. They obliged children to maintain their parents in declining years, two cafes excepted; e. g. if the children had been born of a courtzean, or had been educated to no profession. In the first cafe, they supposed that children owe nothing to parents who had begotten them to disgrace; in the second, who defined them to uncleanness and dependence. Domestic tribunals were not permitted by Solon's laws. A citizen could only be judged by his peers, and by them only deprived of his civil liberty, or life. The magistrates civil, military, and ecclesiastically, were by Solon's laws entitled to respect and obedience, whilst they acted agreeably to the end of their office. (See Anacharsis, Gilleis, and Aristotle's Politicks.) These are a few of the outlines of the provision made by Solon's laws for maintaining what judge Blackstone stylesthe rights of persons. The laws of Solon respecting property were founded on principles of pure ethics, and regarded moral conduct as well as the preservation of property and political expediency. They considered private virtue as well as private right and public tranquillity; they not only provided that one man should not injure another, but endeavoured to prevent such motives from exciting as tend to produce injury. Thus by the Athenian law, the next heir is incapable of being guardian to a minor, because it might be apprehended that such a guardian might be more delinquent of appropriating the inheritance than of promoting the good of the ward. That regulation therefore considers moral motives, and withholds temptations. All the institutions of Solon respecting successions and settlements united the two considerations of regard to property and to moral principle. Solon allowed the citizen to dispose of his property at pleasure; at the same time by his regulations he guards against the arts of legacy hunters; and thus while he respects property, withholds motives to injustice. In that part of his code which treats of what the civilians termed actions, and judge Blackstone private wrongs, Solon's description of injuries, and measures of redress, are nearly the same as in the Roman and English law. They all proceed upon a plain and obvious principle in ethics, that every injury done must be redressed. The injuries which may be done to an individual, affect either his liberty, property, character, or person, and are in general nearly the fame in all countries. On this principle (says Gibbon, speaking of that branch of law), the civilians of every country have created a similar jurisprudence, the fair conclusion of universal reason and justice. In that part which the civilians style penal law, and Blackstone public wrongs, Solon differs very considerably from the Roman law, and agrees with the English. This difference is partly in the description of crimes, and partly in the mode of cognizance. Public wrongs are either such actions or omissions as tend to affect the tranquillity and happiness of a state. The same actions therefore must be wrong in very different degrees in different states and circumstances. The perfection of a penal code depends on the consideration in the description of laws, between crimes and public injuries in the first place; and in the second, between crimes and punishment. If every action which generally hurts the public, is by the laws a crime, and if the punishment be exactly in proportion to the crime, and be not inflicted without certain proof of the commissio, that must be a good penal code. A wise lawgiver apports punishment to crime, but does not consider punishing justice only, he also takes preventive into his consideration. One of the many great excellencies of our English law is, that it has adopted efficacious means for preventing crimes. To this branch of legislation Solon also had paid considerable attention. The prevention of crimes depends chiefly on two things: first, vigilance in observing the conduct of those who, either from their general character, or from particular circumstances, may be supposed most likely to commit them; secondly, on the previous care bestowed on the morals of the people. This last is undoubtedly the surest way of preventing crimes from being general. As a great source of criminal conduct is idleness, Solon enacted a law which obliged every citizen to exercise some trade or profession. "None," says the learned and immortal Drummond, "among the various institutions of Solon has been more deservedly celebrated than that which obliged every citizen to exercise some trade or profession. In countries where the climate naturally disposes men to sloth and inactivity, every law which incites the mind to exertion, or which roufes the latent energy of its faculties, must necessarily be attended with the most salutary effects." This law had a tendency not only to prevent the negative evil of sloth, but the positive evil of active criminality. By the institutions of Solon, extravagance, intemperance, and debauchery underwent a severe animadversion. Magistrates were empowered to watch the bodings of noxious practices which might, if not stamped, ripen into crimes. Solon's description of the various kinds and measures of crimes is very accurate, and the annexed punishment is generally proportionate. No action of pernicious tendency is by the Athenian laws exempted from penal animadversion. By the Roman law, suicide (according to the juft and striking description of Blackstone, "the pretended heroism, but real cowardice of the Stoic philosophers, who destroyed themselves to avoid those ills which they had not the fortitude to endure") was not only not punished, but was
was encouraged. By Solon’s laws, the self-murderer was branded with public infamy, and exposed to what, according to the religious notions of his countrymen, constituted public punishment. Solon describes the various species of fraud, theft, robbery, and homicide with the greatest accuracy. Of the last in particular, the different shades from what our laws call chance murder, to murder, are delineated with a most discriminating precision. It is not only the description of crime, and the annexation of punishment, that is of importance in penal codes, but also the tribunal which is to take cognizance of the crime. By Solon’s laws, every Athenian citizen had a right to be tried by his peers; the Athenian law was in this superior to the Roman, which, in many cases, admitted domicilic trials. The former took cognizance of the crimes of his own family. Thus at Rome, the accused frequently was not tried by a tribunal of his peers, bound to act according to a fixed law, but by an arbitrary judge, whose own will was his only rule. Solon, like every wise lawgiver, endeavoured to extend the influence of religion over the minds of his countrymen. He enjoined a profound veneration for divinities, and described actions as pleasing or displeasing to them, according to the intention of the agent combined with the known tendency of the act; aware that the internal sentiments of religion are strengthened and confirmed by external rites, he strictly enjoined the regular performance of rites and ceremonies.

Such was the code of Solon, such the civil and political institutions which contributed so powerfully to render this small territory so very great a state. The laws of Solon were to continue in force only for a century. Concerning that conduct depends chiefly upon habits, he thought that the practice of a hundred years would confirm the Athenians in the habitual observance of such beneficial rules. But the restrictions being contrary to the licence of strong passions, appeared to many encroachments upon natural liberty; and they wished for modifications which might admit fuller scope to their desires. When the first novelty was worn off, Solon was surrounded by a crowd of importunate citizens, who overwhelmed him with petitions, advice, commendations, or reproaches. Some prefixed him for an explanation of particular laws, capable, according to them, of different interpretations; others propounded a variety of things to be added, modified, or suppressed. Solon having exhausted his patience, and tried every conciliatory method in vain, was sensible that time alone could perfect and give strength to his work; he therefore departed, after requesting permission to absent himself for ten years (see Plutarch, in Solon), and binding the Athenians by a solemn oath, not to make any alteration in his laws during his absence. (See Herodotus, Com.) The adventures of Solon during his peregrinations, belonging to himself individually, and not to the Athenians, will be seen under the articles Solon, Crosis, &c. The object of his travels being, as Herodotus informs us, to view mankind; after having, like Ulysses, traversed many countries, and seen many men, he returned to his native country to behold the operation and effects of his institutions. He found that much time is required before men, who have been either the slaves of despotism or the sharers in licentiousness, can be reconciled to just and equitable laws. The Athenians were ready again to sink into anarchy. (See Plutarch’s Life of Solon.) The three parties, which had so long rent the republic, licent to have suspended their hatred during the legislation only to vent it with more violence in his absence; in one point alone were they united, in defying a change in the constitution, without any other motive than a secret rufellefs, or any object but vague hope. Solon, received with the most distinguished honours, wished to avail himself of the favourable dispositions to calms difficulties too frequently resisting. At first, he thought himself powerfully seconded by Pisistratus, who was at the head of the popular faction; and who, apparently eager to maintain equality among the citizens, declared himself an irreconcilable enemy to every innovation which might tend to its destruction; but he soon discovered that this profound politician concealed the most unaided ambition under the mask of an affected moderation. Never did a man unite more qualities to captivate the minds of the people: he was of an illustrious birth, and possessed of great wealth, acknowledged wealth (see Herodotus, in Crophore, his fifth book), a commanding figure, a persuasive eloquence, to which the musical tone of his voice lent new charms, and a mind enriched with the talents beloved by nature, and the information procured by study. No man was a greater master of his passions, or knew better how to turn to advantage those virtues he really possessed, and those of which he had only the appearance. His facetex has proved that in projects of tedious execution, nothing can be brought to more decided superiority than mildness and flexibility of character. With such eminent advantages, Pisistratus, accessible to the lowest citizens, evaded on them those confusions and successes, which dry up the fount of his enmity, or palliate the bitterness of suffering. Solon, attentive to his proceedings, penetrated his intentions: but whilst he was employed in devising means to guard against their consequences, Pisistratus appeared in the forum covered with wounds he had artfully procured, imploring protection of the people whom he had so frequently protected. (See Herodotus, Com.) The assembly being immediately convened, he accused the senate and the chiefs of the other factions of attempting his life; and displaying his full bleeding wounds: “Behold!” he exclaimed, “the reward of my love for the democracy, and of the zeal with which I have defended your rights.” At these words only menacing exclaimations were heard on all sides; the principal citizens kept silence in astonishment, or took flight. Solon, filled with indignation at their cowardice and the infatuation of the people, vain attempted to renovate the courage of the former, and to dispel the frenzy of the latter; his voice, enfeebled by years, was easily overpowered by the clamours excited by pity, rage, and apprehension. The assembly concluded by voting Pisistratus a strong guard for the defence of his person (B.C. 516). From this moment all his projects were accomplished; he fearlessly employed his force to take possession of the city, and after dispersing the multitude, seized without opposition on the supreme authority. But though Pisistratus by this usurpation destroyed for a time the political liberty of Athens, his power eventually gave stability to the laws which Solon had introduced. That extraordinary tyrant, for so the Greeks stiled him, was not more distinguished by the loftiness of his genius, than the humanity of his disposition; and had not the violence of contending factions, and the fury of his enemies, inflamed his natural love of power, the name of Pisistratus would stand the foremost in the list of Grecian patriots and heroes. His valor and conduct were signalized in the conquest of Naxos, Samos, Naxos, Delos, and Sigean; and if he displayed himself in acquiring the sovereignty, he displayed still more moderation and virtue in administering it. He assumed, indeed, the royal dignities of prince and general, and took care that the chief offices of justice should be filled by his partisans; but he maintained the regular course of law and justice, not only by his authority, but by his example; having appeared in per-
Hipparchus, in particular, was fond of letters. Aracoen and Simonides, invited to his court, met with a most flattering reception: the first being loaded with honours, and the second with presents. He delvered also to participate with his father in the glory of extending the fame of Homer. He could be reproached, as well as his brother, with too freely abandoning himself to pleasures, and with inspiring the Athenians with a taste for luxury. Fortunately, nevertheless, if in the midst of these excelles he had not committted an act of injustice, in which he was the first victim.

Two young Athenians, Harmodius and Aristogiton, united in bonds of the tenderest friendship, having received from this prince an affront it was impossible to forget, conspired his destruction, and that of his brother. Some of their friends entered into this complicity, and its execution was fixed for the solemnity of the panathenaia: they hoped that the crowd of Athenians, who, during the ceremonies of this festival, were permitted to bear arms, would fecond their efforts, or at least protect them against the fury of the guards who attended on the fons of Pisistratus. With this view, after covering their poignards with branches of myrtle, they repaired to the place where the princes were arranging a procession, which they were to precede to the temple of Minerva. When they arrived, they saw one of the conspirators in familiar conversation with Hippias, and concluded themselves betrayed; but resolving dearly to fell their lives, retired for a moment, and finding Hipparchus, plunged a dagger in his heart. Harmodius infantly fell beneath the redoubled blows of the prince's guards. Aristogiton, seized almost at the fame instant, was put to the torture; but far from naming his accomplices, he accused the most faithful parti-

fans of Hippias, who ordered them to be dragged to infall punishment. "Haft thou ill other wretches to discover?" exclaimed the tyrant, transported with fury. "There are none left but thee," replies the Athenian; "I die, and enjoy in death the satisfaction of having deprived thee of thy bet friends." From this moment Hippias abandoned himself to the perpetration of every kind of injustice (Thucydi-des b. 6. c. 59.); but the yoke he had laid heavy on the Athenians was broken thirteen years after. (B.C. 510.) Chilthenes, chief of the Atecmenses, a powerful house of Athens, at all times inimical to the family of Pisistratus, collected all the malcontents about his person; and having obtained the affiance of the Lacedaemonians, by means of the Pythia of Delphi, whom he had gained over to his interest, marched against Hippias, and forced him to abdicate the tyranny. No sooner had the Athenians recovered their liberty, than they rendered the highest honours to the memory of Harmodius and Aristogiton. Structures were erected to them in the forum; it was enacted that their names should be forever celebrated at the festival of the panathenaea, and should, on no pretext whatever, be given to slaves. The poets eternalized their glory by poems and songs, and very extensive privileges were granted in perpetuity to their descendants. Chilthenes, who had so greatly contributed to the expulsion of the Pisistratides, had still to struggle for many years against a powerful faction; but at length obtaining in the flat the authority to which he was entitled by his great talents, he confirmed the constitution established by Solon, which the Pisistratides had never attempted entirely to subvert. (Anacharsis's Travels, vol. i. p. 174.) The power of Athens was great in ancient times; but it became incomparably greater after the re-establishment of freedom. So advantageous to the powers of the human mind is the enjoyment of liberty, even in its least perfect form, that in a few years after the expulsion of Hippias, the Athenians acquired an ascendancy in Greece, which was fatal to their enemies, painful to their rivals, and even dangerous to themselves. They chastified the insolence of the Euboeans and Aegina, who contended with them in naval power; and humbled the pride of Thebes, which rivalled them in military glory. Favoured, as they fondly believed, by the protection of their tutelary Minerva; and animated, as they strongly felt, by the possession of an equal freedom; they adorned their capital with the richest spoils of their vanquished enemies. Their influence was extensive; the northern parts of Greece and the main of their power, still greater than their power itself, alarmed the fears and jealousy of the Peloponnesians. The Spartans, in particular, who had ascribed them in restoring the democracy, now perceived the error of which they had been guilty, in promoting the greatness of an ambitious rival. In order to prevent the dangerous consequences of their folly, they summoned to a congreff all their allies in Peloponnesus, that their united might might concert proper measures for re- fossil, etc. it was too late, the encroachments of the Athenians, which threatened the liberties of all Greece. Their allies readily obeyed the welcome summons, and the deputies of the several states, having assembled in the Spartan forum, eagerly listened to the speakers appointed to explain the intentions of that republic. The Lacedaemonian orators acknowledged the mistaken policy of their country, in expelling from Athens the family of Pisistratus, and delivering the government of that city into the hands of an ungrateful populace, who had since treated them with much indignity. But why (they proceeded) should we relate private injuries? Have they not insulted all their neighbours? Does not their pride daily increase with their power? And is there not reason
reason to dread, that their growing ambition may endanger, and at length destroy, the public safety? In order to prevent this evil, we have recalled Hippias from banishment. And let us, therefore, by our united efforts, reanimate the son of Piithratus in that power and authority of which we most injudiciously deprived him. The speech of the Lacedaemonians produced not the intended effect. The Peloponnesians, however jealous of the Athenian pretensions, were fill more jealous of the power of tyrants; and many of them, who had experienced the haughtiness of Sparta, were not dissatisfied with beholding a rival to that republic in the northern division of Greece. The other deputies expressed their dissent by silent disapprobation: but Sosicles, the Corinthian, declared his sentiments at great length, in a speech which alike marks the slyly character of the age, and the youthful vigour of Cretian eloquence. "Then surely, Lacedaemonians, will the heavens sink below the earth, and the earth rise sublime in the air; men will inhabit the depths of the sea, and fishes will take possession of the land; when you, formerly the bulwarks of liberty, shall demolish the popular governments of Greece, and establish tyrannies in their room, than which nothing can be more unjust or more pernicious." After this pompous oration, the Corinthian proceeded to describe and exaggerate the calamities which his own countrymen had suffered from the usurpation of Cypselus, and his son, Periander. Having related, at great length, the proud, cruel, and detestable actions of those princes; "Such," added he, "are the genuine fruits of absolute power: but I adjure you by the Grecian gods! attempt not to re-establish it in Athens. The Corinthians were feized with astonishment when they heard that you had lent for Hippias; I myself was amazed at beholding him in this assembly; yet we never suspected that you proposed to restore him, in triumph, to his much injured city. If you still persist in this fatal resolution, know that the Corinthians disavow all part in a design equally unjust and impious." The other deputies lifted with pleasure to the boldness of Sosicles, who expressed the sentiments which they themselves felt, but which their respect for the Lacedaemonians obliged them to conceal. Hippias alone opposed the general voice of the assembly, attesting the familar bonds which his opponent had invoked, and prophesying, that at some future time the Corinthians would repent of their present conduct, and regret their cruel injustice to the son of Piithratus, when their own citizens, as well as the rest of Greece, should painfully experience the dangerous ambition of Athens. This remonstrance, which was so fully justified in the sequel, produced no immediate effect in the assembly: the Lacedaemonians finally yielded to the general requit of their confederates, and abanined from their intended innovation in the government of a Grecian city.

(See Herodotus, book v.) Precisely at this juncture (B.C. 501.) Arisigoras arrived at Athens, explained the revolt of the Asiatic Greeks from the government of Artaphernes, and solicited the assistance of the Athenians, in defending their own colonies against the oppressive violence of the common foe. Many arguments were not necessary to make the people of Athens adopt a measure which gratified their own passions. The eloquent Miletian, however, described the wealth and extent of Persia, the grandeur and populousness of its cities, and above all, the fruitful efficiency and puissant weakness of their inhabitants, who, unable to support the ponderous shield, or to impose the manly yoke, invited as an easy prey, the victorious arms of a more unlike invader. The speech of Arisigoras was well fitted to excite the ambition and avarice of Athens. The assembly immediately decreed that assistance should be sent to Ionia. Twenty ships were fitted out with all convenient speed, which reinforced by five more belonging to Eretria, a town of Euboea, rendezvoused in the harbour of Miletus. Arisigoras spent not long time in his embassy to the other states of Greece, and soon met the Athenian allies at the place appointed. It was here determined, that while the commander in chief regulated the civil affairs of the Ionians, his brother Charopius should conduct a military expedition against the wealthy capital of Lydia. The Athenians, deeming it necessary to prevent the appearance of the common enemy, and still more detestable of plunder, eagerly engaged in this undertaking. The united fleets left the harbour of Miletus, and sailed to Ephesus, where the troops were disembarked; and, in three days, accomplishing a journey of seventy miles, appeared before the walls of Sardis. The Persian governor little expected such a visit; his soldiers were not prepared to take the field; and the extensive walls of the city could not be defended on all sides against the besiegers; and the Greeks, without opposition, entered Sardis, in order to plunder the accumulated wealth of that ancient capital. But an accident prevented them from reaping the fruits of their success. The remonstrance of a rapacious soldier disappointed of his prey, let fire to the house of a Lydian, situate on the skirts of the town, which conflagrated-for the most part of combustible materials, the houses being all roofed, and many of them walled with lime; a mode of building doubly dangerous in that great climate. The flames readily communicated from one house to another; and, in a short time, the whole circumference of the place was surrounded with a wall of fire. Sardis was built in the Grecian, not in the Eastern fashion, having on the banks of the Pactolus, which intersected the town, a spacious quay, which commonly served for the market-place. Thither the Persians, driven from the extremities, betook themselves to refuge against the fury of the flames.

Darius was extremely enraged against the Greeks, and especially the Athenians, for having abetted revolt among his subjects. The proud monarch of the East, when informed that the citizens of Athens had co-operated with the Ionians, in the taking and burning of Sardis, discovered evident marks of the most furious resentment; shooting an arrow into the air, he prayed that heaven might afflict him in punishing the audacious insolence of that republic; and every time he sat down to table, an attendant reminded him of the Athenians, left the delight of Eastern luxury should seduce him from his fell purpose of revenge. The execution of his design was entrusted to Mardonius, a Persian nobleman of the first rank, who, perfidious as well as hereditary advantages had enticed him to the marriage of Miltiades, daughter of Darius; and whose youth and experience was compensated, in the opinion of his master, by his superior
superior genius for war, and innate love of glory. In the second spring after the cruel punishment of the Ionians, Mardonius approached the European coast with an armament sufficient to inspire terror into Greece. The rich island of Thasus, whose golden mines yielded a revenue of near three hundred talents, submitted to his fleet; while his land forces added the barbarous province of Macedon to the Persian empire. But having sailed southward from Thasus, the whole armament was overtaken and almost destroyed by a violent storm, while endeavouring to double the promontory of mount Athos, which is connected with the Macedonian shore by a narrow neck of land, but forms a long and lofty ridge in the sea. Three hundred vessels were dashed against the rocks; twenty thousand men perished in the waves. This disaster totally defeated the design of the expedition; and Mardonius having recovered the shattered remains of his fleet and army, returned to the court of Peria, where by flattering the pride, he averted the resentment of Darius; while he represented, that the Persian forces, invincible by the power of man, had yielded to the fury of the elements. The address of Mardonius rescued him from the punishment of his misfortunes; but his misfortunes removed him from the command of Lower Asia. Two generals were appointed in his room, of whom Datis, a Mede, was the more distinguished by his age and experience, while Artaphernes, a Persian, was the more conspicuous for his rank and nobility, being descended of the royal blood. That his lieutenants might appear with a degree of splendor suitable to the majesty of Peria, Darius assembled an army of 500,000 men, consisting of the flower of the provincial troops of his empire. The preparation of an adequate number of transports and ships of war occasioned but a short delay. The maritime provinces of the empire, Egypt, Phoenicia, and the coasts of the Euxine and Egean seas, were commanded to fit out, with all possible expedition, their whole naval strength; the old vessels were repaired, many new ones were built; and in the course of the same year in which the preparations commenced, a fleet of six hundred sail were ready to put to sea. This immense armament the Persian generals were ordered to employ in extending their conquests on the side of Europe, in subduing the republics of Greece, and more particularly in challenging the interference of the Etruscans and Athenians, the only nations which had compered with the revolt of the Ionians, and affiliated rebellious people in the destruction of Sardis. With respect to the other nations which might be reduced by his arms, the orders of Darius were general, and the particular treatment of the vanquished was left to the discretion of his lieutenants; but concerning the Athenians and Etruscans, he gave the most positive commands that their territories should be laid waste, their houses and temples burnt or demolished, and their persons carried in captivity to the eastern extremities of his empire. Secure of effecting this purpose, his generals were furnished with a great number of chains for confining the Grecian prisoners; a haughty premeditation (to use the language of antiquity), in the superiority of man over the power of fortune, which on this, as on other occasions, was punished by the just vengeance of heaven. (B.C. 492.) The Persian fleet enjoyed a prosperous voyage to the isle of Samos, from whence they were ready to proceed to the Athenian coast. The late disaster which befell the armament commanded by Mardonius, deterred them from pursuing a direct course along the shores of Thrace and Macedonia; they determined to steer in a direct line through the Cyclades, a cluster of seventeen small islands lying opposite to the territories of Argos and Attica. The approach of such an immemorable host, whose transports darkened the broad surface of the Ægean, struck terror into the unwatlike inhabitants of those delightful islands. The Naxians took refuge in their inaccessible mountains. The natives of Delos, the favourite residence of Latona and her divine children, abandoned the awful majesty of their temple, which was overshadowed by the holy and lofty mount Cynthus. Paros, famous for its marble; Andros, celebrated for its vines; Ceos, the birth place of the plaince Simonides; Syros, the native country of the ingenious and philosophic Pherecydes; Ios, the tomb of Homer; the indolent Amorgos; as well as all the other islands which surrounded the once sacred shores of Delos, either spontaneously offered the usual acknowledgment of earth and water as a testimony of their friendship, or submitted, after a feeble resistance, to the Persian arms. The invaders next proceeded southward to the isle of Eubœa, where, after almost a continued engagement of six days, their strength and numbers, afflicted by the perils of two traitors, finally prevailed over the valor and obstinacy of the Etruscans. Hitherto every thing was prosperous; but a more difficult task remained, in the execution of which the Persians (happily for Europe) experienced a fatal revers of fortune. After the reduction of Eubœa, the Athenian coast separated from that island only by the narrow strait of Eupirus, seemed to invite the generals of Darius to an easy conquest. They readily accepted the invitation, as the punishment of Athens was the main object which their master had in view when he fitted out his feemingly invincible armada. The measures which they adopted for accomplishing this design appear abundantly judicious; the greater part of the army was left to guard the islands which they had subdued; the uuefes multitude of attendants were transported to the coast of Asia; with a hundred thousand chosen infantry, and a due proportion of horse, the Persian generals set sail from Eubœa, and safely arrived on the Marathonian shore, a district of Attica, about thirty miles from the capital, confounding chiefly of level ground, and therefore admitting the operations of cavalry, which formed the main strength of the barbarian army, and with which the Greeks were very poorly provided. Here the Persians pitched their camp, by the advice of Hippias the banished king of Athens, whole perfect knowledge of the country, and intimate acquaintance with the affairs of Greece, rendered his opinion on all occasions repectable. To combat this mighty force, the Athenians could not bring the twelfth part of the number, but their handful breathed the spirit of freedom, which was paramount to a countless multitude, the tools of despotism. It was first deliberated whether they ought to await the Persians in the city, or meet their foes in the field. There are emergencies in which the most adventurous boldness is the foundest wisdom; happily for the Athenians they had citizens able both to discover and apply this maxim. Three men then flourished in Athens, qualified and destined to give new energy to the state. These were Miltiades, Aristides, and Themistocles. Their characters will best display themselves in the narrative of their actions. Miltiades had long carried on war in Thrace, where he acquired a splendid reputation; Aristides and Themistocles, younger than himself, had from their infancy manifested a rivalry, which would have been the ruin of the state, had they not sacrificed it on all emergencies to the public welfare. The example and harangues of these three illustrious citizens kindled the flames of the noblest heroism in the minds of the Athenians. Levies were immediately made. Each of the ten tribes furnished a thousand foot soldiers, with a commander at their head.
No sooner were the troops assembled, than they marched out of the city into the plain of Marathon, where the inhabitants of Platea sent them a reinforcement of a thousand infantry. Scarcely were the two armies in sight of each other, before Miltiades proposed to attack the enemy; Aristides, and several of the commanders, warmly supported this measure; but the rest, terrified at the excessive disproportion of the armies, were desirous of waiting for succour from Lacedaemon. Opinions being divided, they had recourse to that of the eunuch, or chief of the militia, who was consulted on such occasions to put an end to the equality of suffrages. Miltiades addressed himself to the army of a man deeply impressed with the importance of present circumstances: "Athens (said he) is on the point of experiencing the greatest of vicissitudes; ready to become the first power of Greece, or the theatre of the tyranny and fury of Hippias; from you alone, Callimachus, the new awakens her destiny. If we suffer the horde of the troops to cool, they will shamefully bow beneath the Persian yoke: but if we lead them on to battle, the gods and victory will favour us. A word from your mouth must now precipitate your country into slavery, or preserve her liberty." (See Herodotus, l. vi. c. 109.) Callimachus gave his suffrage, and the battle was resolved. To ensure success, Aristides, and the other generals after his example, yielded to Miltiades the honour of the command which belonged to them in rotation; but, to screen them from every hazard, he preferred waiting for the day which of right placed him at the head of the army. When that day arrived, Miltiades drew up his troops at the foot of a mountain, on a spot of ground covered over with trees, to impede the Persian cavalry. The Plateans were placed on the left wing; Callimachus commanded the right; Aristides and Themistocles were in the centre of the battle, and Miltiades everywhere. (See Herodotus, l. vi.) At the first signal, the Greeks advanced over this space running. The Persians astonish'd at a mode of attack so new to both nations; for a moment prepared motionless; but to the impetuous fury of the enemy, they soon opposed a more sedate and not less formidable fury. After an obstinate conflict of some hours, victory began to declare herself in the two wings of the Persian army. The right dispersed the enemy in the plain, while the left drove them back on a morass that had the appearance of a meadow, in which they flung left and were lost. Both these bodies of troops now flew to the succour of Aristides and Themistocles, ready to give way to the flower of the Persian troops, placed by Datis in the centre of his battle. From this moment the rout became general. The Persians, repulsed on all sides, found their only asylum in the fleet, which had approached the shore. The conquerors pursued them with fire and sword, and took, burnt, or sunk, the greater part of their vessels; the rest escaped by dint of rowing. The banished tyrant of Athens fell in the engagement; two Athenian generals, and about two hundred citizens, were found among the slain: the Persians left fix thousand of their best troops in the scene of action. The joy excited among the Athenians by a victory, which not only delivered them from the dread of their enemies, but raised them to distinguished pre-eminence among their rivals and allies, is evident from a remarkable incident which happened immediately after the battle. As soon as fortune had visibly declared in their favour, a soldier was dispatched from the army to convey the welcome news to the capital. He ran with incredible velocity, and appeared, covered with dust and blood, in the presence of the senators; excesses of fatigue conspired with the transports of enthusiasm to exhaust the vigour of his frame: he had only time to exclaim in two words, "Rise, with the victors!" and immediately expired. The Athenians had lost nothing to eternize those who fell in the battle. Honorable funerals were bestowed on them; their ashes were engraved on half oval medals cast on the plain of Marathon. In the intervals between them were erected trophies bearing the arms of the Persians. An artist of eminence painted all the circumstances of the battle in one of the most frequented porticoes of the city: Miltiades was there represented at the head of the generals, and in the act of exhorting the troops to fight for their country. The high pile of trophies were bel lows and the horse of Miltiades, and he was appointed commander of an expedition against the Persian garrisons. The first operations of the Athenian armament were crowned with success. Several islands were subdued, and considerable sums of money collected. But the fleet arriving before Plataea, everything proved adverse to the Athenians. The Persians made a very vigorous defence, their strength, however, began to decline, and they must have been overpowered, but for a fortunate accident. An extensive groyne, happening to be let on in a neighbouring island, was believed by the besiegers to indicate the approach of a Persian fleet. The same opinion gained ground among the Persians, who determined by their utmost efforts to preserve the place until they should be relieved by the assistance of their pretectors. Miltiades had received a dangerous wound during the siege; and the weakness of his body impairing the faculties of his mind, he gave orders to draw off his victorious troops, and returned with the whole fleet to Athens. The Athenian citizens, and particularly the more eminent and illustrious, had universally rivals and enemies. The competitions for civil offices, or military command, occasioned eternal animosities among those jealous republicans, Xantippus, a person of great distinction, and father of the celebrated Pericles, who, in the succeeding age, obtained the first rank in the Athenian government, eagerly seized an opportunity of deprefling the character of a man which had so long surpassed that of every competitor. He was accused of suffering himself to be corrupted by Persian money, and notwithstanding the solicitations of the most virtuous citizen, was condemned to be thrown into the dungeon in which malefactors are left to perish. The magistracy opposing the execution of this infamous decree, his punishment was commuted into a fine of fifty talents; and as he was unable to pay this sum, Athens law the vanquisher of Baris expire in chains of the wounds he had received in the service of the state. But the glory of Miltiades survived him; and the Athenians, however unjust to his person, were not unkindful of his fame. At the distance of half a century, when the battle of Marathon was painted by order of the state, they directed the figure of Miltiades to be placed in the fore ground, animating the troops to victory; a reward which, Dr. Gillies observes, "during the virtuous simplicity of the ancient commonwealth, conferred more real honour than all that magnificent profusion of crowns and robes, which, in the latter times of the republic, were rather exerted by general fear, than bestowed by public admiration." "The jealousies (continues the same author), resentments, dangers, and calamities, which often attended power and pre-eminence, have never yet proved sufficient to deter an ambitious mind from the pursuit of greatness." The rivals of Miltiades were animated by the glory of his elevation, not deprest by the example of his fall. His successor, Xantippus, though he had acted the principal part in removing this favourite of the people, was not deemed worthy to succeed to his power.
Two candidates appeared for the public confidence and esteem, who alternately outstripped each other in the race of ambition, and whose characters deferve attention even in Athenian history, as they had a powerful influence on the fortune of Athens. (See Dr. Gillies’s History of Greece, vol. i. p. 407.) The character of Aristides has been already seen in biographical detail (see article Aristides): here it is to be viewed merely in its combination with events and with characters which affect the history of Athens.

The character of Themistocles was of a more doubtful kind. The trophy, which Miltiades had raised at Marathon, disturbed his rest; he was inflamed with a desire to emulate the glory of this exploit; and while he enabled Athens to maintain a superiority in Greece, he was ambitious to acquire for himself a superiority in Athens. His talents were well adapted to accomplish both these purposes; eloquent, active, enterprising, he had strengthened his natural endowments by all the force of education and habit. Laws, government, revenue, and arms, every branch of political and military knowledge, were the great objects of his study. In the courts of justice he successfully displayed his abilities in defence of his private friends, or in acquitting the enemies of the state. He was forward to give his opinion upon every matter of public deliberation; and his advice, founded in wisdom, and supported by eloquence, commonly prevailed in the assembly. Yet with all these great qualities, his mind was less smitten with the native charms of virtue, than captivated by her splendid ornaments. Glory was the idol which he adored; he could suffer, without remorse, the general cause of the confederacy, in order to promote the grandeur of Athens; and history full leaves it as doubtful, as did his own conduct, whether, had an opportunity offered, he would not have facilitated the happiness of his country to his private interest and ambition.

The discernment of Aristides perceived the danger of allowing a man of such equivocal merit to be entrusted with the sole government of the republic; and on this account, rather than from any motives of personal animosity, he opposed every measure that might contribute to his elevation. In this patriotic view, he frequently solicited the fame honours which were ambitiously courted by Themistocles, especially when no other candidate appeared capable of balancing the credit of the latter. A rivalry thus began, and long continued between them; and the whole people of Athens could only decide the much contended pre-eminence. The interdict of Themistocles so far prevailed over the authority of his opponent, that he procured his own nomination to the command of the fleet; with which he effected the conquest of the small islands in the Ægean, and thus completed the design of Miltiades. While he acquired fame and fortune abroad, Aristides increased his popularity at home. The opposition to his power, arising from the splendid eloquence and popular virtues of his rival, was now fortunately removed; and he became the chief leader of the people. His opinion gave law to the courts of justice; or rather such was the effect of his equity and discernment, he alone became sovereign umpire in Athens. In all important differences he was chosen arbitrator, and the ordinary judges were deprived of the dignity and advantages formerly resulting from their office. This consequence of his authority, offending the pride of the Athenian magistrates, was sufficient to excite their resentment; which, of itself, might have effected the ruin of any individual. But their views on this occasion were powerfully promoted by the triumphant return of Themistocles from his naval expedition. The admiral had acquired considerable riches; but wealth he despised, except as an instrument of ambition. The spoils of the conquered islands were profusely lavished in shows, festivals, dances, and theatrical entertainments, exhibited for the public amusement. His generous manners and flowing affability were contrasted with the stern dignity of his rival; and the result of the comparison added great force to his influence, that since his own necessary absence in the service of the republic, Aristides had acquired a degree of influence inconsistent with the constitution; and, by arrogating to himself an universal and unexampled jurisdiction in the state, had established a silent tyranny, without pomp or guards, over the minds of his fellow-citizens. Aristeides, trusting to the sense and integrity of his own heart, continued to employ any unworthy means, either for gaining the favor of the people, or for averting the danger of the future. The contest, therefore, ended in his downfall for ten years, by a law intitled the Ostracism (from the name of the materials on which votes were marked), by which the majority of the Athenian assembly might expel any citizen, however inoffensive or meritorious had been his past conduct, who, by his present power and greatness, seemed capable of disturbing the equality of republican government. This singular institution, which had been established soon after the Athenians had delivered themselves from the tyranny of Hippias, the son of Pisistratus, was evidently intended to prevent any peril in future from attaining the same unlawful authority. At Athens, even virtue was proscribed, when it seemed to endanger the public freedom; and only four years after the battle of Marathon, in which he had displayed equal valour and wisdom, Aristeides, the justest and most respectable of the Greeks, became the victim of popular jealousy; an example of cruel rigor, which will for ever brand the spirit of democratical policy. The banishment of Aristides exposed the Athenians fuller more than formerly to the danger which they hoped to avoid by this severe measure. The removal of such a formidable opponent enabled Themistocles to govern without control; army, navy, and revenue, all were submitted to his inspeciton. It happened, indeed, most fortunately for the fame of this great man, as well as for the liberty of Athens, that his active ambition was called to the glorious task of subduing the enemies of his country. The smaller islands in the Ægean were already reduced to obedience; but the possession of them was uncertain while the fleet of Ægina covered the sea, and bid defiance to the Athenians. This small isle, or rather this rock, inhabited time immemorial by merchants and pirates, and situate in the Saronic gulf, which divides the territories from the northern shores of Peloponnesus, was a formidable enemy to the republic; the jealousy of commerce and naval power embittered their mutual rivalry; and as the inhabitants of Ægina, who were governed by a few leading men, had entered into an alliance with the Persians, there was every circumstance united which could provoke to the utmost hatred and resentment of the Athenians. A motive less powerful than the excess of republican antipathy could not probably have prevailed on them to embrace the measure which they now adopted by the advice of Themistocles. There was a considerable revenue arising from the silver mines of mount Laurium, which had been hitherto employed in relieving the private wants of the citizens, or dissipated in their public amusements. This annual income Themistocles persuaded them to dedicate to the useful purpose of building ships of war, by which they might seize or destroy the fleet of Ægina. The proposal was approved, an hundred galleys were equipped, the naval strength of Ægina was broken, and fewens animated the Athenians to aspire at obtaining the unrivalled empire of the sea. Corecyra formed the only remaining obstacle to their ambition. This island, which,
ATH

which, under the name of Phocaea, is celebrated by Homer for its amazing riches and fertility, had been still further improved by a colony of Corinthians. It extends an hundred miles along the western shores of Epirus, and the natural abundance of its productions, the convenience of its harbours, and the adventurous spirit of its new inhabitants, gave them an undisputed advantage over their neighbours in navigation and commerce. They became successively the rivals, the enemies, and the superiors of Corinth, their mother country; and their successful cruises infected the coasts, and disturbed the commerce of the islands and continent of Greece. It belonged to Athens, who had too lately punished the perfidy of *Aegina, to chastise the insidious Cetaceans. The naval depredations of these islanders made them be regarded as common enemies, and Themistocles, when, by feizmg part of their fleet, he broke the linens of their power, not only gratified the ambition of his republic, but performed a signal service to the whole of the Grecian confederacy. Victorious by sea and land, against Greeks and Barbarians, Athens might now seem entitled to enjoy the fruits of a glorious security. It was generally believed in Greece, that the late defater of the Persians would deter them from invading a second time the coasts of Europe. But Themistocles, who, in the words of Thucydides (lib. i.), was no less faggious in seeing the future, than in managing the present, regarded the battle of Marathon not as the end of the war, but as the prelude to new and more glorious combats. He continually exhorted his fellow-citizens to keep themselves in readiness for action; above all, to increase, with unremitting alacrity, the strength of their fleet; and, in consequence of this judicious advice, the Athenians were enabled to oppose the immense armies of Xerxes (of which the most formidable tidings soon arrived from every quarter), with two hundred galleys of a superior size and construction to any hitherto known in Greece. (See Gillies's Greece, vol. i. p. 414.)

Meanwhile the reduction of revolted provinces had given employment and Inure to the Persian arms. Nine years after the battle of Marathon, and in the fourth year of his reign (B.C. 481.), Xerxes found himself uncontrolled master of the East, and in possession of such a fleet and army as startled him with the hopes of universal empire. The three last years of Darius were spent in preparing for the Grecian expedition. Xerxes, who succeeded to his father's and to his revenge, dedicated four years more to the fame holy purpose. Amidst his various wars and pleasures, he took care that the artificians of Egypt and Phoenicia, as well as all the maritime provinces of Lower Asia, should labour with unremitting diligence, in fitting out an armament adequate to the extent of his ambition. Twelve hundred ships of war, and three thousand ships of burthen, were at length ready to receive his commands. The former were of a larger size and firmer construction than any hitherto seen in the ancient world; they carried on board, at maximum, 200 men, and thirty Persians who served as marines. The ship of burthen contained, in general, eighty men, fewer being found incapable of rowing them. The whole amounted to 4200 ships, and about 500,000 men, who were ordered to rendezvous in the most fertile roads and harbours of Ionia. We are not exactly informed of the number of the land forces, which were assembled at Susa. It is certain, however, that they were extremely numerous, and it is probable that they would continually increase on the march from Susa to Sardis, by the confluence of many tributary nations, to the Imperial standard of Xerxes. The Persian army consisted of 1,700,000 infantry, and 80,000 cavalry, besides 20,000 Arabsians, riders of camels, and Libyan charioteers: when to these were added sailors and marines, the number amounted to 2,317,610; this was the number of fighting men whom Xerxes brought from Asia, exclusively of attendants and slaves. Besides, there were immense numbers of women and eunuchs, who, according to eastern luxury and debauchery, followed the camp, in all the ostentatious pageantry and fabulous magnificence of despotic pomp; so that, to use the words of the animated Barthelemy, 5,000,000 had been torn from their native homes, and were preparing to destroy whole nations, to gratify the ambition of an individual named Mardonius. In Europe he was joined by 300,000 of Thracians, Macedonians, and northern Greeks, who mainly defended their brave countrymen of Sparta and Athens; so that the whole exceeded 2,600,000 men. (This account is transcribed from Herodotus, l. vi.) The number of this army, as recorded by the first Greek historian, has never been equalled by any of ancient or modern times, from Herodotus to his literary descendant Gillies. But little availed the bodies of Asiatic slaves, against the fouls of European freemen. Having wintered at Sardis, he sent ambassadors to demand earth and water, as a mark of submission, from all the Grecian states except Athens and Sparta, whom he presumptuously referred for the severest punishment. (B.C. 480.) The slow march of his immense army, and, still more, its tedious transportation across the seas which separate Europe from Asia, ill suited the rapid violence of his revenge. Xerxes therefore ordered a bridge of boats to be raised on the Hellespont, which, in the narrow part, is only seven fathoms, or seven eights of a mile in breadth. Here the bridge was formed with great labour; but whether owing to the awkwardness of its construction, or to the violence of a succeeding tempest, it was no sooner built than destroyed. The great king ordered the directors of the work to be beheaded; and, proud of his tyrannic power over feeble men, displayed an impotent rage against the elements. In all the madness of despotic, he commanded the Hellespont to be punished with 300 stripes, and a pair of fetters to be dropped into the sea; adding these frantic and ridiculous expreitations:—"It is thus, thou salt and bitter water, that thy matter purifies thy unprovoked injury; and he is determined to pass thy treacherous streams, not withstanding all the influence of thy malice." After this absurd ceremony, a new bridge was made of a double range of vessels, fixed by strong anchors on both sides, and joined together by cables of hemp and reed, falled to immense beams driven into the opposite shores. The decks of the vessels, which exceeded 600 in number, were strewed with trunks of trees and earth, and their surface was still farther smoothed by a covering of planks. The fids were then raised with wicker work, to prevent the fear and impatience of the horses; and upon this singular edifice the main strength of the army passed in seven days and nights, from the Asiatic city of Abydos, to that of Selcots in Europe. The army began its march, divided into three bodies, one of which followed the sea shore, and the two others proceeded at stated distances, through the interior part of the country. (See Herodotus, l. vii.) The measures that had been adopted, procured them certain means of sublimity. Three thousand vessels laden with provisions kept along the coast, regulating their motions by those of the army. The Egyptians and Phoenicians had previously flored many of the maritime towns of Thrace and Macedonia, and the Persians at every station were fed and provided with every thing by the inhabitants of the adjacent countries, who, long apprised of their arrival, were prepared for their reception. But before this general transportation, a considerable part of the forces had been already sent to
The coast of Macedonia, in order to dig across the Ithmus which joins to that coast the high promontory of Athos. The ditch which befoe the fleet commanded by Mardonius, in doubling the cape of this celebrated peninsula, was full present to the mind of Xerxes. The neck of land, only a mile and a half in breadth, was adorned by the Grecian city of Samos; and the promontory being rich and fertile, was well inhabited both by Greeks and Barbarians. The cutting of this narrow Ithmus, by a canal of sufficient width to allow two galleys to sail abreast, was a matter not beyond the power of a potentate who commanded the labour of so many provincials; but it is observed by Herodotus, to have been a work of more ostentation than utility, as the vessels, according to the custom of the age, might have been conveyed over land with greater expedition, and with less trouble and expense. The Persian forces were now safely conducted into Europe; and the chief obstacle to the easy navigation of their fleet along the coasts of Thrace, Macedonia, and Thessaly, to the centre of the Grecian states, was removed by the dividing of mount Athos. Through the fertile plains of Leifer Aphi, the whole army had kept in a body; but the difficulty of supplies obliged them to separate into three divisions in their march through the less cultivated countries of Europe. Before this evacuation took place, the whole fleet and army were reviewed by Xerxes, near Doricene, a city of Thrace, at the mouth of the river Hidras. This celebrated muster we shall narrate in the words of Dr. Gillyes. "Such an immense collection of men assembled in arms, and attended with every circumstance of martial magnificence, gave an opportunity for seeing, or at least for supposing, many affecting scenes. The ambition of the great king had torn him from his palace of Sura, but it could not tear him from the objects of his affection, and the ministers of his pleasure. He was followed by his women, and by his flatterers, and all the effeminate pride of a court was blended with the pomp of war. While the great body of the army lay every night in the open air, Xerxes and his attendants were provided with magnificent tents. The splendor of his chariots, the mettle of his horses, which far excelled the swiftest racers of Thessaly, the unequaled number of his troops, and above all, the bravery of the immortal band (a body of 10,000 Persian cavalry, so named because their number was constantly maintained from the flower of the whole army), seemed sufficient, to the admiring crowd, to raise the glory of their sovereign above the condition of humanity; especially fine, among so many thousands of men as palled in review, none could be compared to Xerxes in strength, in beauty, or in stature. But amidst this splendor of external greatness, Xerxes felt himself unhappy. Having ascended an eminence to view his camp and fleet, his pride was humbled with the reflection, that no one of all the immensurable host could survive an hundred years. The haughty monarch of Aphiia was melted into tears. The conversion of his kinsman and counsellor, Artabanus, was still calculated to confound his melancholy. That respectable old man, whose wisdom had often moderated the youthful ardour of Xerxes, and who had been as affiduous to prevent, as Mardonius had been to promote, the Grecian war, took notice that the majesty of human life was an object far more lamentable than that of fire. In the narrow space allotted, has not every one of them in our presence, and indeed the whole human race, often wished rather to die than to live? The tumult of passions disturbs the belf of our days; diseases and weakness accompany old age; and death, so vainly dreaded, is the sure and hospitable refuge of wretched mortals." (See Gillyes, vol. i. p. 424.) Xerxes often conversed with Demaratus, an exiled king of Sparta, who had taken refuge with the Persian monarch, and their dialogues, detailed by Herodotus, admirably illustrate the opposite circumstances and characters of the Persians and Grecians. The following is nearly the substance. "Do you imagine," said the despot, "that the Greeks will dare to refilt my forces?" Demaratus, having obtained permission to speak the truth, replied, "The Greeks are to be feared, because they are poor and virtuous. Without pronouncing the eulogium of the other states, I shall only speak to you of the Lacedemonians. They will scorn the idea of slavery. Should all Greece submit to your arms, they will be but the more ardent in defence of their liberty. Inquire not the number of their troops; were they but a single thousand, nay, were they but fewer, they would present themselves to the combat." The Persian king, at hearing this, laughed aloud; and after comparing his forces with those of the Lacedemonians: "Do you not see," said he, "that the greatest part of my folders would take to flight, were they not retained by masts and bows? As a similar dread cannot operate on those Spartans, who are represented to us as so free and independent, it is evident that they are evermore effectually brave certain death; and what is there to constrain them to it?" "The law," replied Demaratus; "that law which has more power over them, than you have over your subjects; that law which faith to them, beheld your enemies; the question is not to number them; you must conquer or die." Xerxes was rather amused than instructed by this discourse. His hopes of success seemed built on too solid principles to be shaken by the opinion of a prejudiced Greek. Every day messengers arrived with the submission of new nations. He proceeded on his march, till he arrived at the pafs of Thermopylae. This is a defile situated at the foot of mountain Octa, between Thessaly and Phocis; a pafs no more than ninety feet broad, and the only one by which the height of Xerxes could penetrate into Achaia. (9) Thither the Grecian army, not exceeding 11,000, directed its course: of these 4,000 only were more immediately destined to defend the passage. But finding himself insulted, and being informed by Demaratus, that a handful of men might at this place stop for a considerable time all his forces, he endeavoured to corrupt Leonidas by magnificent presents, and the most tempting promises, even that of making him supreme lord of Greece. But Leonidas having rejected all his temptations with disdain, Xerxes thereupon commanded him by a messenger to send him his arms. "Let your king come and take them," answered Leonidas. Then the Medes advanced against the Greeks: but being unable to fullfill their attack, were obliged to retreat. The troops of Persians, distinguished by the name of Immortal, next charged the Greeks, and fought with great valour, so that the pafs was choked up with the dead. While the left troops of Xerxes were thus sacrificed to the Spartan valour, an inhabitant of the country having discovered to the Persians a secret path conducting to an eminence that commanded the pafs, a large detachment was immediately sent to take possession of it. Leonidas receiving intelligence that the tops of the rocks forming the pafs were occupied by 20,000 Persian troops, whose darts must soon overwhelm him and his small party, irritated the greater part of his men to retire, and relieve themselves for a more advantageous opportunity of serving their country; while he himself with about 300 Spartans and a few Thebians, would maintain the pafs till the last. The rest having accordingly departed, "Come my friends," said Leonidas, "let us dine cheerfully, in the hope of surpping together in the other world." His brave companions, encouraged by the example of their chief, thought...
thought of nothing now but to sell their lives as dearly as possible; believing it incumbent on them, as the leading people of Greece, to devote themselves to certain death, thereby to convince the Barbarians how much it must cost them to reduce a free people to slavery. In the dead of night, this heroic troop advancing directly forwards to the tent of the king, penetrated to the middle of the Persian camp, cut off all that came in their way, and spread the most dreadful confirmation among the enemy. But daylight at last discovering them distinctly to the Persians, they were immediately surrounded, and being rather overwhelmed than conquered, breathed their last above heaps of slaughtered enemies; leaving to after ages an example of intrepidity before unknown, and hardly to be paralleled in history. The Persians are said to have left upwards of 20,000 men in this engagement, and, among the rest, the two brothers of Xerxes. To the memory of these brave defenders of Greece, a superb monument was afterwards erected, bearing two inscriptions: the one in honour of all those who had served on that occasion: importing, that an army of four thousand Peloponnesian Greeks had there stopped the progress of the whole Persian force; the other in honour of Leonidas and his 300 Spartans, expressed, in a few simple words, to this effect: "Go, passenger, tell at Sparta, that we died here in obedience to her laws." This famous action at Thermopylae, in the opinion of Diocondorus Siculus, contributed very highly to the subsequent advantages obtained by the Greeks: for the Persians, astonished at so striking an instance of desperate valour, thence concluded, that it was hardly possible to subdue a nation of such undaunted resolution; and the Greeks likewise perceived, from the same example, that valour and discipline are capable of vanquishing the greatest multitude; and that therefore it was possible to overcome the Persians.

But the principal defence of Greece rested with the Athenians. The very day that Leonidas fell at Thermopylae, the Athenian fleet, commanded by Themistocles, having discovered, while cruising off Artemisia, a promontory of Euboea, a detachment of the enemy's fleet amounting to two hundred vessels, attacked them in the night, and sunk more than thirty of them, and the rest were left that same night wrecked on the coast of Euboea by a storm that succeeded the engagement. The Athenians receiving next day a reinforcement of fifty-three ships more, attacked those of the Cilicians, and sunk many of them. A general engagement ensued the same day, in which both parties fought with great bravery; and though neither could boast of the victory, yet the loss was most considerable on the side of the Persians. From the event of these several actions, the Athenians learned, that victory is not always determined by the greater number of ships. Hearing, in the mean time of what had passed at Thermopylae, the Greeks thought it advisable to retire nearer home, and therefore set sail for Salamis, a small island not far from Attica. Xerxes having now advanced into Phocis, after marking his march all along with the effects of his resentment, the Peloponnesians resolved to fortify themselves within the isthmus. The Athenians, therefore, seeing themselves on the eve of being crushed under the whole weight of the Persian power, felt, on this extremity, to confult the oracle; who told them, that the only means of preserving their city were the wooden walls. "These wooden walls, pointed out by the oracle, were interpreted by Themistocles to be their ships; and he told his countrymen, that the fice means of preservation left was, to abandon the city, and to betake themselves to their fleet. This advice was not at all ratified by the people, who shuddered at the thoughts of deserting their gods, and the towns of their ancestors. Themistocles, however, proceeded at last in persuading them, that the existence of Athens depended, not on its houses nor its temples, but on the lives of its citizens; and that the gods themselves had, by the mouth of the oracle, plainly declared it to be their pleasure, that the Athenians ought to leave their city for a while. The people at last, convinced by his eloquence, contented to go on board of their ships. It is difficult to say, whether we are more affected on this occasion by the melancholy situation of the Athenians, thus compelled by a barbarous prince to desert their native country; or by the heroic resolution of these Athenians, to go in this manner into a fort of voluntary submission, rather than submit to the oppressors. The Athenians conveyed their women, children, and the greater part of their old men, to Trazine, a small town on the sea coast of Peloponnesus, where they were received with all the marks of humanity which their situation required. But many of their oldest men were left in the citadel, being unable, by reason of their great age and infirmities, to undergo the fatigue of transport. Xerxes in the mean time, approaching Athens, sent a detachment of his army to plunder the temple of Delphi, which contained immense riches. But Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus tell us, that most of the soldiers sent on this errand perished in a violent tempest. The Persian army arriving at Athens, found nothing but silence and solitude within the walls. They attacked the citadel, which, after a brave resistance by its feeble garrison, was taken by them, and all within it were put to the sword. Xerxes ordered the rest of the city to be set on fire. In the mean time, differences were likely to arise in the Grecian fleet commanded by Eurybiades; one half of them being of opinion that they ought to advance towards the isthmus of Corinth, to be at hand to support their army; and the other, that they ought by no means to quit the advantageous port of Salamis. The latter opinion was supported by Themistocles; who, on this occasion, gave another proof of his extraordinary moderation and coolness of temper. For while he was maintaining his opinion with some warmth against Eurybiades, who was a man of a choleric disposition, the latter flew in a passion, and lifted up his hand to strike him: Themistocles cried out to him, "Strike, but hear me." His eloquence and firmness at last prevailed, and the Greeks saw that, being extremely inferior to the enemy in the number as well as in the size of their ships, it was of the highest importance to avail themselves of their present situation, and to give battle in such a narrow strait as that of Salamis, where the enemy could not bring all their fleet into action. They resolved, therefore, to prepare to fight the Persians in this strait. The Persians determined to give battle, contrary to the opinion of queen Artemisia, who, foregoing to them, that the loss of a few ships might inevitably be attended with the destruction of their army on land. But her advice, though the most prudent, was rejected, Xerxes having himself declared his sentiments for their coming to action. Themistocles, in the mean time, to put it entirely out of the power of his countrymen to retire from Salamis, contrived to have false intelligence conveyed to Xerxes of their intending to decline the engagement, and to make their escape, and therefore advising him to order his fleet hastily to advance and block them up. This stratagem he communicated to Aristides, who undertook to exhibit the rest of the commanding officers with whom he was in great credit, not to be dismayed at seeing themselves hemmed in, but to behave with their usual intrepidity. This stratagem had the desired effect; and
and the Greeks seeing no other possibility of escaping, except by fighting their way through the midst of the enemy, prepared for the engagement. Xerxes, who was on shore, being delirous of seeing the battle, ordered a superb throne to be erected for him on an eminence. The fleet of the Greeks consisted of three hundred and eighty fail. Themistocles, who that day commanded it, waited for the rising of a wind, which regularly began to blow at a certain hour, in a direction exactly in the face of the enemy. The Persians began the attack with great bravery; but the small fleet of the Greeks, acting by the skill of its commanders under every advantage, soon threw the enemy's first line into confusion, and funk the Persian admiral. Those that followed him, intimidated by his fate, partly betook themselves to flight, and partly were sunk. On the wings, however, the action continued very warm and obstinate; but the wind being against the Persians, the unwieldy size of their ships rendered them very difficult to be managed, and their great number rather embarrassing than aiding them in such a narrow trait, they could not long fulfill the impetuosity of the Athenians, but fell into a general disorder. The Ionians, mindful of their Grecian extraction, were the first that fled; and they were quickly followed by the rest of the Persian fleet, which soon appeared scattered up and down in flight and confusion. Queen Artemisia signalized herself by a courage far above her sex. In the height of the battle, perceiving herself to be on the point of falling into the hands of the Greeks, she immediately hung out Grecian colours, and attacking one of the Persian galleys, funk it. The Greek that pursued her, deceived by this stratagem, believed her to be one of his own party, and quitted the pursuit. The victory went to the Greeks forty ships; but of the Persians two hundred were either taken or sunk. This engagement, one of the most memorable recorded in ancient history, entailed immortal fame on the Grecian wisdom and courage. The renowned Cimon, though yet but a young man, distinguished himself highly on that occasion, and gave evident marks of his future greatness. But as the principal glory belonged to Themistocles, the eyes of all the Greeks were fixed on him, and the highest honours were conferred on the deliverer of Greece. At this time every sentiment of jealousy was overlooked, and none exceeded the Laconians in their encomiums on Themistocles, whom they crowned with laurel, the reward of wisdom and valour. When he appeared at the Olympic games, the whole assembly rose up to give him place; every eye was fixed on him alone; and that day was the most glorious of his life.

The Persians and Greeks were in expectation of a new battle; but Mardonius was by no means satisfied with the orders given by Xerxes; he read in the soul of that prince nothing but the meanest sentiments combined with projects of revenge, to which he possibly might fall a victim. "My lord," said he, approaching him, "desire to recall your courage; your expectations were not founded on your fleet, but on that formidable army with which you have entrapped me. The Greeks are no more able to resist you now than heretofore; nothing can shelter them from the punishment due to their ancient offences, and the fruitless advantage they have lately gained. If we determine on a retreat, we shall for ever be the objects of their derision; and the opprobrium that has fallen on the Phoenicians, the Egyptians, and other nations who fought on board your vessels, will recoil on your faithful Persians. Allow me to propose another method to save their glory and your own; I would advise you to lead back the greater part of your troops to Peria, and leave me three hundred thousand men,

with whom I shall be able to reduce all Greece." (See Herodotus, i. viii.) Xerxes, who in his own mind was rejoiced at the proposal, assembled his council, admitted to it Artemisia, and requested her opinion on the project of Mardonius. The queen discovering the real sentiments of Xerxes, gave an advice which she knew would be pleasing. "Leave," she said, "to Mardonius, the care of completing your work. If he succeeds, yours will be all the glory; if he perishes, or is defeated, your empire will not, on that account, be shaken, nor Persia consider the loss of a battle as any great misfortune, when you shall have secured your person." When the Greeks had leisure to examine the extent and completeness of their successes, they determined, in the full emotion of triumph and retribution, to pursue the shattered remains of the enemy. That no Barbarian might escape, they proposed immediately to fall westward, to destroy the Persian bridge over the Hellespont, and thus to intercept their return. This design was recommended, and chiefly supported by the Athenians, who, having experienced the greatest share of the danger, felt most sensibly the joys of deliverance. But upon more mature deliberation, it occurred that the Persians were still sufficiently numerous to afford just grounds of terror. To their cowardice and inexperience, not to their want of strength, the Greeks owed all their advantages over them; but should the impossibility of retreat be added to their other calamities, they might derive courage from despair, and, by efforts liñeto unexerted, repair the confusions of their past errors and misfortunes. These confusions, first fagged, it is said, by Eurybiades the Spartan, were adopted by Themistocles, who convinced his countrymen that the jealousy of the Grecian gods, unwilling that one man should be lord of Europe and Asia, rather than their own princes, had given them the victory over Xerxes; a prince of such fuly and madness, that he had treated with equal irreverence things human and divine, destroyed the sacred temples, overturned the venerable altars and images, and impiously insulted the gods of the Hellepont with stripes and fetters. That it was the duty of the Athenians, after having gloriously repelled the common enemy, to provide for the subsistence of their wives and families, to fow their lands, rebuild their houses, and thus to repair, by the most industrious activity, the dreadful ravages committed on their territories. (See Gillies, vol. i. p. 482.) Themistocles had no sooner persuaded the Athenians to embrace his opinion, than he secretly dispatched his confidant Sicius to acquaint the great king with the danger which he had so nearly escaped, and to advise him to pursue his journey with all possible expedition. Xerxes readily believed a piece of information, which agreed with the suggelions of his own timidity. The rapidity of his march, confounded with other circumstances above mentioned, in proving fatal to the lives of his followers; and the crafty Athenian, who knowing the infallible affections of the multitude, wished to defile the gratitude of a king, gained the double advantage of dispelling sooner than could otherwise have happened, that destructive cloud of Barbarians which hovered over his country, and of convincing their leader that he was in part indebted for his safety to that very man whose counsels, rather than the arms of Greece, had occasioned his affliction and disgrace.

Mardonius (B. C. 479), after wintering in Thessaly, took the field, and began his operations by making very advantageous offers to the Athenians, to detach them from their confederacy with the other states; promising much to restore their city, and to give them a vaster sum of money, but to let them at the head of all Greece. Aridides, then archon,
archon, answered the messengers of Mardonius, that all the
gold in the world was insufficient to corrupt the Athenians,
or to induce them to defect the defence of the common
liberty of their country; that while the sun continued to
light the world, the Athenians would remain the mortal
enemies of the Persians, and would revenge, to the utmost
of their power, the mischief they had brought upon their
country, and the burning of their houses and temples. As
soon as Mardonius received the answer of the Athenians,
and thence saw that no motive could induce them to break
their engagements, he ordered his army to march towards
Attica. The Athenians, on the approach of the Persian
army, left their city a second time, and retired to Salamis.
Mardonius thereupon sent new deputies to them, with
terms still more advantageous than the former: but the
Athenians were so far from accepting them, that they
floned to death one Lyridas, only for saying that they
ought to give an audience to the deputies. The Persian
general, provoked at the temerity with which the Athe-
nians treated all his proposals, entered Athens, and burnt
every thing that had formerly escaped the fury of Xerxes.
In this situation, the Athenians complained to the Laced-
emonians of their not having sent them the stipulated fue-
ceons; the latter were then fully intent on maintaining
their ground within the Peloponnese, and defending the
entry of the Ilissus; but in compliance with the requisition
of the Athenians, who made a great outcry against the
flowners of their proceedings, they sent to their assistance
five thousand Spartans, each of whom was attended by
seven helots. These forces, joined with those of the Athe-
nians and Peloponnesians, formed altogether an army of about
70,000 men; which, after assembling at Eleusis, followed
Mardonius into Boeotia, and encamped on the foot of mount
Citheron. Paullaneas, son of Cleombrotus, and vicerey of
Sparta, commanded the Lacedemonian troops, and Artilides
tho' of the Athenians; the Persian army then amounted to
300,000 men. Paullaneas, in the mean time, advanced
towards Plataea, with his forces drawn up in battle array;
the Athenians being on the right wing, and opposed to the
Persian troops, and the Lacedemonians on the left, opposed
to the Greek troops in the service of the Persians. The
Megareans, who were encamped on the plain, having been
attacked by the Persian cavalry, were, after a very brave
and long resistance, on the point of giving way, when three
hundred Athenians ran to their relief. The battle then be-
came more obdurate than before; but Magi, who com-
manded the Persian cavalry, being slain, his men betook
themselves to flight. The death of this officer, who was
reckoned the ablest in the Persian army, spread universal
confusion through all their troops. Ten days inter-
vened between this action and the general engagement. Ar-
tabazus was of opinion, that the Persians ought to avoid a
general battle; but Mardonius, a man of a violent fiery
disposition, thought otherwise. Paullaneas and Artilides,
informed of the design of the Persians to attack them,
drew up their army in order of battle near to the city of
Plataea, which Mardonius perceiving, changed the intended
order of his attack. But the Greeks, finding themselves
straitened for water in their present situation, resolved to
deep. Mardonius believing this movement to be a flight,
immediately advanced with his men, uttering loud huzzas,
and charged the rear of the Greek array, composed of the
Lacedemonians, who, forming themselves into a column,
opposed the enemy with their usual valor, and falling on
the Persians with the greatest fury, made a dreadful slaugh-
ter. Mardonius fell in the beginning of the action. The
main body of the Greek army advancing in the mean time
to the charge, in separate detachments, completed the over-
throw of the Persians. In another quarter of the field, the
40,000 Greeks in the Persian service, who were engaged
with the troops commanded by Ariobates, hearing of the
flight of the Barbarians, followed their example, and re-
treated likewise, but rallied in their camp, and there en-
trenched themselves. The Lacedemonians, however, sup-
ported by the Athenians, attacked and forced their en-
trenchments; after which, nothing was to be seen but a gen-
eral massacre, for the Persians being too numerous to be
made prisoners, received no quarter, and were all put to
the sword. Artabazus, after distinguishing himself both as a
skilful and as a brave soldier, collected the scattered re-
 mains of the Persian army, amounting now to no more than
44,000 men, and returned with all possible expedition to-
wards Persia. The loss of the Greeks in this engagement
was about 10,000 men. The Greeks, as a monument of
this memorable victory, erected a statue to Jupiter in the
temple of Olympia, inscribed with the names of all the
nates of Greece who had fought at Plataea. It came next
under consideration, whether the prize of valour ought to
be adjudged to the Athenians or to the Lacedemonians.
But to avoid all controversy on this head, whereby the gen-
eral joy arising from the victory might be disturbed, the
question was, by the influence of Ariobates, referred to the
determination of the other Greeks, who, to prevent any
jealousy between those rival states, adjudged it to belong to
the Plataeans. Then, after sending a troop of gold solid
to the temple at Delphos, and setting apart a tenth of the
pool, as an offering to the gods, to be applied to religious
purposes, they divided with great justice the rest of the
pool, which was so immense, that Julian is of opinion it
was the first great source of the corruption of the Greek
manners. By the persuasion of Ariobates, the Greeks
passed a solemn decree, obliging all the states to send deputi-
ties to Plataea, to offer sacrifices to Jupiter the deliverer,
instituting public games at that place every fifth year; and
ordering a fleet of a hundred ships, and an army of 10,000
foot, and as many horse, to be kept always on foot, for
making continual war on the Barbarians. The Plataeans
were appointed to celebrate the anniversary of all those who
had fallen in this battle, which they regularly performed
with much pomp and ceremony. The Persian fleet, having,
in the mean time, failed towards Samos, that of the Greeks,
under the command of Leuctchides the Lacedemonian, and
Xatippus the Athenian, advanced as far as Delos, upon the
earnest entreaty of the inhabitants of Chios, who begged
be delivered from their subjection to the barbarians; and
likewise in consequence of secret intelligence received by
them of the intention of the Ionians to revolt. The Per-
sians, hearing of the approach of the Greeks, retired to My-
cale in Alcina Minor, where they drew their vessels on shore,
and surrounded them with a deep ditch. The Greeks, how-
ever, pursued them thither, and with the assistance of the
Ionians, attacked them. The battle was at first bravely
fought on both sides; but the Milesians and Samians, fol-
lowed by the rest of the Asiatic Greeks, having defected
from the Persians, the latter were vanquished, and 40,000
of them cut in pieces. The Athenians took possession of
the enemy's camp, burnt the Persian fleet, and returned to
Samos with a vast deal of plunder. This engagement hap-
pened on the same day with that of Plataea. Thus did that
memorable day for ever free the Greeks from any future
Persian invasions, and deliver them from those innumerable
armies of Barbarians, which like clouds of locusts had con-
sumed their country for two whole years. These grievous
defeats were never forgotten by the Persian monarchs; and
they entirely cured Xenexes of all desire of undertaking any other enterprises of the same kind. He thought no more of executing vengeance on the Greeks; and to effect all remembrance of his past disfigure, he gave himself wholly up to every sort of voluptuosities and debauchery. His court became one general scene of the most shameful excesses, murder and incest succeeding each other in perpetual round. This weak licentious prince was at length put to death by his own subjects. The severe effects of tyranny, formerly experienced by the Athenians, had excited in them such a strong desire of liberty, that to preserve it, they boldly hazarded the greatest dangers. Their bravery, however, was admirably supported and condueted by the wisdom and skill of their generals, who were particularly attentive to choose such a situation for giving battle, that the enemy could not much avail themselves of their valour superiority in point of number.

Thus by their vigorous efforts, and the wisdom of their leaders, delivered from the Persian invasion, the Athenians brought back their wives and children to Athens, of which they rebuilt the walls, and considerably increased the extent. The Lacedemonians taking umbrage at this, from an apprehension all Athens should become too powerful, represented to the Athenians, that it was the general interest of Greece to have no fortified place without the Peloponnesus, because in case of a fresh invasion, it might serve for a retreat and warlike magazine to the enemy. Themistocles, having procured himself to be named ambassador to Lacedemon, there to justify the conduct of his countrymen, maintained in open Senate that it was as much for the common advantage of the allies, as for that of the Athenians, that the latter had fortified their city with good walls; that besides, it was but equitable that they, as well as the rest, should take proper measures for their own safety; and in fine, that they were able to defend themselves either against foreign or domiciliary enemies. In the next place, Themistocles, solely intent on increasing the power of the republic, fortified Piraeus (B.C. 477), the famous harbour of Athens, in the same manner as he had done the city, and persuaded the Athenians to augment their fleet yearly with twenty ships. The object of this skilful politician was to deprive the Lacedemonians of the superiority hitherto possessed by them over the other states of Greece. But it must not be concealed that he was not very ferupulous with regard to the means employed by him for that purpose. An instance of this was his project of burning the Grecian fleet in the harbour of Pegaeus, whither it had retired to winter after the defeat of Mardonius; or, according to some authors, that part of it only which belonged to the Lacedemonians. But not daring openly to propound this scheme, he was defended by the people to communicate the matter privately to Aristides, who having been accordingly informed of it, declared to the people, that though the project of Themistocles was indeed highly useful, yet at the same time, it was most injurious. Themistocles was therefore prohibited from putting it in execution. How becoming, thus to see a whole fleet prefer what was just to what was useful! and what a high idea of the justice of Aristides must we conceive, when we see him chosen singly by a whole people, to determine whether a project of the utmost general importance was just or unjust! At the same time, the allies prepared to restore to their freedom the Grecian cities in which the Persians had left garrisons. A numerous fleet, under the command of Paunfania and Aristides, obliged the enemy to abandon the isle of Cyprus; and the city Byzantium, situated on the Hellespont. The conduct of Paunfania in this expedition was so infantile, as to disgust the allies, who refused any longer to obey the Spartans, and thenceforward to fight under the orders of the Athenians. (B.C. 476.) The further proceedings of the Lacedemonian general, and his fate, will be found under the article Pausanias, and Sparta. The Spartans, with a praiseworthy moderation, yielded to the Athenians the command of the sea. About this time, Themistocles experienced the valour of fortune, and thetranitory nature of popular favour. The civil administration of this illustrious Athenian was no less eminent and successful than his political and military efforts. By yielding more protection to strangers than they enjoyed in neighbouring cities, he augmented not only the population, but the wealth of Athens; and that description of men paid an annual contribution in return for their security. This, together with other branches of the revenue, he employed in building annually about sixty galleys, the addition of which to the Athenian navy abundantly compensated such losses as were fulfilled by the accidents of the sea in foreign parts. Notwithstanding the envy and malice of worthless demagogues, who insulted the Athenian assembly and courts of justice, Themistocles was fast advancing to the attainment of the same authority at home which Aristides enjoyed abroad, when complaints arrived from Sparta, that he had conspired with Paunfania to betray the public liberty. The known resentment of the Spartans against this extraordinary man sufficiently explains the reason why they, who were so dilatory in their proceedings against Paunfania himself, should be so eager to bring to punishment his supposed accomplice. But it is not easy to conceive how the Athenians could admit such an accusation against a citizen, whose singular valour and conduct had gained the decisive victory at Salamis; whose counsels and advice had fortified their city with impregnable strength; whose foresight and activity had procured them a fleet which no nation in the world could rival; and whose abilities and patriotism had not only saved his country from the most formidable invasion recorded in history, and which was principally directed against Athens, but amidst the terrors of this invasion, the treachery of false friends, and the violence of open enemies, had so eminently contributed to raise his republic to the first rank in the Grecian confederacy. Yet such, on the one hand, was the effect of that envy which in republics always accompanies excellence; and such, on the other, the influence of Spartan bribery and intrigues, that Themistocles was banished by the oligarchs, a punishment inflicted on men whose aspiring ambition seemed dangerous to freedom, which required not the proof of any particular delinquency, and which had effect only during a term of years. (Gilles, vol. ii. p. 65.) This ill-fated man retired into Persia, where his treatment and death will be seen under the article Themistocles. Aristides also died about the same time (B.C. 467 or 471;) and the conduct of the Persian war was devolved on his colleague Cimon, who united the integrity of that great man to the weight of Aristides his father, and the decisive boldness of Themistocles. But as we far, an ambition for eminence which difdains base imitation, he not only reflected the most distinguished excellencies of his predecessors, but improved and adorned them by an elegant liberality of manners, an indigent humanity, and candid condescension; virtues which long secured him the affections of his fellow citizens; while his military talents and authority, always directed by moderation and justice, maintained an absolute sway over the allies of the republic. His first operations were employed against the coast of Thrace, which the taking of Byzantium seemed to render an easy conquest. The only places in that country fitted to make an obstinate resistance, were the
the towns of Eion and Amphipolis, both situate on the river Strymon; the former near its junction with the Strymonic gulf, the latter more remote from the shore, but entirely surrounded by an arm of the gulf, and the principal branches of that copious river. Amphipolis, however, was taken, and planted by a numerous colony of Athenians. But Eion still opposed a vigorous resistance: Boges, the Persian governor, having determined rather to perish than surrender. After long baffling the efforts of the besiegers, by such persevering courage and activity as none of his countrymen had displayed in the course of the war, this fierce barbarian was at length not tamed but exasperated by hunger. His companions and attendants, equally desperate with their leader, followed his intrepid example; and mounting the ramparts with one accord, threw into the middle stream of the Strymon their gold, silver, and other precious effects. After thus atting their implacable hatred to the assailants, they calmly descended, lighted a funeral pile, butchered their wives and children, and again mounting the walls, precipitated themselves with fury into the thickest of the flames. After this, Cimon flushed the other states in that country, drove from Syria the pirates that infested the Terean sea, established an Athenian colony in their place, and made himself master of Naxos. Cruising along the coasts of Asia, he reduced all the maritime cities of Caria and Lycia, and left not the Persians in possession of a single inch of ground between Ionia and Pamphylia. Hearing that the Persian fleet lay at anchor at the mouth of the river Eurymedon, waiting for a reinforcement of Phenician ships, that they might attack him with their united forces; he immediately sailed against the former to prevent their junction; charged them with such vigour, that they were obliged, in spite of their great superiority, to run their ships a-ground; and took more than a hundred of them. Without giving his men time to breathe after their victory, he instantly landed them, and attacked the army of the enemy, which was drawn up on the banks of the Eurymedon. The Persians sustained the first charge of the Greeks with great firmness. But the troops of Cimon, animated by their late success, broke them at last, put them fairly to flight, made a great number of them prisoners, and got a vast booty. Cimon crowned his victories with the capture of the Phenician fleet which was coming to the assistance of the Persians, and by that means gave a fatal blow to the Persian naval power. The rich spoil of the Barbarian camp rewarded the enterprise and celerity of the Greeks, who, loaded with wealth and glory, returned home during winter, and piously dedicated to Apollo a tenth of the plunder acquired by these ever memorable achievements. A considerable portion of the remainder was employed in strengthening the fortifications of Athens. Agreeably to the Grecian custom, the general was entitled to a valuable share. Cimon received it as a testimony of the public esteem, and expended it for the public use, embellishing his beloved native city with shady walks, gardens, porticoes, schools of exercise, and other works of general pleasure and utility. (See Gillies, vol. ii. p. 74.)

While Cimon was extending the power, glory, and influence of the Athenians abroad, a man of very great talents acquired the direction of affairs at home. This was Pericles, one of the most extraordinary men that ever Athens herself produced. His mind naturally of the first consequence and vigour, was enriched by extensive and varied knowledge, adorned by elegant literature, and fortified by the profound philosophy. Damon, professedly a teacher of rhetoric, but really master of history, politics, and all the learning of the times, was his tutor. Ataxagoras instructed him in philosophy. That wise man had made it his chief study to confirm the most important and pleasing doctrine, that a Being of supreme intelligence and benevolence governs the world, regards the virtuous, and punishes the vicious. From him (says Dr. Gilly) Pericles early learned to control the tempers of youthful passions, which so often blight the promising hopes of youthful manhood; to preserve an unshaken constancy in all the vicissitudes of fortune, since all are the varied dispensations of the same wise Providence. Pericles in means for the attainment of his objects; skillful in the varied application of them, according to the variation of circumstances; having the ready and complete command of his own great intellect and extensive information, both in forming and executing plans; courageous, temperate, steady, yet ready, decisive, yet cautious; bold, yet prudent; enterprising, yet circumspect; he excelled in politics, in war, and in every pursuit which required combined genius and conduct. His eloquence united plenteous of information, force of genius, and nervousness of style: it was either convincing or persuasive, according to the objects he had in view; at one time, its majesty commanded the hearers; at another, its softness and delicacy infused themselves into their hearts. The superior talents of this celebrated statesman greatly increased the prosperity of the country, and his policy was peculiarly beneficial in improving the advantages that had been acquired in war by his predecessors, or his contemporaries. He promoted agriculture and manufactures, and greatly extended the commerce and maritime power of his country. Riches flowed in from all quarters to Athens, and were in a considerable degree employed in strengthening and adorning the city. He encouraged the fine arts, literature, and philosophy. Under him flourished Polygnotus, Parthenios and Phidas, those ingenious artists, who so happily made painting, sculpture, and statuary, the vehicles of sentiment and character, as well as of external feature and figure. Respected by him, lived Anaxagoras, the father of moral philosophy; and Euripides, who, in the garb of fiction, exhibits the just and elevated reasoning of the pure and virtuous sentiments of both. Taste, genius, and philosophy, were never more prevalent than at Athens in the age of Pericles. But with the many advantages which were conferred upon the Athenians by Pericles, there were mixed several disadvantages, but rather in ultimate effect than in immediate appearance. There were two parties at Athens, the aristocratical and democratical. Cimon, by blood and affinity was connected with the former, and by his dispositions and character was fitted for gaining an ascendancy over the chief people in the state, than for counting the multitude. With all the powers and accomplishments which could form a patriotic and beneficial statesman and soldier, he wanted the dexterous versatility which conciliates the favour of the multitude. Pericles, with genius and strength of mind that must have rendered him a leader in any class of men, in any age or country, chose popularity as the road to the gratification of ambition, and indulged the inclinations of the populace, as well as pursued the interest of the state. With this view he promoted luxury, licentiousness, and profusion. The firm and rigid virtue of Cimon was adverse to such a pernicious waste of the treasures which his exertions had acquired. Between two such great men, embracing opposite principles and parties, rivalry naturally arose. Foreign politics, as well as domestic, enframed their differences. Cimon, aristocratical in his own principles, was attached to the Spartans, and wished an amity to subsist between Sparta and Athens. The Athenian multitude, elated with their signal successes, and wishing to dominator over all Greece, was hostile to Sparta, which would be the
most powerful obstacle to the accomplishment of their designs. The Spartans, on the other hand, were extremely jealous of the progress of the Athenians, and of the formidable power they had acquired. Cimon endeavoured to appease Pericles, to promote, this hostile spirit between the two chief nations of Greece; and his schemes appeared to be the more successful. But their animosity, before it broke out into action, was diverted by a calamity equally sudden and unforeseen. In the year four hundred and sixty-nine before Christ, Sparta was overwhelmed by an earthquake. Taygetus and the neighbouring mountains were shaken to the foundation, and twenty thousand Lacedemonian citizens or subjects perished in this dreadful disaster. Amidst the ruins of Sparta, one description of a city beheld the public misfortunes not only without horror, but with a secret satisfaction. The oppressed Spartan feels, known by the appellations of Helots and Meffenchians, assembled in crowds from the villages in which they were cantoned, and took measures for delivering themselves, during the cruelty of the elements, from the not less inexorable cruelty of their unfeeling tyrants. The prudent arrangements of king Archidamus, who, foreseeing the revolt, had summoned the citizens to arms, prevented them from getting immediate possession of the capital; but they rendered themselves masters of the ancient and strong fortresses of Ithome, from which they continued many years to infest the Lacedemonian territories. Cimon eagerly seconded the application of the Spartans, and the Athenians were prevailed on to send them the required assistance, and the combined forces proceeded to the siege of the fortresses. The besiegers, however, met with so little success, that the Spartans disbanded their Athenian auxiliaries, on pretence indeed that their help was no longer necessary, but in reality, from a suspicion that they favoured the interest of the rebels. The Athenians were greatly offended by this caprice, and Pericles instructed his partisan Ephialtes to remind the people that Cimon was the chief promoter of sending assistance to the Spartans. The illiberal captain was accused, and a farther charge laid against him that by presents from the Macedonians he was prevailed upon to let slip a manifest opportunity of enlarging his conquests, after taking from the Persians the gold mines of Thrace. To this accusation Cimon replied, that to the utmost of his power he had prosecuted the war against the Thracians and other enemies of the state of Athens; but that it was true he had not made any inroads in Macedonia, because he did not imagine that he was to act as a public enemy to mankind, and because he was struck with respect for a nation model of their courage, just in their dealings, and strictly honourable in their behaviour towards him and the Athenians; that if his countrymen looked upon this as a crime, he must abide their judgment; but, for his part, he could never be brought to think such conduct amiss. His defence however was unsustained, and he was banished for ten years. (B.C. 460.)

Pericles, thus free from the control of Cimon, confirmed his own credit with the people, and made innovations on the established form of government. He deprived the Areopagus of the power of judging in the most important questions that had formerly belonged to their jurisdiction; he rendered the other courts of justice subservient to his pleasure; and he became so absolute in Athens, that under this republican government he policed a power almost despotic. To secure the permanency of his power, while he promoted industry and beneficial action, he gratified their love of pleasure. The city now (to use the language of Dr. Gillies) afforded a perpetual scene of triumph and festivity. Dramatic entertainments, to which they were passionately addicted, were no longer performed in flight unadorned edifices, but in stone or marble theatres, erected at great expense; and embellished with the most precious productions of nature and of art. The treasury was opened not only to supply the decorations of this favourite amusement, but to enable the poorer citizens to enjoy without incurring any private expense; and thus at the cost of the state, or rather of its tributary allies and colonies, to feast and delight their ears and fancy with the combined charms of music and poetry. The pleasure of the eye was peculiarly consoled and gratified in the architecture of the theatres and other ornamented buildings; for as Themistocles had strengthened, Pericles adorned his native city; and unless we had the concurring testimony of antiquity, as well as the immortal remains of the Parthenon or temple of Minerva, which still excite the admiration of travellers, it would be difficult to believe that in the space of a few years there could have been created those inimitable wonders of art, those innumerable temples, theatres, statues, altars, baths, gymnasia, and porticos, which, in the language of ancient panegyrists, rendered Athens the eye and light of Greece. Sumis earned in honourable contests with the Persians, or extorted from dependant allies, were expended in multiplying theatres, in giving gratuitous admission to the poorer citizens to those, and also to feasts and revels, in procuring parasites, dancers, and buffoons, to flatten and gratify the coarse taste of the corning populace, in importing the delicacies of distant countries, in preparing them with all the refinements of cookery to gratify their palates, in encouraging the reception of beautiful courtiers, in costly perfumes and splendid dresses, in delighting the ears and fancy with the charms of music; in short, in gratifying the senses and the vanity of the multitude, without the exertion of their own labour. Meanwhile Pericles anxiously and ably promoted the supremacy of Athens over the rest of Greece. Stimulated and afflilied by the Spartans, the Thebans made war upon the Athenians; but the active vigilance of Pericles sent an army to Brotia; the valour and conduct of Myronides the Athenian general obtained a decisive victory near the walls of Tanagra. Pericles placed Athenian garrisons in several Brotian fortresses; he made the neighbouring republics of Corinth and Megara feel and acknowledge the superiority of Athens, and after sending Tmolus, a commander ended rather with an impetuous than well-regulated courage, to ravage the coast of the Peloponnesus, he failed thither next year in person, and made the Lacedemonians and their allies deeply regret, that they had too soon discovered their animosity against a republic alike capable to protect its friends, and take vengeance upon its enemies. While the Athenians were thus triumphing over the states of Greece, they found an inducement to undertake an expedition against the territories of the Persian king. Egypt taking advantage of the successive defeats of the Persian monarch, revolted, and headed by Inarus a Libyan chief, expelled the Persians. Inarus in order to strengthen his interest by foreign alliance, dispatched an embassy to Athens, craving the assistance of that victorious republic against its most odious and inconstant enemy. The application was successful, and the Athenians sent an army to Egypt. On their junction with the king of Libya, they gave battle to the Persians, put them to flight, and got possession of a part of Memphis. Next year however the scene was greatly altered; for after several fruitless assaults, they were at last obliged to raise the siege of that city on the approach of the enemy, and to retire to Biblis, an island in the Nile. In this place they withheld an eight months siege. But their fleet happening to lie at anchor in the Nile, the Persians by changing
the course of the river, rendered the ground round the ships dry, took every one of them, and put the greatest part of their crews to the sword. The army being thus disabused from opposing the enemy any longer, partly perished and partly dispersed. During these misfortunes the Athenians became sensible of the injustice of their treatment of Cimon, and recalled him after five years banishment. Soon after his return, that great man succeeded in bringing about a peace between his countrymen and the Lacedaemonians (B.C. 455); and with a view of diverting the Athenians, grown prehensile by their late good fortune, from making war on their neighbours, he resolved to find occupation for their arms abroad. Departing, therefore, for Cyprus with a fleet of a hundred and forty vessels under his command, and being there joined by sixty more from Egypt, he attacked Artabazus, the admiral of Artaxerxes, and took a hundred of his ships: he next made a descent upon Cilicia, and totally defeated Megabazus, another officer of that prince: he then returned to Cyprus to form the siege of Citium. In the course of the siege, Cimon fell sick: perceiving his end approaching, he beseeched his men to keep his death a secret. They followed his advice, and, proceeding with their operations, obtained a signal victory, in which they took a hundred of the enemy's ships, and then failed back in triumph to Attica. Artaxerxes, finding his inability to contend with the Athenians, sent deputies to Athens to solicit peace. His ambassadors were favourably heard in the Athenian assembly by those who were more solicitous about confirming their usurpations over their allies and colonies, than ambitious of extending their Asiatic conquests. Cimon, who invariably maintained the contrary syllable, was now no more. A peace, therefore, was concluded on the following conditions: that all the Greek colonies in Lower Asia should be declared independent of the Persian empire; that the services of the great king should not approach within three days journey of the western coast; and that no Persian vessel should appear between the Cyanean rocks and the Chalidonian isles; that is, in the wide extent of the Egean and Mediterranean seas, between the northern extremity of the Thracian Bosporus and the southern promontory of Lycia. On such terms the Athenians and their allies stipulated to withdraw their armament from Cyprus, and to abate thenceforward from modelling the territories of the king of Persia. Such was the conclusion of this memorable war, which, since the burning of Sardis, the first decisive act of hostility, had been carried on with little intermission, during fifty-one years. The fame magnanimous republic which first ventured to oppose the pretensions of Persia, dictated to that haughty empire the most humiliating conditions of peace; an important and illfounded plea in Grecian history, which was often celebrated with pompous panegyric during the declining ages of Athenian glory.

Having terminated the war against the Asiatic foe with such honour and advantage, the Athenians directed more conquest and undivided efforts to render themselves paramount in Greece; and, during twenty years, various contents arose between the Athenians and neighbouring states. Without pursuing the detail of these contentions, and the various truces by which they received a temporary suspension, we shall merely mention the refult, which was extremely favourable to Athens, so that the republic rose into unprecedented power. With her prosperity the pride of Athens rose in proportion, until her neighbours, both apprehensive and envious of her power, and farther inflamed by resentment by her insolence, formed for her humiliation a confederacy which brought on the Peloponnesian war.
in an application so very agreeable to the dispositions of those whose co-operation they desired, and a general concordacy was formed, consisting of all the seven republics of the Peloponnesus (B.C. 431), except Argos and Achaia; the first of which from ambition, and the second perhaps from moderation, preferred, in the beginning of the war, a fulsome neutrality. Of the nine northern republics, Acarnania alone declined joining the allies, its coast being particularly exposed to the ravages of the Corcyrean fleets. The cities of Naupactus and Platea, for reasons that will soon appear, were totally devoted to their Athenian protectors; whose cause was likewise embraced by several petty princes of Thessaly. But all the other states beyond the isthmus longed to follow the standard of Sparta, and to humble the aspiring ambition of their too powerful neighbour.

While they were preparing for this concert, the Peloponnesians sent hostile embassies and manifestoes to the Athenians, requiring them to grant independence to the colonies, and announcing the force by which the requisition would be supported. Alarmd by this menacing combination, the Athenian populace were filled with rage against Pericles, whom they accused of having caused this concordacy by his general conduct, and especially by a decree which he passed against the inhabitants of Megara, which had retired from the authority of Athens, and impudently asserted that city to the private pique of his favourite mistress Aphiota; and with the petty subtilty of a vulgar maid, conceived him to have appropriated to his own the great portions of the national treasure. Though the transcendent virtues of Pericles were not unalloyed, yet his was not the vice of common minds; avarice made no part of his composition: he proved that his private expenses were justly proportioned to the measure of his patrimony; many instances were brought of his generous contempt of wealth in the service of his country; and it appeared, after the strictest examination, that his fortune had not increased since he was entrapped with the exchequer. He contended that the situation of the republic did not justify dependence or submition to the dictates of an imperious rival. Their financial resources, military and political strength, and above all the spirit of the people, enabled them to resist with effect the efforts of their banded enemies, and by a detail of the various constitutions of Athenian greatness contrived with those of their rivals, illustrated his proposition. He therefore proposed that the answer to their demands should disclaim their right to interrose, disfavor every intention of commencing hostilities, but declare the readiness and ability of the Athenian republic to repel force by force. Such an answer, in the relative disposition of the parties, was deemed tantamount to a declaration of war.

The war which now ensued, is celebrated in Grecian history by the name of the Peloponnesian war. It lasted for twenty-seven years; twenty-one of which are the subject of the history of Thucydides; but death having prevented that illustrious author from pursueing it to its termination, its continuation and conclusion was reserved for Xenophon.

Hostilities were begun by the Thebans, who attacked Platea, a city of Boeotia, in alliance, as we have just mentioned, with Athens. All Greece was immediately in motion. The Lacedaemonians march towards the isthmus of Corinth, a narrow neck of land about six miles broad, which joins the Peloponnesus to the country properly called Greece. Archidamus, one of the Spartan kings, before advancing farther, dispatches an ambassador to the Athenians, to require of them to relinquish their pretensions. But the Athenians command the messenger to retire, without deigning even to give him an audience.

The Lacedaemonians thereupon advanced with an army of 60,000 men, while that of the Athenians amounted to no more than 18,000; but, to make up the odds, the latter had a fleet of 300 gallys. On the approach of the Lacedaemonian army, the inhabitants of the country abandoned their habitations, and carrying away every thing they could, took refuge in Athens. The plan of operations pursued by the Athenians, on the suggestion of Pericles, was to weary out the enemy by maintaining the war. The Lacedaemonians entering Attica, laid siege to Eubea, but being obliged after a few fruitless assailts, to relinquish that attempt, they advanced still nearer to Athens, and encamped within half a league of the city. Unwilling while to much inferior in point of numbers, to hazard the fate of the republic in a general battle, Pericles found it difficult to prevent the Athenians, exasperated at the sight of the ravages committed on their country, from falling forth upon the enemy. But by means of his admirable art in managing the multitude, he kept both the senate and the people from assembling to deliberate, though at the expense of numberless insults from his enemies; in spite of which he persevered in his plan, unmoved either by threats or entreaties.

In the mean time he dispatched a fleet of one hundred ships to ravage the coasts of the Peloponnesus; which being joined by that of the allies, made a descent upon Laconia, and laid waste the territories of Sparta. The Lacedaemonians finding all their endeavours to draw the Athenians out of their city ineffectual, and receiving intelligence of the ravages committed in Laconia by the Athenian fleet, found themselves under the necessity of withdrawing from Attica. On the setting out of the expedition against the coast of Laconia, an extraordinary eclipse of the sun happened just as Pericles was going on board of his galley. Pericles, perceiving the Athenians to be terrified at this phenomenon, which they considered as an unlucky omen, threw his cloak over the face of the pilot, and asked him if he saw? the pilot having answered in the negative, Pericles explained to the by-standers, that the body of the moon, being in like manner interposed at that instant between their sail and the sun, prevented them from seeing his light. When the Lacedaemonians retired out of Attica, the Athenians appropriated a hundred talents of money, and a hundred of their best ships, for the more immediate defence of their country, in case of a fresh invasion, prohibiting any person, under pain of death, from proposing a different application of those resources. They then expelled from the island of Eginia its present inhabitants, whom they regarded as the principal cause of the war; and they divided that island by lot among the citizens of Athens. They made an alliance with the kings of Macedon and Thrace; subdued the island of Cephalonia; laid waste the territory of Megara; and took the harbour of Nisium; this concluded the first campaign. The Athenians next celebrated funeral rites to the memory of those who had fallen since the beginning of the war. For this purpose, a large tent was constructed, wherein they exposed the bones of the slain, which were covered with flowers and perfumes. Then the bones were carried with much pomp and solemnity to a fuburb of the city called Ceramickus, where they were deposited in a monument designed to be the tomb of those who fell in war, and lastly, one of the citizens pronounced a funeral oration in their praise; a charge which on this occasion was undertaken by Pericles himself. Though always superlatively eloquent, he at this time seemed to outdo himself; and in pronouncing the eulogium on those who were no more, he omitted no argument that might inflame the courage of the survivors. Thucydides has preserved this
this famous oration, of which the beautiful expressions and lofty sentiments are equally admired. The army of the Lacedaemonians and their allies returned into Athens, and laid every thing waste with fire and sword. But the plague, which then raged among the Athenians, was still more pernicious to them, depriv ing them of their best citizens and bravest soldiers; and Athens exhibited nothing but a melancholy scene of sickness and death. Of this dreadful scourge, an awfully striking account is exhibited in the energetic description of Thucydides. Without dwelling on the corporeal symptoms which the historian presents in his affecting narrative of this foemen, we shall merely give the fulness of its moral effects. At the beginning of this dreadful calamity, sublime examples of filial piety and generous friendship were displayed; but as the consequences were always fatal to the children and friends, they were but rarely repeated afterwards. Then the most respectable ties were broken; the eyes about to close for ever, beheld on all sides only the most profound solitude, and death no longer produced a tear. This callous insensibility gave birth to an unbridled licentiousness. The death of so many worthy men, mingled without distinction in the same tomb with villains; the destruction of so many fortunes, become suddenly the inheritance or prey of the lowest citizens, made a lively impression on those who have no other principle but fear. Perceiving that the gods no longer protected or regarded virtue, and that the vengeance of the laws would not be so prompt as the death impending over them, they imagined that the falsity of human professions pointed out the nie that they should make of them, and that having but a few moments to live, they were justified at least in pulling them in the midst of pleasures.

Notwithstanding the disasters in which Athens was involved, the elevated soul of Pericles, with unbroken fortitude, planned the extirpation of his country, as far as it was practicable by human means. A numerous family fell succcivively victims to the rapacious peddlers. Though a tenderly affectionate father, he bore the disaster with magnanimous serenity. At the funeral of the lads of his sons, he dropped, indeed, a few reluctant tears of paternal tenderness; but ashamed of this momentary weakness, he bent his undaunted mind to the defence of the republic. Having collected an hundred Athenian, together with fifty Chian and Lesbos refuges, he sailed through the Aegean gulf, and ravaged the unprotected coasts of Elis, Arcos, and Laconia. The plague breaking out in the fleet, defeated the success of the expedition, and revisiting Athens with redoubled fury, almost defolated the city. Maddened by their accumulated sufferings, the Athenians imputed their miserable situation to Pericles: they decried him of his authority, and condemned him to a fine: but they soon acknowledged their folly and injustice. He was again prevailed on to resume the reins of administration, and his last efforts were employed to stimulate his country to that vigour of counsels and of conduct which only could preserve her power, honour, and independence: temporary disaster might afflict, but in the nature of things its duration could not be long; Athens would ultimately triumph, if she were true to herself. “Of the two elements,” he said, “defined for the use of men, the sea and the land, we absolutely command the one, nor is there any kingdom, or republic, or confederacy, that pretends to dispute our dominion. Let this consideration elevate our hopes, and personal afflications will disappear at the view of public prosperity. Let us bear, with resignation, the strokes of Providence, and we shall repel with vigour the assaults of our enemies. It is the hereditary and glorious distinction of our republic, never to yield to adversity. We have defied danger, expended treasure and blood, and amidst obstinate and formidable wars, augmented the power, and extended the fame of a city, unrivalled in wealth, populousness, and splendor, and governed by laws and institutions worthy of its magnificence and renown. If Athens must perish, (as what human grandeur is not subject to decay?) let her never fall at least through our pusillanimity; a fall that would cancel the merit of our former virtue, and destroy at once that edifice of glory which it has been the work of ages to rear. When our walls and harbours are no more, when the terror of our navy shall have ceased, and our external magnificence have fallen to decay, the glory of Athens shall remain. This is the prize which I have hitherto exhor ted, and shall exhort you to defend, regardless of the clamours of states, the fulacigns of cowardice, or the perfec tion of envy.” These were the last efforts of this illustrious man: he was soon after seized with the plague which proved fatal. On his death-bed, retaining his understanding, his chief comfort was, not the splendor of his genius, and achievements, but the recollection of his well-spent life. When he was about to yield his last breath, the leading men of Athens assembled around his bed, were soothing their affliction by recounting his victories, and the number of his trophies. “These actions,” said he to them, “raising himself up with difficulty, “are the works of fortune, and common to myself with other generals; the only eulogium I merit is, that I have never been the cause that any citizen should wear mourning.” (Gillies.)

After the death of Pericles, two persons contended for the direction of affairs; Cleon, a turbulent and impatient demagogue, devoid of talents, or of any moral qualities which entitled him to pre-eminence, but a great favourite with the lower populace; and Nicias, a man of solid ability, prudence, and integrity; and for several years the war was successful or unsuccessful accordingly as the one or the other predominated.

About this time the Peloponnesians invaded Plataea, a city in alliance with Athens. This siege is not only remarkable for the obstinate resistance of the besieged, but for being the first recorded in history which was conducted with any fort of regularity. Both parties here made use of mounds of earth, the one to attack, the other to defend. The Peloponnesians hurled the town by means of bundles of flints, to which they set fire. On the other hand, the besieged neglected no expedition to frustrate the various attempts of the enemy. But the most surprising circumstance of all is, that so small a place as Plataea, which contained no more than four hundred inhabitants, and eighty Athenians, was capable of making so vigorous a resistance against a powerful army. The enemy at last changed the siege into a blockade, and surrounded the town with two ditches. The Boeotians were left to guard these intrenchments, and the bulk of the army marched away. The besieged having lost all hope of succour, resolved to attempt to make their escape out of the town; which about one half of them effected by a very daring stratagem, suggeested and executed by defpair. The remaining half dismayed at the dangers attending the attempt, continued in the town. But finding themselves unable to defend it any longer, they were at last obliged to surrender at discretion: eight Spartans went to decide their fate; the miserable Platæans pleaded in vain that they had been forced, through necessity, to frde with the Athenians, in order to obtain their protection against the Thebans, by whom they were grievously oppressed. They were all murdered in cold blood; their wives were carried into slavery; and their town was razed to the ground. Such was the melancholy
melancholy fate of the Plataeans, who, during the Persian war, had rendered the most signal services to Greece.

The fifth (B.C. 427) year of the war was principally distinguished by the fediton of Corecyra. In the course of hostilities, the Corinthians had captured a considerable number of those islanders, and wisely treated them with a gentleness and kindness which gained their affections. Having brought them to this disposition, they earnestly persuaded them, when they should return to their country, to employ their efforts for reconciling the children with their parent country, and detaching their fellow citizens from Athens, the tyrant over her allies. The Corecyreans were disaffected, and arriving at home, endeavoured to reconcile their countrymen to the Peloponnesians. The aristocratical party very readily agreed, and formed a conspiracy for massacring the leaders of the democratic party. The commons applied to the Athenians, who sent a fleet to assist their partisans. The Peloponnesians also sent a squadron to support the nobles: but the Athenians preferring their maritime superiority, their enemies retired, and the democrats were paramount. Their cruelty was so signal, as from that time to give the name of Corecyrean to every faction of uncommon atrocity. The following account, in the elegant language of Dr. Gillies, contains an awful monument of the dreadful effects of intestine dissention.

"The unhappy prisoners were first confined in a dungeon. Dragged fuelly from thence, in parties of twenty at a time, they were compelled to pass in pain, their hands tied behind their backs, between two ranks of their enemies, armed with whips, prongs, and every instrument of lacerations and disgraceful torture. The wretched left in prison were long ignorant of the ignominious cruelty inflicted on their companions: but, as soon as they learned the abominable scenes transmitted, they refused to quit their confinements, guarded the entrance, and invited, with one consent, the Athenians to murder them. But the Athenians wanted either humanity or firmness to commit this kind cruelty. The Corecyrean populace ventured not to force a passage from despair. They mounted the prison walls, uncovered the roof, and overwhelmed those below with stones, darts, and arrows. These weapons were destructive to many, and furnished others with the means of destroying themselves, or each other. They laid down their heads, opened their breasts, exposed their necks, mutually soliciting, in plaintive or frantic accents, the fatal stroke. The whole night (for night intervened) was spent in this horrid scene; and the morning presented a spectacle too shocking for description. The obdurate hearts of the Corecyreans were incapable of pity or remorse; but their relenting eyes could not bear the sight; and they commanded the bodies of their fellow citizens, now breathless or expiring, to be thrown on carts, and conveyed without the walls." Thus ended the sedition of Corecyra; but its consequences were not soon to end. The contagion of that unhappy island, engendered a political malady, which spread its baneful influence over Greece. The aristocratical, and still more, the popular governments of that country, had ever been liable to faction, which occasionally blazed into sedition. But this morbid tendency, congenial to the constitution of republics, thenceforth assumed a more dangerous appearance, and betrayed more alarming symptoms. In every republic, and almost in every city, the intriguing and ambitious found the ready protection of Athens, or of Sparta, according as their selfish and guilty designs were concerted under the pretence of maintaining the prerogatives of the nobles, or afflicting the privileges of the people. A virtuous and moderate aristocracy, an equal impartial freedom, these are the colourings which served to justify violence, and varnish guilt. Sheltered by the specious coverings of fair names, the prodigal afflatus delivered himself from the importunity of his creditor. The father, with unnatural cruelty, punished the licentious extravagance of his son; the son avenged, by paricide, the item severity of his father. The debates of the public assembly were decided by the sword. Not satisfied with victory, men thirsted for blood. This general disorder overwhelmed laws human and divine. The ordinary course of
of events was reversed; sentiments lost their natural force, and words their usual meaning. Dulness and stupidity triumphed over abilities and refinement; for while the crafty and ingenious were laying fine spun snares for enemies, men of blunter minds had immediate recourse to the sword and poignard. Hitherto the war had been carried on without any material advantage to either party. The following year, (B.C. 426.) more critical events took place: Demosthenes, a general of merit and enterprise, commanded the Athenian forces at Naupactus, which had been beset on the unfortunate Messenians; by whose assistance, together with that of the Athenian allies in Acarnania, Demosthenes undertook to subdue Eotolia. The Messenians being continually harassed by the Thebians, persuaded Demosthenes that it would be easy to overrun their country, before the inhabitants, who lived in scattered villages, widely separated from each other, could collect their force, or attempt resistance. In pursuance of this advice, Demosthenes entered Eotolia, took and plundered the towns, and drove the inhabitants before him. During several days he marched unrelished; but having proceeded to Argolism, the principal, or rather only city in the province, he found that his design had by no means escaped the notice of the enemy. Living in a country abounding in defiles, and involved in woods, the Thebians, though irregular and deftory in their warfare, yet employing a species of bush fighting and unlike to that which, two or twenty centuries afterwards, has been used by the American Indians, defeated the regularly disciplined troops of Athens, and Demosthenes was obliged to take refuge in Naupactus. The Athenian general, however, soon found means to irritate those Barbarians to venture a contest in the plains, and, with great ease, obtained a signal victory. Elevated with this success, Demosthenes undertook an expedition to the western shore of Peloponnesus, and seized Pylos. The Spartans eager to recover this important port, attempted to dislodge the enemy, but were defeated, and obliged to take refuge in Sphacteria, a small island upon the coast; and the Athenians, having masters of the sea, surrounded their retreat, and cut off all supplies of provisions. Anxious to save those troops, the Spartans sent ambassadors to Athens with propositions of peace. The ambassadors frankly owned the extreme necessity that had obliged the Lacedaemonians to submit to so humiliating a defeat, but the Athenians in mind of the uncertain fate of arms, and exhorted them to embrace this opportunity of restoring tranquillity to Greece. But the Athenians grown presumptuous by their good fortune, as well as by the flattering oration of their favourite demagogue Cleon, required, as a preliminary condition, that the troops confined in the island should lay down their arms, and be conducted to Athens, upon the promise of the Athenians to let them at liberty as soon as the Lacedaemonians had delivered up the places conquered by them, from the Athenians. The Lacedaemonians refused to comply with this condition, and both parties prepared themselves for war. The Athenians, in the mean time, were very vigilant to prevent any provisions from poffing into the island of Sphacteria. The Lacedaemonians, on the other hand, engaged the whole country round to contribute their utmost efforts to relieve the beleaguered troops, and promised to set free all the slaves who should succeed in carrying them provisions; which many did, at the extreme hazard of their lives. In the mean time, the Athenians in Pylos began, on their part, to be threatened for provisions. Cleon persuaded the people, that the flower of the siege was owing to the inactivity of their commanders; and maintained, that a little vigour must very soon reduce the island, which he offered to accomplish himself. Having been accordingly set thither, and having joined Demosthenes, they landed together in Sphacteria, and beat the enemy to the extremity of the island. The Lacedaemonians, however, took possession of a fortification, and defended, with the utmost desperate courage, the only passage by which they could be attacked. But the general of the Messenians, having discovered a difficult path that led to the fortification, marched that way, and appearing unexpectedly on the rear of the Lacedaemonians, called aloud to them to lay down their arms. The Lacedaemonians exhausted with heat and fatigue, obeyed the summons, by laying their shields on the ground; and, after a short conference, they surrendered at discretion. The Athenians, after creating a trophy, reembarked on board of their fleet. This siege continued sixty-two days. Cleon is said to have caused 128 of those unhappy Spartans, to be murdered. The rest were conveyed to Athens, and thrown into prison, till peace should take place; the Athenians threatening, at the same time, to put them all to death, if the Lacedaemonians made any more incursions into their country. Soon after happened the federal war of Megara. The inhabitants of that town, after expelling their magistrates, quarrelled among themselves, one party being for recalling their magistrates, the other, for deliv ering their town into the hands of the Athenians. Braidas, in the mean time, the chief officer of the Lacedaemonians then had, having come before Megara, its gates are immediately thrown open to him. The exiled magistrates returning soon after, and resuming their authority, condemn to death one hundred inhabitants of the opposite faction. Braidas advances into Thrace, subdues several cities, and lays siege to Amphipolis, a place of much importance to the Athenians, who thence got the greatest part of their wood. They therefore dispatched Thucydides, the famous historian, to its relief; but the place was taken before his arrival. His countrymen, however, attempted to take it, the annual, and banished him at the instigation of Cleon. The Athenians having about the same time advanced into Boccia, under the command of Demosthenes and Hippocrates, were defeated near Delium by the Thebans, who, after their victory, besieged and took that town. No decisive advantage had been hitherto obtained by either party. The Athenians and Lacedaemonians therefore agreed on a truce for a year; which Braidas, who had been successful in all his enterprises, bore with great impatience. Cleon, on the other hand, who had acquired much authority in Athens by means of his bold and vehement eloquence, incited his countrymen to renew the war. Being more presumptuous than skilful in military operations, he resolved to attempt the taking of Amphipolis, hoping to be assisted by a body of troops from Pheidias king of Macedon. But Braidas got the start of him, and threw himself into the town. To increase the presumption of Cleon, the Spartan general, who was well acquainted with his character, affected to be afraid of an encounter; but after making the proper dispositions, Braidas fell in unexpectedly, and attacked the left wing of the Athenians, which, being the flower of their army, made a vigorous resistance. Braidas, however, at last broke them, and killed six hundred, with very little loss on his own side. This attack disconcerted and terrifed Cleon, who was killed by a Spartan soldier as he was flying from the battle. Braidas was of the number of the slain on the side of the Lacedaemonians. He was an excellent officer, equally brave and prudent, and deserved to be ranked among the Lacedaemonian heroes. It was the mother of this general, who, on hearing the exploits of her son committed,
mended, answered, "It is true, my son was a brave man; but I doubt not that Sparta has many citizens as brave as he."

The battle of Amphipolis removed the principal obstacles to peace. There was not any Spartan general qualified to accomplish the designs of Brasidas; and the Athenians, dejected by defeat, and humbled by disgrace, wanted the bold imposing eloquence of Cleon, to dignify their weaknesses, and varnish their misfortunes. (Gilles.) With the dilhcarted remains of an enfeebled armament, they despaired of recovering their Macedonian possessions; and the greater part returned home, well disposed for an accommodation with the enemy. These dispositions were confirmed by the pacific temper of Nicias, who had succeeded to the influence of Cleon, and who fortunately discovered in the moderation of Pleistoanax, king of Sparta, a cool judge extremely solicitous to promote his views. During winter, several friendly conferences were held between the commissioners of the two republics; and towards the commencement of the ensuing spring, a treaty of peace, and from afterwards a defensive alliance, for fifty years, was ratified by the kings and ephors of Sparta on the one side, and by the archons and generals of Athens on the other. In consequence of this negotiation, which was intended to comprehend the respective allies, of the contracting powers, all places and prisoners taken in the course of the war, were to be mutually restored; the revolted cities in Macedon were specified by name; but it was regulated that the Athenians should not require from them any higher revenue than that appropriated by the judicious of Arilixides. (See Thucydides.)

While the Athenians were thus engaged in wars, and often employed in injustice, their city produced a peripatet who taught his countrymen and mankind the purest ethics that ever flowed from a human source. Socrates was now in the full vigour of his genius, which he employed in simplifying practical philosophy to the comprehension of common minds, and to inculcate the necessary connection between piety and virtue and happiness. (See Xenophon's Memorabilia.) From the perfections of the supreme intelligence he deduced his just government of the universe, which implied the immortality of the human soul. But the great object of his research was to discover the general laws by which, even in this life, the superintending providence had variously dispensed to men good and evil, happiness and misery. These laws he regarded as the promulgated will of the gods, with which, when clearly ascertained, it became our duty invariably to comply; since nothing but the most short-sighted folly could risk the divine displeasure, in order to avoid pain or poverty, sickness or death, for life to enjoy passing gratifications, which leave a fleft behind them. Reassuming on such principles, and taking experience only for his guide, he deduced with admirable peripetinence the interests and duties of nations and individuals in all the complicated relations of society. The actions of men furnished the materials, their instruction formed the object, their happiness was the end of his discourse. Wherever his lessons might be most generally useful, there he was always to be found, frequenting at an early hour the Academy, Lyceum, and other public gymnasia; punctually attending the forum at mid-day, the hour of full assembly; and in the evening, joining, without the affectation of austerity, in the convivial entertainments of his friends, or accompanying them in the delightful walks which adorned the banks of the Illyus. As a husband, a father, a citizen, and a folder, the steady practice of his duty continually illustrated his doctrines. The conversation and example of this truly practical philosopher (and this is his highest praise) persuaded many of his fellow citizens sincerely to embrace a virtuous course of life; and even those who allowed the current of their passions to prevail over the conviction of their sober hours, were still charmed with the wonderful effect, as well as the singular accuracy, of his various knowledge, with the acuteness and penetration of his various arguments; the beauty, vivacity, and persuasiveness of his style, with which he assumed the tone of reason or of ridicule, surpafled whatever had been deemed eloquent. Among the Athenian youth whom this fage attempted to form to virtue, was the celebrated Aleibides, but a previously corrupted education rendered his task extremely difficult. The tender years of Aleibides were committed to the illiberal discipline of mercenary preceptors; his youth and inexperience were befet by the destructive adulation of servile flatterers (Plutarch's Aleibides), until the young Athenian, having begun to relish the poems of Homer, the admiration of which is congenial to every great mind (Ibid.], learned from thence to despise the pedantry of the one, and to detest the meanness of the other. From Homer, Aleibides early imbibed that ambition for excellence which is the great lefso of the immortal bard. Having attained the verge of manhood, he readily distinguished, among the crowd of rhetoricians and sophists, the superior merit of Socrates. The sage, whose company was courted by his other disciples, himself courted the company of Aleibides; and when the ungrateful youth sometimes escaped to his licentious companions, the philosopher pursued him with the eagerness of a father or master, anxious to recover a fugitive son or flame. See Aleibides. But this favourite laboured under a defect which could not be compensated by the highest birth, the most splendid fortune, the noblest endowments of mind and body, and even the inestimable friendship of Socrates. He wanted an honest heart. This we are warranted to affirm on the authority of contemporary writers, Lyfias and Xenophon, who acknowledged that first admiration, and then interest, was the foundation of his attachment to the illustrious sage, by whose instruction he expected to become not a good but an able man. Some inclination to virtue he might, in such company, perhaps feel, but more probably reign; and the niciel discomfiture might mistake the real character of a man who could adopt at pleasure the most opposite manners; and who, as will appear from the subsequent events of his various life, could surpass the splendid magnificence of Athens, or the rigid frugality of Sparta; could conform, as interest required, to the laborious exercises of the Thebans, or to the voluptuous indulgence of Ionia; assume the soft effeminacy of an Eastern prince, or rival the furious vices of the drunken Thracians. (Neposi's Aleibides.)

The first specimen of his political conduct discovered the extraordinary resources of his versatile mind. He opposed the peace of Nicias, as the work of a rival whom he wished to disgrace. His ambition longed for war, and the Spartans deferred his resentment, having in all their transactions with Athens, testified the utmost respect for Nicias, while they were at no pains to conceal their want of regard for himself, though his family had been long connected with their republic by an intercourse of hospitality, and he had endeavored to strengthen that connexion by his personal good offices to the Lacedemonians taken in Spatetera. To gratify at once his resentment, his ambition, and his jealousy, he determined to renew the war with Sparta; a design by no means difficult at the present juncture. In compliance with the peace of Nicias,
Nicias, the Spartans withdrew their troops from Amphipolis; but they would restore neither the city nor the neighbouring places in Macedon to the dominion of Athens. The Athenians, accordingly to the treaty, allowed the captives taken in Sparta to meet the longing embraces of their kinmen and friends; but good policy forbade their surrendering Pylus, until the enemy had performed some of the conditions stipulated in return. Mutual unwillingness or inability to comply with the articles of peace, fowed the seeds of animosity, which found a favourable foil in both republics. The authority of those magistrates who supported the pacific measures of Nicias and Pleistades had disappeared. The Spartan youth wished, by new hostilities, to cancel the memory of a war, which had been carried on without profit, and terminated with dishonour; but the wiser part perceived that better success could not be expected while the Athenians possessed Pylus. In their eagerness to recover that fortress, they renewed their alliance with the Thbians, from whom they received Panaceum, which they hoped to exchange for Pylus; forgetting in this transgression an important clause in their treaty with Athens, "that neither of the contracting powers should, without mutual communication and consent, conclude any new alliance." The Thbians rejoined in the prospect of embroiling the affairs of Athens and Sparta: and the Corinthians, guided by the fame hostile views, readily concurred with the Thbians, and openly re-entered into the Lacedemonian confederacy. The Peloponnesian war was renewed with various success. The address of Alcibiades prevailed on the Argives to join the Athenians: and though the Spartans gained a considerable victory at Mantinea, the Athenians were on the whole pre-eminent. Elated with successes, the Athenians undertook the conquest of the island of Melos, a state that never had been dependent on Athens, nor ever interfered in the Peloponnesian war. The Athenians sent ambassadors to require the illanders to surrender. The conference between their deputies and the Melian statesmen is detailed by Thucydides, and is one of the most curious and interesting pieces recorded in ancient political history. It may indeed well be styled the moral creed of conquering adventurers, more openly promulgated than in modern manifestoes, but containing the same sentiments which dotted in our own times the Jamesine scheme for the subjugation of Poland, with this difference, that modern robbers on a great scale, by some specious plea of right, do homage to the justice which they transgress; whereas the Athenian deputy did not seek common pretexts by such an unbounded pretext. He stated the real title to the feizure of other people's property, superior power; that the strong may use what freedom they please with the weak. There is not a single word said tending to prove either just right in the Athenians, or aggression in the Melians. The Athenian states the power of his country, and the miseries the Melians would suffer if they attempted resistance. The peroration to this celebrated diffusion fully illustrates the principles on which the Athenians proceeded, and sums up the diplomatic reasoning: "You are determined," said the Athenian ambassador, "it seems, to learn by fatal experience, that fear never compelled the Athenians to desist from their designs, especially never to raise the siege of any place which they had once invested. For during the whole of this long conference, you have not mentioned a single particular capable of affording any just ground of confidence. Deceived by the splendor of words, you talk of honour and independence, rejecting the offers of a powerful state, whose arms you are unable to resist, and whose protection you might obtain at the expense of a moderate tribute. Left shame should have any share in this dangerous behaviour, we shall leave you to consult privately, only reminding you once more, that your present deliberations involve the fate of your country." The Athenian ambassadors retired, and shortly afterwards the Melians recalled them, and declared their unanimous resolution not to betray in one unlucky hour the thirty years which they had maintained for seven hundred years; depending on the vigorous assistance of their Lacedemonian kinmen, and training especially in that chaste providence which had hitherto preserved them amid the general convulsions of Greece. But, they entreated the Athenians to accept their offers of neutrality, and to abide from unprovoked violence. The ambassadors prepared for returning to the camp, leaving the conclusions of this acute threat, "that of all men, in such a delicate situation, the Melians alone thought the future more certain than the past, and would grudgily suffer for their folly, in preferring to the proposals of certain and immediate safety, the decifiveness of hope, the infallibility of fortune, and the vain prospect of Lacedemonian aid." The Athenians, irritated by opposition, resolved without delay the capital of Melos, which was blocked up for several months by sea and land. The besieged, after suffering cruelly by famine, made several desperate sallies, fired the Athenian magazines, and destroyed part of their works. But towards the end of winter, their resistance was defeated by the vigorous efforts of the enemy, combined with domicile treason. The melians above the age of fourteen were put to the sword; the women and children were subjected to perpetual servitude; and five hundred new inhabitants, drawn from the surrounding colonies of Athens, were sent to occupy the vacant lands which had been cultivated and adorned for seven centuries by the labour of the exterminated Melians.

Successful injustice encouraged the Athenians to more audacious schemes of aggression and conquest, and they hoped to subjugate the whole course of the Mediterranean. Under these visionary fancies, they projected an expedition to Sicily, which proved to fatal to Athenian greatness. With the usual policy of conquerors, they maintained a close intercourse with the weaker states of a country which they projected to subdue. Since the death of Pericles, they had concluded a treaty with the Leonines, who being hard pressed by the Syracusans, applied for assistance to their new confederates; for this purpose they sent an embassy to Athens, at the head of which was the celebrated orator Gorgias, who pleaded the cause of the Leonines in an oration so elegant and pathetic, that the request of the ambassadors was granted; and the Athenians sent a fleet to Rhegium, to afford the Leonines. Next year (B.C. 415), they sent thither a more numerous fleet still, under pretence of affisting the towns oppressed by the Syracusans, but in fact to open to themselves a way to the conquest of Sicily. Alcibiades, by his harangues, inflamed the Athenians still more and more to this undertaking, and talked of nothing less than extending the conquests of Athens over Africa and Italy. While the minds of the Athenians were full of these mighty projects, ambassadors arrived from the Egitians, to implore their assistance against the Selinuntines, who were supported by the Syracusans; offering at the same time to pay the troops that should be sent to their assistance. The Athenians, tempted by these promises, named Alcibiades, Nicias, and Lamachus, to command a fleet destined to succour the Egitians. Nicias remonstrated against this expedition in the strongest terms, and painted out to the most lively colours what ruinous consequences might thence result to the republic. He represented to the Athenians, that they had but too many enemies on their hands already, with-
out going abroad to seek for more; and that though they were hardly beginning to recover from the misfortunes occasioned by the late war and plague, they were wantonly exposing themselves to a greater danger still. Nicias, in this harangue, likewise reflected indirectly on the luxury of Alcibiades, who had now carried his extravagance to an incredible pitch. The expense of the furniture of his house, and of his retinue, was prodigious. His table was as sumptuous as that of any prince; and he contended at the Olympic games with seven different sets of horses. To support so expensive a life, it was absolutely necessary for him to poffefs vast funds; and Nicias, no doubt meant to intimate, that Alcibiades expected, to have an opportunity by this expedition to repair his private fortune, which must have been greatly dissipated by such enormous expences. Alcibiades answered the harangue of Nicias, by telling the audience, that his magnificence was intended to reflect honour on his country; he put them in mind of his services to the commonwealth; he assured them that the cities of Sicily were so weary of the oppression of their petty sovereigns, that they would instantly open their gates to the first power which should appear to deliver them from their present slavery; and he concluded with telling them, that to carry their arms abroad was the surest way to damp the courage of their enemies, and that the Athenians must always continue masters at sea, in spite of the Lacedemonians. The Athenians, delighted with this flattering speech of Alcibiades, entirely disregarded that of Nicias, who was a man of a soft pusillanimous disposition, and of an irrefolute temper. They therefore perfilled in their resolution to undertake this expedition, and began to make the necessary preparations for it with the utmost dispatch. (Thucydides.) Just as the Athenian fleet was on the point of setting sail, several evil prefigurations fell out that extremely perplexed the minds of the people. 1st. The fail of Adonis happened at this time, which was celebrated by the women uttering pitious groans and lamentations; and it was customary for all the inhabitants on that occasion to wear mourning. 2dly. The flates of Mercury, one of which flood before the entry of every house, were all mained in the fame night, and the author of this piece of hallucination could not be discovered. The wild libertine character of Alcibiades expofed him to fufpicions of having been concerned in this mischiefe. But the affection entertained for him by the soldiers and sailors, who declared that they would not proceed on the expedition, if the smallest violence was offered to his person, preferred him at prefent from any trouble on that account. Alcibiades demanded to be tried, that he might have an opportunity of justifying himself before his departure. But the people, impatient for the expedition proceeding, obliged him to fet sail. The view of the fleet under fail attracted the admiration both of the citizens and of strangers; for never had a single city in the western world displayed so grand and magnificent an armament. It confifted of a hundred and thirty-fix vessels, carrying fix thousand two hundred and eighty foldiers, of whom the greater part were heavy armed. Besides thefe, there were thirty fhips loaded with provifions, and the whole was attended by one hundred bars, without including merchant fhips, or the after augmentations of the fleet. Besides the fea forces, there was a body of troops for the land service, and among thefe a few cavalry. All the forces were equipped in the moft complete manner; and upon the whole, there could hardly be a grander or more beautiful exhibition. (B. C. 414.) When the troops were embarked, the whole fleet on a signal given by a trumpet, withdrew anchor, attended with a general shout of the spectators, pouring out their most carnall vows for the succed of their fellow-citizens. The fleet directed its course towards Rhegium, whither they dispatched some fhips before the rest, to fee that the money promised by the Egyprians was ready; of which, however, they found no more than thirty talents provided. Nicias avoided himself of this circumstance to enforce the reasons he had infifted on against the expedition, and advised to terminate the dispute between the Egyprians and Selinontes in an amiable manner; to oblige the former to fulfill their engagements; and then to return to Athens. Alcibiades, on the contrary, said it would be disgraceful to return without performing some signal exploit with so powerful an armament; that they ought to endeavor to detach the Greeks in Sicily from their connection with Syracufe, to bring them over to their own party, and after obtaining from them reinforcements both of troops and provisions, to attack Syracufe. Lamachus advised to march immediately against Syracufe; but the opinion of Alcibiades prevailed. They therefore continued their course for Sicily, where Alcibiades reduced Catana. At Athens, the enemies of Alcibiades intent alone on gratifying their resentment, without regarding the public interest, took advantage of his absence to renew against him an accusation of having in a daubach profused the mysteries of Propherine and Ceres; and they prosecuted the accusation with the most inveterate malice and animosity. Many perfons were accused, and thrown into prifon, without being even permitted to be heard; and a veife was dispatched to bring Alcibiades to fland trial before the people. To this he apparently confented, and went on board of the galley; but on arriving at Thurium, he disappeared. Not having therefore obeyed the summons within the limited time, he was condemned to death for contumacy, and his effects were confiscated. (Thucydides, I. vi.) The departure of Alcibiades spread apprehension through the army. Nicias, now chief commander, by his irrefolute conduct, suffered the ardour of the Athenians to cool, and he spent the greatest part of the summer inactive at Catana. The Athenian soldiors, impatient of fuch dilatory proceedings, reproached their general, who, to placfe the army, resolved to befiege Syracufe. Though flow in counsel, yet vigorous in conduct, he conducted his attacks with fo much ability, that the inhabitants were inclined to surrender. Already feveral fates of Sicily and Italy had declared in his favour, when a Lacedemonian general named Gylippus entered the beleiged city, with a few troops which he had brought from Peloponnese, or collected in Sicily. Nicias might have prevented him from landing in the island, but lost the opportunity; an irreparable fault, which proved the source of all his misfortunes. Gylippus revied the courage of the Syracufans, defeated the Athenians, and held them blockaded up in their intrenchments. Athens sent to Sicily another fleet confiding of about feventy-three galleys, under the command of Demofthenes and Eurymedon, and a second army of five thousand men heavily armed, and fome light troops. Demofthenes having left two thousand men at the attack of an important poll, and confidering that the fea would foon be no longer navigable, and that the troops were waiting away by disorders, proposed to abandon the enterprife, or transport the army to some healthier situation. When they were on the point of fetting sail, Nicias, terrified at an eclipse of the moon, which fpread confternation through the camp, confulted the augurs, who directed him to wait twenty-seven days longer. Before the expiration of this time, the Athenians, vanquished by fea and land, no longer able to remain under the walls of Syracufe for want of provifions, nor to escape out of the harbour, the mouth
mouth of which was flung up by the Syracusans, took the
refuge to abandon their camp, their fiek, and their ships,
and retired to land into some town of Sicily. They began
to march to the number of forty thousand men, including
not only the troops furnished them by the states of
Italy and Sicily, but the crews of the galleys, the work-
men, and slaves. The Syracusans, by feizing the deities,
and breaking down bridges, and other obstructions, in-
pealed the retreat of the Athenians, while at every step they
hurried their rank and rear. The retiring forces for eight
whole days had to struggle against new obstacles continually
increasing. But Demosthenes, who commanded the re-
guard, composed of six thousand men, lying in his
march, was pushed into a corner, and after prodigies of
valour, obliged to surrender on condition that his soldiers
should have their lives granted them, and be spared the hor-
sors of a dungeon. Nicias, having failed in his negotiation
he had entered into, conducted the remainder of the army as
far as the river Aenarius. On his arrival there, the greater
part of the soldiers tormented by a burning thirst, rushed
in confusion into the river, while others were driven into it
by the enemy. Such as attempted to save themselves by
swimming found on the opposite shore steep banks lined
with dartmen, who made a terrible slaughter of them. Eight
thousand men perished in the attack; till at length
Nicias thus addressed Gylippus: “Dispo.te of me as you
shall think proper; but flew mercy at least to these unhappy
soldiers.” Gylippus immediately put an end to the car-
nage. The Syracusans returned to their city, bringing
back with them seven thousand prisoners, who were thrown
into the quarries, where for many months they experienced
inconceivable miseries. Numbers of them perished there,
and others were sold as slaves. Nicias and Demosthenes
were among the massacred. A few escaped both death and
bondage through the charms of dramatic poetry, by recit-
ing palliages from the beautiful and pathetic tragedies of
Euripides.

The discomfiture of the expedition to Sicily filled Athens
with consternation and dismay; and the reason to dread
still greater calamities. Her allies were ready to shake off
the yoke; the other states of Greece were conspiring her
ruin; the Peloponnesians already thought themselves justi-
fied by her example in breaking the truce. Already the
discovered in their operations, more skilfully planned and
conducted, the spirit of vengeance, and the superior genius
by which they were directed. Alcibiades enjoyed at Laced-
emon that respect and influence he every where obtained.
It was by his advice that the Lacedaemonians adopted the
resolutions of sending succours to the Syracusans, renewing
their inroads into Attica, and fortifying, at the distance of
one hundred and twenty fand from Athens, the port of
Decina, which held that city blocked on the sud side. To
annihilate the power of Athens, it was necessary to favour
the revolt of her allies, and destroy her navy. Alcibiades
repaired to the coasts of Aega Minor; and Chios, Miletus,
and other flourishing cities, declared for the Lacedaemonians.
By his accomplishments he captivated Tissaphernes, the
Governor of Sardis; and the king of Persia engaged to pay
the fleet of Peloponnesus. This second war, conducted
with more regularity than the former, would quickly have
been terminated, had not Alcibiades, pursued by Agis,
king of Lacedaemon, whose wife he had seduced, and by
the other chiefs of the league, who took umbrage at his
glory, at length considered that, after avenging himself
on his country, it now only remained for him to protect it from
inevitable ruin. With this view, he contrived to suspend
the operations of Tissaphernes, and the departure of the
Perian succour, under the pretext that it was the interest
of the great king to suffer the nations of Greece mutually
to extirpate each other. The Athenians having soon after
revised the decree for his banishment, he put himself at
their head, reduced the strong holds of theHellas, forced
one of the Persian governors to sign an advantageous
measure with the Athenians, and the Lacedaemonians to
forsake for peace. Their demand was rejected; for, deeming
themselves invincible henceforth under Alcibiades, the Athe-
nians made a rapid transition from the most profound con-
firmation to the most insolent presumption. The hatred
with which they were animated against that general was as
quickly succeeded by the most extravagant gratitude, and the
most unbounded affection. When he returned to his
own country, his arrival, and the pains he took to justify
his conduct, were a series of triumphs for himself, and of
public rejoicings for the multitude. When, amid the ac-
clamations of the whole city, they saw him fail from the
Paros with a fleet of a hundred ships, no doubt was enter-
tained but that his rapid victories would soon force the
inhabitants of the Peloponnesus to submit to the law of the
conqueror; the arrival of a courier was every moment ex-
pected with the news of the destruction of the enemy, and
the conquest of Hieon. In the midst of these flattering ex-
pectations, they learnt that the fortune of the Athenian galle-
ys had fallen into the hands of the Lacedaemonians. The
engagement took place during the absence, and in contempt of
the precise orders, of Alcibiades, who had been obliged to
pass into Hieon to levy contributions for the subsistence of
his troops. On the first intelligence of this check, he in-
fantly returned, and offered battle to the victor, who did
not venture to accept it. He had retrieved the honour of
Athens; the loss was trifling, but it sufficed for the jealousy
of his enemies. They exasperated the people, who stripped
him of the general command of the armies with as much
precipitation as they had manifested in investng him with
that dignity. After the second exile of Alcibiades, the
war continued for several years, the Spartans being now
commanded by Lyfander, after Alcibiades, the first general
of Greece. Till the twenty-seventh year of the war, the suc-
cesses was various, and operations were principally maritime.
The great object of the Peloponnesians was the reduction of
the Athenian colonies; and the northern parts of the
Aegean sea were the chief scenes of warfare. In the twenty-
seventh campaign, a large Athenian fleet was stationed at
the mouth of the river Egos. Considering themselves as
incontrovertibly superior to the enemy, many of the Athe-
nian soldiers left the ships, and were carelessly dispersed on
shore. Alcibiades, being in that neighbourhood, and, even
in handiwork, anxious for the welfare of his country,
warned the Athenian generals of their hazardous position,
and the want of discipline among their followers and
fame; after representing to them the danger of their situa-
tion, as an inhospitable coast, without either harbours or
cities to which they might retire in case of necessity, he offered
to co-operate with them, by falling upon the enemy at
land, with some Thracian troops under his command. But
the generals despised his advice, and refused, out of jealousy,
to accept of his service. Lyfander, in the mean time, prepared
to attack the Athenians when totally off their guard. Hav-
ing learned from his scouts, that the enemy were straggling
with even more than their usual carelessness, Lyfander
embraced the opportunity, and bore down upon the ships thus
defeited by the chief portion of the fighting men. The
victory was complete, if that can be called a victory where
there was scarcely any resistance. The vigilant activity of
Conon endeavoured feasonably to assemble the strength of
the
the Athenians; but his advice was disdained by officers incapable and unworthy of command, and his orders were defied by seamen unaccustomed and unwilling to obey. At length they became fainént of the danger, when it was too late to avoid it. Their ships were taken, either altogether empty, or manned with such feeble crews as were unable to work, much less to defend them. The troops and sailors who flocked to the shore from different quarters, and with disordered precipitation, were attacked by the regular onset and disciplined valour of the Peloponnesians. Those who fought were slain; the remainder fled into the utmost recesses of the Chersones, or took refuge in the Athenian fortresses, which were scattered over that peninsula. Out of a fleet of an hundred and eighty sail, only nine vessels had escaped, eight of which were conducted by Conon to the friendly island of Cyprus, while the ninth carried to Athens the melancholy news of a disaster equally unexpected and fatal. Lysander proposed to pursue his blow to the destruction of the Athenians, reduced all the colonies of Athens under the dominion of Sparta, and proceeded to the siege of Athens. While he invested this city by sea, a powerful army co-operated with him by land. The Athenians, having defended themselves for three months, were reduced to the extremity of direst, and at length this celebrated city was captured, dismantled, and rendered a dependency of Sparta. Such was the ruinous termination of the Peloponnesian war. (B.C. 404.) The conquerors placed the government in the hands of thirty persons, who, from their capacity and cruelty, earned and acquired the name of the thirty tyrants. During the fury Athens had scarcely any political existence, and its history is only marked by domestic injustice and misery. The unhappy Athenians call their eyes on Alcibiades, in the confidence that he could, and the hopes that he would, effect their deliverance. But Lysander, entertaining a similar idea of the powers and disposition of that illustrious exile, prevailed on Pharnabazus, the Persian satrap, to perpetrate his murder. The thirty tyrants, freed from the fear of such an avenger, proceeded to greater enormity than ever; until Thrasybulus, inheriting the magnanimous spirit of a free Athenian, put himself at the head of his injured countrymen, expelled the tyrants (B.C. 401), and favoured by the disaffections of the Spartan leaders, re-established a free government in Athens. Deprived, however, of her colonial, naval, and many of her commercial resources, Athens continued of little importance in the public transactions of Greece. The chief domestic event which distinguishes this part of Athenian history, is the fate of Socrates; but of the life as well as of the death of this extraordinary sage, a full account will be given under the appropriate article.

While the Athenians had thus lost not only pre-eminence but independence and political importance, they were still distinguished for good and bad qualities, which had flourished so conspicuously in the days of their prosperity. Genius was still transcendent, though directed to different objects from those which had employed Themistocles and a Cinon. Instead of active efforts for aggrandizing their country, Athenian talents were now chiefly employed in pursuits destined to delight and instruct all the enlightened world. Poetry, history, and philosophy by different means purified the same end, the promotion of wisdom, virtue, and happiness. But as epic and dramatic excellence had been already carried to the highest conceivable perfection, the poetry of Athens at this period was left superfluous; the history and philosophy, Thucydides and Socrates being dead. Xenophon and Plato occupied the highest rank.

The overbearing influence with which the Spartans exercised their supremacy over the Grecian states, proved ultimately the means of their degradation, and enabled the Athenians to recover a certain portion of their political power, and their consequence among their neighbours. The confederacy which was formed against Sparta enabled the Athenians to defeat the Lacedaemonians at sea, to regain their naval superiority, and to rebuild their harbour and walls. (B.C. 394.) This revolution from dependency to maritime supremacy they owed to the courage and policy of the celebrated Conon. (See Conon.) Thrasybulus seconded the exploits of Conon, and the Athenians resumed the command of maritime settlements, which had been wrested from them ten years before by the victorious Spartans. The reviving fortune of the Athenians recalled their military energies, and various commanders started up, not unworthy of the native country of Pericles and Alcibiades. Iphicrates, Chabrias, and Timotheus, gave glorious specimens of valour and conduct; but the peace of Antalcidas (B.C. 387) suspended their exertions. For several years after this treaty, the Spartans endeavoured by stratagem and furprise to re-establish their predominacy; they feized the citadel of Thebes, and attempted to make themselves masters of the harbour of Athens, though nominally at peace with both countries. The Athenians joined with the Thebans in revenging this outrage: Chabrias repulsed the army of Sparta, while Iphicrates and Timotheus destroyed her fleets, and Athns reëst to an equality with her rival. Peace being again concluded between the Spartans and Athenians, the latter were speculators of the contest between Sparta and Thebes, where the renowned Epaminondas gave at Leuctra (B.C. 371) such a blow to Spartan power; the Athenians were invited by the victors to join in an alliance for crushing their antient enemies; but they regarded found policy more than resentment, and would not throw their weight into the Theban scale, already preponderant. The Theban hero having ill farther reduced the Spartans, and invaded Laconia, the Athenians took active leads for rendering assistance to the now weaker party, and sent an army to defend Peloponnæus; but the battle of Mantinea (B.C. 363) arrested Epaminondas in the career of victory. After him no Theban arose fit for imitating his example, or executing his designs. The Thebans became languid; the Spartans on the other hand were exhausted. Athens did not fail to take advantage of the contests which had weakened her two successors in the dominion of Greece. Taught by experience, they did not attempt to subdue the territories of her warlike neighbours; but the numerous islands of the Ægean and Ionian seas, the remote coasts of Thrace and Asia, invited the activity of their fleet, which they might now employ in foreign conquests, fearful of domestic envy. It appears, that soon after the death of Epaminondas, Eubœa again acknowledged the authority of Athens, an event facilitated by the defection of the Theban partisans belonging to that place, in the battle of Mantinea. From the Thracian Bosphorus to Rhodes, several places along both shores submitted (B.C. 362.) to the arms of Timotheus, Chabrias, and Iphicrates; men, who, having survived Agis and Epaminondas, were far superior in abilities and in virtue, to the contemporary generals of other republics. The Cyclades and Coreya courted the friendship of a people able to interrupt their navigation, and to destroy their commerce: Byzantium had become their ally; and there was reason to hope that Amphipolis would soon be reduced to subjection. Such multiplied advantages revived the ancient grandeur of Athens, which once more commanded the sea, with a fleet of near three hundred sail, and employed the half of her citizens and subjects in flaps of war or commerce. This tide
of prosperity, flowing to grateful after adversity and oppre-
ッション， proved eventually the cause of their ruin. The popu-
lace abandoned themselves to idleness, dissipation, and fen-
uality; and to supply their extravagance, fought projects of
injustice and rapacity. To direct the formation, and head
the execution of such schemes, a daring and profligate
leader presented himself in Chares, whose soldier-like ap-
pearance, blunt address, and bold impetuous valor, matched
his selfish ambition, and rendered him the idol of the popu-
lace. His person was gigantic and robust, his voice com-
manding, his manners haughty: he offended positively, and
promised boldly; and his presumption was so excessive, that
it concealed his incapacity, not only from others, but from
himself. Though an enterprising and successful partisan, he
was unacquainted with the great duties of a general; and
his defects appear the more striking and palpable, when
compared with the abilities of Iphicrates and Timotho-
this contemporaries, who prevailed as often by address as by
force, and whose conquests were secured to the republic
by the moderation, justice, and humanity with which they
had been obtained, and with which they continued to be go-

cerned. Chares proposed a very different mode of adminis-
tration; he exerted his counselsmen to supply the defects of
their treasury, and to acquire the materials of those plea-
ures which they regarded as essential to their happiness,
by plundering the wealth of their allies and colonies.
This counsel was too faithfully obeyed; the vexations
anciently exercised against the tributary and dependent states,
were renewed and exceeded. The weaker communities
complained and remonstrated against this intolerable rapacity
and oppression; while the islands of Chios, Cos, Rhodes,
as well as the cities of Byzantium, prepared openly to revolt,
and engaged with each other to repel force by force, until
they should obtain peace and independence (B.C. 355).
Chares, probably the chief instrument as well as the adviser
of the arbitrary measures which had occasioned the revolt,
was sent out with a powerful fleet and army to quash at
once the hopes of the insurgents. He failed towards Chios,
with an intention to seize the capital of that island, which
was supposed to be the centre and prime mover of rebellion.
The confederates, informed of his motions, had already
drawn thither the greatest part of their forces; the city of
Chios was besieged by sea and land; the islands defended
themselves with vigour; Chares found it difficult to repulse
their foes: his fleet attempted to enter their harbour with-
out success; the ship of Chabrias alone penetrated thus far;
and that able commander, whose valour and integrity merited
a better fortune, though deserted by the fleet, yet forsook
not the flag entrusted to him by the republic. His compa-
nions threw away their shields, and faved themselves by
swimming to the Athenian squadron, which was still within
their reach: but Chabrias, fighting bravely, fell by the darts
of the Chians, preferring an honourable death to a disgrace-
ful life. Encouraged by advantages over their enemy, who
had at first affected to despoil them, the insurgents augment
their fleet, and ravaged the islands of Lemnos and Samos.
The Athenians, indignant that the territories of their faithful
allies should fall a prey to the depredations of rebels, fitted
out, early in the next year, a new armament under the com-
mand of Mnæthus, the son of Iphicrates, and con-in-law to
Timothoé, expecting that the new commander would re-
spectfully listen to the advice of those great men, who per-
haps declined acting as principals in an expedition, where
Chares professed any share of authority. That general had
raised the siege of Chios, and now cruised in the Hellepont;
where, being joined by Mnæthus, the united squadron
amounted to an hundred and twenty sail. It was imme-
dately determined to cause a diversion of the enemy's forces
from Samos and Lemnos, by laying siege to Byzantium. The
design succeeded; the allies withdrew from these
islands, collected their whole naval strength, and prepared
vigorously for defending the principal city in their confed-
ecry. The hostile armaments approached each other with
a resolution to join battle, when a sudden and violent storm
arose, which rendered it impossible for the Athenians to bear
up to the enemy, or even to keep the sea, without being ex-
posed to shipwreck. Chares alone confidently insisted on
continuing the attack, while the other commanders, more
cautiously and experienced, perceived the disadvantage, and
declared the unequal danger. His impetuosity, thus over-
rulled by the prudence of his colleagues, was converted into
remonstrance and fury: he called the failors and followers
witnesses their opposition, which he branded with every obvi-
ous epithet of reproach; and, with the first opportunity, dis-
patched proper messengers to Athens, to accuse them of
inconstancy, cowardice, and total neglect of duty. The ac-
cusation was supported by vocal orators in the pay of Chares;
Timothoé and Iphicrates were tried capitally. 'The former
trusted to his innocence and eloquence; the latter used a
very extraordinary expedient to sway the judges, conform-
able, however, to the spirit of that age, when courts of juf-
tice were frequently instruments of oppression, governed by
every species of undue influence, easily corrupted and easily
intimidated. The statesmen, or light infantry, who had
been armed, disciplined, and long commanded by Iphicrates,
enjoyed the fame reputation in Greece, which the \('Tabian" foddiers afterwards did in Italy. They were called "Iph-
icoceans" troops, from the name of this commander, to
whom they owed their merit and their fame, and to whose
person (notwithstanding the strictness of his discipline) they
were strongly attached by the ties of gratitude and esteem.
The youngest and bravest of this celebrated band readily
obeyed the injunctions of their admired general: surrounded,
on the day of trial, the benches of the magistrates, and took
care feamously to display the points of their daggers.
It was the law of Athens, that after preliminaries had been ad-
justed, and the judges assembled, the parties should be heard,
and the trial begun and ended on the same day; nor could
any person be tried twice for the same offense. The rapidity
of this mode of procedure favoured the views of Iphicrates;
the magistrates were overawed by the imminence of a dan-
ger which they had neither strength to resist nor time to
delude; they were compelled to an immediate decision; but
instead of the sentence of death, which was expected, they
imposed a fine on the delinquents, which no Athenian
citizen in that age was in condition to pay. This severity
drove into banishment those able and illustrious commanders.
Timothoé failed to Chalcis, in Euboea, and afterwards to
the isle of Lesbos, both which places his valour and abilities
had recovered for the republic, and which, being chosus as
his residence in disgrace, sufficiently evince the mildness
of his government, and his moderation in prosperity. Iphi-
crates travelled into Thrace, where he long resided; he had
formerly married the daughter of the Thracian princes, yet he lived and died in ob-
scenity; nor did either he or Timothoé henceforth take
any share in the affairs of their grateful country. Thus did
the former war delay or remove Iphicrates, Chabrias, and
Timothoé, the best generals whom Greece could boast; and,
believing Phocion excepted, the last venerable remains of Ath-
enian virtue. (See Gillies vol. iii. p. 484.)

Sunk in idleness, amusement, and vice, the Athenians
wanted nothing to complete their destruction but an ambi-
tious and enterprising foreign enemy. This they found in
Philip
Philip, king of Macedon, who first extended his power in countries not immediately connected with Greece, and at the same time increased the means of farther extension. Meanwhile a war broke out in Greece; first between the Thracians and Paeonians, concerning lands annexed to the temple of Delphi, which afterwards involved the greater part of Greece, and among others the Athenians. Philip, taking advantage of these divisions, marched towards the interior of Greece, knowing that the Athenians were the most immediately interested to oppose his progress, and the Peloponnesians, if they exerted themselves, to do it effectually; he directed a great part of his policy to the prevention of these exertions. He was aware that in a democracy the governors are the tools of the demagogues; by flattery, by cajolery, and by bribery, he effectually procured the favour of those leaders of the populace. One patriot, however, he could never corrupt; Demosthenes exerted the whole force of his eloquent eloquence (from B.C. 356 to 356) to route the Athenians to a sense of their danger, from the encroachments of Philip. (For the nature and character of Demosthenes's eloquence, see article DEMOSTHENES.) This oration occasionally restored his countrymen from their lethargy, but never to such great exertions as he declared necessary, and as the circumstances required; on gaining some partial advantages, they returned to their idleness and licentiousness. Philip amused them by embassies, seduced them by their demagogues, and continued his encroachments: when they should have been sending powerful auxiliaries, they sent ambassadors: these, Demosthenes excepted, Philip corrupted; and the interdicts of the Athenians were betrayed. In vain Demosthenes demonstrated the views of Philip, and treachery of the demagogues; he could not stimulate them to vigorous and persevering efforts, until Philip's power became too formidable for resistance. A combination of the tides of Greece was as length formed against Philip; but too late to be successful. The allies were totally defeated at Cheronae (B.C. 338), and the Athenians became a dependency of Macedon. A popular writer (see Travels of Anacharsis, vol. i. p. 112.) observes, that the history of the Athenians, properly speaking, commences about 150 years after the first olympiad; and concluded at the battle of Chersonae, it contains scarcely more than 300 years. In this series of years it is easy to discover certain important intervals, which mark the rise, progress, and decline of their empire; and if these areas be distinguished by characteristic names, the first may be called the age of Solon, or of the laws; the second, the age of Themistocles and Aristides, or the age of glory; and the third, that of Pericles, or the age of luxury and the arts.

The Athenians after the battle of Chersonae never recovered their importance. During the contests of Alexander's successors, they followed the fortunes of different chief-tains, but chiefly adhered to the side of Demetrius, the powerful despot, who established himself on the throne of Macedon. When the intrigues of the second Philip with the renowned Hannibal provoked the Romans to invade Greece, the Athenians joined the invaders, and Athens became the dependent ally of the conquerors. In the Mithridatic war, Athens having been conquered by the Asiatic monarch, was besieged by Sylla (B.C. 87), who took and plundered their city, demolished its walls and fortifications, butchered its inhabitants, and reduced it to a state of devastation. When this form subsided, Athens enjoyed profound tranquillity till the civil war broke out between Caesar and Pompey; when it took part with the latter, and was reduced to great straits by Calenus, the lieutenant of Caesar. Disappointed in their hopes of being relieved by Pompey, the Athenians surrendered at discretion, and were more kindly treated than they expected; for Caesar not only pardoned them, but took them under his protection, alleging, "that he spared the living for the sake of the dead." But when from servitude, they no sooner heard of Caesar's death than they openly declared for his murderers; receiving Brutus and Cassius into their city, and even erecting statues to them, which were placed next to those of Harmondus and Arrilucton. After the defeat of Brutus and Cassius, they attached themselves to Antony, who restored them to their former privileges, and enlarged their dominions, by subjecting to Athens the islands of Cea, Scyllus, Paparathus, and Egina. Of this island, however, they were deprived by Augustus, and forbidden to sell the freedom of their city, as a punishment which he inflicted upon them for their ingratitude to Julius Caesar. Towards the latter end of the reign of Augustus, they revolted, but were soon reduced to their former obedience. Germanicus, the adopted son of Tiberius, honoured them with the privilege of having a kteis, which was considered as a mark of favour. This grant was confirmed to them by Tiberius and his successors, under whose protection they maintained their ancient form of government till the reign of Vespasian, who reduced Attica, with the rest of Greece, to a Roman province, saying, "that the Greeks knew not how to enjoy their liberty." But the emperor Adrian, who had been prator of Athens before his accession to the imperial dignity, restored them to the full enjoyment of their former privileges. He repaired the two ports of the Piræus and Munychia, and added a whole district of new buildings to the old city. This quarter was called Adrianopolis, from Adrian, whom the Athenians hailed the second founder of their city. The privileges granted by Adrian were confirmed and extended by his successors M. Antoninus Pius and M. Antoninus the philosopher. Severus abridged them of many privileges in revenge for an affront which he received at Athens, while he resided in that city. They were favoured by Valerian; but the city was taken and plundered by the Goths in the reign of Gallienus, or of Claudius (A.D. 267 or 268); but the invaders were soon obliged, by a precipitate flight, to abandon their new conquest. Constantine the Great was a peculiar patron and benefactor of the Athenians. He honoured their chief magistrate with the title of grand duke, an office at first annual, but afterwards hereditary; and granted them many privileges, which were confirmed and enlarged by Constantius, who also put them in possession of several islands in the Archipelago. In the time of Theodosius I. 350 years after Christ, the Goths laid waste Thessaly and Epirus; but Theodore, general of the Acheans, preferred the cities of Greece from pillage; and a statue of marble was erected to him at Athens by order of the city. During the reigns of Arcadius and Honorius, the Athenians were cruelly harried and pillaged by the Goths under Maric (A.D. 350), who reduced all their lately and manifestly increase into heaps of ruins, and removed the invaluable treasures of antiquity. Synesius, a writer of that age, says, that Athens resembled the bleeding and empty skin of a slaughtered victim. After Athens became only part of a Roman province, it still remained the central point in the republic of letters, and continued to be frequented by all who desired to acquire that storehouse so highly valued by the ancients, and that standard table which enabled them to estimate, with peculiar accuracy, the real beauties of every work of genius and art. Here too, and here only, were to be learned the true principles of eloquence. All therefore, who applied themselves to public speaking, and
Cicero in particular, repaired to Athens, to study under the ablest masters of oratory. Thither did the same Cicero send his son to hear the lectures of Cratinus; but his Horace was sent by his father; every Roman of any rank or consideration followed the same course; and Greek learning, according to the testimony of Plutarch, was accounted to require a branch of education among that judicious people, that a Roman, who did not understand the Greek language, never arrived at any high degree of estimation. When St. Paul visited Athens, it was the seat of philosophy; and we cannot enough admire the superior eloquence of that apostle, in his manner of addressing so intelligent an audience. He adapted his discourse to the character of his hearers, by the sublimity of its oration; and he very properly mentioned the altar which he found there (see Altar); and his quotation from Aratus, one of their best-known poets, was particularly pertinent. Nor was Athens only celebrated for the residence of philosophers, and the institution of youth; men of rank and fortune found pleasure in a retreat which contributed so much to their liberal enjoyment. The progressive state of literature and philosophy at Athens, is thus described by a popular historian:

"Athens, after her Persian triumphs, adopted the philosophy of Ionia and the rhetoric of Sicily; and these studies became the patrimony of a city, whole inhabitants, about thirty thousand males, condened, within the period of a single life, the genius of ages and millions. Our sense of the dignity of human nature, is exalted by the simple recollection, that Iocrates was the companion of Plato and Xenophon; that he assisted, perhaps with the historian Thucydides, at the first representations of the Oedipus of Sophocles and the Hippigene of Euripides; and that his pupils Xanthippus and Demochenes contended for the crown of oratorism in the presence of Aristotle, the master of Theophrastus, who taught at Athens with the founders of the Stoic and Epicurean sects. The ingenious youth of Attica enjoyed the benefits of their domestic education, which was communicated without envy to the rival cities. Two thousand disciples heard the lessons of Theophrastus; the schools of rhetoric must have been still more populous than those of philosophy; and a rapid succession of students diffused the fame of their teachers, as far as the utmost limits of the Grecian language and name. Those limits were enlarged by the victories of Alexander; the arts of Athens farved her freedom and dominion; and the Greek colonies which the Macedonians planted in Egypt, and scattered over Asia, undertook long and frequent pilgrimages to worship the muses in their favourite temple on the banks of the Nile. The Latin conquerors respectfully listened to the instructions of their subjects and captives; the names of Cicero and Horace were enrolled in the schools of Athens; and after the perfect settlement of the Roman empire, the natives of Italy, of Africa, and of Britain, converted in the groves of the academy with their fellow-students of the East. The studies of philosophy and eloquence are congenial to a popular state, which encourages the freedom of inquiry, and submits only to the force of persuasion. In the republics of Greece and Rome, the art of speaking was the powerful engine of patriotism or ambition; and the schools of rhetoric poured forth a colony of flatemen and legislators. When the liberty of public debate was suppressed, the orator, in the honourable profession of an advocate, might plead the cause of innocence and justice; he might abuse his talents in the more prejiable trade of panegyric; and the fame precepts continued to dictate the fanciful declamations of the sophist, and the chaffer histories of historical composition. The systems which professed to unfold the nature of God, of man, and of the universe, entertained the curiosity of the philosophic student; and according to the temper of his mind, he might doubt with the sceptics, or decide with the Boeots. Sublimely speculate with Plato, or soberly argue with Aristotle. The pride of the adverse sect had fixed an unattainable term of mortal happiness and perfection; but the race was glorious and fabulous; the disciples of Zeno, and even those of Epicurus, were taught both to act and to suffer; and the death of Peripatetics was not less fatal than that of Socrates, to hinder a tyrant by the discovery of his impotence. The light of science could not indeed be confined within the walls of Athens. Her innumerable writers addressed themselves to the human race; the living masters emigrated to Italy and Asia; Berenice, in later times, was devoted to the study of the law; astronomy and physic were cultivated in the museum of Alexandria; but the Attic schools of rhetoric and philosophy maintained their superior reputation from the Peloponnesian war to the reign of Justinian. Athens, though situated in a barren soil, possessed a pure air, a free navigation, and the monuments of ancient art. That crowded retirement was seldom disturbed by the bustle of trade or government; and the left of the Athenians were distinguished by their lively wit, the purity of their taste and language, their social manners, and some traces, at least in discourse, of the magnanimity of their fathers. In the suburbs of the city, the academy of the Platonists, the gymnasium of the Peripatetics, the portico of the Stoics, and the garden of the Epicureans, were planted with trees and decorated with statues; and the philosophers, instead of being immured in a cloistery, delivered their instructions in spacious and pleasant walks, which, at different hours, were accustomed to the exercices of the mind and body. The genius of the founders still lived in those venerable seats; the ambition of succeeding to the maiters of human reason, excited a generous emulation; and the merit of the candidates was determined, on each vacancy, by the free voices of an enlightened people. The Athenian professors were paid by their disciples, according to their mutual wants and abilities; the price appears to have varied from a mina to a talent; and Iocrates himself, who deserves the avarice of the sophist, was in his school of rhetoric, about thirty pounds from each of his hundred pupils. The wages of industry are just and honourable, yet the same Iocrates shed tears at the first receipt of a stipend; the Stoic might blush when he was hired to preach the contempt of money; and I should be forry to discover, that Aristotle or Plato so far degenerated from the example of Socrates, as to exchange knowledge for gold. But some property of lands and houses was settled by the permission of the laws, and the legacies of deceased friends, on the philosophic chairs of Athens. Epicurus bequeathed to his disciples the garden which he had purchased for eighty mina or two hundred and fifty pounds, with a fund sufficient for their frugal subsistence and monthly festivals; and the patrimony of Plato afforded an annual rent, which, in eight centuries, was gradually increased from three to one thousand pieces of gold. The schools of Athens were protected by the wiflet and most virtuous of the Roman princes. The library which Hadrian founded, was placed in a portico adorned with pictures, statues, and a roof of alabaster, and supported by one hundred columns of Phrygian marble. The public fablers were aligned by the generous spirit of the Antonines, and each profitor, of politics, rhetoric, of the Platonics, the Peripatetic, the Stoic, and the Epicurean philosophy, received an annual stipend of ten thousand drachmata, or more than three hundred"
dred pounds sterling. After the death of Marcellus, these liberal donations, and the privileges attached to the thrones of science, were abolished and revived, diminished and enlarged: but some vestige of royal bounty may be found under the successors of Constantine; and their arbitrary choice of an unworthy candidate might tempt the philosophers of Athens to regret the days of independence and poverty. It is remarkable, that the impartial favour of the Antonines was bestowed on the four adverse sects of philosophy, which they considered as equally useful, or at least as equally innocent. Socrates had formerly been the glory and the reproach of his country; and the first leibons of Epicurus so strangely scandalized the pious ears of the Athenians, that by his exile, and that of his antagonists, they silenced all vain disputes concerning the belief of gods. But in the ensuing year they recalled the halcyon decree, restored the liberty of the schools, and were convinced by the experience of ages, that the moral character of philosophers is not affected by the diversity of their theological speculations.

But the schools of Athens were suppressed by an edict of Julianus; an edict, which excited the grief and indignation of the few remaining notaries of Grecian science and superlition. Seven friends and philosophers, Diogenes and Hermias, Eulalius and Priscian, Damascenus, Iphodore, and Simplicius, who disdained from the religion of their sovereign, resolved to seek in a foreign land the freedom of which they were deprived in their native country. Accordingly the seven sages fought an asylum in Persia, under the protection of Chosroes; but disgraced and disappointed, they hastily returned, and declared that they had rather die on the borders of the empire, than enjoy the wealth and favour of the barbarian. These associates ended their lives in peace and obscurity; and as they left no disciples, they terminate the long list of Grecian philosophers, who may be justly praised, notwithstanding their defects, as the wisest and most virtuous of their contemporaries.

From the time of Arcadius and Honorinus, nothing memorable concerning the Athenian state has been recorded in history till the thirteenth century; when it was in the possession of Baldwin, as Nicetas informs us, and unsuccessfully besieged by Theodorus Lascaris, one of the generals of the Greek emperor. In the 252 years, from A.D. 1204. to A.D. 1456., that elapsed between the fall and conquest of Constantinople; the possession of Greece was disputed by a multitude of petty tyrants. However, in the partition of the empire, the principality of Athens and Thessaly was assigned to Otto de la Roche, a noble warrior of Burgundy, with the title of great duke. Otto followed the Standard of Boniface, the marquis of Montferrat; and the ampleflate which he acquired, was peaceably inherited by his son and two grandsons, till the family was changed by the marriage of an heiress into the elder branch of the house of Brienne. The son of that marriage, Walter de Brienne, succeeded to the duchy of Athens; but his family and nation were expelled by the Catalans, who seized possession of Attica and Bœotia. During fourteen years they were the terror of the Grecian states. Their factions drove them to acknowledge the sovereignty of the house of Aragon; and, during the remainder of the fourteenth century, Athens, as a government or an appanage, was successively bestowed by the kings of Sicily. After the French and Catalans, the third dynasty was that of the Acciaioli, a family, plebian at Florence, potent at Naples, and sovereign in Greece. Athens, which they embellished with new buildings, became the capital of a state, that extended over Thessal, Argos, Corinth, Delphi, and a part of Thessaly; and their reign was finally determined by Mahomet the second, about the year 1455, who striped the last duke, and educated his sons in the discipline and religion of the Saracens. This fatal catastrophe, which happened near 2000 years after the time of Pindar, brought Athens, together with the whole of Greece, under the despotic dominion of the Turks. In 1454, the Venetians landed at the Piræus, surprised the city, and carried off their plunder and captives to Euboea. In 1487, it was taken, after a short siege, by the Venetians; and not many years after, taken by the Turks, under whose yoke it has ever since continued.

As to the present state of Athens, though the valor of its former in it, it still contains about 8 or 10,000 inhabitants; of these, three fourths are Greeks in nation and language; and the Turks, who compose the remainder, have relished, in their intercourse with the citizens, somewhat of the pride and gravity of their national character. The olive-tree, the gift of Minerva, flourishes in Attica; nor has the honey of mount Hymettus lost any part of its exquisite flavour: but the languid trade is monopolized by strangers; and the agriculture of a barren land is abandoned to the vagrant Walachians. The Athenians are full distinguished by the subtilty and acuteness of their understandings; but these qualities, unable embodied by freedom and enlightened by study, will degenerate into a low and selfish cunning; and it is a proverbial saying of the country, "From the Jews of Thessalonica, the Turks of Negropont, and the Greeks of Athens, good Lord deliver us!" This artful people has cluded the tyranny of the Turkish bashaws, by an expeditious which alleviates their servitude and aggravates their flame. About the middle of the last century (the 17th), the Athenians chose for their protector the Kilîar Aga, or chief black eunuch of the seraglio. This Ethiopian slave, who poxes the sultan's ear, condescends to accept the tribute of 50,000 crowns; his lieutenant, the Waywode, whom he annually confirms, may retrench for his own about five or six thousand more; and such is the policy of the citizens, that they seldom fail to remove and punish an oppresive governor. Their private differences are decided by the archbishop, one of the richelt prelates of the Greek church, since he poxes a revenue of 1000 l. per annum; and by a tribunal of the eight genonti or elders, chosen in the eight quarters of the city; the noble families cannot trace their pedigree above 500 years; but their principal members are distinguished by a grave demeanour, a far-capt, and the lofty appellation of archon. By whom, when he delights in the contrail, the modern language of Athens is represented as the most corrupt and barbarous of the feventy dialects of the vulgar Greek; this picture is too darkly coloured; but it would not be easy, in the country of Plato and Democritus, to find a reader, or a copy of their works. The Athenians walk with a fitful indifference among the glorious ruins of antiquity, and such is the desuetude of their character, that they are incapable of admiring the genius of their predecessors."

Gibbon's Hist. vol. xi. p. 355. &c. For the modern account of Athens and the Athenians, see Spon, Voyage en Grece, t. ii. p. 190—199; Wheeler's Travels into Greece, p. 337—414; Stuart and Rivett's Antiquities of Athens, vols. i. ii. and iii. passim; and Chandler's Travels into Greece, p. 137—172. It is now called Athini, and Setines; which feem.

ATHENIANS, Character and Manners of the. These people were highly susceptible of lively and transient sensations; and, accordingly, they lend distinguished beyond all other nations for uniting the most discordant qualities, and such as were often perverted and made occasions of misleading them. History represents them to us (see the authorities.
ties cited in the "Travels of Anacharsis," vol. ii p. 260.), sometimes as an old dotard, who may be deceived with impunity; or as an infant, who requires continual amusement; and sometimes as displaying the discernment and sentiments of elevated minds; as passionately fond of pleasure and of liberty, of indolence and of glory; or intoxicated with flat-
ty, and yet receiving merited reproach with applause; as posing with a pretension to apprehend at a word the plans prop-
osed to them, but too impatient to listen to the particulars, or to foresee their consequences, as making their magistrates tremble before them, and at the same moment pardoning their most bitter enemies; as passing with the rapidity of lightning from rage to compassion, from dependence to indifference, from injustice to repentance; as beyond conception sickle; and so frivolous, that in the most fortunate, and even the most desperate situation of their affairs, a single
word spoken at random, a happy folly of pleasantry, the smallest object, the most trivial incident, provided it were unexpected, sufficed to dispel their fears, or to divert them from attention to their most important interests. As nothing
was more easy than to excite and inflame the passions of
such a people, it was equally easy to acquire, and also to lose, their confidence. A popular leader, whilst in favour with them, might without difficulty persuade them to adopt
good or evil measures with an equal degree of ardour.
When guided by firm and virtuous men, they bestowed
public offices of trust or power on those, who united great
abilities with eminent virtue: at other times, they made a
choice at which they ought to have blushed; and they were
thus frequently the sport of flattering orators and ambitious
tyrants. Such, however, was their inherent detestation of
tyranny, that they were extremely jealous, on many memo-
able occasions, of their privileges, and both zealous and
active in defence of their liberty, whenever they thought
it attacked and violated by men in power. Indeed, an ar-
dent love of liberty was their predominant quality, and the
main spring of their government. They left, without hesita-
tion, their cities and their houses, to fight at sea or by land
the common enemy, who threatened them with the danger of
detriment. It was a glorious day for Athens, when all
her allies yielding to the advantageous offers of the king of
Perisa, the reply by Arilides to the ambassadors of that
monarch; "that it was impossible for all the gold in the world
to tempt the republic of Athens, and to prevail with her
to sell her liberty, and that of Greece." By such sentiments,
and a conduct actuated by them, the Athenians not only
came to the heathen of Greece, but likewise guarded the
rest of Europe from a Persian invasion. The Athenians,
however, notwithstanding their attachment to the rights
of their country, and the jealousy with which they watched
over them, were volatile, capricious, and inclined; and
this disposition betrayed them into errors, incompatible
with true patriotism. Whilst the Athenians indulged views of
conquest that were extensive and astonishing, they were, in
private life, and in their domestic arrangements and expendi-
ture, frugal, simple, and unostentatious; but when the
honour of the state required it, sumptuous and magnificent.
Their conquests, their riches, and their connections with
the inhabitants of Asia Minor, never betrayed them into
luxury, pomp, and profusion. Xenophon observes, that a
citizen was not distinguished from a slave by his dress: and
it is remarked with approbation by Demosthenes, that in
the best times of the republic, the houses of Themistocles
and Arilides could not be distinguished from those of their
neighbours. The wealthiest citizen, and the most renowned
general, were not ashamed to go themselves to market. In the
form and disposition of the several articles of dress, the men
were expected to study decency, and the women to unite
dignity with taste. The latter, whenever they went out, wore a
veil over their heads: and they painted their eye-brows with
black, and applied to their faces a layer of creuse or white
lead, with deep tints of rouge. Their hair, which they
crowned with flowers, was sprinkled over with a yellow-
coloured powder. Shut up in their apartments, they never
participated in the pleasures of the companies assembled by
their husbands. In the day, the law permitted them to go
out only on certain occasions, and never in the night time, but
in a carriage, and with a flambeau to light them; but not-
withstanding the restraint of this law, the women of the
lower classes indulged themselves with greater liberty. In
public feasts they were present at the spectacles as well as
the ceremonies of the temple; but they were generally atten-
ded by eunuchs, or female slaves. At an early period the Athe-
nians were so jealous, that they would not permit their women
to fly themselves at the window; but this restraint was grad-
ually relaxed, and later laws were introduced to guard against
seduction and insolence. (See Adultery.) M. de Paus, in his "Recherches Philosophiques sur les Grecs,"
shows how the authority of Athenians and Plutarch, represents
the Athenian matrons as addicted to drunkenness, and the most dif-
solute sensuality: he says that they were turbulent and
quarrelsome, and that, notwithstanding all the concussions
of their husbands, domestic peace was very seldom found
in their habitations. It is certain, that the feasts of Bacchus,
and some other religious institutions which the women
claimed a right to celebrate, could not tend to inspire either
gentle-nuns of manners or purity of morals. Courtezans
were protected at Athens by the laws, but the public man-
ners were contaminated by this licence. Females of this
description, however, were not allowed to appear in the
streets with rich trinkets or jewels, nor were men in office
permitted to appear with them in public. The Athenians
were naturally abstruse; their chief food consisted of fair
meat and vegetables. The necessities of the poor were sup-
plied either from the public treasury, or other means. In
Athens there were several societies, the members of which
entered into a solemn engagement to assist each other in
cases of judicial prosecution; and there was one society,
whole only object was to observe and collect every species
of ridiculous absurdity, and to divert itself with pleasantry
and bon-mots. At Athens, a small number of citizens
enriched themselves by commerce, and by silver mines which
they possessed at Laurion, in which they found a decent fortune when they possessed estates to the value
of fifteen or twenty talents (the talent being equal to about
253 l. sterling), and when they were able to give their
daughters a marriage portion of 100 minas, or about
575 l. sterling.

The tale of the Athenians for literature and science is
well known. The inhabitants of Athens, says Cicero
(De Orat. and Orat. pro Flacco), were the inventors of all
learning, the men who invented and perfected eloquence,
and from whom humanity, learning, religion, and laws
were diffused through the whole world; nevertheless, he
adds, "they only knew what was right, but would not do
it." When the Athenians, says the sagacious Mr. Harris
(Philosophical Inquiries, part iii. c. 3.), had delivered
themselves from the tyranny of Pisistratus, and after this
had defeated the valetudinous efforts of the Persians under
Darius and Xerxes, they may be considered as at the summit
of their national glory; and for more than half a century
afterwards, they maintained, without control, the sove-
ignity of Greece. As their tale was naturally good, arts
of every kind soon arose among them, and flourished.
Vol. III.
Valour had given them reputation; reputation gave them an ascendant; and that ascendant produced a security, which left their minds at ease, and gave them leisure to cultivate every thing liberal or elegant. It was then that Pericles adorned the city with temples, theatres, and other beautiful public buildings. Phidias, the great sculptor, was employed as his architect, who, when he had erected edifices, adorned them himself, and added statues and baso-relieves, the admiration of every beholder. It was then that Polygnutus and Myron painted; that Sophocles and Euripides wrote; and not long after that they fav the "divine" Socrates. And though their military strength and political sovereignty were impaired by the Lacedaemonians, humiliated by the Thebans under Epaminondas, and wholly crushed by Philip the Macedonian; yet, happily for mankind, their love of literature and arts did not link along with it. Just at the close of their golden days of empire, adorned Xenophon and Plato, the disciples of Socrates, and from Plato defended that race of philosophers called the "Old Academy," which was succeeded by the "New Academy." (See Academy.) With the study of philosophy was united that of rhetoric, upon which treatises were written by the ablest Greek philosophers. To this object they were incited by the intrinsic beauty of their language, as it was then spoken among the learned and polite. "The fame love of elegance which made them attend to their style, made them attend even to the places where their philosophy was taught. Such was the academy of Plato; the Lyceum of Aristotle; the portico or colonnade of Zeno, the walls of which were decorated by various paintings of Polygnutus and Myron; and the gardens of Epicurus. These public institutions were called among the Greeks by the name of Gymnasia, in which were taught all those exercises, and all those arts, which tended to cultivate not only the body but the mind. Dr. Gillies, in his "History of Greece," has dwelt with a degree of enthusiasm on the advantages, both natural and moral, resulting from the gymnastic exercises and public games; but M. de Pauw (ubi supra) differs in opinion, affording that nothing could be more pernicious, or tend more to enervate the human race, than these exercises. As to the moral advantages of these public games, it is not very easy to decide; but their physiological effect is much less questionable, and cannot be justly disputed.

**Athens, Population of.** From comparing the several accounts of the population of Attica in the time of Pericles, of Demodhenes, and of Demetrius Philærus, M. de Pauw (ubi supra) conjectures, that the number of citizens was predicated nearly at the same level, in consequence of the adoption of strangers, to repair the extraordinary devastations of war and disease, and of emigrations, when the number exceeded that which the rules of policy had established; this was 20,000 men; and he supposes that there was an equal number of women. In the time of Demetrius Philærus, the strangers settled in Attica amounted to 10,000, and the slaves to 400,000; so that the whole number may be estimated at 450,000 to about eighty-six square leagues of territory, or above 5000 on an average to each square league. This, he observes, is a much greater population than that of France, which, according to M. Necker's calculations, contains not more than 900 inhabitants to a square league.

The people of Athens were comprehended under the classes of freemen or citizens, ἑλέουσαι; sojourners, or Μηνιαῖοι; and slaves, or ὅδε. Cecropes distributed them into four ἄρσεν, or tribes, each tribe being subdivided into three parts, and each of these into thirty families. The names of the tribes were different at different times; and their number was increased by Chilitheis to ten; and they were afterwards augmented to twelve. These tribes had public seats, at which they met to promote friendship and good neighbourly-This to each tribe belonged several little boroughs in Attica, called Ἀγοραί; of these there were 174, besides other boroughs that belonged to no particular tribe. It was enacted, that all strangers who intended to live at Athens, should be compelled, after a short residence, to enroll their names among the free citizens, and that none but persons of eminent meritious character should be citizens. This privilege was conferred by the popular assembly. It was also enacted, that none should reside as free citizens at Athens, except those who were banished from their own country, or who voluntarily settled there with their whole families. They were admitted to their rights by certain ceremonials, and enrolled in a certain tribe. Solon declared, that none should be accounted free but such as were Athenians both by father and mother; this regulation was revived, after dispute, by Pericles, and at his motion repeated; and after the expulsion of the thirty tyrants, Solon's law was restored. In the Cydastries there was a court of judicature, to which causes of illegitimacy belonged; and great care was taken that none should be enrolled as citizens, whose title was not examined and approved.

The Μηνιαῖοι, or sojourners, were those who came from a foreign country and settled in Attica, being admitted by the council of Areopagus, and publicly registered. Of these, several services were required; and both men and women paid an annual tax. Those who failed to pay it were seized and expelled to faye by the officers of the public revenue: such, according to Diogenes, was the fate of Xenocrates the philosopher; but those who rendered any service to the public, were exempted from the payment of all imposts, except such as were demanded of free citizens. Such persons as did not constantly reside at Athens, were called ἄρσεν, or strangers.

The slaves were of two sorts; such as became so from poverty, the chance of war, or the perfidy of those who trafficked in them, and who were at liberty to change their masters, and to release themselves from servitude; and such as were at the absolute disposal of their masters. Slaves were not allowed to imitate freemen in their dress and manners. They were forbidden to wear long hair, and what is more abominable, Solon prohibited them to love boys, as if this practice were honourable: they were not permitted to plead for themselves, or to be witnesses in any causa; confederate was extorted from them by torture; nor were they allowed to worship certain deities, to be called by honourable names, and to bear arms. They were reduced to obedience, and punished by corporal severities; they were sometimes marked on the forehead, or disgraced in any other part of the body. Nevertheless they were allowed at Athens to take refuge in the temple of Theseus, when they were oppressed, and it was for their sake that they were not to be found in the city; and in various respects their condition was preferable to that of slaves in other places, as they might purchase their freedom, and were sometimes advanced to the dignity of citizens. In the first day of every month, the merchants, called ἀστρευόμενοι, exposed them for sale in the slave market. In the time of Adrian, masters were prohibited from putting their slaves to death.

**Athens, Magistrates and Government of.** By the law of Solon, no man who had not a good estate, could bear the office of a magistrate; but by the law of Aristides, every
man was admitted to a share in the commonwealth; but before he was admitted, he was obliged to give an account of his past life before judges in that part of the forum called *Agora.* It was a capital crime for a person to enter into public office in debt. The magistrates of Athens were of three sorts, viz. * archon,* who were elected by the people, and so called because chosen by holding up of hands; * ephors,* who were promoted by lots drawn by the Thesmothetes, in the temple of Theseus; and * pleaders,* who were extraordinary officers appointed by particular tribes, to superintend public affairs. The magistrates entered on their office on the first day of the month Hecatombon. The first and most important of these magistracies was that of the archons. (See *Archon.*) Among the inferior magistrates may be reckoned the * nomophylacs,* the * phylarchs,* the * phylarchs,* the * phylarchs,* the * demarchs,* the * lixarch,* the * toxotai,* and the * nomothetes,* to whom were added the * rhetores,* which see respectively. There were other magistrates who had the superintendence and regulation of the general assembly of the people called *Ecclesia;* such as the * epistates,* the * Prytanes,* and the * prolethei.* (See also *Sextane,* and * Prytaneum.*) The courts of justice, exclusive of the * Areopagus,* were ten in number, of which four had cognizance of criminal, and six of civil causes. These courts were painted with various colours, and on each was engraved one of the ten first letters of the Greek alphabet; and hence they were denominated Alpha, Beta, &c. The names of those who were to hear and determine causes, and the names also of their father and borough, inscribed upon tablets, were delivered to the Thesmothetes, who returned it with another tablet on which was inscribed the letter of one of the courts according to the lots. These tablets were carried to the crier of the several courts directed by the letters, who gave to every man a tablet inscribed with his own name and the name of the court in which he was to sit; and having received a sceptre, the usual ensign of judicial power, they were severally admitted into the court. When their respective causes were determined, they returned the sceptre to the Prytanes, from whom they received their due reward, sometimes one obolus, and sometimes three obols. No man was allowed to sit in more than one court in a day; and if they were convicted of bribery, they were fined. The first criminal court after the Areopagus was that of the * Ephetae;* the second was called * Delphinius;* the third, * Prytaneum;* and the last * Piresiatum:* see the respective articles. Of the judicatory courts for civil causes, the first was the * paraeuston;* the second, the * cairon;* the third, * trigonon;* the fourth, the * court of Lyuce;* the fifth, that of * Melicthos;* and the sixth, * Helen.* All the Athenians who were free citizens were allowed to sit in these courts as judges; but they were previously obliged to take a solemn oath, by Apollo Phoebus, Ceres, and Jupiter the king, that they would pass a just sentence, and according to law, and to the bell of their judgment. This oath was administered near the river Ilissus, in a place called "Ardeum," from a person of that name, who, in a public sedition united the contending parties, and engaged them to confirm their treaties of peace by mutual oaths in this place; whence common swearers were called *arpodaves.* There were other courts of laws consequence, where the * athenia,* or * epiarchia,* or other magistrates, took cognizance of causes belonging to their several offices. Such were the courts at * Cyclopiarchs,* Odeum, the temple of Theseus, * Boudon, &c.* In the judicial process, the plaintiff delivered to the magistrate the name of the person against whom he brought his action, with an account of his offence; this was followed by an inquiry on the part of the magistrate, whether it belonged to his cognizance, and whether it ought to be tried, called "Anarchia;" the plaintiff then, with permission of the magistrate, summoned his adversary to appear; but if he refused to appear, he was dragged by force. When both plaintiff and defendant were before the magistrate, he inquired of the former whether the writs were all ready, which was the second * Anarchia:* when no plea was urged on the part of either plaintiff or defendant for putting off the trial, an oath was administered to both parties. These oaths, with those of the witnesses, and other matters relating to the action, were written upon tablets, and deposited in a vessel, which was delivered to the judges. The judges being appointed by lots, took their places at the assigned day in the tribunal. The magistrate then proposed the cause to them, and gave them authority to determine it. The public crier read the indictment containing the grounds of the accusation which were noted down by the judges. If the defendant did not appear, sentence was immediately passed against him; but if he presented himself within ten days, aliasing reasons for his absence, the former sentence was reversed, and the trial was to be brought forward by the defendant within two months; but if it was not brought on, the former sentence was confirmed. Before trial, both parties deposited a sum of money in the hands of the magistrate who introduced their cause into the court; who, if the money was not paid, erased their cause from the roll. The deposit, which was 3 drachmas for a cause of the value of 100 drachmas to 1000; and 30 for more than 1000 and less than 10,000; was divided among the judges; and the person who lost his cause refunded the money to his adversary, and paid the charges. The witnesses in the trial were to be free-born, and defending of credit; and they were considered as infamous if they had forfeited their privileges by perjury. The testimony was sometimes given aloud in open court, and sometimes in writing upon a tablet of wax. If the parties required it, they were allowed advocates, whose speeches were limited as to length of time, measured by a water glass. When the parties had finished, the crier was commanded by the presiding magistrate, to order the judges to bring in their verdict; and where the law had provided penalties, a verdict of guilty or not guilty was sufficient; but where the laws were silent, another sentence was necessary, determining the punishment due to the offence. When the laws were silent, the judges might limit the punishment: sentence was at first given by black and white sea-shells called *euphrate,* or pebbles called *tieps,* talla of brass were afterwards used, and then beans; the white beans were whole, and used to acquit; and the black were bored through, to condemn. The cause while pending was engraved on a tablet and exposed to public view, and hung up at the statue of the hero named *Lysa.* If the person convicted was guilty, he was delivered to the *rhetor* to receive punishment: but if he was fined, the *vuljeta* fixed the fine paid; if unable to pay it, he was delivered to perpetual imprisonment. If the plaintiff had unjustly accused his adversary, he was sentenced to suffer that punishment which the law inflicted on the crime with which his adversary was accused. The plaintiff was called * buno,* the cause *Atobienes,* and the accused * buno.* And was the name of the indictment before conviction, and was written before it. When the trial was closed, the judges went to the temple of Lyuce, returned their fetes, and received their money. The Athenian judgments were of two kinds: public, concerning those crimes which affected the state, called *spondan,* and all persons were encouraged by law to avenge the public wrong, by bringing the criminal to punishment; and
private, concerning all controversies between private persons, called δικαίας; and no one could prosecute an offender except he who was injured, or some of his family. The public judgments were murder, malicious wounding, a confabulation of the city, poison, conspiracy against the life of another, sacrilege punished with death, impurity, treason, fornication; whoredom, punishable by fine; ebullency; refusing to serve in war; and cowardice, punishable with infamy; deception of the fleet and of the army, punished by fine; defection from their post, as leaving the infantry for the cavalry; refusing to serve in the fleet, and losing their shield, punished with infamy; charging men with debts already paid, punished by fine; an action for false arrests, for beating a free man or reducing him to slavery, assault or fraudulent accusation, punished by a fine; receiving bribes for any public affair, or persevering justice, fined ten times the value of what they received, and punished with the highest degree of infamy; for offering bribes for the perversion of justice, and particularly in causes relating to the freedom of the city; for erasing a name out of the public debt-book before the debt was discharged; digging a mine without the public knowledge, a twenty-fourth part of the metal belonging to the public; against magistrates who had neglected to render their accounts; for proposing a new law, and acting contrary to the established laws; against magistrates, ambassadors, and other public officers, who had misemployed the public money, or otherwise offended; against ambassadors who had forfeited their trust; against defaced tumultuous perils; an action for debts due to the public, falsely charged upon those who had never paid the fines imposed upon them; for the discovery of any secret injury; and again for such as exported corn from Attica, appropriated the public money or land, or for misappropriating the property of orphans; against those who confided their crimes without standing a trial; against those who protected murderers; and again such as had been guilty of certain state offences. Of private judgments, which were very numerous, the principal were against those who had done an injury punished with fine, an action of assault, a law-suit generally for the recovery of an estate, a suit concerning relationship, an action of divorce, an action by a master or patron against his clients who were freed slaves, and who refused to perform the services incumbent upon them, an action against foreigners who neglected to choose a patron, an action of ingratitude, against those who had violated the chastity of women, or injured the persons of men, an action concerning marriage, against those who would not divide their property among joint claimants, for demanding rent, against guardians who had defrauded their wards, of slander, by which the criminal was fined 500 drachmas, against those who had suborned false witnesses, against thieves, an action claiming an estate against those who refused to render that with which they were entrusted, against those who would not fulfill their contracts, and a suit between debtors and creditors.

The criminal punishments of the Athenians were αίματα, infamy or disgrace; δικαίας, a deep pit into which condemned persons were cast headlong (see BARATHRUM); ειδώλια, or the ignominious punishment of hanging or strangling; εριστά, the punishment of fetters or imprisonment; κατακόμβες, latrines, by which a criminal was reduced to the condition of a slave; ραπτείς, peculiar fine laid upon the criminal, according to the nature of his offence; death, inflicted for various offences; θυγατέρια, a precipe from which the malefactor was thrown headlong; κελαδία, a collar usually made of wood; λαπανοστήωμα, laceration, a common punishment for adultery; κρύσταλλος, with which the criminal was beheaded; fetters with five holes; αἰματεύρης, a round instrument to confine the hand; κρύσταλλος, consisting of two beams laid across one another, to which the malefactor was nailed; πολλαπλασία, a pillar, on which the crimes of the offender were engraved; γραφήματα, marks impressed with a hot iron upon slaves; τρικλώνια, of the same club, with which malefactors were beaten to death; κτίστασις, small cords, by which criminals were flayed upon the rack; ομπλεκταρί, poleon, of which various forts were used, but the most common was the juice of hemlock; κατακόμβες, or banishment, of which there were several forts; ειδώλια, the fetters, in which the legs were festered; κελαδία, a piece of wood to which the criminal was bound; κτίστασις, drowning in the sea; and τουρία, or burning. Public honours and rewards were αγαθοθρία, (see ATHELEIA), or an immunity from taxes and other public duties; ἀγαθά, the honour of a statue erected in any public place; αγορά, or the liberty of the first seats at public entertainments; θυγατέρια, an entertainment at the public expense, given to those who had deserved well of their country; and εριστά, crowns conferred by the vote of the people in the public assembly, by the senators in council, by the tribes to their own members, and by the demotic in their own δικαίας, or borough.

As to the laws of the Athenians, it was a received opinion that they were taught the use of laws by Ceres; but it is certain that Theseus retained the privilege of making and preferring laws. Draco was the next law-giver, and his laws were called δικαίας; these were all, except those of murder, repealed by Solon, whose laws were distinguished by the term μορία. The theomothers wore to the observance of them, on the penalty of dedicating a statue as large as life to the Delphian Apollo; and the people were enjoined to obey them for a hundred years. Pisistratus afterwards esteemed for himself, and left to his sons, the authority of a law-giver; but the laws of Solon were in some degree enforced by Cleitones, who himself added new ones. These continued in force till the Peloponnesian war, when the government was altered by the four hundred, and afterwards by the thirty tyrants. The ancient laws were again restored by Euclides, and others by the influence of Diocrates, Aristophanes, and afterwards by Demetrius Phalereus, and thefe, with Ελεύθερος and Τάλτος, were the chief legislators of Athens. (Suidas.) The laws were annually revised; and a new law was to be proposed before an old one could be repealed. Solon, and other law-givers who succeeded him, committed their laws to writing. The laws of Solon were engraved on tablets of wood; and some affirm, that the original in his hand-writing were always kept in the citadel, and copies of them in the pytaneum. The laws were all engraved on the wall in the θυγατέρια φοί, or royal portico, for the inspection of the public. This was the custom after the expulsion of the thirty tyrants.

Athenians, Commerce of the. The harbour of Piræus was much frequented, not only by Grecian vessels, but also by those of the nations which the Greeks denominated Barbarians. But as the Athenians were actuated by the spirit of conquest, and aspired to the sovereignty of the sea, in order to obtain that of the land, they directed their attention to the navy with this view; and therefore their commerce was restrained to the procuring from other countries the commodities and productions necessary to their subsistence. Nevertheless, the Athenians adopted a variety of regulations, and enacted many laws for extending commerce, and preventing as much as possible the litigations and obstructions which impeded its operations. They inflicted a fine of a thousand drachmas (about 37 l. 10s.), and sometimes the punishment of imprisonment, on him who accused
As Attica produced but little corn, the exportation of it was prohibited; and those who fetched it from foreign countries were forbidden, under rigorous penalties, to carry it to any other market but that of Athens. A great quantity was brought from Egypt and Sicily; and a greater quantity from Panticapaeum and Thasos, cities of the Chersonesus Taurica, because the sovereignty of that country, the master of the Cimmerian Bosporus, exempted the Athenian vessels from paying the duty which he levied on the exportation of that commodity. In consequence of this privilege, they traded in preference to the Cimmerian Bosporus, from which Athens received annually 450,000 medimni of corn. The Athenians also imported from Panticaeum, and the different coasts of the Euxine sea, timber for building, slaves, felt, honey, wax, wool, leather, and goat-skins; from Byzantium, and other parts of Thrace and Macedonia, salt-fish and wood; from Phrygia and Miletus, carpets, coverlets, and the fine wool of which they made their cloths; from the islands of the Ægean sea, wines of the various kinds of fruits which they produced; and from Thrace, Thessaly, Phrygia, and other countries, a great number of flax. Oil was the only commodity that Solon allowed them to exchange for foreign merchandise; the exportation of all other productions from Attica was prohibited; nor was it permitted to carry out of the country, without paying heavy duties, the timber of the fir, the cypress, the plane, and other trees which grow in the environs of Athens. In their timber mines the Athenians found a great resource for their commerce. As several states debased their coin, the money of Athens, in greater estimation than that of other countries, procured for them an advantageous exchange. In general, they purchased wine in the islands of the Ægean sea, or on the coasts of Thrace; for it was principally by means of this commodity that they trafficked with the people who inhabited the borders of the Euxine sea. The tallie conspicuous in the works of their artists, rendered the productions of their skill and industry definable; so that they exported to distant countries swords and arms of different kinds, cloths, beds, and various utensils. Books were with them also an article of trade. They maintained correspondents in almost all the places to which they were attracted by the hope of gain; and, on the other hand, many of the states of Greece appointed agents at Athens to superintend the interests of their trade. The Athenians for the most part employed their money in trade; but they were not allowed to lend it for any place but Athens. The lender had his security on the merchandise or goods of the borrower; and as the dangers of the sea were partly rilfed by the former, and the profit of the latter might be very considerable, the interest of money thus lent might rise as high as 30 per cent. more or less, according to the length and hazards of the voyage. The landed interest amounted to 12 per cent. per annuum, sometimes to 16 per cent. monthly, and among the lower classes of the people, the quarter of the principal was exacted for daily interest. Commerce, by increasing the circulation of wealth, gave rise to the occupation of bankers, and thus its circulation was still more facilitated.

**ATHENS, Money of,** was of three sorts. Silver was first coined, afterwards gold, and lastly copper. The most common coins were those of silver, and they were of different value. Above the drachma (9 d. English), consisting of six oboli, was the didrachma, or double drachma, and the tetradrachma or quadruple drachma; below it were the pieces of 3, 5, and 2 oboli; after which were the obolus and hemiobolus (i.e. 6d., 4½d., 3d., 1½d., and ½d. English). The latter being found inconvenient for common use, copper money was coined about the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, and pieces of that metal were struck, which were not worth more than the eighth part of an obolus. The largest piece of gold weighed two drachmas, and was worth twenty silver drachmas (i.e. fifteen shillings English). Gold was very scarce in Greece; it was brought from Lydia and Macedonia, where the peacocks collected the small pieces which the rains washed down from the neighbouring mountains. See Money.

**ATHENS, Revenues of,** sometimes amounted to the sum of 2000 talents or 450,000 l. and these revenues were of two kinds; those which were raised in the country itself, and those that were drawn from the tributary cities and states. The first class comprehended the products of the houses, lands, and woods appertaining to the state, and farmed out for a certain sum; the twenty-fourth part reaped from the silver mines, payable by individuals who had permission to work them; the annual tribute received from freedmen and the 10,000 foreigners settled in Attica; the fines and confiscations, the principal of which went into the treasury of the state; the fifth levied on corn and other merchandise imported, and also on several commodities that were exported from the Piraeus; which, during the Peloponnesian war, were farmed at thirty-six talents ($1000 l.); and a number of other taxes of less importance, yielded by commodities sold in the market, and levied on fish as kept curteans in their houses. Most of these duties were farmed; and the farmers remitted, before the ninth month of the year, the sum stipulated to the receivers of the revenue. The second and principal branch of the revenues of the state, confined in the tributes which were paid by a number of cities and islands dependent upon it. Its claims of this kind were founded on the abuse of power. After the battle of Platea, the conquerors having resolved to revenge on Persia the inults offered to Greece, the inhabitants of the islands who had entered into the league agreed to set apart every year a considerable sum to defray the expenses of the war. The Athenians collected in different places 460 talents (103,500 l.); and by degrees, as their power increased, they changed the gratuitous contributions of the allied cities, into an humiliating exaction, imposing on some the obligation to provide ships whenever they should be called upon, and demanding of others the annual tribute to which they had formerly subscribed themselves. In the same manner they taxed their new conquests, and the sum total of the foreign contributions amounted, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, to 600 talents ($135,000 l.) and towards the middle of the same war, to twelve or thirteen hundred. The conquests of Philip reduced this sum to 400 talents, and the Athenians flattered themselves they should again be able to advance it to 1200 ($375,000 l.). The 460 talents drawn annually from the cities and states against the Persians, and deposited by the Athenians in their citadel, at first amounted to the sum of 10,000 talents ($2,500,000 l.) according to Isocrates (i. p. 365.) or 9700 ($2,182,500 l.) according to Thucydides (iii. c. 13.) Pericles, during his administration, had laid up 8000; but having expended 3700, either in the embellishment of the city, or the expenses of the siege of Potidae, the 9700 were reduced to 6300 ($1350,000 l.) at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war. This war was subsided by a truce, which the Athenians entered into with the Macedonians, and the contributions which they had then received amounted to 12 or 1500 talents; and during the seven years of the truce, they placed 7000 talents ($1,575,000 l.) in the public treasury. These revenues, however considerable, were insufficient
sufficient to defray the expenses of the state; and recourse was frequently had to free gifts and forced contributions. Of all the branches of public expenditure, the maintenance of the navy was the most heavy: when an armament was to be fitted out, each of the ten tribes levied in its district the same number of talents as there were galleys to be equipped, and demanded them from the same number of companies, composed sometimes of sixteen persons liable to contribute. Democritus made an amendment in the mode of ascertaining this tax. The decree proposed by him for this purpose was as follows: every citizen, whose fortune amounted to ten talents, was to furnish the state with one galley; if he possessed twenty talents, with two; and however rich he might be, no more should be required of him than three galleys and a hallop. Those whose substance was less than ten talents were to join in contributing a galley.

Athenians, Religion of the. From the earliest times the objects of religious worship multiplied among the Athenians. They received the twelve principal divinities from the Egyptians, and others from the Libyans and different nations; and they were so fearful of omitting religious worship, that they even erected altars to the unknown God. (Plutarch, in Attic.) See ALTAR. As the proceeds of time a law was enacted, prohibiting, under pain of death, the introduction of any foreign worship, without a decree of the archons. It was an ancient practice, to conferate, by monuments and festivals, the memory of kings, and other distinguished persons, who had rendered essential service to their country, or to mankind. To this class the Athenians referred Theseus, Erechtheus, such as deferred to have their names appropriated to the ten tribes, and many others, as Hercules, &c. But the worship of the latter derived from that of the gods, in the ceremonies that accompanied it, as well as in the object to which it was directed. Before the deity they prostrated themselves, imploring his protection, thanking him for his bounties, and acknowledging their dependence. In honour of the heroes, and as a memorial of their illustrious deeds, they consecrated temples, altars, and groves, and celebrated festivals and games. Incense was burnt on their altars, and libations were poured over their tombs to procure repose to their manses. The religion of the common people entirely consisted in prayers, sacrifices, and purifications. Individuals prefixed their prayers to the gods at the commencement of any undertaking: and they offered up their addresses in the morning, the evening, at the rising and setting of the sun and moon. Sometimes they repaired to the temple with downcast eyes and dejected countenances; they kneeling the ground, offered their prayers standing, on their knees, and prostrate, and held branches in their hands, which they lifted up towards heaven, or stretched out towards the stature of the god, after applying it to their months. In addressing the infernal deities, they struck the earth with their feet or hands. Some pronounced their devout addresses in a low voice; but Pythagoras wished them always to be uttered aloud, that nothing might be affed which could excite a blush. At the feaons of worship, the space before the temple and the porches that surrounded it, were full of people; so joyfully has the apostle Paul characterized the Athenians, when he called them (Acts, xvii. 23), ἀνέπλεπτος, ἰαφόροις, "too superstitious," as the common translation renders it; or perhaps it might be rendered less offensively and more conformably to the conciliatory address, which the apostle would have used on such an occasion, and also to the frequent use of the term, "very devout." See Lardner's Works, vol. i. p. 193. The priests were the principal ministers of religion; and they were next in precedence to the kings and chief magistrates. They obtained their office by inheritance, sometimes by lot, by the appointment of the prince, or by popular election: and they were required to be unmannered in body, chaste and uncontaminated by the pleasures of the world, in their disposition and character, and in their habits devoted to retirement and piety. Of these priests there were several orders, and among them there was one, denominated ἀγαθόπτους, high priests, who had the superintendence of the temple. Some temples were served by priests, as particularly that of Bacchus in the quarter of the marble. The revenues assigned for the maintenance of the priests and temples were derived from different sources, as a certain part of the produce of penalties and confiscations, and of the spoils taken from the enemy, and the offerings of individuals. They formed, however, no separate and independent body; nor had the ministers of different temples any common interest; and in causes which respected them personally, they were amenable to the ordinary tribunals. Functions of inferior dignity, that related to the service of the temple, were intrusted to lay officers: some of whom were guardians of the treasure, and others assisted as witnesses and inspectors at solemn sacrifices. Next to the priests, were the footshawks and interpreters of omens. The worship of the Athenians was originally performed in the open air, upon the tops of mountains; and on these spots temples were afterwards erected, and dedicated to Jupiter, Apollo, and the other gods. Their altars also, were constructed of various materials and of different dimensions, according to the variety of gods to whom they were consecrated. Both temples and altars were places of refuge or asylum for malefactors and criminals of all descriptions: and it was deemed an act of sacrilege to force them from their sanctuary. See ASYLUM. Their sacrifices also were of various kinds, as to their object and design, the materials of which they consisted, and the places in which they were offered, and the ceremonies that attended them. (See SACRIFICE.) As public worship was prescribed by one of the fundamental laws, and therefore closely connected with the constitution, it was impossible to attack religion, without endangering that constitution. It was consequently the duty of the magistrates to maintain it, and to oppose all innovations visibly tending to its destruction. Hence the poet Alcibiades was accused of having, in one of his tragedies, revealed the doctrine of the mysteries; Diogenes under a similar charge, saved himself by flight; Protagoras was criminally prosecuted, and obliged to fly; Probus of Ceos was condemned to drink poison; Anaxagoras was imprisoned, and his life was preferred by the interpretation and influence of Pericles; and the life of Alcmene was endangered by a charge of his having been concerned in the mutilation of the statues of Mercury. See each of these biographical articles.

Athens, in Geography, a township in America, in Windham county, Vermont, thirty-two miles north-east from Bennington, and about six miles from Connecticut river, having 950 inhabitants.

Atherdee. See AREE.

Atherina, or Atherine, in Ichthyology, one of the Linnaean genera of abdominal fishes; and distinguished by having the upper jaw rather flat, six rays in the gill membrane, and a silver stripe on each side of the body. Gmelin notices five species of this genus, viz. Epethina, Menidia, Silama, Japonica, and Brownii; which he respectively.

Atherinoides, a species of Clupea, distinguished from the other fishes of the same genus by having a silvery lateral line. Gmelin observes, that this fish from its broad silvery
Athens.

ATHAS. See ADIGE.

ATHAS, in Geography, a Jew, was a famous printer of Amsterdam, in the seventeenth century; and in 1661, and 1663, he printed two editions of the Hebrew bible, in two volumes 8vo., for which he obtained of the States-General an honorary recompense of a medal, and a chain of gold. He also printed the bible in Spanish, German, and English. He died in 1700. Dic. Hist.

ATHIE, in Geography, a town in France, in the department of the Somme, and chief place of a canton in the district of Peronne. Two leagues S.E. of Peronne.

ATHINI, or SETINES, the modern Athens, is not inconsiderable, says Chandler (Travels in Greece), either in extent, or in the number of its inhabitants. It enjoys a fine temperature, and a serene sky; the air is clear and wholesome. The town stands beneath the acropolis or citadel, and does not encompass the rock, as it formerly did, but spreads into the plain, chiefly on the west and north-west. The houses are mostly plain and straggling, with many large areas or courts before them. The water is conveyed to them in channels from mount Hymettus, and in the market-place is a large fountain. The Turks have several mosques, and public baths. The Greeks have convents for men and women, with many churches, in which service is regularly performed, and oratories or chapels, frequented on the anniversaries of the saints to whom they are dedicated. Besides the more stately antiquities, of which some notice has been taken under Athens, there are many detached pieces that have been found in the town, near the fountains, and also in the streets, the walls, the houses, and the churches. Among these are fragments of sculpture, a marble chair or two, which probably belonged to the gymnasia or theatres, a fun-dial at the cath. icon or cathedral, inferred, as it is said, with the name of Euclid; and at the archiepiscopal house, a curious vase of marble, used as a cinerary for receiving water, but once, probably, serving as a public standard or measure. Many columns, mantled statues, and pedestrals, are scattered about; and also a fine mutilated Herma. The acropolis, or citadel, is now a fortress, with a thick irregular wall, standing on the brink of precipices, and including a large area, about twice as long as broad. Some portions of the ancient wall remain, and it is repaired with patches of pieces of columns, and with marble taken from the ruins. The garrison consists of a few Turks, who reside there with their families, and are called by the Greeks "Cadimis," or soldiers of the calif. Their houses overlook the city, plain, and gulf; but the situation is as airy as pleasant; the rock is lofty, abrupt, and inaccessible, except the front, which is towards the Piraeus; and on that quarter is a mountainous ridge, within cannon shot. The acropolis furnished says Chandler, an ample field to the ancient Virtuosi. It was filled with monuments of ancient glory, and exhibited an amazing display of beauty, of opulence, and of art; each commanded, as it were, for the interior. Hidrachmus, named Periplus is the guide, employed in this place fifteen books. Polemo Peregretus, four volumes; and Strabo, in the Augustan age, allirms, that as many would be required in treating of other portions of Athens and of Attica. The number of statues, in particular, was prodigious. Therius Nero, who was fond of images, plundered the acropolis, as well as Delphi and Olympia; and yet Athens, and each of these places, had not fewer than 3000 remaining in the time of Pausan. This banquet of the furies, continues this traveller, has long been withdrawn; and is now become like the tale of a vision. The spectator views with concern the marble ruins intermixed with mean flat-roofed cottages, and extant amid rubbish; the sad memorials of a noble people. The antiquities of this city have been also described by Wheeler and Span, who visited it in the time of Charles II.; and by Mr. le Roy and many others. Mr. Stuart, however, who resided there between three and four years, has surpassed others in the accuracy and elegance of his plans and of his description. Span, in speaking of Attica, says, that the road near Athens was pleasant, and the very pavements polished. Wheeler, his fellow-traveller, speaking of the civilization of the Athenians, observes, that even the shepherds bid them welcome, and wished them a good journey; and that their bad fortune had not been able to deprive them of that falsity of wit which they professed by nature; and that, notwithstanding the barbarism that hath long prevailed, they seem to be much more polished in their manners and conversation than any others in those parts. Stuart confirms, with regard to the present Athenians, the account given by Span and Wheeler of their ancestors; as he found among them the same address, and the same natural acuteness, though severely curbed by their despotic masters. At their convivial meetings, it was a frequent custom for one of them to take a lyre, or a species of guitar, and after a short prelude on the instrument, to accompany the instrumental music with his voice; suddenly changing some extempore verses, seldom exceeding two or three strophes: this performer delivered the lyre to his neighbour; who, after he had done, delivered it to another; and thus the instrument circulated, till it had passed round the table. He adds, that, notwithstanding the various fortune of Athens as a city, Attica was still famous for olives, and mount Hymettus for honey. Thus "human institutions perish, but nature is permanent."

The present Athens, Athens, or Scinias, is the capital of Attica, a province of European Turkey, the see of an archbishop; and contains, as some say, 20,000, or, according to others, 150,000 inhabitants, chiefly Greeks. The chief articles of trade are silk, wax, wool, and oil. It is a fair-port, and situated on the north-east coast of the gulf of Ligo in the archipelago, with a fine and large harbour, narrow at the entrance, and commanded by the Ortik. Mr. Let. 38° 57'; Lath. 23° 7.'

ATHIS, a town of France, in the department of the Oise, and chief place of a canton in the district of Dormont; thirteen miles south-west of Falaise.
ATH

ATH, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, situate on the western bank of the Euphrates, south-west of Nippurium.

ATHLETÆ, in Antiquity, persons of strength and agility, disciplined to perform in the public games. The word is formed from atthos, corunm, combat; whence also atthin, the prize, or reward, adjudged to the victor.

Under athletes were comprehended wrestlers, boxers, runners, leapers, throwers of the discus, and those practiced in other exercises exhibited in the Olympic, Pythian, and other solemn sports; for the conquerors in which there were established prizes.

From the various exercises, the athletes were also denominated enostari, and by the Latins quinquertainment; at least such as professed them all.

Those who were designed for this profession, frequented the gymnasia or palestra from their youth; and they were obliged to submit to the most strict discipline and abstinence, their fare was coarse and scanty; they were prohibited the use of wine, and enjoined continence; and thus Horace (Art. Poët. v. 412.) describes them:

"Quod studet optatam curu contingere metam,
Multa tuit fecitque puer; indavit et alit;
Abhinituit venere, et vino."

The apostle Paul, in his first epistle to the Corinthians (ch. x. 25.) enforces temperance by an allusion to the athlete; and Tertullian encourages the martyrs by the same reference. But when the privilege of being supported at the public expense, was granted to each of the athletes as were victorious, they abandoned their habits of abstinence and exercise, and indulged themselves to a very shamefaced degree of indolence and of gluttony. Before their exercises, their bodies were rubbed with oils and various unguents, in order to render them supple and vigorous; and they practiced a kind of noviciate in the gymnasia for several months, that by previous application and practice they might be fit for the contests in which they engaged. At first they made use of a belt, with an apron annexed to it, for the sake of decency; but they afterwards laid aside this covering, and engaged in several of the contests naked. To this inculp on public decency, some of the bell writers of antiquity have attributed that infamous passion, to the indulgence of which the Greeks were notoriously addicted. The women, indeed, were prohibited from approaching the places where these public games were celebrated. Before they were admitted to the combat, they were examined as to their birth, for none but Greeks were admitted; as to their condition, which was required to be free; and as to their manners, which were to be irreproachable. The name and country of each champion were registered, and a herald, before the commencement of the contest, proclaimed their names. They solemnly vowed not to employ any unfair means, and to conform to the established regulations by which the games were conducted.

ATHLETIC CROWN. See CROWN.

ATHLETIC HABIT denotes a strong hale constitution of body, which was the object the athletes aimed at, and to which their diet corresponded.

ATHLETIC WEIGHT. See WEIGHT.

ATHLONE, in Geography, the most considerable town of the county of Westmeath, in Ireland, situated on the river Shannon, over which it has a long bridge of many arches, so that it was formerly an important pass into the western province. It is partly in the county of Roscommon, and is the most central town in the island. Notwithstanding its advantageous situation for trade and improvement, it is said to be in many parts a poor, ruinous, dirty looking place. In the middle of the bridge is a monument, with some figures, together with queen Elizabeth's effigies of arms, and some inscriptions declaring the time and founders of the building. The castle, which was on the Roscommon side, called the Irish town, was built by king John, on a high raised round hill resembling a Danish rath or fort, so as to command the bridge and the adjacent country. This was the residence of the lord president of Connacht, who held in it their courts of justice. In the time of the civil war, it was strongly fortified on both sides of the river; and the English under the lord president hold a long siege in the castle, in 1641 and 1642. During the whole of this melancholy period, it was a place of great strength and importance, generally in the possession of the Irish or Catholic party; till, in 1645, it was taken by sir Charles Coote, at the head of the parliamentary forces. After the defeat of James the Second at the Boyne, his adherents remained at Athlone, and having destroyed the English town which was called of the Shannon, and broken the bridge, resolved to maintain the Irish district on the west. For this purpose they strongly entrenched themselves; and in the following year the general St. Ruth took his station with the main army behind the town. The English, under Ginckle, succeeded however in passing the river after many unsuccessful attempts, and by a surprizing effort of valor got possession of the town and castle, which was in great measure to be attributed to the carelessness and confidence of St. Ruth, the French general. General Ginckle received a title from the town, which is still enjoyed by his descendants. W. long. 7° 49'. N. lat. 53° 21' 30'.

ATHLOTHETA, in Antiquity; an officer appointed to superintend the public games, and adjudge the prizes.

The athlotheta was the same with what was otherwise called aymneta, brabentia, aganarch, agonotheta, &c.

ATHNACH, the name of one of the principal of the Hebrew accents, which serves not only to regulate the voice, but to distinguish the members of a sentence, whence its name athnach, i.e. respiratio; on this account it is called kig, and paige, and answers to our colon, and sometimes to a note of interrogation: it is marked under a letter thus (').

ATHOL, in Geography, the most northern district of Perthshire, in Scotland, extending about 43 miles in length, and 30 in breadth, and bounded on the north by Badenoch, on the west by Lochaber, on the east and south-east by Mar and Gowrie, on the south by Strathspey and Perth proper, and on the south-west by Braidenbarne. It is mountainous, and contains part of the ancient Caledonian forest; but the mountains are intermixed with fruitful valleys. It has several villages, but no towns of any importance. The most famous places are Blair-castle, seated on the river Tilt, near its influx into the Garry, an agreeable stream that flows into the Tay, and belonging to the duke of Athol, whose title is derived from the district; and the paps of Gilliecranky, memorable on account of the battle fought here in the beginning of king William's reign, between his general M'Kay, and the highlanders who adhered to king James.

ATHOL, a township of America, in Worcester county, Massachusetts, comprizing 16,000 acres of rocky land, and watered with streams and rivers, and containing 448 inhabitants; 35 miles north-west from Worcester, and 72 from Boston.

ATHOR, or ATHYS, in Mythology, the name of one of the most ancient divinities of Egypt; signifying in the Coptic language, 'night.' By this name the priests did not originally mean to denote the obscurity which is occasion
tioned by the disappearance of the sun, but the darkness which overspread chaos presciently to the creation, and from which the Almighty Creator called forth into an habitable state the material universe. This mysterious night was in their opinion the origin of things. Orpheus, initiated in the mysteries of the Egyptians, communicated them to the Greeks, and recommended them by the harmonious verses. Pausanias, when he visited Greece, saw at Megara "the oracle of the night," where every thing was taught that related to Athor. This symbolical deity, by which the Egyptians characterized the principle of things, became, in the language of the Greek philosopher, the "Venus Celestis," or the mother of the world. Orpheus taught them this part of their theology in his hymn to the night, where he says, "I shall sing the night, mother of gods and men, the origin of the creation, whom we shall call Vener." The poets soon took possession of this metaphysical idea, and as they must have a deity for embellishing their poems, they made her spring from the froth of the sea, and represented her as animating the world, and giving life to everything that breathed. See Ovid de Fast. lib. xvi. c. 91. and Lucan, lib. ii. c. x. &c. The Egyptian priests, who had painted night as a divinity, apprised that the minds of the vulgar required finable objects, made another metamorphosis of night into the moon, the planet of the night, and the moon was represented by the cow, whose horns exhibited, as their imagination suggeted, her first phaases. The philosophers farther extended this doctrine; and they believed the name of night, Athor, and Venus, on the period during which the sun, having passed the equinox, remains in the southern hemisphere, when the days are shortest and the nights longest. See Macrobius, lib. i. c. 21. The following passage from Plutarch (De Iniud. &c.) proves that this opinion originated in Egypt. "In the month of Athor (the third month of the Egyptian year), the Egyptians say that Osiris (or the sun), is dead. Then the nights become longer, the darkness increases, and the force of the light is diminished. On this occasion, the priests perform mournful ceremonies. They expel to the people a gilded ox covered with a black veil, in token of the grief of the goddehis (or the moon); for in Egypt the ox is the symbol of Osiris, and of the earth." Athor had temples in Egypt. Herodotus mentions "Athor-Baki," the city of Athor, which Strabo (I. 17.) and Diadorus (I. i.) render by the name of Aphroditopolis, the city of Venus. Aelian (De Anim. lib. i. c. 27.) speaking of Chufas, a town of the Hermopolitan nome, says, that in this town they worship Venus; and that a peculiar worship was also paid to the cow. He also informs us, that Isis, or the moon, was represented by the horns of the cow. Jabloncki, Pantheon Egypt. vol. i. Savary's Letters, vol. ii. p. 354—364.

ATHOS, in Geography, a famous mountain of Greece, in the Chaldic region of Macedonia, seated on a precipice, the coasts of which form the Sinus Stromonicus, or gulf of Contea, and the Sinus Siniticus, or gulf of Monte Sano, and joined to the land by an illusus about twelve leagues broad. The circuit of this precipice, and of the base of mount Athos, is commonly reckoned to contain about forty leagues. N. lat. 40° 10'. E. long. 24° 45'. This mountain consists of a chain of eminences or summits, seven or eight leagues long, and three or four broad, one of which attracts particular attention on account of its height and habitations, and is denominated Athos, Agioboros or holy mountain, and Monte Sano. Of its elevation very extravagant and incredible accounts have been given by some ancient writers. Mela reports, that it is so high as to reach above the clouds. Martianus Capella states that it was five miles high; and it was believed that no rain fell upon it, as the air ascended to the heights of its summit remained dry and undispirited. Plutarch and Pline have ascertained that it is a shadow, at the summer solstice, on the market-place of Myrina, the principal city of the island Lemnos. On this account, it is said, the inhabitants of the city erected a bronze cow at the termination of the shadow, on which was inscribed this verse:

"Athenia ait prionis mundi summa; steei."

"Half Lemnos, call both Athos' shadow hide."

According to Pline, the distance between the foot of mount Athos and the island of Lemnos was 8480 paces; and according to Delphi (Obit. lib. i. c. 25.), eight leagues. The Greeks, mindful of the singular situation and towering aspect of this mountain, erected upon it so many churches, monasteries, and hermitages, that it became almost wholly inhabited by devotees; and this circumstance gave occasion to its being denominated "the holy mountain," which it still retains, though many of the consecrated buildings are decayed. Among modern travellers, there is a considerable difference of opinion about its height: some make it thirty miles in circumference, and two in perpendicular elevation; and add, that it may be travelled over in three days, and seen at the distance of ninety miles: others rate the altitude of its conical summit at 3300 feet. The cold on its summit is extreme; nevertheless it abounds with many different kinds of plants and trees, particularly the pine and fir, and it supplies a multitude of springs and streams. Its variety of monasteries and churches gives it a picturesque appearance. It is now inhabited by Calories, a fort of Greek monks, of the order of St. Basil, who never marry, and fare hardly, as they abstain from flesh, and habit chiefly on olives pickled when they are ripe. Their number is reckoned about 6000, and they inhabit several parts of the mountain, on which are twenty-four monasteries, raised to the height of five or six stories, and surrounded with high walls, flanked with towers, and guarded with artillery against the assaults of banditti and robbers. They are much respected by the Turks, and receive alms from them. They have the character of being very indolent, and they clothe themselves like hermits. They had formerly several valuable Greek manuscripts, and employed themselves in writing copies of the Greek Testament (see Alexandria Manuf.); but they are now become so illiterate, that they can scarcely read or write.

As the sea on this coast is very tempestuous, and the Perisan fleet had suffered shipwreck in doubling this promontory, Xerxes is said, for preventing a similar disalter, to have cut a passage through the mountain of sufficient width, to admit two galleys, with three banks of oars each, to pass in front: by these means he favored from the continent the cities of Dion, Olyphusus, Acrotoon, Thybros, and Cleone. Before he began his works, he is said to have written a letter, addressed to the mountain, in the following terms: "Athos, thou proud and aspiring mountain, that liftest up thy head to the skies, I advise thee not to be so audacious, as to put rocks and stones in the way of my workmen: if thou dost oppose me, I will cut thee entirely down, and throw thee entirely into the sea." Modern travellers inform us, that they perceive no trace of this work; and many of them are of Juvenal's opinion:

"Perforatus Athos, et quiequid Gracia mendax."

Andet in historia.

Dinocrates, an architect in the suit of Alexander, proposed to this conqueror to perpetuate his memory by forming

H h
ing a statue of this mountain, holding in one hand a city, and representing a river as flowing from the other. But the extravagant proposal was not accepted.

ATHOTIS, or Ptolemy, in Biography, king of Thesben, and according to the practice of the early ages, priest and physician, is said to have cultivated, and written on anatomy. The precise time in which he lived is not known, though supposed to be about 2000 years before the birth of Chrīst.

ATHULLA, in Entomology, a very little species of Papilio (Nymph. Phal. Gmel.) found in the northern parts of Ruflia. The wings are fuscous, dotted with black, the lower ones white on the under side, dotted with black, and marked with two fuscous bands. This is Papilio Phaele of Esper, and belongs to the family Saturi in the Fabrician System. Ofb. Papilio Athulua minor of Esper, Pup. p. 89, is a variety of the Papilio Dictyna of Fabricius.

ATHWART, in Navigation, is synonymous with acroos the line of the course.

ATHWART the fore-foot, is a phrase that denotes the flight of a cannon-ball from one ship across the course of another, to intercept the latter, and oblige her to shorten sail, that the former may come near enough to examine her.

ATHWART-hoof, expresses the situation of a ship, when she is driven by wind or tide, or any other accident, across the fore-part of another.

ATHWART-ships, reaching across the ships from one side to the other.

ATHY, in Geography, a town of the county of Kildar, near the borders of the Queen's county, 32 miles from Dublin, at which the affizes are held alternately with Nass. It is situated on the river Barrow, which is navigable hence to the sea, and which a branch of the grand canal from Dublin to the Shannon meets at this town. It was founded in the twelfth century, on account of a ford over the river; and became of importance as a port, and sometimes as a frontier town of the English pale, in thedimensions which harassed the country for many centuries, whilst the old towns of Ardree and Ardfeil in its neighbourhood gradually decayed; and the position of either can now only be ascertained from a Danish rath, and some ruins. It was early granted the immunities of a merchant or market town, being mentioned as such in a statute of Henry VI; and it was made a borough by James I. in 1615, in consequence of which two members were returned to parliament previously to the union, under the patronage of the duke of Leinster.

Athy contained 550 houses in 1793, of which 160 were flatted and built of lime and stone, and 390 thatched cabins; the population of which might be estimated at about 3500.

There were at that time no manufactories which deflected the name, notwithstanding the advantages derived from the canal; and the unhappy state of that part of the country since gives too much reason to suppose that no improvement has yet taken place. The exports from the neighbouring country to Dublin, by the canal, consisted of coals, corn, flour, butter, and potatoes, to the amount of above 26,000 pounds per annum. N. lat. 52° 51', W. long. 7° 1'. Anthol. Hibern. vol. I. Dr. Beautour's Map and Memoir.

ATHYNA, a small town of Hungary, in Slavonia proper, and county of Pofega, beyond the Drave.

ATI, or ATT, a small canton of Africa, in Guinea, upon the Golden Coast, north of Fantiu, and to the call of Ambiboro.

ATIA. See Ondu et Atia.

ATIBAR, a name given by the inhabitants of the kingdom of Gago, in Africa, to gold-dust; from which word the Europeans, and especially the French, have composed the word tiber, which also signifies gold-dust among those who trade in that commodity.

ATICHY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Oise, and chief place of a canton in the district of Noyon, eight miles east of Compiegne.

ATICK-OM-AISHISH, in Ornithology, the name by which the species of Oasia Houlsonia is known in Hudson's bay. Latham. Sonnini, in his "Additions à l'Histoire Naturelle de Buffon," adopts the first part of this long denomination, Atick, as the name of this species. See Houdsonia Oasia.

ATIENZA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Old Castile, with an ancient castle, situate among the mountains called "Sierra d'Atienza," between Sigueneça and Borgo d'Olima.

ATIMIA, infancy or disgrace, in Antiquity, a punishment among the Athenians, inflicted for various crimes. A person suffered this punishment, when, retaining his property, he was deprived of some privilege, enjoyed in common with other citizens: and also, when he suffered a temporary deprivation of the privilege of free citizens, and his goods were confiscated. Those who were indebted to the public treasury, till their debts were paid, incurred this penalty. Also, when the criminal and his pohterity were deprived of every right of a free citizen. This was incurred by thòse who were guilty of theft or piracy, or other similar offenses. Infamous persons were not allowed to give evidence.

ATINGA, in Ethnology, a species of Didon, of an oblong form, and beft with rounded spines. Gmelin, &c. In Mol. Ad. Fr. it is described as ohracion dioon corpore spines unique armato; and in Amoen. Ac. ohracion concanoblongus, aècles unique longis tectiformibus, in primis in lateribus. It is called by Maregræva guanajues atinga, and is Patinga, or poifon armé of French writers. In England it is known by the name of porcupine fih.

This species lives in the American seas, and about the cape of Good Hope: and keeps the shores for the sake of its food, which consists of crabs and saltaceous vermes or shell-fish. The length rather exceeds twelve inches; the body is compressed at the sides, and blunt; the back rather broad, round, and dusky; belly broad, long, white, and spotted all over with black. The head is small, broad above, and rather compressed on the sides; eyes large, iris yellow; nostrils simple and tubular; mouth narrow; upper jaw rather longeft, and angular in the middle; finç yellow, spotted with black; margin brownish, and the rays ramone. This creature has the power of dilating its body, and erecting its spines at pleasure. It is usually taken in nets, but will also take bait, which is commonly the tail of a crab, fastened on the hook. The flesh is edible; but if the relation of Plio may be depended upon, it should be prepared for the table with the utmost caution; he tells us that the gall is very poisonous, and that should the flesh become impregnated with it (which must be the cafe if the gall-bladder burst in gutting the fish), the most dangerous consequences might ensue to those who eat of it; the fenes of the afflicted persons fail, their limbs become languid, and their tongue immovable, cold sweats succeed, and in this state they die, unless some speedy remedy be applied.

Gmelin deems ohracion holocanthus aècles capitis colloque longioribus Lin. Syll. Nat. and filhix alter of Willughby, to be a variety of the preceding species; it is distinguished by having the spines of the head and neck longer than in the other.

ATINGACU CANUCU, in Ornithology, the name afiigned by Maregræva in "The History of Brazil," Ray, Willughby,
ATHIGACU
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of reflects the condition of the bed of the Atlantic, from lat. 25° south upwards to the pole, to the conclusion of these enormous mists of water. The bare inspection of a map, he says, is sufficient to show that this vast.space was hollowed by the impression of water: the protrusion from cape Raso to the river of the Amazons, or La Plata, in south America, corresponding with the incision on the African side, from the river of Congo to cape Palmas; and the African protrusion from the limits of Gibraltar to cape Palmas, answering to the immense cavity between New York and cape St. Roque. The preclusion of such vast tracks of land cannot appear improbable, adds this author, when we consider the shock it must have received, and the enormous load with which it was charged. Nor are such preclusion and abstraction unsupposed, since we have had frequent instances of mountains swallowed up, and some very lately in Calabria. Irish Trans. vol. vi. p. 288. See Ocean.

ATLANTIDES, in Astronomy, a denomination given to the Pleiades, or seven stars, sometimes also called virgins. They are thus called, as being supported by the poets, to have been the daughters either of Atlas, or his brother, Neptune, who were translated into heaven. See Atlas.

ATLANTIS, in Antiquity, an island spoken of by Plato, and many other writers, under some extraordinary circumstances; and rendered famous by a controversy among the moderns, concerning its place and existence. The island took its name from Atlas, Neptune’s eldest son, who, they tell us, succeeded his father in the government of it.

The most distinct account of this celebrated country is given us in Plato’s Timæus and Critias; which amounts, in a few words, to what follows. “The Atlantis was a large island in the Western ocean, situated before, or opposite to, the limits of Gades. Out of this island there was an easy passage into some others, which lay near a large continent, exceeding all Libya and Asia. Neptune settled in this island, which he distributed among his ten sons; to the youngest fell the extremity of the island called Gadir, which in the language of the country signifies fertile, or abundant in fields. The descendents of Neptune reigned here from father to son, for a great number of generations, in the order of primogeniture, during the space of 9000 years. They also possessed several other islands; and passing into Europe and Africa, subdued all Libya as far as Egypt, and all Europe to Africa Minor. At length the island sunk under water; and, for a long time afterwards, the sea thereabouts was full of flats and shelves.”

This island was 30,000 stadia in length, and 2000 in breadth; it was in a very high degree fertile and productive, abounding with pasture and arable, and in metals and trees. The northern part of it had various mountainous, which were floored with villages and magnificent habitations. The inhabitants were numerous and powerful, and distinguished both by arts and arms. It was governed by ten archons, who, in their respective districts, adhered to established customs, and were invested with the power of life and death over their subjects. This federative republic was established, according to Plato in a dialogue of which only a fragment remains, by a law derived from Neptune himself its first founder, engraved upon a column and placed in a temple. Assemblies were held alternately every five years, in which all public affairs were the subjects of deliberation. The offences of citizens were examined by the archons and punished according to the degree of their aggravation. Plato in this dialogue has recited severall ceremonies which were observed by the archons in the exercise of their legislative and judicial offices.

The actual existence and local situation of the Atlantic island has given occasion to many different opinions. The reality of Plato’s Atlantis has had many advocates. Buffon (Nat. Hist. by Smellie, vol. i. p. 507), after citing the passage relating to it from Plato’s Timæus, adds; “this ancient tradition is not devoid of probability. The lands swallowed up by the waters, were, perhaps, those which united Ireland to the Azores, and the Azores to the continent of America, for in Ireland there are the same foils, the same fæa-bodies, as appear in America, and some of them are found in no other part of Europe.”

M. Bailly, in his “Lettres sur l’Atlantide de Platon, &c.” published at Paris, in 1779, 8vo., maintains the existence of the Atlantides, and their island Atlantis, by the authorities of Homer, Sanchonathan, and Didorus Siculus, in addition to that of Plato. In proof of the opinion that Plato’s account of the Atlantic island is not a fiction of his own devising, a late writer (see Taylor’s translation of the Cratylus, Phædo, Parmenides, and Timæus of Plato, 1797) alleges the following relation of one Marcellus who wrote an history of Ethiopian affairs, according to Proclus in Tim. p. 55. “That such and so great an island once existed is evinced by those who have composed histories of things relative to the external sea; for they relate that in their times there were seven islands in the Atlantic sea sacred to Proserpine; and besides these, three others of an immense magnitude, one of which was sacred to Plato, another to Ammon, and another, which is the middle of these, and is of a thousand stadia, to Neptune. And besides this, that the inhabitants of this last island preferred the memory of the prodigious magnitude of the Atlantic island as related by their ancestors, and of its governing for many periods all the islands in the Atlantic sea: and such is the relation of Marcellus in his Ethiopic history.”

The learned Rudbeck, professor in the university of Upsal, in an express treatise, intituled, “Atlantica, sive Manichaei,” maintains, very strenuously, that Plato’s Atlantis is Sweden and Norway; and attributes to his country whatever the ancients have said of their Atlantis or Atlantic island.

M. Bailly (ubi supra, letter 24), after citing many ancient testimonies which concur in placing this famous life in the north, quotes that of Plutarch, who confirms these testimonies by a circumstantial description of the life of Ogygia, or the Atlantis, which he represents as situated in the north of Europe, and as having near it three islands more, in one of which the inhabitants of the country say, that Saturn is kept prisoner by Jupiter. Thrice four islands may, as M. Bailly conjectures, be Iceland, Greenland, Spitzberg, and Nova Zembla, or some others nearer the Pole. He contends the opinion of Rudbeck as not conformable with the account of Plato, who represents the Atlantis as an island, which Sweden is not. Adhering still to his judgment, M. Bailly, perfused by a variety of plausible circumstances, which he has ingeniously combined, places that famous island among those of the Frozen Ocean. In this he is strongly seconded by Plutarch, who tells us that the Atlantis is in a region where “the fun during a whole summer month is scarcely an hour below the horizon, and where that short night had its darkness diminished by a twilight.” This, it may be said, is a palpable indication of a northern climate; but how is this situation reconcilable with the fertility of the soil, the mildness of the air, particularly the fruit called the columns of Hercules, which Plutarch and Plato mention among the circumstances pertaining to the abode
ahode of the Atlantis? how is it also possible to conceive astronomy cultivated in a frozen and cloudy region, where the observations of the heavenly bodies must have been inconvenient and impracticable? These difficulties, lays our fanciful author, cannot be removed without supposing a change of air and climate in those regions by the gradual cooling of the earth, and its progressive motion towards universal conglomeration. Such is the "fairytale" of this learned and ingenuous author. Sir W. Jones, the learned president of the Asiatic Society, in his elaborate account of the Persians (Atlantic Ref. vol. ii. p. 4.),forgetless that one may consider "Iran" as the ancient India, for to the Greeks and Arabs it would have called it: or at least as the noblest peninsula in this habitable globe; and he adds, "if M. Bailly had fixed on it as the Asiatic of Plato, he might have supported his opinion with far stronger arguments than any that he has adduced in favour of Nova Zembla. If the account indeed, of the Atlante," says this writer, "the not surely an Egyptian or an Utopian fable, I should be more inclined to place them in Iran than in any region with which I am acquainted."

Others will have America to be the Atlantis; and hence infer that the new world was not unknown to the ancients: but what Plato says, does by no means support this supposition. America should rather seem to be the vast continent beyond the Atlantis, and the other islands mentioned by Plato.

Kircher, in his Mundus Subterraneus; and Beckman, in his History of Islands, chap. v. advance the most probable opinion, if the reality of this island be admitted.—The Atlantis, according to them, was a large island which extended from the Canaries to the Azores; and these islands are the remains thereof not swallowed up by the sea.

AtlanTis, New, is the name of a fictitious, philosophical commonwealth, of which a description has been given by Lord Bacon.

The New Atlantis is supposed to be an island in the South-sea, to which the author was driven in a voyage from Peru to Japan. The composition is an ingenious fable, formed after the manner of the Utopia of Sir Thomas More, or Campanella's City of the Sun. Its chief design is to exhibit a model or description of a college, instituted for the interpretation of nature, and the production of great and marvellous works, for the benefit of men, under the name of Solomon's house, or the college of the six days work. Thus much, at least, is finished; and with great beauty and magnificence. The author also proposes a frame of laws, or of the civil state or of a commonwealth: but this part is not executed. Bae. Works, tom. iii. p. 235.

ATLAS, in Biography and Mythology, an ancient king of Mauritania, the son of Uranus and brother of Prometheus, who is said to have lived about the time of Moses, or about 1582 years B.C. He is represented as having been an excellent astronomer, as an observer of the stars, and as the inventor of the sphere. The poets have exhibited him as bearing the heavens on his shoulders, and thus he is seen in the famous statue at the Farnese palace in Rome; and one of them represents him as groaning under the burden, on account of the multitude of gods whom superintendence had placed in this elevated mansion. He was metamorphosed into a mountain for his inhospitality to Perseus. His daughters, it is said, were transformed into stars, in conmemoramion of his astronomical talents and observations; seven of them forming the Pleiades, and the other seven the Hyades.

ATLAs, in Geography, a celebrated mountain or rather chain of mountains, in Africa, which is so high, that it seems to bear the heavens. Hence the fable, in which Atlas, the king of this country, is said to bear the heavens on his shoulders.

The ancients, however, ascribed to this mountain a magnitude and an elevation to which it has no claim; as it can no where stand in competition with the Alps or the Apennines. They seem to have confounded it as one high mountain, not as a ridge. Thus Pliny (l. c. 1. Text.) describes it as a detached mountain, rising from the sands to a great height on the shores of the ocean to which it gave its name; and yet, in the same chapter, he represents it as a range padded by Sustonius Paulinus on his progress to the Niger. Strabo (l. xi. Text.) mentions its being called Dyris, (Ice Atlas) by the ancients, and as being beyond the pillars of Hercules, on turning to the left or south. Dr. Shaw (Trav. p. 5.) represents it as a remarkable chain of eminences, which sometimes borders upon the Sahara, and sometimes lies within the Tell. He adds, "that if we conceived, in an easy ascent, a number of hills, usually of the perpendicular height of 4, 5, or 600 yards, with a succession of several groves, and ranges of fruit and forest trees, growing one behind another, upon them; and if to this prospect we sometimes add a rocky precipice of stupendous eminence, and more difficult ascent, and place upon the side, or summit of it, a mud-walled Dashkrah of the Kabyle, we shall then have a just and lively picture of mount Atlas, without giving the least credit to the nocturnal flames, the melodious sounds, or lascivious revels of such imaginary beings, as Pliny, Solum, and others, have in a peculiar manner attributed to it."

According to some modern accounts, this ridge divides the kingdom of Algiers from the Biskuldergir, or its direction is south-west and north-east; and therefore it may be considered as extending from Cape Geer in a north-east direction, and giving source to many rivers flowing north and south, till it terminates in the kingdom of Tunis. This main ridge in some places may present a double chain, and in others diverge its branches. Its structure towards the western extremity is granite and primitive. M. Lemprevre, in his journey to Morocco, seems to have clearly ascertained the range of Atlas. The town of Santa Cruz lands near its furthest extremity; while Tarudant, to which he passes through an open plain, lies on the south of the Atlas. Hence it appears, that Cape Geer is its termination, or the great Atlas of Ptolemy, while the smaller Atlas is a branch extending towards Safir or Cape Cantin; and another branch, now called the Leifer Atlas, reaches to Tangier. According to Clericr (Pretend State of Morocco, vol. i. p. 13.), Mount Atlas is the eastern boundary of all the western provinces of Morocco. He represents it as formed by an endless chain of lofty eminences, divided into different countries, inhabited by a multitude of tribes, whose ferocity permits no stranger to approach. He professes to be unable to describe these mountains accurately; but adds, that nothing would be more interesting to the curiosity of the philosopher, or conducing more to the improvement of our knowledge in Natural History, than a journey over mount Atlas. The climate, though extremely cold in winter, is very healthy and pleasant, the valleys are well cultivated, abound in fruits, and are diversified with forests and plentiful springs; the streams of which, uniting at a little distance, form great rivers, and lose themselves in the ocean. According to the reports of the Moors, there are many quarries of marble, granite, and other valuable stones, in these mountains; and it is probable, there are also mines, but the inhabitants have no idea of working them. "
of these riches: they consider their liberty, which their situation enables them to defend, as the most inclined of all creatures.

As the province of Morocco lies to the west of mount Atlas, part of the ancient Numidide, called the kingdom of Tafiket, situate in a sandy plain, lies to the east: and from Morocco to this province, there is no road but by crofing one of the extremities of the Atlas, either by the side of the province of Sus, or by that of Fer; the latter road, being left sultry than the other, is most frequented.

Atlas, in Anatomy, the name of the first vertebra of the neck, which supports the head. See VERTEBRA, and Skeleton.

Atlas, in Commerce, a silk fattia manufactured in the East Indies. It must be owned that the manufacture of this silk is wonderful, especially of the flowered satijes; in which the gold and silk are wrought together in such a manner, as no workman in Europe can imitate; yet they are far from having that fine glossy and lustre, which the French know how to give their silks.

In the Chinese manufactures of this sort, they eold paper on one side with gold leaf, then cut it into long slips, and weave it into their silk, which makes them with very little cost look very rich and fine. The same long slips are twisted or turned about silk threads to artificially, as to look finer than gold thread, though it be of no great value.

Atlas, in Entomology, a species of Phalena, belonging to the Bombyx tribe. The wings are falted or hooked, yellow-brown and varied; a transparent spot in the middle of each wing, with a smaller one next that on the anterior pair. Linn. Fabr. &c.

Phalena Atlas is the largest insect of the moth tribe hitherto discovered, and is indeed a gigantic creature. The species is common in China, but is not peculiar to that country, being found in other parts of Asia, and in America. The influence of climate may be easily traced in the varieties from different countries; that from Surinam is the largest, and of the deepest colours. The Chinese kind is the next in size; the colours incline to orange, and the anterior wings are more falted or hooked at the ends; there are two other Asiatic varieties known, that are still smaller, and have the wings extremely falted.

The larva of Phalena Atlas is figured by M. Merian in her Insecta Surinamensia, Plate 52; it is about four inches in length, green, with a yellow stripe disposed longitudinally. Upon each segment are four distinct round tubercles, of a coral-like orange colour, which are surrounded with very delicate hairs. The pupa is large, and is inclosed in a web of an ochraceous colour. The silk of this web is of a strong texture, and it has been imagined, if woven, would be superior in durability to that of the common silk-worm. Seba has also represented the larva, (f. 1. pl. 57, vol. iv.), in his Thesaurus Nature. It is figured by him nearly six inches in length, and bulky in proportion; the Phalena or Moth is also larger than that figured by Merian, which is a small specimen of the Surinam kind. According to Merian, there are three broods of this insect in a year; they are very common, and feed on the orange trees. Linnaeus says, that they adhere so tenaciously to the leaves, that they can scarcely be taken off. An opinion has been long prevalent, that the web of this insect might easily be manufactured into a very durable silk; and it certainly admits of doubt whether the Chinese do not actually rear the moth for this purpose. Silk is an important article in China, and other Eastern countries, where the use of linen is little known; the Jesuit missionaries mention several sorts in use among the Chinese, some of which is admired for its beauty, and others for durability; these kinds are probably the produce of different insects, and Phalena Atlas may be of that number. Lefter and Lyonet, in their "Theologie des Insectes," say, that at this day there are to be found in China, in the province of Canton, silk worms in a wild state, which, without any care being taken of them, make in the woods a kind of silk, which the inhabitants afterwards gather from the trees; it is grey, without lustre, and is used to make a very thick and strong cloth, named there Kien Tekleon; and by some European naturalists, it is imagined to be the product of this very species." Vide Donov. Inf. China (Atlas). We shall again resume this subject under the articles Phalena, Silk-worms, &c. in treating of those analogous creatures which produce a silk of such strength or beauty as to be useful, or promise to become so, in the concerns of man: a subject this that highly merits consideration; and which we shall endeavour to elucidate as copiously and accurately, as the magnitude and importance of the articles demand.

Atlas, a species of Scarabaeus, found in South America. The thorax is armed with three horns, the middle one of which is very short; horn on the head recurved. Linn. and Fabr. Ent. Syll.

Atlas Amboineus (Papilio f.), a name given by some Entomological writers to the Linnean Papilio Priumus. Muf. petrop. 644. &c.

Atlas is also a title given to books of universal geography, containing maps of the known parts of the world; as if they were viewed from the top of that celebrated mountain, which the ancients esteemed the highest in the world; or rather on account of their holding the whole world like Atlas. The same name is given to maps of the stars.

A TL E N B U R G, or ALTENBURG, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Lower Saxony, and duchy of Lauenburg, on the Elbe; four miles west of Lauenburg.

ALTLITA, in Entomology, a species of Papilio found in the East Indies. This butterfly is indented, brown, plofed with blue; beneath fulvous, with undulated glaucous flares, and five blind eye-shaped spots. Fabrises and Donov. Inf. India. Gmelin has overlooked this species in his Syll. Nat.

ATLITES, a name under which the species of Papilio LAEMEDIA, was at first described in Amon. Acad. 6. p. 407. 72.

ATMOSPHERE, formed of όηνος, υάμπουρ, and ςαράξα, a sphere, an appendage of our earth; consisting of a thin, fluid, elastic substance, called air, which surrounds the terrestrial globe to a considerable height, gravitates towards its centre, on its surface, is carried along with it round the sun, and partakes of all its motions both annual and diurnal. By atmosphere is understood the whole mias, or asblage of ambient air: though among some of the more accurate writers, the atmosphere is restrained to that part of the air next the earth, which receives vapours and exhalations, and refracts the rays of light. The farther or higher spaces, though perhaps not wholly delitue of air, are supposed to be filled by a finer fluid called ether, and are hence called ethereal regions.

For the nature, composition, properties, and different states and uses of the atmosphere, see Air, the sequel of this article, Eudiometer, and Eudiometry; where this subject will be treated of at large as its importance requires.

A late eminent author considers the atmosphere as a large chemical,
chemical vessel, wherein the matter of all the kinds of sublunary bodies is copiously floating; and thus exposed to the continual action of that immense furnace the sun, whence proceed innumerable operations, sublimations, separations, compositions, digestions, fermentations, putrefactions, &c.

We have a large apparatus of instruments, contrived for indicating and measuring the state and alterations of the atmosphere; as Anemometers, Barometers, Eudiometers, Hygrometers, Manometers, Thermometers, &c.

Atmosphere, Electricity of the. Decide those large quantities of the electric matter, with which the clouds are charged in a thunder-storm, it has been observed, firrly by M. Monnier in 1752, and afterwards repeatedly and with peculiar attention by others, particularly by the abbé Mazens in 1753, and Mr. Kenny, that the atmosphere is never wholly deliquescent of the electrical fluid. A person electrified negatively may satisfy himself of this, by extending his arm in the open air, and presenting a long sharp needle with its point upwards; for the electric matter collected from the remote air will appear luminous, as it converges to the point of the needle. Mr. Canton's balls are likewise an excellent contrivance for the same purpose, and may be made use of, not only for determining the electricity of the atmosphere in general, but the positive or negative quality of it. According to this ingenious philosopher, delicate atmospheric air, when heated, becomes negatively electric; and when cooled, the electricity is of the positive kind, even when the air is not permitted to expand or contract; and the expansion or contraction of atmospheric air occasions changes in its electrical state.

But no electrician, in the earlier stage of this science, conducted his observations in this way with greater accuracy and farther pursued them, than S. Bocca \*\*\*. (See "Bec\*\*\*caro's Essay on Atmospheric Electricity, annexed to the English translation of his "Electricity," p. 421, &c.) From him we learn, that the atmosphere discovers no figs of electricity in windy and clear weather, nor in moist weather without rain, nor when the sky is covered with dense and black clouds with a slow motion; but he always observed a moderate, though interrupted electricity, for the most part of the positive kind, in a clear sky, when the weather was calm; and in rainy weather without lightening, a little before the rain fell, and during the continuance of it, till the rain was almost over. The electricity of the atmosphere, according to Bocca, was always positive, during the day and in dry weather, but always negative, when a bright or serene atmosphere succeeded dark and moist weather. The quantity of atmospheric electricity was found to increase after the rising of the sun, and during his progress; and its augmentation was the more considerable, as the moisture of the air was diminished; but it decreased in the evening. In days equally dry, the degree of electricity at noon was proportional to the degree of heat; and in a serene atmosphere, with little wind, a considerable quantity of the electric matter commonly arose after fun-let, during the precipitation of dew. Thick fogs were observed, during their ascent into dry air, to carry with them a considerable quantity of the electric matter. And the electricity was stronger, as his rods were larger, and the fogs, which were extended and inflated in the open air, were longer.

Mr. Cavallo (Complete Treatise on Electricity, vol. ii. p. 43, ed. 4.) deduces the following conclusions from his experiments and observations on this subject; viz. that there is in the atmosphere at all times a quantity of electric matter—that the electricity of the atmosphere, and of fogs, is always positive—that, in general, the strongest electricity is observable in thick fogs, and also in frowly weather; and the weakest, when it is cloudy and warm, and rain approaches—that it does not seem to be less by night than in the day—and that the electricity is stronger in places more elevated than those that are lower; and therefore, according to this rule, if it may be extended to any distance from the earth, the electricity in the higher regions of the atmosphere must be exceedingly strong. Mr. Read, in his "Summary View of the Spontaneous Electricity of the Earth and Atmosphere," observes, that the electricity of the atmosphere in moderate weather, was always found to be positive; in storms and disturbed states of the air, frequently negative; and suddenly and repeatedly changing from one state to the other. Warm small rain was found to be very slightly electric; large drops, strongly; hail showers, the most intensely of all. In an easterly wind of long continuance, and reckoned unhealthful, the electricity was so faint, as to require the needle of all known tellis for discovering its existence. The vapours of water, as soon as it had attained the height of five or six inches of inflation in the air, was found to be permanently and positively electrified; and the surface from which it evaporated, negatively. Vapours have a greater capacity for electricity, or aborbs and requires more of this fluid, than water in its dense state; and therefore rarefaction must diminish, and condensation increase, the sensible electric charge of the vapour. Hence, in serene weather, the atmosphere is subject to a regular flux and reflux, or increase and diminution of electricity, twice in every twenty-four hours, depending on the action of the sun, and the consequent evaporation and state of the vapours. This diligent observer and judicious researcher further observes, that a limited portion of the earth's surface is often sensibly electrified; over it, there is always a proportion of the contrary electricity in the atmosphere; and when an electrified cloud is carried forward by wind, an equal and opposite electric charge keeps pace with it on the earth, till the two charges, becoming more augmented, or approaching nearer to one another, or meeting with some conducting eminence, rush together, and produce an explosion.

The subject of atmospheric electricity has engaged the particular attention of M. Saussure; and few persons have had more favourable opportunities for observing the phenomena that attend it, or possest a more extensive acquaintance with meteorology in general, for enabling him to illustrate these phenomena by apposite observations, than this author. He confirms the fact noticed by others, and previously known, that aerial electricity varies according to the situation, being generally strongest in elevated and inflated situations, and not observable under trees, in streets, houses, or enclosed places. But it is not so much the height, as the situation of the places, which determines the degree of electricity: for the projecting angle of a high hill will often exhibit a stronger electricity than the plain at the top of the hill, as there are fewer points in the former to deprive the air of its electricity. The intensity of the atmospheric electricity is subject to a great variety of changes, of which some depend on obvious circumstances and others are altogether inexplicable. The latter changes, according to M. Saussure, were sometimes the result of the succession, that he had not time to note their down. When rain falls without a storm, these changes are not so sudden; but with respect to the intensity of the electric force, they are very irregular; whilst the quality of it is more constant. Rain or snow almost always gives positive electricity. In cloudy weather, without rains or storms, the electricity generally follows the same laws as in serene weather. Its intensity
intensity is generally diminished by strong winds, which
blend the different flrata of the atmosphere, cause them to
fumble towards the ground, and thus distribute the electricity
uniformly between the earth and the air. M. Sauflire
has observed a strong electricity, with a strong north wind.
In foggy weather, the electricity is the strongest, unless the
fog is about to be diffused into rain. The various modific-
ations of electricity in the atmosphere are observed with
the greatest advantage in serene weather. M. Sauflire
found, in winter and in such weather, that the electricity
was generally weakest in the evening, when the dew had
fallen, and so continued till sun-rise; afterwards its intensity
augmented by degrees, sometimes sooner and sometimes
later: but usually before noon it attained a certain maximum,
from which it again declined till the fall of the dew, when
it would be sometimes stronger than it had been during the
whole day; after which it would again gradually decrease
during the whole night; but it was never quite destroyed
in weather perfectly serene. Hence it may be inferred
that atmospheric electricity, like the water of the ocean,
is subject to a flux and reflux, which produce an increase
and diminution twice in twenty-four hours. The moments
of its greatest force are some hours after the rising and set-
ting of the sun; and those in which it is weakest precede
its rising and setting. Of this periodical flux, M. Sauflire
has given a remarkable instance, deduced from his observa-
tions in an extraordinary degree of heat, and at an elevation
of sixty feet above the level of the lake of Geneva. From
the refutation of eighteen of these observations, made during
three successive days, when the sky was quite serene, we
learn, that the electricity was pretty strong at nine in the
morning; that from this time it gradually decreased till
about six in the evening, which was its first minimum; after
which it increased again till eight, its second maximum;
and then gradually declined till six in the morning, which
was the period of its second minimum; after which, it
again increased till ten in the morning, which was the first
maximum of the following day: but as this day was cloudy,
its periods were less regular. The electricity of serene
weather is less easily observed in summer than in winter.
In summer, if the ground has been dry for some days, and
the air is also dry, the electricity increases from the rising
of the sun, till three or four in the afternoon, when it is
strongest; it then decreases till the dew begins to fall,
when it again increases; but after this it declines and is
almost reduced to nothing during the night. However,
the serene days that succeed rainy weather in summer gene-
nerally exhibit the fame diurnal periods or flates of electricity,
with those that are observable in winter. The electricity
of the air is invariably positive in serene weather, both in
winter and summer, in the day and in the night, in the sun
and in the dew. Hence it should seem, that the electricity
of the air is essentially positive; and that whenever it ap-
pears to be negative, as in particular rains or storms, this
state is produced by some clouds which have been exposed
to the prelacies of the electric fluid contained in the upper
part of the atmosphere, or to more elevated clouds that
have discharged a part of their fluid upon the earth, or
upon other clouds. M. Sauflire, having collected thef and
familiar phenomena, as the result of numerous and repeated
observations, instituted a set of experiments on evaporation,
in order to investigate and aferent their cause. These
our limits will not allow us to detail; but the general result
was, that evaporation, which seems to be the vehicle that
carrys electric matter into the atmosphere, from china and
silver always produces negative electricity; and from iron
and copper, generally positive electricity; and hence it may
be inferred, that electricity is positive with those bodies that
are capable of decomposing water, or of being decomposed
themselves by their contact with the water; and negative,
with all those which are not at all decomposed or altered.
As to the producing causes or sources of atmospheric electricity,
we may observe in general, that they may be
reduced to four, viz. friction, evaporation, heat and cold,
and condensation and expansion: and with respect to the
changes and modifications to which the atmospheric electricity
is continually subject, they may be attributed to the
operation of the various causes that produce it, and to
the chemical processes that are constantly carried on by
means of the various ingredients that compose the atmo-
sphere. M. Volta (Phil. Trans. vol. lxxii. p. 32), in
reference to this subject observes, that as the vapours on their
condensing lose part of their latent heat, on account of their
capacity being diminished, they part with some electric
fluid. Hence (he says) originates the positive electricity
which is always more or less predominant in the atmosphere,
when the sky is clear, viz. at that height where the vapours
begin to be condensed. Accordingly the atmospheric electricity
is stronger in fogs, in which case the vapours are more condensed, so as to be almost reduced to drops, and is still stronger when these fogs become clouds. In
accounting for clouds, negatively electrified, he supposes that
when a cloud, positively electrified, has been once formed, its
sphere of action is extended a great way round, so that if
another cloud comes within that sphere, its electric fluid,
according to the well known laws of electric atmospheres,
must retire to the parts of it which are motl remote from
the first cloud: and from thence the electric fluid may be
communicated to other clouds, or vapours, or terrestrial
prominences: thus, a cloud may be electrified negatively,
which cloud may, after the same manner, occasion a positive
electricity in another cloud, &c. This explains not only
the negative electricity, which is often obtained from the
atmosphere in cloudy weather; and the frequent changes
from positive to negative electricity, and contrarywise, in
stormy weather; but also the waving motion observed in
the clouds, and the hanging down of them, so nearly to
touch the earth. For an account of the instruments that
are used for discovering and estimating the electricity of the
atmosphere, see Collector, Condenser, Conductors,
and Electrometer: and for further observations on this
subject, see also Electricity, Evaporation, Light-
ning, Rain, Vapour, &c.

Atmosphere, Figure of the. The atmosphere envelopes
all parts of the surface of our globe; if therefore both the
one and the other continued at rest, and were not endowed
with a diurnal motion round their axis, then the atmosphere
would be exactly spherical, according to all the laws of
gravity; for all the points of the surface of a fluid in a state
of rest, must be equally removed from its center. But the
earth and the ambient atmosphere are invested with a diurnal
motion, which carries both the one and the other round
their axis: and the different parts of both having a centri-
fugal force, the tendency of which is more considerable, and
that of the centripetal lbs., as the parts are more remote
from the axis; the figure of the atmosphere must become
an oblate spheroid, because the parts that correspond to the
equator are farther removed from the axis, than the parts
which correspond to the poles.

Besides, the figure of the atmosphere must represent such
a spheroid, because the sun strikes more directly on the air
which encompasses the equator, and is comprehended be-
tween the two tropics, than on that which pertains to the
polar regions. Whence it follows, that the mass of air, or
part of the atmosphere, adjoining to the poles, being less
heated, cannot expand so much, nor reach so high. Never-
theless,
the force which contributes to elevate the air, diminishes the pressure on the surface of the earth, higher columns of it at any near the equator, all other circumstances being the same, may not be heavier than those that are lower at or near the poles.

Mr. Kirwan (Irish Trans. for 1786, p. 61.), stating the height of the mercury in the barometer on the level of the sea, indicating the natural state of the atmosphere, to be thirty inches under the equator and under the poles, observes, that in order to produce this state, the weight of the atmosphere must be everywhere equal at the surface of the sea; and as the weight of the atmosphere proceeds from its density and height, this equality of weight requires that the atmosphere should be lowest where its density is greatest, and highest where its density is least. These extremes of density take place in the equatorial and polar regions. Under the equator, the centripetal force, the distance from the centre of the earth, and the heat are all at their maximum; in the vicinity of the poles, on the contrary, they are at their minimum. From this reasoning it follows, that the atmosphere must be highest under the equator, and lowest under the poles, with several intermediate gradations. Kirwan supposes the rarefaction of the atmosphere in the polar regions to proceed from the more boralis and australis, which he takes to be a combustion of inflammable air, caused by electricity; and as this air is lighter than any other, it consequently occupies the highest regions of the atmosphere.

See Aurora, and Barometer.

Atmosphere. Weight and Pressure of the. The weight of the atmosphere, depending partly upon its height, and partly upon its density, and its consequent pressure, are properties that have been long ascertained by means of the ascent of mercury in the barometer, and of water in pumps, syphons, and other similar engines. (See Atmosphere, Height of.)

The density of the atmosphere may be easily estimated by comparing the weight of a column of atmospheric air with that of a corresponding column of quicksilver, or of water, by which it is counterbalanced. Upon this principle it has been found, that the pressure of the atmosphere sustains a column of quicksilver, in the tube of the barometer, of the height of about thirty inches; and hence it follows, that the whole pressure of the atmosphere is equal to the weight of a column of quicksilver, having an equal height, and about thirty inches in height. But as a cubical inch of quicksilver weighs about 8 oz. 1.453 grains; avoidingpoise, the weight of 30 cubical inches will be 15 pounds, nearly. Such, therefore, is the weight of the atmosphere on every square inch of surface. It has been also found, by pumps and other hydraulic engines, that the pressure of the atmosphere sustains a column of water from 34 to 35 feet, by 34.5 feet, high; and as a cubical inch of water weighs 9.25 grains, and a cubical foot 728.392 grains, nearly 1000 ounces avoidingpoise, or 62.4 pounds, the amount of the pressure of the atmosphere on a square foot will be 34.5 x 62.4, or 2156.25 pounds; and a square foot, containing 144 square inches, 2156.25 x 144, or nearly 15 pounds, will be its pressure on a square inch. Hence it follows, that if a man's body contains 15 square feet, which is near the truth, he will sustain a weight equal to 2156.25 x 15 = 32343.75 pounds, or about 14 tons, when the quicksilver in the barometer stands at 30 inches.

This pressure is so great, that it would be absolutely insupportable, and even fatal to us, if it were not equal in every part, and counterbalanced by the spring of some other elastic fluid within us, which is diffused through the whole body, and reacts with an equal force against the outward pressure. The nature of this internal elastic fluid is not clearly understood, nor indeed is its existence positively ascertained. But whatever it be, it is such as to counteract the weight of the atmosphere. However, if any considerable pressure be superposed to that of the air, as e.g. by descending into deep water, it is always felt in a greater or less degree (see Divinity), more especially when the change is sudden; and, on the other hand, if the pressure of the atmosphere be taken off by any part of the human body, as from the hand placed over the exhausted receiver of an air-pump, the weight of the superincumbent atmosphere is felt, and the fluid of the hand is thrust down, as it were by motion, into the globe. We might add, that the heat of our bodies transmits the air contiguously to their surfaces, and therefore a living animal does not sustain an equal atmospheric pressure with that of inanimate and cold substances. Moreover, as the earth's surface contains, in round numbers, 200,000,000 square miles, and every square mile 27,875,000 square feet, there must be 5,757,680,000,000,000 square feet on the earth's surface; which, multiplied by 2156.25 pounds, will give 12,022,760,000,000,000,000,000 for the pressure or weight of the whole atmosphere.

Mr. Cotes (Hydrostatical and Pneumatical Lects. p. 112) mentions the result of a computation which he made of the weight of all the air, which presses upon the whole surface of the earth; and he observes, that it is equal to the pressure of a globe of lead, nearly 60 miles in diameter. The computation proceeds upon these principles; that the weight of a column of air, reaching to the top of the atmosphere, is most commonly equal to a column of water, having the same bases, and the altitude of 33.5 feet; that the semidiameter of the earth is equal to 209,4555 feet; and that the specific gravity of water is to that of lead as 1000 to 11,525.

The difference of the weight of the atmosphere, and of its consequent pressure, at different times, and in different situations, is a circumstance that deserves our particular notice. This difference in the same situation arise from changes in the state of the atmosphere; and it chiefly occurs in places at some distance from the equator. It is indicated, and of course easily estimated, by the different height to which the mercury is raised in the barometer. As the greatest variation of the height of the mercury occupies a range of about 3 inches, or from 2889 to 2886 inches, or 2889 to 2886 of the whole range, a column of air of any affordable height, equal to the weight of a cylinder of mercury of the same base, and of the altitude of 3 inches, will be taken off from the pressure upon a body of an equal base, at such times as the mercury is three inches lower in the barometer; and therefore every square inch of the surface of our bodies is relieved upon at one time more than another, by a weight of air equal to that of three cubic inches of mercury. As this is about 1/4th of the whole quantity, the difference of the pressure, which the human body sustains at one time more than another, amounts to about 1 ton. The reason why we are not sensible of this pressure is explained in the following manner by Borellus, de Mot. nat. a grav. fac. prop. 29, &c.

After saying that food, perfectly rammed in a hard vessel, is not capable, by any means, of being penetrated or parted, not even by a wedge; and likewise that water, contained in a bladder compressed equally on all sides, cannot yield or give way in any part: he proceeds; "in like manner, within the skin of an animal is contained a diversity of parts, some hard, as bones; others soft, as muscles, nerves, membranes, &c.; some fluid, as blood, fat, &c. Now it is not possible the bones should be broke or displaced in the body, unless the weight lay heavier on one part than on another, as we sometimes
sometimes seen in porters. If the pressure be subdivided, so
that it lie equally all around, upwards, downwards, and side-
ways, and no part of the skin be exempt therefrom, it is
impossible any fracture or luxation should follow. The same
may be observed of the muscles and nerves; which though
soft, yet being composed of solid fibres, do naturally fulfill
each other, and refill the common weight. The same holds
of blood and other humour; and as water does not admit
any manifest condensation, so the animal humours contained
in their vessels may suffer an attrition from an impulse made
in one or more particular places, but can never be forced out
of their vessels by an universal compression. It follows, that
as none of the parts undergo either separation, luxation,
contusion or other change of situation; it is impossible
that any sense of pain should ensue, which can only be the
effect of a solution of continuity. This is confirmed by
what we see in divers," &c. See Diving.
The same is farther confirmed by Mr. Boyle, who,
including a young frog in a vessel half full of water, and in-
truding so much air that the water might sublinate eight times
the weight it otherwise would; yet the animal, notwithstanding
the great tenderness of its skin, did not seem at all
affected thereby.

Besides, it ought to be considered that the pressure of the
atmosphere is uniform and equal on all parts of the body;
and that we have been accustomed to it by long experience.
It should also be recollected, that when the ordinary weight
of the atmosphere is augmented, the weather is commonly
dry and clear; and the circulation is promoted; the blood
is driven to the internal parts; a more abundant secretion of
the juices takes place; and the tonic tension of the solid
parts is increased; and these circumstances combined pro-
duce an additional flow of spirits, and render us more lively
and active. The same beneficial effect is observable even
in brute animals. On the contrary, when the weight of the
air is diminished, the weather is usually moist and foggy,
and the animal frame becomes sensible of oppression, listless-
ness, and inactivity. These changes in the state of the at-
mosphere, which are felt more or less by persons of all
descriptions, and of which valetudinarians frequently com-
plain, would be more sensibly experienced, if they occurred
by very sudden transitions; for to this circumstance the sensa-
tion of uneasiness and indisposition is chiefly to be attributed;
and accordingly great and sudden changes in the state of the
barometer and atmosphere, are generally accompanied with
a corresponding alteration in the corporeal frame and animal
spirits. But when a change of this kind occurs gradually,
and when the same state of the atmosphere continues for some
time, its effect is less sensibly perceived; as the body
possesses a power of accommodating itself to such change.
The spring of that elastic fluid, to which we have already
referred, serves as a counterpoise to the preasure of the at-
mosphere, and when this is diminished it becomes more re-
Iaxed, so that the equilibrium between the one and the
other is maintained. Hence it happens, that in moist foggy
weather, when the pressure of the atmosphere is least con-
 siderable, our veins never swell, nor are we sensible of any
internal expansion of our bodies; but, on the contrary, the
veins are more distended, the circulation becomes more
languid, and we seem to be oppressed with a weight. Upon
the whole, we may observe, that the pressure of the atmo-
sphere resembles a kind of bandage, which being drawn
tighter, as in the case of increased preasure, constricts the
veins of the body, and accelerates the circulation; and
which being more relaxed, as in the diminished pressure,
occasions a dilatation of the vessels, and is attended by a more
Bow and languid circulation. But this is a subject, in the
elucidation of which physiologists are not agreed. As
variations of the atmospheric preasure in the same place pro-
duce effects that are sensibly felt, particularly by persons
of delicate and tender constitution, whatever explication my
be given of these effects, and to whatever intermediate
causes they may be ascribed; the changes of preasure are
also perceived in different situations, as they are more elev-
ated or depressed. Indeed if the ascent from lower to
higher situations, and vice versa, be gradual, the body adapts
itself to the changes that attend them, and they are fearely,
if at all, perceivable; but in the case of a more rapid ascent
or descent, or when the difference of height is very con-
 siderable, the effects are more sensible and apparent. Many
facts and observations to this purpose have been furnished by
those who have ascended in balloons, or descended in diving-bells.
(See Aerostation, and Diving.) The accounts given by
persons who have ascended considerable eminences above the
level of the sea, have been very various; nor is it certain that
the effects they have perceived have been owing wholly or
merely to the variation of the atmospheric pressure. Some have
complained of a total alteration, which they have ascribed to
the dilatation of the corporeal vessels, or obstructions to the
functions of the respiratory organs, of violent takings of
vomiting blood, and, in some cases, of the extrusion of
blood through the fine coats of the lungs, and an enfla-
ning hemoptysis. M. Saufifre, in his ascent to the top
of the Mont Blanc, felt great uneasiness, as he advanced
upwards. He informs us, that his respiration was much
oppressed, the circulation of blood accelerated, and the
pulse quickened, that he was feared with other symptoms
of a fever; and that his strength was also very much
exhausted. These symptoms of oppression and dizziness,
however, did not begin to appear till he had ascended to the
perpendicular height of 24 miles above the level of the sea;
and upon an additional ascent of 1\ of a mile, he found the
symptoms above recited. To some other concurring causes,
besides the rarity of the atmosphere, it is natural to ascrib-
seme of these symptoms; and, indeed, he himself says, that
the atmosphere at the top of the mountain was much im-
pregnated with carbonic acid, which is known to be per-
nicious to animals, and to be productive of some of the
above-mentioned effects. In other cases, persons in elevated
situations have experienced no effects like those in which M.
Saufifre has related, and which the mechanical theory of
diminished pressure would lead us to expect. Mr. Brydson
and M. Howel mention no inconvenience of this kind to
which they were subject on the top of the Mont Aetna; nor
do the French mathematicians, who were for some time on
the summit of a very high eminence of the Andes, make
any other complaint besides that of the difficulty of respiration
(See Andes.) But Dr. Heberden, who ascended to the
top of Tenerife, a mountain higher than Aetna, makes
no mention even of this circumstance. It has also been
alleged, that no inconvenience has been experienced by a
gradual descent in the diving-bell to considerable depths in
the sea, as long as the persons who had defecled have
remained in the air in the bell; though they have found a
very material difference on exposing themselves to the pre-
ure of the water. See Diving.

It is not easy to assign the true cause of the variations
of the atmospheric weight and pressure that occur in the same
situations. In places within the tropic, where these varia-
tions are not very considerable, the chief cause seems to be
the heat of the sun; and its effects are regular and uniform,
as the mercury in the barometer subsides about half an
inch in the day, and rises again to its former height in the
night. But in the temperate zones the range is much greater, ex-
tending
tending from 28 to 31 inches, and shewing, by its various altitudes, corresponding variations in the weather. The causes that influence the variations of the one, produce also a similar effect on the other; and if the former were known, the latter might be ascertained. The immediate causes may probably be reduced to the two following: viz. an emission of latent heat from the vapours of the atmosphere, or of electric fluid from these or from the earth. Both these causes are observed to produce the same effect with the solar heat in the tropical climates, which is that of rarefying the air by blending with it, or setting loose a lighter fluid, which did not previously act with such power in any particular place. For a more particular account of different theories on this subject, see Barometer, Hail, Meteorology, Rain, Snow, Weather, and Wind. Of the importance and ulity of this property of the atmosphere, many instances occur in the animal economy, chemical processes, and mechanical operations. See Cuffing, Respiration, Colour, Combustion, Vapor, Pump, and Syphon.

With the gravity and pressure of the air are nearly connected its other properties of density and opacity. The density of the atmosphere must principally depend on its gravity; and, in general, increase and decrease in the same proportion. In the lower and intermediate states of the atmospheric air, this ratio obtains; but it is not uniform and constant in all elevations. In the higher regions of the atmosphere, where the electric fluid abounds, this fluid may diminish the gravity of the atmosphere, without affecting its density. Besides, the density of the atmosphere in the torrid zone will not decrease so fast in proportion to the height of the column, as in the temperate and frigid zones; because the column is longer, and because a greater portion of atmospheric air occupies the higher parts of this column. Consequently the density of the atmosphere at the equator, which is left at the surface of the earth, must at a certain height equal, and at a greater height exceed, the density of the atmosphere in the temperate zones and at the poles. As a current of atmospheric air is continually ascending at the equator, and part of it occupies the higher regions of the atmosphere, and as its fluidity will prevent its accumulation at the equator, it will of course descend towards the poles; and during our winter, a greater portion of the equatorial column will flow to the northern than to the southern hemisphere; but a less portion will pursue this course during the summer. The mercurial column, therefore, will be always higher with us in winter, and the corresponding range of the barometer more considerable than in summer, and vice versa. The density of the atmosphere will be materially affected by the caloric or matter of heat which it contains, and of course it will depend in great measure on the degree of cold which prevails. Where the cold is greatest, the density of the atmosphere will also be greatest, and its height will be diminished. In those countries which stand with high mountains that are generally covered with snow, the cold will be more intense than in others less elevated, though situate in the same latitude; and of course the height of the atmospheric columns will be proportionally lower. Hence the superior air in its passage to the poles will be retarded, and accumulate over them. Such accumulations will take place over the north-western parts of Asia, and over North America; and on this account the barometer usually stands higher, and its range is more uniform than in Europe. Similar accumulations are also formed in the southern parts of the old continent; for instance, over the mountainous tracts of Thibet, Tartary, Turkey in Europe, Africa, and even in some degree on the Pyrenees and Alps.

When these accumulations have for any time prevailed, the density of the atmosphere becomes too considerable to be balanced by the surrounding gravitation, and of course it will descend towards the regions of the atmosphere that lie over the adjacent countries, and produce cold winds, that will raise the mercury in the barometer. Thus the north-west winds in Europe are occasionally accompanied by a rise of the barometer, because they proceed from accumulations of the atmosphere in the north-western parts of Asia, or about the pole; and hence it is, that the north-west wind from the mountains of Thibet, raises the barometer at Calcutta.

As the mean heat of our hemisphere is not permanent, the density of the atmosphere, and consequently the quantity of equatorial air, which flows towards the poles, must be subject to corresponding variations. The accumulations of atmospheric air on the mountainous parts of the south of Europe and Asia, occasionally exceed their usual limits, which is partly owing to earlier falls of snow, or to the exclusion of the solar rays by fogs of long continuance. In this case the atmosphere in the polar regions will sustain a corresponding diminution of density. In the torrid zone and equatorial regions the heat is uniform; and the density of the atmosphere, modified by it, as well as the height of the atmosphere, will not be subject to much variation. Kirwan, Irish Trans. for 1788, p. 60. See Density. See also Barometer, under which article the cause of the variations in the weight and pressure of the atmosphere is particularly discussed. For the effects of the removal of the pressure of the atmosphere, see Air, Pump, and Vacuum. For the elasticity of the atmosphere, see Air, and Elasticity of the Air.

Atmosphere, Height of the. The height of the atmosphere has been a subject of particular investigation; more especially since it was discovered by the Torricellian tube, that air is endued with weight and pressure. And, indeed, if the air posessed an elastic power, but were every where of the same density, from the surface of the earth to the extreme limit of the atmosphere, like water, which is equally dense at all depths, the whole height of the atmosphere might be ascertained without difficulty. It has already been observed, that the weight of a column of air, reaching to the top of the atmosphere, is equal to the weight of the mercury contained in the barometer, and counterbalancing it; and the proportion of weight likewise being known between equal lengths of air and mercury; it will be easy to find the height of such a column, and consequently that of the atmosphere itself. For a column of air, one inch high, being to an equal column of mercury as 1 to 11346.6; it is evident that 11346.6 inch columns of air, which is a column 54 feet high, would be equal in weight to one inch of mercury; and consequently the 30 inches of mercury sustained in the barometer, require a column of air 28410 feet high; whence the height of the atmosphere would only be 28410 feet, or little more than five English miles and a quarter high.

But the air, by its elastic property, expands and contracts; and it being found by repeated experiments in England, France, and Italy, that the spaces it takes up, when compressed by different weights, are reciprocally proportional to those weights themselves; or, that the air takes up the less space, the more it is pressed; it follows, that the air in the upper regions of the atmosphere, where the weight is so much less, must be much rarer than near the surface of the earth; and, consequently, that the height of the atmosphere must be much greater than is above signified.

Mr. Cotes, in his Hydrostatical Lectures, L. XI. has destra-
demonstrated, in a very familiar and intelligible manner, that if any number of distances from the surface of the earth be taken in an arithmetical progression, the densities of the air at those distances will be in a geometrical progression.

Let \( \text{An} \) (Plate IX. \textit{Pneumatica,} p. 72.) represent a vertical line from the surface of the earth \( ax \) to the top of the atmosphere \( xx \); and let the side \( ax \) be divided into inches \( ab, bc, cd, &c. \) and let the lines \( bk, el, du, &c. \) be drawn parallel to \( ax \). It is evident that the air contained between these parallel lines becomes rarer as we ascend, because every ascending parallel successively is prefixed by a less column of superincumbent air than the next below it. Suppose then that the air \( ab \) is everywhere uniform, but denser than the air \( ik \), and upwards. Let the air \( Hk \) be reduced into a less space \( hq \), so as to become of equal density with the air \( ab \), by making the space \( bq \) less than \( bI \), in the proportion that the air \( hq \) is less dense than the air \( ab \). And let a similar construction be continued, so as to reduce every inch breadth of air to the same density with the air \( ab \). The spaces \( ek, bq, er \), &c. will evidently be as the densities of the several lines of air \( ab, bk, el \), &c. and the quantity or weight of the superincumbent air belonging to each of these spaces, and reaching to the top of the atmosphere, will always be as the sum of all the spaces situated above any space proposed; the quantity or weight being, by the construction of the figure, as the space which it occupies. Since then the density of the air is as the force which compresses it, and this force is the quantity of superincumbent air, the densities of the air between \( ax \) and \( bk, bk, el \), &c. and \( du, &c. \) are to each other as the densities of air above \( ax, bk, el \), &c. up to the extremity of the atmosphere. But these densities, by what we have already shown, are as the spaces \( ek, bq, er \), &c. and the quantities of superincumbent air are as the spaces \( x\beta\beta\epsilon\rho\sigma\beta\omicron\nu, x\epsilon\gamma\nu\tau\omicron, x\delta\iota\omicron\beta\omicron\xi, &c. \); therefore the spaces \( ab, bq, er \), &c. are to each other respectively as the spaces \( x\beta\beta\epsilon\rho\sigma\beta\omicron\nu, x\epsilon\gamma\nu\tau\omicron, x\delta\iota\omicron\beta\omicron\xi, &c. \). Now the former spaces \( ab, bq, er \); being the differences of the latter, and mutually proportional, are, by a well-known theorem in proportion, in a geometrical progression; as the distances \( ab, ac, ad \), are in an arithmetical progression. And thus the densities of the air belonging to every one of the inches, continued to the extremity of the atmosphere, decrease in the same geometrical progression; and every least variation of altitude will cause the same proportionable variation of density in the air. As the ratio of the air is reciprocally as its density, we may conclude that if the densities from the earth increase in an arithmetical progression, the different degrees of rarity of the air increase in a geometrical progression.

Whence it is evident, since an arithmetical series adapted to a geometrical one, is analogous to the logarithms of the fold geometrical one, that the distances are every where proportional to the logarithms of the corresponding rarities. It is also plain, that, as the distances or altitudes are proportional to the logarithms of the densities or weights of the air, any height taken from the earth's surface, which is the difference of two altitudes to the top of the atmosphere, is proportional to the difference of the logarithms of the two densities there, or to the logarithm of the ratio of those densities, and their corresponding compressing forces, as measured by the two heights of the barometer there.

This law was first observed and demonstrated by Dr. Halley, from the nature of the hyperbola; and afterwards by Dr. Gregory, by means of the logarithmic line. See Phil. Tract. No. 181. or Abr. ibid. vol. ii. p. 15, and Greg. Altrn. lib. v. prop. 3. See the further illustration and proof of it under the article \textit{Atmospherical Logarithms.}

From this proposition, having made two or three barometrical observations of the rarity or density of the air at two or three different known heights, it is easy to deduce a general rule for determining its rarity or density at any other height, or the height corresponding to any rarity or density; and consequently the altitude of the whole atmosphere, supposing the utmost degree of rarity known, beyond which the air cannot go.

But it is to be observed, that these computations of the rarity of the atmosphere, at different heights, are founded on this principle, that the density of the air is everywhere proportional to the superincumbent weight. And this rule holds true only upon the supposition that the heat is uniform at different distances from the earth: for if the air be hotter in one place than another, the air will be more rarefied in the hotter part than it will be in the cooler, although pressed by the same weight, or at the same altitude, above the earth's surface.

It must not be here omitted, that some observations made by Caflini, and his associates, from to render this method precarious. In continuing the reduction line of the observatory at Paris, they measured the altitudes of several mountains with great accuracy; noting the height of the barometer at the top of each; and found, that the rarefactions of the air, as you ascend from the level of the earth, are much greater than they ought to be, according to this proportion.

Suspecting therefore the jullness of the experiments, the Royal Academy made divers others, under great dilatations of air, far exceeding the rarities found on the tops of the mountains; the result whereof was, that they all exactly answered the proportion of the incumbent weights. Whence it should follow, that the higher air about the tops of mountains is of a different nature, and observes a different law from that near the earth.

This may be owing to the great quantity of gross vapours and exhalations here, more than were, which vapours being less elastic, and not capable of so much rarefaction as the pure air above, the rarefactions of the pure air increase in a greater ratio than the weights diminish. M. Fontanelle, however, from some experiments made by M. de la Hire, accounts for the phenomenon in a different manner; alleging, that the elastic power of air is increased by the admixture of humidity therewith; and consequently that the air near the tops of mountains, being moister than that below, becomes thereby more elastic, and rarifies in a greater ratio than naturally and in a drier rate it would. But Dr. Jurasheus, that the experiments produced to support this system are by no means conclusive. Append. ad \textit{Vatrienii Geograph.}

M. Bouquey likewise, in the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris for the year 1753, intimated his opinion, that the condensations of the atmosphere did not observe the same law at different heights; and endeavoured to account for the variation, by supposing that particles of air at different heights are possessed of unequal degrees of elasticity. If this were the case it would be impossible to apply the barometer to the manifestation of heights with any degree of certainty. But M. de Luc has shown, by his more accurate experiments, that this pretended inequality of spring in the particles of air does not subsist; and that its condensations and dilatations follow the same law uniformly at all heights and in all climates, excepting only the differences that are caused by heat, and other local circumstances. Admitting therefore the principle above stated, as applicable to all altitudes within our reach, or as far as the summits of the highest mountains on earth, when a correction is made merely for the difference of heat or temperament, it
ture, he determined the altitudes of hills both by the barometer and also by geometrical measurement; and showing how to allow for the difference of temperature, he has given a rule for the measurement of heights by the barometer, deduced from a greater number of experiments, and much more accurate than any before published. See his "Recherches sur les Modifications de l'Atmosphère," vol. ii. Similar rules have also been deduced from accurate experiments by Sir George Cheyneburg and general Roy, both concerning to show that such a rule for the altitudes and densities holds true for all heights that are accessible to us, when the electricity of the air is corrected on account of its density; and the result of their experiments shewed, that the difference of the logarithms of the heights of the mercury in the barometer at two stations, multiplied by 10,000, is equal to the altitude. English fathoms of the one place above the other; that is, when the temperature of the air is about 31° or 32 degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer; and a certain quantity more or less, according as the actual temperature is different from that degree. See the principles and application of these rules, detailed more at large, under the article Barometer. But it may be here observed, that the same rule may be deduced independently of a train of experiments, merely by means of the density of the air at the surface of the earth. Thus, let D denote the density of the air at one place, and d the density at the other; both measured by the column of mercury in the barometer; then the difference of altitude between the two places will be proportional to the log. of D — the log. of d, or to the log. of $\frac{D}{d}$. But as this formula expresses only the relation between different altitudes, with respect to their densities, recourse must be had to some experiment in order to obtain the real altitude which corresponds to any given density, or the density which corresponds to a given altitude. The first and most natural is that which results from the known specific gravity of air, with respect to the whole pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of the earth.

Now, as the altitude $a$ is always as the log. of $\frac{D}{d}$, assume $b$, so that $a$ may be $= b \times \log. \frac{D}{d}$, where $b$ will be of one constant value for all altitudes, and to determine that value, suppose a case in which we know the altitude $a$ corresponding to a known density $d$; e.g. take $a = 1$ foot or 1 inch, or some small interval; and because the density $D$ may be measured by the pressure of the whole atmosphere, or the uniform column of 27,600 feet, when the temperature is 55°, 27,600 feet will therefore denote the density $D$ at the lower place, and 27,559 the less density $d$ at one foot above it; consequently, we have this equation, viz. $1 = b \times \log. \frac{27,600}{27,599}$, which by the nature of logarithms is nearly $= b \times \frac{100}{27,600} = \frac{b}{27,600}$ nearly; and hence $b = 63551$ feet, which gives this formula for any altitude in general; viz. $a = \frac{63551 \times \log. \frac{D}{d}}{m}$, or $a = 63551 \times \log. \frac{M}{m}$ feet, or dividing by 6, the number of feet in a fathom, $10,592 \times \log. \frac{M}{m}$ fathoms, where $M$ denotes the column of mercury which is equal to the pressure of the atmosphere at the bottom, and $m$ that at the top of the altitude $a$; and where $M$ and $m$ may be taken in any measure, either feet or inches, etc. This formula is adapted to the mean temperature of the air 31°, but it has been found by the experiments of Sir George Cheyneburg and general Roy, that for every degree of temperature, indicated by the thermometer, corrected from 55°, the medium between the temperature at the top and bottom of the altitude $a$, that the altitude will vary by $\frac{a}{29551}$ part, which must be added when the medium exceeds 31°, and otherwise subtracted. It should also be observed, that a column of 30 inches of mercury varies its length about the 32nd part of an inch for every degree of heat, or one the 570th part of the whole column. This formula may be rendered much more convenient for use by reducing the factor $10,592$ to 10,000 by changing the temperature proportionally from 55°; thus, as the difference 592 is the 100th part of the whole factor 10,592, and $100 \times 375$ is the 375th part of 353; therefore the change of the temperature, corresponding to the change of the factor $b$, is 25°, which reduces the 55° to 31°. Consequently, the formula becomes $a = 10,000 \times \log. \frac{M}{m}$ fathoms, when the temperature is 31°, or nearly the freezing point; and for every degree above that, the result must be increased by so many times its 453th part, and proportionally diminished below it.

This formula may be compared under the following practical precepts: 1. Observe the height of the barometer at the bottom of any height or depth proposed to be measured, together with the temperature of the mercury by means of the thermometer attached to the barometer, and also the temperature of the air in the shade by another thermometer which is detached from the barometer. 2. Let the same thing be done also at the top of the fall height or depth, and as nearly as possible at the same time; reduce these altitudes of the mercury to the same temperature, if it be thought necessary, by correcting either the one or the other, viz. augmenting the height of the mercury in the colder temperature, or diminishing that in the warmer, by its 960th part for every degree of difference between the two; and the altitudes of the mercury so corrected are these denoted by $M$ and $m$ in the above formula. 3. Take out the common logarithms of the two heights of mercury so corrected, and subtract the less from the greater, cutting off from the right hand side of the remainder three places for decimals, and then those on the left hand will be fathoms in whole numbers, the tables of logarithms being supposed to comprehend seven places of decimals. 4. Correct the number last found for the difference of the temperature of the air, in the following manner: viz. take half the sum of the two temperatures of the air, shown by the detached thermometers, for the mean one; and for every degree by which this differs from the standard temperature of 31°, take so many times the 453th part of the fathoms above found, and add them if the mean temperature be more than 31°, but subtract them if it be below 31°, and the sum or difference will be the true altitude in fathoms, or being multiplied by 6, it will give the true altitude in English feet.

**Example I.** To find the altitude, when the height of the barometers and thermometers is as follows, viz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermometers</th>
<th>Barometers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>detached</td>
<td>attached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean 49.5</td>
<td>Diff. 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As
As 9600 : 14 :: 29.68 : .04
Mean 49.1/2 M = 29.64 \ldots 4718582
Stand. 31 m = 25.33 \ldots 422771
Diff. 184 As 435 : 185 :: 671011 : 29388
\ldots 29388

The altitude sought is \{2720399 fathoms, or 4322304 feet.

Example II. To find the altitude of a hill, when the state of the barometer and thermometer, observed at the bottom and top of it, is as follows: viz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermometers</th>
<th>Barometers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>detached</td>
<td>attached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean 33 Diff. 3

As 9600 : 3 :: 29.45 : .01
Mean 33 M = 29.44 \ldots 4683978
Stand. 31 m = 26.82 \ldots 4284388
Diff. 2 As 435 : 2 :: 4047706 : 1.36
\ldots 1.36

The altitude sought is \{406.65 fathoms, or 24399.90 feet.

M. De Luc found that the height of the atmosphere, supposing its limits where the mercury would stand only at one line, and the thermometer indicating 0 in his scale, 171 in that of Reaumer, and about 701 in Fahrenheit’s, is 25105.45 toises, or 11 leagues and 3 toises; and in the same circumstances, if the mercury in the barometer sunk to 1 1/2 of a line, the height of that part of the atmosphere would be 25105.45 toises.

Upon the principles above stated, the following table is calculated: supposing first as a mean of the observations at the Puy de Dome in France, and those on Snowdon-hill in Wales, that at the altitude of seven miles, the air is four times rarer than at the surface of the earth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Times above than at the earth’s surface.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lowed it. It must be added, that in this calculation, the
direct and reflected rays are supposed to be right lines; whereas in fact they are curves, formed by the perpetual re-
fration which the rays undergo in passing through a series of
different densities of air. Comparing them upon them, as
two similar curves, or rather as a single curve, one ex-
tric whereof is a tangent to the earth; its vertex, equally
distant from both the extremes, determines the height of
the atmosphere; which therefore will be found somewhat
lower than in the former case; the point of concurrence of
two right lines, which are here only tangents to the
curve, the one at one end, and the other at the other,
being higher than the vertex of the curve. In this way,
M. de la Hire finds the atmosphere 36562 fathoms, or 16

The nature of the curve, which is described by a ray of
light in passing through the atmosphere, has been the sub-
ject of affidied investigation. M. de la Hire took great
pains to demonstrate, that, supposing the density of the at-
mosphere proportional to its weight, this curve is a cycloid:
and he says, that if the ray be a tangent to the atmosphere,
the diameter of its generating circle will be the height of
the atmosphere; and that this diameter increases, till at last,
when the rays are perpendicular, it becomes infinite, or the
circle degenerates into a right line. This reasoning
supposes that the surface of the atmosphere is a plane; but since
it is a curve, he observes that these cycloids become in fact
epicycloids. Hermannus, in his “Phoronomia,” has detected
the error of M. de la Hire, and shown that this curve is in-
finitely extended, and has an asymptote: and Dr. Brook
Taylor observes, “Method. Inclm.” p. 168, that it is
one of the most intricate and perplexed that can well be
proposed. This ingenious author computes the refractive
power of the air, be to the force of gravity at the
surface of the earth, as 320,000,000 to 1.

The extreme rarity of the atmosphere at considerable
altitudes, such as those of forty or fifty miles, bounding
the production of twilight, has perplexed philoso-
phers in accounting for meteors, which, whatever be
their origin, whether electrical or otherwise, are ob-
served at a much greater elevation than that to which the
refractive power of the atmospheric air extends. A very
remarkable one of this kind was observed by Dr. Hal-
ley in the month of March 1719; the altitude of which
he computed to have been between 69 and 734 English
miles; its diameter being 2800 yards or more than a mile
and a half, and its velocity about 350 miles in a minute.
Others of a similar kind, but of a greater altitude and ve-
cocity, have been observed by others; and particularly one
seen in August 1783, whose height above the earth could
not be less than ninety miles, and its diameter was not less
than the former, whilst its velocity was certainly not less
than 1000 miles in a minute. From analogy and reasoning
it is very probable, that such meteors are not essentially
different from those that are seen near the surface of the
earth. Nevertheless in the high regions where they are
observed, the atmosphere, according to our computation,
ought not to have density sufficient to support flame and
to propagate found; and yet such meteors are commonly
accompanied by one or more explosions, and are accompanied,
as it has been reported, with a hissing noise as they pass
over our heads. The meteor of 1719 was not only very bright,
so that for some time it changed the night into day, but
was attended with an explosion that was heard over all the
island of Britain, occasioning a violent concussion of the
atmosphere, and seeming to shake the earth itself. And yet,
in the regions in which this meteor moved, the air ought to
have been 300 thousand times rarer than the air we breathe,
or 1000 times rarer than the vacuum commonly made by a
good air-pump. Dr. Halley conjectures, that the immense
magnitude of such bodies may compensate for the rarity
of the medium in which they move. Allowing them to be
electrical phenomena, difficulties occur in explaining several
circumstances attending them; and particularly the splendor
of their appearance, which requires a circumambient fluid
capable of confining and condensing the electric matter
of which they are composed. From late experiments, it has
been inferred, that the electric fluid cannot pervade a perfect
vacuum. See Meteors.

Atmosphere, Refraction and Reflection of the. That
the atmosphere has a refractive power, which is the cause
of many phenomena, is unquestionable. This power is ef-
certained by the production of twilight above noticed, and
by many other facts and experiments. Alhazen the Arabi-
ian, who lived about A. D. 1100, seems to have been
more inquisitive into the nature of refraction than the pre-
ceeding writers. But neither Alhazen, nor his follower
Vicelio, knew any thing of its just quantity, which was not
known to any tolerable degree of exactness, till Tycho
Brahe, with incredible diligence, settled it. But neither
Tycho, nor Kepler, discovered in what manner the rays of
light were refracted by the atmosphere. Tycho thought
the refraction was chiefly caused by dense vapours, very
near the earth’s surface. Kepler placed the cause wholly
in the higher regions of the atmosphere, which he took to
be uniformly dense; and hence he determined its altitude
to be little more than that of the highest mountains. But
the true constitution of the atmosphere, deduced afterwards
from the Torricellian experiment, afforded a juster idea of
these refractions, especially after it appeared by a repeti-
tion of Mr. Lowthorp’s experiment, that the air’s refractive
power is proportional to its density. By this variation of
the air’s density, a ray of light, in passing through the
atmosphere, is continually refracted at every point, and
thereby describes a curve, and not a straight line, as it
would have done were there no atmosphere, or were its
density uniform. See Refraction.

The atmosphere, or air, has also a refractive power; and
this power is the cause that enlightens objects to uniformly
on all sides. The absence of this power would occasion a
strange alteration in the appearance of things; their shadows
would be so very dark, and their sides enlightened by the
sun so very bright, that probably we could see no more of
them than their bright halves; so that, for a view of the
other halves, we must turn them half round, or, if immove-
able, must wait till the sun could come round upon them.
Such a polished unreflective atmosphere would indeed have
been so very commodious for astrononomical observations
upon the course of the sun and planets among the fixed stars,
visible by day as well as by night; but then such a sudden
transition from darkness to light, and from light to darkness
immediately, upon the rising and setting of the sun, without
any twilight, and even upon turning from or to the sun at
nour day, would have been very inconvenient and offensive
to our eyes.

However, though the atmosphere is greatly affiant to
the illumination of objects, yet it must also be observed
that it drops a great deal of light. By M. Bouguer’s ex-
periments, it seems that the light of the sun is fre-
quently 2000 times weaker in the horizon, than at the altitude
of 66 degrees; and that the proportion of her light at the
altitudes of 66 and 19 degrees, is about 3 to 2. The
lights of the sun must bear the same proportion to each
other at those heights, which M. Bouguer made choise of.
as being the meridian heights of the sun, at the summer and winter solstices, in the latitude of Carstrie in France. Smith’s Optica, Rem. 95.

See Light, and Reflection.

Atmosphere, Salubrity of the. See Eudiometry.

Atmosphere. Temperature of the. The variable temperature of the atmosphere, at different seasons and in different situations, has been the subject of elaborate investigation by many philosophers, and many speculations and theories have been proposed in order to account for the changes which it undergoes. That the presence of the sun is the principal source of heat as well as light, and its absence of cold, is too obvious to have been ever doubted; and the effect produced by the greater or less obliquity of its rays has been long and universally observed and acknowledged. From this fact, however, the ancient philosophers of Greece and Rome too hastily inferred, that the torrid zone, under a vertical sun, and the frigid zone, where its rays fall very obliquely, were uninhabitable. Time corrected this mistake; and presented new phenomena which it has been found difficult to explain. The hottest days are frequently felt in the coldest climates, and the greatest cold, as well as perpetual snow, are found in countries bordering on, or even immediately under the equator. In the same latitudes, very different temperatures have been observed, not only in different, but even in the same hemisphere. The temperature of the eastern coast of North America differs widely from that of the western opposite coast of Europe, but agrees nearly with that of the eastern coast of Asia lying between the same parallels. Mem. Philad. vol. i.

Thick, and similar circumstances, have made it necessary for meteorologists to recur to other causes of varying temperature, besides the immediate agency or absence of the solar rays. Dr. Halley has, indeed, proved, that, abstracting from the intervention of fogs, mists, and mountains of ice, the hottest weather, might in summer, take place even under the poles, the duration of the sun’s light more than compensating for the obliquity of its direction (see Heat); but as many physical causes obstruct the activity of the solar rays in these and other regions, it was still necessary to recur to some other cause. At length M. De Mairan (Mem. Acad. Par. 1719 and 1757) discovered, that the vigour of the cold of winter is tempered by the heat imparted to the atmosphere by the earth itself; which heat, probably puffed from its origin, is preserved and renewed by the incessant influences of the sun, to which one half of its surface is constantly exposed.

Admitting this fact, the temperature of the atmosphere must depend on the capacity of the earth for receiving and retaining heat, and for communicating it to the surrounding medium. But as the earth is composed of land and water, it should be considered that the capacities of these constituent parts for receiving both heat and cold are very different. Land, particularly when dry, receives heat from the sun’s rays very readily, but transmits it through its own substance to great depths very slowly; and on the other hand, water, by reason of its transparency, receives heat very slowly, but diffuses what it receives more readily. Dr. Hales found, that in the month of August 1723, when the air, and the surface of the earth, were both at 98°, a thermometer, placed only two inches under the surface, stood at 85°; another 16 inches under the surface indicated 70°; and a third 24 inches deep, stood at 68°. The two last thermometers preferred the same temperature both day and night, till the end of the month, and then fell to 63° or 61°; the earth obliquely retaining its heat, at that depth, though the temperature of the air frequently varied.

On the 26th of October, a thermometer, exposed to the air, stood at 35.5°; but one sunk two inches in the earth was heated to 45.85°; another at the depth of 16 inches stood at 48.8°; and another 24 inches deep, showed 52°; and from the 11th to the 12th of November, when the temperature of the external air was 27°, a thermometer placed at the depth of 24 inches stood at 43.5°; but from the month of March to that of September of the following year, the external air was constantly warmer than the earth at the depth of 16 inches or 2 feet: the season, however, was very rainy, and the evaporation, thus occasioned, prevented the earth from being warmed to so much as it otherwise might have been. Hales Veget. Statics, vol. i. p. 61. &c. From these experiments it may be inferred, that the surface of the earth is much heated during the summer, but that the heat decays very slowly, a great part of it being communicated to the air; that during the winter, the earth gives out to the air the heat which it had received during the summer; and that wet summers must be succeded by cold winters. The experiments of Dr. Hales furnish nearly the same results with those of Mariette (Sur le Froid et le Chaud, p. 189.); who found, that the earth is gradually heated during the summer, and as gradually cooled during the winter months; and that, at the distance of a few feet under the surface, it is constantly warmer than the external air; and, the excess was found to remain till April, when the surface is again heated by the sun’s rays, and slowly transmits its heat downwards. Hence it appears, that at the distance of about 30 to 90 feet below the surface, provided that there be a communication with the external air, or at a less depth if there be no such communication, the temperature of the earth admits of great fluctuation, and generally approaches to the mean annual heat. Then the temperature of spring is nearly the same as the annual mean, and varies very little. M. Van Swinden has observed, that the greatest cold, and even that which exceeds 0 of Fahrenheit’s scale, if it lasts no more than a few days, penetrates no deeper than 20 inches when the earth is covered with snow, and not above 10 inches if no snow lies on the surface; and this fact exhibits the important and useful purpuses afforded by this covering in high northern latitudes. Such facts tend to prove, that the heat of the earth does not increase as we descend into it; but at the greatest depth it is nearly the same as the mean annual temperature of the latitude. It has been observed, that land is capable of receiving much more heat or cold than water. To this purpose, Dr. Raymond found, in the neighbourhood of Marilels, land frequently heated to 160°; but he never found the sea hotter than 75°; and in winter he frequently observed the earth cooled down to 14° or 15°, but the sea never lower than 44° or 45°. (Mem. de la Socict. de Med. de Paris, an. 1778. p. 70.) From these facts it is an obvious inference, that the atmosphere which lies over the sea should maintain a more uniform temperature than that over the land; and this is found to be the fact; nor is it difficult to give a satisfactory explanation of it. During summer, the temperature of the sea on its surface is constantly diminished by the processes of evaporation; and in the winter, when the superficial water is cooled, it descends by its augmented gravity to the bottom, and its place is occupied by water of a higher temperature. This alternate change of this heavier and lighter air proceeds, and the winter chapels before the atmosphere has diminished the temperature of the water below a certain degree. Between the mean annual temperature of the atmosphere over the ocean, and that of countries situated at a considerable distance from it, there is a very perceptible difference. As the sea is never heated to the same degree as the land, the
the mean temperature of summer over the sea may be considered as lower than that over the land. In winter, when the force of the sun's rays is weakened, the sea imparts its heat to the atmosphere much more readily than the earth. The mean temperature on sea, is, therefore, at this season higher than on land, and in cold countries this difference in the expansion of heat is so very considerable, that it more than counterbalances the difference which takes place in summer; infomuch that in high latitudes, the mean annual temperature at sea ought to exceed that on the land. Mr. Kirwan observes, that, in order to find the temperature in any place, situate between the latitudes 70° and 55°, the standard temperature for the same latitude should be lowered 3° of a degree for every 50 miles of distance; since in winter the cold always increases in proportion to the distance from the standard. At a lefs distance than 50 miles the atmosphere on the ocean and land are so blended together by the agency of sea and land winds, that little difference is perceptible in the annual mean temperature. In lower latitudes than 30°, the solar rays even in winter act with, no incon siderable force, the surface of the earth also retains a pretty considerable degree of heat, and consequently the mean annual temperatures of the sea and land preserve a greater equality. In proportion as we approach to the equator, the force of the sun's rays in winter acts with additional energy, and the mean temperature of the land atmosphere at this season approximates nearer and nearer to that of the sea, till at the equator they become equal.

In latitudes distant from the equator, islands are warmer than continents, because they participate more of the temperature of the sea. Countries that lie southward of any sea, are warmer than those that have the same sea to the south of them, at least in our hemisphere, because the winds that should cool them in winter are tempered, by passing to them from that sea; and those that are northward of the sea are cooled in summer by the breezes that issue from it; but a northern or southern bearing of the sea renders a country warmer, than if it lay either to the east or west.Tracts of land which are covered with trees and luxuriant vegetables, are much colder than those which have the surface of vegetable matter; for though living vegetables alter their temperature slowly, and with difficulty, yet the evaporation from their numerous surfaces is much greater than from the same space of land uncovered with vegetation; and besides, when they are tall and close, as forests, they exclude the sun's rays, and shelter the winter snows from the wind and sun. From some experiments of Mr. Williams (Philad. Trans. vol. ii. p. 150.) it appears, that forests discharge one-third more vapour into the atmosphere, than the same space of ground would do if actually covered with water. From this reasoning it appears, that woody countries are much colder than those that are open and cultivated; and it will enable us to account for the amelioration of climate that attends agricultural cultivation. See Clim.

Another principal source of heat, besides the sun's rays and earth, which may be regarded as a repository of heat, is the condensation of vapour. It is well known, that vapour contains a quantity of the matter of heat, which produces no other effect but that of making it assume an aerial expanded state, until the vapour is condensed into a liquid, but during this condensation a quantity of sensible heat is let loose, which warms the surrounding atmosphere. This condensation is frequently occasioned by the attraction of an electrical cloud; and hence proceeds the faltrines which we often experience before rain. Vol. III.

Notwithstanding the variations of temperature that occur in every climate, and at every season, there is a mean temperature from which the atmosphere 61.5° deviates beyond a certain number of degrees. In order to determine the Mr. Playfair, professor of mathematics in the university of Edinburgh (see Edinb. Trans. vol. v. part 2. for 1824, p. 193;), divides every month into three parts, and exhibits the state of the barometer and thermometer for each of these divisions. In his tables the three first columns contain the greatest, least, and mean height of the barometer; and the fourth column gives the temperature of the air in the room where the barometer is kept. The fifth and sixth columns give the greatest weight of the thermometer in the air, observed during the twenty days to which the numbers refer; the next three give the mean height, as observed at three different times every day: viz. at night in the morning, ten in the evening, and as nearly as possible to the hottest time of the day, or some time between mid-day and three in the afternoon. The mean of all these is taken for the mean temperature of the day, which being computed for each day, the mean of all these mean temperatures is left down for the mean temperature of the atmosphere for every one of the thirty-six divisions of the year. The mean of the three divisions of every month is given in the next column, under the title of the mean temperature of the month. It is prefixed, says Mr. Playfair, that the mean temperatures, which are the points most difficult to be ascertained, are given with tolerable exactness, as they are deduced from three observations made every day, of which the first, viz. at night in the morning, is not far from the medium temperature of the whole day, and the other two are as near as circumstances will allow, to the two extremes of greatest heat and greatest cold. At Edinburgh, the mean temperature for the year 1777 was 48.2°; for 1778, 49.28°; and for 1799, 46.13°. From a mean of the observations made at the house of the Royal Society, from 1773 to 1782, the annual temperature of London appears to be 51.9°, or in round numbers 52°.

The greatest mean annual temperature prevails at the equator, or in the second degree of north latitude. As we recede from the equator, the mean temperature gradually decreases, and it is most diminished at the poles. This diminution takes place in such a manner, that the mean annual temperatures of all the latitudes are arithmetical means between the mean annual temperatures of the equator and of the pole. The ratio between the decrease of temperature, and the distance from the equator, was first ascertained by Mr. Tobias Mayer of Gottingen (Oper. Ined. vol. i.); and by means of an equation deduced from it, and rendered more clear, accurate, and general. Mr. Kirwan has calculated the mean annual temperature of every degree of latitude between the equator and the pole. He supposes the mean annual heat to be the greatest under the equator, and least under the poles; that at the equator he calls m, and that at the north pole $m - n$, and putting $n$ for any other latitude, the temperature of that latitude will be $m - n$ or $n$. Hence, as the mean annual temperature of lat. 40°, determined by the belt observations, is 62°, and the temperature of lat. 50° is found to be 52.9°; thus the value of $m$ and $n$ being known, the mean annual temperatures of the equator, and of the poles, may be determined; for the square of the fine of 40° is 0.41, and the square of the fine of 50° is 0.59; then $m = 0.41$ and $n = 62$ and $m - n = 52.9$; consequently 62 + 0.41 = 52.9 + 0.58 $n$. Whence the value of $n$ is found to be 53 nearly, and $m$ in the first equation is 84; and therefore the mean temperature of the
the equator is 84, and that of the pole 31. Upon these principles the following table was calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>31.04</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>69.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>31.10</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>44.69</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>31.14</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>80.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>81.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>82.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>83.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>83.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In forming this table, Mr. Kirwan sought for a standard situation, with whose temperature, in every latitude, we may compare and appreciate the temperature of all other situations in the same latitudes, on water only. Accordingly, he chose that situation for a standard, which is most free from any baffle the most permanent causes of alteration, viz. that part of the Atlantic that lies between the 80th degree of northern, and the 45th degree of southern latitude, and extending westward as far as the gulf stream, and to within a few leagues of the coast of America; and all that part of the Pacific ocean, reaching from N. lat. 45° to S. lat. 40° from the 20th to the 27th degree of longitude, east from London, which is by far the greater part of the surface of the globe. Within this space the mean annual temperature is as expressed in the table; and the author has added the degrees of latitudes beyond 80° in the northern hemisphere, though not strictly within the standard.

Mr. Kirwan has also attempted to ascertain the mean monthly temperature of the standard ocean. With this view he finds, that in every latitude, the mean temperature of the month of April seems to approach very nearly to the mean annual heat of that latitude; and as far as heat depends on the action of the solar rays, the mean heat of every month is as the mean altitude of the fun, or rather, as the sine of the fun's mean altitude during that month. Hence to find the mean heat of May, say, as the sine of the fun's mean altitude in April is to the mean heat of April, so is the sine of the fun's mean altitude in May to the mean heat of May. By a similar process, the temperatures of June, July, and August may be found; but this would give the temperatures of the succeeding months too low; because it does not comprehend the quantity of heat accruing to the atmosphere by communication of the internal heat of the globe, which in every latitude is nearly the same as the mean annual heat of that latitude. Hence the real temperature of these months must be regarded as an arithmetical mean between the astronomical and terrestrial highs. E.g. In lat. 51°, the astronomical heat of the month of September is 44.46°, and the mean annual heat is 52.4°; consequently the real heat of this month is

\[
\frac{44.46 + 52.4}{2} = 48.43°
\]

which is more conformable to observation. Mr. Kirwan has with great labour formed a table, showing the monthly mean temperature of the standard ocean from lat. 80° to lat. 10°. Hence he shows, that the coldest weather in all climates prevails in the month of January; and that July is the warmest month in all latitudes above 25°; but in lower latitudes, August is generally the warmest; that December and January, and also June and July, differ but little; that the differences between the hottest and coldest months, within 20° of the equator, are inconceivable, and that they increase as we recede from the equator; that in the highest latitudes we often meet with a heat of 75 or 80 degrees; that every habitable latitude enjoys for two months a heat of 60 degrees at least, which seems to be necessary for the growth and maturity of corn; and that the quickness of vegetation in the higher latitudes proceeds from the duration of the sun above the horizon; that as the cold of the higher latitudes, and the heat of the lower, are moderated by the vicinity of seas and mountains, these, instead of being irregular and fortuitous, may be regarded as a wise and beneficial provision of nature, in this respect as well as in many others. Mr. Kirwan has also shown, that the greatest cold within the twenty-four hours generally happens half an hour before sun-rise, in all latitudes; the greatest heat in all latitudes between 60° and 45° is found about half past two o'clock in the afternoon; between lat. 45° and 35° at two o'clock; between lat. 35° and 25°, at half past one; and between lat. 25° and the equator, at one o'clock. On the other hand, the difference between the heat of day and night is not so great as on land, particularly in low latitudes.

| TABLE exhibiting a Comparison of the Temperature of London, with that of other noted Places. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| City                          | Annual | Jun. | July |
| London                        | 1000   | 1005 | 1005 |
| Paris                         | 1028   | 1040 | 1037 |
| Edinburgh                     | 923    | 1040 | 914  |
| Berlin                        | 942    |      |      |
| Stockholm                     | 811    | 1583 | 964  |
| Peterburgh                    | 745    | 5598 | 1005 |
| Vienna                        | 957    | 1505 | 1037 |
| Pekin                         | 1575   | 1570 | 1213 |
| Bordeaux                      | 1600   | 925  | 1139 |
| Montpellier                   | 1170   | 870  | 1195 |
| Madrid                        | 1319   | 599  | 1126 |
| Spanish Town in Jamaica       | 1557   |      |      |
| Madrid                        | 1595   | 491  | 1349 |

The first column of this table exhibits the differences of the annual temperature; the second, that of January; and the third that of July; that of London, as the standard, being
be'ring estimated at 70°. The degree of cold is estimated in the second column, and the degree of heat in the first and third.

A View of the Annual Temperature of different Places, according to the Order of their Latitudes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Mean of Annual Temperature</th>
<th>Mean of the Lower Term of Congelation</th>
<th>Mean of the Upper Term of Congelation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vindon, in Lapland</td>
<td>52° 47'</td>
<td>47° 20'</td>
<td>57° 12'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Also</td>
<td>58° 27'</td>
<td>55° 34'</td>
<td>61° 20'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestrin</td>
<td>59° 55'</td>
<td>56° 58'</td>
<td>62° 60'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volpi</td>
<td>59° 51'</td>
<td>56° 58'</td>
<td>62° 60'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finan and</td>
<td>59° 25'</td>
<td>56° 58'</td>
<td>62° 60'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh</td>
<td>59° 37'</td>
<td>56° 58'</td>
<td>62° 60'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franeker</td>
<td>59° 51'</td>
<td>56° 58'</td>
<td>62° 60'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>60° 32'</td>
<td>57° 20'</td>
<td>63° 52'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyons, in Rousillon</td>
<td>60° 20'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 70'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dijon</td>
<td>60° 19'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naples</td>
<td>60° 19'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poitiers</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laon</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troyes, in Champagne</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicua</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dijon</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nantes</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poitiers</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laon</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troyes, in Champagne</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicua</td>
<td>60° 31'</td>
<td>57° 03'</td>
<td>63° 68'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the earth is the chief source of heat in the ambient atmosphere, distance from the earth is a source of cold; and the greatest cold must prevail in the highest regions of the atmosphere, more especially as clear unclouded air seems to receive no heat from the rays of the sun, whether direct or reflected. Thus, if the focus of the most powerful burning glasses be directed at pure air, it does not produce the smallest degree of heat, because the air being transparent, a free passage is afforded to the sun's rays. At the level of the sea, the temperature corresponds to that of the standard ocean; but as we ascend above that level, the temperature is gradually diminished; but at a certain height we arrive at the region of perpetual congelation, and M. Bouguer gives "the lower term of congelation." The height of this varies according to the latitude of the place, and at that height it constantly freezes at night in every spot. At the equator it is at its highest elevation, that is, the degree towards the earth as we advance towards the pole. On the flat land of America, one of the chief lands, under the line, M. Bouguer found the cold to extend from 70 to 90 degrees below the freezing point, every place, before it fine. He fixe's the height of "the lower term of congelation," between the tropics, at an elevation of 153777 feet; but in lat. 25° he thinks that it falls considerably in summer, at the height of 13000 feet from the level of the sea. At full greater heights it never freezes, but here the cold decreases, but heavier vapours do not seem to prevail; this height is called by M. Bouguer, "the upper term of congelation," and he fixe's it under the equator at the height of 28900 feet at most. Mr. Kirwan takes it of importance to adjust the height of both these terms. To this purpose, he observes that under the equator the height of both is nearly constant; but under other latitudes it is variable both in summer and winter, according to the degree of heat which prevails on the surface of the earth. And it is a mean annual temperature peculiar to each latitude, so there is a mean height for each of these terms peculiar to each latitude. And if we take the differences between the mean temperatures of every latitude and the point of congelation, it is evident that whatever proportion the difference under the equator bears to the height of either of the above terms, the same proportion will the difference peculiar to every other latitude bear to the height of these terms. Thus, the mean height of the equator being 34, the difference of this and 52 is 52; and the mean height of lat. 24° being 72° 3', the difference between this and 52 is 40.5. Then, as 52 : 153777 :: 40.5 : 112072. In this manner Mr. Kirwan calculated the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Height of Lower Term of Congelation</th>
<th>Mean Height of Upper Term of Congelation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>Feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>15577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15°</td>
<td>25486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°</td>
<td>35476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25°</td>
<td>45468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td>55412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35°</td>
<td>65376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40°</td>
<td>73868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this manner, the height of both terms of congelation may be calculated in every latitude for every degree of heat observed at the surface of the earth, on which it evidently depends; for when that is at 32°, the lower height of congelation must be also on the surface. Hence if the height of the lower term of congelation in any latitude be known, and also the general temperature at the surface of the earth, the decrement of heat at any lower height may be found. The heat is observed to decrease in ascending into the atmosphere nearly in an arithmetical progression; and thus, having the first and last terms, if we make so many terms in the progression as there are hundreds of feet in the distance of the line of congelation, we shall be able to determine the decrement.
ment at each term. Let \( L = \) the entire decrement or difference between the heat at the surface and \( 32^\circ \); \( D = \) the distance of the lower line of congelation, in feet; \( n = \) the number of terms = \( \frac{D}{100} \); \( d = \) the first decrement = \( \frac{L}{n} \); and \( R = \) the rank of any given term, whose decrement is required. Then the decrement at any given term is \( R \cdot d \); and, subtracting this from the heat at the surface, we have the heat at that given height. The temperature at the upper term of congelation may be ascertained in the same manner, or that of any other height in the atmosphere, except over mountains; for the air over mountains is generally warmer than air of the same height over the sea or over plains.

Sometimes the temperature of the upper air is higher than that of the lower, particularly when a large mass of vapour is condensed by electrical agency; for no part of the heat given out by that cause being lost by communication with air much colder, that which surrounds the condensed vapour must be heated to a considerable degree. Air, rendered opaque by clouds, transmits less, and absorbs more light, and is therefore more heated than clear air. Sometimes winds, in opposite directions and different temperatures, flow at different heights, the uppermost being often the warmest; all which circumstances, especially in cloudy weather, render all calculations of the height of the terms of congelation on any particular day precarious, though when they regard a particular month or season, they may be sufficiently exact.

With regard to the effect of elevation on the temperature of the atmosphere, we may observe, that as heat is propagated through the atmosphere, chiefly by contact and communication with the earth, lofty mountains of limited surface cannot warm it to any considerable degree, as they receive the sun's rays more obliquely, and communicating less with the common mass of the earth, are less heated than plains. Hence it happens that the steepest mountains are always the coldest. Indeed, the coldness of the atmosphere on the tops of mountains has been ascribed, by M. Lambert and M. De Luc, to the greater rarity of the igneous fluid, or elementary fire, in such elevated situations, than on the plains. M. Lambert is of opinion, that it is rarer above by the action of the air, and that it is condensed below by its own weight. Without absolutely deciding the question, he seems inclined to admit the identity of fire and light.

M. De Luc compares elementary fire to a continuous fluid, whose parts are condensed by being mutually compressed; and though he denies that fire and light are the same, yet he supposes that light puts into motion the igneous fluid contained in bodies, and that it acts with greater force near the earth than at a distance from its surface, by means of this fluid, which he calls an heavy and elastic one, by being more condensed than at a greater height. M. Bouguer has demonstrated, by simple and obvious principles and facts, that in order to account for the diminution of heat on mountains, it is unnecessary to recur to obious hypotheses. In his account of what was experienced on the mountains of Peru, he says, "it was proper, in order to explain this subject, to infer on the short duration of the sun's rays, which cannot strike the different faces of mountains but for a few hours, and even this not always. A horizontal plain, when the sun is clear, is exposed at mid-day to the perpendicular and undiminished action of these rays, while they fall but obliquely on a plain not much inclined, or on the sides of a high pile of steep rocks. But let us conceive for a moment an inflated point, half the height of the atmosphere, at a distance from all mountains as well as from the clouds which float in the air. The more a medium is transparent, the less heat it ought to receive by the immediate action of the sun. The free passage which a very transparent body allows to the rays of light, shews that its small particles are hardly touched by them. Indeed what impression could they make on it, when they pass through almost without obstruction? Light, when it consists of parallel rays, does not, by passing through a foot of free atmospheric air, near the earth, lose an hundred thousandth part of its force. From this we may judge how few rays are weakened, or can act on this fluid, in their passage through a stratum of the diameter, not of an inch or line, but of a particle. Yet the futility and transparency are still greater at great heights, as was obvious on the Cordilleras, when we looked at distant objects. Lastly, the greater air is heated below by the contact or neighbourhood of bodies of greater density than itself, which it surrounds, and on which it rests; and the heat may be communicated by little and little to a certain distance. The inferior parts of the atmosphere by this means contract daily a very considerable degree of heat, and may receive it in proportion to its density or bulk. But it is evident that the same thing cannot happen at the distance of a league and an half or two leagues above the surface of the earth, although the light there may be something more active. The air and the wind therefore must at this height be extremely cold, and colder in proportion to the elevation." This theory is adopted by Sauflure, who has superadded the following fact to prove, that the force of the sun's rays, considered abstractedly and independently of any extrinsic source of cold, is no less powerful on mountains than on plains; viz. that the power of burning leaves and mirrors is the same at all heights. For ascertaining this fact, he produced a burning glass, so weak in its effect, that at Geneva it would not set fire to tinder. This glass was carried to the summit of Mount Salève, 3000 feet high, and it there produced the same effect, and even with greater ease. Hence he concluded, that the principal source of cold on the tops of mountains is their being perpetually surrounded by an atmosphere, which cannot be much heated by the rays of the sun, on account of its transparency, or by their reflection from the earth, by reason of its distance; but he wished also to know, whether the direct solar rays had the same power on the top of a high mountain as on the plain below, whilst the body on which they acted was placed in such a manner as to be unaffected by the surrounding air. With this view he instituted a lot of experiments, from which he deduced the following conclusions; viz. that a difference of 777 toises in height diminishes the heat which the rays of the sun are able to communicate to a body exposed to the external air, 14° of the thermometer; that it diminishes the heat of a body partially exposed, only 6°; and that it augments by 1° the heat of a third body completely defended from the air. Hence it appears, that the atmosphere counteracts the operation of the solar rays in producing heat, by a power which is exerted at all distances, from the surface to the higher regions. From the experiments of M. Pictet, to this purpose, it is inferred, that even in places exposed to the rays of the sun, the heat at five feet from the ground is greater only by 1° or 2° than at fifty feet above the surface, although the ground was at that time 15° or 20° warmer than the air immediately in contact with it. This difference, however, though it is, does not obtain in higher regions; for if it did, the cold on the top of the mountain of Salève, 3000 feet above the lake of Geneva, would be 60° greater than at the foot of it; whereas it really is only 10°. In the night the case is reversed; for the stratum of air, at five
five feet from the ground, was found by M. Phileet to be
colder than that at 500. Definite, different strata are found
to poise very different and variable degrees of cold, without
any regard to the altitude or depression of their situation.
In 1785, Dr. Wilson of Glasgow (Phil. Trans. for 1782,
p. 467; and for 1784, p. 368.) found a remarkable cold close
to the surface of the ground; so that the thermometer, when
laid on the surface of the snow and hoar-frost, sunk many
degrees lower than one suspended twenty-four feet above it.

Hence it has been concluded, that snow, falling from the
higher regions of the atmosphere, is generally colder than the
lower air.

With respect to the precise effect of elevation, Mr. Kirwan
found it to be nearly as follows: when the elevation is mo-
derate and gradual, such as that of the interior parts of
most countries very distant from the sea, its effects are so
blended with those of distance from the standard ocean, that
the same allowance in the diminution of temperature is to
be made for both. By a gradual elevation, he means such
as rifes at a less rate than six feet per mile, counting from
the near isle or confiderable sea. If the elevation proceeds at
a greater rate, then for every 200 feet of elevation, the annual
temperature of the standard must be diminished in that lati-
tude, as follows:

If the elevation be at the rate of

| 6 feet per mile | - | - | \(\frac{1}{4}\) of a degree. |
| 7 feet | - | - | \(\frac{2}{2}\) |
| 13 feet | - | - | \(\frac{3}{4}\) |
| 15 feet, or upwards | - | - | - |

For every 20 miles distance from the standard ocean, the
mean annual temperature in different latitudes must be de-
preeplyed or raised, nearly at the following rate:

From lat. 700 to lat. 950 cooled, \(\frac{1}{4}\) of a degree.

See on this subject Kirwan's Estimate of the Temperature of
different latitudes, 1787, paffim.

It has been observed, that in clear weather, though the
surface of the earth be then most liable to be heated by the
sun, yet after sun-set, and during the night, the air is colder
near the ground, and particularly in the valleys. The expedi-
ments made on this subject for a whole year, by Mr. James
Six, may be seen in the sixth volume of the Philosophical
Transactions, but our limits will not allow our
citing them. The conclusions deduced from them are
these: that a greater diminution of heat frequently takes
place near the earth in the night time, than at any altitude
in the atmosphere within the limits of the writer's inquiry;
that is, 220 feet from the ground; and that at such times the
greatest degrees of cold are always met with nearest the sur-
fact of the earth. This is a constant operation of nature,
under certain circumstances of the atmosphere, and occurs at
all seasons of the year; and this difference never happens in
any considerable degree, except when the air is still, and the
sky perfectly unclouded. The refrigeration was not at all
impeded, but rather promoted, by the moist vapour, as
dews and fogs. In very severe frosts, when the air fre-
quently deposits a quantity of frozen vapour, it is commonly
found greatest; but the excess of heat, which in the day was
found in the lowest station in summer, was diminished in
winter almost to nothing. The fact of the mercury's falling
in a thermometer, included in a receiver, when the air
begins to be rarefied, has been usually attributed, not to any
degree of cold thus produced, but to the sudden expansion of
the bulb of the thermometer, in consequence of the removal
of the atmospheric pressure; but from some experiments of
Dr. Darwin (see Philos. Trans. vol. 78. p. 423, &c.) it appears,
that the atmosphere always becomes warmer by compression,
and colder by dilatation from a compressed state. This
ingenious author mentions a curious phenomenon observed
in the mountains of Hungary, on a very large scale in the
Chemudian mountains, Hungary. In this machine the air,
in a large vessel, is compressed by a column of water 200
feet high; a stopcock is then opened; and as the air issues
out with great velocity, and in consequence of his precious
condensation becomes immediately much expanded, the
moisture contained in it is not only precipitated, as in the
subsection of receiver, but still down and shower of snow, with icicles
hanging to the model of the cock. See Phil. Trans. for 1761,
vol. 52. From this phenomenon, as well as from his ex-
periments, Dr. Darwin infers, that there is good reason for
concluding, that in all circumstances where air is mecha-
nically expanded, it becomes capable of attracting the third
matter of heat from other bodies in contact with it. (See
Calorics.) Now (says he), as the wet region of air
which surrounds our globe is perpetually moving along its
surface, climbing up the sides of mountains, and descending
into the valleys; as it passes along, it must be perpetually
varying its degree of heat, according to the elevation of the
country it traverses; for, in rising to the summits of moun-
tains, it becomes expanded, having so much of the pre-
fluence of the superincumbent air taken away; and when this
expanded, it attracts or absoís heat from the mountain in
continuity with it; and, when it descends into the valleys, and
again compressed into less expansire, it again gives out the
heat it has acquired to the bodies in contact with it.

The same thing must happen in respect to the higher regions
of the atmosphere, which are regions of perpetual free
s, as has lately been discovered by the aerial navigators. When
large districts of air, from the lower part of the atmosphere,
are raised two or three miles high, they become so much
expanded by the great diminution of the pressure over them,
and hence become so cold, that hail or snow is produced by
the precipitation of the vapour; and as there is, in these
high regions of the atmosphere, nothing else for the ex-
panded air to acquire heat from after it has parted with its
vapour, the same degree of cold continues, till the air
on descending to the earth, acquires its former state of con-
 densation and of warmth.

The Andes, almost under the line, rests its base on burn-
ing sands; about its middle height is a moist pleasant
and temperate climate covering an extensive plain, on which
is built the city of Quito; while its forehead is encircled with
eternal snow, perhaps coeval with the mountain. Yet, ac-
cording to the accounts of Don Ullon, these three dif-
cordant climates feldom encroach much on each other's
 territories. The hot winds below, if they ascend, become
cooled by their expansion; and hence they cannot effect
the snow upon the summit; and the cold winds, that sweep
the summit, become condensed as they descend, and of
temperate warmth before they reach the fertile plains of
Quito.

The temperature of the atmosphere, and the vicissitudes
of its heat and cold, are subject to a variety of irregularities,
which no theory that has yet been propound is able to suf-
iciently explain. For other observations on this subject,
see the articles Clouds, Cold, Congelation, Evaporation,

Atmosphere, (Vol. of the). These are so numerous and
various, that it would require a very minute and extended
detail
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detail to recite even the principal of them. Of its indif- 

pensable necessity to the existence of animal and vegetable 

life, influences frequently occur in the course of this work. 

Animals and vegetables, in their immense variety, and from 

their lates of eggs and seeds to their fullest maturity, owe 

the commencement and continuance of their being to the 

atmosphere that surrounds them. How much it contributes 

to the fertility of the earth, by means of the rains that 

compose it, and to the convenience and comfort of man- 

kind, by furnishing a fit receptacle for the vapours that 
deep in refreshing showers, and for the winds that form 
an infinite variety of society and commerce with the distant nations, 
and by affording those reflections and refractions of light 

which bedeck over surrounding objects, and which form 

plentiful transitions from darkness to day, and from day to 
night, by means of twilight, it is altogether needless to 

specify. The subject would afford scope for much declama- 
tion; and we might derive from it arguments that would 
impress a thoughtful mind with just and honourable senti- 
ments of the creator. How necessary it is to the various 
operations of art and science, as well as to the common 

purposes of life, will simply appear under the several articles 

which it would be almost superfluous to mention. See 

AIR, and the several articles to which we have already 

referred.

ATMOSPHERE. Method of navigating in it. See Aero- 

station.

ATMOSPHERE of the Sun, Moon, Planets, and Comets. See 

the several articles.

ATMOSPHERE of solid or consistent Bodies, is a kind of 
sphere formed by the effluvia, or minute corpuscles emitted 
from them. Mr. Boyle endeavours to show that all bodies, 
even the hardest and most coherent, as gems, &c. have their 
atmospheres. See Gem.

ATMOSPHERE, in Electricity, denotes that medium which 

was conceived to be diffused over the surface of electrified 

bodies, and to consist of effluvia issuing from them; whereby 

other bodies immersed in it become endowed with an elec- 
tricity contrary to that of the body to which the atmosphere 

belongs. This was first taken notice of at a very early period 
in the history of this science, by Otto Guericke, and after- 
wards by the academicians of Florence, who contrived to 
render the electric atmosphere visible, by means of smoke 

attracted by, and uniting itself to a piece of amber, and 
gently revolved from it, and vanishing as the amber could. 

But Dr. Franklin exhibited this electric atmosphere with 
great advantage, by dropping rosin on hot iron plates held 
under bodies electrified, from which the smoke rose, and 

encompassed the bodies, giving them a very beautiful ap- 
ppearance. He made other observations on these atmos- 

pheres; he took notice that they and the air did not seem 
to exclude one another; that they were immovably re- 
tained by the bodies from which they issued; and that the 
same body, in different circumstances of dilution and con- 

tration, is capable of receiving or retaining more or less of 
the electric fluid on its surface. However, the theory 
of electrical atmospheres was not sufficiently explained and 
understood for a considerable time; and the investigation 
led to many very curious experiments and observations. 
Mr. Canton took the lead, and was followed by Dr. Frank- 
lin; Meff. Wieleke and Epinus prosecuted the discovery, and 
completely the discovery. The experiments of the two 
former gentlemen prepared the way for the conclusion 
that was afterwards drawn from them by the latter, though 

they retained the common opinion of electric atmospheres, 

and endeavoured to explain the phenomena by it. The 

conclusion was, that the electric fluid, when there is a re- 

dundancy of it in any body, repels the electric fluid in any 
other body, when they are brought within the sphere of 
each other's influence, and drives it into the remote parts 
of the body, or quite out of it, if there be any outlet for 
that purpose. By atmosphere, M. Epinus says, no more is to be un- 

derstood, than the sphere of a body belonging to any body, or 

the neighbouring air electrified by it. Sir J. Beccaria 

concurs in the same opinion, that electrified bodies have no 
other atmosphere than the electricity communicated to the 
neighbouring air, and which goes with the air, and not with 
the electrified bodies. And Mr. Canton likewise, 

having relinquished the opinion that electric atmospheres 

were composed of effluvia from excited or electrified bodies, 

maintained that they only result from an alteration in the 

state, that the electric fluid contained in, or belonging to 
the air surrounding these bodies to a certain distance; for in- 

stance, that excited gases repels the electric fluid from it, 

and consequently beyond that distance makes it more dense; 

whereso excited wax attracts the electric fluid existing in 

the air nearer to it, making it rarer than it was before. 

In the course of experiments that were performed on this 
occasion, Meff. Wieleke and Epinus succeeded in charging 

a plate of air, by suspending large boards of wood covered 
with tin, with the flat sides parallel to one another, and 

at some inches distance; for they found, that, upon electrifi- 
ying one of the boards positively, the other was always 

negative; and a shock was produced by forming a com- 

munication between the upper and lower plates. Beccaria 

has largely considered the subject of electric atmospheres, 
in his Artificial Electricity, p. 179, &c. Eng. edit. Dr. 

Priestley's Hist. of Electricity, vol. ii. sect. 7. Cavallo's 

Electricity, vol. i. p. 241. vol. ii. p. 282. See CONDENSER, 

and CONDUCTOR, Luminous; and Experiments in Electrici- 

ty.

ATMOSPHERE, Magnetic, denotes the sphere within which 

the virtue of the magnet, &c. acts.

ATMOSPHERICAL Logarithms. See LOGARITHMIC.

ATNAH, or Carrier Indians, in Geography, a tribe of 

Indians in the north-west continent of America, inhabiting 
the banks of the Columbia river, south of the Nagiller 
Indians, about N. lat. 52°, and W. long. 123°. The 

Atmah language, of which Mr. Mackenzie obtained some 
specimens, has no affinity to any with which he was ac- 

quainted. Mackenzie's Journal of a Voyage through the 

N. W. Continent of America, p. 258.

ATOM, formed of the privative an, and ρρωμα, I divide, 
in Philosophy, a part or particle of matter, so minute as to 

be indivisible.

Atoms are properly the minutest nature, the last or ultimate 
particles into which bodies are divisible; and are con- 

ceived as the first rudiments, or component parts of all phy- 

sical magnitude; or the pre-existing and incorruptible mat- 

ter whereby bodies were formed.

The notion of atoms arises hence, that matter is not divi- 

sible in infinitum. And hence the Peripatetics are led to 
deny the reality of atoms; together with that of mathematical 
points as atoms, say they, either has parts, or it has 

none; if it hath none, it is a mere mathematical point; if 

it hath, then do those parts also consist of others, and so on 
to infinity.

But this is to recede from the genuine character of atoms, 
which are not esteemed indivisible, because of their wave 
of bigens, or parts (for all physical magnitude must have three 
dimensions, length, breadth, and thickness, and all extension 

is divisible); but they are indivisible on account of their soli- 

dity, hardness, and impenetrability, which preclude all divi- 

sion
As atoms are the first matter, it is necessary they should be indissoluble, in order to their being incorruptible. For Isaac Newton adds, that it is also required, they be immovable, in order to the world's continuing in the same state, and bodies being of the same nature now as formerly. To this purpose he observes, at the close of his inquiry into the nature, laws, and constitution of matter, that God in the beginning created matter in solid, manifold, hard, impermeable, moveable particles, incomparably harder than any of the porous bodies compounded of them; may, so far as never to wear or break in pieces; so human power being able to divide what God made one at the creation, while these particles continue entire, they may compose bodies of one and the same texture in all ages; but if they should wear away, or break in pieces, the nature of things depending upon them would be changed. See Divisibility, and Solidity.

Hence the ancients were also led to maintain atoms eternal; because what is immovable, must be eternal. They also added gravity; and, in consequence thereto, motion to their atoms; and farther observing that atoms thus falling perpendicularly, could not join or unite together, they superadded a fortuitous or side motion, and furnished them with certain hooked parts, in order to enable them to catch and hang the better together. And from a casual and fortuitous jumble of these atoms, they supposed the whole universe to be formed.

ATOMARIA, a species of Condylostely, described by Fabricius, about half an inch in length. This shell is oblong, snow-white, dotted with brown, and at each end two dully marks. Martini, Gmel. &c.

ATOMARIA, in Entomology, a species of Conops (Myos, Fabr.), found in Europe. It is greyish, with an ovate abdomen; wings brown, crowded with white dots. Gmelin.

ATOMARIA, a species of Pyrgana found in Germany. The wings are pale-grey with numerous black dots.

ATOMARIA, a species of Phalana (Geometra) that inhabits Europe. The wings are entirely yellow, streaked and speckled with brown. Gmelin, &c. This is Phalana pennata of Scopoli, and Phalana artemisiaria. Phalana glarearia of Wien. Schmett. is supposed to be a variety of this species by Gmelin. The larvae from which this moth is produced is smooth and greyish, with numerous ferruginous interrupted lines, and two tubercles on the posterior part; fed on Centaurea fimbriata.

ATOMARIA, a species of Nototema, about the size of a louse, and inhabits the river Velchova in Russia. It is white; above and wing-cases pale-greyish; wings milky. Phil. It.

ATOMARIA, a species of Silphia. (Spilocidium Fabr.) This insect is smooth and black; wing-cases marked with cremaster stripes; legs pale. Fabr. Gmel. &c. A native of Europe.

ATOMARIA, a species of Scarabaeus (Melobomus) that inhabits the Cape of Good Hope. In size and appearance this insect resembles S. formidus. It is powdered with white; thorax caecalculated and black; wing-cases brown; abdomen white, with black dots.

ATOMARIA, a species of Cuculio found in Europe. This insect is brown; wing-cases fringed, with the intercices smooth, finely punctuated, and fringed with specks of greyish brown hairs. Mart. Levk. p. 18. n. 380. Lin. Another cuculio atomaria occurs in Lin. Mart. Levk. p. 19, 599; and which does not seem to differ specifically from the foregoing: C. atomaria fuscus, elysios; atomic grisulis p. f.;

ATOMARIA, a species of Carabus that inhabits Europe. It is apterous, black, and glistering; wing-cases rather smooth, with minute, scattered, confluent drop of a purple colour; margin purple. Müll. Levk.

ATOMARIA, a species of Carabus (Retusus), var. with greenish and brown; wings white, dotted with brown. Linn.

ATOMELLA, a species of Phalana (Timen). The antennae are of a moderate length; head and yellow, fine must; two ferrugineous dots in the eye, and a yellow marginal spot. Lin. &c. Habits Europe.

ATOMICAL Philosophy, denotes the doctrine of atoms; or a method of accounting for the origin and formation of all things, from the supposition of atoms, endowed with gravity and motion.

The ancients, according to the account given of it by Dr. Calvini (Int. Rerum S. scrips. b. 1. vol. i. p. 7. Lib. 6 ch. 5.), supposed that there is nothing thin but air, the matter, that is, the world itself, and therefore, that nothing is to be attributed to it, but what is included in the nature and idea of it, viz. more or less magnitude, with divisibility into parts, figure and position, together with motion or rest; but fast that the parts of it can ever move finally, but is always moved by force external. And consequently it supposes, that there is no body having citis besides the simple elements of magnitude, figure, fire, and motion, which are all clearly visible. It is a theory of extended substance, to take the corpuscles or atoms; and therefore, not of any accidental form, disting. from the matter nor of any other qualities really existing in the bodies without, besides the results or aggregates of these simple elements, and the disposition of the inconsiderable parts of bodies in respect of figure, sit, and motion; nor of any intentional species or there, propagated from the objects to our senses: nor lastly, of any other kind of motion or action really distinct from local motion, such as generation and alteration, they being neither intelligible as modes of extended substance, nor any way really efficacious. Forasmuch as the forms and qualities of bodies may well be conceived to be mutable, but the result of these simple elements of magnitude, figure, fire, and motion, variously combined together in the same manner as syllables and words, in great variety, result from the different combinations and conjunctions of a few letters, or the simple elements of speech; and the corporal part of sensation, and particularly that of vision, may be solved only by local motion of bodies, that is, either by corporeal bodies (called for lakht, or luma, and are), spreading continually from the surface of the objects, or rather, as the later and more refined atomists conceived, by pressure made from the object to the eye, by means of light in the medium. So that the fientify motion in the eye of the body (the sensitive medium, that is, the eye, and situated, moving every way from it upon the optic nerves), doth by that as it were by a staff touch it. Again, generation and corruption may be sufficiently explained by conversion and re-creation, or local motion, without substantial forms and qualities. And, lastly, those fabulous ideas of fire and cold, heat and cold, sweet and bitter, as they are distinct things from the figure, sit, and motion of the insensible parts of bodies, seem plainly to be nothing else but our own fancies, passions, and sensations; whereas they are only mistaken for qualities in the bodies without us.

As to the origin and history of this atomic philosophy,
Dr. Cudworth observes, that though adopted by Epicurus, it has been commonly ascribed to Democritus, who was prior both to Aristotle and Plato; but Leucippus represents
and that Democritus did generally join theology and incorporation
with the atomical physics; and he has also proved by the most conclusive reasoning, that atheism, so far from being a
natural and necessary appendage to atomism, is totally dif-
tinct from it; that there is, neither in reason nor in fact, any
inconsistency between the atomical physics and theology;
and that there is, on the contrary, a most natural cognition
or alliance between them. Ubi supra, p. 27, &c.

The atomic philosophy of Democritus and Leucippus was cultivated
and improved by Epicurus, though he would not acknowledge
that he had borrowed his hypothesis from any; and
from him it obtained the denomination of the Epicurean
philosophy. See the articles Democritus, Leucippus,
Epicurus, and Epicurean Philosophy. See also Cosmo-
gony.

The opinion of Dr. Cudworth with respect to the anti-
quity of the atomic physics has been contested by some
later writers. The learned Bishop Warburton, in his "Di-
vine Legation of Moses," admits it as a settled point, that
Democritus and Leucippus were the authors of this phys-
ology; and Brucker (Hist. Philos. by Enfield, vol. i.
p. 63) thinks, that the single evidence of Pofidonius, the
floic, who lived so many ages after the time of Mofchus,
to whom Cicero allows little credit, and of whose authority
Strabo and Sextus Empiricus, who refer to him, intimate
some suspicion, is too feeble to support the whole weight
of this opinion. But the circumstance, says this writer,
which most of all invalidates it, is, that the method
of philosophizing by hypotheses or syllae, which was followed
by the Greek philosophers, was inconsistent with the genius
and character of the barbaric philosophy, which confined
in simple assertion, and relied entirely upon traditional
authority. He adds, that the part of the history of Pytha-
goras which relates to this subject, has been involved in ob-
scurity by the later Platonists; and that neither the doctrine
of monads, nor any of those syllae which are said to have
been derived from Mofchus, are the same with the atomic doc-
trine of Epicurus. He therefore concludes, that, whatever
credit the corporeal syllae may derive from other sources,
it has no claim to be considered as the ancient doctrine
of the Phoenicians. We incline however to admit the testimo-
naries and arguments of Dr. Cudworth; and with the disli-

cion which he has adopted between the atomic physics
derived from tradition before the time of Democritus and
Leucippus, and that syllae of materialism and atheism
connected with it by their speculations, and with this re-
proach annexed to it transmitted to Epicurus and his fol-
lowers, by whom it was again modified, it seems most
probable, that the atomic philosophy was not first invented
by these speculative philosophers, but derived by tradition
from Phoenicia or Egypt. The atomic philosophy has
been revived by some moderns, and particularly by Gassendi
and others, who, rejecting the eternity of atoms and their
fortuitous motion, have made it a very intelligible and rati-
onal syllae. It is now espoused and adhered to by a great
part of the philosophical world, under the denomination of
the Corpuscular Philosophy; which see. It is the philoso-
phy of Newton, Locke, and all their followers; and it
claims regard, among other considerations, from its being
the genuine philosophy of the first and most ancient atomists.
The scholastic divines among the Mahometans, who are
very orthodox as to the creation of the world by God, do
also admit both atoms and a vacuum; but their atoms are
different from those of Leucippus, for they have no magni-
tude and are all like one another: and they suppose, as that
philosopher ought to have done, that every atom of a
living body is alive, that every atom of a sentient body is en-

Dr. Cudworth has shown, by a variety of citations from ancient writers, that the atomists before

Leucippus, who was somewhat senior to Democritus, as the first
inventor of it. Aristotle, who often mentions this philo-
sophy, commonly ascribes it to Leucippus and Democritus
jointly. Plato refers its original to Protagoras, who was
an auditor of Democritus. "However," says the learned
Cudworth (ubi supra, p. 126), "we are of opinion, that nei-
er Democritus, nor Protagoras, nor Leucippus, was the
first inventor of this philosophy; and our reason is, because
they were all three of them atheists (though Protagoras
alone was banished for that crime by the Athenians); and
we cannot think that any atheist could be the inventors of
it; much less that it was the genuine spawn and brood of
atheism itself, as some conceit, because however these
atheists adopted it for themselves, endeavouring to serve
their turns of it, yet if rightly understood, it is the most ef-
effual engine against atheism that can be." This learned
writer alleges also historical probability for the opinion
that this philosophy was much more ancient than either
Democritus or Leucippus. To this purpose he observes,
that Pofidonius, as we learn from Empiricus and Strabo,
availed it for an old tradition, that the first inventor of this
atomical philosophy was one Mofchus, a Phoenician, who
according to Strabo, lived before the Trojan war, and who
has been supposed by some particulars to be the same with
Mofchus the Jewish lawyer. See Moschus.

Dr. Cudworth further maintains, that Pythagoras, who is
thought to have converted at Sidon with the Jewish philo-
sophers, priests, and poets, who were the successors of Mofchus,
to have borrowed many things from the Jews; and to have transla-
ted them into his philosophy, was not unacquainted with the
atomical physiology, and he therefore concludes, that the phi-
losophy of Democritus was Pythagorean; and the philosophy
of Pythagoras, Democritical or atomical. Accordingly, he
alleges the authority of Echphantus, a famous Pythagorean,
and other testimonies, to prove that the Monads of Pytha-
goras were nothing else but corporeal atoms. In or-
der to reconcile Arifotle with himself, and to preserve the
credit of Laertius, both of whom ascribe this philosophy to
Democritus and Leucippus, as its first authors, Cudworth
fuggetts, that although the atomical physiology was in use
long before Democritus and Leucippus, yet these two with
their confederate atheists, of whom Protagoras seems to have
been one, were undoubtedly the first "that ever made this
physiology to be a complete and entire philosophy by itself,
so as to derive the original of all things in the whole univer-
se from fentlelefs atoms, that had nothing but figure and motion,
together with vacuum, and made up such a syllae of it, as from
whence it would follow there could not be any God, not so
much as a corporeal one." The atomical philosophy, accord-
ing to this learned writer, exifted before and without athe-
ism; and Democritus and Leucippus are to be regarded as
the first inventors or founders of the atomical philosophy
"atheized and adulterated." Consequently, there have
been two sorts of atomists in the world; the one atheistical,
the other religious. The first and most ancient atomists,
having incorporated substance, used that physiology in a
way of subordination to theology and metaphysics. The
others, allowing no other substance but body, made fentleles
atoms and figures, without any mind and understanding,
(i.e. without any God) to be the original of all things;
which latter is that, which was vulgarly known by the name of
atomical philosophy, of which Democritus and Leucippus
were the source. Dr. Cudworth has shewn, by a variety
of citations from ancient writers, that the atomists before

Democritus did generally join theology and incorporation
with their atomical physiology; and he has also proved by the
most conclusive reasoning, that atheism, so far from being a
natural and necessary appendage to atomism, is totally dis-
tinct from it; that there is, neither in reason nor in fact, any
inconsistency between the atomical physiology and theology;
and that there is, on the contrary, a most natural cognition
or alliance between them. Ubi supra, p. 27, &c.
duded with fenfe, and that the understanding refuses in an atom; though they differ as to the soul and knowledge, whether they consist in a single atom, or a collection of several. Malmo, in More Nevechin. c. 73.

The atomic system, adopted by modern philosophers, and extended by Le Sage and De Luc to great subtleties, supposes that matter fills its space merely by its existence; that it is absolutely impenetrable; that its division can be carried to a certain length only, ending in atoms, which, though extended, are not further divisible; that there are empty interstices between the atoms; that the particles of elastic fluids, as air, vapours, caloric, &c., do not touch each other, and consequently they form different fluids, as they are called; and that the rarity or density of a body depends solely on the quantity of empty interstices, in a certain volume of space occupied by the matter constituting that body. In these respects, the system is opposed to that denominated the dynamic system, illustrated by Kant in his “Metaphysical Elements of Natural Philosophy.” See Dynamic System.

A late writer has distinguished between common, and philosophic atoms. Under the former appellation he comprehends those who think with the vulgar, not only that matter exists externally, but that it really populates all those properties which animate the senses; such as cold, heat, colour, sound, &c. Under the general name of philosophic atomists, he comprehends all those philosophers, who admit the essential properties of matter, such as extension, impenetrability, cohesion and mobility, and who reject the real or external existence of those properties that are called sensible qualities. These latter atomists further distinguish into two classes: viz. simple, and mixed; simple or pure atomists acknowledge extension and impenetrability alone, and the attributes necessarily arising from these, as inertia and cohesion. According to them, matter is merely passive, endowed with no internal powers; and cohesion, though not necessarily contained in the idea of matter, is essential to the idea of extension; so that all changes are effected by powers foreign to matter: in nature, the power of God: in creatures, the powers of the soul. Mixed atomists, or Dynamists, place powers in matter itself, which in their opinion belong to it, and inhere in it in such a manner that they are independent of spiritual sub stance, and are either formed in bodies, or superadded as attributes of material existences. Of this kind are gravity, effusiveness, irritability, attraction, repulsion, &c. These powers operate according to the organization of bodies. To atomists of each class this writer opposes the Idealists, who entertain the same opinions concerning the primary qualities of bodies, which are held by atomists concerning the secondary. As the latter maintain that no light can exist without being seen, or found without being heard, so the former affirm that neither impenetrability nor extension can have place independently of our conceptions. This opinion, which seems to have been counteracted by Plato, is fully developed in the system of Berkeley. Malebranche is placed by this writer among the Idealists, as his mathematical points, constituent of extension, vanish into nothing when we attempt to analyze them. Locke, by supposing that matter may be made capable of thought, approaches to the Dynamists. Leibnitz and Wolf may be deemed Idealists; since, in reality, they allow of no material existence out of the mind; for although the monads are the occasion of our ideas, yet their ideas have nothing in common with the object. Kant, who derives no sensations from the attention of the soul to real existences, though he acknowledges that our ideas are in some other manner excited, by something existing out of the mind, is placed also under the class of Idealists; as, according to him, all our observations and determinations are founded on appearances. Of Dr. Priceley this anonymous writer remarks, that, although he makes the soul material, he makes matter spiritual; and therefore he is ranked with the mixed atomists. See account of Prize Dissertations, by Taylor’s Theological Society, vol. x. in Monthly Review Enlarged, vol. iii. p. 741.

ATOMOS, in Entomology, a species of Cancer found in running water in Europe. It is linear; has four, with a single fang; legs fourteen, with two oval valves on each side between the fourth and fifth pair.

ATONEMENT, in Theology, is a term that has been variously explained and applied by divines of different opinions. However, there are three principal senses, in which, with fulsome modifications, the term has been usually understood. The first is, that which has been adopted by those who are commonly called Calvinists; and it supposes, that the death and sufferings of Jesus Christ, partaking of the divine and human nature in one person, being with respect to the former equal to the Father, were such, confounded in their degree and value, as to be a proper equivalent for the penalty annexed by the divine law to the transgression of those of the elect who are penitent and believing. Divine justice, it is said, required its victim, either in the infinite or his substitute; Jesus became the surety; he paid the debt, and satisfied the demand. Others, who have not espoused the doctrine of the proper deity of Christ in the sense of the Trinitarians, or who have not contended for an absolute and strict equivalent to the demerit and consequent punishment of transgression, have expressed their notion of this doctrine in a manner somewhat different. Accordingly, Dr. Watts, in his “Redeemer and Sanctifier” (see his works, vol. iii. p. 741), explains his sentiments in the following manner. “By atonement for sin, I do not mean any such thing as shall in a proper and literal sense appease the wrath of God, the offended governor, which is supposed to be kindled against his sinful creatures, and shall incline his heart to mercy, which was before determined upon vengeance; for though this doctrine may be so represented sometimes after the manner of men, yet this is an idea or supposition in many respects inconsistent with the attributes and actions of the blessed God, and with the doctrine of the New Testament. In that book God represents himself as rich in mercy, and for this reason he pitied sinful creatures who had broken his law, and had deserved to die, before he had received any atonement; and therefore God himself provided and sent his own son to become a sacrifice of atonement, and a ransom for them; he appointed him to be a surety for us, the just for the unjust, and to suffer death in the room and stead of sinners. By the words “atonement,” or “propitiation,” I mean therefore some soothing or painful thing done or suffered, or both, by Jesus Christ the son of God, in the room and stead of sinful men, as a punishment on account of their sins; and this by the wise and righteous appointment of God, the universal governor, shall excite the penitent offender from the punishment that was due, and obtain his pardon, because it shall give a recompense to the authority of the divine lawmaker for the affront which was put upon him by the sins of men, and shall make some reparation of honour to his holy law which was broken. And this is not only intended to manifest the evil nature and the defect of sin, together with God’s hated
hatred of it; but it shall also answer the demand and design of the threatening by such actual pain or punishment, though it is laid on the surety instead of the offender; and thus it may secure the law from being broken, in time to come, as effectually as if the offenders themselves had been punished. Such a pain, penance, or punishment, are the humiliation and sufferings of Jesus Christ, his labours and sorrow; and it is in this sense that the language of expiation or atonement, of propitiation and ransom, is so often used. See 1 Pet. ii. 23. 2 Cor. v. 21. Gal. iii. 10. Now by these appointed sufferings of the Son of God, in the room and stead of sinful men, there is an honourable amends made to the governor of the world for the violation of his law, and a glorious way made for the exercise of mercy in the pardoning of the offender, and that without any imputation of reflection upon the holiness of God's nature and conduct, or any lujdiction of the justice of his government, as if he would connive at sin; since he discovers and declares, that in passing by the sins of his people in former ages, and in pardoning and justifying persons who now believe in Christ, he will manifest his justice and righteousness by requiring such a sacrifice whereby sin shall be punished, though the sinner be spared. See Rom. iii. 24—26. To this purpose, Whitby (in Heb. v. 3.) observes, that Christ, after he became our surety, was not, nor could be delivered from those sufferings which were the punishment of our sins; he being as our expiatory sacrifice, not only on the occasion of our sins, but in our stead, to bear the punishment of our iniquity. (See Satisfaction.) In the sense above explained, the death and sufferings of Christ were properly vicarious. The advocates for this opinion have sometimes asserted, without reserve or qualification, that the necessity of an atonement arose from the immutable nature, and the indissoluble demands of divine justice; and that God could not, in confidence with his moral attributes, have pardoned fin without receiving a plenary satisfaction; that this satisfaction or atonement could not have been given by any other being but his own eternal and equal Son; and that even he could not have effectied this great and ultimate object of his mediatorial office, unless our sins had been imputed to him in the same degree as his merits are imputed to us. (See Imputation.) On the other hand, those who have carried Calvinism to the extreme in other points, have nevertheless maintained, that punitive justice was not essential to the divine nature, and that God might have pardoned sin by virtue of his own absolute authority, independently of an atonement. Dr. Owen, however, has opposed this tenet in a Latin tract, intitled, "Distrina de jutizia divina." "Christ's death," says the learned biblical writer, Dr. Clarke (Sermons vol. viii. p. 366.), "was truly and properly, in the strictest meaning of the word, an expiatory sacrifice. For if sinners, by having diminished the honour, and defiled the authority of God's laws, were become liable to the justice and vengeance of God; if the Son of God in our nature, by vindicating the honour of God's laws, hath discharged this obligation, and obtained remission for us; and if the obtaining this remission was by the shedding of his blood, which is called 'the price of our redemption' (1 Cor. vi. 20); it follows, that the wrath of God was appeased by the death of Christ, and that God was graciously pleased to accept this vicarious suffering of his Son, in the stead of the punishment that was due to the sinner in his own person: which is the express and most proper notion of an expiatory sacrifice." To the same purpose this excellent writer observes in another place (vol. v. p. 203.), that "Christ hath vindicated the honour of God's laws, by taking upon himself the punishment of their sins who repent, and embrace the terms of the gospel. He confounded to be made fin for us, i.e. to be made a sacrifice for our sins, that we through that expiation might become subjects capable of the mercy of God. He took upon him our nature, and was clothed in flesh, partly indeed that he might preach the will of God to mankind in a nearer and more confounding conversation with them; but, principally, that he who in the form of God could not suffer, might become capable of suffering by being made in the likeness of man. He led a most innocent and spotless life, that he might indeed set us an example, that we should follow his steps; but chiefly, because, as it was required that the typical sacrifices under the law should be whole and without blemish, so it was necessary, that he who was to be the real expiatory sacrifice for the sins of others, should have none that needed expiation of his own.—He suffered a shameful and ignominious death upon the cross, that he might indeed give us an example of patience and readiness to suffer; but the principal design of it was, that he might put away fin by the sacrifice of himself, and obtain eternal redemption for us through faith in his blood. His resurrection was the demonstration of this sacrifice's being accepted by God; and his ascension into heaven was in order to plead the merits of his sufferings before God, and intercede for those who, according to the terms of the gospel-covenant, should be capable of receiving the gracious benefits purchased by his death." Similar sentiments of the doctrine of atonement are largely illustrated in a treatise, by Mr. M. Tomkins, who was an avowed Arminian with regard to the Trinity, intituled, "Jesus Christ, the Mediator between God and Man," of which a second edition was printed in London, in 1761. This writer, having produced several passages of scripture, that speak of Christ's death as a sacrifice, and which declare him to be constituted a high-priest, and having established, as he conceives, beyond all reasonable doubt, the literal sense of those scriptures, proceeds to consider what was the notion of expiatory sacrifices, and of the priestly office under the law of Moses. (See Sacrifice.) These sacrifices, he shews, were intended to make atonement for the person who offered them; i.e. according to his statement they were, by divine appointment, of avails to free him from the guilt he had contracted, and to prevent the punishment to which he was liable. See Num. viii. 19. xvi. 46. These sacrifices he considers as a proper expiation, or a real propitiation; not that they were the canic of a merciful disposition in God, and in that sense rendered him propitious who was before impenitent; but they were appointments for procuring pardon, and the priests by offering them obtained from the mercy of God those blessings of which they otherwise must have been deprived. Hence he infers, that the effects attributed to the blood of Christ correspond with such effects of these legal sacrifices, and that his acting as our high-priest answers to the office of the high-priest under the law. See Heb. viii. ix. 8. 23. x. 1. He proceeds to shew, that our pardon and acceptance with God, and our freedom of access, are represented, in the New Testament, as the fruit of the suffering of Christ not merely as an act of obedience, but as a sacrifice for sin, as a demonstration of God's displeasure against it, and of his regard to the righteous function of the original law, which denounced death to the transgressors of it. With this view, when God resolves to shew mercy to sinners, he also determines that his only begotten son, not indeed without his content, shall suffer death, the penalty which the original law had denounced against transgressors. Thus Christ, by suffering death, prevented or warded off those effects or consequences of fin, which would otherwise have come upon mankind; and accordingly his death and
his mediation are very justly represented as the means of procuring for us the blessings of which we are made partakers. See Heb. ix. 12. 1 Cor. vi. 20, viii. 23. Rev. v. 9. This representation of the matter gave rise to the term satisfaction, which has been generally used by writers in treating of this subject. (See Satisfaction.) This author having flated his notion of the death of Christ as an atonement for sin, obviates the objections that have been urged against the opinion he has adopted. But we must refer for further particulars to the author's treatise, p. 155, &c. See also Chapman's Enthusius, vol. ii. ch. iv. v, vi.

The second explanation of the term atonement, which has sometimes been called the Arminian doctrine, supposes that the sufferings of Jesus Christ were inconsiderably severer; and that the object of them was to exhibit the evil and demerit of sin, and the displeasure of God against it, who would not even forgive a sincere penitent, without thus manifesting his hatred of wickedness. This coincides, in a degree, with the illustration of this doctrine already given; it has been denounced the moderate doctrine, and has been adopted, with certain modifications, by many divines and others. A third hypothesis relating to this subject is that of the learned Dr. John Taylor (see his "Scripture Doctrine of Atonement examined," &c. and also his "Key to the Apologetic Writings," prefixed to his "Paraphrase, &c. on the Epistle to the Romans," ch. viii.), that the scriptures represent the death of Christ as an act of obedience so acceptable to God, that, as the reward of it, he thought fit to grant unto mankind, corrupt and wicked, the forgivenes of sin (absolutely, in relation to antecedent sufferings; and upon condition of repentance, in relation to eternal life), and to erect a new dispensation furnished with all proper means to draw us from sin unto God, and to bring us to the pollicence of immortality. The blood of Christ, says this writer, or that by which he has bought or redeemed us, is his love and goodnese to men, and his obedience to God, exercised indeed through the whole of his state of humiliation in this world, but most eminently exhibited in his death. It is his complete and spotless righteousness, his humility, goodness, and obedience unto death, which makes his blood precious in the sight and hand of God, and gives his death its worth and efficiency. Obedience was the sacrifice which he offered unto God for us. "It was his righteousness, or righteousnes, and benevolent action, his obedient death, or the sacrifice of his love and obedience, which made atonement for the sin of the world; for, and in this sense, that God, on account of his goodness and perfect obedience, so highly pleasing unto him, thought fit to grant unto mankind, whom he might in strict justice have destroyed for their general corruption and wickednes (John, iii. 17), the forgivenes of sins, not imputing unto them their trespasses (2 Cor. v. 19) or their sins which were past, or which they had already committed (Rom. iii. 25), and for which they deferred to fall under the dreadful effects of God's wrath. And not only did he forgive former trespasses to all the living and to all the penitent and obedient dead, but further he erected a glorious and perfect dispensation of grace, exceeding any which had gone before it in means, promises, and prospects; at the head of which he set his Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, invested with universal power in heaven and on earth, constituting him king and governor over the new body, which he designed to form, captain of our salvation, the high-priest of our profession, the mediator and surety of the new covenant, to negotiate and manage all affairs relating to our present instruction and sanctification, to raise all the dead out of their graves, and to put the obedient and faithful into possession of eternal life."—As in various instances, the virtues, acts, and prayers of good men were the means of God's bestowing pardon and sundry blessings upon others, so much more, according to this author, must the perfect righteousness of obedience and goodnes of the Son of God, be a reason for remitting the sins of mankind, so far as, in the nature of things, they are capable of remission, or of being atoned? For the sins of the impious, who finally neglect and renounce all means of reformation, cannot be atoned or forgiven. Grace or favour, through the atonement of Christ, may be so far known to them, as to allow them space and means to repent; but none besides the penitent who truly improve the divine goodnes and patience, can receive the benefit of eternal salvation through the atonement of Christ. The wisdom, as well as the grace of this dispensation, are illustrated, when we consider, that pardon in the gospel is raised to a very high degree; and repentance is there made available, not only to exempt from punishment, but also to gain a new and glorious state of being in eternal life, which is a grant of favour extended far beyond the natural value of repentance. Besides, the grant of remission of sin, and of other blessings of the gospel, through the blood of Christ, has a strong and direct tendency to promote our sanctification, and to render us penitent and obedient; and therefore this constitution must be acquiesced in as perfectly wise and benevolent." Dr. Taylor, in examining the notion of atonement above stated and considered as the satisfying divine justice, by another's suffering the punishment due to the criminal's sin in his head, adds a variety of passages pertaining to this subject, and those more especially in which the Hebrew word P2, by which, or its derivatives, atonement is expressed in the Old Testament: and though he discards the notions of the imputation of our sins to Christ, his suffering in our stead the punishment due to us, or his paying an equivalent to divine justice, yet he concludes his examination with inferring from it, that the sacrifice of Christ was, truly and properly, in the highest degree, and far beyond any other, peculiar and expiatory, to make atonement for, or to take away sin; not only to give us an example, not only to assure us of that which we profess to procure our Lord a commision to publish the forgivenes of sin; but moreover to obtain that forgivenes by doing what God in his wisdom and goodnes judged fit and expedient to be done in order to the forgivenes of sin; and without which he did not think it fit or expedient to grant the forgivenes of sin. The truly excellent Bishop Butler, in delivering his sentiments on this subject (Apoloogy, &c. p. 2), observes, "that some have endeavoured to explain the efficacy of what Christ has done and suffered for us beyond what the scripture has authorized; others, probably, because they could not explain it, have been for taking it away, and confining his office as redeemer of the world to his institution, example, and government of the church. Whereas the doctrine of the gospel appears to be, not only that he taught the efficacy of repentance, but rendered it of the efficacy which it is by what he did and suffered for us; that he obtained for us the benefit of having our repentance accepted to eternal life, &c. Hose and in what way it had this particular efficacy, there are not wanting persons who have endeavoured to explain it; but we do not find that the scriptures have explained it. It is our will that it was full, and to accept the benefit, without disputing how it was full, and to enjoy the good thereof." To the same purpose, Dr. Price, who formed his sentiments very much on the general plan of Butler's Apology, says, in his "Sermons on the Christian Doctrine," p. 35, that Christ defended this earth from a state of
existence of dignity; and that, after having passed through human life, enduring all its sorrows, he delivered himself up to death, and thus acquired the power of delivering us from death. By offering himself a sacrifice on the cross, he vindicated the honour of those laws which sinners had broken, and rendered the exercise of favour to them consistent with the holiness and wisdom of God's government; and by his resurrection from the dead, he proved the efficacy and acceptability of his sacrifice. In a word, Christ not only declared, but obtained the availability of repentance to pardon; and became by his interposition, not only the conveyer, but the author and the means of our future immortality?—

"in such a fence that we owe them to him, as well as primarily to God." This author has declined the use of the terms satisfaction and atonement, because they do not occur in scripture; but others have alleged, that though the literal expressions do not occur, the philosophy of the sacred writers warrants the use of them.

Among other writers who have totally rejected the doctrine of atonement according to either of the explanations above given of it, we may mention Dr. Prießly, who reckons it in the class of the corruptions of Christianity. See History of the Corruptions of Christianity, vol. ii. p. 152, &c. In all the books of scripture, says this writer, we nowhere find the principle on which the doctrine of atonement is founded, which is a display, on the part of God, of justice and of his abhorrence of sin, so that God could not pardon it without an adequate satisfaction being made to his justice, and the honour of his laws and government. Admitting the popular doctrine of atonement, the whole of the Old Testament, as he conceives, is a most unaccountable book, and the religion it exhibits is defective in the most essential article. The Jews in our Saviour's time, it is said, had certainly no idea of this doctrine; for if they had, they would have expected a suffering, and not a triumphant Messiah. And it is alleged, that our Lord and his apostles are silent with regard to it. This author undertakes to explain the fence in which Christ is represented as a sacrifice, and other figurative interpretations of it, independently of this doctrine. He proceeds to examine the sentiments of the Apocryphal fathers, and though he allows that figurative expressions occur in their writings which seem to favour the doctrine of atonement, yet the general strain flows, as he apprehends, that they had no proper idea of it. It is also argued, that this doctrine is not enunciated as an article of Christian faith in any ancient summary of Christian doctrine. To the too literal interpretation of the figurative language of scripture, Dr. Prießly attributes that advance towards the doctrine of atonement, which was observed in the third and fourth centuries. Grotius flows (Opera, vol. iv. p. 347.) that this doctrine is maintained by Theodorus Abacara, a Greek writer of the ninth century; but in the Latin church it does not seem to have been fixed in the eleventh century, although there are obvious and indisputable references to it in the writings of Anfelm, and also in Theophilos, a Greek writer cited by Grotius. Wickliffe evidently believed the absolute necessity of the death of Christ in order to the forgiveness of sin, and after the reformation by Luther, the doctrine of satisfaction, or atonement for sin was reduced to a regular system grounded on certain principles, and purified to its proper extent. It was unequivocally avowed in the confession of faith professed to Charles V. at Augsburg, in 1530; in the Helvetic confession of the year 1536; and at the synod of Dort, in 1618. It is now the doctrine of the established churches of England and Scotland; and it is very generally retained, at least in some qualified fences, by divines and others, both Trinitarian and Arian. Socinus discarded it, and his followers have almost universally expounded it. We observe, that though the word atonement frequently occurs in the Old Testament, we meet with it but once in the New Testament; and in other places the same original word, ἄνελπτικος, is rendered justification. As for those who reject the generally received doctrine of the atonement, they maintain, that the great object of our Lord's mission was to teach the doctrine of a resurrection to a future immortal life, and that hence arose the peculiar necessity and utility of his own death and resurrection as a proof of his doctrine. See Expiation, Illustration, Propitiation, Sacrifice, and Satisfaction.

Atonement, Day of. See First of Expiation.

ATONIA, arsen, in Medicine, a term which signifies a want of tone, firmness, or strength, in the muscular fibres; in other words, a relaxation thereof; from a privative and περι, tendo, f erete, or extend. This condition takes place either partially or generally in most forms of chronic discharges, and in the convalescent period of acute diseases. The remedies are the Peruvian bark, bitters, chalybeates, the sulphuric acid, cold bathing, country air, and exercise, with a mild and nourishing diet.

ATONICS, in Grammar, denote words unaccented. See Accent.

ATOOI, or A'TOWAI, in Geography, the most northern and the largest of the west group of the Sandwich islands, being about 300 miles in circumference; containing, according to the statement in the third volume of Captain Cook's voyage, about 54,000 inhabitants. It has a good road and anchoring place on the south west side of the island, called Wymoo. It is observed, in the account of Portlock's and Dixon's Voyage to the north-west coast of America, that the east side of the island rises gradually from the sea, till it terminates in high land, near the centre of the island. The height of the most elevated land or mountain, according to Marshand (ubi infra. p. 16.), is 1216 toises. The hills are clothed to the summit with lofty trees, exhibiting a beautiful verdure. The land next the shore on the east side is uncultivated and desert of inhabitants; but to the westward it is generally cultivated, and huts are scattered along the shore. The domestic animals on this island are dogs, cats, and fowls. Its principal vegetable productions are yams, sweet potatoes, the sugar cane, and a sweet root called by the natives, tce. Some trees were found about fifteen feet high, with spreading branches, a smooth bark, and a nut resembling a walnut; others about nine feet high, with blossoms of a beautiful pink colour: and a variety with nuts, like our horse chestnuts, which are used by the natives as substitutes for candles, and give an excellent light. The island affords a supply of fresh water. In Marshand's Voyage (vol. ii. p. 80.); we have an account of two English sailors, who had been carried off from an English brig by the natives of this island, and who confirmed the report of captain Cook concerning the natives of the Sandwich islands, that these islanders are cannibals, and eat their prisoners. The relation, however, is disputed; and it is suggested, that the natives of these islands cut in pieces the bodies of their dead enemies, burn their flesh, and preserve their bones as trophies for perpetuating the memory of their exploit. Thus, it is said, they don't with the body of the unfortunate captain Cook. In the voyage of Vancouver, who visited this island in 1792, we are informed, that the prostitution of the women is here carried to the most wanton excess. Vol. i. p. 171. N. lat. 22°. E. long. 200° 30'. See Sandwich Islands.

ATOTOTL, in Ornithology, a name under which Seba describes...
describes the purple creeper, or *Corithia purpurea* of Gmel. avis virginiana planiscia de Atox dicta. Spre Maff. t. 32. Sec Purga CERTIA.

ATOURIA, in Geography, a small town of Portugal, in the province of Estremadura, seated on an eminence near the sea, opposite to the rocks called Burlings, defended by a castle, and containing about 1300 inhabitants; two miles and a half of Peniche.

ATOURI, a large tribe of Arabs that afflicts the inhumans of Suez, and from thence go up between the R. de sea and the mountains that bound the east part of the valley of Egypt. See Howadat.

AYOQUE, a deep and large river of America, in Mexico.

ATRA, in Conchology, a species of Patella, described by Schott. The shell is black and striated; vertex pale, bottom with a speckle brownish spot, and surrounded with a horse-shoe shaped band of white. About an inch and a quarter in length. The country is unknown.

ATRA, a species of Helix, about two inches in length, and coiling of seven whorls. The shell is tapering, black, and minutely flinted and whorls rather convex; aperture oblong-oval. Guat. left.

ATRA, in Conchology, a species of Canopus (Area Fabr.) that inhabits Denmark and Germany. The shell is cylindrical and incrusted; body black. Guat. The mouth of this insect is white; ant nose black, with a yellowish band; legs black; posterior trigone yellow.

ATRA, a species of Podaria (Bosc), entirely of a fanny-black colour, and without spots. This is *Bombyx hieraci* of Fabricius, and *Tinea granulata* of Wien Schmetter. The larva is black and hairy, with a fanginous dorval line; it secretes itself within a follicle composed of dried leaves and straw. The pupa is fegestinuous brown.

ATRA, a species of Caceca (Cereus Fabr.) of a large size, that is found in South America. It is black, with a margional fanginuous stripe on both sides of the wing-cases. Fabricius &c.

ATRA, a species of Podura, very common in Europe. It is globular, brown, and shining; antennae long, and of many joints. Fann Sue. Linn. Act. stockh. 1743.

ATRA, a species of Patella (Hepus Fabr.) of a black colour, with striated wing-cases. Fabr. Gmel. &c. This is *Pycnodus nigra*, a nitida, corpore ovato, thorace convexo, antennae pedibusque fuscis, of Degener. Inhabits Europe.

ATRA, a species of Buprestis, that inhabits Germany, and in some respects resembles *Buprestis vulpina*. The wing-cases are entire, somewhat linear and punctuated; thorax deflexed; body black and elongated. Fabricius.

ATRA, a species of Lampris (Lamso Fabr.) of a deep black colour; thorax orbicular, and with the wing-cases red; an impressed black spot on the back. This is a native of Europe. Mec. Linn.

ATRA, a species of Cantharis, the body of which is entirely of a deep black. Fabricius. A native of the north of Europe.

ATRA, a species of Neckalinos, of a black colour, with all the thighs clubbed. Inhabits the south of Europe. Fabricius. The thigh in one sex simple.

ATRA, a species of Leptura, the body of which is totally black. Fabricius. The legs of this kind are sometimes fanginuous. Pod serves it *Leptura athepis*, and Geoffroy, *Stenocoryx toxis nigra*. Inhabits the south of Europe.

ATRA, a species of Curculio, of an oblong form, and black colour, with nervous antennae. A native of Europe, and supposed to be a variety of *C. chloropus*. Gmel. Fabr. &c.

ATRA, a species of Hispa, the body of which is entirely deep black. Schr. der Barth. &c. Gmel. Fabricius describes it as having a flat, antennae; thorax and wing-cases purple; and body black. Geoffroy calls it *Cricera atra spinosa*. It inhabits the south of Europe and the north of Asia, and feeds on the routes of graft.

ATRA, a species of Chrysolina (Ellen Fabr.), found in Germany. It is glossy or fanning black, with the base of the antennae, and sides of the feet pitchy-black. Gmel. Geoffroy, &c.

ATRA, a species of *C. cinnella* of a black colour, with two yellow spots; tarsus of the thorax and tail yellow. Thunberg. The body of this insect is very glossy and glabrous.

ATRA, in Conchology, a species of Macrastira, called in the Arctic Zoology the *Dolly Fy-rett*. It is of an olive colour; breast cinnabar; belly pale red; tarsus yellow; head, tail, and quill feathers black; margin of the fécundaries, and outer web of the extreme tail feathers white. Geoffroy, &c. This is a native of New York, where it appears in March, and departs in August; feeds on bees, and lays five small white eggs; legs black.

ATRA, a species of Tanagra that inhabits Guiana. This bird is cinnabar; face, chin, and throat black in the male, and brown in the female. Buffon calls it *Canal* ou *Chiepe*, and Tangara a cranette noire de Cayenne. The length of this bird is seven inches; the bill and legs black; beak of the upper mandible white.

ATRA, a species of Trinca that inhabits the banks of the Rhine. The head and neck are black; back and wings brownish intermixed with black; breast and belly cinnabar, undulated with black and white. Sander.

ATRA, a species of Ardea, entirely of a black colour, with a smooth head and face, bare of feathers. Gmel. The wings are gilded with blue. Brid. calls it ardea nigra; Buff. héron noir; and Latham the black heron. It inhabits Silecia.

ATRA, in Ancient Geography, the capital of the Arabians of Singara; who formed a tribe, which possessed an independent territory of Mefopotamia. Trajan besieged this place in the year 117, but by the resistance of the inhabitants, and the heat of the season, he was obliged to abandon the enterprise. The town was seated on the top of a high mountain in a dry and desert country, and encompassed by a strong wall. It retained its reputation under Severus, but was ruined under the reign of the emperor Jovian.

ATRABILARIE Capsule, in Anatomy. See Caps.

ATRABILIS, Black Bile, in Medicine. The ancients (says Dr. Percivall) as appears from Galen, supposed the atrabilis to be derived either from the drugs of the blood, or from yellow bile torrefied and highly condensed. A celebrated modern anatomist is of opinion that it is blood, which having lodged some time in the intestinal canal, has acquired a blackness and putridity. But is it not (this elegant and ingenious writer asks) more probable, that in general it is no other than gall become acid by stagnation in the vesica felles, and rendered viscid by the adsorption of its fluid parts? When discharged into the duodenum in this state, it occasions universal disturbance and disorder till evacuated either by vomiting or purging. A young gentleman who laboured under a malady produced by intemperance, and which at last proved fatal, voided several times both by flood and vomiting a considerable quantity of black, tenacious, and most offensive bile. The symptoms which preceded the discharge, and which ceased soon afterwards, were...
were a quick pulse, head-ache, delirium, hiccups, intense third, inward heat, and an uncommon fever in his breast. A lady aged thirty, unhappily addicted to habits which have a peculiarly pernicious effect upon the liver, after a confluxion of the belly during six days, was feved with a violent and incessant vomiting of black and viscid bile. The infusion feem linonatium, warmed with the tincture of Columbo, soon checked her retching, and operating by stool, prevented the return of her vomiting. The matter discharged in both these cases bore not the least resemblance to gummous blood. Dr. Percival adds, that he has several times observed the fevrile symptoms in children, which are ascribed to deputation, relieved by these pitchy fluids; and that he recollects three cases of the diftace called acute asthma by Dr. Millar, in which the paroxysms seemed to be critically terminated by a similar evacuation. Whichever, in these instances, the black bile was the cause or the effect of the disease, cannot (he observes) with certainty be determined; but the former appears to him to be the more probable opinion. Percival's Essays, Medical, Philosophical, and Experimental, vol. i. p. 342. 4th edit. This view of the subject is very satisfactory; but as an evacuant, peculiarly adapted to this disorder, we would suggest the employment of calomel. Black bile was supplied by the ancients to constituite a peculiar temperament, which they termed the stibulinary or melancholic temperament. See Temperaments.

The diftace termed Melena, or morbus nigre, in which there is a dark-coloured bloody discharge, unaccompanied by griping pains and acute fever, seems to be a species of diarrhoea. (See Meleus.) Before we close this article, we would observe, that black or pitchy fluids may be occasioned either by diseased bile, or by the effusion of venous blood into the intestinal canal. An experienced practitioner will seldom be at a loss to distinguish the difference; but if any doubt arises, recourse must be had to chemical analysis.

ATRACES, in Ancient Geography, a people of Europe, in that part of Greece called Aetolia. Their country was watered by the river Atran, whence their name.

ATRACTYLIS, in Botany (from atract, to draw, &c. frrnulles, a filament), disaff-thistle, Lin. Gen. 930. Reich. 1259. Schreib. 255. Clafs. fpicifera p6gam6my equalis, Nat. Ord. compositae Gen. Char. Out many-leaved, linear, large, roughened, permanent, confiding the common one; common ovate, imbricate; the ftalks oblong, very many, lanceolate, converging, unarmed. Cor. compofite radiate; corollae hermaphrodite, numerous, tubular on the ditf; herm. ligulare in the ray; proper of the ditf funnel-form, five cleft of; the ray, ligulare, flat, five-toothed. Stem. filaments five, capillary, very short; anther cylindric, tubular. Pist. of the ditf; germ very short; style filiform, the length of the ftamens. Stigma bifid; of the ray very like that of the ditf, but obtuse and withered. Per. none; calyx converging. Seeds turbine, comprized; down pubescent. Rec. villosc, flat. Eff. Gen. Char. Cor. radiated; corollae of the ray five-toothed.

Species. 1. A. grunifera, gummy rooted artaxylon. "Flowers fermenfs." From the root which is perennial, fifteen to twenty narrow finely fliored leaves, armed with fpies on their edges. They lie close to the ground, and between them the flower is situated; it is white at the border, but yellow at the ditf. A native of Italy. The root about fable with a gummy matter, which has occasioned it to be cheated for the fane purposes as maffeft. 2. A. humila, dwarf artaxylon, Cavan. Hfp. 40. 1. 154. 2. Barr. rar. 1127.

t. 592. "Leaves tooth-finiated; flower radiate, fenned with an expanding involucre; femg herbageous." Stems nearly a foot high; leaves incerted, fpires at the edges; flowers purple, in heads on the branches; &c. biennial. A native of France and Spain, flowering in June. Cavaratille's description of this plant differs from the above. 3. A. cancellatus, netted artaxylon. "Involucres laticol, cellying, linear, toothed; calyces ovate; flowers fliored." Annual, eight or nine inches high, producing two or three fender branches, each terminated by a head of flowers like those of the thistle, with an involucre composed of feveral narrow leaves, armed with fpies on their fides, and curiously netted over, which keeps off the flies; fiores purple. A native of the South of Europe. It was cultivated here in the time of Parkinson. 4. A. lanceata; lance-shaped artaxylon. "Involucres pinnate, leaves lanceolate, ciliate, smooth." Stem a foot high, fliored, branching; leaves alternate, acute, fefile, erect; flowers on the branches terminal, foliary, fubfoliary. It differs from the third in having smooth leaves, and a leaffy item. 5. A. ovata; oval-shaped artaxylon. "Involucres pinnate, leaves ovate, ciliate smooth." Stem fimple, threafed, fervcely a foot high; leaves alternate, petioled, acute,erved, pule underneath; petals with ciliate edges; flowers terminating, foliary. Both these last are natives of Japan. 6. A. oppositifolia; opposite-leaved artaxylon. "Leaves opposite." Leaves and calyxes tomentofe underneath. Receptacle with hair-like chaff. In the ligulate ftorks the anthers are effeite, and there is neither style nor stigma. A native of the Cape of Good Hope. 7. A. purpurata; purple-flowered artaxylon, Smith. Ist. med. 5. 67. "Leaves flat, rufined." Stem round, woolly; leaves crowded, a span in length, acute, irregularly toothed, veined, tomentofe underneath; peduncles longer than the leaves, branched, angular, ruged, woolly, covered at top with linear acute fiales; flowers large, erect, fpecious, purple; receptacle naked. Found by Mutis in New Grenada. S. A. Mexticana; Mexican artaxylon, Smith. Icon. med. 66. "Leaves oblong, quite entire." Stem thrubby; branches simple, leafy, without fpies, covered with a downy fubfance; leaves alternate, lanceolate, acuminate, with netted veins; beneath very white, tomentofe; petals keeled, tomentofe; flower terminating, nodding, purple, fupported by two or three bracteate-shaped leaves; receptacle with very short chaffs. Found by Mutis in Mexico.

Propagation and Culture. "1, 3, 3 are propagated by seeds, which must be obtained from the countries in which they grow naturally: these should be sown on a border of light earth, in a warm situation, early in April, and when the plants come up, and are fit to transplant, they should be thinned, and those which are drawn out may be transplanted, leaving the others two feet asunder; after which, the only culture they require is, to keep them clear from weeds in summer, and in winter to cover the roots with some old tanner's bark to prevent the froit from penetrating the ground. The other species are yet strangers to European gardens; and whenever they are introduced, will require the protection of a green-houfe or hove. See Martin's Miller's Diet.

ATRACTYLIS. See Carthusius.

ATR A D I E S, in Antiquity, denotes a fatal day, whercen the Romans received fome memorable defeat. The word literally imports a black day; a denomination taken from the colour, which is the emblem of death, and mourning. Whence the Thracians had a custom of marking all their happy days with white Plains, or calcis, and their unhappy days with black ones, which they call, at the close of each day,
day, into an urn. At the person's death, the stones were taken out, and from a comparison of the numbers of each complexion, a judgment was made of the felicity or infelicity of his course of life.

The dies atri, or atrii, were afterwards denominated nepheli, and pesseri. Such, in particular, was the day when the tribunes were defeated by the Gauls, at the river Allia and lost the city; also that on which the battle of Cannae was fought; and several others marked in the Roman calendar, as atria, or unfortunate.


Eff. Gen. Char. Col. four-leaved. Pet. twelve. Seeds, tallied. see: 1. A. japonica, Japanese atrage. 2. Eriol, leaves opposite, trinate; leaflets ovate, galled. Stem angular, fringed, subdichotomous, villose, two feet high; leaflets acute, toothed, very thinly villose; petals flat-clasping; flowers from the divisions of the stem, few, on elongated one-flowered filiform peduncles; petals more than twenty, purplish within, white-tomentose without. Were it not for the number of its petals it would belong to the anemone. A native of Japan. 2. A. alpina. Alpine atrage. Jacq. Aufl. 3. t. 241. Clematis Siberica, Mill. fig. t. 234. "Leaves doubly ternate, ferrate, outer petals four-fold." Stems slender, weak, covered with brown thin bark; leaflets two inches long, of a deep green colour; peduncles naked, three or four inches long, one-flowered; calyx yellowish, white within. This plant is differently described by several botanists, and Jacquin affirms that the Austrian plant is specifically different from the Alpine. A native of the High Alps of Switzerland, &c. 3. A. cepaefis, Cape atrage. "Leaves ternate; leaflets galled, toothed, outer petals five-fold." Scapes simple, fix or seven inches long; involucre in the middle of the scape, composed of several, ovate, villose, foliaceous flaps; leaves wedge-shaped, triquet, acute, naked; petals about twenty, white, the fix lower ones broader, villose underneath, puberul. A native of the Cape of Good Hope. 4. A. tenuifolia, fine-leaved atrage. "Leaves doubly pinnate; pinnules linear, entire." Found at the Cape by Thunberg. 5. A. ceylonensis, Ceylonese atrage. "Tendril two-leaved." Caulose, slender; leaves opposite, compound, conjugate; leaflets ovate, entire, or sometimes with a finge toothed, three nerves, on very short footstalks; panicule terminal, composed of a twice trifid peduncle, bearing commonly nine flowers; petals twice the length of the calyx, puberul. A native of Ceylon.

Propagation and Culture. The second species may be increased by cuttings or layers in the same manner as Clematis. In a strong soil, and trained against a wall, it will rise to the height of fix or eight feet. The flowers appear early, and if the season prove favourable, they make a handsome appearance; but as this plant is apt to put out leaves very early in the spring, it is frequently nipped by the frosts. The other species have not yet been cultivated in England. See Martyn's Miller's Dict.


ATRAMENII. See Isk.

ATRANUMATA, in Entomology, a species of Phalena (Genus), that inhabits Europe. The wings are white, sprinkled with black dots.

ATRAMITAE, in Ancient Geography, a name given to the inhabitants of Hadramaut, or Hadramuth, a rich and flourishing country of Arabia Felix. See Hadramaut.

ATRANI, in Geography, a town of Naples, in the Principato Citera, situate between two cliffs, joined together by buildings. Along the valley a road winds up to Ravello and Scala, two episcopal cities, or rather bustling villages, on the mountain top. It is not far from the city of Amalfi.

ATRAPHAXIDIS, in Entomology, a species of Cryptoeuphalus, about the size of C. quadrifidus. It is black, with three red spots; wing-caps tachit, with three black spots; fans; Rufus, Fabr. This is coryphaena atraphaxidis of Pallas, and inhabits Siberia.


Species. 1. A. spinosa, prickly-branched atraphaxis. L'Herit. Stirp. Nov. 27. t. 14. "Branches spiny." It rives four or five feet high, sending out many weak lateral branches, armed with spines, and furnished with small spear-shaped smooth leaves, of an all-colour. Flowers at the ends of the shoots in clusters, each consisting of two white petals tinged with purple, included in a two-leaved calyx, of a white herbaceous colour. L'Heritier has described this plant very particularly, vide l.c. It is a native of Armenia, Siberia, and Peru, flowering in August. Cultivated by Miller in 1759. 2. A. nudula, waved-naped atraphaxis. Dill. Eth. 36. t. 32. f. 56. (called arbutus africana, &c.) "Without spines." Stems about a foot long; leaves ovate, obtuse, waved at the edges, alternate, longer than the internodes. Flowers in oblong spikes, at the ends of the stem and branches, furnished with short bractes. Calyx yellow, involving the fruit. The flowers are commonly quadrid, but sometimes they are fix-parted, with eight flaments. Several authors make this to be a species of polygonum, while others would unite the two genera.
Atrata, in Curiology, a species of Patella. This shell is rather convex, narrow, white, lined with red, outside spotted with black, with elevated, convex, unequal frizz; aperture at the vertex oblong, bordered with chesnut, Sclerotic. This shell is about three quarters of an inch in length, with a crenated margin, and the vertical aperture surrounded with a reddish ring within.

Atrata, a species of Neptis, found in the Atlantic, American, and South seas. Shell deep, black, glabrous, very thinly flared above; both lips white; exterior one very finely culated, and somewhat toothed within; inner one concave, rugose, and tuberculated. Chelmit.

Atrata, in Entomology, a species of Scolla that inhabits America. It is hairy and black; wings farinaceous, and black at the tip. Fabricius.

Atrata, a species of Tiphula. The wings are glaucous; marginal dot and body black; first segment of the abdomen and legs rufous. Fur. Suec. Linn. This is tiphula subtenuis of Degeer. Inhabits Europe. The abdomen of the female is recurved, fuscous, and very pointed.

Atrata, a species of Musca (Rhesia Fabr.) that inhabits Italy. It is black, and without spots; wings hyaline, with a black marginal spot. Fabr. Gmel.

Atrata, a species of Mutilla that is found in Africa. It is black; thorax rufous above; abdomen black, with two white bands. Fabricius. This is mutilla atrata, abdomen fascia alba, thorace immaculato. Linn. Syll. Nat. It is hairy, and has brownish wings.

Atrata, a species of Formica, with four spines on the thorax; neat depressed and margined, with two spines on each side. This is formica quadriramus of Degeer, and tapidoch of Marcgrave Braf. 232. It inhabits South America; is black, with an obtuse head; jaws very short; pediole of the abdomen minute and tuberculated.

Atrata, a species of Tenetredo, of a black colour; back with a yellow-green band, and three curves of the same colour. Inhabits England. Forster's Nov. Inf.

Atrata, a species of Pterygnaea that inhabits Siberia. It is black; wings whitish, with many spots, and two bands of black. Lepechin.

Atrata, a species of Phalaena (Geometra). The first wings whitish, and black at the base, with a broad black stripe; second pair brownish, with two white undulated streaks. Linn. &c.

Atrata, a species of Cicada found in China, and described in Donovan's Insecta of China, under the name of cicada atrata, great black Chinese frog-hopper. The colour is black, with white wings, black at the base, and veined with yellowish brown. This is supposed from its being extremely common in China, to be the species of Cicada observed by Sir George Staunton, in the route of the British embassy to the court of Pekin, and noticed in his work under the trivial name of the noisy cicada. "The music emitted by a species of cicada," says that writer, "was not of the vocal kind, but produced by the motion of two flaps or lantelle, which cover the abdomen, or belly of the insect. It is the signal of invitation from the male of that species to allure the female, which latter is quite unprovided with these organs of courtship."—On this subject it is remarked, in the History of Chinese Insects referred to above, that these organs of sound are by no means peculiar to the individual species for George describes; all the males in that section of Linnaean cicadae which Fabricius calls tettigoniidae, are furnished with such lamellae, and emit a sound in like manner; and the males of those species included in the other sections of that genus are certainly furnished with them also, although in some kinds they are very small, and in a few instances not visible to the naked eye. These organs will be noticed more particularly in speaking of the genus cicada.

Atrata, a species of Melops (Mylophor Fabr.) It is of a deep glossy black, with a yellow-waved band near the apex. It is found near the Caffian sea. Pallas.

Atrata, a species of Lytsa, the body of which is entirely brown and immaculate. Fabricius. Inhabits Barbary.

Atrata, a species of Silpha. It is black; wing-cases punctured, with three elevated lines; thorax entire. A native of Europe.

Atrata, a species of Cicindelil (Elaphrus Fabricius), described by Pallas as being entirely black and opaque. Pallas. I. App. n. 42. A native of Siberia; in form and size resembles Cicindela germanica, and it is conjectured by Gmelin may not properly belong to the Elaphrus genus.

Atrata, a species of Chrysomela, described by Geo- froy as a native of France. This kind is black, with wings of a blood-red colour. Gmel.

Atrata, a species of Cassida, about the size of cassida nebulosa, or rather smaller. It is black, with the shield of the head fimbriate in front. Found in Austria.

Atrata, in Ornithology, a species of Tanagra that is entirely black and shining. This is consilia atris of Linn. Syll. Nat., and black tanger of Latham. Is a native of India, and has the back glossed with shining bluish. About the size of a thrush.

Atrata, a species of Motacilla, called by Latham the black red-tail. This bird is six inches in length; colour black; crown lead-colour; quill feathers black; exterior margins of the ciliae rufous; the two middle ones black. Gmelin. Its country is unknown.

Atrato, in Geography, a considerable river of America, which runs into the Gulf of Mexico, near Carthagena.

Atratorius, in Entomology, a species of Ichneumon, with the feutel white; thorax without spots; three half segments of the abdomen edged with white; legs fuscous. A native of Germany.

Atratus, Hugh, in biography, born at Excham, in Worcestershire, made such proficiency in philosophy, mathematics, and medicine, that he was esteemed the phoenix of his age. He was invited to Rome by Pope Nicholas III. and addicted himself to the church, in 1281, he was advanced to the cardinalate. He died of the plague in 1287. The works attributed to him are, "Canones medicinae, super Opus Februum Isiaci Opificium," "De Genealogis Humanis," Elyor.

Atratus, in Curiology, a species of Turbo, of a blackish colour, with double alternate black and cicerous moniliform belts of granulations; and a single tooth on the pillar lip. About the size of a nut, and inhabits the Nicobar islands. Gmelin.

Atratus, a species of Murex of a deep black; whores transversely flared with tubercles; pillar with a single plain; tail straight, Born.; whores of the spine ten in number; lip crenulated.

Atratus, in Entomology, a species of Tenebrion (Stenurus Fabr.) It is a native of Egypt, and is entirely black and glossy. Gmel. Fabr. &c. The wing-cases are united, and the anterior legs bidentate.

Atratus, a species of Curculio found at the cape of Good Hope. It is glabrous, shining-black; wing-cases fluted.
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Atratus, a species of Cerambyx (Prionus Fabr.) that inhabits Ceylon. The thorax is bidentated on each side; body black; antennae moderate, with ferrated pines in front. Gmelin, &c.
Atratus, an European species of Canabius, of a black colour, with orbicular thorax, pale wing-cafes, varied with black; antennae and legs ferruginous-brown. Muf. Lekk. Linn.
Atratus, a species of Tencrio found in Egypt; it is entirely black and glabrous. Gmel. The wing-cafes are united, and the anterior legs bidentated.
Atratus, a species of Cinex, of an oblong form (Oblongus Seet.) and entirely of a deep black. Geoffroy. Inhabits France.
Atratus, a species of Hemorobius found in Africa. The wings are whitish, first pair spotted with black; body black. This is a large insect, and inhabits Africa; the thorax is hairy, and the abdomen cylindrical. Fabricius.
Atratus, a species of Ichneumon that inhabits Europe. It is black; abdomen ferruginous, with the four extreme segments black; legs rufous; antennae ferruginous, annulated with brown, and tipped with black. A native of Europe. Muf. Lekk. Linn. Obj. 1. In Gmelin's subdivision of the ichneumon genus, this insect belongs to that family which has the feulated and thorax of the same colour, and the antennae annulated or banded. Another species occurs under the same specific name, which belongs to that family in which the feulated and thorax are of one colour, and the antennae black. This is a large insect, and inhabits America. It is black; head, legs, and stipe on the tail, yellow; fling very long. Fabricius. The mandibles and stipes between the eyes are black; wings dull; stipe thrice the length of the body.
Atratus, in Natural History, a species of Echinus that inhabits India. It is hemiperialicular, and rather depressed, with very short, obtuse, truncated pines; the marginal ones clubbed and depressed. Gmelin. This is Cidaris violacea of Klein, and Violita gel-mander of Phell. Zee-eg. p. 30. The form of this kind is rather orbicular, cinnereous inclining to violet; spicis ten, very finely granulated, with a row of larger tubercles, in the larger ones disposed in a quincunx order, and a double row in the smaller ones; avenues brown, excavated, granulated, with four rows of pores; pines violet, some of them clubbed, some angulated at the tip, and some cylindrical.
Atribati, or Atribati, in Ancient Geography, a people of Britain, situated next to the Bibroci, in part of Berkshire and part of Oxfordshire. According to Camden they inhabited Berkshire; but Baxter says that their country was Oxfordshire. They occupied, as it is said, nearly the whole of the western parts of Berkshire, from the river Loden on the south-call, the banks of the Thames on the north-west and west, and the hills of East Ilsley, Lamborn, and Abilbury on the south. The Atribati were one of those Belgian colonies which had come out of Gaul into Britain, and there retained their ancient name: for they were a tribe of the Belgae, who inhabited the country which is now called Artois. They are mentioned by Cesar among the nations which compos'd the Belgian confederacy against him; and the quota of troops which they engaged to furnish on that occasion was 15,000. Comius of Arras was a king or chieftain among the Atribati in Gaul in Cesar's time; and he seems to have posses'd some authority, or at least some influence, over our Atribatii in Britain; for he was deputed by Cesar to persuade them to submission. Hence it is probable that this colony of the Atribatii had not been settled in Britain very long before that time. These were among those British tribes which submitted to Cesar; nor do we hear of any remarkable resistance which they made against the Romans at their next invasion under Claudius. It is probable, that before this second invasion they had been subdued by some of the neighbouring states, perhaps by the powerful nation of the Cattivellani, which will account for their being so little mentioned in history. Calliva Atratium, mentioned in Antonine's Itinerary, and called by Polemy, Calca, seems to have been the capital of the Atribatii; though our antiquaries differ in their sentiments concerning the situation of this ancient city; one, with Horley, placing it at Silchester in Hampshire, near the confines of Berkshire; Stukeley, at Farhamp; and most others, with Camden and Baxter, placing it at Wallingford in Berkshire. It has been doubted, whether the country of the Atratii and Atribatii was within the Roman province, or in that called Britannia Prima, or in that called Flavia Caesaris; but it seems most probable that it was in the last of these provinces. Henry's Hist. vol. i. p. 248. vol. ii. p. 413. See Ascalites.
Atrrella, in Entomology, a species of Phalena (Timia) that inhabits Italy. The wings and body are black and bronzed; apex of the posterior ones, and the tail tateaceous.
ATRESIA, from α, and τής; whence τής, to perforare; in Surgery, imperforation, or the state of those persons who want some natural aperture.
ATRETI, those perfons of either sex, in whom the anus, or genitals, are imperforate, or closo, whether naturally, or occasioned by some accident or diffecc, as the growth of some lefliy excrecence, or a membrane which lops the orifice.
ATRI, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Abruozzo Ultra; nine miles call of Teramo. See Adria.
ATRIB, a village of Egypt, on the right bank of the Damikta branch of the Nile. A little below, runs a large canal, which empties itself into the lake Memzela, towards the easter part of it. The cottages that compose this village, cover the ruins of the ancient Atrib, which, according to Ammianus Marcellinus, was one of the most considerable towns in Egypt. But no remains of its former extent and grandeur now exit.
ATRIBUNIE, a river that runs through the western part of the island of St. Domingo, and empties itself into the sea.
ATRICAPILLA, in Ornithology, a species of Emberiza, of a reddish brown above, beneath cinnereous; chin white; crown yellow; forehead, and stripe through the eyes black. This is Emberiza atricapilla of Gmelin, and black crowned bunting of Latham. It inhabits the Sandwich Isles. There is a variety of this bird in which the breast is waved with black; and also another bird corresponding with the first in some respects, but in which the crown is not yellow; this is suppos'd to be the female.
The black-crowned bunting is seven inches in length; upper part of the plumage reddish brown, and each feather marked longitudinally with a dusky colour; coverts and quills edged with a paler colour; the throat, breast, and belly are ash-colour; the bill marked along the middle with yellowish bull; tail brown; legs brown; claws dusky. Lath.
Atricapilla, a species of Muscicapa, called by English naturalists the cold-finch and pied fly-catcher. The colour is black; beneath, spot on the front, and another on the wings, white; outer web of the exterior tail feather white. Kramer, Gmelin, &c. This is motacilla remigesibus ultimo dimidiatum extremorum albo of Linn. Eu. Suec. rubetra anglicana of Britten. peculiar atricapilla &c mutatas Ablr. Orn. 2. p. 758. le turquet d'Angleterre of Buffon, cold-finch of Willagby, and pied fly-catcher of Pennant and Latham.

The length of this bird is four inches and three quarters; bill black; irides hazel; general colours black and white; the upper part of the body, wings, and tail black; upper tail coverts intermixed with black and white, and sometimes entirely black; legs of the same colour. Female brown in those parts where the male is black, and delineate of the white spot on the forehead. This bird inhabits Europe. In England it is rare, and chiefly found in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Derbyshire. Vide Lath. Gen. Syn.—Donov. Brit. Birds, &c.

Of this species there are two or three varieties: the first, muscicapa nigra, and the gale-mouche noir of Buffon. Orn. a bird about five inches and a half in length, and differing from the last in having a mixture of grey on the upper parts, the thighs mixed brown and white, and the three outermost tail feathers white on the margin. The other is motacilla nigra tergata of Cramer, and the gale-mouche noir a collier of Buffon: this is like the first kind, but has the white on the neck pealing entirely round, and forming a collar. It is met with in Lorraine and Brie, where it arrives in the middle of April. The principal food of this bird is flies. A third kind, called by Linneus muscicapa variegata, inhabits India; this is about the size of the white wagtail; general colour brown; forehead, frons of the head, and underparts white; and a line of white extending also from the shoulders to the middle of the back; outer feathers white at the tip.

Atricapilla, a species of Motacilla, well known in England by the name of black-cap, and in France by that of la fauvette à tête noire. It is specifically described as being tesselaceous, cinereous beneath; cap dusky or black. Linn. &c. The length is five inches and a quarter; bill brown; top of the head black; upper parts of the body greenish, ash-colour; sides of the head and under parts grey, becoming almost white near the vent; quills and tail cinereous brown; the two middle tail feathers rather shorter than the rest; legs lead colour; claws black. The female differs in having the head of a ferruginous chiefcut colour instead of black.

This bird inhabits Italy, and other parts of Europe to the northward of that country, and is not unfrequent in England during the summer months; it arrives here in the spring, and retires in September. In Italy it builds twice a year, according to Olina, with us only once; the nest is generally placed in some low bush, and is composed of dried草, mixed with a little wool, and green mosses; the infide is lined with the fibres of plants, and thinly covered with horse-hair; the eggs are five in number, of a pale reddish-brown colour, mottled, and sprinkled with a few larger dark spots. It feeds on insects, but not exclusively on them, as it will eat the fruits of spurge, laurel, and ivy. The song of this bird is amazingly fine, and in some particular resembles that of the nightingale; emulating in delightful sweetness and melody the note of that charming song-titfres, and being only deficient in that wild variety and extent of modulation, for which the nightingale is so much admired. The black-cap is from this circumstance called by some the mock-nightingale.

Dr. Latham describes three varieties of this species of warbler; one in which the body is entirely variegated with black and white only; curruca albo et nigro varia of Brifon, scissula varia of Aldrovandus, and first variety of Gmelin. Another, a bird somewhat larger, having the upper parts almost black, with a white throat, and sides almost grey; this is curruca furofere nigerianas, gula aliss of Gmelin, the second variety of that author, and petite colonbodes of Buffon. And the third variety is foulvete verdure de la Loufane of Buffon, and curruca fulvus grife, gula superciliaris aliss of Gmelin; the under parts of this is greyish; the throat, and streak above the eye white; the hind part of the neck deep ash-colour; sides and back pale brown, tinged with green; wings and tail blackish.

Atricapillus, in Entomology, a species of Turdus, of a brown colour, with a black head; belly and rump rufous; and a black spot on the wing. Gmelin. This is nerte à tête noire du cap de Bon Espércce of Buffon. It inhabits the cape of Good Hope; and is about nine inches in length; the belly is striped with brown; tail cuneated, the feathers pale at the tips.

Atricapillus, a species of Carabas, of the winged kind. The thorax is rufous; wing-cases tesselaceous and obsolete; head black. Fabricius. Of Gmelin describes it as being yellow, with a black head and very obtuse wing-cases.

Atricapillus, a species of Staphylinus that is found in England. The thorax is rufous; wing-cases fuscous, with a dot at the base and posterior margin white. Fabricius.

Atricapillus, in Ornithology, a species of Lanius that inhabits Surinam, and is called by one the Surinam frirke. The tail is wedge-shaped, and with the crown, neck, shoulders, and wings, black; body above monfé-colour; beneath of a bluish ash-colour. Merrem. Beyer. &c. The length of this bird is five inches; wings short; margins of the wing-coverts and secondary quill-feathers white; all the tail-feathers, except the two middle ones, tipped with white.

Atricapillus, a species of Psittacus called by Brifon ara Moluccenfis varia. It is a native of the Moluccas, and about fourteen inches in length; colour above blue; chin, throat, and breast red; belly and vent green; crown black; neck green and red. Gmelin. The wings and upper tail-coverts are blue, lower green, varied with red; tail green above, beneath red, edged with black. Klein calls this psittacus capite negro, collari variis, and Buffon grande pericée à bandeau noir.

Atricapillus, a species of Charadrius, called by Latham the black-crowned plover. Above it is cinereous brown, beneath white; bill and legs red; crown black, en-circled with white; neck and breast cinereous, and terminating in a transverse dusky streak. Inhabit New York. Gmelin. The front is black; bill black at the apex; base of the tail white, blackish near the extremity, tips white.

Atricapillus, a species of Parus, found in North America, and called the Canada titmouf of Pennant and Latham. The cap and throat are black; body cinereous, and white beneath. Brifon calls this parus atricapillus canadensis, and Buffon melange à tête noire de Canada. The length of this bird is four inches and a half; it feeds on worms and insects, and bears cold with remarkable perseverance. The upper tail-coverts are white; greater wing-coverts brown, edged with grey; quill feathers brown, with the exterior edges grey, and the inner ones whitish; middle tail-feathers cinereous; lateral ones brown, with grey margins and claws blackish. Gmelin, &c.

Atrices, or Atrices, in Surgery, small tabules about
about the anus, which sometimes disappear, and then return again, at least while in their early flake.

The atrices are ranked in the number of consolida or fist.

Some authors also give the denomination atrices to a kind of latent wounds in the extremity of the rectum, which however do not perforate the fame.

**ATRICILLA**, in Ornithology, a species of *Larus* of gull, called by Willughby Batther's great ash-coloured fawm; and in the Arctic Zoology of Pennant and Gen. Syn. of Latham, the laughing-gull. Briff. names it gavia ribundus, and Buff. mouette rieule. This bird is very common about the shores of America, and places contiguous. Its food is fish and marine worms; and it is specifically distinguished from the rest of the gull tribe by being of a hoary grey colour, with a blackish head, red bill, and black legs. Oeum. Nov. Act. Stockh. &c.

**ATRIC II.**, in Entomology, a species of *Chrysopaella*, from a black colour, with the thorax, wing-sheaves, and parts of the legs taltaceous. Linn. Faun. Spec. Fabricius describes it as chrysonella saltatoria nigra, thorace-elytrique cinereus. Spec. Inf. *Chrysonella melanocephala* of Degeer is supposed to be a variety of this species, by Gmelin. Inhabits Europe, and is found on various plants.

**ATRICILLOIDES**, in Ornithology, a species of *Larus*, that inhabits Siberia, about the salt lakes. The colour is reddish white, with the head, orbits, and neck black; back and wings cinereous; legs scarlet. Foulk. I. 3. p. 355.

**ATRIENS**, in Antiquity, a kind of servants or officers, in the great families at Rome, who had the care and inspection of the atria, and the things lodged therein.

These are otherwise called atrarii, though some make a distinction between atrarii and atriai; suggesting that the latter were an inferior order of servants, perhaps affil-

ants of the atrienes, and employed in the more servile of the offices of the atrium, as to attend at the door, sweep the area, &c.

The atricides are represented as servants of authority and command over the rest; they acted as procurators, or agents of their master, in selling his goods, &c. To their care was committed the statues and images of the master's ancestors, &c. which were placed round the atrium; and which they carried in procession at funerals, &c.

In the villas, or country-houses, the atricien had the care of the other furniture and utensils, particularly those of metal, which they were to keep bright from rust. Other things they were to hang from time to time in the fun, to keep them dry, &c. They were clothed in a short white linen habit, to distinguish them, and prevent their loitering from home.

**ATRIP**, in Nautical Language, is applied either to the anchor or falls. The anchor is arip, when it is drawn out of the ground in a perpendicular direction, either by the cable or buoy-rope. The top-falls are arrip, when they are hoisted up to the mast-head, or their utmost extent.

**ATRIPALDA**, in Geography, a small town of Naples, in the Principato Ulter, built upon the ruins of the ancient Abellum Maricum, and standing upon an eminence com-

posed of strata of soft coloured tufa. The inhabitants are suppos'd to have retired from it in the middle ages, and to have founded the present city of Avellino, as more conven-

tient for traffic. Atripalda carries on some trade in paper, cloth, and hard-ware. 'This town was first held in fe by the Montforts; it was afterwards granted by Ferdinand I. to George Caflriot, or Scand-berg, prince of Epirus, as a reward for his timely assistance in 1400; and it now gives the title of duke to the prince of Avellino's eldest son.


**Species.** 1. *A. bulbosa*, tall, shruny orache, or Spanish sea-fur-purflane. Stem shruny; leaves deltoid, entire. Root perennial, woody, branched. The whole shrub is white; stems from four to six inches high or more, dividing into woody brittle branches; leaves scattered on long foot-

s; flowers small, purplish, at the ends of the branches. It grows in hedges near the sea about Nice, also in Spain, Portugal, Sicily, &c. According to Parkinson it was cultivated here in 1653; 2. *A. portulacoides*, dwarf shruny orache, or common sea-fur-purflane. Hudf. With. Lightf. Eng. Bot. 4. 1. 261. Stem shruny; leaves oblong. A low underhurbr; leaves narrow, whitish; branches angular; flowering, glaucous; flowers in crowded spikes terminal, yellow. It grows near the sea in salt marshes, flowering in July and August. 3. *A. plana.* Stem underhurbr of procumbent; leaves ovate, feillé, quite entire; the lower ones subdentate. Stem three or four feet long, with de-

clining branches; leaves thickish, of a silver glaucous colour; flowers yellow at the axils of the upper branches. A native of France and Spain. 4. *A. rosea*. Villars Dauph. 2. 565. Stem herbaceous; leaves hoary, ferrated; fruit quadrangular, toothed. Stem erect, somewhat angular, white, smooth, branched, a foot and a half high; leaves al-

ternate, subflabellate, rhomb-heart-shaped, finnate-toothed, co-

vered with a farinaeous white powder; flowers in close clus-

ters, axillary; valves of the fruit hoary and finely notched. A native of the south of Europe. Annual. 5. *A. merika*, Siberian orache. Stem herbaceous; leaves deltoid angular, calyxes of the fruit muricated on the outside. This is the same here as the *A. hortensis*. The fruit is tomen-

tofo at the base, and muricate on the outside; the leaves are silvery beneath, and the flowers white. A native of Siberia. Annual. 6. *A. tartarica*, Tartarian orache. Hudf. 431. n. 2. 6. "Stem herbaceous; leaves deltoid, finnate-toothed, waved, alternate." According to Linnaeus, this rific

five or six feet high. Mr. Hudson considers it as a variety of the lachma produced by cultivation. 7. *A. hortensis*, garden orache. Gem. Sib. 5. 71. Gerin. Frut. 1. 352. "Stem erect, herbaceous; leaves triangular." Root an-

nual; stem above three feet high; leaves thick, pale, and variable in their shape; calyxes of the calyx ovate-cordate, frayed, entire. A native of Tartary, and cultivated by Gerard in 1596. It was formerly cultivated as a culinary herb, being used as spinae, and it is still eaten by the French. There are some varieties of it which depend wholly upon colour. 8. *A. bidentatis*, jagged sea orache. Hudf. With. Lightf. Eng. Bot. 5. 107. "Stem herba-

ceous;
Propagation and Culture. 1, 2, 3. may be increased by cuttings planted in any of the summer months, on a shady border; where, if they be daily watered, they will be in a little to transplant the Michaelmas following. 7. must be grown for use in the spring, or at Michaelmas, soon after the seeds are ripe, which is better. These plants require no other care, but to hoe them when they are about an inch high; to cut them down where they are too thick, leaving them about four inches afooter, and to clear them from weeds. When the plants are about four inches high, it will be proper to hoe them a second time, and if this be well performed in dry weather, the ground will remain clean until the plant is fit for use. Where it is grown on a rich soil, and the plants are allowed a proper distance, the leaves will be very large and in that the excellence of the herb confits. Unless it be eaten when young, the flalks become tough and good for nothing. The seeds will ripen in August, when the plants may be cut or pulled up and laid on a cloth to dry; after which the seeds may be beaten out and put in bags to dry. Moif of the other sorts, so far from being cultivated in gardens, are to be rooted out from them as rank weeds, Martyn's Miller's Diet.

Atriplaxis. See Atriplex, Asyris, Blitum, Chenopodium, and Galenia.

Atriplex, in Entomology, a species of Scardebus (Melolontha). This insect is oblong, vilose, pale; future and apex of the wing-cases black; head of the head reflected. A native of Barbary, and feeds on the atriplex halmifola; in size and appearance resembles S. rubicorns.

Atriplex, a species of Cusculio that is found on the shores of Norway. It is long and black: thorax shining; wing-cases fluted and obtuse. Gmelin.

Atriplex, a species of Phalina (Noton). The first wings are clouded with brown, with a yellow bifid mark in the middle. Pn. Sv. Fabr. &c. The larva is naked, reddish, dotted with white, and marked along the back with a brown line. Pupa, naked and brown.

Atriplex, a species of Aphid that infests the atriplex hortensis. The body is glossy black, plaited at the sides; thanks pale; tail obtuse. Fabr. &c.

Atriostrix, a species of Cusculio. It is cincinnati, with the frout arched and black. Inhabits Leipzig, Paykull.

Atrium, in Ancient Architecture, one of the interior divisions of the ancient Roman houses. Aulus Gallus tells us, that even in his time many learned perons confounded together the terms atrium and velibulum. Cecilius Gallus teaches us, that the velibulum was not a part of the interior of the house, but only a large recet at the principal entrance, perhaps analogous to the modern loggias of the Italians. Cicero, in a letter to Atticus, seems to express the same thing, when he says, that in passing through the faced drect, when he was purfied by affaffins, he took refuge in the velibulum of Tatius. "Seecefl in velibulum Caii Tatii Domitianus." From the time of Aulus Gallus, the fate uncertainty of the exact meaning of these words continued, and they became almost synonymous. It must be till more difficult at the present time, to assign to the atrium its true situation and use.

Martial places the colossus of Nero in the atrium, and Suzonius in the velibulum; from whence it refults that one of them must have employed one of these terms improperly. Vitrarius even sometimes employs the word atrium for cavedium. Virgil by this verbe, "apparet domus aenus et atria longa patefcent," gives us to understand, that the atrium was an interior part of buildings; and it appears certain,
certain, that this was a particular place in private houses, palaces, and temples.

From the description which Vitruvius gives us of it, it appears to have been an oblong room, having its breadth divided into three parts by two rows of columns. He gives rules for placing these columns according to the general proportion of the atrium.

The atrium was situated after the cavendum which was what we commonly call the court, and immediately before the tablinum. It was in the atrium that the Romans placed the statues of their ancestors, and it was also sometimes used as an eating room, though they had also other places defined for the purposes of the table. This is proved by Virgil, who in describing the place where they made their repast, says,

"Crateras magnos flatantem et vina coronant,
Fit inceptus tecinis vocemque per ampla volutant.
Atria dependent lynchii laqueabius aureis."

It follows from this, that we must consider the atrium as one of the interior parts of the house, in which it differed from the vestibulum, and that it was covered, which distinguishes it still more from the cavendum or the eminentium.

Some temples had also an atrium: of this number was the temple of Vesta, and that of Liberty. It was in the latter (says Titus Livius) that they deposited the holocausts of the Tarentines. It appears that it was a covered semi-circular court, if we may judge from the ancient marble plan of Rome, which is preferred in the capital, on which we still read these words "atrium libertatis."

If we may believe the historians, the ufe and form of the atrium were borrowed from the Etruscans, and this appellation comes from the city of Atria, or Adria, which gives name to the Atrici or Adriatic sea, and where this sort of porticoes was much used.


Atrium, in Ecclesiastical Antiquity, denotes an open place or court, before a church, making part of what was called the narthex, or ante-temple.

The atrium, in the ancient churches, was a large area, or square plat of ground, surrounded with a portico or colonnade, situated between the porch or vestibule of the church, and the body of the church.

Some have mistaken the atrium with the porch or vestibule, from which it was distinct; others with the narthex, of which it was only a part.

The atrium was the mansion of those who were not suffered to enter farther into the church. More particularly, it was the place where the first clafs of penitents ftood, to beg the prayers of the faithful, as they went into the church.

Atrium is also used, in the Canon Laws, for the cemetery, or church-yard.

In this fence we find a law, prohibiting buildings to be raised in atria ecclesie, except for the clergy; which the glossary explains thus: id eft in cemeterio, which includes the space of forty paces round a round a large church or chapel.

A T R O P A, in Botany, (from Atropos, the third flate, who was suppos'd to cut the thread of life) deathly nightshade. Lin. g. 249. Schreb. 335; Juss. 125; Garvin. t. 131. Claffe, pentandria monogyna. Nat. Ord. Eriaceæ. Species. Juss. Gen. Char. Cal. pennath one-leaved, five-parted, gibbous; divisions acute, permanent. Cor. one-petalled, bell-shaped; tube very short; border ventricose, ovate; longer than the calyx; mouth small, five-crested, spreading; divisions subaqueous. Stam. Filaments five, pubescent from the base of the column, and of the same length with it, converging at the base, above diverging outwardly, bowed; anthers thickish, rising, glob. germ feroxiatum: style filiform, the length of the flamen, inclin'd. Stigmea headed, rising tranverfely, oblong. Per. berry globular, sitting on a large calyx, two celled. Receptacle fleshy, convex on both sides, reniform. Seeds, very many, reniform.


Specios. 1. A. Mandragora, mandrake, Woodv. Med. Bot. t. 225. "Stemclefs, flapes one-flowered." Root perennial, large, tapering, three or four feet long, externally brown, internally whifh. From the crown of the root arises a circle of leaves, which are large, ovate, flattened; veined, they fit close to the root, and are of a deep green colour, and fettled finel; among these arise three or four fhort slender flapes, each supporting a fingle flower of an herbaceous white colour; fruit a globular loft berry of a yellowish colour, and about the fize of a nutmeg. A native of the fouth of Europe. It was cultivated here, according to Turner, in 1562. The supernations and absurd florics related of the mandrake would not now for a moment impofe on the molt credulous and ignorant. The fupposed reftemblance of fome of the roots to the human form, the danger of taking them out of the ground, as well as their furprising effects, feem to have been the invention of charlatanical knavery and imposture. Beoherave efed the leaves as a cataplaft with fuccefs in cafes of indurated tumours, and Hoffberg experienced the like effects from the roots in glandular swellings; the latter also found that three grains of the root given internally had a confiderable narcotic effect in mitigating arthritic pains. See Woodv. l. c. 2. A. belladonna, deadly nightshade, Huds. 93. With. 252. Smith. Brit. 253. Curt. Lond. t. 16. Woodv. Med. Bot. t. 1. Eng. Bot. 592. "Stem herbaceous; leaves ovate, entire." Root perennial, thick, fleshy, creeping; it falks herbaceous, annual, erect, firm, three feet high, round, branched, leafy, subpubefcent; leaves lateral, two together, of an unequal fize, petioled, ovate, acute, entire, smooth, and of a dull green colour; peduncles lateral, subaxillary, solitary, one-flowered, nodding; flowers of a dirty violet colour; calyx rather pubefcent, vilceous; anthers large, white; berry defulted, furrowed; when ripe of a fhining black colour, and abounding with a purplish juice. It grows in waste-ground and gloomy lanes. &c. This plant has been long known as a very strong poison of the narcotic kind; the berries, which are faid to be lefs powerful fully than the leaves, have produced many instances of their fatal effects, particularly upon children, who are readily tempt'd to eat this fruit by its alluring appearance and sweet taste. Whether these berries eaten in different fates of maturity renders them more or lefs deleterious, has not been acertained; but we are told that in fome-inflances, one berry, or even half of one, has produced a fatal effect; while Halker informs us, that he has been a fellow-fludent of his cat more than three or four without fuffering any inconvenience from them. The confumptions produced by this poison are vertigo, delirium, great thirst, painful dégélution, and retchings, followed by furor, ilidor dentium, and convulsions; the eye-lids are drawn down, the uvæ dilated and immovable, the face becomes red and tumid, and fimits affect the mouth and jaw; the fenfibibility and irritability of the body fuffer fuch great diminution, that large and repeated doxes of the strongest emetics produce no fenfible effect;
effect; the pulse is small, hard, quick; and subful tus ten-
dinium, rufius fardionus, and coma, close the fatal scene.
Vinegar liberally drank has been found most efficacious in
obviating the effects of this poison. On opening the bodies
of those poisoned by this plant, inflammation and erosions
of the stomach and intestines have been discovered. A simi-
lar effect was produced in the stomach of a horse, at the
Veterinary College, from a large dose of opium, viz. three
ounces. The leaves of the belladonna were first used exter-
nally to diffus setharios and cancerous tumours, and as
an application to ill-conditioned ulcers, and their good
effects in this way at length induced physicians to employ
them internally for the same disorders, and we find a con-
iderable number of well-authenticated facts, which prove
them to have been of important service. Dr. Cullen says,
"I have had a cancer of the lip entirely cured by bell-
adonna; a fheeriness in a woman’s breast entirely diffus-
de by the use of it; a fore a little below the eye, which had
put on a cancerous appearance, was much mended by the
internal use of this plant; but the patient having learned
somewhat of the poisonous nature of the medicine, refused
to continue the use of it, upon which the fore again spread,
and was painful; but upon a return to the use of bellad-
ant, it was again reused to a considerable degree;
when the same fore again returning, the use of it was
again laid aside, and with the same consequence.”
The root is much less powerful than the leaves. See Wood’s. I. e.
and Murray App. Med. 3 A. phaloides, Peruvian deadly
night-shade. “Stem herbaceous; leaves entire-angular;
calyces cloved, acute-angular.” Root annual, fibrous;
stem spreading, two feet high; leaves alternate, smooth,
oblong, running down the footstalk; peduncles fubaxillary,
solitary, naked, one-flowered; calyx ovate, deeply five-
parted; leaflets fagitate-ovate; corolla bell-shaped, slightly
fivetoned, blue, with a white eye, having five blue spots;
berry about the size of a cherry, with five sharp angles,
and inclosed in a ventricole bladder. A native of Peru.
Cultivated by Miller. 4. A. folancea. “Stem shrubby;
peduncles solitary; corolla bell-shaped; leaves subovate.”
Six feet high, somewhat branched and angular; leaves alter-
ate, usually many from the buds, petioled, entire, naked;
peduncles axillary, one-flowered, fiform; the length of
the leaves; flowers pendulous. A native of the cape of Good
Hope. 5. A. arboreum, tree atropa, belladonna frett-
eens, &c. Plumb. 46. f. 1. “Stem shrubby; peduncles
crowded; corolla revolute; leaves oblong.” A small tree
or shrub. Leaves alternate, in tufts towards the ends of
the branches, lanceolate-ovate, acute, entire, nervcd, of
a dark colour; flowers peduncled, heaped, white, fragrant,
noddling; peduncles numerous, one-flowered, white, or
white; corolla somewhat bell-shaped, narrow at the bottom, swelling
at top; filaments twice as long as the corolla. This spe-
cies is often tetradrious. A native of South America and
Jamaica. 6. A. frutescent, shrubby atropa. “Stem shrubby;
peduncles crowded; leaves cordate ovate, obtusa.” Six or
eight feet high; leaves alternate, roundish; flowers come out
between the leaves on short peduncles, and reflexed to the
colour of belladonna, but much smaller, and of a dirty yellow
7. A. herbaeeus, herbaceous atropa, Mill. Dict. n. 3. “Stem
herbaceous; leaves ovate, nerved, with waved edges.” Root
perenni; leaves clamelled, upon two feet high, dividing
into two or three branches; leaves four inches long and
three broad, having several transverse prominent ribs on
the under side; flowers white, bell-shaped. The seeds were
sent to Mrs. Miller from Campeachy. 8. A. procumbens,
wheel-flowered atropa, Cavan. Hisp. n. 80. t. 72. “Stem
procumbent, herbaceous; leaves twin, unequal, ovate,
smooth; flowers in umbels.” Root annual; stem grooved,
much branched, three feet high; leaves sharp-ovate, running
down the petiole, smooth, entire, one-nerved, glaucou;
common peduncle, solitary, scarcely an inch in
length; nys of the umbel from two to five; corolla her-
бaceous, yellow, wheel-shaped, which sufficiently differ-
itises it from all its congeners. A native of Mexico.

Propagation and Culture. 1. Mandrake is propagated by
seeds, as soon as they are ripe, when they are to be sown
upon a bed of light earth, and occasionally watered with
water. In August they must be taken up very carefully
and transplanted into the places where they are to remain,
observing that the soil be light and deep, for the roots run
far down, and will grow to a large size in a few years if
not interrupted by gravel or chalk, or rotted in winter by
wet soil. The plant should also have a warm situation.
The root will remain found above fifty years, and continue
to be as vigorous as a young plant. Deadly nightshade
may be propagated both by its roots and by its seeds; it
requires a shady situation. If the seeds of the third spe-
cies be permitted to fatten, the plants will come up the
following spring, and may then be transplanted into the
borders of the pleasure garden, where they will grow to
a large size. Species 4th, 6th. may be propagated by
seeds, which should be sown in a hot-bed in the spring;
and when fit to be removed, they should be each put into
a separate small pot filled with loamy earth, and thinned
until they take root. The 4th and 5th may be placed with
other hardy exotic plants in a sheltered situation, and in
October they must be removed into the green-house. The
5th, 7th, and 8th, must be kept in the bark-flour. The
7th may be increased by parting the roots. See Martyn’s
Millar’s Dict.”

ATROPATENE, of ATROPA, in Ancient Geogra-
phy, a country of Asia, occupying the north-west part of
Media, and lying between mount Taurus and the Caspian
sea. It is said to have taken its name from one Atropatus,
who, being governor of this province in the time of Darius,
the last Persian monarch, oppressed Alexander the Great,
and upon the defection of the Persian monarchy, feized
this part of Media, and transmitted it to his polity,
who held it as sovereign to the time of Strabo. (Geog.
lib. xi. p. 525.) It was a cold, barren, and inhospitable
country, and on that account allotted by Salamanzer for
the residence of many captive Iraclites, after the conquest
of their kingdom. Its inhabitants, according to Polybius
(l. v. p. 462.), were good soldiers; and we learn from
Strabo, that its kings could bring into the field 40,000
foot and 20,000 horse. The metropolis of Atropatene was
Gaza.

ATROPHY (ατρόφεις) from ατρ', privative, and τροφή,
nutrition, in Medicine, a defect of nourishment, and consequent
emaciation. It differs from phthisis, by being unaccom-
ppanied with cough, and purulent expectoration; and from
tubes, by the absence of hectic fever. This distinction,
however, of systematic writers, between tubes and atrophy
is not altogether so satisfactory as could be wished; since
atrophy in its advanced stage is often attended with a symp-
tomatic fever resembling the hectic. In the fourth volume
of his First Lines of the Practice of Physic, Dr. Cullen has
hastily acknowledged that he was not satisfied with his
arrangement of the several species of atrophia and tubes.
He even expresses a doubt, whether the distinction attempted
in Nofology, between the two diseases, will properly apply;
being of opinion that there are certain affections of the same
nature, which sometimes appear with, and sometimes without
fever.
fever. If, however, in compliance with system, the distinction is to be made, we would restrict the term tabes to emaciations proceeding either from glandular and visceral obstruction, or from putrefaction and ulceration. If this be done, the tabetic species of tabes in Cullen’s Nomenclature will rank under atrophy; of which we shall then have six species placed in the following order: viz. Atrophia transitoria; A. ameliorata; A. debilium; A. cacochymica; A. veneris; A. complacent ductus thoracie. The causes which induce the first-mentioned species, are long-continued and profuse evacuations; such as an insufficient flow of saliva, profuse perspirations, diathesis alba, flour albus, seminal emisions, abuse of venery, continuing to suckle too often or too long in the case of nurses, &c. &c.; chronic diarrhoea and retention of the food; and, after being swallowed, are among other causes enumerated by practical writers: of these two, the first brings on that emaciation which is commonly known under the name of marasmus; the latter (viz. vomiting), when it arises from a fébrilité of one of the orifices of the stomac, or other organic disease of that viscus, we would rather refer to the causes which produce tabes. When the vomiting depends upon mere irritability, without injured organisation, it will then give rise to atrophy. The most frequent form under which the atrophy ameliorata appears, is, that which is described by medical writers under the name of tabes dorsalis. It is occasioned by a loss of strength and force of the seminal fluid, and happens to those who are too much addicted to venery, to those who inflame their imaginations with licentious ideas, and especially to young women who indulge themselves in the obscene and debauched practice of onanism. This diseased was well known to the ancients, and is described in the collection of writings attributed to Hippocrates. (vak. v. 222, lib. ii.) With the frequent emisions of semen there is a pain in the back and loins, colics, headaches, giddiness, and diminution of fight; oppression of the breath, hurry of the spirits, restlessness nights, latitude, paleness of the countenance, wasting of the flesh, pains of the joints, tremors, and in some instances palsy, with a failing of the memory and dejection of mind. In putting about the cure we must first remove the exciting causes, by forbidding venereal intercourse, and restraining manual pollution (manumutation). The soft downy bed must be exchanged for a hard one, and early rising enjoined. The patient must abstain from strong wines, especially white wines, hot liquors, and seasoned food, and take to a plain, mild, nutritious diet, of which milk and its preparations should constitute the chief part. Sago, tapioca, animal jellies, and eggs, will also be proper. The common cold-bath or sea-bathing should be employed, with daily exercise on horse-back; and besides the free use of cow’s milk, alls milk should be taken at least once a day. The proper medicines will be the Peruvian bark, the hellebore, the infusion of the red root, the infusion of catechu, and chalybeates; or if the salt-hardened metallic preparations prove too stimulant, the zincum vitriolatum. In some of these cafes, mild opiates, or the eicuta, may also be given with advantage. Collyrions should be prevented by occasional doses of the eleutheraeum femina, or oleum mentis, or magnesia and rhabarbar. (See Tiffot in O’Nan.) The same means will be equally suited to most of the other varieties of atrophia transitoria. When it is occasioned by profuse perspirations, the filiphophor acid should be given with the other tonics; and when the urinary evacuation is excessive, the same remedies as in diabetes; which fee. When this disorder occurs in nurses giving too much suck, the allurant vegetable substances (the Peruvian bark excepted) and metallic salts above mentioned will not be proper; a more liberal use of fermented liquor and animal food should be allowed, and the infant should be weaned. When it proceeds from a diarrhoea, opiates may be given more freely, joined with tannaceous powders, and small doses of specie-cusana. When it is occasioned by the food being rejected from the stomac shortly after it is swallowed, the peculiar condition of that organ, on which the vomiting depends, must be ascertained and remedied accordingly. In such cases, glyders of milk and animal jellies should be administered once or twice every day, until the disposition to inverted action is removed.

A. debilium. To this species belong the nervous atrophy, and the emaciation which accompanies old age. It depends upon a debility of the organs of digestion and nutrition. In the first instance, it is sometimes the consequence of close application to bathing or fludic; and excessive anxiety, grief, a longing after one’s native country or a beloved object, with other depressing passions. In such cases, a removal from the scene of fludic or hussines, and from the source of anxiety, regular exercise and proper recreations, will form the basis of the cure. At the same time, bitters, chalybeates, and opiates, should not be omitted. (Morton de Atrophia, lea Phthisi nervosa.) When the disorder is the consequence of old age, much relief cannot be expected. In that case, little more can be done than to render the diet as nutritious as possible.

A. cacochymica. When the emaciation in this species is connected with a fecubitic acrimony, the remedies proper for correcting the state must be employed; such as subacid fruits, fresh malt liquor, &c. all salted meats being strictly avoided. When it is connected with a phthisic acrimony, the cure should be attended by mercurials, opiates, and the guaiacum and farfaparilla decoctions, with the warm bath. When it occurs in a ricketsy constitution, the same treatment as in rachitis will be proper. (See Rickets.) If this species (the A. cacochymica) is accompanied with securitic or phthisic forces, it should be referred to tabes.

A. veneris. This happens when the vegetative powers are impaired or destroyed by vegetable or mineral poisons. Among the vegetable poisons which prove the cause of atrophy, may be mentioned the album of green tea in water, and the chewing of tobacco in men. In like manner the opium-eaters in the Levant and other parts of the east are affected with atrophy. Another poison extracted from vegetable substances undergoing fermentation, which produces the same effect, is alcohol, or brandy, rum, &c. Among the mineral poisons which have been observed to cause this disfigurement, may be mentioned lead and arsenic. The remedies in this species of atrophy must be varied according to the kind of poison by which it was induced. (See Poisoness.) In the Nosological System of Dr. Cullen, this species of emaciation is ranked under tabes; but as it is not accompanied either with glandular obstruction, or with putrefaction or ulceration, we have conceived it to belong to the present genus, and have accordingly introduced it here.
The last species we have to notice is the A. à compressione ductus thoracici. This takes place when the thoracic duct is so compressed by a tumor or other mechanical cause, that the transmission of the chyle through it is either partially or wholly intercepted. In the latter case it is irremediable. Fortunately this species of atrophy is of very rare occurrence. See Morton's Phthisiologia; and Hoffian de Atrophia, Suppl. II. 1. Cullen's Practice of Physic, vol. iv.

ATROPICA, in Entomology, a species of Mantis described by Pallas. It is native of the island of Java; on the thorax are four spines; wing-cafes short and mucronate at the base.

ATROPOS, a species of Sphinx, with yellow posterior wings falcated with brown, and yellow abdomen with black rings. Varieties of this species differing in size, colour, and some peculiarities of the marks on the anterior wings, are found in Egypt, India, the cape of Good Hope, America, and Europe. It is the largest of the European insects of the lepidopterous tribe, and is certainly a beautiful creature. In England this kind is rare, and is called the death's head hawk-moth, from certain characteristic and very singular marks on the thorax, by which the figure of a human skull is strongly depicted. These insects for this reason have generally been regarded as an ominous prefiguration of some approaching calamity by the peafantry in most countries where they have appeared by chance; and Linnæus has himself named it after one of the three fates of the heathen mythology. The larva feeds on the jasmine, potato, and elder; is solitary, yellow, with oblique, blue, green, and black lateral stripes, and a reflected tail; pupa reddish. Vide Donov. Brit. Inf. t. 289. Linnæus in Amencl. Acad. names this insect caput mortuum; and Geoffroy in Hist. des Insectes, le sphinx à tête de mort.

ATROPOS is also a species of Musca, about half an inch in length, that inhabits Austria. It is rather downy; thorax whitish with three black spots; abdomen black, with interrupted yellow bands, and margin of the segments of the same colour. Schrank Beyrl.

ATROPOS, in Mythology, one of the Parce or Fates, whose office it was to cut the thread of life.

ATROPOS, in Zoology, a species of Coluber, described by Linnæus in Muf. Ad. Tr. & Gmel. Syst. Nat. as having 15 abdominal plates, and 21 subcaudal scales. It is a native of America, and deemed an extremely poisonous serpent; the colour hoary grey, with a quadruple series of brown ocellated spots, each with a white iring or margin. The head is heart-shaped, gibbous, with four and sometimes more black spots; and the scales are lanceolate. Gmel. It is cobra atropos of Laur. Amph.

Dr. Shaw observes that this species is of a thick and short form, scarcely exceeding fifteen or sixteen inches in length; the head is large and viverine, marked with four or five large dusky spots, and covered with small scales; the remainder of the animal of a pale brown, marked all along the upper part by four rows of very large, alternate, round, black spots bordered with white; the abdomen ash-colour, and tail very short, measuring about a ninth part of its whole length; the scales on all the upper parts are of a slightly sharpened form, and carinated. Gen. Zool. v. 3. p. 2. 404.

ATRO-VIOLESCENS, in Entomology, a species of Chrysomela, once taken in the month of September, in the county of Norfolk. It is ovate, violaceous-black; wing-cafes dilated; legs pitchy-black. Marsh. Ent. Brit.

ATROVIRES, in Zoology, a species of Coluber, described by the count of Cepede under the title of "la eoleuvre verte et jaune," and by Dr. Shaw, under that of coluber atrovirens, C. atrovirens, flavo maculatus, abdomen flavo, lateribus nigro punctato. Black-green snake, speckled with yellow; the abdomen yellow, with a row of black spots down each side. French name.

"This fccms," says Dr. Shaw, "to be the species figured by Aldrovandus, under the name of anguis fclapulip niger, and which appears to have been so little attended to by modern naturalists, as to have been generally confounded with the ringed snake (C. natrix), till it was again brought to notice by Monf. Daubenton, and afterwards by the count de Cepede, who has accurately described it, and who informs us that it is very frequent in some of the provinces of France, being found in woods and moit shady places; in its general fize and appearance it resembles the ringed snake or natrix, but differs in colour, being of an extremely dark or blackish green, so as to appear black on a cursory view, the fides being marked by numerous rows of yellow fpecks of different forms, some elongated and some square, and which form somewhat more decided or diftinctly marked stripes towards the head; the eyes and edges of the mouth are bordered with yellow fcales; the abdomen is also yellow, each fcutum being marked on each side by a black fpeck. This snake is an animal of a perfectly harmless nature, and like the ringed snake, is capable of being tamed to a confiderable degree."—"On the approach of winter, it retires, like the latter, into subterraneous retreats, and palies that feaon in a flate of torpidity, from which it recovers in the spring, when it casts its skin, and appears in its highest beauty."

ATROX, in Zoology, a kind of Coluber, which according to Linnæus is specifically characterized by having 169 abdominal plates, and 69 subcaudal scales. Amoc. Acad. This creature is a native of Asia, and is about a foot and a half in length; the colour hoary; fcales carinated; beneath marked, with dark brown, transverse, alternate spots; head depressed, compressed, angulated, and covered with minute scales. Gmelin makes "diapls indica" of Laur. Amph. a variety of this species. Dr. Shaw describes it in his Gen. Zool. as being the "grey brown snake, with transverse linear whitish stripes, and dusky abdomen, with white transverse variegations; and names it the fierce snake." This author also notices one error of Linnæus respecting this species that deserves particular remark. "In the Muleum Adolphi Friderici, p. 33" says he, "this species, by a mistake, inscribed angulatus, while the figure on plate 22 of that work, represents the body marked by a few horizontal narrow, transverse whitish bands reaching to the abdomen, which is spotted with small, round, white fpecks; the dusky transverse fpecks appearing only beneath the tail; the general colour of the abdomen, however, in this fike is rather deep brown or blackish, beautifully variegated or marbled by numerous narrow transverse bands, accompanied here and there with small fpecks; the tail is remarkably short and slender. In the Syllema Natura a mistaken reference appears to be made to a figure in Seba representing a very different species. The C. atrox is a poisonous snake, and is a native of the island of Ceylon."

ATISCHARIS, in Geography, a tribe of the Mandrines, who inhabited the banks of the middle Amoor, in Siberia, before it was taken possession of by the Kuffians. They then subsisted in a state of independence; but they were afterwards removed, by order of the Chinese government, from the Amoor farther towards China.

ATTACAMA, in Geography, one of the fourteen jurisdictions belonging to the archbishopric of Plata, in the province of Chares, in South America. It is the western boundary of the province, extending to the South sea; and
and the principal town, called also Atacama, is no less than 120 leagues from Plata. Its jurisdiction is of a considerable extent, and a great part of it very fruitful; but intermixed with some deserts, particularly towards the south, where it divides the kingdoms of Peru and Chili. On the coast in this province there is annually a very large fishery of Tolo, a fish common in the South sea, with which a very great trade is carried on with the island provinces, this being the chief food in Lent and other days of abstinence. There is a great desert of the same name, and a chain of mountains, which separate Peru, on the north, from the province of Quito. The cold in these mountains is sometimes so extremely severe, that those who pass it are occasionally frozen to death. S. lat. 22°. W. long. 80° 29'.

ATTACANA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Acha, in greater Armenia. Ptolemy.

ATTACCO, in Music, is a kind of short subject or point, not restricted to all the laws of regular fugue. Sometimes it is a species of the principal theme itself, treated rather as an imitation than a subject of regular fugue, and may be answered in any interval, at pleasure.

Example.

ATTACCHIAMENTA DORONIUM, in Law, a distress taken upon goods or chattels, where a man is sued for personal estate or debt, by the legal attachators or bailiffs, as security to answer an action.

ATTACCHIAMENTA DE SPINIS ET BOSCO, is a privilege granted to the officers of a forest to take to their own use thorns, brash, and wind-falls, within their own precincts.

ATTACHING, or ATTACHMENT, denotes the apprehending a person or thing, either by a precept or writ. The word is formed of the French attachter, to follow, or take; and that from the corrupt Latin attachior, of atterser, to adhere to; or rather, as others think, from the Celtic tach, a nail; and tachas, to nail; or the Saxon tæcin, to take.

Lambard makes this difference between an arrest and an attachment; that an arrest proceeds out of an inferior court by precept only, and an attachment out of a higher court, either by precept or writ; and that a precept to arrest hath these formal words, duci facias, &c. and a writ of attachment threat, "precipimus in quid attachments tamen, & habes sum certam nobis."

By this it appears, that he who arrests carries the party arrested to another higher person, to be disposed of forthwith; whereas he that attaches keeps the party attached, and presents him in court at the day assigned in the attachment.

There is this farther difference, that an arrest lies only upon the body of a man; and an attachment sometimes on his goods too; for a man may be attached by an hundred sheep.

Moreover, attachment is a process from a court of record, awarded by the justices at their discretion, on a bare suggestion, or on their own knowledge; and is properly grantable in cases of contempts, against which all courts of record, but more especially those of Wellminser-hall, and above all the court of B. R. may proceed in a summary manner.

The contempts that are thus punished, are either direct, which openly insulfs or resist the powers of the courts, or the persons of the judges who pride there; or the are consequent, which, without such gross influence or direct opposition, plainly tend to create an universal disregard of their authority. The principal instances of either sort that have been usually punishable by attachments, are of the following kinds: 1. Those committed by inferior judges and magistrates by acting unjustly, oppressively, or irregularly, in administering those portions of justice which are entrusted
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trusted to their distribution; or by disobeying the king's
writs issuing out of the superior courts, by proceeding in a
cause after it is put a flop to or removed by writ of pro-
hibition, certiorari, error, supersedeas, or the like. 2. Thos.
committed by sheriffs, bailiffs, gaolers, and other officers
of the court, by abusing the process of the law, or deceiving
defendants, by any acts of oppression, extortion, libellous
behaviour, or on any other culpable neglect of duty. 3. Thos.
committed by attorneys and solicitors, who are also officers of
the respective courts, by gross infinities of fraud and cor-
ruption, injustice to their clients, or other dishonest prac-
tice. 4. Thos. committed by jurors in collateral matters
relating to the discharge of their office; such as making
default when summoned, refusing to be sworn, or to
give any verdict, eating or drinking without the leave of
the court, and especially at the cost of either party; and
other irregularities of a similar kind; but not in the mere
exercise of their judicial capacities, as by giving a false or
erroneous verdict. 5. Thos. committed by witnesses; by
making default when summoned, refusing to be sworn or
examined, or prevaricating in their evidence when sworn.
6. Thos. committed by parties to any suit or proceeding
before the court; as by disobedience to any rule or order
made in the progress of a cause; by non-payment of costs
awarded by the court upon a motion; or by non-obser-
vance of awards duly made by arbitrators and umpires, after hav-
ing entered into a rule for submitting to such determination.
7. Thos. committed by any other person under the degree
of a peer; and even by peers themselves, when enormous
and accompanied with violence, such as forcible rescous, and
the like; or when they import a disobedience to the king's
great prerogative writs of prohibition, habeas corpus, and
the writ.

Some of these contempts may arise in the face of the
court; as by rude and contumelious behaviour; by obli-

gnancy, perseverance, and prevarication; by breaking the
peace; or any wilful disturbance whatever: others, in the
absence of the party; as by disobeying, or treating with
disrepect, the king's writ, or the rules or process of the
court; by perverting such writ to the purposes of private
malice, extortion, injuriousness; by breaking or writing con-
temptuously of the court, or judges acting in their judicial
capacity; by making false accounts (or even true ones,
without proper permission) of causes then depending in judg-
ment; and by any thing, in short, that demonstrates a
gross want of that regard and respect, which, when once
courts are deprived of, degrade and destroy their authority
among the people. The processes of attachment for these
and similar contempts must necessarily be as ancient as the
laws themselves; for laws, without a competent authority
to secure their administration from disobedience and con-
tempt, would be vain and nugatory. This has accordingly
been exercised as early as the annals of our law extend.

If the contempt be committed in the face of the court,
the offender may be instantly apprehended and imprisoned,
at the direction of the judges, without any further proof
or examination. But in matters at a distance, and of which
the court cannot have so perfect a knowledge, unless by the
confession of the party, or the testimony of others, if the
judges upon affidavit fee sufficient ground toulpel that a
contempt has been committed, they either make a rule on
the fulfilpect party to show caufe why an attachment
should not issue against him; or in very flagrant instances
of contempt, the attachment issues in the first instance; as
it also does, if no sufficient caufe be shown to discharge, and
therefore the court confirms and makes absolute the original
rule. This process of attachment is merely intended to
bring the party into court; and, when there, he must either
stand committed, or put in bail, in order to answer upon
oath to such interrogatories as shall be administered to him,
for the better information of the court with respect to the
circumstances of the contempt. These interrogatories are
in the nature of a charge or accusatian, and must by the
court of the cause be exhibited within the first four days;
and if any of the interrogatories is improper, the defendant
may refuse to answer it, and move the court to have it
fruck out. If the party can clear himself upon oath, he is
discharged; but, if perjured, may be prosecuted for the
perorly. If he confesses the contempt, the court will pre-
ceed to correct him by fine or imprisonmenl, or both, and
sometimes by a corpus or infamous punishment. If the
contempt be of such a nature, that, when the fact is once
acknowledged, the court can receive no farther information
by interrogatories than it is already posessed of (as in the
case of a recous), the defendant may be admitted to make
such simple acknowledgement, and receive his judgment,
without answering to any interrogatories; but if he willfully
and obstinately refuses to answer, or answers in an evasive
manner, it is then clearly guilty of a high and repeated con-
tempt, to be punished at the discretion of the court.

Blackstone's Com. vol. iv.
The terrors of attachment in case of disobedience on the
part of unwilling witnesses, as well as the compulsory proce-
s for obtaining their attendance, are of excellent use in the
thorough investigation of truth: and upon the same prin-
ciple, in the Athenian courts, the witnesses who were sum-
moned to attend the trial, had their choice of three things,
either to fiewar to the truth of the fact in question, to deny
or objure it, or else to pay a fine of a thousand drachmas.

Attachment, Writ of, called also Pona, is a writ issuing
out of the court of Common Pleas, and grounded on the
non-attendance of the defendant at the return of the original
writ; which commands the sheriff to attach him, by taking
clage, that is, certain of his goods, which he shall forfeit,
if he doth not appear; or by making him find false pledges
or forfeits which shall be amerced in case of his non-appear-
ance. This is the first and immediate process, without any previous
summons, uppon actions of trespass vi et armis, or for other
injuries, which though not forcible, are yet trespasses against
the peace, as deceit and conspiracy: where the evidence of
the wrong requires a more speedy remedy, and therefore
the original writ commands the defendant to be at once
attached, without any precedent warning. See Process.

Attachment out of Chancery, is a writ in the nature of a
capias, directed to the sheriff, and commanding him to
attack, or take up the defendant, and bring him into court.
It is had of course, upon an affidavit made that the defendant
was served with a subpœna, and appears not; or it issueth
upon not performing some order or decree.

After the return of this attachment by the sheriff, quad
non est inventus in balivus faire; another attachment, with
proclamations, issues which, besides the ordinary form of
attachment, directs the sheriff that he cause proclama-

tions to be made, throughout the county, to summon the defan-

tant, upon his allegiance personally to appear and answer:
and if this be also returned with non est inventus, and he fail
stands out in contempt, a commissio of rebellion is awarded
against him. See Commission of Rebellion.

Attachment, Foreign, is an attachment of goods or
money found within a liberty or city, to satisfy some credi-
tor within such city or liberty.

Under the custum of London, if a plaint be exhibited
in the mayor's or the sheriff's court (the proceeding in the former
being the most advantageous) against A, and the procefs be
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returned nil, and thereupon the plaintiff sugetests that another person within London is indicted to A, the debtor shall be warned (whence he is called the garnishee), and if he does not deny himself to be indicted to A, the debt shall be attached in his hands. The custom of foreign attachment is said to prevail in Exeter and other places. But a foreign attachment cannot be had when a suit is depending in any of the courts at Westminster. Cro. Eliz. 66. And nothing is attachable, but for a certain and due debt; though by the custom of London, money may be attached before due, as a debt, but not levied before due. Sid. 327. 1 Nefl. Abr. 282, 283.

Foreign attachments in London, upon plaint of debt, are made after this manner: A owes B 100l. and C is indebted to A 100l.; B enters an action against A of 100l. and by virtue of that action a levant attaches 100l. in the hands of C, as the money of A, to the use of B, which is returned upon that action. Upon this the plaintiff is immediately to see an attorney before the next court, or the defendant may then put in bail to the attachment, and nonsuit the plaintiff. Four court days must pass before the plaintiff can cause C, the garnishee, in whose hands the money was attached, to swear cause why B should not condemn the 100l. attached in the hands of C as the money of A the defendant in the action (though not in the attachment) to the use of B the plaintiff; and the garnishee C may appear in court by his attorney, wage his law, and plead that he hath no money in his hands of the defendant's, or other special matter; but the plaintiff may hinder his waging of law, by producing two sufficient citizens to swear that the garnishee had either money or goods, in his hands, of A at the time of the attachment, of which affidavit is to be made before the lord mayor, and being filed, may be pleaded by way of elopement: then the plaintiff must put in bail, that if the defendant come within a year and a day into court, and he can discharge himself of the money condemned in court, and that he owed nothing to the plaintiff at the time in the plaint mentioned, the said money shall be forthcoming, &c. If the garnishee fail to appear by his attorney, being warned by the officer to come into court to swear cause as aforesaid, he is taken by default for want of appearing, and judgment given against him for the goods, and money attached in his hands, and he is without remedy either at common law or in equity; for if taken in execution he must pay the money condemned, though he hath not one penny, or go into prison; but the garnishee appearing to swear cause why the money or goods attached in his hands ought not to be condemned to the use of the plaintiff, having feed an attorney, may plead as aforesaid, that he hath no money nor goods in his hands, of the party's against whom the attachment is made: and it will then be tried by a jury, and judgment awarded, &c. but after trial, bail may be put in, whereby the attachment shall be dissolved, but the garnishee, &c. and his security will then be liable to what debt the plaintiff shall make out to be due, upon the action: and an attachment is never thoroughly perfected, till there is a bail, and satisfaction upon record. Privilege London.

But the original defendant must be summoned, and have notice: otherwise judgment against the garnishee will be erroneous; and the money paid or levied in execution; or it will not discharge the debt from the garnishee to the defendant (though it was allowed that the custom of the city court is to give no notice). 3 Will. 297. 2 Black. Rep. 834. See 1 Ld. Raym. 727. Where a foreign attachment is pleaded to an action, the custom is to set forth that he who levied the plaint shall have execution of the debt owing by himself, and by which he was attached, if the plaintiff in the original action shall not disprove it within a year and a day; now if the plaintiff in the action below does not set forth such conditional judgment given by the court, it is wrong, because he doth not bring his cause within the custom. Vide 2 Lutw. 985.

A sum of money was to be paid at Michaelmas, and it was attached before that day: adjudged, that a foreign attachment cannot reach a debt before it is due: therefore, though the judgment on the attachment was after Michaelmas, yet the money being attached before it was due, it is for that reason void. Cro. Eliz. 184. For further matter, see Com. Dig. tit. Attachment.

Money due to an executor or administrator, as such, cannot be attached. It would give a simple contract-creditor priority over judgments. Fisher v. Lane and others, 3 Will. 297. Nor 10U money in the hands of the garnishee. Doug. 383.

Debtor and creditor being both citizens of London, the debtor delivered several goods to the Exeter carrier then in London, to carry and deliver them at Exeter, and the creditor attached them in the hands of the carrier for the debt due to him from his debtor: adjudged, that the action should be discharged, because the carrier is privileged in his person and goods, and not only in the goods which are his own, but in those of other men, of which he is in possession, for he is answerable for them. 1 Leon. 189. See Jacob's Law Dict. by Tonlins, art. Attachment.

Attachment of the Forreft, or Woodmote, is one of the four courts held in the forest. (See Courts of Forreft, &c.) The court of attachments seems so called, because the verderors of the forest have therein no other authority, but to receive the attachments of offenders against vert and venison taken by the foresters, to enrol them, and to certify them under their seals, to the court of justice-forester, or sweinmote; for this court can only inquire of, and not convict offenders. This attachment is by three means; by goods and chattels; by body, pledges, and mainprize; or by body only. Offenders may be attached by their bodies, if taken with the mainour (or mainewere, a main), that is, in the very act of killing venison, or dealing wood, or preparing to do, or by force and immediate pursuit after the act is done; otherwise, they must be attached by their goods. This court is held every forty days throughout the year; whence it is also termed forty days court.

Attachment of Privilege is, by virtue of a man's privilege, to callmother to that court whereby he himself belongs, and in respect whereof he is privileged to answer some action; or, it is a power to apprehend a man in a place privileged. Corporation courts have sometimes power by charter to issue attachments, and some courts-baron grant attachments of debt. Kitch. 79.

Attack, an attempt upon any person or thing; or the act of beginning a combat or dispute.

Attack, in the Military Act, signifies an engagement having for its object the forcing of an entrenched post, or dislodging an adverse army from its lines, when in a situation calculated to impede the progress of an invading army.

War is naturally an offensive operation. In the earlier ages we find it carried on by a series of engagements uniformly on the principle of attack, and unconnected with any of those skilful manoeuvres which the ready genius of mankind has since carried into execution for their mutual destruction. The ultimate object of a battle consisted in plundering, in case of success, a small tract of the enemy's country, and
in burning a few miserable villages. Superiority of numbers generally injured the advantage. The vanquished were exterminated. The victors withdrew with their hard earned booty, diminished in numbers, and exhausted by fatigue.

The Greeks, who first brought the military art to some degree of perfection, were fully sensible of the advantages to be derived from the attack. Even at the famous plain of Marathon (vid. Marathon), where, by the most moderate accounts, the Persian army exceeded them ten times in number, they had the temerity to forlorn a well-chosen position; and (Herodotus, l. vi. c. 112.) advance running to the onset; a degree of rashness, which, though in the instance before us crowned with the most glorious success, can never find an excuse in the eyes of military judgment. At the final engagement of Thermopylae, the defair of Leonidas drove him to pursue a similar conduct. (Herod. l. vii. c. 223.)

The particular circumstances of his situation, and the celebrity of his death, extenuate in part his conduct.

Among the Greeks, the Lacedaemonians alone advanced to battle in silence, and at a steady pace, regulated by the sound of musical instruments. (Thucyd. l. v. c. 70.) On the contrary, the other Greek nations rushed forward with the utmost eagerness and velocity, clashing their spars upon their bucklers, and, at the moment of the onset, raising a loud shout, to alarum and terrify their enemies. This mode of attack was generally irresistible, where only opposed by an undisciplined and tumultuous assembly of Asiatics. Witness the battle of Cynaxa (vid. Cynaxa), where a phalanx of 13,000 Greeks dashed in an instant the almost innumerable forces of Artaxerxes Mmnon; and, if it had not been for the fatal temerity of Cyrus the younger, would infallibly have placed the crown of Periis on his head. (Xenophon, Anat. l. i. c. 8.)

In engagements with every nation, the vigorous onset of the Greeks was attended with splendid victory. Even in the declining ages of their monarchy, when the arbitrary sway of Macedonian tyranny had extinguished within their bosoms that spirit of liberty which glowing so fervently at Marathon and Platea, their formidable phalanx was regarded with apprehension by Roman intrepidity; and in the famous and decisive battle of Pydna (vid. Pydna), the firmness and talents of a Paulus Emilius depaupered of victory, till a happy and well-timed exertion of his superior military abilities decided the doubtful contest. (Plut. in Alex. Paul.)

The Romans, those great makers in the art of war, were not ignorant of the advantages of acting offensively, nor how to improve them. The impetus of their legion, a heavy and well-organized body of infantry, exceeded in effect that of the Macedonian phalanx; and no weight of armour, no exertion of courage, no resolution, however daring, could preserve the front of that army unbroken, which once experienced the terrible discharge of the Roman pilum.

In every age the syllen of attack has been preferred by experienced generals (with some few exceptions, justified always by coincident circumstances), to that of protracting a war by tedious and indecisive manoeuvres, and it has generally been attended with success. Hannibal, Sylla, Alexander, Caesar, the greatest captains of antiquity, never suffered a favourable opportunity of engaging to escape them. Their attacks were general, violent, frequently unexpected, and rarely unattended with the most ample successs.

Of later days, we may reckon among the commanders, who, in their eagerness to engage an enemy, have sometimes overlooked the bounds prefixed to genius by modern tactics, a Conde, a Gustavus, an Eugene, a Charles the Twelfth, and a Frederick the Great, whose rapid manoeuvres frequently baffled the most acute observation of their antagonists, and the impetuosity of whose attacks seldom gave time for effectual opposition.

It is scarcely necessary to insist upon the manifest advantages of an attacking army pellmell over that which acts upon the defensive. With numbers generally superior, a confidence in their own strength, and spirits which defy opposition, they rarely encounter an enemy able, or resolute enough to repulse them.

In the course of the late war, Europe has beheld with surprize the syllen of attack, which before only affected a tract of country comparatively trifling, carried to an extent and a perfection truly astonishing. In 1794, armies acting offensively, though in bodies widely dilated, pierced, as if animated by the same soul, in all directions, from the frontiers of France to the left bank of the Rhine, and the centre of the Batavian territories. Two years after, at the same moment when Moreau was penetrating by the circle of Swabia, and along the Danube to the Austrian borders, the army of the Sambre and Meuse advanced through France, and Buonaparte fought his way through Italy to gain the summit of the Alp Alps. According to the new principle, success in a general engagement, however complete, in no wise contributed to terminate the campaign. A battle gained only opened the road to new attacks. A town taken merely furnished materials for fresh sieges. The armies railed each other in overcoming, with incredible expedition, obstacles which formerly would have been deemed insurmountable; and as long as any vestige of an adverse power remained to face them in the field, all successes was regarded as incomplete.

In the fluctuating campaign of 1799, the same syllen was carried to a still greater extent. The rocks and mountains of Switzerland furnished fresh subjects for plans of a nature still more difficult, intricate, and complicated. The line of attack and defence was lengthened in an unexampled manner, and from the Zuyder Zee to the Al帻ian formed but one vast field of battle, on which French, Auffrians, Ruffians, Helveticans, Dutch, English, and Italians, alternately destroyed each other; and itrove, with infinite vicissitude of fortune, but finally with nearly equivalent successes, to gain a dear-bought advantage. Attack, in Esfiging, signifies the operations carried on by the besiegers, with mines, laps, trenches, batteries, &c. against an enemy's fortres. The rules of war naturally preclude the weakest side of the place as the point of attack. Nevertheless, prince Eugene thought proper to infringe upon them in the infuerce of the siege of Lille, where, to favour the movements of the covering army, he directed his approaches against the strongest part of the fortifications. Two, or even three attacks, are formed in sieges where dispatch is neceflary. In such cases, their communications should be cay, carefully constructed, and indistinctly maintained.

Attack, Falls, is an attack but faintly prosecuted, though sufficiently fierce to induce the enemy to divide his forces, and more especially to weaken, if possible, that part of his position, or works, which is the object of the true assault.

ATTACOTTI, in Ancient History, a savage people of Great Britain, mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus (l. 27. c. 8.) and St. Jerom (tom. ii. p. 75.), as well as in the Notitia Imperii, whose situation is not precisely ascertained by antiquaries. Some have supposed that they inhabited Wales, and alluded, that their name was derived from the British words "at a coit, or coed," signifying amongst woods. But it is probable, that they were seated somewhere further north
ATTAGEN. ATTAGAS, in Ornithology, names given by Briff. and Buff. to the red or moor-game, or red grouse, in Gmelin's arrangement the fourth variety of tetrao labatus. Linn. & Gmel. Briff. also calls tetrao umbellus of Gmelin attagen Pennfylveanis.

ATTAINDER, in Law, is that claim or infamy which is incurred by a man who has committed felony, treason, or other crime, and who is capitally convicted for the fame.

This, by the common law, is the immediate infparable consequence of the sentence of death that is pronounced. The law, in this case, sets a note of infamy upon the criminal, puts him out of its protection, and takes no further care of him than barely to see him executed. He is then called attaint, atidinisus, flained or blackened. He is no longer of any credit or reputation, he cannot be a witnes in any court; neither is he capable of performing the functions of another man: for, by an anticipation of his punishment, he is already dead in law. This is after "judgment"; for there is a great difference between a man "convicted," and "attainted," though they are frequently, through inaccuracy, confounded together. The latter conviction only, a man is liable to none of these disabilities; for, in the contemplation of law, there is still a possibility of his innocence. Something may be offered in arrest of judgment; the indictment may be erroneous, which will render his guilt uncertain, and thereupon the present conviction may be quashed; he may obtain a pardon, or be allowed the benefit of clergy; both which suppose some latent sparks of merit, which plead in extenuation of his fault. But when judgment is once pronounced, both law and fact contrive to prove him completely guilty; and there is not the remotest possibility of any thing to be said in his favour. Upon judgment, therefore, of death, and not before, the "attainder" of a criminal commences: and upon such circumstances as are equivalent to judgment of death; as judgment of outlawry on a capital crime, pronounced for abetting or fleeing from justice, which tacitly confounds the guilt. And, therefore, upon judgment of outlawry, or of death, for treason or felony, a man shall be said to be "attained."

A man is "attained by appearance" or by process. "Attainder" on appearance is by confession, or verdict, &c.: by confession, when the prisoner, upon his inditement, being asked whether guilty or not guilty; owns himself guilty, without putting himself upon his country; and formerly confession was allowed before the coroner in facturi, upon which the offender was to aubare the realm, and this was called "attainder" by aquisition. "Attainder" by verdict, is when the prisoner at the bar pleads not guilty, and is found guilty by the verdict of the jury of life and death. "Attainder" by process, otherwise called "attainder" by default, or by outlawry, is when a party files, and is not found, until he hath been five times publicly called or proclaimed in the county, and, at last, upon his default, is pronounced or returned outlawed. Stannard. Pl. Co. 44. 122. 182. Persons may also be attainted by act of parliament. Accordingly acts of attainder have been passed in several reigns, on the discovery of plots and rebellions, from the reign of King Charles I., when an act was made for the attainder of several persons guilty of the murder of King Charles I., to this time. Among thefe, the most remarkable is that for attainting Sir John Fenwick for conspiring against King William; this act having been made for attainting and confining him of high treason on the oath of one witness, just after a law had been enacted, "that no person should be tried, or attainted, of high treason, where corruption of blood is incurred, but by the oath of two lawful witnesses, unlefs the party confess, stand mute, &c." Stat. 7 and 8 W. III. c. 3. However, Sir John Fenwick was convicted on the oath of two witnesses, though only one appeared against him on his trial; and it was alleged, that Sir John had tampered with and prevailed on one of the witnesses to withdraw.

The confquences of "attainder" are forfeiture, and corruption of blood; which latter cannot be regularly taken out but by act of parliament. See these articles.

"Attainders" may be reversed or falsified by writ of error, or by plea; in the former cafe it must be by the king's leave, &c.; and in the latter it may be by denying the treason, pleading a pardon by act of parliament, &c. 3 Inst. 232.

By a king's taking the crown upon him, all attainers of his perfon are "ipso facto" purged, without any reversal. 1 Inst. 26. Finch. L. 82. Wood. 17. This was the declaration of parliament, made in favour of Henry VII.

ATTAINDER, Bill of, is a bill brought into parliament for attainting, condemning, and executing a person for high treason. See ATTAINDER.

ATTAINCTA, in Law, a writ which lieth to inquire, whether a jury of twelve men gave a false verdict, that to the judgment following thereupon may be reversed; and this must be brought in the time of him for whom the verdict was given, and of two at least of the jurors who gave it. This lay, at the common law, only upon writs of afville; and seems to have been coeval with that institution by king Henry I. at the instance of his chief justic peace; being probably meant as a check upon the civil power then reposed in the recognizers of afville, of finding a verdict according to their own personal knowledge, without the examination of witnesses. And even here it extended no farther than to such instances, where the afville was joined upon the very point of afville (the heirship, disfelfin, &c.), and not on any collateral matter, as vellage, bailiady, or any other disputed fact. (See Assisa in jurisvd., &c.) It seems that no attaint lay against the inquilt or jury that determined such collateral afville; nor did such a process obtain after the trial by inquilt or jury, in the old Norman or feudal actions prosecuted by a writ of entry; nor did any attaint lie in treaspe, debt, or other action personal, by the old common law; because these were always determined by common inquests or juries. At length the statute of Wilm. 1. (3 Edw. I. c. 38.) allowed an attaint to be sued upon inquests, as well as afville, which were taken upon any plea of land or of freedom. But this was at the king's discretion, and to it is not applied by the author of Fieta, a writer contemporary with the statute; though Sir Edward Coke (2 Inst. 130. 237; 3) seems to hold a different opinion. Other subordinate statutes (1 Edw. III. l. 2. 6. 7. Edw. III. c. 7. 82. Edw. III. c. 8.) introduced the same remedy in all pleas of treasons; and the statute 34 Edw. III. c. 7, extended it to all pleas whatsoever, personal as well as real; excepting only the writ of right, in such cases where the life or afville is joined on the mere right, and not on any collateral question.
The jury who are to try this false verdict must be twenty-four, and are called the grand jury; for the law wills not that the oath of the jury of twelve men should be attainted or set aside by an equal number, nor by less than double the former. Bract. I. 4. tr. 5. c. 4. § 1. Bract. I. 5. c. 22. § 7. If the matter in dispute be of forty pounds value in personal, or of forty shillings a year in lands and tenements, then by flat 15 Hen. VI. c. 5. each grand juror must have freehold to the annual value of twenty pounds. And he that brings the attain can give no other evidence to the grand jury than what was originally given to the petit. But those against whom it is brought are allowed, in affirnance of the petit verdict, to produce new matter; because the petit jury may have formed their verdict upon evidence of their own knowledge, which never appeared in court. If the grand jury found the verdict a false one, the judgment by the common law was, that the jurors should lose their "liberam legem," and become for ever infamous; should forfeit their goods and the profits of their lands; should themselves be imprisoned, and their wives and children thrown out of doors; should have their houses razed, their trees extirpated, and their meadows ploughed; and that the plaintiff should be restor'd to all that he lost by reason of the unjust verdict. But as the severity of the punishment had its usual effect in preventing the law from being executed, therefore by the statute 11 Hen. VII. c. 24. revised by 23 Hen. VIII. c. 3. and made perpetual by 13 Eliz. c. 25. an attain is allowed to be brought after the death of the party, and a more moderate punishment was inflicted upon attainted jurors; viz. perpetual infamy; and if the cause of action were above forty pounds value, a forfeiture of twenty pounds a-piece by the jurors; or if under 40l. then five pounds a-piece; to be divided between the king and the party injured. So that a man may now bring an attainit either upon the statute or at common law, at his election (3 Inst. 164.; and in both of them may reverse the former judgment. But the practice of setting aside verdicts upon motion, and granting new trials, has so superseded the use of both forts of attains, that few infallacles of attains occur in our books later than the sixteenth century. Cro. Eliz. 309. Cro Jac. 90. By the old Gothic constitution, indeed, no certificate of a judge was allowed, in matters & evidence, to counterveil the oath of the jury; but their verdict, however erroneous, was absolutely final and conclusive. Yet there was a procedure, from whence our attain may be derived. If upon a lawful trial before a superior tribunal, the jury were found to have given a false verdict, they were fined, and rendered infamous for the future. Steinhuck de jure Goth. l. i. c. 4. Blackstone's Comm. vol.iii. p. 402, &c.

ATTAINED, ATTAIN'T, or ATTAIN'D, in Law. See ATTAIN'D.

ATTIK, in Geography, the largest of the islands commonly denominated the Aleutiky or Alcuitan islands. It seems to have a larger extent of surface than Behring's island, and has an oblong form, lying more west than east. In these islands no volcanic traces have been discovered, and here are no land animals but sea-foxes and rock-foxes, more frequently blue than white. The sea-otters come hither but singly, whereas sea-lions, sea-bears, manatees, and some other sea-animals frequent these shores in herds. See Aleutian Islands.

ATTALIA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Pamphylia, on the coast of the Ida, which there formed a gulf of the same name, now called the gulf of Satalia. Strabo (l. xiv. p. 454.) says, that it was built by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, who founded a colony there, and that it was the chief residence of the prefect. St. Paul proceeded from Perga to this town. Acts xiv. 25. — Alfo, a town of Asia, in Lydia.

ATTALICÉ Vestes, in Antiquity, garments made of a kind of cloth or gold. They took the denomination from Attalus, surnamed Philiometer, a wealthy king of Pergamus, who was the firil, according to Pliny, who procured gold to be woven into cloth. Hist. Nat. lib. iii. cap. 48.

ATTALIS, in Ancient Geography, the name of a tribe of Attica.

ATTALUS, in Biography, the name of several kings of Pergamus.—Attalus I. succeeded his cousin Eumenes I. in the year 241 B.C. Having expelled the Gauls who had settled in his country, he assumed the title of king, and extended his conquests of the Asiatic provinces as far as mount Taurus. But in the difficulties to which he was afterwars reduced by the united forces of his grandfather Aeæus and Seleucæus, he availed himself of the feecours afforded him by the Gauls settled in Thrace, and recovered his dominions of which he had been dispossessed. He then purified his conquests in Ionia, till his career was stopped by the refusal of the Gauls to advance any farther. Upon this he returned to the Hellepont, and allowed his allies to settle there, in a very fertile and extensive region. For the security of the territories he had acquired, he formed an alliance with the Romans, whom he vigorously affifted in their two wars against Philip of Macedon. In conjunction with the Athenians he invaded Macedonia, and recalled Philip from his enterprise against Athens; and on this account the Athenians gave his name to one of their tribes. At Thebes in Boetia, whilst he was haranguing the people, and urging them to take arms against Philip, he was seized with a apoplexy; and being conveyed to Pergamus, he soon after died, in the 73d year of his age, and 43d of his reign. He is represented as a generous and amiable prince, a liberal encourager of literature, and also a writer. Of his veneration for Homer the following singular inference is mentioned by Suidas and Valerius Maximus; viz. his causing the grammerian Daphnidas to be thrown from a rock, for speaking disrespectfully of this celebrated bard.—Attalus II. was the second son of Attalus I. and called Philadelphus, from his fidelity and affection to his brother Eumenes, who was king of Pergamus before him. Upon a false rumour of the death of Eumenes, he ha'ilily assumed the regal enigms, and married his brother's wife; but on his brother's safe return, he manifested every token of satisfaction and allegiance, and bore an alharb as one of his guards. Eumenes kindly embraced him, and in a whifper cautioned him "not again to be in such haste to marry his wife, till he was sure of his death." Attalus was actively attached to the Romans in their war against Peræs; and made successive visits to Rome for the purpose of executing his brother from the charge of indifference to their interest. At his death, Eumenes bequeathed both his kingdom and his wife to Attalus; and appointed him guardian of his infant son, which truth he faithfully executed. Attalus
ATTALUS commenced his reign in the year 159 B.C. and after a reign of 21 years, distinguished principally by his successes in reasserting Attic power. He passed the throne of Cappadocia, and by his conduct with Prusias king of Bithynia, which terminated after alternate defeats and successes in the devolution and affadation of this prince, he died in his 82d year. He was a patron of literature, acknowledged as the founder of two cities in Asia; viz. Attalas and Philadelphia, and esteemed much by the Romans, by whom he was considered as one of their most faithful allies—Attalus III. was the son of Eumenes II. and succeeded his uncle in the year 138 B.C. His disposition was cruel and fupicious, and led him to sacrifice most of his own family, and several persons of distinction in his court, with their wives and children. From his real or affected love for his mother Stratonicus, he was designated Philometor. After filling his capital and kingdom with deplorable distresses, he retired into solitude, and sequestered from all social intercourse, devoted himself to the culture of a garden, in which he planted a variety of poisonous herbs; and these he occasionally sent in packets, mixed with pufle, to those who were the objects of his gloomy fupicions. This conduct indicates infancy; but it has been ascribed to Varro and Cohnella to a fondness for horticulture, and the study of medicinal simples; and Attalus has been numbered among those who were deft on these fubjects. By the heat and toil which he experienced in the chemical employment of calling a fortune of his mother, he was thrown into a fever, which terminated his life and reign in the year 135 B.C. The Roman people were by his testament the heirs of his goods, which they interpreted to mean his dominions and subjedts. Their claim to this rich inheritance was contested, but at length established. The wealth of Attalus seemed to have been a proverbial expression, and is frequently alluded to by the Roman poets. See PERGAMUS.

ATTALUS, a Christian martyr, was a native of Pergamum in Phrygia, and fell a sacrifice to persecution at Lyons, in the 17th year of the emperor Marcus Antoninus, and the 177th year of our Lord. In an epistle of the churches of Vienne and Lyons, addressed to the churches of Asia and Phrygia, containing a relation of the sufferings of their martyrs, Attalus is denominated "the pillar and support of the churches there," and a zealous champion for the truth. He was led round the amphitheatre with a beard carried before him, on which was inscribed, "This is Attalus the Christian!" whilst the people were incessant in expressing their great indignation against him. For the gratification of the people he was delivered to the wild beasts, and after having been run through with a sword, he was set in an iron chair and burned to death. The conduct of Attalus, as well as that of his fellow-sufferers, manifested a fortitude that was invincible. Eusebius, l. v. Prep. c. i. Lardner's works, vol. vii. p. 425, &c.

ATTALYDA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Lydia.

ATTAMINATUS, in Entomology, a species of Scarabaeus, with the thorax black and gibbous; head tuberculated; wing-cafes tteftaceous, with five black spots on each. Marsham's Ent. Brit. Panzer names this little insect S. inquinatus, Ent. Germ.

ATTAR OF ROOS. See OTTAR.

ATTARSOAK, in Zoology, a name assigned by Cranz (Grönc. p. 163.), to the species of Phoca, greenlandica, or harp seal of Penants. See GROENLANDICA.

ATTELABOIDES, in Entomology, a species of Carabus that inhabits Coromandel, and is about the size of the European species leucophthalmos. It is apterous and black, with a narrow thorax; the posterior part of the head attenuated; wing-cafes furrowed and truncated. Fabric. 

ATTELABOIDES, a species of Circulio that inhabits Brazil. The flills are rough, varied with brown and gray; legs vaneigated; and thighs clavate. It is thus specifically defined by Fabricius; "ostro elytrique unibulculus," beak and wing-cafes with a single tubercle.

ATTELABOIDES, a species of Rhinomacer that inhabits the pine. It is downy; antennae and legs tteftaceous. A native of Sweden. Gmel. &c.

ATTELABOIDES, a species of Formica of a black colour; two spines on the thorax; legs furrowed; posterior part of the head attenuated. Fabricius. Inhabits Brazil.

ATTELABOIDES, a species of Cimex (Relvius Scott.), found in New Holland. It is tteftaceous, varied with black; anterior part of the thorax tteftaceous, with two black teeth. Fabricius. The snout is pale, with a black dorsal line; a black band in the middle of the thorax; anterior margin of the wing-cafes black; wings black; body tteftaceous beneath; thighs annulated with black.

ATTELABUS, a genus of Coleopteres infects in the Linnean sytem, that is distinguished by having the head inclined and pointed behind; antennae moniliform, and thickest near the end. Linn. &c.

Of this genus, Gmelin enumerates thirty-four species, including the Fabrician cler, and spindydes defcribed in Spec. Inf.—Fabricius in his Ent. Syll. defcribes thirty-seven species of the attelabi exclusively; his character of the genus is, feelers filiform; jaws buds; lip horned, concealing the feelers; antennae moniliform, and situated on the beak.

This genus Linnaeus observes is very obscure, the insects arranged under it differing much from one another in their external appearance. But this obscurity a later writer remarks, "proceeds rather from Linnaeus not having known a sufficient number of insects proper to be arranged under it; and his placing with those, the species included in the Clerus genus by Geoffroy, in which the generic character he alligns for his attelabi are not found, than to any defect in the characters themselves." Scopoli distinguishes the attelabi by the following character; hinder part of the head gradually diminishing in size; eyes prominent; thorax somewhat broader than the diameter of the head, and of a cylindrical form. Among these are included some of the Linnean chrysoloma, whose bodies are oblong and narrower than the thorax. The clerus of Geoffroy and Schefler is partly taken from the Linnean attelabi, and partly from the dermelle of that author; the characters they allign it are, antennae club-formed, and placed on the head; the knob composed of three joints; no probosces; thorax almost cylindrical, and without margin; siles of the feet spiny.

The body of the insect in the genus attelabus is commonly of an ovate form; the head projecting, ovate, and narrow behind, where it unites with the thorax; the eyes are globose and situated in front; the antennae short and approximate, moniliform, and composed of eleven joints, of which that at the base is large, and the three at the extreme form an ovale of a somewhat lengthened shape; thorax and scutel are both round-ended; wing-cafes as long as the abdomen, and rather convex; legs short and the feet of four joints. The insects of this genus approach very nearly to les brachicères, les brentes, les rhinomaces, les macrocéphales, and les bruches of modern French naturalists, but are sufficiently distinguished by their antennae.

The
The larva of the attelabi, according to some writers, are furnished with fix feet; are very fat, of a whitish colour, and have an annulated body. The head is protected by a hard scaly covering, and the mouth furnished with two very strong jaws, with which it does great mischief. It attacks the leaves, the flowers, the fruits, and even the stalks and roots of different plants; but most of the species penetrate into the plants and feed entirely on the pithyous or spongy parts within. Preparatory to the transformation to the pupa state, some species spin a silky web, and others form a little ball of a very solid kind, in which they remain during the second state. The perfect insects inhabit the same plants as the larva, but are deemed less injurious to them.

Gmelin, as before observed, describes thirty four species of this genus: these are coryli, avellanea, bilocular, denigratus, erythropterus, bipustulatus, genmnatus, indicus, eurelia-noides, fumanaemes, pennyananeces, melanros, angnatus, rubucollis, pubicoccus, betula, nutillarius, dubius, icnionym-nias, formicanus, sphagucus, fegurtatus, quadraculmaculatus, unifasciatus, octopuncatus, tricolor, bifasciatus, sphylius, ammios, spiaris, cyanus, erabroniformis, ceramboidea, supreloides; which see respectively.

Of a few of the figures in the third entomological plate of this work having been inadvertently misplaced, the insect inferred g. 15. attelebus will be found to belong to another genus, and that marked g. 13. bruchus being one of the Linnzean attelebii, may serve to illustrate this genus, till another figure can be given.

ATTELEBUSA, in Ancient Geography, an island in the Mediterranean sea, on the coast of Lyzia. Ptolemy calls it Atelebufa, and places it on the coast of Pamphylia. Pliny.

ATTENIEN. See Atellane.

ATTENA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Ethiopia, below Egypt. Pliny.

ATTENBY, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in the island of Oeland.

ATTENDANT, or Attendent, in a general sense. See Assistant, Retinue, and Satellites.

ATTENDANT, in Law, signifies one that owes duty, or service to another, or depends in some manner upon him.

Where the wife is endowed of lands by guardian, she shall be attendant on the guardian, and on the heir at his full age.

ATTENDORN, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the archbishopric of Cologne, and duchy of Westphalia, located on the river Bëhis, and seven leagues south of Arenberg.

ATTENHOVE, a town of Brabant, one league north-east of Londen.

ATTENTION, Attentio, compounded of ad, to, and tradire, I stretch, a due application of the ear, or the mind, to any thing said or done, in order to acquire a knowledge of it.

Attention of mind, is not properly an act of the understanding, but rather of the will, by which it calls the understanding from the consideration of other objects, and directs it to the thing in hand. Nevertheless, our attention is not always voluntary: an interfering object seizes, and fixes it beyond all power of control.

It is by the attention that is given to any object of sense or intellect, that we form a distinct notion of it, or discover its nature, its attributes, or its relations; and so great indeed is the effect of attention, that, without it, it is impossible to acquire or retain a distinct notion of any object of thought.

To this purpose it is said, that Sir Isaac Newton, when he was complimented upon the force of genius which had made such improvements in mathematics and natural philosophy, made this reply, no less judicious than modest, “that, if he had made any improvements in those sciences, it was owing more to patient attention, than to any other talent.” As it is very helpful to memory, if not essential to it, that the perception of the idea which we wish to remember should remain in the mind for a certain space of time, and should be contemplated by itself exclusively of every thing else, we can be at no loss to account for the assistance which the memory derives from attention, which confine partly, if not entirely, in the effort of the mind, to detain the idea or the perception, and to exclude the other objects that disturb its notice.

Hence it happens that in solitude, or the stillness of the night, the attention is undiverted and uninterfaced by surrounding objects, the impression made by any one object is stronger and deeper: and the memory becomes more retentive. When one faculty of the mind is intensely engaged about any object, the other faculties are laid, as it were, fast asleep; hence a man feels not what is before his eyes, when his mind is occupied about other things. In the tumult of a battle, a man may be shot through the body without knowing any thing of the matter, till he discovers it by the loss of blood or of strength. The most acute sensibility of pain may be damped if the attention be vigorously directed to another object. The anecdote relating to the attention of Archimedes at the siege of Syracuse is well known. (See Archimedes.) When there is no particular object that draws away our attention, there is a defutorineiefs of thought in man, and in some more than in others, which makes it very difficult to give that fixed attention to important objects which reason requires. A habit of attention may be acquired by practice; and the study of the mathematical sciences has a peculiar aptitude to direct and fix it. Attention is one of those operations of the mind, which, according to Dr. Reid’s distribution (Elements, p. 78.), belong to the class of those that are voluntary.

Attention, in respect of hearing, is the stretching or straining of the membrane tympani, so as to make it more susceptible of sounds, and better prepared to catch even a feeble agitation of the air. Or it is the adjusting the tension of that membrane to the degree of loudness or lowness of the sound to which we are attentive.

“Sounds,” says the celebrated Bacon in his Natural History, “are meliorated by the intention of the sense, where the common sense is collected most to the particular sense of hearing, and the sight suspended. Therefore sounds are sweeter, as well as greater, in the night than in the day; and I suppose they are sweeter to blind men than to others; and it is manifest, that between sleeping and waking, when all the senses are blind and suspended; music is far sweeter than when one is fully waked.”

ATTENIANTS; in Medicine. This term is applied to those medicines which are supposed to posse the power of removing the concreted parts of a fluid to the same state of fluidity which they possessed before concretion. It is nearly synonymous with reflexion. A very reasonable doubt has been entertained, whether there is properly any such attenuating power residing in any medicine, independent either of more dilution, or else of the stimulant property. The idea, however, of the operation of attendants is the following:—many of the older physicians, and after them the Boerhaavians, supposed obstruction in the circulating system to be produced by the red blood, or a thinner impervious humour joined with it, stagnating in their proper vessels, or wedged into other vessels of a smaller diameter
than the fangiferous by an error loci. This, they supposed, would produce a greater motion and heat, owing to the resistance of the vessels, which would incline the humours very much to a state of putrefaction. Of these concretions some are soluble by water alone, such as the foling, saponaconous, and mucous; but others require the dissolving power of certain medicines; and hence in the former case, edulents alone were sufficient to remove the obstruction, but in the latter, recourse must be had to the attentuants. Concretions supposed to be produced by an inflammatory spittle of the blood, and oily, fibaceous, and calculous concretions, were considered as yielding to the internal use of various salts, such as sal ammoniac, and fixed alkali, also soaps, decoctions of the acrid and alkalofeant vegetables, and bile (which is a kind of natural soap), all of which were considered as highly attenutuant; and the reader will here perceive how chiefly the experiments of the laboratory were applied to the living animal. Another species of attenuating or resolving remedies was the whole cakes of mercureal medicines, which are known to produce the most violent flow of saliva, and thin, thick humours from the body, the consequence (as was imagined) of the power possessed by this mineral to resolve and break down acrid matter impacted in the glands and minute vesicles.

The term attenuant is not now much employed in its original sense; the alleged caufe of obstructions being entirely disputed, as well as the supposed solvent power of these medicines upon the concocted humours, whilst remaining in the vessels of the body.

ATTENUATUM, in Entomology, a species of Lepidoptera that inhabits Europe, and is both described and figured by several authors. The wing-cases are attenuated and fulvous, with four black bands; legs telfaceous.

ATTENUATUM, a species of Buprestis that inhabits Rio Janeiro. The wing-cases taper towards the end, terminate in two teeth, and are frilled; body brassy-green, beneath coppery. Fabricius.

ATTENUATUM, a species of Vespa with a fangiferous abdomen, and black petiole, with yellow band. This kind inhabits America. Fabricius, &c. Offs. The antenna are fangiferous, tipped with black; head black, with the lip yellow.

ATTENUATION, compounded of ad, and teniis, thin, the act of attenuating; that is, of making any fluid thinner and less confidnet than it was before.

Attenuation is defined more generally by Chauvin, the dividing or separating the minute parts of any body, which before, by their mutual nexus or implication, formed a more continuous mass. Accordingly, among alchemists, we sometimes find the word used for pulverization, or the act of reducing a body into an impalpable powder, by grinding, pounding, or the like.

ATTENUATUS, in Entomology, a species of Carabus. (Cercopis attenuatus Fabr.Append.) This insect is apterus, black, wing-cases rather coppery, with three rows of raised dots; thorax narrow; head very narrow. Pann.

ATTENUATUS, in Natural History, a species of Echinonychus, described by Müll. Zool. Dan. It is globiferous, with an equal smooth yellow body, and neck telfiform. Sometimes found in the interstices of the shoroun. This is sena longicollis of Pallas.

ATTENUATUS, pedunculus, in Botany, denotes a foot-flake that grows smaller towards the flower.

ATTENY, in Geography, a town of India, in the kingdom of Deccan, beautifully situate in a forest of palm-trees, not far from the sea, about twenty-two leagues north of Vithapur.

Vol. III.
ing year he afflicted Sacheverell in his famous trial, who re-
commended him by a legacy of 500l., and in performing the
office of prosecutor to the lower house of convocation. In
1711 he was appointed by the convocation one of the com-
mittee for comparing Mr. Whiston's doctrines with those of
the church of England; and he was principally concerned in
drawing up “A representation of the present state of
religion,” which, though too exceptional in its principles,
and too violent in its spirit to be presented to the queen,
was nevertheless printed and privately dispersed. In 1712,
Mr. Atterbury was made dean of Christ-church; and in
1713 he attained, by the recommendation of the earl of
Oxford, the height of his promotion, that of the bishopric
of Rochester, and deanery of Welthamstede. It is said, that
he aspired to the primacy; but the death of the queen, in
1714, disconcerted all his projects, and disappointed all his
hopes of higher advancement. The accession of George I.
was an event which he had reason to deplore. The per-
sonal dislike of the king, of which he had mortifying evi-
dence, was retaliated on his part by diatribe to the esta-
blished government. In the first year of this reign, during
the rebellion in Scotland, he, and one other bishop at his in-
itiation, refused to sign the “Declaration” of the bishops;
and his name occurs in the most violent protests against
the measures of government. Not content with a constitutional
opposition, he engaged in a correspondence with the pre-
tender’s party, in order to bring about a revolution in favour
of the abdicated family; and in August 1723, he was ap-
prehended on this account, and committed to the Tower.
Whilst he was under examination, previous to his commit-
ment, he is said to have adopted our Saviour’s answer to
the Jewish council: “If I tell you, you will not believe me;
and if I also ask you, you will not answer me, nor let me go.”
In the month of March of the following year, a
bill was brought into the house of commons for “inflicting
certain pains and penalties on Francis bishop of Rochester;”
and having passed the commons, it was sent up to the lords
for their concurrence. In this house it was strongly op-
posed, and the bishop, in his defence, made an able and
eloquent speech, closing, after a solemn protestation of his
innocence, and an appeal to the searcher of hearts, with
this memorable declaration: “If your lordships shall pro-
cede to pass this bill against me, I shall discontinue myself
quietly, and tacitly submit to what you do; God’s will be
done; naked came I out of my mother’s womb, and naked shall
I return; and whether he gives or takes away, blessed be the
name of the Lord!” At length, however, after a long and
very warm debate, the bill passed into a law, and the bishop
was condemned to the deprivation of all his offices and
benefices, and to perpetual exile. The justice of this sen-
tence, though much litigated at and immediately after the
time when it was passed, has been since generally al-
lowed. Of his attachment to the pretender, the following
striking instance is related by the author of the Memoirs
of lord Chesterfield, from Dr. Birch’s MS. papers. “Lord
Harcourt, leaving the old ministry, provoked Atterbury’s
abusive tongue. He, in return, declared, that, on the
queen’s death, the bishop came to him and to lord Boling-
broke, and said, nothing remained but immediately to pro-
claim king James. He further offered, if they would give
him a guard, to put on his lawn sleeves, and head the pro-
cession.” Of his disaffection to the existing government, and
particularly his con-
duct towards Mr. Giblin, a worthy clergyman, and curate
of Gravelend, whom he supsended for allowing the use of
his church to the chaplain of the Dutch troops, who were
called over in 1715 to suppress the rebellion. Atterbury,
in consequence of his sentence, left the country in June,
1723, accompanied by his daughter, Mrs. Morrice, to whom
he was affectionately attached, and landed at Calais. From
thence he went to Brussels; but being obliged to leave that
place, he removed to Paris, where he resided till his death,
lengthening the rigours of exile by study, and conversation
and correspondence with learned men. It appears how-
ever, by some letters published at Edinburgh in 1768, of
unquestionable authenticity, that he was actively engaged,
in 1725, in fomenting discontents in the highlands of Scot-
land, with a view of encouraging another rebellion. In
1729 he lost his daughter, and this afflictive event, which
he bore with resignation, is nevertheless thought to have
hardened his own disposition, which happened at Paris, in
February 1731. His remains were brought over to Eng-
land, and privately interred in Wathamstede-albany. We
cannot forbear inferring, in this place, Mr. Pope’s fine
epitaph on the bishop, written in the form of a dialogue
between his daughter, supposed to be expiring in his arms,
immediately after her arrival in France to see him, and him-
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As to the justice of the compliment, which it pays to his
political sentiments, the reader must judge.

Dialogue.

She. “Yes, we have lived,—one pang, and then we part!
May heaven, dear father! now have all thy heart.
Yet, ah! how much we loved, remember still,
’Till you are dust like me.”

He. “Dear shade! I will:
Then mix this dust with thine—O spotless ghost!
O more than fortune, friends, or country lost!
Is there on earth, one care, one wish beside!
Yes, Save my country, Heav’n’s, he said, and
died.”

Bishop Atterbury had four children, two sons and two
daugthers. His son Olbreal alone survived him.

Some time before his death the bishop published a vindi-
cation of himself, bishop Smalridge, and Dr. Aldrich, from
a charge brought against them by Mr. Oldmixon, of having
altered and interpolated the copy of lord Clarendon’s 17th
History of the Rebellion.” His sermons are extant in four
volumes 8vo.: those contained in the first two were published
by himself, and dedicated to his great patron, sir Jonathan
Trelawny, bishop of Winchester: those in the last two were
published after his death by Dr. Thomas Moore, his
lordship’s chaplain. His epitaphic correspondence with
Mr. Pope is extant in the collection of that poet’s Letters.”
Mr. Nichols has lately published in three volumes, 8vo.
The Epitaphic Correspondence, Vitiations, Charges, Speeches,
and Miscellaneous, of the right reverend Francis Atterbury,
D. D. lord bishop of Rochester,” with historical notes; the
greater part of these volumes is entirely new. From
the General Dictionary (vol. ii. 445.) we learn, that Dr.
Atterbury is said to have translated Virgil’s Georgies in
English, and to have written an “Harmonia Evangelica.”
In an elegant dissertation on the fictitious person of Japys,
or Japis in the Aenid, he attempted to prove that Virgil
meant by this person to allude to Antonius Mafa, an emi-
nent physician and polite scholar at Rome, in the reign of
Augustus; but the attempt does not honor to his critical
erudition, and has been deemed futile by judicious commen-
tators. His translations of two odes of Horace, are re-
puted by a competent judge to have received more than
their due share of applause.

As to this prelate’s character, however the moral and po-
itical part of it may have been differently appreciated by
opposite
opposite parties, it is universally agreed, that he was a man of great learning and uncommon abilities, a fine writer, and a most excellent preacher. With respect to Atterbury's public and political character, it is marked with that turbulent ambition and contentious violence which animated the Becketts and Laud's of former times, and which was ill disguised by the affected mildness and moderation of his episcopal writings. "The turbulent and imperious temper of this haughty prelate," says Dr. Wharton (Effay on the Writings and Genius of Pope, vol. ii. p. 432, 433), "was long felt and remembered by the college over which he presided. It was with difficulty Queen Anne was persuaded to make him a bishop; which she did on the repeated importunities of Lord Harcourt. After his decease, Atterbury occasionally urged his friends to proclaim the Pretender; and on their refusal, upbraided them for their timidity, with many oaths; for he was accustomed to swear on any strong provocation." From an anecdote related by lord Chesterfield to Dr. Matty, and recorded in "Matty's Memoirs" of that nobleman (p. 279), it has been inferred, that Dr. Atterbury had been long known, among his friends, to be a skeptic, or an unbeliever, with regard to revelation. The anecdote is as follows. "I went to Mr. Pope one morning at Twickenham, and found a large folio bible with gilt clasps living before him on his table; and, as I knew his way of thinking upon that book, I asked him jocously, if he was going to write an answer to it? It is a present, sai d he, or rather a legacy, from my old friend the bishop of Rochester. I went to take my leave of him yesterday in the Tower, where I saw this bible upon his table. After the first compliments, the bishop said to me, my friend Pope, considering your inimitable, and my age and exile, it is not likely that we should ever meet again, and therefore I give you this legacy to remember me by it.—Does your lordship abide by it yourself?—I do. If you do, my lord, it is but lately. May I beg to know, what new light or arguments have prevailed with you now, to entertain an opinion so contrary to that which you entertained of that book all the former part of your life?—The bishop replied, we have not time to talk of these things; but take home the book; I will abide by it; and I recommend to you to do so too, and do God bless you!" This little story, however, not only uncorroborated, but contradicted by other facts, is not sufficient to warrant the charge of scepticism against his prelate. Whatever were his faults, he does not appear to have disbelieved or even doubted the truth of Christianity. His actions and writings exhibit the fiery zealot and bigot rather than the infidel; though it must be acknowledged, that these characters may be united in the same person. His sermons on the miraculous propagation of the gospel, and on a standing revelation's being the best means of conviction, besides other discourses, furnish important and pleasing evidences of his attachment to the Christian religion. It ought also to be considered, that he generally treats unbelievers with contempt, as an ignorant, superficial, and conceited set of men; which he would scarcely have done if he had been of the same sentiments. For though a man may conceal, or deny, or even pervert the opinions which he himself holds, it is not very likely that he should appear to despise the retainers of them. Besides, there is an ardour of affectionsake eftem in Mr. Pope's two last letters to Dr. Atterbury (Pope's Works, vol. v. p. 351—355.), written to him when he was in the tower, where that eminent poet, who valued himself upon his moral character, could not well have expressed to the bishop, if he had known that he had acted the base and hypocritical part of publicly professing and defending that religion which he privately disavowed. Not to add, that he actually derived much of his consolation in adversity from his religious opinions. His correspondence with Dr. Wall and bishop Potter, preserved in Nichols's publication, fully proves his belief in, and his zeal for the honour of the Christian revelation; and the testimony, derived from his private correspondence and from the uniform tenour of his life and writings, ought surely, with impartial and candid judges, to outweigh the evidence deduced from a single story, however well authenticated. In his letters to Mr. Pope, and to his other correspondents, bishop Atterbury appears in a very pleasing light, both as a writer and a man. In safe and elegant, these letters are superior to those of Mr. Pope, which are more florid. If we were to form our judgment of him, as a man, from these letters, we should incline to think that it was his fate with to spend his life in a learned and elegant social intercourse with a few private friends; and yet numerous facts sufficiently shew, that nothing could be more distant from his real disposition and character, and that he was actuated in early life and in the progress of his years by a rebellious and turbulent spirit. His panegyrick, bishop Smalridge, in the speech which he made, upon preferring him to the upper house of convocation, as Proctor, represents him as "Vir in solo literaturam generis holopes, in plerisque artibus et stildis in electus curiosis, in maxime perfectis literarum disciplinis perficiens; i.e. "one, who is well acquainted with all parts of literature, long and successfully exercised in most arts and studies, and most accomplished in those sciences which admit of the greatest perfection." Although it is allowed, that he was sometimes too severe upon his adversary, and dealt rather too much in satire and invective, yet this is imputed by his panegyrist more to the natural favour of his wit, than to any bitternesses of temper, or prepotent malice. As a composer of sermons and a preacher, he excelled his contemporaries, and in this respect few English authors have attained to so high a rank. Of his character, as a preacher, the following encomium is bestowed upon him by the author of the "Tatler" (N. 66); who, having observed that the English clergy too much neglect the art of speaking, makes a particular exception with regard to this prelate. "Atterbury," says he, "has so particular a regard to his congregation, that he commits to his memory what he has to say to them; and has so soft and graceful a behavior, that it must attract your attention. He never ceases to be so considerate, to give no small recommendation, but he is to be highly recommended for not losing that advantage, and adding to the propriety of speech (which might pass the criticism of Longinus), an action which would have been approved by Demosthenes. He has a peculiar force in his way, and has many of his audience, who could not be intelligent hearers of his discourse, were there not explanation as well as grace in his action. This art of his is used with the most exact and honest skill. He never attempts your passions, till he has convinced your reason. All the objections, which you can form, are laid open and dispersed, before he uses the least vehemence in his sermon; but when he thinks he has your head, he very soon wins your heart, and never pretends to shew the beauty of holiness, till he has convinced you of the truth of it." Dr. Blair (Lectures on Rhetoric, &c. vol. ii. p. 127—155). says of this prelate, that he is defervingly accounted one of our most elegant writers of sermons. "At the same time," he adds, "he is more distinguished for elegance and purity of expression, than for profundity of thought: his style, though sometimes careless, is, upon the whole, neat and chaste; and more beautiful than that of most writers of sermons.
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fermons. In his sentiments, he is not only rational, but pious and devotional, which is a great excellence. Dr. Wardropper (ibi lippa, p. 435;) thinks, that Atterbury was, on the whole, rather a man of ability, than a genius; and that he writes more with elegance and correctness, than with any force of thinking or reasoning. Biog. Brit. Gen. Dict.

Atterbury, Lewis, the elder brother of the bishop, was born at Calcott, in the parish of Newport-pagnel in 1656, and after finishing his grammatical education under Dr. Bully at Westminster school, removed to Christ church college, Oxford, in 1674. In 1695, he was elected preacher to the chapel at Highgate, in the neighbourhood of London; and in 1707, he was presented by the queen to the rectory of Shepperton, in Middlesex. In 1719, he was collocated to the rectory of Hornsey, in Middlesex, in which parish the chapel of Highgate is situated. Upon application to his brother for the archdeaconry of Rochester, he was refused; probably more from a mean opinion of his talents, than from delicacy. However, he obtained the character of an useful parish priest, annexing the profession of physic, which he studied for the benefit of his poor parishioners, to the clerical character; and he acquired the reputation of a plain, solid, useful preacher. At the age of seventy he had a stroke of the palsy, and died at Bath in the year 1731. He published several sermons, which formed two volumes, and other pieces; and after his death, two volumes of his sermons have been published, in consequence of his testamentary directions, by Mr. E. Yardley, archdeacon of Cardigan. Dr. Atterbury was intimately acquainted with archbishop Tillotson, formed his style of preaching on his model, and published a defence of him against the attack of an Irish priest. Biog. Brit.

Atterklaa, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the archduchy of Austria, six miles north-west of Entzerloft.

Attemining, in our Old Writers, is used for a time or term granted for payment of a debt, according to Blount.

Attern, in Geography, a town of Hindustan, in the country of Agra, thirty-eight miles S. E. of Agra, and thirty-nine north-east of Gwalior.

Attestation, compounded of ad, to, and text, or witness, the giving testimony or evidence of the truth of any thing; especially in writing.

Attestation of Deeds, in Law. See Deed.

Attestation of Deeds, in devise. See Devise.

Atthis, in Ornithology, a species of Gracula, called by Haffiield cornus Egyptian; and by Latham, the Egyptian grackle. The colour of this bird is greenish; belly ferruginous; legs fawn-coloured. Gmelin. It inhabits Egypt, as the synonymous names imply; and is believed to live on centipedes, scorpions, and other insects, the remains of which having been found in the stomach.

It is about the size of a lark; bill dull black, reddish at the base; eye bluish; head rather flattened at the top; upper parts of the plumage deep green, spotted with blue-green on the crown, hind part of the neck, and the shoulders; neck and back of the same deep green, but not spotted. On each side of the neck and back is a longitudinal broad line, the fore-part of which is ferruginous, the rest of a whitish lucid blue; throat whitish; tail nearly even at the end, and of a deep blue colour; claws blackish. Lath. Gen. Syn.

Among the ancients, the name of atlas was given to some bird at present not very accurately known. By Aldrovandus, and other naturalists, the fame name has been also assigned to birds altogether different from the present species.

ATTIA, in Geography, a town of Persia, ten leagues south of Kin.

Attic, something relating to Attica, or the city of Athens. In matters of Philology, we use, Attic, juxta Attic, meaning a delicate, poignant kind of wit and humour, peculiar to the Athenian writers. Attic witneses, was a witnes incapable of corruption; so an Attic muse was an excellent one, &c.

Attic Dialect, in Grammar, one of the four Grecian dialects, which was used in Athens and the adjoining country. Those who have chiefly distinguished themselves in this dialect, are Thucydides, Aristophanes, Plato, Iocrates, Xenophon, and Democritus. Its general properties are that it affects contractions of syllables in the same word, and also the joining of words; it often changes ε into η, and ϊ, as ευέλογος for ουελογος, prudent, ηαμερός for ηαμερον, to consult, and ηεφίαλε for πρεπειαρ, to do; it calls away α from ηα and ηι, as ηθμελα for αλκημα, to steep, and ηπξανο for πνευξανο, more; it changes η into ν, as νες for νης, a temple; it joins ηι to the end of words, giving it a circumflex accent, as ησιος for ηηισιος, a temple; and it annexes to the end of adverbs, as νενινις, now. Besides, the Attics have several phrases peculiar to themselves. Port Royal Greek Grammar, vol. ii. p. 322, &c.

Attic, or Attic Story, in Architecture, a low story erected over an order of architecture, to finish the upper part of a building. It is so called because supposed to have been first used in Attica; but whether it was originally employed to conceal the roof, or from some reasons of convenience in the internal distribution, does not clearly appear; what has been mentioned respecting it by ancient authors being very obscure. There is no instance of an Attic among the existing antiquities of Athens. In Italy it is met with in the triumphal arches, and in the forum of Nerva.

It has been much employed by the moderns, and particularly by the Italian architects. But the rules which they give for its proportions are various, some making it in height equal to one half, and others to one third of the principal order. It is usually decorated with pilasters, and frequently with baffo-relievos, in the spaces between, or there are windowed in these spaces. The pilasters are sometimes plain, and sometimes have a trik, panneled, or other ornamentation. They have no diminution, nor have they any peculiar base or capital, the mouldings at the top and bottom of the Attic continuing round the pilasters. In the arch of Constantine at Rome there are statues placed over the columns of the principal order, immediately before the pilasters of the Attic; and this has frequently been imitated in modern buildings.

Attic Story is also frequently applied to the upper story of a house, constructed in the roof, when there is no order of architecture employed in its decoration.

Attic Order. This term has been by some authors used to denote the pilasters that are employed to decorate an Attic story. Pliny, after enumerating the other orders, says, "Prater habe canttur Atticae columnae quaternis angulis pariet interium intervallorum." But how these square columns were formed is very uncertain, since we have no remains of columns which are known to have been of the kind here described; and Vitruvius makes no mention of them. The Attic of the forum of Nerva corresponds most with Pliny's description, there being projections that come forward from the attic over the detached columns, faced with square pilasters, whose siles are nearly equal in width to their fronts. It seems improper, however, to call this an order of architecture, as it has no peculiar parts essentially
Attic or Attieurgic Base. Vitruvius, lib. iii. cap. 3. speaking of the bases of columns, says, "This done, the bases are fixed in their places, and are so proportioned that including their plinth, they have in height half the thickness of the column; and in projection, which the Greeks call \( \pi\varepsilon\varphi\omega\varsigma \), they should have one quarter of the thickness of the column; so that their breadth and length will be once and a half the thickness of the column. Their height, if they are to be in the Attic mode, is so divided, that the upper part is one third of the thickness of the column, and the remainder is left for the plinth. The plinth being excluded, the remaining part is divided into four parts, and the upper torus has one of them; the remaining three parts are equally halved, and one half makes the lower torus, and the other the scotia, which the Greeks call \( \tau\varepsilon\rho\sigma\omega\varsigma \), with its squares."

This kind of base is frequently found in the ancient examples of the Ionic and Corinthian orders, both Greek and Roman, but the proportion of its parts varies in almost every different example. We sometimes also meet with allusions between the tori and fillets, and all its mouldings are, in Roman architecture, frequently covered with ornaments. This base is extremely beautiful, and has been much employed by modern architects, who have, though very improperly applied it also to the Doric order, or rather to the order which has long been called Doric by the moderns. See Doric Order.

For an example of the Attie base we refer the reader to Plate X. of Architecture.

Attic or Attieurgic Door. Vitruvius, lib. iv. cap. 6, says, in speaking of doors, that "they are of three kinds, Doric, Ionic, and Attic." And he afterwards proceeds to describe the manner of forming the Attic door, concluding with this remarkable passage, "These rules, which are practiced in the composition of Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian temples, I have explained as well as I have been able, according to the approved methods;" intimating thereby that he has applied the term Attic only as relating to the Corinthian order.

Attic Year. See Year.

Attica, in Ancient Geography, one of the eight districts into which Achaia was divided, anciently called Atti, Alic, and Arbites. Plin. l. iv. c. 7. Paufan. in Attic, c. 11. Mela, l. ii. c. 3. This country is a kind of peninsula of a triangular form, bounded on the north by Boeotia and the gulf of Eupirus, on the west by Megaris, on the south by the Saronic gulf, and on the east by part of the Aegean sea; and extending from north-west to south-east about eighty miles with decreasing breadth, but at an average about forty miles, so that its area is considerably less than that of Yorkshire. This little country, every where intersected with rocks and mountains, is by nature extremely barren. The fertility of the soil requiring affluence to produce the common necessaries of life, rendered the territory much less inviting to plundering or conquering invaders than the fruitful lands in other parts of Greece. Hence Thucydides observes, in his Introduction to his History, that a much greater portion of its inhabitants was aboriginal than those of neighbouring divisions. The physical deficiencies of Attica tended to invigorate the intellectual and moral energies of the people; and a political establishment happily adapted to the circumstances and characters of the citizens, cherishing and improving the genius and spirit from which it sprang. A region less extensive and naturally productive than North Wales, was transcendent in the arts of war and of peace, and repelled the choicest myriads of the mod potent monarch. Informed by freedom, this little body made the gigantic depot of the East tremble on his throne, and left monuments of military achievements, springing from liberty and patriotism, and guided by wisdom, which have only been surpassed by the tranquil and pacific efforts of its genius in the various departments of the arts, literature, and philosophy.

Though in the early periods of their history, they were little subject to foreign invasions that fought to dispel them of their habitations, their maritime exposure opened the way to emigrations of sea-faring adventurers, who sought establishments, not by exterminating and enslaving the natives, but by conciliating them through an interchange of benefits. The first navigators recorded in history to have visited the Autochthones, or aboriginal possessors of Attica, came from the mother country of erudition and science. Cecrops, an Egyptian (B. C. 1556), led a colony of his countrymen into Greece. (See Strabo, lib. ix.) The colony of Cecrops derived its origin from the city of Sais, in Egypt. The adventurers who composed it had quitted the banks of the Nile, to withdraw themselves from the tyranny of an inexorable conqueror; and after a tedious voyage, reached the shores of Attica, at all times inhabited by a people whom the fierce nations of Greece had disdained to bring under the yoke. Their fertile fields offered no plunder, nor could their weakness inspire any dread. Habituated to the enjoyments of peace, free without knowing the value of independence, rude rather than barbarous, they must have united themselves without difficulty to strangers instructed by misfortune. In a short time, the Egyptians and the inhabitants of Attica formed but one people; the former, however, assumed over the latter that ascendency which sooner or later invariably attends superiority of knowledge; and Cecrops, placed at the head of the united people, conceived the noble design of bequelling happiness on his adopted country.

The ancient possessors of these lands yearly saw a regular succession of the wild fruits of the oak, and relied on nature for a reproduction which secured their annual subsistence. Cecrops first engaged the wandering hunters or shepherds of Attica to unite in villages of husbandmen. Corn, wine, and oil, rewarded their useful labours; and these productions being acquired by common toil, were regarded, with the ground itself, as a common property. The idea of an exclusive and permanent right to all the uses of a piece of land, whether belonging to communities or to individuals, is one of the most interesting steps in the progress of society. In Attica, this invaluable right was immediately followed by such institutions as tended to secure its enjoyment, and to check the injustice of man, who is seldom willing to acquire by flow labour what he can ravish by sudden violence. The indulgent influence of religion was employed on this important occasion. With a religious property religious rites were introduced, and Cecrops instituted sacrifices to the attributes of wisdom and of power under the names and semblable representations of Minerva and Jupiter. He is also by some historians said to have taught his subjects the art of navigation; to have instituted the areopagus, and to the institution of civil rights to have added the punishment of crimes. Aware of the advantages which might be derived from union of effort, Cecrops professed to facilitate it by constancy of residence; he induced his subjects to collect and secure themselves within a wall, and laid the foundation of Athens. He placed this new city on a hill in the midst of a large plain, and built the citadel on the rock in which the hill terminated; this
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The chief city of Attica, next to Athens, was Eleusis. Rhamnus was famous for the temple of Amphitaurous and the statue of Nemesis. The principal river was Asopus; as to the Hissus, Eridanus, and Cephisus, they were rather brooks than rivers; but Attica, having a number of havens, was left in want of rivers. The riches of this kingdom, according to the Thucydides (I. 16), occasioned by its frugality and commerce, are said to have amounted to 12,000 Attic talents a year; hence it was enabled to maintain a powerful army and navy, and thus to extend its possessions. The coin of Attica was commonly flamped with the figure of an ox, and this circumstance gave occasion to the phrase frequent among the Greeks, of a thing being worth 10 or 100 oxen; and hence also arose the common proverb "bovem habit in linguam," when a man was thought bribed to speak contrary to his own sentiments. But the wealth, strength, and populosiues of Attica, were principally displayed in the number of tribes, amounting to thirteen, into which it was divided, and the great number of cities and towns belonging to each tribe.

ATTICUS, HERODES TIBERIUS CLAUDIUS, in Biography, was descended of a noble family, which traced their pedigreed as high as Cimon and Miltiades, and born at Marathon in the territory of Athens. His father, Julius Atticus, was reduced to a low condition by the proscription of his father; but by the accidental discovery of a treasure in his house, he was unexpectedly raised to the possession of affluence. Dreading the event of this discovery, he communicated it to the emperor Nerva, who empowered him to use it at his pleasure; and on a second representation, that it was too large for a private person, the emperor renewed his licence, adding that if it was too large for use, he might abuse it, if he pleased, for it was his own. Atticus having inreased his wealth by marriage, lived at Athens with very singular magnificence, giving to the people frequent largesses, and offering to the gods very splendid sacrifices. Whilst he had the command of the free cities in Aia, in the time of Adrian, he perceived that the city of Troas wanted water, and he obtained of this emperor a grant of three millions of drachmas, in order to defray the expense of procuring the necessary supply; but the charge of executing his project for this purpose amounted to seven millions of drachmas instead of three, and the additional expense he defrayed out of his own fortune. The great wealth of Atticus enabled him to make very liberal provision for the education of his son, Herodes; and accordingly he employed Secelius, one of the most eminent orators of the age, as his instructor, and rewarded him liberally for his services. Herodes professed distinguished talents, which he cultivated with diligence; and his attention was principally directed to the study of rhetoric. In this science, as it was then practised, he made great proficiency; and such was the ardour of his pursuit, and his ambition of gaining applause, that when he was deputed at an early age to address a speech to the emperor Adrian, who was then in Pannonia, the young orator is said to have failed in the attempt, and to have been almost urged by flame and despair to throw himself into the Danube. This misfortune, however, served only as an incitement to future diligence. Having finished his attendance in the schools of rhetoric, Herodes returned to his own country, and delivered public lectures, which were popular and much frequented by the sophists, philosophers, and rhetoricians of the age, who were munificently rewarded for their attendance and applause.

The liberality of Herodes was, however, sometimes imposed upon and abused. Aulus Gallus, who was himself a disciple of Herodes, mentions, one instance to this purpose. A man with a cloak, long hair, and a beard down to his waist, presented himself to the orator, and supplicated alms. Being interrogated who he was, the pretended philosopher indignantly replied, that he was a philosopher, and expressed surprise at the question. "I see," replied Herodes, "the cloak and the beard, but I do not see the philosopher." One of the company interpolated, and observed, that this person was an impudent beggar, who spent his time in the tavern, and inflected those who refused to relieve him. "Well then," said Herodes, "let us give as men, though not as to a man:" thus acknowledged on his own head the sin the young Marcus and Cicero. When he attained maturity, the republic was disturbed by the factions of Cinna and
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and Sulla; but endowed with a peculiar facility of manners, which made him uniformly averse from civil contempts, he retired to Athens with a great part of his property, and there devoted himself to study, and particularly to Grecian literature, in which he excelled his contemporaries of his own country. At Athens he became popular by his conciliatory disposition and conduct, by the liberal distribution of his money, and by his charity to the poor and distressed. The Athenians wished to confer on him the honour of a citizen, which he declined; and though during his abode with them, he would not suffer them to erect statues to him, they testified their respect in this way immediately on his departure, an event which occasioned a general mourning through the city. The fame of Atticus, which he acquired from his attachment to this city, and his familiarity with its language and manners, became his usual appellation during his life, and continued to distinguish him in after ages. At a distance from the scene of political contention, he interred himself in the welfare of his friends; and at the risk of displeasing the triumphant party, he formed a friend in difficlys, for he affiled young Marius, when declared a public enemy, by supplying him with money to escape from his enemies. He even occasionally made journeys to Rome to support his friends in contested elections, and embraced every opportunity that occurred of serving those who needed his assistance. To Cicero he was particularly attached, partly from affinity, as his sister Pomponia was married to Quintus Cicero, but chiefly from similarity of disposition; and he supplied him with money in the time of his exile; and also intimate with Hortenius, the rhetorical rival of Cicero, he exerted himself in preserving a good understanding between them. When Rome was in a tranquil state, it was the place in which Atticus chose to reside; but he never engaged in public business. He avoided himself of none of the opportunities that occurred of increasing his fortune; whilst he was honoured with a nomination to public offices, he disregarded the emoluments accruing from them. He never engaged in a law-court, nor was ever concerned in an accusation as the principal or second. He never bid for statues at public auctions, or in any way partook of the spoils of the unfortunate. When the war broke out between Caesar and Pompey, Atticus was sixty years old; and his age was a plea of which he availed himself for not taking part with either; and by his subsequent conduct he offended neither the one nor the other. After the death of Caesar, whilc favour he had conciliated, he successfully opposed the establishment of a private treasure for the use of the party which had taken him off, though he was upon very intimate terms with Brutus. Nevertheless, when Brutus and Cassius were obliged to leave Italy, he supplied Brutus with a large sum of money. He afterwards exerted himself to the utmost of his power in favour of Antony and his family. Upon the return of Antony from his retreat, and when every friend of the republican party was exposed to great danger, Atticus withdrew into a place of refuge; and though Antony was urged to destroy him, he remembered his obligations to his benefactor, affured him by a letter written with his own hand of his faith, and appointed a guard for his protection. In this season of difficlys, Atticus succoured the fallen party, and supplied the necessities of those who, under proscription, had fled to Epirus, out of his own elaits; and he owed no less respect to Servilia the mother of Brutus, after the death of this patriot, than he had done during his prosperity. His family afterwards became allied to the imperial family by the marriage of his daughter with M. Agrippa, the friend and favourite of Octavius, who formed with Atticus an intimate acquaintance, and communicated to him all his movements and delusions. While Antony lived, an intimate correspondence was carried on between him and Atticus. Thus from the first to the last, he maintained the character of "the general friend of all parties, in all fortunes." The conduct by which this character was acquired and maintained has not escaped censure; and Atticus has been charged with a neutrality and indifferency, with regard to public concerns, which was dishonourable and criminal. To his Epicurean principles, which he imbibed at Athens under Phaedrus and Zeno the Sidonian, some have ascribed the peculiarities of his temper, and the resolution by which he seems to have been actuated, that amidst the fluctuations and vicissitudes of political events, he would maintain a composed and tranquil mind. But others have attributed his determining character to nature disposition and early habits, more than to any speculative principles. In domestic life, as well as in the more extended circle of social intercourse, he possessed a degree of self-command, which, all circumstances considered, appears to have been very extraordinary and singular. The temper of his uncle Cæcilius was intolerably perverse, and yet Atticus humourd it in such a manner that he retained his favour to the last, and inherited the greatest part of his very large fortune. With his mother, who died at the age of 50, when he was 67 years old, and with his sister, who was nearly of the same age with himself, he lived in a harmony so uninterrupted, that he never had occasion to be reconciled to the former, nor ever had any quarrel with the latter. By his own patrimony and his uncle's bequest, he was master of a large fortune, which he expended with liberality. His mode of living corresponded to his affluence, and to his taste and habits, as a man of literature and philosophy. His domestics were select, but not numerous; several of them had been born and brought up in his own family; and many of them were in one way or other as readers or copyists, employed to the purposes of literature. His table was elegant, but not costly. Reading was always an accomplishment of the upper; and he had no guests to whom such an entertainment was not acceptable. In his enjoyments he was moderate; in his studies, which formed a great part of his occupation, he was particularly attached to inquiries relative to the antiquities of his country: his laws, treaties, customs, and the genealogies of its illustrious families. On these subjects he wrote several treatises, which were held in high estimation. His poetical talents were employed in concise descriptions of the characters and actions of illustrious men, which were placed under their statues. He wrote in Greek a history of the confidant of his friend Cicero. Of the writings of Atticus, none remain; but we have a large number of the letters of Cicero, addressed to him, and written from the year of his confidant almost to the time of his death. These letters are confidential, and contain a variety of curious particulars; both political and literary. Atticus having attained to the age of 77, with little interruption of health, was seized with a disorder of the intestines, which terminated in a painful and incurable ulcer. Apprized of the danger of his case, he communicated to his son-in-law Agrippa, and other friends, his resolution of putting a period to a life that was no longer valuable to himself and others. Unmoved by their remonstrances, he determined to abstain from food, and though his fever left him and his pain abated, after an abstinence of two days, he perished in his purpose, and on the fifth day, death closed the scene, in the year of Rome 721, B. C. 33. Corn. Nepos in Vit. Atticis. Gen. Dict. Gen. Biog.
ATTICUS, a Platonic philosopher, lived under the emperor M. Aurelius, and took pains in ascertaining the precise difference between the doctrines of Plato and those of Aristotles. Eusebius has preserved several fragments of his works, in which he argues against Arisotle, concerning the ultimate end of man, providence, the origin of things, the immortality of the soul, and other topics. Plutarch, of the Eclectic school, held the writings of Atticus in high estimation, and recommended them as very useful for obtaining an accurate knowledge of the Platonic system. Atticus pronounced it impossible for those who had imbibed the Peripatetic notions, to elevate their minds to a capacity of understanding and relishing the sublime conceptions of Plato. Euseb. Chron. sub. Aurel. A. 179. Prep. l. xv. c. 4, &c. Fab. Bib. Grec. vii. p. 54.

ATTICUS, a patriarch of Constantinople in the fifth century, was a native of Scæfia in Armenia, and having received his education among the Macedonian monks, became first prebendary, and afterwards, viz. in 496, patriarch of the church of Constantinople. But having seized this see while John Chrysofolus was living, he was excommunicated by pope Innocent I. and the western bishops. However, on the death of Chrysofolus he was again restored, on condition of replacing his name in the diptychs, or list of the archbishops of Constantinople, whose names were recited at the altar, as having died in the communion of the church. Atticus is extolled for his learning, prudence, and piety; for the gentleness of his temper and manners; for his zeal against the Nestorians; and for his charity to the poor, without discrimination of religious party and profecution. He died in the year 427. Whilst he was prebendary, he committed his fermoens to memory; but when he became a bishop he preached extempore. Of his writings there are extant, "A Letter to Cyril of Alexandria," on the restoration of the name of Chrysofolus in the diptychs (esp. in Niceph. Hist. Eccl. l. xiv. c. 26); "A Letter to Calliopus, prebendary of the church at Nice," accompanying 300 crowns sent to the poor of that city (Socrat. l. vii. c. 23); and another (in Niceph. hist. sup.) addressed to the deacons of the church of Alexandria, concerning the means of restoring peace to the church. He also wrote a book "On Faith and Virginity," dedicated to the daughters of Arcadius, and cited by Cyril in his book to the empresses. Socrat. H. E. l. viii. c. 2. Sozom. H. E. l. viii. c. 27. Cave, H. L. vol. i. p. 384.

ATTIDIIUM, now Attilio, in Ancient Geography, a city of Umbria, situated between Sentinum, Camerinum, and Matilia, near the sources of the river Æsis. Pliny calls the inhabitants Attidii. Several ancient inscriptions have been found in the vicinity of Attilio.

ATTIGNY, in Geography, a town of France, and seat of a tribunal, in the department of Ardenne; two leagues north-west of Vozières, and fix fouth of Mezières.

ATTILA, in Biography and Historvy, king of the Huns, and by the modern Hungarians denominated "The Scourge of God," was the son of Mundzuk, and deduced his descent from the ancient Huns, who had formerly contended with the monarchs of China. Indeed the modern Hungarians have traced his genealogy upwards, in the thirty-fifth degree, to Ham, the son of Noah. At the death of Rugilas, A. D. 433, his two nephews, Attila and Bleda, succeeded to the throne of their ancestors. Having concluded an humiliating peace with the emperor Theodosius II., they extended their arms towards the north with so much success, as to reduce all the nations between the Danube and the Euxine under their dominion. Under pretence of an offence given them by the Romans, they made an irruption into the eastern empire, took several towns on the south of the Danube by force, defeated several imperial armies, and laid waste the whole adjacent country with fire and sword. Theodosius, thinking himself secure at Constantinople, retired into Asia, and was glad to purchase an inglorious peace. At this time the two nephews of Rugilas shared the government of the Huns; but Attila, whose ambition admitted of no partnership in power, caused Bleda to relinquish both his sceptre and his life, and acquired the sole sovereignty of the nation and its dependent territories. The extent of his empire affords the only evidence of the number and importance of his victories. If a line of separation were drawn between the civilized and the savage climates of the globe; between the inhabitants of cities, who cultivated the earth, and the hunters and shepherds who dwelt in tents; Attila might aspire to the title of supreme and sole monarch of the Barbarians. He alone, among the conquerors of ancient and modern times, united the two mighty kingdoms of Germany and Scythia, in their most ample latitude; Thuringia, extending to the Danube, was in the number of his provinces; he interposed with the authority of a powerful neighbour, in the domestic affairs of the Franks; and one of his lieutenants chaffuated, and almost exterminated, the Burgundians of the Rhine. He subdued the islands of the ocean, the kingdoms of Scandinavia, encompassed and divided by the waters of the Baltic; towards the east his dominion extended over the Scythian Æsars to the banks of the Volga; and he sent ambassadors to negotiate an equal alliance with the empire of China. He also reckoned among his subjects the numerous and warlike tribes of the Gepidæ and Ostrogoths. "The crowd of vulgar kings, the leaders of so many martial tribes, who served under the standard of Attila, were ranged in the submiffive order of guards and domestics, round the person of their master. They watched his nod; they trembled at his frown; and, at the first signal of his will, they executed, without murmur or hesitation, his stern and absolute commands. In time of peace, the dependent princes, with their national troops, attended the royal camp in regular succession; but when Attila collected his military force, he was able to bring into the field an army of five, or, according to another account, of 700,000 Barbarians." The portrait of Attila, says Jornandes, a Gothic historian, exhibits the genuine deformity of a modern Calmuck; with a large head, a swarthy complexion, small deep-set eyes, a flat nose, a few hairs in the place of a beard, broad shoulders, and a short square body, of nervous strength, though of a disproportionate form. His haughty step and demeanour expressed conscious superiority; and by freely rolling his eyes, he seemed to enjoy the terror which he inspire. Nevertheless, this savage hero was not inaccessible to pity; his rebellious enemies might confide in the assurance of pardon and peace; and Attila was regarded by his subjects as a just and indulgent master. His delight was war, and he indulged his passion for it to the destruction of myriads. Apprized of the influence of superstition over ignorant and savage minds, he availed himself of it, as a collateral and useful instrument for the accomplishment of his purposes. Accordingly he pretended to have discovered, by means of a shepheard, the famous sword of the Scythian Mars; and being in possession of this, he allerted his divine and indefeasible claim to the dominion of the earth. As the favourite of Mars, whom he propitiatted by bloody rites and sacrifices, Attila soon acquired a sacred character, which rendered his conquests more easy and more permanent; and the Barbarian princes confessed, in the language of devotion or of Jatroty, that they could not presume to gaze, with
with a steady eye, on the divine majesty of the king of the Huns. In his garb and mode of living, the king of the Huns affected no peculiar distin
tion, but rigidly adhered to the simplicity of his Scythian ancestors. His dress, his arms, and the furniture of his horse, were plain, without ornament, and of a single colour. The royal table was
served in wooden cups and platters; fish was his only food; and the conqueror of the north never tasted the luxury of bread. His palace, though it surpassed all other
houses in his dominions, was built entirely of wood; and it contained, within a palisaded enclosure, a variety of separate
buildings, appropriated to his numerous wives. When
the Roman ambassadors were introduced into the private
apartment of Cerca, the principal queen, she received their
visit, reclining on a couch; her domestics formed a circle
round her; and her damoils, seated on the ground, were
employed in working the variegated embroidery which
adorned the dress of the Barbare warrior. The other
wives of Attila politely admitted them to their presence and
table, nor was there any appearance among them of the
rigid and illogical confinement imposed by Attila's jealousy.
When these ambassadors had audience of Attila himself, he
was surrounded by a formidable guard; and when they
were invited to the royal feast, they had reason to praise
his politeness and hospitality. On this occasion the
company were diverted by a variety of buffooneries, which
produced loud and licentious peals of laughter; but Attila
himself maintained an inflexible gravity, and never relaxed
his features except on the reception of his favourite son,
Irmæ, who, by the assurance of his prophets, was to be the
future support of his family and empire. Thus did this
powerful monarch live familiarly among his people, and
pride himself in trampling upon the pomp and parade of
kings and emperors.

After the brief peace with Theodosius, Attila sent various
embassies, with complaints and threats, to Constantinople;
and, to the displeasure of the imperial court, a base
design was formed, with the privity and function of the emperor,
of murdering Attila, under the disguise of a solemn
embassy. The conspiracy was discovered, and the king of the
Huns, with a singular moderation, contented himself with
exacting a large ransom for the immediate agent in the
business, and with severely reprimanding Theodosius. The
treasure with the eastern emperor was renewed, at the expense of
fresh payments. On the accession of Marcian, in 453,
Attila's demand of tribute was refuted; upon which he sent
a threatening message to the emperors of the east and west,
which was delivered by his envoys in these terms: "Attila,
my lord, and thy lord, commands thee to provide a palace
for his immediate reception." He proceeded, however, to
direct his arms, in the first instance, against Valentinian III.,
a weak and unwarlike prince. The pretext of this hostility
was founded on the following circumstance. Honoria, the
fifheretofore Valentinian, having dishonoured herself by an
in
ter
game with her chamberlain, was banished to the court of
Constantinople. Here she found means to send an offer of
her person to Attila, with a ring, and an urgent request that
he would march and claim her for his spouse. These
overtures were at first received with coolness on the part of
Attila, but afterwards conceiving that he might derive ad-
vantage from them, he made a formal demand of Honoria,
with an equal share of the imperial patrimony, before he
proceeded on his intended irruption into Gaul. His demand
was refused, and Honoria was married to an obscure prince
in Italy, and there confined to perpetual imprisonment.
Attila, professing to be satisfied with respect to Honoria,
entered Gaul, under a pretence of making war upon Theo-
doric, king of the Vlæns, in Southern Britain. With this
view he assembled, in 453, an immense army of northern
Barbarians, and without opposition crossed the Rhine. In
his progress through Gaul, he defeated the country, laid
and burnt several cities, and at length arrived before
Orléans. Here he was overthrown by the arms of Theo-
doric, and of the empire, under count Theudric, who obliged
him to retire. After the bloody battle of Chalons, however,
without molestation to the confines of Thuringia, where he passthe Rhine, and continued his progress to
Pannonia. At the commencement of the following year,
Attila, having recruited his forces, passed the Alps, entered
Italy, and invested Aquileia, which he utterly destroyed.
He then ravaged Lombardy, sacked and reduced to
many of their towns; and thus, by means of the furs, which
who fled from the terror of his name, was unintentionally,
instrumental in laying the foundation of the Venetian republic. Valentinian, incapable of subsistence, fled to Ravenna.
To Rome, and sent a deputation to Attila, at the head of
which was Leo, bishop of Rome, for the purpose of decrees"ing his wrath, and proposing terms of accommodation.
Attila consented to leave Italy, on the payment of a very
large sum, as the dowry of the princess Honorina, and an
annual tribute. But this was only a temporary truce; he threatened to return the next year, if Honorina and her
dowry were not punctually transferred to him. Attila,
however, did not long forgive his return into his own
country. Having added to the number of his wives a beautiful young virgin whose name was Ildeo, he celebrated his marriage with great pomp and festivity at his
wooden palace beyond the Danube; and, oppressed by wine
and sleep, he retired at a late hour to the nuptial bed.
In the night a blood-vomiting burst, and as he lay in a
fainting posture, he was suffocated by a torrent of blood. His attendants found the trembling bride sitting by the side
of the bed, hiding her face with a veil, and lamenting the
death of the king, as well as her own danger. His body was
exposed in the midst of the plain, under a talaria pavilion;
and "the chosen squadrons of the Huns, wheeling round in
measured evolutions, haunted a funeral long to the memory of
a hero glorious in his life, invisible in his death, the
father of his people, the scourge of his enemies, and the
terror of the world. According to their national custom,
the Barbarians cut off a part of their hair, gashed their
faces with uncouth wounds, and bewailed their valiant
leader as he departed, not with the tears of women, but
with the blood of warriors. The remains of Attila were
inclosed within three coffins, of gold, of iron, and of stone,
and privately buried in the night; the spoils of nations were
thrown into the grave; the captives who had on the night
were inhumanly massacred; and the fate Bleda,
who had indulged such execrable grief, feasted with a
bloody and intemperate mirth about the recent sepulchre of their king." The death of Attila is commonly dated in
the year 454; by some, in 453.
With him the empire of the Huns terminated; for after his death, his numerous feuds either deserted one another by
their mutual contest, or were disposed of by those bold bishops, who aspire to the rank of kings. Anc. Hist. vol. xvi. p. 144—159.
Gibbon's Hist. vol. vi. p. 120—115.

ATTILA, ATTILIUS, in Lituus, denotes the rigging
or decoration of a ship. Fleta, l. c. 25.

ATTILUS, in Latinus, a term synonymous with
addox, adanç, and adalju Attinus; and applied by Pliny
and Rondelius to the variety of the Linnæan Amperis
florin, or common luteana.

ATTINGA AMERICANA, in Crinitol, 12, a name by
which
which Brief, calls the pinnated grous of the Arctic Zoology, and tertio capito of Gmelin.

ATTIRE, in Botany, is used by some to denote the third part or division of the flower of a plant; the other two being the entalpament and the foliation.

The attire is of two kinds, semiform and florid. — The semiform attire consists of two parts; chives or flaminia, and summits or spires, one upon each flamen.

The florid attire is usually called the thrums, as in the flowers of marigold, tansy, &c. Those thrums are called ferts, which consist of two, but most times of three pieces. And the outer part of the furt is the floret, whose body is divided at the top like a cowpflower, into five parts, or different leaves.

ATTIRE, in Heraldry, signifies a single horn of a flag.

ATTIRE, in Hunting, denotes the head or horns of a deer. The attire of a flag, if perfect, consists of horn, pearls, beam, getters, antler, fur-antler, royal, fur-royal, and croches: — of a buck, of the horn, beam, brow-antler, advance, palm, and spingles.

ATTIRED, in Heraldry, a term used in speaking of the horns of a flag, hart, or buck.

ATTIRES, are both the horns of a flag, hart, or buck.

ATTITUDE, in Painting and Sculpture, the posture or guile of a figure or statue; or such a disposition of their parts, as seems to express the action and the sentiments of the person represented. See MECHANICAL MOTION of the Human Figure, and Composition, and Contour, under the article SCULPTURE.

ATTIUM, in Ancient Geography, a promontory on the western coast of the island of Corica; now called Punta di Aticiolo.

ATTLEBOROUGH, in Geography, a township in America, in Bristol county, Massachusetts, eighty-two miles south from Boston, and nine north from Providence.

ATTLEBURGH, a town of England, in Norfolk, distant N.N.E. from London ninety-four miles.

ATTMELLA. See Acemella.

ATTNANG, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the archduchy of Austria, one mile W.S.W. of Schwannafadt.

ATTACK, a city and fortress of Hindostan, on the eastern bank of the Indus, built by Abar, in 1581, to command the passes that leads from Cabul to Lahore. This farts is so confined, either by the nature of the banks, or of the channel of the river, or both, that the passage from the landing place leads through the very forterfis itself. The ancient Taxila, where Alexander crossed the Indus, flood on or near to the site of Attack, N. lat. 33° 6'. E. long. 71° 15'; that part of the river Indus, called also Niah and Sinde, that separates the province of Lahore from Panthawur, is denominated the Attack, probably from the city founded on its banks. At Attack, the river Cabul, after receiving the rivers of Seward, Bipore, &c. joins the Indus, and very considerably increases it. For though the Indus is sometimes fordable above Attack, and Mr. Forster actually forded it at twenty miles above this place, July 12th, 1783; we never hear of its having been ford below that point.

From Attack downwards to Moultan, or to the confluence of the Panjub waters, this river (says Major Rennell) has obtained the name of Attack; but spoken of generally, it is called Sinde.

ATTOLLENS, Mucilagus Aurem, is a thin broad muscle connected at its upper part to the tendon of the fronto-occipitalis, and at the lower to the pina of the ear opposite to the anhelicus. Its use is to draw the external ear upwards, and to render it tene. This muscle is called superior auris by Winlow.

ATTOMBISSEUR, in Ornithology, a term by which the French falconers distinguish those falcons which will attack the honon in its flight; such a bird they call un bon atombisser.

ATTORE, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in the Myloore country, fifty-four miles north of Titchinopoly, and twenty-nine N. N. W. of Rajanagur.

ATTORNARE, in the original sense, signified to turn over money and goods, that is, to assign and appropriate them to certain persons, or uses. This is properly called attornare rem. Attornare persona denotes to deprive a representative, or proxy, to appear and act for another.

ATTORNATO faciendo vel recipiendo, in the Common Law, a writ to command a sheriff, or steward, of a county-court, or hundred-court, to receive and admit an attorney to appear for the person that owes suit to court. F. N. B. 156. Every person that owes suit to the county-courts, court-baron, &c. may make an attorney to do his suit. Stat. 20 H. III. c. 10.

ATTORNEY, ATTORNATUS, in Law, a person appointed by another to do something in his stead, particularly to solicit and carry on a law-suit.

The word is compounded of the Latin ad, to, and the French tourner, to turn, q. d. to turn a business over to another. The ancient Latin name, according to Bracon, is responfulis.

An attorney is either public, in the courts of records, the king's bench, common pleas, &c. and made by warrant from his client; or private, upon occasion for any particular business, who is commonly made by letter of attorney.

Attorneys, in Common Law, are much the same with procurators, proctors, or synodes, in the Civil and Canon Law.

Attorneys are properly those who sue out writings, or procures, or commence, carry on, and defend actions, or other proceedings, in the names of other persons, in any of the courts of common law. — They are distinguished from solicitors, who do the like business in courts of equity, and the chancery, equity-court in the exchequer, chamber-court of the duchy, or the like.

Formerly every suitor was obliged to appear in person to prosecute or defend his suit, according to the old Gothic constution, unless by special licence under the king's letters patent. F. N. B. 25. This is still the law in criminal cases. Nor can an idiot appear to this day by attorney, but in person; because he is supposed not to have sufficient discretion for appointing a proper substitute; and upon his being brought before the court in his defence he will, the judges are bound to take care of his interest, and they shall admit the best plea in his behalf that any one present can suggest. But as in the Roman law "cum soli in iu fuo justi, alius non nomine agi non possit, sed quia loco non minimum circumstatis habeat, equester bonum per procuratores ligatur" (Inf. 4, tit. 10); so with us, upon the same principle of convenience, it is now permitted, in general, by divers ancient statutes, of which the first is flat. Weltm. 2 c. 10. (13 Ed. I. A. D. 1285.) that attorneys may be made, as if they had letters patent, to prosecute or defend any action in the absence of the parties to the suit. These attorneys are now formed into a regular corps; they are admitted to the execution of their office by the superior courts
ATT

of Westminster-hall; and are in all points officers of the respective courts in which they are admitted; and as they have many privileges on account of their attendance there, so they are peculiarly subject to the censure and animadversion of the judges. No man can practice as an attorney in any of those courts, but such as is admitted and sworn an attorney of that particular court; an attorney of the king's bench cannot practice in the court of common pleas; nor vice versa. To practice in the court of chancery, it is also necessary to be admitted a solicitor therein; and by the flat. 22 Geo. II. c. 46, no person shall act as an attorney at the court of quarter sessions, but such as has been regularly admitted in some superior court of record. With respect to the several courts, there are attorneys at large, and attorneys special, belonging to this or that court only. An attorney may be a solicitor in other courts by a special retainer; one may be an attorney on record, and another do the business; and there are also attorneys who manage the business out of the courts. So early as the statute 4 Hen. IV. c. 18. it was enacted that attorneys should be examined by the judges, and none admitted but such as were virtuous, learned, and sworn to do their duty. And many subsequent statutes have laid them under further regulations. By 3 Jac. I. c. 7, attorneys, &c. shall not be allowed any fees laid out for counsel, or otherwise, unless they have tickets thereof signed by them that receive such fees, and they shall give in true bills to their clients of all the charges of suits under their hands, before the clients shall be charged with the payment thereof. If they delay their client's suit for gain, or demand more than their due fees or disbursements, the client shall recover costs and treble damages; and they shall for ever after be disabled to be attorneys. None shall be admitted attorneys in courts of record, but such as have been brought up in the said courts, or are well skilled, and honest; and no attorney shall suffer any other to follow a suit in his name, on pain of forfeiting 20l. to be divided between the king and the party aggrieved. By 12 Geo. I. c. 29. if any person who hath been convicted of forgery, perjury, subornation of perjury, or common barratry, shall practice as an attorney or solicitor in any suit or action in any court, the judge where such action shall be brought hath power to transport the offender for seven years, by such ways and under such penalties as felons. The act 2 Geo. II. c. 23. ordains, that all attorneys shall be sworn, admitted, and enrolled, before they sue out writs in the courts at Westminster; and they are required to have served a clerkship of five years, and to be examined, sworn, and admitted in open court; and attorneys shall not have more than two clerks at one time, except the prothonotaries in the common pleas, and the secondary in the king's bench, and the several prothonotaries in the counties palatine and great sessions in Wales, each of whom may have three. Attorneys, upon being sworn and admitted, shall pay a famp-duty, by several acts, of 161. When the attorney's bills are taxed, he is to pay the costs of taxation, if the bill be reduced a fift part. A penalty of 50l. and disbarment to practice, are the consequnences of acting contrary to this statute. By flat. 6 Geo. II. c. 27, attorneys of the courts at Westminster may practice in inferior courts. By 12 Geo. II. c. 13, attorneys, &c. that act in any county-court, without admission according to the statute 2 Geo. II. c. 23, shall forfeit 20l. and no attorney, who is a prothonotary, shall sue out any writ, or proseute suits; if he doth, the proceedings, &c. shall be void, and such attorney, &c. shall be struck off the roll. By 22 Geo. II. c. 26, persons bound clerks to attorneys or solicitors are to cause affidavits to be made and filed of the execution of the articles, names, and places of abode of attorney or solicitor, and clerk; and none to be admitted till the affidavits be produced and read in court. Clerks are actually to serve during their whole time, and make affidavits thereof. Persons admitted attorneys, and clerks in chancery, or being a clerkship to fuch, may be admitted solicitors. By 23 Geo. II. c. 26, any person duly admitted a solicitor, may be admitted an attorney, without any fee for the oath, or any famp; and by flat. 2 G. II. c. 25, § 20. attorneys may be admitted solicitors. By 25 Geo. III. c. 80 every admitted attorney, solicitor, notary, proctor, agent, or procurator, shall annually take out a diploma certificate, with a five pound diploma within the bills of mortality, and three pound elsewhere, from the courts in which they practice, on penalty of 50l. and incapacity of practicing. By 3 Geo. III. c. 14, every person who shall become bound to serve as a clerk in order to his admission as a solicitor or attorney in any of the courts at Westminster, shall be charged an additional famp-duty of 200l. And in any of the courts of great session in Wales, or in the counties of Chester, Lancaster, or Durham, or in any court of record in England holding pleas, where the debt or damage shall amount to 40s. and not in any of the said courts at Westminster, a famp duty of 50l. And by the several famp acts, if the consideration money given with such clerk or appearance be under 10l., a famp duty of 10s. If above 10l. be given by 37 G. III. c. 5. 10s. more. The indemnity shall be intrusted, and affidavit shall be made within six weeks. Persons who have paid the duty of 100l. in any of the courts at Westminster, may be admitted in any of the other courts without payment of any further duty. New contracts with other makers are subject to no further duty. The privileges belonging to attorneys are as follows: an attorney, in respect of his attendance at the court, cannot be pressed for a sol- dier; but he is not privileged from serving in the militia, or finding a substituté: an attorney shall not be made constable, nor be elected into any other office against his will; as to the office of overseer of the poor, or churchwarden, or any office within a borough. Attorneys have the privilege to sue and be sued only in the courts at Westminster, where they practice; they are not obliged to put in special bail, when defendants; but when they are plaintiffs, they may infilt upon special bail in all bailable cases. 1 Vent. 299. Wood's Inl. 450. But an attorney of one court may, in that court, hold an attorney of another court to bail. Payment to the attorney is payment to the principal. Doug. 625. 1 Black. R. 8. An attorney has a lien in the money recovered by his client, for his bill of costs; if the money come to his hands, he may retain the amount of his bill. He may float it in transitu, if he can lay hold of it; if he apply to the court, they will prevent its being paid over until his demand is satisfied. If the attorney give notice to the defendant not to pay till his bill be disbarred, a payment by the defendant after such notice would be in his own wrong, and he paying a debt which has been assigned after notice. Doug. 238.

Attorneys are liable to be punished in a summary way, either by attachment, or having their names struck out of the roll, for ill practice, attended with fraud and corruptness, and committed against the obvious rules of justice and common honesty; but the court will not easily be prevailed upon to proceed in this manner, if it appears, that the matter complained of was rather owing to neglect or accident than design, or if the party injured has other remedy by act of parliament, or action at law. 12 Mod. 251. 318. 423. 583. 657. 4 Mod. 357. If an attorney, defendant in an action, does not appear in due time, the plaintiff may file a "forswearing," which enables him to strike the defendant
off the roll, and then he may be sued as a common person (Ch. 2 Hen. IV. c. 8), and cannot be proceeded against by bill. On making satisfaction to the plaintiff, an attorney so forbadged may be restored. Impey's Instructor Clericus, C. P. 521.

Attorneys are sometimes struck off the roll for their own application, for the purpose of being called to the bar, &c.; and in this case, they must be deliv'red by their name, before they are re-admitted attorneys. Doug. 144. An attorney convicted of felony is struck off the roll. Comp. 920.

Attorneys are also liable to be punished for false and unfair dealings towards their clients in the way of business, as for procuring suits by false titles and devices, and putting the parties to unnecessary expenses, in order to raise their bills; or demanding fees for business that was never done; or for refusing to deliver up their clients' writings with which they had been intrusted in the way of business, or money which has been recovered and received by them to their clients' use, and for other like gross and palpable abuse. 2 Hawk. P. C. 144. 8 Mec. 366. 12 Mod. 576.

Attorney of the Duchy of Lancaster, attornatus curie deinstante Lancastrie, is the second officer in that court; being there, for his skill in law, placed as advisor to the chancellor of the court, and chosen for some special trust repose in him, to deal between the king and his tenants.

Counsel.

ATTORNEY-GENERAL, is a great officer under the king, made by letters patent. It is his province to exhibit informations, and prosecute for the crown, in matters criminal; and to file bills in the Exchequer, for any thing concerning the king in inheritance or profits; and others may bring bills against the king's attorney. His proper place in court, upon any special matters of a criminal nature, in which his attendance is required, is under the judges, on the left hand of the clerk of the crown; but this is only upon solemn and extraordinary occasions; for usually he does not sit there, but within the bar in the face of the court.

Attorney, Letter of. See Letter.

Attorney, Warrant of. See Warrant.

ATTORNEMENT, or ATTORNMENT, a transferring of duty and service to another lord; or an acknowledgment which a tenant makes of homage and service to a new lord.

By the nature of the feudal connection, it was not thought reasonable nor allowed, that a servient should transfer his lord's gift to another, and substitute a new tenant to do the service in his own stead, without the consent of the lord; and, as the feudal obligation was considered as reciprocal, the lord also could not alienate his feigny without the consent of his tenant, which consent of his was called an "attornment." This doctrine of attornment was afterwards extended to all leffees for life or years. For if one bought an estate with any lease for life or years flanding out thereon, and the lease or tenant refused to attorn to the purchaser, and to become his tenant, the grant or contract was in null cates void, or at least incomplete (LT. 5. 571): which was an additional cog upon alienations. But after the statute "quia emortise terrarun" (18 Ed. I. II. i.), was passed, by which subinfeudation was prohibited, it became necessary that when the reveree or remainder-man after an estate for years, for life or in tail, granted his reveree or remainder, the particular tenant should attorn to the grantee. The necessity of attornment was, in some measure, avoided by the statute of uses (27 Hen. VIII. c. 12.), as by that statute, the possession was immediately executed to the use; and by the statute of "Wills" (35 & 35 Hen. VIII. c. 5.), by which the legal estate is immediately vested in the devisee.

Attornments, however, still continued to be necessary in many cases; but both their necessity and efficacy are now almost wholly taken away; for by Stat. 4 & 5 Ann. c. 16. it is enacted, that all grants and conveyances of manors, lands, rents, and reversionary, &c., by the king or others, shall be good, without the attornment of the tenant; but notice must be given of the grant to the tenant, before which he shall not be prejudged by the payment of any rent to the grantor, or for breach of the condition for non-payment. And by Stat. 11 Geo. II. c. 10. attornments of lands, &c., made by tenants to strangers claiming title to the estate of their landlords shall be null and void, and their landlord's possessioll not affected thereby; though this shall not extend to vacate any attornment made pursuant to a judgment at law, or with consent of the landlord; or to a mortgage; see on a forfeited mortgage. Till then, attornments were passed, the doctrine of attornment was one of the most copious and abridgment points of the law. But these acts having made attornment both unnecessary and inoperative, the learning upon it may be deemed almost entirely useless. 1 Inst. 529. Jacob's Law Dict. by Tomlins, tit. Attornment.

ATTOWAL, in Geography. See Attowal.

ATTRACTION, in Natural Philosophy, a general term used to denote the power or principle, by which all bodies mutually tend towards each other, regardless of the cause or kind of action that may be the means of producing this effect.

The existence of a principle of this kind is so clearly manifested by many of the most common phenomena of nature, which fall under our daily inspection, that it must have been known in very early times; but the information we have hitherto obtained of the progress made by the ancients in physical investigations, is too vague and obscure to afford any proof of their ever having applied the action or influence of this power to the purposes of science. The philosopher Anaxagoras, who flourished about 500 years before the Christian era, is reported, by Diogenes Laertius, to have attributed to the celestial bodies a tendency towards the earth, which he considered as the centre of their motions; and the doctrines of Democritus and Epicurus are founded upon the same principle, as appears from their elegant interpreter Lucretius, who thence derives the confluence of the universe being without bounds. But though some bold and original characters had embraced these opinions, it is no less certain, from the testimonies of other writers, that they were far from being generally received in the ancient world.

The first, among the moderns, who appears to have had full notions of this doctrine, was Nicholas Copernicus, the celebrated relocator of the old Pythagorean system of the universe, who, in his work "De Revolut. Orb. Caelest.," (lib. I. c. 9,) expresses himself thus: "I consider gravity as nothing more than a certain natural aptness (aptitutia) that the Creator has imprinted upon the parts of matter, in order to their uniting and coalescing into a globular form, for their better preservation; and it is probable that the same power is also inherent in the sun, moon, and planets, that those bodies may confantly retain that round figure in which we behold them." He also considered the sun as the chief governing power of all the roll, as may be inferred from some of the last words of Tycho Brahe, who perceiving the approach of death, called for the celebrated Kepler (then a young man, and his assistant in his observatory at Prague), and after charging him with completing the Astronomical Tables which he had left unfinished, thus addressed him: "My friend, although what I ascribe to a voluntary, and as it were, an oblique motion of the planets round the
the sun, you attribute to an attractive energy of that body, yet I must entreat, that, in the publication of my observations, you would explain all the celestial motions by my hypothesis, rather than by that of Copernicus, which I know you would otherwise incline to follow." (Lily of Tycho Brahe.)

Kepler, however, in his own works, constantly maintains the doctrine of attraction, and even carries it farther than Copernicus had ever done. Thus, he calls gravity a corporeal and mutual affection between similar bodies, in order to their union." He also remarks, with Copernicus, against the Panpsychists, that "the heavenly bodies do not lie at the centre of the universe, but to the centre of those large round bodies, of which they make a part; so that if the earth were not spherical, things would not fall from all points toward its centre. If a stone, for instance, were to be placed at a distance from another stone, in any part of the universe, without the sphere of action of a third body, like two magnets, they would come together in some intermediate point; each advancing, in space, in the inverse proportion of their quantities of matter. Hence, if the moon and the earth were not kept together by some power, in their respective orbits, they would move towards each other; the moon passing over fifty-three parts of the way while the earth pulled over one, supposing their densities equal." (Alton, Nov. in Introd.)

From the same principle, Kepler also accounted for the general motion of the tides; viz. by the attraction of the moon, and expressly calls it 

\[ \text{summa gravitas in tempore} \]

adding, that if the earth did not exert an attractive power over its own waters, they would rise and fall to the moon. We also find him insisting on that certain irregularities in the motion of the moon are owing to the combination of the earth and sun upon this body. (Ibid.)

These and other reflections concerning the universality of attraction, he accompanies with an ingenious recapitulation of a law of nature, from conjecture only, but which was afterwards verified by experiment. The schools had taught that some bodies were by their nature heavy, and so fell to the ground; and that others were naturally light, and for that reason ascended. But Kepler pronounced, that no bodies whatever are absolutely light, but only relatively so; and consequently that all matter is subjected to the law of gravitation. So far the genius of Kepler was fortunate, in tracing out the great principle which prevents the planets from flying off from the sun; but his sagacity failed him, when he endeavoured to fly by what means they were kept from falling into that immense body, and what power perpetuated their motion in their orbits; a general investigation of the laws of motion was yet wanting; the discovery of which, as well as many other things, being referred, as he himself prophesies at the end of his work, "for the succeeding age, when the Author of nature would be pleased to reveal these mysteries."

The first person in this country, who embraced the doctrine of attraction, was Dr. Gilbert, a native of Cukholfer, and a physician at London, in a work published in the year 1600, intitled, "De Magnete Magnetisque Corporibus," which contains a number of curious things; but he did not properly distinguish between attraction and magnetism. The next after him was lord Bacon, who, though not a convert to the Copernican system, yet acknowledged an attractive power in matter (Nov. Organ. Lib. ii. cap. 26. 45. & 48.); and in the dawn of philosophy, in which he lived, he constantly recommends an inquiry into the physical causes and reasons of things; observing, "that he who shall duly attend to the apprehensions and general affections of matter (which both in the earth and heavens are exceedingly powerful, and indeed pervade the universe), will receive, from what he sees passing on the earth, clear information concerning the nature of the celestial bodies; and, contrariwise, from notions which he shall discover in the heavens, will learn many particulars relating to the things below, which now he conceals from us." (D. Diggis & Augus. Scient. lib. ii. ch. 3. 1660.)

In France, also, we find Rigaud and Rabelais, mathematicians of great eminence, maintaining the same opinion. The latter, in particular, in his "De l'ordre de physique," published in 1614, under the title of "Art, Sans Art," says: "In this work, Rabelais attributes to all the things of nature of which the universe is composed, the property of having a tendency towards each other; observing, that this is the reason why they arrange themselves in spherical figures, set by virtue of a centre, but by their natural attraction, and so that one may be placed in an equilibrium with another. Galileo, in Italy, had likewise conceived this idea; but with far less precision and extension than we find it in his contemporaries Bacon and Kepler."

But no one, before Newton, had entertained such just and clear notions of the doctrine of universal gravitation, or had approached so near to the making a general application of it to the laws of nature, as the celebrated Dr. Hooke. The philosophers before mentioned had seized, some one branch, and some another; but Hooke, in his work, called "An attempt to prove the motion of the Earth," 1664, 4to, appears to have embraced it in nearly the whole of its generality. He there, besides, that the hypothesis upon which he explains the motions of the world, is, in many respects different from all other, and which is founded upon the three following principles: 1. That all the celestial bodies have not only an attraction or gravitation towards their proper centres, but that they mutually attract each other within their sphere of influence. 2. That all bodies which have a simple and direct motion, continue to move in a right line, if no force, which operates without ceasing, does not contrain them to describe a circle, an ellipse, or some other more complicated curve. 3. That the attraction is so much the more powerful, as the attracting bodies are nearer to each other.

He also made several experiments with a view to strengthen the preceding conjectures. For this purpose, he suspended a bullet to the end of a long string, and after it had been made to oscillate, he impressed it upon a small lateral motion; and remarked, that the bullet described an ellipse, or a curve of that form, round the vertical line. He then attached to the string of the first bullet, another, which carried a smaller one; and after having, given to the latter circular motion round the vertical line, he put the other in motion, as in the former experiment; when it was found, that neither one or the other described an ellipse, but moved round a point at a mean distance between them, which appeared to be their centre of gravity. (Life of Dr. Hooke, prefixed to his posthumous works.)

This was certainly very ingenious; but Hooke did not consider that the centre of force resides in one of the foci of the ellipse, and not in its centre; and though the observation was suggested to him, and he was even excited by the promise of a very considerable reward, to determine the law of attraction, which would occasion a body to describe an ellipse round another quadrilateral body, placed in one of its foci; he was unable to accomplish the undertaking. The problem, which belongs to the higher geometry, was too difficult: for that time; this admirable discovery, which does the highest honour to the human mind, being reserved for the
the genius of Newton; and though Hooke claimed a share of the glory of this discovery, it was without the smallest foundation; as his conjectures were far short of the proofs which were required in the sublime demonstrations by which the former established this law of the universe.

Such was the progress of the system of universal gravitation, when this extraordinary man first appeared; who, according to Pemberton (View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy, 1735, 4to.), first began, about the year 1666, to suspect the existence of this principle, and to attempt to apply it to the celestial motions. Gravity was retired into the country to avoid the plague, which about this time prevailed in London and its vicinity, his meditations turned upon the nature of gravity; and one of his first reflections appears to have been, that this power, which, by its continual action, occasions the fall of bodies towards the surface of the earth, to whatever height they are taken, might possibly extend much farther than was commonly imagined; as for instance, to the distance of the moon, or still higher. And if so, he began to consider, that it might be this force which retained the moon in her orbit, by counterbalancing the centripetal force which arises from her revolution round the earth. It also occurred to him, at the same time, that though this power appears to suffer no diminution at any heights to which we can ascend, these being comparatively extremely small, yet it was highly probable, that, at very great distances from the earth, it might be considerably weakened.

In following therefore this conjecture, he was farther led to conceive, that if the attraction of the earth was the cause of retaining the moon in her orbit, the planets, in like manner, must be retained in their orbits by the attractive force of the sun; and as the squares of the times of the revolutions of the planets had been found by Kepler to be proportional to the cubes of their mean distances from the sun, it followed that the diminution of their centripetal forces, and of course that of gravity, would be reciprocal as the squares of their distances from that body. Hence, from the experiments which had been already made on the descent of heavy bodies at small elevations, he determined the height from which the moon, if left freely to herself, would descend towards the earth in a short interval of time; this is well known to be the vered line of the arc that the describes in that time; and which, by means of the lunar parallax, may be determined in parts of the earth's radius, so that to compare the diminution of gravity with the observations, nothing more was necessary than to know the magnitude of this line.

But Newton having at that time only an incorrect measure of the terrestrial meridian, obtained a result considerably different from that which he expected; whence, imagining that some unknown forces might be connected with the gravity of the moon, he abandoned his first ideas. Some years afterwards, however, his attention was again called to the subject by a letter of Dr. Hooke; and as Picard, about this time, had measured a degree of the earth in France with great exactness, he employed this measure in his calculations instead of the one he had before made use of, and found, by that means, that the moon is retained in her orbit by the sole power of gravity, supposing to be reciprocally proportional to the squares of the distances.

According to this law, he also found that the line described by bodies in their descent is an ellipse, of which the centre of the earth occupies one of the foci; and considering, afterwards, that the orbits of the planets are, in like manner, ellipses, having the centre of the sun in one of their foci, he had the satisfaction to perceive, that the solution which he had undertaken, only from curiosity, was applicable to some of the most sublime objects of nature. These discoveries gave birth to his celebrated work entitled, "Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica," which appeared in 1707; and is justly considered as one of the greatest monuments that has ever been erected by human genius to the honour of science.

In generalizing these researches, this profound geometer afterwards showed, that a projectile may describe any conic section whatever, by virtue of a force directed towards its focus, and acting in proportion to the reciprocal squares of the distances. He also developed the various properties of motion in these kinds of curves, and determined the necessary conditions, so that the section should be a circle, an ellipse, a parabola, or a hyperbola, which depend only upon the velocity and primitive position of the body; assigning, in each case, the conic section which the body would describe. He also applied these researches to the motion of the satellites and comets, showing that the former move round their primaries, and the latter round the sun, according to the same law; and he pointed out the means of determining, by observation, the elements of these ellipses.

In considering that the satellites move round the planets in nearly the same manner as if these planets were quiescent, Newton perceived that they must all equally gravitate towards the sun. The equality of action and reaction, did not allow him to doubt that the sun gravitates towards the planets, as well as these towards their satellites; and that the earth is attracted by all the bodies that are attracted towards her. He afterwards extended, by analogy, this property to all the parts of which bodies are composed, and established it as a principle, that every molecule of matter attracts every other body in proportion to its mass, and reciprocally as the square of the distance from the body attracted.

Having arrived at this principle, Newton soon saw that all the great phenomena of the system of the world might be easily derived from it. In considering the force of gravity at the surface of the celestial bodies as the refulbante of the attractions of all their molecules, he arrived at these remarkable conclusions: that the attractive force of a body, or spherical spheroid, on a point placed without it, is the same as if the whole of its mass was united in the centre; and that a point placed within the body, or more generally in any spheroid terminated by two similar elliptical surfaces, similarly situated, is equally attracted on all parts. He also proved that the rotation of the earth upon its axis must occasion a flattening of it about its poles, which was afterwards verified by an actual measurement; and he determined the law of the variation of the degrees, in different latitudes, upon the supposition that the matter of the earth was homogeneous. He likewise saw, that the actions of the sun and moon upon the terrestrial spheroid, must produce a movement of rotation of its axis, as well as occasion a retrocession of the equinoxes, and the various oscillations of the waters of the ocean which are called the tides. In short, he also assured himself, that the inequalities of the motion of the moon arise from the combined actions of the sun and earth upon this satellite.

But, with the exception of what concerns the elliptical motions of the planets and comets, and the attractions of spherical bodies, these discoveries were not wholly completed by Newton. His theory of the figures of the planets is limited by the supposition of their homogeneity; and his solution of the problem of the precession of the equinoxes, although extremely ingenious, and nearly agreeing with the results obtained from observations, is defective in several respects; as among the great number of perturbations of the celestial motions, several small ones, and particularly
that which arises from the ejection of the moon, escaped his observation. He has perfectly established the principle which he had discovered; but left the complete development of its consequences and advantages to the geometers that should succeed him.

The profound analysis, of which this great man was also the inventor, has not, at this time, been sufficiently perfected, to enable him to give complete solutions to all the difficult problems which arise in considering the theory of the system of the world; so that he was sometimes obliged to give only imperfect sketches or approximations, and leave them to be verified by a more rigorous calculation. But, notwithstanding these inevitable defects, the importance and generality of his discoveries, and the great number of his original and profound views, which have given rise to the most brilliant mathematical theories of the present age, will always affure to this performance the pre-eminence above every other similar production of the human mind.

Having thus given a concise history of the discovery of this extensive principle, and its application to the laws of motion, it is proper to observe, that though Newton makes use of the word attraction in common with the school philosophers, yet he very judiciously distinguished between the ideas. The ancient attraction was suppos'd to be a kind of quality, inherent in certain bodies themselves, and arising from their particular or specific forms; but the Newtonian attraction is a more indefinite principle, denoting no particular kind or manner of action, nor the physical causes of such action, but only tendency in the general, a \textit{coniunct accedend}y, to whatever cause, physical or metaphysical, such effects be owing, whether to a power inherent in the bodies themselves, or to the impullse of an external agent.

He accordingly lays in his Philos. Nat. Prin. Math. that he uses the words attraction, impullse, and proportion to the centre, indifferently; and cautions the reader not to imagine, that by attraction he expresses the modus of the action, or the efficient cause thereof, as if there were any proper powers in the centres, which in reality are only mathematical points or as if centres could attract. Lib. i. p. 5.

In like manner he considers centripetal power as attractions, though he physically speaking, it were more just to call them impullses. Ib. p. 148. He also adds, that what he calls attraction may possibly be effected by impullse, though not a common or corporeal impullse, but after some other manner unknown to us. Optics, p. 322.

Attraction indeed, if considered as a quality arising from the specific forms of bodies, ought, together with sympathv, antipathy, and the whole tribe of occult qualities, to be exploded. But when we have fet these aside, there will remain innumerable phenomena of nature, and particularly the gravity or weight of bodies, or their tendency to a centre, which argue a principle of action feemingly distinct from impullse, or where at least there is no sensible impullion concerned. It is also well known, that this action differs, in some respects, from all impullion we know of, the latter being always found to act in proportion to the surface of bodies; whereas gravity acts according to their solid contents; and consequently must arise from some cause that penetrates or pervades their whole substance. This unknown principle, which can be considered so only with respect to its caufe (for its phenomena and effects are most obvious), with all the species and modifications of it, is what we call attraction, which is a general name under which all mutual tendencies, where no physical impullion appears, and which cannot therefore be accounted for from any known laws of nature, may be ranged; and here arise several particular kinds of attractions, as gravity, magnetism, electricity, &c. which are so many different laws; and only agreeing in this, that we do not see any physical causes of them; but that as to our senses, they may really arise from some power or efficacy in such bodies, by which they are enabled to act, even upon distant bodies, though our reason absolutely disallows of any such action.

Attraction may be divided with respect to the law it observes, into two kinds: 1. That which extends to sensible distances; such are the actions of gravity found in all bodies; and the attraction of magnetism and electricity found in some particular bodies; the several laws and phenomena of which fee under their respective articles.

Among these, the attraction of gravity, which is also called the centripetal force, is one of the greatest and most universal principles in nature; we see and feel it operate on bodies near the earth, and find by observation, that the same force also obtains in the moon, and in both the primary and secondary planets, as well as in the comet; and that this is the power by which they are all retained in their orbits, &c. and hence, as gravity is found in all the bodies which come under our observation, it is easily inferred, by one of the settled rules of philosophizing, that it obtains in all others; and as it is found to be as the quantity of matter in each body, it must be in every particle thereof; and hence, every particle in nature is proved to attract every other particle, &c. See the demonstration of this laid down at large under the articles Centripetal, Centrifugal, Centripetal, Comet, Moon, Newtonian Philosophy, Planet, Satellite, Sun, &c.

From this attraction arise all the motion, and consequently all the mutation, in the universe; by this, heavy bodies descend and light ones ascend, projectiles are directed, vapours and exhalations arise, and rains, &c. fall. Also from the same cause rivers glide, the air presses, the ocean swells, &c. In effect, the motions arising from this principle, make the subject of that extensive branch of mathematics called Mechanics or Statics, with the parts or appendages thereof Hydrostatics, Pneumatics. See Mathematics, Philosophy, &c.

2. That which extends only to small distances.—Such is found to obtain in the minute particulars, wherein all bodies are composed, which attract each other at or extremely near the point of contact, with a force much inferior to that of gravity; but which at any distance from it decreases much faster than the power of gravity. This power is known by the name of the \textit{Attraction of Cohesion}, as being that by which the atoms or insensible particles of bodies are united with larger and more sensible figures. See Cohesion.

The latter kind of attraction owns Newton for its discoverer, as the former does for its improver. The laws of motion, perception, &c. in sensible bodies, under various circumstances, as falling, projected, &c. arecertained by the later philosophers, do not reach to those more remote innate motions of the component particles of the same bodies, on which the changes of their texture, colour, properties, &c. depend; so that our philosophy, if it were founded wholly on the principle of gravitation, and carried no farther than that would lead us, would necessarily be very deficient.

But beside the common laws of sensible matters, the minute parts which they are composed of are found subject to some others which have been only of late taken notice of, and are yet very imperfectly known. Newton, to whose happy penetration we owe the hint, contents himself with establishing that there are such motions in the \textit{minima nature}, and that they flow from certain powers or forces,
not reducible to any of those in the great world. — By virtue of these powers he shows, "that the small particles act on each other even at a distance, and that many of the phenomena of nature are the result of this action. Sensible bodies, as we have already observed, act on each other several ways; and as we thus perceive the tenor and course of nature, it appears highly probable that there may be other powers of the like kind, nature being always uniform and consistent with itself. — Those just mentioned, relating to sensible distances, have been generally observed; but there may be others, which reach to such small distances as have hitherto escaped observation; and this, it is probable, may be the cause with electricity, even without being excited by friction.

He then proceeds to confirm the reality of these speculations from a great number of phenomena and experiments, which plainly argue such powers and actions between the particles of bodies, e.g. of filts and water, oil of vitriol and water, aqua fortis and iron. Spirit of vitriol and salt petre, and many other chemical fabulances. He also shows that these powers are unequally strong between different bodies; e.g. stronger between the particles of salt and those of aqua fortis, than those of silver; and between aqua fortis and lapsis calaminaris, than those of iron; between iron and copper, silver and copper, mercury and copper, &c. So spirit of vitriol acts on water, but more on iron or copper, &c. The other experiments which constitute the existence of such principles of attraction in the particles of matter are innumerable, many of which may be found enumerated under the article Affinity, Acid, Matter, Mineralium, Salt, &c.

These actions, by virtue of which the particles of the bodies above mentioned tend towards each other, are called by the general indefinite name attraction, which is equally applicable to all actions by which distant bodies tend towards each other, whether by impelle, or by any other more latent power; and hence we can account for an infinity of phenomena which would be otherwise inexplicable from the principle of gravity; such as cohesion, dissoluzione, coagulacion, crystallization, the ascent of fluids in capillary tubes, animal secretion, fluidity, fluidity, fermentation, &c.; which see under their proper names.

"Thus" (adds our incomparable author) "will nature be found conformable to herself, and very simple, performing all the great motions of the heavenly bodies by the attraction of gravity which intercedes those bodies, and almost all the small ones of their parts, by some other attractive power diffused through their particles. Without such principles, there never would have been any motion in the world; and without the continuance thereof, motion would soon perish, there being otherwise a great decrease or diminution thereof which is only supplied by these active principles." Optics, p. 373.

For these reasons it is certainly unjust to declare against a principle which furthers so beautiful a view, for no other reason but because we cannot perceive how one body should act on another at a distance. It is certain that philosophy allows of no action but what is by immediate contact or impulsion (for how can a body exert any active power where it does not exist?) to suppose this of any thing, even of the Supreme Being himself, would perhaps imply a contradiction; yet we fee effects without seeing any such impulsion; and where there are effects, we can easily infer there are causes, whether we see them or not. We may consider such effects, therefore, without entering into the consideration of the causes, as indeed it seems the business of a philosopher to do; for to exclude a number of phenomena which we see, would be to leave a great chasm in the history of nature: and to argue about those which we do not see, would be to build castles in the air. Hence it follows, that the phenomena of attraction are matter of physical consideration, and as such entitled to a share in the system of physics; but that the causes of them will only become so when they become sensible, i.e. when they appear to be the effect of some other higher causes (for a cause is no otherwise seen than as itself is an effect, so that the first cause must, from the nature of things, be invisible); we are, therefore, at liberty to suppose the causes of attraction what we please, without any injury to the effects. The illustrious Newton himself seems, indeed, a little intolerable as to the causes, inclining sometimes to attribute gravity to the action of an immaterial cause, Optics, p. 343, &c.; and sometimes to that of a material one, Ibis. p. 325.

In his philosophy, the research into causes is the last thing, and never comes under consideration till the laws and phenomena of the effects be settled; it being to these phenomena that the cause is to be accommodated. The cause even of any of the greatest and most sensible actions is not adequately known; how impulse or percussion itself, for instance, produces its effect, that is, how motion is communicated by one body to another, confounds the deepest philosophers; yet impulse is received not only into philosophy, but into mathematics; and accordingly the laws and phenomena of the effects make the greatest part of common mechanics.

The other species of attraction, therefore, in which no impulse is remarkable, when their phenomena are sufficiently ascertained, have the same title to be promoted from physical to mathematical consideration; and this without any previous inquiry into their causes, which our conceptions may not be proportioned to let them be occult, as all causes strictly speaking are, so that their effects, which alone immediately concern us, be but apparent. See Cause.

Our illustrious countryman, therefore, far from adulterating philosophy with any thing foreign or metaphysical, as many have reproached him with doing, has the glory of having thrown every thing of this kind out of his system, and of having opened a new source of the most sublime mechanics yet known; it is hence, therefore, that we must expect to learn the manner of the changes, productions, generations, corruptions, &c. of natural things; with all that scene of wonders which is opened to us by the operations of chemistry.

The cause of attraction was long accounted for, by supposing that there existed a certain unknown substance which impelled all bodies towards each other; an hypothesis to which philosophers had recourse, from an opinion which had constantly been admitted as a first principle, "that body can act where it is not;" as if it were more difficult to conceive why a change is produced in a body by another which is placed at a greater distance, than why it is produced by one which is situated at a small distance; it being not only as impossible to explain the phenomena of attraction by impulsion as it is to conceive how bodies should be urged towards each other by the action of an external substance, as how they should be urged towards each other by a power inherent in themselves. The fact is, that we can neither comprehend the one nor the other; nor can any reason be assigned why the Creator might not as easily bow the matter of acting upon matter at a distance, as the power of being acted upon and changed by matter in actual contact.

But we have no reason besides for supposing that bodies are ever in any case actually in contact. "For all bodies are diminished in bulk by cold, that is to say, their particles
are brought nearer each other, which would be impossible, unless they had been at some distance before the application of the cold. Almost all bodies are diminished in bulk by prehure, and consequently their particles are brought nearer each other; and the diminution of bulk is always proportioned to the prehure. Newton has also shown that it requires a force of many pounds to bring two glasses within the 800th part of an inch of each other; that a much greater force is necessary to diminish that distance, and that no prehure whatever is capable of diminishing it beyond a certain point. Consequently there is a force which impedes the actual contact of bodies, which increases inversely as some power or function of the distance, and which no power whatever is capable of overcoming. Boscovich has likewise demonstrated that a body in motion communicates part of its motion to another body before it actually reaches it. Hence we may conclude, that, as far as we know, there is no such thing as actual contact in nature; and that bodies of course always act upon each other at a distance. Even prehure, therefore, or prehure, is an instance of bodies acting on each other without being in contact, and consequently this is no better explanation of attraction than the supposition that it is an inherent power. We must therefore be satisfied with considering attraction as an unknown power, by which all bodies are drawn towards each other, and which acts constantly and uniformly in all times and places, so as always to diminish the distance between them, unless when they are prevented from approaching each other by some force equally powerful. But why it diminishes as the distance increases, it is impossible to say; although the fact is certain, and is almost incompatible with the supposition of impulse being the cause of attraction. The truth is, that we must not be too precipitate in drawing conclusions, but must wait, with patience, till future discoveries shall enable us to advance farther; satisfying ourselves, in the mean time, in arranging the laws of nature which have been ascertained, without attempting to develope the causes upon which they depend.

Attraction, in Chemistry. See Affinity.

Attraction, Centre of. See Centre.

Attraction of Mountains. According to the Newtonian theory of attraction, this principle pervades the minutest particles of matter, and the combined action of all the parts of the earth forms the attraction of the whole. For the same reason, therefore, that a heavy body tends downwards in a perpendicular to the earth's surface, considered as smooth and even, it must be attracted towards the centre of a heavy mountain, by a force proportional to the quantity of matter contained in it; and the effect of this attraction, or the accelerative force produced by it, must depend on the nearness or distance of the mountain from the gravitating body, because this force increases as the squares of the distances decrease. Upon these principles it is obvious, that the plumb-line of a quadrant, or of any other astronomical instrument, must be deflected from its proper situation, by a small quantity, towards the mountain, and the apparent altitudes and zenith distances of the stars, taken with the instrument, be altered accordingly; e.g. if the zenith distance of a star on the meridian was observed at two stations under the same meridian, one on the southern side of a mountain, the other on the north; and the plumb-line of the instrument were attracted out of its vertical position by the mountain, the star must appear too much to the north, by the observation at the southern station, and too much to the south by that at the northern station; and consequently the difference of the altitudes of the two stations, resulting from these observations, would be greater than it really is. If then the true difference of their latitudes be determined by measuring the distance between the two stations on the ground, the excess of the difference, found by the deflections of the star above that found by this measurement, must have been produced by the attraction of the mountain; and the half of it will be the effect of such attraction on the plumb-line in each observation, provided that the mountain attracts equally on both sides.

The first hint for determining the quantity of this attraction was suggested by Newton in his Treatise of the System of the World; and the first experiment for this purpose was conducted by M. Bouguer, and M. de la Condamine, in the year 1738. Whilst they were employed in measuring three degrees of the meridian, near Quito in Peru, they endeavoured to ascertain the effect of the attraction of Chimborazo, a mountain in that neighbourhood, which, by a rough computation, they supposed to be equal to about the zoeth part of the attraction of the whole earth. By observing the altitudes of fixed stars at two stations, one on the south side of the mountain, and the other on the north, they found the quantity of 71" in favour of the attraction of the mountain by a mean of their observations; whereas the vertical line, according to the theory, should have declined from the true vertical line of 43". However, though the general result is favourable to the Newtonian doctrine, the experiment was performed under so many disadvantages, as not to afford the satisfaction which was to be obtained; and M. Bouguer terminates his account of their observations, with expressing his hopes, that the experiment might be repeated under more favourable circumstances either in France or in England. Bouguer, Figure de la Terre.

Nothing was afterwards done, till Mr. (now Dr.) Maclayyne, the present astronomer royal, made a proposal to the Royal Society for this purpose in the year 1772; and in 1774, he was deputed to make the trial accompanied with proper assistants, and furnished with the most accurate instruments. He made choice of the mountain Schehallian, in Scotland, for the scene of his operations; the direction of which is nearly from east to west, its mean height above the surrounding valley about 2000 feet, and its highest part above the level of the sea 3550 feet. Two stations for observations were selected, one on the north, and the other on the south side of the mountain. Every circumstance that could contribute to the accuracy of the experiment was regarded; and from the observations of ten stars near the zenith, Mr. Maclayyne found the apparent deference of the altitude of the two stations to be 14.5" and from the observation by triangles, formed from two bases on the sides of the mountain, he found the distance of their poles to be 4564 feet, which, in the latitude of Schehallian, viz. 56° 49', answers to an arch of the meridian of 4°, which is less by 11.6 than that found by the sectors. half, therefore, or 5.8° is the mean effect of the attraction of the mountain. From this experiment, conducted with great affility and accuracy, and tending to the establishment of the Newtonian theory, Mr. Maclayyne infers, that the mountain Schehallian exerts a sensible attraction; and, therefore, that every mountain, and every particle of the earth, is endued with the same property, in proportion to its quantity of matter. The law of the variation of this force, in the inverse ratio of the squares of the distances, is likewise confirmed by it; for if the force of the attraction of the hill had been only to that of the earth as the matter in the hill to that of the earth, and had not been greatly increased by the near approach to its centre, the attraction must have been wholly inapparent. He infers also, that the mean density of the earth is at least double of that at the surface.
surface; and consequently, that the density of the internal parts of the earth is much greater than that of those near
the surface; also that the whole quantity of matter in the earth
will be at least twice as great as if it were composed of
matter of the same density with that at the surface; and
therefore that the hypothesis of those naturalists, who sup-
pose the earth to be only a great hollow shell of matter, is
groundless. And finally, that the sensible deflections in the
plumb-lines of astronomical instruments, by the density of
the superficial parts of the earth, must cause apparent in-
equalities in the menstruation of degrees in the meridian.

He candidly acknowledges, however, that a single experiment
is not sufficient to ascertain a matter of such importance,
and recommends other experiments of a similar kind to be
repeated in various places, and attended with different cir-
cumstances; since Schickhnen may differ in its internal con-
stitution from other mountains, as there is no appearance of
its ever having been a volcano, which is the case of many
others. Phil. Trans. vol. B. part 2. No. 48 and 49.

ATTRIBUTES in Ancient Geography. See ATRE-
BATI.

ATTRIBUTE, from attributes, in a general sense, that
which agrees to some person or thing; or a quality which
determines something to be after a certain manner. Among
logicians, it denotes the predicate of any subject, or whatever
may be affirmed or denied concerning it. But more strictly
speaking, an attribute is the same with an essential mode, or
it is that which belongs to the nature or essence of the
subject in which it is. Thus, understanding is an attribute
of mind; figure, an attribute of body, &c.

Of the several attributes belonging to any substance, that
which presents itself first, and which the mind conceives
as the foundation of all the rest, is called its essential attribute.
Thus, extension is by some, and solidity by others, made
the essential attribute of body or matter. The other attri-
butes are called accidental ones; e.g. roundness in wood,
or learning in a man. Mr. Locke endeavours to prove, that
thinking, which the Cartesians make the essential attri-
bute of the mind, is only an accidental one.

Mr. Harris (Hermes, p. 29.) considering all things what-
ever that exist either as the energies or affections of some
other thing, or as not being the energies or affections of
something else, refers the former to the denomination of
attributes, and the latter to that of substances. Thus, to
think is the attribute of a man; to be white, of a fawn; to
fly, of an eagle, &c. If they exist not after this manner,
then they are called substances.

Spinoza makes the soul and the body to be of the same
substance, with this only difference, that the soul is to be
conceived under the attribute of thought, and the body
under that of extension.

Attributes, in Theology, denote the several qualities and
perfections which we conceive in God, and which con-
stitute his proper essence; as justice, goodness, wisdom,
&c. The perfections of God are called his attributes, be-
cause he cannot be without them. Theological writers have
distributed the attributes of the deity into natural, such as
knowledge and power; and moral, such as justice and be-
noveleness. Of these writers some have maintained that all
the natural attributes are comprehended under power and
knowledge; and that benevolence comprehends all those
that are denominated moral. Others, alleging that God always
does that which is right and fit, have considered all his moral
attributes, viz. justice, truth, faithfulness, mercy, patience,
&c. as merely different modifications of rectitude. Others,
again, have represented wisdom as the spring of all the di-
vine actions. Accordingly, they have stated the moral
attributes of God to be only different ways of considering
his will, as invariably determined by his wisdom to that
which is best in all possible circumstances. The attributes
determined by his wisdom, are goodness, justice, truth,
and faithfulness. Goodness is the will of God, determined by
his wisdom, to the communication of being and happiness,
because it is fit, and as far as it is fit; justice is the will of God,
determined by his wisdom, to maintain right and order, and
for this purpose to do all that is necessary for convincing his
reasonable creatures of the regard he hath for the prefer-
avation of his own rights, and of theirs; truth, or sincerity,
is the will of God determined by his wisdom to avoid
using all signs in his intercourse with his intelligent crea-
tures, from which they may not only take occasion, with-
out necessity, to deceive themselves, but would have just
ground to charge him with being their deceiver, having a
meaning to himself quite different from that which the
words or other signs he made use of naturally suggested,
and were intended to fuddle; faithfulness is the will of
God, determined by his wisdom to make good all his
promises and engagements; and the holiness of God seems
to stand for all these perfections in conjunction, the Deity
being separated from them by all society and friendship
with false gods. According to this statement it is alleged,
that we have clear, distinct, and proper, though not ade-
quate, ideas of the moral attributes of the divine nature;
whereas some have maintained, that our notions of justice
and goodness do not at all agree to these attributes as they
tertain to the Deity, in whom they signify something, of
which we have only a confused or rather no apprehen-
sions, and very different from what they do when ascribed to
men. To this purpose, Lord Bolingbroke (Works, vol. iv. and v.)
found his system on this extravagant paradox, as it has been
justly called, that we have no adequate ideas of God’s mo-
oral attributes, his goodness and justice, as we have of
his natural, his wisdom and power; and accordingly he
denies justice and goodness to be the same in kind in God as
in man; and he pretends, that the ideas of God’s moral attri-
butes cannot be acquired by any reasoning at all, either apri-
or a posteriori, and hence concludes, that if a man has
such ideas, they were not found but invented by him. See
his objections stated and answered by the late bishop War-
burton, in his “View of Lord Bolingbroke’s Philosophy,”
Letter I. See Hartley’s Obs. on Man, p. 316. Days
on Divine Benevolence. Wolston’s Rel. of Nat. p. 116
—119. Grove’s Wisdom the first Spring of Action in the
Deity, in his Works, vol. iv. p. 1—46, &c. Balguy’s Di-
vine Rectitude, p. 3—8.

The heathen mythologists divide the deity into as many
different beings as he has attributes; thus the power of
God was called Jupiter; the wrath of God, Juno; the absolute
will of God, Fate, or Destiny, to which even his power is sub-
ject.

Attributes, in Painting and Sculpture, are symbols
added to figures and statues, to denote their particular office
and character. Thus the club is an attribute of Hercules;
the palm is an attribute of victory; the peacock, of Juno;
the eagle, of Jupiter; the trident, of Neptune; the balance,
of justice; the olive, of peace, &c. See Painting.

ATTRIBUTES, in Grammar, are words which are
significant of attributes; and thus include adjectives, verbs,
and participles, which are attributes of substances, and
adverbs, which denote the attributes only of attributes.
Mr. Harris, who has introduced this distribution of words, de-
nominates the former attributes of the first order, and the
latter attributes of the second order. Harris’s Hermes.

ATTRITION, formed of atterere, to wear, triturate or
friction,
friction, expresses such a motion of bodies against one another, as strikes off some superficial particles, whereby they gradually become less and less. The grinding and polishing of bodies is performed by attrition. The effects of attrition in exciting heat, light, electricity, &c. see under Electricity, Fire, Heat, and Light.

Attrition, among Divines, denotes a sorrow or regret for having offended God; arising from a sense of the obligations of sin, and the apprehensions of punishment; i.e. of the loss of heaven, and the pains of hell.

Attrition is esteemed the lowest degree of repentance, being a step short of contrition, which supposes the love of God an ingredient or motive of our sorrow and repentance. Attrition, in the church of Rome, was considered as a sufficient disposition for a man in the sacrament of penance to receive absolution, and be justified by God, by removing his guilt, and the obligation to punishment. Hence Dr. Jer. Taylor mentions this notion as one of those which accidentally taught or led to an ill life. Liberty of Prophecy, p. 252.

ATTROW, in Botany, a name given by the people of Guinea to a plant which they use in cafes of feedlings, boiling the leaves in water, and using the decoction by way of a fomentation.

It is a species of Kali, and is called by Peltier kali Guinea folis polygoni, floribus verticillati in medium dispositi, from its leaves resembling the common knot-grass, and its flowers growing in bundles round the stalks. Phil. Trans. Nov. 252.

ATRUMMAPHOC, a name given by the people of Guinea to a thorn which they use in medicine; they boil it in water, and give the decoction in the venereal disease. The juice of it, when fresh pressed out, is also used, snuffed up the nostrils, to promote sneezing, and cure several disorders of the head and eyes. Phil. Trans. Nov. 252.

It is a species of Colutea, called by Peltier, Colutea lanuginae floribus parvis filiquis pilosis deorum tendentibus; and Dr. Herman calls it an amygdalus.

ATTUARI, in Ancient Geography, a people of Germany, called by Strabo Chattuari, and placed by him in the neighbourhood of Casses. By Tacitus they are denominated Chazuari. Julian marched against these people, and after an expedition of three months, defeated them.

ATTUIE, in Geography, a town of Arabia, 76 miles W. S. W. of Saade.

ATTUND, or OSTUND, a country of Sweden, being one of the three parts of Upland, between Stockholm, Upland, and the Baltic sea; famous for its mines.

ATTURNATO facienda vel recipienda, in Law. See Attornato, &c.

ATTUSA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia Minor, on the confines of Bithynia and Myia. Pliny.

ATUACA, or ATTACA, a town of Belgic Gaul, mentioned by Caesar as belonging to the Eburones, and called by Antonian (1st.) Advoca Tungurum. This city, under the appellation of Tongres, was ruined by Attilla in 451, and its episcopal see was transferred to Maestricht; and from thence, in 881, to Liége.

ATUED, or ATUET, in Geography, a town of Sweden, in East Gothland, having in its vicinity some good mines; six leagues south-east of Lindkoping.

ATUN-JAUXA. See Jauxa.

ATUN-CANAR, or GREAT CANAR, a village of South America, in the jurisdiction of Cuenca, and a province of Quito, famous for its fertility and the treasures supposed to be buried in the earth. One of the Incas is said to have built in this place several magnificent temples, splendid pav...
in N. lat. 22° 5'. E. long. 97° 54'. It is divided into an upper and lower city; both of which are fortified: the lower is the most extensive, and is supposed to be about four miles in circumference; it is protected by a wall thirty feet high, with a broad and deep foss. The communication between the fort and the country is over a mound of earth, crouching a ditch that supports a causeway; the upper or smaller fort, which may be called the citadel, and does not exceed a mile in circuit, was much flranger and more compact than the lower; but neither the upper nor the lower had a ditch on the side of the river. This ancient capital has been suffered to sink into ruins, since the recent foundation of Ummarpaora. "The walls" says colonel Symes, "are now mouldering into decay; ivy clings to the sides; and bushes, suffered to grow at the bottom, undermine the foundation, and have already caufed large chains in the different faces of the fort. The materials of the houfes, consisting chiefly of wood, had, on the first order for removing, been transported to the new city of Ummarpaora; but the ground, unless where it is covered with bushes, or rank grasses, still retains traces of former buildings and streets. The lines of the royal palace of the Lotoo, or grand council hall, the apartments of the women, and the spot on which the piafath, or imperial spire, had fiood, were pointed out to us by our guide. Clumps of bamboo, a few plantain trees, and tall thorns, occupy the greater part of the area of this lately flourishing capital. We observed two dwelling-houfes of brick and mortar, the roofs of which had fallen in; these, our guide said, had belonged to Colars, or foreigners: on entering one, we found it inhabited only by bats, which flew in our faces, whilst our sense of smelling was offended by their filth, and by the noifome mewd that hung upon the walls. Numerous temples, on which the Birman never lay facrilegious hands, were dilapidated by time. It is impossible to draw a more flrking picture of defolation and ruin." To the gloomy and deserted walls of Ava, a fine contrast is exhibited by the new city of Ummarpaora.

**AVA, River of, now called Irrawaddy, is the chief river of the Birman empire; according to major Rennell (Memoir, p. 298.), it is the Nou-Kian, little, if at all, inferior to the Ganges, and it runs to the south through that angle of Yunnan which approaches nearest to Bengal. It is said to be navigable from the city of Ava to Yunnan; it passes by Moguang to Bamboo, and thence to Ummarpaora and Chagain, and thence to Prome towards the sea, into which it discharges itself by many mouths, after a comparative course of near 1200 British miles. The two extreme branches of the Ava river are the Perfaim and Syrian rivers, which major Rennell (Mem. p. 39.) has been able to trace to the place where they separate from the main river, at about 150 geographical miles from the sea. The bearings of these two branches intersect each other at an angle of about fifty degrees. The mouths of the Ava river form an affemblage of low islands like those of the Ganges. M. D'Auville erroneously supposed the Sampaoo, Thibet river, or Buriram-pooter, to be the fame with that which is called, in the lowest part of its course, the river of Ava; and the Nou-Kian he supposed to be the fame with the river of Pegu. This river of Pegu, according to Buchanan (see Symes's Embaffy, vol. ii. p. 414.), which is supposed to come from China, rifes among hills about 120 miles from the sea, which form the boundary between the Birman and Pegu kingdoms. The river coming from Thibet, supposed to be that of Arracan, is in reality the Keenduem, or the great western branch of the Ava river. That which is supposed to be the western branch of the Irrawaddy, is in fact the calfern one, which passes by Ava, and runs to the north, keeping well from the province of Yunnan, and leaving between it and that part of China a country subject to the Birman. He adds, that between the Pegu and Martaban rivers there is a lake from which two rivers proceed; the one runs north to Old Ava, where it joins the Myeongnya, a little river of Ava, which comes from mountains on the frontiers of China; the other river runs south from the lake to the sea, and is called Sitang. The country bordering on the Ava river, from the sea to Lundey, is flat, and the soil rich, and refembles the lower parts of the courses of the Ganges, Indus, and other capital rivers, formed out of the mud deposited by the inundations of the river. This low tract is called Pegu. Rennell's Mem. p. 297. Symes's Embassy to Ava, vol. ii. p. 413.

**AVA, Cape, a point of land in the island of Japan, in the eastern ocean, lying in N. lat. 34° 45', and E. long. 140° 55'.**

**AVA, Ava, in Botany, a plant so called by the inhabitants of Otaheite, in the South Sea, from the leaves of which they express an intoxicating juice. It is drank very freely by the chiefs and other considerable persons, who vie with each other in drinking the greatest number of draughts, each draught being about a pint: but it is carefully kept from their women. Hawksworth's Voyages, vol. ii. p. 260.**

**AVADLE, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, placed by Ptolemy in Bactria.**

**AVADOUTAS, a seat of Indian braminis, distinguished by their austerity and abstinence, and depending on accidental benefices for their necessary supplies.**

**AVAIL of Marriage, in Scots Law, denotes that cautel' in ward-holding, by which the superior was entitled to a certain sum from his vaifal, upon his attaining the age of puberty, as the value or arval of his tocher.**

**AVAILLE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Vienne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Civray; five leagues eaff of Civray, and fix and a half S. W. of Montmorillon.**

**AVAL, the largest of the islands in the gulf of Perfia, known to the Europeans by the name of Bahrein. In this island were once 350 towns and villages; but at present it contains, besides Bahrein the capital, only sixty wretched villages; the others having been ruined by a long series of wars. This island produces great abundance of dates; but its chief dependence is upon the pearl-fihery, as the beft pearls are supplied by it. The duties upon the two articles of dates and pearls affords its sovereign a lack of rupees, out of which he is obliged to maintain a garrifon in the city.**

**AVALANCHEs, a name given in Switzerland and Savoy to those prodigious maffes of snow, which are precipitated, with a noise like thunder, and in large torrents, from the mountains, and which destroy every thing in their course, and have sometimes overwhelmed even whole villages. In 1719, an avalanche from a neighbouring glacier overflepd the greater part of the houfes and baths at Lenk, and destroyed a considerable number of inhabitants. The bell prefervative against their effects being the forests, with which the Alps abound, there is fearely a village situated at the foot of a mountain, that is not feltered by trees; which the inhabitants preferre with uncommon reverence. Thus, what constitutes one of the principal beauties of the country, affords also feurity to the people. Our readers may be gratified by the description which Thomson has given of the avalanches, in his "Seasons;"**

"Among
Among these hilly regions, where brace'd
In peaceful vales, the happy Grifons dwell;
Oft, rushing sudden from the loaded cliffs,
Mountains of snow their gathering terrors roll
From steep to steep, loud thund'ring down they come,
A wintry walk in dire commotion all;
And herds and flocks, and travellers and slaves,
And sometimes whole brigades of marching troops,
Or hamlets sleeping in the dead of night,
Are deep beneath the fmothering ruin hush'd.

AVALAS, a town of Servia, twelve miles south of Belgrade.

AVALITES Sinus, in Ancient Geography, a gulf on the right of the Erythraean sea. In this gulf was a fea-port, called Avalis, on the coast of Ethiopia: and the people of Ethiopia who lived near this gulf were called Avalites, and Ablites. Potency.

AVALLON, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Yonne, and principal place of a district, seated on the river Cousin. This is a town of considerable trade in grain, wine, and cattle, with a cloth manufacture; twenty-three miles S. S. W. from Auxerre, and fifty south of Troyes. N. lat. 47° 29'. E. long. 3° 5'.

AVALON, a peninsula of the island of Newfoundland, not far from the fourth-call port of it, with Placentia bay on the south, and Trinity bay on the north.

AVANCAY, a turban town, the diocese of Cufco, in South America, lying north-east of the city of Cufco, and extending above thirty leagues. The climate is variable, but in general hot, and many parts of it are cultivated with eanes, which yield a very rich sugar. The more temperate parts abound in wheat, maize, and fruits, which are sent to the city of Cufco. In this province is the valley of Xaquipajuna, or Xaiquiguna, where Gonzalo Pizarro was defeated and taken prisoner by Pedro de la Cufco.

AVANCHE. See AVANCHE.

AVANIA, in the Turkish Legisature, a fine for crimes, and on deaths, paid to the governor of the place. In the places where several nations live together under a Turkish governor, he takes this profitable method of punishing all crimes among the Christians or Jews, unless it be the murder of a Turk. Pococke's Env. vol. ii. part ii. p. 30.

AVANT, a French preposition, signifying before, or any priority either in respect of time or place; sometimes used in composition in our language, but more usually contracted, and wrote vaut, or vant, or even van.

AVANT FoFle, &c. See VAN FOFle.

AVANT Guard, &c. See VAN Guard, &c.

AVANTICI, in Ancient Geography, a people reckoned among the inhabitants of the Alps, and, according to Pliny, comprehended by Galba within the province called Narbonneis. Some have represented them as the inhabitants of Avaricum or Aventicum, the capital of Helvetia; but as Galba Narbonneis never extended so far, Hardouin rejects this opinion. Menard (Mem de Litt. t. xxix. p. 248.) fixes them in a place, now called Avaron, between Gap and Embrun.

AVANTURINE, in Natural History, a yellowish stone full of sparkles, resembling gold, very common in France. An artificial imitation of it is made by mixing sparkles of copper with glaze, whilst it is in fusion, which is used by enamellers, and to sprinkle as sand upon writing. Various stones have been known by this appellation. See QUARTZ, and FELSAR.

AVAOU, in Ichthyology, the name given by the natives of Otahite to a species of Gobius figured by Bouffon, in his decade of fishes. See GOBIUS OCCELLARIS.
fame Avars of haughty defiance; and he derived his confidence from the God of the Christians, the ancient glory of Rome, and the recent triumphs of Justinian. The Chagan was awed by the report of his ambassadors; and instead of executing his threats against the eastern empire, he marched into the poor and savage countries of Germany, which were subject to the dominion of the Franks; but after two doubtful battles, he consented to retire. The spirit of the Avars being chilled by repeated disappointments, their power would have dissolved away in the Sarmatian desert, if the alliance of Alboin, king of the Lombards, had not given a new object to their arms, and a lasting settlement to their wearied fortunes. (See Alboin, and Lombards.) By the departure of the Lombards, and the ruin of the Gepide, between the years 570 and 600, the balance of power was destroyed on the Danube; and the Avars, at this time, spread their permanent dominion from the foot of the Alps to the sea-coast of the Euxine. The reign of Bajan is the brightest era of their monarchy; and the Chagan, who occupied the rudi palace of Attila, appears to have imitated his character and policy. The pride of Julian II. of Tiberius, and of Maurice, was awed by a proud barbarian, more prompt to injure, than exposed to suffer, the injuries of war; and as often as Asia was threatened by the Perrian arms, Europe was oppressed by the dangerous inroads, or costly friendship, of the Avars. As the successor of the Lombards, the Chagan asserted his claim to the important city of Sirmium, the ancient bulwark of the Illyrian provinces. The plains of the Lower Hungary were covered with the Avar horse, and a fleet of large boats were built in the Hercynian wood, for the purpose of defending the Danube, and transporting into the Save, the materials of a bridge. But as the strong garrison of Singidunum, which commanded the confluence of the two rivers, might have flapped their passage and baffled his designs, he dispelled their apprehensions by a solemn oath that his views were not hostile to the empire. Sirmium, however, was invested by the pernicious Bajan, and its defence was prolonged above three years; but at length, it was reduced by famine, a merciless capitulation allowed the escape of the naked and hungry inhabitants. Singidunum, at the distance of fifty miles, experienced a more cruel fate; its buildings were razed, and the vanquished people condemned to servitude and exile. From Belgrade to the walls of Constantinople a line extended of 600 miles, which was marked with flames and blood. The horses of the Avars were alternately bathed in the Euxine and the Adriatic; and the Roman pontiff, alarmed at the approach of a more savage enemy, was reduced to cherish the Lombards as the protectors of Italy. The defeat of a captive, whom his country refused to ransom, dispelled to the Avars the invention and practice of military engines, but in the first attempts they were rudely framed and awkwardly managed; and the refinance of Diocletianopolis and Beroea, of Philippopolis and Adrianople, was only a triumph of the infidels. Although the warfare of Bajan was that of a Tartar, his mind was susceptible of sentiments that were generous and humane; accordingly, he spared Antichus, by whose salutary waters the health of the belt beloved of his wives was restored; and the Romans confide, that their starving army was fed and disarmed by the liberality of a foe. His empire extended over Hungary, Poland, and Prussia, from the mouth of the Danube to that of the Oder; and his new subjects were divided and transplanted by the jealous policy of the conqueror. The eastern regions of Germany, which had been left vacant by the emigration of the Vandals, were replenished with Slavonian conquered; the same tribes are discovered in the neighbour-

hood of the Adriatic and the Baltic, and with the name of Bajan himself, the Illyrian cities of Nefs and Litia are again found in the heart of Sileia. In the disposition both of his troops and provinces, the Chagan exposted the vassals, whole lives he disregarded, to the first assault, and the swords of the enemy were blunted before they encountered the native valour of the Avars. The emperor Maurice, after having, for ten years, supported the insolence of the Chagan, declared his purpose of marching against the barbarians. Deaf to the advice and intreaty of the senate, the patriarch, and the empress Contantina, who diffidated him from personally encountering the tutiges and perils of a Scythian campaign, he boldly advanced seven miles from the capital; but Attila was the limit of his progress both by sea and land. In five succedanea battles, 17,000 barbarians were made prisoners; near 60,000, with four tons of the Chagan, were slain; the Roman general, Priscus, surprised a peaceful district of the Gepide, protected by the Avars; and his left trophies were erected on the banks of the Danube and the Teyfa. Bajan, however, again prepared, with dauntless spirit and recruited forces, to avenge his defeat under the walls of Constantinople. In the reign of Heraclius, A.D. 621—622, Syria, Egypt, and the provinces of Asia, were subjugated by the Perrian arms under Chofroes; while Europe, from the confines of Illyria to the long wall of Thrace, was oppressed by the Avars, unfatigued with the blood and rapine of the Italian war. They had coolly mastered their male captives in the field of Pannonia; the women and children were reduced to servitude, and the noblest virgins were abandoned to the promiscuous lust of the barbarians. When Heraclius was preparing to abandon his capital, and to transfer his person and government to the more secure residence of Carthage, the Chagan was encamped in the plains of Thrace; and dissembling his pernicious designs, solicited an interview, for the purpose of reconciliation, with the emperor, near the town of Heraclia. On a sudden, the Hippodrome was encompassed by the Scythian cavalry; the tremendous sound of the Chagan's trumpet gave the signal of assault; and Heraclius was saved by the fleetness of his horse. So rapid was the pursuit, that the Avars almost entered the golden gate of Contantinople with the flying crowds; but the plunder of the suburbs rewarded their treason, and they transported beyond the Danube 270,000 captives. The Perrian king having ratified a treaty of alliance and partition with the Chagan, A.D. 626; 35,000 Barbarians, the vanguard of the Avars, forced the long wall of Contantinople, and drove into the city a profuse crowd of peasants, citizens, and soldiers. In the mean while the magistrates of the capital repeatedly drove the Roman legions to purchase the retreat of the Chagan, but their deputies were rejected and insulted; and he suffered the patricians to stand before his throne, while the Perrian envoys, richly drest, were feated by his side. For ten succedanea days, the capital was assaulted by the Avars, who had made some progress in the science of attack. At length however, by the vigorous resistance of the inhabitants, the Avars were repulsed; a fleet of Sclavonian canoes was also destroyed in the harbour; the vassals of the Chagan threatened to desert; his provisos were exhausted, and after burning his engines, he gave the signal of a faw and formidable retreat. To the hostile league of Chofroes with the Avars, the Roman emperor opposed the honourable and useful alliance of the Turks; and the Perrians were then reduced to the necessity of retreating with precipitation. Gibbon's Hist. vol. vii. viii.

From the annals of France, cited by Bolandus, we learn, that Thudun, a leader of the Avars, sent ambassadors to Charle-
Charlemagne, in 795, with proposals for surrendering himself
and his people to that prince, and for embracing Christianity
under his auspices.

At this day there exists an Avarian nation in Daghestan,
in the district of Derbent and Kuhet, who, though, through
their cohabitation for several centuries with various nations,
they have adopted their language and the Mahometan religion,
have nevertheless retained some Sarmatian words, that,
their ancient origin. They marched, says Mr. Tottke (Hist.
Ruff. vol. i. p. 9.), in the fourth century to Pannonia, disper-
sefled the flames, and establishted themselves with those
that remained. On the arrival of the Mahears and Romanes,
they collectively assumed the name Mahears, and by this
name they are still distinguished.

AVARICUM, called also Bituriges, now Bouzgar, the
capital of the Bituriges-Cubi, and afterwards of Aqui-
tania Prima, was one of the most considerable cities of
Gaul at the time of the Roman conquest. About the
forty-seventh Olympiad, or 592 years before the Christi-an
era, it was the capital of Gaul, of part of it which
was subject to the Celts. The Romans erected an amphi-
theatre in this place, which was not demolished before the
year 560; and also a capitol.

AVARILLO, Capé, lies N. E. from Pedaran bay, and
nearly in the eastward extremity of Cambodia. N. lat. 11°

AVAROMO TEMU, in Botany, the name of a filiqueu-
tre, which grows in the Brazil. The bark is externally of
a cinctuous, and internally of a deep red colour; and is the
only part of the plant used by the Skilful for medicinal pur-
poses; though the fame affingent qualities are by some
applied to the leaves: for the bark, which is of a bitter
taste, whether reduced to a powder, or boiled and used by
way of fomentation, happily cures invertebrate and oblitinate
ulcers; and, as is said, has been found to cure cancers
themselves, by means of its remarkably cleansing and drying
nature.

Befide these purpofes, it is also made ufe of on account of
its effeetually affingent quality, for baths defigned to
strengthen and invigorate the muscular parts of the body,
when weakened, or too much relaxed. Ray fays it is much
ufed by courtezans for contracting the pudenda.

AVARUM, in Ancient Geography, a promontory of
Hifpania Tarragonensis. Poletomy.

AVAS. See Athamania.

AVAS, in Geography, a mountain of Hungary, in the di-
strict of Marnarufs.

AVAST, a term frequently ufed on board a ship, fignify-
ing, to flop, hold, or fly. The word is formed of the Italian
vaffa, or bufia, it is enough, it flufles.

AVASTOMATES, in Ancient Geography, a people
of Africa, in Mauritania. Amm. Marc.

AVATCHA or AWATSKA, called alfo St. Peter and St.
Paul, in Geography, a fea-port of Kamtchatka, lying in
N. lat. 52° 51', and E. long. 136° 48'. The bay of Avat-
cha lies in the bight of another formed by cape Gavareca
the fourth, and Cheepofkoi Nofs to the north: the latter
fearing from the former N. E. by N. and diverf from it
thirty-two leagues. From cape Gavareca to the entrance
of Avatsha bay the caflf bears to the north, extends about
eleven leagues, confifts of a chain of ragged cliffs and rocks,
and preffes in many parts an appearance of bays or inlets,
which on a nearer approach are found to be low grounds con-
necting the head-lands. From the entrance of Avatsha bay,
Cheepofkoi-nofs bears E. N. E. at the distance offeventeen
leagues. The shore on this fide is flat and low, with hills
behind that front gradually to a coniderable height. When

navigators approach this bay from the southward, this
difference of the land on both fides of cape Gavareca to lat.
52° 21', will direct them in their course: when they ap-
proach it from the northward, Cheepefko-nofs becomes
very affingent, as it is a high projecting head-land, exten-
sed to the continent by a large extent of level ground
lower than the Nofs, and it presents the fame appearance
both from the north and south. The entrance of Avatsha
may be known, in clear weather, by the two high mountains
to the south of it; of which the nearest of the
bay is in the form of augar-leaf, and the other far and not fo
tall. These very affingent mountains also appear on
the north side of the bay; that to the west being the
highest; the next, which is a volcano, may be known by its
smoke; and the third, which is the most northly, is a
crater of mountains, with fural flat tops. Within the
capes, the entrance of Avatsha bay to the north, is pointed
out by a light-house on a perpendicular headland, to the
calitward of which are many funken rocks, stretching two
or three miles into the fea: four miles to the south of the
entrance lies a small round island, principally compofed of
high pointed rocks. The entrance into the bay is at first
about three miles wide, and in the narrow part 18; the
length in a north-west direction is four miles. Within the
mouth is a noble haven about twenty-five miles in circum-
fence; in which are the harbours of Rakoweca to the
east, Tarenska to the west, and St. Peter and St. Paul to
the north. Such is the account of Avatsha given in the
continuation of Cook's voyages. The bay of Avatsha, ac-
cording to the relation of La Perouse, who visited it in 1787,
is certainly the finest, most commodious, and fafest that can
pofibly be met with in any part of the world. Its mouth
is narrow, and ships would be compelled to paft under the
guns of the fort, which might be erected there. It has ex-
cellent holding ground, as the bottom is of mud. Two
vall harbours, one on the eafT, and the other on the western
coaft, would contain all the ships of England and France.
The rivers of Avatsha and Paratounha empty themfelves
into this bay; but they are impeded by land banks, and
can only be entered at high water. The village of St. Peter
and St. Paul is situated on a tongue of land, which, like an
artificial bank, forms behind the village a little harbour
inclined like a circle, which might accommodate three or
four difmantled ships during the winter: its entrance is
less than twenty-five fteps wide. On the fide of this haven
M. Kalloff, the governor, propofed to correct the idea
of a town defigned to be the capital of Kamtchatka, and
perhaps the grand centre of commerce with China, Japan,
the Philipines, and America. A large lake of salt water
lies to the north of the fite of this projected city, and at
the distance of only 350 toises are many small brooks, the
junction of which would facilitate the conveyance of all
the commodities neceffary for a large eftablifhment.

M. Kalloff gave orders for announcing, that an union of several districts
with that of St. Peter and St. Paul would soon take place,
and that he intended immediately to build a church. The
dee in the bay of Avatsha never extends within 3 or 450
toises from the bank; and during the winter it often hap-
sens, that the land winds difperfe that which obstructs the
pafage into the rivers of Paratounha and Avatsha, when
the navigation again becomes practicable. This bay is fud
to bear a great resemblance to that of Duf., but it affords
better anchorage by the mud of its bafiset, its mouth is
narrower, and of course more easily defended. The two
feas at the entrance of this bay, which are separated by a
large channel for the pafage of ships, may be easily avoided,
by leaving two detached rocks on the eafT shore open with
the
the light-house point, and by keeping, on the contrary, shut in with the west shore, a large rock on the harbourside, and which is only separated from the shore by a channel less than a cable's length wide. The tides in this bay are very regular; and the greatest rise of high water, which happens at half past three on the days of new and full moon, is four feet. From M. Daget's observations, the governor's house at St. Peter and St. Paul, is situated in N. lat. 53° 1', and E. long. from Paris, 156° 30'. La Perouze's Voyage, vol. ii. ch. 22. p. 117, &c. Eng. Transl.


AVAT'ICI, a people of Europe, in Gallia Narbonensis, whose capital according to Piny was Maritima; or as Steph. Byz. has it, Maiorvancula.

AVAUNCHERS, among Hunters, the second branches of a hart's horn.

AUAXA, or AUAX, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Pontus. Not. Imp.

AUB, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Franconia, and bispoch of Wurzburg, on the river Gollach, seventeen miles south of Wurzburg, and twenty-eight north-west of Anspach.

AUBADE, Fr. in Music, a concert given at day-break in hot climates, in the open air; generally by a lover under the window of his mistress. The Italians term this harmonious morning salute, mattinata; a noon song of the same kind, giornoata; evening long or concert, serenata; a midnight concert, notturno.

AUBAGNE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the mouths of the Rhone, and chief place of a canton in the district of Aix; three leagues east of Marfelles and five S. E. of Aix. N. lat. 43° 17'. E. long. 5° 52'.

AUBAINE, in the French Cyclopedia, a right vested in the king, of being heir to a foreigner, who died within his dominions.

The word is formed of aubain, a foreigner; which Menage derives farther from the Latin, aliis natus; Cujus, from adventa, which is the name foreigners bear in the capitularies of Charlemagne; Du-Cange, from Albus, a Scot, or Irishman; because these were anciently much given to travelling and living abroad.

The king of France, by the right of aubaine, claimed the inheritance of all foreigners in his dominions; exclusive of all other lords, and even of any testament the deceased could make. An ambassador, though not naturalized, is not subject to the right of aubaine. The Swifs, Savoyards, Scots, and Portugueze, are also exempted from the aubaine, as being reputed natives and regneze.

M. de Lauriere (Glosfiaire du Droit Francais, art. Aubaine, p. 92.) produces several ancient deeds which prove, that in different provinces of France, strangers became the faves of the lord on whose lands they settled. Beaumanoor says (Cout. de Deauv. ch. 45. p. 254.), that there are several places in France, in which if a stranger fixes his residence for a year and a day, he becomes the fave of the lord of the manor. As a practice so contrary to humanity could not subsist, the superior lords found it necessary to reftatisfied with levying certain annual taxes from aliens, or imposing on them some extraordinary duties or services. But when any stranger died, he could not convey his effects by a will; and all his real as well as personal estate fell to the king, or to the lord of the barony, to the exclusion of his natural heirs. This practice of confiscating the estates of strangers upon their death, was very ancient. It is mentioned, though very obscurely, in a law of Charlemagne, A. D. 813. Not only persons who were born in a foreign country were subject to the droit d'aubaine, but in some countries such as removed from one diocefe to another, or from the lands of one baron to another. "It is scarcely possible," says Dr. Robertson (Hist. Ch. V. vol. i. p. 397.), "to conceive any law more unfavourable to the intercourse between nations. Something similar to it may be found in the ancient laws of every kingdom in Europe. With respect to Italy, see Murant. Ant. vol. ii. p. 14." It is no small disgrace to the French jurisprudence, that this barbarous, inhospitable custom, should have so long remained in a nation so highly civilized.

AUBAIS, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Gard, one league S. E. of Sommieres, and three and a half S. W. of Nîmes.

AUBE, a river of France, which rises near Aubervie, in the department of the Upper Marne, passes by Vert fur Aube, Bar fur Arbe, Dieuville, Arçis, &c. and joins the Seine seven miles below Mery. Aube gives name to a department which it waters. This department is one of the four into which the province of Champagne is distributed. It is bounded on the north by the departments of Upper Marne, Marne and Seine, and Marne; on the east by that of the Upper Marne; on the south by those of Coté d'Or and the Yonne; and on the west by this last, and that of the Seine and Marne. The superficial is about 1,196,370 square acres, or 416,468 hectares; its population confists of 228,814 persons; and it is divided into fifteen commual districts.

AUBENAS, a town of France, in the department of the Ardèche, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Comon, three and a half leagues S. W. of Privas. N. lat. 44° 32'. E. long. 4° 32'.

AUBÉTONT, a town of France, in the department of the Aîné, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Vervins, nine leagues N. E. of Laon, and three and three quarters east of Vervins.

AUBERG, a town of Germany, in the archduchy of Austria, on the north side of the Danube, opposite to Linz.

AUBERVIE, a town of France, in the department of the Marne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Rheims, on the Siuppe, 15 miles north of Chalon.—Alfo, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Marne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Langres, 12 miles south-west of Langres.—Alfo, a town of France, in the department of the Isere, and chief place of a canton in the district of Vienne, five miles south of Vienne.

AUBERT, Peter, in Biography, a French lawyer, was born at Lyons in 1642, and at an early age discovered marks of genius, and a fondness for books. He was distinguished by reputation and success in his profession, and employed in several offices in his native city. His library, which was large and valuable, he left for public use to the city of Lyons. He published, besides a small romance which he wrote at seventeen, intitled "Retour de L'Ille Amour," a collection of 14 Factions of various advocates, in 2 vols. 4to., printed at Lyons in 1710; and a much improved edition of "Richelieu's Dictionary," published in 1728, in 3 vols. fol. Nouv. Dict. de l'Hom.

AUBERTIN, Emmon, a learned French divine of the reformed church, was born at Chalon on the Marne, in 1595, chosen minister of the church of Chartres, in 1618; and removed to the church of Paris, in 1631. His famous work, intitled "L'Eucharistie de l'Ancienne Eglise," and printed in folio in 1643, was highly esteemed by the reformers, but gave great offence to the catholics. In this work
work he discourses of the subject of the ancient church, on the grounds of reason and scripture, and examines the faith of the church for the six first centuries, in order to shew, that, through the whole of this period, the doctrines of transubstantiation and of the real person were unknown. The historical part of this performance was answered by Arnaud, and other Port Royal divines, in a work intitled "La Perpetuité de la Foi." Aubertin became the object of clerical odium; a proceed was instituted against him for flinging himself pallor of the reformed church of Paris, and he was tried two or three years for some expressions which he used in the pulpit. Intolerant bigotry pursued him to his last moment. On his death-bed, and when he was just expiring, Aubertin, the curate of St. Sulpice, with a bailiff and an armed mob, confining of four persons, intruded on his retirement; under a pretence, that he wished to make an abjuration before a priest, which he was prevented from doing, and that they would give him an opportunity of disburdening his conscience. The leader of this gang obtained admittance by feigning himself to be a physician. The honest Aubertin, roused by this intrusion and assault, distinctly declared his perseverance in the faith of the reformed church. When the curate and bailiff withdrew, the mob were with difficulty persuaded to depart without plundering the house. In these happier days this extreme of bigotry, which would not allow a man of distinguished probity and worth to die in peace, and which at a season, when

"Claudicat ingenium, delirat linguasque menfque," Laerc. l. iii. v. 454.

"When reason halts, and thought and speech are wild," endeavoured to extort from him a declaration, which his found reason had disclaimed, will be universally repro tested and condemned. This good man died at Paris in the year 1632, at the age of 57 years. A Latin translation of his work by himself, was published at Deventer in 1634, folio. Gen. Diet. of

AUBERY, or AUBRY, John, was physician to the Due de Montpensier. He was educated under the famous Du Laurens; published in 1604, "Les Bains de Bourbon-Lancy," and in 1606, "De refitienda et vindicandae Medicinae Dignitate," both at Paris: but the work which gained him most reputation, and which is still in request, is his "Antidote de l'Amour," 12mo., first printed in 1599, and since at Delft, 1663.

AUBERY, Anthony, a French historian, was born in 1617, and after having been educated at Paris for the law, retired into the tranquility of private life, and devoted himself to historical researches. In 1642, his "General History of the Cardinals," was published in 5 vols. 4to.; in 1649, appeared his historical treatise "On the Pre-eminence of the Kings of France above the Kings of Spain and the Emperors;" in 1654, the "History of the Cardinal de Joyeuse, and Collection of Letters written by that Cardinal to Henry 111.;" and in 1660, his "History of Cardinal Richelieu, containing the principal events in the reign of Louis XIII.," in folio, which was accompanied by two other volumes of titles, letters, dispatches, instructions, and memoirs, serving as documents and vouchers to the general history. When Bertier the printer waited upon the queen regent, requesting her authority for the publication of the work, which contained severe directions on many persons in high life, it is said that the queen replied, "Finish your work without fear; and put vice to the blush, that virtue alone may dare to show her face in France." Aubery, notwithstanding the freedom with which he wrote, has been charged with drawings, in this work, too flattering a picture of Cardinal Richelieu, and it has been said that this was done, from lucrative motives, for gratifying the vanity of the duchess d'Argoullon, the cardinal's niece. A book, written by Aubery in 1667, on the just pretensions of the king of France to the empire, and dedicated to Louis XIV. alarmed the princes of the empire, and excited complaints against the author, who was committed to the Baille, in order to silence and condemn them, but he was soon released. This work was followed by a treatise "On the dignity of Cardinal," and another of little value, "On the Regale, or the right of enjoying the Revenues of vacant bishoprics." His last work, published in 4 vols. 12mo. in 1731, was "The History of Cardinal Mazarin." The facts collected in this publication from the registers of parliament, now no longer to be found, constitute its chief excellence; for neither the style nor method of it have much to recommend them, and the author had not sufficient independence of mind or situation to write with impartiality. While he was preparing for the first historical collections, his life, which had been spent in a course of literary labour and industry, was terminated by an accident in 1695, at the age of 78. Journal des Scien. t. xxii. p. 185. Nouv. Déc. Hist.

AUBERY, Louis de Maurier, a French historian of the 17th century, accompanied his father, who went, whilst he was young, as ambassador to Holland, and visited Germany, Poland, and Italy. On his return to Paris, he obtained the favour of the queen regent; but having no public employment, he retired, after the death of Richelieu, to his family manor, and spent his time in literary avocations. He died in 1687, and his works were "Memoirs for the history of Holland," published in 2 vols. 12mo. in 1682; and "Memoirs of Hamburg, Lubeck, Holstein, Denmark, Sweden, and Poland," published after his death, and both printed together at Amsterdam in 1736. The former work contains interesting facts, though it gives offence to the Dutch. Nouv. Déc. Hist.

AUBETTERRE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Charente, and chief place of a canton in the district of Barbeufex, six leagues south-east of Barbeufex, and 74 south of Angouleme. N. lat. 45° 15'. L. long. 0° 10'.

AUBETTE, a river of France, which runs into the Seine, near Rouen.

AUBEVILLIERS, a town of France, in the department of the Somme, and chief place of a canton in the district of Montdidier, thirteen miles S.S.E. of Amiens.

AUBEVILLIERS (Let.), a town of France, one league N.N.E. of Paris.

AUBIERES, a town of France, in the department of Puy de Dome, and chief place of a canton in the district of Clermont-Serand, one league south-east of Clermont.

AUBIERES (Let.), a town of France, in the department of the Two Sevres, and chief place of a canton in the district of Chatillon for Sevre, 24 leagues E.N.E. of Chartillon.

AUBIGNE, Theodore-Agrrippa D'., in Biography, was born at St. Maury, near Pons, in Saintonge, in 1557; but, although he was betimes a proficient in literature, the circumstances of his family, on the death of his father, obliged him to return to the profession of arms. In the service of Henry IV. of France, then king of Navarre, he so far recommended himself to the royal favour, as to obtain several considerable posts, both of honour and profit. Such was his known and approved fidelity, that his royal master received his remittances on such parts of his private and public conduct as deferred animadversion, without offence. "The word of D'Aubigné disconcerted (said Henry on one occasion,) is worth as much as the gratitude of another man."
AUBIGNY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Aisne, and chief place of a canton in the district of St. Pol, eight miles W.N.W. of St. Pol.—Also, a town of France, and chief place of a district in the department of the Cher, five leagues north-west of Sancerre, and 74 north of Bourges. In 1442, Charles VII. granted the estate of Aubigny to John Stuart, constable of England and his heirs male, as a recompence for services rendered to him in France, with remainder to the crown on failure of male issue. This royal donation took effect in the 16th century, by the death of Charles Stuart without issue. Lewis XIV. made a new grant in favour of Charles II. king of England, the descendant of John Stuart, and made the estate a duchy-annexing a peerage to it in favour of Charles Lenox, duke of Richmond, (natural son of Charles II. by Louisa de Quenville, the dutchesse of Portsmouth), from whom it descended to the present duke. The right of peerage to this estate was guaranteed by the treaty of Utrecht, confirmed to the present duke, and registered in the parliament of Paris, in 1777. N. int. 47° 25'. E. long. 2° 20'.

AUBIN, in French Hobbin, in the Mâne, is derived from the Italian word Ubbia, signifying a little horse. Accordingly the light-armed troops were termed in unclassical Latin Hobbarbi, in contradistinction to the cataphracti, or heavy-armed troops. Berenger. See HOBBY.

AUBIN, St., Boy, in Geography, lies on the island of Jersey, in the English channel; and at the bottom of it is a town of the same name with a good harbour, defended by a fort near the south-west extremity; three miles west from St. Helier's. N. lat. 49° 24'. W. long. 2° 15'.

AUBIN, St., is also a town of Switzerland, in the principality of Neuchâtel.


Clusa, polyandra monogynia. Gen. Char. Col. perianth five-leaved, rigid, spreading, coloured within, pubescent without, deciduous, five-parted; parts linear-lanceolate, acute, with thick margins, which before flowering are contiguous. Cor. petals five, roundish-oblong, smaller than the calyx, with very short claws. Stem. filaments very many, very short; anthers ovate-oblong, outwardly gibbous, gaping on the inner side, foliaceous at the tip, acute, the outer ones terete, lanceolate; ending in a foliaceous point, shorter than the corolla. Fil. germ roundish, depressed; style long, filiform, gradually thickening, slightly incurved; stigma spreading, perforated, ten-touched. Per. capsule large, oblong, depressed, coriaceous, ciliate, ten-celled, gaping at the base. Seeds, very many, small, roundish, somewhat compressed; receptacle of the seeds, heliophilous.


Species. 1. A. Tibouhou, aephe ibinhobu. Aubl. l. c. Swartz. I. c. "Leaves acutely serrate, hisrate." A tree of a middling size, having a trunk seven or eight feet high, and a foot in diameter, with ragged, choppy, soft bark, which is fibrous, and fit for making ropes. Wood white and light; branches spreading in all directions, and bent down; twigs villose; leaves alternate, ovate-oblong, cordate at the base, green above, on short petioles; stipules in pairs, acute; flowers in racemes, opposite to the leaves. A pair of opposite bractes placed at the origin of each twig, and four at the peduncle. The raceme, peduncles, and under side of the leaves, are covered with ruffet-coloured hairs. A native of Brazil, Guiana, the islands of the Caribbees, and Tobago. Apeiba is the Brazilian name, and Tibouhou the Caribbees. 2. A. Potamo aephe potamo. Aubl. l. c. Swartz. I. c. "Leaves elliptic, acute, ferrulate, hoary beneath." This tree often riles forty feet high, with a brown, thick, filamentous bark, fit for cordage. Wood whitish, soft; branches spreading, arising from the top of the trunk; leaves alternate, nine inches long, and four broad, entire, smooth, ending in a point, petiolated; flowers yellow, in racemes opposite to the leaves, on long peduncles, surrounded by four large scales at the base. A native of Guiana, in the vault forests of Sinemari. It is called potamo by the Caribbees. 3. A. effera. Aubl. and Swartz. I. c. "Leaves quite entire, pubescent beneath; fruit comprefsed." A tree from thirty to forty feet high, with bark and wood like those of the preceding. Leaves alternate, ovate, smooth, pointed, rounded at the base, five inches long, on a short footstalk; at the base of which are two stipules, which soon fall off; flowers at the extremities of the branches, in racemes which have at the base two bractes, and at the divisions three or four scales, from which spring three yellow flowers. A native of Guiana and Cayenne. It is also called potamo by the Caribbees. 4. A. I., Aubl. l. c. 2:24, (apheiba globra) "Leaves quite entire, smooth on both sides; fruit rough, deprected." A tree of middling size, with a trunk from ten to twelve feet high; its wood is very light; leaves ovate, acuminate, on short footstalks; stipules in pairs, short, deciduous; flowers in racemes, greenish. A native of Guiana, flowering in May. The inhabitants call it l'ovura, and use pieces of the wood rounded and pointed to procure fire: hence the Creoles call it bois de mâche.

AUBONDAGE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Meurthe, and chief place of a canton in the district of Château-Salins, six miles N.N.E. of Château-Salins.

AUBONNE, the name of a government and of a town in the canton of Berne, in Switzerland, which was formerly a lordship, belonging to the marquis du Queine, purchased by him of the famous traveller, Tavernier, and afterwards fold
AUBREY, in Latin ABERICUS, John, in Biography, an eminent English antiquary, was born at Easton Piercy in Wiltshire, in 1625 or 1626; and after preparatory education at Malmesbury, entered in 1642 as a gentleman commoner of Trinity college at Oxford. Whilst he was at the university, he affiliated in compiling materials for the "Monasticon Angliae." In 1646, he was admitted a student in the Middle Temple; but the death of his father, and the derangement of his affairs, devolved upon him much business and many perplexing law-suits, which prevented him from prosecuting his legal studies. However he did not abandon his favourite pursuit, but maintained a regular correspondence with the lovers of antiquities, and furnished Antony Wood with many valuable materials for his great work. He also preferred an intimacy with several of those philosophical friends, who formed the Royal Society, of which he became a member in 1662. His domestic circunstances were peculiarly distrefling; for he married unhappily, and by the total loss of his patrimony he was reduced to absolute indigence. But he had the wisdom and fortitude to adapt his mind to his circumstances; and accordingly he says of himself, "From 1670, I have, I thank God, enjoyed a happy delitelse." "This obscurity, which he calls happy, consisted in following the bent of his genius, and he owed his sublimity to the kindness of his friends; and in labouring to inform the world, in which he knew not how to live." The principal of those who contributed to his support was lady Long of Draycot in Wiltshire, in whose house he had an apartment till his death, which happened about the year 1700, as he was on a journey to Oxford. Aubrey was a good classical scholar, a tolerable naturalist, and a most laborious antiquarian; but he was credulous, and addicted to superstitious. His works were numerous, but most of them were left behind him in MS. There are 1. "The life of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury," never published, but having supplied materials for Dr. Blackmore's account of this philosopher. 2. "Miscellanea upon the following subjects: viz. Day-fatality, Local-fatality, Oletanta, Omens, Dreams, Apparitions, Voices, &c. &c. Corpse-candles in Wales, Magic, &c. Second-fighted persons, &c." This work, the title of which sufficiently indicates the trifling taste and credulous disposition of the author, was printed in 1666, and Aubrey left corrections and additions for a second edition, which was not printed till the year 1721. 3. "A Perambulation of the county of Surrey, begun 1673; ended 1672." printed in 1719, in 5 vols. 8vo, and often referred to by topographical writers. 4. "The Natural History of the north division of Wiltshire," never published. 5. "Monumenta Britannica, or a discourse concerning Stonehenge, and Rolleth stones in Oxfordshire." MS. On these subjects, Aubrey's judgment was held in high estimation by Mr. Toland; and it was his opinion that these remain unriducible, and anterior to the Roman invasion of Britain.

AUBURN, in Geography, a town in the circle of Welphalia, and county of Diepholz, six miles east of Diepholz.

AUBZEN, or AUBERN, is a small town in Wiltshire, 76 miles west from London. It is situated on a branch of the river Kennet, and has a small market on Tuesdays. Its inhabitants are principally employed in the manufacture of furriers, a considerable quantity of which is annually sent to the metropolis. The soil of Auburn and its vicinity is chiefly gravel, with a substratum of chalk. About one mile from the town is a very extensive rabbit Warren, whence many hundred couples of rabbits are sent to London during the proper season. Auburn suffered materially in its trade and buildings by a burning fire that occurred here on the twelfth of September 1762, when seventy-two houses, and all the property, to the estimated amount of 20,000l., were consumed. By means of a public subscription, the distressed inhabitants obtained some remuneration for their losses; but the town has never recovered the serious injury it then sustained.

AUCHASS, in Geography, the name of a tribe of mount Caucasus, called also Abaras, or Abarigis, who dwell in the mountains.
on the southern side of the Kuban, and on the eastern coast of the Euxine. The proper Achaia or Abasa is under the Ottoman supremacy, having a prince, who resides at Anaphopia. The western races of the Achaefians acknowledge the paramount sovereignty of the Khan of the Crimea; and these are they who at present belong to the Russian Kuban. They mostly live about the river Iba. See ABAERA.

AUCHATZ, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, in Scythia.

AUCHENIA, in Entomology, the name of a genus of coleopterous insects, adopted after professor Thunderby, by Mr. Marshall, in his late and very excellent work intitled Entomologia Britannica. It comprehends a tribe of insects before arranged with the Linnaean chrysomelids, and among them several which Linnaeus had himself assigned to that genus; such as meridians, 12-punctata, aparagi, cyanella, melanope, flavipes, hirta, 4-maculata, and tenella; to which Mr. Marshall adds the subpinnifs and rufipes (cripressides) of Fabricius; and a new species which he names flavicollis. The character of the auchenia genus is, antenna filiform, head advanced; thorax cylindrical, and narrower than the wing-cases; and the body oblong. T. 1. p. 213.

AUCHIS, in Ancient Geography, a people of Africa, in the Cyrenaic territory.

AUCKLAND, or Bishop Auckland, in Geography, is a neat market and corporate town situated about ten miles south-west from Durham, and 246 N. by W. from London. This place obtained the latter name at the time of bishop Bec, who is said to have built a magnificent castle on a height here during his prelacy, which continued from 1283 to 1310. But this building has been wholly destroyed, and succeeding bishops have erected and enlarged another noble manor where the present diocesan occasionally resides. Mr. Pennant describes the palace and gardens as peculiarly beautiful and grand. "Nothing" he observes, "can equal the approach to the former through the latter, which is varied with verdant slopes, rising hills, woods, and deep precipices impending over the Wear." The ground on which the town and castle are placed is of an angular form, and the streets are extended on the sides of the angle, having the castle at one of the terminating points. The eminence is washed on the north side by the river Wear, and on the south-east by the river Gainsel; the banks are formed into hanging gardens, and the whole aspect is extremely beautiful. The town is built on high ground, which rises nearly one hundred and forty feet from the level of the plain below, and the steepness of the roads that approach the town renders them very disagreeable and difficult for the passage of carriages. A free grammar school was founded here by Anne Swy Ire, under letters patent from James I. in the second year of his reign. It has been further endowed in 1783, and is held in an apartment under a small and neat chapel which was then rebuilt by a subscription of the inhabitants, and dedicated to St. Ann. As the parish church is at St. Andrew Auckland, a village about one mile distant from the town, this was a necessary improvement. Here are a weekly market on Thursday, and three annual fairs. The market place is a large open space in the middle of the town, and on its western side has lately been erected and established a large manufactury for printing all kinds of cottons, callicces, muffins, &c. On the north-west is a substantial old bridge, built by bishop Skirhaw about 1453, over the river Wear; and in the vicinity of the town are four or five respectable and handsome gentlemen's seats. Land's Itin. vol. i. and Hutchin's History of the County of Durham, vol. iii.

AUCTA, in Entomology, a species of Chrysomela, with an azure shining thorax; wing-cases blue, dotted, with a red margin. Fabricius. A native of Europe. In size and appearance it resembles Chrysomela marginata.

AUCTA, a species of Vespa, of a black colour, with the anterior margin yellow; two yellow dots and a transverse line on the scutellum; and five yellow bands, the first with a dot on each side, upon the abdomen. This kind inhabits Germany. Gmel. &c.

Auction, in Commerce, denotes a kind of public sale, much in use for plate, houses, houfehold goods, and other commodities, subject to certain conditions, in which the highest bidder is the buyer. These sales are subject to legal regulations. By 129 G. I. c. 56, an auctioneer is required to take out a licence, setting forth his true name and place of abode; and for the said licence, if it be within the limits of the chief office of excise in London, he shall immediately pay the sum of 20s. and elsewhere 5s over and besides any other duties or payments for trading in or vending any gold or silver plate, or otherwise; and acting without such a licence incurs, within the bills, a forfeiture of 100l. and elsewhere 30l. The said licence must be renewed annually; and bond must be given at the time of taking it out with two sureties in the sum of 200l. within the bills, and elsewhere in 50l. that he will deliver in a just account, and make payment of the duties. These duties are as follow: viz. for every 20s. of the purchase money arising by virtue of any sale by auction of any interest in possession or reversion, in any freehold, copyhold, or leasehold lands, tenements, houses, or hereditaments, and of any annuities, or money charged thereon; and of any utensils in husbandry and farming stock, ships and vessels; and of any reversionary interest in the public funds; and of any plate or jewels, shall be paid by the auctioneer or agent 4d. viz. 3½ d. by 27 G. III. c. 13, and 3 d. more by 37 G. III. c. 14. And for every 20s. of the purchase money arising or payable by virtue of any sale by auction, of furniture, fixtures, pictures, books, horfe, and carriages, and all other goods and chattels whatever, 10 d. viz. 7 d. by 27 G. III. c. 13, and 3 d. more by 37 G. III. c. 14. Piece goods are exempted from duty by 29 G. III. c. 63; and all and all goods imported from Yucatan, and fundry commodities imported from Africa in British ships, or from any British settlement abroad by 32 G. III. c. 41. There are also further exemptions specified in the statutes 17 G. III. c. 15, § 11, 15, 13, and 19 G. III. c. 56, § 13, 14, 15. The auctioneer is required to give previous notice to the office of excise of the day of sale, and deliver a written or printed catalogue specifying the several articles to be sold, attested by himself or his known clerk, under a penalty of 20l. 19 G. III. c. 56, § 9. He shall also within 28 days, within the limits of the chief excise office in London, and elsewhere within six weeks, deliver in an account in writing of the total amount of the money bid at each sale, and of the several articles or lots there fore, and the price of each; and at the same time make payment of the duties: the truth of the account to be attested upon oath. And by 38 G. III. c. 54, every auctioneer, neglecting to make payment within the limited time, shall forfeit double the duty.

Auction, or Autus, was originally a kind of sale among the ancient Romans, performed by the public crier "fab hafla," that is under a spear stuck up on that occasion, and by some magistrate, who made good the sale by delivery of the goods. This custom of setting up a spear at an auction seems to have been derived from this circumstance, that at first only those things which were taken in war were sold in that manner. Hence hafla is put for a public sale, and "fab haflam venire" denotes to be publicly sold. This was termed autus, q. d. increas; because, according to Sigenius, the goods
goods were sold to him, "qui plurimum rem angrevit," who would bid most for them. The day, and sometimes the hour, and the terms of the auction, were advertised, either by a common crier, or in writing; and there were courts in the forum, called "aucta auctionaria," where auctions were made; and to these juvenal is supposed to allude. (Sat. vii. 7.) A money-broker, "argentarius," was also present, who marked down what was hidden, and to whom the purchasers either paid down the price, or gave security for it. The seller was called "auctor," and the right of property conveyed to the purchaser was called "auctoritas."

**Auction by Inch of Candle.** See *Candle.*

**Auctorati, in Roman Antiquity,** an appellation given to such as entered the list as gladiators, and who received wages; or who hired themselves for money to perform in the games or spectacles. The auctorati degraded themselves by the act, and became servile and infamous.

**Auctorati Militis** also denoted soldiers bound by oath, and the receipt of wages, to serve in war. In this sense auctorati fland opposed to exauctorati, who were disbanded. The flipend they received for their service was denominated auctoramentum.

**Auctoritas Senatus, in Roman Antiquity.** See Senatus Auctoritatis.

**Auctus, in Botany,** an epithet applied to the calyx, when it has the addition of another smaller calyx; or when it is augmented by a series of distinct leaves shorter than its own, that surround its base.

**Auctus, in Entomology,** a species of *Cimex (Lygus Fabr.),* the thorax of which is firmly black, with two fulvous spots; a yellow band on the upper wings; thanks of the posterior leg membranaceous and yellow.

**Inhabit Cayenne.**


**Species.** 1. *A. japonica.* Thumb. Jap. 64. 12, 13. Kempf. Am. falc. 5. 775. Ic. flect. t. 6. A large tree. Branches and subdivisions dichotomous, smooth, divaricate, creet, angular; leaves aggregate at the tops of the branch, petiole, opposite, oblong, sharp, remotely serrate, smooth, nerved; flowers terminal, panicked; peduncles and pedicels villose; bracts lanceolate. It varies with brown green unpotted leaves, and bright green leaves, variegated with white. It is distinguished from the ferpulae by the receptacle of the male being smooth, not torulose, but perforated in the middle. A native of Japan. Introduced by Mr. John Grevier in 1783.

**Audienc SqlDataAdapter.** in *Ancient Geography,* a people of Macedonia, in Paeonia. Pliny.

**Audattha, a town of Arabin Deferta.** Ptolemy.

**Aude, in Geography,** a river of France, which rises in the Pyrenees, falls by Quilan, Alet, Limoux, Carcassonne, &c. and discharges itself into the Mediterranean, about ten miles east of Narbonne. It gives name to a department through which it flows. This department is one of the seven formed by Languedoc, Comminges, &c. It is bounded on the north by the departments of Herault, Tarn, and Upper Garonne; on the east, by the Mediterranean; on the south, by the departments of the Eastern Pyrenees and Ariège; and on the west, by those of Ariège and Upper Garonne. Its sujefcies is about 1,275,593 square acres, or 655,096 hectares; its population consists of 219,101 persons; and it is divided into four communal districts.

**Audela, in Ancient Geography,** a town of Afa, in Mecopotamia.

**Audena, a river of Italy, in Liguria.**

**Auida, a town of Arabia Petraea.** Ptolemy.

**Audianism, in Ecclesiastical History,** the system or sentiments of Audius, and his followers; particularly as to the belief of the human figure of the deity. See Anthro- pomorphites, and Audius.

**Audience, in a general sense.** See *Hearing.*

The word is formed from audire, to hear.

Audience is also used for the ceremonies practiced in courts, at the admission of ambassadors and public ministers to a hearing. In England, audience is given to ambassadors in the presence chamber; to envoys and residents, in a gallery, closet, or any place where the king happens to be. At their admission, the way in all courts is to make three bows after which they cover and sit down, the king first covering and sitting down, and giving them the sign to put on their hats. When the king cares not to have them be covered and sit, he continues uncovered himself, and standing all the while, which is taken as a sign and an affront. After the first audience, it does not look well to be too hasty in demanding another. At Constantinople, ministers usually have audience of the prime vizir; in his absence the caimacan admits them to audience.

**Audience is also a name of courts of justice or tribunals established by the Spaniards in America, and formed upon the model of the court of chancery in Spain. Of these there are eleven, which dispense justice to as many districts, into which the Spanish dominions in America are divided. They are established at the following places: viz. St. Domingo in the island of Hispaniola, Mexico in New Spain, Lima in Peru, Panama in Terra Firme, Santo in Guat- emala, Guadalaxara in New Galicia, Santa Fé in the new kingdom of Granada, La Plata in the country of Los Charcas, St. Francisco de Quito, St. Jago de Chil, and Buenos Ayres. To each of these are subjected several large provinces; and some far removed from the cities where the courts are held, that they may derive little benefit from their jurisdiction. The Spanish writers commonly reckon twelve courts of audience, including that of Manila in the Philippine islands. The number of judges is various, according to the extent and importance of their jurisdiction. Both civil and criminal causes come under their cognizance; and for each peculiar judges are set apart. The Spanish viceroys have often attempted to intrude themselves into the seat of justice; and, therefore, in order to check this interference, which must have annihilated justice and security in the Spanish colonies, the viceroyes have been prohibited by repeated laws, from interfering in the judicial proceedings of the courts of audience, or from delivering an opinion, or giving a voice with respect to any point litigated before them. These courts of audience are subject to restraint and limitation. They may advise, they may remonstrate; but in the event of a direct collision between their opinion and the will of the viceroy, what he determines must be executed, and nothing remains for them but to lay the matter before the king and the council of the Indias.
AUDIENCE is also the name of one of the ecclesiastical courts in England, which is held wherever the archbishop calls a cause to his own hearing.

The two archbishops have their courts of audience; that of the archbishop of Canterbury is under the direction of the dean of the arches, who is official of the audience, and keeps his court in the hall of Doctors Commons.

The court of audience is chiefly concerned in differences arising upon elections, confecrations, infitions, marriages, &c.

Audiendo & terminando, a writ, or rather commission, directed to certain persons, when an infraction or great misdemeanour is committed in any place, for the appeasing and punishment thereof.

Audiens, of Auditories, in Ecclesiastical History, an order of cathedrals; consisting of those who were mainly instructed in the mysteries of the Christian religion, and not yet admitted to baptism.

Audienne, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of Finisterre, and chief place of a canton in the district of Pontereix, five and a half leagues west of Quimper.

Audifret, John-Baptist, in Biography, a French geographer, was a native of Draguignan, in Provence, or of Marseilles, and flourished at the end of the seventeenth, or beginning of the eighteenth centuries. He was appointed by Louis XIV. in 1698, envoy extraordinary to the courts of Mantua, Parma, and Modena. He died at Nacery, in 1733, at the age of seventy-six years. His much esteemed work, intitled "Geographie Ancienne, Moderne, et Historique," was printed in three volumes, 4to., at Paris, in 1698 and 1699, and in 12mo., at Paris in 1694. This work, which unites geography and history, comprehends only Europe, and, being left unfinished, it wants Spain, Italy, and part of Turkey in Europe. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

Audiguier, Vital de, a French noble, was born at Naive, near Villefranche de Rouergue, about the year 1565, and united literature with the profession of arms. Of his writings, the principal are, "A Traitte on the True and Ancient Usage of Duels," printed in 8vo. at Paris, in 1617, dwelling on the injustice of common duels, and recommending a revival of the ancient practice of public combats on great occasions, under royal authority; "Poema," in two volumes, 8vo, printed in Paris, in 1614; and two romances under the titles of "The Loves of Lyfander and Callida," printed at Lyons, in 1622; and "The Loves of Ariastator and Cleonice," at Paris, in 1625. His style is clear and sprightly; and his romances were much read. He is said to have been assassinated about the year 1630. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

Ajudicatar, a regular hearing and examining of an account, by officers appointed for that purpose. See Auditor.

Audita querida, in Law, is a writ by which a defendant, against whom judgment is recovered, and who is, therefore, in danger of execution, or perhaps actually in execution (or on a statute-merchant, statute-fole, or recognition), may be relieved upon good matter of discharge, which has happened since the judgment; as if the plaintiff had given him a general release; or if the defendant hath paid the debt to the plaintiff, without procuring satisfaction to be entered upon the record. In these and like cases, wherein the defendant hath good matter to plead, but hath no opportunity of pleading it (whether at the beginning of the suit, or "post defensione," which must always be before judgment), an audita querida lies, in the nature of a bill in equity, to be received against the oppression of a plaintiff. It is a writ directed to the court, stating, that the complaint of the defendant hath been heard, audita querida defensit, and then setting out the matter of the complaint, it at length enjoins the court to call the parties before them, and having heard their allegations and proofs, to cause justice to be done between them. Finch L. 488. F. N. D. 192. It also lies for bail, when judgment is obtained against them by faire facias, to answer the debt of their principal, and it happens afterwards that the original judgment against their principal is reversed; for here the bail, after judgment had against them, have an opportunity to plead this special matter, and therefore they shall have redres by audita querida (1 Roll. Abr. 308.) which is a writ of a most remedial nature, and seems to have been invented, left in any case there should be an oppressive deceit of justice, where a party, who hath a good defence, is too late to make it in the ordinary forms of law. But the indulgence now shown by the courts in granting a summary relief upon motion, in cases of such evident oppression (Lord Rysm. 459.), has almost rendered useless the writ of audita querida, and driven it quite out of practice. Blackst. Com. vol. iii. p. 406.

Auditionalis Scholasticus, in Middle Age Writers, is used for an advocate who pleads causes for his clients in audiences. Du-Cange.

Auditor, a hearer, one who listens or attends to any thing.

Auditor is also used for several officers, appointed to audit or hear accounts, pleadings, &c.

Anciently the word auditor was also used for a judge, and even for an inquisitor, appointed by judges to examine and find out the truth of some matter in concern. Notaries are also frequently called auditors.

Auditor, in our Law, is an officer of the king, or some other person, or corporation, who yearly, by examining the accounts of under-officers that are accountable, makes up a general book, with the difference between the receipts and charges, and their allowances or allocations.

Receivers-general of fee-farm rents, &c. are also termed auditors, and hold their audits for adjudging the accounts of the said rents, at certain times and places appointed. There are also auditors alligned by the court to audit and settle accounts, in actions of account, and other cases, who are proper judges of the cause, and pleas are made before them, &c. 1 Brownl. 24. See Account, and Assumpsit.

Auditors of the Revenue, or of the Exchequer, are officers who take the accounts of those who collect the revenues, taxes, &c. raised by parliament; as also of the sheriffs, exchequers,
cheaters, collectors, tenants, and customers; and let them down, and perfect them.

Auditors of the Privy, or Impress, are officers in the exchequer, who formerly had the charge of auditing the great accounts of the kings' customs, naval and military expenses, and of all monies impressed to any man for the king's service: but they are now superceded by the commissioners for auditing the public accounts. See Public Accounts.

Auditor of the Receipts is an officer of the exchequer who files the tellers' bills, and makes an entry of them, and gives the lord-treasurer a certificate of the money received the week before. He makes debentures to every teller, before they receive any money, and takes their accounts. He also keeps the black book of receipts, and the treasurer's key of the treasury (where the ancient leagues of the realm, and many records of the king's bench, and common pleas, are reposited); and fees every teller's money locked up in the new treasury. 4 Inst. 107. All the exchequer bills, orders, debentures, patents, and other instruments which pass the office of the exchequer, are signed by him.

There are also auditors of the first fruits; of the principality of Wales; of the duchy of Cornwall, &c. See First Fruits, &c.

Auditor of the Rolls, the apostolic chamber, the chatelet, &c. See Rolls, Chamber, &c.

Auditors, in Church History. See Auditors.

The auditors formed one branch of the Manichean sect, which was divided into elect and auditors; corresponding, according to some writers, to clergy and laity; and, according to others, to the faithful and catechumens among the catholics. By the Manichean rule, a different course of life was preferred to the elect from that of the auditors. The latter might eat flesh, drink wine, bathe, marry, traffic, possess estates, bear magistracy, and the like; all which things were forbidden to the elect. The auditors were obliged to maintain the elect, and kneel down to ask their blessing. Beaumord observes, that the elect were ecclesiastics, and in general such as made profession of observing certain counsels, called evangelic; such as the clergy and monks; and they were called the perfect by Theodoric. The auditors were the laity, and so denounced, because they heard in the church, whilst others taught and instructed. Lardner's Works, vol. iii. p. 424, &c.

Auditors, Conventual, Collegiate, &c. were officers formerly appointed among the religious, to examine and pass the accounts of the house.

Auditorius Meatus, or Auditorium, in Anatomy. There are two passages distinguished by this title; an external one, by which the air has access to the tympanum; and an internal one, by which the seventh nerve passes from the brain into the petrous part of the temporal bone. See the Description of the Ear.

Auditory, in an adjective sense, something belonging to the sense of Hearing.

Auditory, Audience, is also a collective name, denoting an assembly of persons, hearing or attending to a person who speaks in public.

Auditory is also used for the seat or bench where a magistrate or judge hears causes.

At Rome, the several magistrates had auditories, or seats of justice, according to their dignity. The chief of the superior officers were called tribunals; those of the inferior, jubilation.

The pedanei had their benches or auditories in the portaico of the imperial palace. Those of the Hebrews, at the gates of cities. The judges appointed by the ancient lords distributed justice under an elm, which was usually planted before the manor-house, and served them for an auditory.

Auditory, Auditorium, in the Ancient Churches, was that part of the church where the audienses stood to hear, and be instructed; and it was that part now called audiæ ecclesie. See Naves. In the primitive times, the church was so strict in keeping the people together in that place, that the person who went from thence in solemn times was ordered by the council of Carthage to be excommunicated.

Auditory Passage, or Canal, Disparato de his, in Surgery, are described under the articles Ear, and Deafness.

Auditory Nerves, the seventh pair. See Nerves, Description of the.

AUDITUS, in Biography, the founder of a Christian sect, was a native of Mesopotamia, and flourished about the year 530. In his own country he was much esteemed on account of the holiness of his life, and zeal for the faith; but he exposed himself to ill-treatment by his freedom in admonishing the bishops and prudsters, and particularly in reproving the rich clergy, who pursued a luxurious course of life. At length, he separated from the church, formed an assembly of those who were attached to him, and became their bishop. The clergy, offended by his rebukes, and jealous of his popularity, accused him to the emperor, either Constantine or one of his successors, who banished him into Scythia; and here he converted many Goths to the Christian faith. His followers, who were called Audians, adopted some peculiar tenets and customs. They celebrated Easter, or the paschal feast, with the Jews, on the fourteenth day of the moon, alleging that this was the ancient custom, confirmed by the apocryphal constitutions, and that the council of Nice had innovated in compliance to Constantine; and they are also said to have used the apocryphal books in their assemblies. They have been likewise charged with some errors in point of doctrine, and particularly with attributing to the deity a human form; whence they have been classed with the Anthropomorphists. Mofells E. H. vol. i. p. 632. Lardner's Works, vol. iv. p. 504.

AUDON, in Ancient Geography, a promontory of Africa, in Mauritania Cæsariana. Ptolemy.

AUDRAW, in Biography, the name of a celebrated family of artists, who acquired eminence in painting and engraving. Claude, the head of the family, was the son of Louis, who lived in the reign of Henry IV. of France. He was born at Paris in 1692; but as he made no great progress in the art of engraving, his prints are held in little or no estimation. He resided at Lyons, and died there in 1677.

Carl, or Karl, was the brother, or as some say, the confidemman of Claude, and born at Paris in 1594. For the purpose of gratifying and improving an early taste for the arts, he went to Rome, and at his return adopted that species of engraving, which is performed merely with the graver. His style was that of Cornelius Clouetant, but reeler. The abbe Marolles, who speaks of this artist in terms of high commendation, attributes 159 prints to him, amongst which "The Annunciation," a middling-sized plate, upright, from Annibale Caracci; and "The Assumption," in a circle from Dominichino, are the most esteemed. His first prints were marked with the letter C; and he afterwards, by way of distinguishing his prints from those of his brother Claude, used the letter K. He died at Paris, in 1674.

German was the elder son of Claude, first mentioned, and born at Lyons in 1631. At Paris, he perfected himself under his uncle Carl, and on his return to Lyons, published several prints which did honour to his graver. Such was the estimation in which he was held, that he was a member and professor of the Academy established in this town. He died at Lyons in 1710, and left four sons, all artists.
AUDRUICK, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Straits of Calais, and chief place of a canton in the district of Calais, 34 leagues north-west of St. Omer.

AUDUN LE ROMANT, a town of France, in the department of the Molsé, and chief place of a canton in the district of Longwy, 34 leagues west of Thionville.

AUDUS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Africa, placed by Ptolemy at the bottom of the Sinus Numidicus, but no traces of it now remain. Alto, a mountainous district in the interior part of Mauritania Sittifensis, the Mons Africanus of the middle age, and Jibbel-Aures, as the Turks pronounce it. It is a chain of eminences running one into another, with several beautiful little plains and valleys intervening. The higher and the lower parts of it are very fertile, and are regarded as the garden of this province. The whole mountainous tract is reckoned to be about 120 miles in circuit, and the northern part, which is visited every year by a flying camp of the Algerines, is posseced by such a number of clans, viz. the Bouzeenah, Lakadhah, Mafah, and Booarf, that it requires 40 of their nations to bring them all under contribution. Shaw's Trav. p. 57. This mountain, according to Bruce (Travels, &c. Introd. p. 28.), is inhabited by a savage tribe, of fair complexion, red hair, and blue eyes; called Nerdich, and supposéd to be a remnant of Vandals, who have maintained themselves in the fastnesses, in defiance of the Moors and Arabs. Each of the people of this tribe have in the middle of the face, between their eyes, a Greek cross, marked with antiquity; and

Claude was the second son of Claude, and born at Lyons in 1639: having studied painting at Rome, he was, on his return, employed by Le Brun, to assist him in the battles of Alexander, which he was then painting for the king of France. He was admitted into the Royal Academy in 1677, and died at Paris in 1684, applauded no less for his virtues than his talents.

Girard, the most celebrated artist of the whole family of Audran, was the third son of Claude, and born at Lyons in 1640. Having learned from his father the first principles of design and engraving, he removed to Paris, where his reputation introduced him to the acquaintance of Le Brun, by whom he was employed in engraving the battle of Constantinople, and the triumph of that emperor. At Rome, he studied under Carlo Maratti, and engraved several fine plates, and particularly the portrait of pope Clement IX. Recalled to Paris by Louis XIV. at the invitation of M. Colbert, after a residence of three years at Rome, he affidually applied to engraving, and was appointed engraver to the king, who greatly encouraged him. In 1681, he was named counsellor of the Royal Academy, and died at Paris in 1703. Of all the greater masters of Paris, without any exception, that ever exili'd in the historical line; and a careful examination, he says, of the battles of Alexander, engraved by this artist, will of itself justify this assertion. His distinguishing excellence consists in his contracting no manner of his own, but transferring on copper finely, with great truth and spirit, the figure of the muller whose picture he copied. “On viewing his prints, you lose sight of the engraver, and naturally say, it is Le Brun, it is Pouffin, it is Mignard, or it is Le Sueur, &c.; as you turn to the prints which he engraved from those masters.” His works, exclusively of his portraits, are distributed into four classes; viz. 1. his print designs or etchings, to which little or nothing was done with the graver, among which are the “deulges,” the “paffage through the red sea,” the “combat of Joshua against the Amalekites,” the “empire of Flora,” the “preference of Pyrrhus,” a “ceiling” from Le Brun, representing the “four fælons” of the year. 2. Those more finished, but in a rough, bold manner; e.g. “Paul and Barnabas at Lystra?” “Coriolanus appeared by his family,” “Time supporting Truth,” the ceiling of the chapcl de Saulx, representing the “Accomplishment of the old law by the new one,” engraved in 1684, from Le Brun, wonderfully uniting great spirit, character, expression, and beautiful drawing; and the “death of St. Francis.” 3. Those in his most finished manner; as the “battles of Alexander,” from Le Brun; viz. 4. “The paflage of the Granius,” “the battle of Arbela,” “Porus brought to Alexander,” after his defeat; “Alexander entering the tent of Darius;” and “the triumphal entry of Alexander into Babylon;” the “Peft,” from Peter Mignard; the “baptism of the Parthian,” from N. Pouffin; the “martyrdom of St. Laurence,” from Le Sueur; the “martyrdom of St. Agnes,” from Dominichino. 4. Such as he did with the graver only, which are few, and of inferior merit; such as “Æneas saving his father Anchises” after Dominichino; and a small folio “Frontispiece” to the effigies of the popes and cardinals, from Cyro Ferri.

Boisot, second son of Germain Audran, was born at Lyons in 1661, and after receiving instruction from his father, removed to Paris, to enjoy the tuition of his uncle Girard, where he acquired great reputation. He died at Louzouer in 1721. His manner was founded upon the bold clear style of his uncle. His outlines were firm, and determined; his drawing correct; the heads of his figures are in general very expressive; and the other extremities well marked.” But his works, compared with those of his uncle, want the mellowness and harmony, which are so conspicuous in the latter. Among his newest prints may be reckoned—that which represents “Alexander sick,” from Le Sueur.

John, the third son of Germain, was born at Lyons in 1657, and perfected himself in the art of engraving, at Paris, under his uncle Girard. His reputation began to display itself at the age of twenty years; and such was his future success, that in 1707, he obtained the title of engraver to the king, and had a pension from his majesty, with apartments in the Gobelins; and in 1728, he was made a member of the royal academy. He was eighty years of age before he quitted the graver, and near ninety when he died. In his most masterly and best prints, the etching constitutes a great part; and he has finished them in a bold, rough style. The drawing of the human figure is correct; the heads are expressive, and finely finished; the other extremities are well marked; but he is inferior to his uncle. He wants that harmony in the effect; his lights are too much and too equally covered; and there is not sufficient difference in the style, in which he has engraved his back grounds, and his draperies. The following prints, besides many others, are worthy of much attention; viz. “Moles fayed by Pharaoh’s daughter;” “Athaliah roffing her clothes, in discovering the king in the temple;” “Either before Aluminus;” “Cupid and Psyche;” all from Ant. Coppet. “The presentation of Christ in the temple,” from Cornelle. “The miraculous draught of fishes,” and its companion “The resurrection of Lazarus,” from Jouvenet. “The battles of Alexander,” small, from the large prints; “Moles defending the daughters of Jethro,” and its companion, “Moles eponuing the daughter of Jethro;” the miracle of the five loaves; “Christ healing the sick and lame;” and “Christ carrying the crofs,” both from Ant. Dieu, &c.

Louis, the last son of Germain, was born at Lyons in 1670, and studied at Paris in the school of his uncle Girard. He died suddenly at Paris in 1712. Among his most eminent prints are, “The seven acts of mercy,” from Seb. Bourdon, and “The Cadavre or Corps,” from R. A. Houaife. Strutt’s Diet.
and this mark seems to be the chief vestige of Christianity among them, which religion they not only acknowledge, but boast that their ancestors professed it. Propontis (Bell. Vand. i. ii. c. 13.) mentions the defeat of an army of the Vandal nation near this place, of which these probably remains. They pay no taxes to the Bey, but live in constant defiance of him. In this mountain is the Lambea of Ptolemy — also the name of a small port in the eastern part of Mauritania Cæsariensis, mentioned by Ptolemy, and placed by him in the promontory Jarifh, north-east of the mouth of the river Nafalav.

AUE, in Geography, a river of Germany, which runs into the Wefer, three miles south of Nieuwburg, in the circle of Welfphalia. — Also, a river of Germany, in Lower Saxony, which runs into the Fulbe, two miles S.S.E. of Zell. — Also, a town of Germany, in Upper Saxony, and circle of Erzgebirg, five miles north-west of Schwartzenberg.

AUE, a river of Portugal, which runs into the sea near Villa de Conde, in the province of Entre Duero è Minho.

AVEBURY, or Aubury, a name given to a village in England, situated in the county of Wilts, about five miles west of the town of Marlborough, nineteen miles from Stonehenge, and eighty miles from London. As a village it presents no particular claims to public notice, but as the site of the most remarkable and stupendous monument of British Antiquity in the island, it becomes exceedingly interesting to the antiquary and historian. The British hirds and druids have been repeatedly noticed and often decried by our ancient historians; some of whom have given very copious accounts of their religious and juridical rites and ceremonies; but none of them have left complete and satisfactory information relating to the men, their manners, or monuments. Hence arises the great difficulty of giving a decisive description of those subjects, and the repeated wars and invasions that have hurried this country, have nearly destroyed all documents and monuments of British antiquity. Among the vestiges of former times, we recognize the stupendous temple at Avebury, which was unquestionably the most considerable and important in Great Britain. It consisted of a number of large unhewn stones, set perpendicularly in the ground, and disposed in parallel rows and circles. There were four of the latter included within a fifth of larger circumference, and at the end of the southern avenue, about one mile distant from the great circle, were two concentric oval arrangements of stones. The number of stones originally employed in the whole work amounted to fix hundred and fifty, and most of them measured from ten to nineteen feet in height above the ground, forty feet in circumference, and weighed from forty to fifty-four tons each. The large circle, and the principal part of the temple, were surrounded with a very considerable vallum and ditch, which included an area of twenty-two acres of ground, and measured about 1400 feet in a transverse diameter. This bank and ditch must have been produced with immense labour, and its peculiarity of formation proves that it was never intended for a fortified place in time of war, as the bank is thrown up on the outer verge of the ditch; whereas all military encampments have the bank within the ditch, to give an advantageous height of ground to the beleaguered inhabitants. The vallum measures about 30 feet in height from the top to the middle of the ditch. Supposing that it was raised for spectators to behold any ceremonies performed in the enclosed area, it would accommodate above 70,000 persons, and allow two square feet to each. This boundary embraced one large, and four small circular arrangements of stones. The frill was about thirty-five feet within the ditch, and consisted of 150 flones, placed at nearly regular distances from each other. Within this circle were two double concentric circles composed with eighty-eight stones, three others called the core, and one called the central obelisk. From the large circle proceeded two avenues, or double rows of large upright stones, placed at nearly regular distances in each row, and from one row to the other. These consisted of 200 stones, extended about one mile in length each way, and were called the Beckhampton and Kennett avenues. The first proceeded from the temple in a westerly direction, and was terminated with a single stone; whilst the other took a south-easterly course, and had two oval rows of stones at the extremity. The objects we have already described, are considered by some persons as the whole of this extraordinary monument; but it seems very probable that Silbury Hill, some cromlechs, other circles, and numerous mounds, were originally connected with it. Silbury Hill is considered as the largest tumulus, or haw, in England, and its situation implies that it was intended to mark the meridian line from the centre of the temple. Dr. Stukeley states, that it is directly south of the great circle. It measures 155 feet diameter at top. 360 feet at the base, 240 feet in height, following the surface of its northern side, and 1680 feet in circumference at the bottom. From the top of this artificial hill a spectator commands a view of the western avenue, and the whole area of the temple, with a considerable tract of flat country to the north and west. This barrow has been dug into by some persons, who expected to make interesting discoveries; but for want of perseverance, or well-directed research, they discontinued their operations, without gratifying their curiosity, or rewarding their labour.

The Goths, Vandals, and Turfks, have often been stigmatized as the merciless destroyors of every venerable and interesting monument of antiquity; but surely they are not more reprehensible than many of the inhabitants of this highly-civilized and refined country; some of whom have exercised much ingenuity and labour in wantonly and deliberately destroying this singular monument of ancient customs. We have already stated that it originally consisted of 650 flones, but most of these have been broken to pieces, by means of fire and manual labour, and the diftevered fragments appropriated to the construction of walls, hovels, and common roads. In 1722, only forty remained of the great circle, of which number seventeen were flanding; but these are now reduced to nine. The interior circles were almost entire in 1716, but in 1725 only two flones were left erect belonging to the outward circle of the northern temple. Of the Kennett avenue, there were seventy-two flones in 1722, of which only eight or ten remain; and only two of the Beckhampton avenue.

The flones used in forming this temple are called by the inhabitants, Bolderstones and Sarfons. They are of siliceous grit, being of the same species as those that accompany the great stratums of chalk, which crosses England from L. N. E. to W. S. W. These flones lie on the surface of the ground in detached mafies, unconnected with any stratum of rock.

Having shown what the temple was, and what it is, we will next endeavour to explain its appropriation and use; in doing which, we found our deductions principally on the trials and traditions of the Welsh bard, a class of people more likely to prof-ve correct memorials of the ancient Britons, than will be found in any of the Roman histories. By these writers we learn that Avebury was the great national temple, or circle of convention of the Ancient Britons; in which they assembled from all parts of the Island, on the four grand festivals, which were held at the time of the two solstices
and the two equinoctes, but more particularly on midsummer day, and new-year's day, or the winter solstice. The Bardic triads call the temple at Avebury, one of the three primary Gorseddau, or supreme seats of the island of Britain; the other two were those of Beigafawen and Mod Eovan.

The circles at Avebury and Silbury Hill had their names reciprocally from each other, for the former was termed Gorsedd-Bria-Gwyvon, or the supreme seat of the Hill of preference, or cognition; and the other was called Clydr-Gyvergion, or the tumulus of the circle of conventions. In this place the legislative, baronial, and scientific classes, which formed the ancient British constitution, held their meetings, under the apppellations of Bairn, Derwynon, and Ovion, or Bards, Druids, and Ovates. We are informed by Caesar, that the Druids of Gaul, "who wished to be perfectly skilled in the Druidical science," occasionally visited England to learn it. From the magnitude and situation of Avebury, we are induced to believe that it was their place of meeting or convention. The situation was the most convenient of any in Great Britain; and that it was the grand metropolitan station, seems satisfactorily ascertained by its magnitude above all others in the island; by the various British roads or ridgeways which converged to this spot; by the vast number of barrows scattered all over these plains, and by several other relics of remote antiquity to be found in the neighbourhood. To Dr. Stukeley we are indebted for much information concerning this place, and for his diligent inquiries and researches in 1722, &c., we should never have been able to ascertain the figure and dimensions of the temple; with his assistance, aided by repeated examination of the spot, we are enabled to present our readers with an account which we hope will prove as satisfactory as it is faithful. To those who wish for a more minute description, we must refer to Britton's Beauties of Wiltshire, vol. iii.; and for accounts of some subjects collateral connected with this, see bard, barrow, cornish, Druid, Kirstvæn, Stônehenge, &c.

Avehen, a town of North America, in the country of Mexico, and district of Chiaemtan.

Aveia, in Ancient Geography, a town of Italy, in Sannium, south of Amatium.

Avein, in Geography, a village of the Netherlands, in the duchy of Luxembourg, near which the army of France defeated the Spaniards; two leagues from Rochefort.

Aveiro, or Braganza Nova, a sea-port town of Portugal, in the province of Beira, situated in a flat and marshy country, at the mouth of the Vouga, and containing about 14,000 houses, divided into four parishes, and six monasteries. The river Vouga flows through the town, where it is very narrow; but it is adorned with a handsome quay. Near the town it divides into two branches, one to the left and running southward to the sea, the other flowing northward to Ovar. Its trade is inconsiderable, as small boats only come to the town; and as the bar is continually shifting, none but small flaps can pass it. The nobility of this place is alone worthy of notice; for Aveiro chiefly supplies the province of Beira with Sarceans, which are carried by large troops of mules into the higher parts of the province. Salt is also produced here in large quantities; though it is not reckoned so good as that at St. Ives and Llêven. The town is, on account of its marshy situation, unhealthy, which expouses the inhabitants to frequent attacks of agues and putrid disorders. Aveiro is nine leagues from Coimbra, and eleven south of Oporto. N. lat. 40° 30'. W. long. 9° 8'.

Aveiro, a river of France, which runs into the Tarn, four leagues below Montauban.

Aveline, in Conchology, a name given by French naturalists to one kind of land-fowl found in Amboyna, and called by Linnaeus biceps fournardus.

Avella, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and country of Lavora, four miles north-east of Nola. The situation of this town, with its castle, is delightful, and it commands a view as far as Naples. Not far from this place are the ruins of Abella. It now gives the title of prince to the family of Doris.

Aveliana, in Botany. See Corylus.

Aveliana, in Conchology, a species of Helix, with a slightly umbilicated shell, of an oblate and somewhat triangular form, rough, pitted, and silverly within; aperture smooth and carid; and an elevated circle on the flint whorls of the spire.

Aveliana, a species of Patella with a thin white shell, very finely fluted; and an oblong perforation divided by a ligament. Native place unknown. Menchen. Naturf. Aveliana, in Eononology, a species of Phalana (Turris) found on the nut-tree in the north of Europe. The wings tellaceous, with three short bands. Lin. Gmel. &c.

Aveliana, a species of Attelabus, of a black colour, with the wing-cages, thorax, and legs red. This insect Gmelin conjectures, may be only a variety of atelabus coryli; it inhabits Germany, and is called by Scopoli curculio collaris.

Aveliana, a species of Cinex, of a black colour, with brown upper-wings that are white at the base and tip; legs fulvous. Found on the nut-tree. Gmel. Scop. &c.

Aveliana, a species of Phalana (Bomblyx) that is found on the nut-trees in Europe. The wings are dull ash-coloured, with an obscure fioseus band, and without spots. Fabr. Gmel. &c.

Aveliana, in Heraldry, is a term peculiar to the form of a cres, whose quarters resemble the nux avellana, or siber-nut.

Avellin, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and Principato Ultra, the fee of a bishop, and suffragan of the archbishop of Benevento. Aveline, which was probably founded by the Lombards, is a considerable city, extending a mile in length down the cavity of a hill, with ugly streets, but tolerable houses. The churches are crowded with monstrous ornaments in a barbarous style, which the Neapolitans seem to have borrowed from the Spaniards. The cathedral is a poor building, adorned merely with uncount Latin ditches, and thapedile Gothic sculpture. The inhabitants have access to a statue of St. Lawrence, with a phial of his blood, which for eight days in the month of August enthralls them with a miraculous liquefaction similar to that of St. Janarius at Naples. The only edifice of note is a public granary, of the comfitic order, adorned with antique statues, and an elegant bronze one of Charles II. king of Spain, while a boy, cast by Cavalier Coimo. The number of inhabitants amounts to 8 or 10,000. The bishop's revenue is about 6000 ducats or 1,125 l. a year. The naggisitie consists of a fynic and four eletti, who are chosen annually; but these offices are engrossed by a certain number of families of some distinction, who neither intermarry nor associate with the other burghers. The elates of the prince amount to the yearly value of 20,000 ducats and 5,750 l. and 2000 arile from duties on the dye of cloth, which is made of various qualities and colours, but chiefly blue. The fine sells for thirty carlini a canna, and pays twenty-six grana duty of entrance into Naples. Many wealthy merchants are concerned in this cloth manufacture, some of whom employ in it a capital of 80,000 ducats, or 15,000 l. The poor women who spin the wool, must work very diligently to earn about four grana.
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grana a day. The second article of trade is macearoni and paiste of many kinds, which are of excellent quality, and much esteemed through the country. Wooden chairs are also made and sold here in great quantities. Avellino abounds with all sorts of provisions; each street is supplied with fresh water; but the wine is indifferent. The foil of this district, consisting chiefly of vineyards, produces little corn, but abundance of fruit, of which the apple is held in high estimation. The most profitable of all fruit-trees, however, is the hazel. Nut-bushes cover the face of the valley, and in good years yield a profit of 50,000 ducats or 11,7501. The nuts are mostly of the large round species of filbert, which we call Spanish; and the bushes were originally imported into Italy from Pontus, and known among the Romans by the appellation of "Nux Pontica," which, in progress of time, was changed into that of "Nux Avellana," from the place where they had been most successfully propagated. The proprietors plant them in rows, and by dressing, form them into large bushes of many stems. Every year they refresh the roots with new earth, and prune off the straggling roots with great attention. Swinburne's Travels, vol. i. p. 171, &c.

AVE-MARIA, or Ave-Mary, the angel Gabriel's salutation of the Virgin Mary, at his bringing her the tidings of the incarnation; thus called, as beginning with these words, Ave, Maria, q. d. Hail, Mary.

The Ave-mary is a prayer or formula of devotion very usual in the Romish church. It was added to their prayers by order of pope John XXII. in the fourteenth century. — Their chaplets and rosaries are divided into so many ave-marys, and so many pater-nosters; and hence the beads themselves which include them, are also called avea, or ave-marys.

AVENA, in Botany, oat-grass (a crop from which to derive, or to covert, cattle being fond of it). Lin. 9:1. Schreb. 122. If. 39:2. Clas. triandria digyna. Nat. Ord. graminis. Gen Char. Cyl. glume generally many-flowered, two-valved, loosely collecting the flowers; vales lanceolat., acute, ventricose, loofe, large, awnless. Cor. two-valved; lower valve harder than the calyx, the size of the calyx, roundish, ventricose, acuminate at both ends, emitting from the back an awn spirally twisted, reflex; nectary two-leaved; leaflets lanceolat., gibbous at the base. Stam. filaments three, capillary; anthers oblong, forked. Pili. germ obtuse; styles two, reflex, hairy; stigma simple. Per. none. Cor. moll firmly closed, grows to the seed and does not gap. Seed, one, slender, oblong, acuminate at both ends, marked with a longitudinal furrow.


Species. 1. A. flijlica, Siberian oat-grasf; seluca glumis villosis, arilis calycce tripolo longissimis. Gmel. Sib. 1. 113. 1. 22. "Paniced; calyxes one-flowered; seeds hirolute; awns thre the length of the calyx." Cilms very slender, from two to three feet high; leaves rolled up at the edges, from five to twelve inches long; panicle resembliing a spike, often directed to one side; glumes of the calyx almost equal, dagger-pointed, membraneous towards the point; glumes of the corolla of the same length, extremely villosa. A native of Siberia, introduced in 1777 by Meff. Kennedy and Lee. It flowers in July and August. 2. A. elator, tall oat-grasf. Hoff. With. Curt. Lond. 3. 6. (2) gramen canum nodosum; Ger. "Paniced; calyxes two-flowered; hermaphrodite, floccul. almo villosus, male awned." Root perennial, stems erect, round, smooth, with four or five purplish joints, above three feet high; leaves frilled from seven inches to a foot in length; panicule erect, shining, numerousl. branched; spikelets two-flowered, one male and the other hermaphrodite; vales of the calyx unequal, the largest marked with three, the smallest with one green nerve. In the hermaphrodite flower, the midrib of the outer valve forms a short awn, and the bottom very hairy, nectary two small lanceolat. glumes, somewhat globular at bottom; germ villosa. It is common on banks, in hedges, on the borders of fields, and sometimes in wet meadows. It flowers in June and July; and in early years, very productive, and yields a plentiful aftermat. In some other situations the hue of the hist becomes brownish and forms the variety above noticed, which, in some ambe land, is very troublesome, and is one of the several
g. 3. A. jufT. minima. "Paniced; calyxes two-flowered; awn twice the length of the seed; culm branching." Cilms a foot high, often branching, smooth, with brown points; branches from each axil, short; one glume of the calyx lanceolat., the other ovate; flory two, feifie; corolla smooth, except the outer glume, which is rough with hairs. A native of the Cape. 4. A. proffuscus, Pennsylvanian oat-grasf. "Panicle attenuated, calyxes two-flowered; seeds villosa; awns twice the length of the calyx." Observed in Pennsylvanial by Haly. Introduced here in 1785, by Dr. Pitcairn. 5. A. feet. Spanish oat-grasf. Cavan. Hisp. t. 45. f. 1. "Panicle contracted; floret in pairs, hirolute; one-peduncled, with two awns at the top, the middle own largest." Root annual, capillary; culms several, from two to four inches high; leaves short, flatish; one of the florets is fistul., the other on a villosa pedicel; valves of the corolla brick-colored at the tip, with a twisted awn on the back twice the length of the valve. It grows near Madrid, and at the village of Good Hope. Introduced here by Mons. Ricqand. in 1777. 6. A. fution, cultivated oat. Of this there are four varieties, the white, black, brown or red, and the blue oat. "Paniced; calyxes two-footed; seeds very smooth, one awned." Annual; culm or straw upwards of two feet high; panicle various in different varieties, but always loose and pendulous; the two glumes or chaffs of the calyx are marked with lines, pointed at the end, longer than the flower, and unequal. There are usually two flowers and seeds in each calyx; they are alternate, conical, the smaller one is awnless, the larger puts forth a strong, two coloured, bent awn, from the middle of the back. No botanist has been able to ascertain satisfactorily the native place of growth of this, or indeed of any other fort of grain now commonly cul-ivated in Europe. The varieties mentioned above have been long known, and others have been introduced, as the Poland, the Fritland, the Dutch, and the Siberian or Tatarian oat. The blue oat is probably what is called Scotch greys. The white oat is most common about London, and these countries where the inhabitants live much upon oat-cakes, as it makes the whitest meal. The black is more cultivated in the northern parts of England, and is esteemed a very neat and good for horses. The red oat is much cultivated in Derby- shire, Staffordshire, and Cheshire; it is a very hardy oat, and gives a good increase. The straw is of a brownish red colour, very heavy, and esteemed better food for horses than either of the former sorts. In Lincolnshire, they cultivate the oat called the Scotch greys. The Polish oat has a short plump grain, but the thickness of the skin seems to have brought it into disrepute among farmers. Add to this the straw is very short. It was first by Mr. Link, in 1759. Friedland, or Dutch, oat affords more straw, and a thinner flake, and the grains mostly double. A white oat, called the potato oat in Cumberland, where it was lately discovered, promises, from the size of the grain and the length of the straw, to be the most valuable we possess; it
is now very generally bought for sowing. The oat is a
very profitable grain, and a great improvement to many
estates in the north of England, Scotland, and Wales; for
it will thrive in cold barren soils, which will produce no
other sort of grain; it will also thrive on the hottest land;
in short there is no soil too rich, or too poor, too hot, or
too cold for it; and in wet harvets, when other grain is
spoiled, this will receive little or no damage. The meal of
this grain makes a tolerably good bread, and is the common
food of the country people in the north. It is also esteemed
for potage and other viands, and in some places they make be
with it. 7. A. nudum, naked oat, pleon, or pollis. •
Paniced; calyces three-flowered; receptacle exceeding the
calyx; petals awned at the back; the third floret anwelfe.
This has been considered as a Britifh plant by Ray, Hud-
on, and Withering: but Dr. Smith fays it is by no means
to be classed among our indigenous plants. Linneus observes
it is very nearly allied to the finea; and Haller remarks
that the calyx is sometimes two-flowered, but that the awn
is neither twifled nor jointed. We are told the heads have
been cultivated, and for the uses of the poor answer all the
purpofes of oatmeal. 8. A. finea, wild oat or haver. Hud.
calyces mofly three-flowered; florets awned, and hairy at the
bafhe. Annual; culm erect, fimple, three feet high, a
leafy, twifted, very free; leaves linear, petant, nervation,
feabrous; fheath fha
d, fheathes fha
d, fheathes fha
d, fheathes thin, nervation, smooth; fipules
obtuse, tooth-letted, lacerated; panice erect, much branched,
and spreading; peduncles alternate, capillary, feabrous,
thickened towards the apex, nodling; calyce glumes
equal, lanceolate, acute, nerved, smooth, longer than the
florets; florets for the most part three, remote, gradually
diminifhing, roundifh, befted with tufts of hair at the bafe,
awned from the middle of the back, awn twice the length
of the calyx, rough, jointed, twifled at the end; interior
fheath concave, nerved, ciliated. Seed has a foft hairy
covering. It grows in fields and hedges, and is one of our
most proftrative annual weeds among corn. The awns are
fometimes used for hydrometers, and the feds inflead of
artificial fhes, in fowing for trout. 9. A. felytica. Scheuch.
Gram. 220. t. 4. f. 17. • Paniced; calyces mofly three-
flowered; all the florets awned; receptacles bearded. Pan
oblong; the flowers appear to be hairy, but all the
fars fit on pedicles or receptacles within the calyx among
the flowers. The third fower is imperfect. Haller thinks
it to be only a variety of the flavea. A native of Ger-
many, Swifland, &c. 10. A. pudefcent, soft oat-grafs.
Hud. With. Smith. • Panice erect, almoft fimple, calyces
commonly three-flowered, receptacle bearded, leaves flat,
pubeften. f Perennif: culme onfe or two feet high, eredt,
fimple, roundifh, smooth, twifted, leafy; leaves spreading,
short, obtufe, flat, which together with the fheathes are
covered with a foft down; ifipule fhort, defidio; panice con-
tacted to as to appear like a fpike; calyce glumes very
equal, keelled, fcrabrfe, pointed, membranaceous, nerved,
in-
terior much longer, three-nerved; florets three, the third of
frequent aborptive, remotif: clubbed-cylindric, nervation,
roughifh, diaphanous, awned towards the bafe of the back;
interior glume smaller and weaker, rough at the edge;
common receptacle elongated above the florets, befted with white hairs.
It grows in dry meadows and chalky paifures, flowering in June. 11. A. flerilis, great wild, or bearded oat-grafs.
• Paniced; calyces five-flowered; the outer florets and
awns hairy at the bafe, the inner ones awnles. Annual;
culme three or four feet high, smooth; leaves smooth, flat,
sharp, very long; flowers pendulous; calyces four or five-
flowered; valves lanceolate, accinear, concave, equal,
smooth, white with green streaks. In the two outer florets,
the outer valve of the corolla refembles a valve of the calyx
in form, but shorter, and puts forth an awn two inches long.
The other florets are awnles. A native of Babary and
Spain. Introduced into the Kew garden by M. Thomin, in
1777. 12. A. fpoletos, narrow-leaved oat-grafs. Hud. \nWith. Smith. Curt. Lond. 3. t. 5. • Paniced much branched,
loofe, calyces mofly three-flowered, unequial; receptacle
hairy; leaves flat, fubptefent. • Calum erect, hair ferved
at the bafe, a foot and a half high, twifted, jointed; leaves
flat, acute, twifted, more or fefs pubefcent; panice fome-
what nodding, spreading, branched very much, many-
flowered, of a fhipping golden colour; calyce glumes acute,
keelled, fcabranch on the bace, one twice the fize of the
other, three-nerved; florets two or three, rematih, lanceo-
cate, fimplicif: obtusely nerved, awned; awn twice the
length of the floret, fcabranch; interior glume narrower;
receptacle hairy. It grows in meadows, lafsures, and the
fides of roads, flowering in June and July. In many of
our counties, this species forms the principal part of the
finel faturages on the downs, and in some meadows it con-
tributes to the goodfairs as well as greatnefs of the crop.
13. A. hispidus. • Paniced; calyces three-flowered, hairy.
Culme a foot high, fMOOTH: fheaths hairy; panice or ra-
come with undivided pedicles, three or four; glumes oblong,
acinarine, hairy, upright; corolla awl-shaped; awns
twifled, twice or three times the length of the flowers.
14. A. roefae. • Paniced contracted; calyces three-flowered,
subulate; corolla pubefcent; middle awn twifled, curved.
Root creeping; leaves few, smooth, with a rugged edge;
culme a foot high, smooth; panice spike-like, ovate-ob-
long, purple; the falt pedicles capillary; calyce the length
of the flower; valves equal, ftattuated into an awn; outer
valve of the corolla subpubefcent, bifid, terminated by two
ftraight awns, and an intermediate one twifled, double the
length of the others; inner valve fhort. This and the his-
ipus are natives of the Cape. 15. A. purpurea. • Panice
contracted; calyces two-flowered, ovate; corollas villofe;
outer glume bifid; awn terminal, bent in. A very little,
smooth, jointed grafs; leaves brifte-shaped, fMOOTH:
taffed, fhort, like thofe of felifca ovina; panice small; glumes of
the calyx purpure; valves lanceolate, keelled, smooth; all
the florets are awned, and covered with a white down. A
native of Martinico. 16. A. luena. • Panice spreading;
calyces two-flowered, subulate; corollas naked, three-awned,
middle awn flexuof. This refeembles aira flexufoth both
in habit and colour. A native of Martinico. 17. A. lipulina.
• Panice contracted, ovate; calyces three-flowered, lance-
olate; corollas villofe, outer glume bifidulate; middle awn
reflex. This is not readily diftinguifhcd from the 15th.
It is larger, with fheaths extremely tomentofe. Panice yel-
low, clofely crowded; flowers longer than thofe of the
15th, with the corolla bifid and more bifid; the divisions
bifidulate, awned. A native of the Cape, found by Thou-
• Spike twifted; calyces four-flowered, longer than the floret.
Culms many, smooth, with three joints, fix or seven inches
high; leaves flat, ciliate; spike the length of the culm; flo-
rets in a double row, pressfed clofe, and alternate; calyx two
or four-flowered, lateral, oblong, pubefcent; one valve twice
the length of the other; outer valve of the corolla ftarf,
with an awn from the back. This is the only avea truly
spiked. A native of Spajen. Introduced by Monf. Richard,
252. n. 2 & 345. Scheuch. Agr. 230. • Spike erect;
calyces mofly five-flowered; receptacles hairy; leaves invo-
lute,
late, ferrulate, naked." Root perennial; culms many, a foot or a foot and a half high, erect, simple, with a single joint near the base, above naked, fribled, roughish; radical leaves linear, acute, rigid, incurved, smooth on both sides, with the edges ferrulate-fimbrous; those on the culms broadened, nervet, with long sheaths which are nervous and smooth; θspale lanceolate; θpike erect, commonly very simple; upper spiklets subculms; under ones long, pedunculated; calyces glumes subequal, acute, three-nerved, a little keeled, fimbrous of the length of the lower floret; florets four or more, subcuneate, rounded, roughish, nerves at the apex, membraneous, lacerated, awned from above the middle of the back; awn double the length of the floret, purple, with a white apex; interior glume smaller, very slender, minutely ciliate; receptacle under the florets, beak with short hairs. It grows on dry pastures and heaths, flowering in July. 20. A. fico "Spiked; calyces five-flowered, longer than the outer petal, which is awned and forked at top." Spike compounded of three or four remote upright spiklets; flowers f, f, f, upright; calyx subulate, equal, longer than the spikellet; outer petal bilt at the top, with a joined awn between the divisions, the length of the spikellet. It has the habit of fistulae decumbents. A native of Pennsylvania. 21. A. broomoides, Gr. alpinum aven. &c. Scheuch. Gram. 228. t. 4. f. 21. "Subspiked; spikules binate, one peduncled; awns divericate; calyces five-flowered." Two feet high; culm slender; spikellets round, generally in pairs, one fiddle, the other peduncled; calyces from four to eight-flowered; awns from the middle of the back, twisted. A native of Switzerland, and about Montpellier. 22. A. giroga. "Panicked; calyces two-flowered; corolla smooth at the base; outer valve ending in two awns, shorter than the valve, and with a bent awn from the back." Annual; culm and leaves baret; peduncles from one to four, rough; calyx the length of the florets; valves seven or ten-ribbed, bordered with a row of minute dots; valve of the corolla smooth below; segments terminating in purple awns white at the tip; ears hairy. This has been found growing with the cultivated oat, but it is not a native of this country. See Smith. 23. A. anata, golden oat-grass. "Calyces two-flowered; panicle scattered, erect; corollas golden, villous at the base." A hardy grass, nine inches high; leaves very slender, bristle-shaped; panicle fluff, with mucronate spiklets, one shorter than the other; corolla elliptic, pubescent at the base; top plaited, fereate; at the base of the outer glume, a jointed awn, longer than the flower. When this grass arrives at maturity, it is of a resplendent gold colour. A native of the Alps, of Switzerland, and Piedmont. 24. A. fiebercelleri. Scheuch. Gram. 23. t. 3. "Spikellets five-flowered, pubescent at the base; peduncles branching." Culm from six to twelve inches high; leaves smooth, two lines broad, keeled; panicle narrow like a spike; calyx purple, shining, curved at the top; glumes unequal, mucronate; outer glume of the corolla mucronate, green, variegated with bay and gold colour; inner with a gold and silver colour, membraneous, awn long, brown, jointed, twisted. A native of the same places as A. anata. 25. A. filiformis. Forl. Flor. n. 65. "Panicle erect, very slender; calyces one-flowered; awns twice the length of the calyx." A native of New Zealand and Easter Island.

Propagation and Culture. For the grasses, see Grass. Oat. The best time for fowling oats is in February or March, according to the season is early or late. The black and red oats may be fown a month earlier than the white, because they are harder. The advantage of early sowing is proved by experiment to be found in the papers of the Bath Agricultural Society. White oats sown the first week in May have produced seven quarters the acre, and in Hertfordshire they do not sow them till after they have done fowing barley, which is found to be a good practice; this oat being more tender than the others. Mr. Marshall mentions the fowling of the fallow as a direction for the fowling of this grain. He says, "most people allow four bushels of oats to an acre, but I am convinced, that three bushels are more than enough; the usual produce is about twenty-five bushels to an acre, though I have sometimes known more than thirty." But forty bushels and more are certainly no unusual crop. It appears from Mr. Young's "Four through the Southern Coast", that the quantity of oats sown varies from five bushels to twenty bushels and a half, and that the produce may follows:

From 5 bushels and upwards  
4 bushels  
3 bushels and a half  
2 bushels and a half  
2 bushels and a half  
2 bushels and a half

He thinks the quantity of feed should be proportioned to the power of the ground; for in rich land corn tillers so much as apparently to cover the field; but in poor land it does not tiller at all, consequently the grain should be the nearer. Mr. Young, in his "Northern Tour," gives another table of the different quantities of feed corn, with their respective average produce, as follows:

From 7 bushels sown, average produce  
6 bushels  
5 bushels  
4 bushels and a half  
3 bushels  
2 bushels and a half  
1 bushel

Or thus:

From 6 and 7 bushels  
4 bushels and a half five  
3 and 4 bushels  
2 bushels and a half five  
1 bushel

Hence it appears, that although some points remain doubtful, yet the superiority of six or seven bushels is so great, that there is abundant reason to think the other quantities are not equal to those in advantage, and that the modern ideas of sowing small quantities of feed are not universally to be adopted. Mr. Young therefore recommends that experiments should be tried on all sorts of soils, and in every situation, on small pieces of land, to decide this important point.


AVENÆ, in Entomology, a species of Musca, of a black colour and shining; eyes brownish; wings red and green and very shining. Habits Sweden. Gmelin. &c.

AVENAGE, formed of the Latin avens, oats, in Latin, a certain quantity of oats paid to a landlord in lieu of some other duties, or as a rent, from the tenant.

AVENAY, in Geogr.-phy, a town of Trance, in the department of the Marne, seated on the river Marne, one league and a half north-east of Epernay, and five W.N.W. of Chalons sur Marne.

AVENCHÉ, or AVANCHE, a town of Switzerlant, in the canton of Bern, and the principal burgh of a bailiwick in the Pays de Vaud. Some contended that it was the capital of Helvetia, because Tacitus (Hist. li. c. 63.) calls it "Aventicum gentis caput," while others have endeavoured to prove that by this expression the historian only intended to denote
denote the capital town of its particular district. According to some accounts, the city was built, and a Roman colony founded, by Vepsvian; but with greater probability, according to others, it was only repaired and beautified by Vepsvian, after it had been laid waste and almost ruined by Cezina, one of the lieutenants of Vitellius, when many thousands were slain, and many thousands sold for slaves. It was afterwards taken and pillaged by the Burgundians; and reduced to a heap of ruins by Attila. Without doubt it was formerly a very considerable town, and subject to the dominion of the Romans, as we may conclude not only from several mile stones found in many parts of the Pays de Vaud, most of which are numbered from Aventicum, as the principal place of reference, and more particularly from the present ruins. The ancient walls appear to have included a space near five miles in circumference; of which the present town occupies but a very small spot; the remainder being covered with corn fields and meadows. In an adjoining field is a mosaic pavement, which was the floor of an ancient bath, about sixty feet long, and forty broad; coælating of three compartments, in which are represented human figures in various attitudes, but chiefly baccanals. From a glory that surrounds the head of Bacchus in this Mosaic, it has been inferred that it was wrought during some part of the intervening age between Vepsvian and Marcus Aurelius; because that mark of divinity is not usual upon monuments of Roman antiquity before that period. Besides, the head-dres of a Bacchanalian woman represented in this Mosaic, resemles the head-dres on the medals of the emperors Plautius and Sabina. The ancient amphitheatre appears, from the ruins that remain, to have had an arena of about 80 yards in diameter; and under a tower is a cell from which the animals were probably let loose upon the arena. On the outside, remains of five dvens are visible; and the walls are adorned with several pieces of rude sculpture dilapidated. Not far from these ruins stands a column of white marble about fifty feet high, composed of large masses neatly joined without cement; and near it lies a considerable fragment of defaced sculpture, which seems once to have formed part of the portal belonging to a magnificent temple. There are also several other relics of the ancient extent and grandeur of this place. Cose's Travels in Switzerland, vol. ii. p. 175, &c. Avenche is situated at the fourth end of the lake Morat, 16 miles south-west of Bern. N. lat. 46° 50' E. long. 7° 7'.

AVENIA FOLIA, in Botany, denote leaves which have no viable veins.

AVENIO, now Avenign, in Ancient Geography, a town of Gallia Narbonensis, upon the left bank of the Rhone. See Avenign.

AVENOR, in Antiquity, an officer under the master of the horse, who by order or warrant from him, made up the accounts of the flables, and inflicted detentions for paying the officers and servants.

In a flat, Car. II. we find the avener mentioned as an officer who provides oats for the stables. In the Rot. Parl. Edw. III. we also read of avener of the queen, of the prince, &c.

AVENPACE, in Biography, a philosopher among the Spanith Saracens, who flourished about the middle of the twelfth century, and was a follower of Aritoffte. He wrote a commentary upon Euclid, as well as philosophical and theological epistles. He was intimately conversant with the Peripatetic philosophy, and applied it to the illustration of the Islamic system of theology, and to the explanation of the Koran; and on this account he was suspected of hereby, and thrown into prison at Corduba. It is said that he was poisoned at Fcz, in the year of the Hegira 533, A.D. 1138; or, according to others, 535, A.D. 1135. Pococke Spec. Hist. Arab. p. 375. Gen. Diet. Among the Arabian writers he is commonly known by the name of Ebne al Siyeg; and was born in Spain, of Jewish ancestors.

AVENIS, in Botany. See Glem.

AVENS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Italy, in the Sabine territory, which discharged itself into the Tiber, and which is supposed to have given the name of Ager Aventinus to the neighbouring district.

AVENTIA, now Avenna, a river of Italy, in Etruria.

AVENTINE, John, in Biography, a German historian, was the son of an inn-keeper at Abenperg in Bavaria, and born in 1466. Having studied at Ingoldstadt and Paris, he gave private lectures on eloquence and poetry at Vienna, in 1503, and in 1507 taught the Greek language at Grazow in Poland. After spending some time at Ratibon, upon his return to Germany, he removed to Ingoldstadt, in 1509, and explained some books of Cicero; and in 1512, he went to Munich to undertake the office of preceptor to prince Lewis and prince Ernert. His remaining time was principally devoted to the collection and compilation of materials for the work, intitled, "Annales Boierum," or "Annales of the Bavarians," by which he gained great reputation. This work, which was not published till the year 1559, several years after his death, contained some severe criticisms on the conduct of the Roman clergy, and portions of secret clerical history, which Zieglerus, the first editor, chose to suppress, but which were afterwards published from an unmutated MS. by Cifner, at Basle, in 1560. In the year 1529, Aventine, for some reason now unknown, was committed to prison, but he was soon released by the duke of Bavaria; and after a celibacy of fifty-four years, he formed an imprudent matrimonial connection, which disturbed the tranquility of his latter days. He died in the year 1534. The Catholics charged him with being secretly a protestant; but though he corresponded with some of the reformers, and disapproved some of the popish doctrines, it does not appear that he ever abandoned the Roman church. On the contrary, his adherence to it may be inferred from his having been buried at Ratibon, in the monastery of St. Hemaron, with the usual popish ceremonies. Like Erasmus, he seems to have been well inclined to the reformation; but he contented himself with serving it within the pale of the church, by laying the vices of the monks and clergy. Another curious work of Aventine, intitled, "Numerandi per digitos manuque, &c." was published in 1552, at Ratibon, together with heads of a plan for a large work on the antiquities of Germany. His "Annales of Bavaria" were reprinted in folio, in 1710. Gen. Diet. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

AVENTINUS MONS, in Ancient Geography, one of the seven hills which formed the site of ancient Rome, and the fourteenth region of the city. The origin of the name is uncertain; but some have derived it from Avenso, the river which watered the district, whose inhabitants were afterwards transplanted thither. It was also called "Murius," from Murcia, the goddes of sloth, who had a little chapel there; and "Collis Diane," from the temple of Diana; and also "Rernuria," from the time when Remus rel owed to build the city there. But Dionysius of Halicarnassus speaks of mount Aventine and Remuria as two different places; and Stephanus says, that Remuria was a city in the neighbourhood of Rome. The Aventine mount was taken within the compass of the city by Ancus Martius, who, thinking it might serve as a place of defence against hursels, surrounded it with a wall and a ditch. To the east, it had the city walls; to the south the campus Figulinus; to the west, the Tiber;
Tiber; and to the north, Mons Palatinus. It had a good height, and was 18 stadia in compass. It is now called the mount of St. Sabine; and it is thought that the church of St. Sabine was built on the ruins of the temple of Diana. The street that passed from the gate of Oliba to the amphitheatre and Colliseum, divided the Aventine mount into two summits; whence it was called "Biceps."

AVENTURE, in our Ancient Writers, signify tournaments, or military excercises on horseback.

AVENTURE, or rather Adventure, in our Law Books, a mischance, causing the death of a man, without felony; as, when he is suddenly drowned, or burnt by an accident or mischance, falling into the water or fire. See MISAVENTURE, and CHANCE-Medley.

AVENTURINE, in Minerals. See QUARTZ, and FELSPAR.

AVENUE, formed of avens, or advenirs, to arrive at, in Fortification, an opening or inlet into a fort, bulwark, or the like place; or the paifeways to and from it. See FORT, and BASTION.

AVENUE, in Ornamental Gardening, is a large and generally straight walk, bounded on each side by one, two, or more rows of foreft or other trees, designed sometimes as a principal way from the common road to the mansion house of a country-feft, and often to form views, or to lead to different districts of the neighbouring country. But though avenues of the more regular kind, when formed about extensive feas, or detached in parks, or other extensive pleasure-grounds, always exhibit an air of grandeur, it is more agreeable to the present taste to have the principal front of the mansion entirely open, and unincumbered with trees or any other kind of plantation, as it is certainly a great absurdity to hide a good front, and obstruct the prospect; an avenue can therefore seldom be admitted with propriety in that part of the ground. A spacious lawn of grass should, as frequently as possible, be exhibited in due extension in the most conspicuous fronts of such dwellings. See LAWN.

But in directions from the wings, detached at considerable distance, avenues may perhaps with propriety be occasionally introduced, and extended on the sides of spacious lawns, serving by way of boundaries, being backed up next the lawns with shrubs and lower trees, disposed irregularly; and if they be carried in an oblique direction, the lawns will widen gradually, and the prospects be more comprehensive.

Avenues may also be admitted at some distance from either the ends or the back fronts of the dwellings, in either of which situations, one may be extended towards any common road, village, or town, serving as the common entrance to the habitation, or merely by way of ornament, &c. And in still more extensive situations, they may occupy different parts at a distance, being directed towards woods, groves, edifices, or particular districts about an estate; which, when formed of considerable width, and bounded on each side by a proper variety of trees, the noblest of the foreft, and other kinds, afford a striking effect as well as an air of dignity to the site.

Avenues of this sort should always be planted with the stateliest trees; an assemblage of the different sorts of which effects the most agreeable variety.

The width of the avenue in such cases should seldom be less than sixty feet; and when it is to be extended any considerable length, an hundred feet in width is not too much; as when the trees grow up, the branches on the opposite sides continue to approach each other, which by degrees greatly contract the views; so that if a considerable width be not at first allowed, the avenues in time appear narrow and confined.

The trees in the rows on the sides should be planted at least thirty feet distant from each other, that they may have full scope to display their heads, and each exhibit itself conspicuously, according to its natural form and habit.

The sorts of trees most proper for this purpose are those of the deciduous kinds, as the elm, birch, Spanish-chestnut, horse-chestnut, white poplar, fycamore, maple, sycamore, wild-cherry, &c. all of which, by the bringing of lofty growth, when disposed in a proper manner, will have a fine effect. Sometimes evergreen trees are used among these; where this is intended, the moss proper sorts are the various species of the pine, including all the different varieties of the fir, of which attain a great height and magnitude, with beautiful spreading heads, that are extremely ornamental and pleasing.

Avenues of the more rural kind, such as common ways or roads through parks or other pleasure grounds, to habitations, may be continued either in direct lines, or carried round in a moderate sweep, or the course directed in two, three, or more very gentle bends, or easy serpentine turns, each side being ornamented with different sorts of trees, thinly interspersed, some singly, others in clumps or groups, of two, three, or more together, exhibiting them variously, some breaking forward, others hanging more backward; and, for the full greater diversity, a clump of tall flowering shrubs may be added and there be introduced, having the whole to considerably detached, as to admit a full prospect of the adjacent lawns, fields, or plantations, in the whole extent. This is the most modern method of forming avenues, but it cannot be practiced with full effect except where the situation is of considerable extent. In short, walks and confined situations, the row method is mostly to be preferred, as having a better effect.

All the trees that are employed in this way, whether deciduous or evergreen, should be permitted to take their natural growth, without being much cut or pruned.

AVENZAOAR, whose true name was, AL WAZIR ABU MERWAN ABDELMELECH IBN ZOMA, in Biography, was the son of a physician of considerable eminence of Seville in Spain, under whom he received the first rudiments of his education, which he afterwards improved by close application and travel. He appears also to have had the care of a hospital, and to have acquired an uncommon share of knowledge for the age in which he lived, both in the theory and practice of medicine. He was for some time under the displeasure of Haid, the governor of Seville, by whom he was imprisoned, but seems at length to have surmounted all his difficulties, as he was made physician to King Almanzor, in which post he continued probably to the end of his life. He is said to have died at Morocco in 1167, at the great age of 135 years; though it is probable the age of his son, who succeeded to his fame and practice, is included in this term. From a manuscript in the Library (Bib. tom. ii. p. 122), cited by Dr. Ruffell in the appendix to his "History of Almoravidos," it appears that Avenzaoar died at Seville, and not at Morocco, about the year 1167; and if it be true, that he had lived to the age of 135 years, and began to practice very young, he must have made a figure in the 11th century, and been born eight or nine years before the death of Avenzaoar. He prepared his own medicines, reduced lacerated bones, and performed other extraordinary operations, but did not cut for the stone; the Mahometan religion, which he proscribed, prohibiting him from operating or handling the naked genitals.

The work by which he is principally known, called "Al Thofir," is a compendium of the practice of medicine, a compendium of the practice of medicine, in which some diseases are described, not found in other
writers. It includes a number of cases, candidly, it should seem, related, as the author does not conceal those in which he was unsuccessful. Avernoes, not ordinarily profuse in his commendation of other writers, speaks very favourably of our author, whom he esteemed the best physician that had appeared since the time of Galen. From his active and inquisitive turn of mind, and the pains he took to learn from practice the real powers of the medicines he used, he was called the "Experimenter."

"Al Theifer," which has been several times reprinted, was first published at Venice, in folio, 1590. In 1628, J. Celle published "De cognitum difficilibus in praxi ex libro Avernno,", 4to. Venet. "Le Clerc Histoire de Med. Halter Bib. Med. Prac."

AVER, in Agriculture, a general name, in some districts, for a labouring beast of any kind.

AUEK, in Geography, a river of Lithuanian Russia, which runs into the Pregel, twelve miles west of Insterburg.

AVERA, in Drompley-Book, denotes a day's work of a ploughman, or other labourer, which the king's tenants in his demesne lands were obliged to pay the thirieth, and which was valued at eight-pence.

AVERAGE, in Agriculture, a term used by the farmers in many parts of England, for the stubble, or remainder of straw or grass left in corn fields after the harvest is carried away. In Kent, it is called gerraton, in other places roughings, &c. In this sense it may be derived from baucer, an English name for oats; or from averia, hoffs; being as much as feeding for cattle, or ploughing. Ray.

AVERAGE, Averagium, in Law, that duty or service which the tenant is to pay the king, or other lord, by his beasts and carriages. The word is derived from the base Latin averia, cattle or goods; or the French averre, work.

AVERAGE, or Averidege, in Navigation and Commerce, is used to denote the damage which happens to ships and their cargoes, from the time of their loading and sailing, till their return and unloading. It is divided into three kinds. 1. The simple average, which consists in the extraordinary expenses incurred for the ship, such as the los of anchors, masts, and rigging, by common accidents at sea; or for the merchandise, such as the damages which they have sustained by flames, capture, shipwreck, wet, or rotting; all which must be defrayed by the thing that suffered the damage. 2. The large and common average, being expenses incurred, and damage sustained, for the common & county both of the merchandise and ship, which were to be borne by the ship and cargo: such as random-money, goods thrown overboard, expenses of unloading, or entering into a river or harbour, and the provisions and hire of the sailors, when the ship is detained by embargo. 3. The small averages, which are charges of towing and piloting the ship, one third of which must be charged to the ship, and two-thirds to the cargo.

Average, is more particularly used for the quota or proportion which each merchant or proprietor in the ship or loading is adjudged, upon a reasonable estimation, to contribute to a common average. Such sum shall be divided among the several claimants, by way of average, in proportion to their respective interests and demands. 10 Ann. cap. 17.

Average is also a small duty, which the merchants who send goods in another man's ship pay to the master thereof, for his care of them, over and above the freight. Hence, in bills of lading it is expressed:—Paying so much for the said goods, with primage and average accosted.

AVERANI, Benedict, in Biography, a learned Florentine, was born in 1562, and taught the Greek language with great reputation in the university of Pisa. He wrote excellent "Dissertationes," on the "Anthologia" on Thucydides, on Euripides, and other ancient Greek classies. His acquaintance with Roman literature was accurate and profound, as appears from his "Remarks and Discourses on Livy, Cicero, and Virgil;" and his lectures and writings were well calculated to promote a correct and elegant taste in polite literature; so that he contributed much to reform the bad taste of his age, and to bring back in Italy the golden period of the 16th century. Averani died at Pisa in 1707, in the 55th year of his age. His works were collected and printed at Florence, in 3 large volumes, in 1716 and 1717. Gen. Biojg.

AVERANO, in Ornithology, the name of the variegated Chatterer (Amelia variagata, Gmel.), in Buffon's History of Birds.

AUBERBACH, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony, 14 miles south of Zwickau, and 60 W. S. W. of Dresden. N. lat. 50° 26'. E. long. 12° 26'.

AVER-CORN, in Ancient Writings, such corn as by custom is brought by the tenants' carriages, to the lord's granary.

AVERDUPOIS Pound. See Pound. AVERDUPOIS Weight. See Weight.

AURERHANN, in Ornithology, a name assigned by Frisch, Bloch, and others, to the wood grous, or Mountain cock. tetra aragallus of Linnaeus.

AVERIA, in our Law Books, properly signifies oxen or horses used for the plough; but, in a general sense, any cattle; and sometimes the term includes all personal cattle.

When mention is made of one beast, they say, quidam equus, vel quidam bovis: when of two or more, they do not say, equi or boves, but averia.

AVERIA, in Commerce, a branch of the Spanish revenue, denotes a tax paid on account of convoys to guard the ships sailing to and from America, which was first imposed when Sir Francis Drake filled the New World with terror by his expedition to the South sea. It amounts to 2 per cent. on the value of goods. Robertson's Amer. vol. iii. P. 490.

AVERIA, Repliciae de Averiis. See REPLICAIRE.

AVERIS capitis in Wilbernam, in Law, a writ for the taking of cattle to his use who hath cattle unlawfully distained by another, and driven out of the county where they were taken, so that they cannot be reprieved by the sheriff. Reg. Orig. 82. See DISTRESS.

AVERIUM. See HERIOT.

AVER-LAND, a term employed, under the feudal fyllem, to signify such lands as were ploughed by the tenants for the use of their lords.

AVERMENT, in Law, usually signifies an offer of the defendant to make good or justify an exception, pleaded in abatement or bar of the plaintiff's action.

The word also sometimes signifies the act, as well as the offer, of justifying the exception; and not only the form, but the matter thereof. Co. Litt. 352. Averment is either general or particular.

Averment, in general, is the conclusion of every plea to the writ, or in bar of replications or other pleadings (for counts, or averories in nature of counts, need not to be averred), containing matter affirmative; and ought to be with the words, "hoc paratus est verificare." See Plead-

Averment, particular, is when the life of a tenant for life, or tenant in tail, or the parson of a church, is averred, &c.
&c. The use of averment being to ascertain what is alleged doubtfully, deeds may sometimes be made good by averment, where a person is not certainly named; but where the deed itself is void for uncertainty, it cannot be made good by averment. 5 Rep. 155. Averment, which is merely the allegation of a party, cannot be made against a record, which imports an uncontrivable verity. Co. Lit. 246. Jenk. 322. Lil. R. P. 155. Averment does not lie against the proceedings of a court of record. 2 Hawk. P. C. c. i. § 14. Nor shall it be admitted against a will concerning lands. 5 Rep. 68. And an averment shall not be allowed where the intent of the testator cannot be collected out of the words of the will. 4 Rep. 44. Nor shall any one aver a thing contrary to the condition of an obligation, which is supposed to be made upon good deliberation, and before witnesses, and therefore not to be contradicted by a bare averment. 1 Litt. Abr. 156. If an heir is fixed on the bond of his ancestor, it must be averred that the heirs of the obliger were expressly bound. 2 Saw. 136. Another consideration than that mentioned in a deed may be averred, where it is not represent or contrary to the deed. Dyer. 156. But a consideration may not be averred, that is against a particular express consideration; nor may averment be made against a consideration mentioned in the deed, that there was no consideration given. 1 Rep. 156. 8 Rep. 155. If one has two masters by the name of W., and levies a fine, or grants an annuity out of his own of W., he shall by averment ascertain which of them it was. 6 Mod. 235. Chn. Rep. 138. If a piece of ground was anciently called by one name, and of late is called by another, and it is granted to me by this new name, an averment that it is the same shall make it good. Dyer. 37. 44. No averment lies against any returns of writings, that are definitive to the trial of the thing returned; as the return of a scriffer upon his writings, &c.; but it may be where such are not definitive; and against certificates upon commissions out of any court; also against the returns of bailiffs of franchises, so that the lords be not prejudiced by it. Dyer. 348. 8 Rep. 121. 2 Cro. 13. A special averment must be made upon the pleading of a general pardon, for the party to bring himself within the pardon. Hob. 67. A person may aver he is not the same person on appeal of death in favour of life. 1 Nell. Abr. 305. Where a man is to take a benefit by an act of parliament, he shall condition his pleading, that he is not a person excepted. Plow. Com. 87. 406. Pleas merely in the negative shall not be averred, because they cannot be proved: nor shall what is against premission of law or any thing apparent to the court. Co. Litt. 362. 373. By lat. 4 & 5 Ann. c. 16. no exception or advantage shall be taken upon a demurrer, for want of averment hic parauit eft, &c. except the fame be specially set down for caufe of demurrer.

AVERNI, among the Ancient Naturalists, certain lakes, groottes, and other places, which infect the air with putaneous exhalations or vapours; called also malíiples.

The word is formed of the privative a, and epis, bird, as intimating that birds could not fly over them, but dropped down dead. Avernus, q. d. avenus, lacus sae avinis.

Avernii are said to be frequent in Hungary, on account of the abundance of mines therein. The Grotto del Cani, in Italy, is a famous one. But the most celebrated Avernus was a lake near Baia, in Campania, by the modern Italians called Lago di Tripergola, and situate in the country of Lavoria in Naples, near Puzzuoli; and said to be about 600 yards in diameter, and in some places 58 feet deep. The fumes it emitted were represented by the ancients as being of so malignant a nature, that birds could not fly over it, but sunk down dead; which some later writers have chosen to attribute to this, that its fulphurous effusion not being of confidence to sustain the birds, they dropped by their own weight. This circumstance, joined with the great depth of the lake, occasioned the ancients to take it for the gate or entrance of hell; and accordingly Homer brings Ulysses to Avernus, as to the mouth of the infernal regions; and in imitation of the Grecian bard, Virgil makes Aeneas descend this way into the same abodes.—Vibius Seckler says, that no bottom of it has been found. (See HELL.) Next to the Baie (says Strabo) lies the Lucrine bay, and within it the lake Avernus; which is a deep darksome lake, with a narrow entry from the outer bay: it is surrounded with steep banks, that hang threatening over it; and is only accessible by the narrow passage through which you fall in. These banks were anciently quite overgrown with a wild wood, incomprehensible by a human foot. Its glomy shade impressed an awful superstition upon the minds of the beholders; whence it was reputed the seat of the Cimmerians, who dwelt in perpetual night. Whoever failed hither, first offered sacrifice; and endeavoured to gratify the infernal powers, with the affiduate of some priests, who attended upon the place, and directed the mystic performance. Within, a fountain of pure water broke out jull over the sea; but no creature ever tasted of it, believing it to be a vein of the river Styx: somewhat near this fountain was the oracle: and the hot waters frequent in these parts, made them think they were branches of the burning Pilegton.

The holmns of these fhades (says a modern traveller) remained unimpeached for many ages. Hannibal marched his army to offer incense at this altar; though, perhaps, he was led to this act of devotion, rather by the hopes of surpassing the garlion of Puteoli, than by his piety. After a long reign of undisturbed gloom and celebrity, a sudden glare of light was let in upon Avernus; the horrors were dispelled, and with them vanished the sanctity of the lake: the axe of Agrippa brought its forer to the ground, disturbed its sleepy waters with fits, and gave room for all its malignant effusion to escape. The violence of these exhalations is described by ancient authors as very extraordinary; but modern writers, who know the place merely in a cleared state, charge these accounts with exaggeration; and yet it must be owned that they claim some reality, as the air is even now feverish and dangerous, which the jaundiced eyes of the vine-dressers, who have succeeded the Sibyls and Cimmerians in the possession of the temple, most respectfully testify. Boccaccio relates, that during his residence at the Neapolitan court, the surface of this lake was suddenly covered with dead fish, black and dined, as if killed by some subaqueous eruption of fire. At present, however, it is carpeted with mat, and the dusky Avernus is become clear and serene; so that it offers a most alluring surface and a charming scene for amusements similar to those which were fought for at the Lucrine lake in the time of Seneca, and which he has described. Spallanzani informs us, that these great numbers of seals swimming on its surface; and the peacocks afforded him, that the lake abounded with water-fowl in the winter. "Nor do I know," says this writer, "any cause which can at present drive them from a place where they may find plenty of food, as neither the environs, nor the lake itself, afford any indication of noxious exhalations." There can be no doubt that this lake was the crater of an ancient volcano. Like other volcanic craters, its internal fires become narrowed towards the bottom; and both the bottom and the external part of Monte Nuovo, so called because it was produced by subterraneaus fires in 1878, consist of a friable tufa, in many places covered with plants. The sea bathes the
the sides of this volcano, which, if dug into as well within the water as without, are found very warm. The same warmth is likewise perceived at the bottom of the crater. From such excavations likewise arise thin warm vapours. In fact, in the internal parts of Monte Nuovo, we find all the lakes remain of volcanic conflagration. In the external sides of the mountain many pieces of lava were found, which were of a middle character between lava and pumice-stone, and which Spallanzani on this account denominates pumice of lavas. The base of these flakes is a horn-flone, mixed with a few feltlike flakes; they fearlessly adhere to the tongue, and emit a light argillaceous colour. In the furnace they produce a compact enamel of a dark grey colour, transparent at the angles, and which gives a few sparks with feel. Towards the interior bottom of the crater, Spallanzani found, projecting from the tufa, the same kind of lava, penetrated with feltspars, but more compact and heavy, and intermixed with beautiful and flashing veins of black enamel of various thickness. On the side of the bottom, within the tufa, this fragacious observer discovered a small cavity, formed either by nature, or that abounds with fallacious effluvia, which he at first imagined to be a mixture of ammoniac (sal ammoniac), or sulphate of alumine (slim); but their mellow acid taste, the green colour which they gave to syrup of violets, and other qualities that are proper to soda, let no doubt that they were formed from that fact. On the tufaceous sides of the crater, both internal and external, Spallanzani perceived, as he had done in the lake Aqanno, a great number of frogs that were leaping about, nearly half an inch long, and about a quarter in breadth. They had the complete form of the frog, were of a dark yellow colour, and their fore-feet were divided into four toes, and their hinder into five; though they have not the shape of the hand, which constitutes an essential difference between these frogs, and the others of those countries. It was difficult to account for the production of these amphibious animals. Among all the different species of European frogs," says Spallanzani "and under this genus, I, with Linnaeus, likewise include toads, I know none, which do not begin their existence in water, and continue to live in it some time, until they throw off the mantle of the tadpole, and assume the shape of frogs. But Monte Nuovo is not only entirely without saline, but as I learned from the peasants who reside in the neighbourhood, even when heavy rains fall, the bottom of the crater, which is the only place where rain water can be collected and retained, imbibes all the water immediately, as if it were a mill; since it confounds a light spongy tufa, full of cracks and fissures. The only water near is that of the lake Aqanno, about half a mile distant, from which these animals might be supposed to have derived their origin, were it not that the frogs of that lake are of a totally different species." Upon the whole this ingenious naturalist concludes, that the presence of these creatures in this place was to him an enigma, which it required a longer stay in this volcanic country to enable him to solve.

The cave, called the Sibyl's Grotto, near Avernus, which is opposite to the temple, seems more likely, as Mr. Swinburne apprehends, to have been the mouth of a communication between Cumae and Avernus, than the abode of a prophet; especially as the Sibyl is positively said by historians to have dwelt in a cavern under the Cumaean citadel. Some have conjectured that it was part of the canal actually projected by Nero, from the mouth of the Tiber to the Julian port. On every hill, and in every vale of these environs, appear the ruins of extensive villas, once embellished with all the elegancies of combined art, but now traced only by half-buried moulting walls, and some marble fragments, the remaining indications of the table and collars with which they were constructed. Among the ruins of this country, one, in particular, claims attention; and this is the villa in which Cicero had his academy, where he penned some of his most admirable productions, and which probably stood on a spot covered by the eruption of 1538. Swinburne's Travels, vol. iii. p. 51, &c. Spallanzani's Travels, vol. i. p. 128, &c.

AUERROCHS, in Ornithology, a synonymous name of the wild ox, given by Gmelin and Ridinger. See Bos FERUS.

AYERON, in Geography, an island in the North sea, near the coast of Norway. N. lat. 63° 6'. E. long. 7° 44'.

AVERPENNY, q. d. AVERAGE-PENNY, in Antiquity, money contributed towards the king's averages, or money given to be freed thereof. See AVERAGE.

AVERROES, in Botany (so named after the famous commentator on Aristotle and Avicenna; commonly called Averrhoes, of Corduba, in Spain; his "Colligens," or the plants used in food, &c. was written about the end of the twelfth century). Lin. p. 576. Schreb. 784. Juss. 375. Clafa, decandria pentagynia. (Pentandria, Linn.) Nat. Order, gramineae-teretricineae. Juss. Gen. Char. Col. pendunt five-leaved, erect scut. Leaflets lanceolate, permanent. Cor. petals five, lanceolate, the lower pair crest, the upper spreading. Sepals filaments ten, falcate, alternately the length of the corolla, and shorter; anthers roundish. Pflg. germ oblong, obliquely five-cornered; styles five, falcate, erect; lignum simple. Per. pome turbinate, five-cornered, five-celled; seeds angular, separated by membranes.


Species. 1. A. bilunata. Rumph. Amb. t. 118. t. 36. Rheed. Mal. 3. 55. t. 45. 56. Lour. Cochin. 289. "Trunk naked, fruit-bearing; pomes oblong, obtuse-angled." A tree about eight feet in height, with few reclining branches; leaves pinnate, with ten or more pairs of leaflets; flowers on racemes adhering to the trunk, of a red purple colour; calyx five-cleft; fruit an oblong pome, the thickens of a finger, smooth. A native of Cina and of both sides of the Ganges. 2. A. Carambola. Rumph. l. c. t. 35. Rheed. l. c. t. 43. 44. Phil. Trans. vol. 75. Linn. l. c. "Axil of the leaves fruit-bearing; pomes oblong, acute-angled. This is a tree above the middle size, with spreading branches, and a very clove head; leaves with about four pairs of leaflets, which are ovate, acuminate, entire, opposite, the upper ones larger; flowers lateral, on short racemes; corolla bell-shaped, variegated with purple and white; flamens always five; pome the size of a hen's egg, with a yellow rind. Dr. Bruce gives a curious detail of the feasibility of the petals and even branches of this tree. The fruit of both the species affords a pleasanter acid juice, especially the former. The Brahmans and Portuguese call this tree carambola; in Malabar it is named tamar-tonga; and in Bengal, camrunc, or camrunga. Both these Indian trees have been introduced into the New garden.

AVERROES, or AVERROES, or Abu al Walid Moorammed Ebn Ahmed Ebn Rekhit, in Biography, an eminent philosopher and physician, was born about the middle of the twelfth century, at Cordoba, the chief city of the Saracens in Spain, where his grandfather and father had occupied the posts of chief priest and chief magistrat. The first care of his education was entrusted with Thophilus of Seville, who instructed him in the Islamic law; and after the manners of the Arabian schools, in the Mahometan theology,
the treatise but dcTree giving fume was the superlittus he his discharged he is learned truly him, substitute man, defence course of the day that the change of severer literary occupations for that of poetry or history, and spending whole nights in study. In his judicial capacity, he discharges his duty with great wisdom and integrity; and his humanity was such, that he could not pass sentence of death upon any criminal, but performed this office by his deputies. In the exercise of forbearance, meekness, and self-command, he was calmly exemplary. When a servant, employed by an enemy, revealed upon him in one of his public lectures, and whispered some abusive language, Averroes, with perfect equanimity, turned round to him, and said, "Well well," and proceeded with his business. This servant waited upon the next day to implore his pardon for the insult he had offered him. "God forgive thee," said Averroes, "thou hast publicly shown me to be a patent man; and as for thine sentence, it is not worthy of notice." He then gave him money, and dismissed him with the admonition: "what thou hast done to me, do not to another." In the exercise of his liberality to learned men, Averroes made no discrimination between his friends and his enemies; and for his conduct in this respect, his apology was, that in giving to his friends and relations, he merely followed the dictates of nature; but in giving to his enemies, he fulfilled the obligations of virtue; and he also boasted that by this method he had converted enemies into friends. Upon the occasion of burning some heretical verses which he had written in his youth, he remarked, that when he was young, he was disobedient to reason; but now in his old age, he followed it; and he added this singular with that he had been born an old man: "utiam natura sufficit facere." However, when he was compelled to exercise his magisterial authority in the suppression of some licentious poems that had been published by a learned Jew, and informed him that his own son had copied some of the verses, and that there was not a man, woman, or child in Corduba, who had not learnt some of the songs of Sahel, he exclaimed, "Can a single hand stop a thousand mouths?"

In philosophy, Averroes was an enthusiastic admirer of Aristotle, and yielded a superlitative deference to his authority; he even indulged his admiration to such an extent, that he ascribed to the writings of the Stagirite a degree of perfection "which is truly miraculous, and which proves him to have been rather a divine than a human being."—"The doctrine of Aristotle," says he, "is the perfection of truth, and his understanding attained the utmost limit of human ability; so that it might be truly said of him, that he was created and given to the world by divine providence, that we might see in him how much it is possible for man to know." This extravagance of admiration on the part of Averroes is the more surprising, as he was acquainted with the Greek language, and was therefore obliged to peruse the writings of his oracle in watchted Arabic translations, taken immediately from Latin or Syriac versions. His commentators, however, though they abound with error, misrepresentation, and confusion, have been held in such high estimation, even since the revival of letters, that Averroes has been filled by way of eminence, "The Commentator." Many of his writings in this way were so much admired by the Jews, that several of them were translated into Hebrew. Averroes also wrote a paraphrase of Plato's Republic; and a treatise in defence of philosophy against Al-Gazel, intitled, "Habapalah Alhabalalah," or "Destructione Destructiwm;" the design of which was to confute the metaphysical opinions maintained against those philosophers, who affect two uncreated natures.

"Though it is evident from the whole tenor of his life, that
Averroes could have little time for the practice of physic, whence Bayle, as well as several other writers, have supposed, that his knowledge of medicine was merely theoretical, yet we have the authority of his own words to prove, he was engaged in the practice also, though probably to no great extent. One observation (Friend says) we find made by him, which does not occur in any earlier writer, is "that the fame perfon could have the small-pox but once." His principal medical work, the "Colliget," or "Universal," written at the command of the Miramotin of Morocco, is a compendium of physic, collected from the writings of other authors, with some very material additions from his own flores. He wrote also a Commentary on the Cantica of Avicenna, which he calls the bolt introduction to the knowledge of medicine extant. This affords a complete answer to those who accuse him of having been jealous of the fame of that celebrated physician. As a proof, however, that he regarded him as a rival, it is alleged, that he avoids the mention of him, and in confuting a doctrine maintained by Avicenna, he treats it merely as the opinion of Galen. Besides the works above mentioned, Averroes wrote, "De Venenis," "De Febribus," "De Theriac," and "De Simplicibus Medicinis," all of which have been translated into Latin, and published in various forms. Averroes wrote many other treatises in theology, philology, jurisprudence, and medicine. In the Eufetral catalogue (c. i. p. 299), mention is made of an index of his books, amounting in all to seventy-eight. His commentary on Aristotle was published in Latin, at Venice, in folio, in 1495. An edition of his works was published in 1606, at Lyons, in 1557; another, in folio, with the famous Latin translation, by Bagolin, at Venice, in 1552; and a third by Moffa, at Venice, in 1608. Of the MSS. preserved in different libraries, and particularly at Vienna, many are either Hebrew translations from the Arabic, or Arabic written in Hebrew characters.

As to the religious opinions of Averroes, he was by profession a Mahometan; but he does not seem to have entertained any great reverence for his prophet. It is related of him, that he called Christianity an impossible religion, because it taught men to eat their god: similar to the reflection of Cicero (De Nat. Deor. lib. iii. c. 16), when he considered, that the name of Ceres was given to bread, and that of Bacchus to wine: "Quoque tam amentem esse putas qui illud, quod vetueatur, Deum credat esse?" that Judaeum, on account of its rites and ceremonies, was a religion for children; that Mahometanism, offering only sensual rewards, was the religion of faine; and that he exclaimed, "Let my soul, at death, be among the philosophers." It is also said, that he wrote against the three great law-givers, Moses, Christ, and Mahomet; and that he furnished materials for the book "De tribus Impofoiribus." His doctrine concerning the soul is supposed, not to have been peculiarly his own, but to have been affected by Aristotele, and to have been embraced by Theophrastus, Simplicius, and Theophrastus; which was this, that intellect does not exist individually in this or that man, but that there is one intellect belonging to the whole race of human beings, the common source of all individual thought, as the sun is the common source of light to the world. Similar to this was the doctrine of Malebranche, who ascribed the production of ideas immediately to God, and taught that the human mind perceives God, and sees all things in him. Averroes, however, proceeded farther; and he seems to have conceived, that there was no other cause of thought in individual men, than one universal intelligence, which, without multiplying itself, is actually united to all the individuals of the species, as a common soul. This notion, with its obvious consequences, as they concern the distinct existence and immortality of the human soul, obtained so much credit among philosophers for several centuries, and particularly in Italy, where their advocates were denominated "Averroists," that it was thought necessary to employ the papal authority for its suppression. At present, the notions of Averroes are exploded, and his writings are forgotten. Dr. Friend (Hist. Physic, p. 118), anxious to vindicate Averroes from the charge of infidelity, with regard to a future state, refers to two passages in his works; in one of which (Physic. Disput. 3.) he affirms, that the soul is not mortal; and in another, (b. 4.) that it is immortal. Leo Afric. de Vir. Illudr. Arab. Gen. Did. Brücher's Philol. by Enfield, vol. ii. p. 215. &c. Fabr. Bib. Italic. t. xiil. p. 95. 282, &c. Friend's Hist. of Physic, vol. ii. p. 115; &c. Haller, Bib. Med. Pract.

AVERRHOISTS, a sect of Peripatetic philosophers, who appeared in Italy some time before the reform of learning, and attacked the natural immortality of the soul; and who took their denomination from Averroes. The opinion of this sect was condemned by the last council of the Lateran, under Leo X.

AVERRUNCATION, from averrare, I prove, in Agriculture, the act of cutting or lopping off the superfluous branches of trees. See PRUNING.

AVERRUNCI, from averrare, I convert, in Antiquity, an order of deities among the Romans, whose peculiar office was to avert dangers and evils. The Greeks called these deities alexioi, and apopompai. They were Hercules, Apollo, the Dioscuri, and Jupiter.

The Egyptians had also their di averrunci, or apopropai, who were pictured in a roaring posture, and sometimes with whips in their hands.—This was a divinity of this kind; as is shown by Kircher. See Oedip. Egypt. tom. iii. p. 497.

aversa, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and territory of Lavora, the see of a bishop, is suffragan to the archbishop of Naples. This town was built and fortified A.D. 1029, by count Raimulf, the first leader of the Normans, who came into Italy to seek their fortunes in the service of the Italian princes. The feast of this town was chosen, in a fertile district, as a central spot to which the Normans might resort, and where they might obtain a fixed settlement. Accordingly, it attracted every year new swarms of pilgrims and pilgrims; some urged by necrility, and others by the hope of fame and renown. The outskirts of every province associated with the settlers in this place, and were soon assimilated in manners and language to the Gallic colony. The spot was situated near the ruins of Atella, at the junction of two highways, that formed an easy communication with every part of the country, and from its being opposed to Capua, and from his averse to Pandolph, prince of that city, Raimulf called it Aversa. This town was burnt to the ground by king Roger; and many years after, it underwent a similar fate, by order of Charles of Anjou. Its ancient palace, on the foundation of which a convent has been since erected, was frequently the residence of the sovereigns, before the murder of Andrew of Hungary, husband to Joan the filial, who was assassinated by the instigation of a brutal monk, called friar Robert, in the year 1347. It is situated ten miles north of Naples. Lat. 41° 45', E. long. 14° 20'.

aversa, in Entomology, a species of Phalæna, (Geometra), with pale wings; breed at the base; head in the middle and dot brown. Ind. In. Suec. Inhabits Europe.

aver-
AVES, in Geography, a small island in the gulf of Venice, near the coast of Friuli. N. lat. 45° 46'. E. long. 13° 32'.

AVERY, a place where oaks, or provender; are kept for the king's horses. See AVERIA.

AVÉS. See AVES.

AVES, or Birds, Island of, in Geography, an island of the West Indies, nearly west of Dominica, and south from the Virgin islands; so called from the number of birds which breed here, and lay their eggs in the sand. N. lat. 15° 26'. W. long. 66° 27'.—Alfo, a small island, not far from the coast of Terra Firma, south-east from Bonaire island. N. lat. 11° 56'. W. long. 67° 23'. On the north side it has a good harbour for careening ships, and fome wells. It is about four miles long, and half a mile broad at the east end. Within three miles there is a dangerous reef of rocks, extending from east to north, and then trending to the west.—Alfo, an isle near the eastern coast of Newfoundland. N. lat. 59° 5'.

AVÉSA, a river of Italy, which runs into the Adriatic, near Rimini.

AVESBURY, Robert of, in Biography, an ancient English historian. flourished in the fourteenth century. He was regifter of the archbishop of Canterbury's court, and wrote a history of England in his own time, intitled, "Mirabilis Gesta Magni Regis Anglie Dominici Edvardi tertii, &c.". As this history reaches only to the death of Edward III. A.D. 1376, the author was probably prevented by death from finishing his plan. He appears to have taken great pains in procuring the most authentic information; his facts are authenticated by original papers; his dates are accurate; and the defect of his style is compensated by his candour and impartiality as an historian. This valuable work lay long concealed; till, in the year 1725, the indefatigable antiquary, Thomas Hearne, printed it at Oxford, from a MS. belonging to Sir Thomas Seabright, which had been formerly in the hands of archbishop Parker, and two other MSS., one in the Harleian library, and the other in the university library at Cambridge; all which are thought to be as old as the time when the author flourished. Mr. Tyrrell, in the preface to the third volume of his General History of England, cites this historian, and says, that he was a considerable writer of that age, and very exact in his account of king Edward's actions beyond the seas, as having taken them from several original letters of persons of note. To Hearne's edition is added an appendix, containing several curious pieces in English antiquities, unconnected with the work itself; and particularly, a transcript of the love-letters between Henry VIII. and Anne Boleyn, taken from the originals kept in the Vatican at Rome, A.D. 1682. Biog. Brit.

AVESNE, in Geography, a town of France, in the departament of the Aisne, and chief place of a canton in the district of St. Pol, three leagues west of Arras.

AVEZNES, a strong town of France, in the department of the North, and principal place of a district. It is situated in Hainaut, on the small river Hesper. Its fortifications were repaired by Vauban; and it was ceded to the French by the Spaniards in 1659. It is distant ten leagues south from Cambrai, even from Valenciennes, and forty north-east from Paris. N. lat. 50° 7'. E. long. 3° 43'.

AVEYRON, a department of France, comprehending part of the province of Guyenne; bounded on the north by the department of Cantal; on the east, by those of Lot and Aveyron; on the south, by those of Gard, Herault, and Tarn; and on the west, by those of Tarn and Lot. Its superficies is about 1,767,424 square acres, or 902,926 hectares. Its population consists of about 332,952 persons; and it is divided into five communal districts. Its chief city is Rodez.

AVEZARIAS, a river of France, in Gascony, which the territory of Aveyron, and discharges itself into the Adour, between Garonne and St. Sernin.

AVEZZANO, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Abruzzo Ultra. This town was founded in 860, and contains 2700 inhabitants. It is built on an almost imperceptible declivity one mile from the lake of Celeno, to which an avenue of poplar leads from the baronial castle, which is a square edifice, flanked with towers, at a small distance from the town.

AUPEDO, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Abruzzo Ultra, twenty-one miles W.S.W. of Aguglia.

AUFENA, or AUFINA, in Ancient Geography, Offena, a town of Italy, in Samnium, belonging to the Veiiitii; south-east of Ametrum.

AUFENTE, in Geography, a river of Italy, in the Campagna of Rome, has its source near Sezze, and its mouth in the sea, near Terracina.

AUFFAY, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Seine, and chief place of a canton in the district of Dieppe, six leagues north of Rouen.

AUFIDENA, in Ancient Geography, Aflidena, a town of Italy; in Samnium, and the capital of the people called Carduci, situate near Sagus. The inhabitants were called Aflidenses.

AUFIDUS, a river of Italy, the most considerable in Apulia. For the juftrices of the description given of it by Horace, see OANTO.

AUFINA, or AUFINUM. See AUFEN.

AUFNAY, in Geography, a small island of Swizerland, in the lake of Zurich, containing two churches.

AUG., in Ancient Geography, a town of Macedonia, in the Chaediae territory. Potamien.

AUGALA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Macedonia, in the Chaediae territory. Potamien.

AUGAL, in Geography, a people of South America, in Brasil, in the province of the government of Puerto-Seguro.

AUGÉ, in Entomology, a species of Spinax (Zygina Tarsa) of a black colour, with fanguineous hair on the sides of the body; wings transparent; black behind; and the acaenem pectinated. Fabr. This is Psilidus eugenes of Cramer. It is a native of America.

AUGE. This specific name Cramer has given to a variety of Psilidus botini. Linn.

AUGE, in Geography, a district of France, in the late province of Normandy, extending from Étancour and Argentan, as far as the sea, between the rivers Dives, Vie, and Touques.
Tongues, formerly giving name to a viccount. Its productions are grain, flax, and apples. The pastures are rich, and fat are the cattle that are brought hither from Poictou and Brittany.

AUGLE, in Ancient Geography, a town of Greece, in the Peloponnesus, written by Pausanius. Angus, by Homer, and supposed by Paulinians to be the same with the small town of Aegae, situate on the coast of Lacedaemon, and at the distance of thirty stadia from Githium. It had a temple consecrated to Neptune.

AUGELA, Augella, or Aquila, in Geography, one of the Oaics, or islands, in the eastern division of that ocean of land, called the Great Desert, or Sahara, in Africa. It lies on the western part of the desert of Barca, and is separated from the kingdom of Tripoli by mount Meys.

AUGENIO, Horace, De Monte Sandito, in Ancona, in Biography, professor of medicine, born about the year 1527. He was early initiated into the knowledge of medicine by his father, Lewis Augenio, physician to pope Clement VII. Horace was first advanced to the chair of professor at Rome, which office he filled five years. He afterwards gave lectures with success at Turin; and in the year 1592, he was appointed professor at Padua; where he continued to the time of his death in 1603. Haller is diffuse in his account of his works, which however were principally controversial, and not now much noticed. In his "Epit. et Con. Med.," fol. Ven. 1580, he recommends millepedes, in calculous cases, by which, he says, he saw a boy cured, after he had been condemned to the knife; he forbids injecting the bladder in these cases, as frequently mischievous. He gave water, in which quicksilver had been boiled, for the cure of worms in the bowels; and in diabetes, he gave, he says, narcotics, with advantage.

His works were collected and published under the title of "Opera Omnia," at Venice, in 1597, 1602, and 1607, in folio. His treatises, published separately were, "Epit. Medicinal."

AUGER, Edmund, a French jester, was born of poor parents, in 1536, at Alleman near Sarazanne, in the diocese of Troyes; and having received the rudiments of education under an uncle who was a clergyman, was sent by his brother, a physician at Lyons, to Rome, with a recommendation to the celebrated father Le Fvre; but with a supply of money so scanty, that he was obliged to beg alms before he arrived to the end of his journey. Le Fvre was dead before he reached Rome; and he was obliged to hire himself as a domestic servant to a jester. In this humble situation his talents and conduct attracted the notice of his master, who procured for him, as a novice, the means of further instruction. In the order of jests, to which he was admitted, he taught rhetoric and poetry, and manifested great powers of eloquence. His talents recommended him to a monarch, employed by father Laynez, the general of the society of jests, and dispatched to France, in the year 1559, for flopping the progress of the reformation. On this occasion he distinguished himself by his zeal and success in the conversion of heretics; and he was appointed preacher and confessor to Henry III. His attachment to the king rendered him odious to the Catholics who had entered into the league, and by an order of the general he returned to Rome, where he was treated as an excommunicated perfon, and obliged to travel on foot the midift of winter. In the year 1591, he died in consequence of the fatigue and vexation which he endured, in the fifty-third year of his age. Such was the closing scene of a man, who is said to have converted 40,000 heretics. The intolerant spirit of Auger was sufficiently displayed in his work, intitled "Le Polagoge des Armées," designed to instruct a Christian prince, how to undertake, and happily complete a good war, victorious over all the enemies of the state and the church. Nouv. Dict. Hiflor.

AUGER, in Geography, a small town of Ireland, in the county of Tyrone and province of Ulster, which before the union, returned two members of parliament; but is now deprived of that privilege. It is distant seventy-five Irish miles north-west from Dublin.

AUGES, in Afocony, two points in a planet's orbit, otherwise called ophiodes. See Afsus.

One of the ages particularly denominated the apoge, the other perige.

AVGHANS, in Geography. See Afghan.

AUGHNA CLOY, a poet and market town of the county of Tyrone in Ireland, situated on the river Blackwater, at the distance of 704 Irish miles from Dublin, on the high road to Londonderry. The linen manufacture is carried on briskly in its neighbourhood. N. lat. 54° 25'. W. long. 6° 53'.

AUGHRIM. See Aghrim.

AUGIAN, a town of Alba, in the province of Aderbigan or Aiderbeitan.

AUGIAN MS, Codex Augiensis, in Biblical History, is a Greek-Latin MS. of the epistles of St. Paul, which is however defective from the beginning to Rom. iii. 8, and the epistle to the Hebrews is found only in the Latin version. This MS. is noted F in the second part of Wetstein's N.T. It is supposed to have been written in the ninth century, and has taken its title from Augia-Major, the name of a monastery at Rheinau, to which it belonged at the time of the council of Basal. It was purchased by Bentley in 1718, for 250 Dutch florins, and is at present in the library of Trinity college in Cambridge, where it was deposited in 1787, after the death of the younger Bentley, together with the other MSS. of the celebrated Dr. Richard Bentley. The Greek text is written in uncial letters and without accents; there are intervals between the words, and at the end of every word there is a dot. The Latin is written in Anglo-Saxon letters; whence it is inferred that it must have been written in the west of Europe, where that formation of the Latin letters, vulgarly called Anglo-Saxon, was in general use between the seventh and twelfth centuries. This MS. has been collated by Wettstein. Marth's Michaelis, vol. ii. p. 210. vol. iii. p. 662.

AUGIAS, or Auguus, in Ancient History and Mythology, a king of Elia, who was one of the Argonauts. Fabulous history reports that he had a flable, which contained a great number of cattle, as some say 5000 oxen, and which had not been cleaned for thirty years, so that the exhalations which proceeded from it infested the country; and to cleanse it was considered as a work surpassing human effort. Hercules undertook the labour, and engaged to perform it in one day, on condition that Augias should give him a tenth part of the cattle. This work Hercules is said to have accomplished by making the river Alpheus to pass through the flable. Augias withheld the promised recompence; upon which Hercules flew him, and placed his son Phileus
Aug.

Phileus upon the throne, because he advised his father to fulfill his promise. This fable, however, is variously related by different authors. Hence has arisen the ancient proverb of "cleaning the flables of Augias," for expressing a difficult or impracticable enterprise.

Augias, in Entomology, a species of Papilio (Hesperioid Fabr.). The wings are diversiform and suavious, with an oblique band, and margin behind black. Fabricius.—Donov. Inf. India. Habits India.

Augicourt, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Saone, and chief place of acanton, in the district of Jaffay, 44 leagues north-west from Vesoul.

Augiles, or Augilius, in Ancient Geography, a people of Africa, who inhabited the country by which the Garamantes were separated from the Trogolodies. Pomponius Mela says, they were vagabonds, who acknowledged no other deities besides the manes of their ancestors, whom they invoked on all interesting occasions. They are said to have slept upon the tombs, in order to receive the inspiration from which they derived the rules of their conduct. It was a custom amongst their women, to grant the first favour after their marriage to any who solicited it, and who made them presents; and they valued themselves upon the number of their votaries on this occasion. In other respects, says P. Mela, they were distinguished by their wisdom and discretion.

Augilites, Silex Augilites, in Mineralogy, pyroxene of Hanoy; a var. of basaltic hornblende of Kirwan; &c. fcelor volcanic Daubenton, &c. Trachyte Lametleris.

The colour of this mineral is a very deep olive or pear green, which at first may be mistaken for a blackish green.

It occurs sometimes in rounded fragments; but more usually crystallized. Its varieties of figure are:

1. A fixed-ridged prisms, of which two opposite ones are broader than the rest. The two bases, which are oblique, are terminated by wedges more or less obtuse.

2. Var. 1, with the edges that separate the small sides of the prism, truncated; or an eight-sided prism.

3. Two or more crystals connected by their lateral faces, so as to form a right or oblique-angled cros.

The crystals are usually small and very small, rarely of middling size. They are also, for the most part, imbedded. Externally, when no decomposition has taken place, the surface of the augit is smooth and shining; but when it begins to be decomposed, it becomes dull. Internally, it is shining or mucous shining with a greyish lustre.

Its fracture is perfectly lamellar. It flies when broken into rhomboidal parallelepipeds.

It is translucent on the edges, but only so throughout. It is hard, scratchs glass, and gives fire plentifully with the flint; it is brittle, and easily broken. Sp. gr. 3.182—3.377.

The augit is not easily fusible before the blowpipe, but in small pieces it affords a black enamel. Its analysis by Vauquelin afforded

| 52 | Silex |
| 13.2 | Lime |
| 3.33 | Alumine |
| 10 | Magnesia |
| 14.66 | Oxyd of iron. |
| 2 | Oxyd of mangane.

Lois—4.81

100

This mineral is found in basalt, with olivin and hornblende; it is also met with in certain amygdaloid. It abounds in Bohemia, and is found besides in Hungary, Transylvania, Tyrol, Elms, &c.

It refills decomposition much longer than olivin; but not so long as basaltic hornblende. It is at length, however, reduced to a greenish yellow argillaceous mass, and acts as the olivin, to a ferruginous oehre. Brochon, vol. i. p. 179.

Augment, in the Greek Grammar, an accident of certain tenses—being either the prefixing of a syllable, or an increase of the quantity of the initial vowel. There are two kinds of augmenta.—Temporal, or of a letter; when a short vowel is changed into a long one; or a diphthong into another longer one: thus called, because the time of its pronunciation is now lengthened: and augmentum syllabicum, or of a syllable, which, is, when a letter, viz. s, is added at the beginning of the word; so that the number of syllables is increased.

Augments, in Mathematics. See Fluxions, and Moments.

Augmentation, in a general sense, the act of augmenting; that is, of adding or joining something to another, to render it larger or more considerable.

The governors of the bounty of queen Anne, for the "augmentation of the maintenance of the poor clergy" (see First Fruits), by virtue of the several acts of parliament made for that purpose, are empowered to augment all living not exceeding 50l. per annum; and the number of livings following were certified to be capable of augmentation.

1074 Livings not exceeding 50l. per annum, which may be augmented (with the bounty alone) six times each, pursuant to the present rules of the governors, which will make 6426 augmentations.

1467 Livings above 50l. and not exceeding 50l. per annum, may be augmented four times each, which will make 5868 augmentations.

1126 Livings above 50l. and not exceeding 30l. per annum, may be augmented three times each, which will make 3538 augmentations.

1049 Livings above 30l. and not exceeding 40l. per annum, may be augmented twice each, which will make 2098 augmentations.

884 Livings above 40l. and not exceeding 50l. per annum, may be once augmented, which will make 884 augmentations.

Total number of augmentations, which must be made (by the bounty alone) before the livings already certified will exceed 50l. per annum.

Computing the clear amount of the bounty to make 55 augmentations yearly, it will be 339 years, from the year 1714 (which was the first year in which any livings were augmented), before all the small livings above certified can exceed 50l. per annum; and if it be computed, that one half of such augmentations may be made in conjunction with other benefactors (which is very improbable), it will require 226 years before all the livings above certified will exceed 50l. per annum.

Dr. Warner, in the appendix to his "Ecclesiastical History," published in 1757, observes, that it will be 50 years before every living can be raised to 50l. a year by queen Anne's bounty, supposing the same money to be distributed as there has been for some years past. In the course of between eighty and ninety years, many livings have been augmented.
mented by this bounty; nevertheless, the bounty, afforded by private beneficents, has been found inadequate to the end of making a reasonable and competent provision for the parochial clergy in a short time. In order to accelerate the beneficial effect of this bounty, it was propounded by the learned Dr. Watson, the precentor of Landaff, in a "Letter to his grace the archbishop of Canterbury," printed in 1783, that a bill should be introduced into parliament, for appropriating, as they become vacant, one-third, or some other definite part, of the income of every deanery, prebend, or canonry, of the churches of Wellsminster, Wind- 

for, Chichlechurch, Canterbury, Worcester, Durham, Nor- 

wich, Lich, Peterborough, Carlisle, &c. to the same pur- 

pose, mutatis mutandis, as the first-fruits and tithes were 

appropriated by the act, passed in the fifth of queen Anne. 

This plan, it is suggested, would produce a wonderful 

change for the better, in 80 or 100 years, in the condition 

of the inferior clergy, and it would immediately begin 

to operate for their benefit. "If the reduction of deans and 

chapters," says this excellent writer, "should be looked 

upon as a step towards their annihilation, and should, on 

that account, be diffilicted by those who think them of use 

in our ecclesiastical establishment; there is another method 

in which the poor clergy might be, in no great length of 

time, well provided for. The clergy at present pay into 

the exchequer about 14,000l. a year for first-fruits and 
tithes, according to a valuation of the church revenues, 

which was made above 250 years ago; the clear revenue, 

arising to the governors of queen Anne’s bounty from this 

source, may be estimated at near 13,000l. a year. If the 

clergy were to pay first-fruits and tithes according to a new 

valuation of their benefices, and the sum thence arising 

was applied to the augmentation of small livings, every one must 

see how greatly the operation of what is called queen 

Anne’s bounty would be accelerated. See Curate, 

Ecclesiastical Revenue, and Vicar.

Augmentation is also used for the augment; i.e. for the 

additament, or the thing added. Thus it is said, such a 

minister petitioned the king for an augmentation of salary, 

wages, &c.

Augmentation, Court of. See Court, &c.

Augmentation, in Heraldry, denotes additional charges 
to a coat armour frequently given as particular marks of 

honour, and generally borne, either on an escutcheon, or a 
canton.—Such are the arms of Ullser, borne by all the 

baronets of England.

AUGON, in Geography, a mountain of Italy, being part 
of the Apennines, on the confines of Liguria and Paviean.

AUGOXSAS, a small island of Africa, on the coast of 

Mozambique.

AUGRE, or Awar, a carpenter’s and joiner’s instru-

ment, leving to bore large round holes.

The augre consists of a wooden handle, and an iron blade, 
terminated at bottom with a steel bit.

AUGSBURG, or AUSBURG, i.e. Augsthus-burgh, 
anciently called Augsthus-vindelicorum, in Geography, an imperial 
city of Germany, and the capital of Swabia. It is situated 
in a delightful and fertile country, betwwixt the rivers Lach 
and Wartach, near their confluence. It is not only one of the 
most ancient, but one of the largest cities in Germany. 
According to Ritterbeck (Tour through Germany, p. 117.) its 
circumference is 91 miles, and it contains about 35,000 
people; others say, that the number of inhabitants amounts 
to 35,000, and some reckon them at 40,000. It is environed 
with ramparts, walls, and deep ditches; and besides four 
large and six small gates, which open and shut without any 
visible interference, it has a secret wicket, of curious con-

piration, for admitting both birds and foot in the right, or 
in time of war. The town is supplied with water from the 
river Lech, by means of aqueducts, and of engines and 
towers, which furnish a sufficient quantity for using fev-

erous for cleaning the streets, and for the domestic uses of the inhabitants. Some of its streets 

are steep and incommodeous; but others are broad and well 
paved. This city, since the earliest periods, had small sub-
terraneous passages under the streets, like our cellars, and 
the Roman cloacas, for conveying away filth; and the whole town was paved soon after the year 1450, when a 
rich merchant suggested the utility of it by casting a foot-
path to be made before his own house. Many of the 
houses are built of wood, and others of stone, and they serve 
as speciments of the architecture that prevailed at the period 
of their construction; and, compared with other houses built 
in German towns, they exhibit the superior improvement and 
magnificence to which Augsburg had arrived. The more 
modern part of this town may be reckoned handsome; many of 
its churches are statily coiffesed, and adorned with curious 
workmanship and paintings. The town-house, completed 
after six years’ labour, in 1620, is a magnificent edifice, and 
resembled little inferior to that of Amsterdam. It is a large 
quadra building of stone, with a marble portico; at the top 
of the front, within the pediment, is a large spread eagle, 
holding in its talons a sceptre and globe of gilt brases; the 
great portal is formed of a beautiful red slie marble, over 
which is a balcony of the same colour, supported by two 
pillars of white marble; over the gate are two large griffins 
of brases; and most of the rooms are wainscoted, and 
cicled with very fine timber. The balcony is 110 feet long, 58 
broad, and 52 high; its roof is supported by eight columns 
of red marble; the cicled is constructed of polished alab, 
and divided into compartments, enriched with gilded sculptu-
res; it is filled with pictures and other ornaments; and 
supported by eight pillars with bases and chapeters of 
bras. In the square, near the town-house, is the fountain of 
Augsthus, or a large marble basin, surrounded with iron 
boulefrades, with four bras statues as large as life at the 
four corners; in the middle is a pedestal, having on its top 
the statue of Augsthus, and at the foot are four large 
phinxes discharging water from their breasts, with four in-

fants above them, holding in their arms four dolphins which 
pour water out of their mouths, and over these infants are fer-
toons and pine-apples of bras. Near this basin is a 
fountain, called that of Hercules, of a hexagonal form, with 
several bras figures, and particularly Hercules engaging the 
Hydra. Beside the cathedral, which is a large, gloomy, 
gothic building, with two spire steeples, adorned with paint-
ings, and opening with a bras gate, with its fourteen 
chapels; there are six Roman catholic parochial churches, a 
splendid college belonging to the Jentes, five monasteries, 
three nunneries, and six Lutheran parih churches; and also 
a Lutheran gymnasium, which contains a good library. 
The Beneficence abbey is a large Gothic building, the ceil-
ing of which is said to be the highest in Germany; it is 
adorned with several statues, and a grand altar. The church 
of St. Croix surpasses the others in its architecture, 
sculpture, gilding, and fire spire. The Imperial Franciscan 
academy for arts and sciences, was instituted here in 1775. 
It is under the protection of the magistrates, and its princi-
pal aim is to produce good mechanics, and to preserve the 
manufactures of the city. The part of the city that was 
erecled in 1519, by the noble family of the Fuggers, who 
are lords of the adjacent country, and in some measure endow-
ed by them, consists of 166 houses, inhabited by the poor 
burghers at a low rent; some of whom are maintained by 

an
an annual pension. The burglers of this city are computed
at 6000. The inhabitants are partly Lutherans, and partly
Catholics. The Jews are excluded from the town; but
they occupy a village at the distance of about a league, and
pay a tax for the liberty of trading in the day. The aspect
of the inhabitants is very different; that of the Protestants
resembling the Savians; and the catholics being like the
Bavarians. The government is stillocratic; it is vested
with 45 persons, of whom 31 are patricians, 5 merchants, and
five of the commonalty; the council is formed of an equal
number of Lutherans and Roman Catholics. The police is
good; and though the town has no territory, it has no
depts. In former times, Augsburg was the great mart for
Indian commodities in the interior parts of that extensive
country: its trade was very considerable; and we meet with
many examples of such large fortunes accumulated by mer-
cantile industry, as raised the proprietors of them to high
rank and consideration in the empire. It was celebrated for
its curious artistics, whose manufactures, particularly in tin and
silver, were much admired. Augsburg, however, is no longer
what it was in this respect. It has no longer a Fugger and
a Weller in it, to lend the emperor millions. Here are no
merchants who have capitals of more than 20,000l.; others,
with small capitals, do the business of brokers and commission
ers; and next to these are the engravers, itaturics, and
painters. Their productions, like the toys of Nuremberg,
have a general circulation. Augsburg supplies all Ger-
many with little pictures for prayer-books: and in various
ways, its trade is still considerable, though far from being so
great as it formerly was. The bishop takes his name from
this town, though he resides at Dillingen. His income is
about 20,000l. per annum. He is a prince of the empire; and
he sits and votes in the college of princes, betwixt the bishops
of Constance and Halleshim; the territory belonging to the
bishopric lies between the rivers Lech, Isar, and Danube.

In the diet of the empire, Augsburg was originally
called Vindellca, and was the capital of the Vindellci;
afterwards it had the name of Augulta Vindelicorum, and
Rheterorum, when it came under the dominion of the Ro-
mans, and a colony was settled in it by Drusus (Ger.
c. xlii.) calls it the most splendid city of Rheta.
From the Romans it was transferred to the Alemanns, the
Goths, and the Franks; under the last of whom it declined
much; but it recovered again under Charles the Fat. The
emperor Henry III. took it under his protection, but it suf-
fired much by its contetls with the bishops, and its condition
became very precarious. From Frederic I. it obtained
several privileges; and in 1273, King Rudolph I. confirmed
and enlarged its imperial rights.

Augsburg has acquired celebrity, not merely on account of
its antiquity and pro-eminence for a long series of ages,
and for the extent of its commerce in the 14th and 15th centuries,
but from its having been the scene of several considerable tran-
actions. In this place, a council held in 972, confirmed the order
for the celibacy of priests. In 1518, a diet was held at this
place, for concerting and promoting a general crusade against
Turks. At a diet, attended by the emperor Charles V. in the
1530, the creed of the Protestants called the Augsulian or
Augsburg confession, was prefixed and publicly read. In
1547, the emperor held a diet in this place for finally com-
posing the controversies with regard to religion, which had
long disturbed the empire; and having, at the head of his
Spanish troops, taken possession of the cathedral and one of
the principal churches, he re-established with great pomp
the rites of the Romish worship. Before this diet, he laid
the syllable of doctrine, known afterwards by the name of
the Interim; and in 1548, he made his first attack upon
this city, on account of the part it took in its opposition to
this syllable, issuing a decree, after he had taken for his sub-
mission of the towns, by which he abolished its form of go-

government, dissolved all its corporations and franchises of its

cities and towns, and nominated a small number of patricians, in
whom he vested the future right of administration, and each of
whom was constrained to take an oath for observing the Interi-

In 1550, a diet was summoned by the emperor at this
place for further enforcing the observance of the Interim.
The diet held here in 1555, settled the religious peace of Germany, by an act called the Reuss.
In this city an alliance called the league or treaty of Aug-

turgh, was concluded in 1566, between the emperor,
the king of Spain, the republic of Holland, the elector Palatine,
Bavaria, and the duke of Savoy; the principal object
of which was to restrain the ambition of the French
monarch; but the real motive, says M. Augustin in his "Mo-

tifs des Guerres et des Traites de Paix de la France, &c. 1798," which led William prince of Orange to effect this

league was, to keep Louis XIV. out of the continent, while
who's exigency foretold to what the intemperate folly of James
II. of England would lead, might with more ease ascend the
French throne in his stead. The hostilities consequent on
this league commenced in 1688, which was followed by a
continental war, terminated by the peace of Ryswick in 1697.
Although the Protestants were very powerful at
Augsburg, they were driven from thence by the Bavarians,
and restored again by Gustavus Adolphus in 1632; since
which time they have continued, and shared the government
with the Catholics. In 1703, the elector of Bavaria
besieg'd the city and took it, and demolished its fortifica-

tions; but the battle of Hockiledon restored its liberty,
which it enjoys under its own magistrates; the bishop hav-
ing no temporal dominion in the city. The chapter is com-
poised of persons who can produce proofs of their nobility.
The canons have a right of electing their bishop, who is a
sovereign, like several of the other German bishops. Aug-

sburg is situated in N. lat. 45° 25'. E. long. 10° 58'.

AUGSBURG Confession. See Augustan.

AUGST, a village of Switzerland, near the Rhine, for-

merly a celebrated city called Augulsa Reaumusorum, whither
Munatius Plancus conducted a Roman colony under the
empire of Augustus, A. U. C. 750, B. C. 14. It is
set on the river Ergetz, two leagues from Basle. It was
ruined by Attila. Of its ancient magnificence many monuments
have been discovered; such as the ruins of an amphitheatre,
of towers, of subterranean vaults, and also medals, and
fragments of statues and inscriptions.

AUGUR, in antiquity, a minister of religion among
the Romans, appointed to take auguries or oracles con-

cerning futurity from birds, beasts, and the appearances of
the heavens.

The word is by some derived from avus, hired, and garri-
tus, chatterer; whence the original office of the augurs is
supposed to have been to observe, and take indications from
the noisance, calling, fingling, chirping, and chattering of
birds. Agreeably to which, augur is commonly divided
without from aopex, as the latter was supposed to play in
observing the flight of birds.—P. dr. derives it from the
Latin augere, to increase, and augus, more: so that, according to
him, an augur was properly a person who inspected the entrails,
and divined by means of the liver. On which principle,
augur would have been the name of Ariuspons.

The augurs constituted a college or community, which at
first consisted of three persons, one being appointed by
Romulus for each tribe; then of four, when Servius Tull-

ius increased the tribes to that number; then of nine, four
of them patricians, and five plebeians, added in the year of
U. Rome
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Rome 454. at the solicitation of the tribunes, and elected from among the common people; lastly, Sylla, in the year 672, increased the number to fifteen. They were at first ebonen, like the other priests, by the comitia curiata, but their election afterwards underwent the same changes with that of the pontifices.

The eldest of these prefixed over the rest, and was honoured with the title of "Magister Collegii." Their office, which terminated only with their death, and of which no crime or forfeiture could deprive them, as it is comprised in the augural law mentioned by Cicero (De Divin. l. ii.), was to interpret dreams, oracles, prodigies, &c. and to tell whether any action should be fortunate or prejudicial to particular persons, or to the whole state. Thus they were the interpreters of the will of the gods with respect to the making of war or peace; and all were obliged to obey them in no important an article.

They bore an augural flail, or wand, called litus, as the ensign of their office and authority. The other badges of their office were a kind of robe called tecthe, and a cap of a conical shape like that of the pontifices. No affair of moment could be resolved on, without first consulting them; and their advice, be it what it would, was, by a decree of the senate, appointed to be exactly and religiously observed.

The office was important and honourable. It was aspired after by some of the principal persons of the Roman state. Cato was a member of the college of augurs; and Cicero also was dignified with this title, and perfectly understood the whole art practiced by himself and his colleagues. Although he ridicules the profession (De Divin. l. ii.), and demonstrates by various proofs the inutility, impotence, and absolute impossibility of the art, and relates a saying of Cato concerning it, "that he could not imagine how one aruspex could look another in the face without laughing;" yet, notwithstanding his contempt of its superfluities, he blamed those generals and magistrates, who on important occasions had neglected them; and maintains, that this practice, though allowed to be subject to many abuses and frauds, ought to be regarded on account of religion and the prejudices of the people. Pliny was also raised by Trajan to the dignity of augur; and through every period of the Roman state, this office was the highest rank in the priesthood to which any senator could be raised. Of this Augustus was so well apprized, that by seizing the office of high priest on the death of Lepidus in the year of Rome 725, B.C. 29, he, and his successors in the empire, obtained a control over all religious matters; and by thus placing themselves at the head of all the colleges of priests, augurs, and keepers of the Sibylline books and others, they became the sole arbitrators in all sacrificial as well as profane concerns. For an abstract of the history and office of augurs, see Augury.

Augur, in Entomology, a species of Cimex, of a rufous colour, with the antennae, under-wings, and legs black. A native of the East Indies, and the cape of Good Hope.

Augur, a species of Phalaena (Moth), with brown wings, characterized with black. Inhabits Germany. Fabricius.

Augur, a species of Musca that inhabits New Holland. It is cinereous; abdomen blueish; flies teataceous and diaphanous. Fabricius, &c.

Augural, something relating to the Augurs.

The augural instruments are represented on several ancient medals. Exeuch Medals, chap. ii.

Augural epber, caea auguralis, that given by a priest on his first admission into the order, called also by Varro adjunctus. De Re Rutil. lib. iii. cap. 6.

Augural books, libri auguralis, those wherein the discipline and rules of augury were laid down. Cic. de Divin. lib. i. cap. 33. Priscian (l. 788.) says, that Julius Caesar compiled augural books.

Augurale, the place in a camp where the general took auspicia. This answered to the auguratorium in the city. Augurale is also used, in Seneca, for the ensign or badge of an augur, as the litus. De Tranquil. cap. xvi.

Auguratorium, a building on the Palatine Mount, where public auguries were taken. This is also called auguracae and aera.

Augurello, Giovanni Aurelio, in Biography, a learned Italian, was born at Rimini about 1441, flourished at Padua, and became professor of polite literature at Treviso, where he had a cottonary, and where he died in 1524. He was addicted to the study of alchemy; and it is said that pope Leo X. in return for the deduction of his Latin poem, intitled "Chrysopeia," gave him a large empty purse, saying, that he knew how to fill it. From this poem, however, it appears that Augurello was no believer in the art. He published, besides the Chrysopeia many Latin poems, odes, elegies, and cantos; some of which possess elegance and purity. The poems in his own language were not published till 1765. Tirabolchi. Gen. Biog.

Augury, the discipline of the augurs, or the practice of consulting the gods, and learning their will, by divers kinds of omens.

The observation of auguries is very ancient, as having been prohibited by Moses in Leviticus.—The cup put in Benjamin's sack, in Egypt, is said to have been that used by Joseph for making auguries.

However this be, augury was undoubtedly a very ancient superition. Heofod informs us, that the operations of agriculture were regulated by the migration of birds; and it had probably been in use long before his time, for marking the changes of the seasons. At length the flight of birds was more particularly observed; and their different motions were thought to be of such consequence, that no concern of importance, either private or public, was undertaken without consulting them. Aband as this superstition may now appear, and as it certainly was in the extensive application and use of it, it seems to have derived its origin from nature. The appearance and disappearance of particular birds at different seasons, would probably suggest to those who were ignorant of the places to which they migrated, and from which they occasionally returned, that they might visit the ethereal regions, and there converse with the gods, and acquire an infinit or faculty for foretelling future events. A superstitious people might argue in this manner; and as birds are found capable of imitating the human voice, some impostor might have availed himself of this circumstance, and deduced presumptions in favour of the fallacious syltem of augury. An ingenious writer fuggels (see Stillingsheet's Calendar of Flora), that this might have been the case; and it is alleged, that the institution of augury seems to have been more ancient than that of aruspicy; for Homer supplies us with several instances of the former, but none of the latter. Upon the whole, it is not improbable that natural augury gave rise to religious augury; and this again, by a transition not unnatural, to aruspicy. A passage in Aritlophanes furnishes a hint that led to these observations. In his comedy of the birds, he represents one of them as saying, "The greatest blessing which can happen to you, mortals, are derived from us; first, we shew you the feasons, spring, autumn, and winter; the crane points out the time for lowing, when the flies with her warning notes into Egypt; the birds the sailor hang up his and take his rest, and every prudent man provide himself with winter garments; the kite appears next, announcing another
another season, when it is time to shear the sheep; after
that, the swallow informs you when it is time to put on
summer clothes: we are to you, adds the Chorus, Ammon,
Dodona, Apollo; for after consulting us, you undertake
every thing; merchandize, sacrifices, marriages, &c.

"Exsultavit Amenem, Sphaxi, Melampus, in Ambac,
which seems the general fo
was made in the speculations of men which appear in
the words of the poet; and that they were easily induced to
think that the surplising foresight of birds as to the time of
migration, indicated something of a divine nature in them;
against which opinion, Virgil, as an Epicurean, protests,
when he fays,

"Haud equidem credo, quia fit divinitas illis ingenium."

From these speculations of a conjugal kind we proceed to
observe, that some have ascribed the invention of this art
to Prometheus, or Melampus, the sons of Amythaon and
Dorippe. Pliny (i. vii. c. 55.), fays, that the Carians were
the first observers of birds, and that Orpheus first directed
his attention to other animals. Paulanias (Phoecic.) attributes
the first observation of the flight of birds to Parならばus,
who gave his name to mount Parناسus. Clement of Alex-
andria reports, that the Phrygians were the inventors of
this art. Upon the whole, it feems probable, that this spec-
ies of divination was transmitted from the Chaldaeas,
Asiatics, and perhaps the Egyptians, to the Greeks; from
them to the Hetrurians; and from the Hetrurians to the
Latinss and Romans.

We find five sorts of auguries mentioned by the ancients.
1. From the appearances in the heavens, as thunder, light-
nning, and other meteors. 2. From birds, whence they de-
ned the name of Auguries. Some birds furnished them
with observations from their chattering or singing, and
others from their flying. The former were called Ofelines,
and the latter Præpetes. For the taking of both these
sorts of auguries, the augur went up to some high place,
took the augural staff, bent at one end like a crook, and
marked out with it the four temples or quarters of the
heavens. Then he turned to the east, and in that situ-
ation, waited for the dawn; which was of no significane,
unless it was confirmed by another of the same sort. In
this manner Romulus perceived Jupiter’s approbation of his
election to the crown; having seen lightning that came out
on his left side and proceeded to his right. This ceremony,
which was also observed when Numa was called to the crown,
is largely described by Livy, i. c. 18. 3. From birds
kept in a coop for that purpofe. The manner of divining
from them was as follows: early in the morning the augur
that was to take the obfervation, after having commanded
a general silence, ordered the coop to be opened, and then
threw in a handful of crumbs or corn. If the chickens
did not eat greedily, scattered the food about with their
wings, let fall a great deal of it from their mouths to the ground,
or, above all, refused to eat, the omen was reckoned unlucky,
and some great mischief portended; but if they fed greedily,
and let none of the food drop out of their mouths, they
obtained all desirable assurance of happiness and succefs.
This fort of augury was called tripudium, from the ancient
Latin word paare, to strike, and terra, the earth; because
the birds, in eating greedily, struck the ground with their
beaks. The story of P. Claudius the confluf is well known
(Vol. Max. i. c. 4.), who, ready to engage at sea in the
first Punic war, and hearing that the chickens would not
come out of their coop, ordered them to be thrown into
the sea, with this Jeff, “If they will not eat, let them drink.”
But he was vanquished; not, it will be thought, by the
contempt of this silly and childish ceremony, but in confe-
quence of his own rashnefs. 4. The next fort of augury
was from beasts, viz. wolves, goats, foxes, hifters, af-
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to his relations; and from the reign of Adrian, at least, was appropriated to the second period of the state, who was considered as the presumptive heir of the empire. Accordingly, the position, who was defined to succeed to the dignity, was first created Caesar; which was a step necessary to arrive at that of Augustus or emperor.—Yet T. Sicius maintains the reverse; viz. that it was necessary to be Augustus previously to the being Caesar; and alludes the influence of Valentinian 1, who proclaimed his brother Valens Augustus before he was created Caesar; but this single fact is not sufficient to invalidate the evidence of common practice.

The empress also took the quality of Augusta; and even some ladies of the imperial family, who had never been wives of emperors, but mothers or daughters.

Of medals and coins, some of the ancient kings of France are also found with the appellation Augusti; particularly Childbert, Clothaire, and Clovis; add, that the wife of this last, Chrothchilda, is also called by Herrie, in his book of the miracles of St. Germain, indifferently either Augusta or queen.

Augustus, in respect of Chronology, denotes the eighth month of the Julian year.

This was called in the ancient Roman calendar, Sextilis, as being the sixth from March, from which the Romans began their computation. The emperor Augustus changed the name, and gave it his own; not that it was the month in which he was born, which was September, and which was first proposed for bearing his name, but because it had been fortunate to him by several victories which he had gained in it.

He preferred this month to September for the reasons mentioned in the deliberations of the senate, preferred by Macrobius. The tenor of them is as follows: "As it was in the month, hitherto called Sextilis, that the emperor Caesar Augustus took possession of his first confidant; that he celebrated three triumphs; that he received the oath of allegiance of the legions that occupied the janizary; that he reduced Egypt under the power of the Roman people; that he put an end to all civil wars; it appears that this month is and has been a most happy month to this empire; the senate therefore ordains, that this month shall henceforth be called Augustus. This decree of the senate was ratified by an order of the people."

Our Saxon ancestors called it Wod-monath, that is wood-month, on account of the plenty of weeds in this season.

Spelman.

This month is esteemed one of the richest in the whole year, because of the harvest of the several sorts of grain which is produced in that season. Hence is to be derived the French proverb, a man has made bis August; which proverb is much used among merchants, to signify that a man has been successful in trade, and got an estate.

Augustus also used, in Middle Age Writers, for a power or licence, of going out of a city in harvest-time, to reap, &c. De Caige.

AUGUSTA, in Ancient Geography, a name given singly, or in connection with some epithets, to several towns in honour of Augustus the Roman emperor. Thus, Augusta was a town of Galia Narbonensis, founded by Augustus, with the title of a colony; situate 1/4 league from the Rhone, and having a temple of Jupiter, a circus, and an amphitheatre.—Albo, a town of Cilicia, seated on mount Taurus, five or six leagues north of Adana. Pliney, l. v. c. 27. It became subject to Rome in the reign of Augustus.—Albo, a town of Dacia Ripensis.—Albo, a town of Rhacia.—Albo, a port of Sicily, nearly north of Syracuse. Augusta Asturica, Astorga, an ancient town of Spain, in Asturia.—A. Augurum, a town of Aquitania, originally called Cibberum, which name it afterwards resumed. In the middle age it took the name of the people Aughis, and is now Auch.—A. Batienorum, or Batiscanorum, an ancient town of Italy, in Liguria; called also A. Vogienorum.—A. Bracara, Braga, an ancient town of Hispainia Citerior. Pliny.—A. Emerita, a town of Lusitania, on the river Anas, the capital of the province: it was a colony of the Emeriti, or of such soldiers as had served out their legal time, were men of experience, or had received marks of favour, founded by Augustus; adorned by him with stately buildings, a long and magnificent bridge over the Gaudiana, and two aqueducts. It is now called Merida.—A. Ephratias, a town of Asia, in Comagene, on the banks of the Euphrates.—A. Gemella, a town of Bocica in Spain, in the country of the Turduli.—A. Magna, a town of Asia, situate at the confluence of the Apur and Phasis. Ptolemy.—Augustianum, a division of Egypt, which commenced about the time of Theodor II. comprehending that part of Lower Egypt, which extends from the right arm of the Nile to the east of Delta, to the frontier of Arabia.—A. Novo, a town of Hispainia Tarragonensis, on the river Areu, in the country of the Areuaci; called by Ptolemy Porta Augusti.—A. Pratonia, a town of Gallia Cisalpina, at the foot of the Alps Graiae, in Duria, so called because Augustus sent thither a colony of the pretorian soldiers: inhabited by the Salassi: now Aoste.—A. Rauretorum, a town of Helvetia, now called Auzt. A. Susoenum, a town of Gallia Belgia, on the Axona, now Soissons.—A. Tarunorum, a town of the Turunni, at the foot of the Alps, where the Doria Minor falls into the Po, so called because Augustus established here a Roman colony; now Turin.—A. Tiberii, a town upon the Danube, on the confines of Hhetia and Doria; now Ratisbon.—A. Trebis, a town of the Eupi, near the springs of the river Arno in Italy, now Trevisa, in Umbria.—A. Trinobi, a town of Gallia Belgia, belonging to the Treveri, a people inhabiting the territory between the Rhine and the Moselle, now Trevi or Triers.—A. Tripontum, a town of the Trinobantes, in the Isle of Albion, called Augusta from its grandeur; now London.—A. Vagnenorum, the seat of a Roman colony, among the mountains, now Vico near Mondovi.—A. Veromandureum, a town of Gallia Belgica, now St. Quintin.—A. Valeria, a town of Hispainia Tarragonensis, belonging to the Celticrians. Ptolemy.—A. Vindelitivrum, a town of Vindelicia, now Augsburg.

Augusta, in Geography, a town of Sicily, eighteen miles by land, and nine by sea, distant from Syracuse, was built by the emperor Frederick II. near the ruins of the Greek city of Megara; and covered a small low peninsula, joined to Sicily on the north side by a long causeway, having on each side extensive salt-ponds. This projection forms a very fine harbour, the largest and most easy of access in Sicily, opening to a southern exposure, but sheltered by the points of the coast from both wind and wave, with nine fathom of water in almost every part. A ruinous citadel guards the land gate; and three forts, built on little islands, defend the entrance of the port. The country along the opposite shore is beautifully diversified in its culture. The order of Malta has established at Augusta magazines of salt meat, biscuit, and flour, for the supply of their ships that are continually passing between the islands. The town is fearfully recovered from the devastation caused by the earthquake in 1693, which destroyed by the falling of the houses about one third of the inhabitants, set fire to the powder magazine in the citadel, which blew up, and threw the light-house precipitately into the sea. Since that time the town has been rebuilt on a regular plan, with low houses to prevent injury from another shock if it should occur. The number of inhabitants
habitants is reckoned at 9303 by an enumeration. Swinburne says its population amounts to 16,000 persons. Travels, vol. iv. p. 116.

Augusta, a county of Virginia, in North America, lying partly on the east and partly on the west of the North Mount, a ridge of the Alleghany. The soil is fertile, and the country contains 10,886 inhabitants, including 1567 slaves. In this district there is a remarkable cascade, called "the falling spring," which is a branch of the James, where it is called Jackson's river, rising in the mountains twenty miles south-west from the "warm or hot spring," in N. lat. 38° 5'. W. long. 80° 6'. At the "falling spring," the water falls two hundred feet, being fifty feet higher than the fall of Niagara; and the fleet of water is only twelve or fifteen feet wide above, and somewhat wider below.

Augusta, a town of North America, in the upper district of Georgia, situated on a fine plain in Richmond county, on the south-west bank of the Savannah river, where it is near five hundred yards broad, at the bend of the river, 127 miles north-west from Savannah, and 934 south-west from Philadelphia. At the first settlement of the colony, general Oglethorpe erected a fort here for protecting the Indian trade, and holding treaties with the natives. In 1787, it contained 200 houses. The country round it has an excellent soil, which, together with its central situation between the upper and lower countries, infuses its improvement. N. lat. 33° 19'. W. long. 80° 46'.

Augusta, a town of Upper Canada.

Augusta, a river in the south-east part of the island of Cuba, in the West Indies, navigable for several leagues from the mouth, in which is Cumberland harbour.

Augusta, Historia, is the history of the Roman emperors from the time of Adrian to Carinus, composed by six Latin writers, Æl. Spartanus, Julius Capitolinus, Æl. Lampridius, Vulciatus, Gallicanus, Trebellius Pollio, and Flavius Vopiscus. They all lived in the reign of Diocletian, though some of them flourished under his successors, near the end of the third and beginning of the fourth century. They are rather biographers than historians, and take more care to inform us of the good and bad qualities of the emperors, of their birth, education, fortune, and even their diet, and the clothes they wear, than to describe their wars, the laws they enacted, and the great revolutions that happened during their respective reigns. Vopiscus, who was a Syracuse, and who is said, in the life of Probus, to have imitated Suetonius, according to the general opinion of the learned, far excels the rest, both as to his method and style; nevertheless he has many imperfections, and is not to be compared with any of the Latin historians. The other five betray great want of judgment in their choice, and of method in digressing their materials. Of these six writers, Capitolinus is the most confused and injudicious; whence some have suspected that the author of this collection had blended together the relations of Capitolinus, Spartan, and some others. Their style is vulgar and unpolished, their expressions uncouth, and sometimes hardly intelligible. Vopiscus observes, that Lampridius and Capitolinus attended more to truth than to elegance in their narrations. Pollio acknowledges that his style has nothing of the dignity of the ancients. Fabr. Bibl. Lat. vol. ii. p. 371, &c. Anc. Uni. Hist. vol. xiv. p. 67. The histories of these writers were published together, with the notes of Cabaubon, Salmasius, and Gruter, in two vols. 8vo. 1671; and re-published by I. P. Schmidt, in 1771.

Augustales, or Sodales Augustales, or Flaminii Augustales, were the priests of Augustus, appointed after the decease of that emperor by Tiberius, and instituted by him, to perform the service of the new god. Three of these were Drusius, Claudius, and Germanicus; and the others, who supplied the number of twenty-one, were chosen by lot among the citizens of the first families in Rome. The name of Augustales was also applied to other colleges of priests, instituted in honour of the successors of Augustus, and who like him were deified. The appellation is also extended to those who conducted the first ranks of the army; to the prefects of Egypt, who were established by Augustus after the defeat of Antony and Cleopatra; to all the officers of the imperial palace; and to those citizens in the colonies and municipia, who held the middle rank between the emperors and the people. The Augustales of the provinces were probably set apart for the worship of Augustus in the same manner as those of Rome.

Augustalia, in Antiquity, a feast instituted in honour of the emperor Augustus.

This festival was first established in the year 755, being the fourth after he had ended all his wars, and settled the affairs of Sicily, Greece, Asia, Syria, and the Parthians. The day when he made his entry into Rome, being the fourth of the ides of October, was appointed to be kept a feast, and was called Augustalia.

Augustalia was also a name given to the games celebrated in honour of the same prince, on the fourth of the ides of October.

Augustalis, or Proflitus Augustalis, a Roman magistrate who was appointed to govern Egypt, with a power much like that of a proconsul in other provinces.

Augustan, relating to Augustus or August.

Augustan Era. See Actian.

Augustan, or Augsburg Confession, in Ecclesiastical History, denotes a celebrated confession of faith, drawn up by Luther and Melanchthon, on behalf of themselves and other ancient reformers, and presented, in 1530, to the emperor Charles V. at the diet of Augusta or Augsburg, in the name of the evangelical body. This confession contains twenty-eight chapters, of which the greater part is employed, in representing, with pertinacy and truth, the religious opinions of the protestants, and the ref in pointing out the errors and abuses that occasioned their separation from the church of Rome. The style in which it is written is plain, elegant, grave, and perspicuous, such as becomes the nature of the subject, and does honour to the eloquence of Melanchthon. The matter of this confession was supported by Luther, who, during the diet, resided at Coburg, a town in the neighbourhood of Augsburg; and even the form it received from the acute judgment of his colleagues was authorized by his counsel and approbation. The Roman Catholics attempted a refutation of this confession: this refutation was read publicly in the assembly; and the emperor demanded submission on the part of the Protestant members; but the Protestants were not satisfied, and requested a copy of this reply, that they might demonstrate at large its insufficiency and weakness. The emperor refused this request, interposed by his authority to suspend any further proceeding, and solemnly prohibited the publication of any new writings or declarations that might contribute to lengthen out these religious debates. Melanchthon prepared an answer, which was presented to the emperor, but he refused to receive it. This answer was afterwards enlarged and published in 1531, with the other pieces that related to the doctrine and discipline of the Lutheran church, under the title of "A Defence of the Confession of Augsburg," or "Apologia Confessionis Augsbutinae." In composing this defence,
defence, Melanthon's love of peace and concord seems to have carried him beyond what he owed to the truth; and through fervile fear, excessive charity, or indecision of mind, he makes several erroneous conclusions to the church of Rome. Modern's Eccl. Hist., vol. iv. p. 285. In some subsequent editions of the "Apologia," the obnoxious passages were omitted, and the pharisaery that had given the objectors matterially altered. See Philippius.

AUGUSTATUM, in Middle Age Writers, denotes a largese or donative, of an emperor to the people or foleiery.

AUGUSTENBERG, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxon, and county of Schwartzbach; three miles east of Arnstadt.

AUGUSTENBERG, a town of Denmark, in the duchy of Sleeswick, six miles east of Sonderborg.

AUGUSTEUR MARMOR, in the Natural History of the Ancients, a name given to the common green and white marble so frequent in use with us for tables, &c.; and called by our artificers, Egyptian marble.

AUGUSTIN, Anthony, in Biography, archbishop of Tarragona, was born at Saragossa, of parents of distinction, and studied in various universities both of Spain and Italy. At the age of twenty-five, he published a treatise of law, intitled, "Emendationes et Opinionis Juris Civilis." He was sent as nuncio to England by pope Julius III. in 1554; and in 1562, he distinguished himself at the council of Trent. From the year 1574 to 1586, the time of his death, he prostituted the archiepiscopate of Tarragona. His liberality to the poor was such, that when he died, there was not found money sufficient to defray the expenses of a funeral suitable to his rank. Of many writings in law, which he left, the most valuable is a treatise "De Emendatione Gratiani," first printed at Tarragona in 1587, and afterwards published in 1672, by Balzar, 8vo., and esteemed an elaborate treatise on the canon law. He wrote also "Antique Collectiones Decretalum," printed at Paris in 1621, folio, with notes; "Dialogues on Medals," published at Tarragona, in 1587; and other treatises, chiefly on canon law: with skill in the law, he united purity of language. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

AUGUSTIN, and by contradiction AUSTIN, St. usually styled "the Apostle of the English," was the first archbishop of Canterbury, and flourished about the close of the fifth century. He was originally a monk in the convent of St. Andrew at Rome, educated under St. Gregory, afterwards pope of Gregory I.; and about the year 596, deputed by him on a mission to Britain, for the conversion of the English Saxons. Whilfe Augulfin, and forty monks, who were his associates in this mission, were pursuing their journey, they were discouraged by apprehension of the dangers which they were likely to encounter; and Augulfin was sent back from France to Rome, with a petition to be recalled from this hazardous undertaking. Gregory, however, was determined not to abandon his project; he therefore encouraged them to proceed, furnished them with recommendatory letters to the king and queen of France, and to the bishop of Arles, and instructed them to take with them some interpreters from the Franks, whose language still resembled that of the Anglo-Saxons. In the year 597, the missionaries landed in the isle of Thanet; and having informed Ethelbert, king of Kent, whose queen Bertha was a Christian, and who was disposed to give them a favourable reception, of their arrival, and of the design of their mission, they were introduced into the royal presence. The king, however, chose to receive them in the open air, from a superfluitous notion that he would be thus more secure from the delusive influence of their magical arts, than within the walls of a house. Augulfin, by means of his interpreters, opened his commission; and after stating to Ethelbert the leading doctrines of Christianity, he allured him to embrace the religion of Christ by the assurance of an eternal kingdom in heaven. The king, after a candid hearing, hesitated in abandoning the religion of his ancestors; but with a liberality which reflects honour upon his memory, and under a due sense of the kind intention with which the missionaries had undertaken so long a journey, he allowed them to remain in the country, and to use their efforts for the conversion of his subjects. Accordingly he assigned for their residence that part of the ancient Durovernum, or the modern Canterbury, which is now called "Stable-gate," and which had been formerly a kind of oratory or chapel for the royal family, where they worshipped and offered sacrifice to their gods. The missionaries entered the city in procession, singing a hymn. Their ministerial labours were at first confined to the precincts of the city, where the accession of new converts was inconsiderable; but as soon as the king himself was profelyted and baptized, they obtained liberty to extend their communion to every part of his dominions; and their success was so great, that Augulfin is said to have baptized 10,000 persons of both sexes in one day, in the river Swale, at the mouth of the Medway. In the commencement of his mission, he thought it expedient to refrain from coercive measures; and, as Bede informs us (Eccl. Hist. i. c. 26), he instructed Ethelbert, that the service of Christ must be voluntary, and that no compulsion ought to be used in propagating the gospel; nor does it appear that any violence was used in the first establishment of Christianity in England, besides that of demolishing idols, and converting pagan temples into Christian churches.

Augulfin, who seems to have been consecrated archbishop of Canterbury before his arrival in England, was actuated by his rapid success with the ambition of possessing, under the sanction of the pope, the supreme authority in the English churches. For the purpose of soliciting this honour, or that of primate of England, and also of obtaining instructions with regard to other subjects, which may now be deemed of very questionable or trivial importance, he deputed messengers to the pope, who speedily returned with a full answer to the archbishop's inquiries. They also brought with them a pall (see Pall), as a badge of archepiscopal dignity, and various other ecclesiastical vestments and utensils. The pope also gave Augulfin directions for erecting twelve sees within his province, and particularly for appointing one at York, which, if the country should become Christian, he was to form into a province with twelve suffragans. Among the counsels communicated by the pontiff to Augulfin on this occasion, was an admonition not to be elated with pride on account of the miracles which he had been enabled to perform in confirmation of his ministrity, but to consider that this power was given him, not for his own sake, but for the sake of those whose salvation he was appointed to procure. Augulfin, having fixed his seat at Canterbury, dedicated an ancient church, formerly built by some Roman Christians, to the honour of Christ; and king Ethelbert founded the abbey of St. Peter and St. Paul, afterwards called St. Augulfin's, and since converted into the archbishop's palace. Such was the attachment of St. Augulfin to the see of Rome, that he attempted to bring the Britifh bishops in Wales under the authority of the Roman see. From the time when the ancient Britons, or Welsh, were first instructed in the Christian faith by Faganus and Damianus, who had been sent at the request
request of Lucius, in the second century, as missionaries by Eleutherius bishop of Rome, these churches had followed the rules of their first masters, without regarding the subsequent alterations prescribed by the church of Rome. But pope Gregory, by appointing Augustin metropolitan of the whole island, had claimed jurisdiction over the churches of Wales; and Augustin was well inclined to support the claim. Two conferences were held on this business; both of which were unsuccessful. At the second conference, seven British bishops attended, and many monks from the monastery of Bangor, under the direction of their abbot Dinod. Disposed as they were to pay all due respect to the archepiscopal dignity of Augustin, they took measures, previously to their meeting, for preventing the Voluntary question which would be unfavourable to their interest. Accordingly they consulted a hermit of acknowledged understanding, and requested his opinion, whether they should surrender their independence, and their ancient customs and privileges, to the pretensions of Augustin. The hermit, probably apprized of the disposition and character of the metropolitan, gave them the following instructions: “If this man follows the example of his master, who was meek and lowly of heart, he is a servant of God, and you ought to obey him; if not, his claim is not to be regarded: let Augustin and his brethren be first seated in the place of meeting; if upon your entrance, he rise up to salute you, honour him as a messenger from God; if he neglect to shew you this civility, reject his offers, for he has not taken upon him the yoke of Christ.” When the British bishops and monks entered the hall, Augustin, who had taken the chair, received them sitting. Upon which, conformably to the advice of the hermit, they declined complying with the proposals of the haughty prelate, and disclaimed all subjection to the see of Canterbury, and virtually to that of Rome. Augustin, incensed by their conduct, took leave of the assembly, and denounced upon the British clergy this menacing sentence: “If you will not accept of peace with your brethren, receive war from your enemies; if ye will not prayer the way of life to the English, suffer death from their hands.” The event corresponded with the menace: Ethelfrid, king of Northumberland, soon afterwards marched with a large army to Caerleon, and made a great slaughter, in which near 1200 of the monks of Bangor were put to the sword. The memory of Augustin has been loaded with the infamy of having, to satiate his revenge, fulfilled his own prophecy. Bishop Godwin (De Prefid. Angl. p. 43. ed. 1616) exclaims, “Excellent prophet! who could predicke what he knew to well how to accomphish,” and he affeets, upon the authority of an anonymous manuscript, and of an old French annalist, that Augustin, refenting the rejection of his proposal by the Welsh bishops, ilminated Ethelbert to fall upon them, as a wolf upon a flock of sheep, with a large army, borrowed in part from Ethelfrid; and that the bishop himself joined the army of Ethelfrid at Chester, and assisted him to gain a complete victory. In opposition to this testimony, however, it is urged by the learned Wharton (Angl. Sacr. t. i. p. 89.), on the credit of an ancient book cited by William Thorn, that Augustin and pope Gregory both died in the same year, that is, in the year 604, when it is certain Gregory died; whereas the death of the monks happened, according to Godwin (ubi supra), in 605. Bede, who mentions this battle (Litt. c. 2.), adds, that it was fought after the death of Augustin; and though this passage has been suspected of interpolation, the suspicion has been founded merely on the omission of it in Alfred’s Saxon version, though it is found in all the most ancient manuscripts; and on Augustin’s having signed a charter with Ethelbert, in 605; whereas the custom of signing written instruments is not older than the year 700. It is not easy to decide with any degree of certainty, whether Augustin assisted in the war against Wales; but however this be, he cannot be exculpated from the charge of having entertained sentiments of revenge against the Welsh bishops, and it may be justly suspected of having at least advised the battery, which, in the issue, proved to fatal to the monks. (See Cave Hill. Lit. t. i. p. 549.) Augustin, after having appointed Laurence for his successor in the see of Canterbury, died, as some say, and particularly Wharton, who urges good reasons for his opinion, in the year 605, and according to others, in 604 or 614. The remains of this prelate were deposited first in the monastery, and afterwards in the cathedral of Canterbury. In 691, some of them were re-covered by an abbot in a small urn, guarded by iron and lead, and hid in a wall, left the precious treasure should fall into the sacrilegious hands of the Danes and Normans. After the lapse of another century, what yet remained of the holy relics was by another abbot ornamented with gold and precious flowers, and reposited by itself; and in the year 1200, a third abbot laid what he could find of the holy relics in a marble tomb adorned with beautiful carved work, and bearing an inscription of the following juggling compleat:

Ad tumulum hauds patris almi duceus amore,
Albans hunc tumulum Thomas defatavit honore.

As to the miracles ascribed to St. Aulbin, they are authenticated merely by lying legends, to which no credit is due. Besides restoring a blind man to sight, for the purpose of establishing his authority and vindicating his claims in the first conference with the British bishops, he is said to have left the print of his foot on the stone which received his first step on his landing in the isle of Thanet; to have caused a fountain of water to spring up for baptizing; and to have called up first the corpse of an excommunicated man to make confession of having refused the payment of tithes, and then that of the priest who had excommunicated him, to give him absolution, in the presence of the people; after which both of them returned to their graves.

As the apostle of the English, Augustin may deserve to be remembered with honour, as the immediate agent in the dispersion of Pagan superstition, and the introduction of a purer system of religious but other superstitions, it must be confessed, were introduced in the room of those which were removed, and the people, under the dominion of Christian priests and monks, still remained in a state of mental vassalage. The personal merit of this missionary will bear no comparison with that of the first Christian apostle. While Paul and his brethren, in their journeys for the propagation of the gospel, exposed themselves to innumerable perils, without any project of temporal advantage, this apostle traveled under the protection of princes, enjoyed the support and assistance of the civil power, and found his spiritual labours the direct path to worldly honour and emolument. A pope was his master; a king was first his patron, and then his disciple; and the sole government of his new church, with all the advantages of supremacy in a well-arranged hierarchy, was his recompense. That which decisively fixes the reproach of inordinate ambition upon his character is, that he not only eagerly seized the metropolitan dignity in the English church before it was well formed, but endeavored to bring the ancient and independent British churches under his yoke; and that, meeting with more reluctance than he expected from the free spirit of the ancient Britons, his haughty temper could not brook the
the opposition, and he at least meditated revenge. We can only judge of the character of this apostle by his actions, imperfectly recorded; for none of his writings remain." Biog. Brit. Gen. Biog.

AUGUSTINE, SAINT, a celebrated Christian divine of the Catholic church, the son of Patricius, a citizen of Milan, and Monica, celebrated for her piety, was born at Tagaste, a small town of Africa, in the year 314. His mother, anxious for his imbibing the principles of the Christian religion, placed him among the catechumens; and during a dangerous illness, he expressed a desire of being baptized; but upon his recovery, he phốioned the ceremony, for a superficial notion that fins committed after baptism were more heinous than those committed before. By his father he was sent for classical learning, much against his own inclination, first to a school in the place of his nativity, and afterwards to Madara. But he was idle and dissipated, and guilty of deceiving his masters, and of pilfering from his parents. To the study of Greek he was at this time particularly averse; nor does he feem in mature life to have made any great proficiency in it, as he confesses that he read the Platonists in a Latin version. At the age of sixteen, and in the year 371, he was removed to the schools of Carthage; but, in the mean while, notwithstanding the counsel and remonstrances of his mother, he acquired habits of incontinence, which were not soon abandoned, and which he ingenuously acknowledges and laments, in a book of "Confessions," written by him at a subsequent period, when he became feasible of his folly. At Carthage he devoted himself to the study of rhetoric and polite literature; and still possessing sentiments not wholly depraved, he found great pleasure in perusing the philosophical writings of Cicero, particularly his Hortensius, or "An exhortation to the study of Philosophy," not now extant. Having been sometimes instructed in religion, he occasionally read the scriptures; but not finding in them that kind of eloquence which he met with in Pagan writers, he disliked their simplicity, and threw them aside. However, during his continuance at Carthage, he attached himself to the Manichees, and from the sixteenth to the twenty-eighth or twenty-ninth year of his age, he was a disciple and advocate of this sect. When he was about eighteen, his mother, who was then become a widow, visited him at Carthage, and made every effort in her power for reclaiming him from debauchery and heresy; and she persuaded him to return to Tagaste, where he opened a school of grammar and rhetoric. Notwithstanding the reputation he acquired, his mother had still reason to bawil his conduct; and Augustine himself, in his "Confessions," (l. iii.) expresses, with great tenderness, his sense of the prayers which she prefented, and the tears which she shed, on his account. About the clofe of the year 379, Augustine removed to Carthage, and taught rhetoric in that city. He was also at this time a zealous advocate for the Manichæan system. But his love of pleasure, whatever were his other engagements, continued to be his predominant passion; and he formed a connection with a mistress, by whom he had a child, and to whom he remained constant. Regardless of decorum, he named this child "Adocontius," the gift of God; and he speaks of him, at the age of fifteen, as a young person of extraordinary talents. Provoked by the influence of his scholars at Carthage, Augustine removed with his mistress and child to Rome, and taught grammar and rhetoric in that city; but having reason to be dissatisfied with his situation, he fought a new settlement; and, by the recommendation of Symmachus, prefect of Rome, he was appointed, in the year 383, professor of rhetoric at Milan. Here he had an opportunity of attend-
printed at Paris in 1679, and reprinted at Antwerp in 1722; and fill eleven volumes in folio. His remains were carried by the Catholic bishops of Africa into Sardinia, the place of their exile; and from thence, after an interval of 200 years, they were conveyed by Luftprand, king of the Lombards, to Pavia, his capital.

In estimating the talents and learning, the disposition and character, and the value of the writings of Augustine, some have exalted him far above, and others have degraded him as much below his just rank. Molemein obersives, that his fable filled the whole Christian world; and "not without reason, as a variety of great and flinking qualities were united in the character of that illustrious man. A sublime genius, an uninterrupted and zealous pursuit of truth, an indefatigable application, an invincible patience, a fierce piety, and a subtle and lively wit, confided to establish his fame upon the most lalling foundations. It is however certain, that the accuracy and solidity of his judgment were by no means proportionable to the eminent talents now mentioned; and that, upon many occasions, he was more guided by the violent impulse of a warm imagination, than by the cool dictates of reason and prudence. Hence that ambiguity which appears in his writings, and which has sometimes rendered the most attentive readers uncertain with respect to his real sentiments; and hence also the just complaints which many have made of the contradictions that are so frequent in his works, and of the levity and precipitation with which he felt himself to write upon a variety of subjects, before he had examined them with a sufficient degree of attention and diligence."

That he professed a strong, capacious, argumentative mind, is generally allowed; but his style, though sometimes animated by the eloquence of passion, is usually clouded by faulty and affected rhetoric. "It has (says one of his biographers) more argument than oratory, more fluency than elegance, and more wit than learning; he has a certain subtility and intricate involution of ideas through long periods, which require in the reader acute penetration, close attention, and quick recollection. In fine, he is, as Eranus has observed, a writer of obscure subtlety, and unpleasant prolixity."

And, as many of his speculations are in themselves uninteresting, it is no wonder that his voluminous writings are now very much, and perhaps unfully, neglected. At the same time it is much to be lamented, that the doctrines of this father in the church should have led men to adopt a gloomy system of religion, and to support it with all the rigour of persecution. Such particularly are those charged upon him by Le Clerc (Letter prefixed to Supplement to Hammond's Paraphrasis), which take away good-name and justice both from God and man; the one representing God as confining men to eternal torments, for sins which they could not avoid: the other, bringing up magnifies to persecute those who differ from them in religion. It has also been regretted, that no writings, those of Arilote excepted, have contributed more than Augustine's, to encourage that spirit of faith disputatioon which distinguished the scholastic age. The learning of Augustine, and particularly his knowledge of the Greek language, have been despised: and hence the importance of his scriptural criticisms has been depreciated. But although it be allowed that his commentaries chiefly confit of moral reflections, spiritual and moral, or allegorical and mystical perverions of the literal meaning, yet the works of this father are not wholly diffuse of remarks and critical interpretations, that are pertinent and judicious. To such, after a detail of extracts from the writings of Augustine, the impartial and candid Dr. Lardner has referred. With regard to his knowledge of the Greek language, this excellent writer is of opinion, that he understood Greek better than some have supposed; and he has cited several passages, from which it may be argued, that Augustine frequently compared his copies of the Latin version with those of the Greek original. M. Le Clerc himself allows, that Augustine does sometimes very happily explain Greek words; but on such occasions he suspects, without sufficient reason, that he had the assistance of another.

As to the character of Augustine, it must be acknowledged that his "Confessions," whatever claim they may have to the praise of ingenuity and honesty, must a man a perpetual memorial of diligence. Besides, although this father of the church entertained, in the earlier part of his ministry, sentiments of mildness and charity towards heretics, yet, in the period of his episcopate, and under the influence of passion, excited by jural disputes, the advocate of intolerance and persecution. In a letter to Vincentius (Epift. 93.), a Donatist bishop, written about the year 428, he alludes several reasons for the exercise of secular authority against heretics; and urges the good effects which the terror of the imperial laws had produced in the conversion of several whole cities. Having once thought, as he confesses, that no man ought to be forced, he at last yielded to experience. In another letter of the same date, he incites the prelates of Africa to restrain the Donatists, but not to punish them with death; and yet in this letter, written profusely for urging the magistrate to persecution, Augustine, with an inconsequence, the reproach of which he too often incurs, thus liberally concludes (Ep. 100): "it is a more troublesome than profitable labour to compel men to forfay a great evil by force, rather than by instruction." Upon this inconsequence Voltaire pleasantly remarks (Treatise on Tolerations): "I would say to the bishop of Hippo, as your reverence has two opinions, you will have the goodfiefs to permit me to abide by the firft, for I really think it the better."

Although his conduct in procuring the first law to compel Christians to baptize their infants, in a council at Mile in Numidia, in the year 416, is altogether indefensible; and the writer of this article, abhorring every species of religious constraint and persecution, cannot attempt its vindication; yet he cannot adopt the severe strictures of the sprightly writer that refers to this fact in their whole extent and unqualified acrimony. "The name of Augustine (says he) had funk, before this time, below contempt in every free country. He was a crafty irritable man, often disappointed, and foiled by able opponents; passion for power was his ruling disposition, after his fénsual appetites had spent their force in debauchery. Too insignificant to obtain distinction in the state, he reconnoitred the church, and felf himself excellently qualified to cast out of Solomon's song to unsatisfying Christians, efficaciously single fitters and monks. A superannuated bishop, to whom he made himself convenient, lilted him into preferment. From that day he became a mercifles tyrant, and truckled to the bishop of Rome only for the fake of playing Jupiter in Africa. When he obtained the support of the emperor, and got his dreamer to imperial decrees, he became the champion of all good men within his reach, whose confinations, ban ftates, and death, with the ruin of their families, lay at his door. He confidered himself as an oracle of God, the only man who had appointed to execute his decrees." Robinon's History of Baptism. p. 217. Gen. A. Mo- themer's Eccles. Hist. vol. i. p. 362. Dupin's Eccles. Hist. v. century, ii. p. 125. Lardner's works. vol. v. c. 117, p. 81-123. Gibbon's Hist. vol. v. p. 62. Gen. P. 5.

AUGUSTINE, St. in Georgia, a town of America, the capital of East Florida, is situated on the sea-coast, about eighty leagues from the mouth of the gulf of Florida, 180 miles east from St. Mark's, and 126 south-west from Xx Charitowas.
Charles-town, in South Carolina. Its figure is oblong, and it is intersected by four streets at right angles. It is well fortified, and has a church and monastery of the order of its name. N. lat. 30°. W. long. 81° 30'.

AUGUSTINE, Cape St., lies on the coast of Brazil, in the Atlantic ocean, 300 miles north-east from the bay of All Souls. S. lat. 8° 30'. W. long. 35° 40'.—Alfo, a cape of the Mandanac islands in the Eastern ocean. N. lat. 6° 40'. E. long. 126° 20'.

AUGUSTINE's, St., a port and river on the coast of Labrador, near the straits of Belleisle, and opposite to St. John's bay in Newfoundland. In the harbour are two small iſlands, and about two miles south-west, a chain of little iſlands, called "St. Augustine's chain." It is about 25 miles from Great Mecatina íſland. N. lat. 51° 10'. W. long. 58° 50'.

AUGUSTINE's Square, St., a number of small iſlands on the coast of Labrador, in the gulph of St. Lawrence, near its mouth.

AUGUSTINE's, St. Bay, is a commodious bay that lies on the west side of Madagacar íſland, near the south entrance of the Mofambique channel, between the east coast of Africa and the west coast of the íſland. It abounds with fish, and furnishes a plentiful supply of beef, mutton, goats, and fowls. S. lat. 23° 55' 29'. E. long. 43° 8'.

AUGUSTINUS, or AUGUSTINUS, an Ecclæfiaftical Historian, and author of religious works; thus called from St. Augustin, whose rule they observe. The Augustins, properly also called Avgil Frieris, were originally hermits, whose pope Alexander IV. first congregrated into one body, under their general Lanfranc, in 1256. Soon after this institution, this order was brought into England, where they had about thirty-two houses at the time of their suppression. The Augustins are clothed in black, and make one of the four orders of mendicants. From these arose a reform, under the denomination of Bare-foot Augustins, or Minorites, or Frieri Minor.

There are also canons regular of St. Augustin, who are clothed in white, excepting their cope, which is black.

At Paris they are known under the denomination of Reli-igious of Genevieve; that abbey being the chief of the order. There are also nuns and canonesses, who observe the rules of St. Augustin.

AUGUSTINIANs are also those divines who maintain, on the authority of St. Augustin, that grace is efectual from its nature, absolutely and morally, and not relatively and gradually. They are divided into rigid, and relaxed.

AUGUSTOBONA, or AUGUSTOMANA, in Ancient Geography, a city of Gaul, belonging to the Savoies, called also Cretam Triaffium; now Troyes.

AUGUSTOBIRGA, or AUGUSTOBrica, a city of Hispantia Taragonensis, in the country of the people denominated "Pelasgonans," called of Numantia, and north-west of Bilbils.

AUGUSTODUNUM, a famous city of Gaul, the capital of the Édou; now Autun.

AUGUSTOMAGUS, an ancient town of Belgium Gaul, placed, in the Itinerary of Antonine, between Caeremonagus and Siffeone; now Senlis.

AUGUSTONOMETUM, a city of Gaul, the capital of the Averni; now Clermont en Auvergne.

AUGUSTPOLIS, an episcopal town of Arabia.—Also, a town of Phrygia Salutaris.

AUGUSTORITUM, a town of Gallia Aquitanica, and capital of the Lémovécs; now Limoges.

AUGUSTOW, in Geography, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Bieville, fifty-six miles N. N. W. of Bieville.

AUGUSTULUS, or ROMULUS AUGUSTUS, in Biography, the laſt of the Roman emperors in the west, was the fon of Orestes, who, having deposèd Julius Nepos by means of the troops in Gaul, of which he was general, and declining the imperial rank, advanced him to the throne, in the year 476. Orestes, however, retained the administration on account of the youth of his son; but in a year after he had attained the object of his ambition, his tranquility was interrupted by Odoacer, a bold barbarian, who put himself at the head of those mercenaries that formed a part of the armies of Italy. These barbarians had made a peremptory demand, that a third part of the lands of Italy should be immediately divided among them; and Odoacer affurèd his fellow soldiers, that if they dared to associate under his command, they might soon extort the justice which had been denied to their dutiful petitions. Orestes was soon compelled by this confederate band to retire to the strong city of Pavia, which was besieged, taken, and pillagèd. Odoacer, having put Orestes to death, proceeded to Ravenna, and feizing the young emperor, Augufaliaus, he stripped him of his imperial ensigns, and obliged him to-signify his resignation to the Roman senate. The life of this inoffensive youth was spared by the generous clemency of Odoacer; who disfurnished him, with his whole family, from the imperial palace, fixed his annual allowance at fix thousand pieces of gold, and assigned the caille of Lucullus in Campania, for the place of his exile or retirèment. Thus, in the fon of a youth, who united the names of the first king and first emperor of Rome, was the Roman empire finally extinguished, A. D. 476, or A. D. 479; about 507 years after the battle of Actium, when the Roman emperors properly begin; 523 years after the battle of Pharsalia, when the kingdom of Italy begins; and 1229 years from the foundation of Rome. Gibbon's Uni. Hist. vol. vi. p. 222.

AUGUSTUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa Propria. Ptolomy.—Alfo, a place of Gallia Narbonensis, fourteen miles from Labifco, and fifteen miles east from Bergufa, upon the Rhone; now Agele.

AUGUSTURSHUNN, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony, and marquisate of Meiffen, near Kadeberg.

AUGUSTUS, in Biography, a name given first and by way of eminence to Octavius Cæfar, and afterwards appropriated to his successors. (See August.) Cælius Julius Caesar Octavius, originally called Cælius Octavius, was the fon of a senator of the same name, who had been praetor of Macedon, and of Accia, daughter to Julia, the sifter of Julius Cæfar. He was born, during the consulate of Cicero and Caius Antonius, in the year of Rome, 691. B. C. 63; at the age of four years he lost his father; and his mother Accia contrived a second marriage with Lucius Marcus Philippus. The charge of his education was enjoined by his mother and father-in-law with the best mothers in Rome; and such was his proficiency that when he was nine years old, he harangued the people with extraordinary confidence, and before he had quite attained the age of twelve, he pronounced the funeral oration of his grandfather Julia. His talents and accomplishments recommended him to Julius Cæfar, his great uncle; who at an early period formed the design of adopting him, if he died without children. Whilft Octavius was at Apollonia, improving his powers of eloquence under the famous rhetorician, Apollodorus of Pergamum, he received the news of his uncle's tragical death, and of his own adoption. Although he was diffibed by his father and mother, and other tender friends, from declaring either his pretensions or his retentment, he determined to pass over into Italy without delay, and to judge for himself what measures it would be proper for him to adopt. Accordingly he landed at Lupis, now La Rocca, a small port between Brundulium and Hydram-

AUGUSTUS, in Biography, a name given first and by way of eminence to Octavius Cæfar, and afterwards appropriated to his successors. (See August.) Cælius Julius Caesar Octavius, originally called Cælius Octavius, was the son of a senator of the same name, who had been praetor of Macedon, and of Accia, daughter to Julia, the sister of Julius Cæfar. He was born, during the consulate of Cicero and Caius Antonius, in the year of Rome, 691. B. C. 63; at the age of four years he lost his father; and his mother Accia contrived a second marriage with Lucius Marcus Philippus. The charge of his education was enjoined by his mother and father-in-law with the best mothers in Rome; and such was his proficiency that when he was nine years old, he harangued the people with extraordinary confidence, and before he had quite attained the age of twelve, he pronounced the funeral oration of his grandfather Julia. His talents and accomplishments recommended him to Julius Cæfar, his great uncle; who at an early period formed the design of adopting him, if he died without children. Whilft Octavius was at Apollonia, improving his powers of eloquence under the famous rhetorician, Apollodorus of Pergamum, he received the news of his uncle's tragic death, and of his own adoption. Although he was diffibed by his father and mother, and other tender friends, from declaring either his pretensions or his retentment, he determined to pass over into Italy without delay, and to judge for himself what measures it would be proper for him to adopt. Accordingly he landed at Lupis, now La Rocca, a small port between Brundulium and Hydrum-
Upon his arrival, the garrison of Brundisium, which was very numerous and which consisted of veteran soldiers, went out to meet him, and introduced him by a kind of triumph into the city. Octavius thanked them for their attachment and respect, and having offered a solemn sacrifice to the gods, declared himself Caesar's heir, and added the titles of Caius Julius Caesar Octavianus; assuming himself by the latter of these appellations to be of the Octavian family. Having supplied himself with money, arms, and provisions, he purposed his route through Campania, and after paying a visit to Cicero in the neighbourhood of Cumae, arrived at Rome, where the party of Antony and Lepidus, which, under a pretence of avenging Caesar's death, aimed at establishing its own power, had obtained an universal sway. As Octavianus approached the capital, he was met by most of the magistrates, the officers of the army, and the people; but Antony declined showing him any tokens of respect. As soon as his adoption was publicly ratified in the forum, and duly registered, he waited upon Antony; and requested to have delivered to him, as Caesar's chief heir, the money which he had conveyed from Caesar's house to his own, that he might be enabled to discharge his legacies. Antony's behaviour, at this interview, was haughty and imperious; his reply with regard to the money, which he demanded, and of which part had been appropriated to the purposes of avance and ambition, was unsatisfactory; and his address closed with reminding Octavianus, in a style of authority and menace, that the favourites of the people are, generally speaking, short-lived, and that popular affection is more inconstant than the waves of the ocean. Octavianus retired, disqualified and offended; and apprised, that the confid ant withheld his father's money and estate from him in order to disable him from purchasing the favour of the people, he sold his own patrimony, and the estates of his mother and father-in-law, and with the produce of these sales, he paid part of Caesar's legacies; and by this act of generosity he charmed the populace, that they unanimously espoused his interest, and broke out into bitter invectives against Antony, for withholding his father's estate. An attempt, however, was made to reconcile these two competitors for the public favour; and it was attended with a partial and temporary success. But new occasions of variance occurred; and at length Octavianus was charged with a design of afflicting his rival. This furnished Antony with a pretext for drawing into Italy a considerable army. Octavianus, alarmed by this hostile preparation, hastened into Campania, and having collected 10,000 brave veterans who had served under Caesar, marched immediately towards Rome. But as he had no military title, nor any magistracy which gave him a right to command the forces of the republic, especially against a confidant, he thought it advisable to halt at the temple of Mars, within two miles of the city, till he obtained the consent of the people for his entry, which was soon granted him. Antony was at this time at Brundisium, and as he was hourly expected with a considerable force, it was justly apprehended that the flames of a civil war would be instantly kindled within the walls of the city. Parties were formed for one and the other of these formidable rivals; and whilst many of the senators were deliberating which side to take, Cicero, probably, as it has been said, more with a view of procuring for himself a bountiful matter, than for removing his country from tyranny, declared for Octavianus. At his motion, Antony, who had actually invaded the province of Cilatpine Gaul, and laid siege to Mutina, was declared an enemy to his country. Two new confederations, viz. Pansa and Hirius, who had both served under Caesar, and who were the intimate friends of Cicero, were ordered to raise troops, and to march to the relief of Decimus Brutus, who was chiefly biegied in Mutina. In two battles that were fought by the contending armies in the neighbourhood of this town, both the confis fell; and Octavianus became commander in chief of the whole army. Pansa, when he was borne of the wounds which he had received, earnestly advised Octavianus to commove his difference with Antony, as the only means of saving his life and advancing his fortunes; and the confidant's dying wish would have made a deep impression on the mind of Octavianus. The senate, concerning Antony's being utterly ruined, began to think Octavianus, of whom they were afraid, as they thought, they should have no further occasion: and refused his demand of a triumph, which they granted to Decimus Brutus; heaping upon him various favours, and appointing him commander of all the forces in Cilatpine Gaul; charging him at the same time, without even mentioning Octavianus, to pursue Antony, and treat him as a public enemy. Whilst Antony, after experiencing some vicissitudes, and after having fled before Brutus, and abandoned Italy, was ready to re-enter it with the command of twenty-three legions and above 10,000 horse, Octavianus was at Bononia, where he had been endeavouring, by the interest of Cicero, to obtain the confidant. But being disappointed with regard to this object of his ambition, he resolved no longer to defer his reconciliation with Antony. Accordingly, this bunion being settled, and a treaty having been concluded between them and Lepidus, of which the senate was wholly ignorant; Octavianus being placed at the head of an army, for the purpose of conducting the war, in conjunction with Decimus Brutus, against Antony and Lepidus, marched towards Rome in order to demand the confidant. It was now too late to concert or to carry into effect any measures of retribution. Octavianus was received in the capital with the loudest acclamations of the people; he was immediately joined by the legions stationed in the city; and he was unanimously elected first confidant, though he had not yet completed his twentieth year. A. U. C. 711. B. C. 43. Immediately after his promotion to the confidantship, he procured the confirmation of his adoption in a general assembly of the people; he caused the decree against Antony and Lepidus to be revoked; and he invited them into Italy. As they advanced, he went out to meet them; and their meeting took place at a small island formed by the river Rhenus, now Reno, which falls into the Po, after having watered the territory of Bononia, or Bologna. Here was planned the famous system of power called the Triumvirates; which fee. Having cemented and disengaged their new connection by the detestable proscription, which was to cut off all their enemies public and private, and to fill their treasury by confiscations, and by the mutual sacrifice of some of their nearest friends and relations, among whom was Cicero; they proceeded to Rome, and filled the city with blood and rapine. In fulfilment of one article of the treaty, settled on this occasion, Octavianus and Antony prepared for an expedition against Marcus Brutus and Cassius, who had made themselves masters of most of the provinces of the East. Accordingly they passed over into Macedon; and met the republican leaders on the plains of Philippi, where the contest was decided by two battles, the second of which terminated with the death of Brutus. (See Brutus.) On this occasion, Octavianus, who was actuated by an implacable spirit of revenge against the authors of Caesar's death, is chargeable with a degree of cruelty which fixed an indelible stain upon his reputation. Before his return to Rome, he found a difficulty, and incurred considerable danger, in the distribution of the forfeited
feited lands among the soldiers. He was also involved in a civil war by the violence of Fulvia, and of Lucius the brother of Antony, which was terminated by the surrender and capitulation of Perusia. On this occasion, Octavianus excelled the most inhuman barbarity. See Perusia. After the conclusion of this war, a partition was made of the Roman empire between Antony (see Antony) and Octavianus: Rome and the west being assigned to the latter. The next and most important event that engaged the attention of the triumvirs, was the war with Sextus Pompey. Whilist Octavianus was preparing for this war, he was captivated by the personal and mental charms of Livius, then the wife of Cladius Tiberius Nero. In order to obtain possession of her, he divorced his own wife Scribonia, and caused Livia to be divorced from her husband, though she was at the time far advanced in her pregnancy, and was, within three months after he married her, delivered of a son, who was named Tiberius, and who was afterwards emperor. The war with Pompey, though at first disastrous, was soon concluded by a general engagement, in which Pompey was entirely defeated.

Upon the deposition of Lepidus from his authority as one of the triumvirs, the Roman state was governed by a duumvirate; which was not likely to be of long duration. Antony, advancing to old age, and yet addicted to youthful follies, gave Octavianus advantages, which he had deference to perceive, and of which he availed himself by his political wisdom. Whilist he ingratiated himself with the people by several popular acts, and was invested with the dignity of perpetual triumvir of the people, which rendered his person sacred and inviolable, he contributed by various charges to degrade Antony in the public estimation. The commencement and termination of the civil war, in which Antony and Octavianus were engaged, have been already related under the article Antony. It will be sufficient here to say, that it was the successes gained by Octavianus, for which he was chiefly indebted to the conduct of his admiral Agrippa, at the famous battle of Actium, fought in the year B.C. 31, which made him master of the Roman world. Having followed his rival into Egypt, and there terminated the war, he remained in the field two years, and settled all the affairs of Egypt, Greece, Syria, Asia Minor, and the islands.

Upon his return to Rome, he triumphed for three successive days with great splendor. Having attained the summit of his ambition, it now remained with him to determine under what title, and in what mode he should exercise the supreme authority which he had acquired. That he ever seriously intended to surrender the power which he possessed, and to which he had made such sacrifices, is not at all probable; and yet it is by no means unlikely that he should have conferred with his confidential friends, Mecenas and Agrippa, in the manner which historians have recorded. Agrippa’s name is the most famous for his probity than his valor; recommended a generous resignation; represented the inevitable dangers which attend monarchy, insupportable to a free people and to men educated in a commonwealth; portrayed the examples of Sylla and Caesar; and closed his speech with exhorting Octavianus to convince the world, by restoring liberty to his country, that the only motive for his taking up arms was to revenge his father’s death. Mecenas, a man of great penetration, and generally esteemed the most refined politician of his age, urged, that he had gone too far to recede; that he could be safe only on the throne; and that it was absolutely necessary for the welfare and tranquility of the republic, that the sovereign power should be lodged in one person, and not divided among many individuals, whose ambiitious views would ill occasion a perpetual succession of miseries to the public. Octavianus thanked them both for their friendly advice, but avowed his purpose, a purpose without doubt previously formed, of adhering to the opinion of Mecenas; upon which this sage counsellor recommended his governing others as he would wish to be governed himself, if he had been born to obey and not to command; that he might then secure successes in all his undertakings, happiness during his life, and reputation after his death; adding, that if he dreaded the name of king, to odious in a commonwealth, he might content himself with the title of "Caesar," or "Emperor," and under that appellation, which was familiar to the Romans, enjoy all the authority of a sovereign. Dio. Call. I. lib. p. 464.

Octavianus, having formed his purpose, began to amuse and gratify the people, to adorn the city by public buildings, to new-model the senate by introducing his own partisans, by annulling many unjust and severe laws that had been enacted during the triumvirate, and by reforming a great variety of abuses. At length, in his 7th consulate, B.C. 27, in the 36th year of his age, he went to the Senate-house, and in a studied oration, which displayed his patriotism and dignified his ambition, he proposed to abdicate his authority. Those who were in the secret applauded; others were greatly embarrassed. But amidst this confusion of sentiments, the answer of the senate was unanimous and decisive. They refused to accept his resignation, and conjured him not to defeat the republic which he had saved. After a decent refusall, the crafty tyrant submitted to the orders of the senate; and contented to receive the government of the provinces, and the general command of the Roman armies, under the well-known names of "Proconsul" and "Imperator." But he would receive it only for ten years. At the motion of Municius Flaccus, he also assumed the title of Augustus. The powers which he united in himself, of which some, indeed, were not conferred immediately, were those of 1. "Imperator" or "Emperor," extended to signify commander-in-chief of all the forces of the state, arbiter of peace and war, and uncontrolled head of the executive power, as well over the citizens as soldiers: 2. Of "Proconsul," giving him the legal supremacy in every province which he might visit: 3. Of "Tribune," rendering his person sacred, and conferring upon him the right of veto on all public proceedings: 4. Of "Censor," or superintendant of manners: 5. Of "Supreme Pontiff," or the head of religion: 6. Of "Diplomacy" from observing the laws, when he should think fit to exercise it. To the preceding privileges of an absolute prince was added the venerable and respectable character of "Father of his Country," implying a kind of paternal relation to his people.

Augustus, besides the limitation of ten years which he annexed to the possession of his authority, lowered the senate by sharing with it the government of the provinces, referring to himself those which were most liable to tumults and seditions, that he might thus have at his command all the forces of the empire. He also contrived to retain ancient names, forms, and institutions; and to commit a portion of real authority to the senate, the people, and officers of state; so that his government was rather a monarchy than a despotic.

The first and chief care of Augustus, after he had obtained the dignity of absolute master of the empire, was to satisfy his soldiers, and attach them more firmly to his interest. With this view he dispersed them all over Italy in 32 colonies, and thus they might easily be re-assembled
in case of any sudden commotion. His land forces consisted of 25 legions, of which eight were on the Rhine, four on the Danube, three in Spain, and two in Dalmatia. The other eight were sent into Asia and Africa, four being quartered in the newly subdued parts of the Parthians and in Syria, two in Egypt, and two in the province of Africa, consisting of the ancient dominions of Carthage.

The whole number of these, constantly maintained by Augustus, and for some years by his successors, amounted to 170,000 men. In the vicinage of Rome were always quartered 12 cohorts, about 10,000 men, of which nine were called praetorian cohorts, and the other three city cohorts. They were established to guard the emperor's person, and to maintain the peace of the city.

That the former might be vigilant and faithful in their duty for the safety of the emperor's person, the senate ordered their pay to be doubled. Besides these numerous and well-disciplined land-forces, Augustus kept constantly at sea two powerful fleets; one riding at anchor near Ravenna, in the Upper or Adriatic sea, the other at Milocum, in the Lower or Mediterranean sea.

Augustus, having settled all affairs in the capital, patted into Gaul, towards the close of the year B.C. 27, with a design of proceeding to the reduction of the British islands; but on his arrival at Narbonne, he received information that the Salassiuns at the foot of the Alps, and the Cattabrians and Afturians in Spain, had shaken off the Roman yoke: he therefore discontinued his progress, and marched in person into Spain, for the purpose of subduing these nations that had revolted. The conquest of the Salassiuns he committed to his generals. In the year B.C. 23, Augustus married his daughter Julia to his nephew Marcellus; and in the course of the year he was seized with a dangerous disorder, which threatened his life, of which he was cured by his physician Antonius Mela, who devoted from the common practice in administering cooling potions, and recommending the use of the cold bath. His health was not only restored, but his constitution was rendered more firm and vigorous than it had ever been before.

When his life was thought to be in danger, he delivered his ring to Agrippa, thus intimating that he deemed him to be a proper successor. Marcellus, who was generally regarded as his intended successor, was disgusted by this preference; but the death of this prince, who was greatly regretted by the Roman people, made way for the introduction of Agrippa to court, and from this time he continued the most confidential friend of Augustus. At this time the administration of the empire was conducted with great equity and moderation; and many infirmities were recorded, in which Augustus exercised lenity and clemency, and recommended himself by the respect which he manifested to the senate and to the courts of justice. In the year B.C. 22, he declined the office of dictator and of censor, which were offered him by the senate, and in his general conduct he affected to appear no otherwise than as a private citizen. To him it is said, the title of "lord," and "master" was always an object of detestation, because its counterpart was that of a "slave," and to those who believed to him with disrespect, and who liked him in their speeches or writings, he was singularly meek and forgiving. Nevertheless, mild and equitable as was the government of Augustus, several conspiracies were formed against him, during the course of his reign; that of Tannus Caepio and Lucinius Murena, which was detected, so that the principals were punished, gave occasion to two new laws in the administration of criminal justice; one of which was, that accused persons might be freed and condemned, though they did not appear, as if they were present; and the other, that judges in criminal cases should give their opinions verbally, and not by ballot.

Rome being now at peace, Augustus determined to visit the eastern part of the empire; but as it was necessary to invest some person with authority for keeping the city in order during his absence, he appointed Agrippa for this purpose; and in order to meet additional gravity to his character in the discharge of the trust that was committed to him, he gave him in marriage his daughter Julia, the widow of Marcellus. Such was the respect with which Agrippa was treated, and to which yet more was his administration, that Rome barely perceived that it was be-
The vie of the whole Roman empire; and the temple of Janus was shut, for the third time, in this reign, and remained in this state about 12 years. Before this time Augustus had lost his beloved sister Octavia, who never recovered the death of her son Marcellus; and this afflictive event was succeeded by the decease of his favourite minister Mecenas, between whom and Augustus a coolness had subsisted, which is said to have been owing to the emperor's intrigues with his wife, Terentia. During this period, however, Augustus received many unequivocal testimonies of the attachment and affection of the people (Suet. Aug. 57-60); and after enjoying the imperial authority for 20 years, he was unanimously requested to accept it for 10 years more. The year 8 B.C. was rendered memorable by the reformation introduced by Augustus into the calendar. (See Bissextile, and Calendar.) About the year B.C. 6, the ambition of the young Caesar, Caius and Lucius, the adopted sons of Augustus, began to give him uneasiness; and the jealousy which subsisted between them and Tiberius induced the latter to quell the liberty of retiring to Rhodes, which was reluctantly granted, and whence he was not allowed to return for seven years. On occasion of Caius Caesar's assuming the toga virilis in the year B.C. 8, Augustus accepted the confidate for the twelfth time; and this year (four years before the vulgar era), was rendered fingularly illustrious by the birth of Jesus Christ. When Lucius Caesar took the toga virilis in the year B.C. 2, Augustus became confidate for the thirteenth and last time. But this year was bitten to him by the discovery of the very licentious and shameful conduct of his daughter Julia, which had been for some time known to every one but himself. After deliberating whether her punishment should be death or exile, he determined to divorce her from Tiberius, and banish her to the island of Pandateria on the coast of Campania, where she was allowed merely necessaries, and whence she was never recalled. Of those with whom she had criminal intercourse, some were exiled, and others put to death.

Augustus, having lost his two adopted sons; Caius having died A.D. 3, of a wound which he received in Armenia, and Lucius at Marseilles, A.D. 2; had no hopes of perpetuating any of his own family on the imperial throne. He therefore recalled Tiberius from Rhodes, and adopted him four months after the death of Caius Caesar. He also adopted the last of his grandsons Agrippa Poethamus; but his untractable disposition and gross manners induced him afterwards to annul his adoption, and to banish him to the isle of Panafia or Pinnafa, on the south of the isle of the Elbe. The emperor likewise obliged Tiberius to adopt Germanicus, the son of Drusus.

In the year 4, Augustus, who was a fifth time continued as commander in chief of the armies, and in the government of the provinces in his department, prosecuted his labours for settling the civil administration of the republic. He again reviewed the senate, numbered the inhabitants of Italy, and established some other regulations for the benefit of the state. But of all the occurrences of this year, the most glorious for Augustus was the pardon of Cinsa, Pompey's grandson; who was accused of a conspiracy against his life. Having admitted the criminal into his closet, he reminded him of the favours which had been conferred upon him, and charged him with the ingratitude of his design; and then doled an address of two hours with these words: "Again, Cinsa, I give you your life; I spared you, though you were my enemy; I now forgive you, though to that name you have added those of traitor and Parricide. Let us from this day begin to be sincere friends; let us vie with each other; I, to support the good I have done; you, to make a suitable return; let us try to make it a doubt, whether I am most generous, or you most grateful." The emperor named him confidate for the next year; and from this time, Cinsa, overcome by the emperor's goodnefs, became his faithful and zealous friend; and when he died, made Augustus his sole heir. The clemency of Augustus on this occasion interested the people so much in his favour, that no conspiracy was ever more attempted against him.

The conduct of Julia, the grand-daughter of Augustus, who copied after her mother's example, offended and grieved him; and he banished her A.D. 9, to the isle of Trinemi, now Tremitus, on the gulf of Venice. The poet Ovid, who is supposed to have participated her guilt, was banished at the same time, to Tomi in Scythia, on the borders of the Euxine sea. The two Julia, and Agrippa Poethamus, falsely interrupted the domestic felicity of Augustus, so that he used to call them his three consorts, his three afofeffes; he never heard their names without a figh, and often applied to them a verse of Homer, II. iii. 40.

"Ας το ξαφνιασάμενοι κρόνοι, μηκάνσετε, οσμάλης, χρόνοι τε, και έλευσίνα με." i.e. "Would to heaven I had never married, but had died without pollity!"

In the following year, A.D. 10, the destruction of Varus with three entire legions in Germany, in consequence of a confederacy formed by Arminius, the lobs of the standards of the legions, and two of their eagles, and the infolence and cruelty with which the captives were treated by the conqueror, were the occasion of great distress and terror at Rome. Augustus, accustomd to glory and prosperity, lamented this humiliating and dishonourable event with the excels of sorrow. He not only put an mourning, and suffered his heart and hair to grow, but often exclaimed in an agony; "Return me my legions, Varus." As long as he lived, the day of Varus's defeat was observed by him as a day of annual regret and sorrow. Tiberius, however, by his military skill restrained the ravages of the Germans, re-established the reputation of the Roman arms, and relieved Rome amidst its anxiety and fears. Augustus was highly gratified by his success, expressed his approbation in very strong and affectionate terms, and hailed him to an equal share of the imperial authority. Upon his return to Rome A.D. 12, he obtained a magnificent triumph. Towards the close of his life Augustus enacted several regulations, which under succeeding emperors became the means of extending and vindicating tyranny and despotism. As he was unable to go frequently to the senate, he caused his privy council to be invelled with the authority of the whole body; he also weakened the power of the people, which his successor actually annihilated, by nominating magistrates, whom they had been accustomed to elect, and by authoritatively recommending to the people such as he chose to have employed. He likewise revived and extended an old law, which was levelled against actions detrimental to the state, by enacting, that all authors of defamatory letters should be guilty of high treason, and punished accordingly. As his health and strength declined, he devolved the principal cares of empire upon Tiberius. The access of the complaint that terminated in his death has been, without sufficient reason, attributed to poison, administered by his wife Livia, who was alarmed, on account of her own son, by his returning affection to his grandson, Agrippa Poethamus. But the truth is, that his disorder was
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was owing to a weakness of the stomach and bowels; and he was feized with it, as he was conducting Tiberius towards Illyrium. On his return towards Rome, his complaint increased, and obliged him to stop at Nola, where he took to his bed, and patiently waited the approach of death. On the last day of his life, he called for a mirror; he had his head dressed, and something to be done which might prevent his cheeks from appearing flimy; and then calling his friends to his bed-side, asked them, whether they did not think he had acted his part pretty well in the comedy of human life? and then addressed them in a Greek verse, with which they generally closed their plays:

i. e. "Clap your hands, and let all applaud with joy."

After this kind of comic adieu, he ordered every body to retire, and died in Livia's arms; saying, "Liviv, conjugi molliri memori, vive et vale!" i. e. "Liviv, farewell, forget not a husband who has loved you tenderly." His death happened on the 16th of August, A. D. 14, A. U. C. 767, and in the seventy-sixth year of his age. The duration of his power, if we reckon from the time of the triumvate, of which he took possession the 27th of November in the year of Rome 711. B. C. 43, was about 56 years. If we reckon from the battle of Actium, fought the 2d of September, in the year of Rome 723. B. C. 31, when his sole possession of the Roman empire properly commences, Augustus will then appear to have enjoyed the sovereign power about forty-four years. Crevier states the true time of his becoming emperor to have been the 7th of January, in the year of his seventh consulship, which, according to his reckoning, was the 725th of Rome, and referring his death to the 756th of Rome, he governed as prince and emperor forty years, seven months, and thirteen days. "All the rent (he says) was manifest usurpation and tyranny." Josephus (Ant. l. xxi. c. 2. § 2. De Bell. i. i. e. c. § 1.), and others after him, compute the beginning of the reign of Augustus from the year in which Caesar was killed, A. U. C. 710. B. C. 44, and make its duration fifty-seven years, six months, and some odd days. Ptolemy, in his canon, and St. Clement of Alexandria (Strom. l. i. i. p. 405. ed. Potter.), date the commencement of his reign in the year after the battle of Actium, A. U. C. 744, and compute its duration to be forty-three years.

Before the funeral of Augustus, his will was presented to the female-house by the veil virgins, in whose custody it had been deposited, and read aloud by Polibius, one of his freedmen. By this will, made sixteen months before his death, Tiberius and Livia were appointed his first heirs, his grand-children and their children his second, and the great men of Rome his third heirs. Livia was adopted into the Julian family, and honoured with the title of Augusta. He bequeathed, as a legacy, forty millions of sesterces (about 5,000,000 livres) to the Roman people; three millions five hundred thousand (125,500 livres) to the tribes, that is an hundred thousand (12,500 livres) to each; to each of his guards a thousand sesterces (125 livres); to each of the soldiers appointed to guard the city 500 sesterces (62 livres); and to each legi onary soldier 300 sesterces (37 livres). Augustus left also four memorials, written by his own hand, which were produced to the senate by Drusus. The first of these contained regulations relating to his obsequies; the second was a journal of the most memorable actions of his life, which he ordered to be engraved on the pillars of braves which supported the front piece of his flately mausoleum; part of which has been preserved in an ancient marble, found about 200 years ago in the city of Ancyra; the third contained a summary of the strength and income of the empire; and the fourth was a summary of instructions for the use of Tiberius, and the other governors and magistrates of the republic.

The funeral of Augustus was performed with very extraordinary magnificence. After a short eulogy by Drusus, and a funeral oration by Tiberius, fire was let to the pile in the Campus Martius, on which his body was laid, and at this moment an eagle was let loose from the top of it to carry his soul to heaven. His ashes were collected by Livia, and inclosed in an urn of gold, which she deposited in the mausoleum erected by Augustus in a grove between the Tiber and the Flaminian way. After the funeral, divine worship was decreed to him, with a temple and priests; the house in which he was born, that in which he died, and most of the houses in which he had lived, were converted into sanctuaries. Livia assumed the office of chief priestess to the new deities; and made a present of a million of sesterces to an old priest, named Numerius Atticus, who swore that he saw the soul of Augustus in flight to heaven.

The character of Augustus appears under very different aspects in the various periods of his life and reign. In the outset of his career of ambition, he was crafty and dissembling (Gen. Bing.), violent and fanatical; but as he advanced in years, and after he had attained the object of his views, he was in his general conduct, mild, affable, and conciliating. In the exercise of that love for and absolute power, which he acquired by means which none can exempt to justify, and which he contrived most effectually to hide by apparent moderation and self-denial, he seems to have been solicitous for making the people contented and happy: and in many respects he was entitled to the character of a wise and equitable governor. "As a compensation for liberty," says one of his biographers, "he gave his subjects security, safety, prosperity, and all the advantages of high civilization, with as little as possible of the severity of restraint and coercion. He filled Rome and all Italy with improvements of every kind; made highways, constructed harbours, raised edifices for use and convenience, and could boast that he received a capital built of brick, and left one of marble. He so encouraged letters, that one of the great age of excellent human productions takes its name from him." (See Age.) Those whom he encouraged by his liberality, repaid him with an adulation, which was not honourable to themselves, and which made no addition to his reputation. The love of flattery, however, is not charged upon him as one of his predominant fancies. In private life he had many estimable qualities. Affectionate to his family and friends, condescending and indulgent to his domestics and dependents, frugal and sober; with regard to every indulgence, one excepted, which regarded himself; he commanded affection and respect. But his disposition to gallantry and frivoufness in his conduct towards the female sex, exposed him to just censure and reproach; nor did the counsel of his friends (see Athenodorus), nor the wisdom of experience, avail to the due restraint of his criminal passions. Sometimes indeed, it has been said, his intrigues were the result of that policy which directed his general conduct, as they served to discover secrets of state, and to obtain information concerning any plot or sedition that might have been formed by the husbands of those wives with whom he was connected. In other respects he paid a high regard to external decorum; and whatever might have been his sentiments with regard to religion in early life, he appears in mature and more advanced age to have been much inclined to superstition. He took great pains to establish order in every branch of the administration which he lived; and recommended it to his successors not to extend the limits of an empire that was already
ready too large. "Upon the whole," says the biographer above cited, "if not entitled to rank among the greatest and best of mankind, he will be ever respected as one of those foreigners whose personal qualities had a great influence in promoting the happiness of the people he governed."

A popular historian (see Gibbon's Hist. vol. i. p. 114.) has given the following sketch of the chiefer and history of Augustus. "The tender respect of Augustus for a free constitution which he had destroyed, can only be explained by an attentive consideration of the character of that subtle tyrant. A cool head, an unfeeling heart, and a cowardly disposition, prompted him, at the age of nineteen, to assume the mask of hypocrisy, which he never afterwards laid aside. With the same hand, and probably with the same temper, he signed the procription of Cicero, and the pardon of Cinna. His virtues, and even his vices, were artificial, and according to the various dictates of his interest, he was at first the enemy, and at last the father of the Roman nation. When he framed the artful system of the imperial authority, his moderation was inspired by his fears. He wished to deceive the people by an image of civil liberty, and the armies by an image of civil government." Among the ancients, the principal writers who have portrayed the character and reign of Augustus, are Suetonius, Dio Cassius, Valerius Paternicus, and Tacitus. Julian (Cæsars, p. 359) says of him, that as Octavius advanced to the banquet of the Cæsars, his colour changed like that of the camelion; pale at first, then red, afterwards black, he at last assumed the mild livery of Venus and the graces. Horace, in the introduction to the first epistle of the second book, gives the following fine and judicious summary of the emperor's characteristic merits:

"Cum tota flexibus, et tanta negotia,
Res Italas armis tuitis, moribus oris.
Legibus emendes ; in publica commoda puecem,
Sì longo sermone morer tua tempora, Cæsar."


Augustus, Fort ; in Geography, a small fortres stood on a plain at the head of Loch Nefs, in Scotland, between the rivers Tarff and Oich, just where they discharge themselves into the lake. The fortres consists of four small buildings; and now exhibits tokens of decay, though a governor constantly resides in it, and all the regulations of a garrison are observed in it. It was taken by the rebels in 1746, who, after doing it all the injury in their power, deferted it. Its distance from the sea prevents its being of any further service, in a tranquil state of the country, than that of affording a retreat for a few invalid officers and soldiers. A small village lies behind the fort, and it serves as a kind of refit in the way to the Isles of Skye, distant from it about 52 miles.

Augustusburg, a town of Germany, in Upper Saxony, and circle of Erzgebirg, seven miles east of Chemnitz.

Au-Guy-l'an-Neuf, or Augillanneuf. See Misletho.

Auhaff, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the archdiocese of Anhira, six miles south-west of Ips.

AVIA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Hispania Tarraconensis, in the country of the Vaccaens.—Alfo, a town of Italy, in the territory of the Velones. Polytime.

Aviano, in Geography, a town of Italy, belonging to the state of Venice, in the province of Friuli, twenty-eight miles west of Udine, and fifteen E.S. E. of Belluno.

AVIARY, formed of avis, bird, a house or apartment kept for the keeping, feeding, and propagating of birds.

AVICENNA, or Abu Aly Hassen Eru Abdullah, or Eru Sina, in Biography, the son of Hali of Bochara, in Chorasan, a celebrated philosopher and physician, born about the year of the Hegira 370, A. D. 980, became early distinguished for his proficiency in literature. He had a ready genius, and extraordinary memory, so that at the age of ten he could repeat the whole Koran by heart. Serenus, or Ginzgian, his disciple, says, he was master of Euclid at the age of sixteen. Having completed his studies under Abdallah, a private tutor, who taught him logic and philosophy, and in the school of Bagdat, he was made doctor in medicine, and began to practice at the age of eighteen. He is said to have discovered by the pulse, the delirium which Caubus, nephew to the emperor, laboured under. The story as related by the Arabic writers, is so like, Friend observes, what is told by Appian of the legitimacy of Eufiphtatus, in discovering the disease of Antiochus, son of Seleucus, that it seems to have been borrowed thence, to raise the character of this physician. However this may be, Avicenna was in high repute, and attained to great wealth and honour in the court of the caliph. During the latter part of his life, after having spent several years in travelling, he refided at Hppanah, where by his irregularities he so impaired his constitution, that it was observed of him, that he had totally lost his labour, his philosophy neither enabling him to govern his passions, nor his knowledge of medicine to preserve him from diseases. He died of a dysentery, owing in some measure to his intemperance, at Hamadah, in the year 1016 of the Hegira, A. D. 428, in the 58th year of his age. The works of Avicenna were numerous, but whatever may have been paid of his genius and learning, they have contributed little to the improvement of philosophy, being for the most part imperfect and obscure representations of the doctrine of Aristotle; they consist of "Twenty Books on the Utility of the Sciences;" "The Heads of Logic;" and treatises on metaphysics and morals. The principal of them, the Canon, or "Canon Medicines," though almost entirely borrowed from Galen, Dioscorides, and other Greek writers, acquired such reputation, that it was taught at all the European colleges, and retained its popularity until near the middle of the 16th century. Haller fills several pages of his Bib. Med. Pract. and of his Bib. Botan. with the titles of his books, their different editions, and of the commentators upon them. The earliest edition was published at Padua, in folio, 1473.

"One would naturally expect, Friend says (Hist. of Phyfic, vol. ii. p. 73), to find in this author something anwerable to the fame he acquired, but though I have very often looked into his writings upon several occasions, I could meet with little or nothing there, but what is taken from Galen, or what at leaft, occurs, with a very small variation, in Rhazes, or Haly Abas:" and Haller says (Bib. Med. Pract. vol. i. p. 384.) "Mii, sapra omneo patientiam, loquax, et diffilus visetur," and adds, though you should spend whole months in poring over his works, you would scarce meet a single original observation. He had, however, before (Bib. Botan. vol. i. p. 187.) bestowed some commendations on his industry in investigating the properties of plants, and acknowledged he had enriched that part of medicine, by the introduction of several vegetables unknown to Dioscorides. The works of this physician and philosopher were printed in the original Arabic, at Rome, in 1502. A Latin translation of them, by Gerard of Cremona and others, was published in folio at Venice, in 1595, and 1658; and Vopifcus Fortunatus published a new translation, with notes by various authors, in folio,
AVI

AVIENUS, Rufus Festus, in *Biographia*, a Latin poet, lived towards the close of the fourth century, under the emperors Gratian and Theodosius. His works are translations in Latin verse of the "Phenomena of Aratus" and the "Periges of Dionysius," a description in Iambic verse "Of the Maritime coasts;" "Alop's Tables," in elegiac verse; "The Allegory of the Sirens;" "The History of Livy," in Iambics; and the "Fables of Virgil," in the same kind of verse; and a few other pieces. Some of the former performances are now extant. The best edition is that of Campanius, 8vo, 1731. Gen. Biogr.

AUJEST, in Geography, a town of Istria, in the circle of Chudum, four miles north of Pozon.

AUJESTIZ, a town of Istria, in the circle of Chudim, five miles south of Leutmisibl.

AVIGLIANO, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Otranto, seven miles east of Otranto.

AVIGLIO, a town of Italy, in the principality of Piedmont, and marquisate of Sisfo, situated on a hill near the Cottian Alps, in an open and exposed situation; the air is fabulous, and the land about it fertile. The town is fortified and defended by a castle. It contains three parish churches, and several religious houses; eleven miles west of Turin, and twelve E.S.E. of Susa. N. lat. 44° 40'. E. long. 7° 5'.

AVIGNON, a city of France, the capital of one of its re-united departments, viz. VAUCOULEUX, with the Bouche du Rhone, formerly the capital of the country of Venaunin in Provence, situated on the east side of the Rhone. Before the revolution, it belonged to the pope, whose legate resided here, and it was the see of an archbishop, created in 1475. In the year 1509, the papal see was transferred to Avignon by pope Clement V.; and this city flourished, about seventy years, the seat of the Roman pontiff, and the metropolis of Chifredan. By land, by sea, and by the Rhone, the possession of Avignon was on all sides accessible; the southern provinces of France are not inferior even to Italy; new palaces arose for the accommodation of the pope and cardinals; and the arts of luxury were soon attracting by the treasures of the church. They were already puffed into the adjacent territory, the Venaunin country, a populous and fertile spot, which had been ceded to the papes, in 1273, by Philip III., king of France; and the sovereignty of Avignon was afterwards purchased from the youth and distress of Jane, the first queen of Naples, and countess of Provence, for the inadequate price of 80,000 florins. Under the shadow of the French monarchy, amid the obedient people, the pipes enjoyed an honourable and tranquil state, to which they had long been strangers; but Italy deplored their absence, and Rome, in solitude and poverty, might repent of the unwise innovations which had driven from the Vatican the successor of St. Peter. As the old members of the sacred college died, it was filled with French cardinals, who beheld Rome and Italy with abhorrence and contempt, and perpetuated a series of national, and even provincial popes, attached to indefatigable ties to their native country. At length the celebrated Petrarch warmly interested himself in restoring the Roman bishop to his ancient and peculiar diocese, and he addressed his exhortations to five successive papes, with an eloquence that was injured by the enthusiasm of the former. Without sentiment, and the freedom of language. Avignon, which had become the sink of vice and corruption, was the object of his abhorrence and contempt: and whilst he allowed that the successor of St. Peter was the bishop of the universal church, he was of opinion, that it was not on the banks of the Rhone, but of the Tiber, that the apostle fixed his footsteps.
fixed his everlasting throne. Since the removal of the holy fee, the sacred buildings of the Lateran and the Vatican, their altars and their fonts, were left in a state of poverty and decay; and Rome was often painted under the image of a disconsolate matron. But it was alleged, that the cloud which hung over the seven hills, would be dispelled by the presence of their lawful sovereign; eternal fame, the prosperity of Rome, and the peace of Italy, would be the recompence of the pope who should dare to embrace this generous resolution. Of the five popes to whom Petrarch addressed his exhortations, the three first, John XXII., Benedict XI., and Clement VI., were inopportunely or unkindly the builders of the altar; but the memorable change, which had been attempted by Urban V., between the years 1366 and 1370, was finally accomplished by Gregory XI. A.D. 1377, who did not forswear his return to the Vatican above fourteen months. His decease was followed by the "Great western schism," which began after the decease of Gregory XI., A.D. 1378, by the election of Clement VII. in opposition to Urban VI., and continued for about forty years, till the council of Constance, A.D. 1415—1418, when the elevation of Martin V. was the era of the restoration and establishment of the popes in the Vatican. During this interval, there were two popes, one residing at Rome or in Italy, and the other at Avignon. See Schist.

This city is about three miles and two furlongs in circumference, and is in general irregular and badly built; but it is surrounded by walls and turrets with battlements, not unlike those of Rome, and its public edifices are large and grand, according to the taste of the fourteenth century. The church of Notre Dame is ancient, and is one of the best adorned in the city; the archiepiscopal palace overlooks the Rhone, the city, and the fields. These buildings, together with the mint, adorn a large square, which is the common walk of the inhabitants. The church of the Caledelins is very magnificent, and is full of fine monuments. The university has four colleges; the place in which the Jews have been accustomed to live is a distinct quarter; and those who pay tribute are forbidden to leave it without yellow hats, and the women also wear something yellow about their heads; and they are thus distinguished from the Christianites. Their number is considerable, though the district of their residence is very confined. Near the Rhone is a large rock, within the circuit of the walls, upon which is a platform, whence the whole city and the places about it may be seen. The bridge, about a quarter of a mile in length, that crossed the Rhone, was demolished by an inundation in 1609. The fountain of Vaucluse, which is the source of the river Sorgue that waters the city, and whither Petrarch often retired to indulge his grief and hopeless love, is situated in a winding valley, forming the figure of a horse-shoe, about five miles from Avignon. The fountain is a basin of water, several hundred feet in circumference, very deep, and clear as crystal, but overflowed by an incumbent rock. The water discharged from this fountain, by a narrow passage, forms a cascade, which is precipitated along a rocky channel. The rocks, which invest this romantic spot, are worn by time and the inconstancy of the weather, into a thousand fantastic forms. And on one of the pointed extremities, in a situation almost inaccessible, are seen the remains of an ancient castle, projecting over the water called by the peasants "Il Caffelo del Canto," and they add, that Laura lived upon the opposite side of the river, under the bed of which was a subterraneous passage, by which the two lovers visited each other. The residence of the poet was much lower down, and nearer to the banks of the Sorgue, as appears from his account of it, and from his relation of his contests with the maidens of the stream, who during winter encroached on his small adjoining territory; but no remains of it are now to be discovered. Below the bridge is an islet, where the Sorgue joins the Rhone, in which are several houses of pleasure. The inhabitants of Avignon were estimated before the revolution at 30,000, 1000 of these being ecclesiastics, and some hundreds Jews. N. lat. 45° 56'. E. long. 4° 48' 10''.

AVIGNON. Berry, called also France-de-Berry, in Botany, is the fruit of a shrub, by some authors called lyceum; growing plentifully near Avignon, and other parts of France. See Lyceum.

AVIGNONET, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Villefranche, twenty miles south-east of Toulouse, and four miles south-east of Villefranche.

AVILA, Gilles Gonzales, in Biography, a Spanish ecclesiastic and historian of the seventeenth century, was a native of Avila, and acquired at Rome, where he studied, a great knowledge of sacred and civil history. On his return to Spain, he had an ecclesiastical benefice at Salamanca; and in 1612, he removed to Madrid, and was appointed historiographer to the king. He died in 1678, at the age of 80 years. His principal works, published in Spanish, were "The History of the Antiquities of Salamanca," and "The Theatre of the Churches of the Indies, &c." Nouv. Dict. Hist.

AVILA, in Geography, a city of Spain, in Old Castile, seated on the river Apace, on a large plain, surrounded with mountains and plantations of fruit-trees and vineyards, and having a manufacture of cloths, that are said to be equal to those of Segovia. It is fortified by nature and art, having a wall 9275 feet in circuit, with twenty-six lofty towers, and ten hand-wrought gates. It has fourteen principal streets, containing several good and flatly houses; nine squares, 2000 houses, nine parishes, and as many monasteries, seven nunneries, two colleges, nine hospitals, eighteen chapels, and an annual allowance of 10,000 ducats for the maintenance of orphans and other poor people. The university was founded in 1445, confirmed by pope Gregory XIII. in 1538, and afterwards enlarged; and its cathedral has eight dignitaries, twenty canons, and the same number of minor canons. N. lat. 40° 35'. W. long. 4° 14'.

This city has been rendered famous by the deposition of Henry IV. A.D. 1645. The indignation of the Castilian nobility against the weak and fagacious administration of this prince, led them to combine against him, and to exercise the right, which they arrogated as one of the privileges of their order, of trying and of passing sentence on their sovereign. For this purpose they erected a spacious theatre in a place without the walls of the town, and having prepared an image, clad in royal robes, representing the king, they placed it on a throne, with a crown on its head, a sceptre in its hand, and the sword of justice by its side. The accusation against the king was then read, and the sentence of deposition was pronounced in presence of a numerous assembly; and whilst the several charges were delivered, they proceeded to tear the crown from the head of the image, to snatch the sword of justice from its side, to wound the sceptre from its hand, and, at the close of the whole, to tumble it headlong from the throne. When this ceremony was finished, Don Alfonso, Henry's brother, was proclaimed king of Castile and Leon in his stead. Robertson's Hist. Ch. V. vol. i. p. 179.

AVILA, or Atéa, a town of Spain, in Asturia, near the bay of Biscay, nine leagues from Oviedo.
AVILA, a city of South America, in the province of Quito, and government of Quixos, situate in S. lat. 0° 44', and about 2° 20' E. of Quito. It is less than Archidona, a small city, lying in S. lat. one degree and a few minutes, and about one degree fifty minutes E. of Quito. Like this latter place, its houses are of wood covered with straw; and as the whole number of inhabitants in Archidona is reckoned at 650 or 700, and of Spaniards, Indians, Melizos, and Mulattas, those of Avila Fearily amount to 250 of both sexes. Like the other it has one priest; and his ecclesiastical jurisdiction comprehends six towns: viz. La Conception, Loreto, San Salvador, Motte, Cota Pini, and Santa Rosa.

AVILA Fuelte, a town of Spain, in Old Castile, six leagues from Segovia.

AVILER, Augustin-Charles D', in Biography, an eminent French architect, was born at Paris in 1653, and from his youth devoted himself to the study of architecture. In his way to Rome, whether he was sent for improvement by the royal academy, at the age of twenty, he was carried into slavery by an Algerine corsair, and in this situation he manifested his talents by making a design for a grand mosque at Tunis. After sixteen months he was liberated, and pursued his studies at Rome for five years. On his return he was placed under Mansart, first architect to the king, and had a principal concern in the conduct of all public works. His "Courte de Architecture" was founded on the work of Vignola; but by the enlargement of that writer's plan, was rendered a complete treatise of the art. It has been much esteemed; the first edition was that of 1693, 2 vols. 4to.; and it has since passed through several other editions. Being invited to Montpellier, he superintended the construction of a grand triumphal arch to Louis XIV., was afterwards appointed architect to the province of Languedoc, and, besides other buildings in which he was employed, he erected the archiepiscopal palace at Toulouse. He died at Montpellier in 1700. Moreni. Gen. Biog.

AVINO, in Geography, a town of North America, in the province of New Galicia, where the Spaniards have a silver mine; between Durango and Elkera.

Avino, La Planes, a town of North America, in the western part of the kingdom of Leon, between two of the head-branches of Nafias river.

AVIORA, a town of Aflatic Turkey, in Caramania, sixty miles north-call of Tocat.

AVIOTI, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse, and chief place of a canton in the district of Stenay, three miles north of Montmedy.

AVIRA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in the Palmyrene. Ptolemy.

AVIS INDICUS, in Astronomy. See AVIS.

AVIS, or AYIS, in Geography, a town of Portugal, in the province of Alentejo, giving name to an order of knights; three leagues west of Elremos. The land surrounding it is covered with cactus, which is usually cut down once in eight years and burnt, and the ground tawon with corn. Lat. 38° 40'. W. long. 7°.

AVIS, in Haraldy, a military order of knighthood, instituted by Alphonso Henriques king of Portugal, in 1142, in testimony of the great services done for him at the siege of Lisbon, by the nobility led to his allegiance by Don Ferdinand Rodrigues de Monteyro, whom he appointed to be their grand master. For some years after they were called Nouvelle Milice, or the New Military; which appellation continued until the year 1166, when they having taken Evora by surprize, the king conferred on them the govern-
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ment of that town, and commanded that they should thenceforth be called Knights of Evora: lately, the same king having, in the year 1181, taken from the Moors a place very advantageously situated, and called Avis, granted the same to the before-mentioned knights, on condition that they should build a fort in that place, and reside therein. The knights accordingly planted themselves thither, and from that time took the denomination of Evora de Avis. In the year 1204, pope Innocent III. confirmed this order. The badge of the order is a cross, or silver, cut in the form of a fleur-de-lis or; and which they wear pendant to a green ribbon round the neck; and the same badge is embroidered on the left shoulder of the robe of state, which is of white satin.

AVIS, Bird. Aves, Birds, among Naturalists, the second chief of animals; a race of creatures sufficiently distinguished from the others in having the body covered with feathers, two feet, and two wings formed for flight. Birds have the mandible protacted and naked, and are defteine of external ears, lips, teeth, forefoot, subject, urinary vesel or bladder, epiglottis, corpus callosum, or its fornik (covering of the two lateral ventricles of the brain, or its arch) and diaphragm.—In the Linneas system, birds are divided into five orders; viz. accipitres, picr, anifer, grallae, galinice, and pafiere. See Ornithology.

AVIS, Longa, in Ornithology, a name given by Nieremberg to the boiltattoe of the Americans, a bird remarkable for its swiftnefs in running. The boiltattoe appears to be the phasianus mexicanus of Gmelin, and curicis profusus of Latham.

AVIS Nova, a name under which Nieremberg has described an American bird of the size of a thrush; of a brown and black colour on the back, and yellow under the belly; it imitates the human voice, and is called by the natives cacow.

AVIS Pennipulchra, the name of an American bird described by Nieremberg, and called by the Indians quintaclalotoul. It is the size of a pigeon, and is faid to be all over the body of the more beautiful colours of the peacock. The species alluded to is not accurately known; and Ray has arranged it with some others as doubtful kinds.

AVIS Seica, or Hoastili. See Aerea Hoastili, Gmelin; and Hoastii, Buffon.

AVIS Tropicorum, and avis rables forecas, the name of a bird, among old authors, called in English the tropic bird; and by Gmelin Phaeton Aetherius.

AVIS Venti, the bird of the wind, or heathfothead; cestoloth, Lavis venti aker, Ray, &c. oblitute names of the Mercur us Encullatus, or hoiled mersuger, of America. Avis Paradis, bird of Paradise. See Paradisea.

AVIS Mexicana grandis rubra, Seba. See Loria Mexicana.


AVIS Mexicana altera, Seba. See Pira Erythrocaphala, &c. &c.

AVISE, in Geography, a town of Piedmont, in the duchy of Aosta, in the grand Doria, eight miles west of Aosta.

AVISO, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and country of Lavora, six miles south of Sora.

AVISO, Italian, advol, chiefly used in matters of Commerce, denotes advice, piece of intelligence, or advertisement, to notify some event or matter worthy of knowledge.

AVISON, Charles, in Biography, organist of New-

castle,
castle, was an ingenious and polished man, esteemed and respected by all who knew him; and an elegant writer upon his art. He had visited Italy early in his youth, and at his return, having received instructions from Geminiani, a bias in his Compositions for Violins, and in his Essay on Musical Expression, towards that matter, is manifest. Rameau was likewise model'd in harpsichord music; and Marcello's passions were much over-rated by him, in order to depreciate Handel; whom he cenured more by implication than open hostility. We find in his book, which is elegantly written, and in the prefaces to his musical compositions, many prejudices, and particularly against German symphonies; ascribing to them the corruption and decay of music! His compositions for the harpsichord, when played by the lady Milbanke, and accompanied by Giardini, had a pleasing effect. They were formed on the plan of Rameau's concertos, as those for violins were on the concertos of Geminiani; and there was the same difference between them in point of excellence, as is always discoverable between an original production, and an imitation.

His violin concertos were revived, after they became of age, at the concert of ancient music; where 20 years are the period which renders musical compositions venerable. Here they are still played in turn with those of Corelli, Geminiani, Handel, and San Martini; with whose productions, however, they but ill support a parallel: they want force, correctness, and originality, sufficient to be ranked very high among the works of masters of the first clafs.

AVITUS, Sextus Alcinus Ecdicius, a Christian divine, bishop of Vienna in France, was nephew to Marcus Mecillus Avitus, emperor of the West, and flourished at the beginning of the sixth century. He succeeded his father Ilychius in the see of Vienna, in the year 490. He was the friend of Clavin, the first Christian king of France, and contributed to his conversion. As a zealous opponent of the Arians, he reclaimed Gondebald, king of the Burgundians, from his connexion with this sect, to the Catholic faith; he prefided in the council of Epom in 517, and in that of Lyons in 523, in which year he died. He wrote 87 letters on subjects that formed the disputes of the age in which he lived, sermons, and poems on the Mo-

AULADIS, a town of Aria, in Mepotamia. Ptol.

AULÆ, a part of Aria, in Cilicia, between Tarus and Anchial. Suidas.
AULIC, the walls of Aulicus, a maritime place of Thrace, upon the Euxine sea, not far from Apollonia, and at some distance north from Salmydessus.

AULANA, a town of Patæens, 50 stadia distant from Jerusalem. HEGEFOXOSS.

AULAS, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Gard, and chief place of a canton in the district of Le Vigan, near Le Vigan.

AULAX, in Botany. See Pentel.

AULESTER. See Aulester.

AULENDORF, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Swabia, and barony belonging to the family of Koenigegg, sited on a hill near the Schus, eight miles north of Ravenburg. N. lat. 47° 56'. E. long. 9° 30'.

AULEON, in Ancient Geography, a gulf of Thrace, near Byzantium.

AULERI BRANDES, a people subject to the Edus, who are supposed to have inhabited that part of Gaul, where is now the canton called Briennos, near the Loire, in the diocese of Mâcon.—A. Ceramani, a people who inhabited that part of Gaul which now forms the diocese of Mâcon.—A. Eubroques, a people who occupied the country which is now the diocese of Evreux: their capital was Mediolanum.

AULETAE, aestae, in Antiquity, denotes a flute-player.

One of the Pethecan, kings of Egypt, father of Cleopatra, bore the surname or denomination of Auletta.

AULETTA, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Principato Citera, four miles W. S. W. from Cagnano.

AULI, in Ancient Geography, a people of Europe, in Maccandia, who occupied a town, to which they gave their name.

AULIC, Aulicus, an act which a young divine maintains in some foreign universities, upon the admission of a new doctor of divinity. It is so called from the Latin aula, a hall; it being in the hall of the university that this act is usually held.

The person who presides at the disputation, is the same that is to take the doctor's cap.

AULIC, Aulicus, is also an appellation given to certain officers of the emperor, who compose a superior court of council, which has an universal jurisdiction, and without appeal, over all the subjects of the empire, in all processes entered therein.

All causes relating to points of feudal right or jurisdiction, together with such as respect the territories which held the empire in Italy, belong properly to the jurisdiction of the aulic council. This tribunal was formed upon the model of the ancient court of the palace instituted by the emperors of Germany. It depended not upon the states of the empire, but upon the emperor; who has the right of appointing, at pleasure, all the judges of whom it is composed.

Maximilian, in order to procure some compensation for the diminution of his authority, by the powers vested in the imperial chamber, prevailed on the diet A.D. 1512, to give its consent to the establishment of the aulic council. Since that time it has been a great object of policy in the court of Vienna, to extend the jurisdiction, and support the authority of the aulic council, and to circumferbe and weaken those of the imperial chamber, for which the tedious form of the imperial proceeding has furnished the emperor with pretexts. "Lites Spirae," according to the witticism of a German lawyer, "spirant, sed nunquam expirant"; such delays are unavoidable in a court composed of members named by states, jealous of each other.

Whereas the judges of the aulic council, depending on one matter, and being responsible to him alone, are more vigorous and decisive.

PEFFENDORF, De Statu Imper. Germ. c. 25.

The aulic council is established by the emperor, who nominates the officers; but the elector of Mentz has a right of retiring it. It is composed of a president, who is a catholic; a vice-chancellor, presented by the elector of Mentz; and of eighteen officers, or counsellors, nine whereof are Protestant, and nine Romanists. They are divided into two branches, one of which is occupied by the rights, and the other by the lawyers. They hold their assizes in the presence of the emperor; and for that reason are called "judicium imperatoris," the "emperor's justice," and "aulic council," because their decisions are given in the emperor's court, aula, and has its residence in the place where he is. This court classifies a little with the imperial chamber of Spris, as they are preventive of each other; it not being allowed to move any causes from the one to the other. Nor can the emperor himself hinder or supplant the decisions of either court; much less call any cause before himself, which has been once before them, without the consent of the states of the empire. Yet, in some cases, the same council forbears making any peremptory conclusion, without the consent of the states of the empire, and only decrees thus, "Fiat votum ad Caesarem," that is, to make a report hereof to the emperor in his privy-council.

AULICA, in Entomology, a species of Phalaena (Bombus) that inhabits Europe and Siberia. The anterior wings are greyish dotted with yellow; posterior ones fulvous, spotted with black. Lin. Fn. Succ.

AULICK, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony and bishopric of Naumburg; six miles north of Letz.

AULICUS, in Conchology, a species of Conus, marked with brown reticulated veins, and interrupted bands of the same colour. It is a native of Asia, and may be only a variety of the conus textile, being extremely variable in its colours and marks. Gmelin mentions seven different kinds, with references to different figures in the works of Martini, Knorr, and Seba; the most remarkable is the fourth variety, the shell of which is yellowish-brown instead of white, and marked reticularly with heart-shaped spots, disposed in a perpendicular direction.

AULICUS, in Entomology, a species of Cerambix (Callidium Fab.) Thorax smooth and shining; body opaque, black; wing-cases smooth; antennæ short. Inhabits Europe.

AULICUS, a species of Cymex, that inhabits South America; the colour is red and black, varied with a black band on the upper wings; lower wings black with a white line at the base. This is cymex irroratus of Thunberg, Nov. Inf. or at least a variety of it.

AULICUS, a species of Cryptopeclus (Cifera) found in Africa, especially at the cape of Good Hope. It is black, with a rufous thorax, and azure-blue wing-cases. Fabricius.

AULICUS, in Zoology, a species of Coluber, having 184 abdominal plates, and sixty sub-caudal scales. It is of a greyish colour with numerous linear white bands which bifurcate on the sides; on each side behind the head is a triangular white spot, and these almost unite at the nape. The length of this kind is about six inches, and its diameter one third of an inch. It inhabits America, and is deemed a poisonous snake.

AULIS, in Ancient Geography, a sea-port town of Carctia, sittuate at the bottom of a small gulf, opposite to Chalcis of Euobea; and famous for being the place where
the Greek chiefs resolved upon the destruction of Troy. The district belonging to it, and called "Aulide," lay toward Euripus, in that part which separated Boeotia from Euboea. Diana had a temple in this territory, with a statue of white marble holding a flame in the hand.

AULENE, in Geography, a town of the island of Corfu, four miles north of Tallano.

AULNAGER, in Commerce. See ALNAGER.

AULNAY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Calvados, and chief place of a canton in the district of Vire, 43 leagues south-west of Caen.

AULO, a Greek long measure. See Measure.

AULOCRENE, in Ancient Geography, a mountain of Phrygia, towards the north-east of Apamea-Cibotos.

AULON, a valley of Palatine, extending along the banks of Jordan, from Libanus to the defert of Pharan. Scythopolis, Jericho, and Tiberias were situated in this valley. —Also, a town of Melemea, upon a river of the same name, north of Elchea. —Also, a town and port of the Macedonian sea, in the country of the Thessalians. Potamia. —Also, a town of Peloponnesus, in Laconia. —Also, another in Arcadia. —Another ancient town in the ile of Crete. —Also, a hill of Italy, near Tarentum, which was fertile in vines, and said by Horace not to be inferior to those of Falernum.

AULOS, in Ornithology, a name by which several of the ancient writers call the sphen, or as it is rather improperly named the raven-fish.

AULPS, or Aups, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Var, and chief place of a canton in the district of Barjols, 84 leagues W. N. W. of Frejus.

AULT, a town of France, in the department of the Somme, and chief place of a canton in the district of Abbeville, five leagues west of Abbeville.

AULUS GELLIUS, or AGELLIUS, in Biography, a Roman grammarian and critic, flourished at Rome, where he was born, in the second century, under the emperors Adrian and Antoninus Pius; and died in the beginning of the reign of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. He studied grammar and rhetoric at Rome, and philosophy at Athens, where he enjoyed the society of Calvinsius Taurus, Peregrinus Protesus, Herodes Atticus and other learned persons. Having travelled through Greece, he returned to Rome, devoted himself to the study and practice of the law, and was appointed a judge. From the frequent citations of his works by writers on Roman law, it may be inferred, that he attained to considerable reputation in his profession. His "Noctes Atticae," or "Artic Nights," the only work extant, and the greatest part of which was written at Athens, furnishing an amusing occupation for many long winter evenings, is a collection of incidents, and anecdotes, historical and biographical, with critical observations and reflections on various authors and topics. The instructions and entertaing of his children, and rendered valuable by many fragments of ancient authors, that are not elsewhere to be found. It was edited in folio, at Rome, in 1469, by Swinemi and Panzer; a second edition was published in 1472, by Jenson at Venice; in the sixteenth century are found the editions of Aldus, 8vo. at Venice, in 1515; of Paris, in folio, 1519, 1524, 1526; of Basel, 8vo. in 1526; of Paris, 8vo. in 1535, with the critical notes of H. Stephens. Editions of a later date are those, in natum Delphini, 8vo., 1681; of the Elzevirs at Amsterdam, 1651, 1800; at Leyden, can notis variorum, 1660; by Gronovius 4to. in 1706; and at Leipzig, in two vols. 8vo. by Conradus, in 1762. An elegant translation of this amusing, but frequently obscure and difficult author, with valuable notes, was given in English, in 3 vols. 8vo. by Mr. Beloe, in 1795, with the translation of Fabr. Bib. Lat. 1. c. 1. l. p. 71 &c.

AUMA, in Geography, a town of Germany, in Upper Saxony, and circle of Neudalitz, forty-four miles S. S. W. of Leipzig, and six S. E. of Neudalitz.

AUMA WIESENDORFF, a town of Germany, in Upper Saxony, two miles S. E. of Auma.

AUMALLE, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Seine, and chief place of a canton in the district of Neufchatel, nine leagues S. E. of Dieppe, and eleven N. E. of Rouen. N. lat. 49° 46'. E. long. 1° 38'.

AUMONE, or AUMS. See AINS.

AUMONT, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Lozère, and chief place of a canton in the district of St. Chely; five leagues N. W. of Mendé.

AUN, a town of Peria, in the province of Segeslan, forty-four leagues S. S. E. of Zareng.

AUNALASKENSIS, in Ornithology, a species of Oryolus, that inhabits the island of Oonalafsha. The length of this bird is eight inches; it is of a brown colour, with a spot under the eyes, and chin white; throat and breast rufous brown. Gmelin. The beak and legs are brown.

AUNAY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Nivern, and chief place of a canton in the district of Château-Chinon; nine miles north of Moulins. —Also, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Loiret, and chief place of a canton in the district of St. Jean d'Angely; eight miles north-east of St. Jean d'Angely.

AUNCEL-WEIGHT, quasi "Handak-Weight," an ancient mode of weighing by a kind of balance, consisting of scales hanging on hooks fastened at each end of a beam or flail, which a man lifts up by his hand or forefinger, and so discovers the equality or difference between the weight and the thing weighed. There being great deceits practised in these weights, they were prohibited by several statutes: and the even balance alone commanded. The word is still used in some parts of England, to signify meat sold by poising in the hand, without putting it into the scales. See STYLES.

AUNCESTOR, Affe of Mort d'. See ASSE.

AUNCESTREL HOMAGE. See HOMAGE.

AUNE, in Commerce, a long measure used in France and other countries, of different lengths in different places. See ELL.

AUNE, in Geography, a river of England, which runs into the sea near Plymouth.

AUNEAU, a town of France, in the department of the Eure and Loira, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Chartres; four leagues west of Chartres.

AUNEUIL, a town of France, in the department of the Oise, and chief place of a canton in the district of Beauvais; five miles S. S. W. of Beauvais.

AUNGERVILLE, Richard, or Richard of Burj, in Biography, an English bishop, was born at St. Edmundsbury, in Suffolk, in 1281, studied at Oxford, and became a Benedictine monk at Durham. He was tutor to prince Edward, afterwards Edward III. and upon his accession to the throne, he was loaded with honours and preferments. In 1333, he was consecrated bishop of Durham; in 1334, he was appointed high chancellor; and in 1336, treasurer of England. He was himself eminently learned, and a great patron and encourager of learning. Petrarch, with whom he corresponded, calls him "virum ardentis ingenii." He was a great collector of books, and poissied, it is said, more
more books than all the bishops of England together. Notwithstanding the expense which he incurred in this way, by employing persons to collect books for him abroad, and also binders, illuminators, and writers in his several palaces, he was distinguished by his charity and beneficence. He does not seem to have contemplated himself merely with the possession of a large library; for he was a diligent student; and it was his custom for some of his attendants to read to him at his meals, and afterwards to discourse with his chaplains on the subjects that occurred. His "Philobibliae" was a curious treatise, finished at Auckland in 1545, when he was sixty-three years of age, and containing a declaration in praise of books, with directions concerning the preservation and use of them. It was printed at Spire in 1483; at Paris, in 1500; at Oxford, in 1509, 416; and at Leipsic, in 1574, at the close of "Philologiarum Epitomarum Centuriae una." This work is distributed into twenty chapters; in which, among other particulars, he affirms, that books are to be preferred to riches and pleasures; that they are injurious only by ignorant people; that the ancients surpassed the moderns in hard study; that learning arrives at perfection by degrees, and that he had provided for students Greek and Hebrew grammars in his libraries; that the law and law books are not properly learning; that grammar is peculiarly useful and necessary; that poetry also is useful; but he makes an apology for admitting poets into his collection, observing, "we have not neglected the fables of the poets."

Amensyly founded a noble library at Oxford for the use of students, and appointed five keepers, to whom he granted yearly salaries. This learned and worthy prelate died at Auckland, in his diocese of Durham, April 24, 1,1345. Biog. Brit. Wharton's Hist. Poet. vol. i. 2d Prin. Diff. p. 129, 121.

AUNIS, in Geography, a district of France, which, before the revolution, was reckoned a part of Saintonge, but is now with Saintonge included in the department of the Lower Charente; is bounded on the east and south by Saintonge, on the west by the ocean, and on the north by Poitou, and comprehends the isles of Ré and Oleron. It is watered by the river Sevre and Charente, and has several good harbours along the coast. The soil is fertile, and produces great quantities of corn and wine; the swampy parts afford good paiturage, and the salt-marshes yield an excellent salt, which is a considerable article of commerce.

AUNOT. See Annot.

AUNOY, Mary Catherine Jumelle De Berneville, Contes de, in Biography, a distinguished writer of fiction and romance towards the close of the eighteenth century, was niece of the celebrated Madame Dufloges, and wife of the count D'Aunoy. She wrote with facility of style and facility of invention; and her "Contes des Fées" or fairy tales, and "Aventures d'Hippolyte Comte de Douglas," or adventures of Hippolytus Earl Douglas, are read with pleasure by those who merely seek amusement. Some of her other pieces, uniting history with fable, such as "Historical Memoirs of the most remarkable Events in Europe from 1672 to 1679," "Memoirs of the Count of Spain," "History of John of Bourbon, prince de Carentey," are less valued. She died in 1785. Nouv. Dict. Hlst.

AUNUS, in Entomology, a species of Papilio, of a blue colour with a black border and three small tails, black bendets, and striped with white. Cramer, Gmelin, &c.

AVOCADO, or Avocato, Pear, in Botany, a species of linnns. See Laurus.

AVOCATORIA, a mandate of the emperor of Germany, directed to some prince or subject of the empire, to stop his unlawful proceedings in any cause brought by way of appeal before him.

AVOCETTA, in Ornithology, a species of Recurvirostra that is distinguished from two other birds of the same genus, being variegated only with black and white. Linn. Gmel. &c.

The length of this bird is from eighteen to twenty inches; it has a small body, and legs remarkably long; irides hazel; head black; crown black; front of the neck, breast, back, belly, and outer part of the wings white; legs blueish-black; bill black, about three inches and a half in length, and like the rest of the genus, slender, flexible, turning upwards towards the end, and terminating in a point.

"This bird is common in winter on the eastern coasts of England, particularly those of Suffolk and Norfolk; and sometimes on the lakes of Shropshire. They are found great plenty in the breeding season, in the fens about Fof- dyke Wath in Lincolnshire, and in the fens of Cambridgshire. They feed on worms and insects, which they scoop out of the mud and sand, and are sometimes observed to wade or swim, but always close to the shore. "They lay two eggs, which are about the size of those of a pigeon. Pennant says they are white, tinged with green, and marked with large black spots. In the description of them given by Latham it is observed, they are of a cinnereous grey, whimsically marked with deep brownish-black patches of irregular sizes and shapes, besides some under markings of a dusky hue. "The avocet is far more frequent in some other parts of Europe than in this country. Albin says, it is common in Venice; and according to Salerne, they are so plentiful on the coasts of Bari Poictou, that the peasants take their eggs by thousands. They are also found in Russia and Siberia, Denmark, Sweden, and other northern countries." Donov. Brit. Birds, &c.

This bird is called avocetta s. recurvirostra, by Gmelin; avocette, by Buffon; krummfiich, by Cramer; Theykha, Alit. Linn. Po. Succ.; the scopet, by Charls; crooked bill, by Dale; and avocet, or avocot, by English writers.

AVOGLI, in Geography, a town of Perhia, in the province of Adirbeitzan, eighteen leagues south-east of Tauines.

AVOIDANCE, in Law, is applied generally to a benefit which becomes void of an incumbent, and is oppoited to plenary. Avoidances are either in fact, as by the death of the incumbent; or in law; and may be by cession, deprivation, resignation, &c. See Usurpation.

AVOIRDUPOIS, or Averdupois Weight, a kind of weight used in England; the pound avoirdupois contains fifteen ounces. See Weight.

The proportion of a pound of avoirdupois to a pound troy is as 17 to 14; or the avoirdupois pound contains 7000 grains, and the troy pound 5760.

All the larger and coarser commodities are weighed by avoirdupois weight; as groceries, cheese, wool, lead, hops, &c.

AVOISE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Sarts, four leagues from La Fleche.

AVOIA, or Aula, a town of Sicily, in the valley of Noto, six miles from Noto, and sixteen from Syracuse. This city, which formerly stood on a hill, boisted of being the "Hippa Minor," celebrated for its honey; but the justice of its claim, in common with many other cities, cannot be safely decided. After its destruction by the earthquake of 1693, the inhabitants rebuilt it more commodiously in the plain, in a fertile territory, luxuriant in corn and fruits, and principally in almonds, a considerable article of
of commerce. The houses still prove, by being extremely low, the dread entertained of earthquakes. The streets are wide and regular.

AVOLTOJO, in Ornithology, a name given by Cetti to some birds of the Vultur genus; as for example, *vultur fuscus* is called by that writer *avoltojo Griffone*; and *vultur niger, avoltojo nero*.

AVON, or Aon, in the British Language, signifies a river generally; but in its present application designates only a few of the streams in Great Britain. The principal are the Warwickshire Avon, and the Wilshire Avon. The former is sometimes called "The Upper Avon." It brings a great influx of waters from the north-call, rising on the borders of Leicestershire, and adds great beauty to the delightful territory of Warwick castles, as it flows beneath the cliff on which those lofty towers are situated. It then glides through a charming country, to the celebrated spot of Stratford-on-Avon, the birth-place of our immortal Shakespeare, and the repository of his bones. Hence it traverses the great level of Worcesherrile, by Erovham, having received the upper *Stour* at Stratford, and turning to the south at Perthishore, meets the Severn at the flourishing town of Tewkswell. Ireland's picturesque views on the Avon.

The Wilshire or Lower Avon derives its source from various springs in the north of Wilts, and becomes a considerable river at the ancient town of Malmhury. In this part of the country, we are informed by Ethelward, that it formed a boundary line between the West Saxon and Mercian kingdoms, and was often stained with the blood of murdered soldiers during the dishonourable warfare between those two powers. Leaving Malmhury, it meanders through a level tract of fine pasture land to Great Sumnerford, Dantery, and Chippemham, where its stream becomes expanded by many contributory rivulets. Quitting Chippemham, its windings are numerous, from the hilly nature of the country through which it flows. Having passed the clothing towns of Melkham and Bradford, it moves slowly through the gay city of Bath, thence passes on to Bridgol, and soon afterwards unites its waters with the Severn. It is navigable for small vessels up to Bridgol, and some considerable barges come up as high as Bath.

The *Upper Avon*, another Wilshire river, rises among the hills near the centre of that county, and flows southward through a number of small villages to Amebury and Salibury, where it receives the united streams of the Willey and the Nadder; and, running through Downton, crosses the county of Hants, and discharges itself into the British channel at Christchurch.

Another *Avon* rises in the north part of Glamorganshire, and running south, falls into the Severn at Aber-Avon, south-west of Neath.

Acon, or *Acon Fine*, a river in Merionethshire, rises among the high mountains of that county, and after passing by the small town of Dolgelly, soon discharges itself into the Irish sea at the town of Barmouth.—*Acon* gives name to two rivers in Scotland. Britton's Beauties of Wilthwe, vol.i. and Skiries General Account of Rivers.

*Avon* is also the name of a river of Nova Scotia, which discharges itself into the Atlantic ocean, east of Halifax. It is navigable as far as Fort Edward for vessels of 400 tons; and for vessels of 60 tons, two miles higher.

AVORTON, Fr. in Midweifery, an abortive child.

AVOSTOLA, in Geography, a river of Piedmont, which runs into the Cervo; 2½ miles west of Baronza, in the Vercellois.

AVOWEE, Advocate, in Law. Avowee is the person to whom the right of adowment of any church belongs, so that he may present to it in his own name; thus called by way of distinction from those who sometimes present in another man's name, as a guardian, who presents in the name of his ward; as also from those who only have the lands to which an adowment belongs for term of life or years, by intimation or direction. See Advocate, and Advocate.

AVORY, in Lexicographical Antiquity, was originally the advocate of a monastery; and in times of confusion the avoys became captains and protectors of convents, to whom the said convents gave lands in consideration of their protection; but when these monasteries erected themselves into principalities, the avoys became noblemen; and the title was connected with great dignity. Thus we find, that when Otto was elected to the empire, A.D. 1205, and his election was approved by pope Innocent III, who invited him to Italy to be crowned, he appointed Rodolphus, count of Hamburg, prefect, vicar of the empire, and principal avoy of all Upper Germany, with power to maintain the imperial rights, inspect the finances, levy subsidies, tribute, tolls, and taxes, and, in a word, to represent the person of the emperor in his absence.

AUPILLARTOK, in Geography, an island of Greenland, near Bear island, about eight or ten leagues long, and very high. These two islands, which are about the same form and extent, divide the channel, in which they are situated, into two bays.

AU-PIS-PINNER, a French phrase, sometimes used among English writers, signifying, at the present.

AUPS, in Geography. See Aupps.

AURA, in Chemistry, a certain fine and pure spirit, supposed to be found in every animal and vegetable body, but so subtle as only to be perceptible by smell and taste.

This term was much employed by the ancient alchemists, and even some of the most eminent chemists, but is now disused. It is nearly equivalent to spiritus rector, concerning which fee the article Aroma.

AURA, in Ornithology, a species of Vultur, of a brownish grey colour, with black wings, and white bill. This bird is described by authors under several different names. In Henrik Mav. it is called tzopilote f. aura; by Willinghy, uruhi, tzopilote, or aura; by Ullo, galliavuza; vultur Bra- linicus by Ray; vautour du Bréil by Buffon; Turkey buzzard by Castelby; carrion-crow by Sloane; and carrion vulture by Pennant and Latham. Inhabit Brazil.

Aura, among Physiogonists, an airy exhalation or vapour.

The word is derived from the Greek *auras*, call.

AURACH, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Swabia, and county of Wallburg; nine miles E.N.E. of Warzach.—Allo, a river of Germany, in Franconia, which runs into the Rednitz; three miles south of Erlang.

AURÆ, in Mythology, a name given by the Romans to the nymphs of the air. They are mostly to be found in the ancient paintings of ciclodes; where they are represented as light and airy; generally with long robes, and flying veils.
AUR

rely, of some lively colour or other, and flattering about in the rare and pleasing element assigned to them. They are sportive and happy in themselves, and well-wishers to mankind.

AURACO, in Entomology, a species of Phalaena (Nactus) that inhabits Austria. The wings are brownish; splash at the base, and broad band in the middle, yellow. Hübner, Gmel. &c.

AVRAINVILLE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse, and chief place of a canton in the district of Toul, a league north of Toul.

AURAN, a town of Arabia, sixty miles south of Damascus.

AURANA, in Entomology, a species of Phalaena (Turris), with brown wings, and two golden-yellow spots in each. Fabricius. Donov. Brit. Inf.

AURANA, Lucania, or Bracca, in Geography, one of the most delightful places of Dalmatia, in the county of Zara, on a lake of the same name. It had formerly a rich convent of Benedictines, whose revenues were, about the year 1277, alienated in favour of the knights templars, by Andrew II., king of Hungary, who instituted a commandery in this place. About this time the place was fortified. The suburb is large. It continued for some time in the hands of the Turks; but, in 1684, they were dispossessed of it.

AVRANCHES, AFRICANTE, OR AFRICA, OR Africana tertium opimum, a city of France, and principal town of a district in the department of the Channel, seated on an eminence near the river Seine. Before the revolution, it was the see of a bishop, suffragan of Rouen. Besides the cathedral, which stands on a hill, terminating abruptly, it had three parish churches, a convent, a college, a public school, and an hospital. This is a very ancient town, and, before the county of Bretagne was united to the crown of France, it was called the "Boulevard of Toulon." But when the Bretons made themselves masters of it, they destroyed its fortifications, in 1203. These were rebuilt in the reign of St. Louis. Here, it is said, Henry II. of England received abdication from the pope's nuncio for the murder of St. Thomas à Becket, in 1172; and the stone on which he kneaded during the ceremony is still thrown to strangers; and on it is engraved a chalice, in commemoration of the event. The ruins of the castle are extensive, and near it is an extent of fertile country, abounding in grain and orchards, which produce the best cider in this part of France. N. lat. 43° 41' 18". W. long. 1° 22' 38".

AURANTIA, in Conchology, a species of Voluta, of a tapering shape, and orange color; the first four whorls are inflected with white; lip denticulated, and four points on the pillar. Gmelin.

AURANTIA, a species of Patella, the shell of which is ovate, solid, ciren color, with brown waves; elevated, crossed, wrinkled frill, and white bottom. Native country unknown. Schott. n. Litt.

AURANTIA, a species of Ostrea. The shell is subrotund, plaited, and finely fringed longitudinally, with a semicircular white band near the hinge. Native country unknown. Regan. Conch.

AURANTI, a species of Venus, with an orbicular orange-coloured shell. This shell is two inches long, and two inches and a quarter in breadth. Its native country is unknown.

AURANTI, in Ornithology, a species of Loxia, of an orange color; crown black; wing and tail-feathers black, edged with orange. Gmelin.

The length of this bird is four inches and a half; bill Vol. III.

dusky; some of the inner quill-feathers red with white; legs pale red. In the female, the whole of the head and fore-part of the body are white; the rest dull orange. Inhabit the Isle of Bourbon.

AURANTIA, a species of Muscaria, called by Latham orange-browed fly-catcher, and in botany the root is known as orange de Cayenne by Buffon. The colour is tawny, tinted in parts with green; breast orange; head and nape greenish brown; quill-feathers black, edged with Rufous. Gmelin. Length of this kind four inches and three quarters; bill flat and broad; tail Rufous; legs pale. Dr. Latham informs us, in his Gen. Orn, that it frequents the shrubs of woods, and the fountains; and is perhaps a scarce species, only a single specimen of it having been brought to Europe.

AURANTI, a species of Motacilla that inhabits the Cape of Good Hope. It is brown above, beneath orange; chin whitish, varied below with black; larger wing and tail-coverts white; tail-feathers brown, lateral ones tipped with white. This is the orange-browed warbler of Latham. Length six inches.

AURANTI, a species of Certhia, called by Latham the orange-browed creeper. It is green; beneath yellowish; breast orange; wings and tail black. Length four inches; bill black; legs dusky. Inhabits Surinam, and was first discovered by Mr. Smethmann.

AURANTI, in Zoology, a species of Rana, described by Dr. Shaw, as being of an orange-colour, with very slender body and limbs. This is a native of South America, and is of a smaller size than the European tree-frog; it inhabits trees.

AURANTI, in Néphrology, orange-peel. The aurantium Hispalense, or Seville orange, is the only one of this species which is employed in pharmacy.

The outer yellow rind of the fruit is a grateful aromatic bitter, highly esteemed as a stimulant. It is kept in the shops, dried with a gentle heat. It contains a large portion of aromatic effulgent oil, which admirably invigorates the flaccid powers, and renders it highly grateful to the palate. The virtue of the orange-peel is readily extracted by proof spirit; and accordingly this is the form in which it is usually employed. The London college have ordered a simple tincture of this sub stance (tinctura auranti coriaceae}, in the proportion of three ounces to a quart of proof spirit. It is also employed in several of the compound tinctures, such as Huxham's tincture of bark, to give an agreeable flavour, and to add to the floridum virtue. A syrup of a very grateful flavour is also prepared, by dissolving the requisite proportion of sugar in a strong infusion of the peel. See Citrus Aurantium.
Auratus, in Ornithology, a species of Falco that inhabits Surinam, the bill and legs of which are lead colour; body above dusky brown, with decussating narrow whitish lines; chin with long narrow whitish feathers; throat and breast orange; belly and tail brown, with interrupted streaks. Gmelin. This bird is about fifteen inches in length; bill three quarters of an inch long, and whitish at the base; on the throat a round white spot; lower coverts of the tail ferruginous; tail near the base suffused with white; legs long, slender, with black claws.

Auratus, a species of Picus or wood-pecker, about ten inches in length. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope; is of an orange colour above, with the nape, rump, and tail black. Gmelin. Drifon calls this bird Picus capitis Bona Spisi; and Latham the orange wood-pecker.

Auratus, a species of Trochilus, called by Latham the orange-throated humming-bird. It is of a brown colour, with the head orange; chin and breast yellow; wings purple; tail ferruginous. Gmelin. Native place unknown.

Auratus, a species of Turdus, of a blackish brown colour, with the chin and abdomen whitish; beak and legs orange. Gmelin. This is the white-chinned thrush of Latham; merula Jamaicensis of Drifon; and merle brun de la Jamaïque of Buffon. This kind lives in the woods in Jamaica. Of this species Gmelin mentions three varieties; namely, (2) merula gula fuscata (with the chin brown) that has been discovered in New Caledonia; (3) merula nigra (with the body black), a native of Surinam; and merula Americana of Brif. and which, as its name implies, is an inhabitant of America.

Auraria junctio, penso, or professio, in Antiquity, a tax or tribute to be paid in gold. The collector of it was denominated fajceptor aurarius, or rœfpeodettes.

Auras, in Geography, a town of Silefia, in the principality of Breflaw, situate near the Oder; twelve miles north-west of Breflaw.

Aurasius Mons, in Ancient Geography. See Audus.

Aurata, in Entomology, a species of Buprestis, of a large size, that is found in America. This kind is golden; wing-cases ferrated; thorax brassy. Fabricius, Olivier, &c. Olf. The head is grooved; eyes tetaceous; teeth of the antennæ black; thorax smooth.

Aurata, a species of Chrysis that inhabits Europe. It is glabrous and shining, with a green thorax, and golden abdomen; with two teeth at the vent. Linn. Fabr. &c.

Aurata, a species of Mutilla that inhabits New Holland. It is blueish, with a large golden spot on the abdomen. Fabricius.

Aurata, a species of Musca found in Europe. This insect is shining; thorax brassy; abdomen obtuse and golden. Fabricius, &c.

Aurata, a species of Phaëna (Geometra), described by Linnaeus as a native of Europe. The wings are yellow, and without spots.

Aurata, a species of Phaëna (Geometra) that inhabits Surinam, and is figured by Cramer under the name of phaëna aurana. The wings are fulvous, with a dot and posterior fircak golden. Fabricius, &c.

Aurata, a species of Vespa, of a small size, that is found in Sierra Leona. The colour is black; abdomen golden and polished. Fabr. &c.

Aurata, in Ichthyology, a species of Sparus, called in England the lunate gilt-head, and distinguised by having a lunate golden mark between the eyes. Linneus Muf. Ad Fr. It inhabits the Mediterranean and American seas.

Aurata Bahamensis, Catesby’s name of the fish called Sparus cymbopis by Gmelin.

Aurata, in Zoology, a species of Lacerta found in the island of Jerfey. When living, it is said to be of a fine golden colour, but after death this splendid colour disappears. It has a round and rather longish tail; scales round and glabrous; sides brownish. Gmelin. The body is round, and apparently corpulent, and the ears are concave. This kind is Lacerta berbarea of Muf. Ad Fr.

Aurat us, in Entomology, a species of Scarabæus (Cetonia Fabr.) that inhabits Europe. This insect is golden, with a single tooth on each side of the fifth segment; wing-cases spotted with white. Fabricius. The colours in this species are variable. From the vent, it omits a fetid liquor when handled. Degeer calls it Scarabæus finarogus.

Auratus, a species of Carabus, of the anterous kind; wing-cases golden and furrowed; antennæ and legs rufous. Fabricius. Found in woods in Europe.

Aurat us, a species of Cerambyx that inhabits America. It is green, bronzed, with a lateral depressed tooth on the thorax; antennæ black, and posterior thays blue. Gmelin.

Auratus, a species of Curculio, of a green-gold colour; antennæ and dilated tip of the beak black. A native of Italy. Scopolii.

Auratus, a species of Elater that inhabits China. The colour is green-gold; legs black. Fabricius.

Auratus, in Ichthyology, a species of Sparus, that inhabits the Mediterranean and European seas, and is called in England the lunate gilt-head. It is distingused by having a semi-lunar golden spot between the eyes. Linn. Muf. Ad Fr. This kind feeds chiefly on worms and shell-fish, the latter of which it grinds with its teeth before it swallows them. The back is greenish, sides rather pale and glosed with gold; on the upper part of the gills is a black spot, and beneath that another of purple; inside of the mouth fine red; dorval fin extending nearly the whole length of the back; tail much forked.

Aurat us, a species of Cyprinus, well known in England by the name of gold-fish. Authors are by no means agreed on the specific characters by which this fish ought to be distingused; some think the trifurcated tail is a striking character of the species; but this is rather accidental, for it is sometimes found with a bifurcated tail; and the telescope carp cyprinus bispinichirinus of Dr. Shaw, has a trifurcated tail likewise; the anal fin is sometimes single, and sometimes double; so that the Linnean definition of the species is equally liable to objection. The specific character assigned by Bloch is taken exclusively from the briliant, or golden red colour, by which, as he observes, this fish is distingused from all the other species of the Carp or Cyprinus genus.

This fish is without dispute, the most superb creature of the fishy tribes at this time known. It was originally confined to a certain lake, or on near the mountain Tiencing, at a small distance from the village of Tchanghou in the province of The-Kiang in China, from whence it was transport to other parts of that empire, and Japan; and afterwards brought to Europe. The Chinese have completely domesticated this fish, and they are now generally kept in ponds, basins, or vessels of porcelain, as ornaments in the garden of the rich; and afford one of the few amusements the ladies are allowed to enjoy in that country by their jealous husbands. One writer has observed that the fish is no larger than a pilehead; but in this he is mistaken, for we know instances of its increasing to the size of a herring. The male is said to be of a bright red colour, from the top of the head to the middle of the body; the rest of a bright gold
gold colour, superior to the richest gilding with that metal; the female white, with the tail and half the body enamelled the finest silver. Du Halde observes that the red and white colours are not always the distinguishing marks of the male and female; but that the female is known by several white spots which are seen round the orifices that serve them as organs of hearing, and that the male by having these spots much brighter. Grosier, in his description of China, says, great care is necessary to preserve them; for they are extremely delicate, and liable to the least injuries of the air; a loud noise, such as that of thunder or cannons; a strong smell; a violent shaking of the vessel; or even a single touch, will oftentimes destroy them. These fish live with little nourishment; those small worms which are engendered in the water, or the earthy particles which are mixed with it, are sufficient for their food. The Chinese, however, take great care from time to time to throw into the basins and reservoirs where they are kept, small balls of paste, which they are very fond of, when diffusely; they give them also lean pork dried in the sun, and reduced to a fine and delicate powder, and sometimes nails; the slime which these infects leave at the bottom of the vessel is a great delicacy for them, and they eagerly feed on it. In winter they are removed from the grounds or open air to a warm chamber, where they are kept generally in vessels of porcelain. During this season, they receive no nourishment; but however in the spring, when they are carried back to their former basins or reservoirs, they sport and play with the same strength and liveliness as they did in the preceding year. In warm countries these fish multiply fast, provided care be taken to collect their spawn, which floats on the water, and which they almost entirely devour. This spawn is put into a particular kind of vessel, exposed to the sun, and preserved there until vivified by the heat; gold-fish, however, seldom multiply when they are kept in close vessels, because they are then too much confined. In order to render them fruitful, they must be put into reservoirs of considerable depth, in some places at least, and which are constantly supplied with fresh water. At certain times of the year a prodigious number of barks may be seen in the great river Yangtsé-Kiang, which go thither to purchase the spawn of these fish. Towards the month of May, the neighbouring inhabitants shut up the river in several places with mats and hurdles, which occupy an extent of almost nine or ten leagues, and they leave only a place in the middle sufficient for the passage of barks. The spawn of this fish, which the Chinese can distinguish at first sight, although a stranger could perceive no traces of it in the water, is floated by these hurdles. The water mixed with spawn is then drawn up, and after it has been put into large vessels, it is sold to the merchants, who transport it afterwards to every part of the empire. This water is sold by measure, and purchased by those who are delirious of flocking their ponds and rivers with gold-fish.

Notwithstanding the tenderness of this fish in its native climate, it is now naturalized in England, France, Holland, several parts of Germany, and other countries of Europe. They are said to have been first introduced into Great Britain about the year 1691, but were not generally known, according to Pennant, till 1748, when a great number were brought over, and presented to Sir Matthew Deckler, and by him circulated round the neighbourhood of London, from whence they were disseminated to most parts of the country. "Nothing," says one writer, (Enc. Brit.) "can be more amusing than a glass bowl containing such fishes; the double refractions of the glasses and water represent them, when moving, in a shifting and changeable variety of dimensions, shades, and colours; while the two mediums alluded to the concave-convex shape of the vessel, magnify and distort them vastly; not to mention that the introduction of another element and its inhabitants into our parlours engages the spectator in an agreeable manner. Some people exhibit this sort of fish in a very fanciful way; for they cause a glass bowl to be blown with a large hollow space within, that does not communicate with it. In this cavity, they put a bird occasionally; so that you see a gold fish or a linnet hopping as it were in the midst of the water, and the fishes swimming in a circle round it. The simple exhibition of the fishes is agreeable and pleasant; but so complicated a way becomes whimsical and unnatural, and liable to the objection due to him, qui variari capite rem prodigat alterum unam."

One circumstance that has been remarked of the fish, deserves particular mention. It is said, when young, to be not unfrequently of a deep black colour, and that after a time little silver specks begin to appear through the black; these increasing in size very gradually, till the black entirely disappears, the whole fish becomes of a fine and resplendent silver; from which it at last changes to a red. Sometimes, however, it appears of a beautiful golden-red in the first instance.

Auratris, in Ornithology, a species of Cuculus, about seven inches in length, that inhabits the cape of Good Hope. Buffon calls this bird coucouvert doré et blanc; Hilt. Off., and in his Pl. Enlum. coucou vert du cap de Bonne Eſperance. The tail is wedge-shaped; body above golden-green, beneath white; on the head five streaks; wing-coverts, secondary quill-feathers, with those of the tail, white at the tips. By Lahmann, it is named in English the gilted cuckow.

Auratris, a species of Picus or wood-pecker, called by Buffon peli Canadensi striatus; peli de Canadas, et ppiel ailes dorées by Buffon; peli major altis auratis by Kalm; cuculus auratus, Linn. Syll. Nat. X.; and gold-winged wood-pecker by Catesby and other English writers. Forster and Gmelin describe it as being transversely streaked with grey and black; chin and breast black; nose red; rump white.

The length of this bird is eleven inches; bill an inch and a half long, black, and rather bent; and contrary to others of the same genus, is rounded and rieged only on the top, with the point sharp. The female differs from the male in having the crown and neck behind grey brown; the red of the hind head less vivid; greater quill feathers not spotted on the edges, and being delitrate of the black stripe on the throat. It inhabits Virginia, Canada, and other parts of North America. About New Jersey, and New York, it is called by some bitock or pint, and by others high-hole; the two former, from the sound of its note, and the latter from the situation of its nest. It is almost continually on the ground, and is not observed to climb on the trees like other birds of the same genus.

The food of this bird is chiefly insects, and berries of the red cedar; it is very fat, and in esteem for the table. Forster, in the Philosophical Transactions, informs us that it is a bird of passage in the northern parts of America, visiting the neighbourhood of Albany fort in April, and leaving it in September; that it lays four, five, or six eggs in hollow trees, and feeds on worms and insects. It is called by the natives ochre-quaun-naw.

Auratris, a species of Turdus, the general colour of which is violet; back and wings golden-green; band on the inner margin of the wings, tail, and upper tail-coverts, blue. Gmelin. This beautiful bird is rather larger than turdus merula, or common black bird, and inhabits the kingdom of Whidah, in Africa. Buffon calls it le merle violet du royaume de juida; and Latham the gild. thrush.

Auratris, a species of Trochilus, called by Latham Z 2 2 the
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the garnet-throated humming-bird. The colour is golden-green; chin, throat, and breast golden-red; belly black. Gelatin.—Of: There is a variety of this brilliantly coloured species, in which the cheeks, nap, and chin are of a golden-red; and the head and body of a dark glossy green. The latter is called genera by Buffon; and it measured five inches in length, being half an inch more than the bird mentioned kind.—The legs and bill are black, and in the female, the chin, throat, and breast are golden-green.

AURAY, in Geography, a sea-port town of France, in the department and in the gulf of Morbihan, and principal place of a district; at the mouth of a river of the same name. N. lat. 43° 53'. W. long. 2° 50'.

AURBACH, a town of Germany, in the circle of Bavaria, and Upper Palatinate; thirty miles north-east of Nuremberg.

AURBURG, a town and castle of Germany, in Upper Bavaria; four miles north of Kuffstein.

AURE, a river of France, which runs into the Eure, near Anet.

AUREA, in Conchology, a species of Venus of a furbolicular form, golden, inequilateral, with crowded, minute, transferic spire. Lillie, Gelatin. Inhabits Europe.

Aurea, in Entomology, a species of Leptura, described by Degeer. The colour is greenish gold, thorax spinous; two black longitudinal stripes on the wing-cases; thighs rufous. About two-thirds of an inch in length.

Aurea, a species of Meloe (Mylabris) of a green-gold colour, with fulvous wings. Length one third of an inch. Degeer. Native country unknown.

Aurea, a species of Cicada (Ceratopis Sec.) of an aulic colour, glossed with gold, shining, and without spots. This is of the middle size, and inhabits Caymen.

Aurea, in Ornithology, a species of Paradisea, about the size of the turtle-dove. It is eroded; crown, cheeks, and chin violent and shining; throat, breast, and spot on the neck, golden-green. Gelatin. This is Pappea paradis a burse doric of Someronat; fillet ou maine de a far siles of Buffon; and gold-breasted bird of paradise of Latham.

The bill is blackish; irides yellow; plumage very brilliant; legs blackish; beneath each wing ane long black feathers, which fall over the wings, when the bird is at rest; the webs of these feathers are booke like those of the oath. From the mutilated state in which the skins of these birds are sent to Europe, these feathers are not always observable in specimens of this species: Buffon mentions a figure of it published by M. Marvi, in which even the crest is wanting. This kind inhabits New Guinea.

Aurea, a species of Loxia that inhabits Bengal. It is of a black colour; back golden; wing coverts pale brown, spotted with black. This bird is the golden-backed Check of Brown, and gold-backed Grosbeak of Latham. According to the late author, it is six inches in length; bill, head, and neck, deep black; the feathers not velvety, as in the Cape grosbeak; breast and belly black; legs bluish; rump and upper tail-coverts yellow; the latter fringed with a dusky colour; and all the tail feathers very pale at the edges.

Aurea Alexandrina, in Pharmacy, a compound optate confection, much in request among the ancient physicians, but now entirely disfigured, like all the other medicines of these sorts; it was considered as a powerful alexipharmic, or antidote for wounds.

Aurec, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Loire, and chief place of a canton in the district of Mansfield; three leagues south-west of St. Etienne, and 15 north of Mansfield.

Aurelia, in Entomology, a term employed by naturalists, about the middle of the last century, to express that intermediate state in which all lepadiptherous, and most other insects, remain for some time, between the caterpillar form and the period in which they are furnished with wings, with antennae, and other organs appertaining to the perfect insect. Aurelia and chrysalis are synonymous words, both alluding to the metallic or golden splendor of the case in which the creature, during that state, is contained. This brilliant appearance, it must be observed however, seems confined alone to insects of the papilio or butterfly tribe; and it is even peculiar only to certain kinds of those; so that the terms aurelia and chrysalis are altogether inapplicable, in a general manner, to insects in that state. Among entomologists of the higher class, these terms have been long since discarded in favour of the more expressive one pupa, which Linnaeus had adopted in their stead; a term implying that the insect, like an infant, yet remains in its swaddling clothes; and nothing can be more applicable than this comparative allusion, while the tender insect yet remains enveloped in the drapery of its membranaceous covering; a creature now exposed to every danger, and yet unable to defend itself from the slightest harm; in happy infancy it must wait the more complete formation of its limbs, and new acquisition of strength, ere it can buril from these, its trammels of youth, and appear what nature had ultimately designed it for—a mature and matured creature.—See Entomology, and Pupa.

The term auria is still retained by some few practical entomologists in this country; or, in other words, by those who amuse themselves with collecting and breeding insects, without regarding them scientifically; and persons, engaged in this agreeable pursuit, occasionally denominate themselves Aurelians. The word chrysalis is in more general use than its precise meaning can justify; that of aurelia, as before remarked, is nowhere obfolute. The current denominations of an insect in the pupa state among the French naturalists, are nympha, or nymphale, and chrysalis.

"The Aurelian" was likewise the title which Moses Harris gave to his well-known folio work on Insects; a wretched plagiarism from the beautiful etchings of Ammiral, which had been published a short time before in Holland; and in which, Harris, by a singular good fortune, not only escaped detection, but actually acquired that very celebrity as a delineator of insects, which attaches an importance to his memory in the present day.

Aurelia, in Natural History, a species of Paramesia (venere incubator), of an oblong form, pointed longitudinally on the anterior part. Möll. Hermann, &c. Hill describes it thus: paramesia corporis fabellino medium versus angula. It is found in great abundance in ditch water, and vegetable infusions, about the month of June; it is membraneous; breadth one fourth of the length; anterior part obtuse, hyaline; posterior part filled with molecules of various sizes; longitudinally fold extending from the middle to the front of the head.

Aurélian, in Biography, a Roman emperor, was a native of Sirmium, in Pannonia. His father cultivated the lands which a Roman senator, called Aurelius, possessed in the country where he lived; and his mother was a priestess of the sun, and pretended to divinities. Aurelius was from his youth distinguished by his strength and courage, and addicted to military exercises and achievements. On this occasion he entered betimes; and, from his warlike passion and talents, he obtained, by way of distinction from another Aurelian, the name of "Aurelianus man ad ferum," or "Aurelian sword in hand," as he was ready on all occasions to draw his sword, and encounter the enemy. He is said to have killed with his own hand forty-eight Sar-matians.
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matians in one day; and within some few succeeding days, 950; so that he became the subject of popular songs, which were sung by the youth at the public festivals. Aurelian was the first Roman who fought against the Franks, and subdued them. As chief commander of the cavalry, to which office he was advanced from the low station of a common soldier, he was a strict officer of military discipline, and punished with the utmost severity the smallest neglect of duty on the part of his followers, and the slightest injury done by any of them to the inhabitants of the provinces through which he marched. His military talents and conduct attracted the peculiar attention of the emperor Valerian, who appointed him inspector and reformer of all the Roman camps, gave him the command of Illyricum, under Ulpius Crinthus, a defenclant of the same family with Trajan, by whom he was adopted, and whose daughter he married; and at length, A.D. 258, created him consul, with a special order, that, on account of his poverty, the public treasury should defray the expenses which that high office incurred. Under Gallienus we find no mention of him, either because he had removed him from jealously of his merit, or because he himself did not choose to serve a prince so indolent and despotic. Claudius II. upon his advancement to the empire, duly acknowledged the merit of Aurelian, and was affiled by him in the defeat of Aurelius. In the war against the Goths he was eminently distinguished; and this discerning emperor on his death-bed recommended him as the fittest person to be his successor. Accordingly Aurelian was elected to the empire by the legions of Illyricum, in the year 270; and after the death of Quintillus, the brother of Claudius, who closed a short reign of seventeen days by opening his veins, the election of Aurelian was confirmed by the Senate, and he was honoured with the title of Augustus. Having been thus acknowledged and invested with the imperial dignity at Rome, he returned to Pannonia, which the Goths had threatened with a new invasion. The Goths before his arrival had passed the Danube; but, after an indecisive battle, which was terminated by the approach of night, the Barbarians retraced, and re-crossed the river, and sent deputies to sue for peace, which was granted them by the emperor. Having withdrawn the Roman troops from Dacia, and relinquished that province to the Goths and Vandals, he hastened to Italy to repel an invasion of the Alamanni, and other German tribes. After three decisive victories, the first near Placentia, a second at Lepanto, and a third at Pavia, he drove those Barbarians out of Italy, and reduced Rome from the calamities which were impending, and which the city had endeavoured to avert by a variety of superstitious practices, functioned by the concurrence of the emperor himself, with a view of appeasing the anger of the gods.

Aurelian, on his return to the capital, put to death several senators, who were suspected of having been concerned in conspiracies against him; and having enlarged the city, he provided for its future security by erecting new walls, which bore his name, though they were not finished till the reign of Probus. The extent of these walls was magnified by popular estimation to near fifty, but has been reduced by accurate measurement to about twenty one miles.

About this time Aurelian marched into Gaul, which had been for some time infested and oppressed by a rapid succession of usurpers, and where Tetricus, who, from being governor of the peaceful province of Aquitaine, had assumed the enigmas of royalty, and reigned four or five years over Gaul, Spain, and Britain, "the slave and sovereign," says Gibbon, "of a licentious army, whom he dreaded, and by whom he was despised." The power of Tetricus, however, was of precarious duration; and he invited Aurelian to hasten to his relief. Accordingly, in the summer of the year 271, Aurelian arrived in Gaul; and Tetricus, in order to disguise the act of treason by which he was about to resign the sceptre of the west, affected the appearances of a civil war, and led his forces into the field against the emperor; but he posted them in the most disadvantageous manner, betrayed his own counsellors to the enemy, and with a few chosen friends deserted in the beginning of the action. The rebel legions, though disordered and dismayed by the unexpected treachery of their chief, defended themselves with desperate valour, till they were cut in pieces almost to a man, in the bloody and memorable battle, which was fought near Chalon, in Champagne. The retreat of the irregular auxiliaries, Franks and Batavians, whom the conqueror soon compelled or persuaded to repel the Rhine, restored the general tranquillity, and the power of Aurelian was acknowledged from the wall of Antoninus to the columns of Hercules.

Aurelian, having secured the person and provinces of Tetricus, turned his arms, A.D. 272, against Zenobia, the celebrated queen of Palmyra and the East. Upon his arrival in Asia, he advanced at the head of his legions, and took possession of Antioch and Tyana; and as he approached Antioch, it was deserted by the inhabitants; but by his flattering edicts he recalled the fugitives, and granted a general pardon to all, who, from necessity rather than choice, had been engaged in the service of the Palmyrenian queen. This unexpected mildness of conduct, on the part of the emperor, conciliated the minds of the Syrians; and as far as the gates of Emesa, the wishes of the people seconded the terror of his arms. Zenobia attempted to check his further progress; but the fate of the east was decided in two great battles; the first of which was fought near Antioch, and the second near Emesa. In these battles, Zenobia animated the armies by her presence; but the veteran troops of Aurelian, whose valour had been severely tried in the Alemannian war, prevailed. After the defeat at Emesa, Zenobia found it impossible to collect a third army. As far as the frontier of Egypt, the nations subject to her empire had joined the standard of the conqueror, who detached Probus, the bravest of his generals, to possess himself of the Egyptian provinces. The queen retired within the walls of her capital, Palmyra; and for some time resisted, with the intrepidity and firmness of a heroine, the arms of the emperor, who invested the city. But disappointed of adequate succours, and alarmed by the return of Probus with his victorious troops from the conquest of Egypt, she at length resolved to fly. She mounted the fleete of her dromedaries, and had already reached the banks of the Euphrates, about 60 miles from Palmyra, when she was overtaken by the pursuit of Aurelian's light horse, seized, and brought back a captive to the feet of the emperor. A.D. 273. To the consuls of her friends she imputed the guilt of her obdurate resistance; and on their heads, and particularly against the celebrated Longinus, she directed the vengeance of the cruel Aurelian. (See ZENOBIA.) Soon after her capital surrendered, and was treated with unexpected lenity. By a war thus terminated, those provinces that had renounced their allegiance, since the captivity of Valerian, were restored to the obedience of Rome.

Aurelian, on his return from the conquest of the East, had already crossed the Rhine which divide Europe from Asia, when he was suddenly recalled by the news of the revolt of the Palmyrenians, who had murdered the governor and garrison, and proclaimed a new emperor. Without a
moment's deliberation, he turned his face towards Syria, and soon arrived to execute vengeance on the revolted city, which for three days was delivered to the unexampled rage and rapine of the soldiery. Women, children, and servants, were involved in this dreadful execution, which ought to have been confined to armed rebellion; and although the emperor's principal concern seems to have been directed to the re-establishment of a temple of the Sun, he discovered some pity for the remnant of the Palmyreans, to whom he granted the permission of rebuilding and inhabiting their city. See PALMYRA.

Aurelian, having thus completely reduced Palmyra, and having also suppressed a rebellion in Egypt, excited by Firmus, a wealthy merchant, and a friend and ally of Odenathus and Zenobia, who had taken possession of Alexandria, and affirmed the purple, and whom he first tortured and then put to death; returned to Rome; congratulating the Senate, himself, and the people, that in little less than thirty years he had restored universal peace and order to the Roman world.

Since the foundation of Rome, no general had more nobly deferred a triumph than Aurelian; nor was any triumph ever celebrated with superior pride and magnificence. It is thus described by Gibbon: "The pomp was opened by twenty elephants, four royal tigers, and above two hundred of the most curious animals from every climate of the North, the East, and the South. They were followed by 1600 gladiators, devoted to the cruel amusement of the amphitheatre. The wealth of Asia, the arms and envoys of so many conquered nations, and the magnificent plate and wardrobe of the Syrian queen, were disposed in exact symmetry at artful disorder. The ambassadors of the most remote parts of the earth, of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia, Bactriana, India, and China, all remarkable by their rich or singular dressings, displayed the fame and power of the Roman emperor, who exposed like-wise to the public view the presents he had received, and particularly a great number of crowns of gold, the offerings of grateful cities. The victories of Aurelian were attested by the long train of captives who reluctantly attended his triumph; Goths, Vandals, Saracens, Alemani, Franks, Gauls, Syrians, and Egyptians. Each people was distinguished by its peculiar inscription; and the title of Amazons was bestowed on ten martial heroines of the Gothic nation, who had been taken in arms. But every eye, disregarding the crowd of captives, was fixed on the emperor Tetricus, and the queen of the East. The former, as well as his son, whom he had created Augustus, was drest in Gallic trowsers, a faffron tunic, and a robe of purple. The beauteous figure of Zenobia was confined by fetters of gold; a slave supported the gold chain which encircled her neck, and the almost fainting under the intolerable weight of jewels. She preceded on foot the magnificent chariot, in which she once hoped to enter the gates of Rome. It was followed by two other chariots, till more sumptuous, of Odenathus, and of the Perian monarch. The triumphal car of Aurelian (it had formerly been used by a Gothic king) was raised, on this memorable occasion, either by four stags or by four elephants. The most illustrious of the senate, the people, and the army, clothed the solemn procession. Unfeigned joy, wonder, and gratitude, swelled the acclamations of the multitude; but the satisfaction of the senate was clouded by the appearance of Tetricus; nor could they suppress a rising murmur, that the haughty emperor should thus expose to public ignominy the perfom of a Roman and a magistrate.

"But, however, in the treatment of his unfortunate rivals, Aurelian might indulge his pride, he beheld towards them with a generous clemency, which was seldom exercised by the ancient conquerors. Princes who, without success, had defended their throne or freedom, were frequently flanged in prison, as soon as the triumphal pomp ascended the Capitol. These usurpers, whom their defeat had convicted of the crime of treason, were permitted to spend their lives in influence and honourable repose. The emperor presented Zenobia with an elegant villa at Tibur, or Tivoli, about twenty miles from the capital: the Syrian queen indescribably sunk into a Roman matron, her daughters married into noble families, and her race was not yet extinct in the fifth century. Tetricus and his sons were re-initiated in their rank and fortunes. They erected on the Celian hill a magnificent palace, and as soon as it was finished, invited Aurelian to supper. On his entrance, he was agreeably surprized with a picture which represented their singular history. They were delineated offering to the emperor a civic crown and the sceptre of Gaul, and again receiving at his hands the ornaments of the senatorial dignity. The father was afterwards invested with the government of Lydia; and Aurelian, who soon admitted the abdicated monarch to his friendship and conversation, familiarly asked him, Whether it were not more desirable to administer a province of Italy, than to reign beyond the Alps? The son long continued a respectable member of the senate; nor was there any one of the Roman nobility more esteemed by Aurelian, as well as by his successors.

"The festival was protracted by theatrical representations, the games of the circus, the hunting of wild beasts, combats of gladiators, and naval engagements. Liberal donations were distributed to the army and people; and several institutions, agreeable or beneficial to the city, contributed to perpetuate the glory of Aurelian. A considerable portion of his oriental spoils was consecrated to the gods of Rome; the Capitol, and every other temple, glittered with the offerings of his ostentatious piety; and the temple of the sun alone received above 15,000 pounds of gold."

The arms of Aurelian vanquished the foreign and domes-
tic foes of the republic; and we are affured, that by his s\lalutary rigour, crimes and factions, the luxuriant growth of a feble and opprressive government, were eradicated through the Roman world. Nevertheless, a few short intervals of peace were insufficient for the arduous work of reformation; and even his attempt to restore the integrity of the coin was opposed by a formidable insurrection, which originated with the workmen of the mint, and terminated by a bloody battle, in which the emperor lost 7000 of his troops. Of this insurrection, the real cause was disfigured, and the reformation of the coin furnished merely a feigned pretence to a party already powerful and discontented. The emperor, who was himself a pietist, and who always expressed a peculiar fondness for this order, had excited the jealousy and incurred the hatred and opposition of the senate, the equestrian order, and the Pretorian guards; and it was a conspiracy of the several orders that procured a strength capable of contending in battle with the veteran legions of the Danube. The rebellion, however, was suppressed, and Aurelian used his victory with unrelenting rigour. The noblest families of the capital were involved in the guilt or fulpiion of this dark conspiracy; and it was punished with a spirit of revenge that produced the most sanguinary effects. The executioners, says Calpurnius a contemporary poet, were fatigued; the prisons were crowded; and the unhappy senate lamented the death or absence of its most illustrious members.

Some of the concluding months of Aurelian's reign were occupied
occupied by a visit to Gaul, where he rebuilt the ancient city of Genabum, called after his own name "Aurelianum," now Orleans, and by an expedition against the barbarians who had made an insurrection in Vindelicia. But the object, which engaged his principal attention, was an expedition against Persia; in the prosecution of which he advanced as far as the Istrus, which divide Europe from Asia. Here a conspiracy was formed against his life by one of his secretaries, who was accused of extortion. This criminal, dreading the effects of the emperor's displeasure, determined to involve some of the principal officers of the army in his danger, or at least in his fears. With this view he artfully counterfeited his master's hand, and slewed them in a long and bloody list their own names devoted to death. Without suspecting or examining the fraud, they resolved to secure their lives by the murder of the emperor. On his march, between Byzantium and Herculaea, Aurelian was suddenly attacked by the conspirators, and, after a short resistance, fell by the hand of Mucapor, a general whom he had always loved and trusted. Accordingly he died, A.D. 275, regretted by the army, detested by the senate, but universally acknowledged as a warlike and fortunate prince, the useful, though fever, reformer of a degenerate state.

As to his general disposition and character, it has been observed by Dioceleon, one of the most sagacious of the Roman princes, that the talents of his predecessor Aurelian were better suited to the command of an army, than to the government of an empire. His temper was haughty and vindictive. Trained from his youth in the exercise of arms, he transferred the discipline of the camp into the civil administration of the laws; and his love of justice often became a blind and furious passion. Ignorant or impatient of the restraints of civil institutions, he disdained to hold his power by any other title than that of the sword, and governed by right of conquest an empire which he had saved and subdued. Aurelian has been reckoned by several Christian authors among the persecutors of the church; and it is said that he not only intended persecution and framed cruel edicts for this purpose, but had his images to the death, but did actually persecute. His persecution, however, reckoned by Augustine the length, was short; as he died soon after the publication of his edicts, and before they could reach the more distant provinces. Molheim is of opinion that many Christians did not suffer at this time; but considering Aurelian's cruel temper, and how much he was addicted to the Gentile superstitions, he thinks that if he had lived, his persecution would have exceeded all the former persecutions in severity.


AURELIANA, in Botany. See Pana.

AURELIOPOLIS, in Ancient Geography, an episcopal city of Afa Minor, in Lydia. - Also, another episcopal city of Afa Minor, in Asia properly so called.

AURELIUS, Ambrusius. See Ambrosius.

Aurelius, Marcian. See Antoninus.

Aurelius Victor, Sextus, in Biography, a Roman historian, flourished in the 4th century, probably from the reign of Constans to that of Theodosius; was born of mean and illiterate parents, perhaps in Africa, and notwithstanding the obscurity of his origin, was advanced by his talents to distinction. In 361, he was appointed by Julian, prefect of the second Pannonia; afterwards prefect of Rome; and in 369, consul with Valentinian. The abridgment of the Roman history, intitled "Libellus de origine Gentis Roman," and by some ascribed to Aemilius Pedianus, though it bears the names of Victor and Liutius, proposes a history of the whole period, from the uncertain time of Janus and Saturn to the 12th centiphery of Constantius, but really closes in the first year of the city. This treatise was published, together with the works of Dionysius Halicarnassens, at Frankfurt, in 1506; and with a collection of ancient historians, by Gothafer, in 1800, at Lyons, in 1511. The biographical treatise under the title "De Viris Illustribus Urbis Romae" received by many as the work of Aurelius Victor, commences with Procu king of the Albanians, and terminates with Pompey; it was published in 450. with notes, by Machameus, at Leipsic, in 1516, and with those of Lycothecenes, in folio, at Basl, in 1503. "The History of the Caesars from Augustus to Constantius," the unquestionable production of Victor, was first published by Schureus at Stralsburg, in 180, in 1503; at Venice, by Aldus, in 1516; by Schottus, at Antwerp, in 1759, in 8vo.; and at Basl, in folio, in 1546, with Saturnius and other Augustan writers. The first general edition of all the writings of Aurelius Victor was printed at Antwerp, in 8vo. with the commentary of Schottus, in 1579, by Plantin, and in 1582, again by Groter, at Hanau, in the 2d volume of the "Historiae Augustae Scriptores," in folio, in 1610. An elegant edition, with heads, "cum notis variantis," was printed in 8vo. in 167; another by Pritius, at Utrecht, in 1690; and a third by Arnaeus, in 8vo. at Amsterdam, in 1753.

Aurelius Victor is reckoned an indulgent and faithful historian; but his style is much less elegant than that of the earlier writers of the Roman history. Fabr. Bib. Lat. lili. c. g. t. 2. p. 79. &c. See Augusta Hilaria.

Aurelius, in Entomology, a species of Papilio that inhabits India. The wings are brown, black at the tip, and spotted with white; two eye-shaped spots on the posterior ones beneath. Fabricus, &c.

Aurelius, in Geography, a military township of New York, in Onondago county, on the Oswego lake, having the Cayuga reservation lands on the west, and Marcellus to the east, nine miles east of the ferry on the Cayuga lake. By the state census of 1796, 125 of the inhabitants are electors.

Aurella, in Entomology, a species of Phalaena (Tineo), wings golden, posterior ones black, with a stripe of silver on the first pair. A minute insect that inhabits Europe, and feeds on apple trees.

Aureng-Zebe, Aureng-Zebe, or Aurung-Zebe, denoting "Ornament of the throne," in Biography, the great mogul, was the third son of Shah Jehan, and born in the year 1618. His disposition was ferocious and thoughtful; and in order to prevent jealousy and suspicion, he assumed the authority of a religious mendicant. Dara, however, his elder brother, discovered his real character through this disguise; and as he had contribed to gain the esteem and confidence of his father, Dara used to say of him, "I fear none of all my brothers but this teller of heads." Shah Jehan, who thought it most prudent and safe to remove all his sons from court, sent Aurung-Zebe to govern the Deccan, where he made an unsuccessful attempt against the king of Golconda. Towards the close of the year 1656, Dara, endeavoring to gain possession of the empire, confined his father Shah Jehan upon which Aurung-Zebe hastened to make preparations, and with the professed design of securing the throne to his brother Morad, who was then at Akmedabad, requested that he would join him with his forces at Eugene, the capital of the province of Malwa. In the beginning of the year 1658, he marched form
from Aurungabad in the Deccan, and the two brothers joined at Eugene, near which place they encountered and defeated the troops which Dara had sent to oppose them. They afterwards marched towards Delhi; and in the fields of Kajoojah, near Agra, obtained a complete victory over Dara and his army; so that Dara himself fled towards Lahore, and Aureng-Zebe entered the castle of Agra. After this victory he took possession of the throne, July 29, A.D.1658, and was proclaimed emperor at the town of Eazbad, about six miles from Delhi. On the 15th of May 1659, he was proclaimed a second time, and he then issued a decree, that for the future the beginning of his reign should be dated from the first Ramazan, in the year 1669 of the Hegira, or the 12th of May 1659. For the security of his throne, he confined his father at Agra; and his brother Morad, in violation of a solemn oath of fidelity, he imprisoned in a fortress near Delhi, where he was afterwards beheaded. During the civil war which commenced at the time of his accession to the throne, and which was continued till his power was completely established, his brother Shah was first defeated at a place called Aurrav, in the province of Bengal, and compelled to fly; but beingencouraged in a plot for dethroning him, he was put to death, and his whole family was extirpated. Dara was taken prisoner, and brought in triumph to Delhi, and sent from thence to Kheerabad, a place at the distance of about 118 miles, where he was murdered by Aureng-Zebe's order, August 28th, 1659. In 1661, Aureng-Zebe confined his own son Mahomed, and the son of Dara, in the castle of Guhah, where the former died, as some say, in consequence of confinement, and the latter was dispatched by slow poifon. Aureng-Zebe, after his accession to the throne, found some difficulty in perfusing the chief cadi to acknowledge his sovereignty, because the old king, Shah Jehan, was still living. But another cadi being appointed in his room, the ceremonial of coronation was performed, and Aureng-Zebe obtained undisputed and peaceable possession of the throne. The recollection, however, of the crimes by which he had gained the sovereignty, was an occasion of remorse; and in order to quiet his mind, he imposed upon himself a rigorous penance; eating only barley bread, herbs, and fruits, and drinking nothing but water. This abfolens diet brought on an ilness, which endangered his life; and during the agitation which ensued at court, he had an opportunity of displaying that resolution and firmness of mind for which he was always distinguished. Although he had deplored his father, his behaviour to him was respectful and submissive, that he at length obtained, before his death in 1666, his forgiveness and paternal blessing. When Aureng-Zebe became emperor, he assumed the titles of "Mohy o'din," i.e. the reviver of religion; and "Alamguir," or the conqueror of the world, of which his ignorance and vanity led him to believe that he possessed three parts in four.

From the year 1660 until the year 1678, there prevailed, through Hindoostan in general, the most profound peace that had ever perhaps been known; but Aureng-Zebe desired to have any other boundary on the south besides the ocean. Accordingly, the conquest of the remote part of the Deccan employed a very considerable part of his leisure, during the latter part of his reign, when the whole of that region, together with the peninsula, a few mountainous and inaccessible tracts excepted, were either entirely subdued, or rendered tributary to the throne of Delhi. Aureng-Zebe was particularly induced to subdue the Deccan, by the determined spirit and growing power of Sevajee, the founder of the Mahratta state, who, by his conquests in Vifiapour, appeared under the character of his rival. Soon after he had quelled by his personal presence a rebellion of the Patans beyond the Indus, in 1578, his persecution of the Hindoos stirred up the Rajpoet tribes in Agimere. This war he also undertook in person; but he and his whole army were shut up between the mountains, and the empress herself was taken prisoner. She, however, and also the emperor, were permitted to escape. This disaster did not discourage him from carrying the war into the Rajpoet country again, in 1681; when he took and destroyed Chetiere, the famous capital of the Rana, as well as all the objects of Hindoo worship which he found in this place. Nevertheless the spirits of the gallant people were still unshaken, and Aureng-Zebe was under a necessity of granting them peace. In Mr. Orme's "Historical Fragments of the Mogul Empire," we have a letter written by Jefewat Sing, rajah of Jundypour, to Aureng-Zebe, expostulating with him on the unjust measures he was pursuing with respect to the Hindoos. This letter breathes the most admirable spirit of philanthropy, and of toleration in matters of religion, together with the most determined resolution to oppose the meditated attack on the civil and religious rights of the Hindoos. Whilst Aureng-Zebe was engaged in his contests with the Rajpoets, confiding of several of the most warlike tribes among the Indians, his son, Sultan Mohammad Akbar, revolted from him, and joined them; but he was purged by the emperor to Deccan, from whence he found means for escaping to Peria. In the year 1680, upon the death of Sevajee, the rising state of the Mahrattas devolved on his son Sambaijee, who was afterwards betrayed into the hands of Aureng-Zebe, and barbarously put to death. Still, however, the mountainous parts of Baglana were unsubdued; and although the kingdom of Vifiapour was reduced in 1686, and Golconda in the following year, he found it very difficult to prostrate his conquests towards the west, as we may infer from his camp's being fixed on the Kiltshah river, about 200 miles to the north-east of Goa, in 1695. But we have no regular history of any later period than the 10th year of Aureng-Zebe, or the year 1670, when Mr. Dow's history terminates. It is said, that Aureng-Zebe was employed in the Deccan from the year 1678 to the time of his death, and was actually in the field during the greatest part of the last fifteen years of his life. This dereliction of his original empire and capital for nearly thirty years, was the occasion of various disorders. To this circumstance were owing the second rebellion of the Rajpoets in Agimere, that of the Patans towards the Indus, and also that of the Iats, or Iates, in the province of Agra. Besides the conquests of Vifiapour, Golconda, and the Carnatie, to the south; and those in the kingdom of Aam to the north, Aureng-Zebe reduced Bengal, and refused the mouths of the Ganges from the Portuguese pirates, who had long infested them. Under his reign the empire attained its full measure of extent. His authority reached from the 10th to the 35th degree of latitude, and nearly as much in longitude; and his revenue, says major Rennell, exceeded thirty-two millions of pounds sterling, in a country where the products of the earth are about four times as cheap as in England. Fraser estimates the whole revenue of the empire from 21 fowalas, or provinces, at 12,071,876,810 dums, which at 320 dums to a pound sterling, amount to 37,724,615 l. 2s. 6d. Such indeed was the reputation for power and wealth which Aureng-Zebe acquired, that embassies were sent to him from all the neighbouring nations, as well as from the European powers, who wished to obtain commercial advantages in his dominions. But under an apprehension of the designs of his sons both against himself and against each other, he was obliged to pass most of his time
in his camp, which formed a kind of moving city. It is
descried by the curious traveller Bernier, who followed it
from Delhi to Cashmire. The guard of cavalry consisted of
35,000 men, that of infantry of 10,000. The number of
horses, mules, and elephants, was computed at 150,000; of
camels and oxen at 50,000 each; and of perambulations
between 300,000 and 400,000. Almost all Delhi followed the court,
whose magnificence supported the industry of its traders and
artisans.

Aureng-Zebe fixed his residence, when in winter quarters,
at Ahmednagar in the Deccan; and here he died, February
21st, 1707, in the 59th year of his age. According to
his directions of his will, he was buried in the cell of a holy
decree near this city: and as he professed great zeal for
Mahometanism, the vortaries of this religion deemed it a me-
tiorious pilgrimage to visit his tomb, particularly on the 29th of the month Zamind, the day on which he died.

In his will, after making this declaration, "I came naked
into the world, and naked I go out of it," he prohibits any
enlarges or royal pomp to accompany his funeral, and any
concern to be manifested by his fortunate children about a
monument; and he orders 10,000 rupees, about 125 l. to be
distributed among the poor at his funeral. Aureng-Zebe
forewarned the contents that would arise between his sons for
the empire; and it has been asserted that he made a part
ition of it among them. His will expressly intimates, that
he had made a division among his children, for preventing
confusion and bloodshed; and he states, that as there were
two imperial seats, Agra and Delhi, whoever settled in
Agra might have the provinces thereof, Deccan, Malwa, and
Guzarat; and who resided at Delhi, might have
Cablet and the other provinces. Nevertheless, two letters,
written by Aureng-Zebe to two of his sons a few days before
his death, cited by major Rennell, indicate no intention of
dividing the empire, but express in doubtful terms his ap
prehension of a civil war. These letters furnish this florid
leison to frail mortality, that however men may forget
themselves during the tide of prosperity, a day of 'recul-
lecion' will inevitably come sooner or later. Here we
are presented with the dying confession of an aged monarch,
who made his way to the throne by the murder of his br
then, and the imprisonment of his father; and who, after
being in power, confission of it, persecuted the most in
offensive part of his subjects, either through bigotry or hy
periodically. Here we behold him in the act of resigning that,
to obtain possession of which he incurred his guilt; and pre
ferred to us as a mere sinful man, trembling on the verge of
eternity; equally depraving the past, and dreading the fu
ture. How awful must his situation appear to him, when
he says, ' wherever I look. I see nothing but the Divinity.'

Aureng-Zebe left four sons; Mauzum, afterwards
peror, under the title of Behader Shah; Azem, and
Kaum Bukhá, who severally contested the empire with their
clother brother; and Akbar, who had rebelled against his
father, and fled to Persia. The death of their father was
the signal of hostility between Mauzum and Azem; the
former approached from Cablet, and the latter from the
Deccan, and disputed the possession of the whole empire
(for Azem had propped a partition of it), with armies of
about 300,000 men each. Neer Agra it was decided by
a battle, and the death of Azem. Mauzum was pro
claimed emperor, and reigned between five and fix years.
In the course of fifty years after the death of Aureng-Zebe,
a succession of weak princes and wicked ministers annihilated the extensive and mighty empire which he had esta
lished.

Aureng-Zebe possessed many talents which qualified him
Vol. III.
to the mosaic Auros of the middle age, and the mosaic Auros of Pudemny, being a part of the Atlas, extending southward from Constantin, quite to Bledughera. See Auros.

AURETTE, a river of France, which runs into the Seine near Bourges.

Aureus, in Entomology, a species of Staphylinus, that inhabits Siam. The head, thorax, and wing-cases, are covered with yellowish or golden down; abdomen black, furnished with ash-colour. Fabricius, &c.,

Aureus, Mons, in Geography, a mountain of Maria Prima, near the Danube.—And also, a town of the same name at the foot of it on the same river. Also, a mountain of the northern part of the island of Corsica, the ridge of which runs out to the north-east and south-east, and forms a kind of elbow. The emperor Probus planted vines on this mountain. Pulemy.

Aureus, in Ichthyology, a very splendid species of Car
todon, figured and described by Bloch in his History of Fishes, under the title of C. aureus, and by Bandoulière dorée. This author acquaints us, that he found the drawing of this species amongst the designs of father Plumier, and that it inhabits the Antilles, but of its history he is entirely ignorant.

The body is of an oval form, golden-yellow colour, and covered with hard denticulated scales; the mouth is small, lips strong, and jaws furnished with feteacious teeth; gill-cover of a single piece; lateral line rather arched; fins yellow, green at the end; pectoral and tail fin rounded, the others falcated; in the dorsal fin twelve rays. It is specifically distinguished by being of a golden colour, and having a spine near the check bone. Gmelin, Bloch, &c.

Aureus, in Natural History, a species of Limax, that inhabits trees in Denmark and Norway, and described by Müller as being yellow, and without spots. This creature is an inch and a half in length; beneath white; feelers, and a line between them, black.

Aureus, in Ornithology, a species of Oriolus in the Linnean system, and Parallel bird in that of Latham. A bird that is supposed to inhabit New Guinea. General colour tawny yellow, with the frontlet, chin, edges of the wings, and tail black. Olf. The length of this bird is eight inches; bill an inch long, and rather bent; shafts of the tail feathers, and fringe, near the tip yellow. This is the golden paradise bird of Latham; le troupiel de l'Indes d'Orfin; and le roulier de paradis de Buffon.

Aureus, a species of Psittacus, that inhabits Brazil, and is called by English naturalists the golden-crowned parakeet. This kind is green, with the cere and orbits blue-flith colour; crown golden; an oblique blue band on the wing-coverts. Gmelin. Brift. calls it pitcauta Brasiliensis; and Buff. perturche couronne d'or.

Aureus, in Zoology, the species of Canis usually called the Jackal; an animal about the size of a middling dog, and specifically distinguished by having a straight tail, and body pale fulvous. Schrèber Sæugth.—Gmel. &c. Kämp-fer calls it lupus aureus; Valcnt. vulpes Indice Orientalis; Brift. add; Buffon, clacal, advise; Volfser, chien sauvage Indien; and Gmel. and Penn. schakall, &c.

This animal inhabits the warmer parts of Afa and Africa, lurking among the woods and mountains in the day time, and venturing out in search of prey only during the night; when they assemble together in herds to the amount of two or three hundred, and indiscriminately attack and devour the fatter kinds of animals and birds; and will occasionally eat also certain kinds of vegetables. The voice of the jackal is described as peculiarly hideous, confiding of a kind of howl-
ing and indistinct barking; and when they hunt in troops, by their dreadful yelpings alarm and put to flight deer, antelopes, and other timid quadrupeds; while the lion, insen-
sciently attending to the clamour, is said to follow till the jackals have hunted down the prey, and having fattened himself, leaves only the manglest remains to be devoured by the jackals. It is for this reason, Dr. Shaw observes, that the jackal is popularly termed the lion's provider. When prefted by hunger, jackals have been frequently known to enter towns, and devour indiscriminately whatever animal substance they can find. They commit ravages among the flocks, kill fowls, &c. and have been known to attack mankind.

There is great reso, according to Dr. Shaw, for supposing this animal to be the real origin of the dog, since almost all its manners and propenities are the same. When taken young, it is easily tamed; attaches itself to mankind, distinguishes its master, comes on being called by its name, shews an attachment to dogs instead of flying from them, and has all the other peculiarities of character by which the dog is distinguished; amongst others, the important observation of prof.-lor Guldenslath, who has given an accurate description of the jackal in the Peterburgh Transations, shou'd by no means be omitted, viz. that the jackal and dog, agree in the structure of the coccyx or short inteline, and differ in that respect both from the wolf and the fox.

Dr. Pallas has favoured the world with an accurate de-
scription of this animal. In external figure, he remarks, the jackal resembles the wolf more than the fox. It is also larger and flanks higher on its legs than the fox. The head is of a fox-red colour above, mixed with ash-grey hairs which have each a blackish ring and tip; the upper lip is white on each side of the nose, and the throat is of the same colour; the whistles, the long hairs on the chin, and those above the eyes, which are five in number, are black; the ears are fox-red externally, and white internally; the neck and back are all over grey-yellow, and both, but especially the latter, are dined with a shade of dusky, owing to the tips of the long hairs on those parts; the under part of the body, and the legs, are of a light reddish yellow, but the shoulders and thighs are externally of a fox-red; the claws are black; the thumb claw stands higher than that of the dog, and is crooked; the tail is straight, somewhat longer and more hairy than in the wolf, and is of a greyish-yellow, more inclining to fox-red towards the end; the long hairs have black tips, and consequently the tip of the tail appears black; the hair of the jackal is coarser and stronger than that of the wolf, and is longest on the shoulders and tail, where it measures four inches; on the neck and back it is shorter by an inch; between the hairs is situated a woolly fur of a grey colour; the four middle front teeth are of a truncated form, or, as if cut off, flat, not perceptibly notched or indented; the two exterior larger ones in the upper jaw are somewhat larger than the under; the grinders are fix on each side, the first being the smallest, and of a conical shape; the next grinders, to the number of two in the upper, and three in the lower, are gradually larger, and divided into three points; the fourth of the upper jaw and the fifth of the under are the largest, and have two points; the remaining ones stand deeper in the jaw or more inwards, and are smaller than the preceding; the tongue has, on each side, a border or row of small verrucose or warts.

Mr. Pennant describes the usual length of the jackal to be about two feet and a half; the female rather smaller than the male, and with fix to eight paps. Dr. Pallas describes in a young jackal three teats on one side, and four on
on the other, of which the foremost one was situated near the side of the breast.

The more we consider the nature and manners of this animal, says Dr. Shaw, the more reason we shall find to coincide with professor Guldenstadt in opinion, that the jackal is the real origin of the dog (unless, indeed, we allow the wild dogs of Africa to be the dog in a state of nature). M. Guldenstadt very properly observes, that the natalorum of the wolf does not seem to fit it for the suppos'd origin of the dog, since it is generally confined to the frigid zone; its size is also against the supposition; for the natural size of any species of animal appears to be greater than that of the large and small varieties. The fox is still more unlike the dog, as to some particulars in the structure of the intestines; the native country of the jackal, which is properly Asia Minor, is the land where we should naturally suppose the primitive domestic dog to have originated. The jackal, according to M. Guldenstadt, has a natural propensity to follow mankind, instead of flying from him, like the wolf and the fox. The whelp, he adds, is very readily tamed, and when grown up, assumes all the habits of the domestic dog. That the jackal and dog readily intermix, appears from various testimonies, according to Buffon. M. Guldenstadt cannot consider the recurvate tail as a specific character of the dog, but thinks it may have originated from circumcision. The general colour of the jackals, which this author has seen, is a dirty fulvous, rather blacker on the back, and yellowish-white beneath; on each knee in a general black patch, and the tip of the tail of the same colour.

AUREUS, in Antiquity, the Roman gold coin, equivalent to 25 denarii, or 100 sesterces. Suet. in Oth. c. iv. Tacit. Hist. lib. i. Beverin, de Ponder. p. 33, seq.

In Modern and Middle Age Writers, it is called solidus, or solidus aureus.

The aureus, according to Arbuthnot, generally weighed double the denarius; whence it must have been worth, according to the first proportion of coinage mentioned by Pliny, l. 4. s. 3d. sterling.—According to the proportion that now obtains among us, l. 8s. 9d. Plin. lib. xxxix. c. 3. Arbuth. tab. 25. —Ainfworth, however, makes the aurei (denarii) of the higher empire, weigh only five pennyweights; and under the lower empire, little more than half so much.

The weight of the aureus was gradually diminished by the emperors. The confular aureus weighed at a mean 126 troy grains, 40 of them being contained in the Roman pound; the imperial aureus, being 45 to the pound, weighed 112 grains; and the solidus, being 72 to the pound, weighed 70 grains. Alexander Severus coined pieces of one-half and one-third of the aureus, called semis and tremisses; whence the aureus came to be called solidus, as being their integer. Phil. Trans. vol. xxi. part ii. art. 42. See Coin, and Denarius.

AURIA, VINCENT, in Biography, an Italian historian, was born at Palermo in 1623; devoted himself to the profession of the law, and was admitted doctor of laws at Catania, in 1652. He afterwards relinquished this employment, and following a liberal fortune, dedicated his time to literature. His works were chiefly Italian, and partly Latin, on subjects of history and antiquities. Thence in highbred estimation are called "An History of the Great Men in Sicily," 4to, Palermo, 1701; and "An History of the Viceroys of Sicily," fol. Palermo, 1697. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

AURICELLA, in Entomology, a species of Phalane (Tinea) found in France. It is snowy-white, with telfaceous streaks on the wings, and a projecting tuft of hairs on the first joint of the antennae.

AURICHELLA, in Entomology, a species of Scaraeus, of a brassy-opake colour, wing-casus pointed and spotted with white. Fabricius. Inhabits the East Indies.

AURICHELUS, a species of Cerambyx (Calilium Fabr.), of a small size. It is brassy-brown and shining, thorax depressed; antennæ and legs black. Degeer.


AURICHELUS. See Osrichalcus.

AURICHELUS. AURICULA, in Anatomy, the external ear, or that part of the ear which is prominent from the head. The word is a diminution of auris, ear; for the description of this part, see Ear.

AURICHELUS. AURICULARIA, in Anatomy, a species of Palena (Notur), with wings of a greyish-brown colour; upper pair marked with black, in streaks and characters; legs annulated with white at the tip. Gmelin &c.

AURICULA LEAF, in Botany. See Buphthalmum, and Bupleurum.

AURICULA MURIS. See Arnaria, Cestarium, Hieracium, Myosotis, and Silene.

AURICULA URIS. See Arctia, Primula, Dodecatheon, and Verbascum.

AURICULA, in Conchology, a species of cardium, with a white and very pellucid shell, that is found on the shores of Arabia and Egypt. It is heart-shaped and sub-rombic; ribs twenty-four on each side; the grooves very finely crenelated; beaks remote. Fork. About two inches and a quarter in length, and one inch and three quarters in breadth.

AURICULA, A species of Patella, with a subround shell, radiated with furrows and striae; apex recurved; internal cavity car-shaped. Inhabits the shores of the islands of Borneo, Santa Cruz, and St. Thomas. This shell is snowy-white, with the crown sometimes encircled with violet; sometimes radiated with black; brown within; border white or yellow; and the vertex brown. Gmelin, &c.

AURICULA, in Gardening, a well-known beautiful plant of the flower kind. This is considered in the Linnean system as a species of primula. See Primula.

The varieties of the plant are extremely numerous, as every year produces a great number of flowers, different in shape, size, and colour; in the leaves also there is often great variety, so that the experienced florist is frequently capable of distinguishing the particular sorts by that means. The characters of a good auricula are, that the stems of the flowers be lofty and strong; the footstalks of the single flowers short, with the umbels regular and close; the neck of each flower short, and the flowers large, regular, and spreading, but not inclinable to cup; the colours very bright.
AURICULAR Confusion, is that made in the ear privately.

AURICULAR Medicines, are such as are suited to the cure of the diseases of the ear.

AURICULARIA, in Botany, See Hydrotis.

Auricularia, in Conchology, a species of Helix, or fresh-water snail, found in stagnant waters in Europe. This shell is imperforate, obtusely-ovate, with a short and acute spine, and capacious aperture. Linnaeum. Succ. Mull. Zool. Dan. Donov. Brit. Shells, &c. It is a very thin and brittle shell, rather polished, and of a horn or whitish colour; length from half an inch to an inch and a quarter, and easily known by the very ventricose appearance of the first whorl.

Auricularia, in Entomology, a species of Forticula, that is perfectly known in England by the name of common ear-wig, or ear-piercer, from an opinion generally prevalent that it creeps into the ears, and thence into the brain, of people who inadvertently lie down to sleep in fields, gardens, and other places where those creatures inhabit. It is specifically distinguished from other insects of the same genus by having the wings-cases twisted, and the antennae. Lister calls it scabreus fulvus cauda furcatas; and Frisch vermis auricularius.

The ear-wig is a very destractive creature, both in the orchard and flower-garden, and especially to wall-fruit, carnations, and roses. In order to prevent the mischief attending them, it is usual to erect stands supporting bassons of water, or to hang the hollow claws of crabs or lobsters, tobacco-pipes, &c. on thongs in different parts of the garden, for them to creep into in the day-time, in order to catch and destroy them. Reeds open at both ends, and placed among the branches of fruit-trees, are also a good trap for them, as they crowd into their open channels, and may be easily collected, and thrown into a tub of water.

That the ear-wig or ear-piercer will creep into the ears of such as sleep in the open air, in those places where they inhabit, cannot be denied; but those who are acquainted with the anatomy of the head, affirm that it is impossible it can ever enter the brain, because, say they, there is no open communication between the ear and the brain, and the jaws of the insect are too weak to effect one. In France the same prejudice prevails against this creature, among the lower orders of people, as in England; and, as with us, it is called from that circumstance the ear-piercer (pierce-oreille). Its mottlable formidable weapon, in their opinion, is the pair of forceps at the extremity of the body, a character peculiar to the genus, and not to this particular species. "C'est cette arme," says Dugger, "qui a fait donner a ces insectes le nom de forticula, et en françois le nom redoutable de perce-oreille, parce qu'on l'aït imaginé que cet insecte s'introduit dans les oreilles, que de la il pénètre dans le cerveau, et fait périr. Ceux qui savent l'anatomie, reconnaissent l'impossibilité d'une pareille introduction dans l'intérieur du crâne, attendu qu'il n'y a point d'ouverture qui y communique; mais la frappe de qe quelque chose qui en ces insectes fera par hâbard entré dans la conduite de l'oreille, aura pu donner lieu à cette faible, &c."

The use of the forceps, with which the ear-wig is furnished, is to defend itself against other small insects, and when touched it never fails to displace them in a threatening posture, by turning up the extremity of its abdomen. The larva differs very little from the complete insect, and runs with great agility.

Auricularia, in Anatomy. See Abductor.

The finger next the little finger is also called auricularis, by the Greeks, because used in picking the ears.

AURICUL...
AURICULATA, in Natural History, a species of Vor-
ticella that inhabits the fresh waters of Dänmark. It is
naked, with two small bristles at the tail. Abb. Hist. Vern.
This kind is pellucid, cylindrical; the aperture dilated into a
small car on each side.

AURICULATA, a species of Doris, of a white colour,
with dorsal fuscous papille of a red colour tipped with
white. This kind inhabits the North sea. Gmelin.

AURICULATED Leaf, in Botany, is a leaf which has
a leaf on each side towards the base.

AURIENSIIS, in Ancient Geography, an episcopal city of
Africa, in Mauritania.

AURIFER, in Entomology, a species of Cuculio, with
a ferruginous body spotted with gold. Fabricius, Sp. Inf.
Inhabits America, and has the front legs long.

AURIFER, a beautiful species of Buprestis that inhabits
Cayenne. The wing-cases are green, with numerous im-
presied golden dots, and each terminating in two teeth; legs
azure. Fabricius. Olivier.

AURIFLAMMA, in the French History, properly de-
notes a flag or standard, belonging to the abbey of St. Den-
na, suspended over the tomb of that saint, which the reli-
gious, on occasion of any war in defence of their lands or
rights, took down, with great ceremony, and gave to
their protector or advocate, to be borne at the head of their
forces. Du-Cange.

AURIFLAMMA is also sometimes used to denote the chief
flag or standard, in any army.

AURILUA, in Entomology, a species of Phalea
(Donkey), that infest the apple-trees in Germany, and bears
a strong resemblance to phalea chryfophaca. The wings
are white, with a brown rip on the under-side of the ante-
pair; tail bearded and yellow. The larva is hairy, black,
with red lines, and white dots on the sides; a protruber-
ance on the neck, and another near the tail. Gmelin.

AURIGA, in Astronomy, the Waggoner; a con-
fellion of flars in the northern hemisphere: white flars, in Pi-
tomy's catalogue, at 4; in Tycho's, 27; in Hevelius's, 40;
in the Britannic catalogue, 66. This is one of the 48 af-
termics, mentioned by all the ancient astronomers; and
represented by the figure of an old man in a kind of fitting
pouture, with a goat and her kids in his left hand, and a
bridge in his right. Besides the Hoedi, this constellation
includes another of the flars which the ancients distingui-
shed by peculiar names, that is, Capella, the goat Capra, and
Amalthea Capra, which is the bright one near the shoulder,
and supposed to be the mother of the Hoedi, and the
nurse of Jupiter. The Hoedi, or the two flars in the arm
of Auriga, were regarded by the ancients as affording
preages of the weather: and they were so much dreaded
on account of the storms and tempests that succeeded their
rising, that they are said to shut up the navigation of the
sea at this season. When the day of their peculiar influence
was past, they celebrated a festival with sports and games.
under the denomination of "Natali Navigations." Ger-
mancis calls them unfriendly flars to mariners; and Vir-
gil joins them with Arcturus, mentioning their setting and
rising as circumstances of the most important preage.
The same purpose all the ancient critics represent a part of
the constellation Auriga, if not the whole of it, as de-
fering particular attention, and as much an object of terror
as the blazing Arcturus.

AURIGA, in Ichthyology, a species of Ctenodon, found
in the Arabian seas. It is whitish, obliquely facedated with
brown; and the fifth ray of the dorsal fin, filiform. Forc.
Fow. Arab.

The length of this fish is five inches; form nearly rhom-
bic; whitish colour tiaged with blue; the brown oblique
lands fifteen in number, and disposed nearly parallel to
each other. The scales are rhombic; head landed, above
flat, seys, of a reddish white colour, with four transverse
fulvous stripes; iris black; mouth conic and compressed;
lip rotenated and equal; posterior margin of the dorsal fin
black; anal fin varied with black and yellowish-white; tail
truncated and fulvous; lateral line bent.

AURIGNAC, in Geography, a town of France, in the
department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a
canton in the district of St. Gaudens, 32 miles southwest
of Toulouse, and 10 northeast of St. Gaudens.

AURIGNY, Hayastho Robertseit, in France, a
French historian, was born at Caen in 1605, became a
member of the society of Jesuits in 1627, and died in 1719.
His works, compiled in four volumes, were not printed at
Paris in 1725 and 1727, are "Memoires, chronologica-
domical, for Ecclesiastical History, from 1660 to 1716,"
with critical remarks; and "Memoirs for the Universal His-
ory of Europe," for the same period. They are much
valued for variety of materials, accuracy of dates, and
elegance of style; but are not deemed in part. Now.
Dict. Hift.

AURIGRAPHUS, from aurum, gold, and grapho, to
write, in Middle Age Writers, a copyist, or calligrapher, who
wrote in gold letters.

AURILLAC, in Geography, a town of France, and
principal place of a district in the department of Chalon,
and, before the revolution, the capital of Lower Auvergne.
It is situated on the river Jordan, in a fertile valley; and
the castle, which is high, commands the town. N. lat.
44° 35'; E. long. 2° 37' 27".

AURILLE, a town of France, in the department of
the Mayne et Loire, and chief place of a canton in the
district of Angers, one league north of Angers.

AURIMS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Italy, in
Etruria.

AURICOL, in Geography, a town of France, in the de-
partment of the Mouths of the Rhone, and chief place of a
canton in the district of Aix, four leagues south-east of Aix,
and four N. E. of Martiilucles.

AURIPIGMENT, called also Orpiment. St. Arsenic.
Note of p. 5. var. 2.

AURIS, the ear. See Ear.

AURIS DIAM., in Conchology, a species of Stom-
bus, adopted by Linnæus and Gmelin, after Argenteuille.
The lip projects into a sharp point; back micracere; tail erect
and pointed. Linn. Inhabit the southern coasts of Africa;
is about three inches long; thick; falcantium one colour,
but variegated; on the back are generally three, and some-
times four, rows of tubercles, with the interstices trans-
versely ribbed; and the outer whorl cannulated; mouth
white colour; pillar white. Gmelin, &c.

AURIS HIJOSUTA, a name given by Rumphius to the
shell, since called maria Anglica. Linn. and Gmel.,
andchrist by Argenteuille.

AURIS JUNX, a species of Voluta, with a contracted
oblong shell, having a smooth spine, and splayed column.
Linn. Muf. Lond.—Gmel., describes it as helix tuta
cylindrica subgranulata, operculum conico, libra ad axin
tridentato. This shell habits the seas in India, and re-
sembles voluta auris modest, but is smaller, and narrower.
The colour is brown, or white with brown waved spots;
whors of six spires, the first and exterior ones very finely
fringed. Gmelin.

AURIS MALCHI, a species of Voluta, about three
inches in length, and is a native of New Caledonia. The
shell is fusiform, granulated, with an oval aperture; pilar-
lip cut and much spread. This is called *voluta auris malchi* by
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by Miill; verm. flax. et terr. Chemnitz figures it, and

and instruments in elevation black each front four species granulated fpecies length flexuous the ventricose it inhabits common Chemnitz four India, fpirce aperture the the thickly white and vague its This hyaen toes home colour fpecies of retufe another, forated. another, bidentato thick nine, what is is another, afforded. See. It the AuRis AURITA, Gmelii, var.; turb. ovate, &c. and Turb. ovate, is a specie of Turbo, that inhabits the Mediterranean sea. This shell is white, and very smooth; aperture with an advanced flatlips, concave, obtuse lip. Gmel. &c. This kind is milky-white and fibrous; whorls of the spire seven or eight; aperture dilated, and resembling an ear-picker; with a margin. 

AURICALCIUM, an instrument wherewith to pick and cleanse the ear from wax; and also serving for some other operations relating to that part. The word is compounded of auris, ear, and scala, I scratch, or pick.

AURISPA, JOHN, in Biography, was born in 1769, at Noto, in Sicily. He studied the Greek language at Constanti- 

nople; and on his return to Italy, brought with him more than 100 Greek MSS. chiefly of pagan writers, which were more easily obtained than the writings of Christians; after a second visit to Constantinople in the train of the emperor John Palaeologus, he taught the Greek and Latin languages at Bologna, Florence, and Ferrara. He was secretary to pope Eugenius IV. and Nicholas V. and enjoyed benefits in Italy. After the death of the latter, who was his patron, he returned to Ferrara, and continued the breach and untimely for the time of his death in 1460. He translated some of the writings of Archimedes, and the commentaries of Hierocles on the golden verses of Pythagoras; and published poems and letters. His version of Hierocles was printed at Bifte in 1543. Nouv. Dict. Hist. Gen. Biog.

AURIST, in Medicine and Surgery, one whole profession it is to cure diseases of the ear.

AURITA, in Conchology, a species of Balanus, which inhabits the North Seas, and is described by Lillius. This shell is membranaceous, ventricose, seated on a tube, and carted; mouth with eight valves, and dentated. Gmelin, &c.—Ellis calls this lepas nada conoma aurita.

AURITA, a species of ANOMIA, with a shell of a somewhat ovate form, flattened, and slightly caved; back perforated. Guait. Inhabits the seas about Norway, and bears some affinity to another species of the same genus, called by Linn. and Gmel. caput foranima. 

AURITA, a species of Mysa, that inhabits New Zealand. The shell is ovate, compressed, and closed; hinge with two lateral teeth. Chemnitz. Colour forlaid ochraceous.

AURITA, in Entomology, a species of Ramula, with the thorax margined, dilated in front; each side on the wing-cases bicinicated. Inhabits Siberia, and is entirely of a black colour. Pallis, &c.

AURITA, a species of Philamena (Neosia) that inhabits Spain. The wings are shining-brown, with a cinereous band in the middle; two denticles of fliff hairs on the head, and four others on the thorax. Fabricius, &c.

AURITA, a species of Cicada, that inhabits Europe. The thorax is dilated into the form of two cars; shield of the head spreading, and rounded. Geoffroy calls this cicada thorace obtuse bicornis. It feeds on the oak and nut trees, and is entirely of a cinereous colour. Gmel. &c.

AURITA, in Natural History, a species of Medusa, having four cavities beneath. Linn. In Succ. This kind inhabits the Baltic and other seas; is of an hemispherical form; hyaenae; from two to four inches in diameter; and when floating on the sea in sunshine, reflects a beautiful splendor. The margins are fringed and yellow. Aldrovandus calls this aurita festa.

AURITA, in Zoology, a species of Laperta that inhabits the sandy parts of Siberia about Naryn, and the desert of Coman. It is described by Pallis as having a tail of a moderate size, round, with callous dots on each side, dilated into a femoribicuiar, fus, februous, dentated creed. This animal is rather larger than aurita pecs; the colour above is cinereous and yellowish, clouded, and thickly speckled with brown; beneath whitish; spot on the cheek, and tip of the tail beneath, black. The head is retuse; crest of the animal, when alive, turgid with blood; body ventricose and depressed, and with the legs and tail rough, with acute prominent dots; toes five, each furnished with a claw, and the three middle-most ones serrated, the inner one having a single notch, and the others two notches each. Gmelin, &c.

AURITAE, called also Hyksos, and Shepherds, in Ancient History, the denomination of a large body of adventurers who migrated into Egypt at a very early period. Ancient and modern writers have not agreed in their conjectures concerning these enterprising and fortunate people. Manetho supposes the Aurite to have been Egyptians; but the learned Bryan maintains that they were Arkites, who had been expelled from Babylon by the ions of Shem, at the second dispersion. Unwilling to remain at home ingent and inactive, or unable to reful the flock of some powerful foe, they abandoned a region which they could no longer pull as in tranquillity, precipitated themselves into Egypt, drove the disintegrated tribes of Ham from the most fertile part of their territories at the upper end of the Delta, and settled there. This invasion happened soon after the Syracans had become formidable by the conquests of Nimus; for we are told that the Aurite fortified the eastern borders of their new settlements towards Arabia and Cappadocia. About this time, as all the ancient historians assert, the Delta had acquired the confidence of a moral. Drained by the shepherds, it soon became a temperate and beautiful, as it naturally was a fertile, region. For the space of two centuries and a half, this bold and enterprising race kept possession of Middle and Lower Egypt. In the course of this period they discovered, we are told, many useful arts and inventions, and from time to time sent out colonies in quest of new settlements. Two hundred and sixty years after their arrival in Egypt, the poverty of the original nations, not
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founding sufficient accommodation in Upper Egypt, to which they had been hitherto confined, or evading the furs of their fortunate invaders, commenced hostilities against them. After a long, doubtful, and bloody contest, the Aurens were obliged to retire. They separated into several bodies, and migrated into Phenicia, Syria, Greece, and other regions, carrying their inventions and improvements along with them. This memorable revolution happened not long before the defeat of Jacob. Playfair's Chronology, p. 63. See Dispersion of Mankind, and Shepherds.


AURITUS, in Entomology, a species of Cancer that inhabits Iceland; and is distinguished by having a single spine on both sides of the anterior part of the thorax; back grooved, and foifih. Fabricius.—Obs. This is crbysoma aurita of Linnaeus. Syll. Nat.

AURITUS, in Natural History, a species of Echinus that inhabits the Persian seas. The colour is yellowish-grey, with the upper margin chestnut; base flat; punctured and marked with radiated streaks; anus oblong and situated near the mouth. It is specifically described by Leske as a new species, having a waved margin, the lower one rounded, upper one nearly square, and twice divided, and a gaping pore between every two avenues.——Goeaerde Tornp-hart. P. E. Zee-eg, &c.

AURITUS, a species of Cryptopus, found on the oak, in Saxony. It is black, with a yellow spot on both sides of the thorax, and shanks of the legs yellow. Fabricius.—Obs. This is cycrops aurita of Linnaeus. Syll. Nat.

AURITUS, in Ornithology, a species of Turdus that inhabits Cayenne, and is called fourmilier a oreilles blanches by Buffon; and white-eared thrush by Latham. Above, it is varied with rufous and olive; beneath white; crown and pectoral band reddish-brown; chin and throat black; irides behind the eye defneding on the neck, and consisting of elongated, white, glossy feathers. Gmelin. &c. Length four inches and three quarters.

AURITUS, a species of Columbus, with a black head, and ears crested with a tuft of rufeous feathers. Linn. Fn. Suec.

"The length of this species is twelve inches. In England, they inhabit the fens near Spalding, where they breed; they are found in the northern parts of Europe, and in the temperate parts of Siberia and Iceland. It is said by Bougainville to be met with in the Falkland Islands, where it is called the Thrush with spectacle. The neck, like that of most other birds in this genus, is composed of twigs, roots, and flakes of aquatic-plants, and is usually found floating among the reeds and flags nearly filed with water. The female lays four or five small white eggs, which are hatched in the nest while it remains thus immersed in water." Donov. Brit. Birds, &c. C. auritus, eared grebe. Gelfer calls this species mergiti genus alterum; and Buffon le petit grebe huppé. Gmelin speaks of a variety of this species colymbus corvus minor of Erifvon; and colymbus jux poecile minor of Will. Oren. Ray. and Albin.

Auritus, a species of Trochilus, of a green-gold colour above, and white beneath, below the eyes a band of black; and in the male two tufts of feathers of a violet colour on each side of the head under the ears; legs downy. This is multilloa Cayennensis of Bril.; and l'oiseau-mouche à oreilles of Buff. Latham describes it under the name of violet-eared humming-bird. There is a variety of this bird with a purple stripe below the eyes; near the ears a black spot, and beneath it another of blue. This species inhabits Cayenne, and is about four inches and a half in length.

Aurium Abscessis, in Antiquity, cutting off the ears, was a punishment inflicted by the ancient law on those who robbed churches; and afterwards on every thief; and at length on divers other criminals.

AurobiMunster, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Bavaria, 15 mil. south of Passau.

Aurocapilla, in Ornithology, a species of Motacilla, found in St. Domingo, Jamaica, and other islands in the American seas. It is olive, beneath white; crown golden; eye-brows black; breast spotted with black. Gmelin. This is dieseota Pennsylvaniae aurocapilla of Blas. grisee vol de S. Domingue of Buff. and golden-crowned thrush of the Arctic Zoology.

Aurogallus, Matthew, in Biography, a grammarian of the 16th century, was a native of Belgium; and became professor of languages in the university of Wittenberg. Before the assistance he gave to Luther in translating the Bible, he wrote in Latin a "Compendium of Hebrew and Chaldean Grammar," printed at Wittenberg, in 1525, and at Basle, in 1539; and a treatise on the geography of the Holy Land, intitled "De Hebræis Urbium, Regionum, Populorum, &c. Nominibus," printed at Wittenberg, in 1526, and at Basle, in 1529. 8vo. He died in 1542. Gen. Diet.

Auroir, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Cher, 21 leagues north-west of Sarceaux.

Auron, a river of France which runs into the Loire, near Bourges.

Auronitens, in Entomology, a species of Carabus of the aperous kind. The shells are green and rough, with raised lines; thighs rufous. Inhabits Saxony. An intermediate species between ceratius auritus, and initus.

Auronzia, in Geography, a town of Italy, belonging to the ilate of Venice, in the Cadorin, seven miles north of Pieve di Cadora.

Aurora, in Astronomy, the morning twilight; or that faint light which begins to appear in a morning, when the sun is within eighteen degrees of the horizon.

Aurora, in Conchology, a very rare species of Cypræa, discovered on the coast of Otahete by captain Cook. It is rather ova; margin white; back fine orange, and without spots. Among collectors of exotic shells, it is known by the name of cypra aurora, or morning-dawn cowry.

Aurora, in Entomology, a species of Phalæna, in Abbot's Insects of Georgia. The upper wings are yellow, base and margin speckled with red. Smith.

Aurora, the specific name under which Papilio Can- damines is described by Linn. In Fn. Suec. i. n. 501.

Aurora, a species of Papilio (Don. Can.) found in Siberia. The wings are fulvous; beneath, an ocellar dot on the anterior wings, and a selye dot, with a contiguous one still smaller in the middle of the posterior pair. Fabricius, Gmelin. &c.

Aurora, a species of Lampyris (Pyræbro Fשb.), given by Hebril. as a native of Pomerania. It is black; thorax red and cancelled; wing-cases chefnut, with four elevated lines, and the intermediate spaces dotted in rows.

Aurora, in Geography, an island belonging to the Archipelago of the New Hebrides, in the South Pacific ocean, discovered by Bougainville, in 1768. It is about twenty leagues long, and two broad, and lies nearly north and south. Its eastern shore is steep, but it has a small bay on the north-west coast. It abounds with wood and fresh water; and is inhabited. The vegetation of this island is luxuriant. The middle of it lies in 5 lat. 15° 8'. E. long. 160° 19'.

Aurora.
Aurora, in Mythology, the goddess of the morning, was, according to Heiod, the daughter of Thea and Hyperion, and sister of Sol and Luna; but according to others, the daughter of Titan and Terra. Under this title the ancients defined the light which precedes the rising of the sun above our hemisphere. The poets represent it as rising out of the ocean in a chariot, drawn by two rote-coloured horses, called by Homer, Lampus and Phaeton, with rosy fingers dropping gentle dew. The large vein on her head was folded backwards, to denote that the brightness of day was already advanced, to as to disperse the darkness of the night. Virgil describes her as ascending in a flame-coloured chariot with four horses.

Aurora, in Ornithology, a species of Psittacus that inhabits Brazil. It is yellow; scar-pits, margins of the wings, and outer great quill-feathers in the middle, red. This is Psittacus lucens of Drift, pororogut jaune of Saturn. Orn. amarow jaune Buffon, and aurora-porat of Latham.

The length of this bird is twelve inches; bill, cere, legs and claws white; eye-brows and irides red; tail rounded, and four exterior feathers red within from the base to the middle. Gmelin.

Aurora, in Zoology, a species of Columba with 179 abdominal plates, and thirty-seven subcaudal scales. This is a native of America, and is of a livid colour, with the back yellow. Gmelin. Dr. Shaw describes it as an orange-coloured snape, with yellow dorsal band and abdomen. Length about two feet and a half, and moderately thick in proportion; head rather large, and covered with very large scales; tail short, and tapering to an obtuse point.

Aurora Borealis, or Aurora Septentrionalis, in Phystiology, the northern dawn or light, sometimes called firemoters, is an extraordinary meteor, or luminous appearance, showing itself in the night-time, in the northern part of the heavens: and most usually in frosty weather.

It is usually of a reddish colour, inclining to yellow, and sends out frequent conflagrations of pale light, which seem to rise from the horizon in a pyramidal undulating form, and shoot, with great velocity, up to the zenith. This light sometimes appears remarkably red, as it happened Dec. 5, 1772, of which we have very full accounts from divers parts of Europe, in the Phil. Trans. No. 495. sect. 7. p. 582. 606.

The aurora borealis appears frequently in form of an arch; chiefly in the spring and autumn; after a dry year. The arch is partly bright, partly dark; but generally transparent. And the matter of which it consists is also found to have no effect on the rays of light which pass through it. Dr. Hamilton observes, that he could plainly discern the smallest speck in the Pleadiuns through the denseness of those clouds which formed the aurora borealis in 1763, without the least diminution of its splendour, or incarescence of twinkling. Phil. Trans. 1763. p. 506.

Sometimes it produces an iric.—M. Godin judges, that most of the extraordinary meteors and appearances in the skies, related as prodigies by historian, e. g. Battles, and the like, may be probably enough reduced to the clafs of aurora borealis. Vide Phil. Acad. R. Scien. an. 1762. p. 405.

This kind of meteor, which is more uncommon as we approach towards the equator, is almost constant during the long winter, and appears with the greatest lasure, in the polar regions.

In the Shetland islands, the "merry dancers," as the northern lights are there called, are the constant attendants of clear evenings, and afford great relief amidst the gloom of the long winter nights. They commonly appear at twilight, near the horizon, of a dun colour, approaching to yellow; they sometimes continue in that state for several hours, without any perceptible motion; and afterwards they break out into streams of stronger light, spreading into columns, and altering slowly into 10,000 different shapes, and varying their colours from all the tints of yellow to the most obscure rufle. They often cover the whole hemisphere, and then exhibit the most brilliant appearance. Their motions at this time are most amazingly quick; and they allure with the spectator with the rapid change of motion forms. They break out in places where none were seen before. Shewing themselves with the heavens, are suddenly extinguished, and are succeeded by an uniform dusky tract. This again is brilliantly illuminated in the same manner, and as suddenly left a dark space. In some nights, they assume the appearance of large columns, on one side of the deepest yellow, and on the other, gradually changing till it becomes undistinguishable from the sky. They have generally a strong tremulous motion from one end to the other, and this continues till the whole vanishes. As for us, who fee only the extremities of these northern phenomena, we can but a faint idea of their splendour and motions. According to the state of the atmosphere, they differ in colour; and sometimes alternating the colour of blood, they make a dreadful appearance. The rufle fages, who observe them, become prophetic, and terrific the spectators with alarms of war, pestilence, and famine: nor, indeed, were these suppositions prefaces peculiar to the northern nations: appearances of a similar nature are of ancient date; and they were distinguished by the appellations of "plasmata," "trabes," and "bolides," according to their forms and colours. In old times they were either more rare, or less frequently noticed; but when they occurred, they were supposed to portend great events, and the timid imagination formed of them aerial conflicts.

In the northern latitudes of Sweden and Lapland, the aurorae boreales are not only singularly beautiful in their appearance, but afford travellers by their almost constant occurrence a very beautiful light during the whole night. In Hudson's bay, the aurora borealis diffuses a variegated splendor, which is said to equal that of the full moon. In the north-eastern parts of Siberia, according to the description of Gmelin (Reise durch Siberien, vol. iii. p. 135.), cited and translated by Dr. Blagden (Phil. Trans. vol. lxxiv. p. 228.), these northern lights are observed to begin with single bright pillars, rising in the north, and almost at the same time in the north-east, which gradually increasing comprehend a large space of the heavens, rush about from place to place with incredible velocity, and finally almost cover the whole sky up to the zenith, and produce an appearance as if a vault was expanded in the heavens, glittering with gold, rubies, and sapphires. A more beautiful spectacle cannot be painted; but whoever should see such a northern light for the first time, could not behold it without terror. For however fine the illumination may be, it is attended, as I have learned from the relation of many persons, with such a hissing, cracking, and rushing noise through the air, as if the largest fire-works were being off. To describe what they then hear, they make use of the expression "spoclochi chod'at," that is, the raging holt is piling. The hunters, who pursue the white and blue foxes in the confines of the icy sea, are often overtaken in their course by these northern lights. Their dogs are then in such frighted, that they will not move, but lie obstinately on the ground till the noise has ceased. Commonly clear and calm weather follows this kind of northern lights. I have heard this account, not from one person only, but confirmed by the uniform testimony of many who have spent part of several years in these very northern regions, and inhabited different
different countries from the Yenieli to the Lena; so that no
doubt of its truth can remain. This seems indeed to be the
real birth-place of the aurora borealis. This account of
the noisiers attending the aurora borealis, allowing for some
degree of exaggeration, has been corroborated by other
testimonies. Dr. Paladin, who resided seven years at Hudson's
Bay, confirms Mr. Gmelin's relation of the fine appearance
and brilliant colours of the northern lights, and particularly
of their rushing noise, which he affirms he has frequently
heard, and compares it to the sound produced by whirling
round a flick twistly at the end of a string. A similar noise
has also been heard in Sweden. Mr. Nairne also, being in
Northampton, at a time when the northern lights were
remarkably bright, is confident he perceived a hissing or whis-
zining sound. Mr. Belknap, of Dover, in New Hampshire,
North America, testifies to this fact. American Tram.
vol. ii. p. 196. M. Cavallo says that the cracking noise is
distinctly audibil, and that he has heard it more than once.
Elem. of Nat. and Exper. Philos. vol. iii. p. 449. See also
Beccaria dell' Elettricismo Artif. et Nat. p. 221.

Similar lights, called aurora australis, have been long
since observed towards the south pole (see Phil. Trans.
N° 461. § 23, 24, and 25, and vol. iv. N° 53); and their
existence has been more lately ascertained by Mr. Forlari,
who affirms, that, in his voyage round the world with
captain Cook, he observed them in high southern latitudes,
though attended with phenomena somewhat different from
those which are seen here. On Feb. 17, 1773, in fortuit
38.°, a beautiful phenomenon (he fays) was observed dur-
ing the preceding night, which appeared again this and se-
veral following nights. It consisted of long columns of a
clear white light, blossing up from the horizon to the east-
ward, almoit to the zenith, and gradually spreading on
the whole southern part of the sky. These columns were
sometimes bent sideways at their upper extremities; and
though in most respects similar to the northern lights (au-
rora borealis) of our hemisphere, yet differed from them in
being always of a whitish colour, whereas our assume various
tints, especially those of a fiery and purple hue.
The sky was generally clear when they appeared, and the
air sharp and cold, the thermometer standing at the freez-
ing point.

The periods of the appearance of these northern lights
are very inconstant. In some years they occur very fre-
quently, and in others they are more rare: and it has been
observed that they are more common about the time of the
equinoxes than at other feasons of the year.

Dr. Halley (see Philos. Trans. N° 347. p. 426. or Abr.
vol. iv. p. 138.) has collected together several observations,
which form a kind of history of this phenomenon. After
having particularly described the various circumstances which
attended that observed by himself and many others in March
1716, and which was singularly brilliant, he proceeds with
informing us, that the first account of similar phemenon
recorded in the English annals, is that of the appearance
which was noticed Jan. 30, 1556, and called "burning
spears" by the author of a book intitled "A Description of Meteors."
by W. F. D. D. reprinted at London, in
1674. The next appearance of a like kind, recorded by
Stow, occurred on October 7, 1554. In 1574, as Camden
and Stow inform us, an aurora borealis was seen for two suc-
cessive nights, viz. 14th and 15th of November, with ap-
pearances similar to those observed in 1516, and which are
now commonly noticed. The same phenomenon was twice
seen in Brabant in 1575, viz. on the 13th of February and
the 28th of September; and the circumstances attending it
were described by Cornelius Gemma, who compares them
to spears, fortified cities, and armies fighting in the air. In
the year 1580, M. Malein observed these phænma, as he
calls them, at Bakun, in the county of Wirtenberg, in
Germany, no less than seven times, in the space of twelve
months; and again, at several different times, in 1581.
On September 28, 1621, the same phenomenon was seen
over all France; and it was particularly described by Gaf-
fandus, in his "Physic," who gave it the name of "au-
rora borealis." Another was seen all over Germany, in
Nov. 1623, and was described by Kepler. Since that
time, for more than eighty years, we have no account of any
such phenomenon either at home or abroad. In 1727, Mr.
Neve observed one of small continuance in Ireland; and in
the same year, a similar appearance was seen by Romer at
Copenhagen; and during an interval of eighteen months, in
the years 1707 and 1708, this fort of light had been seen
no less than five times. Hence it should seem, fays Dr.
Halley, that the air, or earth, or both, are not at all times
dispofed to produce this phenomenon, though it is possible
it may happen in the day time, in bright moon-shine, or in
cloudy weather, and so pass unobserved. Dr. Halley fur-
ther observes, that the aurora borealis of 1716, which he
observed, was visible from the west of Ireland to the con-
fines of Russia, and to the eall of Poland; extending at
least near 30° of longitude, and from about the 50th degree
of north latitude, over almost all the north of Europe; and in
all places at the same time. It exhibited appearances similar
to those which he observed at London. He regrets, howe-
ever, that he was unable to determine its height for want of con-
temporary observations at different places. Father Doco-
wich has determined the height of an aurora borealis, ob-
served on the 16th of December 1737, by the marquis
of Poleni, to have been 825 miles; and Mr. Bergman,
from a mean of thirty computations, makes the average
height of the aurora borealis to be 72 Swedish, or (fup-
poling a Swedish mile to be about 61 English miles) 468
English miles. Euler supposes the height to be several
thousands of miles; and Mairan also affigns to these phe-
omena a very elevated region, the far greater number of
them being, according to him, about 200 leagues above
the surface of the earth. Dr. Blagden, speaking of the
height of some fiery meteors (Philos. Trans. vol bxxiv. p. 227),
says, that "the aurora borealis appears to occupy as high, if
not a higher region, above the surface of the earth. as
may be judged from the very distant countries to which
it has been visible at the same time:" he adds, that "the
great accumulation of clectric matter seems to lie beyond
the verge of our atmosphere, as cultivated by the eellation
of twilight." However the height of these meteors, none
of which appear to have ascended so high as 100 miles,
is trivial, compared with the elevations above ascribed to
the aurora borealis. But as it is difficult to make such
observations on this phenomenon as are sufficient to afford
a just estimate of its altitude, they must be subject to con-
tiderable variation and to material error. It is not impro-
table, that the highest regions of the aurora borealis are
the fame with those in which fire-balls move; more espe-
cially as Dr. Blagden informs us, that inflances are re-
corded, in which the northern lights have been seen to
join, and form luminous balls, darting about with great
velocity, and even leaving a train behind like the common
fire-balls. This ingenious author, however, conjecturing that
diflrent regions are allotted to the electrical phenomena
of our atmosphere, affigns the appearance of fire-balls to
that region which lies beyond the limits of our cromptical
atmosphere; and a greater elevation above the earth to that
accumulation
accumulation of electricity in a lighter and less condensed form, which produces the wonderfully diversified streams and coruscations of the aurora borealis.

Many attempts have been made to assign the cause of this phenomenon. Dr. Halley first imagined that the watery vapours, or effluvia, rarefied exceedingly by subterraneous fire, and tinged with sulphureous streams, which many naturalists have supposed to be the cause of earthquakes, might have also been the cause of this appearance. But this hypothesis was not sufficient to account for the immense extent of these phenomena over the surface of the earth, and for their being always seen on the north side of the horizon, and never to the south. Abandoning this hypothesis, he conceived that the aurora borealis is produced by a kind of sublimate matter, or magnetic effluvia, freely pervading the pores of the earth, and which, entering into it near its southern pole, passes out again with a like force into the aether at the same distance from the northern; the obliquity of its direction being proportioned to its distance from the pole. This sublimate matter, by becoming some way or other more dense, or having its velocity increased, may be capable of producing a small degree of light, after the manner of effluvia from electric bodies, which, by a strong and quick friction, emit light in the dark; to which fort of light this seems to have a great affinity. If Dr. Halley had known that an electric flame would give polarity to a needle deflective of it, and reverce the poles of one previously endued with it, he would have been led of course to conclude the electric and magnetic effluvia to be the same, and that the aurora borealis was this fluid performing its circulation from one pole of the earth to another; and he would thus have anticipated the hypothesis of Sign. Beccaria. See Mr. Cotes's description of this phenomenon, and method of explaining it, by streams emitted from the heterogeneous and fermenting vapours of the atmosphere, in Smith's Optics, p. 69, &c. or Phil. Trans. Abr. vol. vi. part ii.

The celebrated M. de Miran, in an express treatise on the aurora borealis, published in 1731, assigns its cause to be the ZODIACAL LIGHT, which, according to him, is none other than the sun's atmosphere; this light happening, on some occasions, to meet the upper parts of our air, on the side of the limits where universal gravity begins to act more forcibly towards the earth than towards the sun, falls into our atmosphere, to a greater or less depth, as its specific gravity is greater or less, compared with the air through which it pales. Although the whole atmosphere of the earth be involved in the solar atmosphere, it is thrown off both ways from the equatorial to the polar regions. This projection is owing partly to the centrifugal force arising from the diurnal motion of the earth, which, being greatest at the equator, and decreasing towards the poles, turns aside the zodiacal matter towards each pole; so that by his hypothesis he anticipates the discovery of auroras australis; and partly to the progressive motion of the earth in its annual orbit. In this case the light should dart from the equator to the poles, and not, as it really does, from the poles to the equator. Vide Tract. Phys. & Hist. del Aureo Boreali. Suites des Mem. de l'Acad. R. des Sciences, ann. 1731. p. 3. seqq.

There is an abstract of M. Miran's Physical and Historical Treatise of the aurora borealis, in the Phil. Trans. No. 433, or Abridg. vol. viii. p. 450.

M. Euler thinks the cause of the aurora borealis not owing to the zodiacal light, as Mr. de Miran supposes; but to particles of our atmosphere, driven beyond its limits by the impulse of the light of the sun. On this supposition he endeavours to account for the phenomena observed concerning this light. He supposes the zodiacal light, and the tails of comets, to be owing to a similar cause. See Tail of Comets, and ZodiacaL Light.

Ever since the identity of lightning and of the electric matter has been ascertained, philosophers have been naturally led to seek the explanation of aerial meteors in the principles of electricity; and there is now no doubt but most of them, and especially the aurora borealis, are electrical phenomena. Beside the more obvious and known appearances which constitute a resemblance between this meteor and the electric matter whereby lightning is produced, it has been observed, that the aurora occasions a very sensible fluctuation in the magnetic needle; that the atmosphere yields, at the time of its occurrence, a quantity of electric fire; and that, when it has extended lower than usual into the atmosphere, the flashes have been attended with various sounds of rumbling and hissing, already mentioned, and attributed by Dr. Bleden (ubi supra) to small streams of electric matter running off to the earth from the great mafles, or accumulations, of electricity, by which he supposes both meteors and the northern lights to be produced. Besides, the aurora borealis may be partly imitated by means of artificial electricity. Dr. Hamilton, of Dublin (Phil. Trans. ii.) seems to have been the first person who attempted to discover any positive evidence of the electrical quality of the aurora borealis; but the only proof he produces is an experiment of Mr. Hawksbee, by which the electrical fluid is thrown to assume appearances resembling the aurora borealis, when it passes through a vacuum. He observed, that when the air was most perfectly exhausted, the streams of electric matter were then quite white; but when a small quantity of air was let in, the light assumed more of a purple colour. The flashing of this light, therefore, from the dense regions of the atmosphere into such as are more rare, and the transitions through medium of different denities, he considers as the cause of the aurora borealis, and of the different colours it assumes. Mr. Canton, soon after he had obtained electricity from the clouds, offered a conjecture, that the aurora borealis is occasioned by the flashing of electric fire from positive towards negative clouds at a great distance, through the upper part of the atmosphere where the resistance is least. And he supposes, that the aurora, which happens at the time when the magnetic needle is disturbed by the heat of the earth, is the electricity of the heated air above it; and this appears chiefly in the northern regions, as the alteration in the heat of the air in those parts will be the greatest; nor is this hypothesis, he says, improbable, when it is considered, that electricity is the known cause of thunder and lightning; that it has been extracted from the air at the time of an aurora borealis (see Condenser); that the inhabitants of the northern countries observe it to be remarkably strong when a sudden thaw succeeds severe cold weather; and that the tournails is known to emit and absorb the electric fluid only by the increase or diminution of its heat. Positive and negative electricity in the air, with a proper quantity of moisture to serve as a conductor, will, he conceives, account for this and other meteors sometimes seen in a ference sky. Mr. Canton afterwards contrived to exhibit this meteor by means of the Torricellian vacuum, in a glass tube about three feet long, and sealed hermatically. When one end of the tube is held in the hand, and the other applied to the conductor, the whole tube will be illuminated from end to end; and will continue luminous without interruption for a considerable time after it has been removed from the conductor. If, after this, it be drawn through the hand either way, the light will be uncommonly intense, and without the least interruption, from one hand to the other, even to its whole length. And though
though a great part of the electricity is discharged by this operation, it will flash at intervals, when held only at one extremity, and kept quite still; but if it be grasped by the other hand at the same time in a different place, strong flashes of light will hardly ever fail to dart from one end to the other, and there will continue twenty-four hours and longer, without any further excitement. An arched double barometer of a considerable height is an improvement of this contrivance, for exhibiting the appearance of aurora borealis, by means of the electric fire. To Mr. Canton's hypothesis it has been objected, that the electrical fire would flash in every direction, according to the position of the clouds, as well as from north to south; and that upon his hypothesis, illustrated by the tournaiels, the aurora borealis ought to be most frequent in summer, when the air is most heated, whereas it is found to be the reverse. Signior Beccaria, who pursued his observations on atmospheric electricity farther than any of his associates in these inquiries, conjectures that there is a confluent and regular circulation of the electric fluid from north to south, which may be the original cause of magnetism in general; and he thinks, that the aurora borealis may be this electric matter performing its circulation in such a flate of the atmosphere as renders it visible, or approaching nearer the earth than usual. Against this supposé circulation it has been alleged that it ought to dart from the horizon towards the zenith in the northern hemisphere, and from the zenith towards the horizon in the southern one; whereas Mr. Forster, as we have already mentioned, informs us, that the columns shot up from the horizon towards the zenith as well in the southern hemisphere as in the northern; so that if the aurora borealis is to be regarded as the flashings of electric matter, its course is plainly directed from both poles towards the equator, and not from one pole to the other. Why the electricity of the atmosphere should be constantly found to direct its course from the poles towards the equator, and not from the equator to the poles, suggests a difficulty which an anonymous writer (Encycl. Brit.) has attempted to solve in the following manner.—Assuming three axioms, viz. that all electric bodies, when considerably heated, become conductors of electricity; that, é conduira, non-electrics when subjected to violent degrees of cold, ought to become electrified; and that cold must also increase the electric powers of such substances as are already electric; in short, (says this writer) to deduce from these principles the cause of the aurora borealis. "The air, all round the globe, at a certain height above its surface, is found to be exceedingly cold, and as far as experiments have yet determined, exceedingly electrified also. The inferior parts of the atmosphere between the tropics, are violently heated during the day-time by the reflection of the sun's rays from the earth. Such air will therefore be a kind of conductor, and much more readily part with its electricity to the clouds and vapours floating in it, than the colder air towards the north and south poles. Hence the prodigious appearances of electricity in these regions, fleeing itself in thunder and other tempels of this most terrible kind. Immensi quantities of the electric fluid are thus communicated to the earth, and the inferior warm atmosphere having once exhausted itself, must necessarily be recruited from the upper and colder region. This becomes very probable from what the French mathematicians observed when on the top of one of the Andes. They were often involved in clouds, which, sinking down into the warmer air, appeared there to be highly electrified, and discharged themselves in violent tempeples of thunder and lightning; while in the mean time, on the top of the mountain, they enjoyed a calm and serene sky. In the temperate and frigid zones, the inferior parts of the atmosphere, never being so strongly heated, do not part with their electricity so easily as in the torrid zone, and consequently do not require such recruits from the upper regions; but notwithstanding the difference of heat observed in different parts of the earth near its surface, it is very probable that at considerable heights the degrees of cold are nearly equal all round it. Were there a like equality in the heat of the under part, there could never be any considerable loss of equilibrium in the electricity of the atmosphere; but as the hot air of the torrid zone is perpetually bringing down vast quantities of electric matter from the cold air that lies directly above it; and as the inferior parts of the atmosphere lying towards the north and south poles do not conduct in any great degree, it thence follows, that the upper parts of the atmosphere lying over the torrid zone will continually require a supply from the northern and southern regions. This easily shews the necessity of an electric current in the upper parts of the atmosphere from each pole towards the equator: and thus we are also furnished with a reason why the aurora borealis appears more frequently in winter than in summer; namely, because at that time the electric power of the inferior atmosphere is greater on account of the cold, than in summer; and consequently the abundant electricity of the upper regions must go almost wholly off to the equatorial parts, it being impossible for it to get down to the earth; hence also the aurora borealis appears very frequent and bright in the frigid zones, the degree of cold in the upper and under regions of the atmosphere being much more nearly equal in these parts than in any other. In some parts of Siberia particularly, this meteor appears constantly from October to Christmas, and its coruscations are said to be very tryfing. Travellers agree, that here the aurora borealis appears in greatest perfection; and it is to be remarked, that Siberia is the coldest country on earth. In confirmation of this, it may also be observed, that, from the experiments hitherto made with the electrical kite, the air appears considerably more electrical in winter than in summer, though the clouds are known to be often most violently electrified in the summer-time; a proof, that the electricity naturally belonging to the air is in summer much more dangerously driven off by the clouds than in the winter, owing to the excess of heat in summer as already observed.

A considerable difficulty, however, still remains from the upright position which the streams of the aurora borealis are generally supposed to have; whereas, according to the hypothesis above-mentioned, they ought rather to run directly from north to south. This difficulty occurred to Dr. Halley; but he answers it by supposing his magnetic effluvia to pass from one pole to another in arches of great circles, arving to a vast height above the earth, and consequently darting from the places whence they arose almost like the radii of a circle; in which case, being set off in a direction nearly perpendicular to the surface of the earth, they must necessarily appear erect to those who see them from any part of the surface, as is demonstrated by mathematicians. It is also reasonable to think that they will take this direction rather than any other, on account of their meeting with less obscurity in the very high regions of the air than in such as are lower.

But the greatest difficulty still remains: for we have supposed the equilibrium of the atmosphere to be broken in the day-time, and restored only in the night; whereas, considering the immense velocity with which the electric fluid moves, the equilibrium ought to be restored in all parts almost instantaneously; yet the aurora borealis never appears except...
except in the night, although its brightness is such as must sometimes make it visible to us if it really exist in the daytime.

In answer to this it must be observed, that though the passage of electricity through a good conductor is instantaneous, yet through a bad conductor it is observed to take some time in passing. As our atmosphere therefore, unless very violently heated, is but a bad conductor of electricity; though the equilibrium in it is broken, it can by no means be instantly restored. Add to this, that as it is the action of the sun which breaks the equilibrium, so the same action, extending over half the globe, prevents almost any attempt to restore it till night, when flashes arise from various parts of the atmosphere, gradually extending themselves with a variety of undulations towards the equator.

It has been observed, that the streams of the aurora borealis do not always move with rapidity; but they sometimes appear for a considerable time quite stationary, and they are sometimes carried in different directions with a slow motion. In order to account for these circumstances, it should be considered, that weak electric lights have been sometimes observed to exhibit the same appearance at the surface of the earth, and we may therefore suppose them much more capable of doing so at great heights above it, where the conductors are fewer in number, and much more imperfect. From instances that might be adduced, we may reasonably conclude, that small portions of our atmosphere may by various causes be so much electrified as to shine, and likewise be moved from one place to another, without parting with the electricity they have received for a considerable time. In this manner we may account for the corona, or circle, which is often formed near the zenith by the aurora borealis, when any of its parallel streams of light that shoot upwards, and by the laws of perspective, appear to converge towards a point, are over our heads, and actually come to a point. As this corona is commonly stationary for some time, it would serve as a mark by which to determine the distance of the object; e.g., let two fars, one at London, and the other at Edinburgh, observe an aurora borealis; then by noting the fars among which the corona was observed at each place, its true altitude from the surface of the earth may easily be determined by trigonometry. Although the true height of the aurora borealis has never yet been determined, there is no sufficient reason for supposing that it is higher than a meteor, seventy miles above the surface of the earth, which meteor, both by its splendor and figure, seems to prove that the air possest the considerable degree of density at that distance from the earth. Besides, if its streams resemble the passage of electric light through a vacuum, it cannot be hence inferred, that the air is a flat similar to the vacuum of an air pump in those places where the aurora borealis is produced; because we have instances of similar appearances that are produced in very dense air. "The plate of an electrophorus is often so highly electrified, as to throw out flashes from different parts as soon as it is lifted up, and by proper management it may be always made to emit long and broad flashes, which shall scarcely be felt by the finger; instead of small, dense, and pungent sparks; so that, though long flashes may be produced in rarefied air, it by no means follows, that the same may not also be produced in denser air. As little can we infer any thing from the colours, for we observe the electric spark sometimes white, sometimes blue, and sometimes purple, in the very same state of the atmosphere, and from the same substance." Mr. Little, the inventor of an air-pump of a new construction, stating the boundaries of the atmosphere within which the aurora borealis, considered as an electrical phenomenon, is visible, conceives that it cannot appear in air less rarefied than near 4000 times, and consequently that its nearest distance from the earth is about 45 miles, according to Dr. Halley's table of the air's refraction at different altitudes; and that in air rarefied more than 26000 times, it would not be visible, and therefore its greatest distance is about fifty miles, by the same table. He is also of opinion, that it is air burnt and exploded in its passage, which makes the electric matter visible, and that without air, if it could pass at all, it would not be luminous. Upon the whole he concludes, that the aurora borealis is confined within our atmosphere. Irth Trans. vol. vi. p. 397.

Dr. Franklin supposes, that the electrical fire discharged into the polar regions from many leagues of vaporous air raised from the ocean between the tropics, accounts for the aurora borealis; and that it appears first, where it is first in motion, i.e. in the most northern part, and the appearance proceeds southward, though the fire really moves northward. Franklin's Exper. and Obs. 1769. p. 49. Phil. Trans. vol. xlviii. part i. p. 356, part ii. p. 784. 1st vol. part i. p. 453. 1st vol. ixxxii. p. 15. Letter dell'Elleretri, p. 269. 1; or Prieley's Hill of Electricity, vol. 1.

Mr. Kirwan (Ialth Trans. 1788, p. 70, &c.) supposes, that the rarefaction of the atmosphere in the polar regions proceeds from the aurora borealis and aurorals, and that these are produced by a combination of inflammable air, caused by electricity. This inflammable air is generated, particularly between the tropics, by many natural operations, such as the putrefaction of animal and vegetable substances, volcanoes, &c.; and being lighter than any other, occupies of course the highest regions of the atmosphere. Consequently, this kind of air is chiefly thrown off towards the poles, and occasions the northern lights, which are the highest of all meteors, though they sometimes extend pretty low into the atmosphere. Mr. Kirwan further adds, that after the appearance of an aurora borealis, the barometer commonly falls, and that it is generally followed by high winds, proceeding usually from the south; all which facts strongly prove a rarefaction in the northern regions. To the same purpose, it is observed by Dr. Winn (Phil. Trans. vol. 73.) that the appearance of an aurora borealis is a certain sign of an hard gale of wind from the south or south-west. This occurred, without fail, in twenty-three instances; and he thinks that the splendor of meteors will enable the observer to form some judgment concerning the ensuing tempest. If the aurora is bright, the gale will come on within twenty-four hours, but will be of no long duration; if the light is faint and dull, the gale will be less violent, and longer in coming on, but will last longer. His observations were made in the English Channel, where such winds are very dangerous; and by attending to the aurora, he says, that he often escaped, when others were nearly wrecked. Observations of this kind would serve to lessen the dangers of navigation.

That the aurora borealis might be succeeded by winds, may be easily deduced from the hypothesis above-mentioned. If this phenomenon is occasioned by the vast quantity of electric matter conveyed to the equatorial parts of the earth, it is certain that the earth cannot receive any great quantity of this matter at one place without emitting it at another. The electricity, therefore, which is constantly received at the equator, must be emitted nearer the poles, in order to perform its course; otherwise there would not be a constant supply of it for the common operations of nature. It is to be observed, that electrified bodies are always
always surrounded by a blast of air, which is sent forth from them in all directions; hence, if the electric matter find a more ready passage through one part of the earth than another, a wind will be found to blow from that quarter.

If, therefore, one of these places happens to be in the Atlantic ocean, near the coast of France, or in the bay of Biscay, the electric matter which has been received at the equator during an aurora borealis, will be discharged there some time after, and consequently a wind will blow from that quarter, which will be from the south-west to those ships which are in the English channel. It cannot be imagined, however, that all the matter can be discharged from one place; and therefore, according to the different situations of those electrical vents, winds may blow in different directions; and thus the same aurora borealis may produce a south-west wind in the English channel, and a north-west one in Scotland.

**Aurora Borealis**, a phrase used by Alchemists, to express the multiplicative virtue of the philosopher's stone.

**Aurorea**, in Ornithology, a species of Motacilla, called by Latham the *Daurian warbler*. This bird is fulvous beneath; crown and upper part of the neck hoary; front white; throat black; back and wings black, with a white triangular spot on the latter; tail-feathers fulvous, two middle feathers black. Pallas. This bird is the size of the red-fart, and inhabits Siberia to the confines of China; most common in the vicinity of the river Selenga, among willows.

**Auros**, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Gironde, and chief place of a canton in the district of Bazas, five miles north-east of Bazas.

**Aurota**, in Entomology, a species of Papilio (Dan. Cand.) that inhabits the coast of Coromandel. The wings are entire and white; margin black, spotted with white; posterior ones yellow beneath. Cramer.

**Aurotus**, a species of Phalæna, of the larger kind of Bombyxes, with falcated wings; above and beneath of the same yellowish colour; with a white band, and transparent lunar spot in the dilk of each. This kind inhabits America, and was described by Fabricius from a specimen in the Museum of the late Dr. Hunter.

**Auroux**, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Lozère, and chief place of a canton in the district of Langogne, seventeen miles north of Mende.

**Auralenta**, in Entomology, a species of Burpestis, of a somewhat oblong or rather narrow form, that inhabits Carolina. The wing-cafes are faggiate, bidentated at the end, and green with a golden margin; body golden; thorax slightly dotted. Fabricius.

**Auralenta**, a species of Cicada (Rosatara Sec.), of the fize and shape of cimex obtusa. The head and thorax are rufous; wing-cafes brown, cinereous at the tip. A native of Cayenne. Fabricius.

**Auralenta**, a species of sphex, the head and thorax of which are covered with golden coloured down; the abdomen black, with the margin of the segments ah-colour, and the legs rufous. This insect is of the middle size, and inhabits China. Fabricius.—*Olive*. Both Fabricius and Grindin have evidently described this insect twice, once under the specific name aurulenta, and afterwards under that of aurata; or at least the only difference in the description is, that the legs are not mentioned in the specific character of the latter, but we are told in the general description, that they are of a ferruginous colour, which approaches pretty nearly to that of rufous; and as both kinds are said to be natives of Asia, the one of China, and the other of India, we have no doubt that Fabricius has inadvertently described the same insect in both


**Aurum**, in Natural History, denotes gold. See Gold. The word is chiefly used among us as applied to certain chemical preparations, whereof gold is the basis, or principal ingredient.—Such are the aurum potabile, aurum fulminans, &c.

**Aurum Fulminans**, in Chemistry. See Gold, Salt of. See Aurum fulminans, in Chemistry, are gold, a liquid preparation of this metal formerly much used in medicine, but now entirely obsolete.

The discovery of an universal medicine was a favourite speculation of the ancient alchemists, and they eagerly indulged the hope of finding it in the precious metal which alone was the object of all their attention. Hence we meet with a number of vaunted preparations of gold, most of them kept secret, but some revealed by the inventors, all of which had a certain reputation for a time, but are now sunk into deserved neglect.

Two methods were practised for the preparation of this metal as a medicine; the one was to grind gold leaves to a moi impalpable powder, by a trituration of several days or even weeks; the other was to dissolve the metal in its proper menstruum, the nitro-muriatic acid, and to mix it with ether or any efficient oil, which by operating a reduction of the metal in a very divided state, has the power of separating it from its acid solvent. As this fact is important in the chemical history of this metal, we shall mention it more particularly under the article Gold.

The potable gold of Helvetius, retained till within these few years in the Paris pharmacopoeia, is thus prepared. "Dissolve half a dram of pure gold in two ounces of aqua regia, employing a gentle heat; to the solution add one ounce of oil of rosmmary, shake the mixture, and immediately the gold will quit the acid, and unite with the efficient oil, giving it a beautiful yellow colour; this is to be decanted from off the acid which remains at the bottom, and mixed with fifteen ounces of rectified spirit of wine, which forms the potable gold."

The dose is from six to twenty drops.

The powers of this medicine are supposed to be in a high degree cordial, stimulating, and tonic.

In such a preparation as this, when the quantity of gold in each dose is so extremely minute (though still sufficient to give it something of a yellow colour), it requires little discernment to see that all the medicinal powers, whatever they may be, depend altogether on the ethereal oil and the ardent spirit with which the gold is united; and accordingly it is now entirely rejected in every pharmacopoeia.

A fairer trial, however, has been made of the virtues of gold in medicine. We read that some of the crafty alchemical empiricks had the adroits to perforce several of their noble patrons that the royal metal was peculiarly well calculated to cure the diseases of persons of exalted rank; and under this circumstance this precious metal has been swallowed in larger doses. These, however, are not the follies of the present day, public credulity being diverted into other channels.

From all that we know concerning the properties of gold, it appears, that its inertness when taken into the human body, depends on the cafe with which it is reduced to the reguline state, and when in this state, its absolute insolubility in any of the animal juices. As the nitro-muriate of gold poisons the power, and in a very high degree, of staining almost every animal matter, it is probable that it would act...
as a topical stimulant with equal energy as the lunar caustic, or nitrate of silver, but it does not appear that gold would in any case be preferable to the other metals. It is now, therefore, entirely rejected from the Materia Medica.

Aurum, Problematicum, Paradoxum, and Graphicum, in Mineralogy. See Gold, Ores of; and Titanium, Ores of:

Aurum, Regius, in Antiquity. See Queen Gold.

Aurum Coronarium, See Coronary Gold.

Aurum Sophisticum, minium gold, in Chemistry, a preparation made as follows: take the distilled verdigris, eight ounces; crude Alexandrian turp; four ounces; borax; twelve ounces; falt-petra, one ounce and a half; pulverize and mix them all together, tempering them with oil to the confidence of a plaster; then put a German crucible into a wind-furnace, heat it red-hot, and putting your mafs into it, let it be covered, and the furnace filled with coals over the crucible. When the mafs is melted, let it cool of itself, then break the crucible, and you will find at the bottom a fine regulus, like gold, weighing about four ounces, which being malleable, may be wrought into any form.

Aurum Vegetab. a name given to faffron.

Aururni, in Ancient Geography, a people of Italy, in Latium. They have been often confounded with the Aunones; though Pliny distinguishes them. They appeared in a war against the Romans, in the year of Rome 258; but were entirely defeated in 408.

Aurungabad, Aurangabad, or Aurangabad, in Geography, a modern city of India, owing its rise from a small town to the capital of the province of Dowlaabad, in the Deccan, to Aurang-Zeb; from whom also it had its name. When the Deccan became a province of the Mogul empire, this city became the provincial capital, and continued to retain its rank after the Nizams became independent of Delhi; and until the encroachments of the Poonah Mahattas, of late years, made it an uncomfortable residence to the Nizam.

It is situated on a plain, almost surrounded with mountains; it is large and populous; and was encompassed, by Aurang-Zeb, with walls and bastions. His palace, in which he resided, was also surrounded by walls and gates of entrance. The country about is fertile, and produces millet, wheat, and other provisions, but not sufficient for the immense number of its inhabitants, as it is one of the largest and most populous cities of India. N. lat. 19° 45', E. long. 76° 2' 30'.

Aurungzebed. See Aurungzebed.

Aurupsi, in Ancient Geography, a people of Africa, in Ethiopia, whose capital, according to Pliny, was not far from the Nile.

Aurusuliana, an episcopal city of Africa, in Numidia.

Ausa, in the middle ages called Aofon, a town of Hispania Citerior or Tarraconensis, south-west of the Indigetes, between Gerunda and Mandreca. The inhabitants were called Aofetani and Anauthani. It is now Vic or Vich de Ojana, in Catalonia. N. lat. 41° 50'. E. long. 2'.

Ausana, a village of Belgic Gaul, where the twelfth legion had its winter quarters.—Alfo, an episcopal see of Africa, in the proconsular province.

AusancaU, a town of Italy, in Liburnia. Pro ley.

Aurara, a town of Arabia Felix, in the country of the Sasichites, near the sea.—Alfo, a town in the interior part of Arabia Felix. Pro ley.

Auscbe, in Geography, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Leitmeritz, eight miles E. N. E. of Leitmeritz.

Auschise, in Ancient Geography, a people of Africa, in Libya, to the west of the Abyssin and east of the Naf- mons. Herodotus.

Auscili, a people of Europe, in that part of Gaul called Aquitania. Their capital was Clunemena, which afterwards assumed the name of the people. They occupied the country corresponding to the territory of Auci, west of the Tolstales. See Atex.

Ausculttare, in Ancient Customs.—For the reading of prayers with a graceful tone or accent, makes some impression on the hearers; there was anciently a perfom appointed, in mabillaryes, to hear the monks read and sing, who instructed them how to perform, before they were admitted to read or chant publicly in the church, or before the people.—This was called ayscultare, q. d. to hear, or listen.

Auser, or Ausar, in Ancient Geography, now Serchio, a small river of Italy, in Tuscus, which discharges itself into the sea, about six miles north of the mouth of the Arno.

Ausi, a people of Africa, on the sea-coast of Libya, encompassing the lake of Tritonis, and separated by the river Triton from the Machelys. Herodotus relates, that these savage people celebrated a feast in honour of Minerva, at which the young women separated into two companies, and fought against one another with clubs and stones; those who fell in the combat, or died of their wounds, were deemed not to have been virgins. They paid no respect to marriage, but prostitued their women in common. Their children were nursed by their mothers till they were able to walk; and they were then introduced to an assembly of the men, who met every three months, and the man to whom any child first spake, was acknowledged as its father.

Ausigida, a town of Africa, in the Pentapolis, watered by the river Cinymidius. An island of the same name is mentioned by Stephanus.

Ausilium, a place of Africa, in the province of Tripoli, on the road from Tapsape to the greater Leptis.

Ausium, or Ailium, an ancient Roman colony, in the Picenum; now Ofius or Osino.

Ausinza, a town of Alfa, in Persia Propria. Pro ley.

Ausite. See Esita.

Ausona, a town of the Auiones, reckoned among the most ancient people of Italy, who occupied that part of Italy, which extends from the promontory of Circeum to the Strait of Sicily; but they were afterwards reduced to a more limited territory between the montes Circei and Maf- fic. They were extinguished before the time of Pliny. Vir- gil represents them as a colony of Trojans.

Ausonia, a name first restricted to the territory of the Auiones, and afterwards applied to the whole of Italy.

Austinum Mare, denotes that part of the Mediterranean called the sea of Sicily. It was formerly a part of the sea called Ionian, extending southwards from the pro- montory of Japygium to Sicily, which it washes on the eaf, as it does the Brunt and Magna Gracca on the south and eaf. It is separated from the Tuscan sea by the Strait of Meff- fina.

Ausoneus, Decius, or Decimus Magnus, in Biography, a Roman poet of the fourth century, was a native of Boudaux, where his father Julius Auenius was an eminent physician. Having enjoyed the advantages of an excel lent education, under his grandfather Arborius at Tou- lone, and also under other eminent professors of grammar and rhetoric, he became himself professor in those depart- ments of literature in his native city. Such was his reputa-
tion, that he was called to court by the emperor Valentinian, and appointed preceptor to his son Gratian. But the latter he was advanced to the office of praetorian prefect of Gaul and Italy about the year 376, and to the consilium in 379. He was much esteemed by the emperor Theodosius, and as some say, created by him a patrician. The time of his death is not accurately ascertained; but he appears to have been alive in 392, and probably lived to an advanced age. Amongst the learned it has been a subject of dispute, whether Aufonius was a Christian or a Pagan. If he was not a Christian, the poems on Christian topics ascribed to him might have been supposititious; and the licentiousness of several of his pieces signifies a presumption that he had not embraced Christiannity.

His poems manifest learning and ingenuity; but they cannot bear the test of comparison with the productions of the Augustan age, as they are generally impious, harsh and inelegant, and bear obvious marks of the declining genius and taste of the period in which they were written. The "Cento Nuptialis" is altogether formed of lines and hemisyllables from Virgil, and the latter part of it is highly confusional and incoherent. The epigrams are generally flat and incoherent. The best editions of Aufonius are "the Voritorum" of 1671, and the "Dolphin" of 1730. Gen. Dict. Fabr. Bib. Lat. t. ii. p. 87, 88.

AUSPEX, in Roman Antiquity, a name originally given to those who were afterwards denominated augurs. In which sense the word is supposed to be formed from avis, bird, and inspecter, to inspect; augur, q. d. inspecter, or inspectors of birds.

At first the augurie were properly those who prefaged future events by inspection of the flight of birds; as the auguries predicted them by the inspection of victims, and augurs by the singeing of the same birds. But Pintarch informs us (Quint. Rom. 72.), that in process of time these distinctions were disfigured; and that the name of augurs was given to those who had been originally called augurie.

AUSPICIIUM, AUSPEX, the fame with AUGURY.

Servius, indeed, distinguishes between auspex and augury; making auspex comprehend the consideration merely of birds, and of their flight; augury, of the notes of birds, and of all sensible objects; he adds, that the former was allowed a man anywhere abroad, whereas the latter might only be performed in his native place. And it is certain, that consuls, generals, and others, who took omens out of Rome, were properly said auspex: nevertheless, custom appears to have over-rulled this distinction.

The auspices were consulted on a variety of occasions, so that nothing was done respecting the public, either at home or abroad, in peace or war, without this ceremony; and at first in important affairs of a private nature, they were scrupulously regarded. The auspices were referred to before any battle; they swailed at marriage; (Juvenal, x. 576); and they were consulted on the choice of pledge and patrician magistrates; and on the first day of every year, in order to determine whether the progress of it would be happy or otherwise. To this purpose Ovid, in his Fasti (1. 167.), says:

"Tempora committit aspitius rebus agendas;
Tota ab auspicio ne forte annus inxta;
Quaeque fas arte ob idem delibat agendo,
Nec plus quam foetum testificatur opus."

And in a case of war he obviates (Trist. ii. 173.):

"Per quam bella geris, cujus sum corporc pugnas;
Auspicium ei das grando, deosque tuos."

AUSPITZ, in Geography, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Brunn, forty-two miles S. S. W. of Olmutz, and 114 S. E. of Prague.

AUSSEE, New, a town of Germany, in the duchy of Stiria, forty-eight miles W. N. W. of Judenburg.

AUSSES, or AUSTI, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Leitmeritz, on the Elbe; ten miles N. W. of Leitmeritz.

AUST, a very small village of England, in the county of Gloucester, on the side of the Severn; whence is a passage-boat or ferry to the opposite shore in Gloucestershire, and thence across the Wye to Chepstow; 12 miles north of Bristol, and 6 south of Chepstow.

AUSTER, in Mythology, was like each of the other winds, one of the sons of Atlas and Aurora; and it denoted the south wind. See WIND.

AUSTERE, in general applied to a rough grating taff, united with that of four rails. It is really synonymous with acerb.

AUSTERITY, among Moral Writers, sometimes denotes rigour in the inflicting of punishments. We say also, austerity of manners; the austerities of the monastic life. The austerity of the Roman consuls kept the people in their duty. The greatest austerity of the Carthaginians was perpetual solitude.

AUSTERTITUS, or Sallust, in Geography, a town of Moravia, in the circle of Brunn, which was almost destroyed by the Swedes, in the seventeenth century. Twelve miles S. E. of Brunn, and 112 E. S. E. of Prague.

AUSTIL, or St. Ausvil, is a market and flannary town of Cornwall, in England. It is built on the eastern side of a hill, and has greatly increased during the last century in the number of its houses and inhabitants. This augmentation may be attributed to the prosperous tin mines that are in the immediate vicinity, to the privilege of having one of the flannary courts held here, and in consequence of having a turnpike road carried through the town from Plymouth to the land's end. The church is a large ancient pile of building dedicated to St. Austin, and the town is ornamented with several dams in canopied niches. The seats of the church, and the external walls, are carved with various devices emblematical of the crucifixion. The original charter for holding a weekly market was granted by queen Elizabeth, who directed that the tolls should be applied to the relief and maintenance of the poor. The principal part of the inhabitants are employed in the mining concerns, in the pitch-iron smelting, and in a small manufactory of coarse woollens. At the west end of the town are three blowing-houses, where the tin is separated from the ore by means of fire. This process was formerly effected by smelting-furnaces, but the present method seems to be more economical, and far preferable. The old smelting-furnaces, some of which are still used, are supplied with coal, and are reverberatory; but the blowing-houses, the fire is made with charcoal, and ignited by air impelled through cylindrical tubes. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. ii. p. 412, &c. See Blowing House, Mines, Stannary.

AUSTIN, St. See AUGUSTIN.

AUSTIN Friers. See AUGUSTINES, and HERMITES.

AUSTRAL, derived from austral, south wind, the same with southern.

Thus austral signis are the six last signs of the zodiac; so called, because they are on the south side of the equinoctial. AUSTRAL Earth, in Mineralogy. See TERRA SYSTEMA AUSTRALIS.

AUSTRALASIA, in Geography, a name given, about half a century ago, by the learned president De Brocques (Histoire des Navigations aux Terres Australes, Paris, 1756, 2 vols.)
The new species is from Papua, Joseph Banks's isles, and the New Hebrides are left in Australasia, while a considerable interval leaves the Fijiee isles in Polynesia. Thence a wide and open sea gives the line of demarcation an ample sweep, about fix or seven degrees, to the east of New Zealand, when bending S.W. it joins the southern boundary.

"From these indications it will be perceived, that Australasia contains the following countries: 1. The central and chief land of Notasia, or New Holland, with any isles which may be discovered in the adjacent Indian ocean, twenty degrees to the W., and between twenty and thirty degrees to the E., including particularly all the large islands that follow. 2. Papua, or New Guinea. 3. New Britain, and New Ireland, with the Solomon isles. 4. New Caledonia, and the New Hebrides. 5. New Zealand. 6. The large island called Van Diemen's land, recently discovered to be separated from New Holland by a strait, or rather channel, called Bafa's strain." See the several articles. Pinkerton's Mod. Geog. vol. ii. p. 431-464, &c.

AUSTRALASIA, one of the New Holland species of Phalena, described by Fabricius in his Spec. Inf. The wings reddish-orange; base of the lower ones beneath ferruginous. Muf. ir J. Banks.

AUSTRALASIA, a species of Scorpio, described by Forster as a native of the islands in the Southern ocean. It is distinguished by having combs with fix teeth, and the hands, or hand-claws being smooth. The body is rather depressed; brown above, paler beneath; extreme joint of the tail and legs pale.

AUSTRALASIAN Snake, in Zoology, a trivial name assigned by Dr. Shaw to a species of Coluber that is figured in White's Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales; and which he describes as a blackish-brown snake, speckled with yellow, with very narrow seuta, and abdomen clouded with brown and yellow. This is a large snake, measuring nine or ten feet, and is rather slender in proportion to its length. The number of abdominal seuta, and subcaudal flakes, from the imperfect manner in which the dried skins of this kind have been preferred, has not yet been ascertained.

AUSTRAL, in Conchology, a species of Buccinum, found in rivers in New Zealand. The shell is oblong, smooth, thin, calcified; aperture ovate and entire. Ob. This appears to be an intermediate species between the Buccinum, Bulla, and Helix genera. Gmelin.

AUSTRALIS CORONA, in Alfronomy. See CORONA Australis.

AUSTRALIS PSEUS, is a constellation of the southern hemisphere, being one of the forty-eight constellations mentioned by the ancients, not visible in our latitude. The stars in Ptolemy's catalogue are 18; and in the Britannic catalogue 24. The star Fomalhaut, of the first magnitude, is in the mouth of this fish.

AUSTRALIS, in Conchology, a species of Haliotis, rather exceeding three inches in length, and two inches in breadth. This shell is varied with grey, bluish, and red; form ovate, convex, and cancelled; spire prominent and inflated. Found adhering to the rocks upon the coast of New Zealand. Within, this kind is very pearly, and finely glossed with red and yellow.

AUSTRALIS, a species of Murex that is found in the South Seas. The shell is ovate, with longitudinal striae; lip undulated; whorls of the spire guttered; first whorl turgid with four plait; second with three plait. Gmel. Spougl. This shell bears affinity to Murex Itinæmius; is about an inch and a half in length; of a straw colour, with a yellow pillar; and lip pure white.
AUS


AUSTRALIS, in **Entomolog.**, a species of **Cancer** (Scyllarus, Fabr.), described by Fabricius from a specim in the collection of Sir Joseph Banks, that was brought from the South Seas. The plates of the antennae are smooth and rounded. This kind bears some resemblance to **Cancer Arctis**; but it is of a narrower shape; the plates of two joints; thorax unequal, with a crenated margin; legs ten; claws simple.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Scorpio** that inhabits Africa, and, according to Degeer and Fabricius, has thirty-two teeth in the comb, and the hand-claws smooth.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Musca** (Stratogyrus) that inhabits South America. It is large and glabrous, with black eyes, and is specifically described as being tatefusce, with a bidentate scutell; and the first segment of the abdomen brownish. Fabricius.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Formica** found in New Holland. It is black, with the thorax unarm'd; and pediolar scale armed with two spines. Fabricius.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Sphec** that inhabits New Holland. The colour is blackish blue; thorax lobed, fulvous in front. Fabr. Gmel. &c.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Myrmela** that inhabits the south of Europe. The wings are white, with a black spot on the margin; and the body variegated. Fabricius.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Lygæus** (Fabr.) that inhabits Otagoiste. It is black; thorax slightly finispinus, with a red anterior band; shanks of the posterior legs membranaceous.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Cimex**, with the upper-wing rufous, marked with a waved black Iread; under-wings black, with a white dot in the middle. Inhabitats New Holland; and called by Fabricius *ligans* 2-guttatus.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Gryllus** that inhabits Amsterdam Island. It is greenish; thorax rotundate; wings and wing-cafes equal; legs anteriorly very spiny; is larger, but bears some affinity to the Brazilian species spihtes.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Lampros** that inhabits New Holland. It is of a yellowish colour, with the head and wing-cafes brown. Fabricius.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Carabax**. (Calidubra Fabr.) On the thorax two white lines; on the wing-cafes four; the two middle ones united and abbreviated. Inhabitats New Zealand. Fabricius.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Cryptoccephalus** (Crranitis) that inhabits New Holland. The colour is rufous; thorax cylindrical; and two stripes of white on the wing-cafes. Fabricius.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Cyrinus**, found in the fresh waters in New Holland. It is slightly iritlated; greenish; wing-cafes short; and furnished with a single tooth. Fabricius.

AUSTRALIS, in **Orihology**, a species of **Tringa** that inhabits Cayenne, and is about eleven inches in length. It is grey above, spotted with brown; beneath reddish; belly and rump whitish; tail and wings dusky; bill and legs black. Gmelin, &c. The crown is iritlated with brown.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Sternostrum** of Tern, that inhabits Nativity Island, in the South Seas. It is grey; bill and legs black; front fordist yellow; quill feathers white; connecting membrane of the feet tawny; length from seven inches and a half to nine inches; and called by Latham the southern Tern.

Vol. III.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Copa**, about eleven inches in length, that inhabits Cayenne. It is black above, beneath cinereous; bill red; wing-coverts spotted with white; tail rounded. Gmelin. This is the Cayenne red-billed crested of Latham. *C. ars*. Gmelin has another kind under the same name, *corus ars*, which he describes as having entirely black feathers on the chin lax; quill feathers brownish-black. This is the Southern Sea Raven of Latham, and inhabits the Friendly Islands in the South Sea. Length nineteen inches.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Psittacus**, of a green colour; crown blue, and crofted with long feathers; chin and middle of front broad red; thighs purple. A native of the Sandwich islands, and described by Latham under the name of the blue-crafted parakeet. The length of this bird is six inches and a half; beak orange; front pal-green; two middle tail feathers green, and yellow at the extremity; the others yellowish-edged, and tipped with green; legs, dusky; claws black. Gmelin.

AUSTRALIS, a species of **Falco** that inhabits New Zealand. It is brown; eyes yellow; tail black, dotted at the end with fordist white; face of the plaintive eagle; voice like a hen. Gmelin.

AUSTRIA, ARCHDUCHY OF, in Geography, one of the principal provinces of Germany, derives its name from its situation towards the east: Otago-ryuh, or Ofterich signifying in German the eastern kingdom. This name was conferred upon Austria by the Italian and French nomenclature; and this division, which may be considered as partly belonging to ancient Pannonia, arose after Charlemagne had established the western empire; being a remnant of the foreignty of what was called Eastern France, established by that conqueror. It was also styled “Marchia Orientalis,” the eastern march, or boundary; and after the failure of the Franconic line, became a magnificient feudatory to the dukes of Bavaria, till the emperor Frederic Barbarossa, in 1156, converted it a duchy held immediately of the empire. See Archduke.

The archduchy of Austria is bounded to the north by Bohemia and Moravia, on the east by Hungary, on the south by Styria, and on the west by Bavaria. It is divided by the river Ens into Upper and Lower Austria; the capital of the latter is Vienna, besides which it contains 35 other cities, and 236 market towns; and that of the former is Linz, besides which it has 13 other cities, and 88 market towns. The population of this archduchy has been usually computed at 1,685,000 persons; and more lately by Hoeck, in his “Statistical View of the states of Germany,” at 1,820,000.

The Austrian dominions, or hereditary states of the house of Austria, comprehended, before the late war, besides the archduchy of Lower Austria, containing the country on this side the river Ens, sometimes called Lower-Austria, and the country beyond the Ens, denominated Upper Austria, and also the country called the Inn-Viertel, or the part taken from Bavaria, of which the capital is Brunn, the following territories viz. Interior Austria, including the duchies of Styria, Carinthia, Carniola, Austrian Friuli, and Trieste; Upper Austria, or the Tyrolese; Anterior Austria, comprising the Brvgau, Austrian territories in Swabia, Holzsemb, Falkenlein, Langenargen, and Teten; the kingdom of Bohemia; the magistrature of Moravia; Austrian Silesia; Austrian Netherlands, now in possession of the French; Lombardy, including the duchies of Milan and of Mantua, now in possession of the French; the kingdom of Hungary, and banuate of Trans-
war; Illyricum, including Dalmatia, Croatia, and Slovenia; Transylvania; the province of Bukovina, annexed to the Austrian territory in 1777; and the provinces of Galicia and Lodomoria, being that part of Poland acquired by Austria in the partition of 1772. From the frontiers of Switzeland to the utmost limits of Transylvania, the length of the Austrian dominions may be reckoned at about 760 British miles, and the breadth about 520, from the river Bug, which forms a boundary between Austria and Prussian Poland, to the Save, which divides the Austrian from the Turkish sovereignty. The contents may be about 184,000 square miles; and Boetticher estimates the inhabitants at 108 to a square mile. Since he wrote, the populous region of the Netherlands has been withdrawn; however the population of the Venetian territories is little inferior. Towards the east, the Austrian dominions border on those of Russia and Turkey; to the north, on those of Prussia, Upper Saxony, Bavaria, from which it is separated by the river Inn, and Swabia; and on the well-known South and the Italian flates.

The original population of these extensive regions is various; but chiefly Gothic and Slavonic. The native ancient Germans, a Gothic race, form the ruling, most industrious, and most important part of the inhabitants. The preface population of the Austrian dominions is computed at more than 25,000,000; that of Hungary, Transylvania, and the Bukovina, being estimated at 41 millions. Some authorities, however, have computed the population of Hungary alone, at 7,000,000; and a late German author (see Pownon. ch. v.) has consequently dwelt on the general population of the Austrian dominions to 25,000,000; and a modern geographer (see Pinkerton's Mod. Geog. vol. i. p. 345.) thinks it reasonable to allow 25,000,000 as a material correction of the number subject to the Austrian system. Of the other chief provinces, Bohemia is supposed to hold 2½ millions; Moravia 1½ millions; the acquisitions in Poland, more than 3 millions; and the archduchy of Austria, as we have already stated, 1,687,000.

Hoek (ubi supra) has exhibited the hereditary flates of Austria, with their respective population, in three tables, from which it appears, that Bohemia contains 2,805,403 persons; Moravia, 1,256,424; the duchy of Austrian Silesia, 250,000; Lower Austria, 1,820,000; Interior Austria or Stria, &c. 1,645,000; Superior Austria, or the Tyrolese, 610,000; Anterior Austria, 295,433; Roveret and the Vorarberg, 77,971; Hungary and Illyria, 7,350,000; Transylvania, 1,443,364; Bukovina, 1,000,000; Eastern Galicia, 2,797,119; and Western Galicia, 4,106,178; amounting in the whole to 21,585,798 persons. The army is computed by Boetticher at 305,455 men, in 136 regiments, of which 46 are German, and only 11 Hungarian. But in the present, as with France, this army has been greatly diminished: and, at present, it is supposed not to number to that of Prussia, estimated at about 150,000; and far less than that of Russia, which is supposed to number double this number. The revenue is computed at more than ten millions sterling; to which Austria contributes about three millions; and Hungary a little more than a million and a half. This revenue used to exceed the expenditures; but the public debt is now supposed to be only 6,000,000l. sterling, and the recent wars have occasioned great defalcations.

Austria, before the acquisition of Venice, might have been regarded as an inland power; as the small harbour of Trieste had no commercial importance. Since the Austrian dominions have acquired their present extent and power, determined rivalry has subsisted between them and France. There are also causes of confirmed jealousy between Austria and Prussia, and of irreconcilable hatred between the Austrians and Turks. As Austria is also jealous of Russian power, it is not easy to select any state on the continent with which it could enter into a brief and permanent alliance.

The aspect of the Austrian dominions is rather mountainous than level, and presents in this respect a striking contrast to that of Russia and Prussia. Of the elevated chains which diversify the Austrian territories, the first that deferves mention is the Rhetian or Tyrolese Alps, called the Brenner mountains (see Alps, and Brenner), among which are several glaciers; and there are also considerable hills, which branch from the Siff and Tyrolese Alps, in the northern parts of the territory that was formerly Venetian, such as Mount Baldo, mount Bocla, and the Euganean hills near Padua. The provinces of Carninthia and Carniola present many chains of mountains, as that of Lobel, which separates these countries, and the Julian or Carnic Alps, now called Birnbaum-Wald, which divide Carnithia from Italy. The summits of the Carniolan mountains are covered with permanent snow; of these, the most memorable are the Kalenberg near the river Save, and the Runberg, and the Kard to the south of Iridia. Here also terminates the vast chain which proceeds by the north of Dalmatia towards the Heran, and is known by many local apppellations, as mount Promina near Guin, mount Proloch, mount Gobri, &c. &c. but better distinguished by the Dalmatian chain. The latter mountains are chiefly calcareous. Towards the north in the south of Styria, there first occurs the chain of Bacher; mount Grafin on the east of Judenburg; and the chief mountains in this province, or those of Grimin, in its western extremity towards Salzburg. On the east towards Hungary, this country is more plain and fertile. On the south of Austria is a chain of insconsiderable elevation. (See Cetius, and Kalenberg.) Upper Austria, or the westerly part of this province, contains many considerable mountains, the highest of which is in the maps called Priol, but the proper name is Greifenberg. Towards the south, Austria is divided from Bohemia by a ridge of considerable elevation, which passes to the north-call of Bavaria. On the north-west, Bohemia is parted from Saxony by a chain of metallic mountains called the Erzgebirg, a word that denotes hills containing mines. On the west of the river Eger, near its junction with the Elbe, stands the mountainous group of Mileffo, supposed to be the highest in the province. On the north-call the Sudette chain, which branching from the Carpathian, divides Bohemia and Moravia from Silesia and the Prussian dominions. The Carpathian mountains, bounding Hungary on the north-call, deserve particular notice. See Carpathian.

Of the rivers which pervade the Austrian dominions, the principal is the Donuz. Next to this in importance is the Tisza; and there are also the Save, the Drau, the Inn, the Mulda, the Elbe, the Morau, the Adige, and several others of less note. The lakes are numerous, and some are of considerable size. In Austria proper, are the lake Traun, the Ebensee, and others. Carnithia contains a large central lake not far from Clagenfurt, and Carniola another, called the Cirknitz see. Tyrol has no lake of any consequence, except a part of the Lago Di Garda; but its glaciers are numerous. For the moraines and lakes of Hungary, see Hungary. See Neusidler and Palitzier. In Transylvania is the Tefenge To; and many small lakes are situated amidst the Carpathian mountains.
The full of the Austrian dominions is upon the whole extremely fertile and productive, in spite of the neglect of industry, which has permitted many parts of Hungary, and of the Polith provinces, to pass into wide forests and marshes. In Austria Proper, Mr. Marshal oberves (Travels, vol. iii. p. 104.), that oats were little cultivated; the other products were rich as those of England, particularly abundance of cabbages and potatoes; but the cultivation was not neat, small waffe spots being left by the plough, which harvested wedes to the great detriment of the field. The vineyards and fields of faifon were numerous; cattle appeared in abundance; and large herds of swine, which fed all the summer in the woods. At a more recent period, Mr. Coxe (Travels in Poland, &c. vol. i. p. 155, &c.) gives a deplorable picture of the want of cultivation in the southern provinces of Poland, now subject to Austria; the country being chiefly overgrown with wild tracts of gloomy forests, and exhibiting few symptoms of an inhabited, and full keis of a civilized country. In travelling the high road from Cracow to Warfaw, in the course of 258 miles, he met with only two carriages and a dozen carts. The country was equally thin of human habitation; a few wooden villages succeeded one another at long intervals, whose miserable appearance corresponded with the wretchedness of the surrounding country. The darkness of the night, during which he travelled for want of decent accommodation, deprived him of nothing but the sight of indifferent crops of corn, gloomy forests, and objects of human misery. The natives were poorer, humbler, and more miserable, than any he had observed in the course of his travels; wherever he stopped, they flocked around him in crowds, and demanded charity with the most abject gestures. The whole country is for the most part sandy or marshy. According to this description, Austria seems to have made no great acquisition in the Polish provinces.

The domestic animals in the Austrian dominions are commonly excellent, particularly the cattle. The mineralogy of these territories is the most various and interesting of any in Europe. There is scarcely a province from the frontiers of Swifterland to those of Turkey, which cannot boast of its minerals, and the acquisitions made by the house of Austria in Poland, contain one of the most remarkable mines in Europe, the saline excavations of Wilizka. See SALT, and WILIZKA. See also BOHEMIA, and MORAVIA.

The fertile archduchy of Austria furnishes few minerals; though mines of gold are found near the abbey Goettwig, and those of silver near Krems; falt-petre, however, is prepared in abundance, and at a little distance from St. Annaberg, near the frontiers of Sirtia, a rich mine of silver was opened in 1754. The southern provinces of Sirtia, Carnithia, and Carniola, afford many important minerals. See these articles. The northern parts of Italy, now subject to Austria, have been remarkable for mineralogy, but on passing into the Tyrol, several mines occur of ancient reputation, such as that of silver and lead near Lernes; and in the same quarter, those of Naferist, in the Verner mountains, about 30 miles north-west of Innspruck, which are rich in silver, copper, lead, and iron; nor is the southern region of Trent wholly deficite of mines. But the principal mines in the Austrian dominions are situated in the easter provinces of HUNGARY and TRANSYLVANIA. See also CHEN- NITZ, and SHENNITZ.

The climate of Austria Proper is commonly mild and salubrious, though occasionally exposed to violent winds; and the southern provinces in general enjoy a delightful temperature, excepting merely the severities of Alpine winter in the mountainous parts. The more northern regions of Bohemia and Moravia, with the late acquisitions in Poland, can likewise boast of the maturity of the grapes, and of gentle and favourable weather. The numerous lakes and morasses of Hungary, and the prodigious plains resembling deserts, are supposed to render the air damp and unhealthy, the cold of the night rivalling the heat of the day; but the keen blizzards from the Carpathian mountains seem to have been to remedy these evils, the inhabitants being remarkable for health and vigour.

The manufactures are not to have been cultivated to any great extent in any part of the Austrian dominions. Those of Vienna are the most considerable. (See VIENNA, and also BOHEMIA.) The commerce of these dominions depends principally on their native opulence; Austria Proper, and the southern provinces, producing abundance of horses and cattle, corn, flax, flannel, and various wines, with several metals, particularly quicksilver, and copper from the mines of Idria. Bohemia and Moravia are also rich in oxen and sheep, corn, flax, hemp; in which they are rivaled by the dismembered provinces of Poland. The linen manufactures of Bohemia, according to Hoek, amount annually to 16,000,000 loins, besides home in wool and in cotton. The woolen manufactures at Lintz employ 30,000 persons; and in the whole archduchy of Austria there are seven great manufactures of cotton cloth, which occupy 140,000 individuals. The wide and marshy plains of Hungary afford excellent pasturage for numerous herds of cattle; and other parts of the same country produce corn, rice, the rich wines of Tokay, and tobacco of an excellent flavour, with extensive mines of various metals and minerals. Upon the whole, the Austrian territories in general abound to such a degree with the various necessaries and luxuries of life, which are found either in the north or south of Europe, that the imports would seem to be few and inconsiderable; and before the acquisition of Venice, the chief exports were from the port of Trelle, consisting of quicksilver and other metals, with wines and other native products. From a table of the exports of Hungary for one year, given by Dr. Townson, it appears, that they consisted chiefly of cattle, hogs, sheep, flour, wheat, rye, wool, and wine, carried to other Austrian provinces; and only about one-seventh part sent to foreign countries.

The prevailing religion of the Austrian dominions is the Roman Catholic. However, Protestants of various sects are found in Bohemia and Moravia; nor are Lutherans unknown at Vienna, though they chiefly abound in Transylvania; and in Hungary the Protetants are supposed to be equal in number to the catholics. The form of government is an hereditary monarchy, approaching to absolute power. Hungary, indeed, retains its ancient flates, or rather an aristocratical senate; but as the military force is lodged wholly with the sovereign, no distinct kingdom or state can withstand his will. Austria also has its flates, consisting of four orders, clergy, peers, knights, and burghers: the assembly for Lower Austria being held at Vienna, and that of the Upper at Lintz. But these local constitutions can little avail against the will of a powerful monarch, supported by a numerous army. The laws vary according to the different provinces; and almost every state has its peculiar code. (See HUNGARY.) Upon the whole, the laws may be regarded as mild and salutary; and the Austrians in particular are well regulated and contented people, while the Hungarians are often dissatisfied, and retain much of their ancient animosity against the Germans.

The history of Austria properly so called, may be concisely delineated in the following epochs, collected and detailed by Mr. Pinkerton, in his "Modern Geography," vol. i. p. 537.

"1. The house of Austria, which, by successive fortunate marriages since the fifteenth century, has arisen to such a summit of power, is well known to have sprung from the humble counts of Hapburg. Those lords possessed a small territory in Swifferland, in the northern corner of the canton of Bern, near the river Aar, about three miles south of the town of Bruck, and the same distance to the north of Mellingen. On a lofty eminence, crowned with beech, flanks an ancient tower, the first seat of the house of Austria. In the twelfth century Otho was destined count of Hapburg, and even hereditary can fearfully ascend beyond his grandfathers Radebot, brother of Werner, bishop of Strasburg. In 1723, Rodolph of Hapburg was called to the imperial throne, after an inter-regnum, during which the German potentates had increased, and secured their own power; and widely preferred a nominal suzerain, whose humble extract, and small possessions, could afford no check to their ambition. Yet Rodolph was at this time lord of the greater part of Switzerland; after the extinction of the powerful house of Zwingen, and that of the counts of Kyburg, whose joint inheritance devolving to Rodolph, became the basis of his power, and that of his successors. (See Planta's Swiss, i. 170.)"

"2. Another emperor of the house of Austria appeared in Albert, A.D. 1268; from whom the Swifs made their signal revolt in 1307. His son Frederic was obliged to yield the empire to Louis of Bavaria. (See Albert I.)"

"3. Albert II. duke of Austria, A.D. 1438, succeeded to three crowns, on the death of his father-in-law the emperor Sigismund, thole of Hungary, and Bohemia, and that of the empire by unanimous election. This was the epoch of the lasting grandeur of the house of Austria. Yet his successors Frederic III. and Maximilian I. were feeble princes; and Charles V. first astonished Europe with a real display of Austrian power. (See Albert II.)"

"4. Maximilian having married the heiresses of Burgundy, the Netherlands became subject to the house of Austria in 1477; and his son Philip, in 1496, marrying the heiress of Arragon and Castile, the ample dominions of Spain fell afterwards under the Austrian sceptre. Charles V. inherited all these dominions but one on his reignation, Spain and the Netherlands passed to his son Philip II. and the former crown continued in the Austrian line till the close of the 17th century, Austria, Bohemia, and Hungary, passed to Ferdinand, the brother of Charles V. who was also chosen emperor of Germany.

"5. The noted bigotry of the house of Austria was not confined to the Spanish branch, for though Maximilian II. about 1570, had granted liberty of conscience even to the Protestant of Austria, yet those of Bohemia, and other parts, were afterwards so much oppressed, that the Protestant princes of Germany called in Guelf Adolph, the celebrated Swedish monarch, to their assistance, who shook the empire to its very foundation. Even France supported the Protestants, in the view of weakening the Austrian power; and the war continued till 1648, when the famous treaty of Westphalia was signed, which has served as a basis for other diplomatic transactions. (See Westphalia.)"

"6. The war with France was often rekindled during the long reign of Leopold I. 1658 to 1705; and in 1683, the Turks were so successful as to lay siege to Vienna.

"7. His son Joseph I. joined the allies against France, and shared in their successes. He married the daughter of John Frederic, duke of Hanover.

"8. By the death of the emperor Charles VI., on the 20th of October 1743, without male issue, the house of Austria became extinct. The elector of Bavaria seized the kingdom of Bohemia, and was elected emperor in 1744, but died in 1745.

"9. Francis of Lorraine, son of Leopold duke of Lor- rain, having married Maria Theresa, daughter of the emperor Charles VI. succeeded to the Austrian dominions, which continue to be held by his descendant. In 1745 he was elected emperor, and his successors have enjoyed the imperial crown, as hereditary. The powerful house of Lorraine is of great antiquity, descending from Gerard count of Alsea, in the 11th century, whose origin is referred to a collateral branch of the house of Austria.

"10. The reign of the emperor Joseph II. a beneficent but impetuous prince, whose grand designs of reformation were frustrated by his ignorance of the invertecy of habits and prejudices, which must ever be considered in a due estimate of human affairs.

"11. The obdurate and sanguinary contielt with France, the events of which are known to all."

For an abridged detail of the history of the other Austrian dominions; see Bohemia, Hungary, Venice, &c.

AUSTRIACA Syndera, in Aftromeny, a name given by Maupertuis to the spots in the sun, as supposing them to be small stars between the sun and us.

Austriaca, in Entomology, a species of Seréx found in Austria, and described by Schranck. It is of a black colour, with a sulphur-coloured band, and two dots of the same at the base of the abdomen; legs sulphur-colour, with the thighs of the posterior ones thick.

Austriaca, a species of Cicada (Ramntra Sec.), of a small size, that inhabits Austria. It is black, with pale legs; white at the base of the eyes; wings transparent, with five faint bands of black. Schranck, &c.

Austriaca, a species of Buprestis, with brassy, striated, and bidentated wing-cases; head and thorax greenish; abdomen violet. Gmelin. This kind inhabits India, is about the size of buprestis rutila, and is called moriela gigantea by Scopoli.

Austriaca, a species of Cicindela found in Austria. This insect is green, with the breast and belly golden red; wing-cases with a thin golden margin, and a few white spots. Schranck, &c.

Austriacus, in Entomology, a species of Cixex that inhabits Austria. This insect is ferruginous, and has the feet divided by a black band. Schranck.

Austriacus, a species of Curculio found in Austria. It is apterous, cinereous; wing-cases lined with whitish, and dotted with black. Fabricius.

Austriacus, a species of Scarabæus (Melolitba) found in Austria. This kind is gibusous; wing-cases brown, with an exterior elevated margin, and four spots on the femur. Herbill, &c. It is uncertain whether this is a distinct species or a variety only of scarabæus agricolae.

Austriacus, in Ornithology, a species of Falco, named by Latham the Austriacus Aes. Cere and legs rather woolly and yellow; body above chestnut; beneath tawny, spotted with brown; tail forked. inhabits the woods in Germany, and feeds on small birds and bats. Gmelin.

Austriacus, in Zoology, a species of Coluber that is found in the environs of Vienna, and is so very analogous to coluber.
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coluber matrix, or common snake, as to be formerly con-
confounded with it. Laurenti, in his work on the Amphibians,
appears to be the first writer who distinguished them; the
principal difference seems to consist in the perfect smooth-
ness of the scales in aphisaurus, while those of matrix are
slightly carinated. It is of a blueish-gray, inclining to rufous
on the sides and abdomen, with a double row of alternate
rufous spots along the back. This kind lives in moist
meadows, hedges, and watery places, and is of a fierce dis-
position, but incapable of producing injury, being unpro-
vided with poisonous fangs. It occasionally varies a little in
colour. Gmelin, Shaw, &c.

AUTRO AFRICUS, in Meteorology, the south-south-
west point, or wind.

AUSTROMANCY, in Mythology, properly denotes
soothsaying, or a vain method of predicting futurity, from
observations of the winds.

AUSUFAL, in Ancient Geography, the name of a place
in Africa, on the road from Carthage to Alexandria,
thirty-four miles from this latter city. Anton. Itin.

AUSUM, a town of Africa, in Mauritania Cifariensis.
Prolemy.

AUTARIATES, a people of Illyria, mentioned by
Arrian, in his account of Alexander's expedition into this
country; and probably the same with those placed by
Strabo in Thrace, to the north of mount Rhodopes.

AUTARIS, a place in Arabia Felix. Plin.

AUTEFAJE, in Geography, a town of France, in the
department of the Lot et Garonne, and chief place of a
canton in the department of Villeneuve d'Agen, nine miles
N. E. of Agen.

AUTENIQUA, an extensive and beautiful country of
Africa, lying to the east of the Cape of Good Hope, and partly
inhabited by Dutch colonists. The term "Auteniqua," in
the language of the Hottentots, denotes, "loaded with
honey," and is strictly applicable to this country, as you
cannot advance a step in it, proceeding from the Cape,
without seeing innumerable swarms of bees. M. Vaillant,
who visited this country in 1782, calls it the most delightful
region in the universe. It is intermixed with hills and
valleys, enameled meads and beautiful pastures; and it
abounds with small rivulets, which contribute both to the
fertility of the soil. The whole of Auteniqua, from the
chain of mountains which divides it from the race of
Hottentots called "Gonaqua," to the sea, is inhabited by
planters, who rear cattle, make butter, cut down timber,
and collect honey, with all which they supply the Cape.
But though they employ wood in commerce, they use none
of it for building houses. Their habitations are wretched
hovels, constructed of wicker work, daubed over with clay;
the skin of a buffalo, fixed at the four corners to as many
flakes, serves them for a bed; and the door, which serves
also for a window, is shut by a mat. The furniture is mean
and scanty, as the dwelling is incommodes. With this
appearance of poverty and wretchedness, the people live
well; they have plenty of game and salt-water fish, and
vegetables of every kind in their gardens through the
year. For these they are indebted to the fertility of the
soil, and the rivulets flowing in various directions from the
mountains, by which it is watered. In the mountainous
regions of this district, there are multitudes of elephants,
buffaloes, panthers, hyenas, and antelopes of every species,
which are hunted and killed by the natives, partly for food,
and partly with a view to the preservation of their herds and
flocks. The kites and vultures of this country are singularly
fierce and voracious. Beyond the limits of the country

called "Auteniqua," is a spacious bay, with sufficient
depth of water for the largest vessels, and safe anchoring
ground; known to navigators by the name of the bay of
"Agana," but called by the colonists "Bluffentag's" bay,
from the name of a governor who visited it. In
advancing about a league along the coast, there is a con-
siderable river called "Quorar-Boon," which would afford
an ample supply of water. The Hottentots, who in fter-
ted "kaal," inhabit this delightful country, are de-
scribed by Vaillant as a faithful, gentle, and rather timid
race. He affirms, but probably without sufficient evidence,
that they have not any notion of superior powers who
govern the world. He also says that, totally free from
jealousy, they lend their wives to travellers who visit
them. In Vaillant's map, Auteniqua lies between 32°
30' and 34° 50' S. lat. and between 20° and 23° 40' L.

AUTENOW, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of
Kiev, eighteen miles W. S. W. of Bialacerkiew.

AUTENTUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa,
in the route from Thene to Thuberta, thirty miles from
Suffetula, and twenty-five miles from Amudara. Anton.
Itin.

AUTER Droit, in Law, is that which serves for or are
fixed, in another's right; as executors, administrators, &c.

AUTER Place; a person who holds an estate by the life
of another, is usually called tenant per auter vit. Litt. feet.
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AUTERFOITS Acquit, a plea by a criminal, that he was
heretofore acquitted of the same treason or felony.
For one shall not be brought in danger of his life, for the
same offence, more than once. 3 Inst. 213. But by flat.
3 Hen VII. c. 1. this plea shall be no bar to the prosecution
of any appeal. See Acquittal.

AUTERFOITS Attain, a plea of former attainder, which
is a good plea in bar, whether it be for the same or any
other felony, under some exceptions; so that this plea is
never good but when a second trial would be quite superfluous.
See Attainder.

AUTERFOITS Conviit, a plea upon a former conviction
for the same identical crime, though no judgment was or
ever will be given; and this is a good plea in bar to an
indictment.

AUTE RIVE, in Geography, a town of France, in the
department of the Upper Garonne, and chief place of a
canton in the department of the Arriegue, fifteen miles south
of Toulouse.

AUTHENTIC, something of received authority. It
also signifies something solemn, and celebrated; clothed in
all its formalities; and attested by proper persons, to whom
credit has been regularly given.

Biblical writers have differed in opinion about the mean-
ing of the phrase "Authentic letters," used by Tertullian,
De Praelect. c. 36. p. 243. B. Some by authentic letters
have understood the originals themselves, in the apostle's
hand-writing, or that of his amanuensis, and digested at
the conclusion by himself. Others are of opinion, that
Tertullian means letter in their original language. But Dr.
Lardner, rejecting these two interpretations, maintains that
this ancient father means by authentic letters such as were
certain and well attested. In this sense the word authentic
is used by Cicero Ad Attic. l. x. ep. 9. Accordingly, by
"Authentic letters" we are not to understand "Authentic
letters, or epistles," but "Scriptures;" and fo the word
should have been rendered. Hence it may be inferred,
agreedly to the argument used by Tertullian, that the
scriptures
AUTHOR, in matters of Literature, denotes a person who has wrote or composed some book or writing. Accordingly we say, the sacred authors, anonymous authors, ancient and modern authors, &c. An original author is he who first treated of any point or subject; who did not follow any other person, or imitate any model either in the matter or the manner of what he has wrote.

AUTHORITY, in a general sense, denotes a right or power to command, and make one's self obeyed. In this sense we say, the supreme or sovereign authority; absolute or despotic authority; the royal authority; the ecclesiastical authority; the authority of the church; of a father, &c. the authority of scripture, of a creed, confession, or the like.

Authority is also used for the testimony of an author or writing.

The word is also particularly understood of an apostle, or sentence of some great or eminent person, quoted in a discourse, either by way of proof, or embellishment.

Authority also includes rules, laws, canons, decrees, decisions, &c. alleged in confirmation of a matter in dispute. Passages quoted from Arilottas were of great authority in the schools: texts of scripture are of decisive authority.

 Authorities make a species of arguments called by rhetoricians inartificial or extrinsic arguments. See Arguments.

For the use and effect of authorities, see Evidence, Faith, Prejudice, Probability, Reason, Revelation, &c.

AUTHOR, in Law, is a power to do something, conveyed by word or writing; as also by writ, warrant, commission, letter of attorney, &c.; and sometimes by law.

AUTHORITY, or Authorities, likewise denote the treatises of ancient authors, such as Plutarch, Bruton, the author of the book Peta, Hengham, Littleton, Statham, Brooke, Fitzherbert, Stanfield, and some others of ancient date, which are cited as authority; and furnish evidence that cases have formerly happened in which particular points were determined, which are now become settled and first principles.

One of the last of these methodical writers, in point of time, whose works are of any intrinsic authority in the courts of justice, and do not entirely depend on the strength of their quotations from older authors, is Sir Edward Coke, who hath written four volumes of Institutes, as he is pleased to call them, though, says judge Blackstone, they have little of the institutional method to warrant such a title.

AUTHIRE, in Geography, a river of France, which runs into the sea, eight miles north from the mouth of the Somme, and separates the department of the flats of Calais from the department of the Somme, through among its whole course.

AUTHION, a river of France, which runs into the Loire, two miles south of Angers.

AUTHON, a town of France, in the department of the Eure and Loire, and chief place of a canton in the district of Nogent le Rotrou; six leagues west-north-west of Chateaudun.

AUTHOR, formed of aures, ipse, or rather from the Latin participle autem, or augeo, I increase; properly denotes one who created or produced anything; and is applied, by way of eminence, to the first cause; viz. God. Thus we say, the author of nature; author of the universè, &c.

The term author is sometimes used in the same sense with infitutor or inventor. Polydore Virgilius has wrote eight books of the authors or inventors of things, &c. See Invention.

AUTHOR, see Bible and Testament.

AUTHENTIC, in Music, a term used in speaking of the ecclesiastical modes of capo fermo, or plain-song. An authentic tone or mode is that, when the octave is harmonically divided in this proportion, 6:4:3: that is to say, when the fifth is at the bottom, and the fourth at the top. When the octave is divided arithmetically, as 4:3: where the fifth is above the fourth, as D, then the mode is termed plagal. Of the eight ancient ecclesiastical modes, four are authentic; namely, the first, third, fifth, and seventh. The reff that is, the second, fourth, fifth, and eighth are plagal. See Modes.

AUTHENTICATING, the punishing an adulteress by public whipping, and flinging her up in a convent for two years after which, if the husband be not willing to take her back, she is thrown, veiled, and shut up for life. It is so called, as being the punishment prescribed in the Authentics. In the event of the year, the feems to have a right to petition the court for her liberty; at least, another man, willing to marry her, may petition, and probably obtain it.


AUTHENTICS, AUTHENTIC, in the Civil Law, is a name given to the Novels of Julianus. See Novel.

The reason of the denomination is not well known. Alcian will have it to have been first given them by Accursius. The Novels were originally composed in Greek, and afterwards translated into Latin by the patronian Julianus, who also reduced them into fewer books, and left compacts. And in the time of Bulgarias, there was a second version made, more exact and literal, though not quite so elegant as the former.

This translation, says the author just cited, being preferred by Accursius, he called it authentic, by way of preference to that of Julianus, as being more conformable to the original. They are hereby distinguished from some other publications of later imperial constitutions, which are not regarded as of much authority.

AUCHE, in Geography, a river of France, which runs into the sea, eight miles north from the mouth of the Somme, and separates the department of the flats of Calais from the department of the Somme, through among its whole course.

AUTHOR, see Bible and Testament.

AUTHON, a town of France, in the department of the Eure and Loire, and chief place of a canton in the district of Nogent le Rotrou; six leagues west-north-west of Chateaudun.

AUTHOR, formed of aures, ipse, or rather from the Latin participle autem, or augeo, I increase, properly denotes one who created or produced anything; and is applied, by way of eminence, to the first cause; viz. God. Thus we say, the author of nature; author of the universè, &c.

The term author is sometimes used in the same sense with infitutor or inventor. Polydore Virgilius has wrote eight books of the authors or inventors of things, &c. See Invention.
but this is not to be understood in the full latitude of the words; but only as intimating, that the autographs have the same authority over their bishops, that patriarchs had over their archbishops; in which sense, only, they are equal to patriarchs.

**AUTOCHTHONES,** from ἀυτός, ἄγγελος, and ἀυτός, τέρα; an appellation assumed by some nations, importing, that they sprung, or were produced, from the same soil which they still inhabited. In this sense, autochthonous amounts to the same with Aborigines. In this sense it was that the Greeks, and especially the Athenians, pretended to be autochthonous, and, as a badge thereof, wore a golden grashopper woven in their hair, an insect supposed to have the fame origin.

This favourite epithet of the Athenians, which gave denomination to one of the tribes of Athens, signifies only, "people born in the country where they live," in opposition to strangers. The common people of Athens perverted this to signify people sprung from the earth. See what Plato makes Socrates say on this matter, in Menexen, p. 318. See also Hor. in Fimig. p. 67. Cicero Orat. pro L. Fisece. 26. Isocrates says, that people of fene at Athens understand, by this epithet, that Athens was the most ancient of the Greek cities; and that it had been built by those who, from time immemorial, had been established in the country known by the name of Attica. See Herod, l. vi. § 161. Suid. voc. Autochthonos, t. l. p. 280. Hilfory, however, destroys this fall pretention; as few circumstances are better known than the time of the building of Athens.

**AUTOCRATOR,** from ἀυτός, and κράτος, power; a person vested with an absolute independent power, by which he is rendered unaccountable to any other for his actions. The power of the Athenian generals, or commanders, was usually limited; so that, at the expiration of their office, they were liable to render an account of their administration. But, on some extraordinary occasions, they were exempted from this restraint, and feized with a full and uncontrollable authority: in which case they were styled ἀυτοκράτης.

The same people also applied the name to some of their ambassadors, who were vested with a full power of determining matters according to their own discretion, and resembled our plenipotentiaries.

**AUTOCRATOR was also a title given to the Roman emperors, first to Julius, and afterwards to his successors, like that of Caesar, or Augustus.**

**AUTODIDACTUS,** from autós, and didaktós, I teach; a peron self-taught.

It is used in divers senses, sometimes to denote a person who received his knowledge immediately from heaven without any help or advice. In which sense the word occurs in Homer, and Clemens Alexandrinus.—Sometimes for him who acquires his knowledge without instruction, either by word of mouth, or reading of books. Such were the inventors of sciences and laws.—Sometimes, and that most usually, for him who arrives at learning by the use of books alone, without the assistance of any master, or instruction void voci.

**AUTOGLYPHUS Lapid, a stone, mentioned by Plutarch, and some other of the ancient, as having naturally impressed on it the figure of Cybele. It is said to have been found in Sagaris, a river of Perusia. Doubtless, if any such stone ever existed, the priests had got it made to deceive the people.**

**AUTOGRAPHUM,** formed of autós, and graphés, scribo, the very hand writing of any peron; or the original of a treatise, or discourse.—The word is used in opposition to a copy.

**Autojsona, or original MSS. of the New Testament, are the first copies of each book, which were written either by the apostles themselves or by amanuenses under their immediate inspection. St. Paul usually adopted the latter mode; but to prevent the circulation of spurious epistles, he wrote the concluding benediction with his own hand. See Rom. xvi. 22. Gal. vi. 11. and 2 Thes. iii. 17, 18.**

None of these original MSS. are now remaining, nor could they have been preserved, without the interposition of a miracle, during the space of eighteen centuries. "But what beneficet (says Michaelis, Introd to the N. T. by Marsh, vol. i. p. 247.) should we derive from the possession of these MSS.; what inconvenience do we sustain from their loss? No critic in classical literature inquires after the original of a profane author, or doubts of the authenticity of Cicero's Offices, because the copy is no longer extant which Cicero wrote with his own hand. An antiquarian, or collector of ancient records, will hardly maintain, that the probability of these books being genuine, is inferior to the probability that a book in his possession of the twelfth century is an authentic document of that period. But though his record is only 600 years old, and the works of Cicero are three times as ancient, we are more exposed to imposition in the former instance, as the forgery of antiquities is often praefided by those, whose business and profit are to lead the curious into error. But supposing that the original MSS. of Cicero, Caesar, Paul, and Peter, were now extant, it would be impossible to decide whether they were spurious, or whether they were actually written by the hands of these authors. The case is different with respect to persons, who have lived in the two last centuries, whose handwriting is known, with which a copy in question may be compared and determined; but we have no criterion, that can be applied to MSS. so old as the Christian era. Yet admitting that these original writings were extant, that we had positive proofs of their authenticity, and, what is still more, that the long period of seventeen centuries had left the colour of the letters unfaded, still they would be no infallible guide in regard to the various readings."

Knittel, in his edition of a fragment of Ulphilas, p. 129. accounts for the losses of the original MSS. of the N. T. by supposing that the original gospels and epistles, as soon as the different communities, for whose use they were written had taken a copy, were returned to the authors; and he says, that it was the general practice among the Christians of that age, and in support of the assertion appeals to a passage in Polycarp, and another in Irenaeus. But his arguments, in the opinion of Michaelis, are very unsatisfactory; and he thinks it reasonable to suppose, that the very same accidents, which have robbed us of other ancient documents, have deprived us likewise of these originals. From a passage of Ignatius, in the eighth chapter of his epistle to the Philadelphiaians, it has been inferred, that some of the first Christians appealed to the original MSS. at that time extant, and held them in great veneration; for which they were ridiculed, as the fame passage is thought to fuggel, by the early fathers, and those who had the greatest authority in the church. But the passage to which appeal is made, in order to prove the exisstence of the original MSS. in the time of Ignatius, is found to relate to a different subject. See Authentic.
MSS. of Luther and other eminent men who lived at the time of the reformation, whose writings are of much less importance than those of the apostles, are still publishing. Various copies may have contributed to this circumstance, of which several have been alleged in Griesbach's "Historia
Textus Epiilorum Pauli," fect. ii. § 7, 8. Michaelis has given the following account of it. The several books of the N. T. were circulated among the Christians in numerous copies; "there were few collected into a volume, and formed the edition in general use; and as no disputes had then arisen on the subject of various readings, they felt not the necessity of preserving in a common archive the MSS. of the apostles." The situation of the Christian churches was at that time extremely different from the present; the most eminent, which were those of Rome, and Corinth, consisted of a number of small societies, that assembled separately in private houses, having no public building as a common receptacle for the whole community; and even in these private houses a moderate number only could meet together, as it was their custom not merely to pray and to teach, but likewise to celebrate their feasts of love. The epistle, which they had received from St. Paul, was not the property of any one society in particular, but belonged to the community at large, and that which was sent to the Corinthians was addressed to the communities throughout all Achaia. Each society copied the epistle in its turn, and beside the general copies, many individuals probably took copies for themselves, whence the original MS. of the apostle, in passing through so many hands, where perhaps not always the greatest care was taken, must unavoidably have suffered. The Christian communities in Rome and Corinth had no common archive, or public library, in which the MS. of the apostle might have been afterwards deposited, for want of which, the original, as soon as a sufficient number of copies had been made, was forgotten and lost. In other cities, the number of single societies, among which the epistle was divided, was inferior indeed to that in Rome, Corinth, or Ephesus, but the same causes contributed in each to the loss of the original epistle.

The same learned author adds, "the late or early losses of the autographs have no influence on the grounds of our faith; for the credibility of a book, which during the life of the author has been made known to the world, depends not on the preservation of the author's manuscript. No reader of the present work will inquire after the copy, which I lend to the printer, to determine whether the work itself is spurious or authentic; nor was it necessary, for determining the authenticity of the New Testament, to preserve the originals; for each book, during the lives of the apostles, was circulated throughout the Christian world, in numberless copies, though they were not collected during that period into a single volume." As the autographs of the N. T. fell so early into oblivion, it seems reasonable, in certain cases, to make use of critical conjecture for settling the true reading of disputed passages in the N. T., as well as in other books. On this subject, see Michaelis Intro. vol. i. § 2. p. 253, &c.

For the purpose of multiplying autographs, or original copies of the same writing, several machines have been invented. See Writing Machine.

AUTOISON, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Saône, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Vézoul; five leagues south of Beaugeon.

AUTOLITHIOTHOMUS, he who cuts himself for the flame. See Lepidotomy.

Of this we have a very extraordinary instance given by Reifelius, in the Ephemerides of the Academic Nature Curiatorium, an. 3. obi. 1190.

AUTOLIVE, in Ancient Geography, a town of Gtulia, in Libya Interior, which flourished between the Siculus and the Sitalus, the only two rivers of note, except the Gis and Niger, that watered Gtulia. Nothing is now known of this ancient city, but that it gave name to the Autolakes, a powerful tribe of Gtulian Proper, that spread themselves over that part of Tingitania which bordered on the coast of the Atlantic ocean.

AUTOLYCUS, in Biography, a Greek mathematician and astronomer of Pitane, in Asia, flourished about 320 years before Christ. He was preceptor in mathematics to Archelaus, who was also a disciple of Theophratus, the successor of Aristotle. That he was an eminent mathematician appears from two of his works that are extant; viz. a treatise "On the moveable Sphere," published by Dafypodius in Greek and Latin, 5vo., at Strauburg, in 1572; and in a Latin translation in the "Synopsis Mathematica" of Merelenium, published in 4to., at Paris, in 1644; and also a treatise "On the rising and setting of the Stars," edited with the former work by Dafypodius. Dlg. Laert. Vit. Arcutil. Fabr. Bib. Græc. tom. ii. p. 89. Montucla Hist. Mathem. t. i. p. 192.

AUTOMATON, or Automatum, compounded of αὐτός, ipse, and μαχητής, I am excited or ready, whence αὐτομαχητής, spontaneous; a self-moving engine; or a machine which has the principle of motion within itself. Such were Archytas's flying dove, mentioned by Aulus Gellius, Noël. At. lib. x. c. 12. (see Aerostation); and Regiomontanus's wooden eagle, which, as hiliarus relates, flew forth from the city of Nuremburg, met the emperor Maximilian on his arrival, June 7, 1472, saluted him, and returned; as also his iron fly, which, at a feast, flew out of his hands and taking a round, returned thither again; and also Dr. Hooke's flying chariot, capable of supporting itself in the air. Hakew. Apol. c. x. sect. 1. None of the contemporary writers, though they often mention Regiomontanus, take any notice of these pieces of mechanism that have been ascribed to him; and it is probable, says Beckmann (Hist. Invent. vol. iii. p. 325) that the whole tale originated from Peter Ramus (Schol. Mathem. l. ii. p. 65.), who never was at Nuremberg till the year 1571. Charles V., it is said, after his abdication, amused himself during the latter period of his life, with automata of various kinds.

Among automata are also reckoned all mechanical engines which go by springs, weights, &c. included within them; such are clocks, watches, &c. Vide Bap. Port. Mag. Nat. c. 19. Scalig. Subtil. 326.

When clocks were brought to perfection, some artists added to them figures, which, at the time of striking, performed certain movements; and as they succeeded in these, some of them attempted to contructCTingle figures, detached from clocks, which either moved certain limbs, or advanced forward and ran. In the middle of the sixteenth century, when Hans Bullman, of Nuremberg, constructed figures of men and women, which moved backwards and forwards by clockwork, beat a drum, and played on the lute, according to musical time, they excited universal astonishment. The most ancient automata, of which we have any record, are the tripods constructed by Vulcan (see IIiad, xviii. 373. Philodrat. Oper. ed. Olearii, p. 117 and 240.), which being furnished with wheels, advanced forwards to be used, and again
again returned to their places. These tripods, which are mentioned also by Arilottre (Polite, i. 3.) were probably only a kind of small tables, or dumb waiters, with wheels so contrived that they could be put in motion, and driven to a distance, on the smallest impulse.

Automata that represent human figures are called Androïdes. (See Androïdes, under which article an account has been given of several figures of this kind.) From a letter addressed by Thomas Collins, eq. to Dr. Hutton, we learn, that the secret of the chef-playing figure exhibited in various places by M. Kempelen (baron Kempell), was discovered by a gentleman of rank and talents named Joseph Fridriech Freyhere, who published, at Dresden, in 1789, a treatise explaining its principles. A well-trained boy, very thin and small of his age, so that he might be concealed in a drawer almost immediately under the chef-board, agitated the whole machine. M. Droz of La Chaux de Fonds, in the province of Neufchatel, has also executed some very curious pieces of mechanism. One of these was a clock, presented to the king of Spain, to which pertained, among other curious contrivances, a sheep thatimitated the bleating of this animal, and a dog, watching a basket of fruit, that barked and snarled when any one offered to take it away, and a variety of moving human figures. Mr. Collin informs us, that when he was at Geneva, Droz, the son of the former, shewed him an oval gold snuff-box, about 4½ inches long, 3 broad, and 1½ thick, which was double, with an horizontal partition; one of the partitions contained snuff, and in the other, upon opening the lid, there sprung up a very small bird, of green enamelled gold, perching on a gold stand. This minute curiositv, being only three quarters of an inch from the bezil to the extremity of the tail, wagged its tail, shook its wings, opened its bill of white enamelled gold, and poured forth such a clear melodious song as would have filled a room of twenty or thirty feet square with its harmony. Another automaton of Droz's was the figure of a man, about the natural size, which held in his hand a metal style; and by touching a spring that released the internal clock-work from its stop, the figure began to draw on a card of Dutch vellum laid under the style. Having finished its drawings on the first card, the figure refilled. It then proceeded to draw different subjects on five or six other cards, which number limited its delineating powers. The first card exhibited elegant portraits and likenesses of the king and queen facing each other; and the figure was observed with the most surpassing precision to lift its pencil, in the transition from one point of the draft to the other; as, e.g. from the forehead to the eye, nose, and chin, and from the waving curls of the hair to the ear, &c. without making the leaf blur.

AUTOMEDON,  in Enumology, a species of Papilio (Hecaleius), with broad angular wings of a brown colour above, and livid beneath; an ocular spot in the anal angle. Fabricius, &c. Native place unknown.

AUTONINE, BERNARD, in Biography, a French lawyer and advocate to the parliament of Bourdeaux, was born at Agenois, in 1587, and died in 1666. The principal of the law treatises which he wrote in French, "A Comparison of the Roman Law with the Roman Law," published in 2 vols. fol. in 1644, and "A Commentary upon the Provincial Law, or La Coutume, of Bourdeaux," the best edition of which is that of Dupin, 1728, fol. with notes. He also wrote in Latin "Censura Gallica in jus Civile Romanum," Paris, 1615; and he published at Paris, in 1607, in two volumes, 8vo., an edition of Juvenal and Persius, with ample notes. He has been deemed an industrious rather than a judicious author. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

AUTONNE, in Geography, a river of France, which runs into the Oise near Vertouie.

AUTONOMI, in Ancient Geography, so called because they were their own law-givers, a people who inhabited the most rocky and barren parts of Thrace, separated from Macedonia by mount Haemus. In their engagement with Alexander, they behaved with extraordinary valor; but their whole army was cut in pieces, and their baggage taken, together with their wives and children. After this defeat, they submitted to the conqueror, who, in order to prevent their revolt during his absence, took with him into Asia all the chief men of their nation. They afterwards served under Pericles against the Romans; but were allowed to live according to their own laws till the reign of Vespasian, who made their country part of the province of Thrace.

AUTOPRACTI, from auti, self, and verti, law, a power of living or being governed by our own laws and magistrates. The liberty of the cities which lived under the protection and protection of the Romans, confided in their autonomy, i.e. they were allowed to make their own laws, and elect their own magistrates, by whom justice was to be administered, and not by Roman princes or judges, as was done in other places which were not indulged the autonomy.

AUTOPSY, compounded of auti, one's self, and opsi, sight, ocular inspection, o the facing a thing with one's own eyes.

AUTOPYROS, from auti, and pyros, wheat, in the Ancient Diet, an epithet given to a species of bread, wherein the whole substance of the wheat was retained, without re-trenching any part of the bran.

Galen describes it otherwise, viz. as bread where only the outer bran was taken out.—And thus, it was a medium between the fine, bread, called fadigines, and the coarsest, called farinac. This was also called antpyrites, and jovemisflur.

AUTOUR, in Ornithology, the name under which Butin describes the gull, or fula palmaria of Linneus. Autous, in Natural History, a sort of bark which resembles cinnamon, but is paler and thicker; it is of the colour of a broken nutmeg, and full of spangles. It comes from the Levant, and is an ingredient in the carmine dye.

AUTREAU, JAMES D', in Biography, a painter and poet, was born at Paris, in 1656; but being of a singular and misanthropic disposition, secluded himself from the world, lived in obscurity, and died in an hospital. As a painter, though not eminent, he produced some pieces that were esteemed. With a view of doing honour to the character of cardinal Fleury, he adopted the device of exhibiting Diogenes with a lantern searching for an honest man, and pointing him out in a portrait of the cardinal. Having nearly attained the age of sixty, he began to write for the stage; and the species of composition which he first adopted, notwithstanding his contrary disposition and habits, was light and humorous comedy. He wrote both for the Italian and French theatres. His "Fort a l'Aeglois" was
his first piece, and another of his works was the "Amans Ignorans." He also composed some tragedies and serious pieces for the French theatre; and wrote Lyric compositions for the opera. The plots of his pieces are simple and artificial; but the dialogue is easy and natural; and some of his scenes contain genuine comedy. Notwithstanding all his exertions, Autreau died in extreme poverty, at the hospital of the Incurables in Paris, in 1745. His works were collected and published, with a preface, by Peflier, in four volumes, 1749. Nov. Dict. Hilbr.

AUTRECOURT, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse, and chief place of a canton in the district of Chalmilte; one league north-west of Gray.

AUTREY, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Saone, and chief place of a canton in the district of Champliite; one league north-west of Gray.

AUTRICOURT, a town of France, in the department of the Coté d’Or, and chief place of a canton in the district of Chatillon sur Seine, eight miles north of Chatillon.

AUTRICUM, in Ancient Geography, now Chartres, a town of Gaul, the capital of the Carnutes, and called Civitas Carnotum, and Carnotena. It was seated on an eminence, and seems to have derived its first name from the river Autura. It was celebrated in Gaul, as the principal residence of the Druids, who held their assemblies among the woods in its vicinity. The name of Carnotum was probably derived from the Celtic Kar or Ker, denoting a city, and expressing its peculiar excellence.

AUTRIGANES, a people of Hispania Citerior, in Cantabria, who dwelt near the foot of the Pyrenees, towards the south-west. The only town they had on the coast was Flavibrigia.

AUTRUCHE, in Ornithology. See Struthio Camelus.

AUTRY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Ardennes, and chief place of a canton in the district of Grandpré; three leagues west of Varennes.

AUTUMN, the third season of the year; being that in which the harvest and the fruits of the summer are gathered. It begins on the day when the sun’s meridian distance from the zenith, being on the decrease, is a mean between the greatest and the least; which in these countries is supposed to happen when the sun enters Libra, or about the twenty-second day of September. Its end coincides with the beginning of winter.

Divers nations have computed the year by autumns; the English Saxons, by winters.—Tacitus tells us, the ancient Germans were acquainted with all the other seasons of the year, but had no notion of autumn.

Autumn has always been reputed an unhealthy season. Tertullian calls it "tentator valetudinis;" and the laterists speak of it in the same light:

"Autumnus Libitinæ quæstus acerba."

Autumn is commonly represented by painters under the figure of a female crowned with vine branches, and bunches of grapes; naked in that part which respects summer, and clothed in that which corresponds to winter. Its garment is covered with flowers, like that of Bacchus.

AUTUMNAL, something peculiar to autumn. Thus, Autumnal Point, is one of the equinoctial points; being that from which the sun begins to descend towards the southern pole.

AUTUMNAL Equinox, is the time when the sun enters the autumnal point. See Equinox.

AUTUMNAL Flowers. See Flower.

AUTUMNAL Plants, in Gardening, all such as attain perfection in autumn, either in their growth, or in their flowering, &c.

AUTUMNAL Season, that period, which, in regard to the numerous operations to be performed in it, is commonly considered to be, from about the beginning or middle of August to the latter end of November; and in which the different works of laying, planting, and propagation, &c. are most successfully accomplished; as, for instance, the putting in various sorts of excellent plants to flower the winter for the ensuing spring and summer, such as cabbages, cauliflowers, carrots, lettuces, spinach, onions, &c., in the more early part; and in the latter, beans, peas, coleworts, and early cabbage plants; likewise cauliflowers, fome to remain under and bell glafles, others in frames, to fand till spring; also lettuces on warm borders, and in frames, to stand the winter; and celery in shallow trenches, for spring use; and the making and spawning of mushroom-heds, for winter and spring. Different sorts of bulbous-rooted flower-plants are also increased at this season, by dividing or putting their roots, particularly in the months of September, October, and November, when the flower-fleams decay; the flippèd or divided parts mostly flowering the following year; and from the middle of September to the middle or end of November, is the time for transplanting from one place to another different kinds of hardy bulbous-rooted perennials, as directed under their proper genera. Most sorts of bulbous flower-roots, that were taken up in summer, are now planted in order to exhibit an early spring and summer bloom, in the following year. The seeds of many sorts of flowers are likewise at this time to be sown, which do not grow so freely when sown at other seasons, as is shown under their proper heads. In the latter part of this season it is necessary to plant cuttings, and make layers, for the propagation of various trees and shrubs of the hardy kind. The seeds of many sorts of hardy trees and shrubs may also be sown. Besides these, many other parts of garden culture are particularly necessary at this season.

AUTUMNAL Signs, are those through which the fun passes during the season of autumn, Libra, Scorpio, and Sagittarius.

AUTUMNALIS, in Ornithology, a species of Psittacus, called by Briff. psittacus americanus; crick à tête bleue by Buff; jeffer green parrot by Edwards, Av. and autumnal parrot by Latham. It is distinguished by being of a green colour, with the front and spot on the quill feathers scarlet; crown and primary quill feathers green. Gmel.

Of this kind there are two distinct varieties; one with the front and chin blue, and the other with the head varied with red and white. The first is var. (2) psittacus fronte gualeque caruleis of Gmel.; crick à tête bleue de Buff; blue-faced green parrot of Edwards; and blue-headed creature of Banc. Gujau. The latter is called Cocho in Fernando. Hil. Nov. Hilp. Inhabits Guiana.

This species is about the size of a pigeon; region of the eyes blue; primary wing-coverts blue, and red at the base; tail feathers green above, and tipped with yellowish, outer one blue at the exterior edge: beneath yellowish, reddish at the base, with a green spot in the middle.

AUTUMNALIS, a species of Aras or duck, that inhabits South America. It is greyish; wings, tail, and belly black; spot on the wing twany and white. Jacquin Beytr. This is the red-billed whistling duck of Edwards; anas fluctuata.
liris americana of Brill; and fillleur à bec rouge et marines jaunes of Buffon.

This bird is represented to be of a very quarrelsome disposition, but may be tamed; sits on trees, and makes in length twenty-one inches. The bill is red, black at the tip; crown, back, and scapulars chestnut; breast yellowish aft; legs yellow.

A U T U M N A L I S, a species of Fringilla, called by Latham the autumnal finch. It inhabits Surinam; is of a greenish colour, with a ferruginous cap, and vent telleaceous. Linnæus. The bill is even at the end.

A U T U M N U S, in Entomology, the name given by Ammarnius to the nort, or phalæna, called by Gmelin P. figuana; which fee.

A U T U N, in Geography, an ancient city of France, and chief place of a district in the department of the Saone and Loire; and, before the revolution, the capital of a district called Autunus, with a bishop's fee. It is situated near the river Arroux, at the foot of three mountains, in which are three springs, that supply the city with water. The city itself is small, being about 2 miles in length, and about the same breadth; it has now few good buildings, but its ruins indicate its former magnificence; and those of its walls in particular, seem, by the firm union of the stones that compose them, as if they had been cut out of the solid rock. Here are the remains of three ancient temples, one dedicated to Janus, and another to Diana; and also of a theatre, and a pyramid, the last probably having been a tomb. It has also two beautiful antique gates; the field in which it stands is called the field of urns, because several urns have been dug in it. Autun was made a Roman colony by Augustus, and after him called Augustodunum; and as early as the reign of Claudius, it ventured of itself, and without assent, to declare against the armies of Gaul. After a siege of seven months, they stormed and plundered this unfortunate city, already wasted by famine; nor was it restored till the reign of Dioclesian. The country from Chalon to Autun is very rich in vineyards and cornfields, and presents, by its lofty hills and swelling outline, a picturesque scene. The approach to it is by a road which winds over hills, that is covered with an underwood of brion, and crowned with a forest of birch and fir-trees. The cathedral is a handsome building. N. lat. 46° 56'. E. long. 4° 17'.

A U T U R A, in Ancient Geography, a river of Gallia Celsica, now the Eve, which falls into the Seine on the south side.

A U T Z, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Coupland, thirty-six miles S. S. E. of Goldingen.

A U V E, a town of France, in the department of the Marne, and chief place of a canton in the district of St. Menchelous, thirteen miles E. N. E. of Chalon.

A U V E R G N E, a province of France, before the revolution, but now forming the two departments of Puy de Dôme, and Cantal, bounded on the east by Forez, on the north by Bourbonnais, on the west by Limousin, Quercy, and La Marne, and on the south by Rouergue, and the Cévennes. Its extent from south to north is about forty French leagues, and from west to east thirty. It is divided into Upper and Lower Auvergne. The former is cold and mountainous, and yet has excellent pastures, and supplies many large cattle; the latter, to which belongs the valley of Lézard, and by which appellation it has sometimes been distinguished, is a fertile and pleasant country, abounding in wine, grain, fruit, and hemp. Auvergne supplies Lyons and Paris with fat cattle; a large quantity of check is made in this province; and it has several manufactures. It has mines of silver, iron, lead, and coal. Its principal rivers are the Allier, the Dordogne, and the Allagnon; which feed. The capital of the whole province is Clermont. The basaltic mountains of this ancient province are famous; and have been ascribed by some eminent naturalists to volcanoes; but as they consist chiefly of basaltic columns, and elevations, others, among whom may be reckoned the best judges, allege that they have no claim to a volcanic origin. Those of Auvergne are too extensive to have been produced by a single volcano, and it would be too bold a conjecture to attribute them to a chain of volcanoes. 'The northern part of the chain is called the Puy de Dôme, while the southern is called that of Cantal. The Monts d'Or form the centre, and are the highest mountains in France. The chief elevation is that of the Puy de Sancy, which rises about 6,500 feet above the level of the sea, while the Puy de Dôme is about 5,000, and the Plomb du Cantal, the highest of that part, is about 6,200 feet. Near the Puy de Sancy is Angouleme, a gigantic mountain, and Ecorchade, a shattered and wrecked elevation. The Plomb du Cantal is also accompanied by bold rival mountains, as the Puy de Giroix, le Col-de-Caille, le Puy Mari, and the Vauban. This enormous assemblage of rocks covers an extent of about 120 miles, and according to the French authors, is chiefly basaltic. The Puy de Sancy is capped with almost perpetual snow, followed in the descent by naked rocks and ancient pines; from its side issues, from two sources, the river Dordogne, and many picturesque cascades descend amidst basaltic columns. On the 23d of June, 1727, Pradines, a village on the slope of one of these mountains, was totally overwhelmed by its fall; the whole mountain with its basaltic columns rolling into the valley. The inhabitants were fortunately engaged in the celebration of Midsummer eve, round a bonfire at some distance. These mountains are in winter exposed to dreadful snow-hurricanes, called Airtis, which in a few hours obliterate the ravines, and even the precipices, and descending to the paths and streets, confine the inhabitants to their dwellings, till a communication can be opened with their neighbours, sometimes in the form of an arch under the vast mass of snow. Wretched the traveller who is thus overtaken: his path disappears, the precipice cannot be distinguished from the level; if he flounder he is chilled, and buried if he proceed; his eye-sight fails amidst the snowy darkness; his respiration is impeded; his head becomes giddy; he falls and perishes. In summer, thunder storms are frequent and terrible, and accompanied with torrents of large hail, which destroy the fruits and flocks, which for six months pasture on the mountains, guarded by shepherds, who have temporary cabins of turf and reed, fyled burons.' Pinkerton's Mod. Geog. vol. i. p. 274.
AVU

elder son of Clovis. At length, however, Childebert, the king of Paris was tempted by the neighbourhood and beauty of Auvergne; and on the false report that their lawful sovereign was slain in Germany, the city and diocese were betrayed by the grandson of Sidonius Apollinaris. Childebert enjoyed this clandestine victory. Theodoric having promised to the Franks of Austria the possession of this rich and productive country, forfeited the allegiance of the inhabitants, and devoted them to destruction. His troops, reinforced by the fierce barbarians of Germany, spread desolation over the fruitful face of Auvergne, and two places only, the strong castle of Merlois, and the holy shrine of St. Julian at Brivas or Brioude, were saved or redeemed from their licentious fury. Before the Austrasian army retreated from Auvergne, Theodoric exacted some pledges of the future loyalty of a people, whose servile hatred could only be restrained by their fear. A select band of noble youths, the sons of the principal senators, were delivered to the conqueror, as the hostages of the faith of Childebert and of their countrymen; and, on the first rumour of war, or conspiracy, these guileless youths were reduced to a state of servitude; and one of them only, whose name was Attalus, escaped by a singular adventure. See Gibbon's Hist. vol. vi. p. 362—369.

Auvergne, a town of Switzerland, one league south of Neufchatel.

Auvernas, a very deep-coloured heathy wine, made of black damius fo called, which comes from Orleans. It is not fit to drink before it is above a year old; but if kept two or three years, it becomes excellent.

Auigny, N. Castres b', in Biography, a French historian, was born at Hainault in 1712, and in his youth refided with La Fontaine. But engaging in the military profession, he entered into a company of life-guards, and was killed in the battle of Dettingen, in 1743. In the province of literature, he distinguished himself by severall works, the principal of which was " The Lives of Illustrious Men of France, from the commencement of the Monarchy to the present time." Of this work, 8 volumes in 12mo appeared in the author's life-time; two posthumous volumes were published by his brother; and the publication has since continued by the abbé Perauc and M. Turpin. The biographical sketches of Auigny are written with animation and elegance, but they approach too much to fiction that they cannot be implicitly relied on as historical truth. An abridged history, written by Auigny, and published in two volumes 12mo. is intitled "An Abrigment of the Hillogy of France, and of the Roman Hillogy, in quation and answer." In 1735, he published, in five volumes 12mo. "An Hillogy of the City of Paris," but part of the fourth and the whole of the fifth, were written by M. de la Barre. The principal of Auigny's works of imagination is "Memoirs of Madame de Barnevelt." Nouv. Dict. Hist.

Auvillard, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Lot and Garonne, and chief place of a canton, in the diocese of Agen; 13 miles south-east of Agen, and two south of Valence. N. lat. 44° 3'. E. long. 0° 48'.

Auvillers-les-Forges, a town of France, in the department of the Ardennes, and chief place of a canton in the diocese of Rocroi, ten miles W. N. W. of Mezieres.

Avus, in Ancient Geography, a river of Spain, in the territory of the Callaici, whose course lay from east to west, and which discharged itself into the sea towards the north.

Auw, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the archbishopric of Aix, on the Danube; ten miles W. S. W. of Greiz.

Auwawa, in Ichthyology. See Balistes Kleinii.

AUX, in Astronomy. See Auges.

Some use aux to denote the arch of the ecliptic, intercepted between the first point of Aries, and the point wherein the sun, or a planet, is at its greatest distance from the earth. Wolf. Lex. Math. p. 222.

AUXACIA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Aix, in Seythia, beyond mount Imaus, and to the west of Isfedom Seythia.

Auxentius, in Biography, an Arian divine, was a native of Cappadocia, and flourished in the fourth century. In the contest between the Arians and Catholics, he was advanced by the emperor Constans to the see of Milan. By Hilary, bishop of Poitiers, he was accused to the emperor Vitalianus, as an enemy of Christ, and a blasphemer; and in order to silence his enemies, he made a declaration of his faith, with which the emperor was satisfied. But the Catholics proceeded against him, and a council, which was held at Rome by pope Damasus, in 368, excommunicated him. He was also condemned by Athanasius, and the prelates of Gaul at the same time. However, he retained the see of Milan to the time of his death in 374, and was succeeded by Ambrose. Cave, H. L. tom. i. p. 214.

Auxerre, in Geography, a city of France, and capital of the department of the Yonne, esteemed advantageously for trade, on the side of a hill, near the Yonne, which washes its walls. Before the revolution, it was the see of a bishop, and capital of a country called Auxerrois. The episcopal palace was one of the most beautiful in France. N. lat. 47° 37' 57". E. long. 4° 34' 6".

Auxerrois, a name given before the revolution to a country of France, in the northern part of Burgundy; bounded on the east and north by Champagne, north-west by Nivernais, and on the south by the revolt of Burgundy, about nine leagues long and five broad. Its capital was Auxerre.

Auxesius, in Mythology, a goddes worshipped by the inhabitants of Egina, and mentioned by Herodotus and Pausanias.

Auxesius, auxes, auxes, auxes, in Rhetoric, a figure whereby any thing is magnified too much. See Amplification, and Incremenement.

Auxiliary, any thing that is helping or affihling to another. For an account of the auxiliary troops of the Romans, see Alliance.

Auxiliary Verbs, in Grammar, are such as help to ascertain or limit the sense of others; that is, are prefixed to them to form or denote their moods or tenses.

Such, in English, are have, am, or be; in French, être and avoir; in Italian, essere, and fare, &c.—The auxiliary am supplies the want of Passives in our language.

All the modern languages we know of make use of auxiliary verbs. The reason is, that the verbs thereof do not change their terminations or endings, as those of the Latin and Greek, to denote the different tenses or times of being, doing, or suffering; nor the different moods or manners of their suffering, &c.: so that, to supply this defect, recourse is had to different auxiliary verbs.

Besides the perfect auxiliary verbs, we have several defective ones; as do, will, shall, may, can, and have; which, by charging the terminations, save the necessity of changing those of the verbs to which they are added. Thus, instead of
AUXIM, in *Ancient Geography*, a town of Spain, mentioned by Ptolemy.

AUXIMIS, a town of Africa, in Mauritania Castraeniatis.

Ptolemy.

AUXIMUS, or AUXIM, OSIMO, a town of Italy, in the Picenum, south of Ancona. It was a Roman colony.

AUXO, in *Mythology*, the name of one of two graces worshipped by the Athenians. See Hegemone.

AUXORS, in *Geography*, a name given before the late division, to a territory of France, of which Semuren-Auxois was the capital.

AUXON, a town of France, in the department of the Aube, and chief of a canton in the district of Ecy; 41 leagues south of Troyes, and 14 north of Ecy.

AUXONNE, a town of France, in the department of the Coxonne, and chief place of a canton, and seat of a tribunal, in the district of St. Jean de Lofne, situated in a plain near the east side of the Saone. It is surrounded by a double wall built in the 17th century, and has a bridge of 23 arches over the Saone, serving for the passage of the waters when the river overflows; and at the end of the bridge is a caisway of 2250 paces in length; 55 leagues E. S. E. of Dijon. N. lat. 47° 11' 24''. E. long. 5° 23' 35''.

AUXY, a town of France, in the department of the fraits of Calais, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Montreuil; three leagues S. S. E. of Hefdin.

AUXY, in the *French Manufactures*, a name given to that sort of wool which is spun in the neighbourhood of Auberville, by those workmen who are called bowiers. It is a very fine and beautiful wool, which is commonly used to make the finest frockings.

Auzagurel, or Auzagurel, in *Geography*, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of ADEL, reckoned by some the capital, and situated on an eminence near the Havannah. See ADEL.

Auzance, a town of France, in the department of the Creuse, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Eravix, seated on a hill, surrounded with ponds; 25 miles E. S. E. of Gueret, and nine south of Eravix.

Azara, Osara, in *Ancient Geography*, a town of Asia; or according to Ptolemy, in Arabia Defera, S. S. E. of Circceum; situated on the western bank of the Euphrates.

Auzara, or Auza, a town of Libya, built according to Josephus, in his "Antiquities," by Ithobal, king of the Tyrrans; situated, according to Ptolemy, in the interior of Mauritania Castraeniatis, to the east of a lake from which flowed the river Canaoph. It was the capital of the Auzara, who were situated to the west of the river Triton. Tacitus informs us, that it was built in a small plain, surrounded on all sides with barren forests of immense extent. The ruins of this city were called by the neighbouring Arabs "Sour Gullan," or "the walls of the Antelopes," a great part of which, hanked at proper distances with little square towers, is still remaining.

Auzils, in *Geography*, a town of France, in the department of the Aveyron, and chief place of a canton in the district of Albigeois; 15 miles north-west of Rhodez.

Auzon, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Loire, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Brioude, on the Allier, six miles north of Brioude.

Auzent, Auza, in *Biography*, a French mathematician of the 17th century, and one of the first members of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, was born at Rouen, and died in 1653. Some have ascribed to him the honour of having invented the Micrometer; but he is more justly entitled to the praise of having contributed to the improvement of it, in pursuance of the ideas suggested by M. Huysgens, and the marquis of Malvaxia. (See Micrometer.) Auzent's treatise on this subject was published in 1667, and may be found in the Memoirs of the Academy for 1693, tom. viii. Auzent was also concerned with M. Picard in the important discovery of the method of applying the telescope to the quadrant, which has been highly useful to astronomers. It has been said, particularly by M. de la Hire, that M. Auzent had a principal part in this discovery; but from the description given of it by M. Picard, in his "D生產 de la Terre," the reader cannot hesitate in pronouncing M. Picard himself to have been the original and sole author. It appears, however, from several fragments of letters in a correspondence between our ingenious but unfortunate countryman Mr. Caillevon, who was killed in the battle of Marillon-Moor, and Meijers, Horrox and Crabtree, and which are recorded by Derham, in the Phil. Trans. of 1723 (vol. 48. p. 190.), that the method of constructing a micrometer, and also of applying telescopic sights to quadrants, was known to him before the time of the civil wars. But as these two important discoveries were not published even in England, and were not likely to be made known on the continent at this early period; it is not improbable that Auzent and Picard might also have a just claim to the honour of being original, though not the first inventors. The honour of having discovered the method of applying the telescope to astronomical instruments in the year 1665, was also claimed by Dr. Hooke. M. Auzent published "An Ephemeris of the Comet of 1665," "A Letter to the Abbé Charles on the Observations of Campani," in 1665; his "Treatise on the Micrometer," in 1667; and some "Remarks on the Machine of Hooke." These three last pieces were contained in the 6th volume of the Memoirs of the Academy. Montucla, Hist. Mathem. t. ii. p. 569—572.

Aw, in *Geography*, a town of Germany, in the county of Bregentz, 25 miles S. E. of Bregentz.

Awa, a town of Japan, in the province of the same name—Allo, a town of Peria, in the province of Irakz, 28 leagues south of Caffin.

Awa, in our old *Statutes*, is used to signify what we now call waiting, or lying in wait, to execute some mischief. In 1573 R. I. c. 1, it is ordained, that no charter of pardon shall be allowed before any justice, for the death of any man slain by awa, or malice prepended, &c.

Award, in *Law*, the judgment of some person who
AWATCHA, in Ornithology, a species of Motacilla, that inhabits Kamtschaka. It is of a brown colour; chin and breast white; spotted with black; middle of the belly and fores white; primary quill-feathers bordered with white; tail-feathers orange at the base. Afiz. Zool.—Gmelin.

AWATSKA, in Geography. See AVATESHA.

AWCHAI, a town of Perfia, in the province of Adiheraz, 50 leagues S. W. of Tauris.

AWL, a river of Scotland, in the Highlands. See LOC.

A-WEIGH, in Sea-Language, the same as A-trip, when applied to the anchor.

AWENYDHION, in British Antiquity, a name that was given to certain persons in Wales, and derived from Awen, was, of course, expressive of poetical raptures. Those persons, when consulted about any thing doubtful, appeared to be inflamed with a high degree of enthusiasm, and even to be possessed by an invisible spirit. They were neither halting, nor very direct and explicit in their answers, or in the solution of the difficulties that were propounded to them; but in the course of a long and wild circumlocution, the required answer or solution would be obtained by means of some turn or digression in the speech, which was thought to imply or express it. Those persons were at length routed from their feeming ecstasy as from a deep sleep, and they were compelled as it were, by violence, to return to their natural condition. When persons of this description recovered their reason, after an apparent and temporary alienation of mind, they did not recollect any of those circumstances that had occurred, or of the words which they had uttered during their ecstasy. If they were, therefore, again consulted about the same subject, they would express themselves in very different words. The gift, which they possessed, was conferred upon them, as they imagined, in their sleep, and the mode of communication seemed, says Giral-

dus, as if new milk or honey was poured into their mouths; to others, as if a written scroll had been put into their mouths; and when they awoke, they knew and declared that they had been endowed with this extraordinary spirit of divination. Some gift, resembling that to which the Awenydhion of Wales pretended, has been long known in Scotland, under the denomination of Second Sight. War-

nings Pilot, Wales, p. 102, &c.

ÄWERII, in Geography, a town of Africa, and capital of a kingdom of the same name, about 20 leagues from Benin to the south.

AWIN-ÉA, a river of Ireland, which rises in lake Éa, in the province of Donegal, and runs into the sea, seven miles north of Killebegs.

AWK. See AUK.

AWL, or Aul, a shoemaker's implement, wherewith holes are bored in leather, to facilitate theitching or sawing the same.—The blade of the awl is usually a little flat, and bending; and the point. ground to an acute angle.

AWME, or Aume, a Dutch measure of capacity for liquids; containing eight jekcens, or twenty verges, or vertels; answering to what in England is called a trecce, or one-sixth of a ton of France, or one-seventh of an English ton. Arbuth. Tab. 53.

AWN, Arista, 15 Betany, the needle-like bristles which form beards of different sorts of grass or grain, as wheat, barley, &c. The word is, in some districts, pronounced

Aulis. It is sometimes used to signify a sharp point terminating a leaf. See Arista.

AWNING, on board a ship, is, when a sail, a tarpaulin, or the like, is hung over any part of the ship, above the decks, to keep off the sun, rain, or wind.

Awnings are made of canvas. The length of the main deck awning is from the centre of the fore-mast to the centre of the main-mast; the width corresponds to the breadths of the ship, taken at the main-mast, fore-mast, and at the mid-way between. The length of the quarter deck awning is from the centre of the main-mast to the centre of the mizen-mast; and the width answers to the breadths of the ship, at the main-mast, mizen-mast, and at the mid-way between. The canvas is cut to the given breadths of the awning, allowing about nine inches to hang down on each side, which is sometimes scalloped and bound with green bales, and is fewed together with an inch seam, and tabled all round with a two or three inch tabling. Half the diameter of the masts is cut out in the middle at each end, and lacing-holes are made across the ends to connect one awning to another. On the upper part, along the middle and sides, is fewed a one inch and half or two inch rope, to which the trucks are fewed at about three quarters of a yard asunder. A thimble is spliced in each end of the rope. Sometimes curtains are made to hang to the sides of the awnings, of the same length as the awnings. Their depth is taken from the sides of the awning to the gun-wale, supposing the awning to be in its place. The seams and tablings are the same as those of the awnings, and lacing-holes are made along the upper tabling of the curtain, and the side tabling of the awning. Clarke's Elem. and Practice of Rigging, vol. 1. p. 140. 236.

In the long-boat they make an awning, by bringing the sail over the yard and lany, and booming it out with the boat-hook.

AX, a carpenter's instrument, serving to hew wood.—The ax differs from the joiner's hatchet, in that it is much larger, and heavier, as serving to hew large fluffs; and its edge tapering into the middle of its blade.—It is furnished with a long handle or helve, as being to be used with both hands.

AX, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Arrière, and chief place of a canton in the district of Tarascon, on the Arrière; 9 leagues west of Prades, and 4½ S. E. of Tarascon.

AX. See AXBRIDGE, and AXMINSTER.

A: See BATTLE. See CELT.

AXAMENTA, in Antiquity, a denomination given to the verdes, or fongs, of the faists, which they sung in honour of all men.

The word is formed according to fome, from axa q. d. nominare. Others will have the carnus fulsaria to have been denominated axamenta, on account of their being written in axatus, or on wooden tables.

The axamenta were not composed, as some have asserted, but only sung by the faists. The author of them was Numa Pomphilus; and, as the fyle might not be altered, they grew in time to obscurity, that the faists themselves did not understand them. Varro says they were seven hundred years old. Quint. Inst. Or. lib. i. c. 11.

AXAMENTA, or Axamenta, in Ancient Music, hymns or fongs performed wholly with human voices.
AXAS, in Geography, a town of America, in the interior part of New Albion. N. lat. 39° 5'. W. long. 114° 30'.

AXAT, or Axat, a town of France, in the department of the Aude, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Quillan, on the Aude; twenty-five miles south of Carca-

fonne, and five S. E. of Quillan.

AXBERG, a town of Sweden, in the province of Neric-
cia.

AXBRIDGE, a town of England, in the county of Somerset, about eight miles north of Wells, and 133

miles west of London. The river Ax divides the bridge from

Over-Wear, and gives the place its appellation. This

town is pleasantly situated at the south-western roots of the
dark Mendip hills. It has a corporation consisting of a

mayor, bailiff, eight capital burgesses, and twenty-two

common councillors; and fent members to parliament, till

excluded at the requisit of the inhabitants, in the reign of

Edward the third. Its market is corn, sheep, pigs, &c.

is on Saturday, and two fairs are held annually for the

sale of cattle and cheeses. Its only manufacture is knit-hose,

in which a great number of families is employed. The

church is particularly noted for its beautiful and uniform

architecture, and for the illytate monuments which it con-
tains. Most of them are erected to the memory of the

Prowse family, many of whom were interred within the

walls. This town contains 130 houses, and 1,000 inhabi-
tants. About two miles south of Axbridge is the village of

Cheddar which is celebrated for its fine cheese; and ex-

traordinary rocks or cliffs. The village is situated under

Mendip hills, having the flat moors which extend to Glaston-

bury on the south side, and a high ridge of hills on the

north. The Cheddar cliffs seem to have been the effect

of some great convulsion of nature, which rent the

hill asunder and formed an opening or chasm completely

through it. This chasm is now appropriated to a road,

which leads from the bottom to the top of the hill, having its

sides formed by the high craggy rocks. The length of

this gap is nearly two miles, in a winding direction.

In many parts the cliffs rise to the height of full 300 feet,

quite perpendicularly, some terminating in bold pinnacles,

others in irregular fragments like shattered battlements,

and others impending over head in an awful manner. Yews

project out of several of the fissures, forming lofty canopies,

and many of the rocks wear long mantles of ivy, which produce a

picturesque appearance, and form a pleasing contrast to the

craggy nakedness of others. The romantic and grand

appearance of these rocks attracts the notice of many tra-

vellers. Mendip hills, which are often called the alps of

Somersetshire, abound with lead and calcamine, and like the

similar hills of Derbyshire, contain many salt caverns and

subterraneous vaults. Various coralloidal relics are found in

this limetone. Several curious plants are also obtained

here, among which the following are the most rare:—danthus

cervi (Cheddar Pink). d. arenarius, and ibatidium minor.

Maton's Observations on the Western Counties, and Collin-

son's History of Somersetshire.

AXEL, a strongly fortified town of Flanders; it was

taken from the Spaniards by Maurice, prince of Nassau, in

1586; nine leagues W. of Antwerp. N. lat. 51° 15'. E.

long. 3° 45'.

AXENS, a town of Germany, in the county of Tyrol; nine

miles S. W. of Innsbruck.

AXHOLM, an island of England, in the N. W. part of

Lincolnshire, formed by the rivers Trent, Idle and Dan,

about ten miles long and five broad; the lower part is

marshy; the middle part fertile, and produces flax in abun-
dance. The chief town, or rather village, thinly inhabited,
is called Axey.

AXIA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Greece, in the

country of the Locrian Orazians.—Also, a town of Italy,
in Etruria; and the inhabitants were called Asziot.

AXICACA, a town of Sarmatia, to the left of the river

Sarmathan and north of Odefin (Ozskow).

AXIACES, a river of European Sarmatia, a little

above Axia; and the people who inhabited the district to

the right of this river were called Axica.

AXICA, or Azica, an ancient town of India, on this

side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

AXILLI.A, in Anatomy, or Axia, the cavity under the

upper-part of the arm; commonly called the arm-pit.

The word is a diminutive of axis, a. d. kile axit.

Abceffes in the axilla are usually dangerous on account of

the many blood-vessels, lymphatics, nerves &c. there-

about, which form several large plasms.—By the ancient

laws, criminals were to be hanged by the axilla if they were

under the age of puberty.

AXILLA, in Botany, is the space comprehended between

the items of plants and their leaves.

Hence we say, those flowers grow in the axilla of

the leaves; i.e. at the base of the leaves or just within the

angles of their pedicles.

AXILLARY, in Anatomy, something that belongs to

the axilla, or lies near them.

AXILLARY Artery, a certain portion of the great artery

which supplies the upper part of the trunk, and upper

extremity. See Artery, Distribution of those Vessels.

AXILLARY Vein, a certain extent of the vein correspond-

ning to the above-mentioned artery. See the account of

the Distribution of the Veins.

AXILLARY Nerves, are branches of the four lower cervi-
cal and first dorsal, which form a plexus in the axilla. See

Nerve, Distribution of.

AXILLARY Glands, the glands belonging to the absorb-
ing vessels which are situated in the axilla. See Absor-

bing Vessels, Distribution of.

AXILLARY Leaves, in Botany. See Leaf.

AXIM, in Geography, a small district or canton of Africa,

on the Gold Coast, between Cape Apollonia, and Tree

Puntas. The climate is unhealthy, being foetid, that,

according to the proverb of the country, it rains eleven

months and twenty-nine days in the year. The maize, on

account of the humidity of the soil, is neither plentiful nor

excellent; but it produces a great quantity of rice, which

is exported to all the kingdoms of the Coast, in exchange

for millet, yams, potatoes, and palm-oil; and it yields also

water-melons, bananas, cocoa, oranges, two kinds of

lemons, and all sorts of fruits and vegetables. Axim also

produces great numbers of black cattle, sheep, goats, and
tame pigonets, as well as other fowls. The whole country

is filled with populous villages; some on the sea-side, others

farther up the country; and all of them rich and beautiful.
The intermediate lands are well cultivated, and the soil is so

toxic as richly to compensate the labour of the husbandman;

besides which the natives are wealthy, from a constant traf-

fic they maintain in gold with the Europeans. The capital

of this district is Axim, or Achomboz, standing under a

Dutch fort, and screened behind by a thick wood, that

covers the whole declivity of a neighbouring hill. The

river Axim runs through the town, and the coast is defended

by a number of small-pointed rocks, which project from

the shore, and render all access to it dangerous. The Euro-

pean settlements are:—The Dutch fort of St. Anthony,
AXIOM. AXIOM, from αξίω, I am worthy, a self-evident truth, or a proposition whose truth every person receives at first sight; and to which the term dignity is applied, on account of its importance in a process of reasoning. These axioms are self-evident truths that are necessary, and not limited to time and place, but must be true at all times and in all places.

Thus, that the whole is greater than a part; that a thing cannot be and not be at the same time; and that from nothing, nothing can arise, are axioms.

By axioms, called also maxims, are underlaid all common notions of the mind, whose evidence is so clear and forcible, that a man cannot deny them without renouncing common sense, and natural reason.

Self-evident propositions furnish the first principles of reasoning; and it is certain, that if in our researches we merely employ such principles as these, and apply them properly, we shall be in no danger in advancing from one discovery to another. For this we may appeal to the writings of mathematicians, which being conducted agreeably to this standard, incontestibly prove the validity of human knowledge, when it is made to rest on so sure a foundation. The propositions of this kind of science have not only floated the test of ages; but they are found to be attended with that invincible evidence, which confines the assent of all who consider the proofs by means of which they are established.

Lord Bacon proposes a new science, to consist of general axioms, under the denomination of philosoplia prima. For an account of the origin and evidence of those truths called axioms, as well as of their importance and utility in the pursuit of knowledge and truth, see INTUITION, PRINCIPLES, and COMMON SENSE.

An axiom is also an established principle in some art or science. Thus, it is an axiom in Physics, that nature does nothing in vain; that effects are proportional to their causes, &c. So it is an axiom in Geometry, that things equal to the same third are also equal to one another; that if to equal things you add equals, the sums will be equal, &c. It is an axiom in Optics, that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection, &c. In this sense the general laws of motion are called axioms; as that all motion is rectilinear, that action and reaction are equal, &c. See Laws of Motion.

These particular axioms, it may be observed, do not immediately arise from any first notions or ideas, but are deduced from certain hypotheses; this is particularly observable in physical matters, wherein, as several experiments contribute to make one hypothesis, so several hypotheses contribute to one axiom.

The axioms of Euclid are very general propositions, and so are the axioms of the Newtonian philosophy; but these two kinds of axioms have very different origins. The former appear true upon a bare contemplation of our ideas; whereas the latter are the result of most laborious induction.
Lord Bacon, therefore, strenuously contends, that they should never be admitted upon conjecture, or even upon the authority of the learned; but, as they are the general principles and grounds of all learning, they should be canvassed and examined with the most scrupulous attention, "ut axiomatum corrigatur iniquitas, quae plenunque in exemplis vulgaris fundamentum habeat." De Augm. Sec. l. ii. c. 2.


A late writer (see Tatham's Chart, and Scale of Truth) distinguishes between axioms intuitives, and jeoff-evident. The former, he says, pas through the first inlets of knowledge, and flash direct conviction on the mind, as external objects do on the senses, all men; in the formation of the latter, reason judges by single comparisons, without the aid of a third idea or middle term; so that they have their evidence in themselves, and though inductively framed, they cannot be fallylogically proved. If we admit this distinction, and its ramifications must be allowed, the character of intuitive axioms will be restricted to particular truths. See Induction, Reasoning, and Syllogism.

AXIOM, in Rhetoric, is used by Hermogenes to denote grandeur, dignity, and sublimity of style.

AXIOPOLIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Lower Macedonia, according to Ptolemy, situated near the spot where the Danube assumed the name of Ister, north-east of Durotonus. It is now a town of European Turkey, in Bulgaria, called Axigpol, on the right bank of the Danube. N. lat. 45° 40'. E. long. 34°.

AXIOS, a form of acclamation, anciently used by the people in the election of bishops. When they were all unanimous, they cried out έξω, he is worthy, or αξιώ, unworthy.

AXIOSIS, in Rhetoric, denotes a third part of an exordium; sometimes also called προς, and containing some new proposition more nearly relating to the matter in hand, than the προσ

Thus, in Cicero's oration pro Milone, the protasis is, "Non possum non timere, judices, viva hac nova judicii forma;" the κατακρόνω, "Nec enim ca corona confusus venter cinctus eft quan folebat;" the έξω, "Sed me mear Pompeii conifhum, cujus lapicis non fuerit, quem fententias judicum tradidit, tellis mildum dedet;" the bafi, περιή, "Quamobrem adfedte animis, judices, & timorem, quem habetis, deponente.

AXIOTHEA, in Geography, a female philosopher of Greece, who lived in the time of Plato. Such was her thirst for knowledge, that she disguised herself in men's clothes, in order to attend the lectures of that philosopher. Menag. in Diog. Laert. l. iii. c. 48.

AXIS properly signifies a line, or long piece of iron or wood passing through the centre of a sphere, which is movable upon the same. In this sense we say, the axis of a sphere or globe; the axis, or axis-line of a wheel, &c.

Axis, in Anatomy, is the second vertebra of the neck, reckoning from the skull.

It is thus called, because the first vertebra, with the head, move therewith, as an axis. See Skeleton.

Axis, Spiral, in Architecture, is the axis of a twisted column, drawn spirally, in order to trace the circumvolutions without. See Column, Twisted.

Axis of the Ionic capital is a line passing perpendicularly through the middle of the eye of the volute.

Axis of the world, in Astronomy, is an imaginary right line, which is conceived to pass through the centre of the earth, and to terminate at each end in the surface of the mundane sphere.

About this line as an axis, the sphere in the Ptolemaic system, is supposed daily to revolve.

This axis is represented by the line PQ, Plate II. Adden., fig. 18. The two extreme points in the surface of the sphere, viz. P and Q, are called its poles.

Axis of the earth is a right line upon which the earth performs its diurnal rotation from west to east.

Such is the line PQ, fig. 19. The two extreme points are also called poles.

The axis of the earth is a part of the axis of the world.—It always remains parallel to itself, and at right angles with the equator. See Angle, Inclination, and Parallelism.

Axis of a planet, is a line drawn through its centre, about which the planet revolves.

The Sun, Earth, Moon, Jupiter, Mars, and Venus, are known, by observation, to move about their several axes; and the like motion is easily inferred of Mercury, Saturn, and the Georgian planet.

Axis of the horizon, equator, ecliptic, sidereal, &c. are right lines drawn through the centres of those circles, perpendicular to their planes.

Axis, in Botany, a taper column placed in the centre of some flowers orKatkins, about which the other parts are disposed. It is synonymous with columna.

Axis, in Geometry.—Axis of rotation or circumference, is an imaginary right line, about which any plane figure is conceived to revolve, in order to generate a solid.

Thus a sphere is conceived to be formed by the rotation of a semicircle about its diameter or axis, and a right cone by that of a right angled triangle about its perpendicular leg, which is here its axis.

Axis is yet more generally used for a right line proceeding from the vertex of a figure to the middle of its base.

Axis of a circle or sphere, is a line passing through the centre of the circle or sphere, and terminating at each end in its circumference.

The axis of a circle, &c. is otherwise called its diameter.

Axis of a right or rectangular cylinder, is properly that quiescent right line, about which the rectangular parallelogram turns, by whose revolution the cylinder is formed.

In general, the right line which joins the centres of the opposite bases of cylinders, whether they be right or oblique, is denominated their axis.

Axis of a right cone, is the right line or side upon which the right-angled triangle forming the cone makes its motion.

Hence it follows, that only a right cone can properly have an axis; because an oblique one cannot be generated by any motion of a plane figure about a right line at right. But because the axis of a right cone is a right line drawn from the centre of its base to the vertex; the writers of conics, by way of analogy, likewise call the line, drawn from the centre of the base of an oblique cone to the vertex, its axis.

Axis of a conic section, is a line passing through the middle of the figure, and bisecting all the ordinates at right angles.

Thus if AP (Plate, Conics, fig. 31,) be drawn perpendicularly to FF, so as to divide the section into two equal parts, it is called the axis of the section.

Or, the axis of a conic section is a line drawn from the principal vertex, or vertices, perpendicular to the tangent at that point.

Axis, transversal, called also the first or principal axis of an ellipse,
elixpe, is the axis AP, left defined; being thus called in con-
tradistinction to the conjugate or secondary axis.

Or, in the ellipse and hyperbola, it is the diameter that
passes through the two foci, and the two principal vertices of
the figure.

The transverse axis in the ellipse is the longest; and in
the hyperbola it cuts the curve in the points A and P (fig. 32)
and is the shortest diameter.

Axis, conjugate, or second axis, of the ellipse and hyper-
bola, is the diameter passing through the centre and perpen-
dicular to the transverse axis. Such is the line EF (fig. 31) drawn through the centre of the ellipse C, parallel
to the ordinate MN, and perpendicular to the transverse
axis AP; being terminated at each extreme by the curve.
And such, in the hyperbola, is the right line FE (fig. 32)
drawn through the centre parallel to the ordinate MN,
MN, perpendicular to the transverse axis AP. In the
eLLipse and hyperbola, the conjugate axis is the shortest
of all the conjugate diameters. The axis of a parabola is of
an indeterminate length; that is, is infinite. The axis of the
ellipse is determinate. The parabola has only one axis;
the ellipse and hyperbola have two.

Axis of a Curve Line, in general, denotes that diameter
which has its ordinates at right angles to it, when that is
possible. For, as in the conic sections, any diameter bisects
all its parallel ordinates, making the two parts of them on
both sides of it equal, and the diameter which is perpendi-
cular to such ordinates is an axis; so in curves of the second
order, if any two parallel lines meet with the curve in three
points, the right line which cuts these two parallels so that
the sum of the two parts on one side of the intersecting line, between
it and the curve, is equal to the third part terminated by the
curve on the other side, then the said line will in like manner
cut all other parallels to the former two lines, so that
with respect to every one of them, the sum of the two parts,
or ordinates, on one side, will be equal to the third part,
or ordinates on the other side. Such intersecting line is
then a diameter; and that diameter, whose parallel ordinates
are at right angles to it, when that is possible, is an axis.
The same is the same with regard to other curves of still
higher orders. Newton, Enumeratio Linearum Territer Ordi-
dinis, § 2. art. 1.

Axis of a Magnet, or Magnetic Axis, is a line passing
through the middle of a magnet lengthwise; in such man-
er, as that however the magnet be divided, provided the
division be made according to a plane, in which such line is
found, the magnet will be cut or separated into two load-
fones; and the extremes of such lines are called the poles
of the force. See Magnet.

Axis, in Mechanics. The axis of a balance is the line
upon which it moves or turns. See Balance.

Axis of Oscillation, is a right line parallel to the horizon,
passing through the centre, about which a pendulum vi-
bilates; and perpendicular to the plane in which it oscillates.
See Oscillation, and Pendulum.

Axis in Peritrochoid, or Wheel and Axis, is one of the five
mechanical powers, or simple machines, contrived chiefly
for the raising of weights to a considerable height. It con-
stitutes of a circle, represented AB (Plate I. Mechanica, fig. 2)
concentric with the base of a cylinder, and moveable toge-
ther with it, about its axis EF. This cylinder is called the
axis; and the circle, the peritrochoid; and the radii, or
spokes, which are sometimes fitted immediately into the
cylinder, without any circle, the festalae. Round the axis
winds a rope, or chain, by means of which the weights,
k.e. are to be raised, upon turning the wheel.

The axis in peritrochoid takes place in the motion of every

machine, where a circle may be conceived as described about
a fixed axis, concentric to the plane of a cylinder, about
which it is placed; as in crane-wheels, mill-wheels, capstan,
etc.; a gibbet and an augre to bore with may also be re-
ferred to the wheel and axis.

Axis in Peritrochoid, properties of the. 1. If the power
applied to the axis in peritrocho, in the direction AL,
(fig. 6.), being a tangent to the periphery of the wheel,
or perpendicular to the festalae or spoke, be to a weight W,
as the radius of the axis CE is to the radius of the wheel CA,
or the length of the spoke; the power will just sustain
the weight; i.e. the weight and the power will be in equi-
librio.

Den. The same power is required to support W, what-
ever be the point of the axis to which it is applied, because
the distance from the corresponding centre of motion is the
same, and the wheel and axis may be reduced to a bent
lever; and consequently there will be an equilibrium, when
P : W:: W's distance from the centre of motion, or ra-
dius of the axis; radius of the wheel. Or, since the direc-
tions of P and W are perpendicular to their respective
distances from their centres of motion, they are wholly ef-
ecient; and P's velocity is to W's velocity, as the per-
iphery of the wheel to the periphery of the axis; and con-
sequently, when there is an equilibrium, P : W:: peri-
iphery of the axis : periphery of the wheel :: radius of the
axis : radius of the wheel.

If the thickness of the rope, to which W is appended,
be not inconceivable, it ought not to be neglected; for
when one or more coils or spires of the rope are folded
about the axis, the distance of W's direction from the cen-
tre of motion is increased, and becomes equal to the sum
of the semidiameters of the axis and ropes; and there is an
equilibrium when P : W:: the whole distance of W's di-
rection from the centre of motion : semidiameter of the
wheel.

2. If a power applied in F, pull down the wheel ac-
cording to the line of direction FD, which is oblique to
the radius of the wheel, though parallel to the perpen-
dicular direction; it will have the same proportion to a power
which acts according to the perpendicular direction AL,
which the whole line has to the line of the angle of direc-
tion DFC. For, since FD is perpendicular to AC, DC
will be the distance of the power applied at F from the
centre of motion; consequently the power at F : W:: EC
: CD; and the power at A : W:: EC : CA; conse-
quently the power at F : power at A:: CA : CD. But
if CA or CF be taken for the whole line or radius, CD
will be the line of the angle DFC; and the power at F
will be to the power at A:: the whole line is to the line of
the angle of direction DFC, in case of an equilibrium between
the power and weight.

Hence, since the distance of the power in A is the radius
CA, the angle of direction DFC being given, the distance
DC is easily found.

3. Powers applied to the wheel in several points, F and
K, according to the directions FD and KI, parallel to the
perpendicular one AL, are to each other as the distances
from the centre of motion CD and CI, reciprocally. For
the power at F : W:: EC : CD; and the power at K
: W:: EC : IC; consequently the power at F: power at
K:: IC : CD.

Hence, as the distance from the centre of motion in-
creases, the power decreases, and vice versâ, the weight
being the same. Hence also, since the radius AC is the
greatest distance, and corresponds to the power acting ac-
cording to the line of direction; the perpendicular power
will
will be the smallest of all those able to sustain the weight W, according to the several parallel lines of direction.

4. If a power acting according to the perpendicular AL, raise the weight W, the space passed through by the power will be to the space passed through by the weight, as the weight to the power which is able to sustain it.

For, in each revolution of the wheel, the power passes through its whole periphery; and in the same time the weight is raised through an interval equal to the periphery of the axis; the space of the power therefore is to the space of the weight, as the periphery of the wheel to that of the axis; but the power is to the weight, as the radius of the axis to that of the wheel. Therefore, &c.

5. A power and a weight being given, to construct an axis in peritrochio, by which the weight shall be sustained and raised by the given power. Let the axis be large enough to support the weight without breaking. Then, as the weight is to the power, so make the radius of the wheel, or the length of the spoke, to the radius of the axis.

Hence, if the power be but a small part of the weight, the radius of the wheel must be vastly great. — E. gr. Suppose the weight 4050 and the power 50, the radius of the wheel will be to that of the axis as 81 to 1. But such a machine would be of an inconvenient size: and it may therefore be provided against by increasing the number of the wheels and axes, and making one to turn round another by means of teeth or pinions.

To find the effect of a number of wheels and axes, thus turning one another, multiply together all the radii of the axes, and all the radii of the wheels, and then it will be, as the product of the former is to the product of the latter, so is the power to the weight. Thus, if there be four wheels and axes, the radius of each axis being one foot, and the radius of each wheel being three feet; then the continual product of all the radii of the wheels is $3^2 \times 3^2$, or 81 feet, and that of the radii of the axes only 1; consequently the effect is as 81 to 1, or the weight may be 81 times the power. On the contrary, if it be required to find the diameter of each of four equal wheels, by which a weight of 4050 lb. shall be balanced by a power of 50 lb., the diameter of each axis being one foot; divide 4050 by 50, and the quotient is 81; extract the fourth root of 81, or twice the square root, and it will be 3, for the diameter of each of the four wheels sought. See Wheels. See also Mechanical Powers.

6. If P and W act in the same plane, and in the directions PD and WD (figs. 7 and 8.), meeting in D, and be in equilibrio, they are equivalent to a third force, or prefigure upon the axis at A, whose direction meets PD and WD in D (see Motion); and producing PD, WD, these three forces are to each other, as the sides DF, DE, and diagonal DG, of the parallelogram EF; consequently P : W :: DF : DE, or drawing AN, AM, perpendicular to WD and FDP respectively, P : W :: AN : AM. See Levers.

7. The prefigure upon the axis at A (i.e. Pr) : P :: DG : DF :: sin. \( \angle \) DFG or PWD : sin. \( \angle \) FGD or ADW; Pr : W :: DG : DE :: sin. \( \angle \) DGE or PWD : sin. \( \angle \) DEG or ADP; and P : W :: sin. \( \angle \) ADW : sin. \( \angle \) ADP. When the angle PWD is infinitely small, or PD and WD are parallel, the perpendiculars AN, AM are to each other as AW : PA. Parkinson's System of Mechanics, &c. p. 137.

Axis of a Vessel, is that quiescent right line passing through the middle thereof, perpendicularly to its base, and equally distant from its sides.

Axis, in Optics. Optic axis, or visual axis, is a ray passing through the centre of the eye; or it is that ray, which, proceeding through the middle of the luminous cone, falls perpendicularly on the crystalline humour, and consequently passes through the centre of the eye.

Axis, Common, or Mean, is a right line drawn from the point of concurrence of the two optic nerves, through the middle of the right line which joins the extremity of the same optic nerves.

Axis of a Lens, or Glass, is a right line passing along the axis of that fold, of which the lens is a segment.

Thus, a spherical convex lens being a segment of some sphere, the axis of the lens is the same perpendicular of the sphere: or it is a right line passing through the centre thereof. Or, the axis of a glass is a right line joining the middle points of the two opposite surfaces of the glass. See Lens.

Axis of Incidence, in Dioptrics, is a right line drawn through the point of incidence, perpendicularly to the refracting surface. See Incidence.

Axis of Refraction, is a right line continued from the point of incidence or refraction perpendicularly to the refracting surface, along the farther medium. Or, it is that made by the incident ray, perpendicularly prolonged on the side of the second medium. See Refraction.

Axis, in Zoology, a species of the Cer tus, or Stag genus, with branched, round, ereth horns, that are hid at the summit; and the body spotted with white. Erxleb. Mamm. p. 312. Schreber, &c.

The axis, according to Sonini and others, is an animal almost peculiar to the colder parts of Asia; it inhabits the wooded mountains of the Celebes, Java, and Ceylon, in great numbers, but it is still more abundant on the banks of the river Ganges, and for that reason is not unfrequently called the Ganges flag. The axis multiplies fast in the parks and menageries of England, France, and other parts of Europe; and being a most graceful animal, is no small ornament to the grounds of the nobility and gentry. It is said to propagate with the female of the common flag; and it is equally probable, that the female axis would produce with the male of the other kind.

This animal was known to the ancients by the name of axis. Pliny speaks of it as a native of India, and informs us likewise that it was consacrificed to Bacchus. Its size is nearly that of the fallow deer; colour above pale rufous brown, elegantly spotted with white, beneath white; tail like that of the fallow deer, and rufous above, and white beneath. The axis is easily tamed; its smell is exquisite; and fleth very good when faited.

Gmelin, on the authority of Pennant, speaks of two varieties of this creature; the first, with a body uniformly of one colour, with the extremity of the horns trifurcated; and the other with horns that are also trifurcated, but larger, and whiter. These are the middle axis and spotted axis of Dr. Shaw; and are thus noticed in the Gen. Zool. of that author. "Middle axis. Whether this be a variety of the former (spotted), or specifically distinct, does not appear perfectly clear. It is, according to Mr. Pennant, of a middle size between the spotted axis and the great axis or following kind. In the colour of its hair, it resembles the siff fort; but is never spotted. It, however, is said to vary into white, in which state it is considered as a great rarity. It inhabits dry hilly forests in Ceylon, Borneo, Celebes, and Java, where it is found in very numerous herds. Its fleth is much esteemed by the natives, and is dried and salted for use."—Great Axis. The existence of this species, or variety, is ascertained from a pair of horns in the British Museum, resembling the former kinds in shape, but of a larger size;
they measure two feet nine inches in length, are of a whitish colour, and are very strong, thick, and rugged. Mr. Pennant conjectures that they were brought from Ceylon or Borneo, having been informed by Mr. Loten, who had long resided in the former of these islands, that a very large kind of flag, as tall as a horse, of a reddish colour, and with trifurcated horns, existed there as well as at Borneo. In Borneo, they are said to frequent low marshy tracts, and to be called by the name of water flags.”

AXIUS, DOW VARDARI, in Ancient Geography, the largest river in Macedonia, sprung from two fountains in the Scardian mountains, and after a course of eighty miles, spread itself into an extensive lake below the city of Edessa. There receiving the Egron, it fell into the bay of Thessalonica, almost opposite to that city.—Alfo, a river of Syria, which passed Apamea.

AXILE-TREE. See Axis.

AXMINSTER, fpelt in old writings AXMISTER, in Geography, is the name of a market town in Devonshire, situated on the great leading road from London to the Weft of England. It is said to derive its name from the river Axe, on which it is seated, and a minster, founded here by king Athelflaf, for seven priests, who were appointed to pray for the souls of some of his army who had fallen in a dreadful conflict with the Danes. A place in the neighbourhood is ftill called King-fiel, and another place bears the name of Kilmington, from Kil-main-ton. A cattle was formerly flanding in the town; and the market, held on Saturday, is kept in a place ftill bearing that name. Whatever fire or character the minfter might originally possess, it has been nearly destroyed; and the parish church, though large, has scarcely any appearance of antiquity. A small Saxon arch, with zigzag mouldings and appropriate capitals, is preferred in the call end of the south aisle. Axminster is a healthy, clean town, pleasantly situated on rising ground, which slopes on the western side to the river. A confiderable manufactory of carpets is carried on here, the peculiar make and character of which have obtained them the name of Axminster carpets. They are woven in one entire piece, and several persons are employed at the fame time in working the coloured patterns. The manufactory was firft established here in 1755, by the grandfather of the present proprietor. Since that time the trade has much increafed, and now above one hundred hands are uninterruptedly employed in the different branches of making a carpet. {See Carpet.} Besides the persons engaged in this manufactory, Axminster is inhabited by several others, who carry on the making of broad and narrow cloths, cotton tapes, draperies, leather breeches, and gloves. Here are two meeting-houses, one for Independents, and the other for Methodists; also a Roman Catholic chapel. Axminster has the advantage of a Sunday school, and also a free school. The neighbourhood is adorned with several respectable and handsome mansions, of which Blute House and Ford Abbey are the most confiderable. The fifl belongs to the De La Pole family, and the second to Francis Gwynn, esq. This is a large respectable structure, many parts of which are the fame as originally belonged to the ancient abbey. Polwhele's History of Devon, vol. ii. p. 288.; and Beauties of England and Wales, vol. iv.

AXOLOTI, in Ichthyology, a fingular fish found in the lake of Mexico. It has four feet like the lizard, no scales, a matrix like a woman, and the menftrual flux. It has the taste of an eel.

AXON, in Ancient Geography, a river of Alia Minor, in Caria, formed by the re-union of two small streams, and running south from the town of Calydra, discharged itself into the north-west part of the gulf of Caucus, to the north-west of the promontory of Pedilmum.

AXONA, a river of Belgic Gaul, now the Aine.

AXUM, in Geography, once the large and populous capital of Abyssinia, in the province of Tigré, existed in a flourishing state fo lately as about the beginning of the 16th century, but was ruined in that century by the Turkish invasion. It is now a village, or at leaft an inconsiderable town, exhibiting in its ruins traces of its ancient magnificence and importance. The ancient city of Axum was built, according to Mr. Bruce, by a colony of Cufhites, and he cites an Abyssinian tradition, which says, that it was built by them early in the days of Abraham. See Abyssinia. As the Cufhites never built any city, and no ruins of any city at this day in the whole country, this traveller conceives, that Axum was the magnificent metropolis of the trading people, or Troglydye Ethiopian, called Cufhites, who constructed, in many places, buildings of great strength, magnitude, and expense, especially at Azab, fituable to the magnificence and riches of a state, which was from the frill ages the emporium of the Indian and African trade. As Axum is situated about midway between Azab and Meroe, it points out the road taken by the caravans that carried on the intercourse between the Ganges and the Mediterranea.n. The ruins of Axum are very extensive, but like those of the cities of ancient times, they confift altogether of public buildings. In one square, supposed by Mr. Bruce to have been the centre of the town, there are forty obelisks, none of which have any hieroglyphics upon them. One of thefe, which is still standing, is larger than the rest; and there are two of a larger size that are fallen. They confift of one piece of granite; and on the top of that which is flanding, there is a patera exceedingly well carved in the Greek taffe. The structure of this obelisk, and of the two larger that are fallen, is afcribed by Mr. Bruce to Ptolomy Euergetes. Upon the face of the obelisk, there is a great deal of carving in the Gothic taffe, somwhat like metopes, triglyphs, and guttes, difposed rudely and without order; but there are no characters or figures. The face of this pyramid, of which Mr. Bruce has given a geometrical elevation, looks due fouth; it has been placed with great exactness, and has preferred its perpendicular position to the preffent time. On the face, fronting the fouth, is the representation of a door, with a lock and bolt, such as are used at this day in Egypt and Palefline. This obelisk is supposed to have been erected by Ptolomy Euergetes, who conquered this city and the neighbouring kingdom, and who was the patron of Eratofthenes, for the ufe of this afternoon in determining the latitude. Its top was firft cut into a narrow neck, then spread out like a fan in a femicircular form, with a pavement curiously levelled to receive the fpade, and to mark the fpiration of the true fhadow from the penumbra as diftinctly as possible. The edifice, thus constructed, was probably intended for verifying the experiments of Eratofthenes with a larger radius, and not for observing the obliquity of the ecliptic at Axum. For though Axum, by its situation, was a very proper place, the fun falling over that city and obelisk twice a year; yet he could not make ufe of the fun's being twice vertical to this city, because it is vertical about the 25th of April and about the 20th of August; and at both thefe dates, the heavens are overcast with clouds, and the rain so continual, espefially at noon, that it must have been very extraordinary if Ptolomy had once ufed the fun during the months of his residence in this place. Beyond the convent of Abba Pantaleon, and a small obelisk situated on a rock above,
above, there is to the south a road cut in a mountain of red marble, having on the left a parapet wall about five feet high, solid, and of the same materials. In this wall, at equal distances, are hewn solid pedestals, bearing on their tops the marks where flood the colouful statues of Sirius, the latrator ambus, or dog-star. Of these pedestals, with the marks of the statues just mentioned, there are 133 full in their places; but there remained only two figures of the dog, which were much mutilated, and evidently in the Egyptian taste. Those are composed of granite; but some of them appeared to Mr. Bruce to have been metal. There are also pedestals, on which the figures of the sphinx have been placed. Two magnificent flights of steps several hundred feet long, all of granite, exceedingly well fashioned, and still in their places, are the only remains of a magnificent temple. In the angle of this platform, where the temple stood, is the present small church of Axum, substituted for one destroyed by Mahomet Gragné in the reign of king David III., and which was probably the remains of a temple built by Ptolemy Euergetes, if not the work of more remote times. The church is a mean, small building, and very negligently kept. Mr. Bruce apprehends, that some ancient copy of the O. T. was deposited here, probably that from which the first version was made; but whatever it might be, it was destroyed, together with the church itself, by Mahomet Gragné; though the superstitious people have a tradition that it still subsists there. Another relic, preferred in this place, is a picture of Christ's head crowned with thorns, said to have been painted by St. Luke, which, upon occasions of singular importance, is brought out and carried with the army, especially in a war with Mahometans and Pagans. Within the outer gate of the church are three small square inclines, all of granite, with small octagon pillars in the angles, apparently Egyptian; on the top of which were formerly small images of the dog-star, probably of metal. Upon a stone, in the middle of one of these, the king sits and is crowned, and this ceremony has always sufficed since the days of Paganism; and below it, where he places his feet, is a large oblong slab of free-stone; bearing the following inscription, much defaced,

"HITOEMAIOY EYPOPETOY BAXIAEOY."

Adjoining to Axum is a road, formed by large stones flanking edgeways, or heaped upon one another, which is apparently the remains of an old causeway, part of the magnificent works about this city.

The present town of Axum stands at the foot of a hill, and contains about 600 houses. It is watered by a small stream, which flows constantly from a fountain in the narrow valley, where the rows of obelisk flat. The spring is received into a magnificent basin, 50 feet square, and thence it is carried, at pleasure, to the neighboring gardens, where there is little fruit, except pomegranates, which are not very excellent. In the town are several manufactures of coarse cotton cloth; and here also the best parchment is made of goats' skins, which is the ordinary employment of the monks. Every kind of vegetable seemed long at Axum, and its vicinity, than at Adowa. N. lat. 14° 36'. E. long. 36° 39'. Bruce's Travels, vol. iii. p. 128, &c.

AXUNGLA, a kind of fat, the hardest and driest of any in the bodies of animals. The word is supposed to be formed ab axe rotorum que angustur, from its being used as the grease of wheels. The Latins ditionfat into pinungus, and adapo, or avum; which last, when old, is particularly called axungia: but many of our modern writers confound them. Pileus make use of the axungia of the geese, the dog, the viper, and some others, which is held by some to be of extraordinary service in the drawing and ripening of tumours, &c.

AXUNGIA of grapes, called also the gall, and tail of grapes, is a gum taken from the top of the matter of grapes before it be thoroughly vitrified. It is used in cleaning the teeth, and for fumier for cleaning the eyes of horses.

AXYLON, in Ancient Geography, a country of Asia, towards Bithynia and Cappadocia. Livy.


Species. 1. A. amostraoides. Simple spiked axyris. Gmel. lib. 3. 21. t. 2. f. 2. and t. 3. "Leaves ovate; stem erect; spikes simple." Leaves rough, with ferrule hairs; fur-bearings branches, naked at the base; spike very small, subcapillary, quite simple, terminal. It is observed by Gmelin, that the calyx of the female flower is two or three-leaved. Cultivated by Miller in 1758., 2. A. hybridus. Gmel. l. c. "Leaves ovate; stem erect; spikes congestorae." This differs from the first, in the spike of flowers being on long peduncles, congestorae, or directed the same way, twisted with the fruit bearing branches crowded close to the stem, and the leaves more rough. Pallas supposes this to be only a variety of the former plant. According to Gmelin, the calyx is three-leaved, and there is but one style in the female flower. 3. A. prostrata. Gmel. l. c. "Leaves obovate; stem subdivided; flowers headed." Stem much branched, fix or seven inches high; leaves on stalks; flowers at the ends of the branches, congestorae, with numerous leaves among them. The female calyx has also three leaves according to Gmelin. All these are annual plants, and natives of Siberia.

AXYRIS Ceratoidea now constitutes a new genus, under the name Diotis; which see.

AY, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Marne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Eperney, seated on the Marne; famous for its good wines; four leagues south of Rheims, and one N. of Eperney. N. lat. 49° 4'. E. long. 2° 15'.

AY, Pulo, one of the Banda islands, in the Indian sea, about three leagues in circumference, where the Dutch have erected a fort.

AYAG, or Kayachu, one of the Andeasofkie islands, in the Eastern or Pacific Ocean, about 150 versts in circumference, and consisting of several high and rocky mountains, the intervals of which are bare heath and moor ground; but in the whole island, there is not one forest tree. The vegetables resemble those of Kamtschatka. It furnishes small quantities of crow or crate-berries, and the larger sort of bilberries; but of the roots of burnet and all kinds of heath, such abundance as to afford, in case of necessity, a plentiful provision for the inhabitants. There is one small rivulet; and there are many good bays and anchoring places. The population cannot be precisely ascertained, as the natives are continually emigrating from island to island in their baidars.

AYAMONTE,
AYANONTE, a sea-port town of Spain, situate at the mouth of the Guadiana, on the frontiers of Portugal, with a good haven in the gulf of Cadiz; small, but well fortified, and defended by a castle on a rock; 3½ miles W. S. W. of Seville. The adjacent vineyards are fruitful, and the wine excellent. N. lat. 37° 13'. W. long. 8° 5'. See AYMONTE.

AYAMS, derived from an Arabic word which signifies eye, a name given to a class of officers in the provinces of the Ottoman empire, whose business it is to watch over the safety and fortune of individuals, and also over the order and defence of a town; to restrain the unjust encroachments of the pashas, and the exactions of the military, and to concur in the just assessment of the taxes.—Appointed by the people, those who undertake this honourable function, are generally men reputed the most virtuous; there are several of them in the great towns, and a single person superintends several villages in the plains. They receive no other reward for their trouble and zeal, than the respect with which they are treated, and the satisfaction of being useful. The Ayams call to their aid the notables of the town and the lawyers, in order to discuss the more important subjects, to dictate the remonstrances that are proper to be made to the pasha, and to establish of the grounds of those complaints which they judge necessary to be presented against him to the Porte. Olivier's Trav. in the Ottom. Emp. p. 200.

AYBAR, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Navarre, on the river Arragon; one league from Sanguesa.

AYBED, a place of Egypt, on the gulf of the Red Sea, where the merchandise of Alia were landed.

AYBLENG, a town of Germany, in Upper Bavaria, twenty-six miles S. E. of Munich.

AYCHA, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Bokhaw; sixteen miles north of Jung-Bantzel.

AYDHAB, a place of Africa, in Egypt, on the coasts of the Red Sea. N. lat. 21° 53'. E. long. 56° 26'. See AIDHAB.

AYE, a town of Norway, in the island of Shierney.

AYE-AYE, in Zoology, a singular quadruped discovered by Somcrat, in the island of Madagascar; and described in his voyage to the East Indies (Tom. ii. p. 157). The name appears to have no precise meaning; it is an exclamation of the people in Madagascar, and which M. Soncncrat applied to this animal. It is found chiefly, if not exclusively, on the western side of the island.

In size the creature is equal to a rabbit, measuring in a right line from the muzzle to the origin of the tail, fourteen or fifteen inches, and the tail being rather longer than the body. The head is formed like that of a squirrel; the incisive teeth are very contiguous, and so placed as to refilem in some manner, the back of a parquelet; but the two in the lower jaw are much stronger than those in the upper one. The ears are naked, large, and rounded at the tip, as in several of the bat tribe. The toes on each foot are five in number; and the first or innermost one, which serves as a thumb to the hind feet, has a large and flat nail as in the maki tribe (macaca, or lemur). A very distinguished character of this animal is the length of the toes on the fore-feet; the two last joints of the middle toe above all are very long, slender, and defittude of hair, and the nails are hooked. The fur is as coarse as horse-hair; and is of a purplish, or muffly-brown colour, intermixed with black and griseous ash; upon the head, and back, about the eyes, legs, and thighs, is a deep mufk-colour; on the eyelids, and several parts of the body and limbs, black however predominates, and the tail is of this latter colour; that of the face, throat, and belly is greyish white, or slightly tinged with rufous in some places; it does not carry the tail elevated like a squirrel. The female has two teats on the lower part of the belly.

M. Somcrat, who saw both the male and female, speaks of them as being very useful and gentle animals; and which, like the owls, are scarcely able to discern objects in the day time. They live chiefly under ground, feeding on worms and insects which they find in the earth, or in crevices in the trunks of trees, whence they extract them with the greatest facility, by means of their long hinder toe before mentioned. Those which Somcrat kept alive, were fed with rice, and he observed that they fed themselves with the two long toes of their forefoot, in the same manner as the Chinese do with their chopsticks when eating rice at their meals.

Sonnini forms a new genus of this animal, under the name of Cheiromys (or rot à main), observing that it is the only species of its genus known. The generic character, according to this author, consists in the toes being very long, and the thumb of the hinder pair being bent aside, or turning rather backwards. He confers Genulinus for calling its fur's Madagascanis or Madagascar squirrel, because a quadraped of that genus really exists in Madagascar.—Genulinus thus specifically describes his S. Madagascanus; middle toe of the fore-feet naked, and very long; thumb nail of the hind-pair rounded.

AYEL, Fr. or Ayle, in Law, a writ which lies where the grandfather was seized in his demesne on the day he died; a stranger enters the same day and dispossesses the heir. See Asis. de Mort, &c.

AYEN, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Corrèze, and chief place of a canton in the district of Brive; fourteen miles S. S. W. of Uzerche.

AYENIA, in Botany, (named in honour of the duke D'Ayen, duke of Marcehalle de Noailles). Lin. g. 1020. Schreb. 367. Gärtn. 79. Jul. 278. Claus. gymandra pendula; or according to Schreber, pendulata monogynia. Nat. Order of columnifera.—Malvaceae. Juss. Gen. Char. Cal. perianth one-leafed, five parted; parts ovate, oblong, acute, coloured in the middle, reflex, withering. Cor. five-leafed, united at the top to the nectary into a flat star; claws of the stamens capillary, very long, bowed outwards; borders of the lobes alternate, reflex, and with flat tips turned inwards; nectary bell-shaped, situated on a cylindrical, erect column, shorter than the calyx; border five-lobed, lobes elevated, above flatish, with a longitudinal furrow, excava
ted underneath, sharp. Stem. filaments five, very short, inserted into the margin of the nectary, on the top of the ribs, between the divisions of the border, each bent downwards through a notch at the end of each petal; anthers roundish, under the borders of the petals. Iyl. germ roundish, five-cornered, at the bottom of the nectary; stye cylindric; stigma obtuse, five-lobed. Per. capsule five-grained, roundish, mucrate, five-celled, ten-valved, flat. Seeds solitary, rather oblong, gibbous on one side, angular on the other.


Species, 1. A. pufilla; smooth acinace. Mill. Dict. fig. t. 18. "Leaves cordate, smooth." Stem weak, woody, from nine inches to a foot high; leaves alternate, indented, pointed, falked; flowers at the base of the petals, two, three, or four, from the same point, on separate peduncles; corolla purple, tubulous, spreading at the top into five feder
ments, each terminated by a slender tail. A native of Peru. Cultivated by Miller, in 1756. Its flowers appear in suc
cession from July till winter. 2. A. tomentosa. "Leaves ovate,
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ovate, roundish, tomentose." Leaflets of the calyx lanceolate, acute, permanent; corolla without petals, but composed of a one-leaved bell-shaped nectary, with a five-cleft margin; filaments on the outside of the nectary, longer than the calyx, bowed, bent in, and fixed by a broad membranous tip, to the edge of the nectary; anthers three. A native of South America. 3. A. magna, Jacq. Amer. Pict. p. 112. "Leaves ovate pubescent; germ of the flowers scidble." An upright shrub, five feet high; leaves acuminate, serrate, alternate, on tomentose footstalks; peduncles short, axillary, mostly in fours; three-flowered; flowers small, herbaceous, not gynandrous. A native of Carthagena and other places of South America. 4. A. levigata. Swartz. Prod. 97. "Leaves ovate, entire, very smooth, germ pedicellate, nectary ten-cleft, radiated." A native of Jamaica.

Propagation and Culture. These plants are to be propagated by seeds sown on a temperature hot-bed, early in the spring, and when they have four leaves, they should be transplanted in another hot-bed to bring them forward, or in pots, and planted into a hot-bed of brier's bark. They must be shaded till they have taken root, and afterwards have free air admitted to them every day in proportion to the warmth of the season; they also require frequent watering. In winter they may be preferred in a moderate flume, but as they perfect their seeds the first year it is not necessary to continue the old plants. See Martyn's Miller's Diet.

AYENNIS, in Geography, the name of an Indian tribe of America, in Florida.

AYERBA, a town of Spain, in Arragon, on the Gallego, between Saragossa and Jaca.

AYERBENGAI, a town of the island of Sumatra.

AYERSTOWN. See AYESTOWN.

AYESHA, in Biography, the favourite wife of Mahomet, was the daughter of Abubeker, and the only one of Mahomet's numerous wives who was a virgin when she came to his bed. With this view, he married her at seven years of age, and cohabited with her at nine. He had no children by her; but so affectionate and confant was his attachment to her, that in his last illness he was conveyed to her house, and expired in her arms. Her enemies charged her with adultery on a particular occasion; and though the prophet had suspicions of her infidelity, he thought it most prudent, for preserving the dignity of his own character, to produce a seafonable revelation from heaven, attesting her innocence; and he punished her accusers as calumniators. After the death of Mahomet, Ayesha was held in great veneration by the Mussulmans, denominated "the mother of the faithful," and confided on important occasions. Against the caliph Othman she conceived, for some reason that is not known, an invincible prejudice, and formed a plot for detrothing him. When Othman was assassinated by another enemy, she vigorously opposed the succession of Ali, because he had concurred in the accusation of her infidelity. Uniting with her favourites Téba and Zobeir at Mecca, and under a pretence of avenging the murder of Othman, she marched in a litter borne by a very strong camel, at the head of an army, towards Bajors, and on approaching the town, after some ineffectual resistance on the part of the inhabitants, she was met by a deputation sent to know her intentions, whom the harangued with great passion, and in a loud shrill voice, in a long speech. To her speech, one of the Arabs replied, "O mother of the faithful, the murder of Othman was a circumstance of less moment than thy leaving home upon this curated camel. God has bellowed on thee a veil and a protection; but thou hast rent the veil, and set at nought the protection." After some contet, the troops of Ayesha gained possession of Bajors. But Ali advanced, and as Ayesha obstinately rejected all pacific counsels, a fierce battle ensued at a place called Horasie, in which both Téba and Zobeir were slain. The combat closed with hamstringing the camel on which Ayesha was carried, and taking her prisoner. After some mutual approaches between her and Ali, she was civilly dismissed, and sent to Medina with an injunction to live peaceably at home, and to concern herself no more in affairs of state. This reiteration the afterwards referred to by suffr. Hasan, the son of Ali, to be buried near the tomb of the prophet, which was her property. Having regained some degree of influence in the reign of the caliph Moosiyah, she was con- 

AYGULUS, in Zoology, a species of SIMIA, charactcrized by Linnaeus as the long-tailed, bearded, grey monkey, with a riling longitudinal tuft on the crown; the simia nigra magnitudinis medice of Edwards; agrette de Buf- 

AYELEUSA, in Biography, the favourite wife of Maho- 

AYLEBURY, in Geography, is a large market and borough town in Buckinghamshire, in England; and may be considered the most considerable town in the county. It consists of several streets and lanes, which are irregularly disposed over an extensive surface of ground that rises in the midst of the rich vale of Aylebury. Leland describes the town as being principally built with timber when he visited it, but since that time it has been considerably enlarged and improved, and most of the houses constructed with brick. The improvements originated with Sir John Baldwin, who erected some considerable buildings, and raised a caufeway three miles in length to facilitate the approach to the town through a road that was often miry and dangerous. This gentleman, in the time of Henry the eighth, also procured the alizers to be held here which had before been kept at Buckingham. In consequence of this, a county goal, and also a handfome county hall, were erected. About the year 1660, Aylebury became famous as the burial place of St. Olyth, who was born at Quareniod in this neighbour- 

AYLAH. See AYAH.
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borough town in Buckinghamshire, in England; and may be considered the most considerable town in the county. It consists of several streets and lanes, which are irregularly disposed over an extensive surface of ground that rises in the midst of the rich vale of Aylebury. Leland describes the town as being principally built with timber when he visited it, but since that time it has been considerably enlarged and improved, and most of the houses constructed with brick. The improvements originated with Sir John Baldwin, who erected some considerable buildings, and raised a caufeway three miles in length to facilitate the approach to the town through a road that was often miry and dangerous. This gentleman, in the time of Henry the eighth, also procured the alizers to be held here which had before been kept at Buckingham. In consequence of this, a county goal, and also a handfome county hall, were erected. About the year 1660, Aylebury became famous as the burial place of St. Olyth, who was born at Quareniod in this neighbour- 
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king's bed and chamber, three cists for his use in winter; and in summer, fraw, ruthles, and two green geese, thrice every year, if he visited Aylesbury so many times. The church is a spacious and ancient structure, built in the shape of a cross, with a low tower rising from the intersection of the nave and transepts. It contains a few ancient monuments and on the south side is a room appropriated for a free-school. The church-yard is large, and divided into several walks, which are planted with double rows of trees. This town was made a borough by charter, and empowered to send members to parliament on the 14th of January, 1553/4. The right of voting is vested in all the householders who do not receive alms, and they commonly amount to about 350. Here are six annual fairs, and a market held on Saturday: at the latter, great numbers of calves and ducks are sold to dealers from London. Many people in this town and its neighbourhood derive support from their peculiar skill in breeding and rearing of ducks. To gratify fashionable luxury they contrive to prevent the ducks laying till the months of October and November; when by heating and stimulating food, they are induced to drop their eggs; these are collected and put under different hens, which are also impelled to sit at an unseasonable time, and often made to continue in the nest for two or three broods. By this treatment the poor bird is often exhausted, and dies under her compellative duty. When the young ducks are hatched, they are placed near the fire and nursed with particular care. By these methods, many ducklings are sent to the metropolis at Christmas, and have been known to fall at fifteen shillings and a guinea per couple. The parish of Aylesbury, including the hamlet of Walton, occupies a large space of ground, and comprehends 697 houses and about 3082 inhabitants, the lower class of whom are usually employed in making of lace.

The vale of Aylesbury is particularly celebrated among agriculturists, for its richness and fertility of soil. It extends for many miles east and west, nearly from Tame in Oxfordshire to Leigham Buzzard in Bedfordshire, and is mostly appropriated to the grazing and fattening of cattle and sheep. About five miles from Aylesbury, is Eythorp, a fast of the Earl of Chesterfield; and at ten miles distance is Wotton-under-Bernwood, an ancient seat of the Grenville family, and now occupied by the earl of Temple. Britton and Brayley's Beauties of England and Wales, vol. i. p. 343, &c.

AYLESFORD, a considerable village of England, in the county of Kent, seated on the northern bank of the river Medway, over which there is a landscope stone bridge of six arches. It is four miles from Maidstone, and thirty from London. The ancient name of this place is found to have been Saïffenaig-iball; but in consequence of a bloody battle which was fought here betwixt the Britons and Saxons in 455, the name was changed to Anglesford, and that afterwards contracted to Aylesford. This battle is rendered memorable in the annals of English history, as being the first great conflict between the invading Saxons under Hengist, and the harried Britons under Gwthlyern. Concerning the issue of this battle our historians are very contradictory; some have described the Britons as completely victorious; but the learned Mr. Turner observes, that as Hengist and his son Eca poikily Kent after this event, we may presume that the engagement was unfavourable to the natives. In this sharp battle, Hægel, brother to Hengist, and Cuthigern, brother to Vortimer, were laid to have fought hand to hand, and were both killed on the spot. The former was interred on the eastern side of the Medway, at a place which still retains the name of Hought; and Cuthigern was buried at a place nearer the scene of battle, where it is stated a large Cromloch was erected to his memory. This monument is still existing at the place, and consists of three large upright stones, about eight feet high, with another lying on the top, measuring eleven feet by eight, and two feet in thickness. It is called Kittisely-house. (See Cromlech.) At the distance of about two fields are other stones erect and some lying down in a circular arrangement. In the reign of Henry the Third, a monastery of Carmelites was founded at Aylesford, by lord Grey of Codnor. It was granted by Henry the eighth to sir Thomas Wyat, and has at length devolved to the earl of Aylesford. Here is a hospital for six poor people, each of whom is allowed ten pounds a year. Haile's History of Kent, 5v. edition. Turner's History of the Anglo-Saxons.

AYLETS, or SEA-SWALLOWES. In Heraldry, they are often called Cervus Chough, and are painted fable beaked, and legged gules.

AYLM, or AILM, John, in Biography, an English divine and bishop, was descended from an ancient family at Aylmer-hall, in the county of Norfolk, and born in the year 1521. Being a younger son, he was educated at Cambridge under the patronage and at the charge of Henry Grey, archbishop of York, and afterwards duke of Suffolk; who, when his studies were finished, took him into his house, as preceptor to his children, one of whom was lady Jane Grey. Under his tuition, this lady became an excellent proficient in the Latin and Greek languages, so that she could not only read them with ease, but write them with elegance. Aylmer, as a preacher, zealously inculcated the principles of the reformers; and having, in consequence of his preference to the archdeaconry of Stow, in the diocese of Lincoln, a seat in the convocation, held in the first year of queen Mary, he resolutely opposed that return to popery to which the clergy in general seemed to be inclined; and he was one of six persons who offered to debase all the controverted points of religion with the most learned champions of the Papists. His zeal for the reformation rendered him obnoxious to the government; so that he found it necessary to withdraw from the country; and as he was of a diminutive figure, he made his escape by being concealed in a pipe of wine which had a false bottom, the wine being drawn from the lower half, whilst Aylmer lay hid in the upper. During the time of his exile, he resided first at Strasburgh, and afterwards at Zurich in Switzerland, purifying his studies, and improving himself by travelling, in the course of which he visited most of the universities in Italy and Germany. Towards the close of his exile, he wrote an answer to John Knox's book against the government of women, intitled, "The first Blair against the monarchical Regiment and Empire of Women." His piece was intitled, "An Harboure for faithfull and trewe Subjects against the late bloune Blaife, &c." printed at Strasburgh, in 1559. This book was written with vivacity and learning; but it contained some passages which seemed to indicate a tendency towards puritanism, and particularly one in which he exhorted the bishops to content themselves with moderate incomes, and with a portion "priestlike, and not prince-like." However, when this passage was afterwards objected to him by his enemies, he vindicated himself by saying, "When I was a child, I spoke as a child, and thought like a child, &c." After the accession of queen Elizabeth, Aylmer returned home, and was one of the eight divines appointed to dispute with as many popish bishops at Westminster, in the presence of a great assembly. In 1562, he obtained the archdeaconry of Lincoln, and in right of this dignity, he sat in the famous synod held this year for examining and settling the doctrine and discipline of the reformed
reformed church. In this situation he continued for several years, attending to his duties as a justice of the peace, and one of the ecclesiastical commissioners, and entering very little into those disputes that would have subjected him to the notice of either of the two parties by whom he was suspected. In 1573, he accumulated the degrees of bachelor and doctor in divinity, in the university of Oxford; and in 1576, he succeeded his intimate friend and fellow exile in the fee of London; but he incurred censure by commencing, and prosecuting for some years, a suit against him for dilapidations. Indeed, a prudent attention to his own interest was a discriminating feature in the bishop's character. In his clerical and episcopal capacity, he was affable in public praying, occasionally rousing, as it is said, the hagard attention of his audience by reciting Hebrew verses from a pocket bible; and in his efforts for guarding the church against the attacks both of papists and puritans. Perils of both these describings, and particularly the latter, were treated by him with a degree of severity, which was not only unwarrantable in itself, but which incurred occasional admonition from the ruling powers. His virulent abuse of some puritan ministers exposed him to the no less acrimonious affront of their fastidious writers, so that he became the hero of the celebrated Martha Mar-prelate. See Fuller's Church History, i. p. 225, 224. He was involved in a variety of disputes with respect both to the temporalities of his fee, and his exercise of his spiritual jurisdiction; so that his life was far from being tranquil, though his spirit was bold and resolute, and enabled him to surmount the difficulties with which he had to encounter. Of his resolution and personal courage the following instances are recorded: one was his submitting to the extraction of a tooth, in order to encourage queen Elizabeth to undergo the same operation; and the other was his cudgelling his son-in-law for misconduct towards his wife, who was a favourite daughter. Bishop Aylmer died at Fulham, in 1594, at the age of 73 years, and was buried in St. Paul's cathedral. He left seven sons and two or three daughters, to all of whom he left large legacies, which he was enabled to do by his economy and avarice. The character of Aylmer deferentially ranks high with respect to talents and learning, but his temper was irritable and violent; he was immoderately fond both of power and money; and he undoubtedly possessed an arbitrary and perfecting spirit. Biog. Brit. Andrews's Hist. of Gr. Brit. vol. i. p. 524.

Aylsham, or Alesham, in Geography, is a respected market town in Norfolk, in England, situated in a flat and fertile country on the banks of the river Bure. In 1773, an act of parliament was obtained for making this river navigable hence to Coltishall in its course to Yarmouth, a distance of about ten miles, in which space there are five locks; the undertaking was completed in 1799. This town is the capital of the manor of the duchy of Lancaster, in consequence of which the duchy court is always held here. The manor was granted by Edward III. to the famous John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, who built a handson church in the town, and dedicated it to St. Michael. A free-school was founded here in 1577, by Robert Jannys, who was then mayor of Norwich. Aylsham is about eleven miles from Norwich, and 125 from London. It has two annual fairs, and a weekly market on Tuesday; this was formerly held on Saturdays, but has been altered to the former day. History and Antiquities of Norfolk, 10 vols. 8vo.

Aymeraæ, a jurisdiction of South America, in the diocese of Cufco, about 40 leagues south-west from Cufco. This territory abounds in fugar, cattle, and grain, and also in mines of gold and silver, which formerly produced large quantities of those valuable metals; but at present few of them are wrought, the country being too thinly inhabited. Aymargues, See Aimargues.

Aymouth, See Easter Ayrmouth.

Aynac, a town of France, in the department of the Lot, and chief place of a canton in the district of Figeac, twelve miles N. W. of Figeac.

Ayoquantottol, or Ovis Ayoquantottol, in Ornithology, the name under which the Ovis Cantabrius of Ginchi is described by some old writers. Vide Hera. Mex. Seba, &c.

Ayro, in Geography, a small place of Spain, in the province of Valencia, upon the river Xucar, at the foot of a mountain, one league from the frontiers of New Cadiz; the inhabitants of which are said to speak Catalan in its purity.

Ayotecos, high mountains of America, in Mexico, in the province of Tlaxcala, towards the coast of the South sea.

Ayrshire, a county in the south-western part of Scotland, bounded on the north by the county of Renfrew, on the south by the counties of Lanark and Dumfries, on the west by the frith of Clyde. Its extent is about sixty-five miles in breadth by thirty-five in breadth, and it is divided into three great bailiages or warwicks, which bear the names of Kyle, Cunninghame, and Carrick. These districts are extremely different from each other in appearance, as Carrick and the interior parts of Kyle are mountains, and only fitted for pasture; while the coast of Kyle, and the greater part of Cunningham, present a fine, level, cultivated country, intermixed with numerous towns and villages. Its rivers are the Tweed, the Ayr, the Esk, the Aman, the Urr, the Gurnan, the Doon, and the Lugar. This county includes two royal burghs, Ayr and Irvine, and several towns, among which are Beith, Bellantrae, Girvan, Kilnamnoss, Kilwilling, Large, and Salcoats. Ayrshire possesses many valuable teems of coal, also some quarries of freestone, limestone, irontone, and several rich beds of lead and copper ore. A few curious specimens of agates, porphyries, and calcareous petrifications are often found in the hills of Carrick; and a species of whetstone, known by the name of Ayr-stone, is obtained from this county. The population of it, as returned to the house of commons in 1800, was 84,306, of which 39,666 were males, and 44,640 females.

Ayr, the principal town in the above county, is a royal borough of considerable antiquity, and the seat of a judicatory court. It was nominated a royal borough by William the Lion, in 1180, and the privileges by charter then granted are still enjoyed by the town. It is pleasantly seated on the point of land which projects into the sea, between the influx of the rivers Doon and Ayr, and the principal street is broad and ornamented with a row of good houses on each side. Ayr has been a town of considerable trade, but the rising opulence of Glasgow has attracted the merchants from this place. The inconvenience entrance to the harbour proved detrimental to the commerce of the town, but the inhabitants are carrying on extensive works to remove all obstructions at the mouth of the river, and render it more commodious for trading vessels; and two new reflecting light-houses are now erecting near the entrance to the harbour. The salmon fishery of the two rivers furnishes employ for many of the inhabitants, and the fund banks of the coast abound with all kinds of white fish. Its population is 5,492, and it has 755 houses.

Ayr, New Town of, is the name of another town, seated on the north side of the river Ayr. It has baronial jurisdiction, and a distinct magistracy from the other town. This place seems to have arisen under the influence of Robert Bruce, who
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retired here upon being attacked with a leprosy, established a lazaret-house, and conferred considerable favours on the town, and the neighbouring village of Prielwich. Its population is 1724.

AYR, a river of Scotland, rises in the parish of Muirkirk, in the above county, and after a course of about eighteen miles due west, falls into the Frith of Clyde, at the town just described. Its banks are steep and romantic in some places, but in others it often overflows its shores, and does considerable damage.—Allo, a river of France, which runs into the Aisne near Graupre.

AYRINES, a town of France, in the department of the Somme, and chief place of a canton in the district of Amiens, nine miles S. S. E. of Abbeville.

AYRSTOWN, or AYERSTOWN, a town of America, in Burlington county, New Jersey, situated on the middle branch of Ancous creek, sixteen miles from the mouth of the creek in the Delaware, and thirteen south from Burlington.

AYRY. See AERY.

AYSCEUE, AYSGOUGH, or ASKEW, Sir George, in Biography, an eminent English admiral of the seventeenth century, was defended from a good family in Lincolnshire; and entering into the sea-service in his youth, acquired the reputation of an able and experienced officer, and obtained the honour of knighthood from King Charles I. Adhering, however, to the parliament in the civil war, he was constituted admiral of the Irish seas, where he failed to have rendered great service to the protestant interest, and to have contributed much to the reduction of the whole island. In 1641, he reduced the islands of Scilly, and also Barbadoes and Virginia, to the obedience of the parliament; and he afterwards beheld with great honour in the war with the Dutch. In 1666, while he was engaged with the Dutch fleet, his ship was driven upon the Galley sands; and being surrounded with enemies, and despairing of help from friends, he was obliged to surrender. After this disaster, he went no more to sea; but spent the remainder of his days in retirement. Biog. Brit.

AYSIAMENTA, or AZIAMENTA. See EASEMENT.

AYSLINGEN, in Geography, a market town of Germany, in a preface of the same name, in the dioceze of Augsburg, situate on the Danube.

AYST, a river of Austria, in the Black quarter, on which is seated the market town of Waldshafen.

AYTON, or AYTON, a small town of Greece, in Lydadia, five leagues north of the Dardanelles of Leponiso. This is thought to be the ancient town of Astolia, called Calydon Apula.

AYUD, AUDUS, or HAWD, a province of Hindoostan, containing the most northern countries belonging to the Moguls, such as Kakeares, Bankiil, Nagarkat, Siba, and others. It is situated to the north-west of the Ganges, and watered by rivers which fall into it; so that, notwithstanding its mountains, it is exceedingly fertile; and its trade with the countries to the north-east renders it very rich. In this province there are many independent rajahs, and two remarkable pagodas, one at Nagarkat, dedicated to the idol Matta, and the other at Kalamak, which is venerated, because the Indians regard it as miraculous, that the water of the town should be very cold, and yet spring from a rock that continually throws out flames.

AZA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Syria, seated on an eminence to the west of one of the branches of the river Chalus, south-west of Chaonia.—Allo, an ancient town of the Lesser Armenia, placed by the Antonine Itinerary in the route from Caffarea to Sangala, 26 miles from the latter place.—Allo, a name given in the time of Steph.
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wished to be considered as the favourite abodes of their divi-
nities. It appears, however, from the best authorities, that 
Merign, Axum, and Azab, were places that had a common 
origin, and were most probably, as we have already ob-
erved, the principal stations of the caravans that traded to 
Arabia, while Thebes and Ammonium continued the com-
munication toward Carthage. Whether from Azab there 
was an intercourse with the Ethiopians of the more southern 
parts of Africa, toward cape Gardafan, and the present 
Zanquebar, is a question that defers particular investiga-
tion. On this subject, see professor Heeren's "Ideen liber 
die Politik, &c." or "Ideen on the Policy, Intercourse, 
and Commerce, of the principal Nations of Antiquity."
Gottingen, 1793.

Azab, in the Military Order of the Turks, signifies a par-
ticular body of the foldiery taken in, or added first to the 
janizaries, but now become a separate body from them.
The word, in the Oriental languages, signifies an unmar-
ried person, and the original order of these was, that they 
should be single men.

The janizaries in Egypt have been great rivals to the jani-
zaries, and sometimes they have got the better. Their in-
stitution and officers are the same with those of the jani-
zaries; but with this difference, that from odd-bathers they 
amongst me are married, and from that office cajus, and come 
into the divan. On the contrary, among the janizaries, 
when any one is made a ferbajee, it is laying him aside, and 
he is no farther advanced. Poecoeck's Egypt.

AZABE-KABER, from taber, jaspis, and azab, term, 
denotes a temporary punishment, which, as the Ma-
hometans say, the wicked must suffer after death. Their 
emises are hereby expiated, and Mahomet opens the gate of 
paradise to all who believe in him.

AZADARICTHA, in Botany. See MELIA.

AZADKAR, in Geography, a large town of Perlia, 
called allo Yeun, and placed by Taverney in an extensive 
plain, watered by 400 Nubian canals.

AZAGARIUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of the 
European Sarmatia, in the vicinity of the Borythenes.
Ptolemy.

AZAGRA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Navarre, 
on the Ebro; two leagues from Calahorn.

AZAIZY, a poor and inconsiderable tribe of Arabs, 
inhabiting a village of Egypt, called Bir Ambar, between 
the Nile and the Red Sea, about N. lat. 26°, and E. long. 
33°; who subside by letting out their cattle for hire to the 
caravans that go to Coffein. The village probably 
derived its name Bir Ambar, or the wall of fishes, from 
its having been formerly a station of the caravans from 
the Red Sea, loaded with this kind of merchandise from 
India. The habitations of the Azaizy are constructed of 
potter's clay, in one piece, in shape of a bee-hive: the 
largest not above ten feet high, and the greateft diameter 
fix.

Bruce's Trav. vol. i. p. 170.

AZALEA, in Botany. (Neve, dry; from its growing 
158. Clas. pentandra monogyna. Nat. Order. dicoty-
Rhododendra, Jull. Gen. Char. Cal. perianth five-parted, 
acute, creaf, small, coloured, permanent. Cor. monopetal-
aus, bell-shaped, fumagineous; the frutes of the divi-
sions bent in. Stam. filaments fign, filiform, inferted into 
the receptacle, free; authors fimple. Pykl. gerb roundish; 
syle filiform, the length of the cor., permanent; stigma 
obtuse. Per. capsule round, 5, five-celled, five-valved. Seed 
many, roundish. Ohj. In some species the corolla is fumel-
shaped. Eff. Gen. Char. Cor. bell-shaped; flamina inferted into 
the receptacle; capsule five-celled.

Species, 1. A. pontica, Pontic azalea. "Flowers shinning, 
lancolote, smooth on both fides, racemes terminal." This 
species much resembles rhododendron ponticum; but its 
flowers are yellow, its leaves smaller, ovate and ciliata. 
A native of Pontus. 2. A. indica, Indian Azalea. Thunb. 
Jap. 84. "Flowers sub-foliaceous; calyces hairy." A shrub, 
three feet high, with a rough cimereous-brown bark. Branches 
short, twilled, irregular. Leaves fuf, villous, close ever-green. 
Flowers cover the whole upper part of the shrub, and are of 
a beautiful bright red colour. A native of the East Indies. 
It is much cultivated in Japan for the elegance of its flowers, 
and variety in their size and colours. 3. A. nudiflora, naked-flowered azalea. The var-
ieties are as follow: A. coccinea, deep scarlet azalea. Curt. 
A. carnea, pale red azalea. " Tube red at the base, calyces 
leafy." A. alba, early white azalea. "Calyxes of a mid-
dling length." A. bicolor, red and white azalea. " Limb 
of the corolla pale; tube red; calyx small; branchlets 
hairy." A. papilionacea, variegated azalea. " Corolla red, 
the lowest segment white; calyces leafy." A. partita, 
downy azalea. "Corolla pale red, divided to the base into 
five parts." Sp. Char. "Leaves ovate, corollas hairy, fla-
mens very long." In its native country this frequently ex-
ceeds fourteen feet in height, but in England, we never see 
it half this height. Several items arise from the root. 
Leaves oblong, smooth, alternate, falked. Poduncle ax-
illary, long, naked, supporting a cluster of red flowers, 
which are tubulous, and dwelling at the base, like those of 
the hyacinth, and contracted at the neck; they are divided at 
the top into five unequal segments, which 
read open. The filaments and stigfes are much longer than the petals, 
and flate creaf. "A native of North America; and intro-
duced thence by Peter Collinson, esquire, in 1734. 
4. A. volei, vilid azalea. "Leaves feaious at the edges; cor-
ollas with glutinous hairs." Its varieties are, A. odorata, 
common white azalea. "Branches diffused; leaves deep 
green, fining." A. vittata, white-striped flowered azalea. 
"Corolla white, with pale red keels; styles elongated; red 
at the end; leaves pale, ovate, oblong." A. fiafa, narrow-
petalled white azalea. "Corolla divided to the very base; 
leaves deep green, fining." A. floribunda, cluster-flowered 
white azalea. "Styles longer than the corolla; leaves glau-
cous underneath." A. glauca, glaucous azalea. "Corolla 
white; leaves glaucous on both sides, the younger with 
scattered hairs on the upper surface." This shrub rises 
with several stems near four feet high. Leaves f-parasolid, 
arrow, at the base, beft at the edges with thin rough teeth, 
and fold in clusters at the ends of the shoots. Flowers 
in clusters at the extremities of the branches, white, with 
a mixture of dirty yellow on the outside; tube an inch long; 
the two upper segments at the top reflex; the two side ones 
bent inwards; and the lower one turned downwards. These 
flowers have the appearance of fhow of honey-fuckle, and 
are as agreeably fcented; they appear in July. This is 
nearly allied to the foregoing; but does not flower till after 
the leaves are expanded. It is a native of North America, 
and was introduced here by P. Collinson, esquire. 
5. A. lapponica, Lapland azalea. "Leaves with excavated dots 
round the edges." A shrub fix or seven inches high. It 
is to be dillinguished from rhododendron dauricum only 
by its having five flaments, whereas that has ten. 
Pan. t. 9. "Branches procumbent, diffufe; leaves opposite, 
revolute, very smooth." Stem woody, much branched; 
branches leafy, round, smooth; leaves opposite, falked, 
spread much, elliptic, obtuse, revolute, entire, smooth; pe-
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tides channelled, ciliate; peduncles in pairs, commonly oneflowered, reddish, with bracts at the base; flowers red, of a deep rosy colour, bell-shaped, regular; capsule subho-rtund-ovate, acute, five-celled, margins of the valves inflex.

It grows on most of the high mountains of Scotland. 7.

AZUMATU, dotted azalea. Linn. Cochinch., 113. "Leaves ruggned about the edge; flowers dotted, heaped." Five sep't high, creft, branched; leaves lanceolate, entire, smooth, alternate; corolla white; calyx whitish, dotted with red, as are also the corollas, anthers, and germ. A native of the woods of Cochinchina.

Propogation and Culture. 1, 2. The Pontic and Indian species have not yet been cultivated in Europe. 3, 4. grow naturally in shade, and in moist ground; many of the plants have been sent to late years from North America to Eng-

land, and produced beautiful flowers in this country. They must have a moist soil and shady situation; and can only be propagated by shoots from their roots, or by laying down their branches, for they do not produce seeds here. When any of them are laid down, it should be only the young shoots of the same year, for the old branches will not put out roots. The time for this is at Michaelmas, and if they are covered with some old tan, to keep out the frost, it will be of use to them. The autumn is the best time to remove the plants, but the ground about the roots should be covered in winter; a practice necessary for the old plants to preserve them in vigour, and cause them to flower well.

5, 6. are low plants, of little beauty, and will only throng on boggy ground upon mountains. See Martyn's Miller's Dict.

AZAMA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa, placed by Ptolemy fifteen days journey distant from Carthage bay; south-east of Cirta. It is supposed to be the present Zamora.

AZAMBULGA, in Geography, a small town of Portug-al, containing from seven to eight hundred houses, seated in a well-cultivated plain, on the banks of the Tagus, not far from Lisbon.

AZAMOGLANS. See Agemoglans.

AZAMOR, in Geography, a small sea-port town of Africa, in the kingdom of Morocco, and province of Du-

quella. It is seated on the river Morbeya, at some distance from its mouth. This town is not adapted to maritime commerce, because the entrance of the river is dangerous. It was unsuccessfully besieged by the Portuguese in 1508; but taken in 1513 by the duke of Braganza, and abandoned about the end of the sixteenth century. At a little distance from Azamor, facing a spacious bay, are the ruins of the ancient city of Titus, supposed by Cherier (Prefont State, &c. of Morocco, vol. i. p. 37.) to have been one of the cities founded by order of the Senate of Carthage. Near the same place are the ruins of Almedina, a town built by the Moors. The cape of Azamor stretches out to the west. See MAZAGAN. N. lat. 33° 20'. W. long. 8° 20'.

AZAMORA, in Ancient Geography, a strong place of the Lesser Armenia, in Catania, Strabo.

AZANAGHIS, in Geography, a people on the coast of Africa, near cape Blanco. They inhabit the adjacent deserts, and are not far from the Arabs of Hoden. Their food is dates, barley, and the milk of their camels. They acknow-

ledge no matter, but the more wealthy among them are treated with some tokens of respect. Their general char-

acter is that of being perfidious and fraudulent; they are poor and wretched, and live in hordes dispersed in several places along the coast.

AZANI, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, in Phrygla, to which they were annexed. Strabo.

AZANIA, one of the three grand divisions of Arcadia, according to Strabo. Steph. Byz. says, that it contained seventeen towns.—Also, a part of the maritime coast of Ethiopia, Piny.

AZANITIS, a country of Asia Minor, in Phrygia, in which was the source of the river Rhynacenus. Strabo.

AZAOTON, or AZAI, a sandy defect of Africa, in Libya, almost defitute of water, and which is traversed by the compass, like the fen.

AZAPES. See ASAPPES.

AZAR, in Ancient Geography, a mountain in Egypt. Ptolemy.

AZAR, in Geography, a town of Arabia, seventy-six miles south-west of Ammaninidin.

AZARA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asa, in Ar-

menia Major, seated on the river Araxes. Strabo.—Also, an ancient town of Asatic Sarmata. Ptolemy.—Also, a temple of Diana, in Allyria. Strabo.

AZARABA, a town of Asa, in Sarmatia. Ptolemy.

AZARECAH, or ARASKITES, in History, the deno-

mination of a sect of heretical Muslims, so called from Naif Ebn al Azarak their founder, who acknowledged no power or government, temporal or spiritual. They consisted of a combination or assemblage of all who rejected and op-

posed the Malmoean faith; they were sworn enemies of the house of Omnyah; and committed dreadful ravages in all the Mollem territories through which they passed. In the sixty-eighth year of the Hegira, they made an irruption into Iraq, and carried their barbarous excesses to such a height, that they murdered all persons whom they met with, ripped open women with child, and committed every species of cruelty that could be invented on people of every de-

scription, without discrimination. During this period their founder died, and was succeeded by Kitri Ebn al Fejat, under whole, conduct they continued their depredations. Mufah, the governor of Mosul and Melopotamia, sent a body of troops against them, commanded by Omar Ebn Abd-adlaha Temimi, who completely routed them at Naiabur, in Chorasan, flew many of them, and pursued the rest as far as Kishan and the province of Kerman. See MAHOMETANS.

AZAREDO, in Geography, a ten-port town of South America, in the bay of Spirito Santo, on the coast of Bra-

sil. This is a famous port for sugar. S. lat. 20° 18' W. long. 40° 10'.

AZARIAH, or UZZIAH, in Biography, one of the kings of Judah, succeeded his father Amaziah in the year 809 before Christ. The early part of his reign, in which he was pious and virtuous, was prosperous and happy; and he obtained great advantages over the Philistines, Ammonites, and Arabsians. He was devoted to agriculture, though he had a fielding army of 30,500 men, with large magazines, well furnished with arms both offensive and defensive; he employed many husbandmen in the plains, vine-dressers in the mountains, and shepherds in the valleys. Towards the close of his life, and of his reign, which lasted fifty-two years, he became an idolater, died of a leprous, and was buried, not in the royal sepulchre, but in an adjacent field. 2 Kings, xv. 2 Chron. xxvi. There are many high-priests and others, mentioned in scripture, and in the Jewish histroy, who bore the name of Azariah.

AZARIAS, a learned Italian rabbi, lived in the sixteenth century, and published at Mantua, in 1574, a Hebrew treatise, intitled, "Meor en Ajin," or "The light of the eyes," in which are discussed, with considerabe learning and knowledge of the Chriftian scriptures, several points of chro-

nology and criticism. The work contains a Hebrew transl-


AZAROLUS, or ARAROL, in Botany. See CRATAEUS.

AZARUM,
AZARUM, a small, dry, blackish, fragrant, medicinal root, much used in France as a specific for the gout and in horses. The azafran, called also *cardiis festuginis*, grows in the Levant, Canada, and about Lyons in France. The flower is reported the best. It is given in powder, from the quantity of an ounce to two.

AZATA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Achaia, in Media. Polenx.

AZATHA, a town of Achaia, in Armenia Major, Prox.

AZAY LE FERON, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Indre, and chief place of a canton in the district of Chatillon sur Indre; nine miles S.S.E. of Chatillon.

AZAY & RIchau, a town of France, in the department of the Indre and Loire, and chief place of a canton in the district of Chinon, four leagues south-west of Tours, and four north-east of Chinon.

AZAZEL, in Jewish Antiquity. See Scope-ihat.

AZED, in the Materia Medica, a name given by the Arabian writers to a kind of camphor, which they make the third in value, placing it after the *alumafuri* and *abriagi*. The first of these was the finest of all the kinds of camphor, and was collected tolerably pure from the tree, as it grew in Canfur, the place whence it was named. The abriagi was the same camphor, rendered yet more pure by sublimation; this was a discovery of one of the kings of that country, and the camphor was named from him. The third kind, or azed, was the same with what we now receive from the Indies, under the name of crude or rough camphor. The word *ased* signifies only large, and was used to express the camphor formed into such large cakes, as it is also at this time. Avicenna says, this camphor was gross, of a dulky colour, and much less bright and pellucid than the other kinds. See Camphor.

AZEDARACH, in Botany. See Melia.

AZEKAH, or *azeceh*, in Ancient Geography, a city of Judaea, throng both by situation and its walls; in the tribe of Judah, and seated in the fame north-west corner with Lebna and Makkedah, in the valley of Terebinth, where David slew Goliath. Josh. xxv. 55. 1 Sam. xvii. 1. Ezechias and St. Jerome inform us, that, in their time, there was a city of this name between Jerusalen and Eleutherapolis.

AZELFOCE, in Algonomy, a fixed ilar of the second magnitude, in the tail of Cygnus.

AZEM, in Geography. See Asam, and Asen.

AZARAILLES, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse, and chief place of a canton in the district of Lunyille, three leagues south-east of Lunyille.

AZETENE, sometimes called Anasintes, in Ancient Geography, a country of Asia, in Armenia Major, between the sources of the Tigris and Euphrates, to the south of Sapena. Ptolomy.

AZEVEDO, Ignatius, in Biography, a Portuguese Jesuit, was born at Oporto, in 1527, and reigning an ample fortune of which he was heir to a younger brother, he devoted himself to religion in the society of the Jesuists of Coimbra. In process of time he became a missionary, and was deputed as such to the Indies and Brazil, under the title of procurator-general for those countries. Having given an account of his first voyage to the general at Rome, he set out on a second mission with a great number of attendants; but whilst the ship was sailing, in 1570, towards the island of Palma, it was taken by corsairs, and all the missionaries were put to death. On this account, Azevedo and his thirty-nine companions have been honored as martyrs in the church of Rome; and the history of their mission and martyrdom was published by Beauvais, a Jesuit, in 1744. Moret.

A Z E Y T AO, in Geography, a small town of Portugal, in Extremadura, consisting of 552 houses, and 2342 inhabitants. It has a manufacture of cottons, and carries on a considerable trade in wine and oil, for which its situation, between the two harbours of Lisbon and St. Uber, is convenient.

AZIACOLLAR, a town or Spain, in the country of Seville, sixteen miles north-west of Seville.

AZIBINTA, in Ancient Geography, an island of the Mediterranean. Phinix.

AZILAR, in Geography, a town of Asia Minor, in the road between Cilicia and Tripoli. Azirilla, a town of France, in the department of the Aude, and chief place of a canton in the district of Carcenfole; thirteen miles N.N.E. of Carcenfole. Lat. 45' 15". Long. 27' 30".

AZIMUGUR, a town of Hindostan, in the country of Allahabad; 108 miles W.N.W. of Patna, and 50 north of Benares.

AZIMUS, or Azimundus, in Ancient Geography, a small city of Thrace, on the Illyrian borders. This city, formerly mentioned by geographers, has been distinguished in the annals of history by the martial spirit of its youth, the fell and reputation of the leaders whom they had chosen, and their daring exploits against the innumerable host of the northern barbarians. Instead of tamely expecting their approach, the Azimundites attacked, in frequent and successful alliances, the troops of the Huns, rescued from their hands the spoil of the captives, and recruited their domestic force by the voluntary association of fugitives and deserters. After the treaty of peace between Attila and the eastern empire, A.D. 446, the Barbarian conqueror still menace the empire with implacable war, unless the Azimundites were purged, or compelled, to comply with the humiliating conditions which their sovereign had accepted. Theodosius, disdaining authority over a society of men who so bravely asserted their national independence, the king of the Huns conducted edged to negotiate an exchange with the citizens of Azimus. They demanded the restitution of some shepherds, who, with their cattle, had been accidentally surprised. After diligent, but fruitless inquiry, the Huns were obliged to swear, that they did not detain any prisoner belonging to the city, before they could recover two surviving countrymen, whom the Azimundites had detained as pledges for the safety of their bail companions. Attila was satisfied, and deceived by their solemn affirmation, that the rest of the captives had been put to the sword; and that it was their constant practice immediately to dismember the Romans and the defectors, who had obtained the security of the public faith. If the race of the Azimundites, whether this dissimulation on their part be excused or condemned by political calufts, had been encouraged and multiplied, the Barbarians would have ceased to trample on the majesty of the empire. At a subsequent period, in the war of the emperor Maurice against the Avars, A.D. 595—602, the Azimundites manifested a considerable degree of the invincible spirit of their ancestors. See Gibbon's Hist. vol. vi. p. 63, &c. vol. vii. p. 201, &c.

AZIMUTH, in Algonomy. The azimuth of the sun, or of a star, is an arc of the horizon, comprehended between the meridian of the place, and any vertical circle passing through the sun or star; and it is equal to the angle at the zenith formed by the said meridian and vertical circle, which is measured by the fore-mentioned arc. The word is pure Arabic, which signifies the same thing. The azimuth is reckoned eastward in the morning, and westward in the afternoon; and it is usually estimated from the south, or from the north, as it is nearer to the one or to the other of those points. Thus if it be found by observation, that the vertical circle which passes through the zenith and a star intersects the horizon just in the midway between the
the east and the south, then the star's azimuth is said to be 45° eastward of the south. It is the complement of the calendar or western altitude to a quadrant.

The azimuth is found trigonometrically, by this proportion: as radius is to the tangent of the altitude, so is the tangent of the sun's altitude to the cosine of the azimuth from the south at the time of the equinox. Otherwise, suppose the latitude of the place, and the fun's declination to be given, and let it be required to find the sun's altitude and azimuth at 6 o'clock. E. G. Let London be the place in N. lat. 51° 32', and let his declination be 23° 32', as it is on the longest day; then to find his altitude and azimuth at 6 o'clock in the morning and evening, construct a figure in the following manner. Describe the meridian (Plate II. Astronomy, fig. 20.), draw the horizon HR, and prime vertical ZN; make RP = latitude 51° 32' N.; draw the 6 o'clock semicircle PS, the equator EQ; the 23° 32' N. parallel of declination nm, intersecting the 6 o'clock semicircle PS in O; and through Z, O, N, describe the azimuth circle ZON, intersecting the horizon in A; then the triangles ZOP and OA are supplemental triangles to one another. In the spherical triangle ZOP, right-angled at P, we have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As Radius</th>
<th>To find the altitude AO</th>
<th>10.000000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To fin. decl. = 23° 32'</td>
<td>9.060112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So fin. lat. = 51° 32'</td>
<td>8.984735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To fin. alt. = 18° 10'</td>
<td>9.49287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To find the azimuth AR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As Radius</th>
<th>10.000000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To CoF lat. = 51° 32'</td>
<td>9.79383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So tang. decl. = 23° 32'</td>
<td>8.63761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To co. tang. azimuth = 74° 53'</td>
<td>9.43144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the arc AR measures the angle RZA, the azimuth.

On the shortest day at London the parallel of south declination cuts the 6 o'clock hour-circle below the horizon; and as the triangles APO and ACO are congruent, the depression below the horizon, on the shortest day at 6 o'clock, will be equal to the altitude at the same hour on the longest day; and the azimuth will also be equal, if estimated from the south. Thus, on the 21st of December, the sun will bear N. 74° 53' E. at 6 o'clock in the morning, and N. 74° 53' W. at 6 in the evening; but on the 21st of December, at the same hours, it will bear S. 74° 53' E., and S. 74° 53' W. From this problem, it appears, that as the declination increases, the altitude increases and the azimuth lessens, and the contrary happens while the declination is decreasing; so that on the days of the equinoxes, when the fun has no declination, the altitude and azimuth will be nothing, or the fun will be in the horizon; and the azimuth being then 90°, the fun will be due east in the morning, and west in the evening; that is, on the days of the equinoxes, the fun rises and sets at the east and west points of the horizon.

Again, given the latitude of a place, the sun's declination and altitude; required the hour from noon, and the sun's azimuth. E. G. In the latitude of 51° 32' N, the fun's altitude was observed to be 46° 20', when his declination was 23° 32' N.; what was the sun's azimuth, and the hour when the observation was made?

Let the primitive circle ZRN (fig. 21.) represent the meridian of London, HR the horizon, and ZN the prime vertical; make RP = latitude 51° 32' N., and describe the parallel of declination nm, and the parallel of altitude m, and the hour when the observation was made.

In the oblique-angled spherical triangle PZ, the co-alt. or zenith distance ZO = 43° 45'; the co-declina. or polar distance OP = 66° 30'. Required the azimuth, ZOP, and the hour from noon ZOP.

To find the azimuth, or angle OP.

Here ZO = 43° 45';
ZP = 38° 28';
OP = 66° 30';

Then co-arith. fin. co-lat. = 38° 28' - 0.20617
co-arith. fin. co-alt. = 43° 45' - 0.16089
fin. 1/3 sum. co-declina. and D = 35° 52' 9.76783
fin. 1/3 diff. co-declina. and D = 35° 52' 9.70761

The sum of the four logs. - 19.84246
The 1/3 sum gives 56° 31'; and 56° 31' doubled gives 112° 6' for the azimuth sought, reckoning from the north.

To find the hour from noon, or ZOP.

Here PO = 66° 32';
PZ = 38° 28';

PO - PZ = 28° 4'; ______
ZO = 43° 45';______

Then co-arith. fin. co-declina. = 66° 32' - 0.03749
co-arith. fin. co-lat. = 38° 28' - 0.20617
fin. 1/3 sum. co-alt. and D = 55° 52' 1.76782
fin. 1/3 diff. co-alt. and D = 7° 48' - 1.13206

The sun's azimuth.

The 1/3 sum gives 21° 55'; - 9.3726

This 21° 55' doubled gives 43° 10' for the measure of the hour from noon, which is 2° 55' 20'.
AZO

AZO is a region in the government of Ekatarinoflaf; which, belonging partly to Little Ruffia and partly to the Zaporogian Kozaks, till the year 1752, when it began to be occupied by colonists from all nations, was one continued waste steppe, entirely void of inhabitants, but has since proved a great acquisition to the industry and trade of the country, under the name of New Servia. The ecclesiastical affairs of

AZOV, in Geography, a town and fortres on the Don, containing about 3800 inhabitants; distant from St. Petersburg 1998, and from Moico 1268 versts. It is well known that the Don is the Tanais of antiquity. Now, in this region, many ages ago, a town of the same name with the river, which had been built by the Greeks. Chardin pretends that Azof is situate fifteen Italian miles inland from the river; whereas the old town of Tanais is only three such miles distant from the river. What reasons Chardin had for giving this statement, concerning one or the other, it is difficult to discern. Though we cannot absolutely prove that the town Tanais, found precisely on the site of the present Azof, yet it is manifest that it was in this district. The more ancient a town is, the more likely it is to have undergone considerable and frequent alterations; and the less reason there is for imagining that it stands exactly on the old primitive spot, of which Rome alone may afford an example. Concerning Tanais, however, Clavdas Ptolemaeus affirmst, it to have been situate near the present Azof. For admitting, as he does, the Don to be the boundary between Europe and Asia, he gives the town Tanais to the Asiatic division. Strabo likewife (p. 215. 340. ed. Cusaub.), placing the town on the same side, at the same time informs us that it was built by the Bosphorian Greeks. Greece, in its earlier periods, was extremely populous; and some parts of it, from the nature of their soil, were not productive enough for the nourishment and support of their prolific inhabitants. Hence they were necessitated to contrive numerous towns on the sea-coast and on several islands, in order to devise means for remedying so great a defect. The commerce, to which the sea gave them all necessary accommodations, furnished this people at the same time with other means of rescuing themselves from poverty. For, at one time, particular towns, at another whole tribes, united to send colonies to different places out of Greece. These new settlers gradually formed colonies, on the shores of Natolia, Sicily, the inferior parts of Italy, in France, and several other countries; so that the commerce of almost the whole world then known was imperceptibly drawn into their hands. In like manner they planted their colonies round the whole coast of the Euxine, where, on the coasts of the peninsula of the Crimea, Theodolia, Chermon, Pantiapeum, and other towns, became particularly famous.—At what time the town Tana, or the present Azof, fell into the possession of the Genoese, is not now to be ascertained. It may however be surmised, that they obtained it from the Polovtze before the incursion of the Tartars, and therefore prior to the year 1257, as they would not have been able to cope with the Tartarian forces. The Genoese were still in possession of the Crimea, and at the same time of Tana or Azof, in 1474, though the Turks had conquered Constaninople in the year 1453. In 1637, Azof was captured from the Turks by the Kozaks; and in 1642, after being reduced to ashes, it was reconquered by the Turks. On the twenty-eighth of July 1666, it surrendered to the arms of Peter the Great; who in 1711, in consequence of the unfortunate affair at the Pruth, restored it to the Turks at the treaty of Breda; from the Turks it was again captured by the Russians, in 1739; but by the treaty of Belgrade they were obliged to cede it to the foundations. It remained in an abandoned state during thirty years. But in the last war against the Turks, Catharine II. caused it to be re-ceded, and it is now in the belli state of defence. Coins of Azof have been found, bearing on them the name of Khan Taktamysh.

AZOF is situate in the government of Ekatarinoflaf; which, belonging partly to Little Ruffia and partly to the Zaporogian Kozaks, till the year 1752, when it began to be occupied by colonists from all nations, was one continued waste steppe, entirely void of inhabitants, but has since proved a great acquisition to the industry and trade of the country, under the name of New Servia. The ecclesiastical affairs of
the Russians are under the archbishop of Ekaterinoflaf and Chertstonefortaika; and in his absence under his vicar the bishop of Fedofoia and Mariopol. The other religious
communities are governed by their own spiritual prelates.

AZOR, Sinof, called by the ancients Puls Meotis, formerly by the Russians the Patriarh sea, and in some maps Zabolee fea, is a gulf in the Euxine, to which it is joined by a strait. It is situated in the dominions of Russia, Long. 52° to 57° east; Lat. 45° 20' to 47° 20' N. It is about 210 miles in length, and from 40 to 60 in breadth. It has six harbours: Taganrokh, Mariopol, and the little fort of Petrofik close to the shore, Azof, Nahitchevan, and fort St. Dmiitri near the mouth of the Don. Of all these, Taganrokh has the greatest trade in exports; being next to that of Kerch in the Euxine. Azof at present is not by far of so much consequence as it formerly was, Russia having now so many harbours on the Turkish waters, and as that arm of the Don, on which Azof lies, is gradually filling with sand from year to year. The other harbours are for the most part of little significance as to foreign commerce. From Taganrokh, in 1793, were exported bar-
iron, tallow and tallow-candles, butter, wheat, and wheat-
meal, linen, petly, tow and cordage, wax and wax-candles, fish, caviar, leather, marble blocks, teeth, honey, soap, failcloth, sheeps wool, &c. to the amount of 428,087 rub-
bles. It is mostly inhabited by Armenians, who fled hither from the Crimean, in 1780; and at present contains several excellent manufactories of silk, cotton, &c. The amount of the exports from the other ports is not known; probably it is but small. The importation consists in raw and wrought silk and cotton, mulins, Turkish stuffs and car-
pets, wool and angora goats hair, Greek wines, oil, va-
rious kinds of fruit, tobacco and snuff, spiceries, sal-
trum, medicinal drugs, pearls, precious stones, gold and silver, &c. The whole northern coast of the sea of Azof, from the Don to Terek, is laid out in fisheries, to which occupation thefe districts are extremely favourable. They fish with nets that have in the middle a conical bag, in which the fish affible; and one single draught, which ge-
nervally lasts only six hours, yields 60,000 fish; among which, however, are found but few flurgeon, odes, and other large kinds of fish. The salted and smoked mack-
arel, called by the Turks Krumir, are an important article of trade in the Crimea, and are frequently sent from Fedo-
foia and Balakhva to Constantinople, and to all the mar-
itime towns of Natalia and Romelia. These fish are trans-
ported in barrels, and a thousand of them are sold on the
for three and a half or four piastras. Tude's View of
the Russian Empire, iii. 72.

AZOGA SHIPS, in Commerce, are those Spanish ships
commonly called the quicksilver ships, from their carrying quicksilver to the Spanish West Indies, in order to extract
the silver out of the mines in Peru and Mexico. But it is a
great mistake to imagine that these ships are absolutely laden
with quicksilver only; for though sthnicly speaking, they are
to carry no goods unles on the king of Spain's account, they
are usually fully laden, notwithstanding this regulation, by reason that the merchants procure special licences of the
king to load, upon paying a consideration for such licences.

AZONI, derived from the privative α, and ζώον, ζώνη, or

country, in Mythology, a term anciently applied to such of
the gods as were not the peculiar divinities of any particular
country or people, but were acknowledged as gods in every
country, and worshipped by every nation. See God.

These azoni were a degree above the visible and sensible
gods, which were called ζώον, who inhabited some partic-
ular part of the world, and never throve out of the district
or zone that was assigned them. Such in Egypt were Æ-
rups, Ophis, and Bacchus; and in Greece, the Sun, Mars, the
Moon, and Pluto. They were called by the Romans
di comitum.

AZOOPHAGUS, from α, ζώον, animal, and ζώον, I
eat, in Natural History, a term used by authors to express
such infects or animals as feed on herbs, never eating the
flesh of any living creature.

AZOR, or Azon, in Ancient Geography, a town of the
northern part of Palestine, to the south of Dan.

AZORES, in Geography, called also Western Islands, from
their situation, and Terecras from the name of the principal
island, are a group of islands lying in the Atlantic ocean,
the 36° and 40° N. lat. and 25° and 33° W. long. Geographers have frequently chaffed them among the
African islands; but they more properly belong to Europe, as
they are about 13° distant from Cape St. Vincent, in Po-
tugal, and about one degree more remote from the African
more. Besides, their latitude connects them more naturally
with Europe than with Africa, and they were first peopled by
Europeans. They are feven in number, viz. St. Michael,
Sta. Maria, Tercera, Gratiosa, St. George, Pico, and Fayal,
besides the smaller ones of Flores and Corvo, which lie at a
considerable distance to the west; but as they all belong to
the government of Portugal, they are all now included under
the same general appellation. These isles were all discovered
by the Portuguese, but the precise period is a subject of
discourse. According to the account inscribed on his globe
by the celebrated geographer Behaim, or Behem, they were
discovered in 1431; but Murr says, that they were explored
successively from 1432 to 1459. It is certain, however,
that they were first discovered by the Portuguese, before
the year 1459; and they are said to have given them the name
of Azores, from azor, a falcon, on account of the number of
goshawks, which were here remarkably tame, there being
never man nor quadruped to disturb them. In 1466, they
were given by the king of Portugal to his filler the duches
of Burgundy. They were colonized by Flemings and Ger-
mans, among whom was Job de Huerten, the father-in-law
of the geographer Behain, or lord of Makirchen, being
driven by Flemers by war and famine. Huerten after-
wards refided at Fayal, and appears to have had a grant of
the arms from the duches of Burgundy. Although
the subsequent history of these isles is rather obscure, the
Flemish inhabitants seem always to have acknowledged the
king of Portugal. The Azores are discovered at a great
distance from the sea, on account of a high mountain called
the Pico, or Peak (see Pico), of a conical form, resembling
the peak of Tenerife. They are generally mountains,
and exposed to earthquakes and eruptions of volcanos, one
of which occurred July 9th, 1757, when St. George's, Pico,
and Fayal, which form a closer group than the others,
being scarcely five leagues asunder, and Tercera, though at
twice that distance from St. George's, were suddenly disturbed
at the same instant, and shaken to their foundation by terri-
ble convulsions of the earth. The first shock lasted two
minutes. On this occasion the ocean overflowed, many
persons lost their lives, and these isles were covered with
ruins. The consequence of this dreadful convulsion of na-
ture was the production of eighteen little islands, that rose
infernally from beneath the sea, at the distance of about ten
yards from the north coast of St. George's. They disapp-
peared in a few months, as those produced by the volcano
of St. Michael had done before. It was observed, that
Flores, Corvo, St. Michael, and St. Mary's, were not at all
affected by this eruption of St. George's, and that Gratiosa
suffered very little. They are subject also to violent winds,
and the fury of the waves, which are frequently very inju-
rious, by overflowing the low grounds, sweeping off whole
fields.
AZO

fields of grain and folds of cattle, breaking down their fences, and overwhelming their houses. Nevertheless they produce wheat, wine, fruits, and abundance of wood; and they have many quadrupeds both wild and tame. One of the latest accounts we have of these islands is that of Mr. Adamson, who visited them in 1753, on his return from Senegal; but it is to be regretted, that these interesting islands, like all the other Portuguese settlements, are almost unknown.

AZORIUM, or Azorus, in Ancient Geography, a town of Greece, in Pelagonia Tripolitidis, according to Strabo and Livy. It was situated among the Parchianians, at the confluence of two rivers which formed the river Curatus.

AZOT, in Agriculture, a substance which is only distinguishable in its different states of combination with other matters. Its effects on vegetation, when in the state of gas, are probably not yet fully ascertained. According to the observations of Humboldt and Scopoli, some sorts of plants when exposed in it soon droop and die, while others, as licorns, continue to increase and grow in a perfect manner.

Azot, in Chemistry, is one of the most important of the substances hitherto considered as elementary, existing very abundantly in nature, forming the greater part of the atmosphere, the peculiar and almost characteristic ingredient of animal matter, the basis of the nitric acid, and one of the constituents of the volatile alkali.

Pure or uncombined azot is only known in the form of a gas; it is then synonymous with the phlogificated air of Scheele and Priestley, the atmospheric mephist of Lavoisier, and the nitrogen gas of Chaptal and some other French chemists.

It was by experiments on the various substances which alter, corrupt, and deteriorate common air, that the properties of azotic gas became first familiar to chemists. In all these, and in the direct eunomotetical experiments, or such as decompose the air in order to ascertain its purity, it is the oxygen, together with the carbonic acid and other causal ingredients, which is subtracted by the chemical re-agents; whilst the azotic gas alone remains unaltered and unabridged. Hence, chemists had as first no other knowledge of azot than as a residue untouched in chemical operations, and its properties could only be described by negatives, till the important discoveries of the composition of nitric acid, of amonia, and of animal matter, gave a new interest to azot as a chemical element. Azotic gas may be obtained in various methods. In every eunometrical process, as we have just mentioned, the residue is azotic gas of greater or less purity. Thus, if phosphorus be burned in a confined quantity of common air, after the combustion has ceased, the residue is azotic gas in considerable purity, generally however holding some of the phosphorus in solution.

Another method of obtaining this gas, first employed by Scheele, is to moisten a quantity of iron filings and sulphur, inclose them in a glass vessel full of common air inverted over water, and in a few days by the absorption of all the oxygen of the air, the azotic gas will be left pure.

Another, and a very speedy method of procuring this gas in great purity, is by agitating common air in contact with a solution of sulphat of iron faturated with nitrous gas.

These methods, with the precautions to be observed, will be further noticed under the article Eunometria, in which it will be seen that the proportion of azotic gas in the atmosphere is, with little variation, about 73 per cent.

Azotic gas may also be readily procured in large quantities by the decomposition of animal matter by means of nitric acid.

Vol. III.

If very dilute nitric acid be poured on any animal matter, particularly muscular flesh or the coagulum of blood, and a gentle heat be used, azotic gas is given out in great purity. This experiment is one of a series of excellent observations on Animal Matter made by Berthollet, which we have already noticed under that article. The azot in this instance proceeds from the animal matter, and not from the acid.

In the decomposition of Ammonia by the oxynitric acid, and in the reduction of some metallic oxides by this alkali, azotic gas is also given out in great purity.

In a single instance, azotic gas may be said to be necessary, for a very considerable quantity of this air rises up in bubbles through the springs of several of the native hot springs, such as those of Bath and Buxton. The nature of the air thus obtained was first observed by Mr. Priestley.

Azotic gas is absolutely incapable of supporting combustion. When a lighted taper is dipped in a jar of this air, it becomes instantly extinguished without any noise or explosion. It is equally destructive to animal life (whence its derivation, from α, and ζωή, deriving of life); and the fatal effects to an animal immersed in it come on only speedily, that it has been thought by some to pupils a positively noxious power independent of the mere absence of oxygen.

Azotic gas is somewhat lighter than common air. Its specific gravity, when obtained from common air by iron filings and sulphur, is stated by Kirwan to be 0.9421, or in the proportion of 939 : 1000 compared with atmospheric air. Lavoisier makes it only 0.9347, or 1000 common air, as 942.6 : 1000.

With oxygen, azot forms a variety of combinations. That of atmospheric air has already been mentioned. A simple admixture of oxygen with a small proportion of azotic gas produces no particular effect, but when the combination is effected by the electric spark, a true combustion of azot takes place, and the product is the Nitric Acid. This beautiful discovery we owe to Mr. Cavendish.

When azot and hydrogen are mixed together, both in the gasous form, no union appears to take place; but under different circumstances Ammonia is produced.

Azotic gas, when heated with Charcoal, with Sulphur, or with Phosphorus, dissolves a small portion of these simple substances, and holds them in solution for a considerable time.

Very little is known concerning the action of azot in its simple form upon metallic or false substances; and in the state of gas, it appears to be more inactive and unwilling to enter into combination than any other substance in nature.

Azot has not hitherto been decomposed, so that it must be considered as a chemical element. Several attempts, however, have been made for this purpose, but none of them have proved satisfactory. The latest of these, which excited much attention in Germany, was that of Weigleb, a justly eminent chemist, an account of which he published in Crell's Annals for 1796. The chief experiment on which this philosopher grounds his theory of the composition of azot is the following: if an earthen tube of small diameter (the stem of a tobacco-pipe for instance), be heated quite red-hot, and the stem of water be sent through the tube in this state without any obvious connection with the external air, a considerable quantity of a gas is generated, which consists almost entirely of azotic gas, mixed with a small quantity of carbonic acid. Hence, this chemist would infer, that as nothing but water and heat are present, the azotic gas here produced is formed by the union of the vapour of water with caloric at a very high temperature. A second experiment is to pass the vapour of water over the oxyd of manganese.
manganese, enclosed in an earthen tube, and already heated for a considerable time, so as to expel all the oxygen which it will yield; in this case also, there will be a very considerable production of azotic gas. A third experiment is to pass the vapour of water through heated glass tubes, of no more than two lines in diameter, when azotic gas will be equally produced. The inference of the composition of azotic gas derived from these experiments, would be very legitimate, if no cause of error could be detected; but the society of Dutch chemists, who have enriched the science with so many valuable observations, on repeating the experiments, fully explained the reason of this singular phenomenon, in demonstrating the permeability of every kind of earthen-ware not glazed, when exposed to a considerable heat. Therefore, in these experiments, the vapour of water in passing through the tube, is found partly to make its way through its pores into the surrounding coals; and at the same time the air circulating through the furnace, partly enters the tube, and is collected at the further extremity; and, this air being vitiated by the burning fuel, is principally azotic gas, mixed with a certain portion of carbonic acid. This permeability of heated earthen-ware (which had been before observed by Dr. Priestley), should always be kept in mind by chemists; as many of the most important experiments of research are performed by the ingenious apparatus of a heated tube. With regard to the production of azotic gas, when the vapour of water was sent through a red-hot glass tube, it was fully ascertained by the above-mentioned chemists, that no gas of whatever kind appears while the tube remains perfect, but that the least crack or fissure is sufficient to give admittance to the air of the furnace with as much ease as the pores of the earthen tube. As an additional proof that the gas in these instances came from without, we may add, that on removing the fire from the earthen tube, and continuing the transmigration of the aqueous vapour, some gas still continued to be given out whilst it remained red-hot, and this latter portion was atmospheric air, or that which now surrounded the heated tube.

Several other circumstances relating to azotic gas, are connected with the theory of Philogiston, to which we shall further refer the reader. Ann. de Chem. tom. 26 and 29.

AZOT, Gaseous Oxid of. See Nitrous Oxid.

AZOTH, among the Ancient Chemists, signified the first matter of metals; or the mercury of the metal, more particularly that which they call the mercury of the philosophers, which they pretend to draw from all sorts of metallic bodies.

Paracelsus's azoth, which he boasted of as an universal remedy, is pretended to have been a preparation of gold, silver, and mercury; a quantity of this he is said to have always carried with him in the pomell of his sword.

AZOTUS, AZOTH, or ASHIDOD, in Ancient Geography, one of the five Philistine fatrumpies, was a celebrated sea-port of Phoenicia, on the Mediterranean, situate about fourteen or fifteen miles south of Ekron or Accaron, between that and Alcalon, and about thirty miles distant from Gaza, towards Joppa. It fell at first to the lot of Judah, but continued for a considerable time in the hands of its ancient owners. It was in this city that the ark of God triumphed over the idol Dagon, which fell down and was crushed before it (1 Sam. v. 2); and it was to this place that Philip was conveyed, after he had baptized the Ethiopian eunuch. Acts, viii. 40. This place was fortified by the Egyptians as a barrier against the Affyrians; and it was so strong, if we may believe Herodotus, that it sustained a blockade and siege of twenty-nine years, under Pharnamctlhus, king of Egypt, about 631 years before the Christian era. It was again re-established, but taken, and its fortresses and towers burned, by the Maccabees, in the year 137 B.C. Afterwards Gabinius, the Roman president of Syria, ordered it to be rebuilt. In was again captured by Vespasian, in the Jewish war, under the reign of Nero, a.D. 67. The ruins of that once famous city are now called "Ezcod;" it is distinguished, says Volney (Travels in Egypt and Syria, vol. ii. p. 338.), at present by its scorpions, but exhibits no proofs of its ancient importance. Three leagues from Ezcod, is the village of El-Mujdal, where they spin the finest cottons in Palelinne, which, however, are very coarse. This traveller reports, that the whole coast is daily accumulating lands, infomuch, that many places which were known to be abundantly fea-ports, are now 4 or 5p00 acres within land. Imperial Greek medals were struck at Azotus, in honour of Septimius Severus, and of Domitian.

AZPILCUETA, MARTIN, married NAVARRE, in Biography, a Spanish lawyer, esteemed one of the most learned lawyers of his time, was born in 1594, at Verafo near Pamplunna. He was incessively professor of jurisprudence at Toulon, Salamanca, and Coimbra, and consulted by persons from all parts as an oracle of law. When his friend Bartholomew Caranza, archbishop of Toledo, was summoned to Rome by the inquisition, on a charge of herey, Alpilcueta, though eighty years of age, went thither to plead for him; and at this advanced age he retained his faculties in their full vigour. Such was his charity to the poor, that he seldom passed a beggar without giving him alms; and it is said, that the male on which he usually rode would drop of its own accord when he saw a beggar. He died at Rome, in 1596, at the great age of ninety-two years. A collection of his works was printed at Lyons, in 6 volumes fol. in 1597; and at Venice, in 1602. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

AZRAIL, in the Mahometan Theology, the angel of death, whole office it is, according to the Mahometans (who relate many ridiculous stories concerning this angel), to separate the souls of men from their bodies.

AZATL, in Ornithology, a name by which a kind of white heron is known in Mexico.

AZUA DE COMPOSTELLA, or AZUCA, in Geography, a sea-port town on the sea-coast of St. Domingo; twelve leagues S. S. E. of Cape Salinas.

AZUGA, a town of Spain, in the province of Estremadura; three leagues south-east of Llerana.

AZUIS, in Ancient Geography, an ancient town of Africa Propria. Potenamy.

AZUMAR, in Geography, a town of Portugal, in the province of Alentejo.

AZUN, a valley in that part of the department of the Upper Pyrenees, formerly called Bigore, in France, distinguished by the number of its valuable mines, of silver, copper, iron, lead, and tin. Those that are already known amount to no fewer than twenty; but lead chiefly abounds throughout the whole of this mountainous country.

AZURE, the blue colour of the sky. See Blue, Cloud, and Sky.

AZURE, in Heraldry, signifies blue; in heraldic engraving it is expressed by horizontal lines.

AZURE. See Ultramarine.

AZUR, or ULTRAMAR, See Cobalt.

AZUREA, in Entomology, a species of Phryganea, with black wings, violet behind. Linn. The lower wings are obliquely violet. It inhabits the north of Europe.

AZUREA, in Zoology, a species of Lacerta that inhabits Africa, and is distinguished by having the tail verticillated, short, with mucronated scales. Linn. Gmelin speaks of two
two varieties of this creature; one, a native of Africa, is rather larger than the preceding, and is described under the name of *cereus brasiliensis*; the other has a deep chestnut coloured stripe on the shoulders.

The colour of this species in its natural state, Dr. Shaw imagines to be an elegant pale blue, fuscated on the body and tail with several transverse and somewhat alternate bands either of black, or very deep blue. The kind figured in the *Gen. Zool.* of that writer to illustrate the species, appears to be the second variety mentioned by Gmelin, having a dark band on the shoulders. Dr. Shaw observes that the head is rather obtuse; the body moderately thick, and covered as well as the limbs with very small smooth scales; and the tail on the contrary, which is of a moderate length, is very distinctly and strongly verticillated by rows of large carinated scales, the extremities of which project considerably so as to form so many shining points.

AZURENSIS, (or AjuRENSIS, in *Ancient Geography*, an episcopal see of Africa, in Numidia.)

AZUREUS, in *Entomology*, a species of *Carabus*, of an azure colour, with red legs and antennae. Inhabits Leptice. Fabricius.

AZUREUS, a species of *Cineas*, of a middle size; dull green colour; and yellowish mouth and legs. This kind inhabits Guinea. *Obs.* The abdomen is yellowish, with black dots in the middle.

AZURIN, in *Ornithology*, a name assigned by Buffon to the species of *Turdus*, since called specifically *cyanurus* by Gmelin, which see.

AZUROUX, a name given by Buffon to the *emberiza cyanura* of Gmelin. See *Emberiza* *Cerulea*.

AZYGOS, in *Anatomy*, a vein arisid out of the cava, otherwise called *vena cerulea*, because blue, whence its name. See *Veins, Description of*.

AZYMITES, in *Ecclesiastical History*, Christians who communicate in bread not leavened or fermented. See *Azymus*. This appellation is given by Cerularius to those of the Latin church, upon his excommunicating them in the eleventh century. Du-Cange. The Armenians and Maronites also use azymus, or unleavened bread, in their office; on which account some Greeks call them azymites.

AZYMUS, composed of the privative *a* and *zyg*; fermented, something not fermented, or that is made without leaven.

The term azymus is much used in the disputes betwixt those of the Greek and Romish church; the latter of whom contend that the bread in the mass ought to be *azymus, unleavened*, in imitation of the paschal bread of the Jews, and of our Saviour, who instituted the sacrament on the day of the passover; and the former strenuously maintaining the contrary, from tradition and the constant usage of the church. This dispute was not the occasion of the rupture between the Greek and Latin churches; Photius having broken with the popes 200 years before; though it is urged that before the time of Photius, A. D. 867, azymus was used in the Romish church; and that it was more generally used through the West, for which authority of Alcinus, who died in 794, is alleged. St. Thomas, in *4 Sent. diff.* 2. q. 11. art. 3. *quodlibet*. 3. relates, that during the first ages of the church, none but unleavened bread was used in the eucharist, 'till such time as the Ebionites arose, who held that all the observances prescribed by Moses were still in force; upon which both the eastern and western churches took to the use of leavened bread; and, after the extinction of that heresy, the western church returned to the azymus; the easterm perniciously adhering to the former usage.

This account is controverted by father Sirmond, in a dissertation on the subject wherein he shews, that the Latins had constantly communicated in leavened bread, till the tenth century, and cardinal Boia, *Reurum Liturgic.* c. 23. p. 183, greatly disputes what St. Thomas alleges.—In the council of Florence it was decreed, that the point lay at the discretion of the church; and that either leavened or unleavened bread might be used; the western church has preferred the latter.

AZZALUM, in the *Ancient Physiology*, a species of iron, reputed the most excellent of all, supposed to have been brought from India, whence it was called *Indicum*, but in reality, according to some, brought from China. *Phiz.* *Hist. Nat.* lib. xxxiv. c. 14.

AZZO, PORTUS, in *Biography*, an eminent Italian lawyer, who held the professorship of jurisprudence at Bologna, from the year 1192, till his death, which probably happened not long after 1220, and at this time the university was attended by 10,000 students. Such was his affinity as a lecturer, that he said he never was ill but in the vacations. He was the author of a "Summary of the Code and the Institutes," which has passed through several editions. Of this work, Gravina says, (De Orig. Jur. v. i. p. 93.) that it is so ingenious and profound, that although written in a barbarous age, we cannot, with all our present erudition, be safely without it. One of his scholars collected the "Introduction to the Code" of this author, which has been printed; and several of his writings remain in manuscript. *Nuov. Diz.* *Hist.*

AZZOGILIO, in *Geography*, a town of Italy, in the principality of Maffarano; six miles N. N. E. of Maffarano.
B.

B, the second letter of our alphabet, and of most others.

This observation fails in the ancient Irish alphabet, where B is the first, and A the seventeenth; and in the Abyssinian, where A is the third. B is the first consonant, and first mute, and in its pronunciation is supposed to resemble the bleating of a sheep; upon which account Petrus tells us, in his Hieroglyphics, that the Egyptians represented the sound of this letter by the figure of that animal.

It is also one of those letters which the eastern grammarians call labial, because the principal organs employed in its pronunciation are the lips. It has a near affinity with the other labials P and V, and is often used for P, both by the Armenians, and other orientals; as in Betrus for Petrus, aspera for asper, &c.; and by the Romans for V, as in amaba for amicit, bona for bona, &c. whence arose that jelt of Aurelian on the emperor Bonosus, Non ut vivat natus est, sed ut labat. See V.

The final B was also sometimes changed into L in the ancient languages, as Beetschul for Bleetschuh. Dohart (Hieroz. p. ii. l. iv. c. 9. p. 501.) and Grotius (in Matth. x. 25.), have given instances of such changes.

B and C, or the K of the Greeks, are often subtilized for one another. Thus, the Greeks say, Βαββοσευ for Καβσευς; and the Latins Ausa for Ausa. B and D are also used interchangeably, as in Bellum and Duellum. See Quint. de Ort. c. 45.

Plutarch observes that the Macedonians changed Φ into B, and pronounced Βιβος, Βερενος, &c. for Φιλιπ, Φερενος, &c.; and that those of Delphos used B, instead of Π; as Βασιλεως for Πασιλεως, &c. See P.

The Εβλιος change the B into Γ, as Γαφαγον for Βαβαγος. The modern Greeks call the beta, χιτα.

The Latins said Σεφονα, Σεφονα, for Σεθονα, Σελονα, and pronounced optimus, though they wrote olimaius, as Quintilian has observed. They also used B for F or Ph; thus in an ancient inscription mentioned by Gruter, ΟFENBIARO is used for GENEBIARO. See F, &c.

B requires an entire closure and pressure of the lips, and is pronounced by forcing them open with a strong breath. This letter also, if it pass through the nose, becomes an M; as appears by those who have the nostrils stopped by a cold or otherwise, when they endeavour to pronounce the letter M; for instance, many men, is by such a one pronounced many men. See M.

With the ancients, B, as a numeral, is used for 300, as appears by this verse:

"Et B trecentum per se recintare videtur."
pellation to their respective idols; and thus were introduced a variety of deities under the denomination of Baal, called Baalim, or Baal, with some epithets annexed to it, as Baal-Berith, Baal-Gad, Baal-Molech, Baal-Peor, Baal-Zebub, &c. Some have supposed that the founders of Ham first worshipped the sun under the title of Baal (see 2 Kings, xiii. 5, 11.), and that they afterwards ascribed it to the patriarch who was the head of their line; making the sun only an emblem of his influence or power. It is certain, however, that when the custom prevailed of deifying and worshipping those who were in any respect distinguished amongst mankind, the appellation of Baal was not restricted to the sun, but extended to those eminent persons who were deified, and who became objects of worship in different nations. The Phoenicians had several deities of this kind, who were not intended to represent the sun. It is probable that Baal, Belus, or Bel, the great god of the Carthaginians, and also of the Sidonians, Babylonians, and Affyrians, who from the testimony of scripture appears to have been delighted with human sacrifice, was the Moloch of the Ammonites, the Chronus of the Greeks, who was the chief object of adoration in Italy, Crete, Cyprus, and Rhodes, and all other countries where divine honours were paid him, and the Saturn of the Latins. In process of time, many other deities, besides the principal one just mentioned, were distinguished by the title of Baal among the Phoenicians, particularly those of Tyre, and of course among the Carthaginians, and other nations. Such were Jupiter, Mars, Bacchus, and Apollo or the sun.

The term Baal, as we have already observed, denoted God or Lord among the orientals; and the Zeus of the Greeks had the same meaning. Servius (in Aen. i.), who is followed by Vossius (Theol. Gent. I. ii. c. 4.), observes, that Baal in the Punic tongue had two significations, either denoting Saturn, or being equivalent to the Latin deus or god. Accordingly, if Baal and Zeus, or J. piter, be words of the same import in different languages, we may apply to the former what Varro, cited by Tertullian, says of the latter, that the number of those deities who pleased under this denomination amounted to 300. Some, however, are of opinion, that there were originally only two gods of the Phoenicians, and consequently of the Carthaginians; and that all the other deities were comprehended under two; viz. Baal and Astartaroth, or Belus and Astarte. See Selden, de Deis Syr. Synt. 2. c. 2. p. 145; Shackford’s Connect. b. v.

The temples and altars of Baal were generally placed on eminences; they were places inclosed with walls, wherein was maintained a perpetual fire; and some of them had statues or images, called in scripture “Chamam.” Maundrell, in his journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem, observed some remains of these monuments in Syria. Baal had his prophets and his priests in great numbers; accordingly we read of 450 of them that were fed at the table of Jeroboam only; and they conducted the worship of this deity, by offering sacrifices, by dancing round his altar with violent gestures, exclamations, and lamentations, by cutting their bodies with knives and lancets, and by raving and pretending to prophesy, as if they were possessed of some invisible power. Several of these practices, and particularly that of cutting the body, were, according to Mede (vol. ii. p. 776.), funeral rites, as appears from Lev. xxi. 5. xix. 28. Deut. xiv. 1. Jerem. xviii. 37. xvi. 6.; and they were retained, says this learned author, in the funeral worship of those who were deified after their death. Hence, and from other circumstances, he infers, that Baal was a demon-god. See BAALEH, DEMON, and IDOLATRY.

BAALBEK, in Geography. See BAALBEK.

BAAL-BERITH, in Ancient Mythology, derived from baal, sovereign, and berith, covenant; a deity acknowledged under this title by the Carthaginians and Phoenicians in their alliances.

Jupiter was worshipped by these people under the denomination of Belus or Baal; to him they addressed their oaths, and they placed him at the head of their treaties. Hence some have not scrupled to affirm, that he was the Baal-Berith of the Phoenicians (see Banier, in Mythol. vol. i.); but Cumberland (see Sanchonatho’s Phcen. Hist. p. 152.) supposes that Baal-Berith was Cronus, or Ham, worshipped anciently at Berytos. See Judg. viii. 33. ix. 4. According to Bryant (Anal. Anc. Mythol. vol. ii. p. 355.), the Baal-Berith of the Canaanites was no other than the Arkite god; with whose idolatry the Israelites in general were instructed, soon after they were settled in the land of Canaan. (See Berytos.) The Greeks, however, had their Zeus, or Jupiter, the withe sand arbiter of oaths; and the Latins their Deus Julius, or Jupiter Pius, whom they regarded as the god of honesty and integrity, and who professed to treatises and alliances.

BAAL-GAD, BAAL-GAD, or BAGAD, an idol of the Syrians, whose whole name was composed of baal, lord, and gad, chance or fortune; the god of chance or fortune. After the god of thunder, the god of fortune was one of the first worshipped by mankind. See Phil. Trans. vol. Iv. N. 2. art. 1766.

BAAL-GAD, in Ancient Geography, a city of Palatine, at the foot of mount Hermon, so called from the deity Baal-Gad, who was worshipped in this place. Jos. xi. 17.

BAAL-HAMMON. See BALAT.

BAAL Hazor, a city of Ephraim, where Abimael kept his becaaks; 2 Sam. xii. 23.

BAAL-HARMON, a town of Palatine, generally placed north of the tribe of Issachar. 1 Chron. v. 23.

The temple of Baal-Harmon in mount Libanus (judges, iii. 13.), was probably founded, says Bryant (Anal. Anc. Mythol. vol. ii. p. 163.), by the Cadmians, who formed one of the Hivite nations in those parts.

BAALIM, in Ancient Mythology, inferior deities among the Phoenicians.

The learned Joseph Mede (vol. ii. p. 776.) having suggested that Baal, or in the Chaldee dialect Bal, was the first king of Babel after Nimrod, and the first that was deified and reputed a god after his death, apprehends that this gave occasion for denominating all other deities Baalim. The Baal, he conceives, were the deified souls of the dead. Bryant also (vol. ii. p. 529.) is of opinion that the most early deification to idolatry consisted in the worship of the funerary image of the dead, and that of dnemons, called Baalim. See DEMON.

BAAL-MON, in Ancient Geography, a city of Canaan, in the tribe of Reuben, taken by the Moabites, and possessed by them in the time of Ezekiel. Num. xxxii. 38. 1 Chron. v. 8. Ezek. xxv. 6. Luke and Jeremiah place it nine miles from Ebus or Ecbon, at the foot of mount Baara or Abrim.

BAAL-POR, or BAAL-PHAGOR, in Mythology, an idol deity of the Moabites and Midianites, supposed by some to have been Priapus, whose worship was conducted with great impurity; by others to have been Adonis; and by others to have been Saturn, adorned under this appellation in Arabia. The learned Mede, supposing Peor to be the name of a mountain in Moshe, upon which a temple of Baal was erected, concludes that Baal-Por was only another name of Baal, derived from the situation of his temple; and to add no more, Selden (De Dios Syrius, Syntag. i. c. 5.) supposes that Baal-Por is Pluto, founding his conjecture on Pf. xvi. 28. where it is said, "They joined themselves unto Baal-Por, and ate the offerings of the dead." The sacrifices to which their words refer, says this author, were offered
offered to appease the names of the dead. But these sacrifices or offerings of the dead may mean no more than the sacrifices or offerings made to idols, or false gods, who are properly called "the dead," in contradistinction to the true God, called in scripture "the living God."

BAAL-PERAZIM, in Ancient Geography, a place of Palestine, in the valley of Rephaim, not far from Jerusalem, where David put to flight the Philistines. 2 Sam. v. 20.

BAAL-SAMIM, or BAAL-SHAMAIM, according to the Hebrew mode of expression, q. d. the Lord of heaven, in Mythology, a deity of the Phoenicians, which was probably the fun, to whom they and the Carthaginians paid divine honours, addressing him with their arms extended. Belifima, or the queen of heaven, was the moon.

BAAL-TAMAR, in Ancient Geography, a place of Judæa, in the tribe of Benjamin, situate, according to Eusebius, near Gibeah, where the children of Israel engaged the tribe of Benjamin. Judg. xx. 33.

BAALTIS, in Mythology, a goddess among the Phœnicians, chiefly worshipped at Byblos; supposed by some to have been the same with the Diana of the Greeks.

BAAL-ZEBUB. See BEELZEBUB.

BAAL-ZEPHON, or BAAL-TSHEPHON, q. d. the god or idol of the north, in Mythology, a deity of the ancient Egyptians, so called, according to Dr. Shaw, (Trav. p. 353.) in contradistinction, perhaps, to others of the Lower Thebais, whose places of worship were to the south or east. But if Tzephon be derived from Tzéph, to fly out, or observe, then Baal-tzephon will probably signify the "god of the watch-tower," or "the guardian god," such as the Hermes or Terminus of the Romans, the Ekepeor of the Greeks, &c. At the temple of this deity, according to the Jerusalem Targum, Pharaoh, when he was purifying the Israelites in their exodus, offered sacrifice, wainting till the next day for an attack upon Israel, whom he believed his god had delivered into his hands; but, in the mean time, they passed the Red sea, and escaped.

BAAL-ZEPHON, in Ancient Geography, a place thought by some to be a city, opposite to Pihaaliroth, where the Israelites encamped before they passed the Red sea. It was distinguished either by its northern situation, NNE, signifying the north, in Exod. xxvi. 20. Joh. viii. 11. and in other places of scripture; or by some watch-tower or idol temple that was erected upon it. Dr. Shaw supposes, that this place was at the extreme of the mountains of Suez, or Attackah, the most conspicuous of these defects; inasmuch as it overlooks a great part of the lower Thebais, as well as the wilderness that reaches towards, or which rather makes a part of, the land of the Philistines. Accordingly Migdol might lie to the south, and Baal-tzephon to the north of Pihaaliroth. For the march of the Israelites from the edge of the wilderness being towards the sea, or the south-east, their encampment between Migdol and the sea, or before Migdol, could not well have any other situation. See Exod. xiv. 2. xix. 2. Numb. xxxiii. 7. Eusebius reports, from ancient traditions, that the Israelites passed at Clyfma, the Koloum of the Arabs, both of the terms signifying destruction, which was a very expressive appellation, if it was deduced from the destruc tion of the Egyptian army. The situation of Koloum, it has been said, is near Suez; and hence it has been thought, that Baal-tzephon was at Suez, though Pococke, Shaw, and Bruce, place it farther to the south. In support of this opinion it has been further alleged, that the appellation Baal-tzephon, the god of the north, implies, that the temple of this deity stood either on the northern extremity of the Red sea itself, or on the northern extremity of the gullet called Pihaaliroth. "Baal-tzephon," says Bruce (Travels, vol. i. p. 233.) "was probably some idol's temple, which served for a signal-house upon the cape which forms the north-entrance of the bay, opposite to Jabel Attakalah, where there is still a mosque, or faint's tomb. It was probably a light-house, for the direction of ships going to the bottom of the gulf, to prevent mistaking it for another foul bay, under the high land, where is also a tomb of a saint, called Aboun Derage." See PIHAALIROTH.

BAAL'S RIVER, and BAY, in Geography, lie in Wilt Greenland, between Bear Sound on the south-east, and Delft's Point on the north-west, and opposite to the mouth of Hudson's Strait.

BAAN, John de, in Biography, an eminent portrait-painter, was born at Haarlem, in 1653, and after receiving instructions in the art of painting from his uncle Piamons, pursued his studies with singular facility under Bakker, at Amsterdam. Having determined to form himself upon the model of Van Dyck, his merit was soon universally known; and he was invited by Charles I. to London, where he painted the portraits of the king, queen, and chief nobility at court, and was much admired for the elegance of his attitudes, and also for his clean, natural, and lively tone of colouring. After his return to the Hague, he painted a noble portrait of the duke of Zell, for which he received a sum amounting nearly to 500l. The best of de Baan's performances is the portrait of prince Maurice of Nassau, in the execution of which he exerted the utmost efforts of his pencil. He died in 1702, Pilkington.

BAAN, Jacob de, the son of the former, was born at the Hague in 1673, and having acquired eminence as a painter under the instruction and by the example of his father, he came over to England about the age of twenty, among the attendants of William III., where he was favourably received. From England, where he gained by his performances in portrait-painting distinguished reputation, he travelled through Tuscany to Rome, and he there devoted himself to the prosecution of his studies. However, though he gained a considerable sum of money by painting several portraits and conversations, during his residence at Rome, he squandered it away by various modes of profusion and expense. His premature death, at the age of twenty-seven, A.D. 1700, and the previous intermission of his affluence, prevented his arriving at that excellence of which his talents were capable. Pilkington.

BAANITES, in Ecclesiastical History, the followers of Baanes, who adopted and disseminated the Manichæan notions in the ninth century, about the year 810.

BAAR, in Geography, a land-gravitate of Germany, in the circle of Swabia, belonging to Furrenberg, situate to the east of Bridgen. The source of the Danube is in this territory.

BAARAS, BAHARAS, or BACHARAS, in Boian, an extraordinary kind of root, said to grow on mount Lebanon, in a valley called Baarar, whence the name, near the city Macheron. By the account which Josephus gives of it, it seems to be a sort of vegetable phosphorus, for he represents it as of a flame colour, emitting rays of light in the night, and disappearing by day.

BAARIOU, in Geography, a river of Asia, in Kamtschatka, which runs in a valley between two mountains.

BAAT, in the language of the Siamefs, anwering to the English in that of the Chineses, denotes a weight and coin current in those kingdoms. It weighs about half an ounce.

BABA, in Biography, a Turcoman impostor, and pretender to prophecy, who appeared among the Mahometans, in the city of Amaia in Nodaria, in the year of the Hegira 638, A.D. 1240, and who seduced a great multitude of followers. One of his disciples, named Isaac, published his commission, and gained a number of adherents. Baba and Isaac concurred in commencing acts of hostility against all
all who would not adopt their profession of faith, viz. 

"There is but one God, and Baba is his apostle;" and they put several Mahometans and Christians, who refused them, to death. At length, the Mahometans and Christians uniting together, raised an army, which entirely routed their followers, destroyed many of them, and took their two chiefs captives, who were afterwards beheaded; and thus their fece was totally annihilated. Herbelot. Bib. Orient. Sale's Koran. Introd. p. 187.

BABA, in Geography, a territory in the jurisdiction of Guayaquil, in South America, extending to the shores of the Cordilleras, or the mountains of Anga Marca, belonging to the jurisdiction of Latacunga. Besides the principal town of the same name, at some distance from a river of the same appellation, there are two other places called San Lorenzo and Palenque, far from the capital, and near the Cordilleras, whose inhabitants are little civilized. The exac-trees, which abound in this district, produce fruit twice in the year.

BABA, or Temisfar, a town of European Turkey, in Bulgaria, 63 miles east of Silihtia.

BABA, Cape, a cape of Natolia, in Asia Minor, between the islands of Tenedos and Lesbos, and near the gulf of Adramytti, on the coast of the Archipelago. N. lat. 39° 33'; E. long. 26° 22'. It was formerly the promontory Lade. A small town of the same name, situated to the east of the cape, on a floating ground, has a small harbour for boats; and is famous in Turkey for the knife and sword blades which are manufactured there for the use of the orientals. It is peopled by Turks and Greeks; the adjacent soil is tolerably good, and furnishes the same productions as that of Traos. Olivier's Trav. vol. ii. p. 66.

BABA, in Ornithology, the Ruffian name of the PELICAN.

BABA CHOKA, in Geography, one of the Bilfagos islands.

BABAHOYO, a territory and town of the jurisdiction of Guayaquil, in South America. The town is the seat of the grand custom-house, where account is taken of the various commodities that are conveyed to or from the Cordilleras and adjacent countries. Besides the principal town, this district contains Ubja, Caracol, Quezna, and Mangaches, the two last border on the Cordilleras, and are at a considerable distance from Ubja, where therief refises during winter, and whence he removes to Babahoyo in the summer. The capital, besides its settled inhabitants, has always a great number of traders from other ports. This country, being level and low, is overflowed by the swellings of the rivers Caluma, Ubja, and Caracol; so that at Babahoyo the water rises to the fifth story of the houses; and during winter it is entirely deflected. In this district cacao are abundant. It also produces cotton, rice, Guinea pepper, and a great variety of fruits. It has likewise large droves of black cattle, horses, and mules, which, in winter, are kept in the mountains, and in summer are removed to the low lands to feed on the ganamole, a plant so luxuriant as to cover the ground, and rising to the height of two and a half yards.

BABAIN, a town of Peru, in the province of Kerman, ninety miles south-east of Qerchan.

BABAIN, a village or burgh of Egypt, built on the ruins of an ancient town, about six miles west of ACHMOUNT.

BABAHABA, one of the richest countries of Abyssinia, about twelve miles from the river Bah, and near the lake Tzana. This on the south, and Woggora on the north, are the two granaries that supply the rest of the kingdom. It contains a number of small villages; in which the queen and many of her relations have their houses and possessions. These villages are all surrounded with Kolquill trees, as large in the trunk as those of the province of Tygr, but


BABBI, GREGORIO, in Biography, a tenor singer in the Italian opera, with the sweetest, most flexible, and most powerful voice of its kind, that his country could boast at the time. He flowered from 1720 to 1740; never was in England; but we have seen the principal songs that were composed for him, and converted with many good judges that heard him sing them, and have no doubt but that he was a dignified, splendid, and powerful performer.

BABBIN, in Geography, a town of Pomerania, in the island of Rugen, twelve miles north of Bergen.

BABBIN, MATTEO, in Biography, fo named from being the scholar or imitator of Babbi, arrived in England in 1786, at the same time as Rubini. He had a tenor voice that was sweet, though not powerful, had an elegant and pleasing style of singing; but it was easy to imagine that his voice had been better; and not difficult to discover, though his taste was modern, and many of his ritornelli refined and judicious, that his graces were sometimes redundant, and his manner affectitious. His importance was very much diminished, when he sung with the Nara; and after the arrival of Rubini, he sunk into insignificance.

BABBLING, among Hunters, is when the hounds are too busy after they have found a good scent.

BABEL, WILLIAM, in Biography, organist of all-hallows, Bread-freet, seems to have been the first in this country at hail, who thinned, simplified, and divested the mimic of keyed-instruments of the crowded and complicated harmony, with which, from the convenience of the clavier, and passion for full and elaborate music, it had been embar- rassed from its earliest cultivation. This author acquired great celebrity by wire-drawing the favourite songs of the opera of Rinaldo, and others of the same period, into showy and brilliant lesons, which, by mere rapidity of finger in playing single sounds, without the assistance of talf, expression, harmony, or modulation, enabled the performer to allain ignorance, and acquire the reputation of a great player, at a small expense. There is no instrument so favourable to such frothy and unmeaning music as the harp-chord. Arpeggios, which lie under the fingers, and running up and down the fiddles of easy keys with velocity, are not difficult, on an instrument of which neither the tone nor timing depends on the player; as neither his breath nor bow-hand is requisite to give existence or sweetness to its sounds. And Mr. Bachel, by avoiding its chief difficulties of full harmony, and difficult motion of the parts, at once grati- fied idleness and vanity. We remember well, in the early part of our life, being duped to the glare and glitter of this kind of tinsel; this poussiere que les yeux, which Mr. Felton continued, and other dealers in notes, et rien que des notes, till Joze, the figner, by his neat and elegant manner of execut- ing the brilliant, graceful, and pleasing lesons of Alberti, rendered them the objects of imitation. At length, on the arrival of the late Mr. Bach, and construction of pianofortes in this country, the performers on keyed-instruments were obliged wholly to change their ground; and instead of surpring by the seeming labour and dexterity of execution, had the real and more useful difficulties of talf, expression, and light and shade, to encounter. Bachel, who was one of his Majesty George the First's private music, died about the year 1722.


The materials of which this tower was constructed were, as the scripture informs us (Gen. xi. 3.), burnt bricks instead of stone, and slime instead of water. According to an earlier tradition, three years were employed in making and burning these bricks, and each of them was 13 cubits long, 10 broad, and 5 thick. The slime was of a pitchy sublimance, or bitumen, brought from a city in the neighborhood of Babylon, called Is or Hit. Oriental writers, on whose report we can repose little confidence, pretend that the city was 513 fathoms in length, and 151 in breadth; that the walls were 5333 fathoms high, and 33 broad; and that the tower itself was no less than 10,000 fathoms or 12 miles high. St. Jerome affirms, from the testimony of eye-witnesses, who, as he says, had examined the remains of the tower, that it was four miles high. But it is needful to account for these fables. See BABYLON.

BABEL-MANDEB, sometimes called BABEL-MANDER, in Geography, a narrow strait at the entrance into the Red Sea, which connects it with the Indian ocean, lying between the south-western coast of Yemen or Arabia Felix, and the coast of Aden in Africa, and formed by the projecting land of Arabia on the east, and that of Abyssinia on the west. N. lat. 12° 52'. E. long. 43° 56'. The whole breadth of this strait is about 30 geographical miles; and within it, about a league from the coast of Yemen, is the small barren island of Perim, sometimes called Babel-mandel, which has a good port, but is without fresh water. This island is called by Arrian the isle of Didoorus. Near the African coast are several small islands, and on the continent is the town of Zeila, which is subject to the Imam of Yemen. Vessels that navigate this strait most commonly pass between the isle of Perim and Arabia, though the passage is narrow, on account of the number of small islands on the African coast. The currents are strong, and the swell high, so that it is difficult to pass without a fair wind; hence this navigation has been dreaded by the unskilful mariners of the adjoining countries. In ancient times the navigation of the Arabian gulf, which is even now flow and difficult, was considered by nations around it to be so extremely perilous, that it led them to give such names to several of its promontories, bays, and harbours, as convey a striking idea of the impiety which the dread of this danger had made upon their imagination. Accordingly, the entry into the gulf, they called Babel-mandeb, which signifies the gate or port of
of destruction; to a harbour not far distant, they gave the name of Meta, or death; and an adjacent headland they called Gardesfan, or the cape of burial. Near this strait Ptolemy places a town, which he calls, in the Greek, Mandaia, probably a corruption of Mandiai; and the promontory on the south side of the strait, and the city upon it, is Diræa, which means the Hades, or Hell, by Ptolemy called Agor. A cluster of islands met with in the canal, after passing Mochia, is called Jibbel Zekir, or the islands of prayer for the remembrance of the dead. And in the same course up the gulf, others are called Schaffa Gizer, praise or glory to God, as we may suppose, for the return from this dangerous navigation. Niebuhr and Bruce.

In the "Periplus of the Erythraean sea," by Dr. Vincent, the flats of Babel-mandeb are contracted to 23 miles, and divided into two channels, by the intervention of Paren and other isles; and they open in an easterly direction to Cama or Cape Partaouque on the Arabian side, and to Aramata or Gardesfan on the coast of Africa; which two promontories form the proper entrance to the flats from the Indian ocean, and are about 350 geographical miles asunder.

BABENHAUSEN, a town of Germany in the circle of Swabia, to which belongs a branch of the counts of Fugger, seated on the Gunz; 26 miles W. S. W. of Augsburg, and 16 S. E. of Ulm. N. lat. 48° 11'. E. long. 9° 16'.

BABENSKOJ, a town of Roufis, in the government of Archangel, 90 miles S. W. of Kola.

BABIA, a river of Ruffian Lapland, which runs into the White sea, fix miles south of Pillitza.

BABIA, in Mythology, a goddeff of Syria, worshipped particularly at Damas. She was supposed to be the goddeff of youth, and to have been their Venus, who presided over love and marriage. Selden, de Diis Syris, Syntag. 11. c. 4.

BABIBA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa, in Libya interior, on the Western coast, between the rivers Aradus and Stachir.

BABICA, in Geography, a town of Poland, in the Palatinate of Minkel, eight miles east of Mozyr.

BABIN, Francis, in Biography, a theologian and canonist of France, was born at Angers in 1651, and elected professor of divinity, in the university of his native city. Here he read lectures to numerous classes for 20 years. In 1706, he was appointed by the bishop of Angers one of his grand vicars, and employed to collect and regulate the minutes of the conferences of the diocese. This work was published in 18 volumes 12mo, and is much esteemed for its method and style. In 1697, Babin published in 4to. a work, intitled, "A Narrative of what passed in the university of Angers, on the Subjeet of Janenfim and Cartefianism." Louis XIV. allowed him a pension of 2000 livres, and appointed him to several lucrative and honourable offices, from which he enjoyed till his death in 1734, at the age of 83. He retained his faculties to the last, and was often consulted on ecclesiastical questions and cases of conscience. Nouv. Dict. Hill.

Babin, in Geography, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Lublin; eight miles south-west of Lublin. - Alfo, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Braslaw; twenty-eight miles north-east of Braslaw. - Also, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Beliez, thirty-six miles east of Beliez.

BABBINGTON, Greville, in Biography, an English bishop, was born about the middle of the sixteenth century, in Nottinghamshire, as some say, but according to others, in Devonshire, and educated in Trinity college, Cambridge. When he was domestic chaplain to Henry earl of Pembroke, Vol. III. prefident of the council in the marches of Wales, he is said to have offered lady Mary Sidney, the countess of Pembroke, in her English metreal version of the Psalms of David. By the interest of his patron, he was appointed treasurer of the church of Landaff, and in 1551 became bishop of that see, from which he was translated 1609 to Exeter, and afterwards to Worcester, where he resigned for thirty years, till the time of his death in 1610. Notwithstanding his liberality in repairing the cathedral of the diocese, and bequeathing to it his library, no monument was erected on his grave. For leanting and piety, and a pathetic and popular preacher, Dr. Babbington has been highly extolled. He was not humble and diligent, and with the exception of having alienated from the bishopric of Exeter the rich manor of Credton in Devonshire, he has been deemed unobnoxious to the charge of avarice. His works, published in 1615 and 1637, contain "Comfortable Notes on the Pentateuch," an "Exposition of the Creed, Commandments, and Lord's Prayer," a "Conference between Man thia Justice and Faith," and three sermons. They are written in the quaint style of the times, and are distinguished by their piety more than by their literary merit. Bot. Brit.

BABINOVITCHI, in Geography, a district of the government of Moldavia in Russia, on the river Lutsholla, falling into the Duna. N. lat. 54° 52'. E. long. 50° 14'.

BABIROSIA, BARBIROSSA, and BARDIROSSE. See BABEOSA.

BABITZ, in Geography, a town of Babemia, in the circle of Czadau; five miles W. N. W. of Teutich Brod.

BABOEUF, a town of France, in the department of the Oise, and chief place of a canton in the district of Noyon; two miles E. N. E. of Noyon.

BABOLZA, a town of Lower Hungary, in Scavonia, between Pofleg and Zliget, towards the Danube; supposed by some to have been the ancient Manujectunum, or Port Manuentum.

BADOON, in Zoology, the name of that tribe of Apes (Simia Linn.) which have short tails;—cauda abbreviata: papiones uncus 24-24 zetarium, Cmel. Linn. Syft. Nat.; and comprehending the species nemellina, apedia, Iphinix, moron, mimon, and porcarias. The baboons of Dr. Shaw are such of the Simia genus as have very muscular bodies, and whose tails are commonly short. Biboone in the English language has the same application as baboein in the French, and of which many accounts have been given by Buffon, Sonnini, and others. Verne observes, that the baboeis are a ferocious and very lascivious kind of ape, found in many parts of the old world, and especially in Africa. Their muzzles, he remarks, is a little lengthened in the same manner as that of a dog, and on that account they have sometimes been called finger cyanecephali, and also magoia. They live on fruits, seeds, roots, leaves, insects, &c. like the other kinds of apes; and are observed to be a mischievous and thievish race. In a state of captivity they are altogether untameable, are fond of wine and spirituous liquors; and the females, it is asserted, have an antipathy to the fair sex, as the males have against men. See Simia.

BABOPAS, in Geography, a town in the interior part of New Albion, east of the long range of mountains which extend northward from the head of the peninsula of California. N. lat. 37° 45'. W. long. 114° 25'.

BABORA, in Geography, the palatinate of Lemberg; twelve miles south of Lemberg.

BABOUARD, in Ornithology, the name given by Buffon to the Senegal variety of Accola Ipidea (6 Gmelin), or common king-fisher; and which Britton calls Ipidea Senegalefsa.
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BABOUIN A MUSÉE DE CHIEN, in Soummi (edit. Buffon), in Zasloggy, the Sitha hamadryas, Linn.; and dog-faced ape, Penn. Sec Simia Hamadryas.

BABRA, in Geography, a town of North America, in the country of New Navarre; 205 miles south of Cafa Grand.

BABUCO, a small town of Italy, in the Campagna of Rome.

BABUL, a town of the East Indies, in an island of the river Indus, supposed by some to be Cambaya, and by others Patan, stretching out towards the islands Formosa and Lequios.

BABUYANES, a cluster of six or seven small islands, about nineteen leagues north of the isle of Luzon, in the Pacific ocean; one of them contains about 500 inhabitants; and the chief produce is wax, ebony, bananas, coconuts, and plantains.

BABUYEA, a town of North America, in the province of Cullinca; 65 miles north-east of Culliaca.

BABYLAS, in Biography, a celebrated martyr of the Christian church, was chosen bishop of the see of Antioch, A. D. 328, under the emperor Gordian; and after govern-
ing this church for thirteen years, he either died in prison, or was put to death, in the persecution of Decius. Chry-
folonius applauds his courage for refusing admission into the church to an emperor who had killed the son of a king, whom he had received as an hostage; and this emperor is
supposed to have been Philip, who put his colleague, the young Gordian, to death. This is said to have been the
came of the bishop's death. But there are several circum-
stances that invalidate the truth of this story. However
this be, the remains of Babylas were transported about
one hundred years after his death, by order of the Cesar
Gallus, into the midst of the grove of Daphne, where was
a temple of Apollo; a magnificent church was erected over
them; a portion of the sacred lands was appropriated to
the maintenance of the clergy, and the burial of the Christian
at Antioch; and the heathen oracle was silenced, as it was
supposed, by the presence of the saint's dust, but more pro-
bably, as Van Dale fuggels (De Oraculis, p. 392.), by an
apprehension of the priestl, that the Christians, who daily
visited the tomb of the martyr, would detect their impure-
ness. Julian soon after demolished this church; and the Christians removed the relics of St. Babylas, with acclama-
tions of triumph, to their former habitation within the
walls of Antioch. On this occasion, Julian exerted his
pride to dissemble his repentment; but during the night which
terminated this proceeding, the temple of Daphne was in
flames, the statue of Apollo was consumed, and the walls of
the edifice were left a naked and awful monument of
ruin. The Christians of Antioch confidently asserted, that
the powerful intercession of St. Babylas had pointed the
lightnings of heaven against the devoted roof. Julian,
however, could disfringe and restrain his indignation no
longer. Imputing the fire of Daphne to the revenge of the
Christians, whom he oppressively denominated Galileans,
his ordered the doors of the cathedral at Antioch to be shut,
and its wealth to be confiscated. For the purpose of disco-
vering the criminals, several ecclesiastics were tortured, and
a prebendary of the name of Theodoret was beheaded. Eu-
vol. iv. p. 1121. Sec.

BABYLON, in Ancient Geography, the capital of the ancient Babylon, or Chaldæa, supposed to have been situated in N. lat. 33°, E. long. 42° 40' 20"; or according to the observations of M. Beuchamp (Mem. Ac. Sc. Paris, 1787), N. lat. 32° 34', and E. long. 44° 12' 30". This an-
cient city, reckoned for many ages one of the wonders of
the world, was situated on the Euphrates; and its ruins, of
which few vestiges now remain, are placed by geographical
writers at a town called Hilla, or Elugos, about fifteen
leagues to the south-west of Bagdad. It was seated on a
plain, and surrounded by water; and hence appears the
propriety of the scripture expreffion (Isa. xxii. 1.) "the bur-
den of the desert of the sea," or rather "of the plain of
the sea;" and besides, the places about Babylon, as Aby-
I. ix. c. 41. p. 427.) are said from the beginning to have
been overwhelmed with waters, and to have been called "the
sea." Nevertheless, it is no less properly denominated "a
mountain" (Jer. li. 25.) on account of the great height of
its walls and towers, its palaces and temples; and accord-
ingly Berothus cited by Jophesus (ubi infra), says of some
of the buildings, that they resembled mountains. It was
founded, as some say, by Semiramis, and according to others,
by Belus, who is thought by many to be the same with
Nimrod. But whoever was the first founder of it, it was
in process of time much improved; and Nebuchadnezzar,
in particular, repaired, enlarged, and beautified it to such
a degree, that he may be said to have built it, according
to his own vanglorious boast (Dan. iv. 30.) "Is not this
great Babylon, that I have built for the house of the king-
dom, by the might of my power, and for the honour of my
majesty?" Nor is this asserted only in scripture, but it is
likewise attested by heathen authors, Megalithenes, Berothus,
and Abydenus, whose words are quoted by Jophesus (Ant-
tiq. l. x. 11. § 5. t. i. p. 526. ed. Haverc.) and Eudefius
means or other Babylon became a city so great and famous,
that it gave name to a very large empire; and it is dem-
nenated by a variety of jult and appropriate terms in
scripture, such as "great Babylon" (Dan. iv. 40.); "the
glory of kingdoms," and "the beauty of the Chaldees
excellency" (II. xiii. 10.); "the golden city" (II. xiv. 4.);
"the lady of kingdoms" (II. xlvii. 5.); "abundant in
treasures" (Jer. li. 13.); and "the pride of the whole
country" (Jer. li. 41.)

The most famous works in and about this ancient city,
as they are enumerated and described by Prideaux from an-
cient authors, were the walls, the temple of Belus, the pal-
lace of Nebuchadnezzar, the hanging gardens, the banks of
the river, the artificial lake, and the canals.

This city was surrounded with walls, which, according
to the account of Herodotus (ll.), the most ancient author
who mentions them, and who himself had been at Babylon,
were 87 feet thick, 350 feet high, and in compass 480 furlongs,
or 60 miles. Other writers, who differ from Herodotus in
some particulars, give nearly the same account of the dimensions
of the walls. Diodorus Siculus indeed (ll. ii.) has very con-
diderably diminished the circumference of these walls, and
some what reduced their height as stated by Herodotus, but he has
enlarged their breadth by saying that six chariots might
drive upon them abreast; whereas the former observes, that
one chariot only might turn upon them; but then he places
buildings on each side of the top of these walls, which, ac-
cording to him, were only one story high; and thus these
two writers may be tolerably reconciled. As for those
who assign fifty cubits as the height of these walls, which, repre-
sent them as they were after the time of Darius Hystaspes,
who had caused them to be beaten down to that level. See
l. i. c. 18.

These walls formed an exact square, each side of which
was
was 170 furlongs, or 15 miles long, built of large bricks cemented together with bitumen, a glutinous slime which issues out of the earth in that country, and in a short time becomes harder than the brick or stone cemented by it. Without the walls, the city was encompassed by a large ditch filled with water, and lined on both sides with bricks made of earth dug out of the site of the ditch, whose dimensions are indicated by those of the walls. In the compass of the walls there were 100 gates, or 25 in each of the four sides, all of which were formed of solid bricks, referred to by the prophet Isaiah, ch. xlv. 2. Between every two of these gates were three towers, and four more at the four angles of this large square, and three between each angle and the next gate on either side; and each of these towers was ten feet higher than the walls. This, however, is to be understood merely of those parts of the walls where towers were necessary for defence; for as some parts were seated on a morass, and consequently inaccessible by an enemy, there the labour and expense were spared; and therefore the whole number of these towers amounted to no more than 250. From the 25 gates on each side of this square proceeded 25 streets, extending in straight lines to the corresponding gates in the opposite sides, so that the number of the streets was 50, each of them being about 15 miles long, and all croosing one another respectively at right angles. Besides these there were also four half streets, which were rows of houses, facing the four inner sides of the walls. These latter were properly the four sides of the city within the walls, and each of them was 200 feet broad; the whole streets being about 150 feet in breadth. By this interjection of the 50 streets, the city was divided into 676 squares, each of which was a furlong and a half on each side, or two miles and a quarter in compass. Round these squares on every side toward the streets flow the houses, all of three or four stories in height, and beautified with every kind of ornaments; and the space within each of the squares was vacant, and occupied only by court-yards or gardens, adapted to convenience or pleasure.

A branch of the river Euphrates intersected the city, running through the middle of it from north to south; and over the river, in the central part of the city, was a bridge, a furlong, as some say, but according to others, much more, in length, and thirty feet broad; which bridge was ingeniously constructed in order to supply a defect in the bed of the river, which was composed of sand. At the two ends of this bridge were two towers, the old place, on the east side, and the new one on the west side of the river; the former occupying four of the above mentioned squares, and the latter nine. The temple of Belus, which stood next to the old palace, took up another of these squares.

The whole city stood on a large plain, in a fat and deep soil; that part or half of it which lay on the east side of the river, was the old city; the other on the west was added by Nebuchadnezzar; and both were included within the square bounded by the walls already described. The form of the whole was seemingly borrowed from Nineveh, which was also 480 furlongs in compass, but its form was that of a parallelogram, whereas that of Babylon was an exact square. Nebuchadnezzar, who had destroyed that old seat of the Assyrian empire, is supposed to have designed that this new one should exceed it in size and in magnificence. It appears, however, that it was never wholly inhabited, though Nebuchadnezzar carried thither a great number of captives out of Judea and other conquered countries; nor was time allowed for its arriving at that population and glory, which were the objects aimed at by Nebuchadnezzar; for Cyrus removing the seat of empire to Shushan, Babylon gradually sunk into utter decay. When Alexander came to Babylon, we learn from Quintus Curtius, that no more than 8100 square furlongs were then occupied by buildings; but the whole space within the walls contained 14,400 square furlongs; and therefore there must have been 6300 square furlongs, which, as Curtius informs us, were ploiged and owned. Nor indeed were the houses contiguous, but a void space was left on each side between one house and another.

According to the observations of major Rennell (Geographical System of Herodotus examined and explained, &c. p. 341.), there seems to be no mode of invalidating the fact respecting the extent of the space included by the walls of ancient Babylon: "nor (says he) can it in our idea be reduced to less than a square of about 8½ British miles, giving an area of 72 square miles. But that even 72 contiguous square miles should have been in any degree covered with buildings, is on every account too improbable for belief. The inhabitants of London, taken at a ninth part of the whole population of South Britain (say about 7,000,000, or for London 800,000), require for their supply of provisions and necessaries, a proportion of land equal to about 6000 square British miles, on a supposition that they were confined to its produce alone, and that it was taken as it generally runs throughout the kingdom."—"If there be allowed to Babylon an area of seventy-two miles, we conceive that it would then bear a proportion to the space which the buildings of London occupy, taking in all its suburbs and members, whether contiguous or otherwise, and allowing the man area of 15½ British miles, as 9 to 1 nearly. But as most of the large Asiatic cities that we have seen or heard of, scarcely contain within the same space half the number of inhabitants that European cities do, we must reckon the proportion of population that Babylon would have contained to that of London, as 9 to 4. In this case, 15,000 square miles of such land as the common run of that in England would have been required for the support of the people of Babylon. But as the simpler manner of living among the lower classes of people in Asia requires a less quantity of land to support it, a considerable deduction may be made, and instead of 15,000 square miles, we may perhaps substitute 12,000. Now it will appear, that this reduced sum of square miles equals, within one-twelfth part, the whole area of Lower Mesoopotamia; and even the whole tract properly denominated Babylonia and Chaldea, including all the arable and fallow land, from whose Babylon could have been conveniently supplied by the inland navigations, was little more than double the above aggregate, taken at 14,000 square miles. And though it be true, that the quality of the Babylonish lands, in most places, was superior in fertility to those of England; yet, on the other hand, a prodigious deduction must be made for the marshes and lakes of Lower Mesoopotamia and Chaldea." Hence the author very justly infers, that the houses occupied only a part of the wall space included by the walls, and he furnishes a modern instance, in the same region, of a city surrounded by a wall seven miles in circuit; and yet Buxton contains only from 40 to 50,000 inhabitants; the wall inclosing date groves and corn fields. Besides, it should be remembered that the Euphrates flowed through the centre of Babylon, in which part of its course it is from 400 to 500 feet wide. The palace of the Babylonish kings, the temple of Belus, and other public buildings must also have occupied a considerable part of the space within the walls.

The next object particularly worthy of notice in the city of Babylon, was the temple of Belus. In the middle of this temple stood the ancient tower, supposed by Bochart to have been the temple of Belus.
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(Pinleg, p. 1. i. e. 9.) to have been the famous tower of Babel. This tower was at its base a square of 26 furlongs on each side, or half a mile in compass, and consisted of eight towers, as they appeared to be, built one above the other; the height of each being 75 feet, and that of the whole 650 feet. The ascent to its top was by stairs on the outside, formed by a sloping line from the bottom to the top eight times round it, so as to exhibit the appearance of eight towers. As these compartments or stories had many rooms with arched roofs supported by pillars, they made parts of the temple, when the tower became consecrated to idolatrous purposes. The uppermost story was the most sacred, and the most appropriate to the uses of devotion. Over the whole of the top of the tower there was, it is said, an observatory (Diod. Sic. i. ii.), by the advantage of which the Babylonians extended their skill in astronomy beyond other nations. For when Alexander took Babylon, Callisthenes, the philosopher, who accompanied him thither, found they had astronomical observations for 1903 years from that time, which carried up the account as high as the 115th year after the flood, or within 15 years after the tower of Babel was built, or to the year B.C. 2334. Till the time of Nebuchadnezzar, the temple of Belus contained only this tower, the rooms of which served all the occasions of its idolatrous worship. But he enlarged it by erecting edifices round it in a square of two furlongs on every side, and a mile in circumference, exceeding the square at the temple of Jerusalem by 1800 feet. The whole of these buildings was inclosed by a wall, which is computed to have been two miles and a half in circumference. In this wall were several gates of solid brases, supposed to have been formed out of the brazen sea, brazen pillars, and other vefels and ornaments, which Nebuchadnezzar had brought to Babylon from Jerusalem; for he is said to have dedicated in this temple the spoils of that expedition. Dan. i. 2. 2 Chron. xxvii. 7. In the same place were several images or idols of mally gold; one of them, which was a statue of Belus, in an erect posture, forty feet high, crowning the summit, and reeling on a pedestal of fifty feet in height. As this is said to have weighed 1000 Babylonian talents, it is computed to have been worth three millions and a half of our money.

According to Diiodorus Siculus (ubi supra), the weight of the statues and decorations amounted to five thousand and odd talents in gold, and their value has been estimated at above twenty-one millions of our money; and the like fum is allowed for the treasures, utensils, and ornaments.

On the east side of the river flood the old palace of the kings of Babylon, four miles in circuit; and opposite to it, on the other side of the river, was the new palace built by Nebuchadnezzar, which was eight miles in circumference.

For an account of the hanging gardens of Babylon, see PINSILS HORTI. The other works ascribed to Nebuchadnezzar, by Berosus and Abydenus, were the banks of the river, the artificial canals, and the completion of the artificial lake, said to have been sunk by Semiramis. The canals were cut out on the east side of the Euphrates, in order to convey the waters of the river, when it overflowed its banks, into the Tigris, before they reached Babylon. The chief of these was the NAARMACHA.

The lake was on the west side of Babylon, and, according to the lowest computation, 40 miles square, 160 in compass, and 35 feet deep as Herodotus says, and 75 according to Megalithenes. It was dug to receive the waters of the river, while the banks were building on each side of it; but the lake, and the canal that led to it, were afterwards preserved, and found useful to prevent inundations, and to serve as a referrue, from which water was occasionally let out by sluices for improving the land. The banks were constructed of bricks and bitumen, on both sides of the river, to keep it within its channel, and were extended through and beyond the city, occupying an interval of twenty miles. Opposite to each street, on either side of the river, was a brazen gate in the wall, with stairs leading down from it to the river; which gates were open in the day, and shut in the night.

All these works are attributed by Berosus, Megalithenes, and Abydenus, to Nebuchadnezzar; but Herodotus says, that the bridge, the banks, and the lake, were the work of a queen who reigned after him, called Nitoeris, who probably finished what Nebuchadnezzar had begun and left imperfect.

Babylon fulfilled with singular reputation, and was for a long time considered as one of the wonders of the east. At length Cyrus, having subdued the several nations that inhabited the great continent from the Egean sea to the Euphrates, and likewise Syria and Arabia, entered Assyria, and directed his march towards Babylon. Nabonadius, Labynitus, or Belhazzer, who then reigned at Babylon, hearing that he was advancing to his metropolis, marched out to give him battle; but being put to flight, he returned into the city, where he was closely besieged by Cyrus. But the capture of a place so strong, and furnished with all kinds of provisions for twenty years, was no easy enterprise. Depairing of succeeding against it by force, he drew round it a line of circumvallation, with a large and deep ditch, to intercept its communication with the country. He also divided his army into twelve bodies, each being appointed to guard the trenches for a month; but the besieged, triumphing in the height of their walls, and the amplitude of their fores, infilled Cyrus from the ramparts, and seemed to defy all his efforts. Cyrus, having spent two years before Babylon without making any impression, adopted the following stratagem, which proved successful. Information that a great annual inundation was to be kept in the city, and that the Babylonians were accustomed, on this occasion, to spend the whole night in drinking and debauchery, he thought this a proper time for surprizing them. Accordingly he sent a strong detachment to the head of the canal leading to the great lake, already derelict, with orders, at an appointed time, to break down the bank which separated between the lake and the canal, and to turn the whole current of the river into the lake. At the same time he appointed one body of troops to occupy the place where the river entered into the city, and another to station themselves where it came out; and he ordered them to march in by the bed of the river, which was two fadias broad, as soon as they should find it fordable. Towards the evening, he opened the head of the trenches on both sides of the river above the city, that the water might discharge itself into them, and by these means, and the breaking down of the great dam, the river was soon drained. Then the two bodies of troops above-mentioned entered the channel, according to the instructions which they had received; and advancing towards the city, they found the gates left open, in consequence of the riot and disorder of the night, and penetrated into the city without opposition. Meeting at the palace, according to their previous agreement, they surprized the guards, and cut them in pieces. Those who were in the palace, opening the gates to know the cause of the confusion, made way for the Persians to rush in; and thus they took possession of the palace, and killed the king, who with his sword in his hand came out to meet them. The king being killed, and those who were about him being put to flight, the rest submitted, and the Medes and Persians became masters of the place; B.C. 538. The reduction of Babylon put an end to the Babylonian empire, and finally fulfilled, in the same and character
rater of the conqueror, and in the various circumstances that attended this event, the prophecies which Ishaiah, Jere-
miah, and Daniel, had uttered against this proud metropolis; but in his return from the Grecian expedition, lie first plundered it of its wealth, then demolished the whole, and laid it in ruins. Alexander, on his return to Babylon from his Indian expedition, proposed to rebuild it, and to make it the seat of his empire; but his death prevented his accomplishing that design. After the death of Alexander, the city of Babylon began to decline apiece; and its decay was chiefly owing to the vicinity of Scelcus, which was built by Scelcus Necator, as it is said to mortify the Babyloniens, and peopled with 500,000 persons drawn from Babylon.

We learn further from a fragment of Diodorus Siculus, produced by Valesius, and quoted from him by Vitringa (Comment. in Jejatum, c. 13. vol. i. p. 421.), that a king of Parthia sent many of the Babylonians, under the most trivial pretences, into slavery, burnt the forum and some of the temples of Babylon, and demolished the half parts of the city. This happened about 130 years B.C. Diodorus Siculus (l. ii.) describes the buildings as ruined or destroyed in his time (B.C. 44.), and affirms that only a small part of the city was inhabited, but that the greatest part of it within the walls was burnt. Strabo (l. xvi. p. 1073.), who wrote not long after Diodorus (B.C. 30.), lays, that part of the city was demolished by the Persians, and particularly of its decay by time and the neglect of the Macedonians, particularly after the building of Scelcus, and the removal of the royal court thither. Strabo applies to Babylon what a comic poet said of Megalopolis in Arcadia; "The great city is now become a great defect." Play alf (H. N. l. 6. c. 52.) affirms (A.D. 66.), that it was reduced to solitude by the neighbourhood of Scelcus. Paulusins, about A.D. 153, compares Megalopolis to Babylon, and says (Arcad. c. 33. p. 608. ed. Kuhnii), that of Babylon, the greatest city which the sun ever saw, nothing remained but the walls. Maximus Tyrius (Diff. 6.) mentions it as lying neglected and forsaken; and Lucian intimates (Epitom. five Contemplantes), that in a little time it would be fought for and not be found, like Nineveh. Constans the Great, in an observation preferred by Eunibus, says, that he himself was upon the spot, and beheld the defeate and miserable condition of the city. In the time of Jerome, about the close of the fourth century, it was converted into a chase for keeping wild beasts within the compas of its walls, for the hunting of the later kings of Persia. St. Jerome adds, that, excepting the brick walls, which after many years are repaired for the inclusion of wild beasts, the whole space within is defolation. Hieron. Comment. in Haf. c. 13. c. 14. vol. iii. p. 111. 115. ed. Benedict. Benjamin of Tudela, who lived in the twelfth century, affirms (Itin. p. 76.), that ancient Babylon is now laid waste, but that some ruins are still to be seen of Nebuchadnezzar's palace, into which men fear to enter on account of the serpents and scorpions that are in the midst of it. Tezeira, a Portugeuse, in his description of his travels from India to Italy, cited by Bochart (Phleg. i. 14. c. 5.), and by Prideaux (pt. i. b. 8.), affirms, that of this great and famous city nothing but a few vestiges remained, and that there was not any place in the whole region less frequented. Ruwulf, a German traveller, whose travels have been edited by Ray, paffed this way, A.D. 1574, and describes the ruins of this famous city, which he found in the village of Ebigo, not far from Bagdad. He mentions some piers and arches of the old bridge over the Euphrates, and the ruins of the castle and tower, which are the habitations of venomous creatures, that are so dangerous as not to be accessible with safety,
might God allege this as a memorable instance of his prescience, and challenge all the false gods and their votaries to produce the like. II. xiv. 21, xvi. 10. And indeed where can you find a similar instance, but in scripture, from the beginning of the world to this day?" The triumphal ode upon the fall of Babylon, recited in the fourteenth chapter of Isaiah, merits particular attention, as it is truly admirable for the fervent strokes of irony, as well as for the sublime strain of poetry. "The Greek poet Alceus, who is celebrated for his hatred to tyrants, and whose odes were animated with the spirit of liberty no less than with the spirit of poetry, we may presume to say, never wrote any thing comparable to it." Bithop Lowth, in his excellent lecture upon the sacred posy of the Hebrews, hath jolly described it as one of the most spirited, most sublime, and most perfect compositions of the lyric kind, superior to any of the productions of Greece or Rome. See his Prelct. xiii. p. 129, &c. Prelcet. xxvii. p. 277, &c. Mr. Mason hath also imitated it in an English ode, published with some other odes, in 1756.

Babylon, a city of Egypt, which was watered by the river Trajanus, according to Ptolemy. It was situated near the Nile, where Grand Cairo now stands, or at a small distance from it, and had a castle strongly fortified both by nature and art. Some say, that it was founded by the Persians when they ravaged Egypt under Cambyses, (see Jofeph. Antiq.) and that it was erected in the place where Latopolis stood; or according to others, when Semiramis visited this country at the head of a formidable army. Strabo says (l. xvii.), that it was built by some Barbarians, who retired thither by permission of their sovereign, and that in his time the Romans kept in garrison there one of the three legions that were stationed in Egypt. From the fortresses of Babylon the mountain gently sloped to the bank of the Nile; and 150 fathoms were continually employed there in raising the water by means of wheels and an aqueduct. The Persians, who were worshippers of the sun, kept up a perpetual fire in this place, which occasioned its being called by the Arabs "The castle of the Lights." See Cairo, and Fostat.

Babylon, in Scripture History, is a name figuratively given by the sacred writers, particularly by St. Peter, I Ep. ch. v. 15, and by the author of the Revelations, ch. xvi. and xxi. and also by the fathers, to Rome; partly on account of her greatness, pride, and oppression of God's people, and partly for her renunciation of it in idolatry; that kingdom fully representing the idolatry of the church of Rome in the description given of it in the fifth chapter of Baruch, that fearlessly any real difference between them can be observed. Whitby's Paraphrase, vol. ii. p. 661. p. 753.

BABYLONIA, or Chaldæa, an ancient kingdom of Asia, was founded by Nimrod, the grandson of Ham, and continued distinct and separate from that of Assyria, till Ninus conquered Babylon, and made it tributary to the Assyrian empire. (See Assyria.) This country was known, in ancient times, by the names of Shinar, and Shinau, which appellation it seems to have retained even in the time of Daniel. The name of Babylon is universally supposed to have been derived from that of the tower of Babel; and the name of Chaldæa arose from the Chaldeans, or Chaldim. (Joseph. Ant. l. i. c. 77.) These two names sometimes extend to the whole country, being indiscriminately taken for each other; and sometimes they are limited to certain parts. By Babylon, or Babylonia, is meant the country more immediately in the neighborhood of the city of Babylon; and by Chaldæa, that which extends southward to the Persian Gulf. Chaldeæa is used by the writers of the Old Testament for the whole country (Jer. xxiv. 5-xxv. 12. l. 8. Ezek. xii. 13; and Babylonia, generally speaking, by profane authors. (Diodor. Sic. l. ii. c. 11, 12. Strabo. l. xvi. sub init.) It lies between thirty and thirty-five degrees of north latitude; and was bounded, according to Ptolemy, on the north by Mesopotamia, on the east by the Tigris, on the west by Arabia Deserta, and on the south by the Persian gulf and part of Arabia Felix. In Babylonia, property is called and considered as a distinct province from Chaldeæ, were the following cities; viz. Babylon, the metropolis, (See Babylon); Vologena, or Vologefocerta, built on the Euphrates by Vologena, king of the Parthians, in the time of Vespasian; Barbita, probably Strabo's Borippa, faced to Diana and Apollo, famous in the time of this geographer for a woolen manufacture, and for being the habitation of a certain sect of Chaldeans, thence called Borippenes; Idicera, on the Euphrates and the borders of Arabi Deserta; Coche, in the island Mele, formed by the Tigris; Sur,a; and Pombeditis, of which the situation is very uncertain. In ancient times the Babylonian name, extending far beyond the limits both of Babylonia and Chaldeæ, comprised all, or the greater part of the provinces subject to the Babylonian empire. See Empire.

The air of this country was generally temperate and salubrious; though it was occasionally subject to extraordinary heat and a pestilential wind. As it seldom rained, the inhabitants were under a necessity of watering their lands by means of wheels and engines, and of trenches and canals, which flowed from the Euphrates to the Tigris. The soil was rich, the climate was for the most part excellent, and the inhabitants were industrious; and therefore this country yielded, in respect of fertility, with any other spot on the face of the earth. The southern part of it, between the rivers, have been compared with the Delta of Egypt, which it resembles by its natural and artificial islands, and by being almost under the same parallel of latitude; and the other part of it, or Chaldæa properly so called, between the Euphrates and the mountains of Babylon, as they are commonly termed, is not much less watered by rivers and canals conducted from the Euphrates, and large refervoirs of lakes borrowed from the same river. Hence Herodotus (l. i. c. 195), compares this country with Egypt; and he says, that, with regard to the plenty of its productions, it was reckoned to be equal to a third part of Asia, or of the Persian empire; and that, in the same year, it yielded 350,000 fold, but generally 400. As it was low, flat, and well-watered, it abounded with willows, and was called "the valley of willows," as Fridericus. (Conn. p. i. b. i. p. 105), after Buchart, corrects the text, II. xxv. 7. The palm also flourished naturally every where, and particularly the date kind, which afforded bread, wine, and honey; but the vine, olive, and fig-tree, did not succeed here any more than in Egypt. But as to grain, it exceeded every other land; the millet and sawne shot up to the size of trees; and the leaves of the barley and wheat were usually four fingers broad. The sawne afforded oil, instead of the olive; and the palm yielded wine instead of the grape. This fertility was owing in a great measure to the inundations of the Euphrates and Tigris, in the months of June, July, and August; the snow of the mountains of Armenia melting in those months; and to guard against injury from these inundations, the inhabitants formed artificial rivers and canals, by which they distributed the waters, and maintained an easy communication with one another. For the purpose of mutual intercourse, and particularly of navigating the Euphrates, they had boats, of a round form, constructed like wicker-baskets, which were covered
covered with hides, and guided by two oars or paddles. They had neither head nor stern; but being of different sizes, they served for carrying various quantities of their commodities to Babylon, whence they returned by land, the rapidity of the stream not allowing them to return by water.

The government of Babylon, like that of Assyria, was despotical, and the feeple feeems to have been hereditary. Their potentates, however, who assumed divine titles, and who received divine honours, administered their government by a variety of officers, civil and military; and these were divided into three classes: the first had the charge of virgins, and of their disposal in marriage, and were to judge in cases of adultery, and similar matters; the second took cognizance of thefts; and the third of all other crimes. The chief officers of the king's household were the captain of his guard, who had the execution of his arbitrary and fanguine commands; the prince of the counsellors, who had the charge of the education and subsistence of the youth of the palace; and the prime minister, resembling the Turkish vizier, who sat in the king's gate, as it was called, to hear complaints, and to pass judgment. Besides these, there was also a matter of the magicians, whose province it was to satisfy the king on subjects that reflected the propogization of futurity. Among their laws, which were vague and variable, one of the most peculiar and remarkable was that which required marriage, and which was calculated to increase the number of inhabitants; for which, see ASRYIN. Their punishments were arbitrary, and depended upon the will of a capricious monarch. Bending, cutting to pieces, turning the horse of the criminal into a duaghill, and burning in a fiery furnace, were penalties, which were executed by order of the kings of Babylon. The religion and boasted learning of the Babylonians were so blended together, that they are not easily separated: for the Chaldees, properly so called, were not only their priests, but also their learned men; whole science feems to have been subservient to the purposes of superstition. (See BELLUS, and BABAISM.) As the Babylonians gave rife to all the idolaties and superstitions that prevailed among the neighbouring nations, they are charged with having introduced the horrible custom of sacrificing human victims, in order to appease or conciliate their deities. The Babylonians were much addicted to judicial astrology; and ascribed an influence to the stars and planets, in the explication of which their chief science consisted. Astronomy was with them subservient to astrology, and the former was cultivated in subordination to the latter. Indeed, the principal part, if not the whole, of their philosophical and learning, consisted in the application of this fanciful and unfounded science. However, some have distinguished, with justice, between the Chaldees, and Babylonians, ascribing to the latter a more accurate and extensive acquaintance with the principles of astronomy, mathematics, and mechanics, than the former. (See CHALDEAN PHILOSOPHY.) Of their music and poetry, we have few certain records. They are said to have excelled in architecture and sculpture, in the arts of designing, and of casting metals, as the ornaments of their metropolis to tellify. Their manufactures, particularly of rich embroideries, sumptuous vestments, magnificent carpets, and fine linen, were famous; and they sent their purple into the eastern parts as an article of traffic. Their commerce, especially when Babylon was in the meridian of her glory, must have been considerable. The metropolis was advantageously situated for this purpose; being as it were in the midst of the world, and having, by means of the Euphrates and Tigris, an easy communication with the western and northern parts, and also with the eastern by means of the Persian gulf. With regard to their customs, we may mention in particular their mode of treating field persons. Having no physicians, they exposed them publicly in the most frequented places, that all who saw them might offer their advice, if they had, either from their own experience, or that of others, any knowledge of their case. Their dead they embalmed with honey and wax, and their manner of mourning resembled that of the Egyptians. The Babylonians were, in a high degree, credulous and supposititious: and much addicted to licentiousness and debauchery in their general conduct. In their drefs, they affected pride and effeminacy. Their under garment was a linen veil, which hung down to their knees; over this they had another of woollen; and their outer garment was a white mantle or cloak. They flared their hair to grow; adorned their legs with a turban or mitre; and anointed their bodies with the oil of seamma. Every individual wore a ring with a seal on his finger, and bade to his hand a carved flail or sceptre, the head of which was adorning with some figure, as that of an apple, rose, eagle, or some such emblem. On their feet they wore a kind of slippers. The inhabitants of this country were divided not only into two great tribes, the Babylonians, and Chaldeans, properly so called, but into other subordinate sects. Three of these are said to have fed upon nothing but fish, which they dried in the sun, and formed into pate, thus supplying the want of bread.

As to the history of the kingdom of Babylon, distinguished from the kingdom of Assyria, the first king of this country mentioned in Ptolemy's Almanac, is Nebonafar, to whom Pulp or Phulp bequeathed it, as he did that of Assyria to Tiglath-Pilefer, in the year 747 B.C. The latter reigned at Nineveh; and the former at Babylon. From this period, commonly denominated the era of Nebonafar, to the year 625, B.C. when Nabopolasnar began his reign, nothing remarkable occurs in the history of the kings of Babylon; excepting that Assurabadnaus, or Enlil-aidon, king of Assyria, the brother and successor of Sennacherib, took possession of the kingdom of Babylon, B.C. 680; and that upon his death, these kingdoms of Assyria and Babylon were again separated, B.C. 668. In the twentieth year of Nabopolasnar, B.C. 606, Nineveh was taken and destroyed by the united armies of Cynaxares and Nabopolasnar, and the seat of the empire transferred to Babylon. This Nabopolasnar, sometimes called Nebuchadnezzar, was the father of the famous Nebuchadnezzar, or Nabocolasaar, whose history occurs in the recited narratives, and who commenced his reign in the year 645 B.C. From this period, to the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus, in the reign of Nabonadius, Labyrinthus of Herodotus, and Belhazzar of Scripture, the son of Evil-Merodach by Nitocris, and the grandson of Nebuchadnezzar, in the year 538 B.C. the history of Babylon presents nothing worthy of particular notice. For an account of the conquest of Cyrus, which terminated the Babylonian empire and subjected it to the Persians, see BABYLON. From this time, Babylon was never erected into a distinct kingdom, but has shared the vicissitudes of the great conquerors who have at different times appeared in Asia. It is now frequently the object of contention between the Turks and Persians. See BABYLONIA.

BABYLONIAN, BABYLON, OF BABYLONISM, CIVILTY, EMPIRE, EPOCA, GENARA, HOUR, TALMUD, YEAR. See the several articles.

BABYLONICA TEXTA, in Antiquity, denote a rich fort of weavings, or hangings, denominated from the city of Babylon, where the practice of interweaving divers colours in their hangings first obtained. Plin. H. N. lib. viii. c. 48.
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Hence also Babylonian garments, Babylonian skins, Babylonian carpets, housings, &c.; and Babylonian solana, which were coverings laid over couches, &c. painted with gold, purple, and other colours.

Babylonian, Babylonian, is also used in some Ancient Writers, for an astrologer, or any thing relating to astrology. Hence Babylonian Curâ, the art of calling nativities; and numeri Babylonii, the computation of astrologers. Hor. bib. i. ed. 12.

Babylonics, or Chaldaics, in Literary History, a fragment of the ancient history of the world, ending at 267 years before Christ; and composed by Berosus or a priest of Babylon, about the time of Alexander. Stanley Hill, Phil.

The Babylonians were very consonant with Scripture, as Josephus and the ancient Chaldaic chroniclers assure us; whence the author is usually supposed to have consulted the Jewish writers. He speaks of an universal deluge, an ark, &c.; he reckons ten generations between the first man and the deluge; and he marks the duration of the several generations by Sarei or periods of 223 lunar months, which reduced to years, differ but little from the chronology of Moses. There now remain only a few imperfect extracts, preferred chiefly by Josephus and Syncellus. They were forged by Annus of Viterbo, Fabio Filo, and Grand. Tom. iv. p. 175. See Berosus, and Chaldaean Philosophy.

BABYRSA, in Ancient Geography, a strong place of Armenia Major, situated in the mountains, near Artaxates, where were kept the treasures of Tiganes and Artabazus.

BABYRUSSA, in Zoology, a species of Sus, or hog, having two tufts growing from the lower part of the front. This is the horned-hog of Grew; porcus indicus baburuia dictus of Ray; and baby-roffa of Buffon. In the arrangement of the French naturalists, it belongs to the genus of coccus, and order pacchyrhines.

The babyrusses is described by Dr. Shaw, to be nearly of the size of a common hog, but of a somewhat longer form, and with more slender limbs; and to be covered, instead of being long, with fine, soft, and somewhat woolly hair, of a deep brown or blackish color, intermixed with a few dark brown or blackish tufts on the upper and hinder part of the back. It is also distinguished by the very extraordinary position and form of the upper tufts, which instead of being situated internally on the edge of the jaw as in other animals, are placed externally, perforating the skin of the snout, and turning upwards towards the forehead; and as the animal advances in age, becoming extremely long and curved as to touch the forehead. These continue their curvature downwards, by which means they must of necessity lose their power as offensive weapons, which they probably possess in the younger animals; the tufts of the lower jaw are formed as in the rest of the genus, and are also long, sharp, and curved; but not of equal magnitude with those of the upper. The upper tufts are of a fine hard skin, like that of ivory; the eyes are small; the ears somewhat erect, and pointed; the tail rather long, slender, and tufted at the end with long hairs.

The babyrusses is a gregarious animal, and is found in large herds in many parts of Java, Ambaia, and some other islands of Indian seas; but is said never to be found on the continent of India. Their food is entirely of a vegetable nature, and they often feed on the leaves of trees. When keeping, or resting themselves in a standing posture, they are said often to bark or support themselves by placing the upper tufts acroos the lower branches of the tree. When pursued, they will often plunge into a river, or even into the sea, if near, and can swim with great vigour and facility, and to a vast distance. The voice of the babyrusses is said to resemble that of the common hog, but it occasionally utters also a strong or loud growling note. It is sometimes tamed by the inhabitants of the Indian islands, and the flesh is considered as wholesome food. Vide Shaw Gen. Zool. Erxleben, &c.

Some writers imagine this quadruped to have been mentioned by Elias, Pliny, and other ancient writers. It is thought to be the animal noticed under the name of tetrachore, or four-horned, by the former; and that kind of Indian boar, described by Pliny as having two very long bent teeth in the lower jaw, and two others rising in front. Aper in India, Plin. &c. Aper cornutus, Calpurn. Aper indicus orientalis babu raja dictus, Schu; strange hogs, hogs with horns, Purch. pilgr.: cheririche oder hirchehner, Knorrelic, &c.

BABYSENGA, in Ancient Geography, an ancient town of India, on the other side of the Ganges. Poemly.

BABTACE, a town of Asia, cited on the northern bank of the Tigris. Pliny.

BAC, in Navigation, is used for a pram or ferry-boat.

BAC, in Dressing. See Back.

BACA, or BATATHA, in Ancient Geography, a village of Palestine, which served as a boundary between the Tyrians and Galilei.

BACA, in Geography, a town of North America, in New Nueva, forty-five miles north-east of Cincaloa.

BACA. See Baza.

BACACUM, or BACACUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Nervii, in Gallia Belgica; now Bacay.

BACADUCHI, in Geography, a town of North America, in New Nueva, 240 miles north of Cincaloa.

BACAIM, or BACAM. See Basseen.

BACAIA, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges, on the eastern coast, in the kingdom of Arracan.

BACALAL, a lake and small country of North America, in the peninsula of Yucatan.

BACALAN, a town of Asia, in Tokarefan, one of the southern provinces of Great Bucharia, at a small distance N. W. from Andrab. N. lat. 36° 12'. E. long. 67° 35'.

BACALEO, BACAILIEU, BACCHOL, or BACCELAI, an island on the east coast of Newfoundland, about nine leagues from cape St. Francis, and eight leagues north by east from Portugal coast; is about two leagues long, and half a league broad. This island is about a league from the main, with a fair channel between for any ships. N. lat. 48° 24'. W. long. 52° 34'.

BACAN, a town of North America, in New Nueva, 165 miles north-west of Cincaloa.

BACANO, a small lake of Italy, near a village of the same name, in the patrimony of St. Peter, out of which it flows the small river CREMERA.

BACANORA, a town of North America, in New Nueva, 230 miles south of Cafa Grand.

BACANTIBI, in Ecclesiastical Antiquity, wandering clerks, who roamed from church to church. Bingham.

The word lecim is formed by corruption from vaccinum.

BACAPA, in Geography, a town of North America, in New Nueva, 120 miles south-west of Cafa Grand.

BACAR. See BAIR.

BACARAT, a town of France, in the department of the Meurte, and chief place of a canton in the district of Loneville; four leagues south-east of Loneville.

BACARDO, a town of Italy, in the state of Genoa, three miles N. N. E. of Vintimiglia.

BACASERAI, or BARTSCHIRAR, a town in the peninsula of the Crim-Tartary, where the khan usually resided, seventy miles south of Perekop. It was partly burned by the Russians in 1736. N. lat. 45° 30'. E. long. 35° 10'.

BACAY, a town of India, on the other side of the Ganges,
Ganges, the capital of a country of the same name, on the eastern bank of the river Ava.

BACABIRI, in Ornithology, the name by which le merle à plastron noir de Ceylan of Buffon, is known at the cape of Good Hope; because its note very clearly expresses the syllables bac-bak-ri. This is the green-pye from Ceylon of Edwards; Ceylon thrush of Latham; and tarsus Ceylonus of Linnean.

BACCA, BERRY, in Botany, denotes such fruits as consist of a pericarpium folic of juice and seeds, without any valves. The seeds have no membranous capsular or covering, but are disposed profusely throughout the pulp, as in taxus, &c, and are generally placed on foot-halls attached to receptacles within the pulp, as in rubus, &c. The berry is said to be proper when it is a true pericarpium, formed of a germin; and improper, when it is formed from other parts of the fructification, as in morus, ros. juniperus, taxus, &c. A large succulent calyx becomes a berry; in juniperus the three petals become the umbilicus; in potosinum the berry is formed of the tube of the corolla; in fragaria, &c, it is formed of the top of the receptacle; in rubus, &c. it is formed from a seed, which is the receptacle of the berry; in rubus, &c. it is inclosed within, and is part of the nectary. The berry is commonly either round or oval; and is frequently furnished with an umbilicus, as in rubus, &c. It does not naturally open to disperse the seeds like the capsular; that office being performed by birds and other animals.

BACCÆ Bermudianæs, in the Materia Medica, the name of the fruit or berries of the savinum, or chap-berries-tree. BACCALÆ, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Syria, located on a plain between the mountains and the river Orontes.

BACCALAN, in Geography, a small island in the Red sea, on the coast of Arabia Felix, about 36 geographical miles N.W. of Lobaia. It is inhabited by fishermen, and has no water in summer, which is then brought from Poohot.

BACCALARIA, in Middle Age Writers, denotes a kind of country farms, consisting of several manors. DUCANGE.

BACCALARIA Dominica, or Indominate, was more particularly used for a farm belonging to the lord, and kept in his own hands.

BACCANELLUS, IOHANNES, in Biography, a native of Rheggio, lived in the early part of the sixteenth century. He was deformed in body, and of a diminutive stature, but these defects were abundantly compensated by the powers of his mind, as Bravallus tells us. We have of him the following works, which were much esteemed: "De confenu Medicorum, in curandis morbis," lib. 4.; and "De ConSeNEN Medicorum in cognoscendis simphicibus Liberi," Lut. 1554; Ven. 1555 and 1558, and Lugd. 1572, 12mo, containing a judicious abridgment of the opinions of the early Greek writers, on these subjects. Linden. Rediv. p. 524.

BACCHARACH, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the Lower Palatinate, formerly imperial and free, but now subject to the elector palatine, who has contributed to its prosperity by allowing the Calvinists and Lutherans to establish their forms of worship there, under equal privileges with the Roman Catholics; located on the left bank of the Rhine, at the foot of a mountain called Vettisberg. It is famous for its wines; whence it is supposed to have its name corrupted from Bacchus, the altar of Baccharach. Baccarach was so completely pillaged by the troops of Louis XIV. in 1689, that the French commander was obliged, on the night before he left the town, to sleep on straw, which was used next day for burning it; eight miles north of Deux Ponts, and Vol. III.

Twenty-three south of Coblenz. N. lat. 50° 2'. E. long. 7° 52'.

BACCHARACH Wine, a name of a particular kind of wine, by some esteemed a kind of Rheinh; but Portzius, who has written expressly on the subject, observes that it differs from all the common Rheinh wine, in colour, odour, taste, and virtue.

BACCARUM, in Entomology, a species of Acarus, found on gooseberries, currants, and other fruit-trees. The abdomen is dilated, red, and dusty on the fides. Linn. Ti. Suec.

BACCARUM, a species of Citrus, of a somewhat fulous colour; margin of the abdomen spotted with brown. Dee, Gmelin. Inhabits Europe.

BACCHÆ, in Antiquity, the priests of Bacchus, who celebrated the orgia, or mysteries of that god.

The word was also used for the ivy crowns and garlands worn by the priests of Bacchus, in offering sacrifices to him.

BACCHANALIA, religious feasts in honour of Bacchus, celebrated with much solemnity among the ancients, particularly the Athenians, who even computed their years by them, till the commencement of Olympiads.

The bacchanalia are sometimes also called orgia, derived, as some conceive, from the Greek ὄγερε, orgy; on account of the madness and enthusiasm wherewith the people appeared to be possessed at the time of their celebration.

They were held in autumn, and took their rise, according to Herodotus, from Egypt, where they were known under the name of the mysteries of Isis and Osiris; whence, according to Dio-dorus, they were brought into Greece by Melampus; and they afterwards passed into Italy and Gaul, and were adopted almost throughout the whole pagan world.

The form and disposition of the solemnity depended, at Athens, on the archon, and was at first exceedingly simple; but, by degrees, it became incumbered with a number of ridiculous ceremonies, and attended with much dissoluteness and debauchery; infomuch that the Romans, who grew ashamed of them, suppressed them by a senatus-consulturn throughout all Italy, A.U.C. 568. B.C. 396. It was a saying of Plato, recorded by Diogenes Laertius, (f. iii. segm. 39.), that to drink to excess was not allowable, except upon the festival of that god who is the giver of wine.

The women had a great share in the solemnity, which is said to have been instituted on their account; for a great number of them attended Bacchus in his expedition to India, carrying in their hands the thyrsus, i.e. a little lance, covered with ivy and vine leaves, singling his victories and triumphs wherever they went; the ceremony was kept up after Bacchus's destruction, under the title of Bacchanalia, and the women were infallible priests in these, under that of Baccarum or Baccantes.

These priests, at the time of the feast, ran through the streets, and over the mountains, covered with tiger's skins, their hair dishevelled, their thyrsus in one hand, and torches in the other, howling and thrashing themselves, &c. to Taxy, or to Bacchus; or to Bacchus.

Men and women met promiscuously at the feast, all perfectly naked, except only for the vine-leaves and choppers of grapes, which bound their heads and hips; here they danced and jumped tumultuously, and, with strange gesticulations, sung hymns to Bacchus, till, being weary and giddy, they tumbled down.

The licentiousness of these, and of some other festivals, was so well known, that it was the advice of wise men to marry...
BAG
This that B. Gen. this their is introduced. Hence difficult the Calyx 5. p. a may foft Stam. the A. In the "AriHippus, Ceres, basib- jnediti" siding of France. bly tion cups; 949. unchanged. ple. fix "Eupatorium very lanceolate, of petiolcd." This E. eight spikes of the boar, s feet bar, high. This differs from the indices in having fliffer, lissile, and fearcely toothed leaves, and its flowers larger, fewer, and more re- mote. A native of Brazil. 8. B. feidia. "Leaves lanceolate, ferrate-toothed, coryms leafy." Six or seven feet high; leaves long, hoary on the under side, of a disagree- able smell when handled; coryms terminal. A native of North America. Cultivated here in 1729. 9. B. ebneri- fels. Lorr. Coch. 494. "Leaves lanceolate, quite entire, tomen- tole beneath, falked; peduncles many-flowered, astillary." An under-hrub, three feet high, erect, humble, round; leaves alternate, falked; flowers yellow, oblong. A na- tive of China, near Canton.

Propagation and Culture. Species 1. may be propagated by cuttings, planted in a hsbby border, during any of the summer months; or by seeds sown on a common border in the spring. If planted in a warm situation, it will live in mild winters in the open air; but it is usually kept in the green-house, and placed out in summer. It requires much water in warm weather. The second species is difficult to propagate, for the cuttings will seldom take root, and it rarely has shoots near the ground to lay down, so that in Holland they lay down the entire head of young plants, filling the smaller branches, in the same manner as is prac- tised for carnations, laying them into the ground, and fork- ing each down to prevent their rifting: these, when duly watered, will put out roots in one year, when they may be taken off, and planted in small pots filled with light earth, and placed in the shade till they have taken new root. In summer they ought to be kept in a sheltered situation, and in the green-house in winter. The fourth species may be pro- pagated by cuttings planted in April or May, in a hsbby border, and if properly watered they will be fit for transplanting in the places where they are to remain at Michaelmas. The eighth species may be also propagated by cuttings, which in about two months take root, when they are to be potted and kept under a frame during the winter. The others are more tender and require the protection of a flute, but are little known in this country. See Martiny's Miller's Dict.

BACCHARIS. See Athanasia, Chrysocoma, Con- nyza.

Baccharis was also the name of a sweet ointment among the ancients, so called perhaps from this herb's being a principal ingredient in it.

BACCHAROIDES. See Conya.

BACCHI, in Mechanic, a kind of ancient machines, in form of goats, used by Jupiter in his wars against the giants. Rudbeck
Rudbeck describes two kinds of bacchi, one made like the batting-ram, whereas Jupiter demolished the enemies' forti fications; the other contrived to cast fire out of, from whence the Greeks are conjectured to have framed their idea of chimera.

**BACCHIAS, and ANTI-BACCHIAS, in Ancient Geography,** the name of two islands in the Arabic gulf, according to P liny. They are called by Ptolemy and Stephanus, Bacchi and Anti-bacchi insulae.

**BACCHIC, something relating to the ceremonies of Bacchus.** The celebrated intaglio, called Michael Angelo's ring, is a representation of a bacchic feast.

**Bacchic Sugal, is sometimes used for a clauda à la boire, or composition to inspire jollity.** But, in a more proper sense, it is refferred to a dithyrambic ode, or hymn.

**BACCHICA, in Botany, is sometimes used for hdera, or ivy.**

**BACCHIGLIONE, in Geography,** a river of Italy, in the state of Venice, which, after watering Vicenza and Padua, discharges itself into the gulf of Venice, near Chi ozza.

**BACCHINI, Benedict, in Biography,** a learned monk, was born at Borgo San Donino, in the duchy of Parma, in the year 1651. At the age of fixtieen he entered into the order of St. Benedict, in the monastery of Mount Caffin, and applied to his studies so inten sely as to injure his health. After having travelled with Arcioni, abbot of the Benedic tines at Ferrara, to whom he was secretary, he resigned his office, and settled at Parma. Here he published a liter ary journal, manifesting great learning and judgment; but it excited against him many enemies, who prevailed with the duke of Parma to banish him from his territory. Bacchini then retired to Modena, where he was patronied by the duke of Medena, and appointed his historiographer and librarian. The materials which he collected for investigating the genealogy and history of the house of Este, were transferred to his successor Muratori, upon his removal to the abbey of the Benedic tines of Modena.

In 1705, he founded at Modena an academy of ecclesiastical literature. His left preference was that of professor of ecclesiastical history in the university of Bologna, where he died, at the age of seventy, in the year 1721. Bacchini was one of the most celebrated scholars of his age, distinguished by his uni versal learning, refined taste, theological skill, and ecclesi astical philology; to all which he added in early life elo queence as a preacher; and in more mature years critical acumen, and eminent skill in deciphering manuscripts. Bes ides his literary journal, commenced at Parma in 1686, and continued to 1690, refumed at Modena from 1692 to 1697, and extant in nine volumes 4to.; he wrote in Italian "the History of the Benediclite Monastery of Pelironi;" and in Latin, "De Sifironius Figuris ac Differentiala," 4to. Bononia, 1691, and reprinted at Utrecht, 4to. 1696, with notes by Toffili; "De Ecclesiastico Hierarchice Originibus," 4to. Modena, 1703; and some other small pieces. Nouv. Diction. Hiflor. Gen. Biol.

**BACCHIS, in Ancient Geography,** a town of Egypt, near the lake Meiris. Ptolomy.

**BACCHUS,** an island of the Ægean sea, opposite to Phocene, at the entrance of the gulf of Smyrna. The temples and statues, with which it was richly adorned, were раrfacked by the Romans.

**BACCHUS, in the Latin Poetry,** a kind of foot, consisting of three syllables; whereof the first is short, and the two latter long, as ἐγγίζειν.

The bacchus is the reverse of a dactyl, and takes its name from that of Bacchus, because frequently used in the hymns composed in his honour. It was also called among the ancients, anotius, tripodius, sultan; and by the Greeks, 

**BACCHUS SENIOR, in Biography,** one of the seven Greek writers in music, collected and published with a Latin translation and notes, by Melchior, in 1652, is supposed to have flourished about the time of Ptolemy, that is, in the second century. His "Introduction to the Art of Music," is in dialogue; in the course of which all the terms used in the ancient Greek music are defined, and explained in Greek characters of notation.

Bacchus is the only one of these seven ancient musical writers, who, like Ptolemy, allows of no more than seven modes. See Muses. On the subject of rhythm, he quotes Arifoxenus, Neomachus, Leophasus, and Didymus; so that it is certain he wrote fabulously to all those authors.

**BACCHUS, in Entomology,** a large species of Scoraseus, that inhabits the cape of Good Hope. The shield of the head is four-toothed; thorax gibbous, and with the wing-cases glabrous. Fabricius.

**Bacchus, a species of Cerculio that inhabits Europe.** It is coppery, with the stout and ends of the feet black. Fabricius, &c.

**BACCHUS, a species of Monoculus, with an orbicular shell; antennae extended horizontally; tail denticulated on each side. Müller entomol. Inhabits rivers.**

**Bacchus, in Mythology,** a name synonymous among the Phœnicians with "mourning," and supposed to be derived from the Phœnician term baphob, to weep, and given to several deities, or rather to the same god, acknowledged under various distinct epithets and characters in the different countries where he was worshipped. In Egypt, he was called Ofiris; in Arabia, Adonis; in Mytta, Phænecus; in India, Dionysus, or Dionysus; by the Lucanians, Penthebus; throughout the Roman dominions, Llevis, &c. &c. The reasons assigned for these different appellations, by which the same god was distinguished, are flated by Banier in the second volume of his "Mythology." It is natural to suppose that the Greeks and Romans, in their usual manner, bestowed upon the one Bacchus whom they worshipped, the several actions and attributes of the many divinities known by that name, and by other equivalent denominations in different countries. Cicero (de Nat. D.or. iii. 23.) mentions five divinities known by the name of Bacchus, and thus adds two to the three of Duoderns Siculus and Philotharus. Antiquity, however, has chiefly distinguished two gods, under the title of Bacchus; that of Egypt, the son of Ammon, and the name with Ofiris; and that of the Greeks, or of Thebes in Boeotia, the son of Jupiter and Semele. The Bacchus of Egypt was the Dionysus of the Arabsians, so called from the city of Nysa in Arabia Felix, where he was brought up, and worshipped by them in consecration of the glory he had acquired by leading his army into India. (See Dionysus.) According to Mr Isaac Newton (Chron. and Op. vol. v. p. 77–86.), this great Bacchus, whom the Arabians so denominated from a word which in their language signified "great," was the same with Sesac or Sebalus, who became king of Egypt in the reign of Solomon. (1 Kings xi. 40.) See Sesac, and Seraphus.

All agree (says this author) that Bacchus was the same king of Egypt with Ofiris (see Osiris); and he supposes that the Calus, or Uranus, or Jupiter Uranus of the Arabians, the other god besides Dionysus whom they worshipped, was the same king of Egypt with Ammon, the father of Bacchus, according to the poet:

> "Quamvis..."
"Quamvis Aristarchus, Arachneque hostis
Græthunus, atque Indus unus fit Jupiter Ammon." (See Ammon.) Dr Isaac Newton adds, that when Ariadne, the daughter of Minos, was defeated by Theseus in the island Naxos or Dia, and taken up by Glauce, an Egyptian commander at sea, the beasts and members of the priest Bacchus, who was at that time returning from India in triumph; and by him she had two sons, Pylas and Eumelion, who were Argonauts. This Bacchus was caught in bed in Phrygia with Venus, the mother of Aineas, according to Homer (Odyss. l. viii. v. 202.), just before he came over the Hellepont and invaded Thrace; and he married Ariadne, the daughter of Minos, according to Hesiod (Theogon. v. 947.); and therefore, by the testimony of both Homer and Hesiod, who wrote before the Greeks and Egyptians corrupted their antiquities, this Bacchus was one generation older than the Argonauts; and so being king of Egypt at the time with Sefotris, they must be one and the same king. They also agree in their actions: Bacchus invaded India and Greece; and after he was routed by the army of Perseus, and the war was composed, the Greeks did him great honours, and built a temple to him at Argos, and called it the temple of the Cretian Bacchus, because, as Paulusias relates (l. c. 2. c. 23.), Ariadne was buried in it.

The distinctive character of this Indian Bacchus was a long beard, whence he was denominat'd "the bearded Bacchus," or Καθαρυς. Some have supposed that there was another Bacchus peculiar to Egypt, and the most ancient of all; and, indeed, Diodorus Siculo's seems to warrant this opinion, by mentioning three different deities under this appellation. Accordingly, Bickham (Geog. Sacr. I. c. 18. apud Oper. t. c. 430.) says, "that Bacchus was the same with Nimrod the father of Ninos; and he supposes that the worship of this deity originated in Assyria, and from thence was transmitted to the Syrians and Phenicians; and that it was communicated by the Phenicians to the Greeks. Many of his names, attributes, and actions bear an obvious allusion to the scripture history, and are most satisfactorily elucidated by it. Amongst those who have referred the origin of Bacchus, and the worship that was performed in honour of him, to the earliest antiquity, and very nearly to the dispersion at Babel, we may mention the learned Mr. Bryant, who discovers in the history of the exploits of this illustrious person, references to the migration of the Cushite colonies, or of the sons of Cush, who, upon the dispersion, partly betook themselves easterward to the Indus and Ganges, and partly passed into Egypt. See CUSHITES, and DISPERSION.

The Theban Bacchus, or Grecian Bacchus, is particularly distinguished by Diodorus Siculo's, l. iii. This historian informs us, that Orpheus had divided the son of Semele by the name of Bacchus, and that he appointed his ceremonies in Greece, in order to render the family of Cadmus, the grandfather of the Grecian Bacchus, illustrious. Semele, it is said, was stung with lightning at the very instant of her son's birth; and the child was probably denominated Bacchus, from the grief which this melancholy accident might have occasioned in the family. Cadmus, with a view of covering his daughter's dishonour, conveyed away his infant grandson, as it were, from some of his relations in Phoenicia or Egypt. After having been there instructed in the mysteries of Isis and Osiris, and initiated in all the magical or juggling tricks of the Egyptian priests and hierophants, and having attained the maturity of age, he returned to Thebes with the traditional retinue of the original deity of the same name, and claimed divine honours; which, after some opposition, were allowed him. To this Grecian Bacchus the actions of Osiris were ascribed, together with a variety of absurd and disgraceful adventures in which his prototype had no concern. Hence the Theban Bacchus became a monster of licentiousness and debauchery; whereas the Egyptian was of a very contrary character. Of course the mysteries of the former were attended with the most shocking abominations. See BACCHANALIA.

According to the account of Diodorus Siculo's (l. iii. p. 257.) there was no nation upon earth, neither Graecia nor foreign, that was not indebted to this deity for some mark of his munificence and favour. He taught the people to plant the vine, and to preserve the juice of the grape, and to lay up the fruits of the earth in proper repositories. Those who possessed an harsh and ungenial soil, not adapted to the cultivation of the vine, were shown the art of making a drink from barley, not less grateful than that which proceeded from the grape. He adds (l. iv. p. 210), that the perfon, from whom these blessings were derived, is represented of the highest antiquity, and the greatest benefactor ever known by mankind. Such is also the history given of Osiris, under which character, says Bryant (Anc. Myth. vol. iii. p. 445.): we are to understand a people who went forth and performed all that has been mentioned. Their religion confided in the worship of the god under various titles; accordingly however Dionysus or Bacchus may be diversified by various names or titles, all of them, as this learned writer imagines, with regard to worship, relate ultimately to the one. Such was also the opinion of Selden (De Deis Syriis, p. 77.): To this worship were added, by the ancient people to whom Bryant refers, diverse honours paid to their ancestors, the Delphim of the first age; all which were attended with particular mystic rites, in which were commemorated the circumstances of the deluge, and the history of the great patriarch by whom mankind was preferred. Bacchus was esteemed one of the founders of medicine.

Diodorus Siculo's further informs us, that it was Bacchus, the son of Semele, who invented harps and theatres, and who first established a musing school, exempting from all military functions such musicians as discovered great abilities in their art; on which account, says the same author, musicians formed into companies have since frequently enjoyed great privileges.

Dr. Burrow (Hist. Muft., vol. i. p. 258.) observes, that the dithyrambs, which gave birth to dramatic representations, are as ancient as the worship of Bacchus in Greece; and there is little doubt but that the ceremonies of his mysteries gave rise to the pomp and illusions of the theatre. Many of the most splendid exhibitions upon the stage for the entertainment of the people at Athens and Rome being performed upon the festivals of Bacchus, gave occasion to the calling all those that were employed in them, whether for singing, dancing, or reciting, "servants of Bacchus." Paulus, in his Attics (p. 7. ed. Kuhnii), speaks of a place at Athens consecrated to Bacchus the finger; thus named, he says, for the same reason as Apollo is called the chief and conductor of the Muses. Whence it should seem, says Burrow (ubi supra.), that Bacchus was regarded by the Athenians not only as the god of wine, but of song; and it must be owned, that his followers, in their cups, have been much inclined to singing ever since. Indeed we are certain, that in none of the orgies, processions, triumphs, and festivals, instituted by the ancients to the honour and memory of this prince of θοι mουσικαν, music was forgotten, as may be still gathered from ancient sculpture, where we find not only that musicians, male and female, regaled him with the lyre,
lyre, the flute, and with song; but that he was accompanied by faws and sayers playing upon timbrels, cymbals, bagpipes, and horns; these Suidas calls his minstrels; and Stрабo gives them the appellations of Bacchi, Sksen, Satyr, Bacchoz, Lirae, Thyog, M-anillonae, Naiades, Nymphs, and Tityrs. These representations have furnished subjects for the main remains of ancient sculpture; and the most voluptuous passages of ancient poetry are descriptions of the orgies and festivals of Bacchus.  

Nancy, an edition of Petar刺(0x0), who lived in the fifth century, has collected all the fabulous adventures of Bacchus, and exhibited them in a beautiful, but irregular, poem, under the title of "Dionysiac." See the "Dionysiac," and Nonnus.  

The Greek Bacchus, the god of wine and song, is usually represented under the figure of a jolly bearded youth, crowned with ivy (that plant, as it is said, being reputed an antidote to the intoxicating effects of wine), and also vine-leaves; bearing in one hand a spear or thyrsus, wrapped with the fame, and in the other, grapes, a cup or a horn for drinking; and drawn on a car by tigers and panthers. He is sometimes exhibited with a mitre on the head, or a kind of hood or fillet nailed in front, and falling back over the shoulders, and with his temple ornamented by horns. These horns originated from the relation he fulfilled to the fun, whose rays were thus represented. On the Greek medals, Bacchus is known by his crown of ivy or vine, his diadem and horns, with a tiger and satyrs around him.

Bacchus, in Experimental Philosophy, is the name of a small brass apparatus (Pneumatics, P. IX. fg. 73.) fixed on a table, with a tube proceeding from the mouth to the barrel; this is filled with red wine, or coloured water, so that being put under a receiver, when the wine is exhausted, the liquor is thrown up into his mouth, by the expansion of confined air, and the reedy god feems to be at his usual employment; while he is drinking, his belly expands, which is effected by a bladder, containing a small quantity of air, concealed under his shirt.

Bachylides, in Biography, a celebrated Greek lyric poet, the nephew of Simonides, was a native of the island of Ceos, and flourished in the 8th Olympiad, B.C. 452. He is reckoned the last of the nine lyric poets of ancient Greece. The purity of his style, the correctness of his manner, and the regular and connected beauties of his work (See Longin. de Sublim. c. 33.), obtained for him an applause of which Pindar might have been jealous. These two poets divided, for some time, the favour of king Hiero, and the suffrages of his courtiers; but when the royal patronage no longer prevented each from taking his true place, Pindar feared to the skies, and Bachylides remained on earth. The compositions of Bachylides consisted of hymns, odes, and epigrams, which abounded in moral sentiment; so that the emperor Julian, according to Ammianus Marcellinus, was so much delighted with them, that he was frequently accustomed to repeat their versicks. Horace is said sometimes to have imitated him in some of his pieces, particularly in the prophecy of Nereus, which was suggested by the Greek poet's vaticination of Cisandrea. Some fragments only of Bachylides now remain. See Anacharsis, vol. vi. p. 342.  

Bacchus, a Christian divine, was bishop of Corinth in the second century. He is mentioned by Eusebius, with Polycarpos, bishop of Antioch, and others, who had learnt the mysteries of the orthodoxy of their faith in writing. He afterwards speaks of a letter written by Bacchylus, about the time of celebrating Easter. Ierom, in his Catalogue, says, that Bacchylus, bishop of Corinth, who flourished in the time of the emperor Severus, wrote an elegant book about Easter, in the name of all the bishops of Asia. His works are lost. Enfleb. H. E. l. v. c. 22, 23. p. 190. Hieron. de Vir. Illust. c. 44. Lardner's Works, vol. ii. p. 325.

BACCIFEROUS Plants, in Botany, are such as bear berries, i.e. fruit, covered with a thin membrane, wherein is contained a pulp, which grows soft and moist when ripe, andanel to the fruit within its substance. The bacciferous trees Mr. Ray divides into four kinds: 1. Such as bear a calcilate, or naked berry, the flower and calyx both falling off together, and leaving the berry bare, as the Luffa tree, &c. 2. Such as have a naked monoporous fruit, that is, containing in it only one seed, as the terebinthus, laurina, &c. 3. Such as have a naked, but a polypporous fruit, that is, containing two or more kernels or seeds within it, as the jasminum, ligustrum, &c. 4. Such as have their fruit composed of many alccini or round soft balls, set close together, like a bunch of grapes; as the aua arania, the rubus vulgaris, rubus Idris, and the rubus minor fruticu curculo.  

BACCINIUM, or Baccina, in Antiquity, a bason or vessel to hold water to wash the hands. The holding the bason, or waiting at the bason, on the day of the king's coronation, was an ancient tenure in tercenary. Lib. Rub. Sceccar. f. 157.  

BACCICI, or Baccii, in Biography. See Gaul.  

BACIO, Fra. Bartolomeo, called Bartolommeo di S. Marco, a painter of history and portrait, was born at Savignano, near Florence, in 1460, and became a disciple of Cosimo Roselli; but derived his principal knowledge in the art of painting from Leonardo da Vinci. He understood the true principles of design better than most masters of his time, and was also a considerable painter in perspective; so that he directed the studies of Raphael with regard to the art of managing and uniting colours, as well as the rules of perspective. Some years after Raphael left Florence, Baccio visited Rome; and by the observations he made on the antiques, and the works of Raphael, he made great improvement, which was manifested in his picture of St. Sebastian. This picture, which he finished after his return to Florence, was so well designed, to naturally and beautifully coloured, and had also such an expression of pain and agony, that it was removed from public view in the chapel of the convent, because it made too strong an impression on the imaginations of many women who beheld it. He was very laborious, and studied nature; he digested the naked correctly; his figures had much grace, and his colouring was admirable. To him is ascribed the first invention of the machine called by the artists a layman, and at this day generally used. Upon this he placed his draperies, for the purpose of more accurately observing their natural and their more elegant folds. A capital picture of the Affection by Baccio is in the Florence Collection. He died in 1517. Tukington.  

BACCUS, Andrew, a native of Ancora, practiced medicine at Rome, towards the end of the 16th century. He was physician to Cardinal Mеноio Columna, and afterwards to pope Sixtus the fifth. A man of indefatigable industry, and of great genius and learning, as his numerous publications testify. The principal of them "De Thermen, Lacibus, Flammaibus, et Balneis totius Orbis," lib. vi. was first printed at Venice, 1571; again 1588; then at Rome, 1622, at Padua, 1711, &c. The last edition is augmented with an eighth book, containing analyses of the different mineral waters, with observations extracted from other writers on the subject. We have also of this author, treatises, "De Veneris, et de Antidotis," 4to. Rome, 1585; "De Dignitate

BACCOPOE, in Botany, the name of a fruit very common in Guinea. It is like the banana, except that it is thicker, and shorter. The taste and smell are both very agreeable, and some pretend, that on cutting it through transferably, there is the figure of a crucifix on each side of it. Phil. Trans. N.°108.

BACH, Sebastian, in Biography. The illustrious family of Bach has produced more great musicians, than any other single family in Germany, or, perhaps, in Europe; as previous to the great eminence to which Sebastian had arrived, early in the last century, his family, according to Walther, had distinguished itself in the profession of music, particularly in organ-playing, for four generations. Immemorial are the stories still circulating in Germany, of Sebastian Bach's conflicts and triumphs over great competitors. till at length, like a courser often victorious, his form was so high, as to discourage all competition. He was superior to all organ-players on the continent, as Handel was in England. The performances and compositions of these two great musicians, not only surpassed those of all their contemporaries, but established a style of playing and writing for the organ, which is still respected and imitated by the greatest organists in Germany, where men of superior abilities have always abounded, and been celebrated, not only for treating the manuals, but the pedals of that noble instrument. Sebastian Bach is said by Marpurg, in his "Art de la Fugue," to have been "many great musicians in one, profound in sciences, fertile in fancy, and in taste easy and natural;" he should rather have said, original and refined, for to the ephebites easy and natural many are unwilling to affront; as this truly great man seems by his works for the organ, to have been constantly in search of what was new and difficult, without the leaflet attention to nature and faculty.

Old Kirkman, the harpsichord maker, used to relate the extraordinary curiosity excited at Salzburg, when Handel and Sebastian Bach happened to meet in that city. On their going together to the cathedral, they found it so full that they could scarcely get to the organ-loft; and when one of them opened the organ, it was not possible for more perfoms to crowd into the church. But so great was the fame of these performers, that those who could not gain admission into the interior of the building, procured ladders, and placed them at the windows, in order to gratify their ears with all the passages which the full organ could convey to them through all impediments.

Of Sebastian Bach, who was successively cantor, organist, and music director, at Leipzig, all the musical writers of Germany for the last fifty years, have been testimony to the abilities. Quantz in his "Art of Playing the Flute," written during the life of Bach, says, that this admirable musician had brought organ playing to the highest degree of perfection.

The challenge which he received and accepted, from the celebrated French organist Marchand, at Dresden, is well known in Germany. Upon the arrival of Marchand in that city, after he had vanquished all the organists of France and Italy, he offered to play extempore with any German whom the king of Poland could prevail upon to enter the lists against him; no one at Dresden had the courage to encounter so successful a champion; but an express being sent to Sebastian Bach, who was at that time a young man, and residing at Weimar, he came away immediately, and, like another David, vanquished this Goliah. It must not, however, be concluded from this defeat, that Marchand was a mean performer; if that had been the case, the victory over him would have added nothing to the fame of his competitor. It was an honour to Pompey that he was conquered by Cæsar, and to Marchand to be only vanquished by Bach.

This was the Bach whom the learned editor of the Latin Theoforum, John Matthias Gfner, has celebrated in his notes on Quintilian, i. xii. p. 61. where the ancient eitheraeals are extolled for the use they made of their feet as well as their hands (perhaps merely to beat time) in their performances. The critic addressing himself to the shade of Quintilian, exclaims; "you would think but slightly, my dear Fabres, of all those exertions of the eitheraeals, if you could revist the world, and attend the exhibitions of Bach, one of my colleagues in the university of Leipzig: who, when at the great organ, while every finger of both hands is engaged at the manuals, their feet are running over the pedals with skill and velocity which several of your eitheraeals with 500 tibiae could not emulate; nor is his dexterity in directing a band of thirty or forty performers, all employed at once; correcting the time of one by his hand, of another by his foot; and of a third by holding up a threatening finger; giving the right note to one from the top of his voice, to another from the bottom, and to a third from the middle of it; if you could have seen him avoid the very powerful sounds with which he was surrounded, performing a very difficult part himself, yet marking whence proceeded the leaflet discordance, and aiding those that erred; favourer as I am of antiquity, the exertions of our Bach appear to me to effect what not many Orpheus, nor twenty Arions, could achieve."—

"Maximus aliquo antiquitatis fuctor, multis unum Orphei et viginti Arionas complexum Bachium meum, et qui quis illi similis fit forte, arbitrur." Sebastian Bach died at Leipzig in 1753.

BACH, Charles Philip Emanuel, son of Sebastian, resided many years at Berlin, in the service of Frederic II. king of Prussia: he was afterwards music-director at Hamburg, and long regarded as the greatest composer and performer on keyed instruments of his time; he was certainly the founder of the present style of composition for the piano-forte, as his father and Handel had been for that of the organ. It was observed by Abel, that if Sebastian Bach and his admirable son Emanuel, instead of being music-directors in commercial cities, had been fortunately employed to compose for the stage and public of great capitals, such as Naples, Paris, or London, and for performers of the first class, they would doubtless have simplified their fyle more to the level of their judges; the one would have sacrificed all unmeaning art and contrivance, and the other, he, himself has written, the most simple and easy style. Useless to add, that both, in writing a fyle more popular, and generally intelligible and pleasing, would have extended their fame, and been indubitably the greatest musicians of the eighteenth century.

Emanuel Bach, in his life, written at our request by himself, has some excellent reflections on his own fyle, which he formed and polished by hearing the greatest performers, vocal and instrumental, of his youth, who visited his father, or were employed in the theatre at Berlin. When the critics, says he, are disposed to judge impartially, which seldom happens, they are frequently too severe on works that come under their lath, from not knowing the circumstances that gave them birth, or remembering
ing the author's original intention. But how seldom are critics found to profess feeling; firmness, probity, and courage; qualities without which no one should sit up for a sovereign judge. It is a melancholy truth, that musical criticism, which ought to be useful to the art, is in Germany a trade, com-
monly carried on by dry, malignant, and rapid writers. He then declares that all his works, those for the clave-
chord or piano-forte are the chief in which he has indulged his own feelings and ideas. His principal wish has been to play and compose in the most vocal manner possible, not withstanding the great defect of all keyed instruments, ex-
cept the organ, in not sustaining their tone. But to make a harpsichord or piano-forte sing, is not easily accomplished; as the ear must not be tired by too thin a harmony, nor
flattered by too full an accomplishment. In his opinion, music ought to touch the heart, and he never found that this could be effected by running, rattling, dunning, or arpeggios.

If Haydn ever looked up to any great master as a mo-
tel, it seems to have been C. P. E. Bach; the bold modula-
tion, relts, pauses, and free use of fermatas, and unex-
pected flights of Haydn, remind us frequently of Bach's early works more than of any other composer. But in writing for violins, he has surpassed his model in facility and invention; freaks, whims, and even buffoonery, appear natural to Haydn, which in the works of his imitators seem downright caprice and affectation. Em. Bach used to be confessed for his extraordinary conceptions, crudities, and difficulties; but, like the hard words of Dr. Johnson, to which the public by degrees became reconciled, every Ger-
man composer takes the same liberties now as Bach, and
every English writer uses Johnson's language with impu-
nity. Emanuel Bach died at Hamburg, 1788, at near
eighty years of age.

BACH, John Christian, arrived in England 1763, during the opera reigny of the admirable female singer and actress, Colonna Mattei, who had engaged him as a composer of the serios opera. He was the youngest son of Sebastian Bach, and had been a considerable time in Italy, where he added new lustre to his name and family by his dramatic productions, and had been appointed by the censors queen ornanit of the Duomo at Milan.

On his arrival here, he was extremely mortified to find
that he had no better fingers to write for than Gardoni and the Cremonini, two performers hardly worthy to be ranked in the second class; and for some time he totally declined composing for our stage, being unwilling, as a stranger, to
trul his reputation to such performers. But, at length, having heard the De Amicis sing two or three serios songs in private, it suggested to him the idea of giving her the first
woman's part in his serios opera; and having communi-
cated his design to Mattei the impresario, masters were soon arranged, and the De Amicis, who afterwards held the first
rank among female singers in the serios operas of Naples and other cities of Italy, was now first taken from the comic opera, and invested with the character of principal
woman in the serios. A\nA during the rest of the season, on Tuesday nights, she delighted the town as the representa-
tive of Thalia, and on Saturdays as that of Melpo-
mene. John Christian Bach's first opera in England, called Ori-

care, a fara Diana venandata, was honoured with the praise of
their Majesties on the first night, February the 19th,
1763, and extremely applauded by a very numerous audi-
ence. Every judge of music perceived the emanations of
genius throughout the whole performance; but were chiefly
struck with the richness of the harmony, the ingenious

texture of the parts, and above all with the new and happy
use he had made of wind-instruments; this being the first
time that clarinets had obtained admission in our opera or-
chestra. Their Majesties honoured the second representa-
tion likewise with their presence, and no other serios opera
was produced for near three months. Zambula, however, a

fond serios opera of this admirable composer, was brought out in May, which ran more than a month, when the season closed.

The principal songs of these two operas, though ex-
cellent, being calculated to display the compass of voice and
delicate and difficult expression and execution of De Ami-
cis, were not likely to become common or of much use
out of the opera house. The role of the airs were for dif-
ferently sung, that they were more admired as instrumental
pieces, than compositions for the voice. But this excellent
master soon convinced us that he possessed every requisite
for a great musician, by the songs he afterwards composed
in every style of good singing; by his symphonies, quartets, and
concertos for almost every species of instrument, as well
as by his expressive and masterly performance on the
piano-forte. It is with pleasure that we take this oppor-
tunity of doing justice to the talents and abilities of a
man who improved our taste both in composition and per-
formance. Having very early in life been deprived of the in-
structions of his father, the great Sebastian Bach, he was for
some time a scholar of his elder brother, the celebrated
Charles Phil. Emanuel Bach, under whom he became a fine
performer on keyed-instruments; but on going to Italy, where his chief study was the composition of vocal music, he acquired us, that during many years he made little use of a harpsichord or piano-forte but to com-
pone for or accompany a voice. When he arrived in En-

land, his style of playing was so much admired, that he re-
covered many of the ladies his hand had hitherto been
suitable and by being constantly clapped andcrippled with a pen; but he never was able to reinstate it with force and readiness sufficient for great difficulties; and in general his composi-
tions for the piano-forte are such as ladies can execute with
little trouble; and the allegros rather resemble bravura songs than instrumental pieces for the display of great execution. On which account, they lose much of their effect when played without the accompaniments, which are admirable, and too mately and interesting to an audience, that want of
hand, or complication in the harpsichord part is never dis-
covered.

There are many admirable airs in the operas he composed
for our stage that long remained in favour. The richness
of the accompaniments perhaps deferve more praise than
the originality of the melodies; which, however, are always
natural, elegant, and in the best taste of Italy at the time
he came over. The Neapolitan school where he studied, is
manifest in his cantilena, and the elegance of his father and
brother in his harmony. The operas of this master are the
first in which Da Capo donoes appear, and which, about this
time, began to be generally discontinued; the second part
being incorporated with the first, to which, after modulat-
ing into the fifth of the key, the finger generally returns.

Bach seems to have been the first composer who observed
the law of contrapunct as a principle. Before his time, contrap
there frequently was, in the works of others; but it seems
to have been accidental. Bach in his symphonies and other
instrumental pieces, as well as his songs, seldom failed,
after a rapid and noisy passage, to introduce one that was
flow and bountiful. His symphonies seem infinitely more
original than either his songs or harpsichord pieces, of which
the harmony, mixture of wind-instruments, and general
richness and variety of accompaniment, are certainly the
most
most prominent features. In the sonatas and concertos which he composed for his own playing, when his hand was feeble, or likely to tire, he diverted the attention of the audience to some other instrument; and he had Abel, Pichler, Cramer, Croftill, Cervetto, and other excellent musicians to write for, and take his part, whenever he wanted support.

In 1725, he new set Metafazio's Adriano in Sirla, in the performance of which the rich, powerful, and mellifluous voice of Manzoli was assigned the principal part. The expectations of the public the first night this drama was performed, occasioned such a crowd at the King's theatre as had been seldom seen there before. It was impossible for a third part of the company collected together on this occasion to obtain places. But whether from heat or inconvenience, the unreasonableness of expectation, the composer being out of fancy, or too anxious to please, the opera failed. Every one seemed to come out of the theatre disappointed, and the drama was performed but two or three times. This seemed matter of great triumph to the Italians, who began to be jealous of the Germanic body of musicians at this time in the kingdom. The songs were printed by the elder Wecker, and many of them sung afterwards at concerts with great applause, and found, as detached airs, excellent, though they had been unfortunate in their totality.

Soon after his arrival in England, J. C. Bach and his countryman Abel uniting interests, opened a subscription for a weekly concert; and as their own compositions were new and excellent, and the best performers of all kinds which our capital could supply enlisted under their banners, this concert was better patronized and longer supported than perhaps any one had ever been in this country; having continued for full twenty years with uninterrupted prosperity. Bach had not been long in London before he had the honour of being appointed chamber-musician and music-master to her majesty; and his merit seems to have been constantly well understood and royally patronized at St. James's to the end of his life, which he terminated, after a short illness, in 1752. And having much more genius than worldly prudence, he left his widow Mrs. Bach (formerly the signora Gräfin, first woman at the opera during the run of Gluck's Ofeo) in very indigent circumstances; but her majesty finding that she wished to return to her own country, settled a pençon upon her to enable her to end her days there in ease and comfort.

BACH, in Geography. See BATH.

BACHAASH, in Ornithology, a species of Falco figured in the fifteenth plate of Le Vaillant's work on the birds of Africa. It is about the size of that kind of falcon which we call the common buzzard; and it naturally belongs to that tribe of rapacious birds. The prevailing colour is a very deep brown, with the lower parts of the body and belly spotted with white, and a large band of the same white colour disposed transversely upon the tail. On the back of the head is a tuft of white feathers, with black tips, that forms a crest; the beak and legs are yellow. The plumage of the female is varied with whitish and yellow.

This is a solitary and ferocious creature; and its chief haunts are the barren mountainous parts of South America. It utters a piercing cry, which as it redounds among the rocks is truly lamentable. The rapidity of this bird in flight is remarkable; and its patience when waiting for its prey is not less deserving mention; it will remain for hours together in one posture, and be during that time so completely immovable as to be mistaken for a point of the rock on which it rests; but the moment a lizard or any other reptile appears on which it feeds, it darts down upon it with the greatest velocity. These birds build their nests in the craggy hollows of the rock; and the female lays two, or at most three eggs at a time.

BACHELERI, La, a town of France, in the department of the Dordogne, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Martignac; four leagues north of Sarlat.

BACHELOR, or BACHELOR, BACCALAUREUS, in Middle Age Writers, was a denomination given to those who had attained to knighthood, but were not rich enough, or had not a sufficient number of vassals, to have their banner carried before them in battle; or, if they were of the order of bannerets, were not yet of age to display their own banner, but obliged to march to war under the banner of another.

Camden and others define bachelor, a person of a middle degree between a knight and an esquire, of less age and standing than the former, but superior to the latter.

Others will have bachelor to have been a common name for all degrees between a mere gentleman and a baronet.

Thus we find the lord admiral, when he was neither an earl nor baron, denominated a bachelor. "And it is to weet, that when the admiral rideth to assemble a flippage of war, or other, for the business and affairs of the realm, if he be a bachelor, he shall take for his day-wages four shillings sterling; if he be an earl or baron, he shall take wages after his estate and degree." BACHELOR was more peculiarly a title given to a young cavalier, who made his first campaign, and received the military grade accordingly.

BACHELOR was also a denomination given to him who had overcome another in a tournament, the first time he ever engaged.

BACHELORS, Knights, in Heraldry. See Knights Bachelors.

BACHELORS is also used in a college sense, to denote a person posseised of the baccalaureate, which is the first degree in the liberal arts or sciences.

The degree of bachelor was first introduced in the thirteenth century by pope Gregory IX. but it remains still unknown in Italy. At Oxford, before a person is entitled to the degree of bachelor of arts, he must have studied there four years; three years more to become master of arts; and seven more to commence bachelor of divinity.

At Cambridge, to commence bachelor of arts, he must have been admitted near four years, and above three years more before he commence master; and seven more full to become bachelor of divinity. He may commence bachelor of law after having studied it five years.

At Paris, to pass bachelor in theology, a person must have studied two years in philosophy and three years in theology, and held two acts of examination in the Sorbonne. Bachelors in the canon law are admitted after two years study in the same, and obtaining an act according to the forms. A bachelor of physic must have studied two years in medicine, after having been four years master of arts in the university, and having flood an examination; after which he is invested with the rank, in order to be licenced.

In the university of Paris, before the foundation of divinity-professorships, those who had studied divinity five years were admitted to go through their courses, whence they were called baccalaurii curiarii; and as there were two courses, the first employed in explaining the Bible, during three successive years; the second, in explaining the master of the sentences for one year; those who were in their Bible course were
were called *baccalarii Biblii*; and those arrived at the sentences, *baccalarii sententiarii*; and, lastly, those who had gone through both, were denominated *baccalarii formati*, or formed bachelors.

At present, formed bachelor denotes a person who has taken the degree regularly after the due course of study and exercises, required by the statutes; by way of opposition to a current bachelor, who is admitted in the way of grace, or by diploma.

We also find mention of bachelors of the church, *baccalarii ecclesiastici*. The bishop with his canons and bachelors, *cum confitio & confessus omnium canoniceorum fuerat* & *baccalariarum*.

There is scarce any word whose origin is more controverted among the critics than that of bachelor, *baccalarius*, or *baccalureus*; the two different acceptations of the word literary and military, above recited, have each of them their advocates, who affect each to be the primitive sense, and derive the word accordingly.

Among those who hold the military bachelor to be the more ancient, is Ciujas, who derives the word from *baccalarius*, a kind of cavalry, anciently in great esteem. Du Cange deduces it from *baccalaria*, a kind of fesc, or farms, consisting of several pieces of ground, each wherein contained twelve acres, or as much as two oxen would plough; the possessors of which *baccalaria* were called bachelors.

Cafeneve and Alfatera derive bachelor from *baculus* or *baculis*, a staff, because the young cavaliers exercised themselves in fighting with staves. Martinius derives it from *baccalureus*, i.e. *bacci laurei donatus*, in allusion to the ancient custom of crowning poets with laurels, *bacis lauri*; as was the case with Petrarch at Rome in 1341. Alciat and Vives are of the same opinion; nor is this etymology improbable.

Bachelors, in the livery companies of London, are those not yet admitted to the livery.

These companies generally confit a master, two wardens, the livery, and the bachelors, who are yet but in expectation of dignity in the company, and have their function only in attendance on the master and wardens; they are also called yeenons.

Bachelors is also a name given in the six companies of merchants at Paris to the elders, and such as having served the offices, have a right to be called by the masters and wardens to be present with them, and affix their names in some of their functions; in particular it relates to the *chef d'oeuvres* or master-pieces, of such as are candidates for being admitted masters.

Bachelors is also particularly used for a man not married, or who is yet in a state of celibacy.

The Roman censors frequently imposed fines on old bachelors. Dion. Halicarnassius mentions an old constitution, by which all persons of full age were obliged to marry. But the most celebrated law of this kind was that made under Augustus, called the *lex Julia de maritiis ordinatis*, and by Horace (Carm. Secul. v. 5.) *lex maritai*, by which bachelors were made incapable of legacies of inheritances by will, unless from their near relations. See Papian-Pop. LXX.

The Rabbins maintain, that, by the laws of Moses, every person, except some few, is obliged in confidence to marry at twenty years of age: this makes one of their 613 precepts. Hence those maxims so frequent among their causals; such as, that he who does not take the necessary measures to leave heirs behind him, is not a man, but ought to be reputed a homicide. Lycurgus was not more favourable; by his laws bachelors are branded with infamy, excluded from all offices civil and military, and even from the flames and public sports. At certain feasts they were forced to appear, to be exposed to the public derision, and led naked round the market-places. At one of their feasts, the women led them in this condition to the altars, where they obliged them to make an *amende honorable* to nature, accompanied with a number of blows, and lashes with a rod at discretion. To complete the affront, they forced them to sing certain songs composed in their own derision.

The Christian religion is more indulgent to the bachelor-state: the ancient church recommended it as preferable to, and more perfect than the matrimonial state.

In the canon law, we find injunctions on bachelors, when arrived at puberty, either to marry, or convert monk and profess chastity in canons.

In Great Britain, taxes have been occasionally levied on bachelors, as by 7 W. III. 1695, which imposed a tax on such, after 25 years of age, of 12l., 10s. for a duke, and 15. for a common person; and the taxes laid on others have been increased with regard to bachelors, as in the case of the duty on servants by Stat. 25 Geo. III. c. 45. See Service.

Bachelors, in Geography, a river of South America, which runs into a bay of the same name, on the north side of the isle of Magellan. N. lat. 58° 28'. W. long. 73° 52'.

BACHER, the name of a chain of Austrian mountains, in the south of Styria.

BACH'S Toxic Pills, in the Mediziris Medicina. See Helber, and Pills.

BACHIAN, or Batchian, in Geography, one of the Molucca islands, lying south from Machian, and possess'd, since the year 1610, by the Dutch. This is the largest of the little Moluccas, and is governed by a sultan, who is likewise sovereign of Oubi and Ceram, together with Gorom. This monarch has a pension from the Dutch, either for the destruction or supply of nutmegs; but he is otherwise little subservient. Bachian rises into woody hills, and through the idlenes or oppression of its inhabitants, is suffered to become wild and desert, although by cultivation it is capable of becoming fertile and productive, and it was represented as formerly producing the best cloves in the Moluccas. On the shores, as in most of the other isles of this archipelago, there are prodigious rocks of coral, of infinite variety and beauty. Its principal town is Sabangó; it is about twice twelve leagues in circuit, and has a burning mountain. It is situated nearly under the equinoctial line. S. lat. 0° 25', and E. long. 145° 5'.

BACHINA, in Ancient Geography, an island of the Mediterranean sea, near Smyrna, according to Plyn; called by Livy, Bachium.

BAChIMUT, a town of Russia, in the province of Ekaterinolov, 104 miles W. N. W. of Azof. N. lat. 48° 25'. E. long. 37° 44'.

BACHO, a river of North Wales, which runs into the Severn near Llanllo, in Montgomeryshire.

BACHOIKZ, or SKVCHTSCH, a town of Poland, in the Palatinate of Sandomierz, 20 miles south of Radom.

BACIOVIUS, Rheiher, in Biography, a German citizen, was born at Cologne, in 1544, and resided at Leipsic, where he suffered persecution on account of his religious principles, as he professed attachment to the doctrines of Calvin, rather than to those of Luther. Compelled not only to resign his public offices, but to quit Leipsic, he withdrew into the Palatinate, and found in the elector a generous patron. At Heidelberg, he held several honourable and lucrative posts till his death in 1614. In a theological tract,
to the horse's length, and the number of dips, will give a mean depth. When this is done, try being made in different parts of the back, until one is found which answers exactly to the mean depth; let a mark or notch be made at the side of the back, to point it out as the true dipping place for the future.

The bottom of large backs ought to be everywhere equally and well supported, to secure them from warping, which else they will do, more and more as they grow older. Those who make backs and other vessels for brewers, are denominated back-makers; and the workmanship confers partly of carpentry and partly of cooperage.

Back, in the Distillery, a vessel in which liquor is put to be fermented.

Back, or Dutchman's Cap, in Geography, one of the small islands of Scotland, eleven miles south-east of Coll.

Back, Iron, a large plate of cast iron, frequently adorned with figures in low relief, intended to preserve the work of a chimney-back, and to reflect the heat of the fire.

Back a Ship, To, in Sea Language: when the wind is cross, or nearly off shore, or in the opposite direction, ships will always back by the main top-sail, affixed, if necessary, by the mizen top-sail. If there be no mizen top-sail, the main top-sail is used. In backing, always keep a flight cable, to wind the ship, that the anchor may be drawn round. If the wind be not sufficient for this purpose, the ship must be hove a-peak.

Back the Anchor, is to carry out a small anchor a-head of the large one, in order to support it in bad ground, and to prevent its loosening or coming home.

Back a-tern, To, in rowing, is to impel the boat with her stern foremost, by means of the oars.

Back of the Pofl. See Stern-Pofl.

Back the Stills, is to put them in a situation that will occasion the ship to retreat or move a-tern. This operation, however, is only performed in narrow channels, when a ship is carried along sideways by the tide or current, and strives to avoid any thing that may interrupt her progress, as shoals, vessels at anchor, &c. or in the line of battle, when a ship would put herself into a situation opposite to another with which she is engaged.

Backberond, or Backberend, in Law Writers, denotes a criminal caught carrying off something on his back.

In this sense Bracton uses it for a species of which the civilians call manifet theft, jurtum manifetum.

In the Forrest Law, backberond is one of the four circumstances, or cases, wherein a forester may arrest the body of an offender against vert or venison in the forest. The others are flat-billed, back-armed, and bloody-bay.

Back-Board, in Maritime Affairs, is of a semicircular figure, placed transversely in the after-part of a boat, like the back of a chair, to recline against while fitting in the flour-stocks.

Backleys, in Zoology, a denomination, derived from backley, which in the Hottentot language signifies war, and given by the Hottentots to those oxen which they train for war and use with success, as the Indians employ the elephants in their combats. In all their armies there are considerable troops of these oxen, which are easily governed, and which are let loose by the chief, when a proper opportunity occurs. They invariably dart with impetuosity on the enemy; flanking with their horns, kicking, and trampling under their feet every thing that opposes their fury. By running furiously into the ranks and putting them into disorder, they prepare an easy victory for their masters. These animals are likewise of great use in guarding the flocks. At the smallest signal from the keeper, they collect and bring back those that wander; and they also...
also run with great fury upon strangers, and serve to secure
the flocks and herds against the attacks of the bukeys,
or robbers of cattle. Every kral has at least six of these
beckyels, which are chosen from among the fiercest oxen;
and after they have been duly trained, they distinguish friends
from enemies, understand signals, and obey the voice of
their master. If a bukey, and particularly an European,
should approach the cattle, without being accompanied by
a Hotentot, his life would be in great danger. These
beckyels would soon run round him at full gallop, and if
not protected by the shepherds, by fire arms, or by disorderly
climbing a tree, his destruction would be inevitable. Kobo,
Voyage et Description du cap de Bonne Espérance, cited by

BACKER, or Bakker, Jacob, in Biography, an histo-
rical painter was born at Antwerp in 1530, and received
instruction from his father; after the death of his father,
he resided in the house of Jacopo Palermo, a picture-dealer,
who, for the gratification of his own averses, kept him in-
cently employed, and disposed of his pictures at Paris,
where they were much admired and fetched a high price;
whilst the artist himself was continued in an obscure and
depressed condition. He was distinguished by a clean light
manner of pencilling, and a very pleasing tint of colour.

He died in 1560. Pilkington.

Backer, or Bakker, William, was born at Antwerp, and was a disciple of Rubens, at
the same time with Vandyck. At the commencement of the exer-
cice of their profession, Backer was esteemed little, if
at all, inferior to Vandyck; as appears from the works of the
former in the church of the Augustin monks at Antwerp,
where these two great artists painted as competitors; and each
possessing a mode peculiar to himself, the superiority was
not determined in favour of either. Backereel, by the exer-
cise of his poetical talents, and particularly by his fancies
against the Jesuits, incurred the persecution of this power-
ful fraternity, and by their persecution, he was compelled to
leave Antwerp, so that his country was deprived of the
honour which mull have accrued to it from his perform-
ances as a painter. In Italy, and the Low Countries, there
were seven or eight eminent painters, of the name of Back-
reel. Pilkington.

Back-Gammon, a game played with dice and tables, to
be learned only by observation and practice. This game is
said to have been invented in Wales, in the period preceding
the conquest, and to have derived its name from two Welsh
words, back, little, and common, battle. Gloss. ad Leges
Svo.

Back-Heater, in Agriculture, a machine long used in
several parts of England, particularly in Hampshire, Wilt-
shire, and Suffolk, for winnowing corn. An improved
construction of this machine, illustrated by a figure, was
proposed by Dr. Hales, in the year 1747, which, he says,
will not only render it fit for winnowing corn sooner and
better than by any other means hitherto used, but also for
clearing it of the small corn, feeds, black, best-balls, &c.
to fuch perfection, as to make it proper for feed-corn. See
Hales’s UEs of Ventilation, part. p. 247, &c.

Backhuysen, Ludolph, in Biography, an eminent
painter of ships, sea-pieces, and sea-port, was born at
Embden, in 1681, and after receiving early instruction
from Albert van Everdingen, acquired his principal knowledge
by frequenting the painting-rooms of great masters, and
particularly Henry Drubbels, and observing their various
methods of touching and colouring. His improvement was
very considerable, and his drawings were in such estimation,
that several of them were purchased at 100 florins apiece.
While he was painting, his mind was so much engaged, that
he would not allow his most intimate friends to have access
to him, lest his ideas should be interrupted. He studied
nature with singular attention in all her forms; in gales,
calms, storms, clouds, rocks, fides, lights, and shadows; and
he expressed every subject with so sweet a pencil, and such
a degree of transparency and lucidity, as placed him above all
the artists of his time in that style, the younger Van-
derveele excepted. It was his frequent custom to go out to
sea in a storm, in order to store his mind with grand
images, directly deduced from nature; and at the moment
of his landing, he flew to his palette, that the traces of
those incidents which had occurred might not be obliterated
by delay. Backhuysen perfectly understood the manage-
ment of the chiaro-uro; and he was thus able to give
uncommon force and beauty to his objects. He also
freely observed the truth of perspective, in the distances of his
vessels, the reeding of the grounds on the shores, and the
different buildings, which he described in the sea-ports. His
works may be easily distinguished by 100 florins apiece,
from the freedom and neatness of his touch; from the
clearness, and natural agitation or quiescence of the water;
from a peculiar tint in his clouds and skies; and also from
the exact proportions of his ships, and the gracefulness of
their position.

For a picture, exhibiting a multitude of vessels, and a
view of the city at a distance, he received from the burgo-
masters of Amsterdam 1500 gilders, and a considerable
present; and this picture was afterwards given to the king
of France, who placed it in the Louvre. No painter was
ever more honoured by the visits of kings and princes
than Backhuysen; the king of Prussia was one of their
number; and the Czar Peter the Great took delight in
seeing him at work, and often endeavoured to draw, after
vessels which he had described. He was remarkably afflu-
ous; and yet the number of pictures which he finished, and
the exquisite manner in which they are painted, are aston-
ishing. He died in 1750. Pilkington.

Backing a Coat, in the Match, the operation of bring-
ing him to the floor, or bringing him to endure a rider.

To back a cot, they usually take him into ploughed
ground, trot him a while, to rid him of his wantonness;
then having one flay to his head, and govern the charging-
rein, the miler mounts his back, not suddenly, but by
degrees, first making several offers, or half-rulings; when he
beats thee patiently, he mounts in earnest, and settles in his
place, cherishing him, &c.

Backing Warrants, in Law, denotes the signing of
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such as have been inflicted by a justice of the peace in one county, by a justice of the peace in another county, which is necessary before they can be executed there. This practice, which has long prevailed without law, is authorized by statutes 23 Geo. 11. c. 26. and 24 Geo. 11. c. 55. And now, by statute 13 Geo. 111. c. 31. any warrant for apprehending an English offender, who may have escaped to Scotland, and vice versa, may be endorsed and executed by the local magistrates, and the offender conveyed back to that part of the united kingdom, in which such offence was committed.

Back-Nails. See Nail.

Back-Painting. is used by some for the art of pasting of prints and other designs on glass.

The art consists chiefly in laying the print upon a piece of crown-glass, of such a size as fits the print. In order to do this, the print must be soaked in clean water for forty-eight hours, if it be on very strong, close, and hard gummed paper; but if on a soft, spongy paper, two hours will sometimes be sufficient. The picture, being well soaked, must be laid between four sheets of paper, two over and two under it, that the moisture may be drawn out of it. Instead of soaking the print, it may be rolled up and boiled for about two hours, more or less, according to the quality of the paper, in water; and this mode will answer the purpose as well as soaking it. In the mean while, let the glafs upon which the print is to be laid be heated at the fire; then with a hog's-hard brush dipped in melted Straburg turpentine, spread the turpentine smoothly and evenly on the glafs. Then lay the print upon the glafs, rubbing it gently from one end to the other, that it may lie close. With the finger, rub off the paper from the back side of the print, till nothing can be seen but the print, like a thin film left upon the glafs, and let it abide to dry. When it is dry, varnish it over with some white transparent varnish, that the print may be seen through it, which is now fit for painting.

Having prepared a variety of oil colours, which must be ground very fine, and tempered very stiff, lay such colours on the transparent print as each particular part requires, the matter-lines of the print guiding the pencil; and thus each colour will appear fair to the eye on the other side of the glafs, and look almost as well as a painted piece, if it be done neatly. The shadows of the print are generally sufficient for the shadow of every colour; but if it be desired to give a shadow by the pencil, the shadows should be laid on first, and the other colours afterward. The chief care to be used in this part of the work, is that of laying the colours on thick enough, that they may be struck plainly through the glafs.

Back-River, in Geography. See Baltimore.

Backs, among dealers in leather, denote the thickest and belt tanned hides, used chiefly for foles of shoes. See Butts.

Backs of a Hip. See Hip.

Back-Staff, in Navigation, an instrument, by the French called the English quadrant. It was invented by captain Davis, about the year 1590; and is of good use in taking the sun's altitude at sea. It consists of three vales, A, B, and C, and of two concentric arches (Plate 1. Navigation, fig. 2.) ; the vane at A, called the horizon-vane; that at B, the shade-vane; and that at C, the light-vane. The left arch B (or ED) is of 60 degrees, and that of C (or FG) of 30 degrees.

T. of the back-staff. The shadow-vane B is set upon the 60 arh, to an even degree of bore latitude, left by 10 or 15 degrees than you judge the complement of the sun's altitude will be; the horizon vane is put on at A, and the light-vane on the 30 arh FG; the observer's back being then turned to the sun (whence the name of back-staff, or back-quadrant), he lifts up the instrument, and looks through the light-vane, raising or falling the quadrant, till the shadow of the upper edge of the shade-vane fall on the upper edge of the slit of the horizon vane; and then if he can see the horizon through the said slit, the observation is well made; but if the sea appear instead of the horizon, the light vane must be moved lower towards F; if the sky appear, it must be moved upward towards G; and thus tried till it comes right: then he observes how many degrees and minutes are cut by that edge of the light-vane which answers to the light-hole, and to them adds the degrees cut by the upper edge of the shade-vane: the sum is the sun's distance from the zenith, or the complement of his altitude. To find the sun's meridian, or greatest altitude on any day, continue the observation as long as the altitude is found to increase, which you will perceive by the appearance of the sea, instead of the horizon, removing the light-vane lower; but when you perceive the sky appear instead of the horizon, the altitude is diminished; therefore, desist from further observation at that time, and add the degrees upon the 60 arch to the degrees and minutes upon the 30 arch, and the sum is the zenith distance, or co-altitude of the sun's upper limb.

And because it is the zenith distance, or co-altitude of the upper limb of the sun, and not the centre, that is given by the quadrant, in observing by the upper edge of the shade-vane, add 16 minutes, the sun's femidiameter, to that which is produced by your observation, and the sum is the true zenith distance of the sun's centre. If you observe by the lower part of the shadow of the shade-vane, then the lower limb of the sun gives the shadow; and, therefore, you must subtract 16 minutes from what the instrument gives; but considering the height of the observer above the surface of the sea, which is commonly between 16 and 20 feet, you may take 5 or 6 minutes from the 16 minutes, and make the allowance but of 10 minutes or 12 minutes, to be added instead of 16 minutes.

Mr. Flamstead contrived a glass lens, or double convex, to be placed in the middle of the shade-vane, which makes a small bright spot on the slit of the horizon-vane, instead of the shade; which is a great improvement, if the glasses be truly made: for, by this means, the instrument may be used in hazy weather, and a much more accurate observation made in clear weather than could be by the shadow.

The theory of this quadrant is very intelligible: for the line AC being horizontal, the arc JGC is equal to the height of the sun above the horizon; but this arc JGC is equal to the sum of the arcs BD + GC; and the arc of F = 90° = the altitude and zenith distance taken together; consequently the zenith distance = the arcs JD + CF = DB + CF.

When the horizon is obscured by hazy weather, Davis's quadrant is of no use; and this often occasions distressing consequences. Means have therefore been sought for to remedy this defect. Mr. Hadley has recommended and described a spirit level for this purpose. Mr. Leigh proposed to fix a water-level to the quadrant; and he has likewise given the description and use of an apparatus to be used to this instrument, confiding of a metallic level, which he named the level glass, in a second Trans. N. A. S., or Martin's Astr. Abt. vol. viii. p. 57. 360. &c.

It has been observed, that one great objection against this instrument is the trouble and time lost in fixing the light-vane upward or downward, which sometimes cannot conveniently
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conveniently be done without taking the quadrant from the eye, by which an opportunity may be lost for making the observation. But this defect is easily removed by having a long index or ruler fitted to the quadrant; one end moving round the centre to which the horizon-vane is fixed, and having the right-vane fixed to the other end. By this contrivance the right vane may be readily raised higher, or lowered, by the motion of the index about its centre; and this may be done without taking the instrument from the eye. See QUADRANT.

Back-Stays of a Ship, are ropes belonging to the main-mast and fore-mast, and the masts belonging to them, serving to keep them from pitching forwards or overboard. See STAYS.

Back-Slaves, Travelling, are used in bad weather to support the fore and main-top masts; they fiddle into a span, round the top-mast, under the parcel, and let up in the chain, with a huff-tackle, to an eye-bolt. They travel up and down the top-mast occasionally with tricing lines that fiddle into a thimble, on each side of the span, and through blackskized to the top-mast tackle-trees, and lead into the top.

Back-Worm, a name given by Sempach to a disease very common among hawks, and called also fliauder; which fec.

BACO, in Geography, the capital of Mindoro, one of the Philippine islands, where the Alcaide, or governor, resides. Its environs are well watered by springs proceeding from mountains covered with farmpaluria. See MINDORO.

BACOBA, in Botany, a name by which some authors call the banana tree, or nufa frutta brevett. Pifio.

BACOFEN, in Geography, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Budeslaw, five miles N. N. E. from Jung Buntzhu.

BACON, swine's flesh, salted, and dried in the chimney. Writers on this branch of economics give rules for the hanging, the salting, and curing of bacon, larding with bacon, &c.

This appears to be in general an extremely improper and unhealthy aliment, especially for people who do not use great exercise; for those who do eat almost any thing without injury. Swine's flesh, considered as an aliment, is none of the belter; and when hardened by salt, and dried by smoke, it is rendered more indigestible, and in consequence of that, productive of obstructions in a very great degree. We may add, that the fat of bacon frequently becomes rancid and acrimonious, and often even excites the mouth and throat.

BACON-Sward, denotes the thick outer skin taken off the lard or fat. Old historians and law writers speak of the sward of the bacon, a custom in the manor of Whitchurch in Staffordshire, and priory of Dunmow in Essex; in the former of which places, by an ancient grant of the lord, a flock of bacon, with half a quarter of wheat, was to be given to every married couple, who could swear, that having been married a year and a day, they would never within that time have exchanged their mate for any other person on earth, however richer, fairer, or the like. But they were to bring two of their neighbours to swear with them, that they believed they swore the truth. On this, the lord of another neighbouring manor, of Rudlow, was to find a horse saddled, and a fack to carry the bounty in, with drums and trumpets, as far as a day's journey out of the manor; all the tenants of the manor being summoned to attend, and pay service to the bacon. Platt's Hill, Staff. c. x.

The bacon of Dunmow, first granted under Henry III. was on much the same footing; only the tenor of the oath was, that the parties had never once repented, or wished themselves unmarried again. In. c. x. Art. 82.

Bacon, Robert, in Biography, an English divine of the thirteenth century, was born about the year 1168, completed his education at Paris, and returning to Oxford, where he had commenced his studies, read lectures in divinity, and became a famous preacher. In one of his sermons, preached at Oxford, in 1233, before Henry III., he reproved the king for his partiality to foreigners, and faithfully informed him, that this was the principal cause of the discontent which prevailed among his subjects. Such was the impression made by this address, that the king is said to have discovered a disposition to listen to the complaints of his nobles. Bacon was privileged with the friendship and patronage of Edmund Rich, called St. Edmund, archbishop of Canterbury; and after his decease, in 1240, wrote his life. He was also the author of several commentaries, sermons, and lectures. Some have supposed that he was the brother of the celebrated Roger Bacon; but as Robert died in 1248, at an advanced age, and Roger was not born till the year 1214, it is not probable that they were brothers. Biog. Brit.

Bacon, Roger, a celebrated English monk of the Franciscan order, was born at Ichthel in Somersetshire, in the year 1214, and at an early age received the rudiments of learning and science at Oxford, where he prosecuted his studies with an ardour and success which secured him the patronage and friendship of the most eminent men in that university. In the number of these we may reckon Robert Grouthhead, bishop of Lincoln, to whom he was particularly indebted, and of whom he speaks in terms of high commendation; Edmund Rich, archbishop of Canterbury; William Shirwood, chancellor of Lincoln; and Richard Rich, who was a distinguished lecturer in the sciences both at Oxford and at Paris. Having spent some years at Oxford in the study of languages, logic, mathematics, and various branches of philosophy, he removed, according to the custom of that age, to Paris, where he was distinguished both by his affability and improvement, and where, in token of his acknowledged eminence in literature and science, he received the degree of doctor in theology. While he was in France, or soon after his return to England, in the year 1240, he took the monastic habit in the order of St. Francis, and with a view of pursuing his studies and researches with the greater advantage, he settled at Oxford. Such was the esteem in which he was generally held, and so high were the expectations which his contemporaries entertained of the benefits that would result from science from the vigour of his mind and the affability of his application, that he was enabled, by generous contributions, to collect books, to construct instruments, and to prosecute his experiments, during a course of twenty years, at an expense of 2000l, which, considering the time in which he lived, was a very large sum. His growing fame, however, excited envy; and the monks of his own order indifferently circulated a report, that he held converse with evil spirits, and practised magical arts. His enemies so far prevailed, that, under a pretence of dangerous innovations, tending to disturb the peace of the church, which Bacon was attempting to introduce, he was restrained from reading lectures to the young students in the university; and at length so closely confined as to be debarred from all intercourse with his friends, and from receiving a necessary supply of food. The prelates and the monks, says Bacon himself (Epist. ad Claud. IV.), were afraid lest his own discoveries should extend beyond the limits of his consent, and be seen by any members of the same college and the papal. But other circumstancles had contributed to excite against Bacon the spirit of persecution. He had confounded the clergy, on account both of their ignorance and immorality; he was particularly intimate with bishop Grouthhead, who had written a letter of reproof to pope Innocent IV., and declared to his confidential
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dent associates, that in his judgment the pope was anti-Christian; and he himself had written freely to the pope, concerning the necessity of a reformation. The efforts of malice, whatever might have been the real or pretended causes from which they originated, could not deprive this great man of the esteem and respect to which his distinguished talents and character entitled him. Such was the high opinion entertained by the cardinal bishop of Sabina, who was the pope's legate in England, of his genius and merit, that he requested from him a complete copy of all his works. As he was restrained, by the prohibition of his own fraternity, from communicating any of his works to any person whatever, he at first declined complying with the cardinal's request; but as soon as he heard that the cardinal-legate was raised to the pontifical dignity, under the name of Clement IV., he signified to him by letter his resolution to perform what his holiness had desired; and the pope assured him of protection against any interference of his own order. Bacon immediately began to collect, arrange, and improve the pieces he had already written, and having digested them into one volume under the title of "Opus Majus" (the greater work), he sent it to the pope, in the year 1292, by a special messenger, whose name was John of Paris, and who was his own favourite disciple. This John of Paris was a poor boy, of promising talents, taken by Bacon under his tuition, in order to try by experience the efficacy of his peculiar mode of instruction; and, as the result of it, he observes, "that there was no room to conceive any high notions of the perfection of human wisdom, when it was possible, in a year's time, to teach a young man all that, with the utmost industry and application, a zealous inquirer after knowledge was able either to acquire or to discover in the space of twenty, or even forty years." (See Opus Majus, p. 29, and Jebb's Preface.) The pope was so gratified with the present of this learned work, that it procured for Bacon extraordinary favour and encouragement in his studies.

With the life of the enlightened and liberal Clement IV., terminated the tranquillity of this philosopher; for in 1278, under the pontificate of Nicholas III., and with the sanction of his authority, Jerem de Estefo, general of the Franciscan order, prohibited the reading of his works, and sentenced him to imprisonment. The pretended cause of this severity has been fought by some writers in tracts of Bacon on accursacy, astrology, and alchemy; but the true reason was most probably that dread of innovation which Bacon's improvements in science caused in the minds of bigotted or interested persons. Bacon continued in prison for ten years; but upon the accession of Jerem de Estefo to the papal see, under the name of Nicholas IV., he attempted to conciliate the favour of the pope, by prenticing to him a treatise, "On the Means of avoiding the Infirmities of Old Age." But his endeavours seem to have been ineffectual, as he still remained in prison, and was not released till about the latter end of this pontificate, when some English noblemen interceded in his favour, and obtained for him his liberty. Upon his return to Oxford, he wrote, at the request of his friends, "A Compendium of Theology," of which a copy is preserved in the Royal library. This work appears, from internal evidence, to have been written about the year 1291; and as additions were afterwards made to it, it is hence inferred that the author lived till the year 1293, or the seventy-eighth year of his age. The learned editor of his "Opus Majus" dates his death in 1294; but Anthony Wood, from two MSS. which he mentions, fixes the time of it to the 1st of June, 1292; and Dr. Freind acquiesces in this opinion. He is said to have died in tranquillity, in the college of his order, and to have been interred in their church. Tradition reports, that in order to prevent the unlearned being occasioned by his enemies, in the earlier period of his life, and while he was professing his studies, and performing his experiments at Brazen-nock-hall at Oxford, he was obliged to retire from the university into a solitary place, called to this day "Friar Bacon's Study." and Mr. Hearne informs us, that he sometimes retired in the summer to Sunning Well.

When we contemplate the extraordinary powers and attainments of Bacon, and review the important and useful discoveries that were made by him in various branches of science, and compare them with the period in which he lived, we shall not be surprised that he was distinguished by the title of "doctor infallible," or wonderful doctor; whatever might be the reasons which induced the monks of his order thus to discriminate him. With respect to his knowledge of the languages, which he thought to be the foundation of all true learning, it appears that he was perfect master of the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, and that he had studied those languages with a degree of critical exactness which renders some of his observations in that part of the "Opus Majus," which treats on this subject, judicious and instructive. With various branches of the mathematics he was well acquainted; and in mechanics his knowledge was such, that, in the judgment of Dr. Freind, "a greater genius had not arisen since the days of Archimedes." Accordingly, in his treatise, intitled, "Epitola Pratis Rogeri Baconis de secrectis Operibus Artis et Naturae, et de Nullitate Magnis," he propounds the construction of wonderful instruments, which may be artificially contrived, by which fuch things (says he) may be done without the help of magic, as magic itself is incapable of performing. "For a veil may be so constructed, and oars therein so disposed, as to make more way with one man in her, than another veil fully manned." "It is possible (says he) to make a chariot which, without any assistance of animals, shall move with that irresistible force which is ascribed to those feythed chariots in which the ancients fought." "It is possible," adds our author, "to make instruments for flying, so that a man sitting in the middle thereof, and gliding with a kind of rudder, may manage what is contrived to answer the ends of wings, so as to divide and pass through the air. It is not less possible to make a machine of a very small size, and yet capable of raising or sinking the greatest weights, which may be of infinite use on certain occasions, for the help of such an instrument, not above three inches high, or less, a man may be able to deliver himself and his companions out of prison, and to ascend or descend at pleasure." Hence it has been inferred that Bacon was acquainted with the perpetual screw. Our author's knowledge of the science of optics was so accurate and comprehensive, that he is justly allowed to have understood the theory and practice of many of those discoveries, the application of which has been so important and useful in more modern times. Besides the descriptions of the camera obscura, and of burning glasses, which are found in his writings, we have unquestionable evidence that he was well acquainted with the properties of convex and concave lenses, and with the effects of refraction; and some have even ascribed to him the honour of having invented the telescope. (See these several articles.) In geography his researches were various and extensive; and his acquaintance with astronomy enabled him to discover the errors of the calendar, and to propose the proper method of correcting them. See Calendar.

Although Roger Bacon was in some instances misled by the visionary projects of the alchemists of his age, and though...
though he indulged chimical notions of the medicinal virtues of the aurum potabile, or tincture of gold, and of a secret charm for renewing the native heat of old men, he was led by his chemical processes into an acquaintance with the properties of bodies, and a variety of discoveries that were no less important and useful than novel and curious. Such, in particular, was that of the ingredients and effects of gunpowder, which was for a long time supposed to have been the invention of a much later period. (See Gunpowder.) Of his medical knowledge we have evidence in his "Treatise on Old Age," blended with many things that are obscure and fanciful; and though he so far partook of the superlition of the times as to place some confidence in judicial astrology, he was an enemy to necromancy and magic. The imputation on his character of his leaning to magic, was altogether unfounded; and the story of his having constructed a brazen head, which propofed and answered questions, is as ridiculous as it is groundless. The first object of this calumny, was his patron Robert Grossethead or Grosפילhead, bishop of Lincoln; and familiar tales have been related of pope Sylvester II., Albertus Magnus, and other eminent philosophers; but they gained credit merely with men and ignorant persons. In logic and metaphysics, as well as in philosophy, and the politer parts of learning, Bacon was equal, if not superior, to most of his contemporaries; and his treatise on Ethics, or moral philosophy, contains many excellent principles for directing the judgment, and regulating the conduct. To theology, all his other studies were subordinated; and he directed both his actions and his writings to the glory of God, and the good of his fellow-creatures. To the holy scriptures he paid due deference; and he enforced the study of them in their original languages, and an affidious application to the several branches of learning which he thought necessary for rightly understanding and interpreting them. This seems to have been the object of his last treatise, which he left as a kind of testament to his order.

As the whole life of friar Bacon was spent in study and writing, we need not wonder that his works were very numerous. Bale speaks of upwards of fourscore books written by him; and Dr. Jebb has digested a still greater number, under the distinct heads of grammar, mathematics, physics, optics, geography, astronomy, chronology, chemistry, magic, medicine, logic, metaphysics, ethics, theology, philosophy, and micellany. It feems, however, that the number has been multiplied by means of the different titles under which various copies of the same treatise have been diffpered, and by considering the titles of distinct chapters of his works, as the titles of separate treatises. Accordingly, eleven of these pieces will be found in the work intitled, "Epitola Fratris Rogeri Baconis, &c." already mentioned, published in 4to. at Paris, in 1542; in 8vo. at Basile, in 1593; in 8vo. at Hamburgh, in 1608 and 1618. This treatise abounds with various physical facts and observations, and exposes the futility of the several practices of necromancy, charms, divination, and magic. The "Opus Majus," written in the form of an epistle or address to pope Clement IV. is professedly a digest of the author's former writings. "In this curious and valuable work, Bacon describes the impediments which hinder men from arriving at true and useful knowledge; illustrates, at large, the usefulness of the studies of grammar, mathematics, and perspective; explains the nature and value of experiments in philosophy; and earnestly exhorts the pontiff whom he addresses, to give all possible encouragement to science in general, and particularly to the study of nature. This work, which affords abundant proofs of the author's superior talents, and, confidering the time in which he lived, of his wonderful knowledge, long remained buried in oblivion, and never appeared in print till, in 1733, Dr. Jebb, from various collated MSS. text from the prens of William Bawyer, a correct and beautifull edition in folio. Bacon wrote many chemical treatises, most of which may be found in "Theafrasus Chemicus," printed in 8vo. at Frankfort, 1603, 1620: others are in MS. in the university library of Leyden. His treatise "On the Means of avoiding the Infirmities of Old Age," in which, beside a regular course of life, he recommends the use of certain secret and extraordinary medicines, was first printed at Oxford in 1702, and afterwards translated into English, with notes, by Dr. Richard Browne, under the title of "The Cure of Old Age, and Preservation of Youth," 8vo. 1685. Several treatises of friar Bacon, yet unpublished, remain in MS.; a piece, bearing the title of "Liber Naturalium," a treatise on Chronology, intitled, "Computus Rogeri Baconis," and the "Compendium of Theology," are to be seen in the King's library; and two other works, which the author called "Opus Minus," and "Opus Tertium," remain in the Cotton library; and other pieces might probably be found by diligent search."

Although in the present advanced state of literature and science, we could not expect to derive much assistance from our means of knowledge from the publication and study of friar Bacon's works, yet as a display of the astonishing powers of the human intellect, and as a valuable part of the history of knowledge, they ought to be preferred and known. The want of a complete edition of his works is the less to be regretted, since the public have been put into possession of his "Opus Majus," by Dr. Jebb.

From the brief account that has been given of the talents and performances of friar Bacon, it will appear, that he contributed, in a very eminent degree, to illuminate the dark age in which he lived, and to prepare the way, by emancipating the mind from the authority of Aristotle, and pursuing a plan of experiment and induction in the prosecution of science, for those discoveries and improvements, which have distinguished a later period. Although allowance should be made for the language of panegyric, which characterizes Bacon as the "brightest and most universal genius that perhaps the world ever saw," he must ever be regarded as a prodigy of learning and science, and a very high rank must be assigned to him among those who have been instruments of enlightening and reforming the world. Jebb's Pref. to Bacon's Opus Majus. Cave, H.L. i. n. p. 325. Baging, Brit.

Bacon, Sir Nicholas, an eminent lawyer, and lord keeper of the great seal in the reign of queen Elizabeth, was the descendant of an ancient and honourable family in the county of Suffolk, and born in the year 1510 at Chilshurst in Kent. He was sent at an early age to Corpus Christi or Bennet college at Cambridge, and finished his education by travelling into France. Upon his return, he entered at Gray's Inn, and distinguished himself by the study of the law. By favour of Henry VIII. he obtained a grant of several manors in Suffolk, when the monastary of St. Edmondsbury was dissolved; and was appointed attorney in the court of records; which office he retained during the reign of Edward VI. Having, by his prudence and moderation, escaped the dangers of the reign of Mary, he was honoured with knighthood on the accession of queen Elizabeth; and in 1558, he was intrusted with the custody of the great seal, and admitted a member of the privy council. He took an active part in the administration of this period, and was eminently instrumental in the settlement of religion. It has been said, that he incurred the displeasure of Elizabeth by joining
joining the party that was adverse to the title of the queen of Scots; but from "A Discourse upon certain points touching the inheritance of the crown, conceived by Sir Anthony Brown, and answered by Sir Nicholas Bacon," published in 1753, by Nathaniel Bacon, of Gray's inn, Esq., from the original MS., it has been inferred, that Sir Nicholas Bacon was a stout strenuous asserter of the title of the queen of Scots, in opposition to Sir Anthony Brown, who had contended for the right of the house of Suffolk. However this be, he was placed by Elizabeth, in 1568, at the head of the commission for hearing the disputes between that unfortunate princess and her rebellious subjects; and in 1571, 1 year after the death of his father. From this time he was a principal agent in the council of Elizabeth, and by his inflexible adherence to the Protestant cause, shared the odium of the Popish faction in common with her other principal ministers. As a statesman, he manifested great skill in properly balancing the different parties, and it is thought that he instructed the queen in this art, which she found so necessary and useful. In the chancery he distinguished himself by a very moderate use of power, and by3ying great respect to the common law. His private as well as his public conduct was regulated with great discretion, and a moderate use of the fortune which he had acquired. His motto was "Vindicatio firma," and he was accordingly content to be safe, but did not wish to be great. In his later speeches he attained the reputation of uniting two opposite characters, viz. those of a witty and a weighty speaker. That he was not unduly exalted in his own opinion, notwithstanding his eminent talents and preference, appears from his modest answer to Queen Elizabeth, when on a visit to him at Redgrave, she told him that his house was too little for him: "Not so, madam," replied Sir Nicholas, "but your majesty has made me too great for my house." In deference to her majesty's opinion, he added two wings to it; and he also indulged his taste for building and gardening, at Gorhambury, near St. Albans, which was a manor taken from the ancient abbey of this place. Having retained his office of lord keeper for more than twenty years, with the reputation of a wise statesman and faithful councillor, he died, after a illness of a few days, on the twentieth of February 1579, in the sixty-ninth year of his age. Of his writings there are extant in MS. several discourses on topics of law and politics, and also a commentary on the twelve minor prophets. Bibliography.

Bacon, Francis, Baron of Verulam, Viscount of St. Albans, and high chancellor of England in the reign of James I. the glory and ornament of his age and nation, was the son of Sir Nicholas Bacon, mentioned in the last article, by his second wife Anne, the daughter of Sir Anthony Cook, tutor to King Edward VI.; and born in London on the twenty-second of January 1561. In his childhood he manifested indications of singular genius, from which those who conversed with him might have deduced prelages of his future attainments. In reply to Queen Elizabeth, who asked him how old he was, he infantly replied, "Just two years younger than your majesty's happy reign," and her majesty, condescendingly frequently to converse with him, and forming a high opinion of the solidity of his sence, and the gravity of his behaviour, used pleasantly to call him "her young lord keeper." At the age of thirteen, in the year 1573, he was entered a student in Trinity college, in the university of Cambridge, where his progress under the tuition of Dr. John Whitgift, afterwards archbishop of Canterbury, was rapid and flattering. Before he had completed his sixteenth year, he began to perceive the imperfections of the Aristotelian philosophy, which was then the reigning fitem, and probably to form designs of introducing a more rational and profitable method of purifying philosophical researches. To this purpose, we are assured by Dr. Rawley, who was his chaplain and biographer, and to whom he communicated several particulars relating to the earlier period of his life, that his objections against the prevalent philosophy were not owing to any disrespect of Aristotelian himself, of whom he entertained a very high opinion, but to the mutability of his philosophy, which was calculated to produce and perpetuate disputes, rather than to afford any substantial benefit to mankind; and these sentiments of it he retained through life. In order to perfect his education, and to extend his knowledge of the world, his father sent him to France, and placed under the patronage of Sir Amias Paulet, who was then the queen's ambassador at Paris. In this situation he gained the esteem and confidence of Sir Amias to such a degree, that he was intrusted by him with a commission to the queen, which required both secrecy and dispatch; and having executed this commission in a manner highly honourable to himself, and equally satisfactory to the queen and ambassador, he returned to Paris, and from thence travelled through several of the provinces, for the purpose of gaining a more accurate and extensive acquaintance with the manners and customs of the country. The result of his inquiries appears in a treatise, intitled "Of the State of Europe," and written when he was not more than nineteen years of age. The unexpected death of his father obliged him to return suddenly from France, and to engage in some lucrative profession. Accordingly he determined upon the profession of the law, and entered himself in the Society of Gray's Inn, where by assiduous application he obtained such a degree of reputation, that at the age of twenty-eight years he was appointed by the queen to the honourable office of her learned counsel extraordinary in the law. Whilst he was studying at Gray's Inn, and in the twenty-fifth year of his age, he formed the plan of that great philosophical work, afterwards completed, and intitled, the "Inauguration of the Sciences," which will not only render his name immortal, but do honour to his age and country, as long as learning shall flourish. The title of the work which our author composed at this time, was "Terpsichores, quem maximum," or the "Greatest Birth of Times," with respect to which it appears, from a letter written towards the close of his life to father Fulgenzio, a learned Italian, that he lived to regret the juvenile folly and vain confidence which led him to prefix to it this pompous title. These rudiments of Bacon's philosophy have been supposed to be lost; but it has been suggested (see Mallet's edition of Bacon's works, Appendix, vol. i. p. 17) that they probably remain under the more modest title "Of the Interpretation of Nature," and that philosophers may still have the pleasure of tracing the steps by which this great genius advanced from one discovery in science to another in forming and establishing his system. From the high rank of a philosopher, in which Bacon appears with acknowledged pre-emience, we are obliged to descend, in tracing the outlines of his history, to the level of ordinary men, and to contemplate him as an humiliating example of human frailty. Reduced by his father's death to circumstances which rendered it necessary for him either to pursue his philosophical speculations in obscure retirement, or to become an obsequious dependant on the court; he unfortunately chose the latter alternative. Allied by marriage to the lord treasurer Burleigh, and to his son Robert Cecil, principal secretary of state, he indulged reasonable expectations of advancement; but his friendship for the Earl of Essex, Cecil's avowed enemy, interposed an obstacle in the way of
his preferment. The interest of lord Burleigh procured for him merely the reversion of the office of regifter to the star-chamber, worth about £600 a year, which he did not obtain for twenty years. In 1594, Cecil represented him to the queen as a man wholly devoted to speculation, and prevented his being advanced to the post of solicitor-general, which the earl of Essex endeavoured to procure for him; but as a compensation for this disappointment, the earl presented him with a landed estate, which was afterwards sold, at less than its value, for £800. Bacon, however, after this singular expression of friendly attachment on the part of Essex, proved ungrateful; and in the moment of danger abandoned his friend and benefactor: pleaded against him on his trial for high treason; produced evidence to his injury from his letters; and after his execution, vindicated the conduct of administration, in an appeal to the public, under the title of "A Declaration of the Treatments of Robert earl of Essex."

In this "Declaration" there occurred some apparent marks of tenderness for the reputation of Essex, which led the queen to obverse to him, that "old love could not be forgotten;" but whilst they proved that he was counteracting his feelings by his conduct, they were insufficient to excite the benevolence of his ingratitude. His conduct on this occasion excited against him such general dissatisfaction, that he found it necessary to write an elaborate defence under the title of "Apology," but no art or eloquence could avail to shield the public indignation. From the queen he received no additional honours or emoluments during the remainder of her reign; and to persons in power he was an object of jealousy and aversion.

In public concerns, however, he acted with firmness and dignity. Having been chosen, in 1593, to represent the county of Middlesex in parliament, he took the popular side, though a servant of the crown, against her majesty's ministers; and in the question of subsidies, to which he indeed assented, he delivered a speech, the freedom of which offended the queen, and prevented his advancement. Towards the end of her reign he became more servile in his parliamentary conduct; for which his only plea was his poverty, and debts which he had incurred, and for which he had been twice arrested.

Upon the accession of James I. Bacon was distinguished by the favour of his new sovereign, and in 1603 received the honour of knighthood. In the first parliament of this reign, he regained his popularity by undertaking the redress of grievances, arising from the exactions of the royal purveyors; and in the conduct of this business he gave satisfaction both to the house and to the king. From the former he received a vote of thanks, and from the latter a patent to be one of the king's counsel, with a salary of £61. a year, accompanied with a pension from the crown of £60. a year, for special services rendered by his brother Anthony Bacon and himself. Notwithstanding the opposition of Cecil, now earl of Salisbury, and of Sir Edward Coke, attorney-general, he pursued with steady perseverance his plans of advancement; and by promoting the king's favourite object of an union between the two kingdoms, and by publishing, in 1605, one of his most important works "On the advancement of learning," he so far succeeded in gaining the favour of his royal master, that in 1607 he was appointed to supply the place of Sir John Dodridge, as solicitor-general. His practice also was at this time very extensive and profitable, and he also improved his fortune by marriage with the daughter of Benedict Barnham Esq., a wealthy alderman of the city of London. Whilst he displayed his eminent talents both in the senate and in the courts, he was not insatiable to his grand philosophical speculations and purports.
all his powers of eloquence to induce the peers to content themselves with dismissing him from the high office which he had disgraced. They initiated, however, on a particular con-

fession, respecting each article of bribery and corruption of which he was accused; and the chancellor confessed his guilt with regard to most of the twenty-three articles of corruption which were exhibited against him, whilst he extenuated some of them, and again threw himself on the mercy of the House. Upon being asked whether the confession which had been read was written by his own hand, he replied, "It is my act, my hand, my heart; I beseech your lordships to be merciful to a broken reed." The House moved his majesty to sequestrate the seals, which was accordingly done; and then proceeded to pass sentence; which was, "That the lord lin-
count St. Albans, lord chancellor of England, shall undergo fine and ransom of 4,000l.; that he shall be imprisoned in the Tower during the king's pleasure; that he shall for ever be incapable of any office or employment in the state or commonwealth; and that he shall never fit in parliament, or come within the verge of the court." This sentence, severe as it may seem, and for which collateral causes have been alleged, was the result of the brief exercise of justice. Thus degraded under a just sentence, we cannot forbear pitying a man, who, among other crimes, suffered his servants to become the instruments of his ruin; and who in paying for several of his retinue, that flood up to salute him,, fortuitously failed to them; "Sit down, my masters; your rife has been my fall." Thus degraded and banished into solitude, reproached by his own mind as well as by the public cenuse, and deprived by a load of debt, he retained the vigour of his faculties to such a degree, that he returned with ardour to his favourite pursuits, and produced various writings of singular merit in history, morals, and philosophy. Through all the vicissitudes of his life, he kept in view the great objects of the improve-

ment of science, to which his attention was directed in the early period of his youth. From contemplating the examples of Demothenes, Cicero, and Seneca, who, like himself, had occupied high stations, had fallen into delinquency, and had been banished into retirement, he derived consolation; and in imitation of them, he determined to devote the remain-

der of his time to philosophy, and writing. He might, indeed, have adopted the language in which Cicero addresses philo-

sophy: "Ad te confugimur; a te opem petimus; tibi nos, ut anteae magnae ex parte, sic nunc penitus totoque tradamus." "To thee I fly; from thee I seek support; to thee I devote myself, as formerly in part, to now entirely and altogether." It is observed, however, that neither philosophy nor expe-

rience had taught Bacon a lesson of moderation. After his re-

lease from confinement in the Tower, which was soon granted him, and the entire remission of his sentence gradually ob-

tained, he possessed a royal pension of 1,200l. a year, in addi-

tion to 600l. a year, accruing to him from the alienation office; and 700l. a year derived from his own estates; but he lived with a magnificence and splendor which had no bounds.

In his way to London, his coach was attended by a number of attendants on horseback; he was met by the prince of Wales, who alked whole equipage it was, and being told that it was lord St. Albans, attended by his friends, his highness remarked: "Well, do what we can, this man learns to go out like a snuff." With such prodigality, it is no wonder that at his death his debts should have amounted to 22,000l. As an instance of his humility, we may cite his reply to the French ambassador, who upon reading a French translation of his Essays, paid him the fullsome compliment of comparing him to angels; "If the politiciens of others compare me to an angel, my own infirmities remind me that I am a man:" and of self-command we have a singular dis-

play in his behaviour, when he received information by a friend that his application for an important favour at court had proved unsuccessful; at this time he was dictating to his chaplain an account of some experiments in philosophy, and he calmly said, "Be it so!" and dismissing his friend with thanks for his service, he turned to his chaplain, saying: "Well, Sir, if that business will not succeed, let us go on with this, which is in our power;" and he continued to dis-

tate to him for some time, without hesitation of speech, or interruption of thought.

Lord Bacon pursued his philosophical researches to the last, in the midst of bodily infirmities, occasioned by intense

fitful, multiplicity of business, and, above all, by anxiety and anguish of mind. In the winter of 1625, his health and spirits were much impaired; but in the following spring he made an excursion into the country, for the purpose of making experiments on the preservation of bodies. Having ex-

plored himself imprudently to noxious effluvia, he was sud-


denly seized with pains in his head and stomach, which made it necessary for him to stop at the earl of Arundel's house at

Higherge. Here he fell sick of a fever, and, after a week's

illness, expired on the ninth of April 1626, in the sixty-fifth year of his age. In a letter addressed to the nobleman in

whole house he expired, he compares himself to the elder

Pliny, who left his life by approaching too near to mount

Vesuvius during an irruption. He was buried in the

chapel of St. Michael's church, within the precincts of Old

Verulam. Veres to his memory were written in various

languages by the most eminent scholars of the university of

Cambridge; but the most honourable memorial of this

great man is found in his immortal writings.

Before we can duly appreciate the value of lord Bacon's

philosophical works, we should duly consider the state of

philosophy, and the method of pursuiving science which pre-

vailed, at the period in which he lived. The authority of

Aristotle was absolute; his logic, physics, and metaphysics,

were the principal guides in all scholastic disquisitions; and

the science that was principally cultivated was such as con-

fined of words and notions, and seemed to exclude the study

of nature. Instead of investigating the properties of bodies

and the laws of motion by which all effects are produced,

this science, or philosophy, if it may be so called, was con-

verted about logical definitions and distinctions, and about

speculations that were altogether barren and unprofitable.

This kind of capacious philosophy was not only useless, but

a real obstacle to all advances in sound learning, human and

divine. Some few perorls, indeed, had before the time of

lord Bacon ventured to difent from Aristotle; and the fields

of natural knowledge had been cultivated and improved by

friar Bacon, Galileo, Copernicus, and others. But there

was still wanting one great and comprehensive plan that

might embrace the almost infinite varieties of science, and

guide our inquiries aright in all. This, lord Bacon first

conceived in its utmost extent, to his own lasting honour, and

to the general advantage of mankind. To him belongs the

praise of having invented, methodised, and in a considerable
degree perfected, this general plan for the improvement of

natural science by the only pure method of experiment.

With a mind commanding and comprehensive, prompt in in-

vention, patient in inquiry, and subtle in discrimination, ne-

ither affecting novelty nor idolising antiquity, he formed and

in a great measure executed his grand plan, "The Inftaura-

tion of the Sciences." This plan comprehended six capital

parts. Of these, the first part proposes a general survey of

human knowledge, and is executed in the admirable treatise,

intitled, "The Advancement of Learning." He begins with
with accurately reviewing the state of learning as it flowed through all its provinces and divisons; that he might not lose himself on a subject to vait and of such variety, as ranges, according to the three faculties of the soul, memory, fancy, and understanding, the several sciences and arts under three great classes, history, poetry, and philosophy. He observes and points out defects and errors; and then suggests proper means for supplying omissions and rectifying mistakes. At the end of this treatise he has marked out in one general chart the several tracts of science that lay still neglected or unknown.

The second, and the most considerable part, is the "Novum Organum," or new method of employing the reasoning faculties in the pursuit of truth. Here our author offers to the world a new and better logic, calculated not to supply arguments for controversy, but arts for the use of mankind; not to triumph over an enemy by the sophistry of disputation, but to subdue nature itself by experiment and inquiry. Rejecting syllogism as a mere instrument of disputation, and finding no certainty in the hypothetical systems of ancient philosophy, the author recommends and explains the more slow but more satisfactory method of induction, which subjects natural objects to the test of observation and experience, in order to furnish certain facts as the foundation of general truths.

The third part is the "Sylva Sylvarum," or history of nature, which furnishes materials for a natural and experimental history; upon which the organ, or the instrument, which the author has provided for the investigation of nature, may be employed. The phenomena of the universe are ranged in this repository under three principal heads, viz. the history of generations or the production of all species, according to the ordinary laws of nature; that of pre-ter-gerations, or births deviating from the flated rule; and the history of nature as confined or afflicted, changed or tortured by the art of man. Of such a history the use is either to acquire the knowledge of qualities in themselivs, or to serve for the first matter of a true and useful philosophy. The facts and observations that are here collected together are possibly not always correct; but they are valuable, as they furnish a pattern of the manner in which such references should be pursued.

The fourth part, or "Scala Intellectus," is a series of steps by which the understanding might regularly ascend in its philosophical inquiries; and it is evidently intended as a particular application and illustration of the author's method of philosophising.

The fifth part, or "Anticipations Philosophiz secundae," was designed to contain philosophical hints and fuggelitions, but nothing of this remains besides the title and scheme.

The sixth, and sublimest part, was proposed for exhibiting the universal principles of natural knowledge, deduced from experiments, in a regular and complete sytem; but this the author depairied of being himself able to accomplish. Having laid the foundation of a grand edifice, he left the superfirute to be completed by the united and continued labours of philosophers in future ages.

Among the more popular works of lord Bacon, the principal are his "History of Henry VII." which, allowing for some faults, and particularly for its partiality to Henry, with a view of flattering his grandson James, at whose death it was written, may be justly admired for vigorous conception and energy of language; his "Wisdom of the Ancients," in which he endeavours, with greater ingenuity than solidity, to unveil the hidden sense of the fables of antiquity; his "Moral Essays," containing many just reflections on subjects, which, in the author's own phraseology, "come home to men's business and bosoms;" and his law tracts, speeches, letters, and other miscellaneous papers, relative to personal or public affairs, and abounding with curious and interesting matter. These valuable writings, which were gradually collected, have been repeatedly published on the continent in Latin. An edition in folio was printed at Frankfort in 1665; and another by Arnold at Leipzic, in 1694. They have passed separately and collectively through several editions in English; in 1704, they were published in 4 volumes, folio; but the most complete edition is that printed at London in 1778, in five volumes, quarto.

The character of lord Bacon seems to be pretty justly delineated by Mrs. Hume in his History, vol. vi. p. 52. He represents him as "a man universally admired for the greatness of his genius, and beloved for the courtliness and humanity of his behaviour. He was the great ornament of his age and nation; and nought was wanting to render him the ornament of human nature itself, but that strength of mind which might check his inconstant desire of preference that could add nothing to his dignity, and restrain his profuse inclination to expence that could be requisite neither for his honour nor entertainment. His want of economy, and his indulgence to servants, had involved him in necessities; and, in order to supply his prodigality, he had been tempted to take bribes, and that in a very open manner, from tutors in chancery." "If we consider," says he, "the variety of talents displayed by this man; as a public speaker, a man of business, a wit, a courtier, a companion, an author, and a philosopher, he is justly the object of great admiration." He adds; "if we consider him merely as an author and philosopher, the light in which we view him at present, though very estimable, he was yet inferior to his contemporaries Galileo, perhaps even to Kepler." "The national spirit," adds Hume, "which prevails among the English, and which forms their great happiness, is the cause why they below on all their eminent writers, and on Bacon among the rest, such praises and acclamations as may often appear partial and excessive." In answer to these strictures it has been justly observed (Brit. Biog. vol. iv. p. 154.) that "Galileo was undoubtedly an illustrious man, and Kepler an admirable astronomer; but though we admire their superiority in altrons and in some particular branches of physical knowledge, it does by no means follow that either of them was a greater philosopher than Bacon. The praise of Bacon is founded not upon his skill in this or that particular branch of knowledge, but on his great and comprehensive understanding, which took in almost the whole extent of universal science. And he was so little indebted to the partiality of his countrymen, that his writings appear, for some time at least, to have been more esteemed and admired in foreign countries than in England." Mrs. Macaulay expresses in very strong terms her abhorrence of his character, when she says (vol. i. p. 157.), that "philosophy itself was degraded by a conjunction with his mean soul." But with respect to the strength and extent of his genius, this female writer says, "his precious bequests to posterity paint him stronger than can any other pen." It must however be confessed, that it was some difference to Bacon, that he could not perceive the refinements of the system of Copernicus; but perhaps he understood less of astronomy, and was left capable of philosophical sciences, than of any other part of science and philosophy. With confidence in the merit of his own productions, and assuring himself of posthumous fame, lord Bacon introduces in his last will this remarkable passage:—"My name and memory I leave to foreign nations; and to mine own countrymen, after some time is past over." Upon the superstructure that has been raised on the foundation of experimental philosophy...
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lo sophy which he has established, this inscription will be read, says one of his biographers, by dint of pravity,
"BACON, THE FATHER OF EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY."

Upon the while, in contemplating the character of Bacon, exclusively of his incontestible merit as a philosopher, notwith standing all the allowances that are made in his favour, from the spirit of the times, from his own peculiar circum stances, and from other confiderations, yet, when we come to mind his valuable immolation in general to the will of the crown, and especially his ingratitude to Essex, and his corruption as a judge, we are convinced, though not without great regret, to acquiesce in the justice of the confession given of him by Mr. Pope. (Eff. on Man, ep. iv. v. 278.)

"If parts allure thee, think how Bacon thin'd,
The wifed, bright'ned, mean'ned of mankind."

Acknowledging the propriety of this representation, we may infer from it the infinite superiority of the purfuits of intellect above thofe of ambition. "Had Bacon contended himself with being a philosopher, without aspiring after the honours of a latefman and a courtier, he would have been a greater and a happier man," Mallet's Life of lord Bacon, prefixed to the edition of his works, 1753. Brucker's Hist. Phil. by Enfield, vol. ii. p. 520, &c. Biog. Brit. Gen. Biog.

Though not a practifal musician, nor a writer on profesfio on the musical art or science, yet it is fo manifest by his Nat. Hist. cent. ii. that he had done much the honour to befall much meditation on the theory of found, we are proud to devote to him an article among music's benefactors.

He treats of the phylosophy or production of found, not by calculation, but by obfervation and experiments on Nature herself. He does not call octaves replicates (which is a Gallicism), but a recurrency. He thinks (and thinks rightly), that our not cultivating quarter tones, or eharmonic, is from their not being capable of harmony; and it seems a proof, among others, that the ancient Greeks had no harmony, or music in parts.

He speaks of fliding from one found to another by small degrees, which are delightful. This we used to think a refinement of late times.

The claves oculares, or ocular harpsichord of Pore Caffel, was certainly suggested to him by the experiment, N° 3, second cent.

The powers of found on the affections and affections; that founded on motion; that the inclosure of found increases its force; that the tone of voice at the fame pitch is of a different quality in a room, and in the open air, and in different rooms, are his discoveries. He denies, indeed, what was afterwards proved by the air-pump, that found cannot be produced in an exhausted receiver.

Sound is carried along a wall better than in open space; and better on the smooth surface of a river or piece of water, than on land.

Dr. Holder, in his Elements of Speech, has but ingeniously extended one of sir Francis Bacon's experiments. Derham's experiments on the propagation and motion of found, were pointed out by the 2018 experiment of sir Francis.

The late honourable Daines Barrington's experiments on birds, their power of imitation, and of teaching each other, seem to have sprung from sir Francis's experiments on the imitation of found, cent.

Confent of visibles and invisibles, advances somewhat further towards the oculair harpsichord.

The fon harmoniques, which Galileo and father Mercænus were observing about this time, had not escaped the penetrat- ing and active mind of our great philosopher; and the acouflicon, or ear-trumpet, is here first pointed out, N° 285.

His reflection at the end of N° 290, shall close this article.

"We have laboured, as may appear in this difquisition of sounds, diligently; both because found is one of the most hidden portions of nature, and because it is of a virtue that may be called incorporeal and immaterial; whereas there be in nature but few. Before, we were willing, now in these our few centuries, to make a pattern or precedent of an exact inquisition, and we shall do the like hereafter on some other subjects that require it. For we desire that men should learn and perceive, how severe a thing the true disquisition of nature is; and should accustom themselves by the light of particulars to enlarge their minds to the amplitude of the world, and not reduce the world to the narrowness of their minds."

BACON, in Geography, a town of Peria, in the province of Segellan : 90 miles N. N. E. of Zareng.

BACON, a town of Italy, in the duchy of Tuscany, 28 miles N. E. of Florence.

BACONTHORP, or Bacon, John, in Biography, an English monk of the thirteenth century, was born at Baconthorp, a village in Norfolk, and assumed the monastic habit in the convent of Blackney in the same county. He received his education at Oxford and Paris; and in his youth was attached to the philosophy of Averroes, who taught that one intelligent principle animates all human beings. At a general assembly of the order of English carmelites held in London in 1329, he was chosen one of their provincials. Being invited to Rome about four years afterwards, he gave offence by allowing, in public disputation, too much latitude in the marriage of persons mutually related. But he afterwards maintained, that in degrees of consanguinity prohibited by the divine law, the pope has no dispensing power. His stature was small; but his mind was eminently vigorous and active. He was distinguished through life by the appellation of the "Refolute Doctor;" and after his death he was celebrated both in prose and verse, as a zealous defender of the Catholic faith against Jews, Turks, and Heretics. Some few of the many books which he wrote were printed; among these were "Commentaries, or Questions on the four books of Sentences," Milan, 1510, and 1611; and "A Compendium of the Law of Chrift," Venice, 1527.


BACOPA, in Botany. Lin. gen. Schreb. n. 266. Aulth. 49. Jaff. 313. Clafl. pentandra monogynia. Nat. Ord. fucculentæ : portulacæ. Jaff. Gen. Char. Cal. perianth one-leaved, five parted; two of the parts oblong, concave, acute; the two inferior defex, ovate, acute; the fngle superior one broader, roundish, undulated. Cor. one-petalled; tube short, towards the orifice a little enlarged; border five parted; parts ovate, oblong, obtuse, equal, spreading. Stam. filaments five, inserted into the tube of the corolla; anthers in gazette. Pfl. germ ovate, compressed, below incised by the calyx growing to it; style short; stigma headed. Per. capula one-celled. Seeds many, extremely small.

E.F. Gen. Char. Cor. with a short tube, spreading at the top. Stam. inserted into the tube of the corolla; stigma headed, capst. one-celled. Aulth. t. 19. 1. B. aquatica. Aulth. Galian. 120. t. 19. This plant puts forth several cylindric, succulent, knotty stems; leaves opposite, flim cladging or rather connate, thick, oblong, concave, sharp, smooth; flowers solitary, pedunculat, alternate from the axillae; below the calyx there stands a pair of fleshy bracts on the long pedicule; corolla blue, It.
It puts forth roots from the knots, both as it runs along the ground, and as it lies on the surface of the water. A native of CeyLANe, on the borders of rivulets, flowering in December. The inhabitants of the island call it *berbe aux brulures*, on account of its being used for curing burns.

**Bacquer, Benedict**, in *Biography*. Of this writer, who lived towards the end of the seventeenth century, but of whose life no memorials have come to us, we have a much esteemed work, "Servator Senum," published 1672; and, if it is not the same work, "Servum Medicum, praebentibus observando, ut sine magna molestia ludentur." Colon. 1672, and 1672, 8vo. Haller Bib. Med. Pract. Prof. Carra fays, that Bacquer was professor of theology, and prior of the abbey of Dunes, which Eloy observes is very probable, as at the end of the directions for the preservation of the health of aged persons, is another work intitled, "Servator Senum, remedia fuggerans pro Senum salute eterna." Eloy, Dict. Hifl. de la Med. v. p. 242.

**Bacquet, John**, a learned French lawyer, was advocate to the king, and flourished at the close of the sixteenth century. He wrote many excellent law-tracts, which were published with notes by Ferriere at Lyons, in 2 vols. folio, in 1744. He died in 1597. Nouv. Dict. Hifl.

**Bactishua, or Bock Jus**, Servants of *f. Isr.*, a Chriftian family famed in the East for their knowledge of phyfic.

**Bactishua, George**, the first of the family of whom we have any account, who besides his skill in medicine, was eminent for his proficiency in the Persian and Arabic languages, received his education at Jondifabur, or Nifabur, the capital of Korasan. Sapor's king of the Persians is faid to have built this city, A. C. 273, in honour of his queen, the daughter of the emperor Aurelian, who Kent with her several Greek physicians. These men, fettling there, received and propagated the doctrines of Hippocrates, in the eall, and hence, Freind conjectures, it happened, that most of the celebrated Arabian physicians, Razes, Haly Abbas, Avicenna, were educated in the more eastern parts of Asia. George, being fent for to Bagdad, by Almanzar, the second caliph of the house of Abbas, to relieve him of a complaint of his thigh, in which he was successful, was detained there, and at the desire of the caliph, translated several books of phyfic; and when, on account of his ill health, he defire J leave to return to his county, Almanzar fent him home with great honour, and a reward of 10,000 aurei. Razes and Serapion have recorded in their works many of the maxims and medicines of George. The anfwer was remarkable which he made to Almanzar, who had condescended to folici his conversion from Chriftianity to Mahometanifm, and offered to infure him a place in paradise upon his compliance. "No," replied the doctor, "I am very well contented to go whereverof my forfathers have gone, be it to heaven or to hell." Ruffel's *Aleppo*, vol. ii. Append. p. 5.

**Gabriel**, the son of *George*, was in equal estimation with the caliph Haroun Al Rafchid, whom he cured of an apoplexy, by directing him to be blooded, which was performed, though contrary to the opinion of the other physicians. Freind annexed to his History of Phyfic, the life of Gabriel, translated into Latin, from the Arabic of Abi-Obsi. The translation was performed at the expense of Dr. Mead. The work is principally remarkable for the extravagant præfies bestowed on Gabriel, and the account of the high honours and prodigious wealth heaped by the caliph upon the physicians. Freind's *History of Phyfic*, vol. ii. Haller. Bib. Med. Pract. For an account of others of this family, which in succession supplied the caliphs with physicians for above two centuries; see Ruffel's *Aleppo* (ubi supra).

**Bactria, or Bactriana**, in *Ancient Geography*, a country of Asia, was bounded on the west by Margiana and Aria, on the north by the river Oxus, which separated it from Sogdiana, on the south by the mountains called Paropamisus, which covered the north of India, and on the east by mountains which separated it from Asiatie Scythia and the country of the Mallagete. It comprehended the present provinces of Balk and Gaur, and probably, says major Rennell, part of Korasan. It was a large, fruitful, and well-peopled country, and contained, according to Ammianus Marcellinus (l. xxi.), a great number of cities mentioned by the ancients; but the metropolis was *Badra*, called also Zariafpa, and now Balk, from which, or from the river Basket, the country derived its name. Quintus Curtius (l. vii. c. 4.) deduces the name both of the city and country from the river Basket, which watered the environs of the capital. Pliny (l. vii. c. 15, 16.) places Basket on the river Zariafpa; and Curtius, on the Basket, at the foot of mount Paropamisus; but Ptolemy describes it as situated on the river Dargdus, in the heart of the country, at a great distance from this mountain, which was the southern boundary. The chief rivers of Basket, with regard to the names of which there is considerable confusion, were the Oxus, the Ocheus, the Organomis, or a Medus calls it, Dargomis, which, uniting with the Oxus, fell into the Oxus; the Zariafpa, or Zariafpes; the Arctins; and the Dargdus. That part of Basket, which was watered by the river Oxus, is described by the ancients as a very fruitful country, abounding with pastures, and well watered by a large river of a very large size; but the southern parts were sandy deserts, through which travellers journeyed only in the night, being under a necessity of guiding themselves by the stars, as if they were at sea, and exposed to the danger of being buried in the sand. The country was inhabited by the following nations: the Salonc and Zariafpa; the Chumari, or Comarians, placed by Ptolemy near the sources of the Jaxartes, toward the eastern boundaries of Sogdiana; the Comi; the Acinaces; the Tan baze, or Tambyzi; the Tboarce, or Tocharis, who were mountaineers on the declivity which regards Basketiana, whence the modern Toka tofand the Marzak; the Sioras; the Varai; the Arting; the Orfipsi; the Amarispi, and some others. The Bactrians in general were reckoned good soldiers, and were always at war, either among themselves, or with the neighbouring nations. Herodotus says they were archers, and used bows made of their country reed or cane, and had short darts. In other respects they were accoutred, like the Medes, who wore tiaras, tunics, and breeches, with a dagger at their girdles. They were enemies to every kind of luxury. Pliny informs us, that they used to expel their old people after a certain age, to be devoured by fierce mastiffs, which they kept for that purpose, and called felpulchral dogs. He adds, that they allowed their daughters to associate with any whom they liked, and that incontinence was not displeasurably even to the women.

The early history of Basketia is, like that of other ancient nations, involved in considerable obscurity and uncertainty. According to Diodorus, the Bactrian government, in the earier ages, was monarchal. Zoroaster is said by Eufebius (in Chron.) to have reigned in Basketia, and to have been contemporary with Nimus, who made war upon him, and subdued his country. But Ctesias, followed by Diodorus, mentions one Oxyartes, who reigned in Basketia, when that country was reduced by Nimus, and he says that Zoroaster was contemporary with Cyrus the Great. But the history of this Persian lawyer is lost in remote antiquity. It has been affected by some writers, that Nimus subdued all Asia, except India and Basketiana. However this be, all authors...
are agreed, that Bactria was subdued, first by the Afrians, and afterwards by the Persians under Cyrus the Great. After the overthrow of the Persian empire by Alexander (B.C. 338.), it fell under the power of the Macedonians, and was held by the successors of Seleucus Nicator, till the reign of Antiochus Theos, when Theodotus, about the year B.C. 149, from being governor of that province, became king, and strengthened himself so effectually in his new kingdom, while Antiochus was engaged in a war with Ptolomy Philadelphia, king of Egypt, that he could never afterwards dispossess him of his acquisitions. He was succeeded by his son Theodotus, who, strengthening himself by an alliance with Afacies, the founder of the Parchian monarchy, considerably enlarged his kingdom. Theodotus, being vanquished by Euthydemos, was expelled the kingdom; and Euthydemos was succeeded by his brother Menander, who extended his conquests to several countries that were unknown to Alexander the Great. The possessions which Menander had reduced were retained by his nephew and successor Demetrius, and enlarged by several new acquisitions. Having left the kingdom of Bactria in a very flourishing condition, he was succeeded by his son Eucratides, who invaded India, and made himself master of all those provinces which had been subdued by Alexander. During the reign of these five princes, the commerce of Bactria with India was very considerable. The district near the mouth of the Indus, which Alexander had subdued, was recovered; and military operations were carried on in India, with such success, that the Bactrian kings penetrated far into the interior part of the country; and proud of the conquests which they had made, as well as of the extensive dominions over which they reigned, some of them assumed the title of “Great King,” which distinguished the Persian monarchs in the days of their highest splendour. Apollodorus, the Bactrian historian, affirms that Eucratides possessed one thousand cities. The learned Dacier, in his interesting history, advances many arguments to prove that the Greeks of Bactria imparted the first lineaments of science to the Hindoos. M. Perton, in his “Antiquities of Nations,” alleges, that there was a people in the upper regions of Asia, beyond Media and mount Imaus, who in the first ages spread themselves over Bactria and Margiana, and proceeding by Armenia and Cappadocia, at last passed over into Europe. These people were called Sacæ. In the mean time, the Cimmerians, who were of the same family, went by the north; and having made various incursions, at last settled above the Euxine sea, near the Palus Mazota. The learned Bryant is of opinion, that this account is not warranted by sufficient authority on the part of the writers to whom M. Perton appeals. Although such people as the Cimmerians actually existed upon the Mazota, yet that they came from Bactria, and fought their way through different countries; and that they were the brethren of the Scythians styled Sacæ, and took the upper route, when the others were making their inroad below, are circumstances which, says Bryant (Anal. Mythol. vol. iii. p. 131.), have not the least shadow of evidence. Another writer of our own nation (see W'F's Hist. & Chron. of the Fabulous Ages, p. 119.) supports, that all sciences centered old in Bactria, called Bocarya, or “the land of books.” (See Sacæ, and SCYTHIA.) But to return from this digression: Eucratides, king of Bactria, was treacherously murdered by his son of the same name, who usurped the throne; but he was expelled by the united forces of the Scythians who attacked it in one side, and of the Parthians who attacked it on the other, and was soon after killed in attempting to recover it. The Greeks, says Strabo (l. x. p. 779.), were deprived of Bactria by tribes or herds of Scythian Nomades, who came from the country beyond the Iaxartes, and were known by the names of Afii, Pañani, Tachari, and Saca-Sahuli. This fact concides with the relation of the Chinese historians, cited by M. de Guignes (Mem. de Litter. t. xxv. Mem. p. 195.), and is confirmed by it. By them we are informed, that about 126 years before the Christian era, a powerful host of Tartars, pushed from their native seats on the confines of China, and obliged to move towards the west by the pressure of a more numerous body that rolled on behind them, passed the Iaxartes, and pouring in upon Bactria, like an irresistible torrent, overwhelmed that kingdom, and put an end to the dominion of the Greeks there, after it had been established near 150 years. The kings, who reigned in Bactria in the times of the Roman emperors Adrian, Antoninus Pius, and Vale- 
arian, were all of Scythian extraction; but the Scythians were in their turn driven out by the Huns, who reigned in Bactria in the time of Laddush IV. king of Hungary.

BACTRIANIA, in Geography, a town of Asia, in the country of Georgia, 60 miles north of Tiflis.

BACTRIANUS, in Zoology, a species of Camelus, having two bunches on the back. LINN. This differs very little in appearance from the common Arabian camel, except in being rather larger, and having two bunches on the back instead of one. It is an inhabitant of the western and northern parts of India, and also of the deserts bordering on China; the breeds of this kind are in more esteem for their swiftness than the other. In Arabia, we are told, it is chiefly kept for the use of the great, being not a native of that country, but imported from India, &c. Of this animal, as well as of the Arabian kind, there are several races or varieties, differing like those of horses in strength, size, swiftness, and elegance of form. A breed of peculiar swiftness is said to be reared in China, where it is distinguished by the expressive title of Fung Kyo Fo, or camels with feet of wind. A white variety occurs in some parts of Siberia; and lastly, a hybrid or mixed breed is said to be occasionally obtained between the Bactrian and the Arabian camel. SHAW, &c.

BACTRIS, in Botany (pro evi et Nabg, a staff; canes being made of the items). LIN. gen. Schreb. n. 1693. Jacqui. Amer. i. l. 171. Geer. t. 9. cl. Clafs. monoeica hexasandra. Nat. Ord. Palm. Generic character; * Male flowers. Col. spathae univalve, one-leaved; spadix branched; perianth one-leaved, three-parted, small; parts lanceolate, concave, coloured. Cor. one-petalled, three-cleft; tube short; clefts ovate, acute, erect. Stam. filaments five, filiform, erect, of the length of the corolla, inserted into the middle of the tube; anthers oblong, incumbent. * Female flowers few, in the same spadix, intermixed with the male ones. Col. spathe the same as in the males; perianth one-leaved, bell-shaped, three-toothed, pointed, coloured, very small, permanent. Cor. one-petalled, erect, three-toothed, permanent. Fit. germ ovate, large; style very short; stigma divided; obliquely three-cleft. Per. drupe coriaceous, roundish, fibrous-fusculent, sharp-pointed with the style. Seed, nut roundish, depressed on each side; marked on the sides with three holes; kernel solid.


Species, 1. B. minor. Jacqui. l. c. Gen. 131. t. 256. B. minima Gaertn. Fruet. 2. 269.—conf. B. globosa minor. Eijso, l. 22. que the Cocos aculeata, Swartz & Hort. Kew Palma. 7. Brown Jan. 344. "Fruit roundish." Root creeping; trunk upright, armed with numerous prickles, about an inch in diameter, seldom more than twelve feet high. The flowers usually appear as soon as it has attained the
the height of about four feet; leaves frondose, few, flem.
clopping at the base, pinnate; the prickly; the leaflets
eniform, acuminated, shining, flat, ferrate-prickly; spathe
axillary, solitary, spreading, terminating long after the fruit
is ripe; flowers without scent, very slightly tinged with
yellow; fruit the colour and size of a common cherry,
containing an acid juice of which the Americans make a fort
of wine. Canes are made of the stem; they are dark-co-
oured, shining, jointed, very light, and called by the
French Canes de Tabago. 2. B. major. Jacq. l. c. " Fruit
ovate." This resembles the former, but grows to the height
of two or three feet with a stem more than two inches in
diameter. Leaves fix feet long; leaflets nearly two feet,
with the marginal prickles brown, and more conspicuous
than those in the other species; spadix compressed, flat,
reclining; fruit of the form and size of an egg, acuminate
with the fyle, fibrous, succulent, covered with a dark pur-
ple coriaceous coat, of which the natives make a vinous li-
quor. The nut is large, of a dark colour, ovate-oblong,
with an acuminate trifid apex, and three obscure holes, two
above the middle, and the third higher; kernel oblong,
blunt at both ends, cartilaginous, solid. The fruits are
called Cococeres, and fold in the market. Both these plants
are natives of Carthagea in South America.

BACTRIS, in Entomology, a species of Bruchus that
lives in the nuts of the American palms. It is cinceros;
wing-cases rather smooth; posterior thighs ovate; thorns

BACTROPERATA, also written bactroperata, com-
pounded of Bactro, flag, and pera, bag, or budget; an ancient
appellation given to philosophers by way of contempt,
de-taining a man with a flail and a budget.

BACUACHO, in Geography, a town of North America,
in New Navarre, 135 miles south of Cafa Grand.

BACULARES, a foot of Anabaptists, so called, as
holding it unlawful to bear a sword, or any other arms be-
fides a staff.

BACULARIUS, in Writings of the Middle Age, an ec-
clesiastical apparatus, or verger, who carries a staff, baculus,
in his hand, as an ensign of his office.

BACULE, in Fortification, a kind of portcullis, or gate,
made like a pit-fall with a counterpoise, and supported by
two great flake. It is usually made before the corps de

guard advancing near the gate.

BACULLI. See Bacilli.

BACULI, Sancti Pauli, or batons of St. Paul, a kind of
figured stones, of the same substance with those refumbling
the brillies of some Ancient empress, called by Dr. Plott
lapides Judaei.

BACULOMETRY, the art of measuring accessible and
inaccessible distances, by the help of Bactro, flag, or rods.
Schwenter has explained this art in his " Geometria Prac-
tica," the rules of it are also laid down by Wollius in his Ele-
ments; Ouzam also gives an illustration of the principles
of bactrometry. See Distance, and Longimetry.

BACULOSUS ECCLESIASTICUS, in some Ancient
Lawas, is used for a bishop or abbot, dignified with the
pastoral staff, or crozier.

BACULUS DIVINATORII, or Virgula Divina, a
branch of a hazel-tree, of a forked figure, used for the dis-
covory of mines, springs, &c. See Virgula Divina.

BADA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa, ac-
cording to Ortelius and St. Cyrilman.—Also a river of Phaenicia,
in the vicinity of the town of Paltos, near which was a tomb
said to be that of Memnon, son of Tithonus, and nephew of
Priam, king of Troy. Strabo, I. xx.

BADA, or Badas, in Zoology. This is the name of the
Rhinoceros among the negroes on the coast of Angola.

BADACUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of Norcia,
situate near the Danube. Ptolemy.

BADAGIS, in Geography, a town of Korasan, on the
northern borders of the ancient defert of Margiana. N. lat.
35° 25'. E. long. 59° 28'.

BADAGSHAN, or Badarkshn, an ancient city of
Independent Tartary, in Great Bacharia, seated on the
north side of the river Amu, or Harrat, not far to the
north of Andarab in Tokarakan. In the last century, this
city belonged to the khan of Great Bacharia, or rather of
Samarcand; and being excluded in a branch of the Bela-
Alpa, was used as a flate prison for rivas or infidants.
Badakshn was small, but well built and populous; and its
inhabitants were enriched by the gold, silver, and rubies
found in its neighbourhood; the grains of gold and silver
abounding in the torrents which descend from the moun-
tains, when the snow melts in the beginning of summer.
Several Caravans for Little Becharia and China pass by this
city. Ebn Haukal mentions that there were not only mines
of rubies and lazulite near Badakshn; but that there was
abundance of musk. It is situated above 100 miles from
the source of the Amu, 230 from Balk, and 210 from
Anghien in the province of Samarcand. N. lat. 36° 15'.
E. long. 68° 45'.

BADAGRY, a town of Africa, in the country of Be-
nin.

BADAJOZ, Pax Augusta, a confederal town of
Spain, being the capital of Extremadura, and a frontier
fortress towards Portugal. It is leated near the river Gu-
diana, on a gentle rile, which on one side is covered with
olive-trees, and on the other side of the river are some forti-
fied hills. Over the river is a handsome stone bridge, built,
as it has been said, by the Romans, but as the inscription
on it states, by Philip II. The streets are clean, and partly
straight, and well-paved; and there are a few large houses,
with some handsome churches and towers. The fortifica-
tions are not very strong; but it has furnished two floges,
each by the Portuguese in 1658; and another by the Eng-
lish and Dutch, aided by the Portuguese, in 1705. N. lat.
43° 47'. W. long. 6° 19'.

BADANATHA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Ara-
bia Felix, in the country of the Thamudii. Pliny.

BADARA, a town of Afia, in Caramania. Ptolemy.

BADASKA, in Geography, a town of Siberia, on the
side of the Angara; 80 miles N. N.W. of Tchuschi.

BADATIUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of the
Tauric Chersonese. Ptolemy.

BADAUSSA, a town of Afia, in Mesopotamia. Pto-
lemy.

BADAMI, in Geography, a town of Hindolass, in
the country of the Vifapour. eighty miles south of Vifap-
pour. N. lat. 16° 10'. E. long. 75° 40'.

BADELONIA, BADAUS, or BETULA, an ancient
town of Spain, in Catalonia, seated on the coast of the Me-
diterranean, about six miles north-east of Barcelona.

BADELU, or BADERO, a country of Africa, on the
borders of the river Combia.

BADELUNDSAHS, a long narrow sandy tract of
land in Sweden, in the province of Wefmarland, where
the Danes were totally defeated in 1721.

BADEN, a district or county of Switzerland, lying on
both sides of the river Limmat, and bounded on the west
by the river Aar, on the north by the Rhone, and on the
south by the Reus, became a bailiage of the eight ancient
cantons in 1418, when the canton of Zurie took possession
of the town and county, and so continued till the year
1712. A civil war breaking out at that time between the
Pro-
Protestant and Catholic cantons, Baden was besieged and taken by the troops of Zürich and Bern; and at the peace of Aarau, it was ceded to the two cantons and Glarus, which, on account of its neutrality, preserved its right of joint sovereignty. Until 1712, the diet assembled at Baden; but was afterwards transferred to Frauenfeld. The three cantons alternately appointed a bailiff, who resided in the castle. The inhabitants elected their own magistrates, and had their own judicial courts. In civil proceedings, an appeal lies to the bailiff, and from his decision to the syndicate, composed of the deputies of the three cantons, and in the last resort to the three cantons themselves. In penal cases, the criminal court condemns, and the bailiff enjoys the power of pardoning, or mitigating the sentence. This bailiwick comprehends about 138 square geographical miles, and contains 24,000 persons. In consequence of the French revolution, a new division took place in 1798; the county of Baden, the free bailiwick, and a small portion of the south-western part of Zürich, were constituted one of the 18 Swiss departments or cantons, and Baden was its capital; but according to the constitution of the 29th of May 1801, Argovia, re-united with Baden and with the upper part of the Frickthal, was made one of the 17 departments or cantons of Switzerland; and six representatives were appointed to be deputed by it to the diet. The soil of this district is fertile; in general it abounds with grain and fruit, and on the sides of the Limmatt it produces wine. The mountains yield excellent free-clay, marble, and iron ore. The greater number of the inhabitants are Roman Catholics.

Baden, the capital of the above district or canton, is situated on the side of the river Limmat, in a plain flanked by two hills, between which the river runs. It derived its name and its origin from the warm baths in its neighbouring-hood, which were famous before the Christian era, and are mentioned by the ancients under the name of Aquae et Thermo Helvetiae. It was a Roman fortress, erected to curb the Alemanni or Germans, and was razed when the Helvetians, who supported Otho, were routed by Cæcina, general to Vitellius. Being rebuilt, it was taken by the Germans; fell afterwards under the dominion of the Franks, and was in the tenth century incorporated in the German empire, and became successively subject to the dukes of Züringen, to the counts of Kyburg, and to Rhodolph of Hapburg. When its descendant Frederic, duke of Austria, was put under the ban of the empire, in 1418, it came into the possession of the canton of Zürich, which purchased it of the emperor Sigismund, and subjected it to the eight cantons. (See the preceding article.) Many monuments of antiquity have been found in this place; such as statues of several heathen gods, made of alabaster; Roman coins, formed of bronze, of Augustus, Vespasian, Decius, &c.; and several medals of the Roman emperors, of gold, silver, copper, and bronze. There are two churches in this city; one collegiate, and the other a monastary of canons, near the town-house, in which the diet formerly assembled. Before the castle, which is the residence of the bailiff, there is a stone-pillar, erected in honour of the emperor Trajan, who passed in this country a road eighty-five Italian miles long. The inhabitants are rigid Roman Catholics, and were formerly inflamed in their behaviour towards the Protestants. The baths are seated on each side of the river, about a quarter of a league from the city. Adjacent to the small baths is a village, and to the large, a town, seated on a hill of steep ascent. The water of the baths is conveyed to inns and private houses by means of pipes, of which there are about sixty. And in the middle of the towns there are public baths, supplied by a spring in the street, where the poor may bathe gratis. All the baths are hot, and they are used for drinking as well as for bathing. They serve, like others of a similar kind, to give relief in a variety of diseases. (See Waters, Medical.) About a mile from Baden, at a place called Wettinning, where the Limmatt flows with the greatest rapidity, there is a beautiful piece of mechanism, which is a wooden bridge, 240 feet long, and suspended above twenty feet from the surface of the water. It was the last work of Grubenman, the self-taught architect, and exceeds in elegance that of Schaffhausen. Mr. Coxe (Trav. Switl. vol. i. 157) has given a geometrical elevation of it. Baden is distant 14½ miles from Zürich. N. lat. 47° 21'. E. long. 8° 12'.

Baden, a margrave of Germany, in the circle of Swabia, is divided into the upper and lower margravate. The upper, or the margravate of Baden-Baden, terminates well-ward on the Rhine, though a small part of it lies west of that river, and is bounded on the north-west by the lower margravate of Baden-Durlach, on the east by the duchy of Wurttemberg and the county of Eberlein, and on the south by the Ortenau and the Brisgau. The principal towns are Rastadt, Baden, Etlingen, Steinbach, and Stolhoven. The margrave is a foreign prince, and has a vote in the college of princes. The established religion is Roman Catholic. The lower margravate, or that of Baden-Durlach, is bounded on the west by the Rhine, on the south by the upper margravate of Baden, on the east by the duchy of Wurttemberg, and on the north by the bishopric of Spire. The principal towns are Carlshue, Durlach, Pfalzheim, Muhlburg, and Emmingen. This prince has two votes in the college of princes, one for Baden-Durlach, and the other for the margravate of Stockberg, which belongs to him, and lies in and along the Brisgau. The reigning family, and the country in general, profess Lutheranism, with a toleration of Protessants, Catholics, and Jews at Carlshue. The whole margravate of Baden is a populous and fertile country, abounding with corn, hemp, flax, hoes-wax, wood, and wine. Venison and wild-fowl are to plentiful that they are the common diet of the peasants. Their hogs, being fed with cheetnuts, furnish excellent bacon. They have freestone for building, marble of various colours, and some agate. Manufactures are much encouraged, and the country is in a flourishing condition. The territories of the margrave of Baden comprehend 832 square miles, and 200,000 inhabitants. The annual revenue is estimated at 1,200,000 florin; and the military establishment consists of 3,000 men, of whom 900 are cavalry.

Baden, a town of Germany, and capital of the upper margravate of Baden, is seated on the river Oalbach near the Rhine, among vineyards. It has a fine castle, on the top of a mountain, where the prince often resides during the summer. It is famous for its hot baths, whence it derives its name; distant four miles south from Rastadt. N. lat. 48° 14'. E. long. 9° 24'.

Baden, a town of Germany, in the archiduchy of Austria, seated on the river Schwocha, and much frequented on account of its baths. The town is walled, and has three churches; twelve miles S. S. W. from Vienna. N. lat. 48° 3'. E. long. 16° 12'.

BADENOCH, a district forming the eastern part of Inverness-shire, in Scotland, extending from east to west about thirty-three miles, and in the breadth part twenty-seven miles from north-east to south-west. It is barren and hilly, and abounds with deer and game.

BADENS, Francis, in Biography, a painter of hillory and portraits, was born at Antwerp, in 1571, and acquired the first rudiments of the art from his father; and, by visiting Rome and other parts of Italy, acquired a good taste in
in design, and a very pleasing manner. Upon his return to his own country, his merit was so generally acknowledged, that he was distinguished by the name of the Italian painter. His touch was light and spirited, and his colouring warm, so that he had the honour of being the first who introduced among his countrymen a good taste for colouring. The news of his brother's affiliation occasioned his death in 1623, which was much regretted by every lover of the art. Pulteney.

BADEN-SIS, in Entomology, a species of Cerculio, about the size of C. ceris. It is black; legs pitchy. Gmelin. This insect inhabits Germany; the thorax is rather smooth and ovate; wing-cases obliquely fluted; thighs elevated.

BADEN-SIS, in Ornithology, a species of Emberiza found in the neighbourhood of Baden. The colour is olive, streaked with blackish, beneath paler; chin orange; breast with blackish. Sander Naturf.

BADENUCHI, in Geography, a town of North America, in the province of New Nauvoo; 125 miles south of Cafa Grand.

BADENWEIL, a town of Germany, in the circle of Swabia, and margrave of Baden-Baden. N. lat. 47° 55'. E. long. 8° 50'.

BADERA, in Ancient Geography, Bafgey, a place of Gaul, belonging to the Volsci Tectofages, in the Narboniensis prima, on the right from Toulouse to Narbonne, and south-east of the first of these towns.

BADESSUS, a town of Afa, placed by Ptolemy in Caria.

Badey, in Geography, a town of Persia, in the province of Korasan; 140 miles north-west of Herat.

Bage in Noviis Architecturae signifies a falt of ornament placed on the outside of small ships very near the stern, containing either a window, for the convenience of the cabin, or a representation of it. It is commonly decorated with marine figures, martial instruments, or such like emblems.

Baged, in Heraldry. See Device.

BADGER, Common, in Zoology, urfus males of Linnaeus and Gmel. See Ursus Meles. The badger's skin is of some use in commerce. Their fat is sold by the druggists, as a remedy against disorders of the kidneys and the sciatica; and their hair, for making the pencils for painters and gilders.

Badger, from bajula, I carry, or from the Fr. bagage, a bundle; whence bagager, a carrier of goods; a licensed huckster, or person privileged to buy corn, or other provisions, and to carry them from one place to another to make profit of them, without being reputed an engrosser. In the statutes he is also called a kidder, or lader of corn. 5 & 6 Ed. VI. c. 14. 5 Eliz. c. 12. We also read of badgers, or retailers of falt, 9 W. III. c. 6. If any person shall act as a badger without licence, which continues in force one year, he shall forfeit five pounds, one moiety to the king, and the other to the proprietor. 13 Eliz. c. 25. § 20.

Badger-hunting. See Hunting.

Badia, in Conchology, a species of Cyprea, having an oblong gibbose shell, above bay-colour, dotted with brown and white. Gmelin, &c. Its native place is unknown.

Badia, a species of Helix, called by Born helix usigynna; it is about an inch in height, and rather more than an inch and a half in length; and of a chestnut colour. The shell is umbilicated, subglobulose, smooth, depressed above; aperture lunare. Gmelin.

Badia, a species of Patella, the shell of which is Vol. III.

somewhat convex, brown, bay-colour within; with twelve larger rays, each surrounded on both sides by a rib; and smaller rays. The varieties of this kind are numerous and no less than sixteen of them are described by Schloot. Enul. in Conch. n. Litterat. &c. This shell is usually about two inches and three quarters in length; more or less flat in different specimens, and rarely produced; sometimes they are dotted with green, but slightly; and in others the upper surface is spotted all over with that colour; shells of this kind occur in which green or brown is dispersed in rays, or in rows of dots; sometimes they are pale ash-colour, waved or spotted with yellow or black, or liver colour. The crown is often variegated with rays, and not unfrequently with five rows of blue dots; and a flat plate liver-coloured or green foot in the bottom, furnished by a front, and double band, which is more or less pale, and of different colores or different shells; the inner surface is usually other brown, yellow, liver-colour, or liver-green.

Badia, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in Bética, supposed to be the present Badajoz.

Badia, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the duchy of Tuscany, seventeen miles north of Florence.—Alio, a town in the same district, fifteen miles west of Volterra.

Badiaga, in the Materia Medica, the name of a sort of fpongy substance, common in the shops in Florence, and some other northern kingdoms: used for taking away the livid marks from blows and bruises, which the powder of it is said to do in a night's time.

We owe the knowledge of this medicine, and its virtues, to the accurate Baxbaum. He observes, that the substance is always found under water, and is of a very singular and peculiar nature. It somewhat resembles the a. spongia, and somewhat the sponges, but differs greatly from both, in that it is full of small round granules, resembling seeds. It is of a brown, light, and fpongy structure, and is made up of a number of fibres of an herbaceous matter, and is dry, rigid, and friable between the fingers. This may serve as the generical character of the badiaga, of which this accurate observer has found three different species. Linnaeus makes it a species of fponge.

Badian, or Badian, the seed of the anise-tree, or of a tree resembling it, that grows in China; and sometimes used by the Chinese, and also by the Dutch, to give an aromatic taste to their tea.

Badiath, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa, in Libya interior.

Badiogeon, a mixture of piafler and free-stone, well ground together, and sifted; used by flatuaries to fill up the little holes, and repair the defects in stones, whereof they make their statues and other work.

The same term is also used by joiners, for saw-dust mixed with strong glue, wherewith they fill up the chips, and other defects in wood, after it is wrought.

Badiile, Antonio, in Biography, a painter of history and portrait, was born at Verona in 1480, and by a skilful application excelled his predecessors in an acquaintance with the true principles of his art. He was allowed to be a very eminent artist; and he had the honour of having for his disciples, Paolo Veronese, and Baptista Zelotti. His portraiture was admirable; his caricatures beautiful; and his portraits preferred the perfect resemblance of flesh and real life. He died in 1560. Pilkington.

Badilleterriers, a name given to a race of horsemen resident in the mountains, in the vicinity of Circassia, and of the Mogul Tartars, who in some measure retain their independence.

Badingen, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle
BAD, B bonding.

BADJOURA, a large village of Egypt, on the westem shore of the Nile, not far from Firthout, in N. lat. 26° 3' N.

BADIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Carmania, seated on the coast of the Persian gulf, near the promontory of Carphala. Near the Periplus.—Alfo, an episcopal town of Africa, according to Ortschus, who cites St. Augufinus.

BADIS, in Geography, a fortress of Livonia, on the south side of the gulf of Finland, about seven leagues east from Revel, in N. lat. 59° 15', and E. long. 24° 3'.

BADIUS, in Entomology, a species of Clarabnx (Stenocera), that inhabits Siberia. It is of a bay colour, with the thorax and wing cad, Lepesclt, 1t.

BADUUS, in Ornithology, a species of Falco, about thirteen inches in length; a native of Coren; and described in Brown's illustrations under the name of the brown hawk. The legs are pule; head and body above brown, beneath white with yellow lunar spots; tail pale brown, with four ducky lines. Gmelin, 6c.

BADKIS, in Geography, a town of Peref, in the province of Korasan, thirty-six miles north of Herat. N. lat. 35° 26'. E. long. 65° 37'.

BADOLI, a town of Russia, on the north coast of lake Bieco, in the government of Novgorod, 196 miles north-east of Novgorod.

BADOUC, in Natural History, the East Indian name of a fruit very common in that part of the world. It is round, and of the size of one of our common apples; it is yellow on the outside, and white within. It resembles the mangoflan, but its pulp is more transparent; its taste is very agreeable, and has some resemblance to that of our gooseberries.

BADRAC, in Geography, a town of Hindoftern, in the Mogoljee Bafmifh country, 72 miles N. E. of Jahanudar, and 50 east of Byear.

BADRALI, a town of Eoupean Turkey, in Moldavla, ten miles north of Stephanowne.

BADRINUS, in Ancient Geography, Pasfato Grande, a river of Italy, in the territory of the Bad.


BADUGA, in Botany. See CAPPARIUS.

BADUEL, in Biography, a protestant divine of the sixteenth century, was a native of Nimes, and under the patronage of the queen of Navarre was appointed rector of the university in that city. In 1553 he became the pater of a church in the neighbourhood of Geneva, and taught mathematics and philosophy till his death in 1561. He translated into Latin, the sermons and some other works, of Calvin, published at Geneva in 1557, 8vo. He also wrote "De ratione vita studiorum et literarum in Matrimonio collateneae ac d. gendae," 4to, printed at Lyons in 1544, and translated into Latin in 1548: "De Collegio et Univeritate Niewenfend," printed at Lyons in 1543: "Acta Martianum nostri Saxelli," Genev. 1556; and also Latin orations and epifides. His Latinity is commended; and he was much esteemed for his learning and piety. Gen. Dut.

BADUENAE LUCUS, or BADUENNA, in Ancient Geography, the name of a ferey in Germany, mentioned by Tacitus. Its situation is not ascertained. This was the place where Cilia formed his conspiracy against the Romans.

BADULATO, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Calabria Ultra, four miles S. S. E. of Squillace.

B A D Y, a river and an adjacent place of Peloponnesus in the territory of Elia, mentioned by Paulusinus. After a war which depopulated the country, the women, it is said, presented their supplications to Minerva, that they might supply the want by a new progeny in consequence of their first intercourse with their husbands; their petitions were granted; and they erected a temple in honour of the goddess, and hence the name Badly or Bady, Bady, or in the Doric dialect Ab, i. e. placid or agreeable.

B A D O, the name of a mountain in the island of Cephalonia.


B A D O R A, or B A D O R A K E, a town of Asia, in Asia Minor.

B A D E B R O, the name of a town of Spain, mentioned by Pline.


SpecieB, B. frutifera. Reich. 2. 200. Offb. It. 25t. t. 11. This shrub has the habit of southernwood, with wand-like branches, and opposite short simple twigs; leaves opposite, linear, sharp, smooth, entire; flowers axillary, solitary, on a naked peduncle the length of the flower, much shorter than the leaves. A native of China, where it is called Tsiogiu.

B E C O L I C U M, or B r i c o l i c o s, in Ancient Geography, a mountain of Africa, in the Pentapolis. Tulemy.

B E C O R, a place of Spain, in Bedia, where Vizir's wintered after having been defeated by Fabius Maximus Amilius. Appian.

B E C U L A, a town of Hispania Tarragonensis, in the territory, or at least in the vicinity of the Aithucani. Tulemy.

B E D O O, in Geography, a district of Africa, to the west of the river Niger, mentioned by Mr. Park in the narrative of his journey.

B E L A (Claps Beliana), in Ichthyology, the name of a fish found in the Red Sea, and described by York. Fn. Arab.—It is clays fiesntensis of Gmelin.

B E L O N, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, north-west of Mallaria, upon the Iberis of Gades, which carried on a considerable commerce in salt with Tungis, on the opposite shore.

B A E N, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in Moldavia, sixteen miles miles N. N. W. of Niercez.


B E O B O T R Y S, in Botany, (from B a e n s, small, and B o r p o s, a raceme, the fructifications being in thin racemes). Lin. gen. Schreb. 318. Forster, Gen. 11. Clufs. pentandra monogynia. Gen. Char. Cal. perianth double; exterior three-leaved; leaflets roundish, concave, smaller; inferior one-leaved, bell-shaped, short, five-cleft, growing to the germ; clefts ovate, permanent, converging after flowering, and crowning the fruit. Cor. one-petalled, tabular; tube very short; border five cleft, erect; clefts rounded, very short.
short. Stem, filaments five, very short, in the middle of the tube; anthers heart-shaped. *Pfl.* germ globule, half-superior; style cylindric, very short, permanent; stigma oblong, tuberculated. *Per.* berry globose, somewhat dry, one-celled, growing to the calyx. Seeds several, angular, affixed to a columnar receptacle in the bottom of the berry.


BERONES, in Geography, the name given by Arrian to an island in the Indian ocean, on the other side of the river Indus.

BAER, and WESSS, in Zoology, the names of the black bear, and Polar bear, in *Ridinger's Animals.*

BARENBEISSER, the Bull Dog, Ridinger. Canis molossus. Gmel.

BAERSIUS, or Vekenstil, Henry, in Biography, a mathematician, flourished in the beginning of the sixteenth century. He was a printer at Louvain, and the author of the following curious mathematical treatises: "Tabula perpeta Longitudinum ac Locitubum Planetarum," 1528; "De compositione et usu Decretorii Planetarum," 1530; "De compositione et usu Quadrantis," 1537. Morey.

BÆRSFAT, a printer of sea-ports, sea-shores, and firth, was an eminent master, whose works were much esteemed, though the place and time of his nativity are unknown. His pictures are easily distinguished by a general brightness diffused through the whole, and particularly in his laces. His drawing was correct, and his perspective true; he copied every object from nature, and was exact in his representations of sea-ports, ships of war, and vellis of a smaller size, which he distributed with judgment, so as to produce a very pleasing effect. His pencil is light and clean, his touch spirited, and his colouring always transparent; and he generally finished his pictures very neatly. He died in 1687. Parkerton.

BÆRUS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Macedonia. Ptolemy.

BÆSAMPSA, a town situated in the Arabian gulf, supposing by some interpreters to be the same with the Beth-Shemesh, or the house of the fun, mentioned by Judges.

BÆSIPPO, a town of Spain, situated about twelve miles from Baion, and at a somewhat less distance southward from the promontory of Juno. Anton. Itin.

BÆTANA, a town of India, on this side the Ganges, seated on the river Nanaguma, and said by Ptolemy to be the capital and residence of the Siropollimi.

BÆTERRÆ, Baeziers, a town, which was a Roman colony, situated in Narbonensis Prima, a southern province of Gaul, at a small distance north-east from Narbo. It was the station of the veterans of the seventh legion, who built two temples, one dedicated to Augustus, and another to his daughter Julia. Tiberius also adorned this city; and in the fourth century it was one of the most considerable in Gaul. But in the fifth century it was taken by the Visigoths, who demolished its splendid edifices. It was afterwards re-established; but taken possession of by the Saracens in 736. In the next year Charles expelled them, and destroyed the city, so that they might not be able to re-fortify it.

BÆTHAUTA, a town of Asia, in Mesopotamia. Ptolemy.

BÆTICA, a province comprehending the southern part of Spain, and corresponding to the present Andalusia and Granada. This was one of the three provinces into which Augustus divided Spain; the other two being Lusitania and Tarraconensis. It derived its name from the river Bétis, since called Tartessus, and now Guadalquivir, or the great river; and was bounded on the west side by Lusitania, on the south by the Mediterraneum and gulf of Gades, and on the north by the Conscarbus, or the sea of Biscaia. Its limits towards the north-east were fluctuating, and cannot be easily ascertained. The Baetis divided this province into two parts; on the one side of which, towards the Ancus, were situated the Turdetsians, whose kingdom was called Turdetania; but this was better known by the name of Bética. On the other side were situated the Balfins, the Bétumans, and the Costellans, along the Matarrana coast. It was the richest and the best known province of Spain. It was famous for its wool; and its fertility was such, that its produce, according to Pevyn (Lexin, c. 10.), was an hundred fold. It is well known that the Phenicians were long ago established on these coasts, and that the Carthaginians had settlements in this country. Polibius speaks in high terms of the wealth of Bética, and of the magnificence of the court of one of its sovereigns. Bética, according to this author, contained 173 cities; of which eight were coloniae, eight municipal, twenty-nine enjoyed the usus Latii. four were called, six free, and one hundred, or such as paid taxes. The chief mountains were Marianus, now Sierra Morena, and Orofpa being a part of the present Sierra Nevada. The principal rivers were the Auras and Bétis; and the chief towns were Bétii, Acci, Elberius, Calatu, Corduba, Aligii, Hifalas, and Gades.

BÉTIM, now GUADALQUIVR, a river of Spain, in Bética, which had its source, according to Piny, in the mountains called Saltus Figigenis; or to the north-east of Orofpa, purified its course towards the west, washing Coftulu, Corduba, and Hifalas, and discharged itself in many outlets or mouths into the sea. The habitations of the country called it Cirium and Cortis, and the Arabs Cirits, derived, according to Mariana, from the oriental term *kirad*, a town, and denoting the river of towns, on account of the number of those which it watered. See GUADALQUIVR.

BÉTITUM, the name of a town of Macedonia.


BÉTUANO, a town of Spain, belonging to the Laietani, at a small distance south-east from Barcino; now Badessa. BÉTUANIA. See BÉTICA.

BÉTULUS, in Ichthyology, a name given by Aristotle and others of the ancient Greeks, to a fish called by some Latin writers *cotta*; and particularly to one kind supposing to be that described by Linnaeus under the name of *gobio*; and called the *bullhead,* or *millers thumb,* in England.

BÉTYLOS, or BÉTYLON, in Antiquity, a kind of stones worshipped among the Greeks, Phrygians, and other nations of the East; supposing by some modern naturalists to be the same with our *caramin,* or thunder-stone. The priests of Cybele carried a *betylos* on their breast, representing the mother of the gods.

According to Damascus, cited by Photius, they had many of these betyls, which were consecrated to different gods, as Saturn, Jupiter, the sun, &c. Bochart (Chanaan, i. ii. c. 2. vol. i. p. 708.) derives the origin of this superstitious practice from the river which Jacob erected at Bethel. Whereforever the practice was deduced, it was very extensive and prevalent; for in the eastern countries no idol was more common than eblong stones, which were denominated by the Greeks *betyl,* pillars. In four parts of Egypt, they were planted on both sides of their roads, in the temple of Helogabalus, in Syria, there was one which they pretended
pretended to have fallen from heaven: and a black stone of this kind was fetched from Purgatory, with great ceremony, together with the priests that belonged to it, by a Roman embassy, at the head of which was Scipio Nasica.

BEZÀ, in Geography, a town of Spain, in the province of Andalusia, and country of Jaen, situated on a high hill three miles from the river Guadalquivir. It was anciently the seat of a bishop, which was removed to Jaen in 1249, and a kind of university founded by John d'Avila. It was taken by the Moors about the end of the fifteenth century. N. lat. 37° 45'. E. long. 3° 15'.

BEZIILLO, a town of Spain, in Old Castile, three leagues from Valladolid.

BAFTA, or BATTAS, or BATTAS, a cloth made entirely of coarse white cotton thread, which comes from the East Indies. Those of Surat are the best.

BAFFA, or BATO, in Geography, a neat village of Africa, on the Grain coast, about a mile east of Sanguin; which supplies ships with ivory and pepper. It is easily distinguished by a long sandy point, surrounded with rocks, that project into the sea. The language spoken in this place is a kind of corrupt Portuguese, or rather a mixed language.

BAFFA, Capo, is the south-west point of the island of Cyprus in the Mediterranean, in N. lat. 34° 37'. E. long. 32° 18'. Near this harbour stood the ancient Paphos, where was a temple consecrated to Venus (see PAPHOS); it is now succeeded by ruins, a village, a mean castle, and equally mean houses, and a few Greek churches of the same description; and the name Paphos is converted into Baffa or Baffo. In the rocks is found a very fine rock-crystal, which is called the Baffa diamond, because it is procured from the environs of Baffa.

BAFFIN'S BAY, is the largest gulf or bay of North America, and was called by William Baffin, who, accompanied by captain Robert Bylot, attempted, in 1616, to find a passage through Davis's Straits. In a large gulf it extends nearly north and north-west from Cape Farewell in Well Greenland, as far as Whale sound, passing through the part of it called Davis's Straits, and reaches from the parallel of 62° to that of 50° N. lat. is a more confined gulf, it comprehend from 70° to 80°, being bounded on the north by the Arctic continent or lands approaching towards the north pole, on the east by Greenland, on the south by Davis's Straits, the ocean, and several islands which lie between this gulf and Hudson's bay, and on the west by a part of North America. Baffin seems to have restricted this appellation to the sea between 72° and 78° N. lat. and says that he traded with the Greenlanders at Horn sound, in the seventy-third degree, but in the seventy-fourth degree he found no natives, but several plains where tents had been set up, from which he concluded, that at certain feasons of the summer people resided there. The sea was full of seals and unicorn fish; and in Sir Thomas Smith's found, in the seventy-eighth degree, he found the large whales. See Grant's Hill of Greenland, vol. i. p. 16. In our maps it opens into the Atlantic ocean through Baffin's and Davis's Straits, between the broken land on the American coast, and that west of New Greenland, and between cape Chidley on the Labrador coast and cape Farewell on that of West Greenland; and on the south-west of Davis's Straits it has a communication with Hudson's bay, through a cluster of islands. Some maps shew a communication with Hudson's bay in the 76th degree of N. lat. and in the 70th of W. long. Baffin's bay is laid down as extending from 46° W. long. to 64°, which allowing only sixteen geographical miles for the degree, would give a length of 768 geographical miles; and the breadth on the west side is represented as little inferior. But the extent and limits of this sea have not yet been accurately ascertained: nor has the west coast of Greenland been explored beyond N. lat. 72° or Sanderson's Hope, and an old Danish settlement called Opencorrig. In the middle of Baffin's bay many maps present a large tract called James's Land, which some have imagined to be a promontory pilling from Greenland: or it is probably a large land in the north of Hudson's bay laid down from erroneous observations. This bay has been sometimes called Bylot's bay.

BAFFIN'S STRAIT is a passage between James island and the most easterly of the Cumberland islands, from the gulf of the ocean into Baffin's bay. This, and Davis's Strait, or the easterly of James island, and Cumberland Strait on the south-west of the Cumberland islands, seem to shew that the proper boundary of Baffin's bay does not reach to far south as to cape Farewell.

BAFING, or BLACK, RIVER, a principal branch of the Senegal river in Africa. Mr. Park, in his "Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa," describes a singular bridge erected by the Iallonkas over this river. It consists of two tall trees, which when tied together by the tops, reach from one side of the river to the other; the roots resting upon the rocks, and the tops floating in the water. When a few trees have been placed in this direction, they are covered with dry bamboos, so as to form a floating bridge, with a sloping gangway at each end, where the trees rest upon the rocks. In the rainy season this bridge is carried away by the swelling of the river.

BAFWEN LAKE lies in that part of Sweden called Sodermanland; it is extensive, and contains many islands.

BAG, in Commerce, a term used to signify different quantities of certain commodities: a bag of almonds, for instance, is about 3 cwt.; of mace, from 3 to 4 cwt.; of pepper, from 1 to 3 cwt.; of goats-hair, from 2 to 4 cwt.; of cotton-yarn, from 2 to 4 cwt. &c.

Bag, in Surgery, in Medicine and Pharmacy, denotes a kind of fomentation, prepared of proper ingredients, included in a bag, to be applied externally to a part afflicted for present relief. Dispensatory writers describe several bags, used in deliquiouns; bags for the side, for the stomach; in weaknefes of the stomach; andyone bags to cause pain in any part. Wines and oils are frequently medicated by putting into them bags full of proper ingredients.

Sweet bags are compositions of perfumes, scented powders, and the like, included in bags, to give a fragrance to clothes, &c.
BAG

BAG, Oil. See Oil.

BAG, Petty. See Petty.

BAGS, Sand. See Sand.

BAG, or Baggy Point, in Geography, is a noted promontory among the coast of Devon, at the north-west point of the entrance into Barnstaple bay. N. lat. 51° 10'. W. long. 4° 32'.

BAGA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Africa Propria, being one of those which were re-established by the emperor Julianus, according to Procopius.

BAGA, or Bagga, a town of Afia, in Paphlagonia.

BAGADA, a town of Ethiopia, near Egypt. Play.—


BAGADANIA, a large plain of Afia, in Cappadocia, placed by Strabo between mount Taurus and mount Argen, about 3000 fudias more southerly than the Enaaxea sea.

BAGADAT, a name by which some call the carrier pigeon, the columba tibetaria of Moore. This name is probably a corruption of the word Bega, the name of a city from whence they are sometimes brought to Europe; being originally brought thither from Bafoura.

BAGADUSCA POINT, in Geography, a headland of America within Penobscot bay, in the district of Maine.

BAGAGNANA, in Ancient Geography, a mountain of Afia, in Armenia, where they obtained, according to the ancient physiographer Ethus, the Armenian honey.

BAGAN, in Geography, a town of Servia, twenty miles north from Nissa.

BAGANZA, a river of Italy, which joins the river Parma, at the city of Parma.

BAGANZOLA, a town of Italy, in the duchy of Parma, four miles north of Parma.—Also, another town in the same duchy, four miles south of Parma.

BAGARACA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Thrace, Anton. Iun.

BAGARD, Charles, in Biography, born at Nanci, in Jan. 1696, was early initiated into the practice of physic by his father Anthony, who had acquired considerable reputation in that art. To the influence our physician had with Stanislaus the first titular king of Poland, and duke of Lorraine, we are indebted for the botanical garden and the college of medicine at Nanci, of which he was the first president. He died of apoplexy in December 1772. Besides numerous dissertations on medical and philosophical subjects, we have the following, by this author: "Difcours fur l'histoire de la Therapeutique," published 1755; "Difpensai- torium Pharmac. Chymicum," Paris, 1771, fol.; "Phyto Medicinalis," &c. 1771, 8vo. "Difcours fur les Monlres du Regne Vegetal, Nanci, 1708, 8vo. Elyo. Dict. Hift. Haller, Biblioth. Botan.

BAGARDA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Afia, in Paropamisus. Ptolemy.

BAGASE, a town of Africa, in Libya Interior. Ptolemy.

BAGASIS, Bagaja, a town of Africa, situated on a river at the foot and to the east of mount Audes.

BAGAT, in Geography, a town of France, one league well from Paris.

BAGATHUSA, Cape, lies on the south-east coast of Arabia, fifteen leagues east from Shabar. Under the lee of this cape there is good anchorage; but the fea ranges on this coast from April to July to such a degree that no ship can live there.

BAGATINS, or Couriers, a name given to the pigeon-carriers.

BAGAUDIÆ, or BACAUDIÆ, in History, an ancient faction of peasants, or malecontents, who ravaged Gaul, and assumed the name bagauda, which, according to some authors, signifies, in the Gallic language, forced rebels; according to others, tributes; according to others, robbers; which last designation others allow the word had, but then it was only after the time of the bagauda, and doubtless took its rise from them.

The bagauda were a rabble troop of low-men and sheperds, whom the grievous weight of their taxes induced to take up arms under the reign of Claudius II., about A. D. 269, in order to rid themselves of a tyranny which seemed to them worse than death. Irritated by oppression, they resembled by their rages the fury of the barbarians, and laid wale the countries which they ought to have cultivated. At this time their strength must have been considerable, as they held a large number of towns to the city of Autum, and at length took it by force. Under Aureliam and Probus no mention of them occurs, because it is probable that the value and activity of these warlike princes kept them in awe. But under the reign of Diocletian, about the year 286, exasperated by the injustice, violence, and cruelty of Carinus, they renewed their revolt, and they were commanded by two men, whose names were AElanus and Amandus, each of whom had the boldness to assume the title of Augustus. Maximan, who was admitted by Diocletian as a colleague in the government, A. D. 286, subdued the bagauda partly by clemency and partly by force. It does not appear what became of the two chiefs of the rebels; but Sallust informs us, that the name and the faction of the bagauda were revived in the fifth century. Croce's Hist. Emp. vol. ix. p. 282.

BAGAUZE, is the name which is given, in the Antilles islands, to the sugar-canes after they have passed through the mill. They are dried, and used for boiling the sugar.

BAGADAI, in Geography, a large and populous city of Asia Minor, in that division of Diarbek which called Irak-Arabi, is seated on the upper banks of the Tigris, N. lat. 33° 22'. E. long. 44° 21'. It has been erroneously supposed by several geographers to be the old Babylon, though it be at a distance from the ruins of this ancient metropolis. It is computed to be about 1300 paces in length, 7 or 800 in breadth, and 3000 in circumference. Mr. Jackin, in his "Journey from India to England," in 1797, 1798, that it extends three miles along the eastern bank of the river, and the length of the walls from the river being about two miles, it has the form of an oblong square. Its walls are all of brick, with terraces and large towers at proper distances, in form of bastions, and defended by about 60 pieces of cannon. The calie is large, and flanked by some small towers with cannon, and the garrison usually consists of 300 foot, 4000 horse, and 60 gunners. The number of inhabitants, if we may credit the accounts of the Arabians writers, was formerly very considerable; but it is now reduced to fifteen or twenty thousand, including those who live in a suburb on the other side of the Tigris, at the end of the bridge of boats, which are separated every night to prevent surprise. But notwithstanding this number of inhabitants, the town has still many empty spaces within its walls, and it is for the most part built indifferently built. Many of the public buildings, however, such as the mosques, minarets, and hammams, are constructed of stone and make a very handsome appearance. Here is also an extensive bazar, which is well supplied with a variety of articles. Several of these buildings are arched, in order to guard against the excessive heat of the sun; and the concavities, tarantulas, and other noxious insects, are numerous, perils, in order to avoid them. In the summer season, the tops of their houses. The environs of Bagdad to the west
well and north are altogether barren; to the east there are excellent gardens; and the opposite bank of the river supplies a great variety of fruit and vegetables. The city itself, though much reduced in extent, and wealth, as well as population, is now supposed to contain more treasure than any other city of equal size in the world; and the immense quantity of specie and bullion, fays Johnson (nbi supr.); found in the coffers of the late Kya, or prime minister, amounting to upwards of three millions fléthling, seems to warrant such a conjecture.

This city, which was for many ages the capital of the Saracens, and the residence of the caliphs, was founded by Al-Manfor, the second of the family of the Al-Abbä, in the 147th year of the Hegira, A.D. 662. The Romans having attempted to subdue the city, and failing, Al-Mansur, determined to build a new city, and he selected for the site of it, a spot, sufficiently distant from Cufa, the inhabitants of which were treacherous and insolent in their attachment, secure against the attacks of those who might wish to dispute the caliphate with him, and situated in the middle of a tract which would furnish an ample supply of provisions by means of the rivers to which it gave easy access. Having consulted his architects and engineers, he commenced his undertaking. As to the name by which it was to be distinguished, some have derived it from the Persia Bâghdâd, which signifies the gift or present of Bâgh, pretending that the plain on which it stood was given by Chosrau, named Al-Munbarwan, to one of his wives, and that she had there erected a palace or castle dedicated to her favourite idol called Bâgh. In process of time this capital became the chosen residence of a venerable heir to the throne, who returned to Al-Manfor a tradition that a city was to be built in this place: but it is needless to relate any further particulars. Others say, that the verdant plain on which this city was built, had been the cell of a Christian monk, called Baghdad; and others say, that this monk was called Dad, and that he peopled a beautiful and extensive garden, whence the place where the city was founded received the appellation of Bâghdâd, or the garden of Dad. The new metropolis was also denominatred Medinan Al-Salam the city of peace; either in allusion to the name of Jerusalem, or because, at the time when it was finished, all the commotions in the empire were appeased, and almost every nation in Asia had submitted, or was become tributary. The first city erected by Al-Manfor was situated on the west, or bank of the Tigris; but the Persians taking offence at the erection of a city so near their frontiers, a new city was afterwards built on the east bank of the river called the camp, or fortress of Al-Mahdi, and both these cities being united, formed the ancient Bâghdâd. The caliph had a stately and magnificent palace in each portion of the new city. Bâghdâd was erected on the ruins of Seleucia, the remains of which, as well as of Ctesiphon, furnished the materials; and it seems to have been divided by the Tigris, as ancient Babylon was by the Euphrates. In the 149th year of the Hegira, A.D. 766, this famous capital of the Moslem empire was finished. It was of a circular form, inclosed by a double wall, and flanked with a considerable number of towers. The palace, or citadel, was in the middle of it, and commanded every part of the town. Between the canal and western parts of the city a bridge was constructed in order to facilitate a communication between them. Besides several public buildings erected by the caliph Al-Mansur Billâh, there was a famous college founded by this prince, which has been extolled by Abû-l-aravrûs, on account of the beauty and elegance of its structure, the number of students it contained, as well as the learned men it produced, and the ample revenues settled upon it, and superior in his time to every other house of learning in the known world. Among the students there were 300 who devoted themselves entirely to the study of the Mahometan law, according to the decisions of the four chief sects of the Sonnites, each of which sects had a professor in this college. For several ages Bâghdâd, besides being the seat of power, abounded more with learned men than any other place in the Mahometan dominions, except Mecca and Medina. It was also extremely populous, and contained several forts and caliphs, capable of making a tolerable defence, and deriving their repute from their founders. The language spoken in this city was one of the most polite and elegant dialects of the Arabic, as there was greater concourse of nobility and learned men, who excelled in many branches of literature, for several ages, in this city than in almost any other of the caliph. The city had also a mint, in which were coined a great number of dirhems and drachms. Bâghdâd continued to be the seat of the caliphs of the race of Al-Abbas for 500 years; but at length, in the year of the Hegira 656, A.D. 1258, the conquest of Iran, or Persia, was achieved by Holak Khan, the grandson of Zingis, the brother and lieutenant of the two successful emperors Mongon and Cublai. After a siege of two months, it was stormed and sacked by the Mongols; and their savage commander pronounced the death of the caliph Mufaïsm, the last of the temporal successors of Mahomet; and thus the family of the Abbasides was extinguished. The Tartars or Mongols having plundered and set it on fire, and massacred many of the inhabitants, enriched themselves by its spoil, as it was then reckoned one of the most considerable cities in the world; and they retained possession of it till the year of the Hegira 795, A.D. 1392, when it was taken by Tamerlane. For the first time, from Sultan Ahmed, the son of Avs, who conveyed his baggage beyond the Tigris, and abandoned the capital to the conqueror; and it was taken a second time in the year of the Hegira 853, A.D. 1440, from the same sultan, who had recovered possession of it. After this capture, it was restored by Tamerlane to the sultan; but in the year 815, A.D. 1412, the sultan was finally expelled by the Turcoman Cara Joffe. The descendants and successors of Tamerlane remained masters of Bâghdâd till the year of the Hegira 875, A.D. 1470, when they were expelled by Hafsan, surnamed Uzun, or Ufîn-Cafe. The princes of this family possessed it till the year of the Hegira 914, A.D. 1508, when Shah Ismael, surnamed Soh, the first prince of that race which afterwards reigned in Persia, made himself master of it. From that time it was an object of contest in the wars between the Persians and the Turks, for 150 years. The Turks took it under Sultan Soliman, and the Persians retake it under Shah Abbas the Great, king of Persia; but being at length besieged by a formidable army under Abdul Hamid III, it was surrendered to him by Shah Soh, king of Persia, A.D. 1638; and from this time it has remained in possession of the Turks. Herbelot, E. B. Or. p. 154. From this defile by the trade of the place has considerably decayed, as the sultan railed all the rich merchants. However, though it groans at present under the Turkish yoke, Bâghdâd is a celebrated emporium and frontier of the Ottoman empire, on the side of Persia, to which not only many merchants, but likewise an incredible number of passengers, travelling from Natolia, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt, into Persia, continually resort. Its situation on the banks of the Tigris renders it convenient for trade; but the heat of the climate is so excessive, that the inhabitants are obliged to keep their markets in the night during the summer, and to sleep, as we have already said,
on their terraces. The military government is under a pacha or basha, who uses various despotic methods to extort money from the inhabitants, and particularly from the Jews and Christians, who are the principal merchants of the city, and who have been in a great measure driven from it by the oppression they have suffered. The civil administration is exercised by a cadi, who acts as judge, president, and mufti, with a testamentary executor. Each of these men collects the revenue of the grand signor. The pilgrims that visit Mecca by land are obliged to pass through Bagdad, and every one of them pays a tribute or toll, equivalent to four piastres, to the bahawor, which branch of the revenue yields annually a considerable sum to the grand signor. The revenues are computed at 125½ dollars, amounting to about 1,525,000 dollars; but of these, not more than one quarter are collected, by reason of the insolence of the Turks, and the bahawor lives in all the splendor of a foreign prince, and maintains a very large army, he has recourse to great injustice and oppression, in order to obtain the necessary supplies. The inhabitants of this city are chiefly Persians, Armenians, Turks, Arabs, and Jews, and of these: the last act as schroffs, or bankers, to the merchants. The Jews, notwithstanding the severity with which they are treated, are induced to live here from a reverence to the prophet Ezekiel, whose mausoleum they pretend is a day's journey from the city. Many of them likewise annually retort hither from other parts to visit the prophet's tomb. Two chapels are allowed for those of the Romish and Greek persuasion. In this city there are several beautiful mosques, into which Christians are not suffered to enter, for fear of their being defiled. The Mahometan women are very richly dressed, wearing bracelets on their arms and jewels in their ears. The Arab women wear rings in the partition between their nostrils, which are bored for this purpose.

The ruins of ancient Babylon are situated about fifteen leagues to the south of Bagdad. See Babylon.

BAGGEDIN, MAHOMET, in Biography, an Arabic mathematician, lived in the tenth century and is reported to be the author of several treatises in geometry, among which is one "On the division of superficies," translated into Latin by John Dee of London, and by Frederic Commandini of Urbino, who published this treatise at Padua in 1576. Some have supposed that Baggedin was merely the translator of this work from Greek into Arabic, and that it was written by Euclid, or some other ancient mathematician.

Moreni.

BAGENBON HEAD, in Geography, a cape of Ireland, in the Atlantic ocean, on the coast of Wexford. N. lat. 52° 0', W. long. 6° 40'.

BAGGAGE, is particularly used, in the Military Art, for the necessaries, utensils, apparel, &c. of the officers and soldiers. The baggage includes also women, children, flutterers, &c.

The baggage is well called by the Roman writers, impedimenta, on account of the great trouble and expense attending it. Unless strict discipline be kept, great inconveniences may arise from it; whence several military laws and ordinances relating to the baggage.

The baggage-wagons, before a march, are appointed a rendezvous, where they are marshalled by the waggon-master-general, according to the rank: the several regiments bear in the army. On a march, they are sometimes ordered to follow the respective columns of the army, sometimes to follow the march of the artillery, and sometimes to make a column of themselves. The general's baggage is generally first. If the army march from the right, the baggage of that wing has the van; if from the left, the baggage of the left has the van. Each waggon has a distinguishing flag, to show to what regiment it belongs.

BAGGAGE, PAKING up the, as well as a term among the Romans, for preparing to go to war, or to be ready for an expedition.

The formula by which the soldiers declared they were in readiness, was vox canis lamarce.

The Romans divided two kinds of baggage, a greater and a less; the latter was carried by the forlorn on his back, and called sacris: consisting of the things most necessary to life, and which he could not do without. Hence colisage sacris, packing up the baggage, is used for decamping, opus muneris. The greater and heavier was carried on horses and vehicles, and called onera. Hence onera scissibus, sacris bonorum. The baggage-horses were denominated saeculum et equi.

The Roman soldiers in their marches were heavy laden, informed that they were called, by way of jest, multis, mariam, and armon. They had four forts of baggage, which they never went without, viz. corn, or butellatum; utensils, valis, and arms.—Cicero observes, that they used to carry with them above half a month's provisions; and we have instances in Livy, where they carried provisions for a whole month. Their utensils comprehended those proper for gathering fuel, dressing their meat, and even for fortification, or intrenchment; and what is more, a chain for binding captives.

For arms, the foot carried a spear, shield, sword, bafket, rurum, hatchet, forum, plates, &c. Also flake, or sledges, valis, for the sudden fortifying a camp; sometimes seven, or even twelve of these pales were carried by each man, though generally, as Polybius tells us, only three or four. On the Trajan column we see soldiers represented with this sacle of corn, utensils, pales, &c. gathered into a bundle, and laid on their shoulders.

Thus inured to labour, they grew strong, and able to undergo any fatigue in battle; the greatest part of which never tired them, or put them out of breath. In after-times, when discipline declined, this baggage was thrown on carriages, and porters' shoulders.

The Macedonians were not left inured to hardship like the Romans; when Philip first formed an army, he forbid all use of carriages; yet with all their load, they would march in a summer's day, twenty miles in military ranks.

BAGGER, JOHN, in Biography, a Danish divine, and bishop of Copenhagen, was born at Lund in 1645. After professing his studies under the abbeys in Germany, the Netherlands, and England, he settled in his native place, and was appointed professor of the oriental languages. At the age of twenty-nine years, he was advanced to the episcopal see of Copenhagen, and discharged the duties of his office with distinguished approbation. He revised the ritual of public worship established by Christin IV., and published several learned and eloquent discourses in Latin and Danish. He died at the early age of forty-seven. A logical treatise of Bagger, under the title of "De principis perfecctissim Sylllogismorum," was printed in 1480. at Copenhagen in 1665. Moreni.

BAGGING of Hope. See Hope.

BAGHYRETTO, in Geography, a river of India, sup- posed by major Renell, to be the true head of the Ganges, which joins the Alacknandra river, the former proceeding from the north, and the latter from the north-west, at Deobrah, or the middle Gangoutra. i.e. the fall or cascade of the Ganga, or Ganges, at a few miles distance below Sirinagar; and then they form the proper Ganges of Hindoostan, which after-
afterwards issues through mount Sewallick, at Hardwar, the lower Gangoutra. Of these two streams Akuckundra is the largest; and at Sirnagun, seated on its banks, being confined in a channel 100 yards wide, it runs with astonishing rapidity, and is crossed by means of rope bridges of singular construction. This river has its source in the snowy mountains of Thibet; and it is probably the same river which Du Halde mentions under the name of Manchon. The Baghretty river has its source far more remote; but the direction of its course above the upper Gangoutra is unknown. According to the information of Mr. Daniel, the Baghretty river separates, at a considerate distance below the Cow's Mouth, into two branches; the calf-trunoff of which is said to be the Akuckundra. But this depends upon a vague report of travellers, which, says Major Rennell, cannot be depended upon. Rennell's Memoir, p. 371.

BAGIA, in Ancient Geography, a promontory of Carmania, near which was a rock consecrated to the fun. Ptolemy.

BAGIA, in Geography, a town of Persia, in the province of Fariliana, 120 miles north-east of Schiras.

BAGIENNA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Armenia Major. Ptolemy.

BAGIEU, JACOBS, in Biography, surgeon to a regiment of cavalry, in the middle of the last century, and author of several valuable works on chirurgical subjects, particularly on the method of treating gun-flot wounds. He opposes the frequent amputation of limbs, so common in France, and reduces the cases, rendering that operation necessary, to a very small number. He defends experience, as more valuable than theory; no course of reading, or study, being competent to supply the place of practice, the light or knowledge obtained from which is often incommunicable. He commends Amb. Parey's practice in gun-flot wounds, of first using emollient applications, and then making large openings for discharging the confined matter. He does not admit the efficacy of the Peruvian bark in checking the progres of gangrene, which he thinks has its boundaries affixed by nature. He is suppos'd, by Portal, to be the author of "Lettre de M. Chirurgien de Province, a M. Chirurgien de Paris," 8vo, 1740.—Allo, "Deux Lettres d'un Chirurgien de l'Armée, l'une fur plusieurs chapitres du tr. de la gangrene de M. Quefai, l'autre fur le tr. des armes a feu, de M. Deftortes;" Paris, 1750, 12mo. "Nouvelle Lettre de M. Bagieu, &c." 1751, 12mo. "Examen du Plusieurs parties de la Chirurgie, &c." 2 vol. 1756. Haller Bib. Chirurg.

BAGISARA, in Ancient Geography, a port of Carmania. Arrian.

BAGISTANA, a town of Asia, in Upper Media, at the foot of the mountains in which are the fourasses of the river Gyndes; south-west of Ecbatan.

BAGISTANUS, a mountain of Asia, between Babylon and Media; consecrated to Jupiter. Diod. Sicul.

BAGIYAN, in Geography, a town of Persia, in the province of Segellan, 110 miles north of Zarpag.

BAGIURA, a town of Egypt, twenty-five miles south of Girgë.

BAGLAFCHITE, in Ornithology, the name of Gmelin's basil philippina, var. S, in Buffon's history of birds.

BAGLANA, or BLAGLAN, in Geography, a province of the Mogul empire, in the peninsula of India, encompassed by Guzerat, Dowlatabad, and Candieff. It is included within a ridge of the Gaua, and is exceedingly mountainous, but contains also many fertile and pleasant tracts. Few countries possess greater advantages, with regard to natural strength; and these are augmented by no fewer than nine strong fortresses, seated on the summits of rocks, of which Saltheir and Mulhir are accounted impregnable. According to Abdul Humed, Baghiana extended from the sea-coast near Surat, which was its western boundary, to the borders of Dowlatabad (or Aurungabad) eastward; being in length 100 common coffs, and in breadth, from Naderbar and Sultanpur on the north, to Nafluck Trimbuck on the south, 70 coffs. Shahwazw, though he agrees with Abdul Humed, with respect to the length, allows about 30 for the breadth; and mayor Rennell says, that it certainly is not 70 coffs, and yet much more than 35, in distance between the alligned limits on the north and south. It has owed its independence, not merely to its natural strength, but to the address of its rajahs, who courted the princes of the kingdoms of Guzerat, Dowlatabad, and Candieff, by which it was surrounded. Whenever the conquest of it was attempted by any one of these princes, the other two armed in its defence. When the surrounding kingdoms successively fell under the Mogul power, the rajah, for the first time, acknowledged a superior, and visited the court of Achar. But even then the Moguls contented themselves merely with a tribute, until the rapid progress of Aurung Zeli's conquests and power in the Deccan. Its revenue, previously to the Mogul conquest, was about 86,000. Rennell's Mem. p. 259.

BAGLIONE, COSTANZA, in Biography, a most pleasing, and excellent author, in the comédie, born at Milan, in 1750; at the head of a Bolonafe musical family, of which six sisters were all singers, doubling the number of our Abrams's, but not the merit. Three of these singers went afterwards to Paris, "who pleased there so much (says M. La Borde), as to make us wish to hear the rest." Eslaf furla la Malique.

BAGLIIVI, GEORGES, born, Haller says, in Ragusa, a city in Dalmatia, in the year 1668, applied himself early to the study of medicine. After attending the lessons of the professors at Naples and at Padua, at which latter place he graduated, to improve himself further, he travelled over Italy, and settling at length at Rome, viz. in 1692, was advanced to the chair of professor of the theory of medicine and of anatomy, by pope Innocent XII. to whom he dedicated his first work, "De Praxi Medicie, ad priscam observanda rationem revocanda;" lib. iv. printed in 1696, 8vo.

In this work the author laments the degraded state of medicine in his time, which he attributes to the neglect of observation and experiment, and of the study of the writings of the ancient Greek physicians, particularly of Hippocrates, joined to an inordinate passion for speculative reasoning. He acknowledges, however, the improvements that had been made in anatomy and physiology, and that the theory of the moderns, founded on these improvements, far excelled the hypothetical reasoning of the ancients; and thence conjectures, that when we shall sedulously bend our minds to practical observations, we shall as far exceed the ancients in our knowledge of the true method of treating diseases, as we then excelled them in theory.

Examining the question, whether theory or practice conduce more to a knowledge of the method of curing diseases, he determines in favour of practice, but recommends both; "Quaecumque," he says (Opera omnia, 4to, p. 127.), "de medicina meditatus f setis, pro veris non habetis, nisi prius ad lydem praexos lapidem revocaveris; quod si repetita experientia inventus vero, pro veris temper habetis. De bono, aut malo vino, judicatur non poteris, nisi gutavcris; perfectus musicus non erit, nisi cecemir; nec miles firemus, nisi bella gesserit." Bagliivi is accused of plagiarism, and
of being himself too much addicted to theory; his credulity is also confounded, for suffering himself to be imposed on by vagabonds, pretending to labour under various nervous affections, in consequence of having been bitten by a tarantula, a species of spider common in some parts of Italy, and that they could only be cured by certain musical sounds. But we shall be disposed to moderate our cenure of Baglivi, when we find our countryman Dr. Mead (who, though born about the same time, lived nearly fifty years after him) attempting to account for these extraordinary effects of the bite of the insect, attributing them to the temperature of the climate, and of the inhabitants of Apulia, where the spider is most frequent, and explaining, on philosophical principles, the manner in which music operates in allaying the tumult in the constitution occasioned by the poison. Mead seems to think it not improbable that Pythagoras first introduced this mode of practice, in curing the effects of the bite of the tarantula. See his Medical Works, 4to. p. 66, &c. The same year, vis. 1695, Baglivi published his dissertation "De Animae, morbus, et effectibus Tarantulae," then followed his treatise "De Fibra motrice et morbo." In this work is contained the author's theory, borrowed from Pachini (to whom, however, he says, Op. Om. p. 258, he communicated his observations), of the origin of the motion of the follicles, which he attributes, cap. iv. to a conflict between the heart and the dura mater. In 1704 he published at Rome "De Medicina foliadorum ad rectum flavum Cancri," and in 1705, "De progresione Terra motu." These, with various other dissertations, have been collected and published under the title of "Opera Omnibus," which has passed through numerous editions; and though his theory has long since given place to others, in their turn to yield to theories perhaps equally fallacious, the work will always deserve the attention of the medical students, for the numerous and valuable observations with which it abounds. Baglivi died in the year 1702, aged only 38 years. Haller. Bib. Med. Prac. and Bib. Anatomi.

BAGNOLI, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Gard, and chief place of a canton in the district of Pont St. Esprit, two leagues south of Pont St. Esprit.

BAGNOLS, in France, a town of the Rhone, in the department of the Lozere, and chief place of a canton in the district of Mende, eight miles west of Mende.

BAGNUOLO, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and Principato Ulitra, twelve miles west of Conza.

BAGO, among the Ancients, were the Franks with those called by the Latin Sarmatians, viz. a species of Scyths, in whom the canal of the penis was so contorted by a tight viscousula, that they could not emit the semen.

BAGORODITZ, in Geography, one of the twelve districts of the government of Tula, in Russia, seated on the river Upa.

BAGOIS, in Ancient Geography, a name given to a ridge of mountains which were part of mount Imus, towards the source of the river Ivas.

BAGPIPE, a musical instrument of the wind kind, chiefly used in country places, especially in the North. It consists of two principal parts: the first a leather bag, which is blown up like a foot-ball, by means of a port vent, or little tube, fitted to it, and stopped by a valve.

The other part consists of three pipes or flutes; the first, called the great pipe, or drone; and the second, the little one, which puffs the wind only out at the bottom; the third has a reed, and is played on by compressing the bag under the arm when full, and opening or stopping the holes, which are eight, with the fingers. The little pipe is ordinarily a foot long, that played on thirteen inches, and the port vent fix.

The bagpipe takes in the compass of three octaves.

This instrument was not unknown to the ancients. It was called by the Greeks *αποθάλασσα* by the Romans *tuba cicbonicularia*. The Italians call it *la* *tromba*, the French *musette* and *chabaco*. In the first edition of the French Encyclopaedia, there is a minute and elaborate description of the instrument, its construction, scale, &c. By the ornaments mentioned, it must have been admitted into good company.

The invention of it is derived from some from Tubal; others ascribe it to Pan; others to Mercury, to Fauns, to Mars.
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fyas, and to the young Sicilian shepherd Daphnis, who first composed pastoral.

An anonymous French author has published a treatise of the bagpipe, "Traité de la Mutette," with a new method of learning to play on it without a master. Fol. Par. 1672.

BAGPIPE the Miscin, in Sea Language, is to lay it aback, by bringing the flett to the mizzin-shrouds.

BAGRADA, or Braga, now Mejorda, in Ancient Geography, a river of Africa Propria, the source of which Ptolemy fixes in mount Mamפרαυς, erroneously representing its course to have been from north to south; whereas it flows in a direction from west to east. It is equal, says Dr. Shaw (Travels, p. 77.), to the Isis united with the Cherwell; and continues winding, through its whole course, along a rich and fertile country, with the fole of which it becomes so well saturated, that it is of the fame colour with the Nile, and has the fame property of making encroachments on the sea. To this circumstance may be ascribed the many changes which appear to have been made at one time or other in the channel of it; and to this also it is owing that an open creek of the sea, into which the Mejorda about a century ago dilfcharged itself, is now circumfcribed by the mud, and become a large navigable pond, the anti-harbour, as Dr. Shaw calls it, to port Farina. The situation of Utica and of Carthage, with respect to this river, are materially altered. (See CARThAGE, and Utica.) Bochart (i. c. 251.) deduces the name Bagrada, from βάγραδος: barato, a pond, agreeably to the description of Silius Italicus, i. vi. 140.:—

"Turbidus arctens lento pede fulcet harenas
Bagrada, non ullo Libycis in fuisse amne
Victus limosar extedere latius undas,
Et flagnante vado patulos involvere campos."

BAGRADA, in Architecture, a river which flowed on the confines of Perìa and Carmania, and dilfcharged itself into the Perìan gulf. Ptolemy.

BAGRE, in Ichthyology, a species of Silurus that inhabits South Africa. The posterior dorsal fin is fat or fhiphy; firt ray of the dorifal and pectoral fin fetaeoccus; beards four. Gmel.

BAG-REEF, in Sea Language, denotes a fourth or lower reef of fial, sometines used in the royal navy.

BAGSZELAR, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in the province of Bulgaria, 20 miles north-east of Ternoa.

BAGUETTE, in Architecture, a little round moulding, lefs than an arbal; sometines carved and enriched with foliages, pears, ribbands, laurels, &c. According to M. Le Clerc, when the baguette is enriched with ornaments, it changes its name, and is called chaplet and unornamented, it is a bead.

BAHAMA ISLANDS, in Geography, a name commonly applied by the English geographers to that cluster of small islands, reefs, and rocks of fand, which fhretch in a north-westfher direction for the space of near 500 leagues from the northern coast of Spanifalia to the Bahama frait, oppofite to the Florida shore; or from about 20° to 28° N. lat. and from about 70° to 80° W. long. This whole group is called by the Spaniards Lucyuer. The island of Bahama, which gives name to the reft, N.lat. 26° 45', W. long. 78° 35', is about 25 leagues diftant from the continent of Florida; it is about 50 miles long, and scarcely any where 16 broad. The number of these islands is faid to be about 500; of which, however, fome are mereiy rocks. Though their number is confiderable, and fome of them are of a large fize, our knowledge of them is very imperfect.

They were first discovered by Columbus, A.D. 1521; and the firft land he discovered was that of Guanahani, on which he landed to return thanks for his fuccefs, and to erect a crofs; and he denominated the island San Salvador, taking poftition of it in the name of his Catholic majesty. This island, in the vicinity of Providence islan, is known to the English navigators by the name of Cat island. Columbus, however, made no fettlement in these islands. About the year 1629, it is faid (see Anderson's Comm. vol. ii. p. 37.), the English began to plant on the island of Providence, which till then was uninhabited; and after the conclusion of peace with Spain, king Charles I. renewed his grant of this and the other Bahama islands. In the year 1666, captain Sayle, an Englishman, was forced in his passage to Carolina, by ftrrefs of weather, to land upon one of these islands; and upon his return to England, he made fo favourable a report of them, that his of the proprietaries of Carolina follicited, and obtained a grant of them. Captain Sayle, in a fecond vifit to the island of Providence, which was one of them, discovered the advantage which England might derive from it; and he made the government of England fo fensible of it that about the year 1672 they fent thither a governor and a colony. But the fettlement was interrupted by Spanifh pirates; and the island of Providence, and the other Bahamas, were abandoned. The chief town of Providence, called Naflau, confifted at this time of 150 houses. The island afterwards became a neft of pirates, who interrupted the American navigation; and on this account, an order was iffued by his majefly king George I. on the conclufion of a peace with Spain in 1721, to fortify and fettle the island, and to diflodge thofe outlaws. The Engliih in the Bahama iflands have been computed at three or four thoufand; half being fettled in Providence, where is the fort called Naflau; and a small harbour. But the natural barrens of the foil, and the narrow length of thofe ifles, which expofes them to the heat and to the winds, account for their comparative infignificance in this grand commercial archipelago. Of their prefent state, little satisfactory information has been obtained even by the lords of the committee of council for the affairs of trade and plantations. To the inquiries of their lordfhips in 1789, as to the extent of territory in these iflands, the quantity of land in cultivation, the number of white inhabitants, productions, and exports, &c. the only anfwer that could be obtained from the governor was this, "that it was at that time impoflible to ascerufn any of those particulars." It appears, however, from the testimony of other perfons, that thofe iflands in general are rocky and barren; that the only article cultivated for exportation is cotton, of which the medium export is 1500 bags of two hundred weight; that the inhabitants, who in 1773 confided of 2052 whites and 2241 blacks, have been of late years considerably augmented by emigrants from North America; but of their prefent number no precise account is given. Edwards's Hist. of the Wett Indies, vol. i. p. 170.

BAHAMA STRAITS, called the gulf of Florida, the narrow sea between the coast of America and the Bahama islands, about 45 leagues long, and 16 broad.

BAHAMA BANK, Great, a bank of fand extending from near the island of Cuba, N. lat. 22° 20', to the Bahama islands, N. lat. 26° 15'. The fand which lies to the north of the island Bahama is called Little Bahama Bank.

BAHAR, or BARR, in Commerce, a weight used at Ternate, Moca, in the Moluccas, Achem, and divers other parts of the East Indies. There are two kinds, the great, with which fpace is weighed, equal to 542 lb. 9 oz. avoirdupois The little bahar ferved for the weighing quick-f
ver, vermilion, ivory, silk, musk, and other precious wares, equal to 43 lb. 9 oz. avoidopous weight.

Bahar, in Geography, one of the eleven soubahs, or provinces, into which Acbar divided Hindoostan proper; bounded on the east by Bengal, on the north by Napaul and Bootan, on the south by Orissa, and on the west by Oude, Benares, and Allehabad. It has been estimated at 252 miles from north to south, and at 200 miles from west to east. It produces wheat, rice, peas, &c.; but the principal article of export is saltpetre; most of that which is imported by the East India company being manufactured within this province. The capital is Patna. Mr. Fraser, in his "Life of Nadir Shah," states the revenues of this province, under Aurenge-Beze, at 1014 lacs of rupees. The greatest part of Bahar is polled by the British nation; but there are several pargannahs, or hundred, on the south-west of Little Nagpore, that were formerly ceded as belonging to Bahar, which are now in the possession of the Maharrats.

Bahar, a town of Hindoostan, in the province of the same name; remarkable for its number of funeral monuments; 30 miles south-east of Patna, and 220 north-west of Calcutta. N. lat. 25° 14'. E. long. 85° 45'.

Bahar, or Bazar, a town of Peria, in the province of Kerman; 40 miles south-east of Sirgan.

Bahirites, derived from the Arabian babar, or race, and denoting maritime, in History, the denomination of a class of perfins in Egypt, who having affiliated Touran Chah, the last of the family of the Aoubutes, reigned over Egypt and Syria for 136 years, and had 27 kings. The Babirites were of Turkish origin. Nejm Eddin purchased them of the Syrian merchants. They were deterreined in their turn by the Mamulakes or Cirezian flaves, in the year 784 of the Hegira, A. D. 1382; who formed a new dynasty, which kept possession of Egypt until the conquest of Selim, emperor of the Ottomans, in the year 923 of the Hegira, A. D. 1527.

Baharnagash, a country of Abyssinia, adjoining to the province of Tigre, and situated between the river Altufaspes and the Arabian gulf. Its capital is Dobarwa, in N. lat. 15° 22'. E. long. 39°.

Bahas, in Geography, a town of Arabia, sixteen miles N. W. of Loheia.

Babielong, a town of Hindostan, in the country of Baglasa; 65 miles south of Aurungabad. N. lat. 20° 45'. E. long. 74° 51' 30'.

Bahi, a province of the island of Lucon or Manila, one of the Philippine islands. It produces excellent betel, which the Spaniards are continually chewing; and it is the place where most of the ships are built. The province is about 30 leagues in circuit, and contains about 6000 tributary natives.

Bahia, De Todos Los Sanctos, a province of Brazil, in South America, and the richest in the whole country; but the air and climate do not correspond with other natural advantages. The province is so fertile in figar and other articles of commerce, that the Portuguese resort in great numbers to it, as the seat of affluence, and also of pleasure and grandeur. The capital called St. Salvador, or Cruzial de Bahia, is populous and magnificent, and by far the most gay and opulent city in Brazil. It stands in a bay in S. lat. 12° 11'; it is naturally strong, and is also well fortified and defended by a numerous garrison. See All Saints, and St. Salvador.

Bahir, in Literary History, denotes famous and illustrious, and is particularly used for a book of the Jews, treating of the profound mysteries of the cabbala; being the most ancient of the Rabbinical works.

Bahira, or Rip, in Geography, the northern division of Egypt, extending from the division of the Nile to the east and west branches, on both sides to the Mediterranean. The principal towns are Alexandra, Rosetta, Damietta, Menouf, Manifoura, Tineh, Catch, and Fouche.

Bahira, among the Ancient Arabs, a name given to one of the four kinds of camels or sheep, which, for some reasons of their religion, were turned out at liberty with an ear-mark, no longer to be used for service like other cattle.

The bahirs, with the sidar, wafita, and kami, were abolished by Mahomet as no ordinance of God.

Authors are not agreed as to the characters of the bahira.

Bahraitch, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in the province of Oude, 55 miles N. N. E. of Lucknow. N. lat. 27° 32'. E. long. 81° 57'.

Bahirdt, Charles Frederic, in Biography, a theological and satirical writer, was born at Bichofaverda, Aug. 25th, 1741. Having commenced his education, without much improvement, under private tuition at Leipfie, where his father lived, he was removed to a public school, and afterwards to the grammar school at Pforte. From hence he returned to Leipfie, where after receiving some private instruction in the Greek and Latin from Erneth, he entered in the university, and quitting it after two years, he commenced preacher in the vicinity of Leipfie. In 1761, he was admitted to the degree of master of arts, and some years after he was appointed extraordinary professor of sacred philosophy. In 1763, he published a work, intitled, "The true Christian in Solitude," and also his "Commentary on Malachi," in which he endeavoured to display his talents in biblical criticism, and his knowledge of oriental literature. An intrigue, which rendered him a father, defeated all his expectations at Leipfie, and obliged him to retire to Hall; and he was appointed professor of biblical antiquities at Erfurt. Having no salary, but supplied with money by his father, he found his situation agreeable; however he introduced some remarks of a theological kind, which were not thought orthodox; and complaints were preferred against him by Schmidt and Vogel, two clergyment of that city. In order the more successfully to repel the accusation of his antagonists, he published the degree of doctor in theology from the university of Erlangen, which gave him a right to read public lectures in divinity; and in 1769, he published in his defence the first part of his "Effays towards a System of the Doctrines contained in the Bible." About this period he also published "The earnest Wishes of a dumb Patriot," in which he attacked the weakest proofs of the fundamental truths of the theological system, and endeavoured to raise suspicions against professor Schmidt of being a Jefuitical facetian. His conduct in this respect was reproved by the faculty of divines at Wittenberg, and those of Gottingen recommended reconciliation. In 1770, Bahrdt published at Eifenach his "System of Moral Theology," which was favourably received, and he embarked, from a desire of fame and love of money, in some other projects and undertakings. The approbation generally bestowed on his critical performances induced him to undertake an edition of the Old Testament similar to that announced by Dr. Kiiocct; but neither his knowledge nor situation promised success, and his intentions were never fulfilled. He afterwards thought of improving his finances by marriage, and espoused a young widow of Mullhausen with a fortune of 6000 dollars. In 1771, he entered on the office of fourth professor of philosophy at Gieflen in Hesse; and here, in the space of four years, he published two "Collections of Sermons," a "Book of
of Homilies," his "Apparatus Criticus Veteris Testamenti," "A general Theological Repository," "Outlines of an Ecclesiastical History of the New Testament," "Proposals for explaining the Doctrines of the Church," "A Critical Examination of Michaelis's Translation of the Bible," and "The purest Revelation of God," i.e. a translation of the New Testament with notes. The heterodoxy of his opinions raisd a violent storm against him at Gießen; but he escaped it by a removal to the office of director of the philanthropium of Von Salis at Marichlau, in Switserland, with a salary of 2000 florins. He soon however changed his situation, and in 1776 removed to Durckheim, and established a seminary of education at Heidehein. His philanthropium was opened in 1777, and for some time it prospered; but he involved himself in debt, and being under a necessity of removing, he determined to visit Holland and England for the purpose of procuring pupils in those countries. On his return to Heidehein with 13 pupils, he was informed that he had been suspended from all his employments by a conclusion of the imperial council. Bahrdt had now no other resource besides that of quitting the empire, and seeking refuge in Prufia. Accordingly, in 1779, he retired with his family to Halle; and had again recourse to his pen. Here he published extracts from the sacred scripture, under the title of "The Bible in Miniature," which was printed in 1780; and he delivered private lectures on philosophy, humanity, and rhetoric; and he also read lectures on Tacitus and Juvenal. Upon his first arrival at Halle, he acknowledges, in his life, that there were some latent sparks of religion in his mind; but that they were soon totally extinguished by his intercourse with deists. In the works, therefore, which he now published, he endeavoured to teach the doctrine and history of Christianity separate from every thing supernatural, accommodated to reason, and agreeable to his own ideas of its original simplicity. But his health declining, he was under the necessity of altering his mode of life, and he purchased a vineyard with a small farm attached to it in the neighbourhood of Halle. Part of his manion was fitted up as a tavern and coffee house; and in this situation Bahrdt acquitted himself as a landlord and a pleasant companion. But his affection and confidence being directed towards a maid-servant who managed his house, he oblied his wife, by the most cruel treatment, to leave him; and when the afterwards returned to him, she became a victim to still greater barbarities.

Bahrdt, whilst he was in England, had been initiated in masonry; and in the year 1781, upon the perusal of Stark's book on the mysteries, he adopted the notion that Jesus Christ must have intended, by establishing a secret society, to prefer and diffuse among mankind truth almost banished from the world by priests. This idea he propagated in his "Accomplishment of the Plan and Object of Jesus," and in the third edition of his "Translation of the New Testament." In the year 1784 or 1785, a society of twenty-two united masons was established in Germany, with a view of improving the arts and sciences, commerce, and above all, religion, among the common people. Bahrdt became a member of this society, and proposed that it should engrave the bullfecks of book-selling, partly with a view to gain money, and partly for obtaining the complete sovereignty of the republic of letters in Germany. This plan, however, not being approved, failed. In 1782 or 1786, he formed another project, which was that of making himself the founder of an avowed critical sect in Prufia; but it does not appear that he ever seriously attempted it. In 1787, he exerted himself with zeal in supporting the union, and assembled the members; but after a second meeting, he received notice to discontinue these assemblies. But his own activity was unintermitting, and he continued to propagate his ideas by an epistolary correspondence during the whole of the year 1788. He also published several works calculated to promote his views, and relating to the union, such as "Observations on the Liberty of the Pref and its Boundaries," and "Zamoor, or the Man of the Moon," in which he delineates free-masonry in Germany, as corrupted by the wildest fanaticism and the darkness of popery. There also appeared about this time a comedy, called "The Edict of Religion," universally ascribed to him, on account of which he was arrested, and confined at Halle; and during his imprisonment, he wrote "Morality for the People," which has been reprinted as the belt finifhed and most valuable of his works, though he completed it in the course of three weeks. Upon his trial, he was acquitted with regard to the charge that related to the union, but declared guilty of having written the comedy, and sentenced to two years imprisonment in the fortresses of Magdeburg, which term was mitigated by the king to half that period. During his confinement, his leisure moments were employed in writing the "History of his own Life." After his release, he returned to his vineyard, and renewed his barbarities towards his wife, who abandoned him, and left him at liberty to take home his maid-servant and her children. Here he continued his former life as landlord and writer. Being attacked by a disorder in his throat, he recurred to the too liberal life of mercury, and a fever ensuing, he expired on the 23rd of April 1792. His works on morality and religion, besides those already mentioned, were very numerous. His satellite pieces, being of a temporary nature, have sunk into merid oblivion. The genius of Bahrdt was comprehensive and veritable; but his principles and his conduct were licentious; and his history exhibits the perversion of talents, which properly employed and accompanied with integrity, might have rendered him respectable and useful. Gen. Biog. BAHREIN, BAHRKEIN, or BAHRIN, a fortified town of Arabia, situate on an island of the same name, called also AVAIL; which see. The name is extended to a group of small islands adjacent to one another, the largest of which is Bahrein. Bahrein once belonged to the Portuguese. When they were driven out of the Ierian gulf, it fell into the hands of the sheik of Lachfa; but was taken from him by the Persians. The imam of Oman then made himself master of it; but gave it up again to the Persian monarch for a sum of money. It afterwards changed its owners; but in 1765 it reverted into the possession of the sheik of Abu Scheih, and he was then sole monarch of the island. It is famous for its pearl fisheries. (See Pearl.) N. lat. 26°. E. long. 49°.

Bahrein is an appellation sometimes given to the province of Lachfa; which see.

BAHR EL ABIAD, or the WHITE RIVER, a name given to the real Nile, near its brt origin; the sources of which in the African Alps of Kumi remain to be explored.

BAHR EL AZREEK, BLUE RIVER, or ABBFANIAN Nile, has its chief spring in a small hill, situated in a marth, and joins the Bahr el Abiad, or true Nile, about N. lat. 16°; the latter is tinged, the former is clear. The Bahr el Azreek was mislaken for the real Nile, by the Portuguese writers, Alvarecs, Pilze, &c. probably misled by the vain glory of the Abyssinians: though it was well known to the ancients as quite a dillent river, being the Aftapus flowing into the Nile from the Coloe Pahs, now the lake of Deinbea. Mr. Bruce has adopted the same mistake; and it is said, that when M. d'Auwile shewed him his mistake, he resolved to expunge the White river from his map, though
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though he acknowledges in his work that it is the largest
stream. The Bahr el Azrek is dyed Abawi by the Babil-
ians. The sources of this river were accurately described
in the nineteenth century by Payz, a Portuguese milita-
mary, whose account was published by Kircher and Isaac
Vossius; and has been not long ago minutely copied by
Bruce, as Hartman has shown by printing the two accounts
P. 715.

BAHRENBERG, in Geography, a town of Germany,
in the circle of Weilphalia, and county of Iloya, on the
river Schillingen, fourteen miles S.S.W. of Iloya.

BAHUS, in Geography, a river of France, which runs
into the Adour, about a league above the Sever.

BAHUS. See BAHUS.

BAJA, in Entomology, a species of Phalaena (Nodla),
of the middle size, that inhabits Europe. The wings are
ferruginous, with a small black dot at the base, and a dou-
ble one at the apex. This is produced from a variegated
grey and brown caterpillar, having three dorsal white line,
and yellowish sides. Feeds on the deadly nightshade.

Gmel. Fabr.

BAJA, in "Ancient Geography. See BAYA.

BAJA, in Geography, a town of Hungary, on the river
Danube, 50 miles N. N. W. of Peterwaradin. N. lat. 46°
40'. E. long. 19° 57'.

BAJA, a sea-port town of Italy, in the kingdom of
Naples, and county of Lavoro, eleven miles west of Naples.
See BAYA.

BAJABAD, a town of Africa, in the province of
Caramania, 28 miles south-east of Kallamoni.

BAJAD, in Ichthyology, a species of Silurus, having
the posterior dorsal fin fleshy or fat; twelve rays in the
anal fin; and beads of the month eight. Forsk. Fl. Arab.
Inhabits the Nile; colour glaucous; length one foot or
more.

BAJADOR, or Bagador, Cape, in Geography, a cape
on the west coast of Africa, in the Atlantic ocean; 120
leagues distant from Cape Cecr. N. lat. 26° 29'. W. long.
14° 56'—Bagador is also a cape at the north-western extre-
mit of the island of Lucon, one of the Philippine
islands.

BALE, in "Ancient Geography, now BAJA, an ancient
village of Campania, in Italy, situated between the promon-
tory of Mifenum and Putoii, on the Sinus Baianus; fa-
mous for its hot baths, which served the Romans for the
purposes both of medicine and pleasure. The hot springs
and medicinal vapours that abounded in the environs of this
place melt, at a very early period, have excited the atten-
tion of valeiitarians, as bathing was the constant amuse-
ment and refreshment of the Greeks while in health, and
their remedy when diseased; but Baiz does not seem to have
attained a degree of celebrity superior to that of other
baths, till the Roman commonwealth began to decline. As
soon as the plunder of a conquered world was transferred
from works of public use and ornament to objects of pri-
vate luxury, the transcendent advantages which Baiz offered
to Roman voluptuaries, lying from the capital in search of
health and pleasure, became an object of peculiar attention.
The variety of its natural baths, the softness of its climate,
and the beauties of its landscape, captivated the minds of
those whose passion for bathing knew no bounds. The ab-
lations which they might wish to practice at Rome required
an enormous expense in aqueducts, fountains, and attendant;
but here they found a place, most delightfully seated, where
water was naturally heated to any degree of necessary warmth
bubbled spontaneously out of the ground; and its easy com-
munication with Rome was also a circumstance that recom-
mended it. Hither the mighty rulers of the empire retired
at will for a temporary relaxation, after the fatigue of
blood campaigns and civil contests. Their habitations were
small and model, but increasing luxury soon added palace
to palace, with fountains, tubs, and fountaineous, that space
was wanting for the vast demand. Accordingly architectural
study was fostered, and their foundations
into the sea, and drove that element back from its ancient
shift. See House express it:

"Marique Louis Obregent's urges
Sun move our litter."

But the sea has since recovered much more than it lost.
From being a place of resort for a few Baiz grew up to
a permanent city; and its wealthy inhabitants rendered it
a much a miracle of art as it was before of nature. Its
fiflons may be inferred from its innumerable ruins, heap
of marble, mosaics, fountains, and other precious fragments
of art. It flourished in full glory to the days of Theodore
the Great; but the destruction of these enriched palaces
soon followed the impetuous of the northern conquerors, who
overturned the Roman fylvan, burned and burnt all before
them, and destroyed or disp.led the whole race of nobility.
No fountain had influence withdrawn its support, than the un-
bridled torrent heaved back upon its old domain; miles and
miles of the sands were torn afunder and washed away; while promon-
tories, with the leaved towers that once enclosed their brows,
were undermined and tumbled headlong into the deep, where,
many of below the waters, pavements of bricks, foundations
of houses, and mounds of ruins, may be discovered. In-
ternal commotions of the earth contributed also in a great
degree to this general devastation. M phis vapours and
fluctuated waters have converted this favour to seat of health
into the dun of pestilence, at least during the summer
heat; and yet Baiz in its ruined state, and stripped of its
ornaments, still presents many beautiful and striking fubjects
for the pencil of the artist. N. lat. 41° G. E. long. 14°
44'. Swinh. Trav. vol. iii. p. 42, &c.

BAJANA, in Conchology, a species of Venus found
on the shores of Brail. The colour is ochraceous, varied
with black; and the shell is specifically distinguished by a very
frail, glabrous, and marked transversely with a few tran-
versal lines. Figured by Bonnani.

BAJANUS, in "Ancient Geography, a bay of Italy
in the kingdom of Naples, so called from Baius, Portus Bia-
num or Phoceus, which was enlarged by Augustus, by giving
entrance to the sea into the Lucus Lucrius, and Averna,
ordering it to be called Portus Jucun apud Baius. (Suctum.
We also read in Tacitus of Bajana Lucum, which term have
interpreted Lucurn. This Gulf is denominated Citrus by
Strabo; and he places it between the cape of Minerva and
that of Misenus. The modern name is Golfo di Pozzuoli.
From the highest point that forms the bay, a large column
commands the road, where foreign fhips of war usually ride
at anchor, the harbour of Naples not being sufficiently pa-
sted for the reception of a fleet; here they enjoy good
fretter, watering, and virtualion; but in summer, risk the
health of their crews, on account of the unwholesomeness
of the air. At the bottom of the bay, and at the foot of the
beach rocks which serve as a foundation to the ruins called
"Nero's house," are some dark caves of great depth, leading
to the bottom of all vapour baths. These baths are thirty
in number; and they are said to have been adorned with
Greek inscriptions and statues denoting, by their expressions
and attitudes, what particular part of the human frame was
affected and relieved from its pains by each particular bath.
The springs at the bottom of the grotto are so hot as to
boil an egg hard almost instantaneously. These caverns
seem to be the spot where Nature has opened the readiit
access

"..."
access to the focus of a volcano, which has been within the two last centuries most outrageous in its operations; for to them must he attributed the overturning of the adjacents country, and the total alteration of its surface by the birth of Monte Nuovo, which now blocks up the valley of Averno.

Swinh. Trav. vol. iii. p. 48.

BAJAZET I., in Biography, sultan of the Turks, was the son and successor of Amurath I., and denominated "I-Hussein," or lightning, on account of the fiery energy of his soul, and the rapidity of his destructive march. He succeeded Amurath in the year 1389, being then about 44 years of age; and having fecured his authority at home by the execution of his younger brother, who attempted to excite a revolt against him, he prosecuted the ambitious designs of his father. During the fourteen years of his reign, he incessantly moved, at the head of his armies, from Bursa to Adrianople, from the Danube to the Euphrates; and though he strenuously laboured for the propagation of the law, he invaded, with impartial ambition, the Christian and Mahometan princes of Europe and Asia. Having reduced to his obedience the northern regions of Anatolia, made himself master of Caramania, and imposed a regular form of servitude on the Servians and Bulgarians, he paused the Danube to feck new enemies and new subjects in the heart of Moldavia. Whatever yet adhered to the Greek empire in Thrace, Macedonia, and Thessaly, acknowledged a Turkish master, and he was led through the gates of Thermopylae into Greece by an obsequious bishop. The Turkish communication between Europe and Asia had been dangerous and doubtful. till he united at Gallipoli a fleet of galleys to command the Hellespont, and intercept the Latin succours of Constan tinople. While the monarch indulged his passions in a boundless range of injustice and cruelty, he imposed on his solders the most rigid laws of modesty and abstinence; and the harvest was peaceably reap'd and fold within the precincts of his camp. Having obtained the title of sultan from the caliphs who served in Egypt under the yoke of the mamalukes, he was ambitious of deserving this title; and accordingly he turned his arms against the kingdom of Hungary, the principal theatre of the Turkish victories and defeats. At Nicopolis, near the Danube, he defeated, in 1396, a confederate army of a hundred thousand Christians, headed by Sigismund, the Hungarian king; most of whom were slain or driven into the Danube: and Sigismund, escaping to Constan tinople by the river and Black sea, returned after a long circuit to his exhausted kingdom. Among the captives was a body of French crusaders, and in this number were John count of Nevers, the son of the duke of Burgundy, and some of the noblest lords in France. In the pride of victory, Bajazet threatened that he would besiege Buda, that he would subdue the adjacent countries of Germany and Italy, and that he would feed his horse with a bushel of oats on the altar of St. Peter at Rome. Whilst the military talents of Bajazet, manifested on this occasion by the speed and celerity of his march, and also by the order and evolutions of the battle, have been acknowledged even by his enemies, he has justly been accused of cruelty in the use of victory. The French captives, who survived the slaughter of the day (the count of Nevers and twenty-four lords excepted, who were afterwards ransomed for two hundred thousand ducats) were led before his throne; and as they refused to abjure their faith, they were successively beheaded in his presence. So absolute was his authority, that his word, pronounced either by way of mercy or destruction, was irreversible. In the treaty, after the battle of Nicopolis, it was stipulated, that the French captives should swear never to bear arms against the person of their conqueror; but this ungenrous refrant was abolished by Bajazet himself. "I despise," said he to the heir of Burgundy, "thy oaths and thy arms. Thou art young, and mayest he ambitious of evincing the disgrace or misfortune of thy first chivalry. Assemble thy powers, proclaim thy design, and be assured that Bajazet will rejoice to meet thee a second time in the field of battle." The progress of Bajazet, notwithstanding his threats, was checked by a long and painful fit of the gout. Before he directed his arms against the feeble remains of the Eastern empire, he rendered the emperor, Manuel Palaeologus, tributary, and imposed upon him the humiliating condition of having a Turkish ead and a mofesh in his capital. He next threatened and actually invaded Constantinople; but he was called away by the menace of a more formidable tyrant than himself. This was the great Timour, or Tamerlane, who, in the year 1390, began his march from Georgia towards Asia Minor. In his first expedition, Timour was satisfied with the siege and destruction of Siwas, or Sebulti, a strong city on the borders of Anatolia; and with cauing 4000 Armenians, who formed the garrison, to be buried alive for the brave and faithful discharge of their duty. He then turned aside to the invasion of Syria and Egypt, sacked and destroyed Aleppo and Damascus, and took possession of Damascus. To Bajazet he offered peace on moderate terms; but the sultan, confiding in his strength, employed the interval in collecting all the forces of his empire, and these two potentates met on the plains that surrounded the city of Angora, in July, A. D. 1402, to a memorable conflict, which has immortalized the glory of Timour, and the shame of Bajazet. Such was the event of this severe contest, in which two very numerous and powerful hosts were engaged, that the Turks were entirely broken with dreadful slaughter; and Bajazet, afflicted with the gout in his hands and feet, was transported from the field on the litter of his horses. He was pursued and taken, and at fun-fet brought to the tent of Timour. Bajazet, by the mild expostulation of the conqueror, who, with a soothing pity for his rank and misfortune, mingled just reproaches for his pride and obstinacy, was softened into humiliation. "Had you vanquished," said Timour, "I am not ignorant of the fate which you revered for myself and my troops; but I disdain to retaliate; your life and honour are secure, and I shall express my gratitude to God by my clemency to man." The "iron cage," in which Bajazet is said to have been imprisoned by Tamerlane, so long and so often repeated as a moral lesson, is now rejected as a fable by the modern writers, who smile at the vulgar credulity. It has been suggested, indeed, that Timour might display an oftentimes magnificence and liberality, towards Bajazet; while, with a view to secureity, he kept his important prize in a "moveable apartment guarded with bars," and indulged his own pride in carrying him about in triumph. "In the fear of victory," says Gibbon, "to which Bajazet was invited, the Mogul emperor placed a crown on his head, and a sceptre in his hand, with a solemn assurance of restoring him with an increafe of glory to the throne of his ancestors. But the effect of this promise was disappointed by the sultan's untimely death; amidst the care of the most skilful physicians, he expired of an apoplexy at Akkéhur, the Antioch of Pindia, about nine months after his defeat," A. D. 1405, in the fifteenth year of his reign, and fifty-eighth of his life. "The victor dropped a tear over his grave; his body, with royal pomp, was conveyed to the mausoleum to which he had erected at Boursa; and his son Mogul, after receiving a rich present of gold and jewels, of horses and arms, was invested by a patent in red ink with the kingdom of Anatolia." The character of Bajazet was that of a despot with vio

BAJAZET II., sultan of the Turks, succeeded his father Mahomet II. in 1451. After being freed from the competition of his brother Zizim, or Jem, he engaged, like his predecessors, in wars, and made conquests in Moldavia and Caramania; and he manifested the ferocity of his own disposition by putting to death, at an entertainment in his palace, his famous general Achmet. His war with the sultan of Egypt terminated in the ruin of the latter power; but at its commencement Bajazet lost a great number of troops in an invasion of Syria. He afterwards overran Circassia, and carried many of its inhabitants into captivity. On the expedition of the Moors from Spain, Bajazet, at the head of the Mahometan religion, was solicited to receive their cause; and he sent a fleet into the Mediterranean, which defeated the Christian navy, and ravaged the coasts. He afterwards reduced Croatia and Bosnia. In consequence of the request of Sforza, duke of Milan, he declared war against the Venetians, and invaded and plundered Friuli. Marching in person into the Morca, he took Lepanto, Moden, and Durazzo; but in 1503, peace took place between him and the Venetians, who had taken possession of Cephalonia. Besides these foreign wars, Bajazet encountered many civil commotions, occasioned by the rebellion of his son Selim. The issue of these conflicts was the reignition of the crown to his son, upon which Bajazet, wishing to live in peace and retirement at Demotica, set out on a journey thither, attended by a few friends. His progress was slow, and his son suspected that he was waiting for some favourable turn in his affairs; and therefore his death, after he had proceeded to the distance of about forty miles from Constantinople, was not without reason ascribed to poison administered by a Jewish physician. He died in 1512, at the age of 62, after a reign of 32 years. He was active and vigorous in body and mind, a patron of the learned, himself a proficient in literature, and well versed in the philosophy of Averrhoes, and a punctual observer of the rites of his religion. At the same time he had the fierceness common to the Ottoman princes, and shed blood without remorse. He is commendable for his attention to the improvement and decoration of his dominions by many edifices of grandeur and utility. Mod. Un. Hist. Gen. Biox.

BAIBACHTA, in Geography, a town of Siberia, on the river Irtysh, 72 miles N.W. of Tara.

BAIBARAZAR, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the province of Caramania, 48 miles west of Angora.

BAIBOUL, a town of Armenia, 45 miles south of Trebizond.

BAICHA, two rivers of Siberia, which run into the Turuchan; one 32, and the other 56 miles N.W. of Turuchan.

BAIDARS, the name of a kind of small canoes, used among the natives of the Kuril islands, and of the northwestern coast of America. In Sauer's "Account of a geographical and astronomical Expedition to the northern Parts of Russia, by Billings, in the Years 1785 to 1794," we have the following account of their construction. The keel is eighteen feet long, four inches thick on the top, and not three inches deep, or somewhat less, at the bottom. Two upper frames, one on each side, about 1½ inch square, and sixteen feet long, join to a sharp flat board at the head, and are about sixteen inches shorter than the stern, connected by a thwart which keeps them about twelve inches asunder. Two similar frames are placed near the bottom of the boat, six inches below the upper ones, about one inch square. Round fitches, thin, and about six inches distant from each other, are tied to these frames, and project from the sides; and for the top thwarts and fitches very strong fitches, nearly as thick as the upper frames, curved, fitches to raise the middle of the boat about two inches higher than the fitches. Of these thwarts or beams there are thirteen; one of them is placed seven feet from the stern; another is twenty inches nearer the head; and a loop is fastened between them, in which the rower is seated. This is made strong, and grooved for fastening an open skin, which is tied round the body, so as to prevent any water from getting into the boat, although it were rough. The frame is covered with the skin of the sea-lion, drawn and fowed over it like a caufe. The whole is so extremely light, even when loaded with water, that it may be carried with ease in one hand. The head of the boat is double the lower part, sharp, and the upper part is flat, resembling the open mouth of a fish, but thus contrived to keep the head from finking too deep in the water; and a fitch is tied from one end to the other, to prevent its entangling with the sea-weeds. They are easily rowed in a sea, moderately smooth, about ten miles in the hour, and they keep the ftre in a fresh gale of wind. The paddles which they use, and which serve for oars and rudders, are double, seven or eight feet long, and are cut in the shape of a peal. If the baidar runs aground, the favage fayly fets it afloat again. These baidars are used in the fishery for whales, in the capture of sea-otters, and for other purposes.

BAIDER, in Geography, a town of Prussia, in the province of Lithuania, on the north side of the Piafa, four miles east of Gumbinnen.

BAIER, JOHN JAMES, in Biography, born at Iena, in Upper Saxony, in 1677, applied himself early to the study of medicine, and was admitted to the degree of doctor there in the year 1700. In 1704, he was made professor of physiology at Altdorf; and in 1730, president of the academy Nature Curifororum. Besides numerous dissertations on various branches of medicine, he published, "Adagiorum Medicorum Centuria," Afd. 1708. "Historia Horti Medicorum Altdorff," 1724. "Orationum Varii Argumenti Fabuliceps," 1724. "Biographia Profefforum Medicinæ qui in Academia Altdorf unquam vixerunt," 1728. Nurmb. cum Iconibus, Nummis, et Scriptorum Cenfus. His son Ferdinand James was in considerable esteem as physician at Nuremburg, at the time of his death, which happened in 1755. Haller Bib. Med. Præf. et Botan.

BAIEU, in Zoology, the name of Cervus Mexicano or Mexican flag, in Bancroft's Guinea, &c.

BAIJE, in Biography, was born at Venice, in 1522, where he probably acquired and cherished his passion for music. He was the natural son of the French ambassador to that republic; had been a fellow student with the poet Ronfard, and was closely united to him by friendship and kindred arts. Baire, like our sir Philip Sidney, wished to introduce the feet and cadence of the dead languages into the living, and with the like success. He set his own verses to music; not to such music as might be expected from a man of letters, or a dilettante, confifing of a fingle melody, but to counterpoint, or music in different parts. Of this kind he published, in 1561, twelve hymns, or spiritual songs; and, in 1578, several books of songs, all in four parts, of which both the words and the music were his own. When men of learning condescend to study music à fond, professors think the art highly honoured by their notice; but poets are very unwilling to return the compliment, and seldom allow a musician
fician to mount Parnassus, or let his foot within the preci-
dnosti of their dominions. Baif, however, was allowed to
be as good a musician as poet; and what entitles him to the
more notice here, is the having established an academy, or
concert at his house, in the suburbs of Paris, where the per-
formance was frequently honoured with the presence of
Charles IX. Henry III. and the principal perfonages of the
court.

Merfennus, in Genet. p. 1683, has given a particular ac-
count of this establishment, the first in France of which we
have met with any record. In this academy or concert,
dignifed by a royal charter, in which voices, viols, and
flutes were employed (acribus, fildibus, et fildulis coniunctis),
it was expected to recover the three genera of the Greeks, and
all the miraculous powers of their ancient music.

BAIKAL, Lake, or inland Sea, in Geography. In the
deepest part of the Sarave mountains (the eastern continu-
ation of the Altay), at the extremity of the chain, where
the country changes to a level plain, lies itself, only a
lower mountain between the lofty snow-capped summits, lies
a monument of one of the greatest revolutions that the
surface of our earth has ever undergone. A lake, not less
remarkable for its internal condition than for the space
which it occupies, hastens its billows within the crag
chifs of mountains, through which it is to all appearance
impossible that any dream can force its way to supply its
enormous bason. Nature, in the remotest periods of anti-
quity, seems here to have opened, by some tremendous con-
vulsion, an abyss into which she might pour her innume-
rous billows of water, and cause a part of it to flow over
the western level.

This lake extends from 52° N lat. to 55° 41', in a di-
rection from south-west to north and north-east. Its
most common appellation is Baikal, in the maps, Baik; but
in the surrounding regions it is generally called the
Sea, without further addition; or sometimes the Holy sea.
Both these denominations are extremely natural in a country,
which to a vast distance round knows no larger mass of
waters, and in the mouths of people who so frequently ex-
perience the benefits it bestows and the perils it threatens.
It is therefore not at all surprizing that Ginolin's pilot should
have ascribed a subterraneous torrent to the anger of the incensed
devie of the waters, who felt himself inflamed by the foreign
inuidel who called his venerable sea a lake. Safe from the
like danger, we shall however pay greater respect to geo-
ographical justice, by making use of the latter term.

The lake Baikal is 550 versts in length, and in breadth,
where it is the narrowest, 30 versts. To the north it
widens to between 70 and 80 versts. Its depth is very
unequal: proceeding from 20 to 80 and 100 fathom (the
fathom at seventeen feet). In some places, particularly near the
Lale of Olechon, according to the affirmation of a fisherman,
even a founding-line of 200 fathom would not reach the
bottom. A number of brooks and rivulets pour their waters into this bason; on the map in Georgi's travels, we
count fifty of them; many indeed very considerable,
though several others may be deemed large: for example,
the Selenge and the Upper Angars, which performs a course
of more than 700 versts. The lake has only one outlet;
the Lower Angara, which flows into the Yenift'-y. Though
its bed at the part where it comes from the Baikal is two
versts broad, and has a very rapid current, yet is it not by
far capacious enough for carrying off all the water collected
in that refervoir. Notwithstanding which, the lake never
rises more than three feet above its ordinary level, even in
the spring season; and therefore it probably may have some
subterraneous drain. The bottom, at the shores, consists of
gradually rounded rocky fragments, piled on one another; in
the middle, of gravely sand. The lake is extremely clear,
so that in eight fathom water the bottom is distinctly seen;
in five or six fathom the smallest objects are discernible.

At a distance it appears of a greenish hue, owing to the verdant
moss with which the sandy bottom is overgrown. It is pure,
and very agreeable to the taste; but in the month of July it
gets into a fort of fermentation, which is called its flowering,
whence it becomes turbid as if mixed with a fine yellowish
sand, and lores its good taste. More danger is to be appre-
headed when keeping within shore, than out upon the main;
for the Baikal is extremely subject to violent gales and
florums, which strike and spit against the lofty mountains
that surround it. The mariners know of no more than three
winds, which they denominate after the prominentes. The
north-west, which is the most constant, and the north-east, are
innoxious; the north is more formidable, by reason of its
violence, and on account of the shallow shores to the south.
But the agitation of the water is out of all proportion to the
wind; since in a very moderate breeze the lake frequently
rages with great fury, whereas furious winds only just increase
its agitation. There being no rocks or banks in the middle,
the waves usually swell seven feet high, almost always quite to
the shore. Even when the violence of the storm has abated, the turbulence of the water remains high for several
hours. The internal agitation of the lake are still more alarming.
With a bright sky, and the surface of the water
as smooth as a mirror, all at once the veil is toffed about
with such violent shocks, that the people on board have
much ado to save it. In like manner in a particular place a
single wave will suddenly arise, which at the same spot is fol-
lowed by several others. These curious phenomena are
supposed to happen in consequence of the contiguity in which
the lake is situated below with cliffs in the adjacent moun-
tains, the drafts of wind falling from which force up the
water, though not always perceptible above to the fame
degree.

Thus continually restless, it is very comprehensible that,
notwithstanding the severity of the climate, the Baikal is not
frozen over till the month of December or January.
Icefields, sometimes of ten versts in dimension, unit form in
the bays, and then unite in places, which, previous to the freez-
ing, are covered with a dense cloud. The surface being at
length thoroughly consolidated, frequently presents one vast
plain of glaffy smoothness, though sometimes like wise ex-
tremely rough. Snow, on account of the winds, seldom ad\n
ces to it; and therefore, especially to the first travellers, it
is extremely laborious to the horses. The furious gales
of winds at times project the people who run by the side of
the fledge, to the distance of several fathoms forwards;
whereby they are in imminent danger of being frozen, or of
falling into the chinks of the ice. These chinks become
wider and more frequent as the time of the breaking up
draws on; boards are then laid across them to facilitate the
passage; and in cafes of necessity, when the apertures are
become too wide to be remedied in that way, canoes are in-
roduced. The ice usually breaks up in May, and then it
requires only a few days for discharging; in several of the
bays, however, it lies the whole summer through.

The weather is generally inclement in the parts about the
Baikal. The summer is short, and fea/erely ever passes
without night frosts; the winter announces its approach so early
as August, by falls of snow. On the sandy coasts, such
plants grow as are elsewhere only found on the coldest
mountains. The cause of this inck money of climate is prin-
cipally to be attributed to the elevation of the whole region,
the lowly summits and icy clefts of the huge mountains,
and the want of sufficient protection against the north winds.

In the Baikal are numerous islands; most of them, however, very small. The largest is Olchon, in the northern part, separate from the main land by a sound, in which are eight islands of inferior dimensions. Olchon is 50 versts in length, eight in a ten broad, and terminates to the north in a promontory; the southern part is lower and defilement of forests; in the southern part grows pines, poplars, birch, and willows. The land is so favourable to the nurture of cattle, that the fine draws belonging to the inhabitants find pasture all the winter through, without any particular tending. The population consists of 150 Burat families, many of whom are owners of between four and five hundred head of sheep. The natural propensity to idleness in all pastoral people here finds so much encouragement, that the Burets pass the greater part of the day in carousing.

Round the coast are several objects of consequence to the naturalist. On the western side, above Olchon, in a very beautiful situation, is a necklace of majestic forests, with a fine view of the lake, are several springs, mostly cold. Amidst these is one of hot water, more remarkable than the rest on account of its basking properties. A Russian officer belonging to the mines having obtained a boat from it in some disorder, reduced it to a conduit, which yields 52 gallons every hour; and it is found to be only necessary to dig in its vicinity for coming to hot water. The water is clear, but has somewhat of a fiery taste; the vapour smells like fired gunpowder, and occasions sneezing; birds are boiled in it in twelve minutes, split fish in seventeen minutes. No news therefore remains here upon the ground; the lake likewise continues free from ice: and even the cold springs, where they run through the territory of the hot, are teald. These hot fountains are used for bathing as well as for drinking. Some years ago a hama performed extraordinary cures by means of these waters; since his death, however, the Russian soldiers are the only perons who occasionally resort to them.

The Upper Angara flows through the northern margin into the lake, after having pursued a course of 800 versts, down several precipices, forming tremendous cascades, along a tract of near a hundred miles. Not far from its mouth, half-a-dozen islands, in the Frolivka lake, fifteen versts long, and from one to five versts across, remarkable for its extraordinary depth, and for a current on its way to the Baskal. The river Frolivka, between fifteen and twenty fathoms wide, forms this cascade by rolling over a succession of rocks, extending half a verst, and being twenty feet in perpendicular height. More to the south is again a hot source, pellucid, and in taste resembling soap-water; in the morning the effluvia it calls around is enough to make one sick. The water inflows in a copious stream, but is turned to no account.

On the Shamane promontory stands a curious lulus nature: namely, three rocks adjacent to each other, upwards of two hundred feet in height; above the water's level. Their tops resemble human heads, with caps on them. It may well be imagined that the particular features are not small. Of the middle-most, which is the biggest, the note is in length seven feet, in the slit of the mouth two families of sea-gulls are commodiously lodged; even the eyebrows are not wanting; only there is no trace of an ear. The Tunguses revere these three rocks, as the sea-god Dlanda, with his two subordinate deities. He is able to save any Tungus from drowning, to cause a good draught of fishes, &c.

The peninsula Bargunin, thirty versts long and fifteen broad, is thickly wooded, but void of game and fish, confe-
already conjectured; and if this be admitted, it is far from improbable, that, in heavy gales, the wind furiously rushing through these vents, may lift them from their holes into the upper water, where, unacustomed to the outward air, they cannot long survive this change of place. The holes that are call where are partly devoured by the sea-fowls, and partly boiled to oil by the inhabitants of the island, which is said to be very fine and well tasted; at least it must be fed to the Chinese, who buy it in great quantities.

Another particularity, at least to the Baikal, are the porpoises. As they elsewhere only live in salt water, and never travel far up the rivers, it is the more surprising how they came into this fresh-water lake, which has no communication with the sea, nor with any river that contains these animals. Though the first furmice may fall on the Yenifley and the Angara, yet in neither of those rivers are any of them, now at least, to be found, and it would be extremely difficult for them to shoot the cataracts on the passage from the Yenifley to the Baikal. Perhaps in some great inundation, the sources of the Lena might have communicated with the rivers of the Baikal; and on that occasion the primitive race of them might have found hither. They are of the same species with those of the Caspian and the Baltic; excepting that fearlessly any of them are of varied hues. They are particularly fond of the ice; and flew themselves above water rather in the winter than in the summer; for which purpose they blow up of themselves air-holes in the ice, which they have the art of keeping constantly open; and in the spring drop their young upon the ice, for the whole accommodation they make little huts of snow. The reason for the change of them lasts from the beginning of March to the breaking up of the ice at the latter end of May; the right of catching them is farmed out. They are shot with fire-arms or pierced with javelins; in both cases from a concealment behind a fence of white linen, which the animals mistake for a piece of ice. The old ones are made to yield their blubber, but the young are chiefly sought after because the Chinoe are extremely partial to their silver grey skins. In the carrions, the Buruts share with the crows. The annual capture is estimated at between 1500 and 2000 of these animals.

The omul (Salmo migratorius) is a fish of great consequence, in regard to its prodigious numbers, not only to the Baikal, but to all the country round. His ordinary length is from fourteen to sixteen inches; seldom extending to two feet. His flesh is white and tender, and so delicate that he dies as soon as taken out of the water, even though immediately thrown in again. In August, the omuls generally begin to advance in flocks of various bulk, in order to ascend the rivers in which they spawn. In September they return, but in so emaciated a condition, that multitudes die upon the passage. They do not go up every river; those on the western side: not at all, and even not every one on the eastern side of the lake. Each fish is wont to go to spawn in the place where itself received life. They are caught the whole summer long; but mostly at the time of their floating in the rivers. With small nets 2000 of them are taken at a draught. They are thrown together in great heaps upon the shore; but ere the fishermen have time to prepare them, the Tunguses, the dogs, and the birds of prey, have devoured a good part of them. The omuls are salted, oil is obtained from them, and even some wine, which however will keep only a very short time. Besides these, the Baikal produces many other sorts of fish; such as sturgeon, quabs, carp, perch, tench, trout, pike, &c. in great abundance.

One very singular natural phenomenon of the Baikal we have referred to the hill, as being probably the original cause of the existence of the lake itself; we mean the earthquakes that are very frequent in the parts adjacent. They are most usual in the spring and autumn; generally once, sometimes twice a year. The shocks are not violent, last a few minutes, and do scarcely any mischief. At half the utmost injury that attended any one of the sixteen earthquakes described by professor Georgii, was, that it gently walked him out of his sleep, threw down the floor in the police-office at Schinginsk, and flew off some of the croffes from the tops of the church-towers. Nature seems to have exhausted herself in forming the bed of the Baikal; for it is highly probable that it was the effect of some tremendous earthquake, attended by an extraordinary falling-in of the earth. We are naturally led to this hypothesis by considering the rate of the circumjacent region, and of the bottom of the lake. This latter consisting of fragments of denuded rocks, the largest of which thrust up their tops as islands; the coast around is one amazing congeries of rent, broken, and split rocks, to the height generally of forty fathoms; shattered portions of rocks lift their bare turmuts to the clouds, while the other parts of them lie rooted in the heart of the earth. On the craggy pinnacles of some of the snow-covered mountains lie broken tops of rocks in the shape of bee-hives, which only the powerful hand of nature could have projected hither; as it was the one who forced the Baikal round with majestic cliffs, and fixed their bases in unfathomable pits. But when?—History is silent. —And how?—The naturalist can only conjecture; he has recourse to an earthquake, and imagines, that here perhaps first the streams of the Upper Angara flowed, the territory whereof is now ingulphed by the broad lake.

The country round the Baikal forms a part of the government of Irkutsk, and belongs chiefly to the province of Nerchinsk. Irkutsk lies at the distance of about 50 miles westwards from the Baikal. The inhabitants of the confines of the lake are Tunguses, Buruts, and Mongoles; the Russians are less numerous, because the land adjacent to it is not favourable to agriculture; though even on the eastern side winter-rye, oats, and barley thrive tolerably well. The whole of the population on the eastern side of the lake, from Turkul to the Upper Angara, amounted, in 1771, to not more than 5000 souls.

Besides the numerous birds of prey that seek their food in the neighbouring forests, multitudes of winged guests are attracted hither by the exuberant flowers of fish with which the lake abounds. These consist of the various tribes of mews and hawks; but more numerous than all are the gulls, in fify resembling a full grown duck, but incomparably heavier. They come in the month of April, and take their departure in October. Every thing bears marks of their devastation; the very trees in which they roost perish, partly by their corrosive dung, and partly in consequence of their biting off the buds. They are said to consume more than one half of the omuls that go up the rivers. This may be thought surprising after what has been before observed of the prodigious quantities of these fish; not however so altogether incredible, when we are informed that these fowls hatch about ten young ones at a brood, and are extremely voracious. Not content with eating their fill, they overload themselves in such a manner, that beneath the rocks where they nestled, the foxes, ermines, magpies, and crows constantly find a plentiful banquet. In many places the nets of them are so numerous, that the people have much ado to pass along the rocks. The files in the found between Olchon and the main land, being the principal haunt of these birds, take their name from them.

The forests are overrun with quadrupeds. Wolves and bears roam there in great abundance; but the latter at least
are by no means formidable. Nothing scares them so easily as firing; consequently the Buruts are so considerate as to compose particular tunes for them. The louder the vocal performer pitches his notes, the fatter the stupid deer gormandize from him. The Buruts hunt them for the sake of their flesh. Stags, elks and roe-deers are very numerous; rein-deer are far less frequent on the northern shore. The wild boars are silver gray, and scarce; both perhaps in consequence of the cold climate. The race of fables is not yet so thinned in these regions as in some others; those taken here are esteemed as eminently valuable; such especially as range about the Upper Angara, are prized for the blackness of their fur. Ermines are so prolific, that while M. Georgi was at Irkutske, a contract for twenty thousand skins to be delivered at St. Petersburg might be completed in a couple of days. Not lefs numerous in winter are the white hares, of whose large and stout ears pelisses are made, each at one and one and a half rubles. The Tunguses pay their tribute in squirrel-skins; besides these, many Ruffian hunters collect a thousand skins in one winter, and yet there is no perceptible diminution of the animals.

BAIKAL, Mines of the. In the region of the Baikal, 434 versts from Irkutske, on the Lena, extends a bed of copper ore, which seems to reach, for 500 versts, to the river Kiren. The country of the latter river is far more hilly, confounding partly of lime-flone, whence several mineral fourses proceed. Nor are specimens of copper wanting. Iron ores and ferruginous limes are everywhere met with in abundance. On the Lena here and there are falls of argentiferous glatz galon, intermixed with lime-flone, and at times appears in lumps of two or three pounds. It was first explored about forty years ago by Meifs. Make and Kutuzof. They keep four machines at work at the copper-flatz, near the villages Botova and Shemenova. The ores are green-copper, brown-copper, copper-glafs, fahlzter-ores and malague. The gourges are calcarceous and sandy. The narrower the gourge, the richer it is. The proportion is one fourth to forty per cent. copper, but scarcely a trace of silver. On an average one hundred pounds of ore yields four pounds of good copper.

BAIKAL, Mountains of the. This range of mountains takes nearly the same direction with the Baikal lake, accompanying it on both sides from south to north and north-east, runs down to the west on the right of the Angara, where it flattens in a moraiffe of prodigious extent: to the east it advances from the origin of the Lena, on both sides of that river, and here likewise dies away in a widely extended flat-tzridge. In general it is a very greaty highpitched mountain, partly confisting of granite, partly of flint-brecia and lime-flone. In the inferior regions of the Angara, and the Lena, its flatz-mountain greatly declines, and frequently produces coal. From the upper Angarian ridge there runs, as it should seem, a branch westward, through the region between the Podkamennia, and the lower Tungufsia, away over the Yenissef, and confists probably of mere flettz-mountains. About the north-eastern part of the Baikal, the Upper Angara, the rivers Mama and Vitim, where lie the famous pits of mufcovy-glafs, all the mountain is granitic. The mineral contents of these mountains are as yet by far not thoroughly known. The principal of what has been discovered in them, are coals, sulphar, sulphur-source, native sulphur, alum, common salt sources, lapis lazuli, mufcovy-glafs, carnelians, natural prussian blue, and specimens of copper, iron, and lead.---Some tracts of mountains about the Baikal. For example, the Burgundu, and others, are so high that they are covered with never-waiting snow. In the lake itself many lofty and steep cliffs ascend above the water as islands; some whereof confist of solid white quartz.---The mountains are partly bare, but mostly decked with forests. The most usual kinds of trees are the pinus sylvestris and the birch; but here are likewise great numbers of larches and cedars. The principal rivers which hence derive their names, are the Selenga, the Angara, the Lena, the Vilui, and the Tungufa. For further particulars, see Tocque's View of the Russian Empire, vol. i. p. 157, &c.

BAIKALENSIS, in Heptalogy, a species of Calycynus that inhabits the deep parts of the lake Baikal. It is about nine inches long, soft, slender, and rather compressed; and has ventral fins; first dorsal fin very small; the second with cirriform rays. Pallas, Gmelin, &c.

BAIKALITE, in Mineralogy, a variety of Jasparite.

BAIKALOVA, in Geography, a town of Siberia, 150 miles S. S. E. of Abakanrk.

BAIL, Louis, in Biography, a French divine, born at Abbeville, flourished in the seventeenth century, and wrote several voluminous works, among which are "A Summary of Councils," being a continuation of that by father Sr. Longus de Coriolan, printed in 2 large folio volumes, at Paris, in 1675; and an account of the most celebrated preachers in all ages, under the title of "Sapientia fovis praeclarissim," or "Wisdom uttering her voice in the streets." Nouv. Dict. Hilier.

BAIL, in Law, the setting at liberty one arrested or imprisoned upon any action either civil or criminal, under furies taken for his appearance at a day and place assigned. It is called bail, because hereby the party confined is bailed, from the Greek ballein, delivered into the hands of those who bind themselves for his forthcoming: or from bails, used in the fefte of a guardian, into whose hands the party is put for security sake: and the end of bail is to satisfy the condemnation and costs, or render the defendant to prizon.

Manwood distinguishes between bail and mainprize thus: he that is mainprised is paid to be at large, and to go about at his liberty, without ward, till the time of appearance; whereas he who is let to bail or two or more men, is always accounted by law to be in their ward and custody for the time; and they may, if they please, actually keep him in prizon.

With respect to bail in civil cases, it is to be observed, that there is both common and special bail.

Common bail is that given in actions of small prejudice, or flight proof; in which case any nominal furties are taken; as John Doe, and Richard Roe: this being no other than a form of appearance: whereas special bail is given in cases of greater moment, where it is required that the furties be substantial men, and according to the value of the matter in question.

It has been enacted that no persons should be held to special bail in any action brought for less than ten pounds. In order to which it is required by stat. 13 Car. II. c. 2. that the true cause of action should be expressed in the body of the writ or process. Also no security can be taken in a greater than 340. This is observed as to writs issed out of the courts of Westminster-hall, and extended to all inferior courts by 19 Geo. III. c. 70.

The method of putting in bail to the sheriff, is by entering into a bond or obligation, with one or more furties (not fictitious persons, as in the case of common bail, but real, substantial, responsible bondmen), which obligation is called the bail-bond. The sheriff, if he pleases, may let the defendant go without any furties; but that is at his own peril: for, after once taking him, the sheriff is bound to keep him safely, so as to be forth-coming in court; otherwise an action lies against him for an escape. But, en
the other hand, he is obliged, by Stat. 22 Hen. VI. c. 10. to take, if it be tendered, a sufficient bail-bond; and by Stat. 12 Geo. I. c. 29, the sheriff shall take bail for no other sum than such as is sworn to by the plaintiff, and endorsed on the back of the writ. By rule M. 1654, no attorney shall be bail for a defendant in any action, nor his clerk. Cowper, 228, n. But an attorney may be admitted as bail in a criminal case. No sheriff's officer, bailiff, or other peron concerned in the execution of process, shall be permitted to be bail in any action or suit depending in K. B. nor persons outlawed after judgment, R. M. 14 Geo. II. Upon the return of the writ, or within four days after, the defendant must appear according to the exigency of the writ. This appearance is effected by putting in a full and justifying bail to the action; which is commonly called bail above. If this be not done, and the bail that were taken by the sheriff below are reprobable persons, the plaintiff may take an assignment from the sheriff of the bail-bond (under the statute 4 & 5 Ann. c. 16), and bring an action thereupon against the sheriff's bail. But if the bail so accepted by the sheriff be insolvent persons, the plaintiff may proceed against the sheriff himself, by calling upon him, first to return the writ, if not already done, and afterwards to bring in the body of the defendant; and, if the sheriff does not then cause sufficient bail to be put in and perfected above, he will himself be responsible to the plaintiff. 

The bail above, or bail to the action, must be put in, either in open court, or before one of the judges thereof; or, in the country, before a commissioner appointed for that purpose by virtue of the statute 4 W. & M. c. 4, which must be transmitted to the court. The bail, who must be at least two in number, must enter into a recognizance in court or before the judge; or commissioner, in a sum equal (or in some cases double), to that which the plaintiff has sworn to; whereby they do jointly and severally undertake, that if the defendant be condemned in the action, he shall pay the costs and condemnation, or render himself a prisoner, or that they will pay it for him; which recognizance is transmitted to the court in a slip of parchment entitled a bail-piece. And if excepted to, the bail must be perfected, that is, they must justify themselves in court, or before the commissioner in the country, by swearing themselves housekeepers, and each of them to be worth the full sum for which they are bail, after payment of all their debts. See Satisfat. 

Special bail is required (as of course), only upon actions of debt, or actions on the case in trover, or for money due, where the plaintiff can swear that the cause of action amounts to ten pounds; but in actions where the damages are precarious, being to be ascribed ad iditionem by a jury, as in actions for words, ejectment, or trespass, it is very seldom possible for a plaintiff to swear to the amount of his cause of action; and therefore no special bail is taken therein, unless by a judge's order, or the particular directions of the court, in some peculiar species of injuries, as in cases of mayhem or atrocious battery; or upon such special circumstances, as make it absolutely necessary that the defendant should be kept within the reach of justice. Also in actions against heirs, executors, and administrators, for debts of the deceased, special bail is demandable; for the action is not so properly against them in person, as against the effects of the deceased in their possession. But special bail is required even of them, in actions for a demurrer, or waiting the goods of the deceased; that wrong being of their own commission.

In civil cases every defendant is bailable; but in criminal matters it is otherwise. Bail may be taken either in court, or in some particular cases by the sheriff, coroner, or other magistrates; but most usually by the justices of the peace. Regularly in all offences, either against the common law or act of parliament, that are below felony, the offender ought to be admitted to bail, unless it be prohibited by some special act of parliament. By the ancient common law before and since the conquest (2 Inl. 189. Glanv. l. xiv. c. 11.), all felonies were bailable, till murder was excepted by statute; so that persons might be admitted to bail before conviction almost in every case. But the statute Wilm. 1. 3 Edward I. c. 15. takes away the power of bailing in treason, and in divers inferences of felony. The statutes 23 Hen. VI. c. 9, and 1 & 2 Ph. & Mar. c. 13. give further regulations in this matter; and upon the whole we may collect (2 Inl. 186. 2 Hal. P. C. 129), that no justice of the peace can bail, upon an accusation of treason, of murder, of manslaughter, if the person be clearly the fayer, and not barely suspected to be so, or if any indictment be found against him; such, as being committed for felony, have broken prison, because it not only carries a presumption of guilt, but is also superseding one felony to another; persons outlawed; such as have abandoned the realm; approvers, and persons by them accused; persons taken with the mainour, or in the fact of felony; persons charged with arson; and excommunicated persons, taken by writ de excommunicato cœnstantia. Others are of a dubious nature, as thieves openly detected and known; persons charged with other felonies, or manifest and enormious offences, not being of good fame, and accessories to felony, that haue under the same want of reputation. These seem to be in the discretion of the justices, whether bailable or not. Those who must be bailed, on offering sufficient security, are persons of good fame, charged with a bare suspicion of manslaughter, or other inferior homicide; such persons, charged with petit larceny, or any felony, not before specified; or with being accessory to any felony. Lastly, it is agreed, that the court of king's bench, or any judge thereof in time of vacation, may bail for any crime whatsoever, be it treason, murder, or any other offence, according to the circumstances of the case; such persons only excepted, who are committed by either house of parliament during the session, or such as are committed for contempt by any of the king's superior courts of justice. The refusal, or delay, of bail for any person bailable, is an offence against the liberty of the subject in any magistrates, by the common law, as well as by the statute Wilm. 1. 13. Edw. I. c. 15, and the habeas corpus act, 31 Car. II. c. 2. And it is expressly declared by statute 1 W. & M. c. 2. c. 1, that excessive bail ought not to be required; though it is left with the courts to determine, on considering the circumstances of the case, what bail shall be called excessive. On the other hand, if the magistrate take insufficient bail, he is liable to be fined, if the criminal doth not appear. Blackst. Com. vol. iii. vol. iv. For several circumstances and considerations with regard to bail in civil cases and in criminal matters, see Jacob's Law Dict. by Tonyns, vol. i. Art. Bail. 

Bail above, or Bail to the Action, succeeds the return of the writ, or the appearance of the person bailed. See Bail. 

Bail-Bond, is a bond or obligation entered into by one or more sureties, upon putting in bail to the sheriff, infuring the defendant's appearance at the return of the writ. See Bail. 

Bail in Error, expresses the bail given by a person who brings a writ of error after verdict, or who is plaintiff in error. 

Bail-Pieces, a small square slip of parchment, with the corners cut off at the bottom, on which is the recognizance of persons who put in bail. See Bail.
BAI

BAIL, Clerk of the, is an officer belonging to the court of king's bench. He files the bail-pieces taken in that court, and attains for that purpose.

BAILACAN, in Geography, a town of Armenia, 181 miles east of Erivan.

BAILAN, a town of Syria, ten miles south of Alexandretta.

BAIL, or Bail, in the Sea Language.—The seamen call lalias or calling the water by hand out of a boat or ship's hold with buckets, cans, or the like, bailings. When the water is thus bailed out, they say the boat is freed. They also call those hoops that bear up the till of the boat, its bailers.

BAILEMENT, in Law. See BAILMENT.

BAILEY, or Bailage, is used for the office of a bailiff, for the place where he keeps his seat, and for the territory subject to his jurisdiction; which last is also denominated bailiwick.

BAILIFF, Water, is an ancient duty received by the city of London, for all goods and merchandises brought into or carried out of the port. See Bailage.

BAILEY, in Scots Law, a judge anciently appointed by the king over such lands not erected into a reility as happened to fall to the crown by forfeiture or otherwise; now abolished. It is also the name of a magistracy in royal boroughs, and of the judge appointed by a baron over lands erected into a barony.

BAILIES, William, M.D. in Biography, practised medicine at London, and then at Bath, about the middle of the 18th century, but having a dispute with Drs. Oliver and Lucas, who had the greatest share of the business there, he soon quitted that city, and went to Prussia, and was made physician to Frederick the Great, to whom he was recommended as a person of great knowledge and experience in his profession. The king telling him, on his being introduced to him, he must certainly have killed a great number of persons in the course of acquiring his experience, the physician is said to have answered, "pas tant que votre majesté"—not so many as your majesty. The boon met not happened to displease, and the doctor continued in favour with the king to the time of his death.

In 1787, Dr. Bailies published an essay on the Waters of Bath, with the view probably of making himself known there; also a narrative of facts, proving a conspiracy between the Drs. Oliver and Lucas, to exclude him from all consultations at Bath. Gen. Biog. Dict.

BAILIFF, in a general sense, denotes an officer appointed for the administration of justice within a certain district, called bailiwick.

The word is also written baiel, bailey, bayly, baylies, and bailiff, in Latin bailivus.—It is formed from the French bailiff, that is prefectus provincie, of bail, an old word denoting a guardian or governor of a youth, originally derived from the Latin boiulus, which signified the same.

Pascalier maintains, that bailiffs were originally a kind of commissioners, or judges delegate, sent into the provinces to examine whether or not a justice were well distributed by the counts, who were then the ordinary judges. Loycens, with more probability, refers the origin of bailiffs to the usurpation and idleness of the great lords, who, having got the administration of justice into their own hands, and being weary of the burden, turned it over to their deputies, whom they called bailiffs.

The bailiffs had, at first, the superintendence of arms, of justice, and of the finances; but abusing their power, they were by degrees stripped of it, and the greatest part of their authority transferred to their lieutenants, who were to be men of the long robe. In France, they assumed some prerogatives, as being reputed the heads of their respective districts; in their name justice was administered, contracts and other deeds passed, and to them was committed the command of the militia.

From the English bailiffs originally took both their name and their office: for as the French had eight parliaments, which were supreme courts whence no appeal lay, within the precincts of the several parliaments or provinces, and in which justice was administered by bailiffs, at least by their lieutenants; so in England there are several counties wherein justice was and is still administered by a vicount or sheriff, who appears likewise to have been called bailiff; and his district or county, bailiwick or bailiency. In the statute of magna charta, c. 28. and 14 Edw. III. c. 9, the word bailiff seems to comprehend as well sheriffs, as bailiffs of hundreds. Farther, the counties were again subdivided into hundreds: within which it is manifest, justice was anciently rendered by officers called bailiffs. And it appears by Drayton (I. 3. qu. 2. c. 14.), that bailiffs of hundreds might anciently hold plea of appeal and approvers. But those hundred-courts were now swallowed up by the county-courts, certain franchises alone excepted; and the bailiff's name and office grown into such contempt, at least those bailiffs of hundreds, that they are now no more than bare messengers, and mandatories within their liberties, to serve writs, and such mean offices. In other respects, the name is still in good esteem; for the chief magistrates in divers towns are called bailiffs; and sometimes the persons to whom the king's cattle are committed are called bailiffs as the bailiff of Dover castle, &c.

Of the ordinary bailiffs, there are several sorts: viz. bailiffs of liberties, sheriff's bailiffs, bailiffs of lord's manors; bailiffs of husbandry, &c.

BAILIFFS OF LIBERTIES, are those bailiffs who are appointed by every lord within his liberty, to execute proceedings and perform such offices therein as the bailiff errant doth at large in the county; but bailiffs errant or itinerant, as they were formerly called, who went up and down the country to serve processes, are now out of use.

Bailiffs of liberties and franchises are to be sworn to take civilities, impanel jurors, make returns by indenture between them and their bailiffs; and if they be not duly punished for malicious directions by fire and treble damages, by ancient statutes 12 Ed. II. b. 1. c. 5. 14 Ed. III. b. 1. c. 9. 20 Ed. III. b. 1. c. 4. 1 Ed. III. b. 1. c. 5. 2 Ed. III. c. 4. 5 Ed. III. c. 1. 11 Hen. VII. c. 15. 17 Hen. VIII. c. 24. 3 Geo. I. c. 15. § 10.

The bailiff of a liberty may make an inquisition and extend upon an elegit. Cru. Car. 519. These bailiffs of liberties cannot arrest a man without a warrant from the sheriff of the county; and yet the sheriff may not enter the liberty himself, at the suit of a subject (unless it be on a quo non, or capias ulterius), without a claire in his writ, ex omnibus propter aliquid libertatem. &c. If the sheriff, &c. enter the liberty without such warrant, the lord of the liberty may have an action against him; though the execution of the writ may stand good. 1 Vent. 60. 2 Inst. 545.

BAILIFFS OF SHERIFFS, are either bailiffs of hundreds, or special bailiffs. Bailiffs of hundreds are officers appointed over those respective districts by the sheriffs to collect fines therein; to summon juries; to attend the judges and justices at the assizes and quarter fairs; and also to execute writs and process in the several hundreds. But as there are generally plain men, and not thoroughly skilled in the latter part of their office, that of serving writs, and making arrests and executions, it is now usual to join special bailiffs with them;
them; who are generally mean persons employed by the sheriffs on account only of their adroitness and dexterity in hunting and felting their prey. A bailiff of a liberty is an officer which, when the court takes notice of; but a sheriff's bailiff is not an officer of the court, but only the sheriff himself. Parch. 23 Cor. 1. B. R. The arrest of the sheriff's bailiff is the arrest of the sheriff himself; and if any recusa be made of any person arrested, it shall be adjudged done to the sheriff: also, if the bailiff permit a prisoner to escape, an action may be brought against the sheriff. Co. Lit. 61. 168. Sheriffs are answerable for the misdemeanor of their bailiffs, and are to have remedy against them. 2 Inst. 19. The latter are therefore usually bound in an obligation with fortunes for the execution of their office, and thence are called bound-bailiffs, which the common people have corrupted into a much more homely appellation.

There are thirty-six servants at once in London, who may be termed bailiffs, and each of them gives security to the sheriffs. By Stat. 14 Ed. III. c. 9. sheriffs shall appoint such bailiffs for whom they will answer; and by Stat. 1 Hen. V. c. 4. no sheriff's bailiff shall be attorney in the king's court. R. M. 1654.

Bailiffs of Lords of Admiralty, are those that collect their rents, and levy their fines and amercements; but such a bailiff cannot detain for an amercement without a special warrant from the lord or his steward. Cro. Eliz. 668. He cannot give licence to commit a trespass, as to cut down trees, &c., though he may licence one to go overhead, being a trespass to the poiffession only, the profits of which are at his disposal. Cro. Jae. 537. 377. A bailiff may, by himself, or by command of another, take cattle damage-feasant upon the land. 1 Dany. Abr. 650. Yet amends cannot be tendered to the bailiff, for he may not accept of amends, nor deliver the diffracts when once taken. 5 Rep. 76. These bailiffs may do any thing for the benefit of their matters; and it shall stand good till the matter disagrees; but they can do nothing to the prejudice of their matters. Lit. Rep. 70.

Bailiffs of Courts Baron, sumne the courts, and execute the process thereof; they present all pound-breaches, cattle stray'd, &c.

Bailiffs of Hydrandry, are such as belong to private persons of good estates, and have the disposition of the inferior servants, with regard to their labour; they also fell trees, repair houes, hedges, &c.; and collect the profits of the land for their lord and master, and they render account to him yearly, &c. Besides these, there are also bailiffs of the forest, for which see Manwood, pt. I. p. 113.

We also meet with divers other species and denominations of bailiffs in these and the neighbouring counties; as provincial, royal, tenuerant, and heritable, bailiffs; bailiffs of France, of the empire, of boroughs, &c.

Bailiff, Provincial, bailivus provincialis, among the French, was an officer appointed to administer justice in a certain province or county, with an authority somewhat like that of our justice of assize, instituted by the dukes and counts in their several territories, after they had procured the inheritance of them. These acted in the name, and by authority, not of the king, as juries, but of the dukes or counts who appointed them, and whose deputies they were. Spelman takes them to be the same with, among our Saxon ancestors, were denominated aldermen of counties, and gynoæ or reeves, which afterwards became ecoremoniers, and sheriffs.

Appeals lay from these to the bailiffs of France, bailivi Francis, who were those appointed over the provinces originally belonging to the crown.

Bailifes, Royal, bailivi regii, were those over provinces afterwards annexed to the crown. Something like these fill subiefs in Scotland, under the title of high or heritable bailiffs, as those of Cunningham, Carrick, and Kyle; the first in the families of the earls of Eglington, the second of the earl of Cassills, the third of the earl of Louden.

Bailiffs of Boroughs, bailivi burgorum, were magistrates anciently in cities and towns, answering, in some measure, to what of later times was called portmayors, mayor, &c.

Canterbury was a bailiff town five hundred years before it was made a mayor town. Westminster, Southwark, Scarborough, &c., are still governed by bailiffs.

Bailiffs differ in this from mayors, that the latter are always single in one place, whereas there were usually two bailiffs to a city, as formerly at London, and sometimes four, as at Norwich.

Bailiff of the Empire, was anciently the vicar or regent of the empire; as appears from a letter of Henry of Hanover to pope Innocent III. wherein he says, the princes, barons, and knights, have elected me bailiff of the empire; bailivus imperii.

Bailiff, Water, is an officer anciently established in all port-towns for the searching of ships, as appears from 23 Hen. VI. cap. 5.

There is such an officer still on foot in the city of London, who supervises and searches all ships brought thither; and gathers the toll arising from the river of Thames. He attends also on the lord mayor in his expeditions by water, and hath the principal care of marshalling the gales at the table. He also arrests men for debt, or other personal or criminal matters, on the river of Thames, by warrant of his superiors.

BAILI, David, in Biography, a painter of perspectival views, and portraits, was born at Leyden in 1684, learned to draw and design under his father, and prosecuted his studies under Adrian Verburg, and Cornelius Van der Hoort, with the latter of whom he spent five years. Baili copied many capital paintings of some great masters, in the possession of Van der Hoort, with critical care and observation; and particularly a perspectival view of the inside of a church, originally painted by Stenwicke, which was so accurately finished, that Stenwicke himself could scarce distinguish the original from the copy. He travelled for improvement through several parts of Italy, and for some time resided at Rome; and the correctness of his drawings, and the delicate finishing and finition of his pictures, procured for him every where employment, admirers, and friends. In the latter part of his life he discontinued painting, and only drew portraits on vellum with a pen, which he heightened with black-lead, so as to give them wonderful force and roundness. He died in 1638. Pilkington.

BAILIWICK, Bailywick, of Baileywick, the territory of a bailiff, or the place within which his jurisdiction is terminated. This is not only taken for the county, as it is frequently called in the writs, but signifies generally that liberty which is exempted from the jurisdiction of the county, over which the lord of the liberty appointed a bailiff, with such powers within his precinct, as an under-sheriff exercised under the sheriff of the county; such as the bailiff of Westminster, &c. Stat. 27 Eliz. c. 12. Wood's Hist. 206.

BAILLEAU L'EVEQUE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Eure and Loir, and chief place of a canton in the district of Chartres, 14 league north-west of Chartres.

BAILLE, a town of France, in the department of the Mayenne, and chief place of a canton in the district of
of Chateaugontier, 44 leagues north-east of Chateaugontier.

BAILLER, in Law. See Bailment.

BAILLIE, ADRIAN, in Biography, an eminent French critic, was born in 1639, of obscure parents, at Neuville, a village near Beauvais. Having completed his education in the college of the city, he took the orders in 1676, but soon quitted the clerical profession, and devoted himself entirely to study. Lumiois, president of the parliament of Paris, made him his librarian, and in this station he continued till his death in 1706. He was a man of indefatigable application, and extensive erudition. As he was always reading or writing, it is no wonder that his acquaintance with authors was great, and his works numerous. His principal work, published in 1685, treat of printers, critics, translators, authors of discoveries, &c.; and the next five on poets. The work would have been professedly agreeable to a plan presented by the author to the public in 1694, if he had not been discouraged by severe criticism and satire in the Ant-Baillie de Menage, and other pieces. Abandoning this design, he directed his attention to other subjects; and he wrote, in 1693, "A treatise on the worship of the Virgin Mary," another in 1695, "On the Care of Souls," "The Lives of Saints" in 4 vols. fol., and in 17 vols. 8vo. in 1701; "The Life of Defacres," in 2 vols. 4to. in 1691, and abridged in 2 vols. in 1692; "The Life of Richer, doctor of the Sorbonne," written in 1692, and published in 1714. "The Life of Godfrey Hermant, doctor of the Sorbonne," printed at Amsterdam in 1717, 12mo; "An History of Holland, from the truce of 1609" where Grotius finishe, "to the peace of Nimeguen," published at Paris, under the name of "Neuville," in 4 vols. 12mo. in 1693; "A new and curious Account of Muleyow," under the same name, in 12mo. at Paris, 1698; and "An History of the conquests of pope Boniface VIII, with Philip the Fair, King of France," published by father Long, in 12mo. 1718. The "Jugemens des Savans," was revised and enlarged by M. de la Monnaye, member of the French academy, and printed at Paris in 7 vols. 4to. in 1723, and in 17 vols. 12mo. at Amsterdam, in 1725.

Baillet is a tedious and uninteresting, and culpably negligent with regard to his style. Gen. Dict.

BAILLEUL, JOHN DE, Abbé de Jowell, was so famed for his skill in reducing lapsed jointed, Haller says, that his name passed into a proverb, and an expert bone-fetter was called a Bailleul. Hal. Bib. Chirurg.

BAILLEUL, in Geography, a town of France, in the departinent of the North, and chief place of a canton in the district of Hazenbrocq; it was formerly fortified, but is now without defence. It contains about 500 houses; three leagues E. S. E. of Caflon, and 44 W. N. W. of Lille. N. lat. 40° 35'. E. long. 2° 55'.

BAILLEUL, a town of France, in the department of the Sarte, two leagues from La Fleche.

BAILLIAGE, in History, the name of a government in Swifferland, of which there are two sorts: the one consisting of certain districts, in which all the arboforensic cantons are divided, on this particular sort of officer, called a bailiff, is appointed by government, to which he is accountable for his administration: the other sort is composed of territories belonging to two or more of them, who alternately appoint a bailiff. This officer, when not restrained by the peculiar privilege of certain districts, has the care of the police, and jurisdiction in civil and criminal causes in the same limitations; and enjoys a limited revenue arising in different places from various duties and taxes. In case of exaction or mal-administration, an appeal always lies from the bailiff to the cantons, to which the bailiff belongs; and the place, the time, and the member who receive the appeal, are regulated with the utmost exactness. Cox's Trav. Swiz. vol. I. p. 37.

BAILLIE, ROBERT, in Biography, a Presbyterian divine of the church of Scotland, who was born at Glasgow, in the year 1599, and educated in the university of his native city. After he had taken his degree of master of arts, he applied with diligence to the study of divinity; and having, in 1622, received orders from archbishop Law, he was chosen a regent of philosophy in the university of Glasgow. In 1633, he modestly declined an offer which was made him of a church at Edinburgh, and in 1637 refused to preach a sermon before the assembly in this city for recommending the canons and service book, then published by authority; and stated in a letter to the archbishop of Glasgow the reasons of his refusal. In 1638, he was a member of the famous assembly at Glasgow, which was a prelude to the civil war, and it appears, notwithstanding the moderation of his conduct, that he was not deficient in his zeal against prelacy and Arminianism. He was a member of the following general assemblies till 1653, the time excepted during which he attended the Westminster assembly. In 1640 he was sent by the covenanting lords to London, to draw up an accusation against archbishop Laud, for the innovations he had obtruded upon the church of Scotland. Soon after his return, in 1642, he was appointed one of the professors of divinity at Glasgow; and his reputation was such that he received invitations before this time from the other three universities, all of which he refused. He retained his professorship till the restoration; but was often interrupted in the exercise of it by his residence in England; for in 1643 he was chosen one of the commissioners of the church of Scotland, to the assembly of divines at Westminster. In the principles and views of this assembly he seems to have entirely concurred; he returned, however, to his own country in 1646. When Charles II. was proclaimed in Scotland after the execution of Charles I., Bailie was one of the divines appointed by the general assembly to wait upon his majesty at the Hague, and in a speech delivered on that occasion he expressed, in the strongest terms, his abhorrence of the murder of the late king, and in his sentiments with regard to this event the Presbyterian divines of that period, both at home and abroad, were almost universally agreed. After the restoration, Mr. Bailie was appointed, in 1661, principal of the university of Glasgow; but it is said that a bishopric was offered him, which he absolutely refused. In the course of the year 1662, his health began to decline; and during his illness he was visited by the newly created archbishop of Glasgow, whom he addressed in the following uncourtly language: "Mr. Andrew (I will not call you my lord), king Charles would have made me one of their lords; but I do not find in the New Testament that Christ has any lords in his house." In July of this year Mr. Bailie died at the age of sixty-three years. His character was not more distinguished by his loyalty, than by his zeal for prebendary, and his aversion to prelacy; and he seems to have been actuated, in a very considerable degree, by the intolerant spirit of the age in which he lived. In his letters, he very much manifesls his dislike of sectaries; and he hardly omits any convenient opportunity of flowing his disapprobation of the doctrine of toleration. He had also inclined a considerable portion of that enthusiastic spirit
spirit which was then prevalent, and which prostrated the religious services to an astonishing length. Accordingly, M. Bailly, in one of his letters, written whilst he was attending the Westminster assembly, speaks of a devotional service that lasted nine hours. Nevertheless, he was a man of considerable learning and ability; he is said to have understood twelve or thirteen languages; and Mr. Wedow, his biographer, commends his Latin style as not unsuitable even to the Augustan age. Of his diligence and learning, he left sufficient evidence in his historical work, intitled, "Opus Historicum et Chronologiam." His other writings, which were chiefly on controversial and temporary subjects, and which indicated a degree of violence that is said to have flowed rather from the inflation of other persons than from his own inclinations, are of inferior value. His "Letters and Journals," published at Edinburgh by Robert Aiken, in 1755, in two volumes in 4to, contain an account of public transactions, both in Scotland and England, from 1757 to 1762, and may call some light on the civil and religious history of that period. Biog. Brit.

BAILLOU, Guillaume De (Bailly), M.D., a physician of considerable eminence in the sixteenth century, was born at Paris in the year 1538. After making great progress in the Greek and Latin languages, and in philosophy, he applied to the study of medicine. In 1750, he was created doctor; and in the year 1752, dean of the faculty of medicine at Paris. In his time the dispute between the surgeons and physicians at Paris, as to their precedence, bagon, in which Bailly took an active part. It was decided in favour of the physicians, and the privileges usurped by the surgeons annulled. Bailly was a prolific writer; but as his works are now little noticed, we shall refer our readers to the titles of the particular treatises, and for an account of their contents, to Halle's Bib. Med. Prat.

BAILLY, Jean-Sylvain, a celebrated astronomer and writer of France, was born at Paris, on the fifteenth of September 1736, of a family which had produced distinguished painters for four successive generations. He was bred to the fame professed, but manifested an early taste for poetry and the belles lettres. By an accidental acquaintance with La Caille, his attention was directed to the sciences, which he cultivated with industry and success. He calculated the orbit of the comet of 1759; and in 1763 he published an useful and elaborate compilation, being the reduction of the observations made by La Caille in 1760 and 1761, on the zodiacal stars. About this time the theory of Jupiter's satellites became a particular object of his inquiries, and in the competition for this prize question of 1764, he had a formidable rival in La Grange, afterwards known as one of the first mathematicians in Europe. The results of his investigations were collected into a treatise, published in 1766, which also contained the first part of his "History of Astronomy." In 1771, he gave a very curious and important memoir on the light of the satellites, and introduced a degree of accuracy till that time unknown in the observations of their eclipses; and in the Journal Encyclopedique for May and July 1773, he added a letter to M. Bernoulli on some discoveries relating to Jupiter's moons, which he had contrived. However, the studies of M. Bailly were not confined to the abstract sciences; but he was no less successful in his cultivation of polite literature. His "Choe de Lobitz," published in 1768, gained the prize of the academy of Berlin; this, and also the "Alcove of Charles V.," of Cornelle, of La Caille, of Cook, of Molieres, and of Greffet, printed in 1770, were much admired. In 1775, appeared the first volume of his "History of Astronomy," which indeed drews the path of science with flowers, and in every respect is a most valuable work; abundant with animated description, luminous narrative, and interesting detail. His peculiar ideas concerning the early state of Upper Asia, occasioned an ingenious correspondence and discussion with the veteran philosopher Voltaire, the facility of which he appeared in two volumes, intitled, "Letters on the Origin of Sciences," and "Letters on the Atlantide of Plato." If imagination flourished in these essays, erudition was not his companion in a great work composed in the years 1781 and 1782, on the fables and religious creeds of antiquity; which still exists in manuscript, and the publication of which would extend the fame of its author, and gratify the learned world. His opinions on some points happening to coincide with the theories of Buffon, he contracted with that celebrated naturalist an intimate friendship, which was disturbed by Bailly's unceasing opposition to the election of the able Maury into the acadame Francaise. The other volumes of the "History of Astronomy," successively appeared, and that capital work was completed in 1787, by the "History of the Indian and Oriental Astronomy," a production of singular acuteness, research, and nice calculation. His "Discours and Memoirs," which include the essays before mentioned, were published in two volumes, in 1765; and his memoirs communicated to the French academy, as they appear in Roziere's index, are as follows: "Memoir upon the theory of the comet of 1759," "Memoir upon the epochs of the moon's motions, at the end of the last century," "First, Second, and Third Memoirs on the theory of Jupiter's satellites, 1753," "Memoir upon the comet of 1762," vol. for 1763; "Astronomical observations made at Nolin, 1764," "On the sun's eclipse of the first of April 1764," "On the longitude of Pollans, 1764," "Observations made at the Louvre from 1760 to 1761," "On the cause of the variation of the inclination of the orbit of Jupiter's second satellite, 1765," "On the motion of the Nodes, and on the variation of the inclination of Jupiter's satellites, 1766," "On the theory of Jupiter's satellites, published by M. Bailly, with tables of their motions, and of those of Jupiter, published by M. Jeanrat, 1766," "Observations on the opposition of the sun and Jupiter, 1758," "On the equation of Jupiter's centre, and on some other elements of the theory of that planet, 1768," "On the transit of Venus over the sun, on the third of June 1760; and on the solar eclipse, the fourth of June, the same year 1769." Such was the reputation of Bailly, that he was received as an adjunct in the French academy, on the 29th of January 1763, and in the 14th of July 1770. In 1771, he was a candidate, under the patronage of Buffon, for the office of secretary; but the interest of Condorcet, and the influence of D'Alembert, prevailed in favour of Condorcet. Of the acadame Francaise, he was chosen secretary in 1754; and he was admitted in the following year, into the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres; the only instance, since Portevinelle, of the same person being at once a member of all the three academies. In 1784, he was nominated one of the commission to examine and report concerning the annual magnetism of Meenier, as practiced by Dufon. His report was not only decisive with regard to its objects, but furnishes a rule for the investigation of similar phenomena. It likewise throws light upon the physical effects produced by moral causes; and these are peculiarly interesting, as causes of this nature have a political influence on the general opinions of society, and the destiny of nations. M. Bailly, with an ardent, and, as it is generally believed, an honest mind, engaged in the support of that revolution of France, which at the time convulsed Europe, and which, with regard to its consequences, has not yetfabbed. His
rise, as a principal agent in the transactions of this event, was very rapid. On the 26th of April 1789, he was nominated secretary by the electors of Paris; he was afterwards appointed deputy to the states general; then chosen president of the 'Tiers Etat;' and when this chamber was constituted the national assembly, he continued in the chair. During the struggle between the popular part of the subsisting assemblies and the court, Bailly was the most forward to assert the popular rights, which at that time were new in France; and his temerity would probably have been fatal to himself, if he had not been supported by Mirabeau. Bailly dictated the oath to the members of the tiers etat, to refuse tyrants and tyranny, and never to separate, until they had obtained a free constitution. After the capture of the Bastille, on the 14th of July 1789, he was appointed by public acclamation mayor of the city; and in all his several functions he is said to have acted with integrity, courage, and moderation. But in the midst of revolutions the course which his pursuit was adapted to please neither of the contending parties; and though he acquired great popularity in the various steps by which the cause of the people gained predominance over that of the court, a circumstance occurred, which gave a turn to the popular opinion, and which rendered him an object of inveterate enmity. On the 17th of July 1790, the populace having collected tumultuously to demand the abdication of monarchy, Bailly received orders from the national assembly to disperse the mob. Dirigons that the existing laws and regulations should be respected, he arrested certain deputies who came from some military insurgents at Nancy; he opposed the rash proceedings of Marat and Hubert; he was member of a club left promiscuous in its admission of members than that of the jacobins; and he exerted himself in endeavouring to persuade the populace to permit the royal family to depart to St. Cloud. Finally, on an occasion when the multitude assaulted theroyale, Bailly ordered the latter to fire, by which about forty persons were killed, and more than one hundred wounded. By these concurrend circumstances his popularity declined, and at the dissolution of the constituent assembly, in the close of the year 1791, he resigned his office, and was succeeded by Petion. His health was impaired, and he retired from the scene of tumult, travelled through different provinces of France in the years 1792 and 1793, and purified his literary and scientific researches. During this period, he wrote memoirs of the events which he had witnessed, and in which he had been a principal actor. Instead of withdrawing from France, which some of his friends advised him to do, he chose rather to submit to the injustice and ingratitude of his country. At the nod of a tyrant he was arrested, summarily condemned by a farcical tribunal, and, on the 15th of November 1793, was delivered over to appease the vengeance of an incensed and indifferging populace. His sufferings were flindly protracted; circumstances of peculiar ignominy attended his execution; and he was executed near the spot where he gave orders for the military to fire on the people. He wore the red shirt, or badge of conspiracy, and was placed in a cart, with his hands tied behind him. In his progress to the place of execution, he was insulted and abused; and when he arrived at the fatal spot, during the removal of the guillotine, he was forced to defend from the cart, and to walk round the field, in order to gratify more completely the rancour of the mob. But all these trials were endured by him with firmness and magnanimity. A bystander, at the time of his ascending the platform, infultingly exclaimed, "Bailly, you tremble," to which he infantly replied, "Yes, but not with fear." He sought, indeed on account of the inclemency of the weather. The character of Bailly, thus prematurely cut off in the fiftyseventh year of his age, may be estimated by his works. In his person he was tall; his deportment was sedate and grave; and he blende firmness with sensibility. During his magistracy, he spent part of his fortune in relieving the wants of the poor; and he retired from office, impoverished rather than enriched; and in the various transactions of his life, he established the character of integrity and disinterestedness. His wife, who was the widow of his intimate friend Raymond Gaye, and whom he married in 1787, survived him. He had eight nephews, whom he educated with all the attention and tenderness of a father. With regard to the motives which actuated his public conduct, there seems to be no difference of opinion, whatever discordant sentiments may be entertained concerning the cause to which his talents and life were devoted. Lalande's Eloge de Bailly.

BAILLI, or BAILLIE, de la Rivièe, physician to king Henry IV., was born at Falaise in Normandy, about the middle of the sixteenth century. He was a frequent advocate for the doctrines of Paracelsus; and in 1578 he published his "Demonstracion, seu Aphorismi centesimam summan doctrinam Paracelse," 8vo. Paris. It contains a defence of his practice, which being strongly opposed by the contemporary physicians, in the following year he gave his "Re-aponio ad questiones propositas a Medicus Parthenifibus," also in 8vo. In 1580, he published "De peste tradactus," 8vo. Voces vini, Haller says, vix sefum admittunt. We shall omit the titles of his various other writings, which may be found recited in Haller's Bib. Med. Pract. vol. ii. p. 218.

Monc. Carrere says of this physician, that, perceiving he was about to die, he called his servants to him singly, and gave to each of them a portion, first of his money, then of his plate and furniture, bidding them, as soon as they had taken what he had given, to leave the house, and fix him no more. When the physicians came to visit him, they told him they had found his door open, and the servants and the furniture removed and gone, nothing in fact remaining but the bed on which he lay. They then asked, where are his physicians, said, since his baggage was packed up and gone, it was time that he should go also. He died the same day, November the 5th, 1625. Ely Drift Hist.

BAILMENT, from Fr. baille, to deliver, in Lavois, is a delivery of goods in trust; upon a contract expressed or implied that the trust shall be faithfully executed on the part of the bailer, a person to whom they are delivered; and the goods re-delivered as soon as the time or use for which they were bailed shall have elapsed or be performed. There are fix sorts of bailments, which involve a care and obligation on the party to whom goods are bailed; and which consequently subject him to an action, if he misbehave with regard to the trust reposed in him.

1. A bare and naked bailment, to keep for the use of the bailer, which is called depositum; and such bailer is not chargeable for a common neglect, but it must be a gross one to make him liable. 2. A delivery of goods which are useful to keep, and they are to be returned again in specie, which is called accommodatum, or a lending grant; and in such case the borrower is freely bound to keep them; for if he be guilty of the least breach, he shall be answerable, but he shall set he charged where there is no defect in him. 3. A delivery of goods for hire, called locatio or condutitis; and the hire is to take all imaginable care, and restore them at the time; and if he use such care, he shall not be bound. 3 P 4 A
4. A delivery by way of pledge, called *waadum;* and in such goods the pawnee has a special property; and if the goods be the work for wearing, the pawnee must not use them; otherwise he may use them at his peril; as jewels pawned to a lady, if she keep them in a bag, and they are stolen, she shall not be charged; but if she go with them to a play, and they are stolen, she shall be answerable. If the pawnee be at a charge in keeping them, he may use them for his reasonable charge; but if, notwithstanding all his diligence, he lose the pledge, yet he shall recover the debt. But if he lose it after the money tendered, he shall be chargable, for he is a wrong-doer; after money paid (and tender and refusal is the same) it ceases to be a pledge, and therefore the pawner may either bring an action of *ajumujiffit,* and declare that the defendant promised to return the goods upon request; or trover, the property being vested in him by the tender.

5. A delivery of goods to be carried for a reward. (See *Carrier.*) 6. A delivery of goods to do some act about them (as to carry) without a reward, called by Bracton *mandatum,* in English, an acting by commission; and though he get nothing for his pains, yet if there were any neglect in him, he will be answerable, for his having undertaken a trust is a sufficient consideration; but if the goods be mistreated by a third person, in the way, without any neglect of his, he will not be liable, being to have no reward.

On this subject, Sir William Jones's "Essay on the Law of Bailment" merits particular attention; and the following analysis will convey much knowledge in a short compass.

"Definitions. 1. Bailment, as before at the beginning of this article. 2. Deposit is a bailment of goods to be kept for the bailor without remuneration. 3. Mandate is a bailment of goods, without reward, to be carried from place to place, or to have some act performed about them. 4. Lending for use is a bailment of a thing for a certain time, to be used by the borrower without paying for it. 5. Pledging, is a bailment of goods by a debtor to his creditor, to be kept till the debt be discharged. 6. Letting to hire is (1) a bailment of a thing to be used by the hiree for a compensation in money; or (2) a letting out of work and labour to be done, or care and attention to be bestowed, by the bailee on the goods bailed, and that for a pecuniary remuneration; or (3) care and pains in carrying the things delivered from one place to another, for a stipulated or implied reward. 7. *Innominate bailments* are those where the compensation for the use of a thing, or for labour and attention is not pecuniary; but either (1) the reciprocal use or the gift of some other thing; or (2) work and pains reciprocally undertaken; or (3) the use or gift of another thing in consideration of care and labour; and conversely. 8. *Ordinary neglect,* is the omission of that care, which every man of common prudence, and capable of governing a family, takes of his own concerns. 9. *Grofs neglect,* is the want of that care which every man of common sense, how inattentive soever, takes of his own property. 10. *Sligh neglect* is the omission of that diligence which very circumspect and thoughtful persons use in securing their own goods and chattels. 11. A *naked contract* is a contract made without consideration or remuneration.

11. The rules which may be considered as axioms flowing from natural reason, good morals, and sound policy, are these. 1. A bailee who derives no benefit from its undertaking, is responsible only for a gross neglect. 2. A bailee who alone receives benefit from the bailment, is responsible for slight neglect. 3. When the bailment is beneficial to both parties, the bailee must answer for ordinary neglect. 4. A special agreement of any bailee to answer for more or less, is in general valid. 5. All bailees are answerable for actual fraud, even though the contrary be stipulated. 6. No bailee shall be charged for a loss by inevitable accident or irresistible force, except by special agreement. 7. Robbery by force is considered as irresistible; but a loss by private theft is presumptive evidence of ordinary neglect. 8. Grofs neglect is a violation of good faith. 9. No action lies to compel performance of a naked contract. 10. A reparation may be obtained by suit for every damage occasioned by an injury. 11. The negligence of a servant, acting by his master's express or implied order, is the negligence of the master.

111. From these rules the following propositions are evidently deducible. 1. A depositary is responsible only for grofs neglect; or, in other words, for a violation of good faith. 2. A depositary, whose character is known to his depositor, shall not answer for mere neglect, if he take no better care of his own goods, and they also be spoiled or destroyed. 3. A mandatory to carry is responsible only for grofs neglect, or a breach of good faith. 4. A mandatory to perform a work is bound to use a degree of diligence adequate to the performance of it. 5. A man cannot be compelled by action to perform his promise of engaging in a deposit or mandate; but,—6. A reparation may be obtained by suit for damage occasioned by the non-performance of a promise to become a depositary, or a mandatory. 7. A hirer for hire is responsible for flight negligence. 8. A pawnee is answerable for ordinary neglect. 9. The hirer of a thing is answerable for ordinary neglect. 10. A workman for hire must answer for ordinary neglect of the goods bailed, and must apply a degree of skill equal to his undertaking. 11. A letter to hire of his care and attention, is responsible for ordinary negligence. 12. A carrier for hire by land or by water is answerable for ordinary neglect.

IV. Exceptions to the above rules and propositions. 1. A man who gratuitously and officiously engages to keep or to carry the goods of another, though without reward, must answer for flight neglect. 2. If a man through strong persuasion and with reluctance undertake the execution of a mandate, no more can be required of him than a fair exertion of his ability. 3. All bailees become responsible for losses by casualty or violence, after their refusal to return the things bailed; on a lawful demand. 4. A borrower and a hirer are answerable in all events, if they keep the things borrowed or hired after the stipulated time, or use them differently from their agreement. 5. A depositary and a pawnee are answerable in all events if they use the things deposited or pawned. 6. An inn-keeper is chargeable for the goods of his guest within his inn, if the guests be robbed by the servants or inmates of the keeper. 7. A common carrier by land or by water must indemnify the owner of the goods carried, if he be robbed of them.

V. It is no exception, but a corollary from the rules, that every bailee is responsible for a loss by accident or force, however inevitable or irresistible; if it be occasioned by that degree of negligence for which the nature of his contract makes him generally answerable.'"
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of the owner. 1 Lill. Abr. 193, 194. And vide 1 Rol. Abr. 338. 2 Show. pl. 166.

If I deliver wool, to A. to buy cattle, and he be longs to C. of it in cattle, and I bring an action of debt for all, I shall be barred in that action for the money loaned and charges, &c. but for the rest I shall recover. Hob. 287.

If one delivers his goods to another person, to deliver over to a stranger: the deliverer may countermand his power, and require the goods again; and if the bailee refuse to deliver them, he may have an action of account for them. Co. Litt. 286.

If A. delivers goods to B. to be delivered over to C. hath the property, and C. hath the action against B. for B. undertakes for the safe delivery to C. and hath no property or interest but in order to that purpose. 1 Rol. Abr. 606.: see 1 Bull. 68, 69, where it is said that in case of conversion to his own use, the bailee shall be answerable to both.

But if the bailee were not on valuable consideration, the delivery is countermandable; and in that case, if A. the bailor bring trover, he reduces the property again in himself, for the action amounts to a countermand, but if the delivery was on a valuable consideration, then C. cannot have trover, because the property is altered; and in trover the property must be proved in the plaintiff. 1 Bull. 65.; vide 1 Leon. 36.

And where a man delivers goods to another to be re-delivered to the deliverer at such a day, and before that day the bailee doth sell the goods in market over, the bailor may at the day feize and take his goods, for the property is not altered. Godd. 169.

If A. borrows a horse to ride to Dover, and he rides out of his way, and the owner of the horse meets him, he cannot take the horse from him; for A. has a special property in the horse till the journey is determined; and being in lawful possession of the horse, the owner cannot violently seize and take it away; for the continuance of all property is to be taken from the form of the original bargain, which in this case was limited till the appointed journey was finished. Yelv. 172. But the owner may have an action on the case against the bailee for exceeding the purposes of the loan; for so far it is a secret and fallacious abuse of his property; but no general action of trespass, because it is not an open and violent invasion of it. 1 Rol. Rep. 128.

As to borrowing a thing pernicious, as corn, wine, or money, or the like, a man must, from the nature of the thing, have an absolute property in them; otherwise it could not supply the uses for which it was lent; and therefore he is obliged to return something of the same sort, the same in quantity and quality with what is borrowed. Dr. & Stud. 129.

But if one lend a horse, &c. he must have the same recovery. If a thing lent for use be used to any other end or purpose than that for which it was borrowed, the party may have his action on the case for it, though the thing be never the worse; and if what is borrowed be lost, although it be not by any negligence of the borrower, as if he be robbed of it; or where the thing is injured or destroyed by his neglect, admitting that it was to no more service than that for which borrowed, he must make it good; so where one borrows a horse, and puts him in an old rotten horse ready to fall, which falls on and kills him, the borrower must answer for the horse. But if such goods borrowed perish by the act of God (or rather, as Sir William Jones fays, it ought more reverentially to be termed, by inevitable accident) in the right use of them; as where the borrower puts the horse, &c. in a strong house, and it falls and kills him, or it dies by disease, or by default of the owner, the borrower shall not be charged. 1 Inst. 89. 29 Ass. 28. 2 H. 7. 11.

If one delivers a ring to another to keep, and he breaks and converts it to his own use; or if I deliver my face to another to be kept, and he suffers them to be drowned by his negligence, or if the bailee of a horse, or goods, &c. kill or spoil them, in these cases action will lie. 5 Rep. 13. 15 E. 4. 20 H. 12 E. 4. 13.

If a man delivers goods to another, the bailee shall have a general action of trespass against a stranger, because he is answerable over to the bailor; for a man ought not to be charged with an injury to another, without being able to retire to the original cause of that injury, and in and among there to do himself right. 14 Co. 69. 14 H. 4. 28. 25 H. 7. 14. See Jacob's Law Dictionary by Tomlin, art. Bailment. Blackl. Com. vol. ii. p. 396, 451, &c.

BAILO, or BAIIIO, a name given at Constanstipole to the ambassador of Venice residing at the Potos; who also does the office of conful of his nation.

The word is doubtles the remains of the word bajuia, which the modern Greeks and Turks have formed into bals.

The Venetian consul at Aleppo, Alexandria, Smyrna, and other parts of the Levant, are also denominated bals.


BALLYBOROUGH, in Geography, a market and port town of the county of Cavan in Ireland, which, though at very mean appearance, has an excellent market. The crops in its vicinity consist of potatoes, flax, and oats, and are very poor. There is a bleach-green contiguous to the town, where are some small farmers in the neighbourhood, who make better for market, which is sent to Newry for exportation. Their pigs, which form a considerable article of trade, are sent to the fame place. This town has been hitherto very much neglected; but such are its advantages of situation, that if any encouragement were given, it might be easily raised to a state of prosperity and consequence. Between this town and King's Court is a lake, or rather pool, on the summit of a mountain, which is celebrated for its autobiography virtues, and is much frequented from June to August. Many bathe in the lake; but the mud, which is taken up from the depth of thirty feet, and rubbed on the affected parts, is deemed the most efficacious. This mud is a greyish fluid, resembling tar. The lake covers about half a square mile in area, and has a range of lofty hills to the east and west. For about six feet from the surface the water is pure and clear, with something of a chalky hue. It is observed of it, that the sun or atmosphere has no effect either in imparting its genial influence, or in reducing the waters by abstraction nor has it ever been frozen, or its temperature altered in the severest winter. Ballyborough is five miles north-west from Dublin. Cone. Stat. Sur. of Cavan.

BALLYBURG, a town of Sweden, in the province of Uppland.

BAIN, a town of France, and principal place of a district in the department of the Is and Vienne, 56 leagues south of Lyons. N. lat. 47° 50'. W. long. 0° 45'.

Vain Gonga, a river of Hindustan, for the recent knowledge of which we are indebted to Col. Gore. It rises 52
BAI

near the southern bank of the Neubuddah, and runs southward through the heart of Berar; and after a course of 400 miles, the Godavery, within the hills that bound our northern circars, about sixty miles above the sea. It is not certain how far the Bain Gonga is navigable; but it is mentioned as a large river in the early part of its course, and is probably equal in bulk to the Godavery, when it joins it. Rennell's Mem. p. 246.

BAINBRIDGE, John, in Biography, an eminent physician and astronomer, was born at Ashby de la Zouch, in Leicestershire, in 1585, finished his education at Emmanuel college in the university of Cambridge, and then retired to his own country, where for some years he taught a grammar school, and practised physic. He also applied himself to the study of mathematics and astronomy, to which he had been devoted from his earliest years. Upon his removal to London, he was admitted a fellow of the college of physicians. His "Description of the comet" in 1618, introduced him to an acquaintance with Sir Henry Saville, by whom he was appointed, in 1619, his first professor of astronomy at Oxford, where he settled, having entered himself a master commoner of Merton college, for some years. At the age of forty years he began the study of Arabic, with a view of publishers correct editions of the ancient astronomers. He died at Oxford, November the 3d, 1643, in the sixty-second year of his age. His works that were published are "An Astronomical Description of the late comet from November 18th, 1618, to the 16th of December following," London, 1619, 4to; "Procli sphara;" and "Prolemet de hypothesibus Planetarum liber singularis;" to which he added Ptolemy's "Canon regnorum," 1620, 4to; "Canticularia," published at Oxford, in 1648, by Mr. Greaves, together with a demonstration of the heliacal rising of Sirius or the dog-star for the parallel of Lower Egypt, written at the request of Archbishop Usher. Several other treatises were prepared for the press, and left in MS. Biog. Brit.

BAINDER, in Geography, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the province of Natoth, forty-four miles east from Boli.

BAINDT, a town of Germany, in the circle of Swabia, fix miles N. K. E. of Rauenburg.

BAINE, a river of England, in Lincolnshire, which passes by Horncastle, Tatterhall, &c. and joins the Welham near the last-mentioned place.

BAINETTA, a town of Piedmont, in the province of Coni, on the Orbib, six miles S. E. from Coni, and eight W. S. W. from Monfort.

BAINS, a town of France, in the department of the Voges, and chief place of a canton in the district of Darnay 24 leagues west of Plombieres, and 34 south-east of Darnay.

BAIICO, in Commerce, a copper coin in modern Rome, equivalent to a tenth part of the lira, or a hundredth part of the ducat.

The baiocco is worth about nine deniers, French money.

BAJOLE, in Geography, the most northerly cape of Minorca island, in the Mediterranean, ten leagues from the most northerly cape of the island of Majorca.

BAIPIA, a town of North America, in New Navarre, 165 miles south-west from Cafa Grand.

BAIRAM, a name given to the great annual feast of the Mahometans.

The word is also written, by some authors, more conformably to the oriental orthography, biiram. It is originally Turkish, and signifies literally, a feast, day, or holiday.

The Mahometans have two bairams, the great and the little, which Scaliger, Erpenius, Rycaut, Hyde, Chardin, Bobovius, and other European writers, commonly interchange, giving the appellation great to that which the Turks call little, and vice versa.

This feast commencing with the new moon, the Mahometans are very scrupulous in observing the time when the new moon commences; to which purpose, observants are sent to the tops of the high mountains, who, the moment they spy the appearance of a new moon, run to the city, and proclaim muzadalah, welcome news; as it is the signal for beginning the festivity.

The ceremonies are described at large by Rycaut and Tournefort.

BAIRAM, the Greater, is properly that held by the pilgrims at Mecca, commencing on the tenth of Dha'laby, when the victims are slain, and lading three days. This is called by the Arabs, id al kurban, id al adha, that is, the feast of the sacrifice, as being celebrated in memory of the sacrifice of Abraham, whose son God redeemed with a great victim. By European writers it is called the iffer bairam, as being lefts taken notice of by the generality of the people, who are not fruck with it, because the ceremonies attending it are performed at Mecca, the only scene of the solemnity.

The Iffar Bairam is called in Arabic Id al Fezir, that is, the feast of breaking the fast, and begins the first of Shawal, immediately succeeding the fast of Ramadan. This is called by the vulgar, and by most others who have written of the Mahometan affairs, the greater bairam, because it is observed in an extraordinary manner, and lasts for three days at Constantinople and in other parts of Turkey, and for five or six days in Persia, during which no work is done; but presents pass from one to another, with many other manifestations of joy. If the day after Ramdan should prove so cloudy as to prevent the flight of the new moon, the bairam is put off to the next day, when it begins, though the moon be still obscured. When they celebrate this feast, after numerous ceremonies, or rather frangne mimicries, in their mosque, they end it with a solemn prayer against the infidels, to root out Christian princes, or to arm them one against another, that they may have an opportunity to extend the borders of their law.


BAIRDSTOWN, or BEARDSTOWN, in Geography, a flourishing town of America, in Nelson county, Kentucky, containing 216 inhabitants, seated on the head-waters of Salt-river, fifty miles S. E. from Louisville, and about the same distance S. W. from Danville.

BAIROUT, as it is pronounced by the Arabs, and as the modern Greeks pronounce Paira, Bairoút, or the ancient Berytus, a town of Syria, in the pachalie of Saide or Acre, is situated in a plain, which runs out from the foot of mount Lebanon into the sea, narrowing to a point about two leagues from the ordinary line of the shore, and on the north side forms a pretty long road, receiving the river of Nahri el-Salib, called also Nahr-Bairout. The frequent floods to which this river is subject in winter, have occasioned the erection of a considerable bridge; but this is in so ruinous a state as to be impassable. The bottom of the road is rocky, which chafes the cables, and renders it dangerous. The town of Bairoút, which lies about an hour's journey westward towards the point, belonged till of late to the Druzes, but Djezzar took it from them, and placed in it a Turkish garrison. It still continues, however, to be the emporium of the Maronites and the Druzes, where they export their cottons and their filks, almost all of which are sent to Cairo. In return, they receive rice, tobacco, coffee, and specie, which they exchange again for the corn of the Bekaa and the
the Haoran. This commerce maintains near 5000 persons.
The dialect of the inhabitants is the most corrupt of any in
the country, and is said to unite in itself the twelve faults
enumerated by the Arabian grammarians. The port of
Bairout, formed like all the others on the coast by a pier,
is, like them, choked up with sand and ruins. The town
is surrounded by a wall, the soft and sandy stone of which
may be pierced by a cannon-ball, without breaking or crum-
bbling; in other respects this wall, and its old towers, are
defenceless. Bairout is subject to two inconveniences,
which will always prevent its becoming a strong place: for it
is commanded by a chain of hills to the south-east, and it is
altogether deficient of water, which is fetched by the women
at the distance of half a quarter of a league, and even this is
but indifferent. Djezzar has undertaken to construct a
public fountain, as he has done at Acre; but the canal
will soon become useless. In digging, in order to form
referors, subterraneous ruins have been discovered, from
which it appears that the modern town is built on the site
of the ancient Berytus; and without the walls, towards the
corn, heaps of rubbish and shafts of columns indicate that
Bairout has formerly been much larger than it is at present.
The plain around it is entirely planted with white mul-
berry trees, which are young and flourishing, and therefore
the silk produced here is of the finest quality. In descend-
ing from the mountains, the verdure formed by the tops of
these trees in the distant bottom of the valley exhibits a very
delightful prospect. The heat, and the warmth of the water,
render Bairout in summer an inconvenient place of residence;
the town, however, is not unhealthy; more especially since
the emir Fakr-el-din has planted a wood of fir trees about a
league southward of the town. Volney's Travels in Egypt
BAISE, a river of France, which runs into the Garonne,
near Aguilhon.
BAIT, White, in Ichthyology, a small fish, which is caught
in great plenty, from August 1, to October 1, by lat. 30
Ge. II. c. 21, in the river Thames. See White Bait.
BAIT, in Fishing. Baits make a capital article in angling;
on the choice whereof much of the sport depends; different
species, and different game, look for their appropriate
baits. The red, or earthworm, is good for the small fry
moll of the year round; and small fish are good baits for
pikes and other fishes at all times; sheep's blood and cheese are good bait
for small wild fish; the bobbin, dried wafers, and bees, are for May,
brown flies for June; maggots, hornets, wafers, and bees,
for July; sailes in Anglai, grashoppers in September;
corn, bramble-berries, and seeds, at the fall of the leaf;
artificial baits are for May, June, July, and frogs for
March.
Baits are either natural or artificial.
BAITS, Natural, include all kinds of worms, as the red
worm, maggott, &c. also frogs, grashoppers, hornets, bees,
small, roaches, bleak, gudgeon, and loaches. &c.
These baits are to be kept each fort separate, and fed with
those things which they like best.
The red worm is to be kept in rich black mould, with a
little fennel chopped among it; a little ox or cow dung,
newly made, is also a very acceptable thing to them. They
may be kept in a box, with small holes in it, or in a bag.
Red worms, and all other forts, feour quickly, and grow
very tough and bright, on putting them into a thin clou,
greased with fresh butter, or grease, before they are put into
mofs.
This is the best of all things to keep them in; but the
mofs must be firr very well washed, and the water squeezed
out again. As to food, a spoonful of cream, dropped into
the moss once in three or four days, is better than any thing
else. The moss is to changed every week, and kept in a
cool place.
White large maggots are an excellent bait for many sorts
of fish, and they are to be kept on sheep's fat and liver
chopped small.
Frogs and grasshoppers are to be kept in wet mosses, and
long grasses; and on moistening this after every evening it
will keep a long time. They are to have their legs and
wings cut off when they are used.
Live flies must be used as they are caught; but wafps,
bees, hornets, and humble-bees, may be preferred dry. The
bull method of drying them, is putting them in an even
after the bread is drawn. Care must be taken that they are
not strucked; and when they are taken out they are to
have the heads dipped in sheep's blood. This is to be
suffered to dry on, and then they are to be preferred in
a box. They will keep for three or four months. See
Angling.
BAITS, Artificial, are flies of all kinds and shapes, made
of silk, feathers, and the like. The variety of these is very great;
there being not only different ones for every season and
month in the year, but almost for every fish. See Angling.
There are several artificial baits, for intoxicating of fowl,
and yet without tainting or hurting the flesh, so as to make
it unfit to eat.
BAITS, Dead, are pales of divers sorts, made of corn,
cheefe, fruits, wafers, sheep's blood, boiled beans, &c.
BAIT, Ground. See Angling.
BAIT, Ledger, is that which remains fixed in one certain
place, while the angler may be absent; especially in fishing
for pike.
BAIT, Walking, is that which the angler attends while he
keeps moving from place to place, in quest of the fish.
BAITS of Hemp, denote bundle of that plant, pulled
and tied up, ready for fishing in water. See Fly-
Fishing.
BAIT-EL-LAHAM, the ancient Bethlehem, in Geography,
section of Damascus, is a village about two leagues south-east of Jerusalem, seated on an
eminence in a country full of hills and valleys. The adjac-
ent soil is the belt in all these districts: so that fruits, vine-
olives, and sandalwood, succeed here extremely well; and
nothing is wanting but cultivation. They reckon about 600
men in this village capable of occupying arms; and occasions of this kind frequently recur, sometimes to
refit the pacha, sometimes to make war with the adjourning
villages, and sometimes in consequence of intestine divi-
sions. Of these 600 men, about 100 are Latin Christians,
who have a vicar dependent on the great convent at Jeru-
alem. The whole trade formerly co-efficient in the manu-
facture of beads; but not finding a sufficient vent for them,
they have resumed the cultivation of their lands. They
make a white wine, which justifies the former celebrity of
the wines of Judea, but it has the property of being very
heady. The necessity of uniting for their common defence
prevails over their religious differences, and induces the
Christians here to live in tolerable harmony with their fel-
low-citizens the Mahometans. Both are of the party of
Zamun, which, with its opposite called Kasf, divides the
whole of Palestine into two factions that are perpetually
at variance. The courage of these peasants has been fre-
quent prince, and renders them formidable through the
Bethlehem.
BAITHOSUS, in Geography, a Jewish teacher, and one
of the founders of the sect of the Sadducees, flourished in
Judea,
BAJ

Judea, in the third century before Christ. See Antiquus Socræus.

BAITING, or rather Bating, in Falconry, is when a hawk flutters with its wings, either from perch or sill, as it were striving to get away.

Baiting also denotes the act of smaller or weaker beasts in attacking or harassing greater and stronger ones.

In this sense we hear of the baiting of bulls and bears by masts, or bull-dogs with short noles, that they may take the better hold.

The baiting of this animal makes his flesh tender and more digestible. In reality, it disposes it for putrefaction, so that, unless taken in time, baited flesh is soon lost.

Bulls, bears, and also horses, and other animals, were formerly trained for this purpose. This barbarous practice, the first rise of which cannot be satisfactorily ascertained, has the function of high antiquity. Eraz-Stephen, who lived in the reign of Henry II., and wrote "Description of the City of London" was written in 1174, informs us, that in the forenoon of every holyday, during the winter season, the young Londoners were amnest with bears opposed to each other in battle; or with bulls and full-grown bears, baited by dogs. The baiting of horses was never a general practice; but asses, which did not sufficiently answer the purpose of sport, were occasionally treated with the same inhumanity. The practice of bull-baiting was much approved by the nobility in former ages, and was countenanced even by persons of the most exalted rank, without exception even of females. Erasmus, who visited England in the reign of Henry VIII., says (Adagia, p. 361.), that there were many herds of bears maintained in this country for the purpose of baiting. When Queen Mary visited her sister the princess Elizabeth, during her confinement at Hatfield house, a great exhibition of bear-baiting was presented, immediately after mas in the morning, for their amusement. The same princess, soon after her accession to the throne, entertained the foreign ambassadors with the baiting of bulls and bears. In the sixteenth century there was a place built in the form of a theatre, which served for baiting of bulls and bears: they were fattened behind, and then worked by large English bull-dogs; but not without ril to the dogs from the teeth of the one, and the horns of the other; and it sometimes happened that they were killed on the spot, and fresh ones were supplied in the room of those who were destroyed, wounded, or tired.

When the bull was baited, a collar was put about his neck, fastened to a thick rope about three, four, or five yards long, hung to a hook, and so attached to a stake that it might turn round. By means of this rope, the bull circulated to watch his enemy, which was a mastiff dog with a short nole. This dog, when properly trained, would leap upon his belly, that he might, if possible, seize the bull by the nole, which he carefully endeavoured to defend by laying it close to the ground, and with his horns he attempted to toss the dog. On some occasions a dog has been tossed by a bull to the height of thirty or forty feet, and their fall has proved injurious and even fatal to them. The men have been also frequently tossed as well the dogs. The barbarous palrine of bull and bear-baiting is not encouraged by persons of rank and opulence in the present day, but attempts have been projected for suppressing it by legislative interference: when it is practiced, which rarely happens, it is attended only by the lowest and most defpicable part of the people, a circumstance which indicates a general refinement of manners and prevalence of humanity among the moderns.

Houghton's Collections, Strutt's Sports, &c.

Whales are baited by a kind of fish called ois, or Pilfers; ten or twelve of which will attack a young whale at once, and not leave him till he is killed. Philosoph. Trans. 1728, p. 263.

BAJULARIA, in Entomology, a species of Phaléna (M. Au'r) that inhabits Ambonya. The anterior wings are brown, with two white spots, and a streak of the same colour, posterior ones yellow, with black spots. Fabricius, Cramer.

BAJULATIO, the office of a bajulus or bailiff.

BAJULUS, an ancient officer in the court of the Greek emperors; whereof there were several degrees: as the grand bajulus, who was preceptor of the emperor, and the simple bajulis, who were sub-preceptors.

Hence the Italians use the word bajulus of a kingdom in the same sense with protector of a kingdom among the English. The word is derived from the Latin verb bajulare, to carry, or bear a thing on the arms, or on the shoulders.

Children, and especially those of condition, had anciently, before his nurse, a woman called gerula, as appears from several passages of Tertullian; when weaned, or ready to be weaned, they had men to carry them about to take care of them, who were called geruli, and bajulus, a gerula & bajulando.

Bajulus is also used by Latin writers in the several other senses wherein bailiff is used among us.

Bajulus was also the name of a conventual officer in the ancient monasteries, to whom belonged the charge of gathering and distributing the money and legacies left for masses and obits; whence he was also demonstrated bajulus obitum notorium.

Bajulus, in Entomology, a species of Cerambix (Calidium) that is found in the trunks of trees in the northern parts of Europe. The thorax is villous, with two tubercles; body brown. Fabricius. This is cerambix caudatus of Degeer; and leptura bajula of Scopoli. Gmelin.—Of this variety (b) is described by Linnaeus. Fn. Succ. i. n. 490. The colour of which is tesselaceous: thorax cinereous, and villous, with two little glebrous lines; in the Fabrician manifis. Another variety (c) is noticed; it is a native of Saxony, and only half the size of the former.

Bajus, Michael, in Biography, a professor of divinity at Louvain, was born at Melin, in the territory of Aeth, in the year 1513, and educated in the university of Louvain; where he was elected, in 1541, principal of one of the colleges; and in 1544, lecturer in philosophy. In 1550 he took his doctor's degree, and was appointed professor of the holy scriptures. Bajus and his associate having adopted the tenets of Luther, and appealing to the authority of Augustin, taught doctrines concerning grace and free-will, contrary to those which had been commonly received in the church of Rome. The complaint of heresy was excited; Bajus was accused as a chief instrument of promoting it; and the doctors of the Sorbonne at Paris pronounced a sentence of censure. The clamour against him was circulated; and a number of propositions, collected from books published by him in 1563 and 1564, were transmitted in 1567 to pope Pius IV. The pope issued a bull condemning these propositions; but without mentioning the name of the author, and adding a kind of ambiguous clause, which seemed to intimate, that some of the propositions which he condemned, admitted of a favourable construction. By these measures of policy, suggested by the experience of the evils that had arisen from pursuing a more temperate conduct with regard to Luther, the person of Bajus was exempted from the penalties of ex-
communication, and he continued to exercise his functions, and even to vindicate his doctrines; whilst he solicited the pope to abjure the irregularity. About thirteen years after this transgression, complaints against Baius were renewed; and pope Gregory XIII., at the instigation of the Jesuits, confirmed the sentence of Pius IV. Baius quietly acquiesced in the papal sentence, and concurred in condemning the propositions agreeably to the definition and meaning of the bull. Baius, notwithstanding the popular odium which he incurred, retained his office, and received further preference. He, and Heffels, his successor in the professorship at Louvain, were the two divines commissioned to attend the council of Trent, in the year 1563. In 1575, he was preferred to the deanship of St. Peter at Louvain, and elected chancellor of the university; and, in 1578, was appointed confessor of its privileges. In 1580 he died, at the age of seventy-seven years. Molinus represents him as equally remarkable on account of the warmth of his piety as the extent of his learning. In proof of his charitable disposition it is alleged, that by his will he left his whole estate to the poor. His historians were engaging; and Tolet, one of his admirers of the fraternity of Jesuits, said of him, "Michaelis Baius nihil docet, nihil humilium;" nothing can be more learned, nothing more humble than Baius. As his works, relating chiefly to the controversy concerning grace and free-will, are not likely to be now much sought after, it is needless to enumerate them. They were printed entire in 4to. at Cologne, in 1604. They are written with logical precision, and in a neat style. Gen. Dict. Moh. Eccl. Hist. vol. iv. p. 235. 236.

BAIX, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Ardeche, two leagues and a half south-east of Prias.

BAIZE, in Commerce. See Bays.

BAKAL, in Geography, a town of Ruffia, in the government of Ufa, ninety-six miles west of Ufa.

BAKAN, a town of Asia, in the Birman empire, seated on the river Ava. N. lat. 19° 35'. E. long. 98° 0'.

BAKER, Sir Richard, in Biography, an English historian, was the grandson of Sir John Baker, chancellor of the exchequer, in the reign of Henry VIII., and born at Sillingherrf in Kent, about the year 1568. He was entered a commoner at Hart's hall, in Oxford, in 1583; and having spent three years in academic studies, finished his education in one of the inns of court, and by travelling. In 1593, he obtained the honour of knighthood; and in 1629 he was appointed high-sheriff for the county of Oxford. By involving himself in pecuniary embarrassment, in consequence of his marriage, he was obliged to take refuge in the Fleet prison, where, after remaining there several years, he terminated his life in 1648. In these circumstances of confinement and humilitating the affronts, he obtained relief by study, and from the influence of religious principles. Besides other tracts of less importance, in the composition of which he amused himself, his principal work was the "Chronicle of the Kings of England from the Time of the Romans Government unto the Death of King James," published in folio, at London, in 1641, and afterwards continued by Edward Phillips, a nephew of Milton. This chronicle continued to be popular for several years, and deservedly so, if the author's account of it be just; for he says, "that it was collected with so great care and diligence, that if all other of our chronicles should be lost, this only would be sufficient to inform posterity of all passages memorable or worthy to be known." But of this performance a less favourable opinion has been entertained by others; and the critical examination of Thomas Blount in his "Anecdotoms," 1672, in which many and gross errors, respecting dates, names, places, and facts, were pointed out, greatly depreciated its value in the public estimation. Although a new corrected edition, with a second continuation, appeared in 1730, yet Baker's chronicle remained, after all, a performance ill-contructed, injudicious, and unworthy of confidence. Of the writer's taste and style the following commendation of his pamphlet, for Henry Wotton, will afford an adequate idea: "I much admire the character of your style, which seemeth unto me to have not a little of the African idea of St. Aurin's age; full of sweet raptures, and of researching notions; nothing borrowed, nothing vulgar, and yet all flowing from you. I know not how, with a certain equal facility." Biog. Brit.

BAKER, Thomas, an eminent mathematician, was born at Ilton in Somersetshire, about the year 1625; and was educated at Oxford. In 1645 he was elected scholar of Wadham college, took his degree of bachelor of arts in 1647, and soon afterwards left the university. As vicar of Bishops-Nymett in Devonshire, he lived in studious retirement, and chily applied himself to the study of mathematics, in which he excelled. Of this we have sufficient evidence in his work, intitled, "The Geometrical Keys, or the State of Equations unlocked," and published at London in 1654, 4to. in Latin and English. An account of this book is given in the Phil. Transol. vol. iv. N° 157. p. 549. 550. (See Central Rule.) To some mathematical queries, sent to him by the members of the Royal Society, not long before his death, he returned an answer so satisfactory, that they gave him a medal, with an inscription honourable and respectful. He died at Bishops-Nymett, June 6th, 1699, and was buried in his own church. Biog. Brit.

BAKER, Thomas, a writer and antiquary of eminence, was born at Lancaster in the county of Durham, in 1656, and studied at St. John's college, Cambridge, where he became a fellow. In 1669 he published, in 8vo., an anonymous work, intitled, "Reflections upon Learning, wherein is shewn the Insufficiency thereof, in several Particulars, in order to evince the Necessity and Usefulness of Revelation," which passed through several editions, and was regarded, for many years, as a standard of fine writing. As to its style, however, it has been observed, that, whilst it is allowed to be periphrastic and many, it has no claim to any high degree of elegance; and whatever merit the work in general may be supposed to possess, it will be justly questioned, whether an author, who belows cold and partial praise on Bacon, who in a chapter of metaphysics omits the mention of Locke, who speaks contemptuously of the Copernican system, and who attacked Le Clerc with an unbecoming acrimony, was duly qualified to pass judgment upon general learning. The ingenious Dr. Jortin says of him (Life of Erasmus, p. 550, 551), "that he was no critical himself, and not at all acquainted with the true state of classical books, and particularly of Greek authors." Baker, though he professed real erudition, and though his remarks are often acute and ingenious, has unduly disparaged the writings of able men, and the discoveries of modern science. In the progress of his life, he pursued studies for which he seems to have been better qualified. As a collector of antiquities, and particularly of such as related to the church and university, he excelled. His talents in this way were employed in collecting materials for a history of the university of Cambridge; but though he lived to an advanced age, the history was never completed.
Baker was unquestionably a man of integrity and candour. By his conscientious refusal to take the oaths required by government at the accession of George I. he lost his fellowship; but he retained his chambers at St. John's college, where he was highly esteemed, and Mr. Prior, the celebrated poet, gave the profits of his own fellowship to Baker, in order to supply the loss of income which he had suffered. His correspondence with men of learning was extensive, and he was liberal in his literary communications to those who solicited information; and particularly to bishop Burnet, who was indebted to him for several remarks and corrections relating to his "History of the Reformation."

Thee two persons, though very different from each other with regard to their part and principles, maintained a mutual friendship and a candid intercourse, which were honourable to both. Baker's private character was amiable, and he was beloved and respected by all who knew him. He died at Cambridge, July 2d, 1740, in his eighty-fourth year. Of his extensive collections, he left twenty-three volumes in folio, written by his own hand, to lord Oxford, and they now compose part of the Harleian collection in the British museum. He also bequeathed fifteen volumes folio, of a like kind, to the public library at Cambridge, together with other MSS, and printed books. Biog. Brit.

"Mr. Baker," says a late biographer, Horatio Walpole earl of Orford, "lived and died in charity with all mankind, and was perhaps the sole instance of a man, who bequeathed his worldly goods to a society that ejected him, and to the ministers of a church in which he had lost preference."

Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the late Thomas Baker, &c. by R. Melfers, 1784.

Baker, Henry, an ingenious and diligent naturalist, was born in London near the close of the seventeenth or the beginning of the eighteenth century, and apprenticed to a bookseller. This employment, if he ever engaged in it after the expiration of his apprenticeship, he soon relinquished; and having directed particular attention to the methods which might be practicable and useful in the cure of flowering, he engaged in teaching deaf and dumb persons to speak; and in this undertaking he was very successful. He married a daughter of the celebrated Daniel Defoe. In the latter period of his life, he indulged a taste for poetry, and published, in 1725 and 1726, "Original Poems, fiercous and humorous," in two parts, in which there are some tales that resemble in wit, and also in licentiousness, those of Prior. He was the author likewise of "The Universe, a Poem intended to restrain the Pride of Man," several times reprinted, and of "An Invitation to Health," reprinted in his "Original Poems." At a more advanced period of life, he purled various branches of study and experiment in philosophy and natural history, and devoted himself more especially to microscopical researches and observations. In 1745, he was elected a fellow of the Antiquarian and Royal Societies; in both which he was a regular attendant. In 1744, the Royal Society honoured him with Sir Godfrey Copley's medal in recompense of his microscopical discoveries, the crystallizations and configurations of saline particles. Among various topics, on which he communicated papers to the Royal Society, that have been published in their Transactions, one was the water-polypus (see Polyzoa); and his remarks on this curious animal were enlarged into a separate treatise, which passed through several editions. The most important and valuable of his observations are contained in his two principal works, intitled, "The Microscope made easy," and "Employment for the Microscope," of which many editions have been published. Mr. Baker was one of the earliest and most zealous members of the society for the encouragement of arts, manufactures, and commerce; and by his extensive correspondence he was eminently useful in introducing into his own country several valuable methods of culture. To him we are indebted for the true history of the "Coccus Polonicus," for the "Alpine Strawberry," and for the "Rhoeum Palmatum." After the first discoveries in electricity, he was one of the first who announced to the public the approach of medicinal effects that might result from the application of it, and to relate the experiments of this kind which had been made at Rome and Bologna. He did not, however, escape the strictures of critics, and particularly of Dr. Hill, in his review of the works of the Royal Society. It has been said of him, more to the disfavour of those who have thrown out this unjust and invidious reflection than to his disgrace, that he was a philosopher in little things; but cavillers of this description feem to forget that the minute productions of nature display the great first cause as much as the largest; and they too generally escape the vulgar eye. Mr. Baker, says one of his biographers, was "an intelligent, upright, benevolent man, much respected by those who knew him but. His friends were the friends of science and virtue; and it will be always remembered by his cotemporaries, that no one was more ready than himself to afford those with whom he was conversant, in their various researches and endeavours for the advancement of knowledge and the benefit of society. After a life industriously devoted to these great objects, he died at his apartments in the Strand, Nov. 25th, 1774. The bulk of his fortune was bequeathed to his only grandson; and he left 1001. to the Royal Society for an anatomical or chemical lecture. Biog. Brit.

Baker's Central Rule, in Mathematics. See Central Rule.

Baker's Dozen Islands, in Geography, a cluster of islands near the east side of Hudson's bay, about N. lat. 77° 30', and W. long. 81°, to the west of an opening which goes to the east and north-east as far as the south-east end of Hudson's straits.

Bakersfield, a newly-settled township of America, in Franklin county, Vermont, formerly in Chittenango county.

Bakerstown, lies in Cumberland county, and district of Maine, containing 1276 inhabitants; distant 162 miles north-east from Boston.

Bakeu, or Bacou, a town of European Turkey, in the province of Moldavia, 60 miles south-west of Jaffy.

Bakewell, or Bakewell, is an ancient market town of England, in the county of Derby. In the Saxon chronicle it is called Bodecweallam; from which circumstance Mr. Bray conjectures that a bath had been used in this place previous to the year 924, at which time Edward the elder ordered a strongly fortified town to be built in the vicinity. The parish of Bakewell is the most extensive in the county; its length from north to south being more than twenty miles, and its breadth upwards of eight. Its number of houses is 299, and that of inhabitants 1412. In consequence of the extent of this parish, it has nine chapels of ease besides the church in the town. The latter, situated on an eminence, is an ancient and handsome structure, built in the form of a cros, with an octagonal tower in the centre, supporting lofty spire. The architecture of this fabric combines a variety of styles. The plain Saxon appears in the nave, and the arch of the western doorway is enriched with zigzag ornaments; but the other parts are built in that style which prevailed in the fifteenth century. Here are some ancient and curious monuments. In the church yard is a Catholic stone cros, whose sides are ornamented with a rudely executed
The market was formerly held on a Monday, but it is now kept on Fridays. Near the entrance of the town from Ashford is a large mill for the carding, roving, doubling, spinning, and twining of cotton; in which manufacture from 300 to 350 persons of both sexes are constantly employed. This mill was erected by the late Sir Richard Arkwright, who was the founder of the cotton trade in this neighbourhood. Between the gritstone and limestone frata about Bakewell, is a thick stratum of shale, which being of an argillaceous nature, and retentive of moisture, renders the paturage extremely good and thriving. Bakewell is 25 miles north of Derby, and 152 miles north-west of London. About three miles south of this town is Chatsworth, a magnificent seat of the duke of Devonshire. This celebrated mansion was erected by William the first duke of Devonshire, in the year 1702. It is built in the Ionic order, with a flat roof, surrounded by a balustrade. Its form is nearly a square, of about 150 feet, including a spacious quadrangular court, having a fountain in the centre, with the statue of Orpheus. The fronts which form the quadrangle, are decorated with rich sculptural representations of military trophies. This mansion is sumptuously furnished, and embellished with carved ornaments by the celebrated Gibbons, with painted walls and ceilings, with portraits, also a collection of sottis, &c. The unfortunate Mary, queen of Scots, was doomed to thirteen years' captivity in the old mansion at this place. The park is about nine miles in circumference, and is diversified with much grand, picturesque, and beautiful scenery. The Miller-works, which about fifty or sixty years ago gave Chatsworth great celebrity, are still preserved near the south-east and south sides of the house; but they attract little attention in the midst of such a variety of natural beauties.

About two miles south of Bakewell is Haddon Hall, a truly venerable mansion belonging to his grace the duke of Rutland. The high turrets and embattlements of this house, when beheld at some distance, give it the resemblance of an ancient fortified castle. It consists of numerous apartments and offices, which surround two paved quadrangular courts. The most ancient part is the tower of the gateway, which was probably built about the time of Edward the Third. The gallery was erected in the time of queen Elizabeth; but the chapel was raised in the reign of Henry the Sixth. Many of the rooms are very spacious; and the doors were concealed behind the hangings of arms, which must have been always lifted up for persons to pass in and out. Haddon Hall presents perhaps a more complete specimen of the ancient English haromonic mansion, than is to be found in any other house in the kingdom. For a particular description of it see the Beauties of England and Wales, vol. iii. p. 494.

At a short distance from Bakewell is Ashford, where are some considerable marble works. These were the first of the kind establisht in England, and great quantities of black and grey marble are faved and polished. This operation is performed by machinery, which is kept in motion by water. One part, called the sweeping mill from its circular motion, will work upon, and level a lot of marble slabs of eighty superficial feet. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. iii.

Bakewell Breed, an improved species of sheep, which have been bred by Mr. Bakewell of Disheleigh. See Sheep.

Bakhuysen. See Backhuysen.

Bakan. See Bachian.

Baking, the art of preparing bread, or of reducing meals of any kind, whether simple or compound, into bread. Vol. III.
vessels in these islands that could bear the fire, the inhabitants of them had no idea of hot water, or its effects, and therefore always roasted or baked their meat in the manner above related." Hawkesworth's Account of Voyages in the Southern Hemisphere, vol. i. p. 483.

Baking is used for the expelling a subsistence, inclosed in a crust, to the fire. See Dressing of Matter.

Baking Porcelain. See Porcelain.

BAKON, in Geography, a large forest of Hungary, near Vepfrin, where Andrew, king of Hungary, in a battle with his brother, was forsook by his followers, and trampled to death by his enemies.

BAKSAISKAIA, a fortress of Russian Tartary, in the government of Caucasus, on the west side of the Ural; 32 miles north of Gurien.

BAKTEGAN, the name of a salt lake of Persia, about fifty miles east of Shiraz, which receives the rivers of Kuren and Bundamir. It is represented in the maps, as being about 40 British miles long, and 10 broad.

BAKU, a town of Persia, in the province of Shirvan, on the west coast of the Caspian sea, with a harbour. N. lat. 40° 25'. E. long. 50° 2'.

The bay of Baku is reckoned the safest harbour of the Caspian, because ships may lie there at anchor in seven fathom water; yet in some places the entrance is dangerous, on account of shallows, illauds, and sand-banks. Baku, like Derbent, is inhabited by Perfians, Tartars, and some few Armenian merchants. The principal articles of export by which the traffic of this place is chiefly supported, are the naphtha, and the fine rock-salt, both of which are collected on the east side of the bay. The inhabitants indeed cultivate flax and cotton, but not with any considerable advantage. The trade of Baku is doubtless of more consequence than that of Derbent, though in fact but very confined, and is mostly carried on with Shamachy, whence it gets silk and silk-fluffs. A Russian confidant usually resides here.

BALA, in Botany, a name used by some authors for the majus, or plaitain tree; called also the banana and ficoides, by others.

Bala, in Ancient Geography, a city of Pentapolis, so called because it was fawallowed up, as the word imports, when Lot quitted it. It is more usually denominated Zabar.

Bala, in Geography, a town in the county of Merioneth, in North Wales, consisting of one street, with a high artificial mountain, apparently the keep of a fortress, at the south end of it. It is situated on the easter extremity of the fine lake to which it gives a name, and whose fish contribute largely towards the subsistence of its inhabitants. The fairs and markets are considerable, and abundantly supplied with the produce of the surrounding country, and with flannels, gloves, stockings, &c. In the manufacture of the latter articles, the inhabitants of the town and of the neighbouring villages are constantly employed. "Knotting," observes Mr. Aikin, "is the general leisure work of both sexes in Wales, especially about Bala: and it cannot fail of giving brawlers a high idea of the industry of the people, to see the men and women going to market with burdens on their heads, while their hands are employed in working the designs of their own sheep into articles of dress, coarse indeed, but equally warm and serviceable with the more costly and elaborate manufactures." Bala is in the parish of Llanyrhych, a village about one mile from the town. The whole parish includes a population of 2445. Though endowed with many valuable privileges, Bala cannot boast of any particular or elegant structures. It is an incorporated town by prescription, and the government is vested in two bailiffs and a common council; but neither this nor any other town in the county has ever sent members to parliament. The affizes are kept here and at Dolgelly alternately. Its market is on Saturdays, and here are two fairs annually. It is 35 miles from Holywell, and 203 from London. "The object best worth notice in this neighbourhood is—"

"Bala-Pool, or Pimble-mere, or Llyn-taygdd, which is the largest lake in Wales. Its length from N. E. to S. W. is about four miles, and its breadth in the widest part is 1200 yards. The water, like that of most rocky lakes, is so pure that the most delicate chemical tests detected scarcely any perceivable quantity of foreign admixture. The south-western extremity, where three mountain torrents fall into the pool, is the shallowest, owing to the great quantity of earth and flints which are borne down in flood-time from the country through which they flow: the gradual aggregations have formed several banks and low islands in this end of the lake, and in consequence obliged it to encroach proportionally on the north-eastern boundary. This tendency is further increased by the prevalence of strong westerly winds, which drive on the shore a heavy surf, which would be imagined. Whenever that not unfrequently happens, the waters rise to such an alarming height, as to threaten the town of Bala with an inundation, were it not for a dyke that is raised on the shore: the water being thus obstructed pours over the road at the extremity of the mound, and discharges itself into the low grounds through which the Dee flows, doing no small damage to the rich and extensive parishes. The lake is well stocked with excellent fish, of which the red trout and the gwyniad are esteemed the most delicious. These are all caught by angling from the shore, and tho' W. Wynne, who claims the property of the whole pool, will not allow any boats to be kept on it. The feynery round this lake is much admired for its diversified, wooded, and rocky characteristics. Aikin's Journal of a Tour through North Wales, &c.

From the bottom of this lake issues the river Dee, which is said to pass through it without mingling its waters with those of the lake (see Abyssinia); and falling under a romantic old bridge, winds gently in a wide and deep stream towards Corwen and Llangollen.

Bala is surrounded with mountains, through which various roads are forced towards Dinamowth, towards Llan-rhys, having the Berwin, and towards Llannilin in the vicinity of Snowdon.

Balaam, in Scripture Biography, the son of Beor or Bolar, a prophet or diviner, of the city of Pethor on the Euphrates. He was sent for by Balak, king of the Moabites, to curse the Israielis: but he pronounced upon them a blessing. He was killed, together with Balak, in a battle, in which the Israielites de-feated the Moabites, about 1450 years before Christ. Numb. xxv., xxvi., xxvii. Deut. xiv. 4. 2 Pet. ii. 15. Jude, ver. 11. Rom. ix. 11. It has been a subject of controversy, whether Balaam was a true prophet or a mere diviner, magician, or fortune-teller, barmica, as he is called. Numb. xxv. 5.Origin says, that his whole power consisted in magic and divination. Theodoret is of opinion that Balaam did not consult the Lord, but that he was supernaturally inspired, and constrained to speak against his own inclination. Cyril says, that he was a magician, an idler, and a false prophet, who spoke truth against his will; and St. Ambrose compares him to Caïaphas, who prophesied without being aware of the import of what he said. Jerome seems to have adopted the opinion of the Hebrews; which was, that Balaam knew the true God, exalted alters to him, and that he was a true prophet, though corrupt.
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BALADE, the name of a harbour on the north-west coast of New Caledonia island, in the South Pacific ocean, formed by a reef which runs parallel to the coast, at the distance of three leagues, and near the western extremity of the island. S. lat. 29° 15'. E. long. 166° 42'.

BALAZNA, Wibad, in Zululand. Whales are a tribe of cetaceous creatures, which in external appearance, and certain habits of life, in their manner of swimming and feeding, are very remarkable. In entering the mouth of a whale, the vessel, from the26. approach so near to the other kinds of the same race, that the sailor and whalers, who were little acquainted with their habits and manners, fell full with their internal parts, and were in great danger of being drowned by the numerous whales which assist to form them to the tribe of fishes. To save nothing of their anatomy, the whale, which is an enormous fish, and, being one among other cetaceous races, requires the service of his teeth for retaining it with the latter. Our countrymen, Ray and Willughby, both include the whale in their systems of ichthyology. Ray, whose natural arrangement of the animal fishes divides no common prince, divides his fishes into two principal sections, one comprehending those which have lungs for respiration, and the other, those which breathe by means of the gills, and are truly fishes. The reason he offers for including the former with the fishes are these: because the form of their bodies agrees with those of fishes; because they are entirely naked, or covered only with a smooth skin, and because they live entirely in the water, and have all the actions of fishes. Notwithstanding this, Linnaeus, whose accuracy of discrimination an enlightened posterity bid fair to honour and exalt, has referred them to the mammalia tribe of animals: a reference extremely just, but the propriety of which will not appear so obvious at the first glance to the cursory observer, as to the accurate anatomist, or indefatigable hunter of nature.

The whale, notwithstanding its fish-like external appearance, and residence in the waters, has no other claim to a place among fishes; for its internal anatomy is precisely the same as that of the terrestrial animals, and of the quadruped tribe in particular. Such is the opinion advanced by that illustrious naturalist, Linnaeus; and such is the opinion confirmed by the remarks of that able anatomist the late Mr. Hunter. In a paper prefixed to the account of the whales, he states that whales, instead of being of the same species, to the Royal Society of London, a few years ago by the latter, it is observed, that this order of animals has nothing peculiar to fish, except living in the same element, and being endowed with the same powers of progressive motion, as those fish which are intended to move with a considerable velocity. Although inhabitants of the waters, they belong to the same class as quadrupeds; breathing air, being furnished with lungs, and all other parts peculiar to the economy of that class, and having warm blood. The projecting part, or tail, contains the power which produces progressive motion, and moves the broad terminus of the motion of which is similar to that of an oar in propelling a boat; it supercedes the necessity of posterior extremities, and allows of the proper shape for swimming. The tail is flattened horizontally, which is contrary to that of fish; this projection of the tail giving the direction to the animal in the progressive motion of the body. The two lateral fins, which are analogous to the anterior extremities in the quadruped, are commonly small, varying however in size, and seem to serve as a kind of oars. The element in which they live renders some parts, which are of importance in other animals, useless to them: gives to some parts a different action, and renders others of less account. The larynx, size of the trachea, and number of ribs differ exceedingly. The coccyx is only found in some of them. The teeth in some are wanting. The blow-holes are two in number in many; in others only one. The bones alone, in many animals, when properly united...
into what is called the skeleton, give the general shape and character of the animal. Thus a quadruped is distinguished from a bird, and even one quadruped from another; it only requiring a skin to be thrown over the skeleton to make the species known. But this is not so decidedly the case in this order of animals, for the skeleton in them does not give the true shape. An immense head, a small neck, few ribs, and in many a short ilium, and no pelvis, with a long spine, terminating in a point, require more than a skin being laid over them in order to give the regular and characteristic form of the animal. The structure of the bones is similar to that of the bones of quadrupeds; they are composed of an animal fibubance, and an earth that is not animal; they are less compact than those of quadrupeds that are similar to them. From these, and other observations we may infer, that the structure, formation, arrangement, and union of the bones, which compose the forms of parts in this order of animals, are much upon the same principle as in quadrupeds. The flesh and muscles of this order of animals are red, resembling those of quadrupeds, and perhaps more like those of the bull or horse than any other animal.

The Linnaean definition of the mammalia class, having a heart with two auricles and two ventricles, and the blood warm and red, applies most strictly to the whale. "The heart," Mr. Hunter says, "is inclosed in its pericardium, which is attached by a broad surface to the diaphragm, as in the human body. It is composed of four cavities, two auricles, and two ventricles; it is more flat than in the
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quadruped, and adapted to the shape of the chest. The auricles have more rafiiice, and these pass more across the cavity from side to side, than in many other animals; besides being more muscular, they are very elastic, for being stretched they contract again very confidenly. There is nothing uncommon or particular in the structure of the ventricles, in the valves of the ventricles, or in that of the arteries." In their amours and mode of producing their young, the whales agree with other creatures of the mammalia tribe; and like them they have teats, and suckle them.

The balena genus is distinguished, according to Linnaeus, by having horny laminae in the superior jaw instead of teeth, and a double respiratory orifice on the upper part of the head. By these characters the true whales may be distinguished from the other genera of cetaceous animals, as the monodon, phylister, and delphinus. The history of the whales will be considered under the respective species, of which Linnaeus and Gmelin describe the following: Mysticetus (common whale), Physalus (sea-fish), Boops (pike-headed whale), Gribosa (hunched whale), Musculus (round lipped whale), and Rostrata (beaked whale). The French naturalists distinguish two other species; Virké speaks of la balene Franche, or balene de Greenland (B. mysticetus Linn.), le nord coper, or balene de l'Orlande (balena glacialis Bonn.), le gibrar, or fin-fish (fin-fish Eng. and balena physalus Linn.), la balene tamean (balena nodola Bonn.), la jubarte (balena boops Linn.), le requeal (balena musculus Linn.), and la balene a bce (balena rostrata Linn.).

In conclusion these remarks on the whale tribe, we cannot avoid advertmg to the British Zoology of Mr. Pkennant, in which these and the other cetaceous animals found on our coasts are admitted under the title of cetaceous fishes; he follows the arrangement proposed by Ray, and seems to object chiefly to that of Linnaeus, because "he has preferred the chain of beings entire," he says, Linnaeus "should have made the genus of phoecce, or seals, and that of trichecus or manati, immediately precede the whale, those being the links that connect the mammalia or quadrupeds with the fish; for the seals, in respect to its legs, are the most imperfect of the former class, and in the manati the hind feet coalesce, assum-
monastery, five brick, and ten timber churches. N. lat. 56° 50'. E. long. 45° 5'.

BALAKLAVA, a fishing town of Crim Tartary, or Taurida, containing about 200 houses, and seated on a bay of the Black or Euxine sea, in N. lat. 44° 35'. E. long. 33° 14'. The bay forms a harbour; which, in the imperial proclamation declaring Theodosia and Eupatoria free ports, is debarred from navigation.

BALAKZEL, in Ornithology, the Turkish name of the heron.

BALALAIA, in Music, a musical instrument of the bandour kind, of very ancient Scelaroni origin; it is in common use both with the Russians and Tartars; according to Niebuhr, it is also frequent in Egypt and Arabia. The body of it is an oblong truncated, about a span in length, with a neck or finger-board of four fingers. It is played on with the fingers like the bandour or guitar; but has only two wires, one of which gives a monotonous bass, and by the other the piece is produced. Under the touch of able fingers, accompanied by a good voice, it sounds agreeably enough; and therefore it is not unfrequently seen in the hands of people of fashion.

BALAMBANGAN, in Geography, a small island in the Eastern Pacific ocean, near the northern point of Borneo, between this island and Palawa, remarkable for a settlement attempted by the English in 1773; but evacuated either on account of the unhealthy climate, or of a Dutch invasion. N. lat. 7° 10'. E. long. 117° 40'.

BALAMBANJ, or PALAMBANJ, the name of a district or territory on the east part of the island of Java, which produces pepper, cotton, rice, Indian corn, and fruit in great plenty, and which abounds with pastures that feed a great number of horses, antelopes, buffaloes, and oxen. The capital, which is a strong trading town, is of the same name.

S. lat. 7° 10'. E. long. 117° 30'.

BALAMBANJ Channel. See Balli.

BALAMIS, Ferdinand, in Biography, born in the island of Sicily, about the middle of the sixteenth century, not less celebrated for his accomplishments in polite literature, and his skill in the Greek language, than for his knowledge of medicine, was greatly esteemed by pope Leo X. to whom he was physician. He published in 1556, at Lyons, “De cibis boni et mali fuscii,” translated from the works of Galen; also “Galeni liber de officiis, ad Tyrones,” 8vo. re-published at Frankfort, in fol. with observations, by Galpar Hoffman, 1630. The above are inserted in the edition of Galen’s works, published by the Junctus, 1586, fol. Since his death the following was printed at Rothen: “De optimo corporis nostrorum constitutione”; “De bona valutudine”; “De horticultura, cucurbitula, &c.” 1636, 8vo. Haller Bib. Med. Prat. Elsy Dict. Hist.

BALAM FULLI, in Botany, a name used by some authors for the tree whose fruit is the tamarind of the shops.

BALANCE, or BALANCE, Libra, in Mechanics, one of the seven simple powers, or rather a species of that mechanical power called the lever, used principally for determining the equality or difference of weights in heavy bodies, and consequently their masses or quantities of matter.

The balance is of two kinds, viz. the ancient and modern. The ancient or Roman, called also flatra Romana, or lead-yard, consists of a lever or beam, movable on a centre, and suspended near one of its extremes; on one side the centre are applied the bodies to be weighed, and their weight is estimated by the division marked on the beam, on the other side, where a weight moveable along it keeps the balance in equilibrio. See Steel-Yard.

The modern balance, now ordinarily in use, consists of a lever, or beam, suspended exactly by the middle; to the extremes whereof are hung scales or balances.

In each case, the beam is called the jugum, and the two weights thereof on each side the axis, the brachia, or arms; and the handle whereby it is held, trunca; the line on which the beam turns, or which divides its brachia, is called the axis; and when considered with regard to the length of the brachia, is esteemed but a point, and called the centre of the balance; and the places where the weights are applied, the points of suspension, or application.—That slender part perpendicular to the jugum, by which either the equilibrium, or preponderancy of bodies is indicated, is called the tongue of the balance.

In the Roman balance, therefore, the weight used for a counterbalance is the same, but the points of application are various; in the common balance, the counterpoise is various, and the point of application the same.

The principle on which each is founded is the same, and may be conceived from what follows.

Balance, Doctrine of the.—The beam AB (Plate Mechanics, fig. 8.) the principal part of the balance, is a lever of the first kind, which, instead of resting on a fulcrum at C, its centre of motion, is suspended by somewhat fastened to the centre C: so that the mechanism of the balance depends on the same theorem as that of the lever.

Hence, as the known weight is to the unknown, so is the distance of the unknown weight from the centre of motion to the distance of the known weight, where the two weights will counterpoise each other; consequently, the known weights shew the quantity of the unknown.

Or thus: the action of a weight to move a balance is by so much greater, as the point prefixed by the weight is more distant from the centre of the balance; and that action follows the proportion of the distance of the said point from that centre. When the balance moves about its centre, the point B describes the arch BE (fig. 9); whilst the point A describes the arch AE, which is the largest of the two; therefore in the motion of the balance, the action of the same weight is different, according to the point to which it is applied; hence it follows, that the proportion of the space gone through by the point at A is as A to B, and at B as B, but those arches are to one another as CA, CB.

Balance, Varieties in the Application of the.—If the brachia of a balance be divided into equal parts, one ounce applied to the ninth division from the centre, will equiponderate with three ounces at the third; and two ounces at the sixth division as strongly as three at the fourth, &c.

Hence it follows, that the action of a power to move a balance is in a ratio compounded of the power itself, and its distance from the centre; for that distance is as the space gone through in the motion of the balance.

It may be here observed, that the weight equally prefixed the point of suspension at whatever height it hangs from it, and in the same manner as if it was fixed at the very point for the weight at all heights equally stretches the cord by which it hangs.

A balance is said to be in equilibrio, when the actions of the weights upon the brachia to move the balance are equal, so as mutually to destroy each other. When a balance is in equilibrio, the weights on each side are said to equiponderate: unequal weights may also equiponderate; but then the distances from the centre must be reciprocally as the weights. In which case, if each weight be multiplied by its distance, the products will be equal; which is the foundation of the lead-yard, which fee.

Thus in a balance whose brachia are very unequal, a scale hanging at the shortest, and the longest divided into equal parts: if such a weight be applied to it, as at the
the first division shall equiponderate with one ounce in the scale; and the body to be weighed be put in the scale, and the above mentioned weight be moved along the long-ell brachium, till the equilibrium be found; the number of divisions between the body and the centre files the number of ounces that the body weighs, and the subdivisions the parts of an ounce. On the same principle is founded the deceitful balance, which cheats by the inequality of the brachium; for instance, take two scales of unequal weights, in the proportion of 9 to 10, and one of them at the tenth division of the balance above described, and another at the ninth division, so that there may be an equilibrium; if then you take any weights, which are to one another as 9 to 10, and put the first in the first scale, and the second in the other scale, they will equiponderate.

But it is easy to discover the deceit of a false balance by changing the weights that are in equilibrio to the contrary scales; and thus the owner of the balance must either confess the fraud, or add to the commodity sold by means of such a balance, not only the quantity by which it was deficient, but also as much as he intended to gain by the fraud, and a fraction of that added weight proportional to the inequality of the arms of the balance. In this case, the buyer, instead of 9½, offered to him for 10½, his due, will have by changing the scales, 1½ pounds. For 9 : 10 :: 9½ : 11½.

Several weights, hanging at several distances on one side, may equiponderate with a single weight on the other side: to do this it is required, that the product of that weight, by its distance from the centre, be equal to the sum of the products of all the other weights, each being multiplied by its distance from the centre.

To demonstrate which, hang three weights of an ounce each, at the second, third, and fifth divisions from the centre, and they will equiponderate with the weight of one single ounce applied to the tenth division of the other brachium; and the weight of one ounce at the sixth division, and another of three ounces at the fourth division will equiponderate with a weight of two ounces on the other side at the ninth division.

Several weights unequal in number on either side, may equiponderate: in this case if each of them be multiplied by its distance from the centre, the sums of the products on either side will be equal; and if those sums be equal, there will be an equilibrio.

To prove which, hang on a weight of two ounces at the fifth division, and two others, each of one ounce, at the second and seventh; and on the other side hang two weights, each also of one ounce, at the ninth and tenth divisions; and these two will equiponderate with those three. A balance of this kind, the arms of which are equally divided, has been sometimes called an arithmetical balance; because the arithmetical operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and the rule of three, may be easily performed by it.

E. g. To add the numbers 2, 3, and 7; apply an ounce weight at the second division, and another on the same arm at the third, and another at the seventh, then take an ounce weight, and move it along the other arm, till the beam is in equilibrio, which will be at the twelfth division; so that

\[2 + 3 + 7 = 12.\]

To subtrah 5 from 12; hang an ounce weight at one end of the arm at 12 inches, and another at the other end at 5; then move a third ounce weight along the arm till the equilibrium is restored, and it will be found at the seventh division, which gives 12 - 5 = 7.

To multiply 4 by 3; suspend a four ounce weight at the third division on one arm, and move an ounce weight on the other, till the beam be in equilibrio, and it will mark out 12 = 4 × 3.

To divide 12 by 4; suspend an ounce at the twelfth division, and move a four ounce weight on the other arm, till there is an equilibrium, and it will be found at the quotient 3 = \(\frac{1}{4}\) = \(\frac{1}{4}\).

To the justness of a balance it is required, that the points of suspension be exactly in the same line as the centre of the balance; that they be precisely equidistant from that centre on either side; that the brachia be as long as conveniently they may, in relation to their thicknesses, and the weight which they are intended to support; that there be as little friction as possible in the motion of the beam and scales; and lastly, that the centre of gravity of the beam be placed a little below the centre of motion.

We shall here subjoin further observations, which may serve to illustrate these properties of a good balance, and which deserve attention in the construction of this instrument: for purposes that require peculiar accuracy. The balance is properly a lever, whose axis of motion is formed with an edge like that of a knife, and the two ditches or scales at its extremities are hung upon edges of the same kind, which are first made sharp, and then rounded with a fine hone, or a piece of buff leather. On the regular form of this rounded part the excellence of the instrument very much depends. When the lever, or beam of the balance, is considered as a mere line, the two outer edges are called points of suspension, and the inner the fulcrum. The points of suspension are supposed to be at equal distances from the fulcrum, and to be pressed with equal weights when loaded.

1. If the fulcrum be placed in the centre of gravity of the beam, and the three edges be all in the same right line, the beam of the balance will have no tendency to one position more than another, but will rest in any position in which it may be placed, whether the scales be on or off, empty or loaded.

2. If the centre of gravity of the beam, when level, be immediately above the fulcrum, it will overstep by the smallest action; that is, the end which is lowest will descend; and it will do this with the greater velocity, in proportion as the center of gravity is higher, and the points of suspension are less loaded.

3. But if the center of gravity of the beam be immediately below the fulcrum, the beam will not rest in any position but when level; and, if disturbed from that position, and then left at liberty, it will vibrate, and at last come to rest in an horizontal position. Its vibrations will be quicker, and its horizontal tendency stronger, the lower the center of gravity, and the less the weight upon the points of suspension.

If the fulcrum be below the beam, joining the points of suspension, and these be loaded, the beam will overstep, unless prevented by the weight of the beam tending to produce an horizontal position, as in the third case. In this last case small weights will equilibrate, as in the last case; certain exact weight will rest in any position of the beam, as in the first case; and all greater weights will cause the beam to overstep, as in the second case.

Money scales are often made this way, and will overstep with any considerable load. 5. If the fulcrum be above the line joining the points of suspension, the beam will come to the horizontal position, unless prevented by its own weight, as in the second case. If the centre of gravity be nearly in the fulcrum, all the vibrations of the loaded beam will be made in times nearly equal, unless the weights be very small, when they will be flower. The vibrations of balances are quicker, and the horizontal tendency stronger, the higher the fulcrum. When the fulcrum, or centre of motion C, (see fig. 10.) is in the line right joining the centres of suspension, it is evident that the equilibrio of equal weights, e. g. P and W, will obtain in every position; for the perpendicular
diculars let fall from C upon the directions will be always equal to each other. But when C is above or below WP, an equilibrium of equal weights does not occur, unless WP coincide with the horizontal line AB. In this case, the perpendiculars let fall from C upon the directions of W and P, are equal to GB and GA, CG being perpendicular to AB; but when the balance is in any other position WP, the perpendicular CI is greater than CH, because g L, which is less than CI, is equal to gM, which is greater than CH. W will therefore descend and continue to vibrate till its motion be damped by friction. (See Letter.) If P and W be unequal, and C be in the right line WP, the heavier of them will descend till WP be perpendicular to the horizon, or, if the center of motion be in WP, till P is on the horizon.

It is evident from what has been said, that the nearer the centre of gravity of the beam is to the centre of motion, the nicer will be the balance, and the flower its vibrations: thus, if aCt (fig. 11.) be the beam, and C the center of motion, the difference between the effects of having the centre of gravity at K, or e, will be the same as if we compared the velocities of two pendulums, of the length CK and Ce, which are in a subduplicate ratio of their lengths. The tendency to an horizontal position is, therefore, increased by lowering the center of gravity, in which case it will also require a greater additional weight to cause it to turn or incline to any given angle, and it is consequently less sensible with a greater load. The fixing of the centre of motion in a balance is, therefore, of peculiar importance, for on this depends the ease with which it will be affected by a smaller weight; and the readiness with which it will return to its horizontal position: and it is evident, that the belt position is that in which the centre of motion is a little above the centre of gravity; and even in this it should be proportioned to the distance of the weights from the fulcrum, and the quantity of matter to be weighed, which, in different beams, can only be attained by the practice and experience of the maker.

It has already appeared, that if the arms of a balance be unequal, the weights in equipoile will be unequal in the same proportion. But it should be observed, that though the equality of the arms of a balance is the basis of the making of weights by bisection, a balance with unequal arms will weigh as accurately as another with equal arms, provided the standard weight itself be first counterpoised, then taken out of the scale, and the thing to be weighed be put into the scale, and adjusted against the counterpoise: or, when proportional quantities only are considered, the bodies under examination may be weighed against the weights, taking care always to put the weights in the same scale; for then, though the bodies may not be really equal to the weights, yet their proportions to one another will be the same as if they had been accurately equal to them. However, it is indispensible necessary that their relative lengths should continue invariable. For this purpose it is necessary either that the three edges be all truly parallel, or that the points of suspension and support should be always in the same part of the edge, which last requisite is most easily obtained.

If a beam be adjusted so as to have no tendency to any one position, as in case 1. above stated, and the scales be equally loaded; then, if a small weight be added in one of the scales, that balance will turn, and the points of suspension will move with an accelerated motion, similar to that of falling bodies, but as much flower in proportion, very nearly, as the added weight is less than the whole weight borne by the fulcrum. The stronger the tendency to an horizontal position in any balance, or the quicker its vibrations (see cases 3. and 5.), the greater additional weight will be required to cause it to turn or incline to any given angle. If a balance were to turn with the ten thousandth part of the weight, it would move at the quickest 10,000 times slower than a falling body; that is, if the weight containing the weight, instead of falling through sixteen feet in a second of time, would fall through nearly two hundredths of an inch, and it would require four seconds to move through one third part of an inch; consequently, all accurate weighing must be slow.

Long beams have been generally recommended, because the quantity of motion in a given body varies as its distance from the fulcrum; and, therefore, the greater the distance, the more distinctible will be the motion arising from any small difference between, e.g. P and W. Long beams are also less likely to have lost friction, but this has been disputed.

And it has been remarked, that the quicker angular motion, greater strength, and less weight of a short balance, are certain advantages.

The index that is placed perpendicularly to the beam of a balance, in order to ascertain its position, affects its equilibrium, except it be in an horizontal situation; the momentum of the index being measured by its weight multiplied into the distance of its centre of gravity, from a line perpendicular to the horizon. But the error that would arise from hence is corrected by continuing the index, or placing a weight on the opposite side of the beam. The seals of a balance should be suspended in such a manner, that in all positions the things of the scales may be parallel to one another; otherwise the weights, though equal, will not be in equilibrum.

Very delicate balances are not only useful in nice experiments, but they are much more expeditious than others in common weighing. If a pair of scales, with a certain load, be barely sensible to the fourth of a grain, it will require a considerable time to ascertain the weight to that degree of accuracy, because the turn must be observed several times, and it is very small. But if no greater accuracy were required, and scales were used which would turn with the hundredth of a grain, a tenth of a grain, more or less, would make no great a difference in the turn, that it would be seen immediately. A degree of sensibility may be given to a balance, that turns with a certain addition, but is not moved by any smaller weight, by producing a tremulous motion in its parts. Thus, if the edge of a blunt saw, a file, or other similar instrument, be drawn along any part of the case or support of a balance, it will produce a jarring, which will diminish the friction in the moving parts so much, that the turn will be evident with one third or one fourth of the addition that would else have been required. In this way a beam which would only turn by the addition of a tenth of a grain, will turn with the thirtieth or fortieth of a grain. In order to regulate the horizontal tendency in some beams, the fulcrum is placed below the points of suspension, and a sliding-weight is put upon the style or index, by means of which the centre of gravity may be raised or lowered.

Mr. Nicholson, of whose observations on the properties of the balance we have availed ourselves in the preceding part of this article, has recommended the following set of weights, as proper to accompany it, when it is applied to chemical and similar purposes: viz. 1,000 grams, 900 g., 500 g., 300 g., 200 g., 100 g., 90 g., 50 g., 25 g., 10 g., 5 g., 2 g., 1 g., 500 milligrams, 250 milligrams, 125 milligrams, and 62 1/2 milligrams.

Mr. Nicholson subjoins an account of some balances, which have been constructed
acted by different persons for nice experiments. The frst he mentions is that of Mulchenbrook, which turned with \( \frac{1}{4} \) of a grain, and which weighed to \( \frac{3}{4} \) part of the whole; ascertaining high weights truly to four places of figures. In the Philos. Trans. vol. lxxvi. p. 59, we have mention of two accurate balances of Mr. Bolton; one of which would weigh a pound, and turn with \( \frac{1}{4} \) of a grain, and give the \( \frac{3}{4} \) part of the weight; and the other \( \frac{1}{4} \) in ounces, and turned with \( \frac{1}{2} \) of a grain, or the \( \frac{3}{4} \) part of the weight. Mr. Rad's balance, mentioned in p. 511 of the same volume, turned with less than a penny-weight, and even with four grains, when loaded with fifty-five pounds, i.e. about \( \frac{2}{5} \) part of the weight, and which might be relied on to five places of figures. Mr. Whitehurst's balance (ibid. p. 576) weighs one penny weight, and is sensibly affected with \( \frac{2}{5} \) part of a grain, or \( \frac{3}{4} \) part of the whole. This balance, he says, will serve to determine all weights between 100 grains, and 4000 grains to four places of figures. Mr. Alembic's (mentioned ibid. vol. lxxvii. p. 205) is true to three grains with 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) an inch; and hence the weight is known to \( \frac{3}{4} \) part, or to four, or barely five places of figures. The balance of Dr. George Forder, made by Mr. Ramsden, mentioned in bxxvth volume of the Philos. Trans. when loaded with four or five ounces, showed a difference of \( \frac{3}{4} \) part of a grain, or \( \frac{3}{4} \) part of the weight. Mr. Magellan's balance would bear several pounds, and show \( \frac{1}{2} \) of a grain, with one pound an inch. This is the \( \frac{3}{4} \) part of the weight and answers to five figures. The Royal Society's balance, lately made by Mr. Ramsden, turns on feel'd edges upon planes of polished crystal, and affects a weight to the seventh millionth part, and may be used in general practice to determine weights to five places and better. To which we may add, that the balance used by count Rumford, in his experiments for ascertaining the weight ascribed to heat (Phil. Trans. for 1799. part ii.), served, as he informs us (p. 187.), to measure \( \frac{3}{4} \) part of the weight which he examined. Nicholson's System of Mechanics, &c. p. 154, &c. Defageliers's Exp. Philol. vol. I. p. 145, &c. Defageliers's balance is a balance of a new construction for the woolen manufacturers. Their thread is made into slats of the same length; and the fineness of it is denominated from the number of slats which go into a pound; the coarsest being about twelve to the pound, and the finest near fifty. This machine is designed for weighing the slats, in order to determine their respective fineness. It resembles the beam of a common pair of scales; at one end of it is fixed a weight, called a counterpoise, and at the other end a hook; in forging, the beam to be examined is put upon the hook, and pulls down more or less, according to its weight, till the counterpoise, by rising, balances it: then the index or cock of the beam, points out on a graduated arch the number of slats of that sort which goes to the pound.

A scale, instead of the hook, might be used for weighing money, if the arch were properly divided for that purpose. See a drawing of this machine and the explanation of the theory of it, in Phil. Trans. vol. lx. No. 25, p. 205.

The bent lever balance, is a balance (fig. 12.) which acts by a fixed weight \( G \), increasing in power as it ascends along the arc \( FG \) of a circle, and pointing by an index to the number or division of the arc which denotes the weight of any body put into the scale \( E \). With this instrument, one constant weight serves to weigh all others, by only varying the position of the arms of the balance, instead of varying the places or points of suspension in the arms themselves. The following property of the balance was first fug-
gled by Dr. Helsham (see his Course of Lectures in Natural Philosophy, published by Dr. Robinson, p. 91), communicated by him to Dr. Defageliers (see his Course of Experimental Philosophy, vol. 1. p. 152.), and published in the Philos. Trans. for 1729. The property is this, that if a man standing in one scale and counterpoised by a weight in the other, lays his hand to any part of the beam, and presses it upwards, he will destroy the equilibrium and cause the scale in which he stands to preponderate. Thus, if a man, whose weight is equal to \( W \), standing in one scale and in equilibrio with \( P \) placed in the other (fig. 37.), presses the beam upwards in \( D \) with a force equal to \( Q \), the diminution of \( W \)’s momentum is equal to \( Q \times F \); and because the reaction at the scale is equal to \( Q \), the increase of \( W \)’s momentum is equal to \( Q \times FA \), and consequently \( W \) will descend with a force equal to \( Q \times AD \). If the pressure be upwards in \( E \), \( W \) will descend with a force resulting from this pressure, equal to \( Q \times EF \), and from the reaction with a force equal to \( Q \times FA \); and, therefore, the whole force of descent is equal to \( Q \times EA \). Thus, also, if the pressure be downwards in \( D \), the increase of \( W \)’s momentum, or the increase of \( P \)’s momentum, is equal to \( Q \times FD \), and the diminution of its momentum \( = Q \times FA \); and, consequently, \( W \) will ascend with a force equal to \( W \times DA \). If the pressure be downwards in \( E \), the diminution of \( W \)’s momentum, or the increase of \( P \)’s momentum, is equal to \( Q \times EF \), and a part \( Q \) of \( W \)’s weight being transferred to \( E \), the diminution of its momentum, on that account, is equal to \( Q \times FA \), and consequently the whole diminution of \( W \)’s momentum, or force of \( P \)’s ascent, is equal to \( Q \times FA \).

Balance of the Air, is used to denote the weight of that fluid, whereby, according to its known property, it presses where it is least resisted, till it be equally adjudged in all parts.

Balance, Affray, is a nice balance used in determining the exact weight of minute bodies. Its structure is very little different from that of the common fort; except that it is made of the best steel, and fitted for moving with the smallest weight.

The beam of this balance is suspended in a fork, the two legs of which are steel springs joined at the top, but kept together below with a brass plain clasp, parallel to one another, and at the distance of 2 feet and a half. When this clasp is taken off, and the legs of the fork stretched out, the axis of the beam may be put into two holes at the ends of the legs, or removed from them. A sharp needle is fixed in the head of the fork, which stands perpendicular, when the fork is suspended, and is so long, as almost to touch the top of the tongue of the beam put into the fork when in equilibrio. This needle is thefelt or mark of the equilibrium; and for the convenience of observing it, the legs of the fork are broader in that place, and have an opening two or three lines wide. Two scales made of a thin plate of silver, \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch in diameter, suspended on three small silver springs, almost as long as the beam, and tied together at the top with a silver hook in the form of an S, are hung to the extremities of the beam; and to each of these scales belongs a small dish of silver or blue lead, somewhat less than one inch in diameter, and both of equal weight; the bodies to be weighed are put into these dishes, with a pair of pincers, or with a spoon, or small holed, when they are pounded; and then the dishes are put into the scales. The balance is suspended on a moveable bress or copper support, consisting of a pedestal, and a pillar set upon it about twenty inches high, at the top of which projects at right angles, an arm one inch in length: at the extremity of this arm is a small pulley three lines in diameter, another at the top of the pillar, and a third near the bottom of it; all which pulleys move with ease on their respective axes. At the distance of \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch below the upper
upper arm, another arm 1½ inch long, projects from the pillar
at right angles, with a hole through it two lines long, and a
quarter of a line broad, and placed perpendicularly below
the pelley of the upper arm, to receive a small plate 1½ inch
long, and of such breadth and thickness that it may freely
move up and down, and yet not play too freely in the hole.
At each extremity of the plate is a small hook. The whole
of this apparatus is enclosed in a small case (fig. 13.), fur-
nished with glasses, a, a, a, at the top and about it. The
manner of using the aifay-bal ance is to pass a silk fling
over the three pulleys of the support and arm; then the sup-
port is placed in the middle of the small case, and the other
end of the silk fling is passed below through a hole in the
middle of the lower part of the frame, containing the win-
dow in the fore part of the case, and fastened to a small
weight of a cubic form. The fork of the balance is sus-
pended on the inferior hook of the plate. By moving
backwards and forwards the weight fastened to the fling,
placed upon the top of the drawer projecting beyond the
fore part of the case, the balance within is either raised or
lowered. The bodies to be weighed, and the weights
themselves, being put into the difees, the difees are put
into the scales, through the side windows, which must be
opened for that purpose. When any thing is added or
taken away, by means either of the pinces, or of the small
shovel, or spoon, the balance is let down that the scales
may rest upon the bottom of the case; and before it is lift-
ed up again the windows must be shut, especially if the air
is not perfectly still. The flat pieces of glass, often placed
under the scales of an aifay-bal ance, seem, by their electro-
power, capable of attracting, and of thus causing the light-
er scale to preponderate where the whole matter weigh-
ed is fo very small. See Phil. Trans. No. 480. p. 245.
The electricity of a flat surface about three inches square
has been known to hold down a scale, when there was a
weight of about 200 grains in the other.

Balance, in Hydrography, is that part of a clock or watch,
which by its motion regulates and determines the beats.—
The circular part of it is called the rim, and its spindle the
verge; there belong to it also two pallets or nuts, which
play in the fans of the crown-wheel; in pocket watches,
that strong ftil, in which the lower pivot of the verge
plays, and in the middle of which one pivot of the crown-
wheel runs, is called the patience; the wrought piece which
covers the balance, and in which the upper pivot of the bal-
ance plays, is the cock; the small spring in the new pocket-
watches is called the Regulator.

It appears from the testimony of historical accounts, as
well as other evidences, that the balance was universally
adopted in the construction of the first clocks and watches;
nor was it till the year 1657, that Mr. Huygens united pen-
dulums with clock-work. (See Pendulum.) In watches of
early construction, the balance vibrated merely by the
impulses of the wheels, without any other control or regu-
lation; the motion communicated to the balance by one
impulse continued till it was destroyed, partly by fri-
cion, and partly by a succeeding impulse in the opposite di-
rection; and therefore the vibrations must, of course, have
been very unsteady and irregular. These imperfections were
in a great measure remedied by Dr. Hooke's ingenious inven-
tion of applying a spiral spring to the balance, the action
of which on the balance of a watch is similar to that of gra-
vity on a pendulum; each kind of force having the effect
of correcting the irregularities of impulse and reliance
which otherwise disturb the chronifm of the vibrations.
In clocks and watches, the real measure of time is the ba-
lance, and all the other work serves merely to continue the
motion of the balance, and to indicate the time as measured
by its vibrations. The regularity of a time-keeper will
therefore depend on that of the time in which the balance
vibrates; and the investigation of this time of vibration,
from the several data or conditions on which it depends, is
an important object in this part of mechanical science. See
Escapement, Clock, Time-keepers, and Watches.

That the balances of watches, when manufactured of
steel, are generally, are, might be in a small degree mag-
netic, and that this property might have some influence in
disturbing their vibrations, some have suspected, and others
have denied; but Mr. Varley has lately (see Philos. Magaz.
vol. I. p. 18.) pointed out a source of error which has been bi-
therto little, if at all, apprehended; and this is the polarity
of the balance, or tendency of a particular point to the north;
and of an opposite point to the south, so long as to be
sufficient materially to alter the rate of going of the machine,
when put in different positions. If this cause of error had
been known, the use of steel balances would have been laid
aside long ago, particularly where accurate performance is
indispensable, as in time-pieces for astronomers and nautical
purposes. Mr. Varley, having ascertained the fact, and
knowing the position of the poles, proceeded to examine
the effects produced by this cause upon the watch's rate
of going. Having put on the pendulum spring, and re-
placed the balance in the watch, he laid the watch with
the dial upwards, that is, with the plane of the balance
horizontally, and in such a position that the balance when
at its place of rest should have its marked side towards the
north; in this situation it gained 5' 35" in 24 hours. He
then changed its position, so that the marked side of the
balance when at rest should be towards the south, and in
24 hours it lost 6° 47'; producing, by its change of po-
position only, a difference of 12° 23' in its rate. This dif-
ference must be still further augmented or diminished as the
weaver might happen to carry in his waistcoat pocket,
a key, a knife, or any other article made of steel.
Substituting, in the room of the steel-balance, one made of
gold, he found that the watch's rate of going was as un-
iform as that of any watch on the like construction.

Balance, Hydrostatical, in Hydrostatics, is an instrument
for determining the specific gravities of bodies. See Hy-
drostatical, and Specific Gravity.

Balance of Forces, in Mechanics. See Compound
Motion.

Balance, in the Accounts of Merchants, is, when the
debtor and creditor fides of any distinct account are equal.
In such case the account is said to be balanced.

Balance of a merchant, or trader's books, is a branch
of the art of accountantship. In the method of keep-
ing the books of traders, according to that excellent
art of charge and discharge by double entry, such
books, if correctly kept, will always be fit for a general
balance. For such is the excellence of that method, that
the books of themselves must necessarily balance on the
whole, though not in every distinct account throughout the
ledger. See Book-keeping.

Balance, among Painters. See Equilibrium.

Balance of the Constitution, in Political Economy,
denotes the security which each part of the legislature pos-
sesses in the exercise of the powers assigned to it from
the encroachment of the other parts. The political equi-
librium signified by this phrase, consists in two contriv-
cances, viz. a balance of power and a balance of inter-
s. By the former is meant, that there is no power posses-
sed by one part of the legislature, the abuse or excess of which
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is not checked by some antagonal power, resulting in another part. Thus the power of the two houses of parliament to frame laws is checked by the king's negative; on the other hand the arbitrary application of this negative is checked by the privilege that parliament possesses of refusing supplies of money to the exigencies of the king's administration. The constitutional maxim, "that the king can do no wrong," is balanced by another maxim not less constitutional, "that the illegal commands of the king do not justify those who afford, or concur, in carrying them into execution;" and by a second rule, subsidiary to this, "that the acts of the crown require not any legal force, until authenticated by the subscription of some of its great officers." The power of the crown to direct the military force of the kingdom is balanced by the annual necessity of resorting to parliament for the maintenance and government of that force. The power of the king to declare war is checked by the privilege of the house of commons to grant or withhold supplies by which the war must be carried on. The king's choice of ministers is controlled by the obligation he is under of appointing those men to offices in the state, who are found capable of managing the affairs of his government with the two houses of parliament. By the balance of interest, which accompanies and gives efficacy to the balance of power, is meant this, that the respective interests of the three states of the empire are so disposed and adjusted, that whichever of the three shall attempt any encroachment, the other two will unite in resisting it. If the king should endeavour to extend his authority by contracting the power and privileges of the commons, the house of lords would see their own dignity endangered by every advance which the crown made to independency, upon the resolutions of parliament. The admission of arbitrary power is no less formidable to the grandeur of the aristocracy than it is fatal to the liberty of the republic; that is, it would reduce the nobility from the hereditary share they possess in the national councils, in which their real greatness consists, to being a part of the empty pageantry of a despotic court. On the other hand, if the house of commons should intrench upon the distinct province, or usurp the established prerogative of the crown, the lords would receive an instant alarm from every new flinch of popular power. In every contest in which the king may be engaged with the representative body, in defence of his established share of authority, he will find a sure ally in the collective power of the nobility. If the nobles should attempt to revive the superiors exerced by their ancestors under the feudal constitution, the king and the people would alike remember how the one had been inflected, and the other enslaved by that barbarous tyranny. Paley's Principles of Philosophy, vol. ii. p. 208-213.

Balance of Power, in the Political System, originates from, and is maintained by, the alliances of different nations, as their circumstances and interest may require. See this subject flated and discussed more at large under the article Power.

Balance of Trade, denotes an equality between the value of commodities bought of foreigners, and the value of the native productions transported into other nations. The balance of trade with any foreign nation is said to be against or in favour of the country simply as it tends to carry money out, or to bring it in; that is, according as the price of the imports exceeds or falls short of the price of the exports: so invariably is the increase or diminution of the value of a country regarded as a test of the public advantage or detriment, which arises from any branch of its commerce. According to Dr. Smith (Wealth of Nations, vol. ii. p. 212.), there is no certain criterion by which we can determine on which side what is called the balance between any two countries lies, of which exports to the greatest value. The two criteria to which an appeal has been usually made on such occasions are, the custom-houses, and the course of exchange. The custom-books, says this writer, are now generally acknowledged to be a very uncertain criterion, on account of the inaccuracy of the valuation at which the greater part of goods is rated in them; and the course of exchange is, perhaps, almost equally precarious.

Balance of Annual Produce and Consumption, is that which, according to Dr. Smith (vol. ii. p. 250.), necessarily occasions the prosperity or decay of every nation, as it happens to be either favourable or unfavourable. If the exchangeable value of the annual produce exceeds that of the annual consumption, the capital of the society must annually increase in proportion to the excess. The society in this case lives within its revenue, and what is annually saved out of its revenue is naturally added to its capital, and employed so as to increase still further the annual produce. On the contrary, if the exchangeable value of the annual produce fall short of the annual consumption, the capital of the society must annually decay in proportion to this deficiency. The expence of the society in this case exceeds its revenue, and necessarily encroaches upon its capital. Its capital must, therefore, necessarily decay, and together with it, the exchangeable value of the annual produce of its industry. The balance of produce and consumption is entirely different from that which is called the balance of trade. It might take place in a nation which had no foreign trade, but which was entirely separated from all the world. It may take place in the whole globe of the earth, of which the wealth, population, and improvement may be either gradually increasing, or gradually decaying. This balance may be constantly in favour of a nation, though the balance of trade should be generally against it. A nation may import to a greater value than it exports for half a century, perhaps, together; the gold and silver which come into it during all this time may be immediately sent out of it; its circulating coin may gradually decay, different forts of paper money being sublimated in its place, and even the debts too which it contracts in the principal nations with which it deals may be gradually increasing; and yet its real wealth, the exchangeable value of the annual produce of its lands and labour, may, during the same period, have been increasing in a much greater proportion. See on this subject more largely, under the articles Commerce and Trade.

Balance-to, in Sea Language, signifies to contract a fall into a narrow compass, in a storm, by retrenching, or, folding up a part of it in one corner. To this purpose serves the balance-ref, which is a reef-band that crosses the fall diagonally. See Reef.

Balance of the Boom Main-fall, is performed after all its reefs are taken in, by rolling up a similar portion of the hindmost or aftmost lower corner called the edes, and fastening it strongly to the boom, securing it from being fretted by the cord that fastens it. See Boom.

Balance of the Mizen is thus performed; the mizen-yard is lowered a little, a small portion of the sail is rolled up at the peak, or upper corner, and fastened to the yard, about one-fifth inward from the outer end, or yard-arm, towards the main. See Mizen.

Balance-
BALANCE-Fish, in Ichthyology, an English name of the
Squalus Wulgaris of Petiver; and a variety of it with a long tubular
stalk is described by Da Costa, Pennant, and Donz. Brit. Shells.

BALANOIDES, in Conchology, a species of Lepas,
with a conic truncated smooth shell, and obtuse operculum.
Linn. Eu. Succ.—Donov. &c. This is Balanous, balanides
vulgaris of Petiver; and a variety of it with a long tubular
stalk is described by Da Costa, Pennant, and Donz. Brit. Shells.

BALANCES, or Poizers, in Entomology, a term
synonymous with the French word balanciers, and balaters of
Linnaeus; denoting those little filamentous bodies which
terminate in a round, truncated, or oval capitulum, or knob;
and of which one is placed on each side of all the ditterous,
or two-winged insects, immediately under a small scale or
arch, below the wing. In different genera these vary a little
in respect of situation, and are also of larger or smaller
size in proportion to the other parts of the insect in different
kinds.

The use of these organs is by no means obvious. Some
imagine that they best the little arch or scale, beneath
which they are situated, in the motion of flying, and thereby
occasion that humming or buzzing noise, which every one
must have observed the house-fly, flesh-fly, and other very
common two-winged insects to emit in flight. The insect
will, we well know, make a like noise by means of somewhat
similar organs under the lamellae, but whether the noise
which the ditterous insect makes is occasioned in this
manner or not, we shall not presume to say. Olivier thinks
it not, because it appears from certain experiments, that
when any of these insects are deprived of the balaters, and
are permitted to refume their flight, the same buzzing sound
is heard without the flightless variation. The more general
opinion is, that they are designed to facilitate the motion
of the creature in the air, by equipolling, or preferring the
two equilibrium, just as a flick, made heavy at each end, is
held by rope-dancers to preserve their balance, and hence
these organs have been called the balaters. This is most
probably the real use of the balaters, notwithstanding that
their diminutive size is some objection to such opinion, for
when these are accidentally injured, the motion of the creature
becomes very irregular, and it evidences itself unable to direct its course with the same facility as before;
either suffering great pain, or being deprived of the means
it previously possessed.

BALANCER, a machine used in the striking of coins,
medals, counters, and the like. See Coinage.

BALANAES, in Ancient Geography, a town seated
on the coast of Syria, between the towns of Gabala, and Anta-
radas; convenient for commerce, and furnished with
grain and fruits in abundance. Strabo, Phylus, and Ptolemay
place it in Syria, properly so called; to the north of the
river Eleuthrus, which separated Syria from Phcenicia.
Under the reign of Theodosius the younger, this town was
comprised in the province called Syria Scita; but afterwards
belonged to a new province which the emperor Julian
formed under the name of Theodoriae.

BALANITES, in Natural History, a name given by the
ancients to a tree, seeming to have been of the sepulch-
lucid gems. They describe two species of it; the one of
which was yellow, and the other green, but both having
vessels of a fine colour. Their descriptions are too short
for us to be able to ascertained these flowers, among those
known at this time; they meant.

Some think the balanites have been the lapis Judaeus,
on account of its acorn-like figure and size. Plin. Nat.
pomegranate, and will strike a black with solutions of iron. They have little or no smell, and readily yield their alrigenent virtue to watery or spirituous menstrua. An extract was formerly prepared from the balanitines, and it entered into some of the officinal powders. It is now almost, if not entirely, diffused.

BALAYAN, in Geography, a district or province in the island of Manila or Luzon, with a town of the same name. It lies near the city of Manila, and extends along the coast on the eait side of the island, inhabited by about 2500 tributary Indians, and abounds in cotton, rice, and palm trees.

BALASTRE, Claude, in Biography, an eminent organist at Paris, and a spirited composer, of the old school, for keyed-instruments. He was born at Dijon, 1729, and was a favourite disciple of Ramanz, and organist of Notre-Dame and St. Roch. He was a zealous cultivator of his art, and faggedelled to harpischord and piano-forte makers many improvements.

BALASTRO, in Geography, an episcopal town of Spain, in Arragon, seated on the Vero, near its confluence with the Cinca, with a diocese extending over 170 parishes, forty-seven miles N. W. of Barcelona, and forty E. N. E. of Saragossa. N. lat. 41° 50'. E. long. 0° 20'.

BALBEC, Balbec, or Balbesc, a famous city of Syria, in the pachalic of Saide, celebrated by the Greeks and Latins under the name of Helopolis, or the city of the sun; descried by the Arabians as the wonder of Syria, and denoting by its present Arabic name Balbesc, i.e. the sole of Badia, its connection with the worship of the sun, of which Badia, the chief idol deity of the country, was an appropriate denomination. It is pleasantly situated near the north-ea extremity of the valley of Bocat, or Bekaa, at the foot of mount Anti-Libanus, on the last rising ground where the mountain terminates in the plain: it is well watered by the Litane, rising from Anti-Libanus, and the Barbouni from the foot of Libanus, and abounds in gardens. It is of a square figure, extensive, as Maundrell conjectured (Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 155), about two furlongs on each side; and its houses are of the meanest structure, being such as are usually seen in Turkish villages. Its distance from Damascus is about fifty miles to the north-west, and about thirty miles from the nearest sea-coast, which is the situation of the ancient Bybus. N. lat. 34°. E. long. 36° 45'.

As we arrive from the south (says Volney, Travels in Egypt and Syria, vol. ii. p. 232, &c.), we discover the city at the distance of only a league, and a half, behind a hedge of trees, over the verdant tops of which appears a white edging of domes and minarets. After an hour's journey we reach these trees, which are very fine walnuts; and soon after, crossing some ill-cultivated gardens, by winding paths arrive at the entrance of the city. We there perceive a ruined wall, flanked with square towers, which ascends the declivity to the right, and traces the precincts of the ancient city. This wall, which is only ten or twelve feet high, permits us to have a view of those void spaces, and heaps of ruins which are the invariable appenage of every Turkish city; but what principally attracts our attention, is a large edifice on the left, which, by its lofty walls, and rich columns, manifestly appears to be one of those temples which antiquity has left for our admiration. These ruins, which are some of the most beautiful and best preserved of any in Asia, merit a particular description.

To give a just idea of them, we must suppose ourselves defending from the interior of the town. After having crossed the rubbish and huts with which it is filled, we arrive at a vacant place, which appears to have been a square; there, in front towards the well, we perceive a grand ruin, which consists of two pavilions ornamented with pilasters, joined at their bottom angle by a wall 160 feet in length. This front commands the open country from a fort of terrace, on the edge of which we distinguish, with difficulty, the bases of twelve columns, which formerly extended from one pavilion to the other, and formed a portico. The principal gate is obstructed by heaps of stones; but that obelisk surmounted, we enter an empty space, which is an hexagonal court of 180 feet diameter. This court is adorned with broken columns, mutilated capitals, and the remains of pilasters, entablatures, and cornices; around is a row of ruined edifices, which display all the ornaments of the richest architecture. At the end of this court, opposite the well, is an outlet, which formerly was a gate through which we perceive a still more extensive range of ruins, whose magnificence strongly excites curiosity. To have a full prospect of these, we must ascend a slope, up which were the steps to this gate, and we then arrive at the entrance of a square court, much more spacious than the former. The eye is first attracted by the end of this court, where six enormous and majestic columns render the scene astonishingly grand and picturesque. Another object not less interesting, is a second range of columns to the left which appear to have been part of the peristyle of a temple; but before we pass thither, we cannot refuse particular attention to the edifices, which enclose this court on each side. They form a sort of gallery which contains various chambers, seven of which may be reckoned in each of the principal wings; viz. two in a semicircle, and five in an oblong square. The bottom of these apartments full retains pediments of niches and tabernacles, the supports of which are destroyed. On the side of the court they are open, and present only four and six columns, totally destroyed. It is not easy to conceive the use of these apartments; but this does not diminish our admiration at the beauty of their pilasters, and the richness of the frieze of the entablature. Neither is it possible to avoid remarking the singular effect which results from the mixture of the garlands, the large foliage of the capitals, and the sculpture of wild plants with which they are every where ornamented. In traversing the length of the court, we find in the middle a little square esplanade, where was a pavilion, of which nothing remains but the foundation. At length we arrive at the foot of the six columns; and then first conceive all the boldness of their elevation, and the richness of their workmanship. Their shafts are twenty-one feet eight inches in circumference, and fifty-eight high; so that the total height, including the entablature, is from forty-one to seventy-two feet. The height of this superstructure, thus solitary and unaccompanied, at first strikes us with astonishment; but on a more attentive examination, we discover a series of foundations, which mark an oblong square of 268 feet in length, and 146 wide; and which, it seems probable, was the peristyle of a grand temple, the primary purpose of this whole structure. It presented to the great court, that is to the east, a front of ten columns, with nineteen on each side, which, with the other six, make in all fifty-four. The ground on which it stood was an oblong square, on a level with this court, but narrower than it, so that there was only a terrace of twenty-seven feet wide round the colonnade. The esplanade which produces, fronts the open country, toward the west, by a flowing wall of about thirty feet. This descent, as you approach the city, becomes less steep, so that the foundation of the pavilion is on a level with
with the termination of the hill, whence it is evident that the whole ground of the courts has been artificially raised. Such was the former state of this edifice; but the southern side of the grand temple was afterwards blocked up to build a smaller one, the peristyle and wall of which are still remaining. This temple, situated some feet lower than the other, presents a side of thirteen columns, by eight in front (in all thirty-four), which are likewise of the Corinthian order; their shafts are fifteen feet eight inches in circumference, and forty-four in height. The building they surround is an oblong square, the front of which, facing the east, is out of the line of the left wing of the great court. To reach it you must cross trunks of columns, heaps of stone, and a ruinous wall by which it is now hid. After surmounting these obstacles, you arrive at the gate, where you may survey the incoherence which was once the habitation of a god; but instead of the awful scene of a prostrate people, and sacrifices offering by a multitude of priests, the styx, which is open from the falling in of the roof, only lets in light to shew a chaos of ruins, covered with dust and weeds. The walls, formerly enriched with all the ornaments of the Corinthian order, now present nothing but pediments of niches, and tabernacles of which almost all the supporters are fallen to the ground. Between these niches is a range of fluted pilasters, whose capitals support a broken entablature; but what remains of it, displays a rich frieze of foliage resting on the heads of fables, horses, bulls, &c. Over this entablature was the ancient roof, which was fifty-seven feet wide, and 110 in length. The walls which supported it are thirty-one feet high, and without a window. It is impossible to form any idea of the ornaments of this roof, except from the fragments lying on the ground; but it could not have been richer than the gallery of the peristyle; the principal remaining parts contain tablets in the form of lozenges, on which are represented Jupiter seated on his eagle; Leda carried by the swan; Diana with her bow and crescent, and several bulls which seem to be figures of emperors and empresses. It would lead us too far, to enter more minutely into the description of this astonishing edifice. The lovers of the arts will find it described with the greatest truth and accuracy in a work published at London in 1757, under the title of "Ruins of Balbec." This work, compiled by Mr. Robert Wood, the world owes to the attention and liberality of Mr. Dawkins, who, in 1751, visited Balbec and Palmyra. It is impossible to add any thing to the fidelity of their description.

Several changes, however, have taken place since their journey: for example, they found nine large columns standing; and, in 1784, there were but five. They reckoned nine and twenty at the relieving temple, but there now remain but twenty; the others have been overthrown by the earthquake of 1759. It has likewise choked the walls of the relieving temple, that the stone of the foftit of the gate has slid between the two adjoining ones, and defended eight inches; by which means the body of the bird, sculptured on that stone, is suspended, detached from its wings, and the two garlands, which hung from his neck and terminated in two genii. Nature alone has not effectually worked this devastation; the Turks have had their share in the destruction of the columns. Their motive is to procure the iron cramps, which serve to join the several blocks of which each column is composed. These cramps answer as well the end intended, that several of the columns are not even disjointed by their fall: one, among others, as Mr. Wood observes, has penetrated a stone of the temple wall without giving way. Nothing can surpass the workmanship of these columns; they are joined without any cement, yet there is not room for the blade of a knife between their interstices. After so many ages, they in general still retain their original whiteness. But what is still more astonishing is, the enormous stones which compose the floating wall. To the west, the second layer is formed of stones which are from twenty-eight to thirty-five feet long, by about nine in height. Over this layer, at the north-west angle, there are three stones, which alone occupy a space of 175 feet and one half; viz. the first, fifty-eight feet seven inches; the second, fifty-eight feet eleven; and the third, exactly fifty-eight feet; and each of these are twelve feet thick. These stones are of a white granite, with large flinty flakes, like gypse; there is a quarry of this kind of stone under the whole city, and in the adjacent mountain, which is open in several places; and, among others, on the right, as we approach the city. There is still lying there a stone, hewn on three sides, which is sixty-nine feet two inches long, twelve feet ten inches broad, and thirteen feet three in thickness. By what means could the ancients move these enormous masses? This is doubtless a problem in mechanics curious to resolve. The inhabitants of Balbec have a very commodious manner of explaining it, by supposing these edifices to have been constructed by Djenoua, or Genii, who obeyed the orders of king Solomon; adding, that the motive of such immense works was to conceal, in subterraneous caverns, with treasures, which fill remain there. To discover these, many have descended into these vaults which range under the whole edifice; but the intrepidity of their researches, added to the oppressions and extortions of the governors, who have made their supposéd discoveries a pretext, have at length disheartened them; but they imagine the Europeans will be more successful; nor would it be possible to persuade them, but what we are possed of the magic art of destroying Talismans. It is in vain to oppose reason to ignorance and prejudice: and it would be no less ridiculous to attempt to prove to them that Solomon never was acquainted with the Corinthian order, which was only in use under the Roman emperors. The tradition which ascribes the buildings at Balbec, and also at Palmyra, to Solomon, and on which the inhabitants of the country confidently rely, is founded on an opinion generally prevalent, of his wisdom and love of pleasure, with both which the magnificence, beauty, and disposition, of these buildings perfectly agree; and on the mention of "Tadmor in the wilderness, and the tower of Lebanon looking towards Damascus," which are said in the Old Testament to have been built by his direction. Some have supposed that these are the ruins of a temple of the sun, built by the Phœnicians, because it is certain that the sun was worshipped at this place when the Phœnicians were in their most flourishing state. Others have thought, that these buildings were erected by the Greeks, who succeeded the Phœnicians in the possession of this country, because they are of the Corinthian and Ionic order: but as they are not mentioned from the time of Alexander’s conquest to that of Pompey, there is great reason to suppose that they are of later date.

When we consider the extraordinary magnificence of the temple of Balbec, we cannot but be astonished at the silence of the Greek and Roman authors. Mr. Wood, who has carefully examined all the ancient writers, has found no mention of it, except in a fragment of John of Antioch, named Malala, who attributes the building of this edifice to Antoninus Pius. He says that this emperor "built a great temple to Jupiter at Heliopolis, near Libanus, in Phœnicia, which was one of the wonders of the world." This is the only historical authority that has yet been discovered.
covered relating to this subject. As these buildings seem to have been erected between the time of Pompey and Caracalla, it is very probable that they were the work of Antoninus Pius. The inscriptions which remain corroborate this opinion, which perfectly accounts for the constant use of the Corinthian order, since that order was not in general use before the third age of Rome; but we ought by no means to allege as an additional proof, the bird sculptured over the gate, for if his crooked beak, large claws, and the end of his head, give him the appearance of an eagle, the tuft of feathers on his head, like that of certain pigeons, proves that he is not the Roman eagle: besides that the same bird is found in the temple of Palmyra, and is therefore evidently an oriental eagle, consecrated to the sun, who was the divinity adored in both these temples. His worship existed at Balbec, in the most remote antiquity. His statue, which resembled that of Oiris, had been brought thither from the Heliepolis of Egypt, and the ceremonies with which he was worshipped there have been described by Macrobius, in his curious work, intitled, “Saturnalia.” Mr. Wood supposes, with reason, that the name of Balbec, which in Syriac signifies City of Baal, or of the Sun, originated in this worship. The Greeks, by naming it Heliepolis, have, in this instance, only given a literal translation of the oriental word, a practice to which they have not always adhered. We are ignorant of the fate of this city in remote antiquity; but it is to be presumed that its situation, on the road from Tyre to Palmyra, gave it some part of the commerce of those opulent capitals. Under the Romans, Heliepolis was constituted a colony by Julius Cæsar, and in the time of Augustus, it is mentioned as a garrison town, for it received part of the veterans of the fifth and eighth legions; and there is still remaining, on the wall of the southern gate on the right, as we enter, an inscription which proves the truth of this, the words Kentiria Prima, in Greek characters, being very legible. One hundred and forty years after, Antoninus built there the present temple, instead of the ancient one, which was doubtless falling into ruins; but Christianity having gained the ascendency under Constantine, the modern temple was neglected, and afterwards converted into a church, a wall of which is now remaining, that hid the sanctuary of the idols. It continued thus until the invasion of the Arabs, when it is probable they enveiled the Christians so beautiful a building. The church being less frequented, fell to decay; walls succeeded, and it was converted into a place of defence, battlements were built on the wall which surrounded it, on the pavilions, and at the angles, which still subsist; and from that time, the temple, exposed to the ravages of war, fell rapidly to ruin.

The fate of the city is not less deplorable: the wretched government of the Emirs of the house of Haroufe had already greatly impaired it: and the earthquake of 1759 completed its destruction. The wars of the Emir Yousuf, and Djezzar, have rendered it still more deserted and ruined: of 5000 inhabitants, at which number they were estimated in 1751, not 1200 are now remaining, and all these poor, without industry or commerce, and cultivating nothing but a little cotton, fome maize, and water-melons.

BALBI, John, in Biography, a learned Dominican monk of the thirteenth century, was born at Genoa, and hence called “Balbi Januensis;” and distinguished as the author of a grammatical work, intitled “Catholicus,” published in 1386, and entitled to attention principally from its having been one of the first printed books. It was printed in folio at Mentz, in 1468; and this edition is become very scarce.

BALBIAN, Justus, of Alofi, in Flanders, studied at Padua, where he was admitted doctor in medicine, which he practiced with considerable reputation, towards the latter end of the sixteenth century, at Gouda. He openly professed the Calvinistic religion, in which faith he died in 1616, and was buried in the principal church of that city, with the following inscription on his tomb:

Singulos dies, singulas vitas putas.

Obit anno 1616.


BALBINUS, Decimus Cælius, a Roman emperor, was a descendant of a noble family, founded by Cornelius Balbus Theophranès, originally of Cadiz in Spain, who was the friend and histrionographer of Pompey, and admitted into the freedom of the city under his patronage. Balbinus was distinguished both as a poet and an orator; and as a magistrate he had governed several provinces with reputation. His fortune was affluent; and his manners liberal and affable. After the defeat and death of the two Gordians, on the 3d of July, A. D. 237, Balbinus was elected emperor by the senate in conjunction with Maximus. Their election was soon succeeded by a tumult at Rome, occasioned by a licentious multitude; who neither loved the rigid Maximus, nor sufficiently feared the mild and humane Balbinus; and who surrounding the temple of Jupiter, demanded, that, besides the two emperors chosen by the senate, a third should be added of the family of the Gordians, as a just return of gratitude to those princes who had sacrificed their lives for the republic. Accordingly, Maximus and Balbinus being driven back into the capital, a boy, thirteen years of age, the grandson of the elder, and nephew of the younger Gordian, was presented to them, and invested with the title and ornaments of Caesar. The tumult was appealed by this easy condescension; and the two emperors, as soon as they had been peaceably acknowledged in Rome, prepared to defend Italy against the common enemy. Maximus marched against Maximin, who was then laying siege to Aquileia; but this tyrant having been abandoned by his guards, and affrighted in his tent, Maximin returned in triumph to Rome, and was received with cordial congratulations, not only by his colleague and young Gordian, but by the senate and the people, who persuaded themselves that a golden age would succeed an age of iron. The conduct of the two emperors corresponded with these expectations. The rigour of the one was tempered by the clemency of the other: the oppressive taxes imposed by Maximin were repealed or moderated, discipline was revived, and many salutary laws were enacted.

"What reward," said Maximus, "may we expect for delivering Rome from a monster?" To which question Balbinus replied, "the love of the senate, of the people, and of all mankind." "Alas!" rejoined his more penetrating colleague, "Alas! I dread the hatred of the soldiery, and the fatal effects of their resentment." His apprehensions were justified by the event. At length jealousies broke out between the two emperors, and they were thus prevented from uniting in any vigorous measures of defence against their common enemies of the Perizonian camp. These fierce troops, proceeding to an open revolt, seized on both the emperors, stripped them of their garments, dragged them
them ignominiously through the streets of Rome, and terminated the tragedy by inhumanly mutilating them. Thus they both fell after a reign of little more than a year, July 1517, A. D. 238. Crevier's Hist. Emp. vol. viii. p. 382, &c. Gibbon's Hist. vol. i. p. 290—305.

BALBOA, Vasco Nunez De, a famous Spanish adventurer, was a native of Cadiz, and one of those who formed a settlement in Florida. In 1514, he commanded a feele colony, established at Santa Maria de Antiqua, or the ancient, so called because it was the first settlement on the southern continent of America. Anxious for being invested with a legal title to the supreme command, he dispatched one of his officers to Spain, in order to solicit a royal commission; and with a view of more effectually recommending himself to the patronage which he was endeavouring to obtain, he made frequent inroads into the adjacent country, subdued several of the caciques, and collected a considerable quantity of gold, which abounded more in that part of the continent than in the islands. In one of his expeditions he met with a young cacique, who expressed his astonishment at the high value which was set upon the gold, which the Spaniards were weighing and distributing:

"Why do you quarrel," said he, "about such a trifle? If you are so passionately fond of gold, as to abandon your own country, and to disturb the tranquillity of distant nations for its sake, I will conduct you to a region where the metal, which forms the chief object of your admiration and desire, is so common that the meanest utensils are formed of it." Transported with the intelligence, Balboa eagerly inquired where this happy country lay, and how they might arrive at it. The cacique informed them, that at the distance of six furlongs, or six days journey to the south, they would discover another ocean, near which this wealthy kingdom was situated; but if they intended to attack it, they must assemble forces far superior in number and strength to those which now attended them. This was the first information which the Spaniards received concerning the great southern continent known afterwards by the name of Peru. Balboa diligently prepared for the enterprise; and possessing talents for conducting hazardous and almost desperate an undertaking as that of marching across the isthmus of Darien, he arranged his troops, amounting upon a muster to only 150 men, who were hardy veterans, that had been injured to the climate of America, and who were ready to follow him through every danger. A thousand Indians attended them to carry their provisions; and to complete their warlike array, they took with them several of those fierce dogs which were no less formidable than destructive to their naked enemies. On the 11th of September, A. D. 1513, he set out on this expedition; and having continued their progress for 25 days through woods and mountains, and amidst contending enemies, he at length reached the top of a mountain from which he was able to discover the ocean, which was the object of their wishes. On viewing this glorious spectacle, which no European eye had ever before beheld, he fell on his knees, and returned thanks to heaven with uplifted hands for conducting him to a discovery so beneficial to his country, and so honourable to himself. His followers united with him in expressions of wonder, exultation, and gratitude. Pursuing their course, they at length arrived at the shore of the ocean; when Balboa, advancing into the waves with his sword and buckler, took possession of it in the name of the king his master, and vowed to defend it with these arms against all his enemies. The part of the great Pacific, or Southern ocean, which Balboa first discovered, still retains the name of the gulf of St. Michael, which he gave to it, and is situated to the east of Panama.

Here he obtained a supply of provisions; and partly by force and partly by free gift, he enriched himself with a considerable quantity of gold and office. He also received information, that there was a mighty and opulent kingdom situated far towards the south-west, where the inhabitants had tame animals, meaning the Llamas afterwards found in Peru, to carry their burdens. His followers were exhausted by fatigue and disease; and he therefore determined to lead them back, instead of attempting to take possession of this country, to their settlement at Santa Maria in Darien; and after an absence of four months, he returned to it with greater glory and more treasure than the Spaniards had thereto acquired in any of their expeditions against the New World. Balboa hastened to transmit information of his important discovery to Spain, and to solicit a reinforcement of 1000 men for the conquest of the opulent country, of which he had received so favourable an account. Ferdinand, the king of Spain, determined to avail himself of the intelligence which Balboa had communicated; but regardless of his merit, he appointed Pedrarias Davila to supercede him in the government of Darien. He also provided him with a well equipped fleet and 1200 soldiers, who were joined by a great number of voluntary adventurers. Upon their arrival at Darien, they found Balboa, whose fame had reached Spain, and of whose opulence they had formed such high ideas, clad in a canvas jacket, with coarse hempen sandals, and enveloped in thatching his own tent with reeds. Balboa, however, received them with dignity; and treated Pedrarias with the deference due to his character. Pedrarias appointed a judicial inquiry to be made into Balboa's conduct, and imposed upon him a considerable fine. At length reflection on the part of one, and the envy of the other, produced dissensions which were very detrimental to the colony. Pedrarias lost many of his men by sickness, and this dilatoriness was further augmented by an extreme scarcity of provisions; and the new governor incensed the natives by rapacious proceedings, which decimated the whole country from the gulf of Darien to the lake of Nicaragua. Balboa sent violent remonstrances to Spain against the imprudent government of Pedrarias, which had ruined a happy and flourishing colony; and Pedrarias recriminated by accusing him of having deceived the king, by magnifying his own exploits, as well as by a false representation of the opulence and value of the country. Ferdinand, sensible of his own imprudence in having superceded Balboa, appointed him Adelantado or lieutenant-governor of the countries upon the South sea, with very extensive privileges and authority; and he enjoined Pedrarias to avail himself of Balboa's counsel in all his operations. After some time Pedrarias and Balboa were apparently reconciled; and by way of cementing the union between them, the former agreed to give his daughter in marriage to the latter. This happened in 1515. Jealousy still rankled in the breast of the governor; and when Balboa had with much labour finished four small brigantines, and provided 500 chieftains, in order to sail towards Peru, Pedrarias defied him to pollute the waters, and having solicited an interview, ordered him to be arrested, and then to be tried on an accusation of disloyalty to the king, and of an intention to revolt against the governor. He was found guilty, and sentence of death was pronounced; and though the judges who passed it, seconded by the whole colony, warmly interceded for his pardon, the governor continued inexorable; and the Spaniards beheld, with astonishment and sorrow, the public execution of a man whom they universally deemed more capable than any who had borne command in America, of forming and accomplishing great designs. Upon his premature death in 1517, at the age of
BAL.

43. the expedition, which he had planned, was relinquished. Balboa was distinguished among his countrymen by a variety of important and useful qualities, adapted to the situation he occupied, and the services in which he engaged. Besides bravery, which he possessed in an eminent degree, he was prudent in conduct, generous, affable, and possessed of those popular talents which, in the most delicate undertakings, inspire confidence and secure attachment. Robertson's Hist. Amer. vol. i. p. 276—301.

BALBRIGGEN, in Geography, a small port town of Ireland, in the county of Dublin. It has a safe harbour with a pier, within which ships of 200 tons burden may lay their broadsides, and unload on the quay. The base of the pier is 18 feet thick, and on the outside is a considerable rampart of large fragments of rock, funk to defend the pier against the waves. At this town there once was an extensive cotton manufactury; but it has lately declined so much, that the proprietors are now converting one of their principal cotton mills into a flour mill. Many of the inhabitants derive a subsistence from fishing, in which nine seamen are employed. On the shore near the town is a slate rock, which is a good quarry for blocks of sufficient size for making ton flutes. It is distant from Dublin 15½ Irish miles. N. lat. 53° 36'. W. long. 6° 13'.

BALSULU, in Ornithology, a species of Anas, or duck, having a black beak, and spot of the wing above obliquely green, beneath obliquely black. Forth. Fin. Arab.

BALBURA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asea Minor, in Cabellia, a country of Caria, situated in the vicinity of Cybrys Major. When the praetor Murena extended the principality of Cybrys, Balbura was annexed to Ly西亚.

BALBUS, a mountain of Africa, between the town of Chupaca, the territory of Carthage, Numidian; and the sea. Hither Maffiull retired, after having been defeated by Syphax, king of Numidia.

BALSUSARDUS, in Ornithology. See BALD—BUZZARD.

BALCAH, Tengis, or Barkati, in Geography, a lake of Independent Tartary, in the country of the Kalnus, subject to China, is about 140 British miles in length by half that breadth; being the largest lake in Asia, next to the seas of Aral and Baikal.

BALCUTHA, a settlement in the eastern part of Kentucky, in America, on the west side of Big Sandy river.

BALS, a river of Germany, which runs into the Rhine at Cologne.

BALKHANSKOI, a town of Siberia, 140 miles south-west of Dordinqu.

BALKHUYSEN, a town of Germany, in the circle of Wettphalia, and duchy of Juliers, nine miles west of Cologne.

BÁLCONY, from the French balcon, in Architecture, a kind of open gallery without the walls of buildings, reserved chiefly for the convenience of looking around, feasting processions, cavalcades, and the like.

Where there is but one, it is usually in the middle of the front of the edifice, and level with the first floor; sometimes they are made of wood, sometimes of cast iron; the former surrounded with a rail or balustrade, the latter wrought in various figures in demi-relief. Some are also made of bar iron, fashioned in crail-work, or florishes of divers fancies.

BÁLCONY, in a ship, denotes a gallery either covered or open, made abaft, either for ornament or convenience of the captain's cabin.

BÁLDA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Hispania Bética, in the country of the Turduli. Ptolemy.

BALDACHIN, or Baldacen, generally Baldekin, in Middle Age Writers, denotes a rich kind of cloth made of gold warp and silk woof, variously figured. It took the denomination from its being formerly brought into these countries from Baldacin, or Babylon.

BALD—BUZZARD, in Ornithology, the name under which Falco Halarius is described by Willughby and other English naturalists. It is also called falenaur by Buffon.

BALD—EAGLE, in Geography, or Warrior Mountains, lie about 200 miles W. of Philadelphia, in the county of Bedford, in Pennsylvania, and form the western boundary of Bald-eagle valley.

BALD—EAGLE is also a river which runs a north-east course forty-four miles, and falls into the western branch of the Susquehanna river. In 1779, it is a pleasant vale of lime-stone bottom, about five miles wide; and its vicinity abounds with lead-ore. The valley and after conveying them several miles underground, return them again upon the surface. The subterraneous passages have given occasion to the name of "Sinking-Spring Valley." Of these the most remarkable is called the "Arch Springs," which run close upon the road from the town to the fort; being a deep hollow formed in the lime-stone rock, about thirty feet wide, covered with a flinty arch, and giving passage to a fine stream of water. The subterraneous river enters the mouth of a spacious cave, whose exterior aperture is sufficient to admit a shallop with her tails full spread; and in the midst of this cave, from eighteen to twenty feet wide, are timber, bodies and branches of trees, &c. which are cemented up to the roof of the passage, shews that the water rises to the top during floods. The cave, extending about forty yards, widens into a large kind of room, at the bottom of which is a vortex, where the water forms a whirlpool, and absorbs pieces of floating timber, which are inlandly conveyed out of site. From the top of the Bald-eagle mountains there is a fine prospect of those of the Alleghany, stretching along till they seem to meet the clouds. Much slate is found here; and there are strong signs of pitch.
events of that fanatical expedition from its commencement to the year 1009, when Jerusalem was taken by Godfrey of Bouillon. This work may be found in “Gesta Dei per Francos a Borgaro,” folio, 1511. He also wrote “Poemis,” preferred in the fourth volume of Du Chesne’s collection of French historians. Nov. Dict. Hist.

BALDERN, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Swabia, and county of Ottingen, one mile S.S.E. of Zobingen.

BAldHead, a cape of the north-west coast of America, and on the west coast of Norton found. N. lat. 64° 43'. E. long. 198° 18'.

Bald-head is also the southernmost of two heads on the east coast of Newfoundland, between Ferronnes harbour on the S.S.W. and fort Agua on the N.N.E.

Baldhead lies also at the mouth of Cape Fear river in North Carolina, and being at the south-west end of Smith’s island, forms with Oak island the main entrance into the river.

Bald-head makes also the south-west part of what is called Wells bay, in the district of Maine.

BALDI, Bernardino, in Biography, a learned Italian, was born at Urbino, in 1553. Such was his ardour in the prosecution of knowledge, that he sacrificed both his meals and his sleep to the attainment of it. Having studied mathematics under Commandino in the place of his nativity, he pursued his studies in the university of Padua; where in his twentieth year, he was distinguished by his literary application and proficiency. Such was his acquaintance with the Greek language, that he translated the Phenomena of Aratus into Italian verse, and other Greek writers into Latin; and he possessed such a talent for acquiring the knowledge of languages, that he learned twelve of them, several of which were oriental. When he left Padua, he became mathematician to Ferrante Gonzaga II, duke of Guastalla; and in 1586, he was created abbot of Guastalla, which church he governed for many years with great reputation. At Rome, where he spent part of his time, he obtained the title of apostolical prothonotary. Towards the latter part of his life, he resigned the church of Guastalla, and retiring to Urbino, devoted himself entirely to his studies. He died in that city in 1617, at the age of 64 years. Baldi obtained as high a rank among the Italian poets as he possessed among the scholars and mathematicians. In pastoral poetry, his “Celeo,” or “Orto,” is thought to be excelled by few works in the language; and his blank verse is much esteemed. In mathematics and mechanics his labours were numerous. He translated into Italian the Greek work of Hero of Alexandria, “On Automata, or Self-moving Machines;” and into Latin, the same author’s treatise, “On warlike Machines.” He also wrote “Exercitationes on the Mechanics of Arithmet”; and published two Latin works relative to Vitruvius, the one containing an explanation of all the terms used by him, and the other inquiring into the meaning of his “Scamiuli impares.” A polished work, intitled, “Cronica de Matematiche,” being a compendium of a larger one on the lives of mathematicians, was printed in 1507. Many other monuments of his genius and industry, which obtained reputation in their time, are now consigned to oblivion. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

Baldi, de Ubaldis, a celebrated lawyer, was born at Perugia in 1319, and carefully educated by his father Francis Ubald, a learned physician. After having studied law at Perugia under Bartoli, he became a preceptor, and acquired high reputation in most of the universities of Italy. He was the rival of his master Bartoli, and contradicted many of his opinions. The duke, John Galeazzo, was his generous patron; and he was liberally rewarded by pope Urban VI. for pleading his cause against Clement. Having retained the full vigour of his faculties and his distinguished reputation as an oracle of jurisprudence till the year 1400, when he had attained the age of 76, he died at Pavia, in conformance of the bite of a dog, with which he was playing. His numerous treatises of law, published in three volumes folio, manifest deep knowledge and excellent talents; but they are written too much in the barbarous style of the age. His reputation was so great, that his family after his death affirmed the name of Baldechedi instead of that of Ubaldii. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

Baldinger, Ernestus Gottfried, a medical writer, of whom we have no memorial, but that, in 1764, he published at Berlin “Introductio in Notitiam Scriptorum Medicinæ Militaris,” 8vo. a valuable work, in which, besides the titles of the books, the author has given a critical account of their contents. Haller. Bib. Med. Præct.

Baldini, John Anthony, Count, was born at Piacenza, July 7, 1654, finished his studies at Bologna and at Rome, and then travelled into France and Poland. In 1698, he went to Spain, and continued there nine years as ambassador from the duke of Parma. On his return to Parma, he was again dispatched to German courts, and at last to England, whence he was sent to attend the congregats at Utrecht. His figure was handsome, and his manners engaging; and the greater part of his time was devoted to the study of natural philosophy, mathematics, and more especially civil and ecclesiastical history. In England, he was elected fellow of the Royal Society; and in Spain, he collected many rare gems, with a view of having them engraved; but in the progress of this work he was interrupted by his public occupations and travels. At Amsterdam, he enriched his cabinet of curiosities with many Indian and Chinese subjects; and he purchased, at a great expense, all the lexicons, atlases, and books of travels he could procure that related to the Eastern countries. The editor of the “Atlas Historique,” in 5 vol. published at Amsterdam in 1719, was much indebted to Baldini’s collection; and the discourse annexed to these maps was originally written in Italian by Baldini. On the 23d of February 1725, Baldini died, in consequence of a stroke of the apoplexy. Gen. Biog.

Baldinucci, Philip, was born at Florence in 1624; and distinguished himself by his knowledge of the arts of design, and his researches concerning the lives of their professors. His great undertaking was a general history of the most eminent painters from Cimabue to his own time, comprehended in five volumes, and divided into centuries. A new edition of this whole work was published at Florence in 1731, and it has been since reprinted at Florence and at Turin, with copious notes and additions, by Sig. Ignazio Piacenza. Baldinucci likewise published “A Vocabulary of Design,” in consequence of which he was admitted into the Academy della Crueta. His work, intitled, “The Commencement and Progress of the Art of Engraving on Copper,” Florence, 1686, 4to. abounds with curious information. He also published several smaller works,one of which drew upon him a furious and unjust attack from Cinioli. He died in 1698, at the age of 72 years. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

Baldinus, Bernardo, an Italian physician, who flourished about the middle of the sixteenth century, taught medicine at the university of Padua, and afterwards at Milan, where he died in the year 1602. In 1562, he published at Venice, “Problemata excerpta ex Commentariis Galeni in Hippocratem,” 8vo.

BALDIVIA, or Valdivia, in Geography, the name of a government in the kingdom of Chili, in South America. It was formerly subject to the viceroy of Lima, but is now annexed to the jurisdiction of the president of Chili. Baldivio, or Valdivia, is also the name of a port town, situated on the north-east side of a bay of the same name, in S. lat. 40° 5', W. long. 80° 5'. The town was built by the Spanish general Baldivio, about the year 1551; in 1559, the people of Chili chased the Spaniards from this settlement, burned the town, and put the inhabitants to the sword. Near this place are many gold mines, and therefore the Spaniards have fortified it, regarding it as the key to the South seas; and the fortifications are supported by the whites of Peru and Chili, who are banished hither for their crimes. In 1643, it was taken possession of by the Dutch; but they were compelled to abandon it, and to leave all their cannon, consisting of 30 or 40 pieces, their baggage, and their stores, on receiving intelligence that succours were transmitted from Peru. Valdivia receives from the treasury of Lima an annual supply of 70,000 dollars; 50,000 in specie, the value of 50,000 in clothes for the soldiers, and 10,000 in specie which is paid to the king's soldiers at Santiago, in order to purchase flour and other necessaries for the garrison at Valdivia. These remittances are conveyed in ships which fall from Valparaíso. The bay has a narrow entrance, and is spacious within; it is well secured from winds by point Galera and Bonacifio, which is remarkable for its high land just on the north of the bay. The rivers of Valdivia and Guyaquil are the largest on this coast; but neither of them can carry a ship of burden fix leagues within land.

BALDMONIE, an old English name for gentian, the root of which is used in medicine; some also have called the meun, or epignel, by this name.

BALD-MOUNTAIN, in Geography, a noted promontory in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in North America, being a mark on the main, about 30 leagues from the nearest or north-west point of Anticosti island.

BALDNESS, CAVITIES, a falling of the hair, especially of the inciput. It differs from alopecia, areo, ophiasis, and tines, as these all arise from some vice in the nutritious humour; baldness, from the defect of it. But the distinction is not always observed by modern physicians.

When the eyelids shed their hair, it is called a pilosis. Among the causes of baldness, immediate venery is reputed one of the chief: old age usually brings it on of course. Some will have the proximate cause of baldness to be the dryness of the brain, and its shrinking from the cranium; it has been observed, that in bald persons there is always a vacuity or empty space between the skull and the brain.

Bullion says, that the crown of the head, and the space immediately above the temples, are the parts which first become bald; but that the hair below the temples, and on the inferior part of the back of the head, seldom falls off. He adds, baldness is peculiar to men: women, in the most advanced age, though their hair becomes white, are seldom affected with baldness. Children and women are not more subject to it than women. It is alleged by Aristotle, that no man becomes bald before having intercourse with women, except such as have been bald from their birth. The ancient writers upbraid the inhabitants of the islands of the Archipelago with the epithet "bald-heads," and assert, that these islands are all brought into the world with this defect. Buff. Nat. Hist. by Smellie, vol. ii. p. 442.

Calvus, "bald pate," was a frequent term of reproach among the Romans; among whom this defect was in great disrepute. Hence divers arts to conceal it, as false hair, and a galerischeus, contrived for purpose. The later Romans, however, seemed to have been reconciled to baldness; for we and among them a kind of officers or servants, called gladiatoris, or glabrarum, whose business was to take off the hair from all parts, even from the head. In an ancient inscription, there is mention of one Didophilus, t. c. praef. ornat. clar. that is, ornat glabrarum. See Alopebia.

BALDO, Mount, in Geography, a part of the Alps, in the Austrian territories, lying on the east of the lake Guida, and separating the country of Tyrol from that of Verona, about 30 miles in circumference.

BALDOCK, Ralph de, in Biography, an English divine of the fourteenth century, was educated at Oxford, appointed bishop of London in 1304, chosen in 1307 lord chancellor of England, and in 1313 died at Stepney. His history of the British affairs, intitled, "Historia Anglica," seen by Leland, is now lost. Bigg. Brit.

Ballock, in Geography, is a neat and pleasant market town of Hertfordshire, in England. It is seated between hills on that great Roman road which bore the name of Ickling-way, or Ickmield-street. This town has been considerably improved of late years by the erection of many respectable houses; and being on a great travelling road, it has a constant succession of new company. Here are a good market on Thursday, and five annual fairs; the former is plentifully supplied with barley; and a great quantity of malt is made in this town. Ballock dates its origin and the foundation of its church to an earl of Pembroke, who granted two hundred acres of waste land, in the reign of king Stephen, for that purpose. This was conferred on the knights Templars, who dedicated the church to the Virgin Mary, and named the town Balheic, from the name of their former place of residence in Syria. The knights hospitals of St. John, and those of Jerusalem, also erected buildings at the east end of the town, in the parish of Clothall. On the hills in the vicinity are four ancient enclaves. Here is an alms-house founded by William Wynn, in 1621, for twelve poor widows, who are also provided with a small legacy of forty shillings annually by the will of the same worthy founder. According to the returns published by authority of the house of commons, this town has 231 houses, and 1283 inhabitants; of whom 648 are males, and 635 are females.

BALDOVINI, Francisco, in Biography, an Italian poet, was born at Florence, in 1634. His first studies were devoted to the law, for which profession his father intended him; but after the death of his parents, he surrendered himself wholly to the enchantments of poetry and music. On visiting Rome, he obtained, through the interest of his uncle cardinal Flavio Chigi, the place of secretary to cardinal Jacopo Filippo, and at the age of 49, entered into holy orders. In 1676, he obtained the living of St. Leonardo d'Arminio; and in 1694, Cosimo III. grand duke of Tuscany, conferred on him the priorship of Orsatico, which he changed, in 1699, for that of Santa Felicita. In the discharge of his new functions, he gave equal satisfaction to the court, the religious orders, and his parishioners, by his exemplary piety, and his rigid attention to the duties of his station, to which the amiabilities of his manners, his knowledge of the world, and his proficiency in learning, rendered...
rendered him perfectly adequate. He lived in prosperity and health till his 82d year, and died in 1216. He excelled in that species of simple, rustic, and pleasant poetry, which is neither heroic nor burlesque, and which perhaps no poetry in our language resembles more than Gay's pastorals. His "Il Lamento de Cecco da Varlungo," or "Cecco's Complaint," is a playful poem, written in the provincial dialect of Tuscany, and published first at Florence in 1634, by Barto Connet; and afterwards, in 1755, with the author's life by Domenico Manni, and curious notes by Mariini. The poem was translated into English by John Hunter, eq. in 1820, London, 5vo. See the Translator's Preface.

Baldus, or as he wrote his name, Baldus, Sebastian, a native of Genoa, who flourished in the middle of the seventeenth century, was one of the earliest writers on the properties of the Peruvian bark, and the most luminous affectors of its value. It appears that he penned the latter part of his life at Rome, where he was patronized by the cardinal De Lugo, himself an admirer of that celebrated medicine, and who procured a supply of it to be imported from Spain into Italy, in 1619. Baldus learned from Bollari, a Genoese merchant, that the tree producing the bark, of which he gives a description, grows at Quito, a Spanish province in South America; and that its power in curing intermittents became first known to the Spaniards, from its being successfully administered to the courtiers of Chinchon, the wife of the governor. He is very diffuse in his account of the qualities of the bark, and of the most efficacious mode of administering it; and gives numerous examples of the cures performed by it, not only in intermittents, but in continued fevers likewise. His works, which are all controvertial, are: "Sanguis expiatus, fen de Sanguine incolértente," Genzio, 1643; "Cortex Peruvianus redivivus, contra Plempium," Genzio, 1656, 12mo. "Anathésis Corticis Peruv. fen Chima Defenio contra Ventilationes J. Jacobhi Chiflet, et gemitus V. F. Plempini," Genzio, 1653, 4to.; "Neceftitas Phicbotonie in Exantheinatibus," Genzio, 1653, 4to. Haller, Bib. Med. Præct. Elyo. Dict. Hist.

Baldus, Baldus, M.D., a native of Florence, flourished about the middle of the seventeenth century. After acquiring considerable reputation in his own country, he removed to Rome, where he was soon advanced to be physician to pope Innocent the tenth, and archbiter; but died a few months after being elevated to that post. He published, in 1631, "Pred lectio de Contagione peliferia," 4to.; and in 1637, "Difquisition ad textum fecundum Hippocrates, de Aere, Aquis, et Locis, accedit, de Calculorum Caufis; Acue Tiberis Bonitate; Quelto de majori nunc quam prexercito Scule, calculorum in urbe frequenter," 4to. Hall. Bib. Med. Præct. Elyo. Dict. Hist.

Baldus, in Entomology, a species of Papilio, with very conspicuous wings. The posterior ones above and beneath, an ocular spot, with a double pupil; on the posterior ones, four ocular spots above and six beneath. Fabricius. Inhabits India. Donov. Inf. Ind.

BALDWIN I. in Biography, emperor of Constantinople, was born in 1172, and succeeded his father as count of Flanders and Hainault. In the fourth crusade, which commenced A.D. 1198, he assailed the crofs at Bruges, together with his brother Henry, and the principal knights and citizens of the rich and industrious province of Flanders, and distinguished himself so much in the wars which preceded the capture of Constantinople, that after this event he was chosen emperor of the eft, A.D. 1204. But the Greeks soon revolted against this foreign empire; and formed an alliance with John, or Culo-John, the revolted chief of the Bulgarians and Walachians. Baldwin, in his attempt to recover Atriumple, from which the French and Venetians had been expelled, was drawn into an ambush; by the feigned flight of the enemy, and taken prisoner, A.D. 1229. He soon after died in prison; but the time and manner of his death are not known. Some say, that after a confinement of sixteen months, he was cruelly murdered by an amputation of his hands and feet, and by exposing his bleeding trunk to birds of prey. The Flemings for a long time believed that he was alive; and about twenty years after his death, found a hermit in a wood of the Netherlands, who was acknowledged as the true Baldwin, the emperor of Constantinople, and lawful sovereign of Flanders. But the French court detested the impolier, and he was punished with an ignominious death. Baldwin, who was esteemed for his private virtues, and for his military and princely qualities, was succeeded in the empire by his brother Henry; and in his county of Flanders by his daughter Joan or Jane, who has been accused, by some grave historians, of sacrificing to her ambition the life of an unfortunate father. Gibbon's Hist. vol. xi. p. 190—262.

Baldwin II. emperor of Constantinople, was the son of the emperor Peter of Courtenay; and in his eleventh year, succeeded his brother Robert, A.D. 1229. On account of his youth, John of Brienne, the vicegerent of Jerusalem, was appointed to be regent, and invested for his life with the title and prerogatives of emperor, on the sole condition that Baldwin should marry his second daughter, and succeed, at a mature age, to the throne of Constantinople. The royal youth was sent to visit the western courts, and to obtain some supplies of men and money, for the relief of the sinking empire. He thrice repeated these mendicant visits, in which he seemed to prolong his stay, and prolong his return. Of the twenty-five years of his reign, a greater number was spent abroad than at home; and in no place did the emperor deem himself free and secure than in his native country and his capital. In his first visit to England he was stopped at Dover, and checked by a severe remand for preying, without leave, to enter an independent kingdom. After some delay, he was permitted to proceed, and after a reception of cold civility, thankfully departed with a present of 700 marks. From the avance of Rome he could only obtain the proclamation of a crusade, and a treasurc of indulgences. By various humbling and ruinous expedients, he at length returned to Romania, with an army of 30,000 soldiers, and obtained some partial and temporary success. But his poverty and weakness admitted of no effectual relief; and by the sale of sacred relics, such as the crown of thorns which had been placed on the head of Christ, a portion of the true cross, the holy-linen of the tomb of God, the lance, the sponge, and the chains of his passion, the rod of Moses, and part of the skull of John the Baptist, he could only raise a treasure of very limited extent, and of short duration. His kingdom was soon reduced to the limits of Constantinople; and in 1261, this city was taken from him by Michael Palaeologus. Baldwin, with some of the principal families, embarked on board the Venetian galleys, and entered first for the isle of Eubea, and afterwards for Italy, where the royal fugitive was entertained by the pope and Sicilian king with a mixture of contempt and pity. Having consumed thirteen years in soliciting the Catholic powers to join in his restoration, without success, he died in 1273, and his son Philip became the heir of an ideal empire; and by Catherine, the daughter of Philip, it was transferred, in consequence of her marriage, to Charles of Valois, the brother of Philip the fair, king of France. Gibbon's Hist. vol. xi. 273—287.
Baldwin, archbishop of Canterbury, was born of obscure parents at Exeter, where he received the rudiments of a classical education, and taught school; and afterwards he took orders, and was preferred to the archdeaconry of his native place. But changing his course of advancement, he assumed the monastic habit in the Cistercian order, and took through the abbacy of his monastery to the episcopal see of Worchester, and from thence, in 1184, to the metropolitan see of Canterbury. From the monks he met with some obstruion in this last stage of his preferment; and therefore, in order to counteract their interest and power, he formed a plan for establishing a church and monastery at Hackington near Canterbury, for the reception of secular priests; but the monks, by their interest with the pope, disconcerted the design. Under the next pope the project was resumed, and Baldwin purchased a manor at Lambeth, where, upon the spot where the archbishop's palace now stands, he began to build his college, with the materials collected at Hackington; but he did not live to complete his design. In 1189, he performed the ceremony of consecration for Richard I. at Weilminister; and upon the translation of the bishop of Lincoln to the see of York, he took occasion to establish the preeminence of the archbishop of Canterbury, by forbidding any English bishop to receive consecration from any other hands than those of this metropolitan. Archbishop Baldwin took a part in the crusade for the recovery of the holy land, and when Richard I. conducted an army into Palestine, this prelate appeared in his train; and by his private contributions and pious exertions encouraged the enthusiastic adventurers to persevere. At the siege of Acre or Ptolemais, or, as some relate, at Tyre, the bishop was feized with a violent disorder, which terminated in his death, A.D. 1191, or A.D. 1193. During his illness, he directed his executor, the bishop of Salisbury, to distribute, at his discretion, all his effects among the sufferers. He was distinguished by his humanity and generosity; but the mildness of his temper betrayed him into refusals in his pastoral offices; so that a letter was addressed to him by pope Urban III. with this supercession; "Urban, bishop, servant of the servants of God, to Baldwin, a most zealous monk, a fervent abbot, a lukewarm bishop, and a negligent archbishop." Baldwin wrote several tracts, chiefly theological, which were collected and published by father Tuffier, and which may be found in the fifth volume of the "Bibliotheca Citerciensia." Cave, H. L. vol. ii. p. 250. Biog. Brit.

Baldwin's Phosphorus, in Medicine, a phosphorescent substance, formed by calcining the nitrate of lime in a low red heat. See Phosphorus, Baldwin's.

Bale, John, in Latin Balus, in Biography, an English divine and historian, was born at Cote, near Dunwich, in Suffolk, in the year 1495. From the monastery of Carlethe at Norwich, where he was entered at the age of twelve years, he was sent to Jesus college in Cambridge. Bale, probably illuminated by Lord Wentworth, and partly conceiving a dislike to celibacy, abandoned the church of Rome in which he was educated, and became a zealous protestant. The acrimonious and virulence with which his writings against popery were tinctured, expos'd him to a variety of severe persecutions; and after the death of lord Cromwell, whole protection he enjoyed in early life, he was under a necessity of seeking an asylum in the Netherlands. Upon the execution of Edward VI. he returned to England, and, distinguished by his zeal for the reformation, he was first presented to the living of Bishop's Stote in the county of Southampton, and afterwards obtained, by nomination from the crown, the bishoprick of Offory in Ireland; and in 1553, consecrated by the archbishop of Dublin. In this situation, by his attachment to the doctrines of the reformation, he was subject to constant terror, and his life was frequently in danger. On occasion of one tumult, five of his disciples were killed in his presence, and he escaped the sequelaneous protection of his alarms and troubles in Ireland, he has given a particular account in his "Vocacyon of John Bale to the Bishoprick of Offory in Ireland, his Perfections in the same, and final Deliverance;" printed in black letters, folio, 1553. In making his escape, after temporary concealment in Dublin, the trading vessel in which he was conveyed away was taken by a Dutch man of war, and he was stripped by the captain of all his money and effects. Being driven by tempests on the coast of Cornwall, the bishop was seized on suspicion of treason, in consequence of the accusation of a pilot, who wished to share his money; and a similar charge was brought against him at Dover, whether he was conveyed in the same ship. Being removed as a prisoner to Holland, he was under a necessity of purshing his liberty by a large ransom; and after his liberation he removed from Holland to Basel in Switzerland, and remained abroad till the end of queen Mary's reign. Upon the accession of Elizabeth, he returned to England; and fearful of encountering the difficulties and hazards of his Irish see, he retired to a prebendal stall in the church of Canterbury, to which he was preferred in 1560; and here he died in November 1563, in the sixty-eighth year of his age. Before his conversion from popery, Bale composed many spiritual interludes, founded upon incidents recorded in the New Testament; such as the life of St. John the Baptist, Christ in his twelfth year, baptism, and temptation, the resurrection of Lazarus, the council of the high-priests, Simon the leper, the Lord's supper, and his washing the feet of his disciples, Christ's burial and resurrection, the passion of Christ, &c. His comedy of the three laws of nature, Moses, and Christ, printed by Nicholas Bambridge in 1538, was so popular, that it was reprinted by Colwell in 1562. In his "Vocacyon to the Bishoprick of Offory," he informs us, that his comedy of "John the Baptist," and his tragedy of "God's promises to men," written in 1558, and first printed by Charlewood in 1577, 4to., were acted by the youths upon a Sunday, at the market-crosses of Kilkeny. But the fashion of acting mysteries seems to have expired with this writer. He says that he wrote a book of hymns, and another of jests and tales, and that he translated the tragedy of Panmachus, probably the fame that was acted at Christ's college in Cambridge in 1544, and afterwards laid before the privy council as a libel on the reformation. After he renounced popery, the productions of his pen, both in Latin and English, were very numerous. Most of his English writings in prose were pointed against popery; and two of his pamphlets against the papists, all of whom he considered as monks, are intitled the "Mafs of the Gluttons," and the "Accon of the Prelates." Next to exposing the impostures of popery, literary history was his favourite pursuit. His "Chronicle concerning Sir John Oldcastle," was reprinted in 1729. The only work of bishop Bale, which has given him distinction among authors, is his "Scriptorum Illustrium Majors Britanniae Catalogus," or, "An account of the lives of eminent writers of Great Britain," commencing from Nephet one of the sons of Noah, and brought down through a series of 3618 years, to the year of the Christian era 1557; the period at which the author was an exile in Germany. This work is compiled from various authors, and chiefly from the labours of the eminent antiquary, John Leland. The bitterness of his invectives against popery and papists gave great offence to Roman
Roman Catholic writers; and he has been charged with

disingenuity and credulity by several respectable critics;
among whom we may reckon Wharton and Nicolson.
Granger (Bióg. Hift. vol. i. p. 139, 8vo.) allows, that the
intemperate zeal of this prelate often carried him beyond
the bounds of decency and candour in his accounts of the
papists; nevertheless, his sufferings may furnish some apolo-
gy for his sincerity, and many things which he relates,
though before discreetly concealed or ingeniously glossed
over by Roman Catholic writers, might probably be true.
His biographical work, with considerable allowances for the
strong bias of party zeal, may be read with advantage.
Balaus de Steflfa, apud Script. Wharton, Pref. to Anglia
Sacra, and Hist. of Eng. Lit. by Parny and Poretsz, vol. iii. p. 79.

Bales, in Commerce, a term denoting a quantity of mer-
chandise wrapped or packed up in cloth, and cored round
very tight, after having been well secured with hay or
straw, to keep it from breaking, or to preserve it from the
weather. Most of the merchandise, capable of this kind
of package, that is sent to fairs, or intended for exportation,
ought to be in bales; and too much care cannot be taken in
packing them, to secure them from damage. To sell
goods in the bale is to sell them in the lump, on showing a
specimen, without unpacking or taking off the cording.
Thus it is the East India company sell their bale-goods.

Bale-goods, in the East India Trade, the bulky goods, as
salt-petre, pepper, red-earth, tea, &c. The bale goods
stand opposed to piece goods.

Bales of Camel, at Smyrna, are called tables, on account of
their flat square figure.

A bale of cotton yarn is from three to four hundred
weight; of raw silk, from one to four hundred; of
lockram or dowlas, either three, three and a half, or
four pieces, &c.

Bale of Paper, denotes a certain number of reams packed
together in a bundle.

There are bales of more and fewer reams. Those sent from
Marieilles to Constantinople usually contain twelve reams.
A bale or hollon of crown paper manufactured in some parts
of Provence, consists of fourteen reams, and is sold in the
Levant for Venice paper.

Bale of Dice, denotes a little packet or paper, containing
some dozens of dice for playing with.

Bale in Geography. See BALE.

Balaearica, or Balearic Islands, in Ancient Geography,
the name by which the two islands of Majorca and
Minorca, and some others in the Mediterranean sea,
were formerly distinguished. They derived their name from
that of the inhabitants, who were denominated Balarcs,
as some have supposed from Bauxa, to throw, because they
were excellent fencers. Bochart (Geog. Sacr. apud, Op. i.
col. 634.) deduces the appellation, as well as the people,
from a Punic or Phoenician origin; and he says, citing the
authorities of Polybius, Strabo, and Stephanus, that the
name is formed of the two words בַּלָּלָה בָּלָל יִנְדָּה BAL-bal, bal-yndah, denot-
ing a master of throwing; and thus he adds, the term בַּלָּל
Ban be hift. Gen. xlix. 23. signifies skilful archers.
The Greeks called these islands Gymnaios, either as Livy
or Diordorus fuggest, because in summer the inhabitants were
γυμνοί, naked, or, rather, as Hefychius observes, because
they went to battle armed only with a fling. M. Gebelin inti-
mates, that Bals signified among the orientals, the fun,
and hence it became a denomination for elevated objects; so that
the Balarae were persons who projected darts or dories from
flings to a very great height. Whatever be the precise ety-

mology of the name, the Balarae were famous for their
dexterity in the use of the fling; and in order to attain per-
fection, they accustomed themselves from their infancy to
this kind of exercise; insomuch that mothers did not let
breast into the hands of their children, but obliged them
by beating down from a considerable distance with their
flings. They also united force with this address, and the best
tempers were rarely proof against the flings they dis-
charged. When they went to battle they carried with them
three flings of unequal length, according to the different
distances to which they might have occasion to use them
against the enemy. They were originally Phoenicians or
Carthaginians, who poissessed the islands called by their name
from such remote antiquity, that their first arrival is prior to
every thing related of them by every historian now extant,
except their peopling the island Ebusus or Erus, now
Yvica, about 160 years, as Diodorus Sicilus (i.e. c. 1 & 2)
informs us, after the foundation of Carthage. This island,
according to Vitruvius, was reckoned to belong to the
Balarae islands. We learn from Justin (i. xiv.), that the first
expedition which the Carthaginians made to Spain, was in
order to abduct the city of Gades (now Cadiz); and as the
Carthaginian fleet, sailing from Carthage to Gades, might
easily take Ebusus and the other Balarae islands in its way,
there is great reason to believe, that Gades was relieved,
and Ebusus, with the other Balarae islands, placed under
much about the same time. The Balarae lived for a
long time in the simplicity of uncultivated nature. Caves
under the rocks, or holes dug in the earth, served them for
habitations. They were almost naked, except that during the
cold of winter they covered themselves with sheep-furs.
The soil of their country was fertile, and furnished them with
the necessaries of life; but being very eager for wine, such
of them as had served in the Carthaginian armies did not
fail at their return to lay out all the money they had acquired
in this article: indeed, they were not allowed to bring
money into their country, as the use of it was prohibited in
both islands. They said, as Diodorus Sicilus informs us,
that Geryon's riches had of old been fatal to him, in drawing
Hercules upon him as an enemy; and that, taught by
this example, they had from the most remote antiquity al-
ways dreaded introducing Among them a metal, capable of
exciting the avidity of other nations, and thus dangerous to
their tranquillity. They were in general a pacific people.
However, some individuals having leagued themselves with
the Carthaginians, pirates that infested the seas, Metellus,
who was consul of Rome, about the year of the city 630. B. C.
did, project an expedition for invading their country. In order
to secure his succes, he is said to have rendered their ships
useless, by placing skins on the sides of the decks, which
deadencl the blows. As soon as the Roman troops landed,
the inhabitants fled, and dispersed themselves over the coun-
try, so that it was more difficult to find than to defeat them.
Metellus, for securing his conquest, planted two colonies,
viz. Palm and Pollentia, the one at the exit, and the other at
the west extremity of Balarica maior. He obtained a tri-
umph A. U. C. 631. B. C. 123, and assigned the surname of
Balaricicus. Flor. i. c. 8. The largest of these islands was
called Balarica maior, now Majorca, and the least Balarica
minor, now Minorca. They were divided from one another,
according to Pliny, thirty miles; and in the latter of the
two islands, the most considerable towns were Mago and
Jaimo. These were at first caities or forts; but being erect-
ed near the mouths of two convenient harbours, they be-
came considerable sea-ports, especially that of Mago, now
known as Port Mahon. The Balarae formed a part of the
province Tarragonensis, and were denominated "Fortara-
tes," on account of their situation and harbours.

BALEARICA,
BALEARICA, in Geograph.This is a trival name given to the islands and some other ornithological writers to the crowned hison of Latham, and arca pereoni Gmelin.

BALECHOU, John Joseph, in Biog., a celebrated French engraver, flourished about the year 1750, and died not many years since at Avignon. He was perfect master of the graver, with which he entirely worked; and distinguished by the clearness of his strokes, and the depth of colour which he produced; but for want of drawing well, his prints fail in point of freedom, correctness, and harmony. His two large plates from Vernet, one representing a "Storm," the other a "Calm," are well known, and universally admired. Strutt.

BALEME, in Geography, is a port of North America, two leagues distant from Louisbourg, on the coast of the island of Cape Breton. The rocks, which are covered by a high sea, render it difficult of access.

BALEN, Hendrick Van, in Biog., a painter of history and portrait, was born at Antwerp, in 1560; and after having been a disciple of Adam Van Oort, he pursued his studies at Rome. By copying the antiques, and attending to the works of eminent modern artists, his improvement was such, that, in his return to his own country, he obtained the esteem of the ablest judges. He was distinguished by a good manner of designing, and his works are admitted into the cabinets of the curious, among those of the principal painters. He particularly excelled in the naked, and gave to his figures so much truth, roundness, and correctness of outline, that few of his contemporaries could enter into competition with him. Several of his fine portraits are at the Hague; and particularly one adorned with the figures of wisdom and justice, which is very highly commended. His designs of the deluge, of Moses striking the rock, and the drowning of Pharaoh, are grand and noble compositions. His "Judgment of Paris" is also accounted a masterly performance; in which the figure of Venus is so elegantly designed, so full of life, and so round, that it seems to stand forth from the surface. He died in 1632. Pilkington.

BALEN, Jacob Van, a painter of history, landscapes, and boys, was born at Antwerp, in 1611, and derived from his father Hendrick Van Balen his knowledge of the art, and his nice taste of drawing and design. He afterwards travelled to Rome, and other cities of Italy. His particular merit was exhibited in his figures of boys, cupids, and nymphs bathing or hunting; and he gained wealth and fame by his landscapes and histories. His pictures were well handled, his trees touched with spirit, and his herbage and verdure appeared natural and lively. The carications of his figures were clear and fresh, his colouring in general was transparent, and the airs of his heads were in the manner of Albano. Pilkington.

BALENBERG, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of the Lower Rhine, and territory of Mentz, two miles north-west of Krauthain.

BALENGER, in Middle Age Writers, a kind of vefsel of war, but what in particular seems not well known. Blount says, that by the fift. 28 Hen. VI. cap. 5. balenger seems to have been a kind of barge.

BALES, Peter, in Biog., an extraordinary master of penmanship and fine writing, was born in 1547, and deserves to be recorded on account of the skill which he acquired in the exercise of his art. Anthony Wood mentions him as "a most dexterous person in his profession," and as having spent several years in sciences among the Oxonians, particularly as it seems in Gloucester hall; but that study which he used for a diversion only, proved at length an employment of profit." Holinshed, in his Chronicle, A.D. 1575, records his skill in micrography or miniature writing; and Mr. Evelyn (Numismata, fol. 1697, p. 262.) says of him, that in 1557 he wrote the lord's prayer, creed, decalogue, with two short Latin prayers, his own name, motto, day of the month, year of our Lord, and of the queen's reign, to whom he presented it at Hampton Court, all within the circle of a single penny, enclosed in a ring and border of gold, and covered with gold; so nicely wrote as to be plainly legible, to the admiration of her majesty, her privy-council, and several ambassadors, who then saw it." He professed also an extraordinary skill in imitating the writing of others; and he seems to have been employed in this and similar ways for the service of the state, with a view to the complete discovery and conviction of traitors, between the years 1586 and 1589. At this time he had reason to expect some place or preferment at court; but being disappointed in his expectations by the death of secretary Wallingham, he pursued the business of a writing-master in the Old Bailey; and in 1590, he published his "Writing Schoolmaster, in three Parts," containing the art of bractigraphy, or swift writing; the order of orthography, or true writing; and the key of calligraphy, or fair writing. In 1595, he was engaged in a trial of skill with another performer in the same way, for a golden pen of 20l. value, which he gained; and in another more general competition, he obtained the arms of calligraphy, which are "aurum, a pen, or." By various exercises of his pen, he recommended himself to several persons of knowledge and distinction; and Anthony Wood says, that he was engaged in the treasons of the earl of Essex, in 1600; but the real fact was, that Bales was innocently employed in serving the treacherous purposes of one of the earl's mercenary dependants. Towards the close of life, he seems to have been reduced to a deplorable and distressing condition, either by his own extravagance, or by imprudent confidence in others; and to have died about the year 1610. Biog. Brit.

BALESCOU de Tharary, or Vallesco of Tarenta, a Portuguese. It appears from his own testimony, that he began writing in the year 1418, after thirty-six years experience. His first publication "De Philionio," was printed at Venice, 1490; then at Lyons, in folio, in 1521; and his works, "De Morbis Curantibus," edited by Guido de Serderius, at Lyons, in 1560, in 4to. and afterwards at Frankfort 1590. A short treatise, "Tractatus Chirurgiae," is printed with the Philemonium. He proposes extinguishing scours by an application, in which arsenic is an ingredient. This drug, we know, formed the basis of a preparation of late introduced, for the same purpose, by Plunket. Our author, however, admonishes practitioners, that arsenic is not used without danger. He saw a person who died suddenly in the night, whose head had been anointed with an arseneal preparation, for the cure of aseptic carotitis. It appears from his works, that he was well acquainted with the doctrine of Galen, and of the Arabian writers. Haller. Bib. Chirurg.

BALESIUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of Italy, in Magna Graecia, in the country called Messapia. Phly and Mela.

BALEOS, an island of the Aegean Sea, between Thrace and the isle of Crete. Anton. Itin.

BALESSAN, in Botany. See Balsam.

BALESTRA, Antonio, in Biog., an historical painter, was born at Verona, in 1660: at the age of twenty-one, entered himself in the school of Antonio Bellucci, at Venice, and afterwards visited Bologna and Rome, at which latter place he became the disciple of Carlo Maratti. Having
ing made great proficiency in designing after the antiques, after Raphael, Correggio, Anibal Caracci, and other admired painters, he obtained the prize of merit in the academy of St. Luke, in the year 1694, when he was only twenty-eight years of age. From that time his reputation was established, and his paintings were admired in every part of Europe. His style is sweet and agreeable, not unlike that of Maratti; and men of judgment observed, with delight and approbation, a certain mixture in his works of the several manners of Raphael, Correggio and Caracci. At Venice there are two capital pictures of this master, one representing the nativity of our Saviour, in the church of Santa Maria Mater Domini; and another, a dead Christ, in the arms of the Virgin, in a chapel belonging to the church of St. Geminiarno. We have some etchings by him, in a bold, masterly style, but very slight. According to Pilkington, he died in 1720; but Strutt says, he died in 1740, at the age of 73.

BALESTRINA, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the state of Genoa, a fief of the empire, nine miles north of Albenga.

BALET DE LA ROYNE, in Music. This dance, more ancient than any mentioned in the long article on the subject, in the Encyc. Metls., where it has not been honoured with notice, merited a place, as a curiosities, if not for its superior plan and execution.

Henry III. of France having, in 1581, married his favourite minion, the duc de Joyeuse, to mademoiselle de Vaudemont, fitter to his queen Louise de Lorraine, almost ruined his kingdom in balls, masquerades, tilt, tournaments, and every species of expensive festivity which could be devised on the occasion.

The queen, likewise, in honour of her fitter's nuptials, gave an entertainment at the Louvre, in which a ballet was exhibited, called "Ceres and Nimphs," which was then a new kind of spectacle in France, avec une grande musique, composed by the celebrated Claude le Jeune. The Entrées de Ballets, in this fete, were invented by Baltazar de Beaujoyeux, the famous Piedmontese performer on the violin, who having published an account of his devises in a book which is now become extremely scarce, we shall prefent our readers with its title, and a sketch of its contents.

"Balét comique de la Royne, faite aux nappes de monfieur le duc de Joyeuse et mademoiselle de Vaudemont sa femme." Par Baltazar de Beaujoyeux, valet de chambre du Roy, et de la Royne sa femme." A Paris, 1581, 4to. The types and paper equal in beauty those of Elzevir in the next century; and the musical characters, though cut in wood, are much more clear and neat than any we ever saw of the kind. But as to the music itself, it is more barbarous, in point of melody, than any we have ever seen on paper. The counterpoint, indeed, is not incorrect; nor can the French be justly accused of ever being deficient in the mechanical rules of composition, since they were first established; but for fancy, air, and rhythm, there is not a passage in this whole performance, except in a few of the dances, by which we are reminded of their existence. But it seems as if dancing could not subsist without a marked measure; indeed, when poetry is sung without measure, it becomes worse than prose. In the operas of Lulli and Rameau, the music of the dances was always much more pleasing to foreigners than that which was sung, from its being necessarily more marked and accentuated: this is, in what was danced some determined measure and movement was always perceptible. But in the vocal part of de Beaujoyeux ballets, there is nothing that resembles an air, or that seems to imply a selection of notes, or to suggest a reason for one found being higher or lower, more quick or more slow, than another.

But it should be remembered, that the music of this old French ballet was not composed by Baltazarini, the Italian, who only acted as ballet master on the occasion, but by Melle. de Beaujol, and Salmon, of the king's band, whom his majesty had ordered to assist him in composing and preparing all that was needful in music for this festival; and M. Beaujol, says Baltazarini, "whom all professors regard as an excellent musician, has, on this occasion, even surpassed himself, assisted by Malheur Salmon, whom M. Beaujol and others highly esteem in his art."

We have dwelt the longer on this performance, as it is the only French theatrical music extant of the time. And in comparing it with that of Lulli, it appears that he did not disdain to comply with the national taste, which had been long established, with respect to measure and melody; he certainly added much to both, but conformed to the genre.

As it will be no kindness to curious readers to refer them to a book for examples of this music, we may venture to mention the Gen. Hist. of Muf. vol. viii. where copious extracts from it are infected.

BALEY, Walter, in Biography, born in the county of Dorset, in the year 1529, received his education at Winchester, and went thence to New college, Oxford. Applying himself to the study of medicine, in the year 1558 he was licensed to practise. About the same time he was made a prebendary in the cathedral church of Wells, which office he resigned the following year. He was then appointed Queen's professor of physic at Oxford. In the year 1553, he was created doctor in medicine (Wood's Fasti Oxon. vol. ii. p. 92), and soon after, physician to Queen Elizabeth. For the remainder of his life, which was extended to the age of 65 years, he enjoyed a considerable share of reputation and practice. Of this physician we have the following works, three of which were published in his lifetime. "A Discourse of three kinds of pepper in common use," 1588, 8vo. "A brief treatise on the preservation of the eye-light," in which he attributes great virtues to the herb eye-bright. This was re-published in 1616, and in 1622 was added to Banister's treatise of 113 diseases of the eyes and eyelids, but without the name of the author. "Directions for health, natural and artificial, with medicines for all diseases of the eyes," 1626, 4to. "A brief discourse of certain medicinal waters in the county of Warwick, near Newnham," 1587. In the library of Robert earl of Aylefbury was a MS. of this author, intitled "Explication Galeti de potu convalecentium, et femum, et precipue de pollice alce et birze paratis." Biograph. Mem. of Med. J. Aikin.

BALFRUSCH, in Geography, a town of Peria, the capital of the province of Mafanderan, situated at the southern extremity of the Caspian sea. Hither the Russians and Armenians convey their merchandise, though the traffic is much less considerable than it was, on account of the insurrections of the khan of Mafanderan. The chief productions are silk, rice, and cotton, of which articles there is a large exportation. Merchants from Kafdon, Isphahan, Shiras, and Kurasan resort to Balfrusch, and bring for the Persian and Indian commodities. N. lat. 33° 40'. E. long. 50° 30'.

BALGA, a town of Frisia, in the province of Natangen, 25 miles south-west of Keningberg.

BALGU, Jonas, in Biography, an English divine, was born at Sheffield in Yorkshire, in the year 1686. Having received instruction first from his father, who was master of a free grammar school in that place, and after his death from his successor Mr. Daunuz, author of an effedent commentary on the revelations, he was admitted in 1702, of St. John's
John's college, Cambridge. From the frivolous occupation of reading romances, in which he left two years of his academic education, a circumstance which he mentions with regret, he was diverted by reading Livy, and afterwards devoted himself with pleasure to serious studies. In 1711, he took orders, and diligently discharged the duties of his profession in the living of Lamely and Tansfield in Durham, composing for several years a new discourse for the pulpituvery week. Balguy was an early advocate for religious liberty in the Bangorian controversy; and in 1718, wrote a vindication of bishop Hoadly, entitled "An Examination of certain doctrines lately taught and defended by the Rev. Mr. Stebbing," and in the following year, "A Letter to the Rev. Dr. Sherlock," both under the fictitious name of Silvius. In 1720, he published a third tract, intitled "Silvius's defence of a dialogue between a Papist and a Protestant." In a controversy concerning the nature and foundation of virtue, occasioned about this time by lord Shaftesbury, who, in his "Characteristics" referred it to an instinctive sentiment; and by Hutcheson, who, in his "Inquiry into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue," maintains the same notion; Mr. Balguy took a principal part. In 1726, he wrote, in reply to Shaftesbury, "A Letter to a Deil, concerning the beauty and excellence of moral virtue, and the support and improvement which it receives from the Christian revelation;" and in 1728, he published a tract, intitled, "The foundation of moral goodness, or a farther inquiry into the original of our idea of virtue;" which in the next year was followed by a second part, illustrating the principles and refonings of the former, and replying to certain remarks communicated by lord Darcey to the author. (See Virtue.) In 1730, he published a treatise, under the title of "Divine Rectitude; or a brief Inquiry concerning the moral perfections of the Deity, particularly in respect of Creation and Providence. (See Attributes.) This tractive was followed by "A Second Letter to a Deil," occasioned by Tindal's "Christianity as old as the Creation." and by another tract, intitled, "The Law of Truth, or the Obligations of Reason essential to all Religion." In 1741, Mr. Balguy published an "Essay on Redemption," explaining the doctrine of atonement in a manner similar to that afterwards adopted by Dr. Taylor of Norwich. (See Atonement.) Of this tractive, bishop Hoadly expressed his opinion, that the author had been more successful in refucing Christianity from some absurd doctrines, long considered as essential to it, than in refuting others in their stead. The only additional publication of Mr. Balguy was a volume of Sermons, to which has been since added a posthumous volume; the subjects of both are chiefly practical, and the discourses have been justly admired as models of the plain and simple style of preaching. Towards the close of his life, his health declined, and he found it necessary to withdraw from company, except such as he selected at Harrowgate, which he frequented every season, and where he died in 1748, in the sixty-third year of his age. The only church preferences which Mr. Balguy enjoyed were the vicarage of North-Allerton in Yorkshire, worth about 27l. a year, and a prebend in the church of Salisbury, to which he was collated by bishop Hoadly in 1728. Mr. Balguy may justly be reckoned among the divines and writers who rank with Clarke and Hoadly, and who associated with these illustrious characters in maintaining the cause of rational religion and Christian liberty. Candid and liberal in his own sentiments and dispositions, he cultivated friendship with worthy perfons of all denominations; and his writings very much contributed to promote liberal discussion and rational inquiry. Biog. Brit.

BALHARY, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in the Mynore country, seventy miles north-east of Chittagong, and twenty miles north-east of Raideroo. N. lat. 15° 6'. E. long. 76° 54'.

BALI, or BALLY, one of the isles of Sunda, situate in the Java sea, on the east side of the strait of Balli, which separates it from Java; 25 leagues long, and 15 wide, fertile and populous. It seems only remarkable for furnishing slaves, cotton-yarn, and pickled-pork. S. lat. 8° 30'. L. long. 115° 10'.

BALI, or BALLY, Strait, lies on the west side of the island of this name, in the Indian ocean. Its north entrance is in S. lat. 7° 54', and the south entrance in S. lat. 8° 39'. E. long. 114° 25'. It is sometimes called the Balamban channel. Through this strait the European East India merchant ships occasionally pass in their return from China. It is sometimes called Java Strait.

BALI, a province which once belonged to Abyfinia, and the first taken by the Balli. It lies to the north-east of Narea, and to the west of the kingdom of Adel, which separates it from the sea, about N. lat. 10°, and E. long. 41°.

BALICASSE, balicafe of the Philippines, in Ornithology. Under this name, Buffon describes the corvus balicaius, Gmel. in his Nat. Hist. Birds; in the Planch. Enl. it is called chacuan des Philippines.

BALICASSIUS, a species of Corvus, of a greenish black colour, with a forked tail. Gmelin. Corvus splendide nigro-viridans. Brill. Av. The beaks, legs, and claws, are black.

BALAMESRI, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in the province of Natalia, fifty-two miles north-east of Pegramo. N. lat. 30° 45'. E. long. 27° 50'.

BALINCALLACH, a cape on the west coast of Banbucala, one of the western islands of Scotland.

BALINE, Head and Cove, lie between cape Broyle and the bay of Balla, on the coast of Newfoundland. The cove is a small place behind a rock, called the Whale's back, and a slarge for fishing, with two or three boats.

BALIOL, or BALIOL, JOHN, in Biography, king of Scotland, was descended from an illustrious family, which possessed large estates in Scotland and France, as well as England. He is supposed to have been born about the year 1260, or at a somewhat earlier period; and was a competitor with Robert Bruce for the crown of Scotland; the right of succession to which belonged to the descendants of David earl of Huntingdon, third son of king David I. Bruce was the son of Isobel, the second daughter of earl David; and Baliol, the son of John Baliol, who founded Baliol college in Oxford, was the grandson of Margaret, the eldest daughter of earl David. According to the rules of succession which are now established, the right of Baliol was preferable; and notwithstanding Bruce's plea of being nearer in blood to earl David, Baliol's claim, as the representative of his brother and grandmother, would be deemed incontestible. But in that age, the order of succession was not acertained with the same precision; and though the prejudices of the people, and perhaps the laws of the kingdom, favoured Bruce, each of the rivals was supported by a powerful faction. In order to avoid the miseries of a civil war, to which it was feared recourse would be had for deciding a dispute which the laws could not settle, king Edward of England was chosen umpire, and both parties agreed to acquiesce in his decree. Under pretence of examining the question with the folomony, this prince summoned all the Scottish barons to Norham, May 10th, 1291; and having gained some, and intimidated others, he prevailed on all who were present, not excepting
excepting Bruce and Baliol, the competitors, to acknowledge Scotland as a fief of the English crown, and to swear fealty to them as their sovereign or liege lord. He also demanded possession of the kingdom, that he might be able to deliver it to him whose right should be preferable. This strange demand obtained assent, and Edward finding Baliol the most obsequious, and the least formidable of the two rivals, soon after gave judgment in his favour. Baliol once more professed himself the vassal of England, A.D. 1312, and submitted to every condition which the sovereign whom he had now acknowledged was pleased to prescribe. Edward having thus, as he conceived, established his dominion, began too soon to assume the matter: but his new vassals, fierce and independent, bore with impatience a yoke to which they were not accustomed. The palive spirit even of Baliol began to mutiny, upon which Edward forced him to resign the crown, and openly attempted to seize it as fallen to himself by the rebellion of his vassal. At this critical period, Sir William Wallace, to whom his countrymen have ascribed many fabulous acts of prowess, ventured to take up arms in defence of the kingdom, and by his boldness revived the spirit of the nation. At last Robert Bruce, the grandson of Baliol’s competitor, appeared to assume his own rights, and to vindicate the honour of his country. The nobles, ashamed of their former base-necks, and enraged at the many indignities offered to the nation, crowded to his standard. In order to crush them at once, the English monarch entered Scotland, at the head of a mighty army; many battles were fought, but the Scots, though often vanquished, were not subdued. The ardent zeal with which the nobles contended for the independence of the kingdom, the prudent valour of Bruce, and above all, a national enthusiasm inspired by such a cause, baffled the repeated efforts of Edward, and counterbalanced all the advantages which he derived from the number and wealth of his subjeéts. And though the war continued, with little interruption, upwards of 70 years, Bruce and his posterity kept possession of the throne of Scotland, and ruled with an authority not inferior to that of his former monarchs. During the contest in favour of Bruce, John Baliol lived quietly as a private man on his own estates, which were very considerable, in France, without interfering in the affairs of Scotland. Some writers say, that he lived till he was blind, which, if true, must have been the effect of some disease, since it is certain that he died A.D. 1341, when he could not be above 55 years of age at most. “Thus ended,” says Sir David Dalrymple, in his Annals of Scotland, “the short and disastrous reign of John Baliol; an ill-fated prince confounded for doing homage to Edward, never applauded for assuring the national independence. Yet, in his original offence, he had the example of Bruce; at his revolt, he saw the royal family combating under the banners of England. His attempt to shake off a foreign yoke, speaks him of a high spirit, impatient of injuries. He erred in entering beyond his strength; in the caufe of liberty, it was a meritorious error. He confided in the valour and unanimity of his subjeéts, and in the affilience of France. The efforts of his subjeéts were languid and diffident; and France beheld his ruin with the indifference of an unconcerned spectator.” Robertson’s Hist. of Scotland, vol. i. p. 10, &c. Biog. Brit.

BALIPA'TNA, or Palue-Patna, in Ancient Geography, a maritime town of India, nearly at an equal distance from the gulf of Canthi-Colpus, and that of Bigaragenus. The periphery of the Erythraean sea places it to the south-east of Mandagora. See Patna.

BALIPA'TUA, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.
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fertile and well cultivated, the prince draws from it a considerable revenue. The country abounds with silk, which furnishes the inhabitants with a valuable article of manufacture. The Ubeeks, subject to the khan of Balk, are the most civilized of all the Tartars inhabiting Great Buhara, which circumstance is attributed to their commerce with the Persians. This country has been divided into several provinces, of which the most remarkable are Khotan, Tokareftan, and Badakhshan. Its chief cities are Balk, Fariyab, Tulkam, Badakhshan, and Anderab. Mod. Uni. Hist. vol. iv. p. 358.

Balk, a distinguished city of the above-mentioned province, seated towards the borders of Persia, on the river Dewall, which flows into the Amu from the mountains of Gaur or Paropamisus. It was probably the ancient Battery, which is. The historians of Persia say that it was founded by Kaimurath, the first khan of Persia, and that he gave it this name because he had found his brother, whom he had left, on this spot: balkidien, or balgedin, signifying, in their language, to receive and embrace a friend. The first kings of Persia, who inhabited the province of Aderbjan in Media, considered this city of Battriana as the frontier of their country. After severe contests between the oriental Turks and Persians, the kings of Persia of the second dynasty made this city the capital of their empire, as it served to prevent the people of Turquistan or Tokareftan from obtaining the pashage of the river Oxus or Gihon. The kings of the succeeding dynasties established other principal cities, and Balk was merely the capital of Khorasan, which pre-eminance belonged to it when it was taken by Ahanf, the son of Alkais, the Arabian commander, under the caliphate of Othman. Under the Abbaside caliphs, and succeeding sultans, Balk was a city of peculiar distinction: it was called Cohab al Eflam, or the Metropolis of Musulmanin, and extended its jurisdiction over the countries of Badakhshan, Khotan, and Tokareftan. It was taken by the Moguls or Tartars, under Jenghiz Khan, in the year of the Higira 618, A. D. 1221, and by his orders its inhabitants were removed out of the walls of the city, and cruelly massacred. In the year of the Higira 771, A. D. 1369, Tamerlane compelled sultan Hussain, the last of the race of Jenghiz Khan, to surrender the city; and his successors retained possession of it till they were expelled by the Ubeeks in the fifteenth century. Between the Ubeek Tartars and the Persians it has been the occasion of continual wars. The principal mosque of this city is constructed upon the model of that at Mecca. Herbel. Bibl. Orient. p. 167.

In the beginning of the last century, Balk was the most considerable of all the towns possessed by the Mahometan Tartars, as Bentnik informs us, being large, handsome, and well peopled. Most of its buildings are of brick or stone; and its fortifications consist of earthen bulwarks, lined on the outside with a strong wall. The khan's castle is a magnificent structure, after the eastern fashion, built wholly of marble, dug out of the neighbouring mountains. In 1739, Balk was obliged to submit to the arms of Nadir Shah, or Kuli Khan; but has since recovered its independence. As foreigners have free liberty to trade in this city, it is the chief seat of the commerce between Great Buhara and Hindoostan. N. lat. 36° 21'. E. long. 65° 31'.

BALKAN, a bay on the eastern coast of the Caspian sea, in which are islands inhabited chiefly by pirates of the race of Turcoman Tartars. These islands produce rice and cotton, and one of them, called Naphthonia, abounds in naphtha. The traffic, says Mr. Coxe ('Trav. in Russia', vol. iii. p. 332.), might be increased to the advantage of Russia; as it would he far more commodious to trade with the Tartars of Khiva and Buhara from these parts than from Orenburg, through the country of the warlike and independent Kirghises.

BALKAN, a mountain of European Turkey, which divides Romania from Bulgaria.

BALK, a town in Hindostan, in the country of Dowlatabad, 15 miles W.N.W. of Beder.

BALKERS, in the Fifhery, persons placed on rocks and eminences at sea, to spy the hering-droves, and give notice to the fishermen by waving buahis, in what way they go, and where they may be found. 1 Stat. Cap. 1. cap. 23.

BALI, John, in Biography, an English divine, was born at Caffington, near Woodstock, in Oxfordshire. Although educated at Oxford, he attached himself to the cause of the Puritans. Ordained by an Irish bishop without subscription, he served a curacy of 20l. a year at Whitmore in Staffordshire, and with this, together with the produce of a small school, he lived contentedly. In this obscure and lowly condition, he distinguished himself by his writings. His chief work was "A Short Treatise concerning all the principal grounds of the Christian religion," and so popular was this treatise that it passed through fourteen editions before the year 1632, and was translated into the Turkish language. He also wrote "A Treatise on Faith," 4to. 1631; "A Friendly Trial of the Grounds of Separation," 4to. 1649; and several devotional pieces. Although he disliked ceremonies, he wrote against those who thought them a sufficient ground of separation. He died in 1649, with the character of a laborious preacher, and an ingenious writer. Biog. Brit.

Ball, in a general sense, a round body, found naturally, or formed by art, of this figure.

Ball, in Antiquity, gives the denomination to a species of game or sport frequent among the ancients.

The Romans had four kinds of ball, or balls: the first called tragus, or triconas, because the three gamesters at it were placed in a triangle: these alternately caught and tossed the ball, and he who first let it fall to the ground, was the looser. The second called folli, or folliculus, was made of leather, blown up like our foot-balls: the largest sort of these were strung with the arm, the smaller with the fingers: the former seems to have been distinguished by the appellation poganus, as being much used in country villages: the fourth was the barbar, a kind of small ball, so called, because the gamesters endeavoured to snatch it from each other.

Galen has an entire treatise on the exercise of the leffer ball.

Balls, in Architecture, are represented at C, in the figure of the basilic (see Basile); and are used for supporting Attic pedeata.

Balls, in Brewing. They are either brown or pale, and used to fat, feed, preferre, and colour malt-drinks, wines, and cyders. See the composition of them described under Brewing.

Balls, Martial, in Gladiery, a preparation of iron now entirely diffused in this form, but retained in the Materia Media cum as a powder. It is the ferrum tartaricum, tartar of iron; or this metal united with, and partly dissolved by, cream of tartar.

To make martial balls, take one part of filings of iron, and two parts of powdered cream of tartar; mix them well together, and put them into an earthen or iron vesel with some water: stir the mixture from time to time, till it becomes almost dry; add more water, and stir it as before, till it acquires, when nearly dry, somewhat of the consistence and
and tenacity of softened rosin; then it is rolled into the form of a ball, generally kept tied up in a rag, and when it is used, infused into water, till it gives some colour to that liquid. Mac. Chem. Dict. Eng. Ed.

Balls, Mercurial, an amalgam of mercury and tin sufficiently solid to be moulded, and to prepare a solid form.

To make mercurial balls, add mercury to its weight of melted tin, and pour the fluid mass into a round and shallow mould.

These balls have been employed to purify water in which they are boiled, an opinion which is perhaps in some degree well-founded, since mercury even in imperceptible quantity is known to destroy animalculae. However, the boiling alone would probably produce nearly the same effect, and the mercurial balls are no longer in use. The tin is not an useless addition, since besides giving the mass a proper consistence, it affords most materially in the oxidation, and therefore the solubility, of the mercury.

Balls, in Electricity, are two pieces of cork, or pith of elder, nicely turned in a lathe, to the size of a small pea, and suspended by fine linen threads; intended by Mr. Canton as electrometers, and of excellent use to discover small degrees of electricity, to observe the changes of it from positive to negative, and vice versa; and to estimate the force of a shock before the discharge, so that the operator shall always be able to tell very nearly before the discharge, by knowing how high he has charged his jars, what the explosion will be.

Balls, Crystaline, in Natural History. There are two sorts of fibrous bodies mentioned in authors by this name, and distinguished into the calcined and concave. The first are roundish nodules of strong matter, covered over with points of crystal; and the other, flints and other flakes, having cavities in their middles, which are lined, or crusted over with these crystals.

Ball, Vegetable, a very particular kind of plant of a deep green colour, of an irregularly spherical shape, hollow within, and of different sizes, from an inch and a half to three inches in diameter. It probably belongs to the Conifer genus, in the class of mosses; though Mr. Ray has ranged a similar plant under the genus of Alcyonium. (See Coral.) Phil. Trans. vol. xlvii. art. 83. an. 1752.

Ball, Puff. See Lycoperson.

Ball, Herb’s, Pila Heronis, in Hydraulics, is a kind of artificial fountain, wherein the water is made to spout from a hollow ball or globe.

It takes the denomination from the inventor, Hero of Alexandria, who has left the description of it in his Spiritæa. See Fountain.

Balls of Fire in the air, in Meteorology, are meteors sometimes seen falling over countries, and computed by philosophers to be at a very considerable height in the atmosphere. They sometimes burst at that height; and though the air must be exceeding rare there, yet the explosion is heard at that distance, and for seventy miles round on the surface of the earth, &c. Does not this look as if a rare atmosphere, almost a vacuum, was no bad conductor of sound? Dr. Franklin’s Works, p. 437.

Among the phenomena of the atmosphere, the large meteors called fire-balls, and bolide, have in modern times excited particular attention. Mr. C. E. Fuldé has collected a variety of observations respecting these phenomena, in a paper read to the Physical Society of Gottingen, Dec. 7, 1756, and published in professor Gmelin’s “Gotttingisches Journal der Naturwiflenchaften,” vol. i. part 2. These meteors, he observes, appear in every climate in souther and northern latitude, as well as under the equator. They are also seen at every season of the year, and at every period of the day, and for the most part when the sky is serene, some proceeding from light clouds, which has given occasion for supposing that they originated at a greater height than these clouds; and they have been observed to move with different degrees of rapidity, one proceeding at about 1350 feet in a second or even with a slower motion, and others moving at the rate of thirty English miles in the same time, or with a velocity greater than that of the earth in its orbit. They proceed from, as well as towards, all points of the compass: however, most of them have appeared in the northern or southern part of the horizon; and yet no general conclusion, in respect of their connection with the northern or southern lights, can be deduced from this circumstance, though some observations made in Sweden seem to favour such an hypothesis. They do not always move according to the direction of the wind nor is their velocity proportioned to that of the wind. When, indeed, they have appeared, it has generally been calm; but some of them have been succeeded by even a violent wind. They almost all descend towards the earth, and from a greater to a denser atmosphere, as may be inferred from their soon becoming considerably enlarged. Some, however, have proceeded in an horizontal direction over the surface of the earth, but none of them appear to move upwards. Their form is sometimes perfectly globular, and sometimes more spindle-shaped, so that their length has occupied seven or eight degrees of the heavens. When they move with a great velocity, they have been followed by a long tail, which has been ascribed to the continuance of the impression made on the eye. Others, that have moved faster, have appeared as if the tail, or part of it, belonged to the body itself; and it should seem that the long train, which marks their course, ought often to be accounted for by traces left behind them rather than by mere impression. Their apparent magnitude has been very different; but frequently larger than that of the moon. Few of them have had an apparent motion round their axes. Most of them dissipated of a very lively dazzling light; but the smaller number have exhibited a faint light; their colour and splendour have been very different and variable, sometimes red, sometimes blue, sometimes violet, sometimes in part yellow or dazzling white, and sometimes exhibiting the prismatic colours. Some have been seen to burn with a bright flame, and others as if in a state of ignition. Their real diameter, ascertained by actual measurement or by conjecture, has been always very considerable. The diameter of that concerning which sir John Pringle made calculations from various observations which he collected (Phil. Trans. vol. li. pt. i. p. 218.) and that of the meteor seen by Mr. Rittenhouse at Philadelphia, in October 1759 (American Trans. vol. ii. p. 1750), were at most about half a German mile. These meteors seem to originate at a very different, but most of them at a very considerable, height above the surface of the earth. All of them, whose mean or greatest height has been the subject of calculation, were elevated above the highest clouds, as clouds are scarcely perceptible at the height of 13,500 toises; and Silberichlau found the greatest height of the fire-ball, which appeared in July 1762, to be 78,276 toises. On this account their origin, as Ritter and Chladni have supposed, is not to be attributed merely to electricity; but others have considered them as produced by the action of the electric fluid between the clouds and the northern lights; and this hypothesis sufficiently corresponds to their actual height, because by the measurement
of Bergman, Kässner, and Lambert, the northern lights have an altitude of more than 20 or 30 German miles, and according to every appearance, no fire balls have been seen higher. (See AURORA BOREALIS.) On the other hand, this general conclusion led Halley, Franklin, and Rittenhouze, to adopt the notion ingeniously defended by Chladni, that these phenomena, as well as shooting stars, are comi-
cetrical meteors belonging to the atmosphere of the sun, which, meeting our earth in its curve round that luminary, are in-
flamed, by some cause or other, when they enter the earth's atmosphere. The time of their duration has been very dif-
ferent; some of them having continued half an hour, and others not longer than half a minute. Many of them in
their course have thrown out spars, and most of them have been seen to separate into several larger and smaller parts be-
fore they entirely disappeared. From this division it has been inferred, that these phenomena cannot be accounted for
by the hypothesis of a tract of inflammable air set on fire; to which hypothesis Chladni has objected on other grounds.
This separation has been accompanied with a rumbling noise like thunder, or a sudden report. Several, after bursting, seemed to disolve into smoke; but most of them, after exploding, have left behind them no visible traces.
In some cases, after their disappearance, a fulphu-
reous smell has been perceived, which led Muelchenbroek to
form his hypothesis of an accumulation of sulphurous in-
flammable vapours that arise from volcanoes and subterranean
pits, which, being driven together by the winds, form clouds
that are by some accident or other set on fire; but this hy-
pothesis cannot be reconciled with their prodigious height
any more than that of Silberschlag's oily and flamy vapours.
As scoriaceous mafes have frequently been either actually
seen to fall at the time of the disappearance of these pheno-
mena, or have been soon after found on the surface of the
earth; and as it has been sufficiently proved by various ac-
counts, that flones have fallen from the atmosphere, Dr.
Chladni concludes, that both these phenomena are con-
ected; but this point can be determined only by future ac-
curate observations.
This ingenious professor of Wittenberg, in his "Ober-
vationes on a Mafs of Iron found in Siberia by Professor Pal-
las, &c," has investigated the origin of fire-balls in general.
This mass, declared by Pallass in his "Travels," vol. iii,
p. 311, was found between Krafnojarfe and Archkanse,
in the high flate mountains, open and uncovered. It weighed
1600 pounds; resembked in figure a rough granite; was cov-
ered externally with a ferruginous kind of crust; and with
in confused with malleable iron, brittle when heated, porous
like a large sea sponge, and having its interstices filled with
a brittle hard vitrified subfance of an amber yellow colour.
This texture and the vitrified subfance appeared uniformly
throughout the whole mass, and without any traces of flag or
artificial fire. This mafs, which the Tartars consider as a fa-
ced relic dropped from heaven, Chladni refers to the fame or-
gin, and supposes to be of the fame nature with the bolides,
or fire-balls. From a variety of observations relating to these
phenomena, he endeavours to prove that they do not arise
from an accumulation of the matter of the aurora borealis;
but a transition of electricity from one part of the atmosphere to
another; an accumulation of porous inflammable subfances
in the higher regions; or the catching fire of a long train of
inflammable air; but that their component parts must be
considerably denser and heavy, as their course shews in so
apparent a manner the effects of gravity; and because their
mafs, though it defends to a monstrous size, retains suffi-
cient conftancy and weight to continue an exceedingly
rapid movement through a very large space, without being
decomposed or diffolvd, notwithstanding the resistance of
the atmosphere. It seems to him probable, that this sub-
fance is by the effect of fire reduced to a tough fluid con-
dition; because its form appears sometimes round and some-
times elongated, and as its extending till it bursts, as well
as the burling itself, allows us to suppose a previous capa-
biity of extension by elastic fluidity. At any rate, it ap-
ppears to be certain, that such dense matter at so great a
height is not collected from particles to be found in our at-
om
atmosphere. But even when it is allowed that a great many foreign substances are dissolved in the atmosphere, the quantity of them, especially in regions at the distance of eighty miles or more, from which such fire-balls are seen to fall in the form of a luminous point, is too small to admit of our supposing such large masses to be formed of it. Should the solid particles, which may perhaps be dissolved in the atmosphere, precipitate themselves, it would be rather in the form of a fine powder. I consider it, therefore, with Anaxagoras, Maffekyne, Halley, &c. as more probable that these masses come to our regions from the common expanse of the universe; and that, besides planetary bodies, there are smaller accumulations of matter, when they approach too near our earth must fall down. That material bodies actually exist in the remotest regions, is shown both by the single and accumulated luminous sparks which Dr. Schröter saw pass over the field of his telescope; as also by the floating stars which pass by our earth, probably at a greater distance and with greater velocity than to allow their being attracted by it, and made to fall to its surface; and to which fire-balls, on their first appearance, when they seem to approach like a luminous point, have a perfect semblance. There are many reasons for inducing us to believe that floating stars cannot be mere electric phenomena, without the presence of some coarser substances.

The paradoxes of this mode of explanation, which is contrary to no known observations of nature, is rather apparent than real, and consists only in this, that people have not been accustomed to it; or that, on account of the rarity of these phenomena, many facts of this kind have been denied, or have escaped notice. For this reason, after I had written the Treatise on the Mafa of Iron &c covered by Professor Pallas, I hesitated whether I should publish it, because I expected that it would meet with considerable opposition. The more I endeavoured however to compare, without partiality for any system, the observations already made, which correspond so much with each other, and which I found that these phenomena could not be properly explained in any other manner, without either contradicting observations already made, or well-known laws of nature: so that I see no grounds for retracting anything I have advanced on this subject.” See Height of the Atmosphere, and Meteor.

Ball, in the Military and Pyrotechnical Arts, is a composition of divers ingredients, generally of the combustible kinds, serving to burn and destroy, give light, smoke, stench, or the like.

In this sense we read of fire-balls, light-balls, smoke-balls, flint-balls, sky-balls, water-balls, land-balls, &c.

Balls are likewise used for all sorts of fire-arms; those for cannon are made of iron, and are distinguished by their respective calibres; and those for muskets, &c. of lead.

Balls, Fire, are bags of canvas filled with gunpowder, sulphur, saltpetre, pitch, &c. to be thrown by the soldiers, or out of mortars, in order to fire houses, incommode trenches, advanced posts, or the like.

The Greeks had divers kinds of fire-balls made of wood, sometimes a foot, or even a cubit long; their heads being armed with spikes of iron, beneath which were hemp, pitch, and other combustibles, which being set on fire, were cast among the enemy.

The preparations of fire-balls, among the moderns, consists of several operations, viz. making the bag, preparing the composition, tying, and, lastly, dipping the ball.

The bags for this purpose are either oval or round.

The composition whereby fire-balls are filled is various.

To ten pounds of meal gunpowder, add two of saltpetre, one of sulphur, and one of colophony; or, to six pounds of gunpowder, add four of saltpetre, four of sulphur, one of powdered glass, half a pound of antimony, as much camphor, an ounce of sal ammoniac, and four of common salt, all pulverized. Sometimes they even fill fire-balls with hand granadoes. For tying the fire-balls, they prepare two iron rings, one fitted round the aperture, where the ball is to be lighted, the other near its base. A cord is tied to these rings in such manner as that the several turns represent fencemicelles, or meridians of the sphere, cutting the globe through the poles; over the cords, extended according to the length of the ball, others are tied, cutting the former at right angles, and parallel to each other, making a knot at each intersection. Lastly, putting in a leaden bullet, the rest of the space is filled with tow or paper. Thus completed, the fire-ball remains to be dipped in a composition of melted pitch, colophony, and linseed oil, or oil of turpentine; after dipping, they cover it round with tow, and dip again, till it be brought to the full diameter required.

Balls, Land, those which being thrown out of a mortar, fall to the ground, burn, and burst there. The ingredients are much the same as in the water-balls, only the specific gravity is not attended to.

Balls, Light, are such as diffuse an intense light around; or they are balls which, being cast out of a mortar, or the hand, burn for some time, and illuminate the adjacent parts.

Those for the hand are made of ground powder, saltpetre, brimstone, camphor, and borax, all sprinkled with oil, and moulded into a mafs with sand, common and Greek pitch, to the size of an ordinary granado: this is wrapped up in toy, with a sheet of strong paper over it. To fire it, a hole is made in it with a bodkin, into which is put some priming that will burn slowly. Its use is, to cast into any works that are to be discovered in the night time.

For the larger light-balls, or those to be thrown to a greater distance, they are prepared by melting equal quantities of sulphur, turpentine, and pitch; and by dipping in this composition an earthen or stone ball, of a diameter much less than that of the mortar out of which the fire-ball is to be cast; then rolling it in gun-powder, and covering it round with gauze, the dipping is repeated till it comes to fit the cavity of the mortar; lastly, it is sprinkled around with gun-powder. This being once kindled, will strongly illuminate all round the place where it is thrown, and give opportunity for examining the state and condition thereof.

Balls, Sky, those cast on high out of mortars, and which, when arrived at their height, burst like rockets, and afford a spectacle of decoration. Sky-balls are made of a wooden shell, filled with various compositions, particularly that of the flars of rockets.

These are sometimes intermixed with crackers and other combustibles, making rains of fire, &c.

Balls, Smoke, or Dark, those which fill the air with smoke, and thus darken a place, to prevent discovery. To prepare a darkening ball, make an oval or spherical bag; melt rosin over the scals, and add an equal part of saltpetre not purified, also of sulphur, and a fifth part of charcoal. The whole being well incorporated, put in tow first fired, and fill the bag with this composition, and dip it after the same manner as a fire-ball.

Balls, Sink, those which yield a great stink where fired to annoy the enemy.

Their preparation is thus: melt ten pounds of pitch, &c.
of rosin, twenty of saltpetre, eight of gun-powder: and four of copolophy: to these add two of charcoal, fix of horse-hoofs cut small, three of alfa-septida, one of flinking faracen, and any other offensive ingredients. Then proceed as in making smoke and fire-balls.

**Balls, Water,** those which swim and burn a considerable time in the water, and at length burst therein.

These are made in a wooden shell, the cavity of which is filled with a composition of refined saltpetre, sulphur, sawdust boiled in water of saltpetre, and dried; to which sometimes other ingredients are added, as iron-filings, Greek pitch, amber-dust, glass powdered, and camphor. The ingredients are to be ground and mixed up, and moistened with linseed-oil, nut-oil, olive-oil, hempseed-oil, or petrol. At the bottom is placed an iron coffin, filled with whole gunpowder that the ball may at last burst with a great noise; and lastly, the ball is, by the addition of lead, or otherwise, made of the same specific gravity with water.

**Balls, Anchor,** are made in the same manner as light balls, and filled with the same composition; and, besides, they have an iron bar two-thirds of the ball’s diameter in length, and three or four inches square. One half is fixed within the ball, and the other half remains without; and the exterior end is made to grapple with a hook. These are useful for firing wooden bridges or buildings, the rigging of ships, &c.; as the pole end being the heaviest, flies foremost, and wherever it touches, falls, and sets fire to all about it.

**Balls, Chain.** See Chain-balls.

Balls, Stang. See Stang-balls.

**Ball, in Mineralogy,** is also used in Cornwall, &c. for a tin-mines.

In this sense Godolphin’s ball is said to be the most famous of all the balls or mines in Cornwall, for quantity of metal.

Phil. Trans. No. 138. p. 95.

**Ball-VEin,** a name given by the miners in Suffix to a fort of iron ore, common there, and wrought to considerable advantage. It yields not only great quantity of metal, but what it has runs freely in the fire; it is usually found in loose mafles, not in form of stratata, and is often covered with one or more crusts. It generally contains some sparkling particles, and is usually of a circular form in the perfect mafles; thicker in the middle, and gradually thinner as it approaches the sides. The ores of Suffix in general are poor, but they require very little trouble in the working, so that a considerable profit is annually made from them.

**Ball of a Pendulum,** the weight at the bottom. In shorter pendulums, this is called the bob.

**Ball, among Printers,** a kind of wooden tunnel stuffed with wool, contained in a cover of sheep’s skin, which is nailed to the wood; with which the ink is applied on the forms, to be wrought off.

The printers holding one of these balls in either hand, hold them on the ink-block, then working them on each other, he applies them afterwards on the forms, which made the ink necessary to make an impression.

**Balls for Horses,** in Veterinary Science, mafles made into this form which is the most usual and most convenient mode of administering medicine to these animals.

Being mixed with some vivid Substances, the proposed medicine is formed into mafles of an oblong or oval form, which are conveyed by the hand or other wise to the root of the tongue, from whence they readily pass to the stomach.

This mode of administering medicines to horses is of great antiquity. These balls were termed by the Romans **_eitra;_** by the Greeks, **_σφαίρας._** They, however, generally preferred giving their remedies as a potion or drink. The kinds of balls will necessarily be as various as the nature of the medicine which is administered; as purging balls, cordial balls, diuretic, diaphoretic, febrifugus, worm-balls, cough-balls, alternative balls, &c. Any tenacious substance not possessing active properties, will serve for the admixture of them, as paste made of boiled flour, or boiled linseed meal; these particularly serve for balls that are to be immediately given, and not kept for any length of time, as they are apt to grow hard and dry, and sometimes mouldy. To prevent this, they may be immersed in melted wax, which will effectually coat them over and preserve them, and this was a mode also well known to the ancients. Honey, treacle, terpine, and tar, are not subject to the above objection, and are all used by different persons for this purpose. The two last, however, cannot be supposed devoid of effect as a medicine; and therefore should not be employed, unless when they co-operate with, or do not destroy, the effect of the medicine preferred.

Soft soap is also an adhesive particularly useful in the admixture of diuretic and purging balls for horses, as not dry ing nor being particularly expensive. Aloe, almost the only purgative at present known for horses, operates better when united with this subsance than in any other way that we have tried. Colomel also operates as a purgative on horses. For the particular method of preparing them, see **Pharmacopoeia Equina.**

These balls should not be made too large, or be suffered to get too hard; in either case, by lodging in the ceophagus, they may prove fatal.

It may not be unnecessary also to observe, that for the easy administration of them the following circumstances should be observed. The tongue should be drawn from the mouth with the left hand over the grinder teeth, the right hand holding the ball between the thumb and first finger, the ball should then suddenly and at once be thrust into the throat by gliding the hand along the roof of the mouth; when this is done slowly, the tongue rises, oppo tes the hand, and renders it difficult. An iron ring with a handle is sometimes used to defend their jaws; but in this country these balls are generally given without.

When the jaw is very narrow so as not conveniently to admit the hand, the ball is placed on the end of a pointed stick, or it might be placed loosely in a cup or pocket at the end of a small cane or whalebone, and be thus very conveniently given.

**Balls, in Zoology,** various substances under this form found in the flomach and intestines of several animals; they occur most frequently in those quadrupeds which lick the surface of their bodies, in which case they are swoln, off the hair that has been removed by the tongue; the hair, partly by the operation of licking, and still more by the motion of the flomach, becomes mixed and interwoven in such a manner, that it resembles the texture of a hat, and when moulded into a round figure, receives a smooth, shining coat, or calcareous incrustation. These are the fort of balls usually met with in the cow, sheep, and goat kind, (speically the chamois. Every indigestible substance that is swallowed is liable, however, to give origin to these balls, or to form a nucleus for calculous concretion; hence we meet with them composed of the reedy fibres of vegetables, bulks of seeds, feathers, and different animal and vegetable cuxaves. When such substances as stones of fruit, nuts, or inorganic substances, as pabbles, coins, &c. are long detained, and have been covered with a deep incrustation, they constitute the beazatic stones. See Bezoar. See also Agogropilis.

According to
According to authors, the human subject is liable to the formation of balls in the intestines, in consequence of indigestible matters not being regularly expelled. Thus cafes have been related of death ensuing from accumulations of gooseberry seeds, which had been rolled into a solid ball in the stomach; and Sir Hans Sloane gives the history of a ball found in the intestines of a man, much afflicted with the colic, six inches in circumference, of a spongy consistence, and which, when viewed with a microscope, appeared made up of small transparent hairs or fibres, wrought together like the *robus viridis*; in the middle was a common plumb stone, which made, as it were, the core or nucleus upon which the fibrous matter had collected, stratum super stratum. Phil. Trans. N° 309. p. 2387. Sloane, in Phil. Trans. N° 282. p. 183.

**Balls of Silk-worms and Spiders**, are little cakes or cones of worm silk, wherein those insects deposit their eggs. See Silk.

Spiders are extremely tender of their balls, which they carry about with them, adhering to the papillae about their anus. Grose speaks of bulbs or bags of a species of silk-worms in Virginia, as big as hen's eggs, and containing each four aurelia. Phil. Trans. N° 362. p. 1837.

**Ball of the Foot of a Dog**, is the prominent part of the middle of the foot, called by Latin writers of the middle age, *pelta*, which is to be taken away in expediency. Du Cange Gloss. Lat.

**Balls, Billiard**, are ivory balls used in the game of billiards. Moxon describes the method of turning hollow ivory balls one within another. Mechan. Exerc. p. 219.

**Balls, Tennis**, is a little globe, made and covered with cloth or leather, used in playing at the game of tennis. It is also used, in a well-known sense, for an assemblage of both sexes, who dance to the sound of instruments.

**Balls, Glass, Balls, Soap.** See Glass-Balls.

**Ball and Socket**, a machine contrived to give an instrument full play and motion every way. It consists of a ball or sphere of brass, fitted within a concave semi-globe, so as to be moveable every way, horizontally, vertically, and obliquely. It is carried by an endless screw, and is principally used for the managing of surveying instruments; to which it is a very necessary appendage.

The ancient balls and sockets had two or three, or channels, the one for the horizontal, the other for the vertical direction.

**Balls, Wool.** See Wool.

**Balls, Pyramid, in Geography, a rock in the great Southern Pacific ocean.** S. lat. 31° 30'. E. long. 159° 8'.

**Ballabuan, Straits of.** See Ball.

**Ballad, or Ballet**, a popular song containing the recital of some action, adventure, or intrigue.

The French confine their ballads to flatter terms. A ballad, according to Richet, is a song consisting of three strophes, or stanzas, of eight verses each, besides a half strophe; the whole in rhyme, of two, three, or four verses, with a burden repeated at the end of each strophe, as well as of the half strophe.

In the old English version of the Bible, the book of Canticles is intitled the *ballad of ballads*, which has given scandal to some Romish writers as countenancing the opinion of those who hold that book a ballad of love, or a recital of the amours between Solomon and his concubine, as Cantalou and some others have conceived it to be.

Some have fogged that a collection of ballads is necessary to a minstrel, in order to learn the temper and inclination of a people, which are here frequently uttered with great simplicity. The great Cecil, chief minstrel to queen Elizabeth, is said to have made a most ample collection of ballads on this account.

A very ingenious political writer, Mr. Fletcher of Saltoun, says, that if he could but make the ballads of a nation, he would care very little who made the religion of it. There is a very curious collection of old English and Scottish ballads, published in 3 vols. 8vo. by Dr. Percy; in which, and in a dissertation prefixed to Aikin's Collection of Songs, &c. the curious in this way may find abundance of entertainment and information concerning the old ballads, and ballad-makers.

**Ballad, a mean and trifling song, generally, such as is sung in the streets.** In the new French Encyclopædia we are told, that we dance and sing our ballads at the same time, as the French do their *vendelles*. We have often heard ballads sung, and seen country-dances danced; but never at the same time, if there was a fiddle to be had.

The movement of our country-dances is too rapid for the utterance of words; though the term ballad, we have no doubt, was derived from the Italian *ballata*, a long to be sung and danced at the same time, as it is defined in the Critica Dictonary: *consonante fere continua ballada*. *Ballateuia* and *Ballateueta*, are diminutives of the same word: *piccola consonetta a ballo*. The English ballad has long been detached from dancing, and, since the old translation of the Bible, been confined to a lower order of song. In Shakespeare's time this species of vulgar and popular poetry was wholly degraded and turned into the streets—

"As I have not ballads made on you all, and sung to filthy tunes, may a cup of sack be my poison." Hem. IV.

**Balladuk, in Geography, a town in Arabia Deserta, 140 miles E. N. E. of Damascis.**

**Ballaga, or Gout**, denoting the higher or upper Gout, an elevated tract of the peninsula of India, being the western part of the Carnatic, or of that part of the peninsula that lies south of the Gondegama and Toombuddra (or Tungabhadra) rivers, from the coast of Coromandel callyward to the Gout mountains westward, and containing the districts which lately composed the country of Tippan. The other or eastern part, which is the Carnatic according to its present definition, is denominated *Payen-Gaut*, or the lower Gouts. (See *Ballagat*.) The Balla-Great mountains denote that elevated tract, across which goods were formerly conveyed from Tanjore, or the modern Dowlatabad, to Bardach. See Atlantic Researches, vol. I. p. 369, 370. 8vo.

**Ballagh, or Ballagha**, a cape on the east coast of Ireland, in the county of Louth, at the south-west entrance of Carlingford bay: eleven miles south-east of Newry. N. lat. 53° 48'. W. long. 6° 4'.

**Ballantine, or Ballantry**, a sea-port town or rather populous village of Scotland, on the west coast of the county of Ayr. In that subdivision called Carrick, on the frith of Clyde, containing about eighty houses, and 300 inhabitants. They have a good salmon fishery at the mouth of a small river called Ardslinchar which joins the frith near the town; but the principal fishery of this district is that of laddocks, whiting, cod, ling, skate, &c.: twenty-eight miles S. S. W. of Ayr.

**Ballard, Cape**, lies on the east coast of Newfoundland, four leagues N. N. E. from cape Race, and four miles from Fresh-water bay. N. lat. 46° 45'. W. long. 53° 40'.

**Ballard's Point**, a cape on the west coast of Ireland, in the county of Clare. N. lat. 52° 42'. W. long. 9° 32'.

**Ballad**
B A L

BALLARINA, in Ornithology, a name under which Olina describes the white-wagtail, motacilla alba.

BALLAS, a town of Egypt, ten miles south of Dendera.

BALLAST, in Navigation, any heavy matter used to sink a vessel to its proper depth in water, or to give it a just balance and counterpoise, and enable it to bear full sail upright, without overturning.

The word comes from the Flemish belaff, formed of bel and left or left. The French call it simplement left. In the Mediterranean, quartage. In Latin writers of the lower age it is denominated latifugium.

The ordinary ballast is sand or stones, flowed in the bottom, or held, next the false keel of a vessel: sometimes, iron, lead, corn, or other heavy goods, serve for ballast.—Ships are said to be in ballast, when they have no other loading.

That ballast is hell which is heaviest, lies closest and farthest, and drift, both for the ship, bearing a sail, flowing of goods, health of the company, and serving of calls and other goods. If a ship have too much ballast, the vessel will draw too much water; if too little, she will bear no fall. The ballast is sometimes one-half, sometimes a third, and sometimes a fourth part of the burden of a vessel. But there is often great difference in the proportion of ballast required to prepare ships of equal burden for a voyage; the quantity being always greater or less, according to the sharpness or flatness of the ship's bottom, which sooner or later.

Although ships in general will not carry a sufficient quantity of ballast still they are laden so deep that the surface of the water will nearly glance on the extreme breadth amidship, yet a great weight of heavy ballast, as iron, lead, &c. in the bottom, will place the centre of gravity too low, and in the case, though they may be able to carry a great fall, they will move heavily, and hazard being displaced by their violent rolling. The art of properly ballasting a ship is that of disposing of the materials of which it consists, &c. so that it may be duly poised, and maintain a just equilibrium on the water, and be neither too light nor too cramp. In the first case, though the ship may be able to carry a great fall, yet its velocity will not be proportionally increased, whilst her masts are more endangered by her sudden jolks and excessive labouring; and in the last case, she will be incapable of carrying fall, without the danger of overloading. Stiffness in ballasting is occasioned by laying a great quantity of heavy ballast, as iron, lead, &c. in the bottom, which of course will place the centre of gravity very near the keel; and cramp is occasioned by having too little ballast, or by dispensing the ship's lading in such a manner as to raise the centre of gravity too high.

As the tendency of a ship to pitch or roll depends, not only on her form, but also in a greater degree upon the due distribution of the heaviest part of her cargo, the knowledge of properly ballasting a ship, as well as of allowing her cargo, is of great importance to the mariner. Particular attention should be paid to moderate her pitching, as this roff fatigues a ship and her masts; and it is usually in one of these motions that masts break, particularly when the head rises after having pitched. Rolling, indeed, is more considerable movement than pitching; but it is slow, and seldom attended with any accident. However, it should be prevented as much as possible; and this may be easily done in general, without any detriment to the ship's still carrying of fall, by flowing up the ballast, when it is iron, to the floor-heads; because the ship will be restored by it with less violence after she has inclined, and it will act on a point at a little distance from the centre of gravity.

For the farther illustration of this important subject, let it be premised, that various methods have been recommended for finding the following points of a ship; viz. its centre of gravity, centre of cavity, centre of motion, and metacentre. (See these articles.) Some of these points are fixed; others are variable. When a ship is completely loaded, the centre of gravity is fixed, howsoever the vessel may alter her position. The centre of motion is always in a line with the water's edge, when the centre of gravity is even with or below the surface of the water; but, whenever the centre of gravity is above the water's surface, the centre of gravity is then the centre of motion. In circular bodies the centre of motion will be the centre of the circle. The centre of cavity varies with every inclination of the ship, because that depends upon the shape of the body immersed. The metacentre, called the shifting centre, depends upon the situation of the centre of cavity; for it is that point where a vertical line drawn from the centre of cavity cuts a line passing through the centre of gravity and perpendicular to the keel. The centre of gravity must not by any means be placed above this point; because, if that were the case, the vessel would overtop.

Let the segment of a circle 1 2 3 (fig. 14. Plate II. Mechan.) represent the transverse section of a vessel's bottom; W L. the surface of the water; M the metacentre as well as the centre of motion, because this is a circle; C the centre of cavity; G the centre of gravity; and the line 2 4 the vertical axis of the vessel which may be turned round the point M, as on a fulcrum, supported by the centre of cavity. By thus simply considering the vessel as a lever in the direction of her vertical axis playing round her centre of motion, it is plain, that if the centre of gravity were placed above the point M, being the metacentre too, the vessel would upset; therefore that the ship may have flability, the centre of gravity must be below this point: and it may be observed, that the farther G is removed from the metacentre, the greater must be its force, as the gravity then acts with a greater length of lever, considering the fulcrum of that lever to be at the centre of motion; er. if the weight at G be augmented, it will likewise increase the force; therefore the force of G may be expressed, by multiplying the balance of weight beneath the centre of motion, by the distance of the centre of gravity from the centre of motion.

The centres of cavity and motion (in circular bodies) will ever be in a line perpendicular to the horizon, but the centre of gravity may be either on one side or the other of this line. When such a body is at rest, the centre of gravity will be in this line; but if in motion it will be diverted from it. Thus the points M and G will always be perpendicular to W L; but the point G, by the body's rolling, may be on either side; for instance at g. While G is perpendicularly beneath the centre of motion, its action can only tend to produce this circular body in her erect position; but if it is removed to either side as at g, its action is to return it to the erect position; and this action increases as the distance G g, which is the sine of the angle of roll g M G, the distance M G being considered as the radius. Thus, to g in the force of gravity with any roll as g M G, let the balance of weight beneath the centre of motion be multiplied by the sine of the angle of roll G g.

But the tendency to roll may be also diminished by the shape of the hull: for, let us suppose that the transverse section be allowed more beam, and increased by the dotted lines. Now when this vessel is rolled over, it is plain that the cavity will be augmented towards the side L, of course
its centre must remove towards L, now to: and, if from be erected a perpendicular to the horizon, it will cut the vertical axis at n, which will, in this case, be the metacentre, above which, if the centre of gravity were placed, it would act in conjunction with the centre of gravity to overturn the vessel; but, as the centre of gravity is here below at g, her stability will be increased by the increased distance of G from n, the metacentre, and the vessel will roll round the point M as her centre of motion.

When falling in smooth water, the greater the stability the better; but if a vessel with a heavy cargo, floated low in her bottom, she were to fall into a rough tempestuous sea, where every wave will throw her from her equilibrium, she will return with such violence as to endanger her masts; and should she be dismasted, her roll will then be with still greater force, possibly to the destruction of her hull. Was the cargo in this labourous vessel to be removed higher up towards the centre of motion, so as to lessen her stability, she would be found considerably easier; her roll would be by such deliberate motions, as to lessen the danger to her masts and hull.

The ballast is placed round and very near the centre of gravity of the ship, because it will prevent the motion of the pitching being so hard as it would be, if that weight were distant either afore or abaft that point. Whenever the sea runs a little high, the ship is never carried by a single wave; there are generally two or three always passing under at the same time, unless when the sea is extremely long, the swells coming from a great distance, and in latitudes very remote from land; for, then, it happens that the largest ships are sometimes carried by one single wave. But, in either circumstance, the ballast ought not to be fitched afores or abaft the centre of gravity, as soon as the ship is in the parallel to her draught of water marked for the ballast, which it is absolutely essential to pay attention to. To prove this principle, suppose in either cafe a long or short surge, and that the water strikes the ship forward, whereby the may be exposed to the greatest and hardest pitching; for when the wave takes a ship under the stern, her motions, if she has not a little head-way, are not dangerous; because, as she flies before the wave, the reeds in some measure from its impulse; while, in the first case, the increases the contrary that same impulse in the ratio of the square of all her velocity.

First, the ship whose extremities are light or little loaded, being supposed to run with any velocity whatever against the wave which comes to her a-head, shocks that wave with a force expressed by the square of the sum of the two velocities; she divides it and goes through it, at the same instant that she is raised by the vertical impulse of that column of water, which opposes to her a supporting power too considerable for her weight to displace; the wave which follows produces the same effect in receiving the fall of the ship, because the first is already under the middle of the ship, whence it passes to the stern, which is supported by it, while the second takes its place in the middle, and the third is come to support the head; and this is an uninterrupted succession. This motion continuing as long as the sea is agitated, it follows that the ship is never at rest; no sooner has she been raised by a wave, but she falls again when that wave is gone, which falling is proportionally less sharp as her head is less heavy; the shake is then less violent, since she shocks the water with a less mass, which prevents her pitching so deep as she would do, if she were more heavy; consequently, the malling does not suffer, and the head-way is less delayed, as the fullest part of the bows is not so much exposed to the shock of the water.

Secondly, when the ship is carried by one single wave, her fall is still less sharp if she is loaded a-head, than when she is carried only by the middle. She rides therefore, more easily at the moment the other wave comes to unhull her, and the shake is not so violent. Was the to plunge deeper into the fluid, it might happen that the column of water would become higher than her head, and, passing partly over it, would expose her to the danger of swamping.

In the flowing of the cargo, it is proper to place the heaviest part of the flowage as low as possible, taking care to preserve that draught of the ship which is most advantageous for her, whether she be in ballast or when laden. Those points are marked both at the head and stern; in a word, the great art of flowing lies, in endeavouring that each of the vertical parts, in which the extremities of a ship may be supposed to be equally divided, be lighter, when her having its complete, than the weight of the masts of water they are to displace; observing always, that the vertical parts of the middle admit of being loaded more heavily than the weight of water they are able to displace.

In the royal navy, the iron ballast is first floated fore and aft, from bulkhead to bulkhead in the main hold; next to far cants nailed on the limber-breast, on each side the keelson, five or more inches clear of the limber-board; and is winged up three or more pigs above the floor-boards under the midships, or bearing part of the ship, and there are two tiers of pigs, in the wake of the main hatchway and well-wings. Ships, built with a very clean run aft, seldom do any iron ballast floated abaft the pump-well or after-hold. Ships that have floor and fatstock riders, have the iron ballast floated either lengthways or athwart ships, agreeably to the length of the chambers, which are the clear spaces between the riders.

The thongle ballast is next spread and levelled over the iron ballast; on which is flowing the ground tier of water, hung up and bilge free from the sides, either chine and chine, or bulge and chine, beginning at the coal-room bulkhead, being the foremost, and making the breakage, if any, at the main hatch. The midship tiers, fore and aft, are the first laid down, and the casks are work about one quarter of their diameter into the thongle; the sides are fitted in with wingers of small casks, as half-bilge-heads, gantry casks, or breakers; observing not to raise the wingers above the level of the tier, to cause a breakage in the next tier above, which is flowed in the cutiline of the ground tier, hung up and bilge free; and so on, for as many tiers as can be floated sufficiently clear of the beams.

In the after hold, between the aft-side of the pump-well and thongle-room bulkhead, are flowed the provisions above the ground tier; between the casks, billet, or other wood, and thongle ballast.

In the thonge-room are flowed some of the spirits, or wine, and sometimes coals; and in the spirit room, are flowed the wine and spirits for the ship's use.

In the merchant service, the flowage consists, besides the ballast, of casks, cafes, bales, boxes, &c. which are all carefully wended off from the bottom, sides, pump well, &c. and great attention paid that the most weighty materials are flowed nearest to the centre of gravity, or bearing of the ship; and higher or lower in the hold agreeably to the form of the vessel. A full low-built vessel requires them to be floated high up, that the centre of gravity may be raised, to keep her from rolling away her masts, and from being too light and labourous; as, on the contrary, a narrow high-built vessel requires the most weighty materials to be flowed low down, near the keelson, that the centre of gravity may be kept low, to enable her to carry full, and to prevent her over-turning.
Ballad allowed to the following Ships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gun</th>
<th>Tonnage</th>
<th>Iron Tons</th>
<th>Shingle Tons</th>
<th>Gun</th>
<th>Tonnage</th>
<th>Iron Tons</th>
<th>Shingle Tons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>2110</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the 15th Geo. II. it is enacted, that if after June 1, 1746, any master or owner, or any person acting as master of any ship or other vessel whatever, shall cast, throw out, or unblade, or if there shall be thrown out, &c. of any vessel, being within any haven, port, road, channel, or navigable river within England, any ballast, rubbish, gravel, earth, flake, wreck, or titch, but only upon the land, where the tide or water never flows or runs; any one or more justices for the county or place where or near which the offence shall be committed, upon the information thereof, shall summon or issue his warrant for bringing the master or owner of the vessel, or other person acting as such, before him; and upon appearance or default, shall proceed to examine the matter of and upon proof made thereof, either by confession of the party, or on view of the justice, or upon the oath of one or more credible witnesses, shall convict the said master, &c., and fine him at his discretion for every such offence any sum not exceeding £1, nor under £50, &c.; and for want of sufficient diliences, the justice is to commit the master, or person acting as such, and convicted as aforesaid, to the common gaol or house of correction, for the space of two months, or until payment of the penalties.

Baldes the above general act relating to ballast, there are the 6 Geo. II. c. 29. and the 32 Geo. II. which regulate the ballasting of merchant vessels in the river Thames, placing it under the direction of the corporation of Trinity-houfe. Elements and Practice of Rigging and Seamanship, vol. ii. p. 283, &c.

Ballast, to trench the, denotes, to divide the ballast into two several parts or more, in the ship's hold, commonly done to find a leak in the bottom of a ship, or to undo her.

Ballast, the, floats, that is, runs over from the one side to the other. Hence it is that corn, and all kinds of grain, is dangerous landing, for that is apt to shoot. To prevent which, they make poules, that is, bulk-heads of boards, to keep it up fast, that it may not run from side to side, as the ship heels upon a tack.

Ballastage. See Lastage.

Ballatoons, large, heavy luggage-boats, carrying goods by the river from Aislaun and the Caffian sea to Moscowa. These will carry from a hundred to two hundred ton; and have from a hundred to a hundred and twenty, or twenty men employed to row, and tow them along.

Ballenden, or Ballenden, Sir John, in Biography, an elegant Scots writer of the sixteenth century, descended of an ancient and honourable family in Scotland, was probably born and educated in France. Having in his youth served in the court, and, as some writers suggeft, having been employed in the education of James V., he was distingiihened by the favour and patronage of that prince, and obtained extraordinary preferment in the church, as well as the office of clerk of accounts, occupied by his father Mr. Thomas Ballenden of Auchenstrath, in 1541. The work by which he gained the highest reputation, was his translation of Hector Bocheus out of Latin into the Scots tongue, performed by the command of his royal master, intitled, "The History and Chronicles of Scotland," and published in folio at Edinburgh, A.D. 1536. This version, in which the translator took the liberty of augmenting and amending the original as he thought proper, was well received both in Scotland and England, and soon became the standard of that history. In the succeeding reign, he was one of the lords of fiction; and being a zealous Romanist, he affiduously laboured, in conjunction with Dr. Lang, to hinder the progress of the reformation. His zeal involved him in disputes, which obliged him to quit Scotland, and remove to Rome, where, it is said, he died A.D. 1550. He was a man of great parts, and one of the finest poets of which his country could boast. His works, that are still extant, are distinguished by that noble enthusiasm which is the soul of poetry. His poem, intitled "Vertue and Vyce," was addressed to the monarch of the Scots, James V.; and his other pieces, both printed and in MS., are now buried in oblivion. In Carmichael's collection of Scottish poems, there are some of this author on various subjects. Biog. Brit.

Ballendy, or Ballenden, in Geography, a projecting point in the bottom of Donegal bay, on the north-west coast of Ireland, south-west by south-west 4 miles from Ennismore island.

Balleness Islands, are four small islands on the south of Troy island, off the N.W. point of Ireland, called Beg, Doway, Bohin, and Maghere Welkey. Between Troy island and Ballenes, there is a good road and safe anchorage from a sounder or easterly wind.

Ballentay Port, is about 2½ leagues east from Skerries island, or port Rufhe, upon the main, on the north coast of Ireland; south and somewhat west from Rathlin island, and Dummer's rocks.

Ballery, a town of France, in the department of the Calvados, and chief place of a canton in the district of Bovaux, six leagues south of Caen, and 2½ S.S.W. of Bayeux.

Ballerus, in lepidoce, the name under which the Guadalcan turpis latus is noticed by Jonith, and other old authors.

Ballerus, a species of Cyprinus, with forty rays in the anal fin. Linnaeus Lin. Suec. This fish inhabits the lakes in some parts of Europe, and near the Caffian sea. The head is small, obtuse, and brown in the front; checks and gill-covers alternately blue, yellow, or red; eyes large; iris yellow, with two black spots; jaws equal, lower one curved; back carinated; lateral line straight, variegated with brown dots; edges of the fins blue; dorsal fin placed farther back from the head than the pectoral one; anal fin very broad; tail lunate. Weight in general about a pound; deposits an immense number of eggs in April; grows slowly, is thin, and covered with minute lax scales; the colour above is blackish-blue, yellowish on the sides, silver below, and reddish on the belly; flesh not very good. Bloch observes that the number of rays in the anal fin amount to one more than Linnaeus mentions, and characterizes the species as having forty-one rays in the anal fin; cyprinus pinna ani radis 41. Bloch.

Ballet, or Balet, Baloëto, a kind of dramatic poem, representing some fabulous action or subject, divided into
Ballet is one of the longest and most elaborate articles of the new French Encyclopædia. When M. Fracery seems to have exhausted the subject, it is refued by his colleague in the musical department, M. Guirguen, who has still found much to say on the subject. Ballet, he informs us, is a term that includes three different kinds of exhibition on the lyric stage. In the first, the dance constitutes only a subordinate part of the action represented; in the second it is the principal part; and in the third, the whole business is performed in dancing; and in representing an action in which the performers neither speak nor sing, only dance. The first kind is simply called a ballet; the second a ballet-opera, or opera ballet; an opera with dances analogous to the drama; the third is called a pantomime ballet.

"To treat this subject in its full extent (says M. Guirguen) would require a volume." And an excellent volume has already been written on the subject, by the celebrated Noverre, intitled "Lettres sur la Danse," 1760. In 1754, M. Cahusac had published a pleasing work in 3 vols. "Sur la Danse ancienne et moderne," an historical treatise. But father Mendelssohn's treatise, "Des Ballets anc. et mod. selon la rigle du Theatre," 1682, is perhaps the most curious of them all, in the historical part.

Music is so indispensable from the dancer, that the word ballet may be regarded as a musical term. The music to opera dances used to be furnished by the composer of the airs and recitatives. Handel, Jommelli, and Gluck, distinguished themselves as much by the music of grand ballets, as by the opera itself; as did our countryman Dr. Arne, by the dances in Comus. Of late years, it has been generally assigned to the principal second violin to compose the music and head the band, in the dances between the acts of an opera. After Noverre, and Le Brun the danceplayer, performed this office during many seasons; and their business was executed for a considerable time to the satisfaction of the public and the performers, by the late Sig. Poffi. The airs of many ballets were usually brought from France, particularly those of Rameau; but Teller, a German, about twenty years ago, acquired great reputation by the music of his chaconnes and ballets bergeres. See Dance, and Pantomime.

Ballet, in English Poetry, &c. See Ballad.


BALLEZE, Ballize, or Wallis, in Geography, a river in the peninsula of Yucatan, New Spain, runs northwardly above 200 miles, and discharges itself into the bay of Honduras, opposite to the north end of Turneff island. By the treaty of peace in 1783, it is agreed that British subjects shall have the right of cutting and carrying away logswood in the district lying between this river and that of Rio Honda on the north, which falls into Hanover bay. The unalterable boundaries are the course of the rivers.

BALLIACE, in Ancient Geography, a town of Illyria, in the vicinity of Apollonia. Strabo.

BALLIAGE, a small duty paid to the city of London, by aliens, and even denizens, for certain commodities exported by them; which they claim by their charter, dated the 5th of September, in the sixteenth of Charles II. confirmed by the twentieth rule of the Book of Rates, and by 2 W. & M. cap. 8.
BALLIANI, John Baptist, in Biography, a senator of Geneva, was born in 1586, and distinguished himself among natural philosophers by a Latin treatise, "On the natural motion of heavy bodies," first printed in 1638, and republished in 1645, with many valuable additions. Having palled with honour through many public offices, he died in 1666.

BALLIBAY, in Geography, a market and port town of the county of Monaghan, province of Ulster, Ireland, situated 53 miles north by west of Dublin. This town was in a wretched state; but of late years, since the establishment of its linen market, it is greatly improved, and several new houses have been built. There is a market-house, and a market on Saturdays, at which weirs are purchased to the amount of 1500l. weekly. In the neighbourhood of the town are the extensive bleach-greens and mills of Crieve, at which 50,000 weirs are bleached. Turf is so abundant, that it is sold in the town of Ballibay at 6d. for a horsecarg. A district called the Cahills, in this neighbourhood, is remarkable for producing a heavy crop of flax, equal to twenty-eight fowre of frachted flax to the quarter of an acre, and from one bushel of feed fowed; this is an immense produce, but the quality is proportionally coarse. Sir Charles Coote's Statistical Account of Monaghan.

BALLIBOY, a small port and fair town of the King's county, province of Leinster, Ireland, situated on the Silver river, and giving name to one of the baronies in that county; which, from the average rent, fixted by Mr. Young, and compared with that of the other baronies, seems to contain the worth ground in it. Distance from Dublin 56Irish miles. N. lat. 53° 8'. W. long. 7° 39'. Young's Tour.

BALLIELLA, or BALLIELA POINT, the south-east point of Galway bay, on the west coast of Ireland, eleven leagues north-east by east from Loup's head.

BALLIMONEY, a port and market-town of the county of Antrim in Ireland, not far from Coleraine, and 157 Irish miles from Dublin. It is a pretty large town, and has a good market, especially for linens, 3d. the wick, called Coleraine. Between it and Ballymena is much grazing land, from which Belfast is in great measure supplied with provisions for exportation. N. lat. 55° 4'. W. long. 6° 23'.

BALLIMORE, a small port town, or rather village, of the county of Wigtown, in Ireland, seated on the west side of Lough Scudy. It was a strong garrison of the English forces towards the latter end of the war of 1644, being conveniently situated between Mullingar and Athlone, and deriving great advantage from the lake. The name of this place implies the great town, and it may probably have declined considerably in importance; but the idea of a great town, when this name was given, must have been very different from that now entertained. Distance from Dublin 50Irish miles. N. lat. 53° 26'. W. long. 7° 33'. Collect. Hib. Beaufort's Map, &c.

BALLIMORE EUGFAC, a small town, in a detached part of the county of Dublin, in Ireland, pleasantly situated on the Liffey, over which it has a landsome bridgew; it has decayed on account of the great southern road from Dublin having been turned so as to pass through Killocull. Near this town is Rufsborough, the seat of Lord Milltown, universally esteemed one of the most superb in Ireland, and containing a valuable collection of paintings by several eminent masters. There is also a great natural curiosity in the neighbourhood, the water-fall of Polla-pluca, or the demon's hole, formed by a river which rises in the county of Wicklow, and here falls into the Liffey. Lord Milltown, the proprietor, has spared no pains to afford the natural beauties of the spot, having planted its fine hanging banks, and built several cottages and grottoes for the reception and accommodation of the numerous parties that resort to it. Distance from Dublin 174 miles. N. lat. 55° 7'; W. long. 6° 73'. Wilson's Book of Roads. Dodd's Traveller's Director, 1801.

BALLIMOTE, a village in the county of Sligo, Ireland, which deserves to be mentioned, on account of the flourishing aspect which the linen business wears in the neighbourhood. The great extrensions of the late Mr. Fitzmaurice, brother of the present marquis of Landford, first established this manufacture, which has spread throughout all the adjoining country. Beaufort, Young.

BALLINA, a town of the county of Mayo, in Ireland, situated on the river Moy, and connected by a bridge over that river with Ardara; in the county of Sligo, forming together one town, which is neat and thriving, and has a brisk market for linen every week. Mr. Arthur Young describes its situation as uncommonly pleasing. It has a salmon fishery, which is one of the most considerable in the island, supplying seventy or eighty tons of salted fish, besides the fresh. It was let for 520l. a year in 1776. This town, being near Killala, was soon taken possession of by the French under general Humbert in the late invasion, and many depredations were committed there by the rebels. Its distance from Dublin 120Irish miles. N. lat. 54° 6° 30'. W. long. 8° 59'. Beaufort, Young.

BALLINACOURTY POINT, a cape on the south coast of Ireland, in the county of Waterford, and north side of Dungarvon bay, four miles east of Dungarvon.

BALLINAHINCH, a barony in the western part of the county of Galway, and province of Connaught, Ireland, better known by its ancient name of Connamara, or Connacnenara, which implies the chief tribe on the great sea. This large district is very rude and mountainous, and as might be expected, very thinly inhabited. Some of the hills are very high; especially the vast ridge called Bannaboola, or the twelve pins, which is a well-known landmark, consisting of almost perpendicular rocks. At the foot of this ridge, close to the little village of Ballinahinch, a charming lake spreads itself for some miles; and on the river which runs from it into Roundstone bay, there is a great salmon fishery. On the sides of hills, and in the valleys, which are watered by rivers and small lakes, and sheltered in some places by the venerable remains of ancient woods, the soil is mostly inclined to a black bog; but gravel, sand, or rock lie at no greater depth than from one to three feet below the surface. Great quantities of kelp are made all along the coast, and by mariners with sea wrack, the land is rendered very productive to the fatteried families that inhabit it, who are all little farmers and hardy fishermen. Besides the herring fishery, which employs a great many persons, there is a fishery of fun-fish on the coast from the 20th of April to the 10th of May, which is carried on by the herring boats. Mr. Young says, that one fish is valued at five pounds, and that if a boat takes three fish in a month, it is reckoned good luck. The number of boats employed is from 40 to 50. The indented shores of this barony abound in well-sheltered havens, of which no use is made except by smugglers, who carry on bufinesses very extensively, and almost without interruption. The bays of Kilkeran, Birtberbuy, Roundstone, and Ballinakill, are the largest; and the fine harbour of Killcray, on which is a fishing town, is at the northern extremity of this district. On the promontory of Slymhead, forming the north extremity of Birtberbuy bay, is a light-house. In this barony are made those woollen stockings, known throughout Ireland by the name
name of Connamara, and very good blankets; and the en-
couragement given by the present palliasor (Col. Martin, M. P. for the county) to settlers from Ulster, will probably contribute much to the improvement of what is now one of the most rude and uncivilized districts in Ireland.

A late traveller observes, that even in Galway, within 15 miles of it, Connamara was less known than the islands of the Paci-

fic ocean; and that he was advised not to venture into it. Such a dread had the inhabitants of this town of the clan of O'Flaherty, which possessed it, that death was threat-

ened, by an insurrection over the gate, to every person of that name found within the walls. Yet notwithstanding their ancient character, the above-mentioned traveller, in his ramble through the country, found the people peaceable and friendly, and left savages in their appearance than the peasantry near the capital. They are in general much better

clothed, and are more industrious. The women, like those of Wales, knit as they go from one place to another. Smuggling is very general; and it is considered such an an-
ylum for delinquents, that it is not uncommon for poor peasants to go across Lough Corrib, and enlist; and when they are paid and clothed, take the first opportunity of returning, after which they are never heard of. There are many traces throughout the country of its having been cultivated in an
cent times by some intelligent people. Dr. Beaufort's Me-

moirs. Mr. Young's Tour. Latocnay's Rambles through Ireland.

ballinasloe, a small but neat and well-built town of

the county of Galway, in the province of Connacht, Ireland. It is situated on the west bank of the river Suck (though in many maps it is placed on the east side), in the county of Roscommon, which river from the nature of the country might be easily navigable to the Shannon. It is one of the most thriving towns in the county, having a great wool fair on the 13th of July, and several cattle fairs, at which 100,000 oxen and 150,000 sheep were sold annually from the purlers of Galway, Clare, and Mayo. From the increase of tillage however, and other causes, the num-

ber of sheep is said to have decreased. At one of these

fairs, a show of cattle and premiums have lately been intro-
duced, under the auspices of the farming society of Ireland, for the laudable purpose of improving the breeds. The wool fair was established in 1757, by Mr. Trench, father of the present lord viscount Dunlo, to whom the town belongs; and on account of the more convenient situation of Balli-

nasloke in the heart of the wool country, and the great at-
tention paid to the accommodation of those who frequent it, it has taken the lead of Mullingar fair, and is now per-

haps the greatest for wool in the united kingdom. Several
days generally elapse before the buyers and sellers can agree respecting the price; during which period, the news of the day is eagerly sought as on the Stock Exchange, and

often produces a considerable effect. The number of bags

usually brought to the fair for some years past was about

1500, each containing about eight hundred weight; but this is a fourth part of what is engaged from the country gentlemen at the same time, at a somewhat higher

price. Mr. A. Young has made a comparison between the

price of wool in the fleece in Ireland, and in Lincolnshire;

from which it appears, that for 16 years ending in 1770,

the average price in Ireland was 13 s. 8 d. per fonce of

sixteen pounds; and in Lincolnshire during the same years, it was 9 s. 3 d. for the same quantity. The height of price

in Ireland he attributes to a decrease in the quantity pro-
duced, from ploughing up great tracts of sheep-walks, and

an increase in the consumption. The same causes have con-
tinued to operate in a still greater degree, so that the ave-
grage price for four years ending in 1801, was 18 s. as the

writer of this article was informed by an eminent manu-

facturer. A good deal of large combing wool was bought

indeed at a lower price, but not that fit for making cloth.

In comparing the price of English and Irish wool, it should

be mentioned that in Leinster and Connacht, the bags are

always paid for as wool, which makes an addition of four-
pence per fonce to the price. Yet though the price of wool

is so much higher, such is the difference in the price of

labour, that there is in time of peace a considerable export

of worsted yarn to Norwich and Manchester. The dis-

tance of Ballinasloe from Dublin is 72 Irish miles. N.

lat. 53° 15'. W. long. 8° 58'. Mr. A. Young. Dr. Bea-

fort.

ballinrobe, a market, post, and occasionally an

affice town of the county of Mayo, in Ireland, which is

small, but flourishing, situated on the river Robe, which

runs into Lough Mask. Here are the ruins of an abbey;

and in the neighbourhood a charter school for forty

boys. Within a few miles of it, on the road to Castlebar, are the ruins of Ballinteehe abbey. The part that yet re-

mains entire of this venerable structure, exhibits a fine spec-

imen of Gothic architecture; the rafters, if they may be to-

tered,
termed, being formed of hewn stone joined in a very irregular manner. A view and description of this abbey may be found in Ledwich's edition of Grose's Antiquities of Ireland. The distance of Ballinrobe from Dublin is 120 miles. N. lat. 53° 34'. W. long. 9° 6'.

BALLINTOY, a small town on the northern coast of the county of Antrim, formerly called Belltree, which has a tolerably good bay. A vein of coal was discovered here in 1756, which is wrought with such effect, as not only to supply a saltwork here, but others also at Portrush and Coleraine. A grant of 2000 pounds was made by parliament in 1758 for improving the harbour. The distance from Dublin is 150 miles. N. lat. 55° 14'. W. long. 6° 12'.

A little to the eastward of Ballintoy, on an abrupt and romantic shore, is a small rocky island called Carrick-a-rede. This rock is separated from the adjacent land by a chasm full sixty feet in breadth, and of a depth frightful to look at; at the bottom of which the sea continually breaks with an uninterrupted roar among the rocks. This island is peculiarly well situated for the salmon fishery; but being inaccessible from the water except at one spot, and the turbulency of the sea making it difficult to land even here unless the weather be extremely calm, the fishermen have contrived a singular bridge over the abyss. Two strong cables are extended across the gulph by an expert climber, and fastened firmly into iron rings mortised into the rock on each side. Between these ropes, a number of boards about a foot in breadth are laid in succession, supported at intervals by cross cords; and thus the pathway is formed, which, though broad enough to bear a man's foot with tolerable convenience, does by no means hide from view "the rocks and raging sea beneath," which in this situation exhibit the fatal effects of a fall in very strong colouring, while the swelling and undulations of the bridge itself, and of a single hand rope, which scarcely any degree of tenfion can prevent in so great a length, suggest no very comfortable feelings to persons of weak nerves. Upon the whole, it is a beautiful bridge in the scenery of a landscape, but a frightful one in real life. Hamilton's Letters on the Coast of Antrim.

BALLISTA, or BALISTA, in Antiquity, a military engine in use among the ancients, somewhat like our crofs-bow, though much larger, more forcible, and more complicated in its form. It was used in the besieging cities, to throw in stones and sometimes darts and javelins; and received its name from the Greek ballista, to throw.

Marcelinus describes the ballista thus: a round iron cylinder is fastened between two planks, from which reaches a hollow square beam placed cross-wise, fastened with cords, to which are added screws; at one end of this stands the engineer, who puts a wooden slant with a big head into the cavity of the beam; this done, two men bend the engine, by drawing some wheels; when the top of the head is drawn to the utmost end of the cords, the shaft is driven out of the ballista, &c. According to Vitruvius, the ballista was made after divers manners, though all used to the same purpose: one fort was framed with levers and bars; another with pulleys; another with a crane; and others with a toothed wheel. The ballista was ranked by the ancients in the first kind; and its structure and effect reduced to the principles of the sling: whence some writers called it spinula and juedicibus. Gauthier calls it Balistaria machina, as a sling peculiar to the Balearic islands.

M. Rollin joined the account of the catapulta and ballista together (Arts and Sciences, vol. ii. p. 52.), observing, that though authors distinguish them, they also often confound them. The ballista was at first chiefly used for throwing stones, and the catapulta for lancing darts and arrows; but by degrees they were confounded and indifferently appropriated to both. (Grose Hill. Eng. Army, vol. i. p. 366.) The ballista, however, must have been the heaviest and most difficult to carry; because there were always a greater number of the catapulta in the army. Livy, in his description of the siege of Carthage, says there were an hundred and twenty great, and two hundred small catapultae taken; with thirty-three great ballista, and fifty-two small ones. Josephus mentions the fame difference among the Romans, who had three hundred catapultae and forty ballista at the siege of Jerusalem.

Vegetius says, that the ballista discharged darts with such rapidity and violence, that nothing could resist their force. Atheneus tells us, that Agephratus made one of little more than two feet in length, which shot darts almost five hundred paces. There were others of much greater force which threw stones of three hundred weight upwards of twenty-five paces. The surprising effects of these machines are particularly recorded by Josephus (Bell. Jud. v. 6.); at Jerusalem, they projected stones which beat down the battlements, and broke the angles of the towers; there was no phalanx so deep, but one of them would sweep an whole file of it from one end to the other: and a man who fled by Josephus, had his head taken off by a stone at the distance of three hundred and seventy-five paces. (Roll. in Arts & Sc. ii. 52, 53.) Tacitus too has recorded more than one instance of their force. (Annal. xvi. 9. Hist. iv. 23.)

Among the Saxons, as we have already mentioned (see Artillery), great military engines of almost every kind seem to have been unknown; it is to the middle ages we look for the introduction of any thing like field artillery. William of Poictou (p. 201.) says, that machines for throwing darts and stones were used with great success at the battle of Haftings. The darts that were shot from these machines, as well as from the crofs-bows, were called quarrels; and were pointed with heavy pieces of steel like pyramids, which made them very sharp, and very destructive. The ballista were more frequently used in sea fights than in battles on shore; nor was this particularly the case in the middle ages; Livy (xii. 21.) says, that both scorpions and ballista were used in a similar way by the Tarentines 30 years ago as 281. Nor was it in the ancient times alone that the names and properties and even the uses of the catapulta and ballista were confounded. In the Latin of the middle ages, ballista, in lieu of arbalet, was frequently the term for the crofs-bow; and catapulta for the sling.

Petrus, in his notes on Vitruvius, gives a contrivance similar to that of the ballista, for throwing bombs without gunpowder.

When the ballista is painted in Armory, it is represented as charged with a stone. Guillim and other heraldic writers call it a spear.

BALLISTA, in Practical Geometry, the geometrical crofs, called also Jacob's staff. See Cross Staff.

BALLISTA, or Os Ballisticum is a denomination given by some anatomists to the first bone of the tarsus, otherwise called talus and afteragus.

BALLISTARIUM, or Ballistaria, in Antiquity, flingers in the ancient armies, or soldiers who fought with the ballista.

There were two kinds of ballistarii; the former cast stones and other missile weapons with the hand, and were called manuballistarii, or sometimes simply manuballista; the latter, called caroballistarii, made use of a machine. Some writers speak of a third kind called arcuballistarii, but these are better reduced to the second. The ballistarii were scarce heard of before the age of Constantine.

Ballista
Balisterium in our ancient history is to be differently explained. Sometimes it refers to the men who shot arrows and darts out of cross-bows; at others to the officers of the fleet-bow-men, or directors of the great brakes or engines, with which the walls of any place were battered; and occasionally even to the fuglers. (See Kelham on Doonid. Doon. Book, p. 161.) Our kings, in early as the Conquest, had an officer called Articlibarius or Balisterius Regis, and bands were held in capite of the king, by the service of presenting annually a cross-bow-shot as often as he passed through a certain district. (See Blount's Ten. p. 57, 76, 87.) Walter de Mofely in the thirty-second year of King Hen III. held lands in Surry by the serjeancy of being the king's balisterius (or cross-bow-man) in his army for forty days in the year. (Pat. rot. in turr. Lond.) And it is not perhaps improbable, that the inspector of the works relating to the balists might occasionally bear the same title. Such an officer occurs in the patent rolls of the same king two years before. (Ibid. 57 Hen. 3. m. 8.)

BALLISTES, in Ichthyology. See Balistes.

BALLISTICA, or Balistea, in Antiquity, a military song or dance used on occasions of victory.

The balists were a kind of popular ballads composed by poets of the lower clafs, without much regard to the laws of metre.

BALLISTIC Pendulum. See Pendulum.

BALLISTICA, Ballistics, is used for the art of throwing heavy bodies. F. Mercier has published a treatise on the projection of bodies, under this title.

BALLITORE, in Geography, a small port town in the county of Kildare, in the province of Leinifter, in Ireland, pleasantly situated in a wide planted valley on the banks of the river Grems, a little on the right of the great road from Dublin to the town. It was chiefly a settlement of Quakers, but the number of these has considerably decreased; and the active part taken by many of the inhabita.ts in the late rebellion, caused it to be in a great measure destroyed. The celebrated Edmund Burke received his early education in this town at the school of Mr. Abraham Shankleton, one of the respectable clafs above-mentioned; which school was then held in high estimation, and has been continued by his descendants of the same name to the present day. Distance from Dublin twenty-eight miles. N. lat. 52°. W. long. 6°.51'.

BALLIUM, or Bailey, in our ancient Military Tactics, was used to signify a certain plot of ground within a fortified place. The outer Bailey was that which presented itself immediately on entering the outer gate of the castle, where we usually see a mount of earth to command some distant work of the besiegers. It was separated by a strong embattled wall and towered gate from the inner Bailey, where were commonly the houffes and barracks for the garrison, the chapel, stables, and hospital; and within which, or at one corner of it, in the early castles, surrounded by a ditch, stood the keep or dungeon, generally a large square tower, sometimes flanked at its angles with small turrets: this keep was to our old fortresses, what the citadel is to modern ones, the last resort or rduit of the garrison. (See Grofe Hift. of the Eng. Army, ii. 3.) And here may be noticed, that the small remains of Oxford castle exhibit a remarkable instance of the double Bailey; in the outer space stands the mount, and at no great distance from it (though without the caflle precincts), the church of St. Peter in the Bailey; behind it at a considerable distance stands the ancient Norman keep, in the upper part of which, on the different sides, are round-head arches filled up with masonry, whence, as from the last retreat of the garrison, the besiegers, though in possession of the mount, might be annoyed. The Old Bailey, or outer space near Ludgate in the ancient fortification of London, has perhaps a similar etymology with St. Peter in the Bailey at Oxford.

BALLOCK, in Geography, the name of rocks on the N. W. coast of the island of Flax.

BALLOGISTAN, a district of Hindoflan, in the country of Delhi, bordering on the north of Mewat, and approaching by its eastern limit within twenty-four miles of Delhi. It is eighty or ninety miles long, and from thirty to forty broad. Within the present century have probably seen the rapid decline of the Mogul empire, this territory was fixed by the Balloges or Balloges. whose proper country adjoins to the western bank of the Indus, opposite to Morstan. Some tribes of them are also found in Makran. They are represented as a most savage race, and appear to be very proper neighbours for the Mewatis. This territory is full of ravines, and difficult of access to invaders. It has, however, undergone the fate of its neighbours, and been successively tributary to the Rohilla chief, Nizig Dowrb; to the Jats; and Nadjiuf Cawn. Wellward, it borders on the Sults. See Men. Intro. p. 101.

BALLOON, in Architecture, is used for a round ball, or globe, placed at the top of a pillar, or the like, by way of acroter, or crowning. That on the top of St. Peter's at Rome is of brass saultained by an iron arm, and being at the height of sixty-feveral fathoms, is above eight feet in diameter.

BALLOON, in Chemistry, Balloon Fr, is a large globular vessel, generally of glass, with a short neck, which is employed in a variety of chemical operations, particularly in receiving the products of distillation; in containing gales for experiments in which heat or combustion are used; and for several other purposes. Frequently, it is made with more than one orifice. It is larger than the mattrats, has a shorter neck, and if heated on a sand-bath, great care must be taken to do it gradually on account of the greater thickness of the glass. In making the glass-balloon, it is simply blown, without a bar at the bottom like the mattrats, whereas the receiver is generally filled on at the neck, and therefore must have the above imperfection at the bottom, unless it is afterwards ground off.

BALLOON, in French Commerce, denotes a quantity of paper, containing twenty-four reams.

BALLOON, Ballon, or Ballo, signifies a certain quantity of glass-plates, greater or less according to their quality. The balloon of white glass contains twenty-five bundles, of six plates per bundle: but the balloon of coloured glass consists only of 12½ bundles, each bundle including three plates.

Balloon also denotes a kind of game something resembling tennis.

The balloon is played in the open field, with a great round ball of double leather blown up with wind, and thus driven on and from with the strength of a man's arm, fortified with a brace of wood.

Balloon, or Balloon, is more particularly used among Travellers, for the flat barges of Siân.

The balloons are a kind of briggantine, managed with oars, of very odd figures, as serpents, sea-horses, &c. but by their finnacles and number of oars, of incredible swiftness. The balloons are tied to be made of a single piece of timber, of incredible length; they are raised high, and much decorated with carving at head and stern: some are gilt over, and carry 120, or even 150, rowers on each side. The oars are either placed over with silver, or gilt, or radiated with gold; and the 'dome' or canopy in the middle, where the company
company is placed, is ornamented with some rich stuff, and furthered with a ballad trade of ivory, or other costly matter, enriched with gilding. The edges of the balloon just touch the water, but the extremities rise with a sweep to a great height. Scent are adorned with a variety of figures, made of pieces of mother of pearl inlaid: the richer fort, instead of a dome, carry a kind of fleape in the middle; so that considering the flenderets of the vessel, which is usually 100 or 120 feet long, and scarce six broad, the height of the two ends, and of the fleape, with the load of decoration, it is a wonder they are not overtop.

Ballloon, in **Pneumatics**, a name lately given to an aerostatic machine, employed for the purposes of aerial navigation. See [AEROSTATION](#).

Ballloon, **in Pyrotechny**. See BALLOON, FIRE-WORKS, and PYROTECHNY.

**BALLOTA**, in Botany, horchound. Lin. p. 720. Schrbl. 975. Juff. 114. Clas. dulyniornamymnleri. Nat. Ord. *verticillate*, or *labbita*. Gen. Char. *Cal.* perianth one-leaved, tubular, falver-shaped, five-cornered, oblong, ten-frieked, erect, permanent, equal; mouth acute, patulous, plaited, five-toothed; involucre of linear leaflets at the whorls. *Cor.* monocapetalous, ringent; tube cylinerd, the length of the calyx; upper lip erect, ovate, entire, concave; lower trifid, obtuse; the middle seginent emarginate, large. Stam. filaments four, the two shorter subulate, bending towards the upper lip, and shorter than it; anthers oblong, lateral. PIfl. germ quadrifid; style filiform; stigma slender, bifid. Per. none. Calyx unchanged, folliculating the seeds in its bozon. Seeds four, ovate.

**Efl. Gen. Char. Cal. svaver-shaped, five-toothed, ten-frieked. Cor. upper lip aecurate, concave.** It is observed that this genus has the involucres of gymnopodium; the calyx of matrrium; and the corolla of flaclys.

Species, 1. **B. ningula**, flinkng or black horchound. Smith. Brit. 635. Hudson 260. With. 533. Eng. Bot. 46. “Leaves ovate, undivided, ferrate, calyces dilated upwards, somewhat truncated.” A hairy plant with an acrid pungent smell; fleet two or three feet high, erect, branched, covered with recurved hairs; leaves petioled, ovate, or subcordate, ferrate; flowers numerous, in axillary whorls, pedunculated, leafy, bracteated; bractes bristle-shaped, ciliate, half the length of the calyx; calyx tubular, hirsute, ten-ribbed, plaited or furrowed at the margin, obtusely five-lobed, reticulated with veins, teeth awned, spreading; corolla purple, the upper lip of which is emarginate, hairy, on the outside; the under three lobed, becat with white veins. It is a perennial plant, common in waste places, and hedges, flowering in July. 2. **B. alba**, white flowered black horchound. “Leaves cordate, undivided, ferrate, calyces subtruncate.” This Scandian plant has not yet been satisfactorily determined.


**Propogation and Culture.** The European sorts are never introduced into gardens. The third species is hardy, but the three last require the protection of a stove. They may all be increased by seeds. See Martyn. Miller’s Dict.

**BALLOTADEC, or BALLOTADEC, in the Manoge**, is a leap in which the horce feems as if he intended to kick out without doing it; he only offers or makes a half kick, steering only the shoes of his hind feet. Beenger farther observes, that the horses defined to their airs (croupades and ballotades), ought to have a light and flaky mouth, and an active and lively disposition, with clean nervous strength; for all the art and knowledge of the horsemens can never confer these qualities, which yet are essentially necessary to the perfection of this manage.

The croupades and ballotades are different from curvets, inasmuch, as they are much higher behind, and consequently their time and measure not fo quick and close, but flower and more extended; therefore, the rider should keep his horse’s croup in awe, by fleeting from time to time with the switch, supporting him not quite so high before, and observing to aid with his legs flower, and not fo forward as in curvets.

To manage the strength and vigour of the horse you intend to work upon the vols, in croupades and ballotades, let the line of the volt be larger than for curvets, and let the action of the shoulders be not quite so high; thus you will not only check and confine his activity and lightness, but by raising his shoulders in a less degree, will give liberty to his croup, and he will be enabled to furnish his air altogether, that is, before and behind, better and with more ease; there is still another reason for this, for when the shoulderers come to the ground from too great a height, the shock alarms and disorders the mouth, and thus the horse losing the steadiness of his appy, he never will raise his croup fo’ high as he ought to make perfect ballotades.

**BALLOTING, a method of voting at elections, &c. by means of little balls, which are usually of different colours, by the French called ballotes; which are put into a box privately.**

**BALLTOWN, in Geography, a township of America, in Saratoga county, New York, formerly in Albany county, contained in the year 1790, 7333 inhabitants, including fifty-nine slaves. By the late census in 1796, there appear to be 266 electors in this township. It lies 36 miles N. from Albany, has a Presbyterian meeting-house, and is in a thriving State. The medicinal waters called ‘Balltown Springs,’ from their being situated within the limits of this town, have acquired a celebrity on account of their sanitating virtue, and the accommodations adjoining to them for valetudinarians. The springs are found in the bottom of a valley, or excavation, forming a kind of basin, and comprehending in their extent about fifty acres. In the vicinity of the springs are several neat bathing-houset, and shower-bathes, for the convenience...**
Balltown, or Balltown, a township in Lincoln county, in the district of Maine, containing 1972 inhabitants, 195 miles N. E. from Boston.

Ballus, in Entomology, a species of Papilio (Peb. Rur.), with entire fulvous wings dotted with black; posterior one green, with a brown margin. Gmelin, &c. inhabits Spain.

Balluster, or Ballister, in Architecture, a small kind of column or pillar, whereof ballasters are formed. The word is French, balustre, which signifies the fame, formed from the Latin basilrum or ballistrum, a place among the ancients where the baths were railed in. Ballusters are of divers forms, as well as matters, according to different occasions, and different orders of architecture.

Balluster of the Ionic capital, denotes the lateral part of the volute answering to what Vitruvius calls pulicinata on account of its resemblance to a pillow.

Ballustrade, an assemblage of one or more rows of balusters high enough to rest the elbow on, fixed upon a terrace, or on the top of a building, by way of security; sometimes also to make a separation between one part and another, as though around altars, fonts, &c. See figure of Basilica.

Bally, Ballin, or Bally, prefixed to names of places in Ireland, signifies a town or inclosed place of habitation. It comes from the Irish baile, which O'Brien, in his dictionary, supposes to be derived from the Latin villa, changing v into b, and that both come from collo, on account of the preference given to low situations. General Vallancey derives it from the Arabic babat, a province; and quotes J. Bapt. Pafferi, as explaining the Phenician bafl in the same sense as the Irish baile. But Mr. Ledwich, in his Antiquities of Ireland, observes, that it is plainly the Teutonic baile, an inclosure.

Ballycastle, a sea-port town, in the northern part of the county of Antrim, province of Ulter, Ireland, situated on the west of Fairhead, near the mouth of the little river Glenfleck, and opposite to the island of Raggery. Between this town and Fairhead are valuable collieries, in an abrupt branch which overhangs the sea; a circumstance, however, from which little advantage can be derived, as the unfettered situation of the place, and the prevailing wetter winds, make a day on the coast extremely dangerous, and render it difficult to embark the coals. As the want of capital has always been an impediment to such undertakings in Ireland, application was made to the legislature, on the discovery of the mine in 1721, for aid to work it; and 6000 pounds were granted for this purpose, as well as the large sum of 23,000l, at different times for making a harbour there, and building a pier to protect it; which expence was incurred in the hope that Dublin would be in a great measure supplied from this colliery, and thus be rendered less dependent on the proprietors of the Cumberland mines. The pier, however, has been washed away, and the harbour so choked up with sand, that like many other publick grants in Ireland, it has been productive of little or no national benefit. By the exertions of an individual, some years ago, much coal was procured, and several manufactures were established in the town, but since his death the latter have been neglected. The colliers, however, continue to be worked, and from the latest accounts seem to be productive, though not to the degree that was expected. The coal is said to resemble the Scotch coal, but does not burn so fast. The different fossils commonly situated above it are ironstone, black shivery slate, grey, brown, or yellowish sandstone, and whin-flone. The accidental discovery of an old mine in 1765, which was very extensive, and was found to be a complete gallery, branching into numerous chambers, which were filled in a workmanlike manner, and most have been wrought by persons at all as expert in the business as the present generation, has furnished Mr. Hamilton with an argument in favour of the ancient civilisation of Ireland. As no coal mine at this place is mentioned either by Boote, or by Sir William Petty, the latter of whom visited Ballycastle between 1660 and 1670, and is particular in his account of it; as for many centuries previous to the reign of James I. a work of this nature was not likely to have been carried on; as the cinders of fossil-coal are visible in the cement with which a caille of great antiquity in the adjoining isle of Raggery was built; and as the tradition of the natives refers it to a very early period, he concludes that it must have been worked previously to the eighth century. This opinion seems to be strengthened by Mr. Whitaker's reasons for supposing fossil-coal to have been known to the ancient Britons. Mr. Ledwich, on the other hand, affirms, on the authority of Lombard, that this coal was not discovered and used in Ireland long before A.D. 1652. Near Ballycastle are two mineral springs, one of them vitriolic, and the other chalybite. Distance from Dublin 113 Irish miles. N. lat. 53° 11'. W. long. 6° 16'. Hamilton's Letters on Antrim. Statutes of Ireland. Latonophy's Rambles. Ledwich's Antiquities. Beaufort's Memoirs. Rutty on Mineral Waters.

Ballyclare, a port and fair town in the county of Antrim, province of Ulter, Ireland, ninety-five miles north of Dublin.

Ballyconnell, a small market and port town of the county of Cavan, Ireland, situated sixty-four Irish miles north-west from Dublin, on the borders of a wild and mountainous district. The peasants are hardy and industrious, yet hitherto much deprested for want of encouragement. The women spin a good deal of wool as well as flax, and friezes are made for home use; but every thing is on a very narrow and contracted scale. Agriculture has lately improved, and the culture of wheat has been increased by the establishment of a good flour-mill; and there is also an excellent black-ash near the town. The mineral treasures of this neighbourhood are, however, the most valuable. Coal is found in the adjoining mountain of Slieve-Ruffell, and generally dug out of the side of the hill, in blocks, near the surface. No attention to this valuable concern has yet acciated the proprietors on whose estates this mineral is found in such abundance, and so easily raised. In the mountain of Oxnaugallagh, both silver and lead ore are carried down the stream which flows from it. Besides the, pure sulphur is frequently found; and Fuller's earth is in abundance. There is much pipe-clay also, which is found very soft, and when baked in the sun acquires a proper consistence. Sir C. Coste's Statistical Account of Cavan.

Ballycotton, a village on the sea-coast of the county of Cork, province of Munster, Ireland, inhabited by fishermen, and frequented for fishing. It is four miles from Clonakil, and is from four miles in the neighbourhood. It gives name to a large but dangerous bay, nearly hemispherical, which is remarkable for abundance of
fine flat fish and lobsters, which are chiefly sent to Cork. There is a small island of the same name, which forms one extremity of the bay, and is almost covered, in the season, with the nets and eggs of various sea-fowl, especially puffins. N. lat. 51° 50'. W. long. 5° 59'.

**BALLYDONEGAN**, a bay on the south coast of Ireland, in the county of Cork, on the south side of the entrance into Kenmare river. It has an open entrance, with a good depth of water and anchorage.

**BALLYELA**, a bay in the Atlantic ocean, on the west coast of Ireland, twelve miles south-east of South Arran islands. N. lat. 54° 53'. W. long. 9° 20'. See **Ballyshannon**.

**BALLYGELLY HEAD**, a cape on the east coast of Ireland, in the Irish sea. N. lat. 54° 54'. W. long. 5° 44'.

**BALLYHAVEN**, in Geography, lies within the entrance of Strangford haven, on the east coast of Ireland, beyond Port Ferry on the east side.

**BALLYHAUNS**, a port-town, or rather village, in the county of Mayo, province of Connacht, Ireland, where are the ruins of a monastery; 100 Irish miles north-west of Dublin.

**BALLYHAYES**, a small town of the county of Cavan in Ireland, which has an improving market, and mists for flour and oatmeal. The market-house and the ring of the old town are arched, and built of brick. These antique and fantastic buildings show it to have been once a place of considerable note, being remarkably furnished with all the old-fashioned ornaments that the lords of this county were particularly attached to. This town and the adjoining demesne have suffered much from a long dispute respecting the possession. Distance from Dublin 57 Irish miles north-west.

**BALLYKAIA**, an island on the north-west side of the sea of Azof, and near the northern extremity of it. N. lat. 46° 38'. E. long. 56° 18'.

**BALLYLANY**, a small island in the Atlantic ocean, near the west coast of Ireland. N. lat. 53° 23'. W. long. 10° 16'.

**BALLYLEIGH HEAD**, or *Kerry-head*, the south point of the entrance of Shannon river.

**BALLYLESS BAY**, a small harbour on the north-west coast of Ireland, towards the western point, having Dunsink head for its eastern limit, and directly west from Sligo bay, and east from Bredon haven.

**BALLYMACHUS POINT**, the western point of the entrance into Oyster-haven, without the eastern point of the entrance into Kinfare harbour, on the south-east coast of Ireland.

**BALLYMEHON**, a market and post town in the county of Longford, province of Leinster, Ireland, 58 Irish miles north-west of Dublin.

**BALLYMENAH**, a town of Ireland, in the county of Antrim; ten miles north of Antrim.

**BALLYNAMORE**, a post-town in the county of Galway, province of Connaught, Ireland, eighty-five Irish miles west of Dublin.

**BALLYQUINTON POINT**, a cape on the coast of the county of Down in Ireland, in the Irish sea, at the easterly point of the entrance into Strangford lough; seven miles east of Downpatrick. N. lat. 54° 19'. W. long. 5° 26'.

**BALLYSERAY CAPE**, lies north-west of Ballykinal island, in the sea of Azof, on a peninsula. N. lat. 46° 50'. E. long. 56° 48'. It is also called *Kofa Bethel Sierai Kava*.

**BALLYSHANNON**, a town of the county of Donegal, in the province of Ulster, Ireland, situated on the river Erne, which discharges the waters of Lough Erne into the bay of Donegal, at the distance of about three miles from the sea. It is the principal town in the county, and was formerly of some consequence as a fortified place, though at present it derives its importance chiefly from its salmon fishery. The harbour is a barred one, but at high water is navigable for vessels of 40 or 50 tons burthen up to the waterfall, where is safe anchorage for a great deal of shipping; but the bar is for some hundreds of yards fo exposed to south-western storms, as to render it quite inaccessible during high winds. The salmon leap, which is near the town, has a very beautiful appearance; the fall is down a ridge of rocks about twelve feet high, and at low water forms a very picturesque object. It is one of the principal salmon leaps in Ireland, and when last visited was set for near 11001. It has during the last two years (1802) been much more productive. There is also an ed fishery, which feeds at 3251. 10s. 6d. yearly. Before the fall, in the middle of the river, is a rocky island, on which is a curing-house, instead of the turret of a ruined castle for which it seems formed. The coast of the river is very bold, consisting of perpendicular rocks with grasses of a beautiful verdure to the very edge; it projects in little promontories which grow longer as they approach the sea, and open to give a fine view of the ocean. The town is prettily situated on the rising ground on each side of the river, over which there is a bridge of fourteen arches. It has improved much within a few years, and is acquiring some degree of importance in trade, which would incastrate much more if a strong wall was built to shelter the entrance of the harbour. The completion of the canal which has been undertaken to join Lough Erne to the sea at Ballyshannon, would also be of material service to it. Near the town, the Rt. Hon. Thomas Conolly has established a linen manufactory, viz. twenty houses with two looms in each house, and a certain portion of land annexed to it. The Tyrone Farmers Society has also offered premiums for establishing a linen market at Ballyshannon. A little north of the town of Ballyshannon, on Mr. Conolly's estate, is a large bank of yellow *pyrites*. This town was made a corporation in 1611, and sent two members to parliament; but this privilege has been discontinued since the union. Its distance from Dublin is 101 Irish miles. Longitude 8° 24'. west of Greenwich, latitude 54° 31'. N. Young's Tour. Beato. Dr. Beaumont. M'Farlane's Stat. Account of Donegal.

**BALLYTHEIGH BAY** lies round the east point of the entrance into Bannow or Bannow bay. (See Bannow.) At the south end is a small island called Inch island.

**BALLYVAGHAN**, a bay on the west coast of Ireland, and north part of the county of Clare, in the south part of Galway bay.

**BALLYVARY**, a post and fair town in the county of Mayo, province of Connaught, Ireland, 135 Irish miles north-west of Dublin.

**BALLYWATER**, the mouth of the entrance into Carrickfergus bay, on the north-east coast of Ireland, and the opening of Belfast river. The name is sometimes given to the sea southward along the east coast of the peninsula, of which Strangford lough, or lake, is the west side.

**BALM**, in Botany. See **MELISA**.

**BALM** of *Gilead*. See *Dracocephalum*.

**Balm of Balsam**. See *Balsam*.

**Balm**, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony, and Hinder Pomerania, 17 miles S. W. of Stargard, and 17 south of Old Stettin. N. lat. 53° 8'. E. long. 14° 48'.
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BALMALA, a town of Africa, in the desert of Ber-
don. BALMAMAT, a town of Asiatic Turkey, twelve
miles west of Karhanfar.
BALMARINO, in the county of Fife, in Scotland, is
the name of a parish within whose limits is a small har-
bour, and the remains of an abbey which bears the name
of the parish. From the former a considerable quantity
of grain is annually exported; and a salmon fishery is es-
ablished near this place in the frith of Tay. The abbey of
Balmarno, which was founded in 1229, for monks of the
Cistercian order, has been a magnificent and extensive pile
of building; but its grandeur is nearly annihilated, and only
a few fragments remain to mark its site and character.
It is about ten miles to the east of Perth.
BALMING. See ENBALNING.
BALMUCCIA, a town of Piedmont, in the valley of
Sofa, seven miles west of Varallo.
BALNAVES, Henry, in Biography, a Scots Protestant
divine, was born in the time of James V., and educated in
the university of St. Andrews. He fi-
nished his studies in France; and on his return to Scotland,
was admitted into the family of the earl of Argyll, and dif-
muled in 1542, for embracing the Protestant religion.
Have
ing joined the murders of Cardinal Beaton in 1564, he was
declared a traitor, and excommunicated. During the siege
of St. Andrews, he was sent by this party to England,
and returned with a considerable supply of provisions and money;
but being compelled to surrender to the French, he was
sent with the rest of the garrison to France. After his re-
turn to Scotland, about the year 1559, he was appointed
one of the commissioners to treat with the duke of Norfolk
on the part of queen Elizabeth. In 1563, he was made
one of the lords of session; and appointed, with other
learned men, to revile the book of discipline. Knox, who
was his fellow-labourer, gives him the character of a very
learned and pious divine. He died at Edinburgh in 1579.
Its writings are "A Treatise concerning justification," and
BALNEARI S S E R V I , in Antiquity, servants or attend-
ants belonging to the baths.
Some were appointed to heat them, called fornici
tores; others were denominated custodii, who kept the clothes
of those that went into them; others alpiti, whose care it was
to pull off the hair; others undinarii, who anointed and per-
fumed the body.
BALNEARIUS FER, a kind of thief who practised
stealing the clothes of persons in the baths; sometimes also
called far balnearum.
The crime of these thieves was a kind of sacrilege; for
the hot baths were sacred: hence they were more severely
punished than common thieves, who flew out of private
houses. The latter were acquitted with paying double the
value of the thing stolen; whereas the former were pu-

Dental, near the coast of Arrascan. N. lat. 19° 50' to 20°
5'; E. long. 93° to 93° 20'.
BALONICHI, in the Materia Medica of the ancients, a
name given by Avicenna, Averroes, and others, to a kind of
camphor, which they describe as coarse, brown, and of
less value than the other sorts. This is probably the name
with our rough camphor, as brought over to us from the
East Indies.
BALONITES, in Geography, a people of Africa, who in-
hibit the banks of the river Ganges; the channel which sepa-
rates Baffo from the main land. Their territory is about
thirteen leagues in length, and about as much in breadth.
The Balontes maintain to intercede with the neighbouring
negroes, either on the continent or islands; and though
they sometimes travel beyond their own limits, they will
permit no foreign negroes to pass their frontiers. Their
religion is idolatry, and their form of government an aristo-
cracy. They allow of no slavery; they are bold, intrepid,
and warlike; but crafty, treacherous, and fraudulent.
Their arms are alphagues, arrows, and sabres. The Balon-
tes are supposed to have gold mines in their country; and
under this idea the Portuguese assembled a large body of
troops at Baffo in 1665, and invaded the country. Yet
the rain of the seafarers rendered their arms and ammunition
useless; and the Balontes attacked them with this disad-
antage so vigorously, with their alphagues and sabres, as
soon to rout them and force them to retire with a consider-
able loss of men, and of all their ammunition and stores.
BALOU, a town of Asia, in Armenia, twenty-five
miles northwest of Cars.
BALQUHIDDER is a parish in Perthshire, in the
highlands of Scotland, and is noted for its mountainous
scenery. Some of the mountains are very high and steep;
among them, those of Benmore and BenVorlich are the
most lofty and conspicuous; the first rising to the height of
3903 feet above the level of the sea, and the latter to
that of 3300 feet. In this parish is a considerable extent
of the ancient Caledonian forest; but it is annually abridged
by the including fytham, which has at length found its way
into these northern regions. Here are also several lakes
or lochs, of which the principal are those of Lochdoidhe,
Lochvol, part of Lochlahuan, and part of Lochearn.
The military road from Strirling to Fort William passes
through this parish. The great inequality of ground pre-
vents the farmers from appropriating any of their lands
to arable; and the pature on the sides of the hills is
chiefly fed by sheep.
BALS, a river of Greenland, which runs into the sea.
N. lat. 64° 30'; W. long. 50° 12'.
BALSAM, in Ancient Geography, Tabwera, a town of Hi-
pania, in Lusitania; belonging, according to Ptolemy, to
the Tardecati. It was in the past called Canopus, near the
sea, and not far from Ama to the west.—Also, a borough of
the interior of Africa, reckoned by Pliny among the
conquests of Cornelius Balbus.
BALSAM, in Chemistry and Medicine, Balsamus, Gr.;
Balsamum, Balsamum, Lat. ; balsam, Fr. Various meanings
have been affixed to this term, which it is of some import-
ance to distinguish, as the oils of natural balsams have been
effected from the earliest ages as some of the most valuable
productions of the vegetable kingdom, have formed the
most precious articles of commerce in the East, and have
been used for medicinal purposes, and about the human
body, as long as the art of medicine and the practice of ad-
orning the perfum have been cultivated.
The term balsam appears to have been originally confined
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to a certain fragrant viscid juice exuding from a tree in Arabia and Egypt, and now denominated the balsam of Mecca, or Opobalsamum. Hence it was extended to other productions of the same nature; and we may define the true
meaning of a balsam to be a fragrant, oily, viscid, inflammable juice, exuding from various trees and plants, not soluble in water, incapable of putrefaction, andpossessed of the power of preferring animal matter from spontaneous change for a considerable length of time. This latter property has given rise to the term embalming or balsamation of bodies, so universally practiced among the Egyptians.

Balsams are generally more or less acid to the taste, particularly after having been for some time chewed in the mouth. They have the strongest affinity to Resins, from which they seem to differ only in containing a larger portion of essential oil, so that if any of the liquid balsams (turpentine for example) be distilled per se with a gentle heat, an oil rises in considerable quantity, and the residuum is a substance now dry and brittle, scarcely in any respect different from a resin.

Of late years a distinction has been made, and admitted into the French nomenclature, between balsams and resins, in the circumstance of the former containing a portion of the Benzoic acid, which considerably adds to the penetrating fragrance of these substances, especially when warmed, and may be expelled from them by a gentle heat. This distinction was proposed by Bucquet, and has since been very generally adopted. We cannot however allow of its propriety, since it would confine the term to a very small number of substances, even to the exclusion of the original balsam of Mecca and many others to which the term has long been appropriated; and it would extend to the solid and brittle gum benzoin contrary to the quality of *opobalsamum* or *viscidum* which has always been considered as essential to a balsam, so much so that even the solution of sulphur in oil has on this account been termed a balsam.

Balsams are natural or artificial. The latter are composed exclusively belonging to pharmacy, and generally composed of essential oils, resins, and aromatics brought to the confidence of a balsam, sometimes by oil, sometimes by ardent spirit. These preparations are so numerous and often complex, that we shall only mention a few of the most celebrated; but first we shall notice the—

§ 1. Natural Balsams.

*Balfamum Meccae.*—B. *Opobalsamum.*—B. *Gileadense.*—B. *Judaeum.*—B. *Syriacum.*—The genuine opobalsam or balm of Mecca.

This celebrated balsam has preferred almost from time immemorial the high value in which it has been invariably held by the eastern nations. This indeed is partly owing to the exclusive spirit of oriental despotism, which prevents this precious drug from entering the common markets; so that all our knowledge of its properties is derived either from report, or from the rare opportunities which individuals have enjoyed of possessing a specimen of it.

The tree that yields it is the *Amyris*, of which there appear to be several species, all of them fragrant and balsamic. It is commonly obtained by incisions: the *xylobalsum* being prepared from the wood, and the *carpobalsamum* from the fruit. It is chiefly collected in Arabia, in the interior of the country, between Mecca and Medina. According to Bruce, when fresh from the tree, the balsam is of a light yellow colour, a little turbid. It presently grows clear and yellow like honey, which deepens by age. Its smell is exquisitely fragrant and very pungent, giving a sensation like that of volatile salts. This remains for years if the balsam is kept carefully corked. The taste is bitter, acid, aromatic, and astrignent.

The quantity yielded by one tree is very small, seldom more than about a dram daily, which alone must render it an expensive article; but in all probability it might be obtained without much difficulty by Europeans, if it was likely to repay the expense. On pouring a drop of this balsam on a glass of cold water, it spreads itself over the surface in a thin pellicle, which may afterwards be taken off by a pin, whilst the water becomes strongly impregnated with the scent and flavour of the balsam. This is generally mentioned as a test of the genuineness of this article, but it is entirely fallacious, for when long kept the true balsam will not exhibit this appearance, and many of the other thin balsams will show it with as much ease as the opobalsam.

When rubbed with water it becomes milky, and is resolved into a mass resembling lard in appearance. On adding more water it separates altogether, and flows at the top. Spirit of wine highly rectified diffuses this balsam without much difficulty; on adding water, the whole becomes milky. It is also soluble in the expressed and the essential oils. If a solution in olive oil is mixed with water very gradually, it forms a kind of pommaud.

This colly balsam is in the highest esteem among the Turks and other eastern nations both as a medicine and a cosmetic. The Turks take it in the dose of a few drops to fortify the stomach and excite the animal powers: externally it is used as a vulnerary. It may readily be imagined that the oriental spirit of exaggeration should have extolled the superior virtues of this admired balsam; but fair experiments on its medicinal properties are still wanting, nor is it probable that it would be found to exceed the other balsams in this respect, so much as it does in fragrance of scent.

The Mecca balsam is also employed at Constantinople as a cosmetic in the feraglio, according to the testimony of lady Wortley Montague. Under what form it is used does not appear, but its acrimony is such as to irritate the skin very considerably when rubbed on the face unmixed, as the fame eminent lady experienced on her own person. It is scarcely necessary to add that the substance sometimes torn in the shops for balsam of Mecca, and at no great price, must be a mixed and adulterated compound in no degree to be depended on as the true opobalsam.

The dried berries of this tree were formerly kept in the shops, and called, as well as the balsam, *carposbalsamum*; and the dried twigs, *xylobalsum*.

*Balfamum Coparica.*—B. *Copaiba.*—B. *Brazilense*—Copaiba or *Capivi Balsam.*

This balsam, one of the most active and valuable for medicine, is obtained from the *Copaifera officinalis*, Linnaeus, a tall and elegant tree growing in Brazil and several other parts of South America. To procure it, several incisions or sometimes augur-holes are made near the ground penetrating through the bark into the substance of the wood, when the balsam flows out in such abundance, that sometimes in three hours twelve pounds have been obtained.

This balsam is colourless when flowing from the tree; after a while it becomes of an amber yellow, and considerablv viscid, but retains its transparency; it is never known to become perfectly solid. The smell of capivi balsam is fragrant and powerful; to the taste it is bitterish, heating, aromatic, and permanent on the tongue; it stains paper as oil does. It is nearly insoluble in water; but on being long rubbed with it, a kind of milky emulsion is produced, from which however the balsam soon separates and rises to the top. It is readily soluble in fixed and volatile oils, and in spirit.
spirit of wine: the latter makes a very strong penetrating tincture. Distillation readily separates the balsam into an oil which has all the sensible properties of the capiví, and into an infusid resin. If carelessly distilled, with water, from a fifth to half the weight of oil obtained, which is highly fragrant and nearly colourless. The resinum is a resin, at first green and tenacious, afterwards growing yellow and brittle, soluble in alcohol, but not in water. The water with which the balsam has been distilled becomes slightly impregnated with the colour and flavour of the capiví. Distilled per se, or mixed with ashes and subjected to a strong heat, the oil which rises at first fragrant and clear, afterwards bluish, thick, empyreumatic, but not ungrateful to the smell.

The capiví balsam is unquestionably an active substance when taken into the stomach; and its medicinal virtues, though perhaps over-rated, are however very considerable. Like turpentine, it determines powerfully to the kidneys, and impregnates the urine with its qualities, and has therefore been supposed peculiarly suited to diseases of the organs. As its effects, however, are heating and irritating, it is capable of producing much mischief as well as good, and its use is now chiefly confined to the cure of gout and go-norrhœa. It is also serviceable in certain states of hemorrhois and diseases of the rectum, a fact which may well be credited, when it is considered of what acid materials the celebrated Ward's paste is composed. In pulmonary affections it has been used strictly as a subery or balsamic, but it is too apt to produce or increase the general fever, and can seldom be employed with safety in these cases. The usual dose of this balsam is about twenty drops, but it is so virulent that this method of division cannot be adopted till it is warmed. The best form of exhibition is triturated with yolk of egg, almonds or mucilage, and thus united with water into an emulsion. This balsam is easily adulterated with the thinner turpentine or with oils; and the detection of this fraud is often difficult on account of the potency of the smell and taste of the capiví, which covers almost every other.

Balsamum Peruvianum exudes from a large tree growing in Peru, Mexico, Brazil, and other parts of America. See Myroxylon Peruvianum.

There are two species of the Peruvian balsam, the white and the brown; the white balsam is very rarely met with in the shops. It is procured by incision of the bark, but very sparingly, and it soon concretes into a fragrant brittle resin, which is brought over in gourd shells. It is also called the white syrops. It is less hot and more fragrant than the black balsam, and more approaches to the properties of syrops.

The common Peruvian balsam is of a dark colour approaching to black; the smell highly fragrant; the taste aromatic, rather bitter, and considerably acid; the confluence always thick and viscid. Drop it into water; it sinks to the bottom, and refuses to mix with it; but by agitation gives it a fragrant smell and somewhat of the sensible properties of the balsam. It disperses readily in spirit of wine. When mixed with the fixed oils and heated, it is decomposed; its essential oily ingredient, which gave it fluidity, is absorbed by the expirled oil, and a thick tenacious resin remains, which gradually becomes solid in the air. In this insolubility in fixed oils it remarkably differs from the other balsams, nor does it readily mingle with the other balsams. Distilled with water, it gives about a sixteenth of an essential fragrant reddish oil, very sparingly soluble in alcohol. Distillation per se gives a similar oil, but empyreumatic. By regulated heat a small quantity of benzoic acid may be sublimed out of this balsam.

Peruvian balsam is one of the most stimulating of all this species of substances, and is therefore applied with advantage in several diseases. It is also particularly recommended as an external application, where a warm sublimine is required. A tincture is made by distilling it in spirit of wine (Tinctura Balsami Peruvianum, Ph. Lond.), and it enters into several of the artificial or compounded balsamic preparations. The dose of this balsam is from two to twelve grains, and it may be given in the form of an emulsion mixed with water through the medium of yolk of egg. Alcoholic and warm cordial pills are conveniently made up with this balsam, and their virtue is somewhat increased by it.

Balsam affords that it is sometimes sublimed by the second oil that rises from gum benzoin in distillation, digested upon poplar buds, which have a fine terbithous odour, and afterwards mixed with a little of the true balsam. The comparatively low price of the genuine balsam, however, would seem to render this falsification scarcely worth the trouble.

Balsamum Tolufanum is the product of the Tolupera Balsamum, a tree which grows in the province of Tolu, in Spanish America, behind Carthagena. The balsam is obtained by making incisions on the bark of the tree, and is brought over in small gourd shells. This balsam is of a reddish yellow colour, and peculiar; its consistence when fresh is extremely tenacious, but by age it becomes brittle; but in hot weather, pieces of this balsam generally coalesce and adhere to the bottom of any vessel in which it is kept. The smell of this balsam is extremely fragrant and grateful; it has but little taste; when chewed, it sticks to the teeth, and appears almost insoluble in the saliva, but gives a gentle aromatic warmth to the tongue. The Tolu balsam is one of those that contain a notable proportion of the benzoic acid, and is therefore strictly a balsam according to the modern acceptance, and probably owing to the presence of this acid, it readily imparts its flavour to watery liquids, though it appears to be scarcely at all soluble in this fluid. Eight ounces of this balsam boiled for two hours in a close vessel in three pints of water make a very fragrant decoction, which, when mixed with the requisite quantity of sugar, forms the Syrupus Tolufanus, Ph. Lond. In the Edinburg Pharmacopoeia the syrup is formed by the admixture of two pounds of simple syrup recently prepared and not yet cold, with one ounce of the tincture of Tolu.

This balsam is perfectly soluble in spirit of wine. The Tinctura Tolufana, Ph. Ed. and tinctura balsami Tolufani Ph. Lond. are prepared by distilling an ounce and a half of Tolu balsam in a pint of rectified spirit of wine. It is easily soluble in the essential oils, but with difficulty in the fixed. By distillation per se, the sublimed benzoic acid is still given out in a very gentle heat, together with a fragrant empyreumatic oil. On account of the benzoic acid, this balsam burns with a remarkably aromatic penetrating smoke, and was often an ingredient in those fumigations which were formerly so much employed either with a view of purifying an infected atmosphere, or for diffusing a grateful scent. When taken medicinally, either the tincture is employed, or the balsam is united with water by egg or mucilage. Its powers are gently stimulating; but it appears altogether a trudging article of the Materia Medica, except on account of its colour. It is given with more sedative power in pulmonary complaints than the other balsams; and it appears to have some effect in checking or disaggregating the exceedingly offensive fumes of the breath of persons suffering under ulceration of the lungs.

Balsamum
Balsamum Redofis is a balsam described by Murray (App. M.d.), which Spichman relates to be brought from India. In confidence, and other valuable properties, it much resembles the Tolu balsam, but appears to be weaker. Its origin is unknown, and it is supposed to be fictitious. It is seldom seen, and never used.

Balsamum Carpathicum, Carpathian or Hungar balsam, Krummholzbaum, Ger.; called also balsamum Ladanum. This fine balsam is procured from the pinus Mugo and the pinus Ambra, which grow abundantly on the Carpathian mountains, the Tyrol, and many parts of Hungary, Germany, and Switzerland. The balsam is esteemed by the common people as a sovereign remedy for almost every disorder external and internal. The Oleum Tempfionum, or Krummholzol is an oil of turpentine prepared by distilling this balsam, and is in equal repute. For a further description of this and of all the turpentines, which are truly and properly balsams in the usual meaning of the term, see the articles Pinus, and Turpentine, particularly the latter, under which we mean to include most of the resinous products of the different species of fir.

Balsamum Canadense, a very fine fragrant and powerful Turpentine, procured from the Pinus balsamifera, the Virginian or Canada fir.

Balsamum Styrax, florax, or liquid amber. See Styrax.


These are preparations of the Materia Medica formerly in much repute, and compounded of a vast variety of resinous and aromatic drugs, the whole brought to a thickish consistence, so as to resemble the natural balsams. They are but little employed at present. Any preparation in which oil was so far thickened as to be brought to a treacly consistence, was termed, in the older Pharmacopoeias, a balsam, and many of these species were equally used as external and internal applications. We shall only mention a few of these preparations.

Balsamum Locatellii.—Of the former London and Edinburgh Pharmacopoeias. In the former, it was prepared by melting half a pound of yellow wax with about half a pint of olive oil, then adding another half pint of oil, with half a pound of Strafburg turpentine, and when nearly cold, filtering in fixed drams of red faders wood to colour the whole. In the latter, instead of the red faders, balsam of Peru, and powdered dragon's blood were added to the melted wax, oil, and turpentine. Another variety of this preparation used in the Paris Pharmacopoeia, is to employ wax, olive oil, white wine (which was evaporated off the wax and oil), turpentine, faunders wood, and Peruvian balsam.

Balsamum Commendatoris, Baume du Commandeur. — Balsam of Berne. — Wode's Balsam. — Jefuit Drops, or Friar's Balsam. Under all these appellations, and with some variation in the ingredients, was this celebrated balsam known and prepared. In the Paris receipt, a tincture is first made of angelica root and the flowers of hypericum in spirit of wine, in this are dissolved myrrh, olibanum, aloes, florax, benzoin, Peruvian balsam, and ambergris. The whole makes a thick, fragrant, and highly stimulating liquid; which is used either internally as a cordial and supposed vulnerary, or externally to promote the cicatrization of wounds. A judicious reformation of this balsam is retained by the London and Edinburgh colleges, under the name of—

Balsamum Traumaticum, or Tinctura Benzois Compota. This is prepared by dissolving three ounces of benzoin, two ounces of florax, one ounce of balsam of Tolu, and half an ounce of aloes, in two pints of rectified spirit of wine. The Edinburgh college omit the florax.

Balsamum Vite, Balsam de Vire. This powerful medicine was prepared by Hoffman, under whose name it went. It consists of a solution of several essential oils, and a small portion of Peruvian balsam, in highly rectified spirit of wine. It is extremely fragrant and stimulating, and is employed almost entirely as an internal medicine in languors, faintings, violent colic, and other cales that require a sudden and powerful stimulant. The ingredients in the Brandenburg pharmacopoeia, adopted as an improvement of Hoffman's balsam of life, are the essential oils of lavender, nutmegs, cloves, rhodium. wild thyme, cinnamon, lemon, bergamot, and balsam of Peru, diffused in spirit of lavender. The present durable quality of simplifying the pharmaceutical preparations, would probably diminish the number of these essential oils which appears to be quite arbitrary.

A mixture of eight ounces of vitriolic acid, and two ounces of olive oil forms the—

Balsamum Arbitrium, a very powerful external application, in which the corrosive power of the vitriolic is moderated, but it requires to be used with great caution. In preparing it, the acid must be added very gradually to the oil with constant agitation, otherwise part of the oil will be charred and reduced to a hard black mass. When well prepared, it is of a very dark brown colour, and an uniform balsamic consistence.

The last of the artificial balsams which we shall mention, are the combinations of sulphur with oil.

Balsamum Sulphuris, or Oleum Sulphuratun; Ph. Lond. and Edin. prepared by melting in an iron pot flowers of sulphur, with four, or with eight times the weight of olive oil.

The result is a thick, solid, tenacious balsam. Petroleum Sulphuratun is prepared the same way, only with the use of petroleum, instead of olive oil.

Balsamum Sulphuris Terdentimentum. B.S. Anijatum, which are now nearly disused, were prepared by digelling the sulphur in oil of turpentine, in glass vessels on a sand heat, and in the latter case, also adding oil of anise feed. Oil of turpentine readily dissolves the sulphur, and with vichemence when in quantities, so that this preparation should be made in a very large manner. All the sulphur balsams differ from the other balsams in having a very offensive smell and taste. They are hot and irritating, and their internal use is very limited. Externally, the thick sulphur balsam is used in farriery.

Balsam Apple, Male, in Botany. See Momordica.

Balsam Boy, in Geography, lies on the west side of Old Cape Francois, and on the north side of the island of Hispaniola, or St. Domingo, in the West Indies. N. lat. 19° 42′ W. long. 65° 35′. See Baume.

Balsamation. See Embalming.

Balsamelles, in Medicine. Before we conclude the article of balsams, it may be proper to make a few observations on their use in medicine. Of the properties which have been attributed to the internal use of all balsams, none is more ancient, and commonly prevalent than that of heating or vulnerary. This idea appears to have arisen from the observations of their use, when externally applied to a recent wound. If a gash is made in the hand with a clean cutting knife, and the parts are brought together and bound up with a rag dipped in any balsam, and left undisturbed for some days, it...
it is a matter of common remark, that the wound will generally heal without any suppuration, by simple union of the divided parts. However, it is highly probable that the balsam acts, in this case, princially as a cement to keep the divided lips in more complete re-union, and to exclude the external air; for the same application to the surface of an open infected wound, is known by every surgeon frequently to bring on extreme pain and inflammation, and to increase all the danger of too extensive suppuration or gangrene.

The natural balsams are some milder than others, but all have a certain degree of astringency, which renders their indiscriminate use in injuries of the body extremely hazardous, though under due management they may be of essential service. But scarcely a single circumstance which recommends their external use, can apply to internal ulceration or rupture of vessels. The healing power depends chiefly on the mode of application, the degree of topical stimulus, and probably the exclusion of external air; and hence, the value which has been set on balsams as internal vulneraries is entirely lost.

A languid indolent ulcer in the kidney might perhaps be affixed by local stimulating remedies, but when the remedy must enter the stomach, and pervade all the vessels mixed with and diluted by the common circulating fluid, the remedy is no longer local, and the irritation which it produces, is either counteracted during the circulation, or is equally diffused over the whole system. Balsams, therefore, though they are by no means to be despised, are no longer viewed with that degree of partiality which the older physicians entertained for them, and repeated experience has shown them to be sometimes absolutely useless, and often positively detrimental in internal ulceration of the lungs, kidney, or other diseases for which they have been long celebrated.

**BALSAMINA, or Balsem, in Botany.** See Impatiens.

**BALSAMITA.** See Achillea, Chrysanthenum, and Tanacetum.

**Balsamita, in the Materia Medica.** See Tanacetum.

**Balsamita, in Entomology, a species of Aphis, that feeds on the tanacetum balsamita.** Mill. Zool. Dan.—The general colour is black; abdomen green; eyes red.

"**BALSAMON, THEODOR, in Biography, an eminent master of the canon law, flourished in the Greek church towards the close of the twelfth century.** He was appointed guardian of the laws and records, i.e. Nomophylax and Chartophylax, of the church of Constantinople; and he was nominated by the Greek church to the patriarchate of Antioch; but this see being seized by the Latins, never came into his possession. By the emperor Isaac Angelus Comnenus he was flattered, for serving his own purposes in favour of Dofithes, with the hope of being advanced to the patriarchate of Constantinople; and thus seduced, he maintained, in the assembly of the prelates, that the translation of the patriarch of Jerusalem to this elevated station, was agreeable to the canon law, and the prelates acquiesced in his opinion. But after this exercise of ingenuity and violation of conscience, he was deceived and disappointed; for Dofithes was preferred, upon the authority of his decision. Balsamon wrote several learned works on canon law; particularly "Commentaries on the Apostolical Canons, the General and Particular Councils, and the Canonical Letters of the Greek fathers," printed in folio, in Greek and Latin, at Paris, in 1520; and in two volumes folio, in "Beveridge's Pandects of Canons," printed at Oxford in 1672. He also wrote a "Collection of Ecclesiastical Constitutions, which may be found in Greek and Latin in "Juffelli Bibliotheca Canonica," and other learned works. Fabr. Bibl. Græc. t. v. p. 33. t. ix. p. 184. t. xii. p. 47. t. xii. p. 207. &c.

**BALSANO, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Bari; seven miles south of Bari.**

**BALSAS, a town of South America, in Peru, in the jurisdiction of Caxamarca, near the river Maragnon.**

**Balsey Cliff, in Geography.** See Dawsey.

**Balsam, Hugh de, in Biography, an English divine, bishop of Ely, and founder of St. Peter's college, or Peter-houe, in Cambridge, was born, probably, at Balsham in Cambridgeshire, towards the beginning of the thirteenth century. In 1247, he was nominated by the monks of the Benedictine monastery of Ely, of which he was sub-prior, to the see of Ely; but Henry III. refused to confirm the nomination. Balsham appealed to the pope, and the bishopric remained for ten years undecided. At last, however, the pope and monks prevailed. When the prelate was seated in his see, he projected the laudable design of providing education for poor scholars, and instituted a college, since known by the name of Peter-houe. He died at Dodington, in 1288, and was buried in the cathedral church of Ely. By his will he left many books to his scholars, and 300 marks for erecting new buildings. An instrument, dated in 1291, his memory is annually celebrated in his college. The distinction of jurisdiction between the chancellor of the university of Cambridge, and the archdeacon of Ely, was settled in 1276 by this prelate. Biog. Brit.

**Balsig, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, twenty miles from Turiafo, near the Iberus, and south-east of Calaguris.**

**Balsora, in Geography.** See Borsa.

**Baltago, in Biography.** See Bassor.

**Baltagi, among the Turks, porters, and hewers of wood, in the court of the grand signor; who also mount on horseback, when the emperor rides out. Part of them also, who for that purpose must be elaborately, keep watch at the gates of the first and second courts of the fagali. These last are called copigi, and their commander copigi-pasha.**

**Baltas, in Geography, a town of Courland, 20 miles east of Gedburg.**

**Baltazarini, in Biography, an Italian performer on the violin, who seems first to have brought that instrument into favour at the court of France, before any honourable mention is made of it elsewhere in that kingdom. He was born, in 1575, at the head of a band of violin players from Piedmont, by marquis Brilai, to Catharine de Medicis, and appointed to that prince's first valet de chambre, and superintendent of her music. The violin, however, seems to have been well known and in general use in Italy at this time, as Montague, who was at Verona in 1530, says that there were organists and violinists to accompany the masques in the great church. Journ. du Voyage. Baltazarini having contributed greatly to the improvement of the royal family and nobility, by his ingenuity in fudging magnificent pianos, machinery, and decorations, for balstes, divertiements, and other dramatic representations, received the quaint title of de Beaunjoyeux. See Balet de la Roye.**

**Baltchatsko, a town of Siberia, 48 miles east of Kranioairk.**

**Balteatus, in Entomology, a species of Cimex (Spirosia) that inhabits South America. It is oblong, fer ruginous, with a transverse yellow line, and many teeth on the hinder tibia. Fabricius, Ccelin.**
Balteatus, a species of Elater, of a black colour; anterior half of the wing-cases rufous. Linn. Fv. Suec. A native of Europe.

BALTIEUK, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in the province of Bulgaria, twelve miles north-east of Yana.

BALTEUS, in Entomology, a species of Cerambyx, that inhabits Lusatia. The thorax is spinous; body ferruginous; abdomen ovate; wing-cases with a blackish band. Linnaeus.

BALTHAZAR, Anthony, in Biography, surgeon at Leyden, published in 1722, "Pathologia chirurgica, &c." 8vo. in which are some judicious observations on hernia congenita, and on wounds of the cerebrum, which he does not consider as mortal. He mentions a hernia of the brain, reaching from the occiput to the shoulder, and persons living to an adult age, who were born with spina bifida. True febrirr are not curable, he maintains, by internal medicines. The work has considerable merit; of the author, however, we have no particular account. Haller Bib. Chirurg.

BALTHAZAR, Christopher, a learned French Protestant, was born about the year 1588, at Villeneuve-le-roi, and, though educated in the Roman church, induced by the study of ecclesiastical history to embrace the reformed religion. On account of this change in his religious profession, he was obliged to abandon the lucrative post of advocate to the presidial of Auxerre, and to remove to Chartres, at a distance from his relations and friends, where he was publicly received among the Protestant sect. He was afterwards patronised by a wealthy young counsellor of Caftres, who, as an acknowledgment for the benefit of his instructions, allowed him a liberal pension. But attached to the Protestant cause, desirous of promoting it, he left the house of his patron, and devoted himself to writing. His talents and zeal attracted the notice of the reformed party, and in 1659, the national synod of London granted him a pension of 750 livres. In his differtations on the subjects in dispute between the Catholics and Protestants, he particularly opposed cardinal Baronius, and his papers having been read and approved by M. Dallé, moderator of the synod of London, were ordered for publication. But being returned to their author, who, soon after died, they were probably suppressed by him on account of the defect of his style, as they could not be found. In his animadversions on the annals of Baronius, he is said to have been so attentive to his style, that he was not able to finish a single page of his work in a day. Of his Latinity, a favourable specimen may be seen in his "Panegyric on M. Fouquet," printed in 1640.


BALTIEUS ORIONIS, belt of Orion, in Astronomy, a part of the constellation of Orion, consisting of three bright stars of the second magnitude, placed nearly in a right line in Orion’s girdle.

BALTHICA, in Conchylogy, a species of Tellina that inhabits the Baltic sea. This shell is roundish, smooth, outside carnation colour. Linn. Fv. Suec. About the size of a horf-bean, and very rarely larger; extremely thin, pellucid, brittle, and white within. Chemnitz, &c.

Balthica, a species of Helix found on the shores of the Baltic sea. This shell is imperforated, ovate, and pointed; with elevated wrinkles; aperture ovate, and very ample. Linn. Fv. Suec. The animal is black, with two tentacula; shell pellucid, and with four whorls.

BALTHICUS, a species of Nautilus, of the smaller kind, that is found adhering to the roots of fucu. This shell is sometimes opaque, sometimes glossy, frequently pellucid; and the wreaths either flat, flattened, ribbed, or tuberculated. It is specifically distinguished by being white, convex, aperture linear, and the first wreath much larger than the others. Schrödt.

BALTIC, or East-sea, anciently called Varisfikoi moré, or the sea of the Varagis or Varagians, in Geography, lies westward of Russia. Ptolemy calls it Vendenius sinus; Tacitus, mare Suevicum; and Pliny speaks of it under the name of Codanus sinus. The Russians denominate it Baltiskoi moré; the Germans the Oder-fee; and the Swedes Otter-fee. That part of it which walks the coasts of the governments of St. Petersburg, Reval, and Vyborg, is called the gulf of Finland, which is above four hundred versts in length, and from a hundred to a hundred and twenty broad; the part extending between the government of Riga and the island of Ciefel, is called the gulf of Riga. The chief harbours in the Baltic are, Riga or Durnamunde, Reval, Ferna, Habfalk, Rogery, known called Baltic-port, Peterburg or Cronstadt, Vyborg, Frendrieksby, and Arenburg in the island of Ciefel. The principal islands in this sea are, Rugen, Bornholm, Oland, Gotland, Ciefel, Dago, Tylde, Mohn, Seiffar, Penfur, Lavenaur, Tyske, and Halland, Cronfadt. There are great fisheries in these parts, and numbers of seals are taken; but far more considerable is the navigation; as it may be computed that every year upwards of two thousand ships of burden pass to and from the Russian ports alone. Much skill and caution are requisite for navigating this sea, and especially the gulf of Finland, both on account of the heavy squalls and gales of wind so frequent here, and the multitude of rocks and shelves with which these seas abound. The water is only brackish, and has a very perceptible current, so that in northerly winds it is almost fresh to the taste. It is asserted, on very good foundation, that the water of the Baltic is every year decreasing; indeed, by repeated observations made in Sweden, it is found to subside at the rate of forty-five inches every hundred years. Mr. Otto (ubi infra) is of opinion, that nothing certain can be determined upon this point. Since the time when the Baltic was confined within its present boundaries, the decrease and increase of its water are, as he conceives, merely apparent; and it may have happened from various causes, that land may have been gained in one quarter and lost in another. Large rivers, which flow with great rapidity, may, for example, have carried with them into the sea a great deal of earth and sand, by which the beds at their mouths may have been raised, and the banks extended towards the sea. The Baltic has Denmark on the south, Sweden to the west, Lapland to the north, and to the east Bothnia, Finland, Livonia, Ingria, Courland, and a part of Poland. It communicates with the Cattegatte to the south by the Sound, the great and the lesser Belt. At Pillau and Memel it communicates with two large lakes, the Frich Haff and Courich Haff, both of which contain fresh water. The waves of the Baltic are less high than in the ocean, but they succeed one another in greater number and with more impetuosity, and thus are more harassing to the ships. In its agitation it deposits amber on the shores of Courland and Prussia. It appears from Tacitus (De Moribus German. c. 44, 45.) that the knowledge which the Romans acquired of the maritime powers of the Baltic was obtained by their land journeys in search of amber. The Baltic is liable to be frozen for about three months in the year, which may probably be in part owing to the frequent
of its waters, which again may be occasioned by the numerous rivers that flow into it. The number of streams which directly or indirectly empty themselves into this sea, amount, according to Buffon, to 403; and among these the Oder, the Vistula, &c., are the most considerable. We are assured by history, that this sea has been sometimes totally frozen during the winter. This was the case in 1733, at which time people could travel on ice from Lubec to Prussia and Denmark; and on this occasion tents were erected in different places for the accommodation of travellers. A similar phenomenon occurred in 1599, and in 1533; and in 1423, people could walk and ride on the ice between Königsberg and Lubec. Journeys of this kind were undertaken, at least years after, not only from Prussia to Holstein, but also from Mecklenburg to Denmark; and this was done likewise in 1459. The frosts of the year 1709, and also of 1740, were also very remarkable. The depth of the Baltic, in most places, never exceeds 50 fathoms. In some few places of the Gulf of Bothnia no bottom is to be found; but in others, quite near the coast, the depth is not more than 50 fathoms.

It has been observed, that the water in the Baltic is cooler even in the hottest summers than that of the other seas. The Baltic has no tides, or is not subjected to a regular ebbing and flowing, as it is surrounded by land, and is united with the North Sea only by the Sound and the two belts; which circumstance has given occasion to its being called the inactive sea, or Mare pigrum. During a long continuance of the well wind, its natural efflux is prevented, and a considerable quantity of water is forced into it from the North Sea; so that it then rises on the coasts a little above its usual level. This connection, however, with the German ocean is sometimes the cause that the ebbing and flowing of the latter, though weak, co-operates with the Baltic, so that traces of their effects may be perceived. See Physical Observations on the East or Baltic Sea, by F. W. Otto, from "Abriis einer Naturgeschichte des Meeres, Berlin, 1792 and 1794, 2 vols. 8vo.

Baltic Port, formerly called Roggywick, was raised to a city town in 1783, and one of the five districts of the government of Reval, or Elefonia, according to the geographical dictionary of the Russian empire in 1782 and 1783. Situated in a bay on the Baltic, in the government of Reval, lat. 59° 22'. long. 41° 1' 3", it has 110 timber houses, 211 inhabitants, and a brick church. This harbour has been greatly improved of late by art. Its trade arises from the fishery, &c.; but it has few or no manufactories.

Baltic Fisheries and Commerce. A considerable fishery is carried on along the coasts of the Baltic. The gulfs of Riga and of Finland contain generally the same species of fish, and the employment which the produce of both occasion is nearly equal. The naturalists of Livonia (Fischer) enumerate in the waters belonging to that province forty-nine different species of fish, among which the salmon, streamings, pike, and lampreys, if not for home consumption, yet for exportation, are the most important. The salmon is caught in almost all the rivers, but those in the Diva and the Narova are the best, though they come far behind those of the Angiangel in delicacy and plumptness; they are exported smoked and salted. The streamings, a degenerate species of herring, are everywhere found on the shores of the Baltic, but especially about Pernau, where they are in such quantities, that 300 of these small fish are bought for three or five kopecks; a ton of them when salted costs from three to six rubles. Formerly they were exported; but the northern herring have annihilated this branch of commerce, which are at present even bought by Livonia, the streamings being not sufficient for the home and the foreign consumption. Yet influences are not wanting of 300,000 of them having been taken at one successful draught. One species of fish quite peculiar to these waters is the kyllo streamings, a smaller and more delicate variety of the true streamings, caught in great numbers in autumn near Reval and Rockryck. They are pickled, and form a good substitute for anchovies and lampreys; and are accordingly, thus prepared, sent abroad to various parts. Not less exquisite are the potted lampreys that come particularly from Narva. The greatest store of the Gulf of Finland consists in flutes, salmon, and carp; even sturgeon are found in the Gulf of Cronstadt, and likewise at times in the Neva. Of the smaller ports of fish with which the government of Vyborg is supplied, a great superfluity, an exceedingly great quantity is brought alive in pierced vessels to St. Petersburg, and there sold cheap at the water-sides, in the barks which form a sort of fish market, and others that lie in various parts of the canals. In winter the transport of frozen fish from the remoter parts of the empire is also very considerable. The Russian commerce, in all the ports, which may be generally termed the Baltic trade, as it is stated by Mr. Tocke, from Hermann and Taube, amounted in 1790 to a sum of 35,750,000 rubles, of which the exports made 21,250,000, and the imports 14,500,000 rubles. Tocke's View of the Russian Empire, vol. ii. p. 53. 436.

BALTIMORA, in Botany (a plant to be named by Linnaeus in honour of F. C. Lord Baltimore, proprietor of Maryland in North America). Long. 63° 10' E. Gaz. t. 169. Clas. Linn, Feug. polygamia meditoria. Nat. Ord. compositae. Species libera. CroSB. junc. Gen. Char. Cal. common cylindrical, leafy, slender, lanceolate, erect; the interior ones shorter. Cor. compound, radiate; corollas hemaphrodite of the dish (eleven); females of the ray five; proper of the hemaphrodites funnel-form, with a five-eleft, tomentose border; of the females ligulate, ovate, trifled, the middle one less. Stam. in the hemaphrodite, filaments five; anther cylindrical. Pist. in the hemaphrodite, germ oblong; style short, stigma none; in the females, germ oblong, crowned with a toothed deciduous calyx; style filiform, very short; filaments two, filiform, longer than the corollae. Per. none. Calyx unlobed. Seeds, in the hemaphrodite none; in the females three-rayed, naked, gibbous at the top. Rec. clay. Eff. Gen. Char. Cal. long, biclinic, many-leaved; ray of the corolla five flowered; down none. Rec. clay.

Spec. 1. B. rothi. Gaz. Fruci. 244. An annual upright plant about two feet high. Stem four-cornered, ciliated, green, ruged at the angles. Branches short, lateral; leaves opposite, foliaceous, ovate, acuminate, serrate, three-nerved, somewhat tomentose; flowers yellow, in terminal panicles; corollas of the disk tomentose, with black anthers. This is a distinct genus from Miller's, although the plant much resembles it. A native of Maryland, near Baltimore. Introduced in 1781 by Mons. Thouin. It flows in June and July.

BALTIMORE, in Geography, a county of Maryland, in North America, lies between Patapocc and Gunpowder rivers; the former separating it from Ann Arundel county on the south and south-west, and Gunpowder and Little Gunpowder dividing it from Hartford county on the east and north-east. It has Frederick county on the west and north-west, Pennsylvania on the north, and Chincapaw bay on the south-east. Besides the rivers which bound it, and between the branches, this county has Back and Middle rivers, between the two former, but they are rather arms of Chincapaw bay than rivers. In this county there are numerous iron works; and it contains 25,734 inhabitants, including 5,717 slaves.
Baltimore, the chief town in the above county, and
the largest in the state of Maryland; ranks in size the fourth, and
in commerce the fifth, in the United States. It is leat
on the north side of Patapsco river, at a small distance from
its junction with the Chesapeake, and surrounds what is called the
Bason, in which the water rises at common tides to the
height of five or six feet, and which is reckoned one of the
finest harbours in America. This bason, says Weld, affords
about nine feet of water, and is large enough to contain
2000 sail of merchant vessels. Along this bason are wharfs
and flores through the whole length of the town. Baltimore
is divided into the part called the town, and that called Fell's
point, by a creek, over which are two bridges; but the
houses are irregularly scattered from the one to the other.
At Fell's point the water is deep enough for ships of burden,
but only small vessels go up to the town. Wharfs have
been built at this point, by the side of which vessels of 600
tons burden may lie with perfect safety. Here many per-
sons have been induced to settle, on account of its contiguity
to the shipping. Upwards of 700 houses have been already
erected there, and regular streets laid out, with a large mar-
tet place. These houses, generally speaking, are considered
as a part of Baltimore, though they apparently form a sepa-
rate town, being more than a mile distant from the other part
of the town. Fell's point is chiefly the residence of lare
people, and of the younger partners of merchant houses,
who are stationed there to attend the shipping. The situa-
tion of Baltimore is low, and it was formerly thought in-
falubrious; but by its rapid increase, and the improvements
attending it, the air is less loaded with vapours, and the
town is become more healthy. The seafon of the year, hiat
favourable to health, is autumn, when the more opulent in-
habitants retire to their country seats, delightfully situated
in the neighbourhood. The principal street, called Market
street, is nearly a mile long, and about eighty feet wide,
and runs nearly from east to west, parallel with the water;
it is crossed at right angles, much after the manner of those
in Philadelphia; by other streets, several houses of which are
well built, leading from the water. North and east of the
town the land rises, and affords a fine prospect of the town
and bay; the town, the point, the shipping both in the
bason and at Fell's point, the bay as far as the eye can reach,
rising grand on the right and left of the harbour, a grove
of trees on the declivity at the right, and a stream of water
breaking over the rocks at the foot of the hill on the left,
all concur to complete the beauty and grandeur of the
prospect.

In 1787, Baltimore contained 1555 dwelling-houses, 1200
being in the town, and the rest at Fell's point. It then con-
ained 1525 souls. The number of the inhabitants of the town
and precincts amounted, in 1790, to 13,503, including 12,255
souls. But the number of houses and inhabitants have since
that time very much increas'd. Mr. Weld, who visited this
place in 1795, says that it contains about 16,000 inhabitants;
among whom are to be found English, Irish, Scots, and
French; but the Irish, of whom many are the principal
merchants of the town, are the most numerous. Since the
war it has received a great accession of French, both from
France and from the West Ind'as islands.

Most of the inhabitants are engaged in trade. They are
mostly plain people, sociable, however, among themselves,
says Weld, and very friendly and hospitable towards strangers.
"There are many respectable families in Baltimore," says
Morfo, "who live genteelly, are hospitable to strangers, and
maintain a friendly and improving intercourse with each
other; but the bulk of the inhabitants, recently collected
from almost all quarters of the world, bent on the pursuit
of wealth, varying in their habits, their manners, and their
religion, if they have any, are seculal, unimproved, and un-
hospitable." The churches and places for public worship
are ten in number; one respectively for Episcopalians, Prel-
byterians, German Lutherans, German Calvinists, Reformed
Germans, Niolhites or new Quakers, Baptist's, Roman Cath-
olics, and two for Methodists. The bell building, and the
handsomest in the town, is the Presbyterian church,
lately erected. At Baltimore there are two theatres, that
are used occasionally; cards and dancing are favourite amuse-
ments, both in private and public assemblies, which are held
every fortnight. They have three incorporated banks in
this town, and the number of notes issued from them, some
of which are for so small a sum as a single dollar, is so great
as almost to preclude the circulation of specie. Gold is
extremely scarce. As for the state of the trade of this
town, Morfo informs us, that, in 1790, it owned 27 ships,
one snow, 31 brigantines, 34 schooners, and 9 sloops; in
all 102, whose total tonnage was 13,562. The exports in the
same year amounted to 2,027,770, and the imports to
1,949,899 dollars. In July, August, and September of this
year, they amounted only to 313,584 dollars; but in the
same months in 1795, they were advanced to 1,675,748
dollars. The police of the town is conducted by a board
of town commissioners, a board of special commissioners, and
a board of wardens; the first board supplies its own vacan-
cies, and is perpetual; the two last are appointed by electors,
chosen every fifth year by the citizens. Baltimore is distant
53 miles S.W. from Elkton, 176 N.E. from Richmond.
in Virginia, 50 N.E. from the city of Washington, and
135 S.W. from Philadelphia. N. lat. 39° 21', W. long. 77° 48'.
Morfo's Geog. p. 353. Weld's Travels through N. Am-
rica, in 1795, 1796, and 1797, vol. i. p. 43.

Balitmore Bay, lies near the extremity of the souther-
most coast of Ireland, between two headlands, and runs a con-
erable way into the land towards the north-east. The
town, or village, from which it takes its name, was formerly
a place of trade, but being plundered by the Algerines in
1621, it never recovered itself. It was one of the Iri-
boroughs, and sent two members to parliament. It stands
on the south point of the eastern headland, in N. lat. 51° 15',
and W. long. 9° 12'; and has a good harbour. The bay
extends from Baltimore point on the east to Mizen head
on the west, which are eight leagues asunder. It has sev-
eral coves or harbours besides that of Baltimore, and contains
many small islands.

Baltimore, in Ornithology, a species of Oriolus, of a
blackish colour, with a fulvous breast and belly, and a band:
on the wing of the same colour. Gmelin. Linn. Syst. Nat.
This is le Baltimore of Briffon, Buffon, &c.; Baltimore bird
of Catesby; and Baltimore oriole of Latham.

"Baltimore birds are found in many parts of North
America, the northern parts of which they occupy in sum-
nier, being seen sometimes as far as Montréal in Canada, where-
they come in May; returning southward in the winter,
which accounts for their being seen in Maryland and Vir-
ginia at that time. They make the nest of soft downy
matter, in the shape of a purse, tying it with threads to the
very extreme forked twigs of the tulip, plane, and hickory
trees; in which they lay their eggs, and rear their young,
free from depredators of all kinds.

"They are called fire-birds by the country people; and
indeed, when in high plumage, their motions from branch to
branch not inaptly resemble a flash of fire." Latham Gen.
Syn. This kind is about seven inches in length. The male
bird
has the head, neck, and upper parts black; rest of the body,
head:
bend of the wing, and latter wing-coverts orange; greater
coverts and quills black; the first tipped with white, which
forms a white bar on the wing; two middle tail feathers
black; four outer ones orange from the middle to the tips;
and the two next orange at the tip; legs and claws black.
The female, according to Buffon, has all the foreparts of a
fine black, like the male; tail the same; wing-coverts and
quills blackish; and those parts of a dull red, which are of a
fine orange in the male.

Baltimore. This is rather shorter than the
true Baltimore. The bill is lead colour; forehead and
cheeks black and yellowish mixed; hind head and nape olive-
grey, marked with a few spots of black; upper part of the
back dull black; lower part of the back, the rump, fore-
part of the neck, breast, belly, sides, thighs, upper tail
covers, and under the wings, orange-yellow, brightest on the
breast and tail-coverts; lesser wing-coverts deep brown; the
greater the same, tipped with dirty yellowish white; quills
brown, bordered on both edges with whitish; the two
middle tail feathers are olive and black confusedly mixed;
and the four outer ones of a yellowish olive; legs and
claws bluish.

This latter bird is described by Linnaeus under the specific
name of Phorus. Dr. Latham, to whom we are indebted for the
preceding minute description, observes, that there
seems to be much confusion and uncertainty between the
true and bastard Baltimore and their females; and that at
least they may prove to be mere varieties of one single spe-
cies; all perhaps referable to one or other sex of the true
Baltimore, in different stages of life. See Spurius.

Baltglass, in Geography, a town of Ireland, in
the county of Wicklow, twenty-five miles west from Wick-
low.

Baltistan. See Little Thibet.

Baltrum, an island in the German ocean, near the
coast of East Friesland, about 4 miles long, and about 14
broad. N. lat. 50° 47', E. long. 5° 6'.

Baltshik, a town of Europeans Turkey, in the pro-
vince of Bulgaria, eighteen miles north-east from Varna.

Balturita, a salt lake of Asiatic Raffia, in the go-
vernment of Orenburg, 144 miles S.W. from O.

Baltzar, Thomas, in Biography, the first great
performer on the violin who visited this country from the
continent, whose name appears in our musical annals; and
the account, which Anthony Wood gives of this extraordi-
nary musician, in his life written by himself, is so charac-
teristically quaint, minute, and amusing, that we shall trans-
cribe it in his own words; as it will at once convey an idea
to the musical reader of the superiority of Baltzar's execu-
tion, and of the rate of music at Oxford during the latter
day of the interregnum.

"Thomas Baltzar," says Ant. Wood, "a Lubecker
born, and the most famous artist for the violin that the world
had yet produced, was born (1658) in Oxon, and this day,
July 24, A.W. was with him and Mr. Ed. Low, lately or-
ganist of Ch. Ch. at the house of Will. Ellis. A.W. did
then and there, to his very great astonishment, hear him
play on the violin. He then saw him run up his fingers to
the end of the finger-board of the violin, and run them
back infenibly, and all with agility and in very good taste,
which he nor any in England fair the like before. A.W.
entertained him and Mr. Low with what the house could
then afford, and afterwards, he invited them to the tavern;
but they being engaged to go to other company, he could
not make more of him play, or for him play at that time.
Afterwards, he came to one of the weekly meetings at Mr.
El-

life's house, and he played to the wonder of all the auditory,
and exercising his fingers and instruments several ways to the
utmost of his power. Wilton (Doctor) thereupon, the pub-
lie professor, the greatest judge of musick that ever was, did,
after his humour some way, slope down to Baltzar's feet, to
see whether he had a huff on, that is to say, to see whether
he was a devil or not, because he acted beyond the parts of man.

"About this time it was that Dr. John Wilkins, after-
wards bishop of Chester, and called the flying bishop, warden
of Watham, the greatest curioso of his time, invited him
and some of the musitians to his lodgings in that cell. pur-
pofely to have a concert, and to see and hear him play.
The instriments and hooks were carried thither, but none
could be perfuaded there to play against him in comfort on
the violin. At length the company perceiving A.W. stand-
ing behind in a corner near the dore, they bade him in
among them, and play, forsooth, he must against him.
Whereupon, he being not able to avoid it, he took up a vi-
olin, as poor Troyius did against Achilles. He abashed at
it, yet honour he got by playing with and against such a
grand master as Baltzar was. Mr. Davis Mell was accounted
hither the bell for the violin in England; but after Balt-
zar came into England, and shewed his most wonderful
parts on that instrument, Mell was not so admired, yet he
played sweeter, was a well-bred gentleman, and not given
to excessive drinking as Baltzar was."

At the restoration of king Charles II. Baltzar was placed
at the head of his majesty's new band of violins. His com-
positions have more force and variety in them, and con-
sequently required more hand to execute them, than any mu-
sic then known for his instrument; as appears by a MS.
collection of his pieces, with which we were presented by the
late Rev. Dr. Montagu North.

Ant. Wood tells us, that this celebrated violinist died in
July 1663, and was buried in the cloister belonging to St.
Peter's church, at Westminster; and adds, that "this per-
son being much beloved by all lovers of music, his com-
pany was therefore desired; and company, especially mu-
cisal company, delighting in drinking, made him drink more
than ordinary, which brought him to his grave." A.Wood's
Life, p. 190.

Balu, or Balov. See Balv.

Balucav, or Jambol, a sea-port town of Crimea,
on the Black sea, with a fine harbour; the only one on this
sea capable of accommodating a large fleet.

Balve, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle
of the Lower Rhine, a fact of a bailwick in the duchy of
Wellphalia, situated on the Hohn, 10 miles S.W. from Arent-
berg, and 38 N.E. from Cologne.

Baluma Point, lies on the west coast of Africa, to
the north-east from Cape Roso. N. lat. 12°.

Balus Head, the north-west point of the entrance
into Ballinghikising Bay, on the north-west coast of Irel-

land.

Baluze, Stephen, in Biography, was born at Tulle
in 1630, and as he advanced in years, directed his par-
ticular attention to manuscripts, and to new editions of books, upon
which he believed much critical skill and corrective. His
principal object, however, was ecclesiastical history; and in
this department, such works as the lives and letters of popes,
and other eminent ecclesiastics, histories of councils, and
births. In 1656 he was taken under the patronage of the
archbishop of Toulouse, and he was, after his death, libra-
rian to the famous Colbert. The king created in his favour
a chair of canon law in the royal college, appointed him in-
spector of the college, and granted him a pension. His
"Genealogical History of the House of Avignon," writ-
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ow, at the instigation of cardinal Bouillen, gave such offence to the court, that the work was suppressed by order of the parliament of Paris, and the author deprived of his places and pension, and sent into exile; nor was he recalled to Paris till after the peace of Utrecht. In old age, he amended himself in writing the history of his native place, under the title of "Historia Tullienni," published in 1717, at Paris, in 4to. He died in 1718, much regretted by his friends on account of his amiable, obliging, and communicative disposition; and honoured amongst the learned for his extensive acquaintance with books and manuscripts. Gen. Dict.

BALZAC, John Lewis Guez de, was the son of a gentleman, whose name was William Guez, of Languedoc, and born at Angouleme in 1595, or 1596. In his youth, he attached himself to cardinal de la Valette, who for two years employed him as his agent at Rome. On his return, he was introduced to court, and much admired. By the favour of cardinal Richelieu he obtained a pension, together with the brevets of counsellor of state, and royal historiographer. His "Letters," first published in 1623, established his reputation in early life, and were long regarded as perfect models in that kind of composition. "With much fine sentiment and beauty of language, they are, however, studied, pompous, and inflated." With regard to style and manner, they form a contrast to the cafe and sprightlines of Voltaire, though Balzac excels in respect to weight of matter. Such was this epistolary writer's reputation, that those who were deferent of being thought "bel esprits" in France, wished to engage Balzac in a correspondence, that they might be in possession of one of his letters. His style became the subject of criticism; and even the morality of his writings was abused, without sufficient reason. Disgusted by this treatment, he retired to his estate at Balzac, on the borders of the Charente, near Angouleme; and there employed his time in study and composition, and in correspondence with his friends, among whom were some of the most learned and eminent of his countrymen. He was deemed a good classical scholar; and he wrote Latin with ease and elegance; and his conversation was unaffected and agreeable. His general character was that of a good man, and a devout charitable Christian. He led a private, even in his life-time, eight thousand crowns of his estate, to be distributed to pious uses. He built two chambers in the convent of captives at Angouleme, where he often resided; and at his death he bequeathed 12,000 livres to this hospital, and he left an estate of 100,000 livres to the poor every two years as a prize to him who, in the judgment of the French academy, of which he was a member, should write the best disquisitions upon a subject of religion. He died in 1654, and was buried, according to his own order, "at the feet of the poor interred" in the hospital at Angouleme. "The French language (says Voltaire, age of Louis XIV.) is under very great obligations to Balzac. He first gave number and harmony to its prose." In early life he seems to have been unduly admired, and afterwards he sunk into unmerited degradation and neglect. His principal works are his "Letters," printed at different times; "Le Prince!" Le Socrate Christien:" "L'Arétirement;" "Entretiens;" "Latin verbes," in three books, of which his "Amyntas," and "Christ victorieux," are most esteemed. All these have been collected in two volumes,folio, and were published at Paris in 1669. Gen. Dict. Nouv. Dict. Hill.

BAMBA, in Geography, the largest and richest province or duchy of the kingdom of Congo, in Africa, situat betwixt the rivers Ambri and Loze; the last of which parts it from the marquisate of Pemba on the east, and the Ambri from the county of Songo on the north. Along the sea-coasts it extends still farther northward to the river Lebunda, and on the south to that of Danda, which separates it from the kingdom of Angola. The governors of this province bear the title of dukes, and are always princes of the royal family, being despotic and arbitrary as if they were really kings. The soil is fertile, and capable of producing all the necessaries of life in great abundance, if it were duly cultivated. The sea-coasts produce a large quantity of salt, which forms a considerable article of exportation. The fishery of the Zambesi, whose skill is the current coin in this and the two neighboring kingdoms, furnishes also a valuable source of revenue. Several authors have added a third kind of treasure in this province, viz. the mines of gold, silver, quicksilver, copper, tin, and iron, which are found in the mountainous parts; but the riches, and even the reality of these mines, have been questioned; and it is certain, that the iron mines are only allowed to be used, and that there are severe laws against meddling with any of the ore. The interior of the country furnishes elephants, flags, buffalos, tigers, civets, and parroquets; and here is a considerable traffic of slaves. The people are numerous, strong, and warlike. In this province is a town of the same name, which is large and populous, distant about seventy leagues from the sea, and in the possession of the Portuguese.

BAMBA, a collection of villages in the kingdom of Demba, in Abyssinia, near the western bank of the lake Taza, or Demba. N. lat. 12° 11'. E. long. 37°.

BAMBALA, in Ancient Geography, a maritime town of India, on this side of the Ganges. Itolomy.

BAMBAMARCA, in Geography, a town of South America, in Peru, and jurisdiction of Patas, or Caxamarquina.

BAMBAN, a town of Upper Egypt, seated on the Nile, about forty-two miles S. S. E. of Luxeh. N. lat. 24° 26'.

BAMBARA, an extensive kingdom of Western Africa, bounded by the Moorish kingdom of Beero to the north, and Maffin, a Foulah state south of Beero, by the districts of Gotto, Badeo, and Marciana, and Nelliga and Soulun, to the east, by Kong to the south, and by Lodamar and Karita to the west. The course of the river Jobbah, or Niger, lies through this country; and its capital is Segu, seated on this river, in N. lat. 14° 10' 30" and W. long. 2° 1'. The language of Bambara was found by Mr. Park, in his travels through this country, to be a form of corrupted Mandingo; and from Mandingo, the king, who resided in this province, he received tokens of favour, though from motives of prudence he was not admitted into the royal presence, and he was ordered to leave Segu. This benvolent prince, in spite of the jealous machinations of the Moorish inhabitants, thought a stranger in direft a proper object of compassion and relief; and probably dissimulated him under an apprehension that he might not be able to afford him effectual protection against their blind and invertebrate malice. This country is beautiful and highly cultivated; and at Kabba, which Mr. Park visited, and which is situated at a small distance from Segu, it bore, according to this traveller, a greater resemblance to the centre of England, than to what he should have supposed to have been the middle of Africa. The shea-trees (see SHEA), from which the inhabitants prepare their vegetable butter, constituting a main article of their inland commerce, abound in this part of Bambara. Whilft Mr. Park travelled through this country, he was much incommoded by the tropical rains; and he was chiefly indebted for his daily support to the dooty or chief man in the several towns through which he passed. This officer seems to possess the authority of mayor in the corporate
towns of England; and it reflects great honour on the police of the African kingdom, or on the benevolent manners of the natives, that it is considered as one part of the county's province to bellow food on the indigent traveller. "To suffer the king's stranger to depart hungry," as they express themselves, is an offence of a very heinous nature. See Africa, and Sogu.

BAMBELE, (glatté lambë), in Littobygy, the name of caprificus phoxinus, Gral. in Gefer's Thierb.

BAMBERG, in Geography, a principality and episcopal city of Germany, in the circle of Franconia, is bounded on the north by the principality of Coburg and the Vogtland, on the east by Brandenburg-Bayreuth and the dioceses of Nuremberg, on the south by the dioceses of Nuremberg and the principality of Schwartzzenberg, and on the west by the episcopal city of Wurzburg. It is about sixty miles long, and forty broad; the soil is good, and produces all sorts of grain, fruit, and wine; and in the vicinity of the capital are rich numbers of laurel, fig, lemon, and orange trees, that this spot is generally called the garden of Italy. The inhabitants also rear a considerable number of cattle. The principal rivers are the Mayn, the Rotach, the Ilz, and the Regnitz. It contains eighteen cities and fifteen market-towns. At the diet of the empire, the bishop, whose revenue is about 750,000 florins, takes the fourth place in the council of spiritual princes. The inhabitants are Roman Catholics. The military consists of one company of 100 men, and 50 hussars.

BAMBERG, the capital of the above bishopric, is said to have derived its name from Boba, sister to the emperor Henry I., and is pleasantly situated on the river Regnitz, in the midst of a fruitful country. It was formerly an imperial city, but is now subject to its bishop. The town is large and populous; and being situated in the centre of Germany, contiguous to seven or eight different states, it is a very great thoroughfare. The streets are wide, and the buildings neat and regular. It has no fortifications, but lies open, and has the appearance of a large village. The cathedral is one of the most magnificent in the empire. The chapter is composed of twenty capitular canons, and fifteen domiciled. The bishopric was founded by the emperor Henry II. in 1106. Among other curiosities deposited in the treasury of this church, are the imperial crown of Henry II., consisting of six plates of gold adorned with precious stones, and another of his empress, composed of two circles of gold richly set with pearls and jewels; and also a folio MS. of the four gospels in Latin, upon fine vellum, in a neat Roman character, with Gothic letters intermixed, and very beautiful minatures; the binding is adorned with pearls and precious stones. There is another Latin MS. in folio, of the four gospels, with a commentary by St. Jerome, and fine miniatures; and a third in Gothic letters, with a binding of very great value; all of which were presented to this church by Henry II. In this city there are several convents of men and women, two palaces, and an university, founded in 1585. The bishop is absolute sovereign of this town and district, and has several castles and royalties in Carinthia and other parts of Germany. He holds immediately under the fee of Rome; and he is joint director of the circle of Franconia with the marquis of Culembach. The benefices in this bishopric and that of Wurzburg are reckoned the best in Germany. Within nine miles of Bamberg, at a place called Pommersfelden, there is a beautiful palace belonging to the house of Schonborn, which may be considered as one of the best in Germany. N.lat. 49° 51'. E.long. 10° 50'.

BAMBERG, NEw, a town of Germany, in the circle of the Lower Rhine, twenty miles south-west of Mentz, and eight south of Bingen.

BAMBINO, in Geography, a spirited Italian composer, who arrived at Paris during infancy, with the company of burletta singers who first performed in that capital the Serva Padrona di Perugia, which gave birth to Rouffeau's admirable "Lettre à M. le Musique Françoise," and raised a party for Italian music, which hasincreased ever since. Bambino was the child, whose judicious accompaniment of the burletta singers on the harpsichord, Rouffeau in his letter has so well described, and recommended to clamy thoroughbark players, who let nothing else be heard but the clattering of their chords. This letter, for which Rouffeau was burnt in effigy at the opera-house door at Paris, has never yet been forgiven, even by those who pretend to admire no vocal music but Italian, or German on that model. See Accompaniment.

BAMBIA, in Ornithology, a species of Turdus that inhabits Cayenne, and is about the size of the common or domestic sparrow. It is spotted; above rufous brown; beneath cinnamon; wings black, with a transverse white band. This is the black-winged thrush of Latham, and lambia of Buffon.

BAMPO, in Commerce, an East India measure, containing five English gills.

BAMBOCCHIO, in Biography, an eminent painter of portraits, landscapes, cattle, &c., was born at Laezen, near Narden, in 1612; and for his real name of Peter Van Laer, they substituted in Italy that of Bambocco, from his uncommon figure, the lower part of his body being one-third part longer than the upper, and his neck so short that it was buried between his shoulders. His genius, however, was very great; and his taste extended to every part of painting. He resided at Rome for 16 years, and availed himself of the opportunities for improvement which that city afforded him. His style of painting is sweet and true, and his touch delicate, with great transparency of colouring. His figures are well proportioned and correctly designed; and though his subjects are deduced from the lower kind of nature, such as plunderings, playing at bowls, inns, farriers' shops, cattle, or conversations, his diligence and execution were so excellent, that his manner was adopted by many of the Italian painters of his time; and he has been justly ranked in the first class of eminent masters. His hand was as quick as his imagination, so that he seldom made sketches or delicas; but having marked the subject with a crayon on the canvas, he immediately finished it. He possessed an astonishing memory, and the idea of any objects which he saw was so strongly impressed on his mind, that he could reproduce them with as much truth as if they were placed before his eyes. The cloze of his life was embellished by an althmatic complaint; and it is said, that in order to terminate his misery, he threw himself into a canal, and was drowned, A.D. 1673. Pilkington.

BAMBOO, in Botan. See Arundo, and Nastus.

BAMBOO Inhut, a Chinese invention, by which a person, who cannot swim, may easily keep himself above water. Four bamboo, two before and two behind their bodies, are placed horizontally, and project about twenty-eight inches. They are crooked on each side by two others, and the whole properly secured, leaving a space for their body; it is put over their heads, and tied secure in two minutes.

BAMBOUGHOUGH, in Geography, a village of England, in the county of Northumberland, near the coast of the German ocean, with a castle said to be built by Ina, king of the Northumbrians, in the year 548. This castle with the estate was purchased by Crew, bishop of Durham, and left
left to charitable uses. One of the trustees, Dr. Sharp, prebendary of Durham, refused in this case, and appropriated a part of it to the accommodation of shipwrecked mariners, and to the purposes of a granary, which served for the supply of the poor with corn, in dear seasons, at a low price. A patrol was kept every fortnight night through the whole extent of the manor, which was eight miles, for the succour of the distressed; and by the mode of firing a cannon from the castle, the place where any disastrous accident occurred was pointed out, and directions given for the neighbouring people to afford assistance. This village is four miles east from Belford, and 24 north of London.

BAMBOU, in Ancient Geography, a river of Africa in Lower Libya, from which extended a chain of mountains as far as Mount Teon Ochena. Phiny.

BAMBOUK, in Geography, a kingdom of western Africa, situated between the rivers Bafing and Falame, which, by their junction with the Kokoro and other streams, form the river Senegal; and bounded on the north by Kajapang and Kaffon, on the east by the rivers Dafing and Brooko, on the south by Konkodoo or Concoudou, and Satado, and on the west by the river Falame and Bondon. The town of Bambook is seated on a stream which joins the river Falame, and lies, according to Rennell’s map, in about N. lat. 13° 24'. W. long. 9° 10'. This country, according to the account of the proceedings of the African association, is inhabited by a nation whose woolly hair and fable complexion denote them to be of the negro race; but their character seems to vary in proportion as the country rises from the plains of its western division to the highlands of the eaf. The inhabitants are distinguished into sects or parties like the people of Wooll and Bondou, by the different tenets of Mahometans and Deits; they are equally at peace with one another, and mutually tolerate the opinions they respectively condemn. Their chief occupations are agriculture and pasturage; but they have made such progress in the arts and manufactures, that they are able to circlet iron, and to furnish themselves with the several instruments of husbandry and war. Their procefs for weaving cotton cloth, the habit of this part of Africa, is difficult and laborious. Their common vegetable food appears to consist of rice, and their animal diet of beef or mutton; a liquor prepared from fermented honey supplies the want of wine, and furnishes the means of those festive entertainments that constitute the luxury of the court of Bambook. The king of Bambook gave to major Houghton a friendly reception at Ferbane, where he refided; but the major did not long survive this visit. The mountains of Konkodoo, characteristically so called because it is the “country of mountains,” extend through Bambook and Kaffon, and are productive in gold. Proceedings of the African Association, by major Rennell, 1798.

BAMBRIDGE, or BAINBRIDGE, Christopher, in Biography, an English divine, was a native of Hilton, near Appleby, in Westmoreland, and a student in Queen’s college, Oxford. By a rapid progress he was advanced, in 1597, to the see of Durham; and in the next year, to the archbishopric of York. Under Henry VII. he regained that royal favour, which had been interrupted in the reign of Richard III., was made almoner to that prince, and employed by him in several foreign embassies. In the reign of Henry VIII. he was engaged in a negotiation with pope Julius II. under a pretence of restoring peace to Europe, but in reality to excite the pope’s enmity against the king of France. Bambridge, attentive to his own interest, contrived so to ingratiate himself with the pope, as to obtain a cardinal’s hat and an informal prebend in the conclusion. He was also appointed legate of the ecleciastical army, which was then besieging Balia. Upon his return home, he manifested his gratitude to the pope by inducing his royal master to enter into an unnecessary war in his defence. Ambition seems to have been the ruling principle of Bambridge; of his learning no evidence remains; and as to his temper, no favourable opinion can be entertained of if we advert to the tragic incident that closed his life. Infamed with repentance against his blood, of Modena, his major-domo, he fell upon him with fury and beat him; and the enraged domestic avenged himself for the insult and abuse, by admonishing to his master a dole of poison. This happened at Rome, on the 14th of July 1575. Biog. Brit.

BAMBUKALAISI, in Geography, a town of Arabic Turkey, in the province of Natal, twelve miles north of Derghin.

BAMBUSA, in Botany, Lin. gen. Schreb. 607. Clafs, "Bambus," species nov. Gen. Char. Cal. none, except glume-like bractes scattered, often three under each spikelet, oblong, painted, concave, keeled, unequal, shorter than the stamens; two opposite, the third leaning on the flat side of the spikelet; spikelets lanceolate, dilateous, compressed, short, nearly flowered. Cor. glume two-valved; valve inferior, oblong, ventricose, acuminate, towards the tip keeled and streaked; inferior lanceolate, flat, with complicated margins, ciliate, a little longer than the inferior, and projecting from it; stamens two-leaved, flat at the anterior side of the germ; leaflets ovate, acuminate, bearded at the tip, membranous. Stam. filaments six, capillary, almost the length of the corolla; anthers parallelipiped, two cleft at the base. Pif. germ oblong; style capillary, two cleft; fylages feathery. Per. none; corolla closes the seed, gapes? lets it fall? seed single, oblong. Obs. The superior follicles in several spikelets examined by Schreber were merely male; he therefore says, “ought not this genus to be transferred to polygamia”? For the rest see ARUNDA.

BAMOS, and NAUSTUS, Cmblin has made two genera of this, under Bambus, and Naustus.

BAMBYCE, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Affryia, beyond the Ephræths; called also, according to Strabo, Edessa, and Hierapolis.

BAMFF, or BANFF, in Geography, the capital of Banff-shire, in Scotland, stands on a gentle declivity at the mouth of the Deveron, a considerable stream which has its source among the mountains of Aberdeenshire, and after winding through narrow valleys and well cultivated plains, falls into the Moray firth, a little below this ancient burgh. The earliest authentic document we meet with relating to this town dates, that Robert II. by virtue of charter, dated October 7, 1372, conferred on it all the immunities and privileges of a royal burgh; which were afterwards confirmed by James VI. and further by his grandson Charles II. Soon after the union of South and North Britain, this burgh, in common with many others, lost much of its political importance; as by that event it was united with Inverary, Culcin, Elgin, and Kintore, which return but one representative to parliament. Agreeable to the Sirs, or municipal government of Banff, two thirds of its magistrates are re-elected annually. Duff-house, the family residence of the earl of Fife, together with the pleasure gardens and plantations around, which are not less magnificent than the harbour which is defended by a battery, and the shipping; the plain substantial bridge of seven arches over the smooth winding Deveron; the castle of Banff belonging to the earl of Linlatter; the town house and prison, including its handsome spire; the parish church, an elegant and newly built structure; are striking and interesting objects, with respect
to the general appearance and commercial consequence of this flourishing sea-port town. The industry of its inhabitants is sufficiently manifested in their various employments; and those of condition fit a laudable example in the improvements carried on in the immediate vicinity; so that in all likelihood Bamff bids fair to accumulate wealth under circumstances favourable to the spirited exertions of those engaged in commerce and trade. The salmon-fishery extends about four miles on the Deveron. It belongs to the earl of Fife; and it yields him a yearly rent of 1250L. The right of this property, together with some land, was, in A.D. 1470, by reason of the poverty of the burghers of Bamff, alienated to perpetuity for a small annual fine-duty or fine for the purpose of keeping the parish church and prison in proper repair. Before the reformation, there was a convent dedicated to the Virgin Mary, which belonged to the order of Carmelites, or white friars; its house and lands were annexed to the old college of Aberdeen, in A.D. 1617; and in the year 1752, these were purchased by the present earl of Fife. The ecclesiastics, both episcopal and presbyterian, are on the belt terms with each other. The former are under the jurisdiction of the bishop of Aberdeen; and the latter is under the presbytery of Fordeyce. The unfortunate James Sharp, archbishop of St. Andrews, the arch-episcopal see of Scotland, was born in the castle of Bamff, in May 1613.

The parish of Bamff is about six miles in length and two in breadth; its surface is beautifully diversified, and the soil is generally good, though of different qualities. The greater part is kept in pasturage, on which a number of black cattle are annually reared. Population of the town in 1800, 3371. Bamff is about 165 miles north of Edinburgh. In the vicinity of this town is Duff-hount, the magnificent mansion of the earl of Fife. This was built after the designs of the late Mr. Adam. It is enriched with fluted columns, sculptured cornices, and statues, vases, &c., which give peculiar elegance to its external appearance. The internal is splendidly furnished, contains a large, well-selected library, and many valuable paintings, &c. Cordiner's Antiquities and Scenery of Scotland.

BAMFORDSHIRE gives name to one of the counties in Scotland; it is bounded on the north by the Moray firth, on the west by the counties of Moray and Inverness, and on the fourth and east by Aberdeenshire. It extends about 36 miles in its longest diameter north and south; and its average breadth is about 16 miles. Within its boundaries are included twenty-four parishes, and two royal boroughs. The surface of the country is agreeably diversified with hill and dale, well-watered with rivers, and ornamented with several feasts and their annexed plantations. The principal of these belong to the duke of Gordon, earl of Findlater, earl of Fife, and lord Bamff. Part of the county is mountainous; but the lower lands, and those in the vicinity of towns, are in high cultivation. Its principal rivers are the Spey, which partly divides this county from Morayshire; the Deveron, which separates it from Aberdeenshire; the Thurn, Conglas, Axon, and Fiddich. Some valuable minerals are found in this county; and great quantities of honeys and whettomes are obtained from a hill in the district of Balvenie. Several mountains are noted for their elevated summits. Of these Cairnorgam, about 4500 feet in height, is the chief, and is reckoned among the highest of the Grampian hills. That of Belrinnes runs to the height of 2660 feet above the level of the sea, and Knockhill is estimated at 2500 feet. At Portfoy, near the north coast, is a stratum of serpentine, called Portfoy marble, also a species of granite, which when polished exhibits various figures and characters, some of them resembling those of the Arabic and Hebrew alphabet. A great number of tumuli are featured over the hills near the coast; and some druidical antiquities are in this district. The population of this county, according to the parliamentary report in 1829, was 53,675. BAMIAN, or Bamiyan, a city which some have referred to Khurasan, in Persia; and others, with greater propriety, to that part of Independent Tartary, called great Buhthara, in its southern limit, at the foot of Mount Caucasus, or near that part of this range of mountains called Paropamisus, and Hindu Koh, and not far from the ancient Alexandria. Bamiyan belongs to the same portion of Bucharria which includes Gaur, and lies between this province and Cabul. It is eighty-eight geographical miles from Ghizni, N. lat. 34° 30'. E. long. 67°. It gives name to a district that extends from Balk towards the east, or the kingdom of Cabul. This famous city, denominated the Thebes of the east, is situated on the road between Buhthar, or Balk, and Cabul; and they reckoned eight manzils, or days' journey, from Cabul to Bamiyan. Like Thebes in Egypt, it is entirely cut out of an inflected mountain, and the valley round it is called, in the language of the country, the Tagavi of Bamiyan; Tagavi being synonymous with Purghan or district. Nearly to the south are the ruins of several buildings of mastenry round a small conical hill; on the summit of which are the remains of the palace of its ancient kings. A rivulet, rising in the adjacent hills, goes through the ruins of Ghalguleh and the Tagavi of Bamiyan, and falls into a small lake, from which issue four rivers, the Hirmand, the Larkali-Sind, the rivers of Buhthar, and of Kunduz. The city of Bamiyan consists of a great number of apartments and recelles, cut out of the rock; some of which, on account of their extraordinary dimensions, are supposed to have been temples. Some of them are adorned with niches and carved work; and there are some remains of figures, in reliëf, which have been destroyed or disfigured by the Mussulmans. Some remains of paintings on the walls are still to be seen; but the smoke has almost obliterated them. In the Ayeen-Akkey it is said, that there are about 12,000 of these recelles in the Tagavi of Bamiyan; and this account is confirmed by the general report of travellers. The country of the Afghanis, as far as Buhthar and Balkhan, abounds with these recelles, called Samach'hes in the language of the country, or Samajes in Perifi. The most perfect are at a place called Mohi, on the road between Bamiyan and Balk; but as they are situated among precipices, the Mussulmans have not thought of using them as habitations; the paintings with which they are adorned appear quite fresh. The attention of travellers is particularly attracted by two colossal statues, which are seen at a great distance. They are ereft, and adhere to the mountain from which they were cut out. They are in a fort of niches, the depth of which is equal to their thickness; and in the Ayeen-Akkey, the largest is said to be eighty ells high, and the other only fifty. But these dimensions are exaggerated; and the truth seems to be, that they are only fifty cubits high. At some distance from these, there is another about fifteen cubits high. Authors are divided both as to their sex and their names. A late traveller says, that the drapery is covered with embroidery and figured work, which was formerly painted of different colours; one seeming to have been red, and the other retaining the original colour of the stone, or having been painted grey. According to Dr. Hyde, one of these statues is called Surkh-But, or the red idol, and the other Khink-But, or the grey idol. Between the legs of the male figure is a door leading into a spacious temple, at the entrance of which are stationed a few wretched Banyans, who sell provisions to travellers. According to Perfi explanatory, Bamiyan must have existed before
before the flood: but the followers of Buddha infilt, that it was built by a religious man called Shama, supposed to be the fame with the patriarch Shem, and that his posterity lived there for several generations. Hence Balk-Bamian is said to have been originally the place of abode of Abraham, who, according to scripture, and the Hindu sacred books, removed with his father to distant countries to the westward. According to Diodorus Siculus, Bamian existed before Ninus; for this historian, as well as the Periwan authors, has mistaken Balhac for Bamian; which he describes as situated among steep hills; whilst Balhac is situated in a low, flat country, and at a great distance from the mountains. The natives look upon Bamian, and the adjacent countries, as the place of abode of the progenitors of mankind, both before and after the flood; meaning by Bamian and the adjacent countries all the country from Sifian to Samarcand, reaching towards the east as far as the Ganges. This tradition is very ancient, and is countenanced equally by Perian authors and the sacred books of the Hindus.

Bamian, as well as Cabul and Balk, were at an early period in the hands of the Mufcilmans. There were even kings of Bamian; but this dynasty lasted but a few years, and ended in 1215. The kings and governors resided at Ghulgech, called at that time the fort or palace of Bamian. It was destroyed by Genghiz Khan, in the year 1210; and because the inhabitants had preferred to refil him, he ordered them to be butchered, without distinction either of age or sex; and in his brutal rage, he spared neither animals nor even trees. He ordered it to be called in his own language Mau-balig, or the 'city of grief and sorrow'; but the inhabitants of the country called it, in their own dialect, Ghulgech, which word used also in Perian, signifies 'the cries of woe.' To have rebuilt it would have been ominous; and, therefore, they erected a fort on a hill to the north of Bamian, which is called to this day the imperial fort. This fort was also destroyed by Zengis the Ulbeck, in 1228, and has not been rebuilt since. The city of Bamian is represented in the ancient legends of the country as the fountain of purity and holiness; and was called Para-Bamian, or Baniyan the pure and holy, and the district of Baniyan might also be called Para-defa, the pure and holy country. It is now barren, and without a single tree; but, according to the sacred books of the Hindus and of the Buddhists, it was otherwise formerly. Tradition also informs us, that the number of inhabitants was at one period so prodigious, that the trees, underwood, grass, and plants were destroyed. The vegetable foil being no longer protected, was in the course of ages washed away by the rains; and it is certain, that the foil in the valleys is very fertile, and the whole district, in its present state, is a most enchanting and delightful spot. The country to the caufward of Baniyan, as far as the Indus, is the native country of the vine, and of almost all the fruit-trees we have in Europe; there they grow spontaneously, and to a great degree of perfection. When the natives find a vine, an apple-tree, &c. in the forests, they clear all the wood about it, dig the ground, and thus the fruit comes to perfect maturity. "When we are told in scripture of Noah cultivating the vine, we may be sure (says captain Wilford, ubi infra), that it was in its native country, or at least very near it." Baniyan, though not mentioned by name in Nonnus's Dionysiacs, is well described by him as the abode of the benevolent Brongus, who lived in Samach'es, or recelles artfully excaved in the mountains. Brongus was the Bhranga of the Paranas; and had several children, who ascended the throne of Caluga, after their father had forsaken the world. Baniyan appears also to be the town called Dralloca by Ptolemy; which is derived from the Sanscrit Drañalata, and implies the stone-city: towns before being merely an assemblage of huts. Its distance and bearing, says captain Wilford, from Cabul, or Orthosena, the present city of Cabul, puts it beyond doubt. See captain Francis Wilford's "Observations on Mount Caucasus," in Asiatic Researches, vol. vi. p. 495.

BAMMAGURNA, in Ancient Geography, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

BAMMAKOO, in Geography, a town of the Mandoa country, in Western Africa, seated on the river Niger, where it ceases to be navigable, about 150 miles below its source. Here the river descends from the high land of Manding into Bambara, on the eastward, with a rapid and furious course; after which it glides smoothly along, and affords an uninterrupted navigation to Housa, and probably by Kaffina to Wangarab. It lies about fifty miles short of Kamahil; and it is reckoned by the natives ten journeys only from Sego. By Mr. Parke's bearings corrected, it lies from Sego W. 25° S. distant 178 geographical miles. N. lat. 12° 54'. W. long. 5° 20'.

BAMMONITIS, in Ancient Geography, a country of Aia Minor, which Strabo places in the vicinity of the river Hals.

BAMOTHAAL, a city of Palestine, beyond Jordan, belonging to the tribe of Reuben, seated in the plain through which lay the confufe of the Arnon. Josh. xiii. 17. In this city was a high place consecrated to Baal, the idol of the Moabites.

BAMPTON, in Geography, is an ancient market town in the county of Devon, in England. Polwhic afferts that it was a Roman station; but this is not proved by his description of the parish, nor by any discoveries that have been made relating to that people. It is seated on a branch of the river Exe, and is also watered by the river Batham, over which is a strong stone bridge. The town is nearly encirclcd with hills which confine a high fly of lime-rock stones. These are burnt on the spot, and the lime used by the neighbouring farmers in mellowing the foil of their lands. Bampton is governed by two postrests, two conftables, and other inferior officers, who are annually elected at the lord's court. The principal manufactory of the place is serges. This was formerly a borough, and sent two members to parliament, whose expenses were defrayed by the inhabitants; but this privilege has long been loft. It gives name to the hundred, and includes within the parish two small villages, whose chapels have only monthly service. The town is irregularly built, and extends about half a mile in length; containing 302 houses, with 1364 inhabitants. Here is a large church with a lofty tower, and the church-yard, which is extensive, contains two yew trees, distinguated for their age and magnitude. The market is held every Saturday, and here are two annual fairs. Bampton is 167 miles west of London, and about twenty-two N. W. from Exeter. Polwhic's Hilerry of Devonshire, vol. ii.

BAN, a fort of smooth fine muflin, which the English import from the East Indies. The piece is a yard broad, and runs about twenty yards and a half.

Bann and Bans. See Bann and Banns.

BAN island, in Geography, is the most southerly of the Ladrones, north of Nev Guinen, in N. lat. 11°, and E. long. of the eft end 142°. Between this and Bato island, on the north is a rocky island.

BAN, Arriere. See Arriere.

BANA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Arabia Felix. Ptolemy.

BANABAUSI, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

BANABA, a town of Afn, in Mesopotamia. Ptolemy.

BANAGHER, in Geography, a market and town of
of the King's county, in the province of Leinster, in Ireland, which, before the union, returned two members to the house of commons. Here was an excellent endowment for a school, and another bridge over the Shannon, on which river it is situated, but it is a very inconsiderable town. Its distance west from Dublin is 63 1/2 miles.

BANAMATAPA, a town of Africa, in the country of Monomotapa.

BANANA, in Botany. See Musa.

BANANA Bird of Jamaica, in Ornithology, the name under which the orbis litorum of Scopoli and Gmelin is figured in Brown's Nat. Hist. Jamaica; and Albion's Birds. — The banana or Indian banana, is the Musa italica bananovira of Gmelin, and bananula of Buffon.


Species, 1. B. guineensis. Asbl. Guian. 548. t. 217. A tree growing about ten or more feet high, and about seven inches in diameter. Its bark is grayish, and its wood whitish and light. Leaves alternate, ovate-oblong, toothed, sharp, green and smooth on the upper surface, pale, and slightly toothed on the lower; petioles short, with two small deciduous stipules at the base of each. The largest leaves are five inches long and two broad; flowers yellow, in axillary and terminal racemes, with a single bracteal to each pedicel; berry black. A native of the island of Cayenne, flowering in May.

BANASA, or BANASSA, in Ancient Geography, a Roman colony established in Africa, in Mauritania Tingitana. It was seated on the river of Subur, at a considerable distance north-east from Gontiana.


BANAW, in Geography, a river of Prufia, which runs into the Frisch Haff, two miles W. N. W. of Heilgerbeul.

BANAZ, a town of Attic Turkey, thirty miles N. W. of Karahisar.

BANDURY, a town of Oxfordshire, in England, lies on the river Cherwell, at the distance of 17 miles north of Oxford, and about 74 miles west from London. This town is supposed to occupy the site of the Roman station named Branaunae, as many coins, and a Roman altar, have been found here. The latter was placed in a niche under the fig of an inn, which was called from thence the Altar-Rome-inn; but this has been converted into a private house, and the altar is probably demolished. A castle was built in this town by Alexander bishop of Lincoln, soon after his consecration, which occurred in 1123. This building was preserved as one of the dioecesan palaces from the above date till the first of Edward VI. when bishop Holbech conveyed it, with about thirty other manors, to the king and his courtiers. The estate was afterwards given by queen Elizabeth to the bishopric of Oxford in exchange for other lands. In the time of Henry VIII, 1543, it was valued at 141. 13s. 10d., but at the time of the above exchange it was estimated at 491. 15s. 9d. a year. This place was made a borough by queen Mary, who being pleased with the inhabitants for their support of her against lady Jane Grey, granted them a charter, and invested the town with several privileges. This charter was altered by James I., who appointed the government of the town to consist of a mayor, twelve aldermen, and six capital burgesses. A new charter was granted by George I. A.D. 1718, and the town is now governed by a mayor, high steward, recorder, six capital burgesses, and thirty freemen, a town-clerk, and two sergeants at arms. The church, which is a large handsome structure, was built by the above bishop Alexander, who is supposed to have been buried in the chancel under a tomb, on which is a recumbent mitred figure. The outer walls of the church are ornamented with a number of carved heads of men and animals. Banbury has been particularly noted for the number of Puntian inhabitants, who have been furnished by Ben John, and other dramatic writers. Camden speaks of it as famous for cakes and ale; and when Holland translated his Britannia, he changed the latter word, and printed it cakes and seal. Here are a free-school, two charity schools, and a workhouse.

Many military transactions and battles have taken place in this town and neighbourhood; and the castle of Banbury is often mentioned by historians as the scene of repeated sieges and retreats. In the time of Edward IV, the earl of Pembroke and lord Stafford entered this town with their army, and a battle was fought between them and an army under the command of the earl of Warwick. After the battle of Edge-hill, the parliament had a garrison of 800 foot and a troop of horse in the castle, which was surrendered to the king in a few days, who gave up it with other garrisons to the Scots general.

The navigable canal from Coventry to Oxford passes by this town, and at the distance of about five miles it is conveyed through a tunnel by a tunnel three quarters of a mile in length. In the grounds adjoining the Ram inn is a well of sulphurated water; and a short distance from the town is another spring of chalybeate water. The Pityes-aureus, or golden fire stone, is often found here in digging wells. A number of the inhabitants are employed in the manufacture of plufh and shag cloth; great quantities of which are annually made here, and sent to London and Portugal. Banbury has a weekly market on Thursday, and seven annual fairs; one of which is appropriated for the hiring of terrains, and is provincially called a mop. The principal fairs in the neighbourhood are, Wroxton-house or priory, belonging to the earl of Guildford; and Boughton castle, the property of lord Say and Sele. The first was a priory of Angoulême canons, founded by Michael Blet, an ecclesiastic, in the reign of king John. Banbury lends one member to parliament, contains 352 houses, and 2777 inhabitants. Bray's Sketch of a Tour into Derbyshire, &c.

BANC, BANCUS, or BANS, in Law, denotes a seat or bench of judgment. See Court. See Bancus, or the privilege of having a bench, was anciently only allowed to the king's judges, qui fumma autonomia judicium. Inferior courts, as courts baron, hundred courts, &c. were not inferior to that prerogative, and even at this day, the hundred court at Fyrbridge in Norfolk, is held under an oak at Heywood; and that of Woolfrey, in Herefordshire, under an oak, near Ashton in that county, called Hundred-oak.

BANCA, in Geography, an island of the East Indies, extending from S. lat. 3° to 15° S., to S. lat. 1° 50', and from E. long. 105° 5' to E. long. 105° 25'. The latitude of Capt. M'Clintock's anchorage at three leagues distance from the northern coast, deduced by the dead reckoning, was 1° 25', S. and long. 105° 27', E. from Paris. It lies on the east side of the island of Sumatra, opposite to the river Palam.
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bang in that island; on which the sovereign of Banca, who is posseflor also of the territory of Palambang, keeps his constant residence. He maintains his authority over his own subjects, and his independence of the neighbouring princes, in great measure, by the alliance of the Dutch, who have a settlement and troops at Palambang, and who enjoy the benefit of a contract with the king of Banca for the tin which his subjects procure from thence; and which, like the king of Bantam, with regard to pepper, he compels the miners to deliver to him at a low price, and he sells it to the Dutch at a still higher price, agreeably to his contract. This island is celebrated throughout Asia for its tin-mines, which were first discovered in 1701 or 1711, and which since that time have yielded immense quantities of ore, and appear to be inexhaustible. It is dug chiefly in seven places, which are under the direction of Chinese managers, that provide and pay the labourers, who arc also, in general, of that nation. These miners reduce the ore into metal by employing wood as fuel in their furnaces, and not coal or coke, which is seldom found free from sulphur as to not to affect the malleability of the metal. It is therefore sometimes preferred to European tin at the Canton market; and the profit upon it to the Dutch company is supposed to be not less than the sum of 150,000 pounds. The tin is delivered by the managers of the mines to the king at Palambang for five rix-dollars per 153 pounds, and by him to the Dutch for 15 rix-dollars, equal to about 58s. per cent. English. Raynal, and others, state the quantity of tin received by the Dutch company at 2,000,000l., but it appears that they take at least 3,000,000l. Very little, however, comes to Europe; in 1778, 700,000l. were sold in Holland at f. 42 per 100l., but the greatest part goes to the Chinese market. Stavorinus's Voyage to the East Indies, by Wilcock, vol. i. p. 357. Stenton's Embassy to China, vol. i. p. 305.

BANCA, Straits of, lie between this island and Sumatra; which, on its eastern side, forms the western side of these straits, and its southern extremity forms the northern side of the straits of Sundal. Through these straits there is a safe navigation from the China sea, except near the northern entrance, where a shallow lies off, and another within it, so that it is necessary for a ship to found in that situation. Capt. Marchand, in endeavouring to gain the entrance of these straits, experienced strong currents, some letting to the E.N.E. others to the E. and others to the E.S.E. He therefore renounced the idea of going out of China sea by the straits of Banca, and determined to fall by another strait situated more to the eastward, between the island of Banca and that of Billiton. This strait is known under the names of Gafpar's, Biliton's, or Clement's strait; and has been much frequented in passing to and from the China sea. See Marchand's Voyage, vol. i. p. 98.

BANCALA, a kingdom in the island of Celebes.

BANCALIS, a town of the island of Sumatra, in the kingdom of Acheen. — Also, a bay on the north-east coast of this island, in N. lat. 1° 15'. E. long. 100° 7'. 43 leagues west of Malacca; it is in Bower's chart, which is a branch of that of Malacca; is large, and affords good anchorage, and its navigation, as far as Bancalis, at the south extremity, is safe. BANCAPOUR, a district of Hindostan, in the country of the Mahattas. — Also, a town of this district. N. lat. 1° 55'. E. long. 75° 15'.

BANCAPOUR, Sanore. See SANORE.

BANCK, Laurence, in Biography, a Swedifh lawyer, was born at Norcopin, and after returning from his travels in France, Italy, Spain, &c. acquired great reputation as professor of the civil law in the university of Franeker, where he occupied for 15 years. He died on the 13th of October in the year 1662. In 1649, he published a Latin work "On the Tyranny of the Pope over Christian Kings and Princes," and in 1656, "Rome triumphant, or the Inauguration of Innocent X." But his principal work was his edition of the famous book of "The Tax of the Roman Chancery," in which are fixed the prices of abolition for the mold, heinous and infamous crimes. This edition, formed by a collation of the most ancient copies, both printed and manuscript, was printed at Franeker, in 8vo, in 1651; and several other editions have been, before and since, printed at different places. Julien, in his "Prejuges legitim. contre le Papisme," i. i. p. 305, &c. published the particulars of these taxes. Banck's edition of these taxes, and some others, have been referred to the clafs of prohibited books, in the "Index" of the Inquisition, as corrupted by heretics; but enough remains in uncontroverted editions to induce worthy Catholics to lament that such taxes should ever have disgraced the church. Gen. Dict.

BANCK, Peter Vander, an eminent engraver, was a native of Paris, and received instruction in the art of engraving from the celebrated Francois de Poilly. About the year 1674, he came over to England, and married; but not receiving recompence answerable to his labour as an artift, he was reduced to penury, and to dependence on the brother of his wife. He died at Bradford in 1697, and left his plates to his widow, who sold them to great advantage, and left an easy fortune.

His chief employment was engraving of portraits; and he was the first in England who engraved them on fo large a scale. Like many of Poilly's disciples, his great merit consists in the laboured neatness and management of the mechanical part of the art. In England his productions will be always esteemed, as they preserve the best resemblance of many eminent persons who were living at that time. Strutt.

BANCO, Bank, or Fou, in Geography, a maritime and fortified town of Asia, in the kingdom of Siam, seated on an island formed by the river Menam. N. lat. 13° 25'. E. long. 101° 5'.

BANCOFE, now Fort Victoria, lies on the Malabar coast of India, contiguous to Rajapore. It has a good harbour, and a great trade for falt, &c. from Bombay, whither it makes returns in cattle.

BANCOFT, Richard, in Biography, archbishop of Canterbury in the reign of James I. sprung from a good family at Farworth in Lancashire, and was born in September 1544. Having finished his education in the university of Cambridge, he rose by quick gradations to very distinguished preferment. He was sent on several embassies to the Pope. The Puritans were the objects of his bitter invectives. Accordingly, in a sermon delivered at St. Paul's crofs, on the 9th of February 1589, he accused them, in very intemperate language, of ambition and covetousness; alleging that the principal cause of non-conformity and schism was the prospect of plundering bishops, feizing the endowments of cathedrals, and fermenting for the remainder of the church revenues; and accusing the laity among the non-conformists of an intention to divide the bonds of property, and to introduce a community of goods. He strongly represented the danger of permitting private men to controil the authority, and violate the constitutions of the church, exposed the absurdity of extemporary prayers, and maintained the divine right of bishops, in terms which, in the judgment of Sir Francis Knollys, one of the queen's counsellors, were injurious to the supremacy of the crown. This sermon, preached, as Strype supposes, at the instigation of archibishop Whitgift, furnished ample evidence of Bancroft's inveterate hostility against the Puritans. As one of the commissioners for ecclesiastical causes, he adopted rigorous meafures for the suppression of herefy and schism; and he was an avowed enemy to sects and innovations of every kind. Writings against episcopacy, or recommending any other mode of church discipline, were treated
treated by Bancroft as seditions, and he pursued their authors as enemies to the state. His zeal recommended him to ecclesiastical preferment; and in 1579, he was advanced to the see of London, and the management of the ecclesiastical affairs of the kingdom devolved upon him. In the celebrated conference between the bishops and the Presbyterian ministers, held at Hampton court in 1603, Bancroft took an active part; and when the king required satisfaction in the three points of communion abolition, and private baptisms, he undertook to explain and vindicate these branches of ecclesiastical discipline, as they were exercised in the church of England. In the prosecution of this conference, and with a view to its speedy termination by an act of authority, he moved the king, that an ancient canon, that "Schismatics are not to be heard against Bishops," should be revived; and that, according to a decree of an ancient council, which prohibited any man to plead against his own subscription, thence of the opponents, who had subscribed the communion-book, should be set aside. These absurd and unjust proposals were rejected by the king. When Dr. Reynolds, on the part of the non-conformists, moved for several alterations in doctrine and discipline, the bishop fell upon his knees before the king, praying that care might be taken to provide a praying clergy, as the services of the desk were too much neglected, and the duty of a parish priest wholly restricted to the pulpit; that till men of learning could be procured for every congregation, homilies should be read, and their number increased; and that pulpits might not be turned into batteries, from which every malecontent might be allowed to vent his spleen against his superiors. These requests, whether well or ill-founded, were evidently pointed against the non-conformists. Upon the lord chancellor's taking occasion to argue against pluralities, and expressing a wish that some clergymen might have single coats before others had doubles, adding also, that he had belotted benefits in the king's gift upon this principle, the bishop of London replied, "I commend your honourable care that way; but a doublet is necessary in cold weather." The good bishop, it is said, spoke feelingly, for he had himself experienced the comfort of warm clothing. In 1604, bishop Bancroft was elected and consecrated to succeed archbishop Whitgift in the see of Canterbury; and in this high station he retained his intolerant principles, and pursued the same measures against the non-conformists. To this purpose lord Clarendon (Hist. vol. i. p. 88.), in his early days, testifies, that "if he had lived, he would quickly have extinguished all that fire in England, which had been kindled at Geneva, and would easily have kept out that infection which could not afterwards be so easily expelled." For the rights of the church, the archbishop manifested a jealousy, which involved him in a contest with the judges; against whom he exhibited to the lords of the council, complaints of their encroachments on the ecclesiastical courts in granting prohibitions; but these complaints were over-ruled by the unanimous opinion of the judges, which Coke jauntily calls the highest authority of the law. In the interior discipline of the church, the archbishop was rigorously exact, urging a strict conformity to the rubric and canons, and making no allowance for diversity of opinion. He enforced subscription to the articles in the most unequivocal terms; and it appears, that, not long before his death, forty-nine clergymen were deprived of their benefices for not complying with his rigid requisitions. In 1610, he proposed to parliament a plan for increasing the revenues of the church, by improving the tithes, redeeming lay impropriations, and reforming the practice of mortmain by repealing the statute of mortmain. Parliament wisely refuted this project, which seems to have been the last public act of the archbishop's life; for he died of the stone, at his palace at Lambeth, in November 1610, aged 67. His library was bequeathed to his successors in the metropolitan see of Canterbury. Besides his sermon against the Puntans, we have only two tracts, written by him before his advancement to the episcopal dignity, in defence of the church against the non-conformists, entitled "Dangerous Positions," and "Survey of the pretended holy Discipline." The prominent features in the character of this prelate were intemperate zeal and intolerant severity; and if he rendered any services to episcopal power, the general cause of Protestantism owed him little obligation; for nothing could be more inconsistent with the fundamental principle of the reformation, than the restraint and prohibition of that freedom of judgment and choice in the province of religion, which had been afforded and maintained by the predominant party on their separation from the church of Rome. Bancroft, however, though his principles were narrow and temper rugged, possessed a degree of understanding and of activity of spirit, which fitted him for public business, and which enabled him to occupy important stations in the church with a considerable degree of reputation. A letter written by this prelate to king James I., in vindication of pluralities, is preferred in the advocate's library at Edinburgh, and may be read in the first volume of Sir David Dalrymple's Memorials. Biog. Brit. Gen. Biog.

**BAND**

In a general sense, some small, narrow ligament, wherewith a thing is tied or fastened.

We say, a **flay-band**, a **bow-band**, a **hat-band**, &c.

**Band**, in Architecture, denotes any flat, low member, or moulding. This amount to the same with what is otherwise called a **fist**, from the Latin fistus, which Vitruvius uses for the same thing, and sometimes **fists**, **phial**, &c.

**Bands of Columns**, properly denote a kind of embelishments surrounding shafts of **rubic** columns, at certain distances, by way of decoration.

These are sometimes plain, sometimes picked or vermiculated, and sometimes carved with decorations of low relief, which are different in every different band.

Columns enriched with these bands, are sometimes called **banded columns**.

**Band** in matters of **Artillery**, denotes a hoop of iron used about the carriage of a gun.

Such are the **nave** bands, which are iron hoops binding the nave at both ends.

**Band**, in Geography, a town of Persia, in the province of Mekran, 400 miles S.S.W. of Candahar.

**Band**, Bandum, is used, in Middle Age Writers, for a flag or banner.

**Band of Soldiers**, in Military Language, so many as fight under the same flag or ensign. Thus Romulus called those who fought under the same manipule (a handful of men) being then used for a flag) **manipulus militum**.

Formerly bands especially denoted bodies of foot; and the French formerly called their infantry **bandes Françoises**.

**Band of Pensioners**, is still retained, to denote a company of gentlemen, who receive a yearly allowance of 100l. for attending the king on solemn occasions. See **Pensioners**.

**Band**, trained. See **Trained Bands**.

**Band**, gives the denomination to a military order in Spain, instituted by Alphonso XI. king of Castile, in the year 1332. It takes its name from bands, band, or red riband, which comes across over the right shoulder, and under the left arm of the knight. This order is for none but the younger sons of nobles; the eldest sons of grandees are excluded; and, before admittance, it is requisite to have served at least ten years, either in the army or at court. They are bound to take up arms for the Catholic faith against the infidels.

3 Z 2 The
The king himself is grand-master of the order.

Bands of a Saddle, denote two flat narrow pieces of iron, nailed on each side the bows of the saddle, to retain these bows in the situation which makes the form of a saddle. Bands, to put a bow in the, is to nail down the two ends of each band to each side of the bow.

Besides the two great bands, the fore-bow has a small one called the wither-band, and the hinder-bow another to strengthen it.

BAND, in Surgery, is a long flip of linen, or some other convenient material, intended for the purpose of binding and surrounding any part of the body. When a band has been rolled up for use, into a cylindrical form, it is generally denominated a Bandage or Roller.

BANDA, in Geography, the chief island of a group, which comprises five others, lying close to one another, and situated in the Eastern Pacific ocean, east of Celebes or Macassar, south of Ceram, and south-east of Amboyna, in about 8° lat. 5° 45'. E. long. 130° 20'. These islands are called the Spice or Nutmeg isles, and also Banda isles from the name of the principal of the group. Banda formed the second government of the Dutch to the eastward. The first of these islands is Neira or Nera, where the chief settlement of the province; it has a spacious and commodious harbour, but difficult of access; ships anchor under the cannon of two forts, called Belgica and Nassau, the first landing on an eminence, and commanding the whole extent of the island and of the harbour, as well as fort Nassau; the defence of it would require a garrison of 400 men, and yet the whole number of military in all the islands scarcely ever exceeds 300. The next island is that of Banda, Lanter, or Lontnot; it does not exceed eight British miles in length from east to west, and the greatest breadth at its eastern extremity may be five; it has a fort and two or three redoubts. The third and fourth in importance are Pulaway or Way, and Pulorun or Rohn: upon the first of which is a small fort, and upon the other a redoubt. The other two are Roizenen or Roiligen, in which there is a redoubt, and to this island the Dutch company often banish their traitor prisoners; and Gunong-api, Gunong, or Gampez, which has a volcano constantly emitting smoke, and often flames. The nutmeg-tree is chiefly cultivated in Neira, Gunong, Ay or Way, and Lanter or Lontnot; and it flourishes not only in the rich black mould, but even amidst the lava of Gunong, which is the highest isle, the summit being 1940 feet above the sea. When the English admiral Rucker took possession of the islands of Ambonea and Banda, which he besieged without resistance, in February and March 1766, the annual produce was about 163,000 pounds of nutmegs, and 46,000 pounds of mace. The hurricane and earthquake, in 1778, almost annihilated the nutmeg-trees in Banda, so that the Dutch have become the dupes of their own artificers. From 1766 to 1798, the English East India company imported 8,177,110 of cloves, 93,732 lb. of nutmegs, and 46,730 lb. of mace, besides considerable quantities of each in private trade and privilege goods, amounting to about a third part of the above. The ground being chiefly occupied with these precious plantations, cattle and grain, &c. are imported from Batavia, at the distance of three or four weeks' sail. The inhabitants of the Banda isles were found to be 5763. The English were expelled from Lanter and Rohn, at a period prior to the mischief of Ambonea; but siezed the whole Spice islands in 1796, and relieved them to their Batavian masters by the treaty with France in 1801.

To the government of Banda belong likewise several other islands in the neighbourhood, known by the appellations of the South-Eastern and the South-Western isles. Their inhabitants are in alliance with the company, and furnish a considerable quantity of provisions, consisting of wild-boards, flags, lea-cows, and other articles of food, which they barter at Neira for piece-goods and other necessaries. This trade, however trifling, is very beneficial to the inhabitants of Banda; and it is supposed, that the province would derive greater advantages from it, if the company would allow Neira to become a more commercial place; but this is prevented by the suspicious policy of the government. Stavrinus's Voyages, by Wilckens, vol. ii. p. 331. vol. ii. p. 418.


BANDAGE, in Surgery, is a Strip, a Fillet, Swathe, or Band, applied to its peculiar use upon any member, &c. of the Body. The nature and application of bandages are a study of considerable importance in Surgery; for it often happens that the cure of a local difaffede depends principally or entirely upon the proper management of them. Their habitation and form are various, according to the nature of the cafe, and the intention to be fulfilled in their application. They may be made of linen, flannel, leather, or cloth composed of different materials. Each of these bandages, on particular occasions, has its respective advantages or disadvantages.

The common properties and uses of bandages are—
1. To retain parts in their situation.
2. To separate or keep them finder.
3. To expel morbid fluids, or prevent their accumulation.
4. To confine dressings or external remedies.
5. To compress and obftrute certain veifels.

The bandages most in use are made of linen or cotton. The linen used for this purpose must have been already worn, but still sufficiently strong, cut according to the direction of the threads, and without seam. In order to prevent its unravelling, the edges may be slightly fitched round, but it ought to have no folds whatever.

As it is often impossible to procure long bandages of a fingle piece, and we are consequently obliged to form them of feveral different pieces, they should be fewed together with back-flitches, leaving ends feveral lines in breadth, which must be doubled round and beat perfectly smooth and even. But in order to avoid all the inconveniences that attend the use of bandages made of linen, it will be best to use fillets of flain expressly manufactured for the purpose, which may be woven of different breadthsis and lengths.

Bandages are diftingui{h into fingle bandages, which confit of a fingle piece, and compound bandages, which are conftructed of feveral different pieces, and whose application requires greater trouble and skills. They are also divided into general bandages, or fuch as may be applied to feveral different parts of the body, and particular bandages, which are adapted only for one particular part.

Every fimple bandage conffits of a beginning, middle, and end. The beginning and termination are named its ends; and when the bandage is rolled up, they are called headis. The middle part of the bandage is called its body. When we roll up one end of the bandage to the other, we have a fingle-headed bandage; but when we roll up each end separatey only towards the middle, it is then termed a double-headed bandage. In order to apply any bandage properly, it is neccessary that it should firit be rolled up tight and perfectly even. The operator, when he applies it, holds its head between the thumb and fore-finger of one hand, in such a manner that it lies directed upwards in the band, and the end that has been rolled off is held down with the other hand upon the part till it is sufficiently secured by several turns. In rolling out the bandage, the head must run as close
close as possible to the dissected part, and constantly be turned towards the surgeon; the bandage should never be rolled out too far, and the head should be held neither too tight nor too loose. When we wish to remove the bandage again, we should not pull it forcibly off from any part to which it may adhere, but previously wet it with warm water. It is then cautiously drawn off from the dissected part, and in winding it off, that part of the bandage which has been rolled off is alternately lifted out of the right hand into the left hand if necessary.

To the simple bandages belong the circular bandage, the spiral bandage, the retaining, the expioid, the creeping, and the uniting bandages. To the compound bandages are referred the eighteen-headed bandage, the many-headed bandage, the T bandage, and in some cases also the To-

nique. Some bandages receive their apppellations from the names of the parts to which they are applied, as bandages for the head, eyes, ears, nose, neck, breast, back, belly, &c.

The eighteen-headed bandage may be formed of several (suppose three) pieces of linen, about a foot in length, and ten or twelve inches in breadth, more or less according to the length and thickness of the limb, and all three are laid at the middle over each other. At the middle they are fewed together longitudinally, after which each of them is cut through on each side, till about two fingers breadth from the middle, into three equal parts, which form nine heads on each side. But as in this mode one head covers the other, there always remains a slit between the heads, by which means the limb is unequally pressed upon and secured. This defect may be remedied by arranging the cuts in such a manner that the heads of the middle piece of linen are always covered by a slit and the half of two heads of the two other pieces of linen. This will be the case if, as Lo-

effer advises us, we give the first piece of linen four, the second three, and the third again four heads. See the Many-

headed Bandage.

In cases of compound fractures, in which the bandages are frequently foiled, it will be more convenient, as Definiit, advises, to use a bandage consisting of eleven separate fillets of linen, each a foot and a half in length, and four fingers broad. Four of these are to be laid at the bottom, three in the middle, and again four at the top, at the side of each other: and thus we obtain a twenty-two headed bandage of a more convenient construction. This bandage may still be improved by cutting the middle fillets shorter than the lowest, and the upper shorter than the middle; by which means the bandage will apply far better to the part. Should now any of the fillets be foiled, we have the advantage of being able easily to substitute another in its place; for we need only to few the new fillet to the old one, and draw it by means of the latter through between the rest, without deranging any of the other parts of the bandage.

The Circular Bandage. This bandage may be of various lengths and breadths; it is rolled upon one head, and is used for securing small dressings, such as lint and com-

presses. It is applied in such a manner that one turn entirely covers the other, so that only the last turn is visible.

Retentive Bandage. This is a common simple bandage, which is used for retaining dressings in their proper situation; and it is applied sometimes with circular, sometimes with spiral, and sometimes with creeping turns.

The Neck Bandage. A fillet, two feet or two feet and a half in length, is laid across over the head in such a manner that the ends reach down on both sides to the shoulders; and over this another fillet, five or six feet in length and two or three fingers broad, is rolled round the neck with circular turns. The two ends of the first fillet are then doubled back to the head, and secured to the circular turns with pins; by which means the circular turns are prevented from slipping off, an accident that is particularly to be expected when the neck is long.

Deflexion Bandage. To support the head, is formed with a small fillet, which is laid upon the head in the direction of the sagittal future, so that one end slips over the nose down to the breast, and the other over the back of the neck till between the shoulders; and another larger fillet, sixteen or eighteen feet long and three inches broad, which is rolled upon two heads. The middle part of the latter is laid upon the forehead over the first fillet; it is then carried over the ears, round the head, to the back of the neck; its heads are then shifted to opposite sides, brought forwards under both sides, then carried backwards over the head, and laid again, carried under the neck over the breast, the heads shifted again, and the rest of the bandage laid round with circular turns. The surgeon then takes hold of the two hanging ends of the small fillet, crosses them back over the head, and passes them together, or to the other turns, after having drawn the patietl's head straight.

The Expoliter, or Hesident Bandage. This is a common simple bandage, the length and breadth of which is to be regulated according to the purpose for which it is to be used. It is used in cases of injuries, and wounds made with pointed instruments, in order both to force the pus and blood towards the orifce, and to expel them from the body, and also by bringing their inner surfaces into contact, to promote their healing up. Before the bandage is applied, all the fluids must be expelled out of the wound, ulcer, or fistula, by rubbing, prodding, or throwing injections into it. When this has been done, compresse of various dimensions are applied along the course of the fore, and particularly at the region of its bottom; and generally it is necessary to have compresse that are graduated at one end, the thickest part of which is applied over the bottom of the fore, and the thinnest over its orifice. An assistant holds the compresse flat in their proper situation, whilst the sur-

geon applies a fillet or a two-headed bandage, according to the situation of the ulcer. He commences the operation over the bottom of the compres, so as to secure and press it down by two or three turns of the bandage, which he then carries towards the orifice with spiral turns; after which he carries it back again, and finishes with spiral turns. This mode of bandaging may also be used with great advantage in cases in which a flap of flesh has been partly cut or torn off from the body, whilst it still remains attached by one part, in order to make it heal up again in its proper situation; and in this case the bandage becomes an雪ting one. But when we apply it in this manner, we ought always to be careful to make a sufficient and equal pressure at every point; for otherwise our intention, if not entirely frustrated, will at least be impeded, and the cure protracted.

Gniter's Bandage. The four-headed or fling bandage for the head. This bandage is formed of a piece of linen three or four feet in length, and from four to eight fingers broad, both ends of which are slit open so far as to leave the middle part about eight fingers long. It is generally applied with the middle part straight upon the head, so that the anter-

ior ends hang down over the cheeks, and the two others over the ears; and in order that it may lie more firmly upon the head, the edge of the middle part that lies over the forehead, as well as that on the back of the head, is doubled round. So as to form a kind of band. The two anterior ends of the bandage are then carried over the ears, and fast-

ened at the back of the neck; after which the two posterior ends are carried in the same manner over the ears, and fa-

sted under the chin. The bandage may be applied in a similar manner upon various parts of the head, only it is to
be observed, that the central portion must always be placed over the disfigured part, and the ends carried in opposite directions, either croffed or fromched out.

The Uniting Neck Bandage. This bandage is formed in the following manner. The surgeon takes a napkin four double, lays it under the patient's axilie, and ties it toger in the front of the bref. He then takes two pieces of linen, fafens one end of them to the patient's tight-cap, and the other to the napkin, in fuch a manner, that if the wound be situated in the trach, or at the fore-part of the neck, the ends, after the patient's head has been in- clined forwards a little, can be faftened to the fore-part of the cloth, in order to keep the head in that position. But should the wound be situated in the back of the neck, the head may be inclined a little backwards, and retained by the fame bandage in that position, by drawing the ends of the two small fillets more backwards, and faftening them there to the napkin.

The application of the T bandage, according to Mr. Twer's method, is however more advantageous, efpecially for uniting wounds ahy the throat. For this purpofe, we are to take a fillet, three fingers broad and ten feet long, and fow to the middle of it another of equal breadth and fix feet long, fo as to represent the figure of the letter T. The smaller fillet is now to be fit open all but one foot. In applying it, the part at which the two fillets are fafened together, is placed upon the back of the neck in fuch a manner that the smaller fillet lies over the back of the head upon the vertex. The two heads are next brought forwards over the shoulders, then carried under the axilie, which are guarded with compreffes, to the back; the bandage is then croffed, brought forwards again upon the breadth, and faftened. The fit ends of the smaller fillet are next croffed over the vertex; after which they are carried over the face under the axilie; the patient's chin, if neceffary, being drawn downwards towards the bref, and this fillet is finally faftened like the former. Mr. Koehler has propofed for this purpofe a leathern cap with ftps, by means of which the patient's head may be drawn into any position that may be neceffary. See the T Bandage.

The Square Bandage. The bandage for luxations of the os femoris. This is a bandage eight or nine yards in length, and three or four fingers broad, rolled up into one head. The Six-headed Bandage of Galen. This bandage confifts of a piece of linen from three to four feet in length, and 8—12 fingers breadth; its breadth and length being determined according to the fize of the patient's head. The cloth is folded in fuch a manner that its breadth can be divided into three equal parts, and these parts are fit open from both fides, fo far as to leave entire in the middle a space of the breadth of a man's hand, by which means fix heads are formed. It is applied nearly in the fame manner as the four-headed bandage for the head.

The many-headed Bandage. This bandage is formed of a piece of linen or flannel, the dimenfions being regulated according to thofe of the diffigured part, into which a number of ats are made at both fides, fo as to leave only one part entire in the middle for the purpofe of connecting the ref. In applying it, the whole piece is laid under the diffigured part; the loweft of the ends, which lies on the outer fide, is then brought obliquely upwards on the inner fide, and that which lies within is brought obliquely upwards on the outer fide, and fo on; fo that the lower ends are always half covered and fecured by the upper. A many headed bandage may alfo be formed in another way, by cutting a piece of linen or flannel into feveral strips, of which the one is always longer than the other, but each of the fame breadth with the ref. The fiteft is generally made a foot, and the longeft two feet in length. All these strips are now laid over each other in fuch a manner that always half the breadth of the one is covered by the other. To fecure the whole, a narrow fip of linen or tape is fewed to them behind and alfo in the middle. In applying it, the narroweft part of the bandage must always come to lie over the smallest part of the limb. A bandage of this kind will perform the functions of the belt applied circular or spiral bandage, and it applies to the parts far better than the eighteen-headed bandage; on which account it may be used instead of the latter.

The T Bandage, the bandage for the fimula in ano. This is a common compound bandage, which is chiefly ufed in lefions of the neck, the bref, the abdomen, the back, but particularly the genital organs, the anus, the groin, and the perineum. It is either fingle or double. The fitple T bandage is formed in the following manner: take a fillet from four to eight feet in length, and fold it together in fuch a manner as to get the exact middle point. At this middle point few to it another fillet in a perpendicular diereetion, and of fuch length as may be moft convenient for the purpofe for which it is intended. To form the double T bandage, either two fillets are fowed in the middle obliquely beside each other, or a whole piece is fowed on and afterwards fit open. According to the dimensions of the place to which it is to be applied, it is made more or less broad.

The Creeping Bandage. This is a common fimple bandage rolled upon one head, which is applied in a spiral manner round the limb, fo that the one turn does not cover the other, but only lies close to it, in fuch a manner that no part of the limb remains visible. It may sometimes be used for fecuring compreffes and other dressings.

The Scapular and Napkin. This bandage consists of a napkin, and a fcapular as it is termed. The napkin is folded together, and rolled upon two unequal heads; the middle part is then applied under the arm in fuch a manner that the largest head is carried over the back, and the fmalluer over the bref; but both heads are laid over each other, and then faftened. But in order to prevent the napkin from flipping out of its fition, the fcapular is required. This is formed of a piece of linen 2—4 feet long, and half a foot broad. In the middle of the piece a fit is cut, large enough for the head to pass conveniently through it; and in this manner one end hangs down before over the bref, and the other over the back. These two ends are then faftened to the napkin before applied. We may alfo fit open the ends, and thus attach them more extended to the napkin, by which means they will support it better. This bandage may be ufed in almoft all lefions of the bref, as alfo in simple wounds of the abdomen.

The Spiral Bandage. This is a common fimple bandage, the length and breadth of which must be adapted to the dimenfions of the part: the second turn of the bandage always covers the firft, and the third and following turns always cover each the preceding turn, either half or a little more, fo as to reprefent a spiral figure. The turns may be made either from the upper towards the lower part of the limb, or from the lower towards the upper; in the firft cafe it is termed the defcending, and in the fcond, the ascending spiral bandage. It is generafly applied in the left-mentioned manner, and may be ufed for swathing whole limbs, by which means alone very obfinate difeafes may ofien be cured.

Mr. Thefen (Neue Bemerkungen u. Erfahrungen, &c. Th. I. Berl. 1781, p. 1) was the firft who called the attention of the public to the more frequent and rational ufe of swathing with this bandage; and experience has proved that this practice may certainly be attended with very great advantages. In applying it, every thing depends upon the whole limb being entirely encircled with it from the
the very points of the fingers or toes, so as to leave no part whatever bare, as a tumor would be produced in such a part. The method of applying it is as follows:—For each finger we are to take a fillet a foot in length, and of the breadth of a finger, and wind it round each finger as well as the thumb in the following manner. The first turn is made circularly round the point of the finger, the second, in order to afford a good hold for the rest, immediately over the first; the third turn covers half or a little more of the second, and the fourth and following turns the same. The ends of these fillets are laid upon the back of the hand, and secured with a fillet from 20 to 40 feet long, and 2 or 2½ fingers broad. With this long fillet, the first turn is made immediately over the fingers round the hand, and for the sake of security, the second straight over the first; but the following turns always cover each one half of the preceding turn, and they ascend as high as the elbow, being applied neither too loose nor too tight; for we must always have it in our power to introduce a finger between the turns in case of necessity. If we intend to wet this bandage with any liquid, we must apply it somewhat looser, as it contracts and becomes tighter when it is moist; but afterwards it must be kept constantly moist, as otherwise, when it dries, it becomes too loose, and is consequently rendered useless. Should the person who applies the bandage, not know how to hit the proper measure of tightness in this case, he may wet the bandage before he applies it.

These turns are carried up as high as the elbow, where, if it be a case of injury from blood-letting, a piece of rag spread with a proper ointment is laid upon the inflated or ulcerated part, and the bandage is carried two or three times up to the humerus, and back again, so as to form turns like oo oo, as in the operation of blood-letting. If we cannot cover every part by means of these turns, we may lay an oblong piece of linen, 3—4 fingers broad, and a foot long, under the elbow, draw it tight, and secure it above and below with the bandage. The end of the piece of linen that projects under the bandage is doubled back, and another turn made round it, in order to prevent its giving way. The turns are then continued as high as the deltoid muscle, or to the shoulder, and the end of the bandage is fastened to the neck. When the tumor grows smaller, so as to render the bandage too loose, it may be renewed.

In swathing the lower extremities, it is not necessary to bandage each toe separately, and this would also be very difficult on account of the shortness of these members. We may therefore apply the middle part of a piece of linen, about twice the breadth of a man’s hand in breadth and length, close to the points of the toes, and turn one part over the back of the foot, and the other under the sole; the two folds of the linen are then to be drawn tight towards the foot, and doubled downwards, both at the great and little toe, towards the sole, where they are to be held fast with the left hand. The surgon then takes into his other hand the bandage, which may be from 30 to 40 feet long, and 2—3 fingers broad, and secures the piece of linen that includes the toes, with two circular turns, after which he proceeds to carry the bandage with spiral turns towards the leg. In order to obviate the difficulty that attends the bandaging of the heel, we may apply under the sole another piece of linen, somewhat more than the breadth of a man’s hand, so as to reach above the heel, surround it with the bandage and draw it tight, then double down the ends, and secure them with the bandage in order to prevent their giving way. For the greater security of the bandage, and in order to prevent the pain which it might occasion by its pressure upon the Tendo Achillis, we may fill up the depressions on both sides of the tendon, as high as the termination of the calf, with lint, whilst we are bandaging the limb. As often as it is necessary, namely when any turn is not drawn so as to cover half of the preceding, we must turn the bandage, and this must be done particularly under the calf. When the limb has been swathed, a packing that fits well should be drawn over it.

**Stated Bandage with Two Heads.** This bandage is used after blood-letting at the temporal artery. It is from 16 to 20 feet long, two fingers broad, and rolled upon two heads. Instead of this bandage Mr. B. Bell recommends the use of a well-hardened felt spring, three quarters of an inch broad, and twelve or fourteen inches long, which is covered with soft leather, and of equal strength with the spring of a rupture bandage.

**The Single Star Bandage.** This is a one-headed bandage, from Exten to twenty-four feet long, and four fingers broad, which is used in some affections of the spapule.

**The double Star Bandage.** This bandage is 3—4 fingers broad, 24—32 feet long, and rolled upon two heads: it is likewise used in lesions of the spapule.

**The Bandage for an Umbilical Hernia.** These bandages may either be elastic or non-elastic. With infants an elastic bandage is both troublesome and superfluous. Mr. Richter therefore recommends to apply half a nutmeg, wrapped in a piece of linen to the umbilicus, and to secure this with a single adhesive plaster and a circular roller. But left the bandage should slip, and the plaster together with the nutmeg fall off, he directs the front part of the bandage to be made almost as broad as the hand, and that which lay upon the hips two thirds narrower, in order that if it should slip a little upwards or downwards, it may fill in some degree help to retain the piece of nutmeg in its place. In order to prevent the bandage from wrinkling, it is made of double linen, and at the front part which covers the navel, a piece of leather is interposed between the two pieces of linen; by which means this part of the bandage constantly preserves its proper breadth. When we wish to change the bandage, we should introduce a finger under the bandage, and press down the nutmeg upon the navel till the new bandage has been applied, left the navel should again be protruded. Instead of the nutmeg, we may employ for the same purpose a set of graduated compresses, or any other proper hard substance. See the article RUPTURES.

An unelastic bandage for the umbilical hernia in adults is made in the following manner. We take a piece of parchment four or five feet long and four fingers broad, and cut into the middle of it a slit a foot long, which passes over the patient’s head when it is applied. To the one end, at both corners, two flaps are sewed, which run on in a straight line with the whole. Two other flaps are sewed immediately over the former to the margin of the bandage, so that when the whole is laid upon a horizontal surface, they form a right angle with the slip of parchment, on each side. Finally, to the inner side of the bandage a cushion is attached, which is stuffed with horse-hair, cork, or cotton, and in order that it may lie properly, it ought to have a degree of swell round the margin. In applying it, the patient introduces his head through the slit above-mentioned, so that the longer portion of the slip of parchment hangs down perpendicularly over his back, and the shorter down his back. After the hernia has been reduced, the two upper flaps attached to the margin of the bandage are carried round the body and tied upon the back; or if they be long enough, over the cushion in front. The other two are brought through between the thighs, and fastened at the back to the slit, or to the upper piece of parchment or linen.
But as the hernia is not always of equal size, being smaller in the morning, and larger after meals, and as it alternately rises and sinks in inspiration and expiration, it is evident that these elastic bandages cannot adapt themselves to these diversities, as they either render necessary a stronger, inconvenient, and often hurtful pressure, or do not press sufficiently, so that the hernia is constantly in danger of slipping through.

With adults therefore we can expect no security, except in the use of elastic bandages for the umbilical hernia; and of these there are simple, compound, and double bandages. The simple bandage consists of a somewhat broad, round, or oval cushion, and an elastic bandage. With patients whose umbilical region is more debilitated, an oval cushion is requisite, having in the middle a bulb of the size of a walnut, which comes to lie upon the navel. Mr. Richter also recommends the use of a common bandage for the inguinal hernia, provided in its front with a shield, to the inner side of which a cushion is attached. However, this and the above-mentioned rupture bandages are not sufficiently secure against slipping out of their situation, on account of their being provided only with a single lateral spring.

Mr. Theiden has proposed the use of elastic gum for bandages for the umbilical hernia; and Mr. Juville thinks that it may be sufficient with patients that are not competent, and when the hernia is small. But as elastic gum loses its elasticity when it grows warm, it has been proposed to supercede its use by the application of spiral steel springs to both sides of the cushion. However, both these methods are liable to the objection, that they produce the same pressure upon the whole surrounding part of the abdomen, as they do upon the navel itself; and consequently the cushion either does not compress the navel sufficiently, or it presses it more than is necessary.

A better bandage than these, for the umbilical hernia, is that of Squire, which consists of a plate, with a cushion screwed to it, and two lateral springs proceeding from the plate, which, when it is applied, firmly embrace the body. An elastic bandage of another kind is that of Surrenthe, which Mr. Richter (Abhandlung von den Breechen. Gottingen, 1785, p. 641. tab. vii.) has described, delineated, and in a high degree improved. Two bandages of Mr. Juville for umbilical hernia, of which the one is described and delineated by Mr. Bell, and the other by Mr. Hofer. (Lehrbiécke des Chirurg. Verbandes. Th. II. Erlangen, 1791, p. 278. tab. xi. fig. 77.)

Dr. Alex. Mono, senior, has also described a bandage, consisting of a steel spring, which, after the hernia has been reduced, is placed upon the navel, and retained in this situation by a bandage. It is adopted as tight as may be necessary by means of straps and buckles.

When, as sometimes occurs, the hernia has formed adhesions, either spontaneously, or in consequence of improper bandaging, in which case its reduction is altogether impracticable, we must use a convexe cushion, instead of a convex one, that may receive the hernia into its hollow, and prevent the further protrusion of the intestines. If the bandage be skilfully constructed, the adhesions may gradually be diminished, and the hernia at length reduced.

The united Bandage. This is a common double-headed bandage, and one of the most useful and indispensible which is used in cases of fresh wounds, in order to promote their speedy re-union. Properly it is only adapted for such wounds as run in the direction of the body and limb, and that are situated in parts which admit of the application of a bandage; however, it may also be used in cases of transverse wounds; but then it rather belongs to the compound bandages. It may be formed in different ways: viz. 

1. According to one method of forming it, its length must be regulated by the circumference of the wounded part, and its breadth must be equal to the length of the wound. In general, however, it is rather used narrow than broad, and it must always be so long that the wounded limb can be three times encircled with it. In the middle part it must have a large slit, through which the head of the bandage rolled up may easily be passed. In applying it, the surgeon takes one of its heads into each of his hands, applies that portion of the middle part that is not slit to the side of the limb opposite to the wound, brings both the heads round the limb towards the wound, passes one of the heads through the slit, over the wound, drawing both heads in such a manner as to bring the lips of the wound together; after which the other head is rolled round the limb above the wound, and the other below it. When the wound is deep, a long-guette is applied under the bandage to each of the lips of the wound, at some distance from its edges; the thickness of the long-guette must be proportionate to the depth of the wound, and by means of them the bottom of the wound is pressed together when the bandage is drawn tight.

When the wound is very long, we must either apply several bandages, one at the side of the other, or make several slits in a single bandage, and pass the head through the second slit over the first turn, and there draw the lips of the wound together, and so allo the second and the third time. In this case it will be best to make the slit whilst we are applying the bandages, namely, at the place where the two heads meet each other, as otherwise they do not fit accurately to the wound. The application of this bandage, however, requires great accuracy. If it be applied too tight, it excites pain, swelling, inflammation, and frustrates the purpose of re-union; but if it be applied too loose, the lips of the wound do not come into contact with each other, and the re-union is not properly effected.

2. Another more convenient bandage which is equally applicable to longitudinal and to transverse wounds, is that which has already been recommended by Mr. Henkel. (Anweisung zum verb. Verbande. Berlin, 1767, p. 237. Tab. XV. fig. 104—Alfo Richters Anfangsgrunde des Wundarzneykunfts. B. I. Tab. I. fig. 2.) It consists of four stripes of linen, each of which is from one to two feet in length, and two or three inches in breadth. The dimensions, however, must always be regulated according to the shape of the disfigured part. These four pieces are united by means of six narrow straps in such a manner, that all the six straps cross each other like the fingers of the hand when folded. In this manner we obtain a four-headed crucial bandage, in which the six narrow straps form the centre of the whole.

When it is applied, the narrow straps, or the middle of the bandage, must be placed directly over the wound, and two of the heads must lie on each side of it, in such a manner that the one entirely covers the other. First, the two lowest heads on each side are fastened quite loofe round the limb with circular turns. The two heads above are then also first drawn tight with both hands, and then fastened in the same manner as the former. When this bandage is used, we have conjointly a view of the wound, as the narrow straps lie immediately over it.

3. Mr. Boettcher (Aufwahl des chirurgischen Verbandes, Berlin, 1795. p. 62. § 71.) has also recommended a very simple bandage for promoting the re-union of longitudinal wounds. He takes a common two-headed bandage, two or three fingers in breadth; and first applies to each side of the wound, at the distance of from half an inch to three inches from the edge, a long-guette, which in the mean time is held by an affiant; he then takes one of the heads into each hand, and makes the beginning with the middle of the bandage, on the side of the limb opposite to the wound. The
The two heads are now brought over the longuette, and in the same manner also over the wound; but this must be done in a very loose manner. The heads are then shifted into different hands, and drawn tight, by which means the longuette are brought together, and the wound united.

The two heads are then swung round each other, over the middle of the wound, then shifted again into different hands, and carried back in the same manner as they were brought forwards to the wound. This turn may be repeated three, four, or more times, according to the size of the wound.

The ends are then either entirely wound off in circular turns, or should they not be long enough for that purpose, pinned to the other turn.

Should no unfavourable symptoms supervene, the uniting bladder may be suffered to remain in its situation, five, six, and, if the wound be deep, full nine days. Great accuracy, however, must always be used in applying it, as the wound is not to be united from its bottom; and the dimensions of the longuette, or compresses, must also be regulated accordingly; for with deep wounds they must be thicker, and with superficial wounds thinner. When the wound is entirely superficial, none are required. When the bandage is removed, the part must be retained precisely in the same position that has been given to it, and the new bandage applied in the same manner as the former. Even after the wound has completely healed, it will still be proper, by way of precaution, to leave the bandage in its situation for some days longer.

The Bandage of the Patella fractured longitudinally. For this purpose is required a bandage from sixteen to twenty-four feet long, three fingers broad, and rolled upon two heads. When it is applied, the hollow of the knee must be hollowed with compresses, and a small longuette, about half an inch thick, laid on each end of the knee-pan. The middle part of the bandage is then laid upon the hollow of the knee, and both heads brought forwards; a slit is then cut into the one part, through which the head of the other is passed, in such a manner that the slit fits to the middle of the knee-pan, after which the bandage is drawn tight transversely. The heads are then carried backwards, but obliquely, so that one comes to be situated higher than the other; and the bandaging is completed with circular turns. In order to keep the leg constantly extended, a well-bulleted ferula or splint is laid into the hollow of the knee, which may be fastened there by the slit turns of the bandage. For greater security, the leg may also be enclosed in a box properly lined, which reaches as high as the thigh.

We do not here profess to give an entire treatise on Bandages, but only an account of those which are most commonly used. Several authors, both ancient and modern, have discoursed on this subject very amply. In particular, we recommend the perish of Vidas Vidas, for the opinions and practice of the oldest surgeons, which he has translated from the original Greek, and elucidated by various figures: edit. Lutetiae Parisiorum, fol. 1544. Among the moderns, the best writers on bandages are M. Sue, Thibault, Heiter, Lombard, and Bernin; but all of them are too prolix and tedious, especially the French authors.

Mr. John Bell of Edinburgh has endeavoured to simplify this study in his first volume of "Principles of Surgery;" there is, however, a very singular declaration in that part of Mr. Bell's book, viz. "Tho' innumerable forms in which the ancients turned the roller round the head, neck, and body," says he, "are to be found in the treatises of Soranus, Galenus, Diocles, and Galen. In their treatises I find nothing but what has fallen into deserved neglect, nothing that I could mention either for your amusement or instruction," See page 129. Now it happens in this instance, if not in some others, that Mr. Bell has never perused the authors whom he quotes; for no treatises of the kind are to be found, by Soranus, Galenus, and Diocles, having ever been defended to their policy. Galen, indeed, wrote on Landagi, and his observations are translated by Vidas Vidas, in the collection we have already referred to; but certainly Mr. Bell has had no access to copies of any similar works by the three former physicians.

**BANDAL, or BANDER, in Commerce, the name of a measure used in the south of Ireland, which is somewhat more than half a yard, by which coarse narrow linen is sold in the market; whence it is called band-like.**

**BANDALIER, BANDEREES, or Bandierer, a large leathern belt, thrown over the right shoulder, and hanging down under the left arm; worn by the musqueters in the time of James and Charles I. both for the fastening of their fire-arms, and for the carriage of their musquet-chargers; which being put up in little wooden, tin, or leathern cylindrical boxes, were hung, to the number of twelve, to each bandalier. Each of these boxes contained a single charge of powder.**

The word is originally French bandouiller, formed apparently from bandouiller, a kind of band; particularly inflating the Pyrennes, who were formerly distinguished by this piece of furniture; and were themselves so denominated, quoi ban de voltes, a lust of robbers.

The French soldiery still retain the bandalier; their horses, their musqueters, and common guards, wearing it differently; excepting for some difference in its gariturture. Groc (Treatise on Ancient Armour, p. 251) says, this contrivance seems to have been borrowed from the Dutch or Walloon.

**BANDARMAILANKA, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in the Circars, situated at the mouth of the river Godavery. N. lat. 16° 25'. E. long. 82° 26'.**

**Bande', or in Band, in Heraldry, expresses the position of a lion, when he is placed diagonally in the field.**

**BANDED, a term applied to a garb. or wheatear, &c. when the band is of a colour different from that of the garb itself.**

**BANDEL CAUS, in Geography, a town of Africa, on the coast of the kingdom of Aden.**

**Ban, a town in the kingdom of Bengal, situated on the western arm of the Ganges, or Hungry river. N. lat. 22° 53'. E. long. 88° 52'.**

**BANDELET, or BANDELET, in Architecture, any little box, or flat moulding, encompassing a column, like a ring; as that which crowns the Doric architrave. It is also called tenes, which Vitruvius uses for the same thing; sometimes filices, diadema, &c. It is sometimes used for the three parts which compose the architrave, called by Vitruvius, filices, and which are sometimes also denominated bands or plat-bands.**

**BANDELO, Matthew, in Biography, bishop of Agen, was born towards the close of the fifteenth century, at Castrilnuevo of Scrivin, in the Milanese. He entered into the society of the Dominicans; and after many changes of situation, he settled in France; and in 1532 was nominated by Henry II. to the bishopric of Agen; but he paid little attention to the duties of his cicalis. The time of his death is not exactly known; but he was living in 1561. He was principally distinguished as a writer of novels. His collection was first printed at Lucca in 1534, in three volumes 4to. under the title of "Novelle del Bandello," to which was added another volume, printed at Lugdunum in 1573. The edition of London in 1540 comprises four volumes 4to. In his narrations the author is said to imitate the manner of Boccaccio, and to write in a lively, pleasing style; but he has also copied his model in those licentious freedoms, which were
were no less unsuitable to his office, than offensive to the church. He was also author of a Latin version of Boccaccio’s story of “Tito et Gitippo,” of eleven cantos, in ottava rima, in honour of Lucretia Gonzaga; and of some other works. Nouv. Dict. Histoire.

BANDELVELLO, or OLD PORT, in Geography, the name of a good harbour at the mouth of the river Doara, on the east coast of Africa, in the Indian ocean; about twenty-seven leagues north of Magadora or Magaduxo, on the same coast.

BANDER ABASI. See GOMERON.

BANDERAS, a large bay of the Pacific ocean, on the west coast of Mexico, in North America; running inland between two points of land, the north point called Tintoque, and the south cape Corientes, with an open entrance, and sufficiently spacious for the accommodation and anchorage of a fleet of ships.

BANDER CONGO, a port town of Asa, on the east side of the Perhian gulf, and thirty-three leagues west from Bander Abasi. N. lat. 27° 5’. E. long. 55° 8’.

BANDERT, a town of Hindoostan, in the circuit of Gobad, one hundred miles south of Agra, and forty-four S. E. of Gobad.

BANDERTI, the name appropriated to the commanders of the militia of the canton of Bern.

BANDEROLY, in Heraldry, is a ornamen affixed by small lines or flings immediately under the crown on the top of the staff of a crozier, and folding over the staff.

BANDEROS, in Military Language, the ornaments which were given to pikes near the point, in order to render their appearance handsome. These sometimes had the name of pencells. (See Grose on Ancient Armour, ii. 277.)

BANDEROLY, in Naval Language, a little flag, in form of a guidon, extended more in length than breadth, used to be hung out on the masts of vessels, &c.

BANDEROLYS, in Military Language, an ancient name for camp-colours.

BANDI, in Geography, a river of Africa, in the country of Calabar, in Lower Guinea, which runs into the sea by two channels. There is a town of the same name on an island at the mouth of the river.

BANDINELLI, Baccio, in Biography, a painter of history, was born at Florence in 1497, and became a disciple of Giovanni Francesco Rustico, a good sculptor. He had the ambition to become a rival of Michael Angelo, in painting as well as in sculpture; but hearing that this great master treated his works contemptuously, he laid aside the pencil, and would never afterwards pursue it. As a layman, he possessed skill and merit, and in that art he deemed himself equal to Buonarroti; however, when he found that the world did not concur with him in opinion, he was much mortified. He died at Florence in 1559, at the age of 62 years. Several of his pupils became eminent artists. The principal part of his works are the bas-reliefs of the tombs of Leo X. and Clement VII. at Rome, St. Peter, a Bacelus, the Laocoon, and some figures of some princes of the Medici family at Florence. His drawing is generally correct, and exhibits an extensive knowledge of anatomy; but his muscles are too strongly marked, and he is deficient in grace. Argenville, Vie de Sculpteurs. Pilkington.

BANDITI, from the Italian bandito, perkins prohibited, or, as we call it, outlawed; sometimes denominated banni, or forma banni.

Banditti, or Bandits, is also a denomination given to highwaymen and robbers, who infest the roads in troops, especially in Italy, France, and Sicily. Mr. Brydone, in his Tour through Sicily, informs us, that in the eastern part called Val Demoni, from the devils that are supposed to in-
county of Cork, province of Munster, Ireland, which rises in the mountains of Carbery, and after watering the large and thriving town of Bandon-bridge, and the village of Inishoman, falls into the harbour of Kinsale. It is navigable for large sloops as far as Collier's quay, near Inishoman, from which place Bandon is supplied with English coal. At the confluence of the Bandon and Brinny rivers, a little above Inishoman, the East India company of England formed a settlement about the year 1612, for carrying on iron works, and building large ships; for which purpose they purchased the adjoining woods and lands. They Garrisoned a castle, and built three villages; but the opposition given to this undertaking by the natives, soon obliged them to relinquish it. The great woods in the neighbourhood were from that time much demolished; though the river has not yet forfeited the character given of it by Spenser in his Fairy Queen:—


BANDON BRIDGE, or, as it is more commonly called, Bandon, a considerable market and post town of the county of Cork, province of Munster, Ireland, situated on both sides of the river Bandon, over which it has a bridge. It was one of the towns which owed their origin to the laudable exertions of Richard Boyle, the first, and frequently called the great, earl of Cork. He built it in the year 1610, in the midst of a waste bog and wood, which had been impassable, and inclosed it with walls, which were of great strength for that period. In 1613, he procured for it a charter of incorporation, in consequence of which it sent two members to the house of commons; and was one of the boroughs which occasioned so violent a debate at the meeting of parliament in that year. It was part of the policy of lord Cork, as appears from his letter to secretary Cook (quoted in Smith's Cork, vol. i. p. 236.), to admit none but Protestants to live in the town; which seems to have been considered a necessary support to the infant colony. The consequence of this was, that the inhabitants, being united among themselves, and all trained to arms, were very powerful, and took an active part in the civil wars which distracted Ireland, in the middle of the seventeenth century. After the restoration of Charles II. the exclusion was not very strictly observed, though it had been confirmed by a byelaw of the corporation; but the adherents of James II. under the earl of Clanclanthy, having destroyed the walls in 1689, and treated the Protestant inhabitants with severity, it was revived, and has been since, with few exceptions, strictly attended to. The wisdom and advantage of this exclusion have been often called in question, but the strongest objection to it certainly is, that it tends to keep alive that animosity which has been the bane of Ireland, and which all who study the true interests of the country will endeavour to appease. The inhabitants of Bandon have been generally industrious. For many years they carried on the manufacture of flax and flaxen manufactures, of flax, cambrics, and flags, very extensively, but these have of late declined. Tallow and superior quality, and coarse green linens 27 inches wide, called velvets, are made in the town and neighbourhood; the latter of which is sent from Cork to London and Bristol. There are also some cotton manufacturers, who employ a great number of people. The town is chiefly the property of the duke of Devonshire, representative of the eldest branch of the Boyle family, and on account of the fruitfulness of the leaves, and the want of proper encouragement, it is in general ill built, the houses not at all corresponding to the wealth of the inhabitants. During the late war, Bandon became a great military station, being conveniently situated for sending ambuscade to any part of the south-western coast at which it might be wanted, and a strong garrison is still continued there. The population is estimated at 12,000, and it sends a member to the imperial parliament. Its distance S. W. from Dublin is 152 miles, and S. W. from Cork 13, N. lat. 51° 15', W. long. 7° 44'.—Smith's Cork, &c.

BANDORA, the capital of Salan island, and separated from Bombay island, on the Malabar coast of India, by a narrow channel, in N. lat. 19° 5', E. long. 72° 52'.

BANDORA, in Malay, an inferior kind of lute, for which the notes were written in the same kind of tablature as for the theorbo or great lute. See Lute.

BANDT, in Geography, a small island in the German ocean, near the coast of East Friesland. N. lat. 53° 50'. E. long. 6° 53'.

BANDURI, Anselme, in Biography, an antiquary of the eighteenth century, was a native of the republic of Ragusa, in Dalmatia, and a Benedictine monk. He studied at Florence, and having made rapid progress in the learned languages, he became a preceptor. Montfaucon appointed him in 1729 to examine MSS. for his projected edition of Chrysostom's works; and for extending his acquaintance with ecclesiastical antiquities, Banduri, under the patronage of the grand duke of Tuscany, spent some years in the abbey of St. Germain in Paris. Here he was enabled to compile his valuable work, intituled, "Imperum Orientale, sive, Antiquitates Constantinopolitanæ," and published at Paris, in 1711, in two volumes, folio. He also published at Paris, in 1718, a collection of Roman medals, under the title of "Numismata Imperatorum Romanorum a Traiano Decio ad Paulos Augustos," which was enriched and enlarged, and republished in 1721 at Hamburg, in 1719, by J. A. Fabricius. In 1724, Banduri was appointed librarian to the duke of Orleans, and he died at Paris in 1745. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

BANDUSIAN FOUNTAIN, in Ancient Geography, a famous spring of Sicily, celebrated by Horace in the thirteenth ode of his third book, placed by some at his Sabine farm; but incontestably proved by the abbe Chajpy, to be near Palazzo, in the principality of St. Gervasio. No bloody groves now hang over its banks to shut out the burning midday fire; its gilded waters no longer tumble down the rocks in beautiful cascades; but chocked with dirt and loft in bogs, are forced to seek their way underground to a vent at the foot of the hill. Swinb. Travels, vol. ii. p. 33.

BANDY-LEGS, in Surgery, are the distillation of the lower extremities, in any direction. This disease is usually occasioned by a defective ossification of the Tibia or leg-bone, which therefore is unable to sustain the weight of the body without yielding. See Distortions, and Mollieties of Joints.

BANE-BERRY, in Botany. See Actea.

BANEE, in Geography, a small island of France, near the English channel, about a league S. W. of Uuant.

BANEJ, in Biography, a famous general of Sweden, descended of an illustrious family, was born in 1621, and was so much distinguished by his proficiency in literature, that Gustavus Adolphus used to call him his learned general. In very early youth, he attracted, by his magnanimity, the notice of that monarch, who pronounced him formed for great events, and placed him in the army; and he soon signaled himself so much, that, under twenty years of age, he was employed in many critical enterprises, which required no less dexterity than bravery. After the death of Gustavus, he supported, as commander in chief, the infante of the Swedish arms, by a series of victories, which reared his military character as high as that of any general of the age. He sustained this reputation undiminished till his death, at Halberstadt, on the 16th of May 1644, in the 40th year of his age. Baner, though not inoffensive of the glory he had
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had acquired by his actions, usually spoke of them with great
modesty. He was accustomed to say, that he never formed
an expedition, nor hazarded an action, without the most
reasonable hopes of success. He was equally feared and
beloved by the followers, and always inspired them with un
bounded confidence. At the head of his troops, he acted
solely from himself, and without dependence, and would
rather have resigned the command, than have been directed
in his military operations by the orders of the cabinet. He
had the absolute disposal of all commitments, and established
a regular order of promotion; he was humane to the vanquished
enemy, cautious in not wantonly expelling his troops to
action, and he blamed those generals who, in judging of
the lives of their men to raise their own military character.
Coxe's Travels in Poland, &c. vol. iv. p. 51.
BANFF, in Geography. See BANFF.

BANGALORE, a town of India, in the country of Whidah,
on the Slave coast.

BANGALORE, a town of Hindostan, in the Myfory
country, situate in the centre of the peninsula, and having
routes passing through it in every direction. It is, in itself,
a place of great political importance, being a fortress
of strength, and from situation, the bulwark of the Myfory
country, towards Arcot. It is placed, by major Recueil,
in N. lat. 15°. E. long. 77° 37' 16". This is the common
point of union, in the centre of the peninsula, as Coim-
betore is in the south-west, and Trichinopoly in the
south-east.

BANGER, one of the principal places in the island
of Belleisle, on the coast of France; and Palais is the
other.

BANGUS, Peter, in Biography, a Swedish divine,
was born at Hellingberg, in 1633, and having studied at
Upsal, travelled with a pupil through Sweden, Denmark,
and the Netherlands. On his return, he was appointed pro-
fessor of theology in the university of Abo in Finland, and
filled the chair with credit 32 years. In 1662, he was ap-
pointed bishop of Wyburg, by Charles IX. of Sweden; and
died in 1665. He took great pains to serve his country,
by establishing schools and promoting knowledge. He
wrote in Latin an ecclesiastical Swedish history; a treatise
on Sacred Chronology; a Commentary on the Hebréw,
and other works.

BANGUS, Thomas, a learned Danish divine, of the uni-
versity of Copenhagen, was born in 1622. He discharged,
with great credit, the duties of the professorship of Hebrew,
philosophy, and divinity; and was the author of several learned
works. He died in 1661. Among his writings in Latin
are various dissertations to elucidate the scriptures; " Philo-
oblogical Observations," printed in 1650, at Copenhagen,
in 1649; "An Exercitation on the origin of Diversity of Lan-
guages, and on the Excellence of the Hebrew?" 1664.

BANGLE ears, in the Banga, an imp-refection in a
horse's ears, remedied in the following manner; place
his ears in such a situation as they are wanted to stand;
bind them with two small boards, so fast as not to fall;
and then clip away the empty wrinkled skin close by
the head.

BANG, in Geography, a long fiaod on the east coast
of Africa, of variable breadth, but in some places about two
leagues. See Cape Corrientes.

BANGOR, a township of America, in Hancock county
in the district of Maine, on the west side of Penobscot river,
25 miles from its mouth at Belfast bay; 65 N.W. by W.
from Machias; 63 N.E. from Hallowell; and 280 N.E.
from Boston.

BANGOR, a small city of Carnarvonshire, North Wales,
Down, in the province of Ulster, in Ireland, situated on the south side of the bay of Carrickfergus; but though parliamentary aid was granted to improve its port, it has very little trade. An abbey was founded here in the sixth century, part of the ruins of which yet subsists. Near this town Schomburg landed with the English army, 13th Augst 1680. Distance N. from Dublin, 90 Irish miles. Lat. 54° 38'. W. long. 5° 33'.

BANGUE, in the Materis Medicas, a species of opiate, in great use throughout the East for drowning cares, and infusing joy.

This, by the Persians, is called aug; by the Arabs, aurum; corruptly effed and effeud; by the Turks, berde, and vulgarly meliab; by the Europeans naturalista, banga or bangue. The Indians, says Acosta, eat the seed and leaves to increase their vigour, and to excite an appetite to their food. The nobles, and chief military officers, when they are disposed to forget their toil, and to sleep in perfect ease and security, take of the powder of the seed and leaves, as much as they think sufficient; and add to it an area, or green Indian hazel-nut, with as much opium as they think fit, and eat them all together with sugar. If they desire to be entertained with variety of scenes, and images of things in their sleep, they add some of the chicory camphor, cloves, nutmegs, and mace. If they have a mind to be merry, witty, and to indulge their amounts, they add ambergise and musk, and make themselves an elixary with sugar. It is by many affirmed that the seed and leaves promote life; whence says J. Bannier, it appears that this herb has no affinity with hemp, though it be very much like it; since hemp, according to Dioscorides, is of a hot and dry nature, and extinguishes amorous desires.

Ray, from whom this account is taken, says, he learned from Sir Hans Sloane, that it is a different plant from hemp. It grows in Hindoostan, and other parts of the East Indies, where it is principally in use. Among the Indians, the seed is prepared among other melecorning and aromatic substance into an elixary, which excites pleasing visions, and as some say, emboldens them to perform the most daring and atrocious deeds. See NATURA.

Bangue, in reality, is a fusicundaeo to wing, and obtain in those countries where Mahometanism is established; which prohibiting the use of that liquor absolutely, the poor musulmen are forced to have recourse to fusicundaeo, to rouse their spirits. The principal are opium, and this bangue, which, says Sale (Pref. Disc. p. 125.), consists of the leaves of hemp in pills or powder, and by the rigid Mahometans is esteemed unlawful, though not mentioned in the Koran, because it intoxicates and disturbs the understanding as wine does, and in a more extraordinary manner. It is, however, commonly used in the East, but they who addict themselves to the use of it, are generally looked upon as debauchees. According to the account given of this substance by Alexander Maurocordato, counsellor and physician to the Ottoman Porte, in a letter to Wedelius, bangue is prepared of the leaves of wild hemp, dried in the shade, then ground to powder, put into a pot, in which butter has been kept; set in an oven till it begin to torrefy, then taken out, and pulverized again; and thus to be used in quantity as much, at a time, as will lie on the point of a knife. As to the opinion among the Europeans, that the Turks prepare themselves for battle by a dose of bangue, which rouses their courage, and impels them with ardour to certain death, Dr. Maurocordato affur us, that it is a popular error. The Turks think they are then going to receive the crown of martyrdom; and would not, for any consideration, forfeit the merit of it, which they would do by eating the bangue, which is held to be unlawful by their apostle, among other things which intoxicate.

BANGUEY, in Geography, an island of the Indian ocean, at the northern extremity of Borneo, not far from Balabac, the most south western of the Philippines. N. lat. 7° 17'. E. long. 117° 27'.

BANGUEY Peak lies in the peninsula of Palca. N. lat. 5° 18'. E. long. 117° 17' 20'.

BANHAS. Pedro dos, a small island and food-lask, north of Madagascar, and near the south-western corner of the island of Madagascar, in about S. lat. 5° 39', and E. long. 50° 40'.

BANHOS. Pedro dos, a small island surrounded by a sand bank, east of the last island, as far as S. lat. 6° 59'. E. long. 50° 20'.

BANI, a small district of Africa, in the county of Calabar, containing nine or ten villages.

BANI, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Capitanata, ten miles south of Trani.

BANIA, a river of Croatia, which runs into the Ljubl. BANIC, a small island on the west coast of Sumatra, in about N. lat. 10° 40'. E. long. 96° 52'.

BANJALUKA, or BANJALUK, a considerable town of European Turkey, in B. Sisia, the residence of a pacha, situated near the river Sietra, on the frontier of Dalmatia, 141 miles W. of Belgrad. It is supposed to contain 18,000 persons. N. lat. 42° 20'. E. long. 18° 26'.

BANIAN- Days, in Martin Language, a cast term among sailors, to signify those days in which they have no debent. It seems to be derived from the practice of the people mentioned in the article BANIAN.

BANIAN Trees, in Botany. See FICUS.

BANIANA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Hispания Bética, in the country of the Tartuhi. Ptolemy.

BANIONS, a religious sect in the country of the Mogul, who believe in metempsychosis, and will therefore eat no living creature, nor even kill noxious animals, but endeavour to release them, if they see them in the hands of others.

The Banians are said to be so fearful of having communication with other nations, that they break their cups, if one of a different religion have drank out of them, or even touched them; and empty the water out of a pond where he has washed himself. It is added, that if they happen to touch one another, they must wash and purify themselves before they eat, or enter their own houses. They carry hanging at their necks, a robe called tamarican, as big as an egg, and perforated in the middle, through which run three flying; t.e., flows, they say, represents their great god, and upon this account, they have great respect thrown them by all the Indians.

In a more general sense, the appellation of Banians comprehends all the inhabitants of India, as contradistinguished from the Mahometans; but in a more restricted and peculiar sense, it is appropriated to one of the four principal castes, into which the Indians are commonly divided; the other three being the Brahmans, the Kajaptus, or men of the sword, and the artizans and labourers. See HINDOOS.

The proper Banians are called, in the Nastar, or hook of their law, by the name of juadders, under which are comprehended all who live after the manner of merchants, or that deal and transact for others, as brokers; exclusive of the mechanics, or artificers, who make another cast, called seyges. Their name in the Brahmum language, in which their law is written, signifies an innocent and harmless people; and such they really are; for they cannot bear to see a fly, worm, or any other living creature hurt; and if they receive a blow, they take it meekly and patiently. These Banians have no peculiar sect or religion, unless it be,
be, that two of the eight general precepts given by the legislator. Dremaw to the Indian nation, are, on account of the profession of the Baniars, supposed more immediately to relate to them, viz. those which enjoyn veracity in their words and dealings, and avoiding all practices of circumvention in buying and selling.

The Baniars and the Chinees are the greatest traders in the Indies, to whom must also be added the Jews and Armenians who are greatly dispersed over those parts. But the most considerable trade is carried on by the Baniars, in the whole peninsula on the side of the Ganges. They are extremely skilful and cunning in commerce. Most of them follow brokerage, and most of the brokers of the English, Dutch, and French companies are of that nation. They are deemed, in general, very honest, and have always constantly in their hands the stock and cash of those companies.

They are likewise bankers; and there are few places in the East Indies for which they cannot furnish bills of exchange. They have also a sort of standing cash or bank where persons may deposit their money, and take it out again whenever they please.

Their form of contract, in buying and selling, is remarkable; being done in the profoundest silence, only by touching each other's fingers: the buyer loosening his panieres, or girdle, spreads it on his knee; and both he and the seller having their hands underneath, by the intercurrence of the fingers, mark the price of pounds, shillings, &c. demanded, offered, and at length agreed upon. When the seller takes the buyer's whole hand, it denotes a thousand, and, as many times as he squeezes it as many thousand pagodes, or roupies, according to the species in question, are demanded: when he only takes the five fingers, it denotes five hundred, and when only one, one hundred; taking only half a finger, to the second joint, denotes fifty; the small end of the finger, to the first joint, isds for ten. See CEURAWARTH.

Their children are hettimes accustomed to trade, and to imitate the gentlemens of manners, which distinguishes this class of persons. Those of the Baniars, who have flaves, treat them with great humanity. Their manner of living is very frugal, and they never depart from it, except when they let their children; on which occasion, they spend a sum amounting to not less than 12,500L. Their women are also distinguished by their simplicity of manners. They hold the nuptial tie in great veneration; and never allow themselves the least intercourse with strangers. Their husbands will not be satisfied without this reserve; alleging against every kind of familiaritie between the sexes this proverb: "if you bring butter too near the fire, you can hardly keep it from melting."

BANIAS, in Geography, a town of Syria, fifty miles S.W. of Damascus.

BANIER, Antony, in Biography, a French abbe, was a native of Clermont, in Auverge, who completed his education at Paris. Having been employed in classical instruction, he directed his particular attention to the subject of ancient mythology, and published in two volumes, 12mo., "An Historical Explanation of the Fables of Antiquity." This work gained him the reputation of being a writer of taste and erudition; and 1714, he was admitted into the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres. In 1715, his treatise, designed to trace the fables of the ancients to historical facts as their true origin, was much enlarged and published in the form of dialogue. The same subject was purposed by the author in several dissertations communicated to the academy of which he was a member, and published in its Memoirs. With a view to the same subject, he presented the public with the result of his researches during the last ten years of his life, first in his "Translation of the Metamorphoses of Ovid," with historical remarks and illustrations, and the plates of Picart, published at Amsterdam, in folio, in 1732, and reprinted in 1738 at Paris, in two volumes, 4to; and afterward, in a work, intitled, "Mythology, or the Fables explained by History," printed in 4to, and also in folio at Paris, in 1740, translated into English, and printed at London in 1743, in 8vo. Soo. Banier died in November 1741, aged 69 years. He published an improved edition of Marville's "Mehanges d'Histoire et de la Literature," and had a great share in the new edition of Picart's "General History of Religious Ceremonies," published in 1741. Nov. Dict. Hist.

BANJERMANSING, or BENDER MASSIN of Med'Anville, in Geography, a town and district on the south side of the island of Borneo; the chief product and trade of which are pepper. The factory of the Dutch lies in S. lat. 3°. They have here a small fort, where a junior merchant, as resident, with about 25 or 30 soldiers, are stationed. The object of this establishment is chiefly the collection or purchase of the pepper and rough diamonds produced in the country. The resident is allowed five per cent on the pepper. The contract with the king obliges him to deliver 60,000 pounds at three shillers per pound; and this is the only article which induces the company to retain this possession; for the profits on the rough diamonds, gold, wax, canes, and fago, would not be sufficient to make good the charges. Banjermansing is of no importance to the company as a source of revenue, for they do not possess a foot of land without their fort, and are obliged to be constantly on their guard against the inordinate attacks of the natives. The charges of this establishment in 1779 were about 1100l. sterling, which, together with those of conveying the pepper to Batavia, are fearfully covered by the profits accruing from this fancy trade. The river Banjar, called Biajos by d'Anville, flows from the centre of the country almost due south, and forms the harbour of the town; and on this river is experienced a difference of twelve feet in the rise and fall of the tide. The Biajos, as they are denominated, come down this river to the port in rude boats, with gold dust, and other articles, among which are diamonds, the Moors called Banjarens being the factors. These Biajos are tattooed blue, with a small wrapper about the loins. The chiefs extract one or two of the fore-teeth, sub-divident others of gold, and strieps of the teeth of tigers, which abound in the island, a real badge of knighthood or of courage, are worn round the neck.

BANILLIA, in the Materia Medica, a name used by some for the vanilla, or vanilla, used in making the scented chocolate.

BANISHMENT, Exile, in Law, among us, is of two kinds; the one voluntary, and upon oath; the other by compulsion, for some offence or crime.

The former, properly called adjuration, was abolished by Stat. 21. Jac. 1. c. 28.; and has now ceased, 2 Inst. 629: the latter is enquired by judgment of parliament. Yet outlawing and transportation may be also considered as a species of exile.

However, no power on earth, except the authority of parliament, can fend any subject of England out of the land against his will; no, not even a criminal. For exile and transportation are punishments at present unknown to the common law: and whenever the latter is now inflicted, it is either by the choice of the criminal himself to escape a capital punishment, or else by the express direction of some modern act of parliament. To this purpose Magna Charta declares (c. 29.) that no freeman shall be banished, unless by the judgment of his peers, or by the law of the land. And
by the lybani corpus a.d. (31 Car. II. e. 2.), it is enacted, that no subject of this realm, who is an inhabitant of England, Wales, or Berwick, shall be sent prisoner into Scotland, Ireland, Jersey, or Guernsey, or places beyond the seas, where they cannot have the full benefit and protection of the common law: but that all such imprisonments shall be illegal; that the person who shall dare to commit another contrary to this law, shall be disabled from bearing any office, shall incur the penalty of a penitentiary, and be incapable of receiving the king's pardon; and the party suffering shall also have his private action against the person committing, and all his aids, advancers, and abettors, and shall recover treble costs besides his damages, which no jury shall affix at left 500l. Blackll. Com. vol. i. P. 137.

BANISTER, John, in Biography, was educated at Oxford. In 1573, having taken a bachelor's degree, he obtained a licence to practice physic. He then went to Nottingham, and professed both medicine and surgery, "wonderfully followed (Wood says) by all sorts of people, for his happy practice in those arts." Banister published several works of which the following are the titles: "A needful, new, and necessary Treatise of Chirurgery, briefly comprehending the general and particular Curation of Ulcers, with certain Experiments of his own Invention," London, 1575, 8vo. It is dedicated to Tho. Stanhope, esq. high sheriff of Nottinghamshire. "The History of Man, fetched from the Sap of the most approved Anatomists," nine books, Fol. Lond. 1578; decorated. Douglas says, with anatomical engravings, copied from Vesalius, but miferably executed. "Compendious Chirurgery, gathered and translated, especially out of Wecker," Lond. 1585, 12mo. This is not a mere translation, the work being corrected and much improved by Banister. "Antidotary Chirurgical," containing variety of all sorts of medicines, Lond. 1589, 8vo. In 1633, several years after his death, his chirurgical works were published together in six books, in 4to. The Antidotary was dedicated to the earl of Warwick, by whom he appears to have been patronized. Wood's Athenae Oxon. Aikin's Biog. Mem.

Banister, Richard, was in great credit in the end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth century, for his skill in surgery, which he practised at Stamford in Lincolnshire. His knowledge in the art he learned of his near kinsman, John Banister, by whom he had been educated. "Sitting at the feet," he says, "of a Gannick in that art, let his name (he adds) be as a precious ointment poured out; for he was one to whom malice itself could do no mischief, nor hatred hurt." He continued in the general practice of surgery several years. "At length," he says, "I left the greatest maps of that unmeasurable mystery, and confined myself to the cure of the eyes, of the bare lip, the wry neck, and to affid the hearing by an instrument." But his principal object was relieving the blind; to perfect himself in this art, he appears to have associated with Henry Blackbourne, Robert Hall of Worcester, master Velder, Surfield, and Barnabie, of Fenny Stanton, Lynn, and Peterborough, all famed for their skill in couching and performing their operations on the eyes. Following their example, he visited many of the principal cities in the kingdom, particularly London, which place he visited spring and summer for several years. It appears to have been his custom to procure certificates of the cures he performed at each place. "I can shew," he says, "that in the year 1669, I made, with the help of God, twenty-four blind people free in the city of Norwich; and I came thither again in 1641, and all of them had their sight; for confirmation of which, I had a certificate from the mayor and alderman, with the city seal annexed." A similar certificate he obtained from Sir Wm. Cockaine, lord mayor of London, in the year 1621, which appears to have been the last time of his coming to London. But now, he says, I know it is not long to the period of my days, so I mean to rest at home the small remnant that God hath allotted to me." He promises, however, to continue to afflict those who visit him at his house. The time of his death is not known.

In 1622, he published "A Treatise of one hundred and thirteen diseases of the eyes and eye-lids; the second time published with some profitable additions of certain principles and experiments by Richard Banister, master in chyrurgery, occultist, and practitioner in phisic," 12mo. The book is not pagd. The part added by Banister seems to be a small treatise at the beginning of the volume, which he calls "Banister's Brevisry of the Eyes." He here complains of the number of ignorant persons, and among them many women, who interfered in the art, to the hurt of the people. This part is interspersed with poetical effusions, in which he laments at some pretended cures performed by drinking and washing the eyes with the waters of the Malvern and other springs.

"So many folks unto the town did run For water, that alewives were half undone. At first, when this news unto me was told, I doubted was, it touched my freethold. I dwelt from thence, at least some twenty miles, Yet there my patients went o'er fields and fylles." He had the satisfaction, however, to fee them come back, "Their bodies wearied, and their griefs made worse, And eas'd and purg'd only in the purge." The treatise which gives the general title to the volume, and of which Banister has with most people the credit of being the author, was written originally in French by Jacques Guillemeau, translated into English by an anonymous writer, and dedicated to John Banister. Wood's Athenae Oxon. Aikin's Biog. Mem.

BANISTERIA, in Botany, so named by Dr. Houlbou in memory of the Rev. John Banister, a curious botanist, who left his life in the search after plants in Virginia. Linne. gen. n. 573. Reich. 622. Schreb. 780. Cavannilles, t. 243. 258. Gert. t. 116. CHAL. de, decandria trigynia; roundifolia Cav. Nat. Order, tribulata; meliphoi, Jull. Gen. Char. Col. perianth, five parted (four, seldom five, Cav.) very small, ifth underneath with tubercles, permanent: two meliforous glands under each division of the calyx, except one; and they are therefore eight in number. Cor. petals five, orbiculate, very large, spreading, crenate (limbata C.): claws oblong, linear. Stem filaments ten, very small, coalescing at bottom: anthers simple. Pyl. germs three, winged, coalescent: stiles three, simple: stigma obtuse (enlarged into a leaflet, Cav.) Per. capsules three, running out into a long wing, one-celled, marked at the sides with small appendages, not gaping. Stelo foliar, covered, toothed on the lateral edge. Olb. The flower, especially the glands of the calyx, shew the affinity between this and malpighia. It differs however in the leafy glaws and winged fruit. B. leona has ten, the rest have eight glands. Cav. Eff. Char. Col. five-parted, with melancholy pores at the base on the outside. Pet. roundifoli with claus: clavus leaf-shaped; seeds three, winged with membranes.

at top in a short daggery point, green above, whitish beneath, nearly equal to the petioles, on which and near the leaf are two opposite glands; without stipules; flowers in opposite axillary umbels; common peduncle elongated; rays five to seven, an inch long, jointed, with two short, opposite bracts; at the insertion of the rays are two small suborbicular leaves; corolla sulphur-colored. A native of Dominique, Hispaniola, &c. 2. B. purpurea. Lam. Dict. n. 2. Plum. Spec. 18. ic. 15. Mf. t. 2. Aecr. Birm. Amer. t. 15. "Leaves ovate; spikes lateral; seeds erect." Stem strong and woody, dividing into many opposite and twining branches; leaves ovate, on short petioles; there are five or six pairs of branches, nearly of the same size with theirs undersides; flowers axillary, in a kind of spike; petals purple, short; third germ often abortive, whence Plumier says that the fruit is bi-ovulate and twinged; and Miller, that the greater number of species have only two styles. A native of the Caribbean islands, sent to Miller from Campeachy, and cultivated by him in 1750.

3. B. laurifolia. Lamarec. Dict. n. 3. Acer feird, fol. laurinisi. Dcarn. Jan. 2. 16. Plum. Spec. 18. ic. 14. "Leaves ovate-oblong, rigid; racemes terminal." Stem shrubby, climbing, with loose, reflex, diverging, roundish, rugose branches; leaves petiolate, ovate-lanceolate, acute, entire, nervetl, smooth; racemes pedunculate; peduncles commonly one-flowered; short, yellow; leaflets at the base of the peduncles two, minute, tomentose, calyx five-leafed; petals spatulate; anthers elliptic; gern three-cornered, trifid at the tip; styles subulate; short; stigma dilated, one of the three capsules usually abortive; wings three or four times longer than the capsules. A native of Jamaica and Hispaniola.

4. B. longifolia. "Leaves oblong, acuminate, rigid, thinning, panicle terminating; branches spreading very much." A native of the West Indies.

5. B. bengalensis. "Leaves ovate-oblong, acuminate; racemes lateral; seeds spreading." This species recedes from the genus, it has only one style, and the capsule has four wings. It has strong woody flakes, twining about trees which grow near it, and rises twenty feet high. A native of the East and West Indies.


7. B. fulgens. "Leaves fleshy, tomentose underneath; racemes bracteate; peduncles umbellate." Its slender winding stalks rise five or six feet high, and the flowers grow in a round bunch at the extremity of the branches, of a brownish yellow colour; the seeds are smaller, and have narrower wings than in the third species. A native of Jamaica and Barbadoes.

8. B. brachia. "Leaves fleshy; bracteate; racemes bracteate; seeds narrower within." Very like the foregoing; but the leaves more blunt; yielding out many branches, dividing into others, and yielding tendrils which flatten to neighbouring trees, and mounting to a great height; the flowers, in loose clusters at the ends of the branches, are suffruticose, gold-coloured, and fade to a scarlet, succeeded by slender thin seeds. A native of Carthagena.

9. B. aculeata. "Leaves pinnate; leaflets oblong, obtuse; flowers spikelike; stem branching, prickly." Climbing stalks, dividing into many branches with long winged leaves, composed of about twenty pair of small blunt pinnae, each having a deep furrow on the under side; the flowers grow on long spikes at the end of the branches, and are succeeded by single seeds, as large as those of the greater maple. A native of Tolu.


11. B. viti. "Leaves ovate-oblong, quite entire, thinning beneath; panicle terrifying leafy." A native of Brazil, where it was found by Commerson.

12. B. brefiaefolia. "Branches tubercled; leaves ovate-acute, with a broader nipa on the lower surface; wings very long." Found by Commerson near Rio Janeiro in Brazil.

13. B. marginata. "Leaves ovate-acuminate, tomentose beneath; racemes axillary; capsules acuminate." A native of Peru, where it was found by Joseph de Jules.

14. B. Lenana. "Branches tubercled; leaves ovate-acuminate, coriaceous; flowers panicle; racemes terminal." It varies with other more elongated leaves. A native of America, and found by Smeathman at Sierra Leone in Africa, in which perhaps it has been transported.

15. B. flexuosa. "Leaves ovate-acuminate, tomentose beneath; flowers panicle; bracts imbricate." A native of Rio-Janeiro, near St. Sebastian, in Brazil, found there by Commerson.

16. B. marginata. "Leaves ovate, subcorporate, unmarginate; styles at the end, tomentose on the lower surface, flowers raceme-corymbose." A native of America.

17. B. Lapa. "Leaves ovate, tomentose beneath, flowers in corymbs, seeds erect." A shrub, six feet high, putting out many tomentose twining branches, by which it climbs up trees. A native of Guiana, on the borders of meadows, flowering in August, observed there by Aublet.

18. B. forrдинг. "Leaves ovate, acuminate, flowers in corymbs, yellow, wings gradually widening." A shrub with a trunk five feet high, putting forth many flowering twining branches. A native of Guiana, on trees, by the sides of meadows and fields, flowering and fruiting in August, observed there by Aublet. 19. B. orbiculata. "Stem twining; leaves orbiculate, beneath tomentose and silky; petals biglandular." A native of Jamaica, Guadaloupe, and St. Domingo. Cavanilles attributes to this the same synonym of Sloane and Browne, which Linneaeus has given to B. fulgens.

20. B. drilata. "Leaves cordate-radiate, eroded, smooth, ciliate." A native of Brazil, where it was found by Dombey.


22. B. ovata. "Stem twining, leaves ovate, acute, quite entire, flowers in umbels, involucres fluted." A native of the island of Domincque, where it was found by Delportes and Burian.


24. B. fagitea. "Stem twining, leaves fagitate, large, tomentose, petals biglandular." A native of St. Domingo, found there by Delportes.

The species of this genus are all inhabitants of very hot climates, chiefly of America, from Brazil to Louisiana, particularly the islands. They are shrubs, mostly with twining stems, adorning the woods with the beauty of their flowers, and the variety of their opposite leaves. Plumier discovered four sorts: and for the red, we are obliged to Aublet, Commerson, and other modern travellers.

Propagation and Culture. These plants, being natives of hot countries, cannot be preferred in England, unless they are kept in a bark-house. They are propagated by seeds, procured from the countries where they grow, naturally gathered when fully ripe, and brought to England in sand or earth. When they arrive, they should be left immediately in pots, and if it be autumn, or winter, the pots should be plunged into a hot-bed or tanner's bark, and curdled from frost and wet, till spring, when they must be removed to a fresh hot-bed, which will bring up the plants; when the plants come up, let them be put into separate pots, filled with light earth, and plunged into the bark-bed, after which they must be treated like other tender plants from the same countries. Martyn's Miller.
BANK, in Commerce, is a denomination given to certain societies or communities, who take on them the charge of the money of private persons to improve it, or keep it secure; or it is a common repository, where many persons agree to keep their cash, to be always ready at their call, or direction. The word bank in this sense comes from the Italian banco, formed of the Spanish banco, a bench, whereon the ancient money-changers sat in the public markets; or, as others think, a table whereon they told their money; for the Spanish banco signifies a table, as well as a bench; as among the Greeks the word στραξίς signified a bench, as well as a table, whence the word στραξίστηρ for a ledger. Accordingly the institution of banks commenced in Italy, where the Lombard Jews kept benches in the market places, for the exchange of money and bills. Mr. John Law, indeed, in his treatise, intitled, "Money and Trade considered," aferrives the invention of banks to Sweden; alleging that the bulk of their money being copper, rendered it inconvenient; and in order to remedy this, a bank was set up, where the money might be pledged, and paper credit given to the value, which palled in payments, and facilitated trade. But this opinion, says Anderson (Hist. Comm. vol. i. p. 476.), is so far from being barely probable, that it is in a manner past all doubt, that the free cities of Italy were, in very early times, the inventors of banks (lumber-houses, or lambard-houses) and bills of exchange, long before the countries on the north extremity of Europe knew any thing of commerce, which Sweden knew least and latest of all the rest.

It cannot be doubted but that the beginning of traffic was by exchanging one commodity for another, as men could best suit each others occasions. But the necessities of men being so various and different, in respect to the quantity and quality of requisites, money was instituted as the most convenient medium for commerce, whereby people might procure whatsoever they stood in need of, in quantities according to their exigencies.

This changed the term of bartering into that of buying and selling; yet all trading at length reduces into a general barter. For he who sells any thing to receive money for it, perhaps what he requires with the same money. Money then becoming the principal engine for circulating the bulk of commerce, its application to trade is proper to be considered.

Money is used in the minuter kinds of dealings, as retailing, &c. when it is commuted for all kinds of labour, and to furnish the necessary provisions for daily use. This requires its being divided into the smallest denominations of the pieces, as into shillings and pence; so that this way of dealing is not capable of being transacted by bills and affigments.

Money is also employed in the more extensive and wholesale way of trade, wherein large sums are negotiated; and this occasions frequent payments from one traderman to another. In which payments, although strictly speaking ready cash be required as often as contracts are made, yet as commerce in general consists in the mutual dealings and transactions of many traders, it may often so fall out, by means of interchangeable debts and credits, that divers traders may satisfy each others occasions, without making any payments in specie, by transferring their debts to each other.

But when such mutual conveniences do not occur, traders usually receive their money in specie, and to pay it from one to the other. Yet this way of payment is attended with many inconveniences, as trouble in counting the money, hazard in securing it from the attempts of robbers.

Vol. III.
to the ancients, and which is the pride of the modern commercial system.

Bank of England, was first established in the year 1694, partly for the convenience of commerce, and partly also for the enrolment of the proprietors; and it is the greatest bank of circulation in Europe. The project was proposed by Mr. W. Paterson, a merchant, and debated for a long time by the proprietors, till at length, by an act of 5 & 6 William & Mary, cap. 20, it was enacted, that their majesties might grant a commission to take particular subscriptions for 1,200,000l. of any persons, natives or foreigners, whose majesties were hereby empowered to incorporate with a yearly allowance of 100,000l., viz. 96,000l. or 8 per cent. for interest till redeemed, and 400l. to be allowed the intended bank for charges of management. The corporation was to have the name of "The governor and company of the bank of England;" their said fund to be re-deensible upon a year's notice, after the 1st of August 1705, and payment of the principal, and then the corporation to cease. The company was enabled by this act to purchase lands, &c. unlimitedly, and to enjoy the other usual powers of corporations; their stock was to be transferrable. They were restricted from borrowing more than 1,200,000l. except on parliament funds, and from trading in any merchandise, except in bills of exchange, and in bullion, and in the sale of such goods as were the produce of lands purchased by the corporation: and all bills obligatory under the seal of the said corporation, were made affaigible by indorsement. The charter of incorporation was executed July 27, 1694; which directs, that there be a governor, deputy-governor, and twenty-four directors; and specifies the qualifications of voters and directors, together with other regulations, which have been further amended and enlarged by subsequent statutes.

In 1697, the bank was allowed to enlarge its capital stock, by an engraftment of 1,021,171l. 10s. This whole capital stock, therefore, amounted at this time to 2,201,171l. 10s. This engraftment is said to have been for the support of public credit. In 1696, tallies had been at 40, and 50, and 60 per cent. discount, and bank notes at 20 per cent. During the great recoinage of silver, which was going on at this time, the bank had thought proper to discontinue the payment of its notes, which necessarily occasioned their discount. By this engrafting act, as it was called, the capital stock of the bank was to be exempted from any tax; no act of the corporation; nor of its court of directors, nor sub-committees, should subject the particular share of any member to forfeiture; but these shares were subject to the payment of all just debts contracted by the corporation; and it was made felony to counterfeit the common seal of the bank, affixed to their sealed bills, or to alter, or counterfeit any sum in, or any indorsement on their stamped notes, signed by order of the said governor and company, or to forge or counterfeit the said bills or notes. This act was judiciously framed for the restoration of public credit; and it served to effect two points; viz. the rescue of the exchequer tallies and orders from the stock-jobbing harpies by engrafting them into this company, and also by cancelling the bank notes, also engrafted, which had been at 20 per cent. discount; because the government had been greatly deficient in their payments to the bank; and a good interest was secured to the proprietors of the increased capital. By act 6 Anne c. 22, it was enacted, for securing the credit of the bank of England, that no other banking company in England shall consist of more than six persons, empowered to issue bills or notes payable on demand, or for any time less than six months, which is the only exclusive privilege belonging to the bank. In pursuance of the 7th Anne, c. 7, the bank advanced and paid into the exchequer the sum of 400,000l. making in all the sum of 1,600,000l. which it had advanced upon its original annuity of 96,000l. interest, and 400l. for expense of management. In pursuance of the same act, the bank cancelled exchequer bills to the amount of 1,775,027l. 17s. 10d. at 6 per cent. interest; it likewise undertook the circulation of 2,500,000l. of exchequer bills for the supply of the year; and it was at the same time allowed to take in subcriptions for doubling its capital. In 1709, therefore, the capital of the bank amounted to 4,402,343l. 11s. 6d. and it had advanced to government the sum of 3,375,027l. 17s. 10d. By a call of 15 per cent. towards the 400,000l. advanced to government, there was paid in and made stock 656,024l. 15s. 9d.; and by another call of 10 per cent. in 1710, 501,448l. 12s. 1d. In consequence of these two calls, the bank capital amounted to 5,379,995l. 14s. 8d.

The convenience which government found in issuing exchequer bills by means of the bank, produced an agreement in 1713, when the company undertook to circulate new bills for raising 1,200,000l. towards the supplies, on having an allowance of 3 per cent. per annum, payable weekly, and a further allowance of 8000l. per annum, payable quarterly. On this occasion, by 12 Anne, c. 11, the company obtained an additional term of 10 years to the period of their continuance as a corporation; so that they were not to be dissolved but upon twelve months notice after the 1st of August 1742; and to enable them to fulfil their engagements, they were empowered to make a call for money upon the proprietors. In the following year, they first received the subscriptions to a loan for the public service, which had been hitherto usually taken at the exchequer; but the bank, being found more convenient for monied persons, has usually received them ever since.

In pursuance of the act 3 Geo. I. c. 7, 8, 9, in 1717, the bank delivered up two millions of exchequer bills to be cancelled; and it had, therefore, at this time, advanced to government 5,375,027l. 17s. 10d. It was now agreed to reduce the interest from 6 to 5 per cent. In pursuance of the act 8 Geo. I. c. 21. in 1722, the bank purchased of the South Sea company stock to the amount of 4,000,000l. and in this year, in consequence of the subscriptions which it had taken in for enabling it to make this purchase, its capital stock was increased by 3,400,000l. At this time, therefore, the bank had advanced to the public 9,375,027l. 17s. 10d. of which the sum of 1,600,000l. was entitled to 6 per cent. interest, till the 1st of August 1743; but the reil was to be reduced to 4 per cent. from and after Midsummer 1727; and the capital stock of the bank amounted only to 8,959,995l. 14s. 8d. It was upon this occasion, that the sum which the bank had advanced to the public, and for which it received interest, began first to exceed its capital stock, or the sum for which it paid a dividend to the proprietors of bank stock; or, in other words, that the bank began to have an undivided capital, over and above its divided one; and it has continued to have an undivided capital of the same kind ever since.

In 1728, the company of the bank advanced to government 1,750,000l. at 4 per cent. interest, without any power of enlarging their capital. In the following year, they advanced the further sum of 1,550,000l. at 4 per cent. The capital due from government, after fundy redemptions, was 16,100,000l. of which the sum of 1,000,000l. was re-
deemed in 1738, being part of the principal for exchequer
bills cancelled in 1717.

In 1742, the company advanced a further sum of 1,000,000l. towards the supply for that year, without re-
ceiving any additional allowance for interest or manage-
ment; but they were empowered to place their capital
stock to the same amount; and by the act 15 Geo. III. c. 13
establishing this contract, by which the privileges of the
bank were continued till one year's notice after the 1st of
August 1764. It was declared, that the acts of 7 and 12
Anne, and all other acts for determining the corpora-
tion, should be void; and that the governor and company of the
bank should remain a body corporate and politic for ever,
subject to such restrictions and regulations as were contained
in the acts and charters then in force. The whole sum, ad-
vanced on the original fund of 100,000l. per annum, thus
became 3,286,000l. and the interest upon it from 1st of
August 1743, 3 per cent, per annum.

By this act, perfons forging, counterfeiting, or altering
any bank note, bill of exchange, dividend warrant, or any
bond or obligation under that company's seal, or any in-
dorsement upon it, or knowingly uttering the same, shall suffer
death without benefit of clergy. Moreover, the company's
directors breaking their trust to the company, shall suffer
death as a felon without benefit of clergy. It was also
enacted, that when, at a court of directors of the bank, ne-
ither the governor nor deputy governor shall attend in two
hours after the time appointed for business, then 12 or
more of the directors may chuse a chairman for the time, for
the dispatch of business; and that such court shall be as
valid as if either the governor or deputy governor had duly
attended.

In consequence of the bill 19 Geo. III. c. 6. in 1746, the
bank agreed to deliver up to the treasury 986,800l. in ex-
chequer bills; in lieu of which it had to be an annuity of
4 per cent for that sum, out of the fund for licensing
spirrituous liquors; and the bank was empowered to add the
paid 986,800l. to its capital stock, by taking in subscrip-
tions for that purpose. Accordingly, at Michaelmas
1746, the whole debt due to the bank from the public
was 1,168,800l. and its divided capital had been raised
by different calls and subscriptions to 10,780,000l. The
flate of these sums has continued to be the same ever
since.

In 1764, the company of the bank agreed to advance
1,000,000l, towards the supplies, in exchequer bills, to be repaid in 1766; and to pay into the exchequer 110,000l.
without any repayment of the principal or allowance of
interest for the same; in conformation of which, the term of
their charter was extended to 1st of August 1786; and the
dividend on the company's stock was raised at Michaelmas
from 4½ to 5 per cent. At Michaelmas 1776 it was raised to
5½ per cent.

From a very early period after the establishment of the
bank, it had been the practice of the company to affit
bills to government with money in anticipation of the land
and malt taxes, and by making temporary advances on exchequer
bills and other securities. In the year 1781, the sums thus
lent to government amounted to upwards of eight millions,
in addition to the permanent debt of 11,686,800l. An
agreement was now entered into for the renewal of their
charter, the term of which was extended to August 1812,
on the company's engaging to advance 2,000,000l. on ex-
chequer bills, at 3 per cent. interest, to be paid off within
three years out of the sinking fund. In order to enable them
to make this advance, a call of 8 per cent. on their capital
was thought necessary, by which their former capital stock
of 10,780,000l. was increased to 11,642,400l. the sum on
which they now divide. The dividend was also increased
one half per cent. so that it now became 6 per cent. In
consequence of this agreement, the total of their advances to
government on the land and malt taxes, exchequer bills, and
exchequer bills, was increased, on the 25th of February 1782,
to 9,654,670l. The amount of the bank-notes in circu-
mulation must of course be augmented by the increase of advances
to government.

In consequence of large advances to government, the great
exportation of coin and bullion to Germany and Ireland,
and several concouring circumstances, which, at the com-
encement of the year 1797, produced an unusual demand of
specie from different parts of the country on the metropo-
lis, an order of the privy council was issued on the 26th of
February, prohibiting the directors of the bank from issu-
ing any cash in payment till the sense of parliament on the
subject was obtained. This refection was sanctioned by
parliament; and a committee was appointed to examine the
state of the bank, from whose report it appeared, that, on
the 25th of February, after examining the outstanding
claims against it with the corresponding alcts, the amount
of demands on the bank was 13,770,393l; and that of affets,
not including the sum of 11,656,800l. of permanent debt due
by government, was 17,507,298l.; so that there was a
surplus of 3,826,093l.

Soon after the meeting of parliament, in November follow-
ing, the committee of secrecy, appointed to inquire into the
expedency of continuing the restriction on the bank, re-
ported, that the total amount of outstanding demands on the
bank, on the 11th of November, was 17,578,915l. and of the
funds for discharging the fame, exclusively of the permanent
debt, 21,418,448l. leaving a balance in favour of the bank
at that time of 3,857,501l. The report stated that the
advances to government had been reduced to 4,253,840l. and
that the cahh and bullion in the bank had increased to more
than five times the value at which they stood on the 25th of
February 1792, when it was about 1,272,000l.

By this statement, the solvency and solidity of the bank
were satisfactorily evinced; and, indeed, its flability must be
evoeal with that of the British government. All that it has
advanced to the public must be lost before its creditors can
retain any lofs. No other banking company in England
can be established by act of parliament, or can confift of
more than six members. It acts, not only as an ordinary bank,
but as a great engine of state. It receives and pays the
greater part of the annuities which are due to the creditors
of the public (See National Debt, and Fund); it circulates
exchequer bills; and it advances to government the annual
amount of the land and malt taxes, which are frequently not
paid up for some years. It likewise discounts the bills of
merchants, and has, upon several different occasions, sup-
ported the credit of the principal houx, not only of
England, but of Hamburg and Holland. The baiquets of
the bank is under the direction of a governor, a sub-
governor, and 24 directors, who are elected annually by
a general court; and it is conducted by a great number of
subordinate clerks in different offices. The qualification
of a director is 200,000l. of a deputy-governor 100,000l. and
of a governor 40,000l.; 500l. bank stock intitles the proprietor
to vote at the general courts, provided he has been in posses-
sion of it six months.

The company may not improperly be denominated a
trading company, and that which is peculiarly distinguished
by the application of bank stock is a trading stock; the dividen-
arms of which, amounting to 11,642,400l. paid half-yearly,
and now 7 per cent. accreses from the annual income of the com-
pany;
pany; and this arises from the interest received for the money advanced by the proprietors to the public, or the permanent debt of 11,686,800l. from interest on the annual temporary advances; from the profits of their dealings in bullion, and of their discounts; from the interest of stock held by the company; from the sums allowed by government for the management of the annuities paid at the offices of the bank, such as, an allowance of 450l. per million for management of the public funds, and the allowance of 805l. 15s. 10d. per million for receiving the contribution to loans, and from some other smaller articles.

The bank of England may be considered as the main spring of that complicated mechanism, by which the commercial payments of this country are transacted; and by which the comparatively small sum of money with which they are performed is kept in perpetual and regular circulation. The subordinate parts of this machine consist of about 70 private banking-houses in London, and about 366 banks diffused over the country. By the joint operation of these various money-dealers, almost all bank payments, founded on commercial bargains, are ultimately settled in London, with the money which issues from the bank of England. This money circulates in ordinary times, partly of coin, and partly of bank notes. From its large capital and extensive issue of paper, that bank indirectly supplies the whole kingdom with as much gold as is required for circulation. Its notes are issued in loans, granted either for the accommodation of the public treasurer, or for that of merchants by discount of their bills; and in consequence of a common agreement among the bankers, no notes of any private house are current in London. All the large payments of that metropolis are in this manner effected by the paper of the bank of England; and they are chiefly transacted by the private bankers, who, according to a conjectural estimate, make daily payments to the amount of four or five millions, and have probably in their hands a very large proportion of the whole of the notes circulating in the metropolis.

The following table will exhibit, at one view, the rate of the cash and bullion, the average of bank notes in circulation, and also the discounts and advances to government during the several periods which it comprehends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Cash and Bullion</th>
<th>Average of Bank Notes circulated</th>
<th>Bills Discounted</th>
<th>Average Advance to Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1792:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
<td>11,686,800</td>
<td>4,517,000</td>
<td>8,737,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>4,422,000</td>
<td>12,100,000</td>
<td>5,129,000</td>
<td>7,974,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>6,330,000</td>
<td>13,500,000</td>
<td>5,655,000</td>
<td>7,845,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>7,700,000</td>
<td>15,000,000</td>
<td>6,180,000</td>
<td>8,820,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1793:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>8,000,000</td>
<td>16,000,000</td>
<td>6,705,000</td>
<td>9,295,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>8,800,000</td>
<td>17,500,000</td>
<td>7,221,000</td>
<td>10,279,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>9,066,000</td>
<td>18,000,000</td>
<td>7,737,000</td>
<td>11,263,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>7,665,000</td>
<td>19,000,000</td>
<td>8,253,000</td>
<td>12,347,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1794:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>7,350,000</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>8,769,000</td>
<td>13,481,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>7,150,000</td>
<td>21,000,000</td>
<td>9,285,000</td>
<td>14,515,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>6,754,000</td>
<td>22,000,000</td>
<td>9,801,000</td>
<td>15,639,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
<td>23,000,000</td>
<td>10,317,000</td>
<td>16,663,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1795:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>4,422,000</td>
<td>14,000,000</td>
<td>10,833,000</td>
<td>17,167,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>2,632,000</td>
<td>15,000,000</td>
<td>11,349,000</td>
<td>18,251,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>2,460,000</td>
<td>16,000,000</td>
<td>11,865,000</td>
<td>19,335,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the beginning of 1798, the bank advanced to government 3,000,000 on exchequer bills, and in the progress of the year a farther advance of 500,000; so that the total sum, advanced by the bank for the public service, and out-

funding on the 7th of December, was 6,777,739l. At a general court, held 14th of March 1799, it was agreed to advance to government 1,500,000l. on exchequer bills, and it was proposed to divide among the proprietors the 5 per cent. stock held by the company for the million subscribed to the loyalty-loan; and with this view to purchase 336,240l. of the same stock, to make up the sum held by them 1,164,240l. in order to make a dividend of 10l. 5 per cent. stock for every 100l. bank capital. Accordingly the transfer was made on the 1st of June.

In November following, a negotiation was entered into for renewing the term of the company's charter, although about 13 years of it remained. The proposition was agreed to at a general court held January the 9th, 1800. The conditions were, that the bank should advance to government 3,000,000l. for the service of the year 1800, on exchequer bills, payable, without interest, out of the balances to be granted for the year 1806, in consideration of which the term of their charter was continued till the end of twelve months next after the 1st of August 1833.

The amount of bank notes in circulation had gradually increased since the beginning of 1797; and, during the year 1800, amounted to about 13,500,000l. The amount, on an average of a month, to 25th of January 1801, was 16,475,200l. consisting of 13,845,800l. in notes of 51., and upwards, and 2,629,400l. in 1l. and 2l. notes.

At a general court, held 19th of March 1801, another occasional dividend of stock was proposed. This dividend was to be made of 582,120l. of 5 per cent. navy annuities, at the rate of 5 per cent. for every 100l. bank capital; and the transfer was made on the 1st of May.

The commerce of London itself is immense; not only as a seat of populous and luxurious consumption, but as a flation of manufactures, and an emporium of maritime trade. The number of payments occasioned by such various transactions, is farther increased by the dividends which the national creditors receive on the great sum of our public debt. But in addition to all these payments, originating within the capital itself, bills are drawn upon London, and remittances are sent hither to provide for them, from all parts of the kingdom. Even foreign drafts, on account of merchants in the country, are, with scarcely any exceptions, made payable in London. And thus a great proportion of the pecuniary engagements, to which the whole commerce of the kingdom gives birth, are ultimately settled there. This transfer of the country payments to London, has, in some degree, fulfilled for a long time; the practice, once begun, was likely, from its great advantage, to be gradually extended; and, of late years, it seems to have been reduced to a regular and very commodious system. It was much facilitated by the multiplication of country banks, during that period of high prosperity and confidence which immediately preceded the late war. The formation of these throughout the whole country was actively encouraged by the private bankers of London; and, indeed, the existence of a great national bank, which, like that of England, must provide a constant reservoir of gold, naturally suggests the creation of smaller establishments. Upon the formation of such banks in the country, many traders of all descriptions, who had formerly maintained a direct correspondence with merchants in London, fell into the practice of transacting their business with the metropolis through the banker in their own neighbourhood with whom they kept their cash. On their account, he drew largely upon a banker in London; who agreed to execute the extensive country business he had thus acquired, at a much lower commission than what had formerly been paid by the several country traders to their
their separate correspondents. The rate of commissio was reduced, in consequence of the diminished trouble as well as risk; the labour of keeping accounts, writing letters, receiving and paying bills, was now transferred to one house, which had before been divided among many; and a new security was afforded to the transactions between the metropolis and the country, by the interposed credit of wealthy and respectable country banks.

The establishment of such a system of banks, and the transference of ultimate payments to one particular place, are in the natural course of that progressive feudalisation of labour, which extends itself over an opulent and industrious country. The receipt and payment of money, instead of being conducted at home, are transferred, by every trader, to his banker; who devotes himself to abridging his own labour, and of economising the use of money, especially of that costly part of it which consists of specie. By his skill and success in attaining these objects, he manages an important part of trade, at an expense far inferior to what the merchants themselves must have incurred, had they continued to conduct it separately by their own clerks. In proportion, likewise, as the amount and number of payments and receipts is augmented in one particular place, the business of paying and receiving is more easy and cheaply transacted; the guineas or bank notes required, though more upon the whole, are fewer in proportion to the sums paid and received. So complete, accordingly, and to logical necessity is economy in the use of notes, which long experience has introduced among the London bankers, that the present payments of that metropolis could feebly be transacted, with due regularity, if the quantity of notes were to suffer any considerable diminution. In this they are assisted by the facility of bills of exchange and government securities to supply the place of bank notes; for the interest that grows on such negotiable paper while it is retained, far exceeds the losses which the banker would undergo from the detention of coin or notes; and there is a certain sort and quantity of bills, on the conversion of which into money he may rely almost as confidently as on the changing of a note into guineas, or of a guinea into silver.

The ingenuity of these money-dealers, in sparing the circulating medium, is aptly illustrated by a custom which prevails among the city bankers. Each of them lends a clerk, at an appointed hour in the afternoon, to a room provided for their use. Each clerk there exchanges the drafts on other bankers received at his own house for the drafts on his own house received at the houses of other bankers. The balances of the several bankers are transferred from one to another, in a manner which it is unnecessary to explain in detail, and the several balances are finally wound up by each clerk into one balance. The difference between the whole sum which each banker has to pay to all other city bankers, is, therefore, all that is discharged in bank notes or money; a difference evidently much less in its amount than that to which the several differences would be equal.

But the economising use of circulating medium is by no means the only collateral advantage that arises from this system of banks, connected in subordination to each other, with the great national bank at their head. Although a very few of the country establishments have occasionally subjected themselves to the charge of encouraging rash speculation, the system, in its complex operation, has a real tendency to bring it as well as to enlarge the basis of credit. Bankers profiting, from their situation, very superior means of distinguishing the careful trader from the improvident. The bill transactions of the neighbourhood pass under their inspection; and by this information they are enabled to measure out confidence very nearly in a just proportion. In fact, it is considered as a regular branch of their professional experience, that they should appreciate the credit of the various traders within their district of circulation; and this sort of practical sagacity they are under-
Should the alarm be great and of long continuance, the bank, by maintaining only a million of notes in circulation, may, by the continual return of these, be exhausted of fifty millions of guineas. Besides, a more permanent cause of a run upon the bank of England for specie is the excess of the market price of gold above its mint price. This was formerly occasioned by the debased state of gold currency; and the bank has been reduced to the necessity of coining new guineas, which were immediately melted down, that the bullion might be sold to the bank itself at the high market price. In whatever manner the high price of gold is produced, immediate demands are made upon the bank for guineas, in order to export them. Thence it evanours to replace, though gold cannot be purchased without a considerable loss. A mutual competition will thus be established between the bank, on the one hand, which buys and coins at a great loss, and the clandestine dealers, on the other hand, who melt and sell gold at a great profit. If the unfavourable balance of trade, which has caused this high price of bullion, were not of a temporary nature, the bank of England, by this continued accumulation of unproductive expeune, might ultimately be reduced to very great distress. Besides, the excess of the market price of gold above its mint price may likewise be produced by too great a quantity of paper-money. The bank, indeed, has the power of restricting the country paper, by limiting its own notes to those which are actually needed for the purposes of circulation. It has, therefore, the power in a great degree of preventing that high price of gold, and the consequent drain of its own guineas, which proceed from an excessive circulation of paper. So long, then, as the bank is liable to payments in specie, it has an evident interest to prevent its own paper, as well as that of the whole country, from being so excessive, as to occasion a rise in the price of commodities. To limit the total amount of paper issued, and to reforit, whenever the temptation of borrowing is strong, to some effectual principle of restriction; never to diminish greatly the sum in circulation, but to let it vibrate only within certain limits; to afford a flow and cautious extension of it, as the general trade of the country is enlarged; and to permit a temporary increase during an extraordinary period of difficulty or alarm:—this, according to Mr. Thornton (ubi infra), is the true policy of an institution placed in the circumstances of the bank of England.

If the bank of England, says an anonymous writer (Edin. Rev. N. S. I. p. 196.), must now be considered as a national establishment, not merely influencing, by the superior magnitude of its capital, the fate of commercial circulation, but guiding its movements according to views of public policy, an important revolution has taken place since the first creation of that corporation as a banking establishment. That power of influencing the medium of exchange, with the opportunities it implies of varying its quantity and value, which, while precious coin was in use, was exercised under the immediate prerogative of the crown, is now virtually invested in the governor and directors of the bank of England. In the official character of that board, some of the functions of sovereignty are united to those of a trader; and the opportunities of banking profits are blended with a trust and charge of the public interest. It will be pleasing if these shall prove more happily compatible, than they have been found in other instances. The organization of this establishment, poofed of such means to control the operations of commerce, as well as to facilitate the advance of financial supplies, may, into our political constitution already so complicated, introduce a new principle of action, the effect of which cannot be clearly discerned. Perhaps an unbounded field will be opened for the extension of ministerial influence; perhaps an unexpected control may be gained to the people, over the views and measures of the executive. The suspension of cash payments in 1797, was an event, in the opinion of Mr. Thornton, to which the national bank was liable from its very nature: the probability of which had been so studiously concealed; and to the recurrence of which we may look forward. The gold, in the coffers of the bank, had been much reduced by the effect of an unfavourable balance of trade. The alarms of invasion had led to the failure of some country banks in the north of England; this occasioned a further demand of guineas from the bank, and a diminution in the circulating notes of London. The directors aggravated the difficulty, and augmented the demand for guineas, by unanimously suppressing some of their notes, instead of enlarging the quantity. It has also been alleged, that the loans of the bank to government, which occasioned a limitation in its issue of commercial paper, contributed, by their indirect and unavoidable operation, to aggravate that distress of the circulation which was chiefly produced by other causes. Although the loans to government could have no tendency to diminish the sum of notes in circulation, it nevertheless tended to distress the circulation, by rendering that sum of notes less adequate to the wants of commerce, than if they had flowed into the market through the usual channel of discounts. The suspension of payments in specie was properly continued, according to Mr. Thornton, from the permanence of those circumstances which rendered it originally necessary:—an unfavourable exchange, produced partly by our heavy expenditures, but chiefly aggravated by vast importations of corn, and the prevalence, till the eve of peace, of alarms about hostile invasions. Mr. Thornton maintains that the circulating paper of the bank of England does not in fact amount now to a greater sum than, upon an average of years, was in circulation before the suspension of cash payments. Upon an average of three years, ending in December 1795, their amount, according to the evidence laid before parliament, was 11,975,573l. From a subsequent statement prefetned to the house of Commons, they amounted in December 1800, to 15,456,970l. From the difference between these two sums, Mr. Thornton infills that we ought to deduct the amount of two millions, confiding of one and two pound notes, which according to him have displaced in the circulation an equal sum of guineas. After this deduction, there still remains the sum of 14,755,573l. by which the bank paper exceeded in 1800, its average amount before the suspension of cash payments. But in the spring of 1804, the governor of the bank flated to the house of commons, that the company had reduced its notes to a sum kbs, by about a million and a half, than their amount in the preceding December. Lord King, in his "Thoughts on the Restriction of Payments in Specie at the Banks of England and Ireland," says in 1803, disputes the correctness of Mr. Thornton's statements; and alleges, that in the spring of 1801, the issue of notes amounted to 16,365,526l., which was still farther increased, in the summer of 1802, to 16,727,560l. According to the last account prefetted to the house of commons, the bank of England notes in circulation amounted to 16,108,560l. If we compare, says his lordship, this sum with the above average of three years ending in December 1795, even after we add to the latter the whole two millions of which Mr. Thornton speaks, and which seems a very large allowance, the present issue from the bank will be found to exceed that, which was formerly convertible into specie, by something less than one-sixth.
sixth of the whole. If we consider the quick circulation of which paper admits of, and the increase which an accelerated rate of circulation gives to the effective powers of currency, this addition of almost one-sixth must be regarded as an immense augmentation of the mass of current coin. While the issue of bank of England notes was moderate and restrained, the market price of bullion, particularly of silver bullion, which is a more certain standard than gold, because it is a more regular article of commerce, continued very nearly the same at its established price in our mint. In the summer of 1799, however, about the same time with the great increase of bank paper, a rapid and extraordinary advance took place in the market price of bullion. That of silver rose at once to £5. 6d. above ten per cent. above the mint price. It continued to rise along with the progressive increase of notes; and in 1801, when they exceeded fifteen millions, it was as high as £6. 5s. more than 16 per cent. and even as £8, 1d. more than 17 per cent. above the mint price. Thus also, while the issue of the bank of England notes was moderate and restrained, the rate of exchange at Hamburg continued in favour of this country, being from three to five per cent. above par. But in the summer of 1799, about the same time with the great increase of bank paper, a very rapid fall to l place. It fell at once to 33. above eight per cent. below par; and continued to fall almost regularly, though not quite so regularly as the price of bullion rose, along with the progressive increase of notes. At the commencement of 1801, when they exceeded fifteen millions, the exchange with Hamburg was as low as 23. 10s. almost 16 per cent. below par. Lord King has subjoined a table, which exhibits the remarkable correspondence between the variations in the quantity of bank notes, and the variations in the price of bullion and rate of exchange. His lordship has also shown, that the paper currency of the bank of Ireland has been augmented from £21,017, to 2,653,554; and that its notes at present in circulation exceed more than four times the amount of what were in circulation when the act of restriction was passed. During the same period, the price of silver in Dublin has experienced a great advance, having varied from 6s. 6d. to 7s. Irish currency; an increase, which, admitting the mint price at 5. 7d. is from 14 to 20 per cent. The rate of exchange between Dublin and London has been also remarkably affected; the difference having progressively increased from 8d., the ordinary difference, to 10, 12, 14, and even 16. This proof of the depreciation of bank of Ireland notes has not been confined to the coast of exchange with London; but is felt in the transactions of Dublin with many of the provincial towns, where those notes have not acquired a general circulation; the currency still suffering either of specie, or of country notes. In consequence of this, and of the depreciated condition of the Dublin currency, there is an actual difference of exchange between Dublin and those towns. This is the case, for instance, in Belfast; where a payment is there made in bank of Ireland notes, an additional sum is paid proportional to the difference. Hence Lord King infers, that the measure of 1797 has actually had a perceptible influence upon the fyllem of circulation; and in long terms deprecates its continuance. Mr. Thornton states the following fact, that the enumeration of country-banks taken in 1800, differed from that taken in 1797, by the excess of 386 above 354.

It is not, says Dr. Smith (ubi infra), by augmenting the capital of the country, but by rendering a greater part of that capital active and productive than would otherwise be so, that the most judicious operations of banking can increase the industry of the country. That part of his capital which a dealer is obliged to keep by him unemployed, and in ready money for answering occasional demands, is so much dead stock, which, so long as it remains in this situation, produces nothing either to him or to his country. The judicious operations of banking enable him to convert this dead stock into active and productive stock; into materials to work upon, into tools to work with; and into provisions and fruits to work for; into stock which produces something both to him and to his country. The gold and silver money which circulates in any country, and by means of which the production of its land and labour is annually circulated and distributed to the proper consumers, is, in the same manner, the ready money of the dealer, or dead stock. It is a very valuable part of the capital of the country, which produces nothing to the country. The judicious operations of banking, by substituting paper in the room of a great part of this gold and silver, enable the country to convert a great part of this dead stock into active and productive stock; into stock which produces something to the country. The gold and silver money which circulates in any country may very properly be compared to a highway, which while it circulates and carriies to market all the goods and corn of the country, produces itself not a single pile of either. The judicious operations of banking, by providing, if I may be allowed to use the metaphor, a sort of waggon-way through the air; enable the country to convert, as it were, a great part of its highways into good pittures and corn fields, and thereby to increase very considerably the annual produce of its land and labour. The commerce and industry of the country, however, it must be acknowledged, though they may be somewhat augmented, cannot be altogether so fecures, when they are thus, as it were, suspended upon the Delphic wings of paper money, as when they travel about upon the solid ground of gold and silver. Over and above the accidents to which they are exposed from the unskilfulness of the conductors of this paper money, they are liable to several others, from which no prudence or skill of those conductors can guard them. 

Mr. Hume (Essays, vol. i. p. 301) expresses his doubt concerning the benefit of banks and paper credit. That provisions and labour, he says, should become dear by the increase of trade and money, is, in many respects, an inconvenience, but an inconvenience that is unavoidable, and the effect of that public wealth and prosperity which are the end of all our wishes. It is compensated by the advantages which we derive from the purification of those precious metals, and the weight which they give the nation in all foreign wars and negotiations. But there appears no reason, as he conceives, for increasing that inconvenience by a counterfeit money, which foreigners will not accept of in any payment, and which any great disorder in the rate will reduce to nothing. (See Paper-money) Inquiry into the nature and effects of the Paper Credit of great Britain, by Henry Thornton, Esq. M.P. London, 1802. Smith's Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, vol. i. p. 479—484.

In Scotland, there are two public banks erected at Edinburgh; of which the one, called "The Bank of Scotland," was established by act of parliament in 1695; the other, called "The Royal Bank," by royal charter in 1727. New banking companies have been also erected within the last thirty and forty years in almost every considerable town, and even in some country villages. The business of the country, says Dr. Smith (vol. i. p. 442), is almost entirely carried on by means of the paper of these different banking companies, with which purchases and payments of all kinds are commonly made. Silver very seldom appears except in the change.
change of a twenty shilling bank note, and gold seldom. But though the conduct of all these different companies has not been unexceptionable, and has accordingly required an act of parliament to regulate it; the country, notwithstanding, has derived great benefit from their trade. It has been asserted, says this writer, that the trade of the city of Glasgow doubled in about fifteen years after the first erection of the banks there; and that the trade of Scotland has more than quadrupled since the first erection of the two public banks at Edinburgh. Whether this statement be strictly just or not, it is certain, that the trade and industry of Scotland have increased very considerably during this period, and it must be allowed, as an unquestionable fact, that the banks have greatly contributed to this increase. The whole value of the gold and silver, which circulated in Scotland before the union, cannot be estimated at less than a million sterling. In the present times, says Dr. Smith, the whole circulation of Scotland cannot be estimated at less than two millions, of which that part which consists in gold and silver, most probably, does not amount to half a million. But though the circulating gold and silver of Scotland have suffered to great a diminution during this period, its real riches and prosperity do not appear to have suffered any. In agriculture, manufactures, and trade, on the contrary, the annual produce of its land and labour has evidently been augmented. It is chiefly by discounting bills of exchange, that is, by advancing money upon them before they are due, that the greater number of banks and bankers influence their promissory notes; deducting always, upon the sum they advance, the legal interest till the bill shall become due. The payment of the bill when it becomes due, replaces to the bank the value of what had been advanced, together with a clear profit of the interest. The banker, who advances to the merchant whose bill he discounts, not gold and silver, but his own promissory notes, has the advantage of being able to discount to a greater amount by the whole value of his promissory notes, which he finds by experience are commonly in circulation. He is thereby enabled to make his clear gain of interest into a much larger sum. The commerce of Scotland was much less considerable than it is now, when the two first banking companies were established, and these companies would have had but little trade, if their borrowers had been restricted to the discounting of bills of exchange. They invented, therefore, another method of influencing their promissory notes; by granting, what they called "cash accounts," that is, by giving credit to the extent of a certain sum (e.g. 2 or 3000 pounds), to any individual who could procure two perfons of undoubted credit and good landed estate to become surety for him, that whatever money should be advanced to him within the sum for which the credit had been given, should be repaid upon demand, together with the legal interest. Credits of a similar kind are commonly granted by banks and bankers, in all different parts of the world. But the ca}f} terms upon which the Scotch banking companies accept of repayment are, says Dr. Smith, peculiar to them, and have, perhaps, been the principal cause, both of the great trade of these companies, and of the benefits which the country has received from it. Whoever has a credit of this kind with one of these companies, and borrows e.g. a thousand pounds upon it, may repay this sum by piece-meal, by 20l. and 30l. at a time; the company discounting a proportionable part of the interest of the great sum from the day on which each of those small sums is paid in, till the whole be in this manner repaid. All merchants, therefore, and almost all men of business, find it convenient to keep such cash accounts with them, and are thereby interJOeted to promote the trade of thosc companies, by readily receiving their notes in all payments, and by encouraging all those with whom they have any influence to do the same. The banks, when their customers apply to them for money, generally advance it to them in their own promissory notes. These the merchants pay away to the manufacturers for goods, the manufacturers to the farmers for materials and provisions, the farmers to their landlords for rent, the landlords repay them to the merchants for the conveniences and luxuries with which they supply them, and the merchants again return them to the banks in order to balance their cash accounts, or to replace what they may have borrowed of them; and thus almost the whole money business of the country is transacted by means of them. Hence the great trade of these companies. By means of these cash accounts, every merchant can, without imprudence, carry on a greater trade than he otherwise could do. If there are two merchants, one in London, and the other in Edinburgh, who employ equal flocks in the same branch of trade, the Edinburgh merchant can, without imprudence, carry on a greater trade, and give employment to a greater number of people, than the London merchant. The London merchant must always keep by him a considerable sum of money, either in his own coffers, or those of his banker, who gives him no interest for it, in order to answer the demands continually coming upon him for payment of the goods which he purchases upon credit. Let the ordinary amount of this sum be supposed 500l. The value of the goods in his warehouse must always be les by 500l. than it would have been, had he not been obliged to keep such a sum unemployed. Let us suppose that he generally disposes of his whole stock upon hand, or of goods to the value of his whole stock upon hand, once in the year. By being obliged to keep a great sum unemployed, he must fall in a year 500l. worth less goods than he might otherwise have done. His annual profits must be les by all that he could have made by the sale of 500l. worth more goods; and the number of people employed in preparing his goods for market, must be les by all those that 500l. more stock could have employed. The merchant in Edinburgh, on the other hand, keeps no money unemployed for answering such occasional demands. When he actually comes upon him, he finances them from his cash account with the bank, and gradually replaces the sum borrowed with the money or paper which comes in from the occasional sales of his goods. With the same flock, therefore, he can without imprudence, have at all times in his warehouse a larger quantity of goods than the London merchant; and can thereby both make a greater profit himself, and give constant employment to a greater number of industrious people who prepare those goods for the market. Hence the great benefit which the country has derived from this trade. The late multiplication of banking companies in both parts of the united kingdom, an event by which many people have been much alarmed, instead of diminishing, increases the security of the public. It obliges all of them to be more circumspect in their conduct, and, by not extending their currency beyond its due proportion to their cash, to guard themselves against those malicious runs, which the rivalry of so many competitors is always ready to bring upon them. It refines the circulation of each particular company within a narrower circle, and reduces their circulating notes to a smaller number. By dividing the whole circulation into a greater number of parts, the failure of any company, an accident which, in the course of things, must sometimes happen, becomes of less consequence to the public. This free competition too, obliges all bankers to be more
more liberal in their dealings with their customers, left their rivals should carry them away. In general, if any branch of trade, or any division of labour, be advantageous to the public, the freer and more general the competition, it will always be the more so. Smith's Wealth of Nations, vol. i. p. 446, &c. p. 498, &c.

Banks of Deposit are such as are instituted wholly for the benefit of the public. Of these Dr. Smith has given the following account: "The currency of a great state, such as France or England, generally confines almost entirely of its own coin. Should this currency, therefore, be at any time worn, clipped, or otherwise degraded below its standard value, the state by a reformation of its coin can effectively re-establish its currency. But the currency of a small state, such as Genoa or Hamburg, can seldom confide altogether in its own coin, but must be made up, in a great measure, of the coins of all the neighbouring states with which its inhabitants have a continual intercourse. Such a state, therefore, by reforming its coin, will not always be able to reform its currency. If foreign bills of exchange are paid in this currency, the uncertain value of any sum, of what is in its own nature so uncertain, must render the exchange always very much against such a state, its currency being, in all foreign states, necessarily valued even below what it is worth.

In order to remedy the inconvenience to which this dis-advantageous exchange must have subjected their merchants, such small states, when they began to attend to the interest of trade, have frequently enacted, that foreign bills of exchange of a certain value should be paid, not in common currency, but by an order upon, or by a transfer in the books of a certain bank, established upon the credit, and under the protection of the state; this bank being always obliged to pay, in good and true money, exactly according to the standard of the state. The bank of Venice established in 1157, that of Genoa in 1345, that of Amsterdam in 1609, that of Hamburg in 1619, and the bank of Nuremberg, seem to have been all originally established with this view, though some of them may have afterwards been made subervient to other purposes. The money of such banks being better than the common currency of the country, necessarily bore an agio, which was greater or smaller, according as the currency was supposed to be more or less degraded below the standard of the state. The agio of the bank of Hamburg, for example, which is paid to be commonly about fourteen per cent. is the supposed difference between the good standard money of the state, and the clipped, worn, and diminished currency, poured into it from all the neighbouring states.

Before 1609, the great quantity of clipped and worn foreign coin which the extensive trade of Amsterdam brought from all parts of Europe, reduced the value of its currency about nine per cent. below that of good money fresh from the mint. Such money no longer appeared than it was melted down or carried away, as it always is in such circumstances. The merchants, with plenty of currency, could not always find a sufficient quantity of good money to pay their bills of exchange; and the value of those bills, in spite of several regulations which were made to prevent it, became in a great measure uncertain. In order to remedy these inconveniences, a bank was established in 1609, under the guarantee of the city. This bank received both foreign coin, and the light and worn coin of the country, at its real intrinsic value in the good standard money of the country, deducting only so much as was necessary for defraying the expense of coining, and the other necessary expense of management. For the value which remained after this small deduction was made, it gave a credit on its books. This credit was called bank money, which, as it represented money exactly according to the standard of the mint, was always of the same real value, and intrinsically worth more than current money. It was at the same time enacted, that all bills drawn upon or negotiated at Amsterdam, of the value of six hundred guilders and upwards, should be paid in bank money, which at once took away all uncertainty in the value of these bills. Every merchant, in consequence of this regulation, was obliged to keep an account with the bank in order to pay his foreign bills of exchange, which necessarily occasioned a certain demand for bank money.

Bank money, over and above both its intrinsic superiority to currency, and the additional value which this demand necessarily gives it, has likewise some other advantages. It is secure from fire, robbery, and other accidents; the city of Amsterdam is bound for it; it can be paid away by a simple transfer, without the trouble of counting, or the risk of transporting it from one place to another. In consequence of these different advantages, it seems from the beginning to have borne an agio, and it is generally believed, that all the money originally deposited in the bank was allowed to remain there, nobody caring to demand payment of a debt which he could sell for a premium in the market. By demanding payment of the bank, the owner of a bank credit would lose this premium. As a filling fresh from the mint will buy no more goods in the market than one or two common worn shillings, so the good and true money which might be brought from the coffers of the bank into those of a private person, being mixed and confounded with the common currency of the country, would be of no more value than that currency, from which it could no longer be readily distinguished. While it remained in the coffers of the bank, its superiority was known and ascertained. When it had come into those of a private person, its superiority could not well be ascertained without more trouble than perhaps the difference was worth. By being brought from the coffers of the bank, besides, it left all the other advantages of bank money; its security, its easy and safe transmissibility, its use in paying foreign bills of exchange. Over and above all this, it could not be brought from those coffers, as will appear by and by, without previously paying for the keeping.

Those deposits of coin, or those deposits which the bank was bound to restore in coin, constituted the original capital of the bank, or the whole value of what was represented by what is called bank money. At present they are supposed to constitute but a very small part of it. In order to facilitate the trade in bullion, the bank has been for these many years in the practice of giving credit in its books upon deposits of gold and silver bullion. This credit is generally about five per cent. below the mint price of such bullion. The bank grants at the same time what is called a receipt or recipt, entitling the person who makes the deposit, or the bearer, to take out the bullion again at the same price within six months, upon transferring to the bank a quantity of bank money equal to that for which credit had been given in its books when the deposit was made, and upon paying one-fourth per cent. for the keeping, if the deposit was in silver; and one-half per cent. if it was in gold; but at the same time declaring, that in default of such payment, and upon the expiration of this term, the deposit should belong to the bank at the price at which it had been received, or for which credit had been given in the transfer books.

What is thus paid for the keeping of the deposit may be considered as a sort of warehouse rent; and why this vice
house rent should be so much dearer for gold than for silver, several different reasons have been assigned. The fines of gold, it has been said, is more difficult to ascertain than that of silver. Frauds are more easily practiced, and occasion a greater loss in the most precious metal. Silver, besides, being the standard metal, the state, it has been said, wishes to encourage more the making of deposits of silver than those of gold.

Deposits of bullion are most commonly made when the price is somewhat lower than ordinary; and they are taken out again when it happens to rise. In Holland, the market price of bullion is generally above the mint price, for the same reason that it was so in England before the late reformation of the gold coin. The difference is said to be commonly from about fix to sixteen florins upon the mark, or eight ounces of silver of eleven parts fine, and one part alloy. The bank price, or the credit which the bank gives for the deposits of such silver (when made in foreign coin, of which the fineness is well known and ascertained, such as Mexican dollars), is twenty-two guilders the mark; the mint-price is about twenty-three guilders, and the market-price is from twenty-three guilders six, to twenty-three guilders sixteen florins, or from two to three per cent. above the mint price. The proportions between the bank price, the mint price, and the market price, of gold bullion, are nearly the same. A person can generally sell his receipt for the difference between the mint price of bullion and the market price. A receipt for bullion is almost always worth something, and it very seldom happens, therefore, that any body falsifies his receipt to expire, or allows his bullion to fall to the bank at the price at which it had been received, either by not taking it out before the end of the six months, or by neglecting to pay the one-fourth or one-half per cent. in order to obtain a new receipt for another six months. This, however, though it happens seldom, is said to happen sometimes, and more frequently with regard to silver, on account of the higher warehouse rent which is paid for keeping of the more precious metal.

The person who by making a deposit of bullion obtains both a bank credit and a receipt, pays his bills of exchange as they become due with his bank credit; and either sells or keeps his receipt according as he judges that the price of bullion is likely to rise or to fall. The receipt and the bank credit seldom keep long together, and there is no occasion that they should. The person who has a receipt, and who wants to take out bullion, finds always plenty of bank credits, or bank money to buy at the ordinary price; and the person who has bank money, and wants to take out bullion, finds receipts always in equal abundance.

The owners of bank credits, and the holders of receipts, constitute two different forts of creditors against the bank. The holder of a receipt cannot draw out the bullion for which it is granted, without re-assigning to the bank a sum of bank money equal to the price at which the bullion had been received. If he has no bank money of his own, he must purchase it of those who have it. The owner of bank money cannot draw out bullion without producing to the bank receipts for the quantity which he wants. If he has none of his own, he must buy them of those who have them. The holder of a receipt, when he purchases bank money, purchases the power of taking out a quantity of bullion, of which the mint price is five per cent. above the bank price. The agio of five per cent. therefore, which he commonly pays for it, is paid, not for an imaginary, but for a real value. The owner of bank money, when he purchases a receipt, purchases the power of taking out a quantity of bullion of which the market price is commonly from two to three per cent. above the mint price. The price of the receipt, and the price of the bank money, compounded or made up between them the full value or price of the bullion.

Upon deposits of the coin current in the country, the bank grants receipts likewise as bank credits; but those receipts are frequently of no value, and will bring no price in the market. Upon ducatoons, for example, which in the currency pays for three guilders three florins each, the bank gives a credit of three guilders only, or five per cent. below their current value. It grants a receipt likewise entitling the bearer to take out the number of ducatoons deposited at any time within six months, upon paying one-fourth per cent. for the keeping. This receipt will frequently bring no price in the market. Three guilders bank money generally fall in the market for three guilders three florins, the full value of the ducatoons, if they were taken out of the bank; and before they can be taken out, one-fourth per cent. must be paid for the keeping, which would be more loss to the holder of the receipt. If the agio of the bank, however, should at any time fall to three per cent. such receipts might bring some price in the market, and might fall for one and three-fifths per cent. But the agio of the bank being now generally about five per cent. such receipts are frequently allowed to expire, or, as they express it, to fall to the bank. The receipts which are given for deposits of gold ducatoons fall to it yet more frequently, because a higher warehouse rent, or one half per cent. must be paid for the keeping of them before they can be taken out again. The five per cent. which the bank gains, when deposits either of coin or bullion are allowed to fall to it, may be considered as the warehouse rent for the perpetual keeping of such deposits.

The sum of bank money for which the receipts are expired must be very considerable. It must comprehend the whole original capital of the bank, which, it is generally supposed, has been allowed to remain there from the time it was first deposited, nobody caring either to renew his receipt or to take out his deposit, as for the reasons already assigned, neither the one nor the other could be done without loss. But whatever may be the amount of this sum, the proportion which it bears to the whole mass of bank money is supposed to be very small. The bank of Amsterdam has for these many years paid been the great warehouse of Europe for bullion, for which the receipts are very seldom allowed to expire, or, as they express it, to fall to the bank. The five per cent. of the bank money, or of the credits upon the books of the bank, is supposed to have been created, for these many years past, by such deposits which the dealers in bullion are continually both making and withdrawing.

No demand can be made upon the bank but by means of a receipt or receipt. The smaller sums of bank money, for which the receipts are expired, is mixed and confounded with the much greater sums for which they are still in force; so that, though there may be a considerable sum of bank money, for which there are no receipts, there is no specific sum or portion of it which may not at any time be demanded by one. The bank cannot be debtor to two persons for the same thing; and the owner of bank money who has no receipt, cannot demand payment of the bank till he buys one. In ordinary and quiet times, he can find no difficulty in getting one to buy at the market price, which generally corresponds with the price at which he can sell the coin or bullion, it entitles him to take out of the bank.

It might be otherwise during a public calamity; an invasion
invasion for example, such as that of the French in 1672. The owners of bank money being then all eager to draw it out of the bank, in order to have it in their own keeping, the demand for receipts might raise their price to an exorbitant height. The holders of them might form extravagant expectations, and instead of two or three per cent. demand half the bank money for which credit had been given upon the deposits that the receipts had been respectively granted for. The enemy, informed of the condition of the bank, might even buy them up, in order to prevent the carrying away of the treasure. In such emergencies, the bank, it is supposed, would break through its ordinary rule of making payment only to the holders of the receipts. The holders of receipts, who had no bank money, must have received within two or three per cent. of the value of the deposit for which their respective receipts had been granted. The bank, therefore, it is said, would in this case make no remittance of paying, either with money or bullion, the full value of what the owners of bank money who could get no receipts were credited for in its books: paying at the same time two or three per cent. to such holders of receipts as had no bank money, that being the whole value which in this state of things could justly be supposed due to them.

Even in ordinary and quiet times it is the interest of the holders of receipts to depress the ago, in order either to buy bank money (and consequently the bullion, which their receipts would then enable them to take out of the bank) so much cheaper, or to sell their receipts to those who have bank money, and who want to take out bullion, so much dearer; the price of a receipt being generally equal to the difference between the market price of bank money and that of the coin or bullion for which the receipt had been granted. It is the interest of the owners of bank money, on the contrary, to raise the ago, in order either to sell their bank money so much dearer, or to buy a receipt so much cheaper. To prevent the stock jobbing tricks which these opposite interests might sometimes occasion, the bank has of late years come to the resolution to sell at all times bank money for currency, at five per cent. ago, and to buy it again at four per cent. ago. In consequence of this resolution, the ago may never either rise above five, or sink below four per cent. and the proportion between the market price of bank and that of current money, is kept at all times very near to that proportion between their intrinsic values. Before this resolution was taken, the market price of bank money used sometimes to rise so high as nine per cent. ago, and sometimes to sink so low as par, according as opposite interests happened to influence the market.

The bank of Amsterdam proffesse to lend out no part of what is deposited with it, but, for every guider for which it gives credit in its books, to keep in its repositories the value of a guider either in money or bullion. That it keeps in its repositories all the money or bullion for which there are receipts in force, for which it is at all times hable to be called upon, and which, in reality, is continually going from it and returning to it again, cannot well be doubted. But whether it does so likewise with regard to that part of its capital, for which the receipts are long ago expired, for which in ordinary and quiet times it cannot be called upon, and which in reality is very likely to remain with it for ever, or as long as the rates of the United Provinces shall, may perhaps appear more uncertain.

At Amsterdam, however, no point of faith is better established than that for every guider, circulated as bank money, there is a correspondent guider in gold or silver to be found in the treasure of the bank. The city is guarantee that it should be so. The bank is under the direction of four reigning burgozemlers, who are changed every year. Each new set of burgomasters visits the treasure, compares it with the books, receives it upon oath, and delivers it over, with the same solemnity to the set which succeeds; and in this sober and religious country, caths are not yet discredided.

A rotation of this kind leaves alone a sufficient outcry against any practices which cannot be avowed. Amidst all the revolutions which faction has ever occasioned in the government of Amsterdam, the prevailing party has at no time accused their predecessors of insolvency in the administration of the bank. No exaggeration could have affected more deeply the reputation and fortune of the difpelled party, and if such an accusation could have been supported, we may be assured, that it would have been brought to pass. In 1672, when the French king was at Utrecht, the bank of Amsterdam paid so readily as left no doubt of the fidelity with which it had observed its engagements. Some of the pieces which were then brought from its repositories appeared to have been scorch'd with the fire which happened in the town-houses soon after the bank was established. Those pieces, therefore, must have lain there from that time.

What may be the amount of the treasure in the bank, is a question which has long employed the speculations of the curious. Nothing but conjecture can be offered concerning it. It is generally reckoned that there are about two thousand people who keep accounts with the bank, and allowing them to have, one with another, the value of fifteen hundred pounds sterling lying upon their respective accounts (a very large allowance), the whole quantity of bank money, and consequently of treasure in the bank, will amount to about three millions sterling, or at eleven guiders the pound sterling, thirty-three millions of guiders, a great sum, and sufficient to carry on a very extensive circulation, but vastly below the extravagant ideas which some people have formed of this treasure.

The city of Amsterdam derives a considerable revenue from the bank. Besides what may be called the warehouse rent above-mentioned, each person, upon first opening an account with the bank, pays a fee of ten guiders; and for every new account, three guiders three shillings; for every transfer two shillings; and if the transfer is for less than three hundred guiders, fix shillings, in order to discourage the multiplicity of small transactions. The person who neglects to balance his account twice in the year forfeits twenty-five guiders. The person who orders a transfer for more than is upon his account, is obliged to pay three per cent. for the sum overdrawn, and his order is set aside into the bargain. The bank is supposed too to make a considerable profit by the sale of the foreign coin or bullion which sometimes falls to it by the expiring of receipts, and which is always kept till it can be sold with advantage. It makes a profit likewise by selling bank money at five per cent. ago, and buying it in at four. These different emoluments amount to a good deal more than what is necessary for paying the salaries of officers, and defraying the expense of management. What is paid for the keeping of bullion upon receipts, is alone supposed to amount to an annual revenue of between one hundred and fifty thousand and two hundred thousand guiders. Public utility, however, and not revenue, was the original object of this institution. Its object was to relieve the merchants from the inconvenience of a disadvantageous exchange. The revenue which has arisen from it was unforeseen, and may be considered as accidental. Smith's Wealth of Nations, vol. ii. p. 219.
Bank of France was first projected by Mr. Law, a native of Scotland, with a view of paying off the public debts of France, by drawing his creditors into the newly projected Mississippi and India companies, and erected in the year 1716. It was taken into the king's hands in 1718, and denominated the royal bank; and by its union with both the companies above-mentioned, formed a bubble, which occasioned great confusion and distress in the year 1720.

Bank. Millen, derived its name from King William's million lottery in the year 1693, the proprietors agreeing in partnership to purchase tickets in this lottery. They afterwards purchased many revisions of the 14 per cent. annuities, and admitted many proprietors of annuities to purchase their joint stock, which amounted to 500,000l. They were a partnership by deed enrolled in chancery, in the year 1721. They divided 5 per cent. till Lady-day 1728, when they reduced their annual dividend to 4 per cent. and it was again raised to 5 per cent. which it continued till its dissolution.

Bank of Loan, Copenhagen, has a capital stock, consisting of 500,000 rix-dollars, each being of the value of about 4s. 6d. Sterling. Its notes are receivable in payment of the royal revenues. It lends money on pledges, not exceeding 100 rix-dollars, at an interest of 4 per cent. In 1762, his Danish majesty directed the bank for current call-notes, to exchange their 100 rix-dollar notes, for notes of 50, 10, or 1 rix-dollar; and not to pay to any one person above one crown in specie.

Bank of Rotterdam was erected in 1635. It pays bills of exchange in large money, and only 10 per cent. in specie.

Bank of Affiliation, a new bank established in Russia during the hostilities against the Turks. When copper-money could not be coined with sufficient expedition to answer the necessities of the state, bank-notes to the value of 50, 75, and 100 rubles, in copper, were issued. These notes are changed at the bank in Peterburgh and Moscov. The former is a brick building, containing several vaulted rooms, each capable of holding 400,000l. of copper coin in bags, piled one above another. Since the year 1784, the old bank notes were called in, and a new issue made to the acknowledged amount of 100,000,000 roubles, in notes of 5, 10, 15, 25, and 100 roubles. On the first appearance of this paper, it was received, particularly in the remote parts of the empire, not without difficulty, and the discount against it was commonly about 3½, and in some places even 6 per cent. The obvious advantages, however, over copper money sooon beneficial to commerce, that in 1779 the discount in favour of silver specie was only 1 per cent, and it bore a premium of 14 per cent. over copper money. But so large a quantity was circulated, and the loans to government so lowered the credit of the state, that in 1790 the discount against the paper currency was near 20 per cent.

The Loan Bank is an institution established at Peterburgh for the benefit of the nobility and corporations. With this view Catherine II. in 1785, made a deposit of 22 millions of roubles for the nobility, 11 millions for the corporate towns, and 3 millions for the province of Taurida, to be lent out for the improvement of rural economy, of social industry, and the benefit of civilization in general. This bank lends only on real estates. As the value of a landed estate in Russia is estimated according to the number of boors upon it, the bank takes the boors at 40 rubles per head; so that the proprietor of an estate, requiring the loan of 1000 rubles, must give 25 boors as his pledge. The loan is made for 20 years; the mortgagor annually paying 5 per cent. interest, and 3 per cent. on the capital, so that after 20 years he has paid back the whole of his loan. The loans are subject to no other limitations than that arise from the value and the security of the pledge; every one being allowed to apply for and receive as much money as he is capable of laying down a lawful pledge for. The bank, however, lends no sum under 1000 rubles, and only by thousands, for the sake of avoiding perplexing accounts. The mortgaged property is subject to no fictitious, or no conclusive, nor any demands from the crown or from private individuals. Every four years one part of the paws is discharged, equal in value to that part of the capital already paid. The bank can redeem estates elsewhere mortgaged or appropriated to the payment of debts; and mortgaged estates may be sold; but in that case the purchaser takes upon himself all the obligations which the seller was under to the bank. The municipal magistracy vouchers for the worth of the pledge; and must be responsible for it. The interest is paid annually. The bank gives ten days grace: whoever exceeds one month pays a flat per cent. and this likewise holds good the second and third month. If payment be delayed beyond three months, the mortgaged estate is taken into charge by the noble court of wards. The interest and fines are paid from the receipts of the estate, and the remainder is paid to the proprietor. 3 The inhabitants of towns obtain loans on their real estates, paying yearly 3 per cent. interest, and 3 per cent. capital, and are consequently freed from their debt in 22 years. Storch's Pict. of Peterfb. p. 211.

Bank of Philadelphia, called the bank of the United States, was founded in 1787, and seems to have been successful. Its capital stock was 10 millions of dollars.

Bank of Stockholm owes its origin to Palmshut, a merchant, who carried on an extensive trade, and possessed great property in iron mines. He established at Stockholm a bank for the purpose of exchanging and lending money, divided into two departments. Such was his credit, and such were his resources, that, though he was the only banker in the kingdom, and his connections of course very extensive, the notes which he issued at the interest of 8 per cent. for a term of ten years and upwards, were circulated through the kingdom, and received as cash by the trading part of the nation. In process of time, by the issue of counterfeit notes and other unfavourable circumstances, the bank was drained of cash, and its credit was in danger of sinking into diftinction. To this difficulty Palmshut applied to Charles XI., and induced the king to take the bank under his royal direction. Accordingly, the king appointed Palmshut director, and having established the credit of the bank, transferred the direction of it to the states of the kingdom assembled in 1688; and declared himself and his successors protectors of the bank, but renounced all interference in the disposal of the money. The states being thus declared guarantors, proprietors, and directors of the bank, several regulations were made. The bank was permitted to lend money on good security, at the interest of 8 per cent. but to pay for all money borrowed only 6 per cent.; the debtors to discharge interest upon interest, but the bank not to pay interest upon interest; all the king's revenues were to be deposited in the bank, without receiving interest. The bank was empowered to issue notes not exceeding the value of thirty-six dollars copper mint, or ten shillings; and it was finally resolved, that the states, or those whom they should depute, should have the power of inspecting the accounts, and inquiring into the nature of its constitution. By these regulations the credit and riches of the bank increased to such a degree, that towards the close of the 17th century, it became the universal depository of the whole kingdom, both
both as to public and private circulation, and lowered the interest from 8 to 7, and afterwards to 6, 4, and 3 per cent. In return, the interest for all money borrowed, or deposited in the bank by way of loan, was likewise lowered from 6 to 4, 3, and 2 per cent. The large quantity of copper money then current in the country, being of bulk and weight extremely inconvenient, the circulation of bank notes became advantageous to commerce. From 1714 to 1717, the bank supplied Charles XII. with such considerable sums, that the revenues arising from the tolls and customs were insufficient to pay the interest, and of course there was a considerableness deficiency. These supplies lowered the credit of the bank in the estimation of the public; and therefore the king, on the remonstrance of the states, mortgaged certain revenues of the crown, for the discharge of the interest; and declared that all the revenues then mortgaged should remain in the bank till the debt should be fully discharged, and also promised, that he would not, on any pretext or emergency, recur again to the bank for money, except for such as belonged to the crown. Its credit was thus in force greatly increased, and its stock was too firm to be drained to repay its former credit, until Baron Goertz unfoundedly contributed it to by a scheme which was in every other respect detrimental to the nation. To supply Charles with money for his constant wars, Goertz compelled perfons, by means of fines and penalties, and afterwards by a species of torture, to deliver up their plate, jewels, and coin. In return for these effects, they received copper-money, called "Myntel," or signs of coins, each weighing only one-third of a silver, but passing for a silver dollar, of which it was only a ninety-sixth part. The public secretly transferred their property, consisting of plate, jewels, and money, which was thus to be forced from them and exchanged for a debased currency, to the bank, confiding in the royal promise, that the bank should be exempted from the interference and inspection of the crown. Goertz advised the king to seize the property deposited in the bank; but Charles refused to violate his promise, and prohibited Goertz from making any proposals tending to the prejudice of the bank. In this crisis, the bank received such large sums of money, a great part of which paid no interest, that the profits were very considerable. Accordingly the bank, in this flourishing state, was induced, by order of the states, in 1741, to present the king with a donative of 100,000 silver dollars, or 8,333: 4s., and to furnish him with 500,000, or 41,666l., without interest, towards carrying on the war against Russia. Since that period it has frequently advanced large sums of money to the crown and to the board of manufactures, by order of the states. The bank is divided into two departments; one, for loan; and other, for exchange; each keeping separate accounts, but mutually supplying the other as occasion requires. The former lends money on mortgages or pledges. The proprietors on depositing these pledges or the bank, receive the full value, on paying 3 per cent. annual interest; these pledges consist of gold and silver in bulk, copper, brass, and lead, of different weights, or certificates of having lent money to the bank; in particular, for which latter article the proprietor receives three-fourths of its value at the interest of 3 per cent.; and when he disposes of it, it is again delivered to him on producing a certificate from the bank that the loan is duly discharged. Jewels were formerly received as pledges; but as their value is fluctuating, and the bank was once defrauded in that article, they are no longer admitted. Mortgaged lands and houses, being of a less certain value than other articles, pay an interest of 4 per cent. on the money borrowed; and for the purpose of liquidating the debt, the following regulations were adopted: all borrowers on lands and houses shall pay 6 per cent. yearly; of this sum 4 per cent. is the lawful interest, and the remaining 2 per cent. is annually deducted from the capital, by which means the original debt is gradually diminished.

The exchange, or exchange bank, exchanges and issues bank notes, discounts bills, receives and advances the money deposited for interest or security, and discharges the interest of 2 per cent. on all money placed in their hands. Towards the latter end of the reign of Adolphus. Frederick, bank notes were issued in such numbers, and many of them at 5 per 100, that scarcely any specie was left in the kingdom; the bank was so drained of cash as not to be able to exchange its notes except in copper-money, and paper was almost the only currency. For preventing a total bankruptcy, and calling in the paper currency, the states, in 1766, voted a loan of 3,000,000 rix-dollars, or 750,000l., to effect the realization of the bank notes, and to circulate a sufficient quantity of specie. Other regulations were also adopted; and in order to counteract the efforts of party, the act, in 1772, committed to the king the difficult province of realizing the bank notes, and reforming the currency, which was happily effected. In 1777 and 1779, the states confirmed the realization, and made several new regulations, for securing the credit of the bank, and rendering it still further independent of the crown. The independence of the bank was further established by the act of 1784. The accounts were submitted to a committee of revisors, which consists of a certain number of persons chosen by the three houses of nobles, clergy, and burghers, from their respective orders, who continue in office till the meeting of a new diet, when they are either renewed or confirmed. They assemble once every three years, and continue sitting not more than a month. They inspect the general state of the bank, compare the accounts of the directors, and observe that no abuses have been committed, and that the regulations of the states have been observed. Coxe's Travels in Sweden, &c. vol. iv. p. 130—139.

Bank, Agents of. See Agent.
Bank-Bills. See Bill.
Bank, Days in. See Day.
Bank, Land, an institution projected during the years 1694 and 1695, by Dr. Hugh Chamberlain, for lending money at a low interest on land security, which was the principal difference between this and the bank of England; in opposition to which corporation, then in its infancy and struggling with difficulties, this ill-judged project was set up. It was principally encouraged by the Tory party, and an act of parliament, viz. 7 & 8 W. III. c. 31, was obtained for the purpose. The subscriptions for its establishment failed, and the plan proved abortive.

Bank Note. See Note.
Bank, or Banks, in Law. See Bank.
Bank, Foot. See Banquettes.
Bank, in Natural History, denotes an elevation of the ground, or bottom of the sea, so as sometimes to surmount the surface of the water, or at least to leave the water below it; its slope not to allow a vessel to remain afloat over it. In this sense, a bank amounts to much the same as flat, hald, &c.

There are banks of sand, and others of stone, called also shelves or rocks. In the North sea, they also speak of banks of ice, which are large pieces of that matter floating. See Icebergs.

Vapors at sea sometimes occasion such a dense fog, that mariners imagine they see land with trees, &c. They call
call such deceptions fog-banks. For the account of a remarkable deception of this kind, see Dr. Hawksworth's Account of the Voyages to the Southern Hemisphere, vol. i. p. 10. A long narrow bank is sometimes called a rib.

The bank absolutely so called, or the main bank, or great bank, denotes that of Newfoundland, the scene of the cod-fishery. It is called the great bank, not only by reason of its vast extent, being, according to the English computation, two hundred miles long, and, according to the French, one hundred leagues, or three hundred miles; but also on account of several leffer banks near it, where cod are also caught. These left the French call bancenous.

This is one of those banks which have water enough to float a ship, and which, on this account, are not dangerous.

Banks are usually distinguished by buoys, post, or the like. On charts, sand-banks are usually marked by little dots, and banks of stone by crosses. The colours of the buoys are also varied accordingly; sand-banks being denoted by light-coloured buoys, and rocks by black ones.

In large rivers, as the Elbe, &c. sandbanks, by high tides and inundations, are liable to change places; care is therefore taken to shift the buoys from time to time, to keep the true channel of the river.

An exact knowledge of the banks, their extent, and the depth of water on them, makes the most essential part of the science of a pilot, and a matter of a ship: if the vessel be large, and draw much water, great attention will be necessary to keep clear of the banks: on the contrary, if it be small, the same banks afford a sure asylum, where it may brave the largest and stoutest vessels, which dare not follow it here. By means of this barrier, many a small craft has escaped its enemy.

Banks, in vessels which move with cars, is used for the bench where the rowers are seated; popularly called, by our seamen, the thought.

In this sense we read of banks of galleys, of galleasses, of gallions, of brigantines, and the like.

The Venetian gondolas have no banks; for the watermen row flanding.

The common galleys have twenty-five banks, that is, twenty-five on each side, in all fifty banks, with one oar to each bank, and four or five men to each oar. The galleasses have thirty-two banks on a side, and fix or seven rowers to a bank. See Double-banked.

Bank also denotes an elevation of earth, flones, flakes, or other materials in form of a wall, or caufeway, to flop the waters, and prevent inundations.

These, on other occasions, are denominated dams, and sea-walls, &c. and by the ancients aggore; those on the coasts of Holland are more particularly denominated dykts. The left bank, in the opinion of Dr. Wark of Scotland, is that contriv'd by Dr. Wark of Scotland. A quantity of furze is fixed to the bottom of the channel, of such a breadth as is proportioned to the force which it is to resist. The sand, or flone, will soon settle in the furze, and when this is covered, another bed of furze is to be laid on as before, and so on till the bank is raised to a sufficient height.

Bank is also used in several games, for the flock or fund of him who undertakes the game.

Bank at buffet, a fund of money laid down by the tailleur, before the gamblers, to answer all the winning cards that shall turn up in his course of dealing. Yet it is to be observed, that what the banker's gain per cent. of all the money ad-

ventured at play, is greater than that at buffet; it being two points nineteen shillings and ten-pence per cent. in the first, and but sixteen shillings and three-pence in the second. Vide De Moivre. De B. Chance. p. 93.

BANKER, in Commerces, a person who traffics in money, and remits it from place to place, and supplies his correspondents or customers with money from the stock deposited in his hands for bills of exchange and other securities. (See Banks.) The history of private banks is as follows. The royal mint in the tower of London had for some years, before the year 1645, been made use of as a kind of bank, or deposit, for merchants to lodge their cash in. But king Charles the First having in that year made free with their money, the mint lost its credit. After this, the merchants and tradesmen of London generally trusted their cash with their banks, until the breaking out of the civil war, when it was very customary for apprentices and clerks to have their money and go into the army. Whereupon, in such unsettled times, merchants, not daring longer to confide in their apprentices, began to prudent, about the year 1645, to lodge their necessary cash in goldsmith's hands, both to receive and pay for them; until which time, the whole and proper business of London goldsmiths was to buy and sell plate, and foreign coins of gold and silver, to melt and turn them, to coin some at the mint, and to coin others to supply the refiners, plate-makers, and merchants, as they found the price necessary. This account of the matter we have from a curious and most curious pamphlet, published in 1676, intitled, "The Mystery of the new-fashioned Goldsmiths, or Bankers, discovered," in only eight quarto pages.

Bankers on their first establishment allowed to those who entrusted their money in their hands a moderate interest for the same, and hereby their business was very considerably increased, and rose to great reputation in the year 1667, when the Dutch burnt our ships at Chatham; but this event caused a run on the bankers, which hurt their credit; and in the year 1672, king Charles II. shut up the exchequer, and seized the money which the bankers had lent him at 8 per cent. interest, the whole sum amounting to 1,328,561. The king was afterwards necessitated to pay fix per cent. interest for this debt out of his hereditary excise, but the principal was never paid. However, the parliament of 12 William, cap. 12, provided for a large arrear of interest, and settled an interest of three per cent. for the future. The debt was hereby made redeemable, on paying one moiety of the principal sum, viz. 662,463l. farther confirmed by an act of 2 & 3 Anne, cap. 15, which moiety now became the proper debt of the public; and being reduced from fix per cent. in 1717, was finally subscribed into the South-sea capital stock in the year 1720.

Bankers now allow no interest, and by involving a certain proportion of their capital in the funds, or laying it out on other sufficient security, and trafficking with it in the stocks, in discounts, &c. reap very considerable advantage from it; and by negotiating bills, &c. on the part of their creditors, greatly contribute to the convenience and dispatch of business.

When the people of any particular country, says Dr. Smith (ubi infra), have such confidence in the fortune, probity, and prudence of a particular banker, as to believe that he is always ready to pay upon demand such of his promissory notes as are likely to be at any time presented to him, those notes come to have the same current as gold and silver money, from the confidence that such money can at any time be had for them.

A particular banker lends among his customers his own promissory notes, to the extent, we shall suppose, of a hundred
dred thousand pounds. As those notes serve all the purposes of money, his debtors pay him the same interest as if he had lent them so much money. This interest is the source of his gain. Though some of these notes are continually coming back upon him for payment, part of them continue to circulate for months and years together. Though he has generally in circulation, therefore, notes to the extent of a hundred thousand pounds, twenty thousand pounds in gold and silver may, frequently, be a sufficient provision for answering occasional demands. By this operation, therefore, twenty thousand pounds in gold and silver perform all the functions which a hundred thousand could otherwise have performed. The same exchanges may be made, the same quantity of consumable goods may be circulated and distributed to their proper consumers, by means of his promissory notes, to the value of a hundred thousand pounds, as by an equal value of gold and silver money.

Eighty thousand pounds in gold and silver, therefore, can, in this manner, be spared from the circulation of the country; and if different operations of the same kind should, at the same time, be carried on by many different banks and bankers, the whole circulation may thus be conducted with a fifth part only of the gold and silver which would otherwise have been requisite.

Let us suppose, for example, that the whole circulating money of some particular country amounted, at a particular time, to one million sterling, that sum being then sufficient for circulating the whole annual produce of their land and labour. Let us suppose, too, that some time thereafter, different banks and bankers issued promissory notes, payable to the bearer, to the extent of one million, referring in their different offices two hundred thousand pounds for answering occasional demands. There would remain, therefore, in circulation, eight hundred thousand pounds in gold and silver, and a million of bank notes, or eighteen hundred thousand pounds of paper and money together. But the annual produce of the land and labour of the country had before required only one million to circulate and distribute it to its proper consumers, and that annual produce cannot be immediately augmented by those operations of banking. One million, therefore, will be sufficient to circulate it after them.

The goods to be bought and sold being precisely the same as before, the same quantity of money will be sufficient for buying and selling them. The channel of circulation, if I may be allowed such an expression, will remain precisely the same as before. One million we have supposed sufficient to fill that channel. Whatever, therefore, is poured into it beyond this sum, cannot run in it, but must overflow. One million eight hundred thousand pounds are poured into it. Eight hundred thousand pounds therefore must overflow, that sum being over and above what can be employed in the circulation of the country. But though this sum cannot be employed at home, it is too valuable to be allowed to lie idle. It will, therefore, be sent abroad, in order to seek that profitable employment which it cannot find at home. But the paper cannot go abroad; because at a distance from the banks which issue it, and from the country in which payment of it can be exacted by law, it will not be received in common payments. Gold and silver, therefore, to the amount of eight hundred thousand pounds, will be sent abroad, and the channel of home circulation will remain filled with a million of paper, instead of a million of those metals which filled it before.

But though so great a quantity of gold and silver is thus sent abroad, we must not imagine that it is sent abroad for nothing, or that its proprietors make a present of it to foreign nations. They will exchange it for foreign goods of some kind or another, in order to supply the consumption either of some other foreign country, or of their own.

If they employ it in purchasing goods in one foreign country in order to supply the consumption of another, or in what is called the carrying trade, whatever profit they make will be an addition to the net revenue of their own country. It is like a new fund, created for carrying on a new trade; domestic business being now transacted by paper, and the gold and silver being converted into a fund for this new trade.

If they employ it in purchasing foreign goods for home consumption, they may either, first, purchase such goods as are likely to be consumed by idle people who produce nothing, such as foreign wines, foreign silks, &c.; or, secondly, they may purchase an additional stock of materials, tools, and provisions, in order to maintain and employ an additional number of industrious people, who re-produce, with a profit, the value of their annual consumption.

So far as it is employed in the first way, it promotes prodigality, increases expence and consumption, without increasing production, or establishing any permanent fund for supporting that expence, and is in every respect hurtful to society.

So far as it is employed in the second way, it promotes industry; and though it increases the consumption of the society, it provides a permanent fund for supporting that consumption, the people who consume, re-producing, with a profit, the whole value of their annual consumption. The gross revenue of the society, the annual produce of their land and labour, is increased by the whole value which the labour of those workmen adds to the materials upon which they are employed; and their net revenue by what remains of this value, after deducting what is necessary for supporting the tools and instruments of their trade. Smith's Wealth of Nations, vol. i. p. 134, &c.

In Italy, the employment of a banker, especially in republics, does not derogate from nobility; and hence it is, that most of the cadets, or younger sons of persons of condition, undertake it for the support of their family. The nobility of Venice and Genoa were for a long time the chief bankers in the other countries of Europe.

The ancient bankers were called argentinarii, and nummula-riri; and by the Greeks, τραγιματιαι, καλλιεργειαι, and μεμο-μουζειαι. Their chief business was to put out the money of private persons to interest; they had their boards and benches for this purpose in all the markets and public places, where they took in the money from home to lend it to others. The Romans had two kinds of bankers, though their office was much more extensive than that of the bankers among us, theirs being that of public officers, in whom were united the functions of a broker, agent, banker, and notary; in managing the exchange, taking in money, affixing in buying and selling, and drawing up the writings necessary on all those occasions.

Bankers in the Court of Rome, are persons authorized, exclusive of all others, to solicit and procure by their correspondents at Rome, all bulls, dispensations, and other acts dispatched at the papal dietary, or in the legation ship of Avignon; they are dispersed in all the cities of France, where there is a parliament, or a prefidial; and were erected into a regular and hereditary office, by an edict in 1675.

They owe their origin to the Guelphs, who took shelter at Avignon, and in other cities within the obedience of the pope, in the time of the civil wars in Italy. The favour they were in with the pontiffs, for having espoused the pape
pal cape, occasioned their being employed in procuring expeditions of the court of Rome. But the heavy extor-
tions they practised towards their clients, soon rendered
them odious, and occasioned several denominations of re-
proach, as corruini, catarumini, confalini, confoni, &c. from the
city Cahors, the native place of pope John XXII, in whose
pontificate they were in their highest power.

Banker, in Bricklaying, a piece of timber wherein they
cut the bricks.

The banker is six feet long or more, according to the
number of men to work at it, and nine or ten inches
square: it is to be laid on two plaers of timber, three feet
high from the floor they stand on.

Banker, in Sea Language, signifies a vessel employed in
the coal-trade on the banks of Newfoundland.

BANKEEs, Sir John, in Biogrophy, lord chief justice of
the common pleas in the reign of King Charles I. was
defended from a good family at Kelwick in Cumberland,
and born there in the year 1580. In 1624 he removed to
Queen's college, Oxford, and afterwards purified the study
of the law in Gray's Inn. By his application and pro-
cency he acquired a reputation which recommended him
to his sovereign Charles I. who, in 1629, made him his at-
torney. In August 1634, he was knighted, and appointed
to the office of attorney-general; from which office he
was advanced, in 1640, to that of chief justice of the common
pleas. In both these offices he acted with wisdom and in-
tegrity, and obtained universal approbation. So singular
was his merit, that, though he decidedly took part with
the king in his contest with the parliament, it was defined by
the latter, in 1643, that he might be continued in office.
However, he soon after lost all his credit at Westminster;
for he declared from the bench at Salisbury, that the actions
of Essex, Mancheiter, and Waller, were treasonable; and the
commons voted him and the rest of the judges who were of
this opinion, traitors. Lady Bankes manifested extraordin-
ary fortitude in the defence of Corf castle in the isle of
Parbeck, where Sir John and his family refided. When it
was besieged by the parliamentary forces, she refused to
surrender it, though she had about her only her children, a
few servants and tenants, amounting at one time only to five
and at most to no more than forty. When the town was
obliged to surrender, and the besiegers became remiss under
a notion that their business was completed, lady Bankes
procured a supply of proviilion and ammunition, and was
thus enabled to hold out till the siege was raised. Sir John
remained with the king at Oxford, in the discharge of his
duty as a pay-counselor, till his death, which occurred in
December 1644. By his will he bequeathed, besides
many charities, an annuity of thirty pounds to the town of
Kelwick for the support of manufacture of coarse cottons,
which had been lately established, and which, without this
aid, would have been lost. Sir John Bankes was distin-
guished by sound integrity, cool judgment, and an amiable
temper. Brit. &c.

BANKIANA, in Entomology, a species of Phalanx
Tenellus), named after Sir Joseph Banks; it inhabits the
woods of England and Germany: is of a large size; and
is distinguished by having the wings brown, with two snowy
white bands, the posterior one undated. Fabricius.

BANKING, in general, the making of banks to oppose
the forces of the sea, rivers, or the like, and secure the land
from being overflowed thereby.

With respect to the water which is to be kept out, this
is called banking: with respect to the land, which is hereby
to be defended, embanking.

BANKING, in a Self-Wor, the raising a fence against the

The word is formed from the ancient Latin banca, a
bench, or table, and ruptus, broken.

Bank, we have elsewhere observed, originally signified
a bench, which the first bankers had in the public places, in
markets, fairs, &c. on which they told their money, write
their bills of exchange, &c. Hence, it is evident, that the
banker failed, they broke his bank, to advertise the public,
that the person to whom the bank belonged was no longer
in a condition to continue his business. As this prac-
tice was very frequent in Italy, it is said the term bank-
rupt is derived from the Italian banco rosto, broken bench.

Cowel rather chuses to deduce the word from the French
banque, table, and route, vessigium, trace, by metaphor from
the sign left in the ground, of a table once fastened to it
and now gone. On this principle he traces the origin of
bankrupts from the ancient Roman menfarii, or argentarii,
who had their tabernae or mansa in certain public places;
and who, when they fled, or made off with the money
that had been trusted to them, left only the sign or
shadow of their former station behind them. 4 Inst. 277.

And it is observable, that the title of the first English
statute concerning this offence, 34 Hen VIII. cap. 1
"against such persons as do make bankrupt," is a literal
translation of the French idiom qui font banque route.

A bankrupt was formerly considered merely as a criminal
or offender (lat. 1. Jac. I. c. 15, § 17.); but at present
the laws of bankruptcy are regarded as laws calculated for
the benefit of trade, and founded on the principles of humanity
as well as justice: and to that end, they confer some privi-
leges, not only on the creditors, but also on the bankrupt
himself:—on the creditors, by compelling the bankrupt to
give up all his effects to their use, without any fraudulent
concealment;—and on the debtor, by exempting him from
the rigour of the general law, whereby his person might be
confined at the direction of his creditor, though in reality
he has nothing to satisfy the debt; whereas the law of bank-
rupts, taking into consideration the sudden and unavoidable
accidents to which men in trade are liable, has given them
the liberty of their persons, and some pecuniary encomiums,
upon condition of surrendering their whole estate to be di-
vided among the creditors.

By the Roman law of the twelve tables, the creditors
might cut the debtor's body into pieces, and each of them
take his proportionable share; though some learned men
have declared, that the law "de debito in parte fermen-
do," is to be understood in f0 very broad sense; but there
were also other laws, left human, for prohibiting the
debtor's person in chains, subjepting him to stripes and hard
labour, at the mercy of his rigid creditor, and sometimes
selling him, his wife and children, to perpetual foreign
slavery "trans Thibem;" but this was an oppreension that
produced many popular insurrections, and fcedotions to the
"mons facier." In Pegn, and the adjacent countries in
East India, the creditor is entitled to dispofe of the debtor
himself, and likewise of his wife and children; informeth
that he may even violate with impunity the chastity of the
debtor's wife: but then, by fo doing, the debt is understood to
be discharged. In some places, bankrupts are condemned to
war.
wear a green cap; at Lucca, an orange cap. Our legis-
lators, however, in framing the laws of bankruptcy, seem
humanely and wisely to have attended to the example of the
Roman law of "Clefion," introduced by the Christian em-
perors; by which, if a debtor ceded or yielded up all his
fortune to his creditors, he was secured from being dragged
to a gaol; "Omni quoque corporali cruciata femina." (Cod.
7. 71. per tot.) For as the emperor Justinian observes (Inst. 4.
6. 40.), "inhumanum erat spoliam fortunis suis in fidulum
damnari." But by a deviation into the other extreme, it
was afterwards enacted (Nov. 135. c. 1.), that if the debtor
by any unforeseen accident was reduced to low circum-
stances, and would swear that he had not sufficient left to
pay his debts, he should not be compelled to cede or give
up even that which he had in his possession: a law which,
under a false notion of humanity, seems to be fertile of per-
jury, injustice, and absurdity. The laws of England flcer
between these extremes; providing at one against the in-
humanity of the creditor, who is not suffered to confine an
honest bankrupt who has delivered up all his effects, and
at the same time taking care that all his just debts shall be
paid, so far as the effects will extend. But they are still
effusions of encouraging prodigality and extravagance by
this indulgence to debtors; and, accordingly, allow the
benefit of the laws of bankruptcy in no but actual
traders, who, generally speaking, are the only persons liable
to accidental losses, and to an inability of paying their debts,
without any fault of their own. Trade cannot be carried
on without mutual credit on both sides; and here the con-
tracting of debts is not only justifiable, but even necessary.
And if by accidental calamities, as by the loss of a ship in a
tempest, the failure of brother traders, or by the non-pay-
ment of persons out of trade, a merchant or trader becomes
incapable of discharging his own debts, it is his misfortune
and not his fault. To the misfortunes of debtors, there-
fore, the law has given a compassionate remedy, but denied
it to their faults; since, while it provides for the security of
commerce, by enacting that every considerable trader may
be declared a bankrupt, for the benefit of his creditors as
well as himself, it has also, with a view of discouraging ex-
travagance, declared, that no one shall be capable of being
made a bankrupt, but only a trader; nor capable of receiv-
ing the full benefit of the statutes, but only an indifferen-
trader.

The first statute made concerning any English bankrupts
was 34 Hen. VIII. c. 4. when trade began first to be pro-
perly cultivated in England: which has been almost totally
altered by statute 13 Eliz. c. 7, whereby bankruptcy is con-
fined to such persons only as have used the trade of mer-
chandise, in goods or by retail, by way of bargaining, ex-
change, rechange, bartering, cheviance, or otherwise; or
have bought their living by buying and selling. And by
statute 21 Jac. I. c. 19. persons uflng the trade or profession
of a frivener, receiving other men's monies and effects into
their trust and custody, are also made liable to the statutes
of bankruptcy; and the benefits, as well as the penal parts
of the law, are extended as well to aliens and denizens as to
natural born subjects, being intended entirely for the pro-
tection of trade, in which aliens are often as deeply con-
cerned as natives. By many subsequent statutes, but lately
by statute 5 Geo. II. c. 30. bankers, brokers, and factors,
are declared liable to the statutes of bankruptcy; and this
upon the same reason that friveners are included by the
statute of James I. viz. for the relief of their creditors; whom
they have otherwise more opportunities of defrauding than
any other sort of dealers; and they are properly to be looked
upon as traders, since they make merchandise of money, in
the same manner as other merchants do of goods and other
moveable chattels. But by the same act, no farmer, grazer
or drover, shall (as such) be liable to be deemed a bankrupt;
for though they buy and sell corn, and hay, and beasts, in the
course of husbandry, yet trade is not their principal, but only
a collateral, object; their chief concern being to manage and
profit on the ground, and to make the best advantage of its pro-
duct. And, besides, the subjecting them to the laws of bankruptcy
might be a means of defeating their landlords of the security
which the law has given them above all others, for the pay-
ment of their rents, whereof the farmer shall, on a smaller
reason, a receiver of the king's taxes is not capable, as such,
of being a bankrupt; left the king should be declared of these
extensive remedies against his debtors, which are put into his hands by the prerogative. By the same statute, no per-
son shall have a commissio of bankrupt awarded against
him, unless at the petition of some one creditor to whom he owes 100l.; or of two, to whom he is indebted 15cl.; or of
more, to whom altogether he is indebted 20cl. For the
law does not look upon persons, whose debts amount to less,
to be traders considerable enough, either to enjoy the benefit
of the statute themselves, or to entitle the creditors, for
the benefit of public commerce to demand the distribution of
their effects.

In the interpretation of these several statutes, it hath
been held, that buying only, or selling only, will not qualify
a man to be a bankrupt: but it must be both buying and
selling, and also getting a livelihood by it; as, by exercis-
ing the calling of a merchant, a grocer, a mercer, or, in one
general word, a chapman, who is one that buys and sells any
thing. But no handcraft occupation (where nothing is
bought and sold, and where the profit of an extensive credit for
the stock in trade is not necessary to be had) will make a man
a regular bankrupt; as that of a husbandman, a gardener, and
the like, who are paid for their work and labour, as also an
inn-keeper cannot, as such, be a bankrupt; for his general
livelihood does not arise from buying and selling in the way of
merchandise, but in a great degree from the use of his rooms
and furniture, his attendance, and the like; and though he may
buy corn and victuals, to sell again at a profit, yet that no
more makes him a trader, than a schoolmaster or other per-
son is, that keeps a boarding-house, and makes considerable
gains by buying and selling what he spends in the house;
and such a one is clearly not within the statute.

But where persons buy goods, and make them up into saleable commod-
ities, as shoe-makers, smiths, and the like; here, though
part of the gain is by bodily labour, and not by buying and
selling, yet they are within the statutes of bankrupts; for the
labour is only in melioration of the commodity, and render-
ing it more fit for sale.

One single act of buying and selling will not make a man
a trader; but a repeated practice, and profit by it. Buying
and selling bank-stock, or other government securities, will
not make a man a bankrupt: they not being goods, wares,
or merchandizes, within the intent of the statute, which a
profit may be fairly made. Neither will buying and selling
under particular restraints, or for particular purposes; as if a
commissioner of the navy ufts to buy victualls for the fleet,
and dispose of the surplus and refuse, he is not thereby made
a trader within the statute. An infant, though a trader,
cannot be made a bankrupt; for an infant can owe nothing
but for necessaries; and the statutes of bankruptcy create no
new debts, but only give a specifical and more effectual
remedy for recovering such as were before due; and no per-
on can be made a bankrupt for debts which he is not liable at
law to pay. But a feme covert in London, being a sole

Vol. III.
Bankrupt, according to the custom, is liable to a commission of bankruptcy. 

Having shewn who may, and who may not be made a bankrupt, the next subject of inquiry comprehends the particular acts of bankruptcy which render a man a bankrupt. For full satisfaction on this point, it will be necessary to consult the several statutes, and the resolutions formed upon them by the courts. Among these may be reckoned, 1. Departing from the realm, whereby a man withdraws himself from the jurisdiction and coercion of the law, with intent to defraud his creditors. 2. Departing from his own house, with intent to secrete himself, and avoid his creditors. 3. Keeping in his own house, privately, so as not to be seen or spoken with by his creditors (except for just and necessary cause), which is likewise construed an intention to defraud his creditors, by avoiding the proceed of the law. 4. Procuring or suffering himself willingly to be arrested, or outlawed, or imprisoned, without just and lawful cause; which is likewise deemed an attempt to defraud his creditors. 5. Procuring his money, goods, chattels, and effects, to be attached or sequestered by any legal process; which is another plain and direct endeavour to dispossess his creditors of their security. 6. Making any fraudulent conveyance to a friend, or secrete trustee, of his lands, tenements, goods, or chattels; which is an act of the same fulcipesious nature with the last. 7. Procuring or protecting, not being himself privileged by parliament, in order to screen his person from arrest; which also is an endeavour to evade the justice of the law. 8. Deceiving or defrauding, by any petition to the king, or bill exhibited in any of the king's courts against any creditors, to compel them to take less than their just debts; or to procrastinate the time of payment, originally contracted for, which are an acknowledgment of either his poverty or his knavery. 9. Lying in prison for two months, or more, upon arrest or other detention for debt, without finding bail, in order to obtain his liberty. For the inability to procure bail, argues a strong deficiency in his credit, owing either to his suspected poverty, or ill character; and his neglect to do it, if able, can arise only from a fraudulent intention; in either of which cases it is high time for his creditors to look to themselves, and compel a distribution of his effects. 10. Escaping from prison after an arrest for a just debt of 100l. or upwards. For no man would break prison that was able and desirous to procure bail; which brings it within the reason of the last case. 11. Neglecting to make satisfaction for any just debt to the amount of 100l. within two months after service of legal process, for such debt, upon any trader having privilege of parliament. Stat. 13 Eliz. c. 7. 1 Jac. 1. c. 15. 21 Jac. 1. c. 19. 4 Geo. III. c. 33.

The legislature having thus by public laws declared what are the acts which shall be regarded as criteria of insolvency or fraud, on which a commission of bankruptcy may be grounded, our courts of justice will not allow of extending or multiplying acts of bankruptcy by any construction or implication. And, therefore, Sir John Holt held (Lord Raym. 725.) that a man's removing his goods privately to prevent their being seized in execution, was no act of bankruptcy. It has also been determined expressly, that a banker's stopping or refusing payment is no act of bankruptcy; and if in consequence of such refusal, he is arrested and puts in bail, it is still no act of bankruptcy (7 Mod. 139.); but if he goes to prison, and lies there two months, then, and not before, he is become a bankrupt.

The proceedings in a commission of bankruptcy, depend entirely on the several statutes of bankruptcy; and they are digested by Blackstone into the following concise order.

And, first, there must be a petition to the lord chancellor by one creditor to the amount of 100l., or by two to the amount of 150l., or by three or more to the amount of 200l.; which debts must be proved by affidavit upon which he grants a commission to such different persons as to him shall seem good, who are then elected commissioners of bankruptcy. The petitioners, to prevent malicious applications, must be bound in a security or bond to the lord chancellor of 200l., to make the party agrees in case they do not prove him a bankrupt. And if on the other hand they receive any money or effects from the bankrupt, as a recompense for suing out the commission, so as to receive more than their rateable dividends of the bankrupt's estate, they forfeit not only what they shall have so received, but their whole debt. These provisions are made, as well to secure persons in good credit from being disabled by malicious petitions, as to prevent knavish combinations between the creditors and bankrupt, in order to obtain the benefit of a commission. When the commission is awarded and issued, the commissioners are to meet, at their own expense, and to take an oath for the due execution of their commission, and to be allowed a sum not exceeding 20s. per diem each, at every sitting. And no commission of bankrupt shall abate, or be void, by the death of the bankrupt, subseqently to the commission, Stat. 1 Jac. I. c. 50. to fence him from any detriment of the estate, Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 70. The granting of a commission of bankruptcy is not directionary, but a matter of right. 1 Vern. 155. Stat. 13 Eliz. c. 7.

When the commissioners have received their commission, they are first to receive proof of the person's being a trader, and having committed some act of bankruptcy; and then to declare him a bankrupt, if proved so; and to give notice thereof in the gazette, and at the same time to appoint three meetings. At one of these meetings an election must be made of assignees. And at the third meeting, at farthest, which must be on the forty-second day after the advertisement in the gazette (unless the time be enlarged by the lord chancellor), the bankrupt, upon notice also personally served upon him or left at his usual place of abode, must surrender himself personally to the commissioners; which surrender (if voluntary) protects him from all arrests till his final examination is past: and he must thereupon in all respects conform to the directions of the statutes of bankruptcy; or, in default of either surrender or conformity, shall be guilty of felony without benefit of clergy, and shall suffer death, and his goods and estate shall be distributed among his creditors. Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 30.

In case the bankrupt absconds, or is likely to run away, between the time of the commission issued, and the last day of surrender, he may be warrant from any judge or justice of the peace be apprehended and committed to the county goal, in order to be forthcoming to the commissioners, who are also empowered immediately to grant a warrant for seizing his goods and papers. Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 30.

When the bankrupt appears, the commissioners are to examine him touching all matters relating to his trade and effects. They may also summon before them, and examine the bankrupt's wife, and any other person whatsoever, as to all matters relating to the bankrupt's affairs. And in case any of them shall refuse to answer, or shall not answer fully to any lawful question, or shall refuse to subscribe such their examination, the commissioners may commit them to prison without bail, till they submit themselves and make and sign a full answer; the commissioners specifying in their warrant of commitment the question so refused to be answered.
fwered. And any gaoler, permitting such person to escape, or to go out of prison, shall forfeit 500l. to the creditors.
Stat. 21 Jac. I. c. 19. 5 Geo. II. c. 30.

The bankrupt, upon this examination, is bound upon pain of death to make a full discovery of all his estate and effects, as well in expectancy as postruption, and how he has disposed of the same, together with all books and writings relating thereto: and is to deliver up all in his own power to the commissioners (except the necesseary apparel of himself, his wife, and his children) or, in case he conceals or embezzles any effects to the amount of 20l. or withholds any books or writings, with intent to defraud his creditors, he shall be guilty of felony without benefit of clergy; and his goods and estate shall be divided among his creditors. And unless it shall appear, that his inability to pay his debts arose from some casual loss, he may, upon conviction by indictment of such gross misconduct and negligence, be set upon the pillory for two hours, and have one of his ears nailed to the same and cut off. Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 30. 21 Jac. I. c. 19.

After the time allowed to the bankrupt for such discovery is expired, any other person voluntarily discovering any part of his estate, before unknown to the assignees, shall be entitled to 5 per cent. out of the effects so discovered, and such further reward as the assignees and commissioners shall think proper. And any traitor, wilfully concealing the estate of any bankrupt, after expiration of the two and forty days, shall forfeit 100l. and double the value of the estate concealed to the creditors. Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 30.

Hitherto every thing is in favour of the creditors; and the law seems to be pretty rigid and severe against the bankrupt; but, in case he proves honest, it makes him full amends for all this rigour and severity. For if the bankrupt hath made an ingenious discovery (of the truth and sufficiency of which there remains no doubt), and hath conformed in all points to the directions of the law; and if, in consequence thereof, the creditors, or four parts in five of them in number and value (but none of them creditors for less than 20l.), will join a certificate to that purport; the commissioners are then to authenticate such certificate under their hands and seals, and to transmit it to the lord chancellor: and he, or two of the judges whom he shall appoint, on oath made by the bankrupt that such certificate was obtained without fraud, may allow the same; or disallow it, upon cause shown by any of the creditors of the bankrupt.

Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 30.

If no cause be shown to the contrary, the certificate is allowed of course; and then the bankrupt is entitled to a decent and reasonable allowance out of his effects, for his future support and maintenance, and to put him in a way of honest industry. This allowance is also in proportion to his former good behaviour, in the early discovery of the decline of his affairs, and thereby giving his creditors a larger dividend. For, if his effects will not pay one half of his debts, or ten shillings in the pound, he is left to the discretion of the commissioners and assignees, to have a competent sum allowed him, not exceeding 3 per cent.; but if they pay ten shillings in the pound, he is to be allowed 5 per cent.; if twelve shillings and sixpence, then 7½ per cent.; and if fifteen shillings in the pound, then the bankrupt shall be allowed 10 per cent.; provided, that such allowance do not in the first case exceed 500l. in the second 250l., and in the third 50l. Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 30.

Besides this allowance, he has also an indemnity granted him, of being free and discharged for ever from all debts owing by him at the time he became a bankrupt; even though judgement shall have been obtained against him, and he lies in prison upon execution for such debts; and, for that among other purposes, all proceedings on commissions of bankruptcy are, on petition, to be entered of record, as a perpetual bar against actions to be commenced on this account: though, in general, the production of the certificate properly allowed shall be sufficient evidence of all previous proceedings. Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 30.

The certificate, when allowed, will not discharge the sureties of a bankrupt: but, if he obtains it before his bonds are fixed, it will discharge them; whereas it not all after they are fixed, they will remain liable notwithstanding the certificate: and if the creditor prove his debt, with intent to obstruct the certificate, it does not preclude him from pursuing his legal remedies; and even if he had received his debt or part of it, under the commission, still he might proceed to fix the bail who would be entitled to their remedy, so far as they are oppressed by "audia querelle," or by "mutuum." (1 Ark. 84. 1 Burr. 2442. 2 Burr. 716.)

The certificate does not discharge a bankrupt from his own express collateral covenant, which does not run with the land (2 Burr. 2443); nor from a covenant to pay rent. (4 Term Rep. 92.) A bankrupt, after a commission of bankruptcy is fixed out, may, in consideration of a debt due before the bankruptcy, and for which the creditor agrees to accept no dividend or benefit under the commission, make such creditor a satisfaction, in part, or for the whole of his debt, by a new undertaking or agreement; and "affirmative" will lie upon such new promise or undertaking. (1 Ark. 67.) Although a creditor of a bankrupt under 20l. is excluded from affent or dissent to the certificate, yet as he is affected by the consequence of allowing the certificate, he has a right to petition and try any fraud against allowing the certificate. 7 Vin. Abr. 134. pl. 18.

No allowance or indemnity shall be given to a bankrupt, unless its certificate be signed and allowed: and also, if any creditor predicates a fictitious debt, and the bankrupt does not make discovery of it, but suffers the fair creditors to be imposed upon, he loses all title to these advantages. Neither can be claimed them, if he has given with any of his children above 100l. for a marriage portion, unless he had at that time sufficient left to pay all his debts; or if he has lost at any one time 5l. or in the whole 100l. within a twelvemonth before he became bankrupt, by any manner of gaming or waging whatsoever; or, within the same time, has lost to the value of 100l. by stock-breaking. Also to prevent the too common practice of frequent and fraudulent or careless breaking, a mark is set upon such as have been once clearly by a commission of bankruptcy, or have compounded with their creditors, or have been delivered by an act of insolvency. Persons who have been once clearly by any of these methods, and afterwards become bankrupts again, unless they pay full fifteen shillings in the pound, are only thereby indemnified as to the commencement of their bodies; but any future estate they shall acquire remains liable to their creditors, excepting their necessary apparel, household goods, and the tools and implements of their trades. Stat. 5 Geo. II. c. 30. 24 Geo. III. c. 57.

By the statute 13 Eliz. c. 7, the commissioners for that purpose, when a man is declared a bankrupt, shall have full power to dispose of all his lands and tenements, which he had in his own right at the time when he became a bankrupt, or which shall descend or come to him at any time afterwards, before his debts are satisfied or agreed for; and all lands and tenements which were purchased by him jointly
jointly with his wife or children to his own use (or such interest therein as he may lawfully part with), or purchased with any other person upon secret trust for his own use; and to cause them to be appraised to their full value, and to sell the same by deed indented and enrolled, or divide them proportionably among the creditors. This statute expressly included not only free, but customary and copyhold, lands; and the lord of the manor is thereby bound to admit the assignee (Cros. Car. 568. 1 Atk. 567): but did not extend to estates-tall, farther than for the bankrupt's life; nor to equities of redemption on a mortgaged estate, wherein the bankrupt has no legal interest, but only an equitable reversion. Whereupon the statute 11 Jac. I. c. 19, enacts, that the commissioners shall be empowered to fell or convey, by deed indented and enrolled, any lands or tenements of the bankrupt, wherein he shall be seised of an estate-tall in possession, remainder, or reversion, unless the remainder or reversion thereof shall be in the crown; and that such sale shall be good against all such issues in tail, remaindermen, and reversioners, whom the bankrupt himself might have barred by a common recovery, or other means: and that all equities of redemption upon mortgaged estates, shall be at the disposal of the commissioners; for they shall have power to redeem the same, as the bankrupt himself might have done, and after redemption to sell them. And the commissioners may sell a copyhold entailed by custom. (Stone 125. Billing 148.) And also, by this and a former act, all fraudulent conveyances to defeat the intent of these statutes are declared void; but that no purchaser bona fide, for a good or valuable consideration, shall be affected by the bankrupt laws, unless the commission be made forth within five years after the act of bankruptcy committed. 1 Jac. I. c. 15.

By virtue of these statutes a bankrupt may lose all his real estates; which may at once be transferred by his commissioners to their assignees, without his participation or consent. See Assignees.

The property vested in the assignees is the whole that the bankrupt had in himself, at the time he committed the first act of bankruptcy, or that has been vested in him since, before his debts are satisfied or agreed for. And therefore, if a commissioner is afterwards awarded, the commission and the property of the assignees shall have a relation, or reference, back to the first and original act of bankruptcy. Infornuch that all transactings of the bankrupt are from that time absolutely null and void, either with regard to the alienation of his property, or the receipt of his debts from such as are privy to his bankruptcy; for they are no longer his property or his debts, but those of the future assignees. If a banker pay the draft of a trader keeping cash with him, after knowledge of an act of bankruptcy, the assignees may recover the money. (2 Term Rep. 113. 3 Bro. C. R. 313.) And if an execution be found out, but not served and executed on the bankrupt's effects till after the act of bankruptcy, it is void as against the assignees. But the king is not bound by this fictitious relation, nor is within the statutes of bankrupts; for if, after the act of bankruptcy committed and before the assignment of his effects, an extent issues for the debt of the crown, the goods are bound thereby. As these acts of bankruptcy may sometimes be secret to all but a few, and it would be prejudicial to trade to carry this notion to its utmost length, it is provided by statute 19 Geo. II. c. 52, that no money paid by a bankrupt to a bona fide or real creditor, in a course of trade, even after an act of bankruptcy done, shall be liable to be refunded. Nor, by statute 1 Jac. I. c. 15, shall any debtor of a bankrupt, that pays him his debt, without knowing of his bankruptcy, be liable to account for it again. The intention of this relative power being only to reach fraudulent transactions, and not to disturb the fair trader.

Sale of goods by a bankrupt, after an act of bankruptcy, is not merely void; the contract is good between the parties; but it may be avoided by the commissioners or assignees at pleasure; so that they may either bring the goods, as supposing the contract may be void, or may bring debt or account for the value, which affirms the contract. (3 Salk. 36. pf. 2. 2 T. R. 143. 4 T. R. 216. 7.) And so if a bankrupt on the eve of bankruptcy fraudulently delivers goods to a creditor. (4 Term Rep. 211.) The assignees after four, and within twelve months after the commission issued, must give twenty-one days notice to the creditors of a meeting for a dividend; at which time they must produce their accounts, and verify them upon oath, if required. And then the commissioners shall direct a dividend to be made, at so much in the pound, to all creditors who have before proved, or shall then prove, their debts. This dividend must be made equally, and in a rateable proportion, to all the creditors, according to the quantity of their debts; no regard being had to the quality of them. Mortgages indeed, for which the creditor has a real security in his own hands, are entirely safe; for the commission of bankruptcy reaches only the equity of redemption. So are also personal debts, where the creditor has a chattel in his hands, as a pledge or pawn for the payment, or has taken the debtor's lands or goods in execution. And, upon the equity of the statute 8 Ann. c. 14. which directs, that, upon all executions of goods being on any premises demised to a tenant, one year's rent and no more shall, if due, be paid to the landlord) it hath also been held, that under a commission of bankruptcy, which is in the nature of a statute-execution, the landlord shall be allowed his arrears of rent to the same amount, in preference to other creditors, even though he hath neglected to distrain, while the goods remained on the premises: which he is otherwise entitled to do for his entire rent, be the quantum what it may. But, otherwise, judgments and recognizances (both which are debts of record, and therefore at other times have a priority), and also bonds and obligations by deed or special instrument (which are called debts by specialty, and are usually the next in order), these are all put on a level with debts by mere simple contract, and all paid pari passu. Nay, so far is this matter carried, that, by the express provision of the statutes, debts not due at the time of the dividend made, as bonds or notes of hand payable at a future day certain, shall be proved and paid equally with the rest, allowing a discount or drawback in proportion. And inferences, and obligations upon bottomry or reffondantia, bona fide made by the bankrupt, though forfeited after the commission is awarded, shall be looked upon in the same light as debts contracted before any act of bankruptcy Stat. 21 Jac. c. 19. 7 Geo. I. c. 31. 19 Geo. II. c. 32.

Within eighteen months after the commission issued, a second and final dividend shall be made, unless all the effects were exhausted by the first. And if any surplus remains, after selling his estates and paying every creditor his full debt, it shall be returned to the bankrupt. This is a case which sometimes happens to men in trade, who involuntarily, or at least unwarily, commit acts of bankruptcy by abjuring and the like, while their effects are more than sufficient to pay their creditors. And, if any selfish or malevolent creditor will take the advantage of such acts, and sue out a commission, the bankrupt has no remedy, but must quietly submit to the effects of his own imprudence;
dence; except that, upon satisfaction made to all the creditors, the commission may be superceded. This case may also happen, when a knife is defaced of defrauding its creditors, and is compelled by a commission to do them that justice, which otherwise he wanted to evade. And therefore, though the usual rule is, that all interest on debts carrying interest shall cease from the time of issuing the commission, yet, in case of surplus left after payment of every debt, such interest shall again revive, and be chargeable on the bankrupt, or his representatives. Stat. 5 Geo. III. c. 30. 13 Eliz. c. 7.

The first step to be taken towards procuring a commission of bankruptcy is for the petitioning creditor to make an affidavit of his debt before a mafter in chancery; or if he resides altogether in the country, before a master extrao-

nary there, to be filed in the secretary of bankrupt’s office in London, and exhibited to the commissioners at their first meeting. When the affidavit is sworn, it is carried to the secretary of bankrupt’s office, where the party suing for the commission enters into the bond to the chancellor. The clerk of the bankrupts fills up a blank petition in the name of the person that makes the affidavit, and annexes the affidavit and bond to the petition, when he prefers the same to the lord chancellor. This petition is answered in a few days, and the petitioning creditor has a commission without any further trouble. Having got the commission, he must employ one of the messengers to summon a meeting of the major part of the commissioners to open the same, when the petitioning creditor must come prepared to prove his debt, and the party a bankrupt, within the statutes. Upon the commissioners declaring the party a bankrupt, they issue their warrant for seizure of his effects, and the me-

fenger by virtue of it seizes the effects, and continues to keep possession till the commissioners have executed the assignment. The application to enlarge the time for the bankrupt’s surrender must be by petition to the great seal, fix days at least before the last fitting appointed in the gazette; which petition may be either in the name of the bankrupt or of his assignees. It is usual for the commissioner to recommend, and the creditors to agree, to return the bankrupts their rings, monies, &c. particularly the jewels, &c. for their goods or effects. If the bankrupt does not surrender himself to the commissioners by twelve o’clock at night of the last day given, the messenger warns him to do so by proclamation made by him in the middle of Guildhall; the commissioners continuing to sit till that time. The certificate when duly signed, together with the attestations of signature, must be lodged with the secretary of bankrupts, and he will give the messenger an authority to the printer of the gazette, to insert an advertisement signifying that the acting commissioners have certified to the great seal, that the bankrupt hath conformed, and that the certificate shall be allowed and confirmed, unless caufc be flown to the contrary within twenty-one days from the date of the said advertisement. If no caufc be flown within twenty-one days against the allowance of the certificate, the lord chancellor will allow the same by a subscription upon it. Jacob’s Law Dict. by Tomlin, art. Bankrupt.

BANKRUPTCY, the act of becoming a bankrupt. (See Bankrupcy.) The French make this difference between a bankruptcy and a failure, that the first is suppos’d voluntary and fraudulent, and the latter constrained and necessary, by means of accidents, &c.

BANKS’S ISLAND, in Geography, an island in the North Pacific ocean, near the west coast of North America, about 60 miles long and 5 broad. It is separated from Pitt’s archipelago by the canal del Principe; and its north point is situated in N. lat. 53° 30’ W. long. 132° 15’.

Banks’s Island is also an island of the Southern Pacific ocean, about five leagues west of the coast of the northern branch of New Zealand islands. It is about twenty-four leagues in compass; its surface is irregular and elevated; and it may be seen at sea at the distances of twelve or fifteen leagues. Its south point is in S. lat. 43° 32’ W. long. 186° 30’.

Banks, Port, a harbour on the north-west coast of America, south-easterly from cape Edgecombe, and north-westly from Sea Otter found.

BANKSAL POINT, a point of the river of Bafhe, on the coast of Colorado, known by the English ware-

houses that are built on it, and by the town of a Dutchman who was there interred.

BANKSIA SPECIOSA, Retz. in Botany. See Costus Speciosus.

BANKSIA, so named by Linnaeus for Sir Joseph Banks, president of the Royal Society, who first discovered it in his voyage with Captain Cook. Lin. gen. Schreb. n. 191. Suppl. 15. Gard. t. 47. Jull. 70. Cfls. tetrandria monogynia. Nat. Ord. aggregato. Protea Juss. Gen. Char. r. perianth one-leaved, four-cleft, inferior. Cor. one-petalled; tube cylindrical, very short; border very long, four-parten; parts linear, lanceolate at the tip, internally hollowed by a little cavity, acute. Stam. filaments none; anthers four, lanceolate, seifice in the cavity of the parts of the corolla. Filf.erner superior, minute; style filiform, stiff, longer than the corolla; stigma pyramidal, acute. Per. capsule ovate, or globose, woody, one-celled, two-valved. Seed, two, obovate, convex on one side, flat on the other, terminated by a very large membranaceous veined wing. Qu. Is this an Acallis? Efl. Char. Cal, four-cleft, inferior. Cor. four-parten, tube very short; border very long, linear-lanceolate; anthers sefife in the cavity of the parts of the corolla. Caps. two-

seeded, one or two-celled, two-valved.

Species, 1. B. ferrata, ferrate-leaved bankia. White Voy. 223. fig. 1, 2. 3. B. conchifera. Gard. fruct. 221. t. 48. f. 1. "Leaves linear, attenuated into the petiole, equally ferrate, truncate at the end with a point." This is the handfomeliest species of the genus; trunk thick and rugged; leaves alternate, thick at the ends of the branches, on short petioles, obtuse, ferrate, bright green above, beneath obovate and whitish, with a strong rib running through the middle; each branch terminated by a large cylindrical spike of flowers; the capsules covered with thick down; the flowers and fruits collected into a large globular amcin; the seed in each cell of the capsule single, rather large, winged and dark brown. 2. B. integifolia, entire-leaved B. B. sphenis. Gard. frucf. 221. t. 48. f. 2. "Leaves wedge-form, quite entire, white-tomentofo underneath." The flowers and fruits are collected into a cylindrical amcin; and before they are ripe, are pubescent with a nap of white whitcens; capsule conical, orbicular at top, turgidly lens-shaped, and continued at bottom into a conical, compressed beek; within black, two-celled, and gaping at the tip. 3. B. trisepala, heath-leaved B. "Leaves approximating, acute, truncate-emarginate, smooth." The leaves are very small, but more abundant than those of the preceding species. 4. B. dentata, tooth-leaved B. "Leaves oblong, attenuated into the petiole, curved, flexuoue, toothed, teeth ending in a spine-like white underneath." The flowers of this species are smaller than in the others. 5. B. pyriformis, pear-

fruited B. "Flowers solitary; capsules ovate, pubescent;
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leaves lanceolate, very entire, smooth." The capsules are larger than in any other known species, one-celled, and opening longitudinally on the lower side; there are two seeds of a rufous cinnamon colour, convex on one side and flat on the other, with a large, membranaceous, velvety wing. 6. B. gilesii, gibbosus-fruited. B. dasydodes, Martyn’s B. 6. not after very long, but in a short flat, gibbous, flat, capsule-shaped, pointed, with tubercles on the outside; leaves oblong, emarginate." Leaves alternate, from six to eight inches long, and three broad; flowers in a short simple raceme, in which only one or two fruits ripen; the capsule from one inch to two inches or more in length; woody, with roundish tubercles, variegated brown and red colour, one-celled; the seeds are two and dark-brown. 8. B. spinifolius, prickly-leaved B. "Leaves linear-revolute, with a little sharp point, and with spinous dentilaminations towards the top." Stem woody and branched; leaves irregularly scattered, closely covering the branches, on very short footstalks, green and smooth above, white and downy beneath, ending abruptly, tipped with three small spines, and having several hooked upwards in the margin; flowers thick set in a cylindrical erect spike, coming out in pairs. It differs from B. criposa, in having leaves at least four times as long, obtuse, but with a small central sharp point from the midrib between two other terminal points, as well as in having a greater or less number of small sharp-hooked lateral teeth towards the end of each leaf. The inhabitants of New South Wales call it "Wattangre." All these plants are natives of that country, except the 7th, which Rumphius observed in Ambonina, in 1693. This genus is nearly allied to Protas and Embolarium in appearance and character, but sufficiently distinguished from both in the fruit. It boils some of the most splendid species that have been discovered in the South seas, and even in the known world. Those with solitary flowers and one-celled capsules (5, 6, 7.) form a separate genus, which Dr. Smith names Salpinia; which see.

Propagation and Culture. Some of the species have flowered and fedded here; they have been increased merely by seeds. These, and the plants in general from the South seas, are hardy, considering their climate, and may be treated much in the same manner with the Cape plants; they covet much air, and flourish best near the front of the dry house. Martyn’s Millar.

Banksia, tectif. See Pimelea.

Banksia Abyssinica, or Cusso, so called by Mr. Bruce after Sir Joseph Banks, an inhabitant of the high country of Abyssinia, and indigenous there. Mr. Bruce, who has described and given a drawing of it, and who represents it as one of the most beautiful and useful trees, says, that he never saw it in the Kolha nor in Arabia, nor in any other part of Asia or Africa. It seldom grows above 20 feet high, and generally inclined; its leaf is about two inches and a quarter long, divided into two by a strong rib; its colour is a deep unvarnished green, very pleasant to the eye, and the forepart is covered with soft hair or down; it is much indented, and very liable to become yellow from too much air and light. The leaves grow alternately by pairs upon a branch, terminating with a single leaf at the point; the end of the stalk is broad and strong, like that of a palm-branch; and it opens in the part that is without leaves, about an inch and an half from the bottom, and from this aperture proceeds the flower. The whole cluster of flowers is very much the shape of a cluster of grapes, and the stalk that supports it resembles the stalk of the grape; the flower itself is of a greenish colour, tinged with purple; when fully blown, it is altogether of a deep red or purple; the corolla consists of five petals, with a short petiole in the middle, having a round head, and surrounded by eight filaments of the same form, loaded with yellow nectar. The calyx consists of five petals, which much resemble another flower; they are round at the top, and nearly of an equal breadth every way. The bark of the tree is smooth, of a yellowish white, interspersed with brown streaks which pass through the whole body of the tree. On the upper part, before the first branch of leaves set out, are rings round the trunk of small filaments, of the consistence of horse-hair; these are generally 14 or 16 in number, and are a very remarkable characteristic belonging to this tree. The tree is always planted near churches for the use of the town or village; and it is very fireproof as an antidote to a disorder to which the Abyssinians of both sexes and all ages are subject. Every individual once a month evacuates a large quantity of worms of the kind called acaerides; and the method of promoting these evacuations is by infusing a handful of dry Caffo flowers in about two English quarts of bouza, or the beer that is made from teff; after it has been steeped all night, it is next morning fit for use. The feed of this tree is very small, smaller than the femea Santonicum; it is easily killed; and on this account no great quantity of the feed is gathered, and therefore the flower is sbubstituted for it. It is bitter, but much less so than the femea Santonicum. Mr. Bruce conceives that this plant may be found in latitudes 11° or 12° north in the West Indies or America; and having been found a gentle, safe, and efficacious medicine in Abyssinia, it is not doubted but the superior skill of physicians would turn it to the advantage of mankind in general, when used here in Europe. Bruce’s Travels, vol. v. Appendix. P. 73-76.

Banksia, in Extremity, a species of Papilio (Nymph) with angular wings; above brown, with a yellowish disk, and a black ocular spot with a double pupil. Fabr. This is a native of New Holland, and is the Papilio Jf-

Banksia, a species of Scarabaeus (Melolobus) described by Fabr. from a species in the museum of Sir Joseph Banks. The head and thorax are black; wing-cases violet, and with the legs tesselaceous; abdomen short and retuse.

Banksia, a species of Cymex (Reduvius) that inhabits India. It is rufous above, with black wings; abdomen deep black; border rufous. Fabr.

Banksia, 3 species of Chrysobela that inhabits Cal- bria. It is hirsly above, beneath tessellaceous. Fabr.

Banksia, a species of Ceramella that inhabits Cal bria. It is hirsly above, beneath tessellaceous. Fabr.

Banksia, a species of Chrysoula, that is found at the cape of Good Hope. It is of a greyish colour; tho- rax slightly spined; wing-cases speckled with ferruginous, and marked with two circular bands. Fabr.

Banneuga, or Bannileuga, or Banksie, in Middle Age Writers, the territory within which the jurisdiction of municipal magistrates, or ordinary judges of a city, town, or the like, is confined. It is thus called, because within this tract they may make their regulations, prohibitions, and other acts of justice and policy, comprised under the name of Ban, or Ban-

Bann, in Geography, a river in Ireland, which rises in the
the northern part of the Mourne mountains, in the county of Down, and swelled by various little brooks, soon becomes a large stream. It takes a serpentine course to the north-west, having many bridges over it, till it comes to Portadown, where it is joined by the Newry canal, and a few miles farther it falls into Lough Neagh at Bannfoot ferry, after running about thirty miles. The waters of this river, which is distinguished by the name of the South or Upper Bann, are esteemed superior to any other for the purpose of bleaching. After passing through Lough Neagh, out of which it breaks at Toome cauld, where is a bridge over it, it again expands into a small lake called Lough Beg, the views in which are very pleasing. From this, still keeping a north-west direction, it passes through a country formerly overgrown with immense woods, then forces its way over a ridge of rocks called the Salmon-Leap, and having again collected its scattered waters, rushes with an impetuous force into the sea at Bannhaven, a few miles below Coleraine. It is certainly one of the finest rivers in Ireland; and if we include its passage through the lake, runs in the whole near ninety miles, with so pure and limpid a stream, that it has acquired the name of the "Father Bann." The lower or northern part of it, being the only outlet for seven rivers and innumerable streams that pour their tributary waters into Lough Neagh, is broad and rapid; but notwithstanding this, and the ridge of rocks already mentioned, it is thought that it might be rendered navigable, a measure from which great advantages are expected. The salmon caught in this river is very highly esteemed, and the fishery is the greatest in the kingdom. (See Coleraine.) Campbell's Political Survey. Beaumont's Memoir. Young's Tour, &c.

Bann, the name of a river in the north-eastern part of the county of Wexford, Ireland, which falls into the Slaney near Ferna.

Bann, a township in the county of York, in Pennsylvania.

Bann, or Ban, Banum, or Banus, in the Feudal Law, a solemn proclamation, or publication of any thing.

The origin of the word is uncertain; some deduce it from the Britsh ban, clameur, nifie; others from the Saxon ban, a thing spread; whence ban and bane, used for a flag. Bracton mentions banus regis for a proclamation of silence anciently made by the court, before the encounter of the champions in a combat.

Bann is also used for a solemn convocation of the nobility of a province, to attend the king in his army, conformably to their feudal tenures.

Bann, in this sense, differs from rear-bann; as the former respects those who took mediate of him. But the words are now confounded, and bann and rear-bann denote a summons to all the feudal tenants, mediate and immediate, to go to war in the king's service.

Bann also denotes the assembly, or body of nobility and gentry thus convocated.

In this sense, they say, the bann and rear-bann are long in getting into the field; the bann and rear-bann were assembled, &c.

The French nobility appear to have served the king, in the way of bann and rear-bann, from the beginning of the monarchy; though the usage was not regularly settled till the time of the Revolution of Feuds.

Bann is more particularly used to denote a proscription or banishment, for a crime proved; because anciently published by sound of trumpets: or, as Vossius thinks, because those who did not appear at the above mentioned summons were punished by proscription.

Hence, to put a prince under the bann of the empire, is to declare him divested of all his dignities.

The sentence only denotes an intimation of all intercourse and offices of humanity with the offender, the form of which seems taken from that of the Romans, whobanished persons, by forbidding them the use of bread and water.

Sometimes also cities are put under the imperial bann; that is, stripped of their rights and privileges.

Bann also denotes a pecuniary mule or penalty laid on a delinquent for offending against a bann.

BANNS of Marriage are certain solemn notices of matrimonial contracts made, in the parish-church, before the marriage, that if there be any objections to either party, to prior engagements, &c., there may be an opportunity of making them. The publication of banns (popularly called "ageing in the church") was intended as an expedient to prevent clandestine marriages; but a licence or dispensation is now easily procured, for that their use is defeated. By the laws of the church, banns are to be published thrice, on three distant days, in the places where the parties live, on pain of nullity of marriage; and excommunications are threatened against those, who, knowing impediments, conceal them. (But see 26 Geo. II. cap. 35, and Marriage.) The use of matrimonial banns is said to have been first introduced in the Gallican church, though something like it obtained even in the primitive times; and it is this Tertullian is supposed to mean by triminum promulgatio.

Bann is also used for a solemn anathema, or excommunication, attended with curls, &c.

In this sense, we read of papal banns, &c.

BANN OF GOD, bannus Dei, or the judgment of God. Speciman takes it for excommunication.

Bann is also used for a prohibition.

In which sense, the bann of harvest or vintage, &c., in the French customs, imports a prohibition to reap, or gather the grapes, without the leave of the lord.

The former is now taken away, and the peasant may reap his corn when he pleases; but the latter still remains, pernicious not being allowed to open the vintage till publication is made by the officer of the place for that purpose.

BANN-FIN, in the French Customs, a privilege enjoyed by lords, of selling the wine of their own growth, during a certain time, exclusive of all other persons within the compass of their fees or lordships.

The same right, in some places, extends also to other liquors; and even to hogs, cows, and other animals.

BANNALIUS, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of Finisterre, and chief place of a canton in the district of Quimperlé; 21 leagues north-west of Quimperlé.

BANNALIS MOLI, or Bannal-mill, a kind of feudal service, whereby the tenants of a certain district are obliged to carry their corn to be ground at a certain mill, and to be baked at a certain oven, for the benefit of the lord.

The oldest account of such bannal-mills occurs in the eleventh century. Fulbert, bishop of Chartres, and chancellor of France, in a letter to Richard, duke of Normandy, complains, that attempts began to be made to compel the inhabitants of a part of that province to grind their corn at a mill fitted up at the distance of five leagues. Vide "Maxima Bibliotheca Veterum Patrum," London, 1677, tom. xviii. p. 9. Other examples of this species of servitude, in the tenth and thirteenth centuries, may be seen in Du Fresne, under "Molendinum Bannale." De la Mare ("Traite de la Police," ii. p. 151,) gives an instance, where a lord in affranching
chasing his subjects, A.D. 1248, required of them, in remembrance of their former subjection, and that he might draw as much from them in future as possible, that they should agree to pay a certain duty, and to furnish their corn to be ground at his mill, their bread to be baked in his oven, and their grapes to be pressed at his wine-press. The origin of these servitudes may possibly be accounted for thus: the building of mills was at all times expensive, and undertaken only by the rich; who, to indemnify themselves for the money expended in order to benefit the public, stipulated that the people in the neighbourhood should grind their corn at no other mills than those erected by them.

BANNAR, in Geography, a town of Hindustan, in the district of Coorg-Wynaad, erected on the upper branch of the Capany river. N. lat. 11° 48'. E. long. 76° 20'.

BANNAT of Temesfium, a district of Upper Hungary, in the circle on the farther side of the Theis, bounded by the rivers Maros, Theis, and Danube, and watered by the Temes, which is joined by the Bug or Beyhe. In 1552, the Turks became masters of it, and retained it at the peace of Karlowitz, in 1699; but lost it, after a poll-fiion of 164 years, in 1716; and in 1718, it was formally ceded to the emperor, at the peace of Paffarowitz; which cession, one district excepted, which was granted to the Turks, was ratified in 1759, at the treaty of Belgrade. Its government is divided into the civil and military jurisdictions. Its capital is Temesfwan. This banat presents many ridges of considerable height.

BANN-BRIDGE, a market and post-town of the county of Down, province of Ulter, Ireland, which takes its name from a bridge over the river Bann. It is a pleasant town on the road from Dublin to Balfait, and is remarkable for its great linen fairs. Distance north from Dublin 60 ½ Irish miles.

BANNER, in Heraldry, is a small square flag with fringe, fastened to a lance or spear, similar to the standards now borne by the regiments of cavalry, and was always borne in the field before a prince, duke, marquess, earl, viscount, baron, knight of the garter, and knight-banneker.

Menage derives the word from the Latin bandum, a band, or flag; and supposes baniere to have been first written for bandere; which is confirmed by this, that we meet with the word banderia, used, in the same sense, by Latin writers of the barbarous age.

In the reign of Henry VIII. the size of the royal banner was an ell long, and a yard broad; in queen Elizabeth's reign, the length was two yards and a half, and the breadth two yards, besides the fringe; the complement of men to each banner in the field was always one hundred.

BANNER, in Military Language. See COLOURS.

BANNERS of the Romans. See SIGNS.

BANNERETS, an ancient order of knights, or feudal lords, who, profiting several large fees, led their valets to battle, under their own flag, or banner, when summoned thereto by the king.

The word seems formed from banner, a square flag, or from band, which anciently also denoted a flag.--Bannerets are also called in ancient writers, milita vexilliferi, and vexillarii, bannerarii, banneriti, &c.

Aicelately there were two kinds of knights, great and little, the first whereof were called Bannerets, the second Bachelors; the first composed the upper, the second the middle, nobility.

The banneret was a dignitary allowed to march under his own flag, whereas the bachelarini equestr followed that of another. Knights bannerets were originally entitled to display their banners in the field. A knight Banneret must he a gentleman of family, and have land sufficient to enable him to bring into the field fifty men at arms, with the archers and cross-bowmen appertaining thereto, making in the whole one hundred.

Banneret, according to Spelman, was a middle order between a baron and a simple knight; called sometimes a viscellar minor, to distinguish him from the greater, that is, from the baron, to whom alone properly belonged the jus viscelli, or privilege of the square flag.

Hence the banneret was also called banneretius, quasi baro minor, a word frequently used by English writers in the same sense as banneret was by the French; though neither of them occur before the time of Edward II.

Some will have bannerets to have originally been persons who had some portion of a barony assigned them; and enjoyed it under the title of baro proximus, and that with the same prerogatives as the baron himself.

Some again find the origin of bannerets in France; others in Brittany; others in England. These last attribute the institution of bannerets to Conan, lieutenant of Maximus, who commanded the Roman legions in England under the empire of Gratian, in 383. This general, say they, revolving divided England into forty cantons, and in these cantons distributed forty knights, to whom he gave a power of assembling, on occasion, under their several banners, as many of the effective men as were found in their respective districts; whence they are called bannerets.

However this be, it appears from Froissart, &c. that anciently such of the military men as were rich enough to raise and furnish a company of armed men, and had a right to do so, were called bannerets. Not, however, that these qualifications rendered them knights, but only bannerets; the appellation of knight being only added thereto, because they were simple knights before.

At the ceremony of creation, the king, at the head of his army, after a victory, is surrounded by all the field officers and nobles at court, under the royal standard displayed to receive the intended knight banneret, who is led to the sovereign by two renowned knights or valiant men at arms, having his pennon or guidon of arms in his hand, preceded by the heralds, who proclaim his valiant achievements. The king then says to him, "Advance thy banneret," and commands the ends of his pennon or guidon to be torn off, which then becomes a banner, being square (on which he has his arms and supporters embroidered). The new knight banneret then returns to his tent, accompanied by martial music, and attended by many nobles and field officers, where they are highly entertained. A knight banneret has a right to display his banner in the field. Neither the title nor supporters are hereditary. In the 28th of Edward I. the daily pay of a knight banneret was four shillings and their diet at court; they take precedence of the younger sons of viscounts and barons. The last knight banneret was Sir John Smith, by Charles I., after the battle of Edge-hill, where he refused the royal standard from the rebels.

Banneret is also the name of an officer, or magistrate of Rome, towards the close of the fourteenth century.

The people of that city, and throughout the territory of the church, during the disputes of the antipopes, had formed a kind of republican government; where the whole power was lodged in the hands of a magistrate, called senator, and twelve heads of quarters, called bannerets, by reason of the banners which each raised in his district.

Banner-Rolls, in Heraldry, are small flags used at funerals.

BAN-
BANNIMUS, q.d. see banibus, from the obsolete banni, the form of expulsion of any member from the university of Oxford, by affixing the sentence up in some public place, as a denunciation or proclamation of it.

BANNOCK, in Food, is an oat-cake, kneaded only with water, and baked in the embers. These are common in Lancahire and some other counties.

BANNOCKBURN, in Geography, a village of Scotland, in the county of Stirling, where was fought a battle between the English and Scots on the 25th of June 1314, in which the English were defeated with great loss, and by which the independence of Scotland was confirmed, and Bruce fixed on the throne of the kingdom; and where James III. king of Scotland, was in 1487 overpowered by his subjects, wounded, and soon after murdered by a priest taking his confession: two miles south of Stirling.

BANNOW, the name of a town which formerly existed in the county of Wexford, province of Leinster, Ireland, situated at the south-easterly extremity of a small haven of the same name, formerly called Bagganban. This is noted as the place at which Robert Fitzjephans, Harvey of Mountmorres, and Maurice of Pendragon (not earl Strongbow, as some accounts erroneously state), the first of the English adventurers, landed in A.D. 1170. It is said by Giralas Cambrensis, to be a little creek lying in the county of Wexford, near to Feathard a fishing town, the open sea being on the east, and not far from the haven mouth of Waterford on the south. The same writer speaks of it as very unfit for a harbour, and says that it derived its name from that of one of the ships in which the Englishmen arrived. The name Bagganban is retained in an ancient rhyme:

"At the creek of Bagganban, Ireland was lost and won."

And the place was so noted, that some old writers have even spoken of the whole island by the name of Bannow. Though the town seems never to have arrived at the fame consequence that its neighbour Feathard did, it was made a borough and continued to lend members until the union.

"So late as the year 1625," says the writer of a letter to Dr. W. Hamilton, "Bannow is registered in the custom-house books of Wexford, as having four streets which paid quit-rent to the crown, and some buildings surrounding the church." The name of one of these streets, Weavers' street, indicates some manufacture to have been carried on. "The only remains of it," continues the latter writer, "which fland visible at this day (1786) are the walls of its church. There is not in or near the site of the former town even one solitary hut. The election for the representatives of the town is held on the walls of an old chimney, adjoining to the church, which tumbled down piecemeal, and forms the council table of that ancient and loyal corporation. Towns die as well as men; and the village of Bannow are traced with difficulty amid heaps of barren sand, and now the privilege which interested some in its continuance having ceased, in a few years it may be entirely forgotten. Its distance south from Dublin is 761 Irish miles, long. G° 50'. W. lat. 52° 12'. N. Hollinghead. Transactions of Royal Irish Academy.

BANNUM Coptica, was a mulct paid in cattle.

BANNUS, or BANUS, a title anciently given to the governor or viceroys of Croatia, Dalmatia, and Scythia. BANNUS Episcopalis, was a mulct paid to the bishop by those guilty of incendig, or other crimes.

BANONCOURT, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Meuse, and chief place of a canton Vol. III. in the district of St. Mihiel, 1/4 league north of St. Mihiel.

BANOY, in Ornithology, the name given by the people of the Philippine islands, to a kind of hawk, somewhat larger than our small-hawk, and of a yellowish colour on the back and wings, and white under the belly. It is the most common of all the kinds of hawk in that part of the world, and is a very voracious animal.

BANQUET, in the Muses, denotes that small part of the branch of a bridle under the eye, which, being rounded like a small rod, gathers and joins the extremities of the bit to the branch. In such a manner, that the branch is not seen, but covered by the cap, or that part of the bit next the branch.

BANQUET-LINE, is an imaginary line drawn by the bit-makers along the banquet, in forging a bit, and prolonging upwards and downwards, to adjust the desired force or weakness of the branch, in order to make it flint or easy; for the branch will be hard and strong if the fevil-hole be on the outside of the banquet, with respect to the neck; and it will be weak and easy, if the sevil-hole be on the inside of the line, taking the centre from the neck.

BANQUETING-ROOM, or house. (See Xenia, Saloon, &c.) The ancient Romans lapped in the atrium of their houses: but, in after-times, magnificent saloons or banquetting-rooms were built for the more commodious and splendid entertainment of their guests. Lucullus had several of these, each distinguished by the name of some god; and there was a particular rate of expense appropriated to each. Plutarch relates (in Lucullum, apud Oper. t.i. p. 519.) with what magnificence he entertained Cicero and Pompey, who went with design to surprize him, by only telling a slave who waited that the cloth should be laid in the Apollo. The emperor Claudius, among others, had a splendid banquetting-room, named Mercury. But every thing of this kind was outdone by the lathe of that celebrated banquetting-house of Nero, called domus Aurea, which, by the circular motion of its partitions and ceilings, imitated the revolution of the heavens, and represented the different seasons of the year, which changed at every service, and showered down flowers, effences, and perfumes on the guests. Helogabalus, nevertheless, is said to have improved as much upon Nero, as the latter had done on Lucullus. Senec. Ep. 90.

BANQUET, in Fortification, is a little foot bank, or an elevation of earth forming a path which runs along the inside of a parapet: by which the musketeers get up to discover the counterfearp, or to fire on the enemies in the most or in the covert-way.

The banquet is generally between two and three feet high, and three feet broad, and four feet and a half lower than the parapet, having two or three steps to mount it by. Where the parapet is very high, they make a double banquet one over the other.

BANSTEAD, in Geography, a village of Surry in England, is celebrated for its, pittance down, and the delicate mutton they produce. The sheep bred here are of a small species, and being fed mostly on the short sweet herbage which abounds with wild thyme, juniper, &c. their flesh is peculiarly rich, and is often sold in the London markets for lamb. (See Sheep.) The soil of these downs consists of chalk, clents, and a thin stratum of blackish mould. Here is an annual horse-race, much frequented by the sporting people of London.

BANSTICKLE, in Ichthyology, a name synonymous with prickle-bag, prickle-back, and tickle-back. See Gasterosteus.
BANSWALEH, in Geography, a district of Hindostan, situated on the west part of Malwa.

BANSWARA, a town of Hindostan, in the country of Telingana or Golconda, twenty miles from Indelovoy.

BANSWARAH, a town of Hindostan, in the country of Malwa, 75 miles west of Ougien, and 105 E.N.E. of Ambedab. N. lat. 23° 25', E. long. 74° 25'.

BANTAM, a sea-port town in the north-west part of the island of Java, and capital of a kingdom. It is situated at the bottom of the bay of the same name, about a quarter of an hour's walk from the sea-side; and lies between two branches of a river that descends from the mountains, in an extensive plain, behind which there is a range of high and lofty hills extending far to the southward. Its distance from Batavia is about 13 Dutch miles, each of which is about 34 English miles. The communication between these places by land is very difficult, and almost impracticable, on account of the thick forests and deep morasses which lie between them; whereas the passage by water, with the advantage of the land and sea-winds, in the light Indian vessels or prams, called flyers, is performed in four hours. The town of Bantam is large, but has no walls or fortifications towards the sea, nor any on the land side, except fort Diamond, in which the king's palace stands. Bantam resembles a grove of cocoanut trees rather than a city. The houses are huddled together, walled up with mud and canes, plastered with clay, and covered with thatch or leaves of palm-trees, and are confusely dispersed, without any arrangement of streets; and round each of them is a plantation of cocoanut trees, the whole being surrounded by a palis of fplit bamboo, by which every family is wholly separated from its neighbours. The river of Bantam, at its mouth, is about 170 or 180 feet wide, and is very shallow. However, at high water and in spring tides, it is from five to seven feet deep. Above the town it divides into three channels, of which that just mentioned is the middle one; the other two branches run into the sea, about the distance of 14 league on each side.

The gulph or bay of Bantam, bounded by a point of the same name and that of Pentang, forms a commodious retreat for ships, where a great number may anchor in safety. Within this bay are several small islands, which are all uninhabited, except Pulo-Fanjang, or the Long island, which is the largest and in which some fishermen reside. Fish are plentiful; and the inhabitants prefer one called the kaalkop or bald-head, which has some resemblance to our cod. This bay was formerly famous for being the principal rendezvous of the shipping from Europe in the east. Bantam was the great mart for pepper and other spices, from whence they were distributed to other parts of the world. The chief factory of the English as well as Dutch East India company was settled there. The merchants of Arabia and Hindostan referred to it. Its sovereigns were so deferent of encouraging trade, by giving security to foreign merchants against the violent and revengeful disposition of the natives, that the crime of murder was never pardoned when committed against a stranger, but might be committed by a foregner for a fine to the relations of the deceased. This place flourished for a considerable time; but the Dutch having conquered the neighbouring province of Jacatra, where they have since built Batavia, and transferred their principal bussines to it; and the English having removed to Hindostan and China, Bantam was reduced to a poor remnant of its former opulence and importance. Other circumstances have also accelerated its decline. The bay is so choked up with daily accretions of new earth washed down from the mountains, as well as by coral shools extending a considerable way to the cast, that it is inaccessible at present to vessels of burden.

A fire also destroyed most of the houses; and few have been since rebuilt. With the trade of Bantam the power of its sovereign declined. In his wars with other princes of Java, he called in the assistance of the Dutch; and from that period he became, in fact, their captive. He resides in a palace, built in the European style, within a fort called the Diamond, situated in a large open field, denominated the Pascebaan, where three roads, leading from different quarters of the town, unite to the westward of the river, and garrisoned by a detachment from Batavia; the commander of which takes his orders, not from the king of Bantam, but from a Dutch governor, who lives in another fort, called Speelwylk, adjoining to the town, on the east side of the river, and nearer to the sea side. The royal palace is an oblong square, 840 feet long, and nearly half as broad; it has regular battlements at the four corners, and several semicircular places of arms on the sides. Stavriancs counted 66 pieces of canon, most of them being brass, and heavy artillery, but old, and few of them fit for service. The Dutch garrison consists of a captain, three subalterns, and 170 privates, who guard the king's person, and keep him always in the company's power. None of its subject, not even his sons, are allowed to approach him without the knowledge of the captain of the Dutch military, and a regular guard is placed with the commandant at fort Speelwylk. No Javanese or Batteram is ever allowed to pass the night within the walls of the fort. The approach to it is by a drawbridge, thrown over the moat; and at the gate of the fort an officer and 24 men mount guard night and day. The walls of the king's seraglio are raised higher than those of the fort, to guard it against the inspection of the curious. When the king's sons arrive at the age of puberty, they are removed from their father, but have each their separate seraglio or harem. All the servas of the palace are women, and even the king's attendant guards are females. However, when he appears in public, he is accompanied by his Bantam life-guards, though they are never admitted within the gates of the fortresses, who, besides their side arms, which are cusses or long daggers, are provided with pikes, having very long and broad iron heads; and when the king goes abroad he is likewise attended by a guard of Europeans from the garrison. Befides maintaining a body of native troops, his Bantamee majesty is allowed to keep several small armed vessels, by means of which he maintains authority over some part of the coast of Sumatra. His subjects are obliged to sell him all the pepper they raise in either island at a low price, which he has contracted to deliver to the Dutch at a small advance, and much under the marketable value of that commodity. The religion of the kingdom of Bantam is the same with that which prevails in the island of Java, or Madomcan; and the present king joins the spiritual to the temporal power, and is high-priest of this religion; with which, indeed, he blends some of the rites and superstitions of the aboriginal inhabitants of Java; adoring, for instance, the great banyan or Indian fig-tree, which is likewise held sacred in Hindostan, and under which religious rites may be conveniently performed; in the same manner as all affairs of state are actually transacted by the Bantamee, under some shadowy tree, by moonlight.

In the middle of the plain, or Pascebaan already mentioned, is a large weringa tree, or cauariara equisetifolia, which by its spreading branches, affords an agreeable shade; and at the foot of it a grave, covered with a large blue stone, on which was buried one of the former kings of Bantam. This is regarded by the inhabitants as a very holy place, and held in great veneration. Near this is a building which is used as a place of circumciscion for the children
children of the king; and on such occasions, it is hung round and richly decorated with costly tapestry and pieces of cloth. The Pafeeban is likewise the scene of horseraces and similar exercises, in which the courtiers appear on horseback, magnificently appareled, to contend with the king or his sons; but they always take care to yield the palm of victory to their royal competitors. The mosque or temple stands at the end of a pleasant lawn, of a square form, with five roofs above one another, decreasing in size and at last terminating in a point, and surrounded by a wall. The spire serves, like the minarets in Turkey, to announce the hours of prayer. Neither Christian nor Pagan may enter this temple upon pain of death.

The chief authority at Bantam, on behalf of the company, is vested in a senior merchant, with the title of commandant, who manages the trade, confining chiefly in pepper and some cotton yarn. To the commandant of Bantam belong the two residencies or factories which the Dutch company possess in the southern part of the island of Sumatra; whence they derive annually a considerable quantity of pepper. At Bantam all heavy goods are weighed by *bharis*, each containing three *picoes*, and these last are estimated at 125 lbs. Stavorinus and some of his companions were admitted to an audience by the Bantam king. His drees consisted of a long Moorish coat, made of stuff interwoven with gold, and manufactured at Surat, called foesjes, which hung down almost to his feet, and the sleeves of which were fastened by a row of small gold buttons. Under this coat, he wore a white shirt, and a pair of drawers reaching down to his heels, of the same stuff as the coat. His head was covered with a round and somewhat sharp-pointed cap, of a violet colour, laced with silver. Behind his chair stood one of his female life-guards; armed with a large gold kris, in a sheath of maffy gold, which she held in an elevated position: two female slaves were seated on each side of him on the ground; one held his tobacco-box and his betel-box, both of which were of gold, and when he wanted either, it was handed to him, wrapped in a silk-handkerchief: the other presented a golden-spitting pot to his majesty, whenever he had occasion for it. Pipes and tobacco were presented to the guests, as soon as they were seated, and the table was furnished with all kinds of Indian food, varieties dished. One singular practice is mentioned, which was that of the king's frequently bawling during his meal, and it was followed by all the company. This cultum, which is an etiquette of the court of Bantam, was designed to show that each person's appetite was good and the food agreeable, which was pleasing to the king. Bantam is situated in S. lat. 6° 20'. E. long. 105° 24'. Stavorinus' Voyages, vol. 1. p. 57—59. Stavonius' Embassy to China, vol. 1. p. 296—298.

**BANTAM-Cock**, in Ornithology, a variety of the Phasinus Gallus, or the Gallus pustuliferus, tibis penitus, pennis pollicis elongatis, in the Linnaean system. It much resembles, says Buffon, the rough-footed cock of France. Its feet are covered with feathers, but only on the outside; the plumage of the legs is very long, and forms a sort of boots which reach a considerable way beyond the claws. It is courageous, and resolutely fights with one stronger than itself. Its iris is red; and it is said, that most of this breed have no tuft.

**Bantam-Work**, a kind of Indian painting and carving on wood, resembling Japan work, only more gay, and decorated with a great variety of gaudy colours. Bantam-work is of less value among connoisseurs, though sometimes preferred by the unskilful, to the true Japan work. Formerly it was in greater use and esteem than at present; and the imitation of it much practised by our japanners.

There are two sorts of Bantam as well as of Japan work; as, in the latter, some are flat, lying even with the black, and others high, or embossed; so in Bantam-work, some are flat, and others in-cut, or carved into the wood, as we find in many large screens; with this difference, that the Japan artists work chiefly in gold and other metals, and the Bantam generally in colours, with a small sprinkling of gold here and there.

As to the flat Bantam-work, it is done in colours, mixed with gum-water, proper for the thing designed to be imitated. The method of performing the carved or in-cut kind is thus described by an ingenious artist. The wood is first to be primed with whiting and size, so often till the primer lie near a quarter of an inch thick; then it is to be water-plased, i.e. rubbed with a fine wet cloth, and, some time after, brushed very smooth, the blacks laid on, varnished up with a good body, and polished well, though with a gentle hand. This done, the design is to be traced out with vermilion and gum-water, exactly in the manner wherein it is intended to be cut; the figures, trees, buildings, &c., in their true proportions. Then the graver is applied, with other tools of proper shapes, differing according to the workman's fancy. With these he cuts deep or shallow, as is found convenient, but never deeper than the whitest lines; the wood being never to feel the edge of the instrument. Lines or parts of the black are left to be, for the draperies and other out-lines, and for the division of one thing from another; the rule being to cut where the white is, and leave the black untouched. The carving being finished, they then use the penile, with which the colours are laid into the cut-work. After this, the gold is to be laid in those places which the design requires; for which purpose, a strong thick gum-arabic water is taken, and laid with a pencil on the wood; and, while this remains wet, leaf-gold is cut with a sharp smooth-edged knife, in little pieces, shaped to the bigness and figure of the places where they are to be laid. These being taken up with a little cotton, they dab them with the flame close to the gum-water, which affords a rich lustr. The work thus finished, they clear up the black with oil, taking care not to touch the colours. The European workmen, in lieu of leaf-gold, ordinarily use bras-duft, which is less bright and beautiful. Park. Treat. of Japan.

**BANTAYAN**, in Geography, a small island of the East Indies, belonging to the group of Philippines, situate northeast of Zebu, near Cape Buruque. It is encompassed by four or five of a smaller size; and the inhabitants employ themselves in fishing and making cotton hofe.

**BANTIEA, or Bantia, in Ancient Geography**, a town of Italy, in Apulia. Plutarch, in his life of Marcellus, speaks of this place in his account of the march of this general against Hannibal: and Horace (Od. iv. lib. 3.) calls the defiles in its vicinity "falsa Bantia."**

**BANTELN**, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Lower Saxony, and principality of Calenberg; in which is a carpet manufacture.

**BANTI, BRIGIDA GEORGI, in Biography, an opera singer of the first class. In 1777, she was engaged by the proprietors of the pantheon, to supply the place of the Agujari; a measure adopted merely on speculation, upon hearing from Paris of the effects of her fine voice in that capital.**

She was the daughter of a gondolier at Venice, and for some time a piazzera performer in that city. After this exercice of her natural vocal powers, she sung her way to Lyons, where she performed in coffee-houses for such small
donations as are usually bestowed on itinerant talents in such places. Hence, by the power of song, she was conveyed to Paris, where her voice was so much admired, that, after very little teaching by some of her countrymen whom she met with there, she was permitted to sing at the concert spirituel. Here the applause was so loud, that it soon reached England, and induced the proprietors of the pantomime to engage her for three seasons, at 800l. a year, upon condition that 100l. should be deducted each season out of her salary, for the payment of an able master to cultivate her voice. Sacchini was the first appointed to this office; but soon found her so idle and obstinate, that he quitted her as an incurable patient. She was next assigned to signor Piozzi, whose patience was likewise exhausted before she became a perfect singer. In 1779, she returned to Italy as ignorant of music as when she left that country; but from the accuracy of her ear, and power of imitation, she soon improved, more by example than precept or study; and in 1783, we find in musical records that she was engaged at Florence, as first woman, to sing with Marchesi, then at the zenith of his powers and favour. The next year the song at Turin; then at Milan; and in 1786, she went to Vienna; thence to Warsaw in 1787; and in 1788, first performed at Naples, where the theatre is the largest in Europe, and reckoned the poft of honour among singers. And here her favour was so great, that after singing at Milan with Crescentini, and at Venice with Pacchierotti, she was recalled to Naples three several times before the year 1793, when she went to Spain; and at Madrid the feems fall to have increased in fame and favour. His Catholic majesty finding that he had a large family of children, which was increased during her residence in Spain, took two off her hands, and promised to have them educated, and to provide for them. It is hardly credible, with a person and voice so entire and well preferred, but the use to declare, that she had children and mifsarrages to the amount of eighteen!

In 1794, on quitting Spain, she returned to England, where she preferred her voice, increased its powers, and her favour with the public, every season, till 1802, when she again returned to her own country; and in November performed at Bologna, in Antigona, an opera composed by Bianchi. From Bologna she was invited to Naples for the fourth time; and from Naples was invited to sing at Milan, during the carnival of 1803.

We cannot take our leave of this admirable performer, without declaring, that whenever heard a voice of more grateful tone, or more confant in tune; or an execution (as far as the attempted bravura) more neat, brilliant, and articulate. The low notes of her voice were mellifluous, rich, and full to an uncommon degree; and in pathetic airs, the tones through her whole compass were truly touching.

Her knowledge of music was incomparable, and this she always confessed; that is, she could not sing at sight; but who is ever required in public to sing airs at sight? and whether she was an hour or a week in studying a part, it was the same thing to the audience, as she was always perfect on the stage; so that the inconvenience was all her own.

It has been said that she wanted variety in her emblcments; but few female singers are sufficiently skilled in the laws of counterpoint to invent graces themselves, that shall not break the time or injure the harmony; and we believe that composers must rejoice in such ignorance, as meddlesly delivers their melodies unsophisticated, disfigured, and changed by what are vulgarly termed graces, but which persons of true taste and judgment, with more propriety, denominate ignorance and impertinence.

We long wished the Banti's shake a little more open, but even that with was gratified before her departure.

And now, quitting the figner, we shall pay our respects to her as an actress; in which faculty she excelled in grace, dignity, and propriety, all the stage fingers whom we remember ever to have seen; and whoever recollects her performance in the opera of Semiramide, will not dispute her transcendent merit in that particular; ever attentive to the persons who addressed her in each scene, whether good or bad fingers, friends or foes to herself; she never seemed to think them less worthy of her notice than the ladies of her acquaintance in the pit or the boxes.

Her person and figure were good, and her countenance, though not handsome, was expressive, and her features strong and flexible. Upon the whole, we know not whether she gratified us most a finger or an actress.

BANTON, or BAN, in Geography, one of the smaller Philippine islands.

BANTER, a market and port town of the county of Cork, Ireland, situated at the bottom of the extensive bay called Cork, in the south. It was formerly called the Old town, to distinguish it from a settlement more to the north, where general Ireton caused a fortification to be erected, but when the fort went to decay, it was entirely forsaken. Several years ago, Bantry was a thriving town, on account of the pilchard fishery, several thousand pounds worth of them having been sent to Italy, Spain, and Portugal, and much oil made from them. In 1748 and 1749, there was a great herring fishery, as appears from returns made to the Dublin society, but the town has since fallen into decay. It was however brought into notice by the French fleet going there, and fortifications were erected there to prevent a future surprise. Whiddy island, opposite the town, is remarkable for its fertility and beauty; and Glengarriff, between Bantry and Bear island, is a charming place, the rocks of which are covered with Arbutus trees, and plants of different kinds. Bantry is 164 Irish miles S.W. from Dublin. N. lat. 51° 37'. W. long. 9° 20'.

Bantry Bay, a large harbour in the western part of the county of Cork, Ireland, which is one of the finest in the world, being twenty-six miles long, and from three to five broad. There is in some parts from 30 to 40 fathom water, and the tides move very gently right in and out through the whole bay. There are few fiands round it, the coal being all high and stupendous rocks. In this bay, near the entrance, there was an engagement in A. D. 1689, between the French fleet which brought James II. to Ireland, and the British fleet, of very inferior force, under admiral Herbert, when, after engaging some hours, the former got into the bay, and the latter returned to England with very small loss. In 1796, it was fixed as the place of rendezvous for the French force designed to invade Ireland, and some ships arrived there the 22d of December, which caufed a great alarm throughout the country, but general Hoche, the commander in chief, with the rest of the fleet, not arriving, they failed the 27th of the same month, without having attempted to land.

BANUB, a town of Egypt, 52 miles W. N.W. of Mansura.

BANVILLE, a town of France, in the department of the Calvados, three leagues N. N.W. of Caen, and 21 E. of Bayeux.

BANY, the name of a river that lies on the south-west coast of Africa. The Dead island is in this river; and the coast runs here calm and west from Cape Fermosa.

BANYAN TREE, in Botany. See Ficus. BANZA,
BANZA, in Geography, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of Congo, now called St. Salvador.

BANZKOW, a town of Germany, in the circle of Lower Saxony, and county of Schwerin.

BAOBAB, in Natural History, the name of an African fruit, described by Prosper Alpinus. It is of the size of a lemon, but it resembles a gourd, and contains several black seeds, whose extremities are a little crooked. Its substance also much resembles that of the gourd; and, when first pulled off, is moi:dy, red, and of a grateful acid taste. The people of Ethiopia, where it is plentiful, are very fond of it, in the searching heats of summer; and the negroes fort add sugar to it, to correct its acidity. It is a great cooler, and very agreeably quenches thirst; and it has some medicinal use, as it is good in contagious and pestilential fevers. The people of Cairo, where the fresh fruit is not to be had, use its pulp dried and powdered; and it is so used at Senegal in pestilential fevers, the dyfentery, and bloody flux. The doe is a drachm, taken either in common water, or in an infusion of the plantain.

The baobab tree, the *Adansonia digitata* (see *Adansonia*), has been very minutely and accurately described by Mr. Adanson, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences at Paris. It is found at Senegal in Africa; and its bulk is so enormous, that it has more the appearance of a forest than of a single tree. Its trunk, which seldom exceeds twelve feet in height, measures between seventy and eighty feet in circumference, and is crowned with a number of branches, remarkable for their thickness and their length, which is from fifty to sixty feet. They mostly shoot out in an horizontal direction, and give to the trunk the appearance of an hemisphere from fifty to seventy feet high, and about a hundred and forty feet in diameter. The bark is an inch thick, of an ash-coloured grey, greyer to the touch, bright, and very smooth; the outside is covered with a varnish, and the inside is green speckled with red; the wood is white and soft; the leaves are oval, pointed at the end, and about five inches long, and two and a half broad; few of these are generally attached to one pedicle. The tree produces flowers much larger than any hitherto known; the calyx of the flower consists of one piece, the lower part of which forms a short tube, which spreadeth into the shape of a saucer, having its edge divided into five equal parts of a triangular figure. These saucers are five in number, of the same length with the calyx. From the same centre, and within the petal, rises a cone, which spreadeth into about seven hundred filaments, each having a small filiginate in form of a kidney at the end of it, the convex part of which opens into two cells, which feed a dust, consisting of small white transparent particles. The pistil rises from the centre of the calyx, and consists of an ovary, a stylus, and several stigmata, in number from ten to fourteen. The ovary becomes a very considerable fruit. The tree flowers in July, and the fruit ripens in October and November. The bark and leaves are dried, and powdered by the negroes of Senegal, and used like pepper and salt. Mr. Adanson used it as a preservative from the epidemic fever of the country, and found it of great benefit in promoting perpiration, and attemperating the excessive heat of the blood. The woody bark of the fruit, and the fruit itself, supply the negroes with an excellent forip, which they prepare by drawing a ley from the ashes, and boiling it with palm-oil that begins to be rancid. The decaying trunks are hollowed out into burying places for perfous most esteemed by the negroes; such as poets, musicians, and buffoons; and their bodies shut up in these trunks become perfectly dry, without rotting, and form a kind of mummies, without the help of embalment. This is the largest tree in Abyssinia. The wild bees perforate the trunk, which is soft and spongy, and lodge their honey in the holes made in it; and this honey is preferred to any other in Abyssinia. It may be propagated by seeds, procured from the country where it naturally grows. These must be sown in pots and plunged in a hot-bed; and when in about six weeks the plants come up, they should be transplanted into separate pots, filled with light sandy earth, and plunged into a fresh hot-bed, finding them till they have taken new roots; after which they should have free air in warm weather, and be sparingly watered. As the plants advance in growth, they must be lifted into larger pots, and kept constantly plunged in the back-bed, and remain in the frame with other tender exotic plants. In three years, many of them rise to the height of six feet, and put out several lateral branches, and their stems are proportionable; but after four or five years' growth, they are almost at a stand, their usual shoots rarely exceeding two or three inches. Some seeds obtained from Mr. Adamson have exceeded here, and many of the plants grow upwards of twelve or fifteen feet high. Martyn's Miller. The African baobab has been sometimes confounded with the American calabash.

BAOL, or Baut, in Geography, a kingdom of Africa, in the country of Senegal, about eighty leagues long and twenty-four wide.

BAOOM, or Apoom, one of the newly discovered islands in the Southern Pacific Ocean. S. lat. 16° 26', W. long. 186° 17'.

BAONS, Les, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Seine, 21 leagues north of Caudebec.

BAPAUME, a town of France, and principal place of a district in the department of the Frares of Calais, containing about 4500 inhabitants; three polls south of Arras, and 19½ north of Paris.

BAPHE, in the Writings of the Ancients, a word used to express that fine red colour, with which they used to illuminate the capital letters in manuscripts, at the beginning of chapters. It is also called, by some, encyclus ferrus; and, by others, escaus and cinnabaris. It was a very elegant colour, and is said to have been prepared of the purple colour taken from the murex, and some other ingredients. It was called encyclus from its ressembling very much the fine bright red used in enamels.

BAPTACA, in Geography, a town of North America, forty-five miles E.E. of Casa Grand.

BAPTEx, in Antiquity, an effeminate voluptuous kind of priests at Athens, belonging to Cotys or Cotytto, the goddess of wantonness; thus called, from their stilted dippings and washings, by way of purification. It seems, they were to be made very clean and pure, that they might walk and defile themselves with the left reserve; for their rites were performed in the night, and consist of lascivious dances.

Eupolis having composed a comedy to expose them, inti- 

ted *Eutroc-, they threw him into the fen, to be revenged; 
and the same fatetics also fight to have befallen Cratinus, an- 
other Athenian poet, who had written a comedy against the 
baptes, under the same title.

Others deduce the denomination haptes, from the practice of dying and painting their bodies, especially their eye- 
brows, and officiating at the service of their deity with the 
parade and demureness of women. Juvenal describes them in this light. *Sat. ii. ver. 91.*

"Talis secretum cohererunt orgia taba

Cecropia foliis baptis laetare Cotytto."
BAPTISM, in Theology; formed from the Greek ἐπάνω or ἐπάνω, "a dip or plunge," a rite or ceremony by which persons are initiated into the professed of the Christian religion; or, it is the appointed mode by which a person assumes the profession of Christianity, or is admitted to a participation of the privileges belonging to the disciples of Christ. It was by this mode that those who believed the gospel were to be separated from unbelievers, and joined to the visible Christian church; and the rite accompanying it, or washing with water, was probably intended to represent the washing away, or renouncing the impurities of some former state, viz. the fins that had been committed, and the vicious habits that had been contracted: and to this purpose it may be observed, that the profession of repentance always accompanied, or was understood to accompany, the profession of faith in Christ. That Our Lord instituted such an ordinance as baptism, is plain from the commission given to the apostles after his resurrection, and recorded in Matt. xxviii. 19, 20. To this rite, there is also an allusion in Mark. xvi. 16. John, iii. 5. Acts, ii. 41, viii. 12, 36—37. xxii. 16. The design of this institution, which was to express faith in Christ on the part of those who are baptized, and to declare their resolution of openly professing his religion, and cultivating real and universal holiness, appears from Rom. vi. 3, 4. I Peter, iii. 21. Ephes. v. 26. and Tit. iii. 5. Some have inferred from Acts, ii. 38. xxii. 16. Tit. ii. 4—7. that God did thereby give to believers a token of the forgiveness of their sins, according to the terms of the gospel covenant; and they have alleged, that there is a foine in which baptism may be called a seal of the covenant of grace.

We find no account of baptism as a distinct religious rite, before the mission of John, the forerunner of Christ, who was called the "Baptist," on account of his being commanded by God to baptize with water all who should hearken to his invitation to repent. Washing, however, accompanied many of the Jewish rites, and, indeed, was required after contracting any kind of uncleanness. Also, soon after the time of our Saviour, we find it to have been the custom of the Jews solemnly to baptize, as well as to circumcise, all their prolesytes. As their writers treat largely of the reasons for this rite, and give no hint of its being a novel institution, it is probable, that this had always been the custom antecedent to the time of Moses, whose account of the right of circumcision, and of the manner of performing it, is by no means circumstantial. Or, baptism, after circumcision, might have come into use gradually from the natural propriety of the thing, and its easy conformity to other Jewish customs. For if no Jew could approach the tabernacle, or temple, after the most trifling uncleanness, without bathing, much less would it be thought proper to admit a prolesyte from a state so impure and unclean as heathenism was conceived to be, without the same mode of purification. On the other hand, it has been alleged, that none of the washings which were practiced among the Jews, bear the least resemblance to Christian baptism, except in the single circumstance of dipping; and this circumstance is a mere accident, and may as well be taken from Pagan rituals, as from the ceremonies of the Jews; or, in other words, it is so vague and far-fetched, that it deferves, in this point of view, no consideration at all. Accordingly, it is maintained, there was no baptism in the world among any people till John, and that the purification of a prolesyte by dipping himself, which is called baptism, was a late tradition, long after the time of John. The antiquity of this practice of prolesyte-baptism among the Jews, has been a subject of considerable debate. It has been strenuously maintained by Lightfoot (Works, vol. ii. p. 120. &c.), Emlyn (Previous Question in Tracts, vol. i. p. 394.), Wall (History of Infant Baptism, Introduct.); and contested by Dr. Benson (On St. Paul's Epit. vol. i. Disc. viii. p. ii.), Gale (Reflections on Wall), Robinson (Hist. of Baptism, p. 37.) &c. Dr. Benson was at first an advocate for the Jewish custom of initiating heathen prolesytes by baptism: but upon further inquiry he relinquished this opinion: alleging that he had not found any instance of one person's washing another by way of consecration, purification, or justification; except that of Mozes' washing Aaron and his sons, when he set them apart to the office of priests, Lev. viii. 6.; and that he cannot find that the Jews do at present practice any such thing as that of baptizing the prolesytes that go over to them, though they are said to make them wash themselves. He then asks, where is any intimation of such a practice among the Jews, before the coming of our Lord? If any one, he fays, could produce any clear testimony of that kind from the Old Testament, the Apocryph, Jofephus, or Philo, that would be of great moment. He adds, in former times, prolesytes coming over from heathenism to the Jewish religion, used to wash themselves, which is a very different thing from baptism, or one person's being washed by another. The genuine Targums, fay Gill and Gale, written about the close of the first century, and the Midrash, written about the middle of the second century, say nothing on this subject. The Christian writers, called Fathers, speak of Jewish prolesytes, and washings, and purifications from ceremonial uncleannesses; but nothing of admitting prolesytes into the community by baptism. The baptism of prolesytes, it is said, came to light through the later Rabbis, and is chiefly to be found in the writings of Maimonides, who flourished in the eleventh or twelfth century. In the Old Testament there are many precedents of admitting prolesytes into the Jewish church, as Rahab, Ruth, and others; but not one word is said of their being baptized. Among the laws of admission given by Moses, Exod. xii. 48. 49. this is not mentioned. Dr. John Owen (Theologoumena) considers the opinion, that Christian baptism came from the Jews, as delictate of all probability. On the other hand, Mr. Wall has made it highly probable, to say the least, from many testimonies of the Jewish writers, who without one dissenting voice allow the fact, that the practice of Jewish baptism obtained before and at, as well as after, our Saviour's time. There is also a strong intimation, even in the gospel itself, of such a known practice among the Jews in the time of John the Baptist. John i. 25. The testimonies of the Jewish writers are of the greater weight, because the practice, reported by them to have been of so ancient a date, did still remain among them; for if it had not been of that antiquity to which it pretends, viz. before the time of Christ, it is not likely that it would ever have become a custom among the Jews afterwards. Would they begin to prolesyte persons to their religion by baptism in imitation of the disciples of Jesus of Nazareth, whom they held accursed? And yet if this prolesyte baptism were adopted by the Jews since the time of Christ, it must have been a mere innovation in imitation of Christians, which is not very likely. See on this subject Maimon. in Mitch. tom. ii. Nure bia. c. 1. and c. 13. Selden de Juris Naturali, &c. l. ii. c. 2. Altingius de Profetis. diff. 7. § 46. Vir-
tring. Archifynag. c. 18. Cancellari Inflit. I. r. c. 2. s. 7. Aifworth on Gen. xxii. 12. Lightfoot ad Matt. iii. 6. The question of the Pharisees to John the Baptist, "Why baptizest thou?" evidently favours the supposition, that such a custom existed; and our Saviour's question to Nicodemus, "Art thou a master, or teacher, in Israel, and knowest not these things?" is a manifest allusion to the custom of initiating profelytes by water-washing or baptizing, who after being to washed or baptized, were elceemed regenerated or born again; and therefore to a ruler in Israel, who could not be unacquainted with these things, our Saviour's discourse ought not to have appeared to unintelligible. Origen, in his Comm. on Epiph. to the Romans, c. 6. says, that Chrift was baptized by John, not with that baptism which is in Chrift, but with that which is in the law; implying, that under the law there was such a custom of baptizing. See also Arrian in Epitct. l. i. c. 9.

In the primitive times, this ceremony was performed by immersion, as it is to this day in the oriental church; according to the original signification of the word. However, it is not improbable, that when great numbers were baptized at the same time, the water was supplied by sprinkling, which was a practice sufficiently familiar to the Jews. The practice of the western churches is, to sprinkle the water on the head or face of the person to be baptized, except in the church of Milan, in whose ritual, it is ordered, that the head of the infant be plunged three times into the water; the minister at the same time pronouncing the words "I baptize thee in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost;" importing that by this ceremony the person baptized is received among the professors of that religion, which God, the Father of all, revealed to mankind by the ministry of his Son, and confirmed by the miracles of his Spirit.

It is observable that the baptismal form, above cited from St. Matthew, never occurs in the same words, either in the book of the Acts, or in any of the Epistles. But persons are required to be baptized in the name of Chrift, or said to have been baptized into Chrift; that is, they made a profession of faith in Jesus, as the Chrift, and acknowledged their obligations to him, by being baptized. Acts, i. 38. viii. 16. 35. 38. Rom. vi. 3. Gal. iii. 27. But though the form which is in St. Matthew never appears elsewhere, the thing intended thereby is always implied. Nor could any be brought to make a profession of faith in Jesus, as the Chrift, but upon the supposition that he had taught in the name and with the authority of God the Father, and had proved his commission by miraculous attestations which could not be denied nor gainailed. It is observed that the baptism of Jesus was, like that of John, a reception to his instruction, or information in his doctrine, or concerning him; as appears from his own injunction, Matt. xviii. 19, 20; and also from that clause which has been considered as the form of Christian baptism; which ought to have been rendered not 

Hence it would follow, that "to be baptized unto, or upon, Christ," was a public solemn profession of faith in him. However, the baptism of the Ethiopian minister by Philip, in a fene to pray for, and before to two, if indeed before any witnesses, seems to be inconsistent with the notion that baptism was a solemn public profession of faith in Christ, and the requistion of a previous verbal declaration of such faith totally overturns it. See Cappe's Dissertation on Baptism, in Crit. Rem. vol. ii. p. 102.

Baptism is not to be repeated, since it is a right of initiation into Chrift's church. However, these persons might be baptized in the name of Jesus, as the Messiah already come, who had before been baptized by John and his disciples into the general expectation of a Messiah shortly to be revealed. Compare Acts, xix. 5. The Chriftians in Abyflinia repeat their baptism annually, on the festival of Epiphany. The naming of the baptized person is by no means any part of this institution; and when it is used, is to be considered as an address to the person, calling him by his name, rather than as the manner of giving a name to him: though it is probable, that the custom of naming a child at baptism might arise from the practice of the Jews at their circumcision. Luke, i. 59—63. n. 21.

A triple immersion was at an early period used, and continued for a long time: this was to signify either the three days that our Saviour lay in the grave, or the three persons in the Trinity. But it was afterwards laid aside, because the Arians used it; it was then thought proper to plunge but once. (See Immersion.) Some are of opinion that sprinkling in baptism was begun in cold countries. It was introduced into England about the beginning of the ninth century. At the council of Celcynth, in 816, it was ordered, that the priest should not only sprinkle the holy water upon the head of the infant, but likewise pour it in the bason. Some have referred the introduction of sprinkling in the church of Rome to a canon of pope Stephen III., who, during his residence in France, in 754, was consulted by some monks of Crely in Britannia with regard to several questions; one of which is said to have given occasion to the first authentic law for administering baptism by pouring, which in time was interpreted to signify sprinkling. The question proposed was, whether in case of necessity occasioned by illness of an infant, it was lawful to baptize by pouring water out of the hand or a cup on the head of the infant? To which Stephen replied, that if such a baptism were performed in such a case of necessity, in the name of the holy Trinity, it should be held valid. This says the learned James Bafine (Monum. vol. i. prep. c. v. §. 4. de Canone Steph. III. Pape.), is accounted the first law for sprinkling, but it doth not forbid dippling; allowing it only in case of imminent danger. He adds, that the authenticity of it is denied by some Catholics; that many laws were made after this time in Germany, France, and England, to compel dippling, and without any provision for cases of necessity; and therefore that this law did not alter the mode of dipping in public baptisms; and that it was not till 557 years after, that the legislature, in a council at Ravenna, in the year 1211, declared dipping or sprinkling indifferent. It has been alleged, that this answer of Stephen is the true origin of private baptism and of sprinkling. The introduction of sprinkling instead of dipping, in ordinary cases, into this island, is said to have been effected by such English, or more strictly speaking Scots exiles, as were disciples of Calvin at Geneva, during the Marian persecution; and it is added, that the Scots Calvinists, who first introduced sprinkling in ordinary baptism into the northern parts of the isle, were the importers of it into the southern. In the reina
regius of king Edward, the established church practiced in ordinary cases true immersion; and pouring or sprinkling was allowed, only in cases of danger, in private. It is further argued by those who maintain that in the primitive church there is no mention of baptizing by pouring, that the administration of baptism by sprinkling was first invented in Africa in the third century, in favour of theie, or bedridden people; but that even African Catholics, the least enlightened and the most depraved of all Catholics, derided it, and reputed it no baptism. See Jo. Andreae. Bofil de Cliniciis exercet. Hill. Jene, cited by Robison in his "History of Baptism," p. 449. In the liturgy of the English church at Frankfort, king Edward's service book was used, and baptism was administered by true immersion. In the Scots church at Geneva, the minister was directed to take water in his hand, and lay it upon the child's forehead, which was called pouring. About 100 years after, in the assembly of divines, Dr. Lighthart caused dipping to be excluded, and sprinkling declared insufficient. In the Eastern and Greek churches, dipping is said to have been the invariable mode of administering baptism from the first introduction of it to this day. See Dr. King's Rites of the Greek church.

There are many ceremonies delivered by ecclesiastical writers, as used in baptism, which were introduced after the age of Justin Martyr, but were not now disparaged, as the giving milk and honey and of the baptized, in the East; wine and milk in the West, &c. They also added anointing and the imposition of hands. Tertullian is the first who mentions the signing with the sign of the cross, but only as used in private, and not in public worship; and he particularly describes the custom of baptizing without mentioning it. Indeed, it does not appear to have been used in baptism till the latter end of the fourth or fifth century; at which time great virtue was ascribed to it. Laetanius, who lived in the beginning of the fourth century, says (Infl. i. iv. c. 27. p. 439.), the devil cannot approach those who have the heavenly mark of the cross upon them, as an impregnable fortress to defend them; but he does not say it was used in baptism. After the council of Nice, Christians added to baptism the ceremonies of exorcism and adjurations, to make evil spirits depart from the persons to be baptized. They made several signings with the cross, they used to light candles, they gave salt to the baptized person to taste, and the priest touched his mouth and ears with spittle, and also blew and spat upon his face. At that time also baptized persons wore white garments till the Sunday following. They had also various other ceremonies; some of which are now abolished, though others of them remain in the church of Rome to this day.

The Quakers (see Quakers) assert, that water baptism was never intended to continue in the church of Christ any longer than while Jewish prejudices made such an external ceremony necessary; which they argue from that passage, in which one baptism is spoken of as necessary to Christians; Eph. iv. 5, which, as they say, must be a baptism of the spirit. But from comparing the texts that relate to this institution, which have been already cited, it will plainly appear that water baptism was instituted by Christ in more general terms than will agree with this explication. That it was administered to all the Gentile converts, and not confined to the Jews, appears from Matt. xxviii. 19, 20, compared with Acts. x. 47; and that the baptism of the spirit did not supersede water baptism, appears to have been the judgment of Peter and of those that were with him; so that the one baptism spoken of seems to have been that of water; the communication of the Holy Spirit being only called baptism in a figurative sense. As for any objection which could be drawn from 1 Cor. i. 17, it is sufficiently answered by the preceding verses, and all the numerous texts, in which, in epistles written long after this, the apostle speaks of all Christians as baptized; and argues from the obligation of baptism, in such a manner as we can never imagine he would have done, if he had apprehended it to have been the will of God that it should be discontinued in the church. Compare Rom. vi. 3, &c. Col. ii. 12. Gal. iii. 27.

Baptism was also wholly rejected by the Valentinians, Manichees, Paulicians, and many other sects.

Several of the Socinians have maintained, that baptism was only to be used by those who are converted to Christianity from a different profession; and that though the children of such profelytes were to be baptized with their parents, all who declared from them were to be considered as baptized in them; and they urge the practice of profelytic baptism among the Jews in support of this opinion. (See Emlyn's Previous Quelion, ubi supra.) However, it has been alleged in reply, that the antiquity of this practice of profelytic baptism among the Jews has been doubted, and even disallowed by many; and if it be admitted, all the rules and circumstances relating to it might not be known even to the apostles themselves; and it is also probable, that some of the rules of profelyte baptism did not prevail among them so early, particularly that which supposed all natural relations were annulled by it. Besides, although it be acknowledged that no influence occurs in the earhest primitive antiquity, in which the baptism of any child of Christian parents, whether infant or adult, is expressly mentioned; yet it is certain that Christians in general have always been spoken of by the most ancient fathers as baptized persons; and the apostles, when writing to Christian churches planted many years before the date of their respective epistles, argue with the members of them from the obligation which their baptism brought upon them, in such a manner as would lead us to conclude, that they were baptized in their own persons; and it is also certain, that as far as our knowledge of primitive antiquity reaches, no unbaptized person received the Lord's supper, which, nevertheless, was an ordinance none will deny that the descendants of Christians participated. It is added, that on this supposition, genealogies would be of great importance in religion, contrary to what St. Paul intimates; nor can it be reasonably thought that our right to Christian communion should rest on a fact, the evidence of which might sometimes be so obscure, as the baptism of some remote ancestor. See Gale's Serm. vol. ii. No 9. Benson on 2 Tim. p. 134—136. Whitf. Life, vol. i. p. 367, 368.

Theological authors distinguish three kinds of baptism: 1. Water baptism, which is that above-mentioned. 2. Baptism of fire, which is the perfect love of God, joined with an earnest desire to be baptized; called also the baptism of the Holy Ghost; on occasion this may supply the place of water baptism. 3. Baptism of blood, which is the martyrdom of a catechumen.

Baptism, in the primitive times, was only administered at Easter and Whituntide, except in cases of necessity. Adult persons were prepared for baptism by abstinence, prayer, and other pious exercises. It was to answer for them, says Moffom (Held. Hist. vol. i. p. 211.), that sponors, or godfathers, were first instituted in the second century, though they were afterwards admitted also in the baptism of infants. This, according to M. Diire, was not done till the fourth century. Wall (Held. Hist. Bapt. vol. i. p. 49.) refers the origin of sponors, or godfathers, on the authority
authority of Tertullian, to the commencement of the second century; who were used in the baptism of infants that could not answer for themselves. (See Godfathers.) The catechumens were not forward in coming to baptism: St. Ambrose was not baptized before he was elected bishop of Milan; and some of the fathers not till the time of their death. Some deferred it out of a tender confidence; and others out of too much attachment to the world; it being the prevailing opinion of the primitive times, that baptism, whenever conferred, washed away all antecedent stains and sins. Accordingly they deferred this sanctifying rite as long as possible, even till they apprehended they were at the point of death. Cases of this kind occur at the beginning of the third century. Constanine the Great was not baptized till he was at the last gasp, and in this he was followed by his son Constanctus; and two of his other sons, Constanine and Constans, were killed before they were baptized. Divers of the fathers rallied this supercilious delicacy to such a degree, that they introduced a different extreme; the ridiculous zeal of some people carrying them to baptize even the dead, by proxy. Epiphanius, Chrysostom, and Theodoret, observe, that this custom prevailed in some places in their time. See Bagenal Hilt. des Églises Réformées, vol. i. p. 137.

The opinion of the necessity of baptism in order to salvation, is grounded on these two sayings of our Saviour: “He that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved;” and, “Except a man be born of water, and of the spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.” Mark xvi. 16.

John iii. 5. In the age immediately following that of the apostles, we find that baptism and regeneration were used as synonymous terms; and whereas, originally, the pardon of fin was supposed to be the consequence of that reformation of life which was only promised at baptism, it was now imagined that there was something in the rite itself, to which that grace was annexed; and in general it seems to have been imagined that this sanctifying virtue was in the water, and in no other part of the ordinance as administered by the priest. Tertullian says, that the Holy Spirit is always given in baptism; and he says, that the spirit of God depends upon the water of baptism like a dove. Chrysostom affirms, that the water ceases to be what it was before, and is not fit for drinking, but is proper for sanctifying; and that the Christian baptism is superior to that of John, as his was the baptism of repentance, but had not the power of forgiving fin. Aulín says, that it touches the body, and purifies the heart. Bagnase (ubi supra), p. 138. And it appears by a passage in Aulín, that the African Christians usually called baptism salvation, and the eucharist life, preferring the former to the latter. Wickliff thought baptism to be necessary for salvation. “The priest,” he says, “in baptism administers only the token or sign, but God, who is the priest and bishop of our souls, administers the spiritual grace.” Gilpin’s Life of Wickl. p. 64. It is also the language of the public forms of the church of England, that baptism is necessary to salvation, and that by baptism an infant is regenerated, becomes a child of God by adoption, and is incorporated into God’s holy church. Similar to this is the doctrine of the church of Scotland; for, in their confession of faith, baptism is said to be a sign and seal of the covenant of grace, of persons ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration, of remission of sins, &c. As to the necessity of baptism, we may observe, however, that, though some seem to have laid too great stress upon it, as if it were indispensably necessary in order to salvation; it must be allowed, that for any person to omit baptism, when he acknowledges it to be an institution of Christ, and that it is the will of Christ that he should submit to it, is an act of disobedience to his authority, which is inconformity with true faith.

Mr. Dodwell maintains that the ordinance of baptism, if administered by persons duly ordained, conveys an immortalizing spirit; whereas persons dying unbaptized are not immortal. Mr. Halket also (Notes on Scripture, vol. iii. p. 299—311), though he does not assert it in express terms, seems to intimate something very like it, when he says, that circumcision was that which gave the infant a right to immortality; and that baptism in this respect comes in the room of circumcision; and yet that no infants are miserable in a future state.

Some have maintained that the commission to baptize was addressed by Jesus only to the apostles; and hence they argue that none but apostles and apostolical men, their successors, have any right to administer baptism. But it has been asked by others, is it not a true fact that during the lives of the apostles, none but they baptized? Philip the deacon baptized the Samaritans (Acts xviii. 14); there was no apostle at Damascus when Paul was baptized, but he was baptized by a certain disciple named Ananias. Acts ix. 18. Rom. vi. 4. See also Acts xviii. 2, 26. Acts x. 23. It is also inquired further by persons of this latter class, who are the successors of the apostles? and whether or not Jesus instituted a priesthood or any order of men to succeed the apostles? It is, however, a fact which cannot be contended, that in the earliest age of the Christian church, the bishop only, or the priests by his permission, administered baptism; as, with his leave, they also performed any other of his functions: but it appears from Tertullian, that in his time laymen had in some cases the power of baptizing. This baptism, nevertheless, seemed to have required the confirmation of the bishop, and would not be allowed but in case of necessity, as at the approach of death, &c. At a synod at Elvin, in 306, it was allowed, that a layman, provided he had not been married a second time, might baptize catechumens in case of necessity; but it was ordered, that if they forewroth they should be brought to the bishop for the imposition of hands. Afterwards, when the bounds of the church were much enlarged, the business of baptism was left almost entirely to the priests, or the country bishops; and the bishops of great fees only confirmed afterwards. It seems, however, to be decent and proper, that baptism should be administered only by the teachers and ministers of the church, where their attendance can be had; not only because it appears that these were the persons by whom it was administered in the New Testament, but because, ceteris paribus, they must be most capable of judging who are the fit subjects of it.

Great doubts were raised in early times about the validity of baptism as administered by heretics. Tertullian, before he became a Montanist, wrote a treatise to prove that heretics, not having the name God or the name Christ with the orthodox, their baptism was not valid. Cyprian called a synod at Carthage, in which it was determined, that no baptism was valid out of the Catholic church, and therefore, that those who had been heretics should be re-baptized. But Stephen, the bishop of Rome, did not approve of this decision; and by degrees his opinion, which continued to be that of the church of Rome, became every where prevalent. Indeed, when so much stress was laid upon baptism itself, it would have introduced endless anxiety, if much doubt had remained about the power of administering it. For a further account of the subjects and mode of baptism, see Baptists, and Pantobaptists; also Ana-

BAPTISTS.

Baptism of the Dead, a custom which anciently pre-vailed
BAP

vailed among some people in Africa. The third council of Carthage speaks of it as a thing that ignorant Christians were fond of. Gregory Nazianzen also takes notice of the same superstitious opinion prevailing among some who delayed to be baptized. In his address to this kind of men, he asks, whether they flaid to be baptized after death? Philastrius also notes it as the general error of the Montanists or Cataphrygians, that they baptized men after death.

The practice seems to be grounded on a vain opinion, that when men had neglected to receive baptism in their life-time, some compensation might be made for this default by receiving it after death.

Baptism of the Dead was also a sort of vicarious baptism, formerly in use, where a person dying without baptism, another was baptized in his stead; a practice founded on 1 Cor. xv. 29. concerning the saine of which page all critics have been much divided. Several Catholics understand it of the baptism of tears, penance, and prayers, which the living undergo for the dead, and allege it as a proof of the belief of purgatory in the apostles' days. See Heinlius's Exerc. ad Nov. Tert. lib. vii. cap. 13.

Michaelis understands, with Grotius and Simon, by ertationen über, or baptism for the dead, a vicarious baptism for the dead. Whether this vicarious baptism was practised in the first century, and meant by the apostle, it is difficult at present to determine; and Dr. Teller, one of the most sensible expositors of the New Testament, candidly confesses, that he is unable to comprehend the meaning of the passage. It is, however, certain that the custom was not unknown in the fourth century, as appears from Chrysologon's 40th homily to the first epistle to the Corinthians; and in the same century it was not unusual to defer baptism till the approach of death, and if the patient died suddenly, to baptize even the deceased. Michaelis's Intro. by Marth, vol. i. p. 359.

Others have supposed that the superstitious custom of baptizing a living person as the representative of one who had died unbaptized, is more likely to have arisen from an erroneous interpretation of this passage than to have been so early prevalent. Some conceive that verum is here put for verum, and refers to those who were baptized into the religion of Jesus, who on the hypothesis of the adversaries against whom the apostle reasons, is still dead. Sir Richard Ellys, in his "Fortuita Saera," p. 137, interprets these words in the following manner: "what should they do who are baptized, in token of their embracing the Christian faith, in the room of the dead, who are just fallen in the cause of Christ, but are yet supported by a succession of new converts, who immediately offer themselves to fill up their place, as ranks of soldiers that advance to the combat in the room of their companions, who have just lain in their light." Dodd. in loc. Wakefield (Transl. vol. ii. p. 89.) renders the words: "Besides, what advantage above the other dead will they have, who are submitting constantly to baptism? Why indeed are they thus baptized, if the dead will certainly live no more? Why should we too expose ourselves to the danger of it every hour?" The apostle, says this critic, here begins a new argument of the resurrection, grounded on the practice of the apostles themselves, who had been eye-witnesses of their master's revival. What contributed not a little to obscure this passage, he adds, was the second verum über verum, a clause not acknowledged by the Coptic and Ethiopic versions. For this sense of baptism, the reader may consult Matt. xx. 22. Luke xii. 50. Ecce. Eccl. Hill. vi. 4. fin.; and for an illustration of the argument, Rev. xx. 4.

Baptism, Lay, seems to have been allowed in the rubric of the English liturgy, till the time of king James I. though there were great disputes among the bishops at the Hampton-court conference in 1603, whether the words of the liturgy imported such allowance or not. The bishop of Worcester allowed them to be doubtful; but that the contrary practice of the church, which confirmed women for conferring baptism, showed, that the compilers of the book did not intend them as a permission: they had indeed propounded them ambiguously, because otherwise, perhaps, the book would not have passed the parliament. The archbishop of Canterbury intimated, that the administration of private baptism by women and laymen was not allowed in the practice of the church, but, on the contrary, confined by the bishops in their visitations. He even added, that the words of the liturgy do not infer any such meaning. To which king James excepted; urging and preparing the words of the book, that they could not but intend a permission of women and private persons to baptize. Till this time it had been customary for bishops to license midwives to their office, and to allow their right to baptize in cafes of necessity, under an oath which was preferred to them.

At present, the English divines condemn it as invalid; and Barnet, bishop of Sarum, was severely handled by some of them, for asserting that faith in the Trinity gives every man a right to baptize. Collins's Disc. on Free Think. p. 73.

Baptism, Clinic. See Clinic.

Baptism is also applied abusively to certain ceremonies used in giving names to many inanimate things.

Baptism, in Sea Language, is a ceremony in long voyages aboard merchant-ships; practised both on persons and vessels which pass the tropic, or equinoctial line, for the first time.

That of vessels is simple, and confined only in the washing them throughout with sea-water; that of passengers is ludicrous; but neither the one nor the other is done without making the crew drunk; the seamen, on christening the ship, pretending to a right of cutting off the beak-head, unless redeemed by the master or captain.

Baptism of Bears. See Bell.

Baptismal Font. See Baptistry.

Baptismal Preface are in use in Germany, made by the sponsors to the infant, consisting of money, plate, or even sometimes fields of lands; which, by the laws of the country, are to be kept for the child till of age, the parents having only the truth, not the right of disposing of them.

An anonymous author has published a discourse express on this occasion, intitled, "De Pecunia Latinica."

Baptismal Vow, or Covenant, a profession of obedience to the laws of Christ, which persons, in the ancient church, made before baptism.

It was made by turning to the East, but for what mystical reasons is not well agreed.

Baptist, John, Monover, in Biography, an eminent painter of flowers and fruit, was born at Lille in 1635, and educated at Antwerp. The composition and colouring of this master are in a bolder style than those of Van Huydam, but his pictures are not so exquisitely finished. The disposition of his objects is so elegant and beautiful as to form a test by which his compositions may be distinguished from those of other masters. He was invited to England by the duke of Montagu, and employed in conjunction with La Feuille and Rouleau, to embellish Montague house, which is now the British Museum, and in which are preserved some of the finest performances of Baptist. A very celebrated work of this artist is a looking-glass preserved in the royal palace at Kensington, decorated with a garland
garland of flowers, for queen Mary II. who sat by him during the greatest part of the time whilst he was employed in painting it. He died in 1609. His son Anthony Baptist was also a painter of flowers in the style and manner of his father. Pilkington.

Baptist, John, Gasparis, a painter of history and portrait, was born at Antwerp, and was a disciple of Thomas Willeboorts Boefchaert. During the civil wars he came over to England, and after the restoration was employed by Sir Peter Lely, to paint the portraits and draperies of his portraits, and distinguished by the name of Lely’s Baptist. He made designs for tapestry, which were accounted good, and his drawings was generally correct. In the hall of St. Bartholomew’s hospital there is a portrait of king Charles II. painted by this master. He died in 1691. Pilkington.

BAPTISTRY, in Ecclesiastical Writers, a place or edifice where water is preferred for persons to be baptised in. Anciently, in the churches which baptised by immersion, the baptistery was a kind of pond where the catechumens were plunged; though in many places the next river served for a baptistery, which was the case in the time of Justin Martyr and of Tertullian.

About the middle of the third century, they began to build baptisteries; but there were none that accompanied to churches till the year 409, and then they flourished without the church, and of this kind the first was prepared for the baptism of Clovis king of France, who, with his father Audofledis, was dipped three times by immersion. But there were none within the churches till the fifth century; and it is remarkable, that though there were many churches in one city, yet, with few exceptions, there was but one baptistery. This simple circumstance became in time a title to dominion; and the congregation nearest the baptistery, and to whom in some places it belonged, and by whom it was lent to the other churches, pretended that all the others ought to consider themselves as dependent upon them. When the fashion of dedication was introduced, the church that owned the baptistery was generally dedicated to St. John the Baptist, and assumed the title of St. John in fonte, or St. John ad fontem, that is, the church near or at the baptistery. The noble and splendid cities of Florence, Pisa, Bologna, Parma, Milan, and many others in Italy, had but one baptistery in each; and these baptismal churches were usually built near rivers and waters, as was the case with respect to those of Milan, Naples, Ravenna, Verona, and many more. In later times, the bishop of the baptismal church, having obtained-peculiar power, granted licences for other churches to erect baptisteries; taking care at the same time to maintain his own dominion over the people.

By a baptistery, which must not be confounded with a modern font, is to be understood an octagon building, with a cupola roof, resembling the dome of a cathedral, adjacent to a church, but forming no part of it. The whole middle part of this edifice was one large hall capable of containing a great number of people; the sides were parted off, and divided into rooms; and in some, rooms were added on the outside in the fashion of cloisters. In the middle of the great hall was an octagon bath, which, strictly speaking, was the baptistery, and from which the whole building derived its appellation. Some of these were erected over natural rivulets; others were supplied by pipes, and the water was conveyed into one or more of the side-rooms. Some of the surrounding rooms were vestries, others school-rooms, both for transacting the affairs of the church, and for the instruction of youth. They were large and capacious; for as baptism was administered only twice a year, the candidates were numerous, and the spectators more numerous than they. In course of time there were baptisteries at most of the principal churches of Rome, as at those of St. Peter, St. Lawrence, St. Agnes, St. Pancras, and others. The most ancient is that at St. John Lateran. Baptisteries were also erected separately from the churches in all the principal cities of Italy, as Florence, Ravenna, Milan, Pisa, Parma, and the rest. The baptistery annexed to the spacious and splendid church of St. Sophia at Constantinople, reclamed the convocation room of a cathedral; it was very large; councils have been held in it; and it was called μεγάλη καθεδρία, the great illuminatory. In the middle was the bath, in which baptism was administered; and there were outer rooms for all concerned in the ceremony of immersion, the only baptism of the place. The Lateran baptistery, in Rome, belonging to the church of St. John Lateran, is an octagon edifice, the roof of which is supported by eight large polygonal pillars of porphyry; and under the cupola, in the centre of the floor, is the baptistery properly so called, lined with marble, with three steps for descent into it, and about five Roman palms, or 5-7 inches, deep. Ciampini apprehends, after much investigation of the opinion of antiquarians, that this baptistery was originally a bath in the precincts of the imperial palace; that it was begun to be converted into a baptistery by the emperor Constantine; that the buildings were carried on by pope Xyfixus III.; and that they were completed and ornamented by pope Hilary. Baptisteries were in fashion in Italy from the reign of Constantine to that of Charlemagne, during a period of about 500 years; and within this interval they were amply adorned and endowed. The first gifts of the faithful were milk, honey, and wine, for the refreshment of the catechumens and their attendants; the next were oils, ungents, and salts; along with these came cups, vales, plates, and utensils, marked with the initial letters of the name of John Baptist, I. B. or John the fore-runner, ἸΑΝ ΤΙΦΩΣ, which perhaps is the true origin of baptismal inscriptions; then came money for the poor, and for the support of those who spent their time in teaching and officiating; after these came habits, ornaments, pictures of John holding out his right hand, with a lamb lying in it, and with a symbol of his name, "Q T D G P," and these were followed by others more complex; the whole forming a large body of superstitious theology, glaring in practice, but cumbrousome to virtue.

In the baptistery of infants, it was unnecessary for the administrators to go into the water, and therefore they contrived cisterns, which they called fonts, in which the children were dipped. These were at first small baths, erected on a platform, into which those who performed the ceremony plunged children, without going into the water themselves. In modern practice, the font remains, but a bason of water set in the font serves the purpose, because it is not thought necessary either that the administrator should go into the water, or that the candidate should be immerged. This in England was customary, but not law; for in the time of queen Elizabeth, the governors of the episcopal church did in cleft expressly prohibit sprinkling, by forbidding the use of basins in public baptism. See "A book of certaine canons, concerning some part of the discipline of the church of England," in 1571, by John Daye, p. 19. Fonts in parish-churches for the purpose of baptising infants were introduced soon after the arrival of Aulbin the monk; and each parish was enjoined to provide fonts of wood and stone for this purpose. In the old church of St. Peter at Oxford, built by Grembald, who was brought over from Flanders into England by Alfred, in the year 885, there was at first a very ancient baptismal font, of a circular form, and elegant sculpture,
eleven feet in circumference, and of proportionable depth, with the twelve apostles represented in separate niches. After having kept its place about 500 years, it was ordered to be removed, and another much inferior put in its place. In the church of Bridekirk, near Cockermouth in Cumberland, there is a large open vault of greenish stone. Antiquaries pronounce it to be a Danish font. The chief characters on this baptismal font (see Gibson's Camden's Brit. vol. ii. p. 1097.) are Runic, but some are purely Saxon. This is supposed to be the oldest font yet remaining in this kingdom, being of the ninth century, when the Danes first received the Catholic religion. Whether the font be Danish or Saxon, the baptism which it exhibits is that of the Catholics opposed to that of the old Pelagian Britons.

There were several fonts and altars in each baptistery, because then they baptized at once, all of whom received the encaustic immediately after.

The right of having fonts was confined to parishes alone; and if any monasteries were found with baptismal fonts, it was because they had baptismal churches in another place: though the bishops sometimes granted them to monks, upon condition that they would have a secular priest along with them to take care of the people; but they afterwards found means to throw off the priest, and make themselves masters of the church, and attach it, with its baptismal fonts, to their own monastery. For a copious account of baptisteries and fonts, illustrated by figures, see Robertson's History of Baptism, p. 56—131.

Baptistery is also used for a baptismal or parochial church.

Baptistery is also used, by the Armenians, for the feast of Epiphany, when the anniversary of Christ's baptism is celebrated.

Baptistery is also used for a church-book, wherein the prayers and ceremonies of baptism were particularly described. Some take the baptisterium to have contained the order of all the sacraments, except the eucharist.

BAPTISTS, in Ecclesiastical History, from Epiph., I baptize, a denomination of Christians, distinguished from other Christians by their particular opinions respecting the mode and the subjects of baptism.

Instead of administering the ordinance by sprinkling or pouring water, they maintain that it ought to be administered only by immersion. Such, they infer, is the meaning of the word βαπτισμός; so that a command to baptize is a command to immerse. Thus it was understood by those who first administered it. John the Baptist, and the apostles of Christ, administered it in Jordan and other rivers and places where there was much water. Both the administers and the subjects are described as going down into, and coming up again out of the water. And the baptized are said to be buried in baptism, and to be raised again; which language could not, they say, be properly adopted on supposition of the ordinance's being administered in any other manner than by immersion. Thus also, they affirm, it was in general administered in the primitive church. Thus it is now administered in the Rulian and Greek church; and thus it is, at this day, directed to be administered in the church of England, to all who are thought capable of submitting to it in this manner. With regard to the subjects of baptism, the Baptist's say, that this ordinance ought not to be administered to children or infants at all, nor to grown up persons in general, but to adults only of a certain character and description. Our Saviour's commission to his apostles, by which Christian baptism was instituted, is to go and teach all nations, baptizing them; that is, lay they, not to baptize all they meet with; but first to instruct them—to teach all nations, or to preach the gospel to every creature—and whoever receives it, him to baptize in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. To such persons, and to such only, baptism appears to have been administered by the apostles, and the immediate disciples of Christ. They are described as repeating of their fias, as believing in Christ, and as having gladly received the word. Without these qualifications, Peter acquaints those who were converted by his sermon, that he could not have admitted them to baptism. Philip holds the same language in his discourse with the eunuch. And Paul treats Lydia, the jailor, and others, in the same manner. Without these qualifications, Christians in general think it wrong to admit persons to the Lord's supper, and, for the same reasons, without these qualifications, at least a profession of them, the Baptists think it wrong to admit any to baptism. Wherefore they withhold it, not only from the impenitently vicious and profane, and from infidels who have no faith, but also from infants and children, who have no knowledge, and who are incapable of every action civil and religious. They further infer, that all public inquisitions depend entirely upon the will and declaration of the inquirer; and that therefore reasoning by analogy from previous abrogated rites is to be rejected, and the express commands of Christ respecting the mode and subjects of baptism ought to be our only rule.

The Baptists in England form one of the three denominations of Protestant dissenters. They separate from the established church for the same reasons as their brethren of the other denominations do, with whom they are united; and from additional motives derived from their particular tenets respecting baptism. The constitution of their churches, and their modes of worship, are congregational or independent: in the exercises of which they are protected, in common with other dissenters, by the act of toleration. Before this act, they were liable to pains and penalties as non-conformists, and often for their peculiar sentiments as Baptists. A proclamation was issued out against them, and some of them were burnt in Smithfield in 1558. They bore a considerable share in the persecutions of the 17th and of the preceding centuries; and, as it should seem, in those of some centuries before; for there were several among the Lollards and the followers of Wickliff, who disapproved of infant baptism. There were many of this persuasion among the Protessants and reformers abroad. In Holland, Germany, and the North, they went by the names of Anabaptists and Mennonites; and in Piedmont and the South, they were found among the Albigenenses and Waldenses. See the Histories of the Reformation, and the above articles in this Dictionary.

The Baptists suffer under two denominations, viz. the Particular or Calvinistical, and the General or Armenian. The former is by far the most numerous. Some of both denominations allow of mixed communion, others disallow it; and some of them observe the seventh day of the week as the sabbath, apprehending the law that enjoined it not to have been repealed by Christ or his apostles. But a difference of opinion respecting these and other matters is not peculiar to the Baptists; it is common to all Christians, and to all bodies of men who think and judge for themselves. See Anabaptists, under which article an account will be given of the principal arguments in favour of infant baptism.

BAR, in architecture, a long slender piece of wood or iron, used to keep things close and fast together.

In this sense, we speak of bars of windows, of doors, and the like.
Bars of iron are made of the metal of the fows and pigs as they come from the furnaces.

These pass through two forges, called the finery and the shallown; where, undergoing five several heats, they are formed into bars. Phil. Trans. N° 158. p. 954. See Iron, and Forges.

Bar Shot, in Artillery. See Shot.

To Bar or strike a Vein, among Farriers, an operation performed on the veins of a horse’s legs, or other parts of his body, in order to stop the course, and lessen the quantity of malignant humours prevailing there. It is thus performed: the farrier opens the vein, after disengaging the vein, ties it above and below, and then divides between the two ligatures.

Bar of a Port, in Marine Fortification. See Boom.

Bar, in Geography, is used for a heap of sand or mud, or a chain of rocks, which block up the mouth of a river or port, so that there is no entrance except at high water. The bar of Siam is a remarkable bank of mud, gathered in the mouth of the river, which allows not above thirteen feet of water, when the tide is highest.

Bar, a town of Arabia, fifty-six miles south-east of El Catiff, near the Persian gulf.

Bar, a town of Hindostan, in the country of Bahar, fifteen miles north of Bahar, and thirty E. S. E. of Patna.

Bar, Le, a town of France, in the department of the Var, and chief place of a canton in the district of Graffe, four miles north-east of Graffe.

Bar for Aube, a town of France, and principal place of a district in the department of the Aube. N. lat. 48° 14’. E. long. 4° 36’.

Bar for Seine, a town of France, and principal place of a district in the department of the Aube, situate at the foot of a mountain, on the Seine; it has three gates, a college, and an hospital; 53 leagues S. E. of Troyes. N. lat. 48° 5’. E. long. 4° 16’.

Bar le Duc, a town of France, and principal town of a district in the department of the Meuse; and, before the revolution, the capital of the duchy of Bar. It is divided into the Upper and Lower town by a caille called the Bar, and was a kind of barrier between France and Lorraine. The walls and towers of this caille were demolished by Louis XIV. The river Osmin runs through the lower part of the town. It is seven leagues S. S. E. of St. Menchoul, and 92 leagues of Toul. N. lat. 48° 47’. E. long. 4° 14’.

Bar, Duchy of, was, before the revolution, the name of a country of France, situate to the west of Lorraine, thirty-two leagues long and sixteen wide; the face of the country is irregular, presenting hills and plains; and it abounds with wood, wine, corn, game, and fish. Its name was derived from the castle of Bar, and it was erected into a county by the emperor Otho, but the time when it was raised to a duchy is not ascertained.

Bar, a district of Switzerland, in the canton of Zug. See Zug.

Bar, is also the name of a fortres of Poland, in Podolii.

Bar, in Heraldry, denotes an ordinary nearly resembling the Fess: it consists of two lines drawn horizontally across the field, and contains a fifth part thereof. The bar hath two diminutives; viz. a closo, which is in breadth one-half; and a barret, which is in breadth one fourth of that of the bar. When the field is divided into four, the bar, eight, ten, or more equal parts, it is then blazoned, bartry; and the number of pieces are to be specified, e. gr. barry of so many pieces; but if it contains an odd number, the field must be first named, and the number of bars expressed; they are then called bars. See Plate of Heraldry.

Bars-Gemell, or Barri-Gemellis, are diminutives of the bar, and are placed in pairs, or two and two on a shield. They derive their name from the Latin gemelli, twins. See Plate of Heraldry.

Bar, in a Court of Justice, denotes an inclosure made with a strong partition of timber, three or four feet high, where the counsel are placed to plead causes; and where prisoners are brought to answer their indictions, &c.

This the French call barre d’audience, and in some places audiore. It answers to what, among the Romans, was denominated confesitum.

It is called bar, because inclosed with a barrier, called also in Latin writers cancelli and caules, by a metaphor taken from sheep-folds.

The denomination bar is also given to the benches where the lawyers or advocates are seated.—The apellation arose hence, that anciently there was a bar, or barrier, to separate the counsellors and pleaders from the attorneys and others.

Hence our lawyers who are called to the bar, or licensed to plead, in other countries called licentiati, are termed barristers. 24 Hen. VIII. c. 24.

Bar, or Barr, Barrak, in Common Law, denotes a peremptory exception against a demand or plaint.

The author of the "Terms of Law" defines bar, a plea brought by the defendant in an action, whereby the action of the plaintiff is destroyed for ever. And it is divided into bar to common intention, and bar special; the former is an ordinary or general bar, which is usually a bar to the declaration of the plaintiff; and the latter is that which occurs upon some special circumstance of the fact, as to the cafe in hand. Modern writers also divide bars into perpetual and temporary: bar perpetual, is that which overthrows the action for ever, and bar temporary, or bar pro tempore, is that which is allowed good for the present, but may fail, or be set aside hereafter. Plowd. 26. A plea in bar not giving a full answer to all the matter contained in the plaintiff's declaration, is not good. 1 Litt. Abr. 211. If one be barred by plea to the writ, or to the action of the writ, he may have the same writ again, or his right action again; but if the plea in bar be to the action itself, and the plaintiff be barred by judgment, &c. it is a bar for ever in personal actions. 6 Rep. 7. And a recovery in debt is a good bar to action on the cafe, for the same thing; and also a recovery on assumpsit in cafe is a good bar in debt, &c. Cro. Jac. 110. 4 Rep. 94. In all actions personal, as debt, account, &c. a bar is perpetual, and in such cafe the party hath no remedy but by writ of error or assize; but if a man is barred in a real action or judgment, yet he may have an action of as high a nature, because it concerns his inheritance; as e. g. if he is barred in a formulon in defendant, yet he may have a formulon in the remainder, &c. 6 Rep. 7. It has been resolved, that a bar in any action, real or personal, by judgment upon demurrer, verdict or confession, is a bar to that action, or any action of the like nature forever; but, according to Pemberton, chief justice, this is to be understood, when it doth appear that the evidence in one action would maintain the other; for otherwise the court shall intend that the party hath mitaken his action. Skin. 57. 58.

Bar to a common intent is good; and if an executer be sued for his tator’s debt, and he pleadeth that he had no goods in his hands at the day when the writ was taken out against him, this is a good bar to a common intention, till it is shown there are goods; but if the plaintiff can shew, by way of replication, that more goods have fallen into his hands since that time, then, except the defendant allege a better bar, he shall be condemned in the action. Plowd. 26.

Bar of Dower. See Dower.
BAR

BAR, Trial at. See Trial.

BAR, in the Manger, denotes the ridge or upper part of the gums, between the tults and grinders of a horse; the under and outward sides retaining the same gums.

The bars should be sharp-ridged and lean; for since all the subjection a horse suffers, proceeds from those parts, if they have not these qualities, they will be very little, or not at all sensible; so that the horse can never have a good mouth; for if the bars be flat, round, and insensible, the bit will not have its effect; and, consequently, such a horse can be no more governed by his bridle, than if one took hold of his tail. These ridges are always more prominent in young horses than in those that are old. See LAMPSAS.

BAR, in Mufet, denotes strokes drawn perpendicularly across the lines of a piece of music, including between each two, a certain quantity or measure of time, which is various as the time is triple or common.

The use of bars in music is a modern invention. They cannot be traced higher than the year 1754, and seem not to have been in general use till about the middle of the 17th century. It is not easy to imagine how music in many parts could be composed without bars, or how the maxims, or large, equal to eight semibreves, could be divided into bars of one or two semibreves in each. See Battuta, and TIME-TABLE. A double bar implies the end of a strain. When double bars are dotted on both sides, thus, ₋ ₋
the dots imply a repetition of each strain; but if dotted only on one side, that strain only which precedes or follows the dots, is to be repeated.

BAR, Mufet, in Mining, he who keeps the gage or dih, to measure all kinds of ore; he, or his servant, being always to be present when it is measured.

BAR, among Printers, denotes a piece of iron with a wooden handle, whereby the face of the press is turned in printing.

BARA, in Ancient Geography, an island of Italy, in the vicinity of Brundifum. Felius says, that the inhabitants of this island built the town of Barium.—Also, a port of Asiatic Sarmatia.

BARA, in Geography. See BARA.

BARABA, in Ancient Geography, the name of a metropolis city of Arabia Felix, according to some copies of Ptolemy and Ammianus Marcellinus.

BARABA, in Geography, a steppe or moor in the Russian empire, occupies the space between the Irtysz and the Ob, southward of the mountain, northward to the farther side of the Tana, and beyond the river Tuy. This extensive region, in length from north to south exceeding fix hundred versts, and full four hundred in breadth from west to east, is one continued flat, scarcely interrupted by a single hill, though containing many fresh water lakes, with some of bitter, and a few of common salt. This plain is for the most part of a good black foil, having the face of it enlivened by a number of pleasant forests of birch. All serving to flow, says Mr. Falk, that the Baraba must have formerly been one general bed of waters, and since more morrally and replete with lakes than it is at present. Even within the memory of man, according to the affirmation of the Barabines, the diminution of the lakes, and the exhaustion of the pools, reed-plants, and marshes, have been very observable, as well as the acquisitions thus made by the firm land. See Tooke's View of the Russian empire, vol. i. p. 149.

BARABALEMO, a river on the coast of Africa, fixes leagues east from the river of St. Barbara, east from cape Fermosa.

BARABENSIS, in Entomology, a species of Gryllus (Locusta) found about the pine-trees in the sandy deserts of Baraba. The wing-cases are pale and sprinkled with brown dots; wings transparent and pale yellow; veins and dots at the margin, and tip brown. Pallas. Size of gryllus tibialis.

BARABIACO, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the Province, situate on the Colona, 12 miles west of Milan.

BARABIELLO SAND, lies at the bottom of Bengal bay, within the river of Hughly.

BARABINIANs, a nation of the Russian empire. On entering the vast region of Siberia by the west, the first country we come to is that of the Barabinians. The large steppe, included between the Ob and the Irtysz, and reaching as far as the Altay mountains, is called Baraba; this appellation the Russians have corrupted into Baraba, and the people who occupy that desert they call Barabinitzi, or Barabinians. The Barabinians, at the time of the conquest of Siberia, had already suffered too much from the turbulence and ferocity of their neighbours, for being able to raise themselves to a numerous population; and remembering nothing but their misfortunes, they have forgotten whether they ever were governed by sovereigns of their own. At length, succcceedingly oppressed by the Kirghizes and the Soongares, they at present enjoy tranquillity under the protection of Russia, who, in consideration of an early tribute, takes charge of their defence. Alienation of their land is divisible among them. They have, in general, the Tartar physiognomy; but a flat face; the long eyes and little opened, and the hanging ears, are testimonies that some of them are of Mongolian race. The Soongares, their conquerors, at different times lived among, and probably are the progenitors of the Barabinians with Kalmucc countenances. The idiom of the Barabinians is a dialect of the Tartar language, and bears witness to their primeval origin. It is corrupted, but less than that of the Bashkirs. They live, however, in equal ignorance, and scarcely any of them know how to read. The humid vapours that arise in their steppe, and give a density to the atmosphere, render the inhabitants sallow and phlegmatie; their indifference and their apathy border on stupidity. In respect to them we might be tempted to adopt the expression of le Cat, and regard them, not so much as men animated by the heat of the blood, and the spirituous fluid of the nerves, but as hydraulic machines. This machinal state corresponds with their misery, and enables them to endure it without pain. Temperate alike in their amours and in their diet, with desires so feeble and so confined as to be cally gratified, they know nothing of robbery or theft; they are even ignorant of lying, having no use for it except for covering a flight fault, in order to gain time for repairing it. They have itinerant inhabitants for the winter; and sow a little barley or oats, sometimes a small matter of hemp; but their industry is always of scanty production; their steppe, poor in game, ill requires the fatigue of the hunter. They derive a slender profit from their flocks and herds, and a great number of fishermen owe their subsistence to the lakes. It is not uncommon in winter for the snow to envelop their huts in such manner that they could not get out were they to neglect to make a passage through the roof. Their summer dwellings are covered only with mats. Their herds, by no means numerous, though forming their principal wealth, consist of horses and horned cattle; the humidity of the soil hardly allows them to rear a few sheep. A great number of them possess not a single head of cattle; and a man passes for opulent who has from five to twenty horses, with still fewer horned cattle. It is not long since the richest man of the nation possessed seventy horses. It should seem that their droves would increase since they have no longer to dread the ravages.

BAR
When the army is in winter quarters, the soldiers usually build barracks; in the summer they are content with their tents.

**Barracks** is also more generally applied to buildings to lodge soldiers in fortified towns, or others. Thus we say the barracks of the Savoy, of Dublin, &c.

Baracks, when damp, are greatly prejudicial to the health of the soldiers lodged in them; occasioning dysenteries, intermitting fevers, coughs, rheumatic pains, &c. For which reason quarter-masters ought to be careful in examining every barrack offered by the magistrates of a place; rejecting all ground-floors in houses that have either been uninhabited, or have any signs of moisture.

**Barack-Alliance**, a special allowance of bread, beer, coals, &c, to the regiments stationed in barracks.

**Barack-Carrier**, the principal guard of a regiment in barracks; the officer of which is responsible for the regularity of the men, and for all prisoners duly committed to his charge while on that duty.

**Barack-Major-General**, a staff-officer at the head of the barracks department, who has a number of barracks-masters and deputies under him, that are stationed at the different barracks. He has an office and clerks for the dispatch of business, and to this office all reports, &c. respecting the barrack department are made.

**Baracoa**, in Geography, a sea-port town at the north-east end of the island of Cuba, having a good harbour for small vessels, but not for large ships; distant about seventeen leagues north-east from St. Jago. N. lat. 21° 4'. W. long. 76° 10'.

**Barcum**, in Ancient Geography, a town of the interior part of Africa, which Pline mentions among the conquests of Cornealus Balbus.

**Baracura**, a commercial town of India, on the other side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

**Baracus**, a river of India, in the southern part of the island of Taprobana. Ptolemy.

**Barad**, a town of Palestine, in the southern part of the tribe of Judah, according to the book of Numbers.

**Baradileus**, or *Zanzalus, Jacobus*, in Biography, an obscure monk of the sixth century, who revived the sect of the Monophysites, when it was just expiring, to its former prosperity and influence. For this purpose, after having been ordained to the episcopal office by a few captive bishops, he travelled on foot through the whole east, established bishops and presbyters everywhere, revived the drooping spirits of the Monophysites, and produced such a astonishing change in their affairs by the power of his eloquence, and by his incredible diligence and activity, that when he died bishop of Edessa, A. D. 588, he left his feet in a most flourishing state in Syria, Mesopotamia, Armenia, Egypt, Nubia, Abyssinia, and other countries. This poor monk had the wisdom to concert the means of success, as well as activity to put them in execution; for he almost totally extinguished all the animosities, and reconciled all the factions, that had divided the Monophysites; and when their churches became so numerous in the east, that they could not all be comprehended under the sole jurisdiction of the patriarch of Antioch, he appointed, as his assistant, the primates of the east, whose residence was at Tagris, on the borders of Armenia. The laborious efforts of Jacob were seconded in Egypt and the adjacent countries by Theodosius, bishop of Alexandria; and he became so famous, that all the Monophysites of the east considered him as their second parent and founder; and they are to this day called Jacobites, in honour of their new chief, Moishe Emel. Hist. vol. ii. p. 145. See Monophysites, and Jacobites.
BAR

BARADERES, in Geography, a small bay on the north coast of the peninsula at the west end of the island of St. Domingo, or Hispaniola. It is also land-locked, having a small island near the bottom in the south-east corner. N. lat. 18° 42', W. long. 75° 37'.

BARADY, BARADDA, or BARADA, a river of Syria, called by the ancients Clytorhoea, or the golden river; and by the Syrians, Parpar; which, rushing from Anti- libanus, descends to Damascus, and is there divided into endless streams, for the supply and decoration of that city; but uniting again at some distance from it, they lose themselves in a morass. The rivers Abana and Pharpar, the names of which are lost among the Arabian geographers, Maundrell supposes must have been branches of this river Barady, which issues out of the rock.

BARAE, in Ancient Geography, a people of India, placed by Ptolemy near the Ganges.

BARAFAT, BARAFAT, BARAFAT, a term in Logic, denoting the first indirect mode of the first figure of syllogisms.

A syllogism in baralp3on is when the two first propositions thereof are universal affirmatives, and the third a particular affirmative: the middle term being the subject of the first, and the attribute of the second. — For example:

BA Every evil ought to be feared:
RA Every violent passion is an evil:
LIP Therefore something that ought to be feared is a violent passion.

See letters A and I, and SYLLOGISM.

BARALLOT'S, BARALOTTI, the name of a sect at Bologna in Italy, who had all things in common, even their wives and children. They gave, it is said, in all manner of debauchery, and were also termed conflictori.

BARAMATIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of India, on this side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

BARA-MAREKA, in Betany. See DOLEPHOS.

BARAN, in Geography, a river of Hindostan, in the province of Cabul, which is joined by the rivers Chugan-ferai, Ahlalfung, and Alikat, in the district of Kamel, and then runs eastward or south-eastward. But it is not absolutely certain whether these confluent rivers join the river of Cabul above Pashawur, or whether they form a separate river, and pass by Bjourie and Sewar.

Major Rennell thinks the former to be the most probable, and that the confluent river receives the name of Kamel, from the district in which the junction takes place, and then communicates it to the Cabul river, during the remainder of its course. Rennell's Mem. p. 156.

BARANCA, or ST. JACO, in Geography, a river belonging to Mexico, in North America, which directs its course to the west coast, and falls into the Pacific ocean about ten leagues west by north from Xatifico bay.

BARANCA del Malambro, a sea-port town in South America, in the country of New Castile or Terra Firma, on the east side of the Rio Grande, at the mouth of the river Magdelana, with a good harbour. This is a place of considerable commerce; as the merchandise of New Granada is brought down hither by boats, and conveyed to the bay about 40 miles below the town, or else directly to Santa Martha, by a branch of the great river; the chief article is salt, which is produced in the neighbourhood of the town. It is distant 25 miles north-east from Carthagena. N. lat. 11° 40'. W. long. 75° 30'.

BARANCAS, L. A., a town of North America, in the province of New Mexico, 45 miles S. S. E. of Santa Fé.

BARNETZ, a town or settlement in Siberia, on the Lena, 52 miles north-east of Vitimkoi. N. lat. 54° 50'. E. long. 113° 14'.

BARANGE, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Hryania. Ptolemy.

BARGHI, officers among the Greeks of the lower empire, whose husiefs it was to keep the keys of the city-gates where the emperor resided.

Codinus says, that the baranghi were those who stood guard at the door of the emperor's bed-chamber and dining-room.

Codinus and Cyporopatla observe, that the name is English, formed from bar, to flint; and that the barangi were Englishmen by country; Anglo-Danes, who, being driven out of England, were received into the service of the emperor of Constantinople, and made guards or protectors of his person. Whence they are called in Latin, by Cujaecus, protectores; by others, securigeri, as being armed with a battle-ax, securis. Codinus adds, that they still spoke the English tongue. Anna Comnena says, the barbari came from the island Thule, by which is doubtless meant our island. Yet Nicetas makes them Germans; a mistake may be at that distance, considering the relation the Anglo-Saxons bore to Germany. There were barangi as early as the emperor Michael Paphalagonius, in the year 1035, as appears from Cedrenus; but they were then only common-foldiers, not a life-guard.

Their commander was called regio, as importing a person who always followed the emperor.


BARANOW, a town of Poland, in the palatinat of Sandomir, sixteen miles south of Sandomir.

BARANOWKA, a town of Poland, in the palatinat of Volhynia; 40 miles N. N. E. of Conflantinow.

BAREZANO, Redemptus, in Biography, a Barnabite friar, was born in 1590, at Saraville, a town of Vercel, in Piedmont, and obtained eminence at the commencement of the seventeenth century, by daring to abandon the Aristotelian method of philosophy. That he coincided in his ideas with those of the illustrious lord Bacon, appears from a letter written to him on this subject, by this revoler of philosophy, in June 1622, and preferred in the third volume of "Nicenon's Memoirs." Having taught mathematics and philosophy at Anvers, he went to Paris, and formed an intimate friendship with La Mothe le Vayer, who speaks of him (Oeuvr. 12mo. tom. iv. p. 172.) as one of the first wits of the age. He adds, that this honest Barnabite had several times assur'd him, but always with submision to the good pleasure of God, that he would appear to him, if he should depart first out of this world. However his promise was not fulfilled, and he verified the sentence of a Latin poet, Catullus, Epigr. iii.

"Qui nunc it per iter tenebrosum
Fluit, unde negant redire quanquam."

"He passed the dark and dreary way
From whence there's no return to the bright genial day."

He died at Montargis in 1622. His works are "Uranocopia," or the universal doctrine of the heavens, printed in folio, in 1617; "Campus Philoplasticus," the first part of
his Summary of Philosophy, as taught at Anceci, printed at Lyons, in 1659; and "De Novis Opinionibus Phylos., printed at Lyons, in the same year. Gen. Dict.

BARAG, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Arragon, two leagues from Jaca.

BARA-PICKLET, bread made of fine flour kneaded with water which makes it very light and spongy, a kind of bread used in the Welch for bread made of flour.

BARAQUICMITO, in Geography, a town in Terra Firma, South America, in the province of Caracas, and in the head waters of Oroinoko river, about 80 miles south from Valencia, and 175 north-west from Calabaza. N. lat. 8° 55'. W. long. 60° 55'.

BARASA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Palestine, according to Josephus.

BARASZE, in Geography, a town of Poland, in the palatinat of Volhynia, 36 miles N.N.W. of Zytomiers.

BARTHIER, Bartholomew, in Biography, an Italian lawyer of the 15th century, was born in Placentia, and taught the Roman feudal law at Pavia and Ferrara, which he ranged anew, and then formed a text book for the school. The work was printed at Paris in 1611, under the title "De Feudis Liber Singularius;" and in 1695, by Schilper, under its true title "Libellus Feudorum reformatus." Moore.

BARATHRUM, from Barathrum, signifying the fame, among the Ancient Athenians, a deep pit belonging to the tribe Hippothoontis, into which condemned criminals were cast headlong. The barathrum was a dark woifome hole, having sharp spikes at the top, to prevent any escape, and others at the bottom to pierce and lacerate the offender.

From its depth and capaciousness, the name came to be used proverbially for a mire, or a gluton, always craving. In which sense, the word barathrum is used among the Latin poets. Thus Horace, Epift. I. ii. p. 691.

"Pernicies, et tempellas, barathrumque Macelli, Quicquid quaeferat, ventri donaret avaro;"

It is also used for a common prostitute, by Plautus (Dacchid. i. 2. 44.), thus:

"O barathrum, ubi nunc es? ut ego te usurprem libens!"

Barathrum is also used in Physiography, to denote certain baleful caverns, inacceffible on account of their fetid or poisonous fumes.

Thee amount to the fame with what others call fossa epharistos.

BARATIER, John Philip, in Biography, a learned German, was born in 1721, at Schwobach near Nuremberg. Under the instruction of his father he is said to have understood the Greek, Latin, German, and French languages, when he was five years old; and he acquired also the knowledge of the Hebrew in one year, so as to be able to read the historical books of the Bible; and at the age of nine years, he could not only translate the Hebrew text into Latin or French, but also re-translate these versions into Hebrew. At this age he could also repeat memorit the Hebrew psalms, in consequence of merely reading it with his father. Before he had completed his tenth year, he composed a Hebrew lexicon of rare and difficult words, with curious critical remarks. In 1731, he was matriculated in the university of Altdorf; and in this year he wrote a French "letter to M. le Maitre, minister of the French church at Schwobach, on a new edition of the Bible, Hebrew, Chaldaic, and Rabbinical," which letter is preferred in the twenty-sixth volume of the "Bibliotheque Germanique." In 1734, the margrave of Anspach granted him a pension of fifty florins a year, and allowed him the free use of books from the library at Anspach. As the fruits of his application to study, his translation from the Hebrew, with historical and critical notes and dissertations, of "The Rabbi Benjamin's Travels in Europe, Asia, and Africa, containing an account of the state of the Jews in the twelfth century," was published, in two volumes 8vo. at Amsterdam, in 1734; the author being at this time in his thirtieth year: and the whole work is said to have been printed in four months. Notwithstanding the extent of his philosophical pursuits, this00 stimuli youth applied to the study of mathematics and philosophy with such success, that he devised a method of finding the longitude at sea, which was laid before the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin, in a long letter, dated Jan. 21, 1735, the day in which he completed his fourteenth year. When this letter being well received, he determined to visit Berlin, with a view of enforcing his project; but in his way thither he passed through Hall, where Ludewig, the chancellor of the university, offered to confer upon him the honorary degree of master of arts. Flattered by this proposal, Baratier immediately, in the presence of many professors, drew up fourteen theses in philosophy, ecclesiastical history, and philosophy, which were printed the same night, and which he supported for three hours the next day with great applause; upon which he was admitted master of arts in philosophy. He then pursued his journey to Berlin; and, in the presence of the mathematical clafs, replied in French to some objections that were urged by M. de Vignoles, the rector, against his scheme; and he then proposed, in Latin, the plan of an astronomical instrument, which he offered to execute. M. Jablonski, the president; reported, that he had examined Baratier, in the king's presence, and that he had found him well acquainted with rabbinical learning, the oriental languages, and ecclesiastical history, and that he was then, with the usual form, admitted a member of the society. Upon his return to Hall with his father, he directed his attention to theology, and wrote an answer in Latin to Cresslius, who, under the assumed name of Artemonius, had published a Socinian interpretation of the introduction to the gospel of St. John. This was intitled "Anti-Artemonius, and published at Nuremberg, in 1690. in 1735. It was accompanied with a "Dissertation on the three dialogues, commonly attributed to Theodoret," intended to invalidate their authenticity. In 1737, he defended this piece against the criticisms of the journalists of Turcous, in another dissertation, which was printed in the forty-eighth volume of the "Bibliotheque Germanique." In the fortieth volume of the same journal, there was another dissertation of Baratier on "Two works attributed to Athanasius." Baratier being obliged to confess his ignorance of the public law, in reply to the inquiry propofed to him by the king of Prussia, was summoned by the king to go and study it, before he called himself a learned man. Such was his literary ambition, that he applied immediately to the study of it, and after fifteen months he supported a thesis on the subject with great credit. The uninterrupted exertion of his faculties soon impaired his constitution, which was naturally delicate and feeble; and after languishing for a decline for several months, Baratier died at the age of nineteen years eight months and seven days. His attainments were surprising; and yet it is said that, before he was ten years of age, he was accustomed to lie in bed twelve hours, and ten hours from that time to his death. The facts above adduced may seem truly astonishing; but they are founded upon unquestionable testimony. Some few examples of a similar kind have occurred; however they should by no means be contemplated as patterns of imitation.
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As models of perfection. "The poplar, which soon becomes a lofty tree, will soon decay: the strong and sturdy oak, whose majestic trunk stands unimpaired through centuries, requires a century to bring it to maturity." Formey's Life of Baratier. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

BARATO, Caffe, in Geography, lies on the coast of Italy, on the north side of the peninsula of Piombi, and about S.S. from Leghorn. It has a small bay on the S.W. before which is anchorage.

BARATRUM, in Antiquity, denotes, according to Heychins, sacred games, celebrated at Thespatoria, in which the most rebuilt of the combatants was crowned.

BARATRY, BARETRY, or BARRETRY, in Law, signifies the moving and maintaining suits in disturbance of the peace; and the taking and detaining houses, lands, &c. by false inventions. 8 Rep. 37. 1 Hawk. P. C. 243. The word barattere, in French, signifies misdemeanour, fraud, deceit; it is derived from the old word barat, which signifies any imposition; whence also they said baratter, to impose on any one.

The punishment for this offence, in a common person, is by fine and imprisonment; but if the offender belongs to the profession of the law, a barrister who is thus able as well as willing to do mischief, ought also to be disabled from practising for the future. However it seems clear that no general indictment, charging the defendant without being a common oppressor and disturber of the peace, and flirrer up of strife among neighbours, is good without adding the words "Common Barrister," which is a term of art appropriated by law to this purpose. 1 Mod. 288. 1 Stad. 282. Cro. Jac. 526. 1 Hawk. P. C. 81. § 9.

No man can be a barrister in respect of one act only; and it hath been held, that a man shall not be adjudged a barrister for bringing any suits in his own right, though they are vexatious, especially if there be any colour for them; for if they prove false, he shall pay the defendant costs. 1 Rol. Abr. 355. 3 Mod. 98. A common solicitor who follicits suits, is a common barrister, and may be indicted thereof, because it is no profession in law. 1 Dan. Abr. 525.

It is enacted by statute 12 George I. c. 29, that if any one, who has been convicted of forgery, perjury, falsification of perjury, or common barretry, shall practice as an attorney, solicitor, or agent, in any suit, the court upon complaint, shall examine it in a summary way; and, if proved, shall direct the offender to be transported for seven years. To this head may also be referred another offence of equal malignity and audaciously; that of fusing another in the name of a fictitious plaintiff; either one not in being at all, or one who is ignorant of the suit. This offence, if committed in any of the king's superior courts, is left, as a high contempt, to be punished at their discretion. But in courts of a lower degree, where the crime is equally pernicious, but the authority of the judges not equally extensive, it is directed by statute 8 Eliz. c. 2. to be punished by six months imprisonment, and treble damages to the party injured. Blackit. Com. v. iv. p. 134.

Barratry, in a marine sense, is the matter of a ship, or the mariners, cheating the owners or insurers, whether it be done by running away with the ship, sinking her, deserting her, or embezzling the cargo.

Barratry of mariners is so epidemic on ship-board, that it is rare if the matter, be his industry ever so great, can prevent it, by reason of the encouragement one knavish sailor gives another; yet the law, in such cases, imputes the offences of the mariners to the negligence of the master, and from him the merchant is to seek for remedy for all goods or merchandise lost, embezzled, or otherwise dammified.

By the French ordonnances, insuffers are not obliged to make good the loss or damage accruing to a vessel, or its lading, by the fault of the master or crew, unless by the forms of the policy, they may be made accountable for the barratry of the patron. A master who, without necessity, takes up money on the body, provision, or tackling of a ship, or sells the effects on board, or, in his account of average, sets down fictitious expenses, shall pay the value, be declared unworthy of being master, and banished the port where he ordinarily resided. In some cases, he is also subject to corporal punishment, and even to death, where it appears he willingly threw away the ship.

Barratry is also used for bribery or corruption in a judge, giving a false sentence for money.

Barratry is also used in middle age Writers, for fraud or deceit in making of contracts, false, or the like.

BARATTA, or BARATTHA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Lycaonia, mentioned by Ptolemy.

BARAVEL, Str., in Geography, one of the Ladrone islands, lies south of the island of Guam, and was one of those discovered by Magellan, and debarked by Pigafetta. Besides this, there are also between 10° and 13° N. lat. the islands of Ban and Bota, and the bloss of Santa Rafa. N. lat. 12° 44'. E. long. 142° 28'. See Ladrone.

BARAWOE, a bay and village, on the north-east coast of the island of Shetland.

BARAWNAY, a town of Hindostan, in the country of Candeith, forty-miles N. E. of Barrampour, and seventy-four S.S.E. of Indore.

BARAZA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Armenia Major. Ptolemy.

BARB, St. in Geography. See St. Barbara.

Barr, in ornithology, is used for the Barbary pigen, the Columba Numidica of Moso.

BARBA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, in Bética, placed in the Itin. of Antoninus, twenty miles from Ollippo, and twenty four miles from Antiquiarus.

Barba, in Geography, a town of North America, in the country of Mexico, and province of Cola Rica, twenty-two miles S.S.W. of Cartago.

Barba Aron, in Botany, a name given by some authors to the common great house-leek.

Barba Capre. See Spirea.

Barba Jovis. See Amorpha, Anthyllis, Cytisus, Eremus, and Psoralea.

BARBACAN, or Barbican, in the History of our Ancient Fortifications, was a fort of advanced work which frequently covered the drawbridge at the entrance of a castle.

In which sense, barbarian amounts to the fame with what is otherwise called, antemurale, promural, murus exterior, or outer wall. In towns and large fortresses the barbacans were large and strong, frequently having a ditch and drawbridge of their own. (See Grose's Hist. Eng. Army, II. 2.) The term is still preferred in the ruins of several of our castles; a small stone wall covering the gate of Bodiam castle in Sufsex, is still called the barbacan; and some work of a similar kind undoubtedly gave its name to one of the itreets at the north-west end of ancient London. Babacans are also mentioned in Framlingham and Canterbury castles. For the repairing of this work, a tax called barbacanaage was levied on certain lands. Grose Antiq. Pref. i. 5.

Barbacan is also used for a fort at the entrance of a bridge, or in the outlet of a city, having a double wall with towers. Such is that at one end of the wooden bridge at Rouen, which is still called by some Barbacana.

Barbacan is also used for an aperture in the walls of a city,
city, through which to fire with muskets on the enemy. See Embassure.

Barbacao, in Architecture, denotes a long narrow canal or passage left in the walls for water to come in and go out at, when edifices are raised in places liable to be overflowed; or to drain off the water from a terrace, or the like.

Barbace Point, in Geography, the eait point of St. Pedro's channel, at the south-east end of the island on which the city of Cadiz is situated.

Barbacos, a river on the coast of America, in the Pacific ocean, nearly east of the island of Gallo. Barbacoa point is situated ten leagues from the river Tellembier, in N. lat. 2° 45'. W. long. 33° 55'.

Barbadensis, in Conchology, a species of Voluta that inhabits the American ocean. The length of this shell is an inch and a half; shape tapering; colour reddish, with very fine transverse lines; aperture oblong-oval; spire obtuse. Figured only by Lilièr, t. 1819, p. 53. Gymeln.

Barbadensis, in Ornithology, a species of Psittacus, the afl-fronted parrot of Latham. This bird is about the size of a pigeon, and inhabits Barbadoes; the general colour is green; orbits and front cinnereous; crown, chin, cheeks, throat, and lesser wing-coverts yellow; greater ones blue; many of the primary quill-feathers violet on the outside, the red inside from the base, and the red blue. Gymelin. The legs are ash; claws black.

Barbadoes, in Geography, one of the most important of the Caribbee islands in the West Indies, standing somewhat detached from the rest, about thirty-five degrees from the African islands of Cape Verd. This island was probably first discovered by the Portuguese in their voyages from Brazil, and from them received its present name. It had then neither occupants nor claimants; the Carib or Caribbees having deserted it. The Portuguese thought it not of sufficient importance for a settlement; and having furnished it with a breed of swine for the use of future navigators, they left it as they found it. The English, in 1657, finding it without inhabitants, took possession of the country by fixing a cross on the spot where James-town was afterwards built, with this inscription: "James king of England and this island," but they formed no settlement. At this time it was overgrown with woods; but yet it furnished them with a supply of fresh provisions. They found here pigs, pigeons, and parrots; and the peco abounded with fish. Some years after this, a favourable report having been made of its beauty and fertility by the master and feamen of a ship of SirWilliam Courten, lord Ley, afterwards earl of Marlborough, obtained from king James I. a grant of the island to himself and his heirs in perpetuity. Accordingly Courten, probably under the patronage of Marlborough, projected the establishment of a colony, and sent about 50 letters to plant and fortify the island, who, in 1664, laid the foundation of James-town and this was the first English settlement on the island. About this time, James Hay, earl of Carlisle, established a colony in the island of St. Christopher, and obtained from Charles I. a grant of all the Caribbee islands, including Barbadoes. This grant was contested by earl Marlborough; but at length a compromise took place; and in the earl of Carlisle's undertaking to pay the annual sum of 500l. to the earl of Marlborough and his heirs for ever, the latter waived his claims; and in 1677, the patent of the former paffed the great seal, and he became the sole proprietor. However, the earl of Pembroke obtained a revocation of Carlisle's patent, and a grant to himself. In truth for Courten, who had projected the first settlement in the island. This grant was afterwards annulled, and the earl of Carlisle was restored to the possession and privileges of which he had been for a short time deprived. Accordingly he proceeded to distribute lands to such persons as chose to comply with his laws; and a society of London merchants accepted 10,000 acres, on conditions which promised great benefit to the proprietors. These men sought 164 men, each of whom was authorized to take up 100 acres of land; and thus, in 1628, they established a new colony, which soon overpowered the settlement, and annihilated the interest of Courten. In 1629, sir William Tudor was sent out by lord Carlisle as chief governor, and he distributed land, amounting to 15,872 acres, into 140 grants; and in 1630, he issued several laws; among which was one for dividing the island into six parishes. During the civil war, the emigrations from the mother country was so great, that in 1652 it was computed that there were 20,000 white men in Barbadoes, half of them able to bear arms, and furnishing a regiment of horse to the number of 1000. It seems that about this time: the existing governor granted lands to all who applied, on receiving a gratuity for himself; and the claim of the proprietor, whether disturbed in the island, or disfranchised amidst the confusion at home, was at length tacitly relinquished.

The colony, enjoying an unlimited freedom of trade, flourished in a singular manner by its own efforts. In 1646, the son and heir of the earl of Carlisle, the original patentee, revived his claims as hereditary proprietor, and by treaty with lord Willughby of Parham, conveyed to him all his rights by a lease of 21 years, on condition of receiving one-half of the profits. Lord Willughby obtained a commission as chief governor; and was received by the inhabitants, who were warmly attached to the king's interest, with respect and obedience. But soon after his arrival, the regal authority in England was abolished.

Barbadoes, in 1651, was reduced to the obedience of the new republic, who appointed another governor. Upon the restoration of Charles II., lord Willughby applied for leave to return to his government of Barbadoes; against which the inhabitants, now apprized of his connection and contract with the earl of Carlisle, and apprehending that they were regarded by these lords as mere tenants at will of their possessions, remonstrated. They pleaded that they were the king's subjects, and solicited his majesty's support and protection. They objected to the claims of the earl of Carlisle, and insisted that the charter granted to him was void in law. The several allegations and claims of the parties concerned were referred to a committee of the privy-council; and it was finally ordered, that lord Willughby should repair to his government, and demand the grant and establishment by the assembly of a permanent and irrecoverable revenue of 4% per cent. to be paid in specie, on all dead commodities, the growth of the island, shipped to any part of the world; and the money arising from this revenue was to be applied towards making provision for the earl of Kinnoul, the legal representative of lord Carlisle with respect to his rights in the West Indies, who had on this condition promised to surrender the Carlisle patent to the crown, towards paying the annuity to the earl of Marlborough, and towards the discharge of the creditors of both these noblemen. After the extinction of these incumbrances, it was stipulated, that the revenue, subject to the charge of 1200l. per annum to the governor, should be at the disposal of the crown. With these instructions lord Willughby returned to his government in 1663. The planters were dissatisfied, and preferred complaints, which, however, were unavailing. At length, finding resistance vain, the assembly passed an act for the purposes that were required, dated Sept. 12, 1663. Thus the proprietary
government was dissolved, and the legislation of the island vested in the crown.

The island of Barbadoes is about 21 miles in length and 14 in breadth, and contains 106,470 acres of land, most of which is under cultivation. The soil in the low lands is black, somewhat reddish in the shallow parts; on the hills of a chalky marl, and near the sea, generally sandy. Of this variety of soil, the black mould is best suited for the cultivation of the cane, and, with the aid of manure, has produced as great returns of sugar, in favourable seasons, as any in the West Indies, the prime lands of St. Kitt's excepted.

About the year 1670, we are assured that Barbadoes could boast of 50,000 whites, and upwards of 100,000 black inhabitants, whose labours are paid to have given employment to 60,000 tons of shipping. This account may probably have been exaggerated; but it is certain that the inhabitants of this island have decreased with a rapidity seldom known in any other country. It appears by authentic returns, that the number of its whites, in 1724, amounted to no more than 18,295, and that of its negroes in 1753 was no more than 69,870. In 1786, the numbers were 16,167 whites, 838 free people of colour, and 62,115 negroes. It appears also that the annual produce of this island, particularly of sugar, has decreased in much greater proportion than in any other of the West India colonies. Pothlethwayte states the crop of sugar in 1736, at 22,769 hogheads of 13 cwt. which is equal to 19,800 of 15 cwt.; and the author of the "European Settlements," published in 1761, calculates the average crop at 25,000 hogheads. If this statement be just, the island has fallen off nearly one-half in the annual growth of its principal staple. In an average of eight years, from 1740 to 1748, the exports were 15,048 hogheads of sugar of 15 cwt.: 12,884 puncheons of rum of 100 gallons; 60 hogheads of molasses; 4,667 bags of ginger; 600 bags of cotton; and 527 gourds of aloes. The exports on an average of 1764, 1765, and 1766, had fallen to 9,554 hogheads of sugar; 5,448 puncheons of rum; 6,320 bags of ginger; 8,331 bags of cotton; exclusively of some smaller articles, as aloes, sweetmeats, &c. of which the quantities are not ascertained. The dreadful succession of hurricanes, which had occurred within the half twelve years, has, without doubt, contributed to this great depression. The capital of this island was fearfully riven from the ashes to which it had been reduced by two dreadful fires, when it was torn from its foundations, and the whole country made a scene of desolation, by the form of the 14th of October, 1755, in which 4,226 of its inhabitants, blacks and whites, miserably perished, and the damage to the country estimated at 1,350,564l. 15s. sterling. In the year 1792, the produce of sugar was 11,073 hogheads, 125 trecs, 2,608 barrels; of molasses 188 hogheads; of rum 5,064 hogheads, 512 barrels; of ginger 3,046 bags and barrels; of aloes 515 gourds; and of cotton 974,178 pounds. From the great increase in the export of sugar in this year compared with several of the preceding years, and decrease in that of the minor staples, it seems probable that the advanced price of that article in Europe has encouraged the cultivation of it in plantations which had been formerly abandoned or appropriated to a different kind of culture. The average of the number of negro slaves in Barbadoes for seven years, from 1786 to 1792, was 63,271, of slaves imported 4363, and the average amount of taxes, during the same period, was 9,531l. 14s. 1d. The taxes consist of a capitation tax on negroes; a tax on sugar-mills, dwelling-houses, and carriages, together with an excise, &c. on wines imported. Besides which there is a peronchial tax on land, amounting on an average throughout the island to about two shillings per acre, and an assessment in labour for the repair of the highways. The whole is altogether exclusive of the heavy duty of 41 per cent. to the crown.

Barbadoes is divided into 5 districts and 11 parishes; and contains 4 towns viz. Bridgetown, Oistins or Charles-town, St. James's formerly called the 'Eole, and Speight's-town; Bridgenow is the capital, and the residence of the governor, whose annual salary is 2000l. per annum, paid out of the exchequer, and charged to the account of the 4 1/2 per cent. duty. The form of the government of this island resembles that of Jamaica, except that the council is composed of 12 members, and the assembly of 22. The most important variation respects the court of chancery, which in Barbadoes is constituted of the governor and council, whereas in Jamaica the governor is sole chancellor. On the other land, in Barbadoes, the governor sits in council, even when the latter are acting in a legislative capacity, which would be confedered, in Jamaica, as improper and unconstitutional. It may also be observed, that the courts of grand felions, common pleas, and exchequer, in Barbadoes, are distinct from each other; and not, as in Jamaica, united and blended in one supreme court of judicature. The heat of the climate is moderated by the trade-winds, and the air is pure. Its products, besides what we have already mentioned, are the palm, tamarind, figs, bananas, cedar, mallicb, cacao, papas, guava, and palmteers. Barbadoes is situated in N. lat. 13° 10'. W. long. 50°. See Edwards's History of the West Indies, vol. i. p. 321-350.

BARBADOS, Barbada, or Cape Barba, in Geography. See Cape Bara.

BARBALIS, in Entomology, a species of Phalena, that feeds on the trifolium pratense. The antennae pectinate, feelers shorter; anterior thighs with a projecting beard. Fabricius.

BARBALISSUS, in Ancient Geography, Beles, a considerable town of Asia, in Syria, near the Euphrates. E. S. E. of Hierapolis. This is the Barbaris of Ptolemy, according to M. D'Abbeville.

BARBANA, or Barbenna, a river of Illyrium, which flows from the Labatid Marsh, according to Livy.

BARBANA, in Geography, a town of Ilria, seven miles N.N.E. of Pola.

BARBANO, a small island in the northern part of the Adriatic, near the coast of Friuli. N. lat. 45° 45'; E. long. 13° 28'.

BARBANOLA, Cape, is the south of Smyrna gulf, on the coast of Asia, at the only extremity of the Mediterranean, and nine leagues S. by W. from Porto Nero.

BARBAR, a province of Abyffinia, separated from Abyssinia by the river Tacazzé; the capital of which is Gozo, which gives.

BARBARA, in Conchology, a species of Helix, with an oblong, coarse, imperforated shell, with eight wreaths, and a subrotund lactate aperture. This kind inhabits Algeria. Somewhat resembles helix papa, but is not above half the size, being usually about the bigness of a barley-corn. Cmcl. &c.

BARBARA, in Entomology, a species of Formica that inhabits Africa, and is as large as F. heredancana. It is black, with the head, antennae, and extremity of the legs ferruginous;
The word have contempt two Magellan. Cape Defolation lies to the S.E.; the entrance is open, and it will admit a large fleet of ships.

**Barbara, Bay of St.** in Geography, lies on the south-west coast of Terra del Fuego in South America, where at two leagues S. by E. from Cape Noir, are two rocky islets; but no haul is seen at E.N.E. from the cape, where is probably the channel of St. Barbara; which opens into the straits of Magellan. Cape Defolation lies to the S.E.; the entrance is open, and it will admit a large fleet of ships.

**Barbara, St. Channel of,** lies on the south shore of the straits of Magellan, between Bay de Choiseul and Cafedade bay. It is supposed to communicate with the bay of St. Barbara; its entrance on that side being opposite to James's Island. It has been thought of importance to explore this supposed channel from the strait; because it would afford, if found good, a quick and safe passage into the Southern Pacific Ocean.

**Barbara, St. Island,** the southernmost of two islands bearing north and south on the east side of the canal grande, or principal channel, from Cape Frio, on the coast of Brazil, to the bay of All Saints. It has two good roads; one on the south-west, and another on the north-east.

**Barbara, St. River,** lies on the coast of Africa, to the east from Cape Ferno, and six leagues west from Barabalo-

**Barbara, St. Canal of;** lies on the north-west of America, near the coast of New Albion; the north-west point of entrance into which is called Point Conception; in N. lat. 34° 32'. E. long. 239° 54'.

The wealdenmull, or first island, forming this canal, is called in one Spanish chart St. Miguel, in another St. Barnado; the next is called in one chart Santa Rosa, in the other St. Miguel; and nearer the island is a third island, upon which is a high hill called in the Spanish charts Santa Cruz. The canal continues in a easterly direction about 25 miles from point Conception to a point where it takes a southerly turn, when the country gradually rises to mountains of different heights. In the vicinity of the shores, which are compos'd of low cliffs or sandy beaches, are produced some flunted trees and groveling shrubs; and, notwithstanding the dreary appearance of the coast, it seems to be well inhabited, as several villages may be perceived at a great distance from one another, in the small bays or coves that form the coast. The inhabitants use causes of wood, decorated with shells; and traffic with their fish and ornaments for spoons, beads, and feffers. They deemed, 2lys Vancouver, to possess great fenibility and vivacity, and yet conducted themselves with the most perfect decorum. Their native dialect was unknown. The Spanish million of Santa Barbara, and also that of Buena Ventura, are situated at a small distance from the canal of Santa Barbara. The shores of the bay and headland of Santa Barbara are for the most part low, and terminate in sandy beaches, with the exception of the wefsen point, which is a steep cliff of moderate elevation, and which was denominat'd by Vancouver Point Eclipis. At Santa Barbara the latitude was 33° 24', the variation 10° 15' E. and the longitude 240° 43'. The tide regularly ebbed and flowed every six hours, its rise and fall being about three or four feet; and it is high water about eight hours after the moon passes the meridian. Vancouver's Voyage, vol. ii. p. 456.

**Barbara, in Logic,** the first mode of the first figure of syllogisms.

A syllogism in barbara is that whereof all the propositions are universal and affirmative; the middle term being the sub-

ject in the first proposition, and attribute or predicate in the second.—For example:

*BAR* Whoever suffers a man to starve, whom he ought to sustain, is a murderer.

*BA* Whoever is rich, and refuses to give alms, suffers thence to starve whom he ought to sustain.

*RA* Therefore, whoever is rich, and refuses to give alms, is a murderer.

**Barbarata island,** in Geography, are situated three leagues west from the river Turuno; the bay of Trifilo lies W.S.W. from them, on the Spanish main; and these islands are between the main and Venezuela, nearly west from the latter.

**Barbarasque,** in Zoology, the name given by Buffon to the Barberry squirrel; *Sesam gothia* of Schreber and Oken.

**Barbaria, in Ancient Geography,** the name given in the Periplus of the Erythraean sea to the kingdom of Abyssinia, now called Adel, the coast of which extends from the straits of Babelmandel to Cape Gardefan, about 450 geographical miles, and contains, according to the Periplus, four principal marts or anchorages, called by the general name of Tapera, the precise situation of which is not ascertained. Abilities was situated near the straits, Malao may be fixed at Delqua, and Mundus at Zyba; but the principal port was Moftilton, seated on a promontory, a whole degree north of Mundus; and this fails no other point on the coast but Barbara, a town on an island close to the shore, adjoining to a narrow cape of considerable extent.

**Barbarian, in Antiquity,** a name given by the ancient Greeks to all those who were not of their own country, or who did not speak the Greek language, or who did not speak it so well as themselves. In which sense the word signifies with them no more than foreigner, and did not carry that odium with it which it does now. Strabo derives the word *βαρβάρος* from *βαρβαρία*, because foreigners coming to Athens used to flatter, or speak coarsely; others derive it from *βαρβαρός*, a word that foreigners frequently stumbled on, which yet had no meaning.

The Greeks had such an high opinion of the pre-eminence to which they were raised by civilization and science, that they seem hardly to have acknowledged the rest of mankind to be of the same species with themselves. To every other people they gave the degrading appellation of Barbarians; and, in consequence of their own boastful superiority, they asserted a right of dominion over them, in the same manner, to use their own expression, as the soul has over the body, and men have over irrational animals. Extravagant as this pretension may now appear, it found admission, to the disgrace of ancient philosophy, into all the schools. Aristotle, full of this opinion, in support of which he employed arguments more subtle than solid (Polit. i. c. 24-7), advised Alexander to govern the Greeks like subjects, and the Barbarians as slaves; to consider the former as companions, and the latter as creatures of an inferior nature. But the sentiments of the pupil were more enlarged, than those of his master; and his experience in governing men taught the monarch what the speculativa science of the philosopher did not discover. See Plut. de Fortun. Alex. Orat. i. Strabo, lib. i. p. 116. A.

The Greeks gave the denomination of Barbarians in a peculiar manner, and with a contempt blended with animosity, to the Phrygians, on account of the enmity that had subsisted between them since the wars of Troy. This appears in the "Orestes" of Euripides, and in the echoa upon the "Ajax Malaligropus" of Sophocles. The Ro-
mans also, in imitation of the Greeks, called all other people, the Greeks excepted, barbarian; and the compliment was returned to them by the inhabitants of other nations.

Thus Ovid, who was considered at Rome as a polished courtier, was treated in his exile as a barbarian by the Getae, who did not understand his language, which was the idiom of Rome. Trist. l. v. ch. 15. v. 57.

"Barbuns hic ego sum; quia non intelligor uli:
Et silent flodi verba Latina Getae."

Under the lower empire, the appellation of barbarian became almost synonymous with that of stranger or foreigner. The Burgundians and Franks, who were established in Gaul, were there called barbarians; and in Italy this name was given to the Goths. The term was also applied by the 52d canon of the African church to the inhabitants of those provinces which had not submitted to the Roman empire; and the denomination is frequently extended by Gregory of Tours, and also by other writers, to Pagans as contradistinguished from Christians.

BARBARIAN, A. in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, placed in the Anton. Mem. between Attahina and Graecius.

BARBARIAN PHILOSOPHY comprehends that of all ancient nations among whom the Greek language was not spoken. It has long been a subject of dispute, whether philosophy first appeared among the Barbarians or among the Greeks.

The inhabitants of Greece, who were at an early period remarkable for literary and philosophical vanity, and who soon acquired the use of an artificial method of philosophizing, were unwilling to allow that philosophy had any existence in other countries, except where it had been borrowed from them. They could not persuade themselves, that the mere communication of precepts of wisdom in the simple form of tradition, and in languages harsh and difficult compared with their own, could deserve to be called philosophizing. On the other hand, the barbaric nations in their turn treated the Greeks as barbarians, and looked upon them as children in philosophy. Plato, in his Timaeus, introduces a barbarian as instructing the wife Solon, and saying, "You Greeks are always children; there is not an old man among you; you have no finch thing as grey-headed wisdom." In this persuasion they were the more confirmed, when they understood that the most learned men, and most ancient philosophers among the Greeks, had either been Barbarians by birth, or instructed by Barbarians (see Clemen. Alex. Stromata. l. i. p. 302, 303; that Pythagoras, for example, was a Tuscan, Antithenes a Phrygian, Orpheus a Thracian, Thales a Phoenician; and that Thales, Pythagoras, Plato, and others, had derived their knowledge from Chaldaean and Egyptian priests.

Many of the Christian fathers contended, in this dispute, the cause of the Barbarians, and maintained, with great vehemence, and with all the learning they could command, that the Barbaric philosophy was the fountain of all the wisdom which had appeared among the Greeks, except so far as they had been indebted, in the way of tradition, to divine revelation. This dispute, however, was owing to the want of diffident ideas, and an accurate use of terms; and can in reality be considered as nothing more than a logomachy. For no one can assert that the barbaric nations were wholly inattentive to wisdom, or strangers to every kind of knowledge, human or divine: and, on the other side, it cannot be questioned, that they acquired their knowledge either by simple reflection than by scientific investigation, and that they transmitted it to posterity rather by tradition than by demonstration. Whereas the Greeks, as soon as they began to be civilized, discovered a general propensity to inquiry, and adopted scientific rules and methods of reasoning. Hence it is easy to perceive, that though the improvement of philosophy is to be ascribed to the Greeks, its origin is to be sought for among the Barbaric nations. Tatian, in Proem. Clem. Alex. Strom. l. i. p. 302. Gregor. Clemen. l. i. Eusebius. Hist. c. 3. Scaliger. Exerc. ii. contra Cardan. p. 138. Bus Animad. ad Script. c. 2. p. 12. Hume. Act. Phil. i. p. 204. Hymen. Ant. Phil. Barb. ed. Lugd. Bat. 1689.

The Barbaric philosophy, in the most extensive sense of the term, and in its reference to the state of philosophy, from the earliest times to the decline of the Roman republic, comprehends that of the eastern nations, including the Hebrews, Chaldeans, Persians, Indians, Arabsians, and Phricians; that of the southern nations, or Egyptians and Ethiopians; that of the western nations, to which we may refer the Celts, the Thracians, and the Romans; and that of the northern nations, including the northern Scythians, Thracians, Getae, &c. among whom Abaris, Anacharhis, Tosaix, and Zamolxis, obtained the praise of wisdom. See Brucker's Hist. of Philosophy by Erleb., vol. i. Introduction.

BARBARIKA, in Entomology, a species of Buprestis, found in Barbary. It is a small insect; colour above brassy, beneath coppery; wing-cases very entire and slightly flattened. Fabricius.

BARBARICA, a species of Chrysonela, of a brassy-green, with five red lines on the wing-cases; wings fangnous. Habits Barbary. Sulzer. Gmelin.

BARBARICII, in Antiquity, a kind of artificers, who, with threads of divers colours, expressed the figures of men, animals, and other things; or, as others describe them, those whose business was to gild and decorate shields and helmets with gold and silver.

The barbaric art was so called, because they learned this kind of painting from the Phrygians, who were particularly denominated barbarians, in regard of their opposition to the Greeks; though the name is sometimes also written branka-cari.

BARBARICII seem also to have been used for soldiers or officers, who wore marks and vizards thus adorned with gold and silver.

BARBARIUM, in Ancient Writers, is used for a military haunt, raised by the soldiers on point of engagement. This is called barbarium from the barbarians, in whose armies this method of shouting much obtained. The same appellation was given to a war or expedition undertaken against the barbarians. "Quoniam ad illam tempus quo barbaricum extortum est inter nos & vos."" Barbarium was also used for an armoury, or magazine, wherein the Greek emperors kept the spoils and do- naries taken from the barbarians in the time of war or peace.

BARBARICUM, in the Materia Medica, is also an appellation given by the modern Greeks to rubarb. It is thus called from the Stigma Barbaricius, by the way of which this root was first brought to them.

BARBARICUS, in Entomology, a species of Cinclus (Redwits), of a black colour; thorax and wing-cases obtuse ferruginous, and a little white line on the middle of the scutellum. A native of Barbary. Gmelin.

BARBARICUS, in Ornithology, a species of Rallus that inhabits Barbary. It is ferruginous, with a black bill; wings spotted with white; rump white, flecked with black; white below; legs obtuse brown. Gmelin. This is the Barbary rail of Latham.

BARBARICUS, a species of Turdus, of a green colour, with the breast spotted with white; rump and tip of the tail
BAR

tail yellow. Gmelin. This is the Barberry thryb of Latham, and grive buffette de Barbarie of Buffon. Inhabits Barberry; and is about the size of the mild thryb. BARBARISM. In Grammar, denotes an offence against the purity of style or language.

A barbarism differs, according to Lidore, from a barbarous term, as the former, for instance, is Latin, though corrupt or misused; whereas the latter, which this writer calls barbarologia, is a word merely foreign intruded into Latin speech.

In general, under barbarisms are comprehended things written, spoken, declined, or conjugated wrong; or used in a wrong quantity, or in an unusual sense; as when a word is used which is foreign to the language, and not received by the better and purer sort of writers therein. Such are liber for liber, fallaba for fallaba, patri for patris, text for legi, banus for proferiptio, &c.

Barbarism is often charged, with great justice, on modern writers in the learned languages. The Latin books of late ages are full of Anglicisms, Gallicisms, Germanicisms, &c. according to the country of the author. But what shall we say to Caip. Scipioni, who accuses Cicero himself of barbarisms in his own language?

There are great disputes among critics concerning barbarisms in the New Testament.

Divers pious person are startled at the apprehension of any thing like a barbarism in the inspired books, as supposing it an objection to the inspiration of them; yet this does not hinder but many of the Jews, after Abarbanel and others, fill maintain barbarisms in the Old Testament; in which they are seconded by M. Simon, Le Clerc, and others. The latter of these writings abound with Chaldaisms; and the books of Moses are not free from Egyptian words.

If we consider that among native Greeks a barbarous idiom could only mean such as was not conformable to the rules of their grammarians and rhetoricians, and to the practice of their writers of reputation, it may be conceded that the style of the New Testament is of this kind, without derogating from the character of the apostles and evangelists, without impeaching their inspiration, and without injuring the authenticity of their writings. This conception, the most learned and oratorical of the Greek fathers, as for instance Origen and Chrysostom, did not forbear to make; and, in such cases, it must be acknowledged that a native of common sense is a much better judge than any learned foreigner. Nevertheless many have contended that the Greek of the New Testament is as purely classical as that of the Attic writers, and they have even condemned as impious heretics those who have dared to diftind. It has been asserted, that the contrary implies an imperfection inconsistent with divine inspiration, and that men capable of such a doctrine were not only impious, but were guilty of the sin against the Holy Ghost. And yet this doctrine was maintained by Erasmus, Luther, Melancthon, Camerarius, Beza, Drusius, Caphthom, Chaldis, Cataker, Solanus, Olearius, and Vorhis; though it has been denied by Pichonius, Stolberg, Schmid, Georgi, and Blackwall. See Ernelli Instituti Interpretis N. T. p. 41. ed. 3tis. Lip#, 1775. But the advocates for this divine purity have not only betrayed their ignorance of the Greek language, but a high degree of pedantry in estimating the accuracy of language beyond its proper value. This late mistake has happened not only to the warm and partial friends, but likewise to the enemies of Christianitv, who, from the time of Celsius to the 18th century, have maintained, that a book written in such language is neither divinely inspired, nor deserving attention and respect.

Both parties have carried their zeal and their sentiments to too great a length; and they would hardly consider an absolute purity of style, and a total absence of foreign words, of such importance as to make the contrary a crime, if they would confound to quit the language of the schools for that of common life, or turn their attention from the language of the classics to those that are in common use. All foreign idioms, such as Hebrews in Greek, Grecisms in Hebrew, or Latinisms in either, may be comprehended within the definition of barbarism, and sometimes even of solecism; but these words, it should be recollected, have always something relative in their significations; that turn of expression being a barbarism or solecism in one language, which is strictly proper in another, and to one class of hearers which is not so to another. The apostle Paul does not hesitate, by implication, to call every tongue barbarous to those who do not understand it. 1 Cor. xiv. 11. Nor does it make any difference, as appears from the whole of the apostle's argument, even if what is spoken be spoken by the spirit. With equal reason we may say of those foreign idioms in any tongue, which render what is said unintelligible or even obscure to the natives, that in respect of them they are barbarisms. Nor will any judicious person deny, that there are some idiomatical expressions in the New Testament, which must have puzzled those who were absolute strangers to the language of holy writ. Such idioms the writers of the New Testament would naturally adopt. They occurred in the Septuagint, which they were in the habit of using; and these would co-operate towards infecting their style with the tendency, which, as natives of Palestine, they would derive from conversation, to intermix Hebraisms and Chaldaisms in their writings. If we would enter thoroughly into the idiom of the New Testament, we must familiarize ourselves with that of the LXX; and if we would enter thoroughly into the idiom of the LXX, we must accustom ourselves to the fluidty, not only of the original of the Old Testament, but of the dialect spoken in Palestine between the return of the Jews from the Babylonish captivity and the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans; for this last, as well as the Hebrew, has affected the language both of the old Greek translation and of the New Testament.

Besides, it is proper to consider in relation to this subject, that vulgarisms and foreign idioms, which may obtain among strangers, and those of the lower ranks, have no more natural unfitness to convey the sense which they that use them intend to convey by them, than the terms and phrases which, in consequence of the preference given by their superiors, may be regarded as elegancies. It may be as reasonably objected against our religion, that the persons by whom it was propagated were chosen from a class which men in high life account the dregs of the people, as that the Holy Spirit should accommodate himself to the language of those who were actually chosen. Nay, language as well as dress being in fact no more than a species of mode, it may with as good reason be maintained that the ambassadors whom Christ deputed to promulgate his doctrine, should have been-habited like gentlemen and men of fashion, as that they should have spoken the dialect of such. Should it be asked, why did the Holy Spirit choose to deliver such important truths in such barbarous idiom of a few obscure Galileans, and not in the polite and more harmonious idiom of the Greek eloquence? The answer is obvious.—That it might appear beyond contradiction, that the excellency of the power was of God, and not of man. Moreover, the very expression and idiom, an intrinsic and irresistible evidence of their authenticity. They are such as, in respect of style, could not have been written but
Barbarism, Barbarities, is also used for that rudeness of mind, wherein the understanding is neither furnished with useful principles, nor the will with good inclinations.

Barbarissos, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Syria, in the Chalybionitide country. Ptolemy.

Barbarium Pronemotirium, a promontory of Lusitania, placed by Ptolemy south of the city of Oios-Hippon, or Olciscopus. Olcipo, or Libron, in 39° 45' N. latitude.

Barbaro, Francis, in Biography, a noble and learned Venetian, was born in 1508, and distinguished by his love of literature, and his talents for public business. Under the learned Grecian Chryfoloras, he acquired that profound knowledge both of the Greek and Latin languages, of which he gave specimens in his translations of Plautus's lives, of Ariosto, and Catulo, in his elegant moral work, written in Latin, intitled "De Re Uxoria," and first published without his name, in 460. At Paris, in 1515. This work furnishes useful instructions with regard to the choice of a wife, and the duties of wives and mothers. He was also the author of some orations and letters, which manifested good taste and an amiable temper. In all the public offices which Barbaro sustained, he displayed eminent virtues. Whim he was governor of Brescia, he had occasion for the exercise both of courage and discretion. The city was divided into two violent factions, which he prevailed upon to unite, and to act in concert for the public good; and though at the same time it was besieged by the Milanese forces under the great commander Piccinino, and suffered much by famine and disease, he at length, after a protracted siege of three years, obliged the enemy to retire. He died much regretted by his countrymen, in 1454, at the age of fifty-six years. His letters were collected and printed at Brescia in 1743. Gen. Dict.

Barbaro, Ermenlo, the elder, was the nephew of the preceding, and distinguished by his early acquaintance with the Greek language, insomuch that at twelve years of age he translated many of Aesop's fables into Latin. He was advanced, at the age of thirty years, by Pope Innocens, to the episcopal see of Trevigii; and ten years afterwards he was translated to that of Verona, where he died in 1479, aged sixty years. He left translations of Greek authors.

Barbaro, Ermenlo, or Hermelau Barbaro, the younger, was the grandson of Francis Barbaro, and born at Venice, in the year 1454. In very early life he was eminently distinguished by his genius, application, and proficiency; and at the age of fourteen years he received from the hand of the emperor Frederic the poetic crown. At sixteen, he undertook the translation of Themistius, which was published seven years afterwards. Having graduated in the school of Padua in jurisprudence and philosophy, he returned to Venice, and devoted himself entirely to affairs of state. However, after an interval of twelve years, he resumed his studies with fresh ardour; and, particularly attached to the Greek language, he read lectures, without gratuity, in his own house, upon Democritus, Theocritus, and Aristotle, which were very numerously attended. At the age of thirty-two years, he was sent ambassador to the emperor Frederic, who conferred upon him the honour of knighthood; and in consequence of a subsequent embassy to pope Innocent VIII. that pontiff created him patriarch of Aquilica. This office he accepted, though the laws of Venice had prohibited its ministers from accepting any dignity from any foreign prince, without the consent of the republic; and for his opposition to this order, the Venetians pronounced upon him a sentence of perpetual exile. For preventing its execution he wished to relinquish the patriarchate; but the pope refused to accept the renunciation. From this time, he resided at Rome; but upon the accession of the plague, he removed into the country, which, however, afforded him no asylum; for he was seized with this malady, and died in the year 1493.

Besides the translation of Themistius, Hermelau published versions of Diocorides, and of the rhetoric of Aristotle; an abridgment of the moral and physical doctrine of that philosopher; two large works upon Pliny, one intitled "Constitutions Plinian," the other "Constitutions Secundazi;" "Corrections of Pamphinius Mela;" and an "Explanation of the more difficult words in Pliny." He boasted that he had corrected 5000 errors in the text of Pliny, and 300 in that of Mela. Although he is charged with having been too free in his conjectural emendations, he exercised great ingenuity and industry in these labours. The illustrious Lorenzo de' Medici treated him with great respect, and when he was at Florence on an embassy from the republic of Venice, entertained him very liberally and offered him the use of his villa and library for the prosecution of his studies. Hermelau is certainly entitled to rank in the first class of learned men, at a period when classical learning was the first and almost the sole object of attention; nor is it any depreciation of his merit as a scholar, whatever it may be of his character as a philosopher,
phr, if the whimsical story be true, that, being exceedingly perplexed concerning the meaning of Aristo's ἀναγκαιότερον, a term which has perhaps never been understood, he endeavoured, or pretended to consult the devil upon the subject." Gefner in Bibliothec. Gen. Dict. 32.

BARBAROSSA, so called from the red colour of their beard, Arue or Horue, and Hayradin, were the sons of a potter of the island of Lefkos, or as some say, of a Sicilian renegade; who, prompted by a relish for enter- prising spirit, forsaken their father's trade, and joined a crew of pirates. They soon distinguished themselves by their valour and activity, and becoming masters of a small brigantine, carried on their infamous trade with such conduct and success, that they assembled a fleet of twelve galleys, besides many vessels of smaller force. Of this fleet, Horue, the elder brother, was admiral, and Hayradin second in command, but with almost equal authority. They called themselves the friends of the sea, and the enemies of all who fall upon it; and their names soon became terrible from the raids of the Dardanels to those of Gibraltar. Whilst they were acting as corsairs, they adopted the ideas and acquired the talents of conquerors. They often carried the prizes which they took on the coasts of Spain and Italy, to which they extended their depredations about the year 1504, into the ports of Barbary; and enriching the inhabitants by the sale of theirbooty, and the thoughtless prodigality of their crews, they were welcome guests in every place at which they touched. The convenient situation of these harbours, lying so near the greatest commercial states at that time in Christendom, made the brothers wish for an establishment in that country. An opportunity occurred for this purpose, which they eagerly seized and improved to their own advantage. Eutemi, king of Algiers, having made several unsuccessful attempts for taking a fort which the Spanish governors of Oran had built not far from his capital, sought the assistance of Horue, whose valour the Africans considered as irresistible. The active corsair gladly accepted the invitation, and leaving his brother Hayradin with the fleet, marched at the head of 5000 men to Algiers, where, in the year 1516, he was received as their deliverer. Such a force gave him the command of the town. The ambitious conqueror, having secretly murdered the monarch whom he came to affil, caused himself to be proclaimed king of Algiers in his stead. He then proceeded to establish the authority which he had usurped, by acts suited to the genius of the people whom he had to govern; by unbounded liberality to those who favoured his promotion; and by cruelty as unbounded towards all whom he had any reason to distrust. Having detected and defeated a conspiracy formed against him by the Arabs, and obliged the king of Tunis, who marched to their succour with a powerful army into the territory of Algiers, to seek refuge in the mountains; Barbarossa laid siege to Tunis, made himself master of it, and was acknowledged as sovereign. He then attacked the neighbouring king of Tremecen, vanquished him in battle, and added his dominions to those of Algiers. At the same time he continued his depredations on the coast of Spain and Italy; and the devastations which he committed obliged Charles V., at the beginning of his reign, to furnish the marquis de Comares, governor of Oran, with troops sufficient to attack him. That officer, afflled by the dethroned king of Tremecen, executed the commission with such spirit and success, that Barbarossa's troops being defeated in several encounters, he himself was shut up in the citadel of Tremecen. After defending it to the last extremity, he was reduced by the apprehension of famine to the necessity of attempting an escape by a subterraneous passage; and in order to delay the pursuit, he scattered his treasures upon the road. At length the Spaniards overtook him on the banks of the Hércules, eight leagues from Tremecen; and here Barbarossa with his Turkish followers fought for some time with an obstinate valour, but they were at last totally defeated, and the conqueror himself was slain, in the forty-fourth year of his age, A.D. 1518.

His brother Hayradin, known likewise by the name of Barbaroofa, assumed the sceptre of Algiers with the same ambition and abilities, but with better fortune. His reign being undisturbed by the Spaniards, who were fully employed in the wars among the European powers, he regulated with admirable prudence the interior police of his kingdom, carried on his naval operations with great vigour, and extended his conquests on the continent of Africa. For his greater security, he put his dominions under the protection of the Grand Signor, and received from him a body of Turkish soldiers sufficient for his defence against domestic as well as foreign enemies. Soliman at length A.D. 1533, offered him the command of the Turkish fleet, in opposition to Andrew Doria, who was the greatest sea-officer of that age. Barbaroofa, proud of this distinction, repaired to Constantinople, and with a wonderful versatility of mind, combined the offices of a courtier with the boldness of a corsair, and thus gained the entire confidence of the sultan and his vizier. To them he communicated a scheme which he had formed of making himself master of Tunis, the most flourishing kingdom, at that time, on the coast of Africa; and as they approved the scheme, they furnished him with every thing he demanded for carrying it into execution. Availing himself of the intellectual divisions of the kingdom, and making pernicious use of the name and interest of Abrahechid, an exiled prince, whom he deceived and imprisoned, he was supported by a powerful fleet and a numerous army. His fleet consisted of 250 vessels, with which he sailed towards Africa; and after ravaging the coasts of Italy, he appeared before Tunis. Having landed his men, he announced his intention of ascertaining the right of Abrahechid, whom he pretended to have left sick on board of the admiral galley, but who was in reality confined in the seraglio at Constantinople, and who was never heard of more. The fort of Goletta, which guards the bay, soon submitted, and the inhabitants of Tunis declared unanimously in favour of Abrahechid; so that the gates were opened to Barbaroofa, whom they considered as the refloer of their lawful sovereign. But as Abrahechid did not appear, they soon began to suspect the corsair's treachery; and with arms in their hands, surrounded the citadel into which Barbaroofa had led his troops. Their attack, however ardent and impetuous, was of no avail; and they were forced to acknowledge Soliman as their sovereign, and to submit to himself as his vicereign. Having put the kingdom into a proper posture of defence, he extended his depredations to the Christian states, so that complaints of his outrages were conveyed to the emperor Charles by his subjects both in Spain and Italy. The emperor concluded a treaty with Muley-Hafcen, the exiled king of Tunis, who implored his assistance; and made preparations for invading Tunis. His fleet consisted of nearly 500 vessels, and they had on board above 30,000 regular troops. The armament failed from Cagliari, and after a prosperous navigation, landed within sight of Tunis. Barbaroofa assembied at Tunis for opposing the imperial army,
army, a force composed of 20,000 horse, together with a vast body of foot. By the reduction of the Goletta, after an obstinate defence by 6000 Turkish soldiers under the command of Sinan, a renegade Jew, the bravest and most experienced of all Barbarossa's corsairs, the emperor became master of the fleet, consisting of eighty seven galleys and galleots, together with the arsenal, and 300 cannon nightly of brafs, that were planted on the ramparts. In these circumstances, however, Barbarossa neither lost his courage, nor abandoned the defence of Tunis. But as the walls were extremely weak as well as extensive, he determined to advance with his army, amounting to 50,000 men, towards the imperial camp, and to decide the fate of his kingdom by the issue of a battle. Having communicated his resolution to his principal officers, he proposed to provide against the danger of a mutiny among the Christian slaves, during the absence of the army, by massacring 10,000 of them before he began his march. The barbarity of the proposal filled his officers with horror; and Barbarossa, dreading their resentment, confined to spare the lives of the slaves. The emperor's army, which suffered immense loss in the battle, pursued their march over burning sands, soon came up with the Moors and Arabs under the command of Barbarossa, who were so completely routed, that, notwithstanding all his efforts to rally them, he was hurled along with them in their flight back to the city. This was found a scene of confusion; some of the inhabitants were flying with their families and effects; others were opening the gates to the conquerors; the Turkish soldiers were retreating; and the citadel was in possession of the Christian slaves. Barbarossa, disapponted and enraged, fled precipitately to Bona; and Tunis surrendered to the victorious army of the emperor. But the lustre of this victory was tarnished by the excesses of the soldiery, who sacrificed more than 30,000 of the innocent inhabitants, and carried away 10,000 of them as slaves. Barbarossa escaped first to Algiers, and then repaired to Constantinople, where he was received again into favour, and went with a fleet to ravage Calabria. Having persuaded Solyman to make war on the Venetians, he committed great devastations in the island of Corfu, and afterwards made an expedition to the coast of Arabia Felix, where he reduced all Yemen under the Turkish dominion. In a subsequent war, between the Turks and Venetians, he took many islands in the Archipelago. In 1538 he crossed over to Canea, and made an unsuccessful attempt on Candia. From thence he retired to the Ambracian gulf, where he was overtaken by the Christian fleet under the famous Andrea Doria. By his skilful manoeuvres he not only avoided the danger that threatened him, but gained some partial advantages, and caused Doria to make a hasty retreat to Corfu. In 1539 he recovered Caelo Nuovo from the confederates. In 1543, Barbarossa left Constantinople with a powerful fleet; and proceeding to the Faro of Messina, took Reggio, and sacked the coast of Italy. He then beleagured and took Nice; but when Doria approached with his fleet, Barbarossa avoided him; and remaining in those seas during winter, he next spring ravaged the coasts and islands of Italy, and then returned with many prisoners to Constantinople. During the remaining period of his life, he superintended the naval affairs of the grand signor, and pursued that voluptuous course to which he had been habituated, amidst a number of fair captives; and died at the age of eighty seven, in 1549, leaving his son Hassian in possession of the vice-royalty of Algiers, and heir to all his property. With the ferocity of a Turk and a corsair, Barbarossa polluted some generous sentiments, and obtained a character for honour and fidelity to his engagements. Mod. Un. Hist. vol. x. p. 66, &c. vol. xv. p. 14, &c. Robertson's Hist. of Charles V. vol. iii. p. 97, &c. Gen. Biog. See Algiers.

BARBAROSSA, in Entomology, a species of Scarabeus, described by Fabricius as a native of New Holland. The anterior part of the thorax is falciform; horns of the head recurved and short.

BARBARUS, in a general sense, denotes something that partakes of the quality of Barbariwm; and in this sense, the term is applied to a nation, age, writer, word, or the like, Barbarous Latin words are innumerable; the schoolmen abound with them; the chemists, physicians, and lawyers can scarcely write intelligibly without them. De-Cange has given two large volumes in folio of barbarous Latin words, and the modern or vulgar Greek is sometimes called barbarous Greek, "barbara-Greca," or "Greco-barbara lingua." Langius has published "Philologia Barbaro-Greca," "Grammatica Barbaro-Greca," or "Glossarium Barbaro-Grecom.

BARBARUS, in Entomology, a species of Papilio. (Pbld. Rar.) The wings are without tails, and bluish; beneath spotted all over with brown, and two spots behind.

Gmelin.

BARBARUS, a species of Tenorio, of a black colour, and very glossy; thorax orbiculated; anterior margin of the shield of the head elevated. This is about the middle size; wing-cases joined. Brander, &c.

BARBARUS, a species of Cryptoccephalus that inhabits Barbary. The antennae are serrated; body hairy, obscure, brassy. Found on composite flowers. Fabricius.

BARBARUS, in Ichthyology, a species of Syngnathus, found in European seas. It has neither caudal nor anal fin; body fixi-falcid. Gmelin. In the dorsal fin are about forty-three rays; and in the pectoral fin twelve rays; body olive with faint blueish transverse lines.

BARBARUS, a species of Vultur that inhabits Barbary, and some other parts of Africa. It is of a blackish brown; beneath white, inclining to brown; legs woolly; toes lead colour; claws brown. Gmelin. This is vultur barbatus, Brill. Orn. and bearded vulture of Edwards and Latham.

BARBARUS, a species of Falco, called by the English writers the Barbary falcon; the cere and legs are yellowish; body blueish, spotted with brown; breast immaculate; tail banded. Gmelin. The length of the bird is seventeen inches, and, as its name implies, it is a native of Barbary.

BARBARY, in Geography, the northern tract of Africa, is one of the three distinct parts of North Africa, according to the distribution of major Renell, and lying along the Mediterranean. See Africa.

As to the origin of the name of Barbary, we have a variety of conjectures. Some suppose, that the Romans, after they had conquered this large tract, gave it the name by way of contempt or dislike of the rude and barbarous manners of the natives. Marmol deduces it from the Arabic word "Barber," a name given by the Arabs to the ancient inhabitants, and which they retain to this day in many parts of this tract, especially along the ridge of the Great Atlas, where they are very numerous, and which was given to them by their new invaders on account of the barrenness of their country. Leo Africanus says that it was given to these people on account of their strange language, which appeared to them an inarticulate murmur, the Arabic word "barbar," signifying "a murmuring sound or noise." Others
Others derive it from “bar” twice repeated, which signifies a “defect,” which was its ancient state; accordingly, they say that the fugitive king Ifrik, from whom it is pretended the whole African continent derived its name, when closely pursued by his enemies in his flight out of Arabia Felix, and hefitating what course to pursue, was directed by some of his retinue by these words, “Bar, Bar,” that is “To the Defect, To the Defect.”

The history of the word “Barbar,” says Gibbon (Rom. Emp. vol. ix. p. 463.), may be clasped under four periods.

1. In the time of Homer, when the Greeks and Asiatics might probably use a common idiom, the imitative sound “of Bar-bar,” was applied to the wild tribes, whose pronunciation was most harsh, whose grammar was most defective. [Greek: ἑκατοστείους] (blind. ii. 867. with the Oxford Scholiast, Clarke’s Annotation, and Henry Stephens’s Greek Theaurus, tom. ii. p. 720.) 2. From the time, at least, of Herodotus, it was extended to all the nations who were strangers to the language and manners of the Greeks.

3. In the age of Plantus, the Romans submitted to the insult (Pompeius Felix, l. ii. p. 48. ed. Dacier), and freely gave themselves the name of Barbarians. They insensibly claimed an exemption for itself, and for its subject provinces, and at length removed the disgraceful appellation to the savage or hostile nations beyond the pale of the empire.

4. In every sense, it was due to the Moors; the familiar word was borrowed from the Latin provincials by the Arabians. The conquerors, and has judiciously settled as a local denomination (Barbary) along the northern coast of Africa.

Barbary is bounded on the north by the Mediterranean sea, which divides it from Europe, on the east by Egypt, on the south by Sahara, Zaara, or the Desert, and on the west by the Atlantic ocean. Its utmost extent from east to west, that is, from Cape Non, on the most western coast of Morocco, to the confines of Egypt, is almost 37 degrees, that is from 10° W. to 25° E. long., or about 2200 geographical miles. Its breadth from north to south is very unequal; in some parts it is not above 6 or 7 degrees; and where it is widest, as from Cape Non to Tangier, not above 10 degrees. Some geographers, however, have given it a much greater extent both in length and breadth, making the former 4000 miles, and the latter 1200, in order to which estimate they have included the creeks and windings, which are too precarious and unknown to be depended upon. Others have made the length from east to west to be only 1200 miles, and the breadth from north to south, which is very variable, 320 miles. It commences on the west at the famous island Atlas, called by the Arabs Ayducal, or Al Duacal, and includes the ancient kingdoms of Suez and Dela, now provinces of Morocco, and extends north-easterly along the Atlantic coast to the pillars of Hercules at Cape Finisterre, through the straits of Gibraltar, and so on by an eastern course, along the Mediterranean coast to the city of Alexandria, which is the southern boundary of Egypt, where it joins to this of Barbary. The principal kingdoms into which it is now divided, are those of Morocco, Fez, Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli; the kingdom of Tlemcen or Trenucen having been incorporated with that of Algiers, and that of Daraa having been reduced to a dependence on that of Tripoli. (See each of these articles.) Both the coasts of Barbary, whether watered by the Atlantic ocean, or by the Mediterranean, are fertile in corn and pleasures; the former being watered by a multitude of small and large rivers which descend from the great Atlas, and empty themselves into the ocean; and the former extending along the declivity of a vast ridge of mountains, some of which are considerably high, and spread above 40 leagues into the inland, supplying a number of rivers, which after many windings through pleasant and fertile valleys, discharge themselves into the Mediterranean. Besides, the temperature of the climate contributes to its fertility. However, the coast and mountains along the Mediterranean from the straits of Gibraltar to Egypt, are rather cold than hot, and snow falls at certain times of the year; and the tops of some mountains are covered with it through the year. The winter in this country commences about the middle of October, and is often severe; the rains commonly begin about the end of the month, and continue to the end of January; in February the weather becomes milder; and in March the west and north winds begin to blow and to produce universal verdure. During the whole spring season, which begins about the latter end of February, the weather is generally serene and pleasant, except from the latter end of April to that of May, when refreshing flowers are abundant; which with the concurring heat of the sun, bring the productions of the earth to maturity; so that in the latter end of May, they begin to gather ripe figs and cherries in Tunis, Algiers, and some parts of Morocco; in the middle of July, the apples, pears, and plums are ripe, and grapes and other later fruits are completely gathered before the latter end of September. The former begins, according to their reckoning, on the 25th of May, and lasts till the 29th of August; during which the heats are excessive and dangerous; their autumn commences on the 27th of August, and ends on the 16th of November, when the heat abates; and their winter begins on the 17th of November, and ends on the 16th of February. The greatest cold begins on or about the 12th of December, and the greatest heat about the 12th of June. On mount Atlas, and the higher lands, they reckon but two seasons, namely, winter and summer; the former lasting from October to April, when great quantities of snow fall, and the latter from April to September, when the heat in the valleys is excessive.

The principal quadrupeds of the slates of Barbary are the horse, which has of late years very much degenerated, the ass and mule; the kumrah, produced between an ass and a cow, the camel, the black cattle, which are small and slender, the goat, and sheep, of which latter there are two species not known in Europe; the one the broad-tailed sheep, and the other the sheep of Sahara, as tall as our fallow-deer, and resembling them in shape. Each of these kinds of quadrupeds is very numerous and prolific. Several Arabian tribes, who can bring no more than three or 400 horses into the field, are possessed of more than so many thousand camels, and triple the number of sheep and black cattle. The Arabs seldom diminish their flocks by using them for food, but live chiefly upon bread, milk, butter, dates, or what they receive in exchange for their wool. Among the quadrupeds that are not naturally tame and domiciled, we may reckon the “bekker-el-wafi,” or wild cattle, which Dr. Shaw supposes to be the babylus of the ancients, or bos Africanus of Linnaeus; and deer, in fide between the red and fallow-deer; the fritiall or roe-deer, feeding in fere, sheep, and other circumstances, to be the tragelaphus of the ancients, or an animal befitting a goat and a deer; the gazell or antelope, of which there is a species called barass, supposed by Shaw to be the firemucos or chasses of the ancients. Among quadrupeds of a less tameable nature, we may enumerate the lion and panther; the fox or chassi of Pliny, the leifer panther, and the floucardi or spanish ginetta; the catsh or hyena; the deer or jacksil; the fiyah-gull or black-cared catt; the porcupine; the jird, and jerboa. Besides these animals, Barbary also produces the bear or dahl; the ape or shelddy; the
ichneumon or tezardes; the ferret or nimfe; and the weasel or sert-el-heile. The mole, likewise, the rabbit, the hare, and the wild boar, which is the chief prey and food of the lions, are everywhere numerous. Among the opossum quadrupeds, Dr. Shaw enumerates the land and water tortoife, the former being very palatable food, but the latter unwholesome; the warril or guardil; the dhab or daji; the zarn-noumeal; the skink or leicins; and the nelje-daimah or booka-shafr. Of the serpentine kind, besides the flow-worm and the flake, which are common, the most remarkable species are the thamboons, the zurrelke or jacubus, the lefah or dipus. These are the only species of the viper kind which Dr. Shaw discovered; and he adds, that the northern parts of Africa do not produce above five or six different species among the many that are described by Lucan and Niesnider. Among the birds, he enumerates, besides the eagle kind, the karabun, about the size of our buzzard, the red-legged crow or pihrelcorax; the cufcufy or ox bird; the boa-ook, one of the larger species of the horned-owl; the vartoun; the lappet; the houbara or houbarria; the blond or falsah; the kitawiah or African lapwing; the Barbary partridge or red-legged quail; the greater thrush; and the Lebiba-iraw. The insects of this part of Africa are more numerous than curious. The most curious species of the butterfly kind is the lappet butterfly, about four inches from one tip of the wing to the other, beautifully streaked with murrey and yellow, and having near the tail a spot of a carination colour. The rarest species of the libelle or adderbolts is one, 3/4 inches long, broad-tailed, of a rufly colour, with bright spotted wings. The least frequent of the beetle kind, is a species with one horn, of the colour and size of a chefun. In the hotter months of the summer, the cieade, i.e. the grasshopper, as we falsely translate it, is perpetually fluming the ears with its shrill and ungrateful noise, from mid-day to the middle of the afternoon. The locusts are very numerous, first appearing towards the latter end of March, and in the middle of April forming large swarms, which even darken the sun, and beginning gradually to disappear in May. Of the aecrab or scorpion there are several species. For other particulars relating to the productions, commerce, customs, &c. of the states of Barbary, see ALGIERS, MOROCCO, &c.

The coast of Barbary was probably first planted by the Egyptians. The Phcenicians afterwards sent colonies thither, and built Utica and Carthage. The Carthaginians soon became powerful and wealthy by trade; and finding the country divided into many little kingdoms and states, either subdued or made the princes on that coast their tributaries, who, being weary of their yoke, availed themselves of the opportunity of affiling the Romans in subduing Carthage. The Romans remained sovereign of the coast of Barbary, which indeed was along the whole of their possession, Egypt excepted, on the continent of Africa, until the Vandals in the fifth century reduced it under their dominion. The Roman, or rather the Grecian emperors, having some time after recovered the coast of Barbary from the Vandals, retained the dominion of it till the Saracen caliphs made an entire conquest of the north of Africa in the seventh century, and divided the country among their chiefs, of whom the sovereign of Morocco was the most considerable, possessing the north-west part of that country, which, in the Roman division, obtained the name of Mauritania Tingitana, from Tingis or Tangier the capital; and is now styled the empire of Morocco, comprehending the kingdoms or provinces of Fez and Morocco. In the eighth century, their ancestors made a conquest of the greatest part of Spain; but after the loss of Granada, about the year 1492, they were dispossessed of this country, and compelled by Ferdinand and Isabella to renounce their religion, or transport themselves to the coast of Africa. The exiles confederated with the Mahometan princes on the coast of Barbary, and fitted out little fleets of cruisers, which made depredations on Spain, brought away many of its inhabitants, and made slaves of them. The Spaniards assembled a fleet of men of war, invaded Barbary, took Oran and other places on the coast of Algiers, and were proceeding to make an entire conquest of the country. In this distress, the African princes besought the affiun of the famous Turkish rover, called Barbarossa (see the article BARBARISSA), against the Christians. When he had repulsed their enemies, he spared the government of Algiers, and treated the people who called him to their succours as slaves. His brother Hayradin pursued the same measures with regard to the people of Tunis; and a third by similar means obtained the government of Tripoli. In these usurpations they were supported by the grand signor, who claimed the sovereignty of the whole coast, and for some time they were considered as the subjects of Turkey, and governed by Turkish bailiffs and viceroy; but each of these states, or rather the military men, at length elected a sovereign out of their own body, and rendered themselves independent of the Turkish empire. The grand signor has not now so much as a bailiff or officer at Algiers; but the dey acts as an absolute prince, and is only liable to be deposed by the soldiers that advanced him.

At Tunis and Tripoli he has still bailiffs, who are some check upon the deys, and receive a small tribute. All of them, however, in case of emergency, claim the protection of the Ottoman court, and they still continue to pray upon the Spaniards, having never been at peace with them since the loss of Granada. They make prize also of all other Christian ships that have Spanish goods or passengers on board, and indeed of all others that are not at peace with them. The Turks of Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, are an abandoned race, confiding of pirates, banditti, and the refuge of Turkey, who have been forced to leave their several countries to avoid the punishment of their crimes. See ALGIRS, &c. and also AFRICA.

Barbary is chiefly inhabited by three sorts of people; namely, Moors, who are the original natives; the Arabs, who have overran this country; and the Turks, who have since made themselves masters of some of its seat provinces, and the several kingdoms of Tripoli, Tunis, and Algiers, though under a kind of tribute to, or dependence upon the Ottoman port. The Moors, or natives, are for the most part Mahometans; as there are few who have not been induced or compelled to embrace Mahometanism since their submission to the Turks. They are even more scrupulous observers of the Mahometan law than the Turks themselves; and as they are generally even more ignorant, they have adopted every absurdity of superstition. Among the corsairs of Barbary, no clamor, or magic spell, no expedient, though ever so wondrous, monstrous, and seemingly indiscoverable, can be invented, to which they will not have recourse, preferably to any of a more rational nature and efficacy, in fights, storms, or other emergencies attending their hazardous profession. Their condition is abject and miserable at the extreme, being crushed with a heavy load of taxes, and treated with the utmost cruelty by their inflicting masters, or exposed to the continual inroads of the plundering Arabs. Such is the state of those who live at large in the country upon their agriculture and cattle. As for those who inhabit the sea-ports along the coast, they are allowed to follow a variety of handcraft trades and manufactures, and even to carry on some commerce by land and sea. But they are no less oppressed with taxes and other exactions.
The Arabs of Barbary are like those of other parts of Africa; they follow the fame mode of living, are governed by their own despotic chieftains, and all of them, except those of the wandering kind, and such as live under the dominion of the emperors of Morocco and Fez, are in some form tributary to the Turks, ever since they have made themselves masters of the remainder of the Barbary coast. They are often obliged, by the oppression they suffer, to abandon their habitations, and to seek shelter among the most rocky and inaccessible mountains, whether the Turkish forces cannot pursue them. Such is the condition of those who live in the country, and along the ridge of mount Atlas; but there is another and more civilized class of them, who are, like the Moors, settled in some of the towns and villages, and apply themselves to agriculture, and especially to the breeding of that race of hordes to which is much esteemed, known to us by the name of barbs, for which their country has been famous all over Europe. The wild, or wandering Arabs, who range along the great Atlas and other parts of Barbary, are warlike, bold, and even desperate in all their plundering excursions; especially in their attempts on the large and rich caravans, which go from Morocco into Egypt. The Arabs of each class are addicted to the study of astronomy and astrology, to which they are disposed by their pastoral life, which affords much leisure, their clear sky, and natural superstition. The neither sow, reap, plant, travel, buy, or sell, nor undertake any expedition, without previously consulting the stars, or in other words, their almanacks, or some of the makers of them, whether they be Mahometans or idolaters.

The Turks are of all the inhabitants of Barbary the fewest in number, and in all respects the worst of all the three classes; being originally no better than a wretched crew of indigent, loose, idle, and thievish fellows, initiated in and about Constantinople, and sent from thence once in three years to recruit the garrison. They are wanton and savage in the exercise of their tyranny over both the Moors and Arabs. They make ostentatious professions of Mahometanism; but in practice they neglect and violate its precepts in the most licentious degree, and are fo notorious for the dilapidations of their manners, that they are abhorred by all true Mahometans.

The whole tract of Barbary from one end to the other is so excellently situated for navigation and commerce, so fertile of every necessary of life in its variety of soils and climates, so rich in its mines of gold, silver, and other metals and minerals, so healthy, and so populous, that it might defy the whole force of Europe or Afric to reduce it, were its inhabitants as indolent as they are ignorant and knavish, and were the several nations that inhabit it, or the several powers to which it is subjected, united in one common interest. Shaw's Travels, p. 265, &c. vol. xiv. p. 278, vol. xxxvii. p. 186, &c.

**BARBARY Point, the western point of the entrance into the river, &c. of Senegal, on the coast of Africa. N. lat. 15° 38'. W. long. 13° 30'.**

**BARBAS, Cape, lies on the coast of Africa, west from Cyprino river, and 26 leagues north from cape Blanco. N. lat. 22° 15° 30'. W. long. 16° 40'.**

**BARBASOTE, a fair port of Africa, in the kingdom of Fez, a little to the west of Ceuta.**

**BARBASTELLUS, Vespertilio, in Zoology, the tailed bat, with elevated hairy ears, and large ears, angulated on the lower part. (Linn. Syll. Nat. Gmelin, p. 48.)**

**Barbagielle of Buffon and Pennant. Its length is about two inches from nose to tail; extent about ten inches; upper part of the body dusky brown; under part ash coloured; forehead tuft; ears broad and long, lower parts of the inner sides touching each other, and thus concealing the face and head when viewed in front; nose short; cheeks full; end of the nose flattened; found in France. Shaw.**

**BARBATA, in Entomology, a species of Cantarhis that inhabits Germany. It is of a brown colour; antennae and feels pitchy. Olivier. The down on the body is changeable to a golden hue.**

**BARBATA, a species of Cicada (Dixina) of a brown colour, with greenish abdomen, and a snowy-white woolly tuft at the vent. Fabricius, Gmelin.**

**BARBATA, a species of Phalena that inhabits Barbary. The wings are greyish, with a brown spot in the middle, and an obtuse band behind. Fabricius, &c.**

**BARBATA, a species of Pimelia (Hyllops Fabr.), of a black colour; feelers advanced, and with the legs yellowish. Inhabits Saxony. Fabricius.**

**BARBATA, in Natural History, a species of Corallina, about three inches in length, that grows on the shores of Jamaica. Ellis, in his work on coralline, calls it the nodary or bead-coraline of Jamaica; it is the head-band lirring of Plunkett, and corallina major, nero cbrafian: fuchiformis tenebrifica brevisima nectente de Solano, (Brut. Jann.) This kind is specifically distinguished according to Dallas, Solander, and others, by being dichotomous, with cylindrical joints, the extreme ones bearded at the tips.**

**BARBATA, a species of Naias, about one third of an inch in length, that is found in wet places, in woods, and sometimes adhering to the helix planorbus and other fresh-water snails. The lateral bifilata are disposed in tufts, and it has no proboscis. (Mölker, Bonnet, &c.) The body is hairy beneath, and each segment furnished on both sides with divergent bifilata; eyes two, and of a Black colour; length four lines.**

**BARBATA, in Ornithology, a species of Fringilla that lives in the mountainous parts of Chili. This bird is about the size of a Canary-bird; of a pale yellow colour, with green wings, spotted with black and red; and has the chin bearded. It is said to fly delightfully, and to be capable of imitating the notes of other birds with the greatest facility. The bill is white at the base, and black at the tip; head black; chin in the young bird yellow, in a few months this changes black, and appears, when full grown, bearded; this is only in the male bird, for the female has no beard, and is of a cinnamon colour, with a few spots of yellow on the wing. Molin. Hist. Nat. Chili. Gmelin. &c.**

**BARBATA, a species of Muscicap, of an olive-brown colour above; beneath greenish yellow; crown yellow; rump yellow. A native of Cayenne; called by Buffon barbichon de Cayenne; and by Latham the whistler fly-catcher.**

The length of this bird is five inches; bill broad, de- prifed, and shorter than the whiskers. Female greenish black, yellowish beneath; breast brownish; on the crown an oblong yellow spot.**

**BARRATED LEAF, in Botany, is a leaf terminated by a bunch of small hairs.**

**BARRATELLI, Bernardo, called Pochetti, in Biography, a painter of history, fruit, animals, and flowers, was the disciple of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio at Florence; and from his school he went to Rome, where he applied with such affinity, and his mind was so engaged by the objects of his contemplation, that he neglected the necessary restraints of sleep and food. In painting the subjects, to which his attention was principally directed, he not only imitated but equalled nature. His touch was free, light, and delicate, and the colouring of his objects inexpressibly true; and besides his
his merit in his appropriate style of painting, his historical subjects, from sacred and profane authors, were much admired. He was born at Florence in 1542, and died in 1612.

Pilkington.

BARBATIA, in *Ancient Geography*, a town of Asia, towards the Tigris. It belonged to the Arabs, according to Pliny.

BARBATINA, or *Semen contro*, in the *Materia Medica*, a feed which is efficacious in extinguishing worms from the human body, to which children are chiefly subject; it comes from Persia, and the borders of Media. This feed, when good, is plump, of an agreeable scent, and very green. Special care must be taken that it be not dyed green, and that the feed of southern-wood be not sold instead of it.

BARBATISSUS, in *Ancient Geography*, a town of Asia, near the western bank of the Euphrates, on the small river Daradax, south-west of Nicephernus, about 35° 40' lat.

BARBAZO, in *Geography*, a river of Spain, which runs into the Atlantic, between Cadiz and the Straits of Gibraltar, about 9 leagues south of Cadiz.

BARBATO, or Puerto Barbato, a sea-port town of Spain, in Andalusia, on the coast of the Atlantic, near the mouth of the river Barbato.

BARBATULA, in *Ichthyology*, a species of Coelius with six cirri; head unarmed and compressed. (Linn.) This is the bearded loche of English writers; encheleopus, &c. Klein; cobicus fluvialis, Ray; fundulus, Marél. "The bearded loche is a native of Europe and Asia; and is most frequent in fresh-water streams and lakes in mountainous countries. From its habit of lurking at the bottom of the water, on the gravel, it has been called the groundling; but the latter name is given to the slippery loche, a fish distinguished from the present by having a forked spine under each eye; and is that species of cobicus which Gmelin calls tenia."

"This is a fertile creature; it spawns in the month of March and April, and grows to the length of three or four inches, but seldom larger. It feeds on aquatic insects; and, we are told by Mr. Pennant, is frequent in the stream near Almbridge in Wilthire, where the sportsmen, through frolic, swallow it down alive in a glass of wine."

"The loche is found in greater abundance in France, and other parts of Europe, than in England, and are in such high estimation for their exquisite delicacy and flavour, that they are often transported with considerable trouble from the rivers where they naturally inhabit, to waters more contiguous to the climates of the great. This is usually performed in winter, and it is necessary to keep the water in continual agitation the whole way, as the fish would otherwise die. Frederic I. king of Sweden, had them brought in this manner from Germany into his country, where they have been fine naturalized; a circumstance that leads us to conclude they were either scarce or not originally native of that country."

"In the dorsal fin of the specimen described, are nine rays, in the pectoral eleven; ventral eight; anal seven; and in the tail nineteen." — Donov. Brit. Fihes, vol. i. p. 22.

BARBATUS, in *Entomology*, a species of Cerambyx (*Prionus*), of a large size, that inhabits South America. The thorax is entire; jaws ferruginous, and very hairy; antennae of a moderate size. (Fabricius.) Antennae rough, extreme joint smooth and compressed; shell pitchy; abdomen villous white; legs black.

BARBATUS, a species of Scarabaeus; that is unarmed, smooth, and black; vent bearded. (Fabricius.) A native of India.

BARBATUS, in *Ichthyology*, a species of Goebius, with fan-shaped pectoral fins; twelve rays in the first dorsal fin, and thirteen in the second. Its native country is unknown. Gmelin.

BARBATUS, a species of Lophius, of a depressed form, with the lower jaw bearded. (Montin. adv. sect., 1779.) Inhabits the seas in the northern parts of Europe, is about three inches and a half in length, and is extremely rapacious. Perhaps not different from *Lophius Tryptolius*. Gmelin.

BARBATUS, in *Ornithology*, a species of Falclo, of a whitish red colour, with the back brown; and a black stripe above and beneath the eyes. Gmelin, &c. *Vultur barbatius Linn. Vulturne ang. Albin."

"Of this bird there is a variety of a russet colour, with the back black; and neck above russet white; quill and tail feathers brown. *Vultur anatus Buff.* *Vultur varius Ray. Golden vulture. Willughby and Latham. A third variety occurs, *Falco magnus* Gmel. It. in which the cere is bluish; legs and body beneath cinnamon, intermixed with white; tail cinereous."

The first kind inhabits the Alps; the latter the mountainous places of Persia. It is larger than the golden eagle, measuring rather more than four feet in length; is very daring, flies in flocks, and will attack men as well as animals.

BARBE, or BARE, in *Zoology* and *Commerce*, a kind of horse brought from Barbary, much esteemed for its beauty, vigour, and swiftness. Barbs have a long fine neck, not overcharged with hair, and well divided from the withers; the head is small and beautiful; the ears are handsome and properly placed; the shoulders are light and flat; the withers are thin and well raised; the back is straight and short; the flank and sides are round, and the belly not too large; the haunch bones are properly conjoined; the crupper is somewhat long, and the tail placed rather high; the thigh is well formed, and rarely flat; the limbs are fine, handsome, and not hairy; the tendon is prominent, and the foot well made; but the pattern is often long. They are of all colours, but generally greyish. In their movements they are apt to be careless, and require to be checked. They are swift, nervous, light, and make very fine hunters. These horses appear to be the most proper for improving the breed. The flavor, however, is not so large as could be wished. They are seldom above four feet eight inches, and never exceed four feet nine inches, or 14 hands. It is confirmed by repeated experience, that in France, England, &c. they produce foals which grow larger than their parents. Of the Barbary horses, those of the kingdom of Morocco are said to be the best, and next to these are the Barbs from the mountains. The horses of Mauritania are of an inferior quality, as well as those of Turkey, Persia, and Armenia. Buffon's Nat. Hift. vol. iii. p. 357. It is a maxim, that barbs grow ripe, but never grow old, because they retain their vigour to the last, which makes them prized for falcons: their mettle, according to the duke of Newcastle, never ceases but with their lives. It is said, they were anciently wild, and ran at large in the deserts of Arabia; and that it was in the time of the qibh Ithmael, that they first began to tame them. It is also affirmed, that there are barbs in Africa that will outrun ostriches; such have been ordinarily fold, according to Dapper, for 1000 ducats, or 100 camels. They are fed very sparingly, and, as Dapper says, with camel's milk. It is added, that in Barbary they preserve the genealogy of their Barbs with as much care as the Europeans do that of their noble families; and that in the
the tale of them, they always produce their titles of nobility. The race of horses is much degenerated in Numidia; the Arabs having been discouraged from maintaining it by the Turkish officers, who are sure to become masters of them. The Tingitanians and Egyptians have had the reputation of preferring the best breed both for size and beauty. Some of these are sixteen hands high, and all of them shap'd, according to their phrase, like the antelope. The good qualities of a Barbary horse, besides the suppos'd one of never lying down, and of standing firm when the rider drops his bridle, are to have a long walk, and to flop short, if required, in a full career. The Barb is very lazy and negligent in all his motions; he will stumble in walking upon the smoothest ground; his trot is like that of a cow, and his gallop very low and very easy to himself. This sort of horse, however, is for the most part snow-wary, nervous, and excellently winded; it is therefore good for a course, if not overweighted. The mountain barbs, which are the largest and strongest, are much esteemed; they belong to the Albarbes, who value themselves much upon them, and are as fond of them as other nations are, so that they are not easily procured. The common barbs have been usually bought in Provence and Languedoc in France, at a moderate price; and many of our people of fashion in England have them from thence. Barbs, amongst us, fall short of the swiftness attributed to them in their native country: this may be accounted for, partly from the smallness and lightness of their riders, and partly from their not being loaded with heavy saddles and bridles, as in Europe, nor even with shoes. An Arab saddle is only a cloth girt round with a pair of light stirrups, and a sort of hummel to fasten them.

Bagard-Barbs, those defending from the English mares, covered by barb Itallions, are, by experience, constantly found both better shaped and fitter for the saddle, and stronger for service than their fires. Phil. Trans. No. 105.

Barb, St. in Geography, a town of Mexico, in New Biscay, in the vicinity of which are very rich silver mines; distant 500 miles N. W. from the city of Mexico. N. lat. 26° 10'. W. long. 110° 5'.

Barb, St. Islands of; lie off the mouth of Green bay, and to the east of Cape Den, or the fourth point of White bay in the Harchigonis river; on the east coast of Newfoundland, and to the north of Cape Bonavista.

Barb or Barb, in the Military art.—To fire en Barb is to fire on the cannon over the parapet, instead of through the embrasures; in which case the parapet must not be more than three feet and a half high.

Barbe, or Barbe, is also an old term for the armament of the horses of the ancient knights and soldiers, who were accoutred at all points.

Della Croce says, the bars are an armament of iron or leather, wherever the neck, breast, and shoulders of the horse are covered.

Barbeau, in Geography, a river of Canada, which runs into the Ulwas. N. lat. 45° 15'. W. long. 76° 20'.

Barbed, in Heraldry. The five petals or leaves which appear on the outside of a full blown rose are called barbs, and are emblazoned thus: a rose gules barbed and seceded proper, the rose is red, the barbs green, and the feds yellow or grey.

Barbed Arrow, signifies an arrow whose head is pointed of an angular form, and jagged. See Plate of Heraldry.

Barbed Horse is a horse barbed at all points, that is, a war-horse completely armed, furnished, and accoutred.

Barbed and Crested, a term used in blazoning to express the comb and gills of a cock. The usual term in the English blazon is combed and wattled. Barbeau, or Barbed Cross, is by some called croc cranponnee and tourneste. See Plate of Heraldry.

Barbel, in Ichthyology. See Cyprinus Barbus.

Barbella, or Barbella, in Geography, a river of Africa, in Congo, which joins the Zaire near its mouth.

Barbelicote, in Ecclesiastical History, an ancient seat of Gnomes, ipoque of by Theodoret. The doctrine of the Barbelicote was, that one of the zones, possefl'd of immortality, had commerce with a virgin spirit named Barbelo, who demanded of him, first, precedence, then incorruptibility, and lastly external life, all which were granted to him, with the condition that being one day in a gayer humour than ordinary, the conceived, and afterwards brought forth light, which being perfected by the union of the spirit, was called Christ; the child Christ desired to have understanding, and obtained it; after which, understanding, reason, incorruptibility, and Christ, united together; and from their union arose autogenes, autogeny. To these fables they add divers others. They were also denominated Barbarians.

Barbella, Emanuel, of Naples. It would be unjust not to bellow a few words on this pleasing and peculiar player on the violin of the old school. The father of this singular but worthy and inoffensive character, was an eminent performer on the violin, and leader of the opera band at Naples in the beginning of the last century, during the life of Corelli, when his scholar Geminiani arrived in that city from Rome. (See Corelli, and Geminiani.) On the first hearing of the younger Barbella, he surprised no one who had heard Giardini and other famous violinists of the new schools. He was not young, indeed, when the parallel was drawn, and solo playing was disregarded at Naples, where vocal composition and singing were chiefly cultivated in the conservatories, and patronised by the public, to that teaching and orchestra playing were Barbella's chief employment and support; and for the latter he was ill-qualified by the softness of his tone, and the shortness of his bow. He performed, however, most admirably the famous Neapolitan air, which the common people constantly play at Christmas to the violin. Barbella executed it, with a drone kind of bagpipe balls, in a very humorous though delicate manner. But as a solo player, though his tone was very even and sweet, it was somewhat languid and inferior in force to that of Nevidini of the same school, and indeed to that of several others then in Italy; but he knew music well, had much fancy in his compositions, with a tunefulness of not disfigureable madness.

He was most remarkable for his sweet and inimitating manner of playing Cembali, Locke, and Neapolitan airs, and among the rest a humorous piece composed by himself, which he calls Tuna Nonsi; it is a nursery tune, or Lullaby, excellent in its way, and with his expression, was extremely captivating.

Barbella was the most obliging and best-natured of mortals; his temper has been said to be as soft and sweet as the tone of his violin.

In a correspondence with the author of this article, who had reques'ted of him an account of the Neapolitan school of music, and above all, of his own studies; as his answer concerning himself was short and characteristic, we shall here infect a translation of it.

"Emanuele Barbella had the violin placed in his hand when he was only six years and a half old, by his father Francesco Barbella. After his father's decease he took lessons of Angelo Zaga, till the arrival of Pasquillo Bini, a scholar
BARBERINO, Francis DA, an Italian poet, was born in 1266 at Barberino, a castle of Valdelsa, and educated for the profession of the civil and canon law at Padua and Bologna. Upon his removal to Florence in 1294, he served two bishops in the way of his profession, and made frequent journeys to the papal court at Avignon. He was honoured with the degree of doctor of laws by Clement V; and attended the general council at Vienna in 1311. Amidst his professional pursuits, he cultivated poetry, and published a work, intitled, "Documenti d'Amore," which treats of moral philosophy, and consists of twelve parts, each of which has for its subject some virtue and its rewards. His style is not distinguished by ease or elegance, but favours too much of Provençal poetry; and yet the author has been reckoned among the good writers and founders of the language. This poem was first printed at Rome in 1692, adorned with fine figures. Another work, in verse, on the Manners of Women, is preferred in MS. in the Vatican. Barberino died of the plague at Florence in the year 1348. Gen. Dict. Nov. Dict. Hillor.

BARBERINO, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the duchy of Tuscany, seated on a mountain, 16 miles south of Florence.

BARBERINO is also a town of Italy, in the duchy of Tuscany, situated at the foot of the Apennines, on the side of the river Sieve, four miles west of Scarperia. N. lat. 43° 40'. E. long. 12° 15'.

BARBEROLLA, or Blanc, Cape, lies on the coast of Asia, in N. lat. 58° 9', and E. long. 25° 27'.

BABBRI, in Botany and the Materia Medica. See Barberis.

BARBESIEX, in Geography, a town of France, and principal place of a district in the department of the Chaunain. It has a manufacture of linen cloth, and near it is a medical spring. N. lat. 45° 28'. W. long. 6° 15'.

BARBESOLA, or Barbela, in Ancient Geography, a river of Spain, in the country of the Baitoli. Ptolemy and Pliny.

BARBESOLA, Barbelsul, or Barbeulf, a town of Spain, in the country of the Balluli, situated on the strait between Cartia and Tranducta. Ptolemy, Pliny, and Mela.


BARDET, in Ornithology, the English name of a genus of birds in Latham's Synopse, corresponding with that of buco, Linn. See Bucco.

BARDETICUM JUGUM, in Ancient Geography, a promontory of Spain, in Baetica.

BARBETS, in Geography, the name of the inhabitants of several valleys in Piedmont, particularly those of Lucern, Angrona, Pernia, and St. Martin.

BARBEYRAC, Charles, in Biography, an eminent physician of France during the seventeenth century, was the son of a gentleman of Ceretel in Provence. He studied physic at Aix and Montpellier, and in 1649 took his doctor's degree in the University of the latter place, where he settled; and in 1658, became a candidate for the medical professorship, but on account of his being a protestant, he was ineligible. In the disputations on this occasion he acquired great reputation, and his advice was sought in difficult cases by persons both in his native country and also in foreign kingdoms. He declined the office of being physician to Madame dönem d'Ouroe, preferring liberty to the shackles of court; and at Montpellier, where he resided, he was attended in his visits by many students to whom he gave clinical instructions. His practice was distinguished by its simplicity,
simplicity and energy; and he introduced many valuable reforms into the state of medicine in that country. He was no less eminent for his benevolence and liberality than for his medical reputation, and he also visited the poor and the rich. The celebrated Mr. Locke was particularly acquainted with him at Montpellier, and testified to his honour, that he never knew two men more similar in their manners and opinions than Barbeyrac and his friend Sydenham. After an uninterrupted course of practice for 50 years, he died of a fever in 1699, in his 70th year, leaving a son of his own profession, and two daughters. The only works he published were " Traites nouveaux de Medicine, contenant les Maladies de la Peau et des Femmes, et quelque autres Maladies felon les nouvelles Opinions," 12mo. 1654; and " Questions Medice duodecim," 4to. 1658. A work, intitled, " Medicamentorum Constitution, &c." published in 1751, is ascribed to him upon uncertain authority, according to the editor M. Farjon. Halli. Bibl. Med. Prat. Gen. Biog.

Barbeyrac, John, the nephew of the preceding, was born in 1674 at Batz, whence he withdrew to Lau- sanne in 1695. His father designed him for the profession of theology, but his own inclination led him to the study of jurisprudence; and he became eminent in that particular branch of it which comprehends the law of nature and nations. After teaching the Belles Lettres in the French college at Berlin, he was appointed in 1710 to the new professorship of law and history founded at Lausanne by the magistrates of Berne, which he occupied seven years. In 1717 he was removed to the chair of law at Groningen, and this station he long occupied with great applause. His works are numerous and valuable. His French translation of Puffendorf’s " Law of Nature and Nations," and his treatises " On the Duties of a Man and a Citizen," and " Grotius on the Rights of War and Peace," were enriched with learned prefaces and notes, which enhanced the value of the originals. He also translated two discourses of Noudt, " On the Power of the Sovereign," and " On Liberty of Conscience," a treatise of Bykerhoek " On the civil and criminal Powers of Ambassadors; some of " Titlant's" Sermons;" and Cumberland's Latin treatise " On Natural Laws." Barbeyrac was also the author of several original works. But that which excited the greatest attention was his "Treatise on the Morality of the Fathers," 4to. 1728, in reply to the Benedicite Cellier’s " Apology for the Fathers," occasioned by Barbeyrac’s free critiques on them in his preface to the translation of Puffendorf. His " Treatise on Gaming," in two volumes, 8vo, was printed in 1709; his " Defence of the Rights of the Dutch East India Company against the Pretensions of the People of the Auroraum Netherlands," in 1725; and "The History of ancient Treaties differed in Greek and Latin authors to the time of Charlemagne," fol. in 1739. He also inflicted literary and critical remarks in different journals, and published some academical discourses. He closed a life of learned labour and moral worth about the year 1747. Nouv. Dict. Histo.

Barbi, in Natural History, a species of Echinornithus, of an ovate shape, yellow colour, faciated; neck long, white, cylindrical; and cyathiform (glass or pot- sherd) at the end, found in the intestina of the barbel. BARBICAN. See BARBACAN.

Barbican, in Ornithology, the name of the Gymelinian barco dubius, or doubtful barbel, in Buffon’s Hist. Birds. Barbica is also a name given by that writer to all the birds of the barco genus, which he describes.

BARBICANAGE, BARBICANAGIUM, in our Old Write-

 vet., money given for the maintenance of a barbicem, or watch-tower; or a tribute towards repairing or building a bulwark.

BARBICON (Barbicem de Cayenne), in Ornithology, the name of the Musiciapa barbata of Gmelin, in Buffon’s Hist. Birds.

BARCORNIS, in Entomology, a species of Brachyomma, which inhabits New Zealand. It is cylindrical, with the beak very long and bearded beneath; wing-cases elongated and variegated. Gmelin. This is Curculio barbicornis of Fabricius Spc. in 1777.

BARCORNIS, A species of Cerambyx, with the thorax spinous; four faint joints of the antennae bearded with black; body testaceous, variegated with black. Linn. A native of Asia.

BARCORNIS, a species of Cerice (Redivius) that inhabits Sierra Leone. This is of a Black colour, with the thorax and base of the abdomen olive. Fabricius. Obs. The thorax is sometimes, though rarely, black, and the antennae in one sex be barded.

BARCORNIS, a species of Tipula, of a black colour; antennae plumose, and simple at the tip. Inhabits Europe. This is a small species. Gmelin.

BARMER D’AUCOUR, John, in Biography, a coun-
tellor, and man of letters, was born of mean parentage, in 1641, at Langres, and educated at Dijon. On his removal to Paris, he was entered at the bar, and became a counsel-
tor of the parliament of Paris. He distinguished himself by the excellence of his "facultas" or written pleas; but being obliged, either through want of presence of mind or failure of memory, to flop at his first public pleading, he renounced the practice of his profession. In 1677 the minister Colbert appointed him preceptor to his eldest son, and in 1685, the latter was elected into the French Academy. Colbert conferred on him some lucrative employments: but, on his death, he was under a necessity of returning to the bar, and gained great reputation by the defence of Le Brun, the domine of a lady of Paris, who had been falsely accused of murder ing his mistress. He was soon after carried off by an inflammation of the lungs in 1694. His circumstances were so reduced, that when he was visited, in his last illness, by a deputation from the academy, which expressed concern at finding him so ill lodged, he replied, "It is my consolation, and a very great one it is, that I leave no heir to my wretchedness." When the abbe Choisi, who was one of them, said, "You leave a name that will never die;" "Ah! (replied D’Aucour) I do not flatter myself in that respect; if my works have any intrinsic value, I have been wrong in the choice of my subjects; I have employed myself in criterion, which has no long duration; for if the work that is criticized, should fall into contempt, the criticism falls with it, since it is immediately perceived to be useless: but if, in spite of the criticism, the book maintains its ground, the criticism is equally forgotten, because it is thought to be unjust." Barbier was in early life embroiled with the Jesuits, who by way of contempt called him "Sacer," in conformance of his having inadvertently used that word instead of "Sacer," in his reply to one of them. Referring this offence, he made the society and its writers the objects of his attacks; and he gained great credit as an ingenious writer by a work, intitled, "Sentimens de Claude fur les Entomologie," published d’Aucour par le Pere Bouhours, Jesu- ite, 12mo. vol. 2. 1674. This work has been often cited as a model of refined criticism, equally just and witty; and Bouhours could not support himself against it. Some other pieces of this author against the Jesuits, abounding with coarsc allay, did him no honour. In his 4 I two
two lalires, written in verse against Racine, he was unsuccessful. Besides his "acta mens" for Le Brun, he published some others. Nov. Dict. Hillor.

Barbier, Mary Anne, was a native of Orleans, and ranked among the dramatic writers of France. Her tragedies, and a comedy in verse, were reprinted at Paris, and printed in one volume, 12mo. The subjects are well chosen, but the characters, and those of the men especially, are without force, and the style is diffuse and profaic. Mad. Barbier was intimate with the abbé Pellegrini, who is said to have befrowned, at least, correction on her works. She died in an advanced age at Paris, about the year 1745. Nov. Dict. Hillor.

Barbier, Michel, first appeared as a new English singer, on the revival of the opera of Almahide in 1711, while questions were asked in Italian, and answered in English, and a contu. Her timidity on first appearing on the stage, gave birth to an admirable Speculator (No. 131), in which Mr. Addison apologizes for, and commends, diffidence and modestly with a sympathetic zeal and amiability. It is well known, that this excellent writer, with all his learning and abilities, was never able to perform his part in public as a speaker, when he was feeretly of fate; and in parliament, long after this paper was written: and here, by a kind of preconception, he estimates his fault before it was committed. With respect to Mrs. Barbier's diffidence on her first facing an audience on the stage, Mr. Addison has put it in the most amiable light possible: "this sudden defection of oneself," says he, "flames a diffidence, which is not displeasing; it implies at the same time the great-est respect to an audience that can be: it is a sort of mute eloquence, which pleads for their favour much better than words can do; and we find their generosity naturally moved to support those who are in so much perplexity to entertain them. I was extremely pleased," continues he, "with a late instance of this kind at the opera of Almahide, in the encouragement given to a young singer, whose more than ordinary concern on her first appearance, recommended her no less than her agreeable voice and just performance." This lady was a native of England, who continued to sing at the opera several years, and afterwards was a favourite concert and play-house singer, till the year 1729.

In the year 1717, it seems as if she had a little vanquished her bashfulness in private, however it may have incommended her in public; for she had much deficient courage sufficient to elope from her father's house with a person that was supposed to be of a different sex. During her absence, Mr. Hughes wrote the following pleasant verses:

"O yes!—hear all ye beaux and wits,
Musicians, poets, 'quiries, and cits!
All, who in town or country dwell,
Say, can you tarde or tidings tell
Of Tortorella's latory flight?
Why in new groves the lady delight;
And if in concert, or alone,
The cooing murmurer makes her moan?
Now learn the marks by which you may
Trace out and stop the lovely fray.
Some wit, more folly, and no care,
Thoughtless her conduct, free her air;
Gay, fearless, sober, indiscern,
In whom all contradictions meet.
Civil, affronting, levity, easy,
Form'd both to charm you and displease you;
Much want of judgment, none of pride,
Modest her charms, her hoop full wide;
Brown skin, her eyes of fable hue,
Angel when pleased, when vexed a thorn.

Genteel her motion when she walks,
Sweetly she sings, and loudly talks;
Knows all the world, and its affairs,
Who goes to court, to plays, to prayers,
Who keeps, who marries, fails, or thrives,
Lead honest or dishonest lives;
What money match'd each youth or maid,
And who was at each masquerade;
Of all fine things in this fine town,
She's only to herself unknown.

By this description, if you meet her,
With lowly bows and homage greet her,
If you bring the elegant beauty
Back to her mother and her duty,
Ask for reward a lover's bliss,
And, if she'll let you, take a kiss;
Or more, if you with and may
Try if at church the words she'll say,
Then make her, if you can—obey.

Barbieri, Giovanni Francesco, called Guercino Da Cento, an eminent historical painter, was born at Cento, a village near Bologna, in 1590; and was at first the disciple of Batistello Carracci, but afterwards studied for some time in the school of the Caracci. He preferred the style of Caravaggio to that of Guido or Albano, and conceived it impossible to imitate nature truly, without the assistance of strong lights and shadows; and on this principle, his light was admitted into his painting room from above. By this opposition of his strong lights and shadows he unquestionably gave such force to his pictures, that few, those of Caravaggio excepted, equal them in their effect. His principal attention was employed in acquiring perfection of colouring, from a persuasion that few persons are qualified to discern the elevation of thought which constitutes the excellence of a composition, or are perhaps capable of examining even the correctives of any part of a painting; whereas every eye, and even every imperfect judge of a picture, may be febly affected by the form and beauty of the colouring. His taste of design was natural, easy, and often grand, but without any extraordinary share of elevation, correctness, or elegance. The airs of his heads are often deficient of dignity, and his local colours of truth: nevertheless his colours possess great union and harmony, although his carnations are not very fresh; and in all his works there is a powerful and expressive imitation of life, which will for ever render them eligible. Towards the decline of life, observing that the clearer and brighter style of Guido and Albano had attracted the admiration of all Europe, he altered his manner even against his judgement. But he apologized for this conduct by declaring that he had formerly painted for fame, and with a view of pleasing the judicious; but he now painted to please the ignorant, and to enrich himself. The most capital performance of Guercino is the history of St. Petronilla, which is considered as one of the ornaments of St. Peter at Rome. He died in 1666. Pilkington.

Barbieri, Paolo Antonio, Da Cento, the father of the preceding artist, was born at Cento in 1596, and selected for his subjects fruits, flowers, insects, and animals, which he painted after nature with a lively tint of colours, with great tenderness of pencil, and a strong character of truth and life. Pilkington.


Baring is sometimes used in Ancient Statutes for shearing. Cloth is not to be exported till it be barbed, rowed, and thorn. 3 Hen. VII. c. 11.
BARBIROSTRIS, in Entomology, a species of Curculio, found in China and some other parts of Asia. It is black; snout bearded; anterior legs tridentated. Fabricius. Donov. Inf. China, &c.

BARBITANI MONTES, in Ancient Geography, mountains of India, on this side the Ganges, in which, according to Ammianus Marcellinus, are the springs of many rivers that flow into the Indies.

BARBITON, an ancient musical instrument, of which nothing is known but the name; and Roufeau has not even ventured to give us that. Complaints are frequently made of the darkness in which critics, commentators, and historians leave the subject of ancient music; which none have more cause to lament than those who have spent the most time and labour in its investigation. But as no record or memorial has been found, which ascertains the invention, form, or species of instrument called the barbiton, would more conjecture satisfy the complainants? Meffrs. Francky and Cadilhon, more courageous than the citizen of Geneva, have told us, in the new Encyclopaedia, all that is pretended to be known about it; though the former begins by telling us that it is an instrument about which nothing is known. The ancients and moderns have frequently confounded it with the lyre. Ducis conjectured that it was a strung instrument; and deriving its name from barytron, which implies thick strings of flaxen thread, he concludes that it was an instrument with thick strings. It is certain that flax was in use for strings to musical instruments, before the art was known of making them of the bowels of animals. Horace calls this instrument Lestian, Lestivum barbiton, ode i. lib. 1, and 32 of the same book, Lestivum primum modulare cives. "Thou, O barbarion, first touched by a citizen of Lesbos," meaning Alceus, to whom he ascribes the invention. But, says M. Caffilhon, we may conclude from what Mufonius affirms of this instrument, in his treatise "De Luxu Graecorum," that they made a kind of concert with the pella of the Lydians. (See Pectis.) He affirms that Terpander was the inventor of it. Julius Pollox also calls it barbiton barytron. Athenæus relates that they likewise called it barzis, and attributes the invention to Anacreon. We hope the grumblers will be perfectly enlightened by this clear, confident, and satisfactory account.

BARLE, or Barel, in Ichthyology. See Barbus.

Barbels, in the Manège, knots of superfluous flesh growing in the channels of a horse’s mouth; that is, in the intervals which separate the bars; and obstruct his eating. These are also called barbes; and obtain in black cattle as well as horses.

For the cure, they caft the beast, take out his tongue, and clip off the barbles with a pair of scissors, or cut them with a sharp knife; others chose to burn them off with a hot iron.

BARBONI, in Ichthyology, a name formerly given by many to the Mullus Barbatus; which see.

BARBONNE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Marne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Sezanne, 1/4 league south from Sezanne.

BARBORA, an island of Africa, opposite to the kingdom of Adel, so called after a town of the same name upon the neighbouring continent. This island, which is almost contiguous to the Terra Firma, is very fertile, and produces plenty of corn, fruits, and cattle. The inhabitants are negroes clothed in the fashion of the natives of Adel, industrious in trade, and great breeders of cattle, for which the soil affords excellent pasturage. The produce of this island is exported into other countries. The city of Barbora lies at the bottom of a convenient bay; and was for a long time a kind of rival in commerce with Zela, and no less the place of resort for foreign merchants. It is situated near against the city of Adel, and made once a considerable figure, but was plundered and burnt by the Portuguese fleet in the year 1518; but the inhabitants, being previously apprized of their design, conveyed themselves and their most valuable effects away.

BARBOSA, ARIAS, or AVRES, in Biography, a native of Aveiro in Portugal, and one of the restorers of classical literature in his own country and in Spain. Having commenced his education at Salamanca under many disadvantages, he pursued his studies, particularly that of Greek, which he cultivated with great ardour, at Florence, under Angelo Politiano. After his return to Salamanca in 1494, he taught there for 20 years, in connection with Antony de Lebrix, who, with Andrew de Refanda, was also one of the principal promoters of useful learning in Spain. Barbosa directed special attention to poetry, and published a small volume of Latin poems, which were commended for the harmonious structure of the verses. He was afterwards employed for seven years as preceptor to the two princes of Portugal, Alphonso and Henry; and then retired to domestic life, in which he died at an advanced age in 1540. Besides the poems above mentioned, Barbosa published several works, which contributed at the time to the progress of literature; and are now forgotten; such as, "Commentaries on the poem of Arator," "Quoddamtes Quaestionum," "De Prophodia," &c. Moren. Nouv. Dic. Hif. Tor.

BARBOSA, Peter, a celebrated lawyer, was born at Viana, in Portugal, and became first professor in the university of Coimbra. Although he occupied several important situations, and was appointed by Philip II. of Spain, when he became master of Portugal, one of the four counsellors of the council of state, and afterwards chancellor of the kingdom, he prosecuted his professional studies; and, in 1595, he published an ample commentary on the article in the "Digests," on the recovery of dowry after the dissolution of marriage. In 1613, the works left by him in MS., which were commentaries on the "Digests," art. "On Judgments," were published by his nephew, and so well received, as to be reprinted at Frankfort in 1715. Other pedilous treatises were published at Lyons in 1652. Moreri. Nouv. Dic. Hif. Tor.

BARBOSA, Emanuel, an eminent Portuguese lawyer, was born at Guimarães, and was king’s counsellor for the province of Alentejo. In 1618, he published a treatise relative to contracts, law wills, and crimes, according to the Spanish and Portuguese law. In 1638, he published a work, "De Poteitate Episcopi," and in that year he died, aged near ninety years. Moreri. Nouv. Dic. Hif.

BARBOSA, Augustin, son of the preceding, studied civil and canon law under his father, and afterwards at Rome, with inceffant affility, searching libraries in the day, and composing in the night. It is related of him, that he received a serap of manuscript wrapping some fait fish, which he purchased, and that he refused the remainder from a similar life; and thus formed the work "De Officio Episcopi," which he corrected and published in his own name. A prejudice was thus conceived against him, and several of his treatises on the canon law were ascribed to his father. He was, however, a very judicious man; and on his return to Spain in 1652, he pursued the same kind of life which he had passed at Rome. His skull in ecclesiastical caufeas occasioned his promotion, in 1648, to the bishopric of Ugen-
BAR

to, in the territory of Otranto. Having been consecrated at Rome in the following year, he returned to Ugento with a view of performing the duties of his office, but died there within a few months. His works were numerous, and were printed at Lyons in 1716 and the following year, in 16 volumes folio. Moreri. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

BARBOSTHENEUS, in *Antiquitates*, a mountain of Greece in the Peloponnesus, 10 miles from Lacedaemon. Livy.

BARBOT, Penn.; BARBOTA, Rond.; in *Ichthyology*, synonymous names of the species of *Gadus* called *Lota* by Linnaeus.

BARBOTES Rocks, in *Geography*, are two rocks which are about half a league N.N.W. from the Calmardiers, and appear every tide.

BARBOUTINE, a feed otherwise called *femina fantonica*, and *femina contra vermes*, in English zoological.

BARBOUL POINT, lies within the south-west point of the bay of Cancale, to the east of St. Maloes, on the coast of France.

BARBOUR, or BARBER, John, in *Biography*, an eminent divine, historian, and poet, was born in the city of Aberdeen, as some say, about the year 1350, but according to others, in 1326. Having received a learned education, he entered into holy orders, and was promoted by king David II. to the archdeaconry of Aberdeen, A.D. 1356. Such was his love of learning, that he continued to prosecute his studies after his promotion; and with this view he prevailed on his own sovereign, David Bruce, with whom he was in great favour, to obtain permission from Edward III. to study at Oxford. The grant for this purpose was dated at Wettminister, Aug. 13th, A.D. 1357. He was also appointed by the bishop of Aberdeen, one of the commissioners for the ransom of David II. king of Scotland; and he obtained permission from Edward III. A.D. 1356, to travel through England to St. Dennis, near Paris, with six horsemen as his attendants. Barbou was not only famous for his extensive knowledge in the philosophy and divinity of those times, but still more admired on account of his admirable genius for English poetry; in which he composed, as he tells us, in 1775, a history of the life and glorious actions of Robert Bruce, king of Scotland, at the desire of king David Bruce, his son, who granted him a considerable pension for his encouragement, which he generously bestowed on an hospital at Aberdeen. This work is not only remarkable for a copious circumstantial detail of the exploits of that illustrious prince, and his brave companions in arms, Randolph earl of Moray, and the lord James Douglas, but also for the beauty of its style, which is not inferior to that of his contemporaneous Chaucer. This poem passed through about twenty editions in Scotland since the year 1616, in which the first edition, that can be discovered, was printed at Edinburgh, in 12 mo. But these editions were all modernized. An edition of this most ancient production of the Scottih muse extant, in the language and orthography of its author, from a MS. written in 1489, and preferred in the advocates' library at Edinburgh, was printed by Mr. Pinkerton, under the title of "The Bruce," with notes and a gl. title, in 1793, in 3 vols. 12 mo. The following verses, distinguished by their softness, afford a specimen of the author's talent at rural description, and also of the state of the English language in his time.

"This was in midst of month of May,
When birds did sing on alis sray;
Melland their notes, with femy found,
For softness of the sweet seazoun."
It extends in length from west to east from about the 30th degree of longitude to the 46th degree, and in breadth from north to south about 30 leagues, though its confines on the north side are very imperfectly ascertained. It is, in general, a dry and barren land, where the Arabs have called it "Sahara," or "Ceyrart Barka," that is the "Defert," or "Road of Whirlwinds and Hurricanes." Water is scarce and, except in the neighbourhood of its towns and villages, if they may be so called, where the ground produces some grain, such as corn, millet, and rice, it is quite denuded and uncultivated. The articles which the poor inhabitants produce they are obliged to exchange with their neighbours for dates, figs, and camels. This country forms part of the ancient Cyrenaica and Marmarica (see Cyrenaica, and Marmarica): in the most desert and dangerous district of it stood the temple of Jupiter Ammon (see Ammon). This spot, though in some respects pleasantly situated, is surrounded by quick and burning lands, which are very pernicious to travellers, and sometimes overwhelm whole caravans. Against this temple Cambyses and an army of 50,000 men, marched from Tybus in Upper Egypt; but their fate is uncertain, as they never returned either to Egypt or to their own country. (See Ammon.)

This country is indeed so defert, that there is no travelling through it without the aid of a compass, or the direction of the stars; and though it was once the thoroughfare for caravans from Barbary and Morocco to Mecca, yet it has been infested with wild Arabs to such a degree, that they are obliged to keep 50 leagues about to avoid being plundered. The French geographers divide the country of Barca into two parts; one called the kingdom, and the other the defert; the former hath, according to their statement, some considerable ports, towns, and villages, and is under the protection of the Porte, governed by a chief, who is the khaila of Cairo, and resides at Tripoli; but for this they have no sufficient authority. According to Sanfon and Baudrand, the other part, which extends along the eastern coast, called by them the eastern shore of Tripoli, reaches from the port of Solomon or Solymat, to the gulf of Syeda; but this coast is commonly distinguished by the name of Derna, one of the most considerable of its towns and ports; besides which it has several others, and the ruins of many more, which are now reduced to poor villages. The most remarkable is the cape Racalmone, called Portolone; and it is supposed that the island of Candia, which forms a peninsula, and the farther land towards Egypt is the town of Angela or Ouniula. (See Angela.) Between these two, are many others differently placed and named, as the Porto Tabarca, formerly Batraci, Batrach, and Patrach, cape de Lucou or Loco, anciently Promontorium Caryaionium, Porto Melusin, the haven of Salone or Salona, supposed by some to be the ancient Potos Pancronus, and Galium, and by others the Portus Catabathmus, which our latest geographers place on the most easterly verge of the Boccan coast, next to the confines of Egypt. To which may be added the large valley of Carto captive, the ancient Catabathmus, extending quite to Egypt, opposite to the spot where the temple of Jupiter Ammon stood. From these we proceed to Porto Albertene, or the Sultan's port; that of Cagnari, formerly Trifachi; the cape and haven of Raxa, anciently Parthomnum; and, lastly, the city of Barca or Barce, which gives name to the whole province, and lies farther inland, on the easterly coast of the gulf of Sydra. This was the capital of the Bocchi, and is mentioned by Strabo, Pliny, Scylax, and Ptolemy; and is said by the two former to have occupied the spot on which Ptolomais was afterwards built; but the latter are of a different opinion.
tion. It seems to have flood to the west of Cyrene, and had a port near the Greater Syrtis. As it was a maritime city, it is most probable that it flood by the port of the Barcæi, and not where Barcas flood; more especially as that capital was too fladia from the sea, according to Scylax. Herodotus says, that Barca was built by the brothers of Archedius II., king of Cyrene, more than a generation before the beginning of the reign of Cyrus; but it is more probable, that it was Phoenician, if not of Egyptian or Libyan extraction; for Barca was a Phoenician name, well known in those parts of Africa, as we learn from Silius Italicus, and others. Servius intimates, that its citizens came originally from Carthage, which would lead us to conclude, that Barca, Dido's brother, who attended her into Africa, with some of his countrymen, settled here. It sufficiently appears from Virgil and Silius, that the Barcæi spread themselves over several considerable parts of Libya; and, according to Servius, their metropolis made the greatest figure of any city in this region, except Cyrene. St. Jerome confirms these last authorities, when he affirms that this town was situated in a defert; and that its inhabitants, or at least their descendents, dispersed themselves over several districts, lying as far to the westward as Mauritania, and the eastward as India. The Barcæi learned (says Stephanus) the art of managing horses from Neptune, and of driving chariots from Minerva. The modern kingdom and defert of Barca undoubtedly derived their name from the Barcæi; and we may hence infer, that these people formerly held a considerable rank among the various nations of Libya.

What is the present condition of the towns of Barca, what is their commerce, and how they are governed, we have no authentic documents for ascertaining. The maritime towns are, probably, under the protection of the Porte; but it is not certain, whether they are under the government of the bæth of Egypt or Tripoli, or they have formed themselves into free states like those of Algiers and Tunis. This however is certain, that the inhabitants of the maritime towns are more civilized than those within land. The first profes Mahometanism, and have imbibed some notions of humanity and justice; but the latter, and especially those of the defert, who have neither religion nor any appearance of worship among them, are altogether brutish and savage, and live wholly upon theft and plunder, like all other wild Arabs. By them this tract, which was before a barren defert, was first inhabited. Deficient and indigent in the extreme, they are paid also to be the ugliest of all the Arabs; their bodies being meagre, their faces grim, and ascept fierce and ravenous; their garb, which is commonly stripped from the pouches and pilgrims, tattered with long wearing; whilst the poorest of them want rags to cover their nakedness. They are likewise reported to be reloutious and expert robbers and plunderers; but deriving a scanty supply from their own neighbourhood, they are compelled by necessity to extend their excursions as far as Numidia, Libya, and other southern parts, where they commit many atrocious acts of cruelty. So indigent and famished are these Barcæs, that they commonly let, pledge, and even sell their children, for procuring the necessaries of life, to the Sicilians, and other neighbouring Christians, from whom they have most of their corn, especially before they set out on any long expedition. The chief towns of Barca are Derna, the capital and residence of the fanatics, Tolometa or Tropoloma, and Grena or Caren. Anc. Un. Hlst. vol. xvi. p. 181. Mod. Un. Hlst. vol. xv. p. 196, &c.

Barca, a small port on the coast of Peru, about 5 lat. 11° 20', where ships may anchor, but obtain no supply.

Barcalao, a Spanish word, which the French pronounce bacula or baccala. By this last name the Bafques most commonly call the fish which we style cod; and those people call also the island which we call Newfoundland, the island of Bacala (Cod Island), because of the great plenty of cod caught there. There is, however, a league to the west of that large island, another small one, which is more particularly called Baccala.

Barcalon, an appellation given to the chief minister of the emperor of Siam, to whom belongs the care of trade both within the kingdom and out of it, the superintendency of the royal magazines, the receipt of the revenues, and the management of foreign affairs.

Barca Longa, a large Spanish fishing-boat, navigated with lug-sails, and having two or three masts. These are very common in the Mediterranean. See Barca.

Barcani, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, in the vicinity of Hyrcania. They are placed by M. D'Arville, on the east of the Caspian sea, near one of the mouths of the Ouxus.

Barcarolla, in Music, a kind of song in the Venetian language, sung at Venice by their gondoliers or watermen, in their boats or barks. These airs (says Roufeau) are composed for the common people, and often by the gondoliers themselves. They have so much melody, and such an agreeable accent, that there is not a musician in all Italy who does not imitate himself in knowing some of them. The being admitted gratis into a gallery appropriated to them in all the theatres, enables gondoliers to form their ear and taste, without trouble or expense, so that they compose and sing their airs, without altering their natural simplicity, in the style and expediency of persons not ignorant of the refinements of music. The words of these airs are commonly jocose, and more than natural, like the conversation of those that sing them; but such as the faithful picture of the manners of a people can please, and such as are likewise partial to the Venetian dialect, soon become passionately fond both of the words and music of these airs, chiefly known in England by the title of Venetian ballads, of which travellers into Italy make collections.

Barcarola, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Etramadura, 4 miles from Almedorelo.

Barce, in Ancient Geography. See Barca.

Barce, a town of India, built by Alexander, on the seacoast, in memory of his exploits, and where, according to Jullin, he erected altars.

Barcelona, in Geography, a rich and strong city and
and the capital of Catalonia, of which it is the capital, and the see of a bishop, suffragan of the archbishop of Tarragona. It was originally founded by Hamilcar Barca, the father of Hannibal, and from him called "Barcino," about 250 years before Christ. It was reduced by the Romans, and continued subject to them till the kingdom of Spain was over run by the Goths and Vandals, and afterwards by the Saracens and Moors. At the beginning of the ninth century it was po sessed by the Moors, under the government of Zade. This governor having abased the clemency of Charlemagne, and by his perfidious behaviour provoked his son, Lewis king of Aquitaine, Barcelona was invaded, and the generals who were intruded with the command of the siege had orders not to abandon it till Zade was delivered into the hands of Lewis. The Moor made an obstinate resistance; but finding that it was impossible to preserve the city any longer, after a defence of many months, he determined to throw himself upon the emperor's mercy, and was condemned to perpetual exile. At length, however, the city surrendered, and the king of Aquitaine appointed one Bera, count of Barcelona. The city continued subject to him, and his successors, who were distinguished by the title of "Counts of Barcelona," from the year 1131; when it was united to the crown of Aragon by the marriage of Don Raymond V. count of Barcelona, with Donna Petronilla the daughter of Don Ramiro the monk, and heirs of Arragon. In consequence of the revolt of the Catalonians, in 1465, Barcelona was besieged by Don Juan II. king of Aragon, in 1471. The siege was prosecuted for a considerable time with vigour, but without effect; however, in 1472, it capitulated on its own terms; and the king, upon his public entry into the city, confirmed all its privileges. In 1640, the Catalans, having shaken off the yoke of the Spaniards, called in the French to their succour; and they continued masters of the capital till 1652, when, after a siege of fifteen months, it surrendered to Don Juan of Austria. In 1697, it was again taken by the French under the command of the duke of Vendome, but restored the same year to the Spaniards by the peace of Ryswick. Although the inhabitants of Barcelona had taken the oath of fidelity to the king of Spain, Philip V. and received from him a confirmation of their privileges, they invited the English and Dutch, and the governor was obliged to surrender the town to the allies in 1705, when Charles, afterwards emperor, was received and proclaimed king. In the following year, Philip, afflicted by the French, assailed the city, and took the fortresses of Montjuic; but the fleet of the allies advancing in the relief of the besieged, he was compelled to abandon the enterprise and retire from the place, May 12th 1706. By the treaty of Utrecht, in 1713, the troops of the emperor evacuated Catalonia; but the inhabitants of Barcelona perished in their revolt, and would not acknowledge Philip for their king. Accordingly they suffered blockade for a year, which was followed by a terrible bombardment; and at length, after a siege of sixty-two days, from the opening of the trenches by the duke of Berwick, the town was taken by assault on the 11th of September 1714. By the moderation of the conqueror, the city was faved from pillage, but the inhabitants were deprived of their privileges; they have since, however, been re-established, and in 1715 a citadel was erected to keep them in awe.

Barcelona is now one of the largest and handsomest cities in Spain, and is reckoned the third most considerable city in the kingdom. It is situated on a plain by the sea-side, open to the south-east, but protected by hills on the north and west, so that it affords a healthy and delightful residence; however it is subject to a fog brought on by the salt wind. The city is surrounded by a good brick wall, round which is another, with fourteen bastions, hocused works, ramparts, and ditches. The ramparts are high and spacious, and a great number of carriages may be seen every evening driving upon them for pleasure. The city is divided into two parts; the old and the new, which are separated from each other by a wall and a large ditch. The streets are narrow and crooked, and the churches are rather rich than beautiful. Barcelona contains several considerable edifices: that called the Ter--fana, or the arsenal, is of large extent; and a prodigious gallery, containing twenty-eight forges, has been erected in it within a few years. The other most remarkable buildings are the cathedral, adorned with two high towers, the church of Notre Dame, the palace of the bishop, the exchange, the palace of the governor, that where the nobility of the country assemble, called "La Ca fa de la Deputacion," and that of the inquisition. The hofpicio contains about 1400 industrious poor; and in the house of correction are sometimes found women of rank, who have been guilty of drunkenness, or other low vices. The harbour is spacious, deep, and secure, and defended on one side from the winds by a mountain called Montfouj, which rises in the middle of the plain near the city, runs into the sea in the form of a promontory, is covered with vineyards, gardens, and groves of trees, and a strong fort for defending the city, and furnishes a quarry of fine hard freestone; and on the other side by a large mole; having a light-house with a small fort and garrison at the extremity. Into this harbour 1000 vessels are supped to enter during peace, and of these 500 are Spaniards, 120 French, 100 English, and 60 Danes. Barcelona is a place of great trade, on account of the convenience of its harbour; although none but small vessels can enter within the mole. Its chief manufactures are silk, cotton, and wool, and excellent fire-arms and cutlery: its chief imports are corn, flesh, and woollen goods; and its exports wine, brandy, cloth, and leather. Silks from Lyons, stockings from Nimes, several kinds of stuffs and cottons although they are prohibited, and particularly dried cod, an article for which Spain is paid to pay annually to the English three millions of piastras, pays into Catalonia through this port. About twenty years ago, a very large cannon foundry was established in this city, under the direction of M. Maritz, a Swiss; and it has several glass-houses. The inhabitants are industrious and active, and their number is said to exceed 100,000: they are hospitable to strangers; the women are as handsome as any in Spain, lively in their conversation, and less restrained in their conduct than in other parts of the country. Barcelona was erected into a county by Charlemagne, and became an independent sovereignty in the year 873 or 884. The king of Spain is called the count of Barcelona. The diocefe contains 213 parishes, besides 8 in the city. It is distant 13 leagues E. N. E. from Tarragona, and 92 E. N. E. from Madrid. N. lat. 44° 26'. E. long. 2° 13'.

Barcelona, or Caramyutto, a town of South America, in the country of Terra Firma, and principal place of a district in the province of Cumaná.

Barcelona, a town of France, in the department of the Gers, and chief place of a canton in the district of Nogaro, seated on the Adour, containing about 2000 inhabitants;
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abitants; 3 leagues S.W. of Negaro, and 9f W.N.W. of Mirande.

BARCAREO, a sea-port town of the East Indies, on the coast of Malabar, between Goa and Mangalore, in a district ceded to the British by the treaty of 1759. It has a good harbour, and the Dutch had formerly a factory in this place, which carried on a considerable trade in pepper. N. lat. 13° 56'. E. long. 74° 45'.

BARCELLOS, a town of Portugal, with the title of a duchy, in the province of Entre Duero e Minho, not far from the sea, on the river Cavado, 8 miles W. of Braga. N. lat. 41° 20'. W. long. 7° 0'.

BARCES, or Barches, were formerly a kind of ship guns, not unlike fakors, only shorter, thicker in metal, and wider bored.

BARCHINO, in Geography, a town of Perú, in the province of Kornan, 120 miles S.E. of Sigrián.

BARCHOECHARAS, or Cazira, in Biography, a false Messiah of the Jews, who taking advantage of the animosity excited among his countrymen by the proclamations of the emperor Adrian, when he founded his new city of Ælia on the ruins of Jerusalem, about the year 134, assumed the name of Barchocharas, or child of the Star, in allusion to a prophecy of Balaam (Numb. xxiv. 17.) and pretended to be the long-expected deliverer of his nation. He chose for his preceptor the famous Akiba; and collecting together an army of 200,000 men from among the banditti who then infested Judaea, took possession of the strong town of Bithia, called by St. Jeron Betheron, between Cæarea and Diospolis, which he fortified as the place of his retreat and the capital of his newly-projected kingdom. Here he was anointed king, and caufed money to be coined in his own name, by which he proclaimed himself the Messiah and prince of the Jewish nation. However he deferred declaring war against the Romans, till Adrian had quitted Egypt, so that it did not break out till the 17th year of that emperor's reign. Adrian seems at first to have neglected this new revolt; but when he perceived that it was likely to become formidable, he sent Titianus Rufus with a strong reinforcement to quell it. This force being insufficient to restrain the depredations of these banditti, who massacred all the Romans and Christians that fell in their way, Julius Severus was recalled from Britain, and sent at the head of an army against the impostor. This general laid siege to Bithia, which was resolutely defended, till Barchocharas was slain. The town was then carried by storm, and this event, which, according to Eusebius, happened in the 18th year of Adrian, was followed by a most dreadful slaughter of the Jews. Crevier's Rom. Emp. vol. vii. p. 188, &c. Bahnage, Hist. des Juifs. l. vii. c. 13. Mod. Un. Hist. vol. x. p. 437. &c. See Akiba.

BARCHUL, in Geography, a town of Spain, in the country of Granada, five leagues from Guadix.

BARCHUSEN, or Barkhausen, John Conrad, in Biography, a learned physician and chemist, was born at Home in the county of Lippe, in 1666. After a liberal education, and a course of travelling through the principal cities of Germany; with a view to his improvement in pharmacy and chemistry, he became physician to the Venetian general in his expedition to the Morea in 1694; and on his return settled at Utrecht, where he obtained permission to teach chemistry, in which employment he continued till the time of his death in 1717. His character was distinguished by integrity and zeal for public good, as well as by indefatigable Industry in the pursuit of knowledge; without possessing any very extraordinary share of genius or facility of judgment. His works are, "Synopsis Pharmacutica," "Pyro sophia," Leyd. 1696, 3vo; "Acro maest ad Jatrochymiam & Physicam Speculantia," Utr. 1703, 8vo; "Historia Medicina," Amst. 1710, 8vo; published with enlargements under the title of "De Medicina ortu et progressu Diferuntiones," &c. Utr. 1723, 4to, in which work an account is given of all the facts and theories of medicine from the earliest times to the author's own age, but with less accuracy, especially in relation to the ancient writers, than those of Le Clerc and Friend; "Synopsis Pharmaceut," Leyd. 1712, 4to; "Compendium Ratiocinii Medicarum," Leyd. 1712, 4to; "Collecta Medicinae Prætiosa, Gentium," et Dialogus de optima Medicum feclit. Leyd. 1715, 8vo. Haller Ed. Med. Præf. 39

BARCINO, in Ancient Geography, a town of Hispania Tarraconensia, and capital of the Lactani; now Barcelona.

BARCLAY, Barclay, or Barklay, Alexander, in Biography, an elegant British writer of the 16th century, was a native either of England or Scotland, but probably of the latter country. About the year 1495, he came to Oriel college, Oxford, and having distinguished himself by his parts and learning, he travelled on the continent and acquired a competent knowledge of the languages spoken in Holland, Germany, Italy, and France. On his return to England, he became one of the priests of St. Mary Ottery in Devonshire, and afterwards a monk of the monastery of Ely. After the dissolution of this monastery in 1539, he was presented successively to several livings, the last of which were those of Baddow-Magna in Essex, and of Allhallows in London. He was honoured with the degree of doctor in divinity. He died at a very advanced age at Croydon in Surrey, in June 1552. Different accounts have been given of his character. Bale, the protestant, treats his memory with indignity, and charges him with being a scandalous adulterer, whilst he led a fingle life; but Pitts, the papist, affures us that he directed his studies to the service of religion, and employed his time in reading and writing the lives of the Saints. These accounts, however, are not altogether incompatible. As an imposer of English literature, his merits are acknowledged; and his industry in enrolling our language with many translations, written in a style more pure and fluent than that of his contemporaries, entitles him to grateful remembrance. Some of the principal of his works, of which there is no complete catalogue, are the "Miferere Curialeium," or "Miferes on the Miseries of Courtiers," compiled by Æneas Sylvius; the "Eclogues of Baptif Mauum," the "Callie of Labour," from the French; a treatise "Of Virtues," by Mancini; several "Lives of Saints," the "Jugurthine war" of Sallust; a "Treatise against Skelton," who was poet laureat, and a great enemy to priests; and the most popular of all his works, the "Navis Stultifera" or "Ship of Fools," which is a free translation, with considerable additions, from a work under the same title, by Sebastián Brantius; this is a satirical work, adorned with many pictures printed from wooden cuts; it passed through several editions, and was first printed at London by Richard Papnon, in 1509, in small folio, again in 1519, and in 4to. in 1570. Gen. Dict. Biog. Brit.

BARCLAY, William, a learned civilian, was born in Aberdeenshire in 1541, and descended from one of the best families in Scotland. After the captivity of Mary queen of Scots, by whom he was favoured, he retired to France about the year 1573, and then by close application became a proficient in the knowledge of the civil law, so that he obtained a professorship in that science in the university of Ponta-
Pontamoufflon, founded by the duke of Lorraine; he was also appointed by this duke counsellor of state, and master of

the chapters. In 1594, he married a lady of Lorraine, by whom he had a son, who was the cause of his contest with the Jesuits, by whose influence this work was reduced to the necessity of quitting Lorraine. He then came to England, and was offered a place in the council of James I., with a considerable pension, on condition of his embracing the established religion; but declining the offer, he returned to France, and accepted the professorship of civil law in the university of Angers, where he taught for some time with reputation. Here he died as some say in 1565, according to others in 1569, or 1611.


BARCLAY, John, the son of the preceding, was born at Pontamoufflon in 1592, and distinguished himself betimes as a proficient in police literature. The Jesuits wished him to enter into their society; but his father incurred their resentment by preventing it, and taking him to England, at the beginning of the reign of James I. He had already, viz. in 1601, published a commentary on the Thebais of Statius. He also prefixed to James, a Latin poem upon his coronation; and in 1603, published the first part of his "Satiricon Eurphormionis," which was dedicated to the king. He accompanied his father to Angers, with whom he continued till the death of the latter, and then removed to Paris. In 1606, he came over to England, where he obtained considerable employments under King James, and was made gentleman of the bed-chamber. He is said to have assisted this prince in a controvertial work, which occasioned some unfounded suspicions of his orthodoxy. Having finished his "Euphrönios," he published an apology for it in 1610. Upon his return to Paris, he printed in 1612, a work intitled "Pictœ," being a vindication of a performance of his father against the power arrogated by the popes over crowned heads, which had been attacked by Bellarmine. Nevertheless, he was invited to Rome by Paul IV., and resided there during the latter part of his life, cared for by Bellarmine, and possessing some lucrative employments, in return for which he wrote a work of controversy, intitled, "Praeœxis ad Sæctarios." Whilst he was employed in superintending the first edition of his principal work, intitled the "Argenis," he died at the house of Rome, in 1621. The disposition of Barclay was of a melancholy cast; his mornings were uninterruptedly employed in study, and the afternoons were devoted to his garden. His reputation, both as a scholar and a writer, was extremely high in his own times; but his works were not of a nature, calculated to command lasting attention. His Latin style was much admired by some, and very censured by others. Petronius was his model, but he formed what partakes of the florid afectation of Aurelius in his prose, and of the bombast of Lucian in his verse. His "Euphrönios," and "Argenis," were both works of instruction, passed through several editions in various languages. The latter is a kind of political allegory, exhibiting a picture of the vices and revolutions of courts, with real characters under fictitious names. It displays great ingenuity and learning, and abounds with lively imagery and elevated sentiments, but with too much parade. It was read with avidity whilst the subjects were recent; and a translation of it in English by a lady appeared in 1772, without attracting much notice. Gen. Dict. Biog. Brit.

BARCLAY, Robert, the famous apologist for the Quakers, was the descendant of an ancient family in Scotland, and the son of colonel David Barclay of Musters. He was born at Gordonston in the shire of Murray, in 1639, whether his father had retired, after quitting the army, and was sent for education to his uncle at Paris, who was at that time principal of the Scots college. Pains were taken to profligate him to the catholic religion; and he acknowledged that they were not altogether unsuccessful. He returned home, however, in his 17th year, and was distinguished by his accomplishments in literature, and particularly by his knowledge of the Latin and French languages. At home he extended his acquaintance, by diligent application, with the Greek and Hebrew; and being of a grave disposition, directed his inquiries towards theological subjects. His father, having in 1666 become a convert to quakerism, was soon followed by his son; whose zeal, though generally under the control of a sedate temper and sound judgment, was not altogether free from enthusiasm; for he conceived himself obliged by divine command to pass through the streets of Aberdeen clothed in sackcloth and ashes, and he actually yielded to this impulse. But he served the cause, to which he was attached from conviction, much more effectually by his powers of reasoning in its defence. His first publication to this purpose, intitled "Truth cleared of calumnies," &c. was a reply to a work of W. Mitchell, a preacher near Aberdeen, and dated at his father's house at Urie, in 1670. This was followed by an appendix and additional treatise, exhibiting a considerable portion of controversial acrimony, and had the effect of silencing his antagonist. In 1673 he published with a view of conciliating the good opinion of Protestants, a systematic exposition of the doctrines of his sect, under the title of "A Catechism and Confession of Faith, approved of and agreed to by the general assembly of the Patriarchs, Prophets, and Apostles, Christ himself chief Speaker in and among them," &c. The design of this work was to prove, that Quakerism was the perfection of the reformed religion, and that Protestants, as they receded from it, were so far inconsistent with themselves, and approached to Popery. His fundamental principle was, that the scriptures alone were to be regarded as the foundation of faith, and that Christians ought to receive no doctrines which were not capable of being proved by the express words of scripture. This work excited very general attention, and removed many prejudices that were entertained against the society. His next treatise, intitled "The Anarchy of the Ranters and other Libertines, the Hierarchy of the Romanists, and other pretended churches, equally refuted and refuted," &c. was intended to mark the dissension between the rationalists of his sect, and the enthusiasts; but some sentiments concerning church discipline, which it contained, involved him in disputes with some of his own brethren, and drew upon him attacks from some members of the university of Aberdeen, and from other quarters. He persisted, however, in his endeavours for forming a clear, methodical, and rational system of Quakerism; and in the year 1675, he was diligently employed in composing the most famous of all his writings, which is his "Apology for the true Christian divinity, as the same is held forth and preached by the people in scorn called Quakers." This was introduced by his "Theses Theologicæ," written in various languages, and addressed to the clergy of all denominations throughout Europe, requesting their examination.
tion and judgment. Two copies of the "Apology" were transmitted to each of the ministers plenipotentiary then assembled at the congress of Nimoguen. It was printed in 1676, at Amsterdam; and two years after, the author published an English translation of it. It was also translated into other languages, and excited very general attention. The "Apology" is a learned, scholastic, methodical performance; and it is regarded as the first authority for the principles of the fact. The society derived considerable reputation from it; and whilst it contributed to remove prejudices against this sect both at home and abroad, it gave them a respectable rank among the reformed churches. The dedication is no less remarkable than the apology itself. It is addressed to king Charles II.; and speaks to him in so plain and forcible a manner respecting the events of his own life, and pleads the cause of religion, and of the author's own society, with such a manly spirit, that it has ever been admired as a model in its kind. Let the following passage serve as a specimen: "Thou hast talked of prosperity and adversity; thou knowest what it is to be banished thy native country, to be over-ruled as well as to rule and sit upon the throne; and being oppressed, thou hast reason to know how hateful the oppressor is both to God and man." This address did not avail, as Voltaire afferts, to restrain the perfection which then raged against the Quakers; for Robert Barclay Limkild, after his return from Holland and Germany, which he visited in company with the famous William Penn, was, in 1677, imprisoned in Aberdeen, together with his father and many other Quakers, at the instigation of Sharp archbishop of St. Andrew's, with whom he renounced by an excellent letter on the occasion. By the interposition of Elizabeth the princesse patrine of Rhine, who rescued the Quakers and corresponded with both Penn and Barclay, he was soon liberated; and he even acquired the favour of the court, so that in 1679, he obtained a royal charter for erecting his lands at Urice into a free barony. In 1682, he was elected governor of East Jersey, in North America, by the proprietors of the province; but he declined accepting the appointment, and was satisfied with naming a deputy governor. Whilst he was in prison at Aberdeen, in 1677, he published a treatise on " Universal Love," intended to shew that this principle prevailed more in his church than in any other. In the same year he addressed a Latin letter to all "the ambassadors and deputies of the Christian princes and states, met at Nimoguen to consult the peace of Christendom," urging them to promote that good work, and pointing out the true causes of war, and its incompatibility with Christian principles. He had also written, in 1676, a Latin letter concerning "the Possibility and necessity of an inward and immediate Revelation," to Adrian Pacts, a person of distinction in Holland; and in 1689 this letter was translated into English and published. This was the last, and has by many members of the society, been reckoned among the most important of his performances. His time was very much occupied in journeys for the benefit of the society, with a view both of promulgating its doctrines, and protecting its members from oppression. Barclay and Penn were on terms of intimacy with James II.; who, sensible that he and his party needed toleration, affected to be the great patron of liberty of conscience. The non-refuting principles of the quakers in civil matters, might probably give him a predilection for their religious opinions above those of other Protestants. Barclay was engaged in a private conference with the king in the year 1688, just as the wind became fair for bringing over the prince of Orange, and on that occasion urged his majesty to make some concession for satisfying his people; but his advice was of no avail. Robert Barclay did not long survive the revolution. He died, after a short illness, in his house at Urice, in October 1690, in his forty-second year, leaving seven children, all of whom were living fifty years afterwards. The moral character of this eminent person corresponded to the great employment of his life, which was that of promoting what he conceived to be the cause of religious truth. He was amiable and respectable; nor did the gravity of his pursuits infuse any rigour or fowrds into his conversation and manners. He governed his house with great prudence and discretion, and preserved a serene mind under all the changes of his fortune. Biog. Brit. Gen. Biog.

BARCAY Fort, in Geography, is the well point of the entrance into English harbour, on the south side of the island of Antigua; the east point also has a battery, from which it is distant only about 300 yards.

BARCONE, in Navigation, a short broad vessel, of a middle size, used in the Mediterranean for the carriage of corn, wood, salt, and other provisions, from one place to another.

BARD, is used in the Culinary Art, for a broad slice of Bacon used to cover fowls before they are roasted, baked, or otherwise dressed.

BARD, or PARtha, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony and circle of Leuplick, 2 miles S.W. of Grimma.

BARDANA, in Botany. See ARCTIUM.

BARDANA, in the Materia Medica. See ARCTIUM Labba.

BARDANAE, in Entomology, a species of CURCULIO, of a cylindrical form, downy, greyish; anterior legs elongated. About the size of C. paraplecticus, and not unlike it in appearance. Inhabits Europe.

BARDARIOTAE, in Antiquity, were a kind of ancient guard attending the Greek emperors, armed with rods, wherewith they kept off the people from crowding too near the prince, when on horseback. Their captain, or commander, was denominated primuvergus. The word was probably formed from the barde or houlings on their horses.

BARDE. See BARBE.

BARDED, in Heraldry, is used in speaking of a horse that is caparisoned.

He bears fable, a cavaliier d'or, the horse baraded, argent.

BARDELLE, in the Mange, denotes a faddle made in form of a great faddle, but only of cloth stuffed with straw, and tied tight down with packthread, without either leather, wood, or iron. Barckiles are not used in France; but in Italy they trot their colts with such saddles; and those who ride them are called cavaliardours, or fonzons.

BARDESANISTS, in Ecclesiastical History, a left thus denominated from their leader, Bardeanus, a Syrian of Edessa in Melopotamia, in the second century. Bardanes was a man of acute genius and profound erudition, and wrote several works which procured him reputation. He was eloquent in the Syriac language, and well acquainted with the Greek. His thirst for knowledge induced him to travel into the call, in order to converse with the heathens and other philosophers of that country. He was held in high estimation by Abgarus, who reigned in Edessa from the year 152 to 187. A work written by him, "upon Delphini," against Abgarus the astrologer, was valued by the ancients; and a fragment of it is quoted by Eusebius, in his Prep. Evang.

Bardeanes adopted the oriental philosophy concerning the two principles; maintaining that the supreme God is free from all evil and imperfection, and that he created the world and its inhabitants pure and incorrupt; that in
proceeds of time the prince of darkness, who is the fountain of all evil and misery, enticed men to sin; in consequence of which, the supreme God permitted them to be defiled of those ethereal bodies with which he had endued them, and to fall into flagrant and gross bodies formed by the evil principle: and that Jesus descended from heaven, clothed not with a real but aerial body, in order to recover mankind from that body of corruption which they now carry about them; and that he will raise the obedient to mansions of felicity, clothed with aerial vehicles, or celestial bodies. It is said that Bardseans at length renounced the more chimerical part of his fytum. Eusebius denied that he ever returned to the Catholic faith. His facts subsided for a long time in Syria, to which his 150 hymns written in elegant Syriac very much contributed; as they also did to the propagation of his opinions. Momus's Exod. Hist. vol. i. p. 320. Lardner's Works, vol. ii. p. 299, &c.

BARDEWICK, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Lower Saxony, on the Ilmenau, supposed to be one of the most ancient towns in Germany. It was in a very prosperous state, and the seat of a bishop in 1180, when Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony and Brunswick, took and razed it to the ground, because the inhabitants would not acknowledge him after he had been proscribed by the emperor Frederick I. The bishoprick was then removed to Verden; and the city of Luneburgh received the advantages of trade and population; 4 miles N. of Luneburg.

BARDEWISCH, a town of Germany, in the circle of Westphalia, and county of Delmenhorst; 6 miles N. of Delmenhorst.

BARDI, a town of Italy, in the Parmesan, seated on a rock near the small river Ceno, and capital of a marquifate, to which it gives name; 26 miles W. of Parma.

BARDIN, a town of Persia, in the province of Segeltan, 30 miles W.S.W. of Zareng.

BARDIS, a town of Egypt, and residence of a sheik, whose authority extends a confiderable way along the Nile, 6 miles south of Girge.

BARDISTAN, CAPE, lies on the coast of Persia, in the Indian ocean. N. lat. 28° 0'. E. long. 52° 0'.

BARDO, a town of Piedmont, in the duchy of Aosta, seated on the Dora Baltea; 17 miles S.E. of Aosta.

BARDONACHE, a town of Piedmont, in a valley, to which it gives name; 10 miles north of Sezanne, and 6 W.N.W. of Exilles.

BARDOP, a river of England, which runs into the Read, 6 miles N.W. of Ellidon, in Northumberland.

BARDS, BARD, in Antiquity, ancient poets among the Gauls and Britons, who defcribed and sung in verse the brave actions of the great men of their nation; with design to incultate and recommend virtue, and even sometimes to put an end to the difference between armies at the point of engagement.

Bochart derives the word from parat, to sing. Camden agrees with Felius, that bardus originally signifies a finger: and adds, that the word is pure British. Others derive the word from Bardus, a druid, the son of Drys, and the fifth king of the Celts.

Amidst this uncertainty with regard to the etymology of the appellation bards or bard, we may add that some have derived it from bair, which signifies fury, and which bears, without doubt, some analogy to that poetical fury or enthusiasm with which the poets fancied themselves, or might feign to be inspired. Among the Welsh, we are told by others, bard is preferred as an indigenous term, having an abstract signification, and denoting one that makes conspicuous, or causes to be revealed. By another author we are informed that the word bard being a primitive noun, neither derived nor compounded, it can neither be traced to its root, nor resolved into its parts. It signified one who was a poet by his genius and profession, and who employed much of his time in composing and singing verses on various subjects and occasions.

The bards, it is said, differed from the Druids, in that the latter were priests and teachers of the nation, but the former only poets and writers.

Larrey, Bodin, and Paquier, indeed, will have the bards to have been priests, as well as philosophers: and Chuvies, orators too; but without much foundation in antiquity. Strabo divides the sects of philosophers among the Gauls and Britons into three, viz. the Druids, Bards, and Crates. The bards, adds he, are the singers and poets; the crates, the priests and natural philosophers; and the Druids, to natural philosophy add also the moral. Hornius however reduces them to two sects, viz. bard and Druids; others to one, and make a Druid a general name, comprehending all the others. Chuvies will have it, that there were bards also among the ancient Romans; because Tacitus makes mention of their songs and poems, which contained their history. Some have distributed the ancient Britons poets into two classes, the first class comprehending their sacred poets, who composèd and sung their religious hymns, and were called in Greek Evbatres, in Latin Pateres, and in their own language Faeds; the second comprehending all their secular poets, who sung of the battles of the heroes, or the heavenly breasts of love, according to the description of Ossian, and they called bards. The principal buildings of these bards was to celebrate the praises of the gods and departed heroes, in odes and verses, and to sing them to their harps, at their religious assemblies, public festivals, and private entertainments. These men were, in fact, the heralds, the chronologers, and the historians, as well as the poets of the land, for they kept up the memory of illustrious transactions, and, by their compositions, which tradition handed down to posterity, they transmitted from age to age the names and characters of patriots and warriors. It is remarkable that such a class of persons subsisted in almost all nations. They derive their origin from remote antiquity, and were ever held in high estimation. Mankind have been early led to poetical compositions. Agreeable sounds strike at first every ear, and poetry was necessary to give those sounds a lasting effect. Vergil has therefore been made use of to preserve the memory of remarkable events and great actions. The religious ceremonies of nations, their manners, and rural labours, were also recorded in numbers. Hence it was that Greece could boast of a Homer, a Hesiod, and of other poets, some ages before a historian had written in prose. Amongst the Gauls also, and other Celtic nations, there were poems composèd on various subjects from the earliest ages. Diodorus Siculus is the first author among the ancients, who mentions the bards as the composèrs of verses which they sung to the sound of an instrumenc: not unlike a lyre (l. v. § 31.). Annius Marcellinus informs us (l. xii. c. 9.), that the bards celebrated the brave actions of illustrious men in heroic poems, which they sung to the sweet sound of the lyre. This account of these Greek and Latin writers is confirmed by the general ftras; and by many particular passages of the poems of Ossian. "Beneath his own tree, at intervals, each bard sat down with his harp; they raised the song and touched the string, each to the chief he loved." But this union between poetry and music did not subsist very long, in its greatest splendours, perhaps, in any country. The musicians soon became very numerous, and those of them who had not a genius for com-
posing verses of their own, affiliated in singing the verses of others to the music of their harps. Many of those songsters, or parasites (as Athenaeus, 1. vi. c. 12, calls them), which the Celtic princes took with them when they went to war, were mere musicians, and the songs which they sung were composed by bards among them who had a poetical genius, and were called bards. Ollian, however, excelled as much both in vocal and instrumental music as he did in poetry, and he seems to have had no idea of playing on an instrument without singing at the same time. Whenever his bards touch the string, they always raise the song.

The bards constituted one of the most respected orders of men in the ancient British states; and many of the greatest kings, heroes, and nobles, esteemed it an honour to be enrolled in this order. They enjoyed, by law and custom, many honourable distinctions and valuable privileges. Kings and princes made choice of bards to be their bosom-friends and constant companions; indited them with the greatest familiarity, and gave them the most flattering titles. Their persons were held sacred and inviolable; and the most cruel and bloody tyrants dared not to offer them any injury. The bards, as well as the druids, were exempted from taxes and military services, even in times of the greatest danger; and when they attended their patrons in the field, to record and celebrate their great actions, they had a guard assigned them for their protection. At all festivals and public assemblies they were seated near the person of the king or chieftain, and sometimes even above the greatest nobility and chief officers of the court. Nor was the profession of the bard less lucrative than honourable. For, besides the valuable presents which they occasionally received from their patrons, when they gave them uncommon pleasure by their performances, they had estates in land allotted for their support. Nay, so great was the veneration which the princes of these times entertained for the persons of their poets, and so highly were they cherished and delighted with their tuneful strains, that they sometimes pardoned even their capital crimes for a song. It may be reasonably supposed that a profession, which was so honourable and advantageous, and to which were annexed so many flattering distinctions and definable immunities, would not be despised. Accordingly, the accounts we have of the numbers of the bards in some countries, particularly in Ireland, are hardly credible. In the poems of Ollian we often read of 100 bards belonging to one prince, singing and playing in concert for his entertainment. Every chief bard, who was called Alladh Redan, or doctor in poetry, was allowed to have 30 bards of inferior note constantly about his person; and every bard of the second rank was allowed a retinue of 15 poetical disciples. But it is probable that the bards of Britain and Ireland were not so numerous at an early period as they became afterwards; nor were they then guilty of these crimes by which they at length forfeited the public favour. In this most ancient period, the British bards seem to have been in general men of genius and virtue, who merited the honours which they enjoyed. Though the ancient Britons of the southern parts of this island had originally the same tale and genius for poetry with those in the north, yet notions of their poetical compositions have been preserved; and this may be safely accounted for. After the provincial Britons had submitted quietly to the Roman government, yielded up their arms, and had lost their free and martial spirit, they could take little pleasure in hearing or repeating the songs of their bards, in honour of the glorious achievements of their brave ancestors. The Romans too, if they did not prune the fame barbarous policy which was long after practised by Edward I. of putting the bards to death, would at least discourage them, and discontinue the repetition of their poems for very obvious reasons. Their sons of the song being thus peremptorily by their conquerors, and neglected by their countrymen, either abandoned their country or their profession; and their songs, being no longer heard, were soon forgotten. But so natural was a tale for poetry to the original inhabitants of this island, that it was not quite destroyed by their long subjection to the Romans, but appeared again in the poetical history of the provincial Britons, as soon as they recovered their martial spirit, and became a free, brave, and independent people. Nennius, who wrote in the ninth century, and in the reign of prince Mervyn, is the last of the British historians who mentions the bards. He says, that Talhiraun was famous for poetry; that Aneurn and Taliesin, Llywarch-hen and Chian, flourished in the 6th century. Of these bards, the works only of three are extant; those of Aneurn, Taliesin, and Llywarch-hen. Besides the bards already mentioned, there were others who flourished during this period; of whom the most eminent was Merddin Wylit, who composed a poem called Affallenau, or the orchard. From the sixth to the tenth century it is difficult to meet with any of the writings of the bards, owing probably to the devolutions of war, and to the civil divisions among the Welsh.

Such was the respect in which the bards were held, that by a law of Howel Dha, whoever struck any one of this order must compound for the offence by paying to the party aggrieved one-fourth more than was necessary to be paid to any other person of the same degree.

The election of the bards was made every year, in an assembly of the princes and chieftains of the country, in which they were alligned precedence and emolument suitable to their merit; but the bard most highly distinguished for his talents was solemnly chaired, and had likewise a badge given him of a silver chain. This congres of the bards was usually held at the royal residence of the prince of Wales; the sovereign himself presiding in that assembly. The bards, properly so called, were distinguished from the Druids and Eubates or Ovates, by the colour of their dreefs; they were clad in sky-blue garments, whilst the Druids wore white, and the Ovates green. Their discipies were arrayed in variegated garments of these three colours united. They held their meetings in circles of unwrought stones, astronomically placed as indexes of the feafons, in the open air, and when the sun was above the horizon, or as they expressed it, in the face of the sun, and in the eye of the light. They had four principal meetings in the course of the year. The first was on the winter solstice, called Alban Arthan, which was the beginning of their year; the second on the vernal equinox, or Alban Edair; the summer solstice, or Alban Henin, was the third; and the autumnal equinox, or Alban Elded, was the fourth solemn convention.

It appears, upon a close examination of its principles, that one of the primary intentions of bardism was, that it should be a regular system for preferring authenticated records and various kinds of knowledge in the national memory. as it were, by means of oral tradition. And, in order that nothing should have currency without due consideration, whatever was intended to be received into such a public record, whether the historical and aphoristic kind, or the didactic song, was always laid before the grand meetings. There it was discussed with the most scrutinizing severity; if then admitted, it was re-considered at the second meeting; if then approved of, it was referred to the third meeting; and being approved of by that, it was ratified or confirmed; otherwise it was re-
ferred to the triennial supreme convention for ultimate con-
defideration. At this national meeting, all that had been con-
formed at the provincial assemblies were also recited; and the
disciples, who there attended from every province, were en-
joined to learn them, in order that they might become as
widely diffused as possible. What was thus solemnly functioned
was to be recited for ever afterwards, annually at least, in addi-
tion to the former bardic traditions, in the secondary meet-
ings of districts, and also at one or other of the four grand
meetings. Such being the bardic establishment, by which tradi-
tion became formed into a well-combined science, we may rely on its triads for the best illustration of its prin-
ciples.

The three cultivators of song and imagination among the
nation of the Gymry were Grwyson Ganbelen, who was the first
in the world that composed poetry; Hu the mighty, who
first applied poetry to prefer memorials and composition; and
Tudno Taf Awun, or Tudno father of the year, who
first reduced poetry to an art, and established rules for com-
position. And from what these three persons executed, originat-
ed bardism and bardism, as conjoined with privilege and
custom by the three institutional bards, namely Penmyny-
der, Alun, and Grabon. They established the privileges and
customs which appertain to bards and bardism, and there-
fore they are called the three initiators. Nevertheless there
were bards and bardism before their time; but they were not
under the regulation of inviolable transit; and they had nei-
ther privileges nor customs, except what were obtained
through civility and courtesy, under the protection of the
country and nation, before the time of these three. Some
say that they were contemporary with Prydain, son of Arz
the Great; but according to others, they lived in the time of
Dywynwal Moel Mad, his son, who in some of the old
books is called Dywyrth, son of Prydain. For a further ac-
count of these institutional bards, and of the triads that
exhibit their character, office, and privileges, and that illus-
istrate their theology, we must refer the curious who wish
for further information on this subject. to William's Poems,
lyric and pastoral, in 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1794; and to
Owen's Heroic Elegies of Llywarch-tenn, in 1 vol. 8vo.
London, 1792. According to the latter of these writers,
the bards were divided into Bards Brani, who were the
civil magistrates or judges; and Bards Druig, who were
the priests of the community.

From the triads above referred to the reader may deduce
a correct outline of bardism; and as to the detail of its var-
ious parts, he may be surprised to be told that they are
still preferred in various memorials of the ancient Britons,
and in the memory of its initiated; though it is generally
supposed that this extraordinary system, known to the world
under the name of Druidism, has perished above fifteen hun-
dred years past, except the few hints given of it by Greek
and Roman writers. Loff it certainly would have been but
for its extraordinary means and precaution for self-prev-
ervation; especially in the middle ages, when it led to with-
fland the perfections of the popish church in the fulness of
its power. Here it may be worthy to remark that bardism
contains a great many things to induce a conviction of its
being the parent of true-masonry; and some of the prin-
ciples taught in both are the same in expression; and
indeed it is very remarkable, that artisan, or mason, is ex-
actly the meaning of ogy, or oate, the name of the third
class of bards; and in this character only could the bards
meet under cover. Free-masons do so now; but they pre-
serve a traditionary memorial of their meeting annually
on the tops of their highest hills, and in the bottoms of the
lowest vales, and when the sun was in its due meridian.

Thus bardism, whose principles were to be diffused in the
face of the sun and in the eye of the light, for the sake of
truth and self-preservation, had the means of becoming even
more secret than misfortunes veiled in the darkness of night.

There were three different classes of this order in Wales; the
first was called "Beidha," and they were the composers of
verses and odes in various measures; they were likewise the
recorders of the arms of the Welsh chieftains, and the re-
positories of the genealogies of families. This class was
accounted the most honorable, and was high in the public
estimation. The second class, called "Minhiers," were per-
formers upon instruments, chiefly the harp and the crwth.
The third were those who sung to musical instruments
in general, and were called "Datgymnshad."

The talents of the Welsh bards were not solely employed in
preferving the decrees of families, in the praise of heroes,
or in recording their illustrious actions; they sometimes in
plurality numbers mourned over the tomb of the fallen
warrior.

When tyranny erected her banner in Wales, by the cruel
policy of Edward in the massacre of the bards, that ancient
leaf of music and poetry was deftroyed by the mules, and conse-
quently was deprived of those fascinating arts which softened,
and at the same time that they invigorated, the genius of the
people. During the spirited resistance which ensued, and while the prosperous
injunction of Owen Glendower, the monks revisited their
native seats, encouraged by the munificence of that leader,
and animated by the transitory ray which had dawned upon
freedom. When the Welsh had made the last effort for their
expiring freedom, they sunk into a state of slavery the
most deep and severe. The bards were prohibited by law
from making their annual progress, and from holding pub-
lic assemblies, which privileges were called by the natives
"clera" and "cythortha." During this period, and the
contest between the house of York and Lancaster, the gen-
ius of poetry was nearly extinguished, or was only em-
ployed in soothing the miseries of the times, by obscure predic-
tions of more prosperous days. A brighter prospect opening
on this nation in the reign of Henry VII. a series of bards
arose from that time; and these bards, being supported in
the families of the Welsh chieftains, ascertained and preferred
their genealogies; and as the causes of reciting warlike
exploits had ceased, they celebrated the civil virtues of their
patrons, their magnanimity, their hospitable spirit, their tal-
ents, and the graces of their persons. They likewise,
amidst other duties, had the honourful office of composing
an elegy on the death of the chieftain in whose family they
receded, which was sung to the surviving relations in honour
of the dead, reciting the noble families from which the
deceased had sprung, and the great actions performed by him-
self or his ancestors.

Since the reign of Queen Elizabeth, there has not been
any regular assembly of the bards. The motives to emula-
tion having ceased, and the spirit of ancient freedom being
extinguished, the poetic fire, for which the Welsh nation
had been so renowned, gradually declined. But a spark of
that ancient fire still remains in the genius of the Welsh,
which, in the feasons of their felicity, breaks out into a sin-
gular kind of poetry, called "pennyll." Even at this day
some vein of the ancient minstrel survive among the
Welsh mountains. Numbers of persons assemble, and fit
round the harp, singing alternately "pennyll," or stanzas
of ancient or modern compositions. Often, like the mo-
dern improvisatore of Italy, they sing extempore verses;
and a peron conversant in this art readily produces a "pen-
nyll" apposite to the fact that was sung. Many have their
memories stored with several hundreds, perhaps thousands
of "pennyll," some of which they have always ready for
answers to every subject that can be propounded, or if their
recei-
recollected should fail them, their invention supplies them with something pertinent and proper for the occasion.

Bards have been found in many countries; and continued in Ireland and Scotland, as well as in Wales, to our own days. The genealogical somets of the Irish bards are filled the chief foundations of the ancient history of Ireland.

Spenfer, the poet, in his view of the state of Ireland in the reign of queen Elizabeth, observes that he caused several compositions of the bards to be translated; "and wisely," he adds, "they favoured of sweet wit and good invention, but skilled not of the gaudily ornament of poetry; yet were they sprinkled with some pretty flowers of their natural device, which gave good grace and comeliness unto them: which it is great pity to see so abused, to the gracing of wickedness and vice, which with good usage would serve to adorn and beautify virtue."

The songs of the Irish bards, says Warton in his "History of English Poetry" (diss. i. vol. i), are by some conceived to be strongly marked with the traces of Scaldic imagination; and the traces are believed still to survive among a species of poetical historians, whom they call "Tales Tellers," supposed to be the descendants of the original Irish bards. The Irish historians inform us that St. Patrick, when he converted Ireland to the Chrisitian faith, destroyed 300 volumes of the songs of the Irish bards. Such was their dignity in this country, that they were permitted to wear a robe of the same colour with that of the royal family. They were constantly summoned to a triennial festival; and the most approved songs delivered at this assembly were ordered to be preferred in the custody of the king's historian or antiquary. Many of these compositions are referred to by Keating, as the foundation of his history of Ireland. Ample effates were appropriated to them that they might live in a condition of independence and ease. The profession was hereditary; but when a bard died, his estate devolved not to his eldest son, but to such of his family as discovered the most distinguished talents for poetry and music. Every principal bard, as we have already observed, retained thirty of inferior note as his attendants; and a bard of the secondary class was followed by a retinue of fifteen. They seem to have been at their height in the year 558. None of their poems have been translated.

In the highlands of Scotland there are considerable remains of many of the compositions of their old bards (still preferred). But the most genuine, entire, and valuable remains of the works of the ancient bards, and perhaps the noblest specimen of uncultivated genius, are the poems of Ossian, the son of Fingal, a king of the Highlands of Scotland, who flourished in the second or third century, lately collected by Mr. Macpherson, and by him translated from the Erse or Gaelic language into English. Dr. Johnson, indeed, has suggested his doubts concerning the existence of such ancient MSS. as those from which the poems of Ossian have been translated. But this is not a place for discussing this subject of controversy. Admitting, however, their genuineness upon the whole, whatever additions may have been made to them, they afford an admirable specimen of what might be the conceptions of ancient bards. These poems, says Warton (ubi supra), notwithstanding the difference between the Gothic and the Celtic rituals, contain many visible vellages of Scandinavian interlusion. The allusions in the songs of Ossian to spirits who preside over the different parts, and direct the various operations of nature, who send storms over the deep, and rejoice in the shrieks of the shipwrecked mariner, who call down lightning to blast the forest or cleave the rock, and diffuse irresistible pestilence among the people, beautifully conducted and heightened under the skilful hand of a master bard, entirely correspone.
archbishop of Carleon, after his death he had reigned his see to St. David, and here is said to have died in 612. Bardsey Abbey, of which the remains are considerable, was founded in the year 516. A singular encloset belonging to it, consists of a long archd edifice, with an inflated stone altar near the east end. The island forms a remarkably fertile and well-cultivated plain of about two miles in compass. It contains a few inhabitants, and is rented from lord Newborough. It was granted by Edward VI. to his uncle sir Thomas Seymour, and after his death to the earl of Warwick. The late sir John Wynn purchased it from the late Rev. Dr. Willson of Newark. It is 10 leagues N.E. by N. of Caernarvon bar, and 12 leagues N. by W. of Holyhead in the isle of Anglesea. N. lat. 52° 58'. W. long. 5° 50'.

BARDSTOWN, a town of Kentucky, in the United States of North America, and chief place of the county of Nelson, on the Beech Fork river; about 25 miles from the Ohio. N. lat. 37° 48'. W. long. 86° 13' 30'.

BARDT, or BART, a poll-town of Germany, in the duchy of Pomerania, situated in a small bay on the Baltic, 6 leagues west from Stralsund. It belongs to Sweden. N. lat. 54° 20'. E. long. 13° 20'.

BARDUBITZ, or BERNBUDITZ, a town of Bohemia, in the circle of Chrudim, celebrated for its manufactories; seated on the Elbe 6 miles north of Chrudim.

BARE, in a general sense, signifies not covered. Hence we say, bare-headed, bare-footed, &c.

The Roman women, in times of public disfrets and mourning, went bare-headed, with their hair loose.

Among Greeks, Romans, and Barbarians, we find a feast called nudipedia, at which persons were to attend bare-footed.

The Abyssinians never enter their churches but bare-footed; nor on account of Moses, who was commanded to put off his shoes on mount Sinai, but in reverence of the place; as is also done by them in entering the palaces of kings and great men.

Sagittarius has a dissertation on those who went bare-footed among the ancients, "De Nudipedibus Veterum;" wherein he treats of such as went bare-footed in journeys or otherwise, either out of choice or necessity; also of bare-footed religious mourners and penitents, who went bare-footed; and, lastly, of the bare.

BARE, in respect of Manufacture. A cloth is said to be bare or naked when the nap is too short, as having been thrown too near, or not being sufficiently covered with wool by the teasel.

BARE is also used for a sort of bowing ground, not covered with green swarth.

Bare-footed Carmelites, and Augustines, are religious of the order of St. Carmel, and St. Augustin, who go without shoes like the Capuchins.

There are also bare-footed fathers of mercy. Formerly there were bare-footed Dominicans, and bare-foot mons of the order of St. Augustin.

Bare-footed Trinitarians. See Trinitarian.

Bare-footed under, in Sea Language, expresses the flate of a ship, when she has no sail set.

Bare-footed Pump. See Pump.

BARE, in Geography, an island in the Southern Pacific ocean, near the east coast of New Ireland. It is high land, not fertile, but inhabited; situated in S. lat. 59° 57'. and S. S. W. from cape Kidnappers.

Bare Haven, lies on the coast of Nova Scotia, in North America, about 3 leagues S. W. from cape Cano. It is sheltered by an island off the point called White point.

BAREA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Spain, upon the Iberian sea, in the country of the Bureis. Ptolemy.

BARET, in Geography, a province of Hindoostan, in the country of Lahore, between the rivers Ranaee, Beyah, and Setlodge.

BAREGE WATERS, in the Materia Medica, are celebrated for their hot springs, situated in and near the village of Barege, on the French side of the Pyrenees, at the foot of the lofty mountains. There are four principal hot springs in this place, which differ, however, very considerably in temperature, the highest being about 130° Fahr. and the lowest about 73°. This variety of heat gives every convenience for bathing, drinking, and topical application. Chemical analysis shows in this water a quantity of sulphur, in the form of sulphated hydrogen, united to a small portion of soda, a little common salt, and a kind of fliny bituminous matter. The sulphur and the soda, together with the heat, may be considered as the active ingredients, but the quantity of them is very small; as the water scarcely exceeds distilled water in specific gravity.

The waters of Burege are remarkable for a smooth foamy feel, and they give suppleness and smoothness even to dead skin that is immersed in them. They are used chiefly as a drenchent and detergent bath, in resolving indolent tumours and rigidity of the joints left by gouty or rheumatic affections. They are also of great advantage in cutaneous diseases. Internally taken, the water gives relief in disorders of the stomach, heartburn, indigitation, cholic, and also in several calaneous affections of the urinary organs. Sauners on Mineral Waters.

BARETH, BARTHE, or BATURE, in Geography, a town of Germany, in Franconia, in the margravate of Culmbach. It is the capital of the principality, and often called the principality of Bureath. Its palace, which was burnt down in the year 1773, was again rebuilt in a beautiful style. It has one Calvinist, and two Lutheran churches, a Roman Catholic chapel, a public school, a foundling hospital, and an academy, founded in 1722 by the margrave Frederic, besides the college. In 1430, this town was burnt down by the Hussites. It belonged to the prince of the house of Brandenburg, the last of whom dying in 1782, it descended to the king of Prussia. Near the Fichtelburg, Bureath produces a variety of beautiful marbles, and some curious minerals. The principality of Bureath is also known by the name of Culmbach; and, with Onolfsbach, forms the capital power in Franconia, now annexed to the sovereignty of Prussia. N. lat. 50° 0'. E. long. 11° 50'.

BARELLY, in the county of Hindoostan, in the province of Oude; 41 miles S. E. of Lucknow.

BAREN, a river of Germany, which runs into the Roer, near Schwert, in the county of Mark, and circle of Wellphalia.

BAREN, a town of Switzerland, in the Valais, 25 miles east of Sion.

BARENA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Media, near Ecbatana. Steph. Byz.

BARENFLAS, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony; and county of Erzgeburg, 2 miles west of Altenberg.

BARENSTEIN, or BERNSTEIN, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony, and margravate of Meissen, 17 miles south of Dresden.

BARENT, DITTERICK, in Biography, a painter of history and portrait, was born at Amsterdam in 1554; and having received early instruction from his father, travelled to Venice, where he was admitted into the school of Titian, and became the favourite disciple of that inimitable master. With
With Titian he continued several years, and painted a portrait of him, which gained him great reputation; and he was singularly successful in imitating the touch, the manner, and the style of colouring, peculiar to that excellent genius. Upon his return to his own country, he was very much employed in works that added to his honour; but the composition, which contributed more than any other to establish his fame, was the picture which represented the fall of Lucifer, containing a number of figures, naked, well contrasted, and excellently coloured. He died in 1752. Pitkington.

BARETTI, in Geography, a town of France in the department of the Lower Seine, 3 leagues N.W. of Rouen.

BARENTON, a town of France, in the department of the Channel, and chief place of a canton in the district of Mortain, seated at the source of the Ardèche, containing about 2000 inhabitants, and distant 7 leagues E.S.E. from Arras, and 14 S.E. of Mortain.

BARETSUND, a sea-port town of Sweden, in the province of East Gothland, between Norderkoping and Soderkoping.

BARETTI, Joseph, in Biography, was the son of an architect of reputation, and born at Turin about the year 1716. He received a good education, but squandered his patrimony in gaming. Being of a rambling and debauched disposition, he was frequently reduced, notwithstanding his talents and literary character, to circumstances of distress. In 1748, he was employed at Venice in teaching the Italian language to some English gentlemen; and in 1750, at the instigation of Lord Charlemont, he visited England, which was the place of his future residence. Possessing a wonderful facility in acquiring the knowledge of languages, as well as a critical acquaintance with his own, his talents were well adapted to the profession of a teacher of languages, in which he engaged. In 1753 he wrote a treatise in English, which was "A Defense of the Poetry of his native country against the censures of Voltaire." About this time an acquaintance commenced between Baretti and Dr. Johnson, which was kind and cordial on the part of the latter, and respectful in the highest degree on the part of the former. As he had acquired reputation by some works which he had published on the Italian language and literature, he availed himself of his friend's English dictionary to compile a dictionary of the Italian and English languages, which first appeared in 1760, and which maintains its superiority over all other works of the same kind. In this year he visited his native country, with some prospects of preferment, in which he was disappointed; but on his arrival, he published at Venice a periodical work, intitled "Frutti Letterari," under the character of an old complaining souldier who was returned to his country after long absence. His criticisms, however, in this work, which met with great success, were so severe, that he was obliged to leave the country; and after an absence of five years, he returned through Spain and Portugal to England. In 1763 he published "An Account of the Manners and Customs of Italy," intended chiefly as a reply to the severe strictures of Mr. S. Sharp, the surgeon, in his "Letters from Italy." By Dr. Johnson he was introduced into the family of Thrale, both as a teacher and a literary guest. In 1769, he visited Spain, probably intending to complete his account of a tour in that country. Soon after his return, an accident occurred, which was followed by very distressing consequences. Having engaged in an angry altercation with a woman of the town in the Hay-market, he was assaulted by three men, who insulted and jolted him. Alarmed for his life, Baretti took out of his pocket a French deft knife, and attacked one of the assailants; and unfortunately piercing the contest and repeating the blows, he inflicted wounds which proved fatal. He was arrested and tried for murder at the Old Bailey. In this trial the public were much interested; and a number of men of the first literary eminence appeared to bear testimony to Baretti's character; among whom were Johnson, Burke, Garrick, Goldsmith, Reynolds, and Smollett. The event was the acquittal of Baretti; but the charge very materially affected his reputation. In 1770 he published his "Journey from London to Genoa, through England, Portugal, Spain, and France," 4 vols 8vo. which was deservedly well received; and he continued publishing introductory works for the use of students in the Italian and some other modern languages. Although he had been domiciled in the family of Mr. Thrale, he left it in 1776, in disgust, and by this sudden act of whim or ill-humour, involved the latter part of his life in many inconveniences and difficulties. His attempt, in 1779, for introducing to the public a classical entertainment, which was the "Carmen Secundum" of Horace set to music, failed of success. Reduced to a state of precarious circumstances, he obtained under Lord North's administration a pension from government of 80l. 5s. to meet the urgent of public wants, this fell into arrear, and Baretti could scarcely preserve himself from absolute indigence. His last performance was published in 1786, and was intitled "Tollesdon: Speeches to John Burke about his edition of Don Quixote; together with some account of Spanish literature." Oppressed by anxiety and uncertainty of mind, and with a constitution impaired by fits of the gout, he died on May 6th, 1788. Baretti, although he had a rough and somewhat cynical appearance, was formed for society, and his conversation was instructive, particularly to young persons, with whom he had much intercourse. Having lived much in the world, and having had no opportunity in early life of acquiring fixed principles, he indulged a considerable laxness and freedom of opinion. However his integrity was unimpeached, his morals were pure, and his manners were correct. His charity had no bounds, and by the impiudence with which he exercised it, he was himself involved in difficulties. His literary talents, though not of the highest order, were useful and agreeable. "I know no man," said Dr. Johnson to Boswell, "who carries his head higher in conversation than Baretti; there are strong powers in his mind; he has not, indeed, many hooks, but with what hooks he has he grapples very forcibly." Boswell's Life of Johnson. Europ. Mag. for 1789. Gen. Biog.

BAREUX, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Pyrenees, and chief place of a canton in the district of Mauleon, 5 miles south-east of Mauleon.

BAREX, in Law, a fee of 20 pence, which every person acquitted of felony pays the gaoler.

BAREX, in Geography, a sea-port town of France, in the department of the Channel. It had formerly a good harbour and a considerable trade; but in consequence of neglect, the harbour is choked with sand, and the trade decayed. Cape Barex is 6 leagues east from Cherbourg, in N. lat. 49° 40'. W. long. 1° 17'.

BARGA, a town of Italy, in the duchy of Tuscany, on the river Se chio, 2 leagues from Lucca.

BARGAIN, in a General Sale, a contract either for the sale, purchase, or exchange of a thing. The word is formed from the French bargaigner, to bargain or haggle. He that sells is the bargainer, and he that buys the bargained.

BARGAIN and Sale, in Law, is properly a contract made of
BAR

of manors, lands, and other things, transferring the property thereof from the bargainor to the bargainee, for a consideration in money: or, it is an instrument by which the property of lands and tenements is for valuable consideration granted and transferred from one person to another. It is called a real contract upon a valuable consideration, for parting of lands, tenements, and hereditaments, by deed indented and enrolled. 2 Inst. 672.

It is a good contract for land, and the fcc paffes, though it be not paid in the deed, to have and to hold to him and his heirs, and though there be no livery and seisin given by the vendor, so it be by deed indented, sealed, and enrolled, either in the county where the land lies, or in one of the king's courts of record at Westminster, within six months after the date of the deed.

This manner of conveying lands was created and established by the 27 Hen. VIII. c. 10. which executes all uses raised; and as this introduced a more secret way of conveying than was known to the policy of the common law, therefore the enrolment of the deed of bargain and sale was made necessary by the 16th chapter of that statute. The objects of this provision evidently were, first, to enforce the contracting parties to ascertain the terms of the conveyance by reducing it into writing; secondly, to make the proof of it easy, by requiring their seals to it, and consequently the presence of a witness; and lastly, to prevent the frauds of secret conveyances, by substituting the more effectual notoriety of enrolment, for the more ancient one of livery. But the latter part of this provision, which, if it had not been evaded, would have introduced almost an universal register of conveyances of the freehold, in case of corporeal hereditaments, was soon defeated by the invention of the conveyance by lease and release, which sprung from the omission to extend the statute to bargains and sales for terms of years: (See 8 Co. 93. 2 Ro. Abr. 204. 2 Inst. 671.) and the other parts of the statute were necessarily ineffectual in our courts of equity, because those were still left at liberty to compel the execution of trusts of the freehold, though created without deed or writing. The inconveniences arising from this insufficiency of the statute of enrolments are now in some measure prevented by the 29 Car. II. c. 3. which provides against conveying any lands or hereditaments for more than three years, or declaring trusts of them, otherwise than by writing. 1 Inst. 48 a. n. 3. See Blackett. Com. vol. ii. p. 338. Jacob's Law Dict. by Tomlins. Art. Bargain and Sale.

Bargains, in Commerce, are of divers kinds: verbal, those made only by word of mouth, and giving earnest; written, those where the terms are entered in form on paper, &c.

At Amsterdam they distinguish three kinds of bargains.

Bargains, Conditional, for goods which the seller has not yet in his possession; but which he knows have been bought for him by his correspondents abroad, and which he obliges himself to deliver to the buyer, on their arrival, at the price and the conditions agreed on.

Bargains, Firm, those wherein the seller obliges himself to deliver to the buyer a certain quantity of goods, at the price and in the time agreed on.

Bargains, Optional, those wherein a dealer obliges himself, in consideration of a premium received in hand, either to deliver or take a certain quantity of goods at a fixed price, and within a time limited; but with a liberty, nevertheless, of not delivering or not receiving them, if they think proper, upon forfeiture of their premium.

Bargains, Forbidding, are those, wherein goods are bought in order to be delivered at a certain time afterwards, some part of the price being advanced.

BARGASA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Afa, in Caria, seated at the bottom of the gulf called Ceramicus.

BARGAZAR POINT, in Geography, a cape on the coast of Iceland. N. lat. 66° 18'. W. long. 16° 38'.

BARGE, in Navigation, a kind of flat, or pleasure-boat, or large luggage-boat, used chiefly in the navigation of rivers which lead to great cities.

Barges are of various kinds, and acquire various names, according to the variety of their uses and structure: as,

A company's barge,  A Severn trough,
A row barge,  A Were barge,
A royal barge,  A light boreman,
A joint barge,  A Wye-country barge.

A barge differs from a bark, as being smaller, and used only on rivers; whereas the latter goes out to sea.

There are also barges, belonging to men of war, serving to carry generals, admirals, and chief commanders.

Sailing barges are vessels with one mast, and sometimes a bowsprit. Those that have boom-fails, are rigged like fishing-boats; but, having few hands on board, the boom and gaff are more easily hoisted or topped, the power being increased by the addition of blocks. Sailing lighter or barges, with a sprit-main-fall, rig with a sprit-yard at the head of the sail, hanging diagonally to the mast. Some large barges have vangs like a ship's mizen, and a down-hauler at the peak-end of the sprit-yard. Large barges have a fore-fall, jib, cross-jack-yard, and top-fall, similar to those.

Barge, or Barges, in Geography, a town of Piedmont, in the district of the 4 Vallies, 7½ miles south of Pine-rola.

Bargh-Bune, in Ornithology, Buffon's name of the duffey snipe;  folopex fusca, Gmelin.

Barge Blanche, is likewise a name assigned by Buffon to the white avocet, recurvishifa alba, Gmelin.

Barge le Chatel, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Ain, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Pont-de-Vaux, 4 leagues W.N.W. of Bourg-en-Bresse. N. lat. 46° 19'. E. long. 4° 49'.

Bargé-Couples, in Architecture, a beam mortised into another, to strengthen the building.

Barge-Charse is used by workmen, to signify a part of the tiling, which projects over the gable of a building, and is made up with mortar.

BARGEMON, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Var, and chief place of a canton in the district of Draguignan, 2 leagues N.N.E. of Draguignan.

BARGH, is used in some places of England for a deep horse-way up a hill.

It seems to come from the German bargh, a hill.

Bargh-Master, Barner, or Bar-Barger, in the Royal Mines, the steward or judge of the barghmote.

The word is formed of the German barg-mäster, q. d. master of the mines.

The bar-master is to keep two great courts of barome yearly, and every week a small one, as occasion requires.

BARGHMOITE, or Barmote, a court which takes cognizance of causes and disputes between miners.

Some suppose it thus called from a bar, at which the suitors appear; others, with more probability, derive the word from the German long, a mine.

By the custom of the mines, no person is to sue any miner for ore-debt, or for ore, or for any ground in variance, but only in the court of barghote, on penalty of forfeiting the debt, and paying the charge at law.
BAR

BARGIACIS, in Ancient Geography, a town of His-pania Tarraconensis, situated in the inner part of the country, and in the territory of the Vacceaeans. Ptolemy.

BARGIE, in Geography, the name of a barony in the southern part of the county of Wexford, province of Lein-ster, Ireland, which, with the adjoining one of Forth, was peopled by the followers of earl Strongbow. The language used there is said to be a broken Saxon, more like Flemish than English, and not one in a hundred knows any thing of Irish. "They are evidently," says Mr. Young, "a distinct people, and I could not but remark that their features and cast of countenance varied very much from the common native Irish. The girls and women are handsonse, hav- ing much better features and complexions. Their industry is superior to that of their neighbours; and their better living and habitations are also distinctions not to be forgotten. The poor have all barley bread and pork, herrings and potatoes. On the coast there is a considerable fishery of herrings. Both men and women wear straw hats, which give them a comic appearance. The inhabitants are reckoned more industrious and cleanly, and better farmers than in any other part of Ireland; but Mr. Young found their fylle very defective. The farms were in general from 20 to 80 acres at an average rent of a guinea per acre. The soil is light, and being extremely well tilled, produces large quantities of barley. Young's Tour, and Larouey's Ramble through Ireland.

BARGOSA, in Ancient Geography, a town of India, which was the country of the philosopher Zarmanochegas, who committed himself to the flames in the presence of Augustus, according to Strabo.

BARGOTA, in Geography, a town of Spain, in Na-varre, 6 leagues from Ezella.

BARGULIA, or BARGULUS, in Ancient Geography, a place of Illyria, in the neighbourhood of the people deno-minated Parthini, which Philip ceded to the Romans by a treaty, 204 years before the vulgar era.

BARGUS, a river of Illyria, both sides of which were inhabited by the Scordiæs; it discharges itself into the Ilfe, according to Strabo. Pliny says, that a river of this name flowed into the Hebrus.

BARGUSI, an ancient people of Spain, to whom envoys were sent from Rome to solicit the Spaniards to take part with the Romans rather than with the Carthaginians. They inhabited the interior of Spain, on the other side of the Ebro; and were subdued by Hannibal. Livy, i. xxi. c. 10. 23.

BARGUSIN, in Geography, a town of Siberia, in the province of Norththink, in the government of Irkutsk, formerly an olrog, now a circle-town, on the right bank of the river Bargusan, 20 versts above where it falls into the Bargusinian bay of the Baikal, 53° lat. 127° long. 524 versts north-east from Irkutsk. It is chiefly remarkable on account of the baths in its district. They were discovered in a wild region at the distance of eighty versts from any habitation. M. Grand, surgeon to a regiment quartered in those parts, having successively prescribed the use of these baths to se- veral patients, M. Von Klitha, the governor of Irkutsk, in 1779, caret some buildings to be erected there. They have proved of great benefit to persons afflicted with rheu-matism, fevers, phthisis, and other complaints of a like nature. The water is drank either pure, or, on account of its nauseous taste resembling that of rotten eggs, mixed with milk. It promotes perspiration, does not unquench thirst, and may be drank in large portions. When boiled, it is of a very agreeable taste, and is particularly good with tea.

BARGYLA, BARGYLLA, or BARGLEA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Ais Minor, in Caria, near Japh and Minus. It is mentioned by Pliny, Strabo, and Pto- lemy. It was situated near the Meander, south of Miletus. M. d'Anville places it north-east of Halicarnassus, on the gulf called Iaflus.

BARGYLIUS, a mountain of Phœnicia, on the confines of Syria, on the way towards Antiochene. It was situated north of mount Libanus.

BARI-NAGASH, in Geography. See Baharna- gash.

BARI, a sea-port town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, on the coast of the Adriatic; once the capital of a province of the same name, and seat of an archbishop. It is well-built, populous, and has a good trade. The harbour was almost destroyed by the Venetians. 120 miles E.N.E. of Naples. N. lat. 41° 31'. E. long. 17° 46'. It contains, says Swinburne, about 6,000 persons.

BARI, or Terra di Bari, a province of Naples, deriving its name from its capital. It is bounded on the north and north-east by the sea, on the east and south-east by the province of Otranto, on the south by the Baflolena, and on the west and north-west by the Captana. It is about 62 miles long, and its mean breadth is rather more than 20 miles. It produces corn, wine, oil, cotton, flax, and fucr; and the coast is guarded against the corsairs by sixteen towers. Its sea-ports are Barletta, Trani, Bari, and Molfetta; its mountains are Sanazzo, Femina Marta, Lapi-lo, Franco, and St. Agostino; and its rivers are Olanzo and Cane. The extent, according to Swinburne, is 869,097 moggies, 5 moggies being equal to 4 English acres; and he states the number of its inhabitants to be 281,048. The city of Bari is the ancient Barium; and coins struck by its principal magistrates still exist. The Lombards, Greeks, and Saracens disputed the possession of this city in the ninth century. In the tenth, it refle to diiission on becoming the residence of the Greek cattapan or vicerey, and of a metropolitain bishop. The book of constitutions, compiled for the judicial government of the province, and full in use, is a respectable voucher for the importance and policy of Bari during the middle ages. About the year 1000, Bari became the scene of conspiracies and revolutions. Melo confrated against the Greek emperor in this place; but it retained its subjection to the eastern emperor, and was one of the last and firmest supports of his dominion. In 1067, Robert Guiscard invaded it by sea and land, and enclosed it by a semicircle of ships joined together by chains and hovens, in order to prevent its obtaining succours. This blockade lasted four years. Earl Roger afterwards joined his brother with a strong fleet, defeated the Imperial squadron sent for the relief of the city, and made its admiral prisoner; upon which Bari opened its gates to the conquerors. A citadel was erected by king Roger for securing the allegiance of this town, but it was hardly finished when Lombaris razed it to the ground. At this time, Bari was a populous and strong place. It was afterwards treated with great severity by William the Bad, who levelled the dwellings of the inhabitants who joined in the grand rebellion against him to the ground. The city, however, must have risen feordly out of its ruins, as the emperor Frederic establisned an annual fair here in 1134. About 1138, he ordered the town to be destroyed, by way of punishing the inhabitants for treasourable practices. Bari frequently changed its proprietors, till it was settled by Alphonius the second upon the family of Sforza, in consideration of the marriage of his daughter Isabella with the duke of Milan. According to treaty, these states became the property of Bona, queen of Poland, at whose death this duchy returned.
to the crown, to which it has ever since remained annexed.


BARIANA, in Amanti Georaphy, a town of Asia, in Mesopotamia. Hill.

BARIARED, in Geography, a town of Peritas, in the province of Kerman, 19 leagues S. W. of Sirjan.

BARIEL, or Barnacle Point, is the south-eastern limit of Winthrop's bay on the north-east coast of Antigonus Island, and on the west side of the channel into Parham Harbour.

BARILLA, or Barilla, is the term by which the impure mineral alkali from the coasts of Spain and some other parts of the Levant is known in commerce. From Alicanta and the coasts of the province of Murcia is the most esteemed. It is brought over in the form of hard brown specked porous masses almost without smell, and tasting strongly alkaline. It is procured by burning to ashes several plants growing on the sea-shore of the species of Salina and Kali. For the particulars of this manufacture, see the article Soda. The term Brilho tortilla is also applied sometimes to Kelp, a much more impure sod, and sometimes, though improperly, to parsley, or the ashes of plants containing parsley, the vegetable alkali.

BARILLARIUS, an ancient officer in monasteries and great households, who had the care of the cauls and vessels of wine, &c. in the cellars.

BARILLOVITZ, in Geography, a town of Croatia, on the river Korana, 10 miles south of Carlsbad.

BARIN, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the province of Natolia, 12 miles south of Amasiah.

BARING OF TREES, in Agriculture. See Ablaqueation.

BARJOLS, in Geography, a town of France, and principal place of a district in the department of the Var. The town is populous, and situated in a pleasant country; 9 leagues north of Toulon. Lat. 43° 35'. Long. 5° 23'.

BARIQUISOMETO, a river of North America, in the country of Terra Firma, which runs into the Oroonoke.

BARISSOGLEBSK, or Borissolegbe, a town newly created by Catharine II. in the province of Yaroslaf, is situated on the Volga, 57° 30' lat. 57° 9' long. has 4 brick, and 417 wooden houses, 2076 inhabitants, and a brick church. The trade of this town consists in the production of the fishery and several manufactures of hardware, chiefly pots and kettles. The home and foreign trade together amount nearly to 60,000 rubles. There is also a small town of the same name, situated 59° 50' lat. and 60° long. on the Khoper, in the governorship of Tambouf, consisting of 400 timber-houses, and 804 male inhabitants, several of whom are shop-keepers. It has two timber churches. The merchants a few years since invented themselves in the regitters as pellissiers of a capital of only 13,126 rubles. Here is a celebrated distillery.

BARITONO, in Muffs, a voice of low pitch, between a tenor and base. The term is formed of two Greek words κούς, grave, and ρως, tone. But those who are not partial to base voices, rather choose to derive the word from the Italian verb barrire, to bray.

BARK, in Vegetable Anatomy, is a term by which is commonly understood the external part of vegetable bodies; which is separable from the other parts of the plant without much difficulty, during the season of vegetation; but at other periods requires maceration in water, or boiling, and when detached by any of these means, the finer connexions which unite it to the wood are necessarily detached.

When bark is thus separated, and subjected to microscopic examination, it exhibits parts differing much in structure and use. These have been divided by anatomists into the epidermis or cuticle, the cellular envelope or parenchyma, and the cortical layers and liber.

The Epidermis is situated most externally, and gives a covering to every part of the vegetable body, except the authors and pistils of flowers. Its texture is varied not only according to the species of plant to which it belongs, but also by the different parts of the same plant; thus, it is strong, dry, and unyielding, upon the roots and trunks of trees; commonly smooth, gljdy, and flexible upon leaves and flowers; and sometimes it is villous, or covered with fine projecting procelles like hairs.

The most usual colour exhibited by the epidermis is that of brown upon the younger branches, and an ash colour upon these parts of the plants which are most aged; it is however white and shining in the birch, red and silvery in the cherry-tree, and brown upon the horse-chestnut and apple-tree &c. The epidermis is not withstanding, in all cases, a transparent membrane, and derives its colour from the substance which is placed immediately behind it, in the same manner as the colour of the skin of animals is produced by the existence of the mucous membrane.

In order to examine the epidermis of vegetables with success, it is necessary to detach it from the cellular tissue, upon which it is immediately applied. This is not difficult to perform, when the plant is full of sap, at which time the epidermis may be removed by a fine knife or lancet; but at other periods it must be submitted to a previous maceration in water before it will separate. When a portion of the vegetable cuticle is thus obtained, it should be inspected under water or spirits, and if viewed with a lens of moderate power, it exhibits the appearance of a plexus or reticulum, of which the meshes are not vacant, but filled by a fine pellicid membrane, as may be seen in Fig. 1 of Plate I. in Vegetable Anatomy; and the fibres composing the reticulation appear more condensed in some places than others, as represented by the letters a a. Hill describes the cuticle of plants as a triple membrane, or three plisuses laid the one upon the other. He observed, by employing high magnifying powers, that these plisuses were of regular forms; that what appeared as fibres in the perpendicular direction were longitudinal vessels, and that the spaces left between these vessels were oblong cells, close at their bottom, but opened at the top; and that the junction of the cells occasioned the appearance of transverse lines; and thus the reticulation was rendered complete. He even professed to have injected these vessels, by procuring an absorption of a solution of the corrosa acetata, or sugar of lead, and afterwards making it visible by adding a mixture of lime and operaum; and in other instances he filled the longitudinal vessels by the absorption of the texture of cochinille. The description, which has been given of the epidermis by Hill, does not appear, however, to deserve much attention, as it differs so much from that of other writers. It is indeed true, that Du Hamel and others have observed a second epidermis under the first, which appeared more green, fresher, and succulent; and that on these trees which frequently call the cuticle, as the birch, cherry-tree, &c. there is a succession of layers; but this does not prove that the epidermis is not a single membrane when first formed, and that where there are more layers than one, each is a perfect cuticle, proceeding in its turn to be exfoliated or call off. This mode of separation resembles what takes place in animals, especially in some reptiles, which have the new cuticle perfectly formed, before the old one is parted with. Upon the trunks of most trees which are dioecious, the successive layers of epidermis continue to adhere together; each of these cracks and gives way as the tree increases in thickness, and hence the deep efts which always appear in the bark of trees of any age. The several laminae, which
are in this manner left surrounded by the cracks, are larger or have more extent, the nearer they approach to the wood, in consequence of the most external epidermis having first yielded to the growth of the tree.

No subject has occasioned greater controversy amongst vegetable anatomists, than the mode in which the cuticle of plants is formed. It was the opinion of Malpighi and Grew, that the epidermis was produced by the last leaves of the cellular envelope, in consequence of their exposure to the air; but if the cuticle was formed by the dehydration of the cellular tissue, it would not admit of that extension which takes place in all circumstances to a certain degree, and which is so remarkable in the cuticle covering leaves, flowers, and fruits, and all parts of which the growth is rapid.

Several other circumstances might be mentioned to show that the epidermis can be produced by the drying of the cellular substance; thus when it is wounded or destroyed, and the part perfectly isolated from the action of the air, a new epidermis is soon formed without any exfoliation. The cuticle is in some instances formed, and in others continues to grow, under circumstances entirely beyond the agency of heat and evaporation, as may be observed in the fleshy plant, and its appendages, and the internal surfaces of buds, &c.; but although the epidermis does not appear to be the cellular tissue simply dried by exposure, it is sufficiently plain that it is the continuation of the same membrane which forms the cellular envelope.

According to the latest observations made on this subject by Mirbel, who is one of the most ingenious vegetable anatomists of the present time, the lines which give the reticulated appearance to the epidermis, correspond in figure with the cells of the parenchyma, and are really the termination of the septa of these cells in the cuticle. (See fig. 2. Plate I. Vegetable Anatomy.) The tubular tissue, which in some cases is perceived upon the superincumbent plants, enters also into the composition of the epidermis, as represented in fig. 3. Plate I. Vegetable Anatomy. These small tubes are however, upon close inspection, found to be composed of cells very much elongated, from whence it would appear, that the cellular substance is alone fitted for producing the epidermis of vegetables. The manner in which the cellular tissue is converted into cuticle, is probably beyond the reach of investigation; but that it is not the mere result of exposure to the air, is sufficiently plain from the facts already noticed. Like many other of the changes and operations of organic matter, we are unable to discover its immediate efficient cause, and in such cases, we must be content with observing the phenomenon, and slating it as the effect of a law of the system.

The growth of the cuticle is subject to considerable variety, according to the plant to which it may appertain, or the different parts of the same vegetable: thus, on leaves, flowers, fruits, &c. we do not meet with the successive layers of dead epidermis that exist upon trunks and branches. Some vegetables again have greater accumulations of dead cuticle than others; some get rid of these by repeated exfoliations; the plantain calls its cuticle every year; the epidermis of herbaceous plants and those which are perennials, is always most delicate in its structure.

The epidermis presents no peculiarities in the monocotyledons, or those plants with one seminal leaf. The uses of the external or cellular portion of the bark have been much controverted, although many of these are exceedingly obvious: it is evident that it serves as a defense to the whole surface of the vegetable; and accordingly we find its composition and strength dependent upon the functions which each part of the plant performs, and the injuries to which it is liable; on the roots it is tough and flexible; on the trunk rough, thick, and unyielding; on the leaves, flowers, and such parts as are only to possess temporary existence, and which at the same time exercise important functions, the cuticle is thin, delicate, and soft. The epidermis serves to guard the plant against the effects of weather; it likewise affords to moderate the operation of heat and cold, and thereby contributes to the maintenance of the equality and independence of vegetable temperature; it regulates the action of light upon the cellular tissue, and thus co-operates in the fixation of that subtle matter; but the most important, perhaps, of all its uses is the giving passage both to the fluids absorbed for the nutrition of the plant, and those expelled by transpiration, &c. Besides these known offices of the cuticle, others are ascribed to it. Many authors imagined that it restrained the growth of the whole tree; this however is disproved by the simple experiment of removing a portion of the cuticle, when it has been found that no bar or swelling took place; these trees also which are most distinguished for the cracks of the cuticle, are not observed to grow taller than others. For a further account of the functions of the cuticle of vegetables, see Epidermis, Leaves, Etiolation, Transpiration, Inhalation, and Pores.

The cellular envelope: This was the name given by Dr. Han nob to the cellular substance immediately under the cuticle, in consequence of its extending over every part of the plant; by Grew it was called parenchyma; and Mirbel, who has already noticed, has with propriety made a distinction between the cellular tissue immediately next the cuticle, and that which is continued into the cortical layers; the first he terms the herbaceous tissue, the other the parenchyma.

The herbaceous tissue is a composition of cells of an hexagonal figure, so applied to each other that each of the sides affords in forming the parietes of the adjoining cell, precisely like the construction of a honey-comb. The membranes composing these cells are extremely fine and transparent. See fig. 4. Plate I. of Vegetable Anatomy, in which the cellular structure is highly magnified, and also some foramina or pores, which establish a communication between the several apartments. These pores are not above the 500th part of a line in diameter. In some instances, the cells are elongated, especially in the parenchyma of the monocotyledons, which is exhibited in fig. 5. of Plate I.; and it is remarkable, that in proportion as the vessels become elongated the pores of communication are more frequent and regular. In some cases, where the cells are very much elongated, they are arranged in rows succeeding each other by intervals, which are perfectly regular. (See Glands, and Pores.) The cellular tissue has been described, by some writers, as composed of a number of fibres, interwoven like the texture of felt. Hill says it only differs from the epidermis in having its parts more distinct; and Malpighi believed the cellular substance to be made up of distinct vessels, collected together, which he called utricles, but, as we have already said, this is not the case; the whole being one continuous membrane, every part of which enters into the composition of two cells. Grew compared the cellular substance to the bubbles observed upon the surface of fermenting liquors, which is a very happy similitude, as it conveys a very perfect idea of its appearance when only examined with a single lens; but when the highest magnifying powers are employed, the hexagonal figure of the cells becomes evident. The herbaceous tissue is the immediate cause of the colour of the epidermis, and its own colour, again, depends upon that of the fluid contained in the cells, which is usually green, but is sometimes brown, red, yellow, &c. This juice is of a resinous nature, which circumstance would appear, as well as the colour, to be the effect of its continual exposure to the light.
light. It is probable that the sap is originally deposited in the cells, in the state in which it is absorbed, as it is, consisting of water and carbonic acid gas, and that there, by the agency of light, it undergoes a decomposition; the oxygen contained in both the water and fixed air being discharged by the pores of the cuticle, the carbon of the carbonic acid, and the hydrogen of the water producing the oils and the resin. A number of confluences arise from this operation, not only to plants themselves, but to the animal world, which make it the most important proceeds carried on in the vegetable system. See \textit{Respiration, Light, Oxygen, and Transpiration.}

\textbf{Parenchyma.} This part is composed of cells like those described in the herbaceous tissue; indeed, the only difference which exists between these two parts of the cellular substance, is in the colour of their contained fluid; the one being usually green, in consequence of its exposure to the light; whilst the other, not being situated so superficially, is generally found transparent. In other respects, they agree in structure, and appear to be formed of the continuation of the same membrane.

The parenchyma of Mirbel corresponds with the tissue cellular of Du Hamel, the syllepses of Maltzahn, and the parenchymatous syllepsis of Grew; whilst the herbaceous tissue is more strictly the envelope cellular of Du Hamel.

The parenchyma is not confined to the superficial tissues of vegetables; it paves between the fibres of the cortical and lignaceous layers, and forms the pith or medulla; the pulpiness of leaves and petals depends upon its existence; fruits, seeds, and the embro plant, are almost entirely composed of it; bulbous, and other succulent roots, owe their bulk to it; no other structure is observable in the fungi and fungi: in short, the cellular tissue is the first and simplest state of vegetable organization, and serves as the connecting medium between all the parts of the plant.

There is, strictly speaking, no circulation of the juices contained in the cellular tissue; fluids, however, being admitted into any of the cells, easily pass into the neighbouring ones, by means of the small pores of communication, already described.

The texture of the cellular substance is very quickly broken down by maceration, or boiling in water; which circumstance should be recollected in preparing the parts of plants for examination; otherwise the natural connections, which are produced by the cellular tissue, may escape observation.

\textbf{The Cortical Layers and Liber.} When the epidermis and the cellular envelope have been removed, the remainder of the bark appears to be made up of a number of reticulated fibres, containing cellular substance in their interstices; this appearance of the cortical fibres is plain to the naked eye, especially if the cellular tissue, which paves amongst them, be at all dissolved by maceration, or other means; but if examined by the microscope, these fibres become very distinct; their arrangement is then perceived to be regular, and difficult to describe. The fibres in their course, although longitudinal with respect to the plant, are not parallel with each other; each makes a short curve, and thus comes into contact with the one adjoining, with which it usually becomes incorporated or united, and thus produces a plexus or network, which was called by Du Hamel the cortical plexus; sometimes these fibres merely touch each other, and then go off again, to compose another mesh in the plexus, see fig. 6, Plate I. of \textit{Vegetable Anatomy}; and point out the reticulation produced by the fibres, and \textit{abb} the meshes, or spaces left between them. The meshes are not vacant in the recent vegetable, but filled with cellular tissue, which admits of the transverse motion of the fluids in plants. Du Hamel states, that upon examining these fibres by a high magnifying power, each appeared to be a fasciculus, the fibres of which could be again resolved into fibres, and these again might be divided into others, until they became too minute for observation; he, however, as well as other authors upon the subject, suppose the cortical fibres to be vessels. See Vessels.

The cortical layers, as the term implies, are not single, but consist of a number of concentric layers, placed upon each other in such a manner that the meshes of one plexus are situated opposite to those of another. Fig. 7, Plate I. exhibits this circumference as it has been represented by Du Hamel. The cellular tissue passes through all these meshes, and thus produces a kind of intertexture, which will be compared to cloth, calling the longitudinal fibres the warp, and the transverse the weft.

The meshes of the several net-work are smaller, the more internally they are situated; the gradation in this respect is regular from the external layer to the wood, as may be perceived in figs. 8, 9, 10, in Plate I. of \textit{Vegetable Anatomy}. In the more internal plexus, fig. 10, the longitudinal fasciculi are nearly parallel, and to close to each other that the interstices are almost obliterated.

The cortical layers, or net works, are found to increase in number according to the age of the part which sustains them. Thus Du Hamel reckoned only five or six plexuses upon the upper branch of the linden-tree, and seventeen at the base of the trunk of the same tree.

The same disposition of fibres does not exist in all plants; in the lagetto, or the larch bark tree, for instance, the cortical plexus exhibits a texture like gauze or lace. See fig. 11, Plate I. of \textit{Vegetable Anatomy}.

Much confusion may be observed in the descriptions which authors have given of that part of the bark called liber. The name would appear to have taken its origin from the likeness which the cortical plexuses, when partially separated, bear to the leaves of a book; and, conformably to this idea, Grew and others have considered all the cortical layers as belonging to the liber; whilst, on the other hand, Malpighi has given this name to the innermost layer only. The liber is, however, generally allowed to be the most important part of the bark, and is that substance from which the cortical layers are formed. When the bark is stripped off a tree in a state of full vegetation, in a very short time a gelatinous substance is observed to exude upon the surface of the wood; this substance acquires organization, and is converted into a new bark. It was termed \textit{carbium} by Du Hamel; the manner in which it is produced, and its composition, are both unknown, but its high utility in the vegetable economy is proved by some beautiful experiments. This formative or organizing substance is constantly renewed during the period of vegetation, and immediately produces the liber, which is indubitably converted into the layers of bark, and the alburnum, or white imperfect wood, which is next the bark; and hence the accretions of bulk in perennial vegetables, which are made every year, and indicate the age of the tree. That the liber is the immediate source of both the wood and the bark, or the central point or fountain of organization, is proved by two very elegant experiments made by Du Hamel. He separated a portion of the bark of a plum-tree, and made sure that it notified the inner cortical layers or liber; he then removed a similar portion of bark from a peach-tree, and replaced it with the piece taken from the plum-tree. The graft perfectly succeeded; and upon a future examination he found, that not only the grafted bark continued to grow, but that a corresponding portion of wood was produced, which was very distinguishable from the.
the rest of the tree, as it polished the red colour of the wood of the plan-tree, from which the bark had been removed. The other experiment is equally decisive; he passed several flatter wires through the bark of a tree, in the season of full vegetation, some of the wires only went through the parenchyma, whilst others were inserted into the liber; those which had only penetrated the cellular tissue, obeyed the excentric progress of the bark, and as the tree grew came nearer the surface; but the wires which had passed through the liber, were carried towards the centre, and after some years, were found covered with many layers of wood.

The conclusion which Du Hamel drew from these experiments was, that the bark produced the liber, the albummum, and the wood; but it is Mirbel's opinion, that the wood in giving origin to the cambium, produces the liber, which is finally converted into both the bark and wood. For the further discussion of this subject, see Cambium, Liber, and Wood.

It should be observed, that the period of vegetable existence depends upon the power of the plant to produce the cambium, and consequently the liber; accordingly, in herbs, most of which do not survive one or two years, the successive layers which characterize the wood of trees, are not to be seen.

Hitherto we have been describing the arrangement of the cortical layers, in the Dicotyledons; in those plants, however, which are called monocotyleans, or having one leafy leaf, the disposition of these parts is very different; only the cuticle and cellular substance are found on the surface of these vegetables; there are no concentric layers of either bark or wood; the interior of the plant is filled with parenchyma, in which are contained the woody fibres, scattered at irregular distances; the cambium is deposited round each fibre, and there produces the tubular and cellular tissue; the tubular tissue forms all the woody part or albummum, which contracts in thickness, elongates, and is ineffably converted into the perfect wood, and in contrasting is detached from the parenchyma and leaves a vacancy which is presently filled up by a new cambium; each of these fibres, therefore, might with propriety be considered as a distinct vegetable, insomuch as it has the means of an independent growth. See Cambium, Wood, Monocotylean, and Dicotylean. It has already been observed, that some of the more simply organized vegetables, such as the fungi and seculi, do not possess in any of their substance either cortical or woody fibres, but are altogether composed of the cellular tissue.

After the account which we have given of the different parts entering into the structure of the bark, it is unnecessary to insist upon its uses in the vegetable system; in it reside almost all the powers and energies of the plant; wounds only are healed by it; upon the exact contact of the fibres of two trees depends the whole of the success in engraving; and in the bark are prepared not only all the juices and secretions which are required for the fulness and increasement of the plant, but those peculiar substances which are applicable to so many of the purposes of common life and of medicine. See Vegetal, Succa Propria, and Secretion.

Bark, Peruvian, Cortex Peruvianus. The great importance in medicine of the peruvian bark has appropriated to it exclusively the term of the bark. We shall describe it under the botanical and now official name of Cinchona.

Bark, in Agriculture, a substance frequently employed by cultivators as a manure to particular kinds of land.

The bark of trees in general, and particularly that of the oak, becomes an useful manure after it has been employed by the tanner in the preparation of leather. One load of oak bark laid in a heap and rotted after having been thus used, it is said, will do more service to stiff cold land, and its effects will last longer, than two loads of the richest dung. Mr. Miller in his Dictionary observes, that it is much better for cold strong land than for light hot ground, if it be used alone as taken from the tan-yard; because it is of a warm nature, and it will loosen and separate the earth so effectually, that, by only employing it two or three times, a strong soil, not only to be wrought, may be rendered perfectly light and loose; but by mixing it with earth of a nature contrary to that which it is intended to correct, and in a proportion fitted to the nature of the soil on which it is to be laid, it will prove a good manure for almost any sort of land.

And Mottram has even asserted that it will alter and change the very nature of the soil, and turn it into a rich black mould. As it abounds with vegetable matter derived from the tree to which it belonged, and is strongly impregnated with mineral materials by the length of time which it has remained in the tan vats, in contact with the skins and hides of animals, it must necessarily prove beneficial as a manure where judiciously applied.

When laid on grazed land it has been recommended to be spread over it soon after Michaelmas, that the winter rains may wash it into the ground to the roots of the grasses, as when laid on in the spring, it is apt to burn the grass, and, instead of improving it, do considerable injury to that fecon. But when employed on arable land it should be applied and spread before the last ploughing in order that it may be turned down lightly into the soil, the fibres of the corn may easily reach it in the spring; when it lies too near the surface, it has however been supposed to hinder the growth of the crop at too early a period, and to be nearly consumed in the spring, when the nourishment is chiefly wanted for its support.

In his work on gardening and agriculture, Mr. Bradley says, he advised a gentleman to whom a considerable quantity of bark was left, upon the expiration of the leave of a tan yard, to lay some of it upon a piece of stubborn four land; which he did with such success, that his product was admired by all the gardeners and farmers in the neighbourhood. For such soils, he thinks it should be mixed with a sandy mould or earth; and that one third of bark to two thirds of such materials will be a sufficient proportion for clays in general, laying on about one hundred and fifty cart loads upon the acre.

Worlidge remarks, that the barks or rinds of other trees, though not of so high a value as that of the oak, which is the first principally used by tanners, much of necessity enrich either corn or pasture grounds, if broken into small pieces, and laid upon them.

It has been found from experience, that by mixing caustic lime with tanners bark, in the proportion of about two parts of the latter to one of the former, the conversion of the bark into vegetable mould may be greatly promoted, and that the composition when employed as a top dressing for either turnips or grazes proves an excellent manure, promoting the growth of the crops in a rapid manner.

Bark, in Gardening, comprehends the exterior parts or coverings of trees, plants, and vegetables, and also such substances in their dead state after being separated from them, and employed for different purposes.

The bark of trees, &c. is in itself a hard porous texture, and adheres loosely to the liber, or inner bark. It is flasted by Dr. Darwin, in his Philosophy of Gardening and Agriculture, that the barks of the trunks of trees are similar to those of their roots, and may be esteemed a part of them, as they confine an intertexture of the vessels which descend from the plume of each individual bud to the radius of it, and constitute its caulex. The bark of the root
is nevertheless, he says, furnished with lymphatics to absorb water and nutritious juices from the earth, and is covered with a moisened cuticle, while the bark of the item is furnished with lymphatics to absorb moisture from the air, and is covered with a drier cuticle; the latter resembling the external skin of animals and the lymphatics which open upon it; and the former, the mucous membrane of the stomach, and its lacelaxis.

The interior barks of some trees, like the alburnum or roots described above, contain, he thinks, much mucilaginous or nutritious matter; as the bark of elm (ulmus), and of holly (ilex), and probably of all those trees or shrubs which are armed with thorns or prickles, which are designed to prevent the depredations of animals on them, as the hawthorn, gooseberry, and gose, cerasus, ribes, graffallaria, ulex. The internal barks of these vegetables may, he thinks, be conceived to be their alburnum less diluted, and might probably all be used as food for ourselves or other animals in years of scarcity, or for the purposes of fermentation; as he doubts not but the inner bark of elm-trees, detached in the spring by being boiled in water, might be converted by the addition of yeast to small beer, as well as the alburnum of the maple and burch (acer and betula), all which are now suffered to be eaten by insects, when those trees are felled. For the sugar, which is extracted from the vernal sap-fauce of the maple and burch, as well as that found in the manna afs (frauxius ornus), feems, he observes, to refide during the winter months in the root or alburnum, rather than in the bark properly so called, and to become liquefied by the warmth of the spring, or dissolved by the moisture absorbed from the earth and conveyed to the opening buds; but resides solely in the roots of perennial herbaceous plants; and in the economy of grasse, and he fuppofes of the fugar-cane, it is deposited at the bottom of each joint, which is properly at the root of the item above it.

Of the above plants, continues he, the bark of the holly not only yields a nutritious moisened, and thus supplies much provender to the deer and cattle in Newfoord forest, by the branches cut off and dried upon the ground in fevere fATIONS of frost and snow, but contains a refinous material, which is obtained by boiling the bark and washing away the other parts of it. This refinous material pollifies a great adhesiveness to feathers and other dry porous bodies, and has hence obtained the name of bird-line, and much refelines the cerathecum or claffic fhin brought from South America, and also a foffil elastic bitumen found near Matlack in Derbyshire, both in its flaihiness and inflammability. Holles may, he therefore fuppofes, be worth cultivating for this material besides the urch of their wood; as the doctor was informed, that thirty years ago a person who purchased a wood in Yorkshire, feld to a Dutch merchant the bird-line, prepared from the bark of the nume-rous holles, for nearly the whole fum given for the wood; which, if it could be hardened, might probably, he fays, be fold for the claffic fhin above mentioned. Whether this reftemplates the nutritive refinous material found in wheat flour, when the moisened, and flarch are washed from it, might, he thinks, be also worth inquiry.

Other barks contain bitter, refinous, aromatic, or acid materials, which supply the fhips of medicine, as Peruivan bark, cafecharis, cinnamon, and were designed by nature, he fuppofes, to protect those vegetables from the depredations of quadrupeds or insects. Hence, he fays he, many trees, and even the wood of them, after it is dried and made into domestic furniture, is never devoured by worms, as the ma-

hogany, cedar, cypress; and hence many plants, as the fox-glove (digitalis), hounds-tongue (synophiion), heu-bane (ly-scyramus), and many trees, are not devoured by any animals, as their juices would be poisonous to them, or much disagree with their fisms, if their efquifit flavours to the nofe or palate did not prevent their eating them. The fame defence of the vegetable kingdom from human digestion, except those which have, in long periods of time, been fected and cultivated, appears, he remarks, from the relation of some unfortunate shipwrecked travellers, who have paffed some hundreds of miles along uninhabited countries almost without finding an efquifite vegetable production.

Other barks contain refringent or colouring particles, employed in the arts of dying and tanning, as that of the barberry, oak, and as (berberis, quercus, fraxinus). The art of tanning diflings in filling the pores of the animal mucous membrane with these refringent particles found in some vegetables, which are believed to perfec a quality of shortening animal fibres. Thus, when a long hair is immerfed for time in a folution of the bark of oak, or of the galls produced on its leaves by the punctures of insects, the hair is faied to be shortened. Whether this proceed occasioned by the chemical coagulation of the mucus, of which these fibres totally or in part confift, or by capillary attraction tending to diflend these fibres in breadth, and thus to shorten them, as a twisted string is shortened by moisture, has, he fays, not yet been well investigated. By this impregnating the pores of animal skins with vegetable particles they become less liable to putrefaction, as confilling of a mixture of animal and vegetable matter, as well as much better adapted to many domestic or mechanical purposes.

The art of dying diflings likewise in impregnating the pores of dry fibulances with a folution of the colouring matter extracted from vegetables by the capillary attraction of these pores to the coloured folution; and, secondly, by a chemical change of those colouring particles after they have been imbibed, and the water of the folution exhaled, by again steeping them in another folution, which may chemically affect the former. Thus, he fays he, as green diflings of a mixture of blue and yellow, it may be heat produced by boiling the material defigned to be dyed, in a folution of one of thofe colours, as of indigo, and then in that of another, as of the bark of barberry. And as a folution of iron becomes black when mixed with the cold of oak-galls, by being in part precipitated; it is probable that the particles of this combination, of a folution of iron with refringent matter, may be larger than either of thofe particles separately; and, therefore, that if a dry porous fubstance be immersed, in a folution of oak-galls, and, after being fuffed to dry, is thenimmerfed in a folution of iron, the black tinge will penetrate into minuter pores, and thus become more intense than if the fubstance had been immersed in the black dye already prepared.

Other barks are, he adds, used for apparel, paper, cordage, and for many mechanical purpofes, owing to the strength and tenacity of their fibres, or to the fineness of them; as hemp (canabis), flax (linum), for the purpofes of spinning and weaving. The bark or leaves of the papyrus, a flag of the Nile, was, he fays, fift used for paper; and the bark of the mulberry tree is fift made into cloth at Otheite, and other Sothern islands.

The art of separating the fibres of the bark of plants, as they conflit of the candeaces of buds, or the connceting veifes between the plumule and the radicules of them, is, he observes, performed by foaking them for weeks in stagnant water, till the mucous membranes, which connect the
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these fibres, are destroyed by putrefaction; and afterwards by drying them, and beating off with hammers what may still adhere.

These fibrous parts of the barks of trees, as they contain no saccharine matter, like the alburnum, are, he observes, much less liable to decay than the sap-wood, or perhaps than any part of the timber. Maupertius, he adds, who went to Lapland to measure a degree of the meridian, lays, that among the numerous trees which lay upon the ground, destroyed by age, or blown down by the winds, many birch trees appeared whole, owing to the undecayed state of their bark, but crumbled into powder on being trod upon; and that the Swedes took the practice from this of covering their houfes with this unpiercable bark, on which they sometimes lay foil, and thus possesse aerial gardens.

To increase the quantity of bark, it must, the doctor remarks, be remembered, that the leaf-buds, or vitiparous offspring of trees, as they form new buds, acquire new candexes extending down into the ground, and thus increase the bark of the stem in thickness; but the flower-buds acquire no new candexes, but die as soon as they have ripened their seed, and consequently do not increase the thickness of the bark. Whence one method of increasing the quantity of the bark is to increase the number or vigour of the leaf-buds, in contradiction to the flower-buds, which may be done by pinching off the flowers as soon as they appear; and as the bark becomes gradually changed into wood, this may be one method, also, he thinks, of forwarding the growth of timber-trees.

It is added, that the method of preserving the bark of trees from moths consisls in rubbing off that parasite vegetable in wet weather, by means of a hardish brush; which is said to be used with advantage on the apple-trees in the cleyer countries; and may, at the same time, give motion to the vegetable circulation, or forward the acent of their juices aborded by the radical or cortical absorbents. In dry weather, the brush should be frequently dipped in water. Walking the barks of wall-trees by a water-engine, may also facilitate the protrusion of their buds in dry seasons; and might possibly prevent the canker, if applied to dwarfs or espalier apple-trees. Other parasite vegetables must be occasionally destroyed where they occur; as the lichens, fungi, millitoe, with the ivies and other climbers, as some kinds of lonicera, Clematis, and Fumaria, woodbine, virginsbower, and fumitory.

It is further remarked, that when a wound is made in the bark of a tree, it is, as it were, the alburnum to the air, the upper lip of the wound is liable to grow faller downwards than the lower one is to grow upwards, owing to the former being supplied directly with nutritive juices secreted from the vegetable blood after its vegetation, and consequent oxygenation in the leaves; whereas, the lower lip only receives those juices laterally by the inoeration of vessels. Over these wounds the cuticle is liable to project, and to supply a convenient hiding-place for insects, which either eat the new fibres of the growing bark, and perforate the alburnum; or by their moisture, their warmth, and their excrements, contribute to the decay of the alburnum, and prevent the healing of the wound. These dead edges of the projecting bark or cuticle should therefore, it is said, be nicely cut off, but not so as to wound the living bark.

It is remarked, that plasters of lime or tar with sublimate of mercury, have been recommended to preserve the wounded parts from the air, and from moisture, and from infects; but as all these materials are injurious to the fibres of the living bark, they should be used with caution, so as not to touch the edges of the wound, but only to cover the alburnum; for this purpose, white lead and boiled oil, mixed into a thick paint, or with the addition of sublimate of mercury, or of arsenic, or of spirit of turpentine, may probably answer the purpose; and may be of real utility on the wounds of those trees whose wood contains less acrimony, and is therefore more liable to be bored into and eaten by a large worm or maggot, almost as thick as a goose-quill; which is the doctor has seen happen to a pear-tree, fo as to consume the whole internal wood, till the tree was blown down.

In respect to the caution necessary to be observed in not touching the living edges of the wounded bark with such materials as may injure the tree by their absorption, he remembers seeing several young elm trees which died by their holes having been covered, as he was informed, by quicklime, mixed with cow-dung, to prevent their being injured by hares; and he has seen branches of peach and nectarine trees destroyed by sprinkling them, when in leaf, with a light solution of arsenic, and others with spirit of turpentine.

The composition recommended by Mr. Forfith, in his "Treatise on the Culture and Management of Fruit Trees," which is composed of cow-dung, fatte lime, wood-sashes, and river sand, seems however to have been made Use of in those cafes with much advantage, and without any inconveniency having been experienced in this way.

It is further stated, by the author of Phytophylia, that a more curious method of cure is said to have succeeded, where the bark of a tree has recently been torn off, even to great extent; and this is, by binding the fame piece of bark on again, or another piece from the fame tree, or from one of a similar nature, nicely adapting the edges of the bark to be applied to the edges of that which surrounds the wound of the tree, which, it is said, will coalesce, in the same manner as the vessels of the bark of the oak incrusted on; which is strictly analogous to the union of inflamed or wounded parts of animal bodies, as in the cure of the hare-lip, or the infection of the living tooth from one person into the jaw of another.

If the bark, over the cankered parts of apple-trees, adds the doctor, could be thus renewed by paring the edges of the mortified bark to the quick, and then nicely applying a piece of healthy bark, from an apple-tree of inferior value, and securitizing it with an elastic bandage, as a throb of plaster, it would be a very valuable discovery. Another method, where a branch of a valuable tree is in the progress of being destroyed by canker, might, he observes, be by inclining the cankered part, and some inches above it, in a garden pot of earth previously divided, and supported by stakes, and tied together round the branch, which might then strike roots in the earth of the garden-pot, and, after some months, be cut off, and planted on the ground, and might thus be preserved, and produce a new tree; which experiment (the doctor says) he has tried on two apple-trees, and believes it will succeed.

Bark, in its dead state, after having been employed in the vat of the tanner, is found to be a material of great utility for the purpose of constituting those hot-beds in floves and pits contructed for them, that are usually denominated bark-beds, and which from their being much more regular and durable in the temperature of their heat, than thoo formed from dung, become a great deal more convenient and useful for different purposes of the gardener; and are of course employed with much advantage in the growth and culture of various tender and curious exotic
exotics that require the aid of an uniform degree of artificial heat in this climate. See Bark-Bed, and Bark-Pit.

Barks of Trees, (Chemical Analysis of). Since the time that chemists have introduced a considerable degree of minuteness and comparative accuracy in the analysis of vegetable matter, many of the general classifications of medical chemistry have been found inconvenient and liable to error. This is particularly the case when vegetable substances designed for chemical examination, are claffed anatomically, or according to the use which they fulfill in the economy of the plant, rather than the properties which they exhibit under the hands of the chemist. Thus, in the infancy of the barks of trees, scarcely any common chemical character can be assigned to them, as their composition varies in almost every order of plants, and as they partake largely of the qualities of the common juice which circulates in the vegetable. If there is any principle common to all barks, it is (besides water, an invariable ingredient in vegetable matter), the ligneous fibre or infusible woody part, but even in this respect some very important differences occur in the several species which cannot be neglected by the chemist. The substances which render many barks peculiarly interlacing in the arts and in medicine are, Tannin, or the principle which causes several of them to be employed in the art of tanning; Extract, a substance varying considerably in properties, and much used in medicine; and the GaUic Acid, the basis of many of the black dyes and pigments when in conjunction with iron. These principles, however, are not peculiar to barks, but they are all found in other parts of vegetables. We have an example of an excellent analysis of the bark of the Cinchona, by M. FOURCROY, to which article we shall refer the reader who may wish to have a good specimen of the chemical analysis of vegetables.

Barks, general observations relating to. From the experiments of M. Baffo, it appears, that trees flipped of their bark through the whole length of their limbs, die in about three or four years. But it is remarkable, that trees flipped in the time of the sap, and suffered to die, afford timber heavier, more uniformly dense, stronger, and fitter for service, than if the tree had been cut down in its healthy state. Some of a like nature has been observed by Vitruvius and Evelyn. Mem. Acad. Scienc. 1758.

As animals are furnished with a paniculus adiposus, usually replete with fat, which invesls and covers all the fleshy parts, and fercens them from external colds, plants are encompassed with a bark replete with fatty juices, by means whereof the cold is kept out, and, in winter-time, the spicile of ice prevented from fixing and freezing the juices in the vessels: whence it is, that some fort of trees remain ever green the year round; because their barks contain more oil than can be fent and exhaled by the fun, etc. Ray's Wild. of God, &c., part i. p. 103.

The bark has its peculiar dififaces, and is infected with infects peculiar to it. Wounds of the bark often prove mortal. See Canker.

There are a great many kinds of barks in use in the several arts: some in medicine, as the quinquina, or jenait bark, macer, chacarilla, etc. others in dying, as the bark of the alder; others in spicery, as cinnamon, cihtra lignea, etc. the bark of oak in tanning; others on other occasions, as that of birch, of which a kind of birch is used by the Indians for canoes capable of holding twenty four persons.

Of the bark of willows and linden trees is ordinarily made a kind of ropes. The Siamese make their cordage of the bark of the cocoa tree, which is also the cafe in most of the Asiatic and African nations. In reality, flax and hemp, with all their toughnefs, are only the sap-veffels, or ligneous fibres of the bark of those plants.

The ancients wrote their books on barks, especially those of the afi, and tinta or lime-tree; not on the exterior or outer bark, but on the inner and finer, called phylla; which are of durable a texture, that there are manuscripts on it, still extant, a thousand years old.

In the East Indies they manufacture the barks of a certain tree into a kind of fluff or cloth. It is spun and dressed much after the manner of hemp. The long filaments separated from it, upon beating and steeping it in water compose a thread, of a middle kind between silk and common thread, neither so soft nor bright as silk, nor so hard or flat as hemp. See Neumain's Works, p. 426. note. Some of these fluffs are pure bark, and are called pinifiers, leaf-boners, etc. In others they mix flilk with the bark, and call them ginghams and nilas; the fountains too are part flilk, part bark, and are only distinguished by being flipped. The Japanese make their paper of a species of mulberry tree. (See Morus.) In the island of Otaletes, the natives make their cloth, which is of three different forts, from three different kinds of bark; that of the mulberry tree, that of the bread-fruit tree, and that of the cocoa tree. That made of the mulberry is the most white, and worn chiefly by the principal people. It is manufactured in the following manner. When the trees are of a proper size, they are drawn up and flipped of their branches; after which, the roots and tops are cut off; the bark of these rods being then flipped longitudinally is easily drawn off; and when a proper quantity has been procured, it is deposited in some running water to foot, and kept down by hard roncs; when it is fupposed to be sufficiently flipped, the women go down to the brook, and, flipping themselves, fitt down in the water to separate the inner bark from the green part on the out fide; for this purpose, they place the under fide upon a flat smooth board, and with a kind of hell scrape it very carefully, dipping it continually in the water, till nothing remains but the fine fibres of the inner coat. Being thus prepared in the afternoon, they are spread out upon plaitain leaves in the evening, and placed in lengths of about eleven or twelve yards, one by the fide of another, till they are about a foot abroad, and two or three layers are also laid one upon the other; care is taken that the cloth shall be in all parts of an equal thickness, so that if the bark happens to be thinner in a particular part of one layer than the rest, a piece that is somewhat thicker is flected to be laid over in the next. In this state it remains till the morning, when a great part of the water which it contained, when it was laid out, is either drained off or evaporated, and the several fibres adhere together, so that the whole may be railed from the ground in one piece. It is then taken away and laid upon the smooth fide of a long piece of wood, prepared for the purpose, and beaten by the women. The instrument used for this purpose is a square wooden club, having each of its four fides or faces marked, lengthwise, with small grooves or furrows of different degrees of lenuefs; those on one fide being of a width and depth sufficient to receive a small back thread, and the others finer in a regular gradation, so that the last are not more than equal to the thinner silk. They beat it first with the coarse fide of this mallet, keeping time like our smiths; it spreads fast under the strokes, chiefly, however, in the breadth, and the grooves in the mallet mark it with the appearance of threads; it is successively beaten with the other fides, and laid of all with the finest, and it is then fit for use. Of this cloth there are several sorts, of different degrees of finenes, in proportion as it is more or less beaten; and the other cloth
also differs in proportion as it is beaten, and the several cloths differ also from one another in consequence of the different materials of which they are made. The bark of the bread-fruit is not taken till the trees are considerably longer and thicker than those of the mahogany; the process afterwards is the same. Of the bark of a tree which they call "ponor," the "hibicus tiliaceus" of Linnaeus, they manufacture excellent matting; both a coarse fort on which they sleep, and a filler which they wear in wet weather. Of the same bark they also make ropes and lines, from the thickness of an inch to the size of a small packthread.

Bark Indian, Thuriis corte, a medical bark, brought from the East, rolled up like cinnamon, of a dirty color, a warm aromatic, bitter tafe, and pleasant smell; sometimes used in fumigation against fits of the mother.

Bark, Mill. See Mill.

Bark, Grafting in. See Engrafting.

Bark, in Navigation, denotes a little vessel for the sea, usually with pointed or triangular sails, in number two, or three at the mast. The term is usually appropriated by seamen to those small ships which carry three masts without a mizen top-sail. Our northern mariners in the coal-trade, apply the term to a broad-bermed ship, which carries no ornamental figure on the stern or prow. Bark is also a Mediterranean vessel, with three masts and no bow-sprit; the foremost rakes much forward and carries a latten sail; the main-mast is a pole-mast, and carries three square sails, like the palacare; the mizen-mast is small, and carries a mizen and a top-sail. Fishing-barks are small vessels with one mast, used for fihing, &c. by the Spaniards: on the mast they carry a square main-sail, with a jib upon the bow-sprit. Japanese barks are vessels similar to junks, 80 or 90 feet long on one deck, which have only one mast, that carries a square-sail, and forward one or two jibs made of cotton. They only use fihes, when the wind is large. Barks of Cacahoa and limits of Banda are vessels with flitch-decks, high fheer, and sharp forward. They have one mast, and the sail is similar to the Caracores, being long and narrow. These vessels are kept from upsetting by a fort of beams crossing the vessel and bending downwards at the ends, which fllen to a long round or flat piece of timber. Bombay-barks are called Dings. See Plates of Ships.

The word Bark is derived from the Latin Barca; by Fournier, from Barca, a city in Africa; and by Tolentus, from Barcelona.

Some authors use the word bark for any vessel that has no masts.

Bark, Armed, a kind of fire-ship filled with soldiers, used both for making fahies, and to attack galleries, and bar the passage over them.

Bark. Long, is a small vessel without deck, longer and lower than the common barks, being sharp before, and commonly going both with fahs and oars. It is built after the manner of a floop, and in many places is called a double floop.

Barks, Water, are little vessels used in Holland for the carriage of fresh-water to places where it is wanting, as well as for the fetching sea-water to make salt of. They have a deck, and are filled with water up to the deck.

Bark-Bed, in Gardening, that fort of hot-bed which is either wholly or principally constituted of tanner's bark. This fort of bed, from its preferring the most uniform and regular degrees of heat, is found by much the most useful in the propagation and culture of all kinds of tender exotic plants that are brought from warm climates, and which stand in need of the continued attendance of artificial heat in this part of the world. Beds of this nature, with a little trouble in the management of them, are found sometimes to support a pretty uniform and regular temperature for a considerable length of time.

These are the kind of hot-beds that are generally employed in hot-houses, being formed in pits or cavities constructed for the purpose in them, frequently the whole length of the house, fix or seven feet in width, and three in depth, being inclosed by means of brick work. See Bark-Pit.

In these beds, the pots of such tender exotics as have been mentioned, are plunged and supported; and they at the same time afford attendance in supplying such houses or flowers with those degrees of heat that may be proper for the growth and support of various other plants that do not require to be plunged into the beds, the heat of the surrounding air, produced in this way, being sufficient for their growth and preservation. Thus, by the aid of bark-heat, and that of fire during the severity of the winter season, the gardener is enabled to remove, within the hot-house, the temperature of distant climates, and not only to cultivate and bring to perfection the Bromelia Annans, or pine-apple, but also various other tender plants from different quarters of the globe, both of the herbaceous and woody kinds, and to exhibit them in their most healthy and beautiful states in this country.

Bark hot-beds are likewise occasionally formed in pits constructed for them, in the open ground, separately and detached from the hot-house. These are walled round with bricks chiefly above the surface of the ground, having a frame or coping of wood upon the top on which glafs lights are fixed so as to slide with facility. See Bark-Pit.

In these pits the bark-beds are made to the depth of three feet or more, in order to afford an uniform and lasting heat, for the purpose of raising and propagating different sorts of tender plants from seeds, suckers, layers, cuttings, &c. both of the flowe and green-housie kinds, as well as those of the natural ground. Such beds are of course of great utility where there are large collections of tender exotic plants, and as nursery-pits for young pine-apple plants to supply the flowe or pinery annually. See Stone.

Beds formed of bark are also employed with success in raising various sorts of early productions of other kinds, as early strawberrie, melons, peas, French beans, &c. which by the regular and moderate heat which they afford are mostly brought forward in the greatest perfection.

They are likewise made use of in forcing different sorts of curious flowers, both of the bulbuse, tuberofe, and fibrous rooted kinds, into early bloom; as lycopers, dwarf tulips, Narcissus, Jonquils, anemones, ranuncuieae, peans, &c. also many flowering plants of the small shrubie kind, as roses, hypernicus, &c.

Bark-beds are also employed with great advantage in forcing frames for the purpose of producing early fruit of the apricot, peach and grape kinds. See Forcing Frames, and Hot-Walls.

Hot-beds constituted of bark from the flowe and regular manner in which the heat is in common evolved, are not so liable, as those of dung, to injure the plants by their stearn; they are therefore to be preferred for all the more important purposes of forcing where the material can be obtained.

The heat of them may be perpetuated for a great length of time, by having recourse occasionally to the practice of forcing or turning them over, adding in such operations about a third part of new tan or bark. The beds are however
ever to be wholly, or in a great part, renovated every autumn or spring.

There are different sorts or sizes of bark made use of for the confection of these beds, as coarse, middling, and small. The first kind is the longest in taking on heat, and is apt to heat violently at the beginning, but is of the longest duration. The second sort heats sooner, is more regular, and is pretty durable in its effects. But the last kind heats the quickest, yet it is the weakest, and soon becomes earthy, consequently the least proper for the purpose. Where there is a choice of the material, the middling sort, or a mixture of it and the coarse, should constantly be preferred, admitting as little of the small as possible, and care should be taken that it be perfectly fresh from the vat of the tanner. When the bark is wet after being brought home, it is a good practice to throw it up into heaps or ridges for a few days, in order that it may be drained and rendered more dry, as without such precaution the process of fermentation may be too much retarded.

The periods of making beds of this nature must be regulated by circumstances; but where they are intended for pine-apple plants, they should be prepared about the latter end of September or beginning of October, in order that they may afford a good heat during the winter season; but when the raising of plants from beds, cuttings, &c., or the forcing of culinary vegetables, and fruits or flowers, are the principal objects, the spring may be the most favourable time, as in January or March. For particular uses they may, however, be made at any period.

In forming the beds, the tan or bark, prepared as above, is thrown into the pits that are constructed for it; and where there is old, the new bark well mixed and blended with it, by means of the tan-fork, quite to the bottom; then it is the practice to begin at one end and carry them on to the full breadth and depth, without treading upon them, as that would render the bark too solid for the process of fermentation. It is necessary to raise the surfaces of the beds about three or four inches higher than the tops or copings of the beds or pits, in order to allow for the settling that may take place. In the making of this sort of hot-beds for the purpose of raising pine-apples, the author of the "Scotch Forcing Gardener," in order to avoid the danger of too much bottom heat, never admits of the tan being fitted, or of more than one-eighth part of new tan being added, which is introduced by skimming off a portion of the old tan from the surface; by this means the new tan is not suffered to come within a foot of the surface of the bed, and of course the pots are entirely plunged in the old tan. It is his general practice to deposit half of the quantity of new tan that may be added, in the bottom of the trench, and blend the other half equally with the old, till within a foot of the top of the bed. And in trenched over the beds, it is his custom to throw the sides to the middle, and the middle to the sides, in order that the old tan may be incorporated in an equal manner with the new.

It is contended, that in this manner of preparing the beds, they will be "of a mild and equal temperature from the first, and continue much in the same state for three or four months;" and that after the first filling, they will be attended with but little expense for new tan. It is obvious that the filling the pits of new pineries, in the above intention, should either be performed some time before the plants are to be introduced, or the tan be well sweated down and reduced by frequent turning over in an open field or other convenient place; and in these cases it is even advised not to plunge the pots more than half their depths into the beds for the first two or three months after they have been filled.

The new bark or tan that is to be added should constantly be thrown up into heaps for eight or ten days before it is employed, in order that it may drain and cool; and as when used while wet from the tan pit, it is apt not only to take in the beds, but sometimes to heat violently.

It is necessary, as soon as the beds have been made, to thrum ficks into the bark in different parts, in order that they may be drawn up occasionally to ascertain the heat of them.

The beds, in the first method of making them, will, in general be of a proper temperature for the reception of plants in about ten days or a fortnight, as the examination of the sticks will show. If they be intended for pines or other plants that require pots, they must be plunged immediately into the bark, no earth being necessary as in other sorts of hot-beds; and in performing this business, it is of utility to have a board placed across the beds or pits to stand or kneel upon, and thereby prevent the bark from being trodden too close. The pots containing the plants must be placed to suitable depths, according to the differences in the degrees of heat of the beds, in order to be ultimately let down to their rims. When the heat of the beds is shown by the trying ficks to be on the decline, it will be proper to remove it by flitting up or turning over the bark, which, when of the large or middle sort, will seldom require any increase of new tan.

In accomplishing this business, it may be performed either in the manner directed above, or, after removing the pots, by beginning at one of the ends, and working up the whole of the bark to the bottom, afterwards breaking the humps and turning all the bark over, the pots with the plants being directly reformed. The same operation is to be repeated as often as the decline of heat may render it necessary, and such additions of fresh bark be made as may be required, but in common, not more than two or three turnings are requisite. The additions of fresh tan should modestly be made about the beginning of March or April, the crumblly earthy parts of the old bark being cleared away.

The making of new beds is mostly performed as it has been seen above in the autumn, about September or October, as after they have remained ten or twelve months, the bark is much exhausted both in heat and sub stance, and becomes useless. This earthy part is to be now separated by means of the fork, and new bark added, the whole being well blended together with the fork. When the whole of the old tan appears earthy, it is the best method to clear the pit out entirely, and make the bed up altogether of new bark. See Hot-House.

Bar-kound, a disease which has been supposed common to fruit and other trees, and to be capable of being cured by making a slit or opening through the bark, in a longitudinal direction, from the top of the tree or bough to the bottom, about February or March; and if the gaping be pretty considerable, to fill it up with cow-dung, or some other similar composition. This is probably not so frequently a disease as has been believed by gardeners, as the imperfect growth of trees often causes such appearances.

Bar-k-salling, is when trees are galled by thorns or by being bound to stakes, &c. It is cured by clay laid on the galled place, and bound on with hay ropes.

Bar-k-Pit, a pit or cavity of a long, square, or other form, a yard or more in depth, appertaining to a hot-house or stove, &c., and being turned internally, or detached externally, in which to make tan or bark hot-beds, commonly called bark-beds. The dimensions are four, five, or six feet in width, or more, having length in proportion to that of the hot-house, &c., and when in detached pits, such as may be required. See Bar.
both methods they are formed by a low surrounding brick wall, about a yard in height in the internal pits, and in the external ones three or four feet in front, by four or five in the back wall. These different sorts of pits are indispensably necessary, where the plants are placed in the beds in, as the short loose nature of the tan will not admit of being formed into compact regular beds, without the aid of such kinds of enclosed pits to confine it close together within the limits that are requisite in the formation of the beds.

For various purposes, bark-pits are necessary in all hot-houses or flowers, and occasionally in forcing-houses, &c. And detached bark-pits, distinct from the hot-house, are likewise very useful in all extensive gardens on many occasions, being of great service in the culture of many sorts of tender exotics, and in raising various kinds under different methods of propagation; as well as for raising and nursing those of similar kinds in their young and tender growth; also occasionally for feeding and raising early productions of several sorts of hardy plants in the most perfect manner.

The bark-pit of a hot-house, &c. is an essentially necessary interior compartment, and which, as before observed, is the internal cavity wherein the tan or bark hot bed is made, extending lengthways, and occupying almost the whole bottom space of the house, except about two feet on each side and ends, which is reserved for an alley or walk round, between the outward wall and that of the pit, which should be but very little fluke below the general surface of the floor of the surrounding walk, and formed by a thin wall of brick-work, generally railed, the greater part, three feet high above the surface, the bottom being paved with brick or stone, &c. and in which the bark-bed being made to the whole width, length and depth, leaves both to plunge the pots of the more tender exotics in, such as the pine-apple, &c. in order that they may receive the kindly moist heat thereof immediately about their roots; and, at the same time, to diffuse a peculiar beneficial warm vapour for heating the internal air, affixed by fire-heat in the flames in winter; but sufficient alone in summer and autumn; producing, from May till October, an effectual temperature of internal heat, for the preservation and growth of various tender exotic plants of the house kind, natives of different parts of the hot regions of South America, Asia, and Africa. See BARK-BED, HOT-HOUSE, and STOVE.

Hot-houses, or flowers of the common width, have in general only one pit, extending lengthways of them as described above; but if they are of considerable extent in length, the pit is sometimes divided in the middle by an intervening passage, to render it more convenient in performing the necessary culture of the plants.

Some hot-houses, however, of very great width, have two internal bark-pits ranging parallel lengthways with an alley or passage extending between them, which renders them more commodious in giving the requisite culture to the plants that are plunged in the beds, than if the whole was in one extremely wide pit, in which it would often be very inconvenient to come at the plants placed towards the middle of them; so that two parallel pits or four or five feet wide each, become more eligible than one of eight or ten feet, and by having an intervening passage, give a larger scope and afford a better current of air, for the growth of the plants in the beds, as well as admit of viewing them to greater advantage and effect.

Detached or external bark-pits are exterior erections, separate and distinct from the hot-house or stove, but in some manner connected with, or pertaining to them, being, on many occasions, employed for similar uses, as well as for various other purposes, where occasional artificial heat is wanted. They are, as has been observed, four, five, or six feet wide, having such length as may be required; formed by a surrounding wall of brick-work, three or four feet high in the front, by four, five, or six behind, where sometimes flues for winter fire-heat are fixed in the upper part; the whole being covered at top with moveable glass frames, sloping southward to the full sun, and in which, a bark-bed being made to the whole width, length, and depth, becomes an useful appendage to the stove; affording in the culture of various tender exotics of that repository, especially in the way of a nursery-pit, for raising and preserving them to some advanced state of growth; also occasionally in the propagation and protection of the more tender kinds of greenhouse plants, or any particular, curious, or tender exotic plant, of the full ground, as being always ready, and prepared with a continuing growing heat, wherein to plunge the pots, where artificial heat is required, or essentially necessary in raising such tender plants more effectually and expeditiously.

These kinds of bark-pits also prove exceedingly useful in raising many sorts of tender exotics from seed, cuttings, slips, &c. and in retaining and forwarding them in their growth for some time. Bark-pits of the same kind are likewise particularly useful and necessary in the culture of young ananas or pineapple plants, in rearing and nursing them till of a proper age and size, to be placed in the forcing-houses, fruiting-flour, or pinyeh. See BROMELIA ANANAS, and STOVE.

A similar kind of detached bark-pit is likewise occasionally used with advantage in the work of planting or transplanting, or raising tender or curious plants in pots, for plunging the pots which contain the same, as soon as re-planted, into which much expends their tender shoots, and brings them up at first into a free and vigorous growth.

Bark-pits, of the same kind, are also successfully employed in the work of forcing and raising early productions, such as melons, kidney-beans, peas, strawberries, &c. and for many sorts of flowers, both of the bulbous, rooted, and herbaceous kinds, as well as for small flowering shrubs. And if the dimensions of them were increased, especially in height, in the back parts they might have several sorts of dwarf-fruit trees in pots for the production of early fruit, placed in them. See FORCING-FRAME.

Detached bark-pits should always be erected in warm dry situations, in a sheltered aspect, and be constantly ranged lengthways in the direction of east and west, or nearly so, in order to have the whole front incline fully to the south sun, in a flopping manner, on which to place the gladii in the same position, being generally rational either contiguous to the hot-house or stove, but at a proper distance in front of it, at the situation and convenience of the place may admit. Or they may be erected at one or at both ends, extending in a line with it, but separated by a passage between them.

But detached bark-pits are sometimes formed with ridged tops, like the roofs of houses, the gladii flopping to both sides, being ranged lengthways north and south, in order to have the benefit of the sun equally on both sides, and used for the same purposes as the others; though the common south-fronting pits, extending east and west, are more generally adopted, being less expensive in glass-work, &c. and, in general, more convenient for different purposes of the forcing kind.

They should be constructed, as has been observed, with walls of brick work, forming the upright sides and ends nine inches thick; and were fire-flues are intended, the back wall should be of proper thickness from the bottom, to admit of having flues in the upper parts, a fire-place being contrived externally at the bottom at one end; or, in considerably
fiderably extended pits; a double fire-place may be formed in the middle, behind, or one at each end, either endways or in the back part, as may be thought the most convenient.

Some detached pits are formed of wood-work only, by means of post and planking, serving for particular occasions, where no fire heat is required, as flues for that purpose cannot be admitted in such kinds of pits; where additional heat is occasionally necessary, in such pits, it is effected by applying a strong lining of hot dung to the outside; by which a gool heat of hot dung may be supported. In these bark-pits, sometimes the younger pine-apple plants are deposed and nurfed for the first year; they are likewise occasionally used for the purposes of propagating, raising, and nurfing tender plants in spring and summer, &c.; also for forcing early elevator crops, flowers, &c.

The principal detached bark-pits should, however, be formed with brick-work walls; as being the most effectual for general use, and of the greatest duration.

At fig. 1. Plate l. in Gardening, is the representation of a bed or pit of the most common kind, which may be made of either with bark or dung.

Fig. 2. exhibs a view of a bark pit upon a larger scale.

Fig. 3. is the plan and section of two nurfing pits, as given by Mr. Nicol in the Scotch Forcing Gardener," adapted equally to the purpose of striking young pine plants, and the forcing of apleugs, cucumbers, melons, strawberies, French-beans, falds, flowers, &c. In the plan they appear considerably lower than the ground vel for the convenience of shifting. But in wet situations this should not be the case, but a bank of earth raised against them in a sloping direction all round, as by this contrivance the front flues may be useful in raising early falds, by having the front borders prepared. The furnaces are placed behind communicating furth with the front flues, but returning in the back lingly. The surface of the bark-bed is level with the bottom of the flues all round, to prevent the danger of burning; and at the distance of two feet from the wall of the pit. The inner wall of the flue is formed a brick on edge, and the outer one a brick in bed, for the purpose of strength. The divisions of the plan are only each thirty feet in length, but they may be extended to forty, and will be covered by the same furnaces.

One length of fah is sufficient, as they are worked in the manner of the common hot-bed, having fattenings at top to prevent their shifting down.

Fig. 4. is the plan and section of a single pitted pine flue, on an improved construction, as furnished by the same author, for a fruiting or succession house. It is wrought by two fires, having a feld behind it which may be converted to various uses.

The bottom of the bark-bed is level with the surface of the ground, but the surface much elevated, that the sun and light may be admitted more freely to the plants.

Trellis for vines may be placed against the brick-wall and upright fashes in front.

Two lengths of fashes are here necessary in the roof. The under ones should be made to move either up or down.

Fig. 5. is a bark-pit for succession pine-apple plants.

BARKARY denotes a tan-houfe, or place to keep bark in, especially for taners.

It is otherwise called "heath-leafe" in old writers.

BARKING OF TREES, in Rural Economy, the operation of stripping off the bark or rind, which, when taken from some kinds of trees, as the oak, elm, &c. is made use of by the taners, and of course becomes an article of profit to the proprietor.

It is the most useful in this climate to perform the operation in the month of May, as, at that season, the bark, by the rising of the sap in great quantity, is the most easily separated from the wood. This, however, renders it necessary to fell the trees in that month; by which the timber is of much less value than it would be if they were cut down after the falling of the leaf.

It is remarked by Dr. Darwin, in his "Phytology," that as the sap-juice rises in all deciduous trees during the vernal months to expand their foliage, though probably in greater quantity in some trees than in others; it must consist, not only of sugar and mucilage, as in the maple and birch, but of various other ingredients in different trees, which have not been attended to; as appears from the taste of their young leaves, as of oak or ash. And as some of these materials reside in the roots and sap-wood, or alburnum, so others of them may perhaps reside in the bark, where they have been deposited during the preceding summer, and become liquefied by the warmth of the spring, or dissolved by the moisture absorbed from the earth and air, and conveyed upwards to the opening buds; whence it is evident, he thinks, that the barks of trees should be taken off for use in winter, or in early spring, before their buds begin to expand; as then a part of these nutritious juices, or of the other materials which are required for medicines, or in the arts of dyeing and tanning, are in part expended on the young leaves, which generally pollishes the taste and qualities of the bark, though in a less degree. It may nevertheless be observed, he says, that all these allringent or other materials may reside in the alburnum of the trunk or roots of all perennial vegetables, as well as in their barks; because the young leaves, which pollute on decorated oaks, have the same bitter flavour as the leaves on those which have not been decorated; which may in part be derived from the bark of the root, which is still in the ground, and be carried up the vessels of the sap-wood to the new buds. Hence the bark of oak-trees should be taken off during the winter; but when the sap-juice, refilling or ascending in the vessels of the alburnum, becomes more liquefied by the warmth of the spring, or is mixed with moisture, and pushed up with great force by the absorbent vessels of the roots, it is carried off in some degree between the alburnum and the bark; and thus the bark becomes so much more readily separated from the sap-wood; whence this business, as has been already observed, is generally done early in the spring, and should always be performed as soon as this facility of detaching the bark appears; because this process of the germination of the buds continues to injure the bark, whether the tree be cut down or not; as the buds expand their foliage on new falled trees, as they lie on the ground.

It is observed by Mr. Marshall, in his "Rural Economy of Yorkshire," that the peeling of oak timber in that country is generally done by the day, the labourers being, he believes, invariably employed by the timber-merchant, not by the tanner; practices which are, he concedes, productive of a consideratie saving of bark. Men, says he, working by the ton or quarter, or tanners paying by weight or measure, will not induce them to peel the boughs sufficiently near; as it is against their interest to do it. But it is the interest of the timber-merchant, or of the tanner, if he purchases by the groth, or by the ton of timber, to peel it for as long as the bark will pay for the labour. The, he thinks, accounts for the faults of the trunks which are peeled in that country; if the bark ran freely, twigs not much thicker than the finger are frequently stripped of their bark.

The tool commonly made use of for this purpose is made by
BAR

countries is made either of bone or iron. If of the former, the thigh or shin-bone of an ais is preferred, which is formed into a two-handed instrument for the fihn and larger boughs, with a handle of wood fixed at the end. The edge once given by the grinding-iron, or rasp, keeps itself sharp by the wear that afterwards takes place in the operation.

The manner of drying bark in the above country is generally the common one of letting it in a kaming posture against poles lying horizontally on forked flakes. But in a wet leaft, or when the ground is naturally moist, it is laid across a line of top-wood, formed into a kind of banklet, raising the bark about a foot from the ground. By this practice no part of the leaves is allowed to touch the earth, and it is perhaps, upon the whole, the best practice in all seasons and situations. The bark is then put into stacks or houses, and generally shaven or chopped ready for the tan-pit, and afterwards folded to the Tanner at so much the quarter. This custom, however, appears to be founded on a false basis; the Tanner is the best judge of the mode of preparation, and the operation ought, therefore, to pass under his immediate inspection.

The practice of grinding bark does not seem to have yet got sufficient footing in the district mentioned above; when ever it does, Mr. Marshall observes, it will of course bring the preparation of it into its proper channel.

The price of chopped bark varies considerably, according to the quality and the circumstances under which it is placed.

Maliciously barking of apple-trees, or other fruit trees, is made felony by 37 Hen. VIII. c. 6.

By the French laws, all dealers are forbid to bark their wood while growing, on the penalty of 300 livres. This law was the result of ignorance; it being now found, that barking of trees, and letting them die, increases the force of timber.

Barking is also a name given to the cry of dogs and foxes.

The term is also applied to certain quaint noises, made by sick persons in some diseases.

In convulsive spasms, and epileptic fits, the patient sometimes snarls, howls, and barks, with all the notes of a dog. But it is in the hydrophobia that barking has been oftentimes observed; persons feized with this, are apt to rave, bite, foam, and make a harsh noise in their throats, which is called barking.—Vide Phil. Trans. No. 280. No. 323. No. 207. and No. 242.

Barking, in Geography, a market town in the county of Essex, seven miles from London, is so called from a creek on which it is situated. The town is of considerable extent, and chiefly inhabited by fishermen, from whom the fish-markets of London are frequently supplied. The parish is divided into the four wards of Barking, Great Ilford, Chadwell, and Ripplewood, abounding with fertile lands and beautiful prospects. It was to this place that William the Conqueror retired, shortly after his coronation, till he had erected much castles in London as might awe the people whom he governed; and here the great barons Edwin and Morcar came and swore fealty. Very lately the remains of an intrenchment were visible at this place; but the plough has nearly obliterated the whole. Much land in the parish has been recovered from the rivers Thames and Roding. The second minster of the Saxons was founded at Barking by Ethelwald, fourth bishop of London, in 665, for Benefices; the bishop placing his fitter Ethelburga (afterwards canonized) as the first abbess. She was constituted lady paramount in all the monasteries within the half hundred of Becontice, and held of the king an entire barony, a privilege granted to only three other religious foundations in England, hoke of Wilton, Shaftesbury, and Winchester. At the dissolution, the revenues of Barking abbey were estimated at 80l. 12s. 5d. A gateway and a great part of the wall of this magnificent structure still remain adjoining the church-yard. In the township of Great Ilford is an ancient hospital for lepers. The parish church is a large handsome structure, which formerly belonged to the abbey, but is now in the gift of the warden and fellows of All Souls college, Oxford.

The market is held on Saturday, and a fair on October 2nd for horses; another fair is held yearly on the second of October, concerning which the following summary may be acceptable. Many years since, Mr. John Day, a worthy but whimsical character in Wapping, used annually to dine with his friends on beans and bacon under the shade of this famous oak; hence arose the fair. Fairlop oak has sustained its dignity in the forest of Hatfield for many centuries, and though it has been materially suffered, still maintains a majestic appearance peculiar to itself. About a yard from the ground, where its rough fluted stem is thirty-five feet in circumference, it divides into eleven vast arms, not in the horizontal manner of the oak, but rather in that of the beech. The fair held beneath its shade, which overtops an area of 300 feet in circuit, has been injurious to the parent stem, by means of fires which the visitors have occasionally kindled in the cavities formed by the decayed roots of the tree. Mr. Forsyth's composition, however, has in some degree remedied the decay; and a clove fence five feet high, with a board on which is painted, "All good foresters are requested not to hurt this old tree, a plank having been lately applied to his wounds," will, it is hoped, preserve Fairlop oak from further destruction.

BARLOW, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Breslaw; 43 miles W. N. W. from Drachaw.

BARLOU, a village of Africa, in the county of Agonna, where the Dutch have a fort. See AGONNA. Little Barka lies about a league and a half from the former.

BARKWAY, a populous and flourishing village of Hertfordshire, in England, is situated in the hundred of Edwinea, 3 miles from Royton, 19 from Cambridge, and 24 south from London. This is a considerable thoroughfare in the road to Lynn, and has several good inns. At the time of the conquest, the lands here were divided between four great lords into as many manors.

Barkway was anciently a market town, privileged by Edw. I. to keep a market on Tuesday, and an annual fair for six days. The market was altered in the reign of Elizabeth to Friday, and at last discontinued on account of its proximity to Royton. The church is a handsome spacious building, and the vicarage is in the gift of the Chetlen family; within the building are several fine monuments and some curious painted glafs. This village was greatly damaged by fire in 1748. Its houses amount to 147, and its inhabitants to 660.

BARLAAM, in Biography, a learned monk of St. Bafl, flourished in the fourteenth century, and was born at Seminara in Calabria. Having in his youth visited Greece for the purpose of learning the Greek language, he settled at Constantinople in 1327, where he obtained by his extensive erudition the favour of the emperor Andronicus the younger, and also that of his confidential domestic John Cantacuzene, in whose house he resided. He was employed in teaching the languages and belles lettres; and in 1331, was made abbe of the monastery of the Holy Ghoft. Barlaam is described by Petrarch and Boccaccio as a man of a diminutive stature, though eminent for his learning and genius; of a piercing discernment, though of a flow and painful elocution.
elocution. Having visited the monks of mount Athos, he engaged with them in a controversy concerning the place of the soul and the essence of God. These fanatical atavistic, in their mental relations, pretended to see the light of Mount Athos, which had been manifestly to the disciples in the transfiguration of Christ, on the region of the navel, conceived by them to be the seat of the soul; and this light was adored by them as the pure and perfect essence of God himself. Fier were their simian futilities inquisitive, how the divine essence could be a material substance, or how a material substance could be perceived by the eyes of the body. Barland replied that monks, and accused them of heresy and blasphemy. He attacked the doctrine of the monks to recant or dissemble the simple devotion of their brethren; and Gregory Palamas, who took a lead in this dispute on the part of the monks, introduced a scholastic distinction between the essence and operation of God. This direction, however, did not escape the reproach of polytheism; and Barland charged the adherents of Palamas with holding two eternal substances, a visible and an invisible God. The dispute was violent, and Barland's life was in danger. However, he secured himself by a timely retreat; and Andronicus, who, with a view of obtaining the aid of the western princes against the Turks, wished to reconcile the Greek church with the see of Rome, sent Barlaam in 1339 to conduct the negotiations at the court of pope Benedict XII. at Avignon. Here he formed an intimate connection with Petrarach, whom he instructed in the Greek language, and Barlaam said to have been the first who revived, beyond the Alps, the memory, or at least the writings of Homer. Being compelled, however, to relinquish a fruitsless embassy, he returned to Constantinople, and his dispute with the monks of Athos was renewed; and the council of a council, held in 1344, obliged him to quit the east. After a separation of three years, he renewed his acquaintance with Petrarach in the court of Naples; and by his recommendation Barlaam was finally settled in a small bishopric of his native Calabria at Hieracium, now Gerace, where he died about the year 1348. He defervingly incurred the charge of inconsistency in religion; because, when he was a Greek monk, he wrote against the Latin communion, which he vindicated after having been made a Latin bishop. Having adopted the sentiments and precepts of the Greeks with respect to the obligations of morality and the duties of life, he digested them into a work entitled "Ethica ex Stoicis." He also wrote a work on arithmetic, and some letters and orations. Moretti. Gibbon's Hist. vol. xi. p. 388. vol. xii. p. 66. 120. Mollard's Eccl. Hist. vol. iii. p. 305. 368.

BARLAAMITES, in Church History, the followers of the Calabrian monk mentioned in the preceding article. They are the same with those otherwise denominated Aenitemus.

BARLEUS, Gaspar, in Biography, an eminent Latin poet of the 16th century, was born at Antwerp in 1524, and educated for the ministry at Leyden, where he afterwards settled in the exercise of his profission, and also as a sub-principal and professor of logic. But in consequence of having joined the Arminian party, he was deprived of all his employments, and devoted himself to the study of medicine, for which purpose he took a doctor's degree at Caen. In the practice of physic he made no great progress; but reforming the office of a teacher, delivered lectures in philosophy and the belles lettres in English and Latin. From that time hence he was invited in 1651 to be professor of philosophy in the public school founded at Amsterdam, where, on account of his attachment to Arminian principles, he was the object of jealousy to the orthodox, by whom he was unkindly treated, and unjustly charged with Socinianism. At length he fell into the hypochondriac maladies incident to literary men, and died in 1654. Barleus was a man of erudition as well as genius; and he principally distinguished himself by his Latin poetry, in which he has been thought to rival the ancients, and at least to be upon a par with Claudian. His "Poems," printed at Leyden in 1628 and 1631, contain three books of heroic pieces, two of elegies, and one of miscellaneous, confounding of fables, epigrams, &c.

BARLEUS, Lambert, the brother of the preceding, was born at Berne in Guelphland in 1505, and became professor of Greek in the university of Leyden. His inaugural oration "De Graeco-Latinis Practicis aetatis Utilitate" was pronounced in 1614. In 1621, he published the "Timon of Lucian," with notes; and after his death, which happened in 1655, his "Commentary upon the Theogony of Hesiod" was printed in 1658. Gen. Dict.

BARLAMONT, or BARLEMON, in Geography, a town of the Netherlands in the county of Hainaut; 4 leagues south-east of Le Quefnoy.

BARLAND, Adrian, in Biography, a writer of the sixteenth century, was born about the year 1468 at Barland, a village of Zeeland, whence he took his name. Having studied at Ghent and Louvain, he became first a private teacher at the latter place, and afterwards professor of eloquence in the university; in which station he continued till his death in 1642. His works, which were all written in Latin, were numerous. Some of the principal are "Notes on Terence, Virgil, Menander, and Pliny the younger;" "An Abridgment of Universal History, from the birth of Christ to 1532;" "On the Doxes of Venice;" "Chronicle of the Dukes of Brabant;" "History of the Counts of Holland;" "Life of Charles, Duke of Burgundy;" "Catalogue of the Chief Towns of Lower Germany;" "De literariis Urbis Romae Principibus." Several of his historical works were published together at Cologne, in 1603, 8vo. Morevii.

BARLENGA, in Geography, a small island, is the principal of a cluster in the Atlantic ocean, about 3 leagues from the west coast of Portugal, with a fortress. These islands are called "Boringa" by the English seamen, and most of them are merely rocks. N. lat. 39° 28'. W. long. 8° 41'.


Species,
Species, 1. B. longifolia. Annuata. Pluk. Alm. 30. t. 133. f. 4. Morr. 3. t. 11. t. 27. f. 5. "Spines of the whorls sixfold; leaves entire, very long, feathery." The stems are erect, rough, obtusely quadrangular; leaves opposite, lanceolate-sword-shaped, entire, twice the length of the internodes; flowers in whorls, axillary; three spines on each side of the stem of the length of the whorls. A native of the East Indies. Introduced here by Sir J. Banks in 1781. 2. B. foliosa. Plum. g. 31. 43. f. 2. "Spines axillary; leaves lanceolate, tooth-knotted." Stems erect, square, three feet high, with two oblong entire leaves at every joint, above which the flowers stand in whorls, surrounding the stalks, and under each whorl are six thorn spines as long as the calyx; the flowers are blue, and more completely lobated than the other species of the genus. 3. B. hystrix, hylirix frutex. Rumphi. 7. 22. 13. "Spines axillary, thin, simple; leaves entire, lanceolate-ovate." Stem wand-like, not firm; branches scarcely angular; leaves smooth on both sides; axillary spines thin, filiform, horizontal. A native of the East Indies. 4. B. Proridii. Coelota-Vecta. Rheed. Mal. 9. 77. 41. "Spines axillary, pedate, fourfold; leaves entire, lanceolate-ovate." Stems herbaceous, round, thin; leaves opposite, running down the petioles, pubescent underneath, between the branch and leaf a spine, with four thorn rays from the centre; calyxes acuminate-filipn. A native of the East Indies. 5. B. buxifolia. Carachallii. Rheed. Mal. 2. 91. 47. "Spines axillary, opposite, solitary; leaves roundish, entire." Stalks bristly, five or six feet high, with strong spines under the leaves; flowers in whorls towards the upper part of the stalk; seed-vessels short, containing three or four flat seeds. A native of Jamaica and the East Indies. 6. B. molliflora. "Spines axillary, branching; leaves lanceolate, entire, cuspidated; bracteae ovate, farrifo; tube elongated." Flowers blue, resembling those of B. buxifolia, but longer, and expanding during the night; bracteae smooth. Observed near Tanjour by Koenig. 7. B. crista. Melampyo cognata, &c. Morr. Hill. 3. 429. f. 11. t. 23. f. 7. "Leaves oblong, entire; two leaflets of the calyx broader, exalted, and two linear, acute." Stem round; leaves oblong-obovate, sharp at both ends; flowers axillary, fuscous; two leaflets of the calyx ovate, acuminate, farrifo-filipn; two alternate, shorter, linear, acute, entire, spreading; corolla blue, with ovate lobes. 8. B. cocinea. Plum. g. 31. 43. f. 1. "Unarmed; leaves ovate, tooth-knotted, petiolate." Stems smooth, four feet high; flowers scarlet, in whorls at the joints, and appearing from July till September. A native of South America. 9. B. pungens. "Unarmed; leaves ovate, acute, pungent; bracteae ciliated." Found at the cape of Good Hope by Thunberg. 10. B. longiflora. Gazz. Furt. 253. "Unarmed; leaves ovate, fuscous, bracteae cordate, scarios; corollae very long." An underbrub, with opposite filicy branches; leaves opposite, entire, on stalks; flowers terminal; bracteae two or five, fuscous, nearly as large as the leaves, and below the four other bracteae disposed cross-wise, linear, spreading, fuscous, as long as the leaves; capsule pointed at each end, quadrangular; seeds much flattened, covered with woven bundles of appressed hairs. Found on the mountain of St. Thomas in Malabar by Koenig. 11. B. procumbens. Lom. Cochinch. 373. "Unarmed; leaves lanceolate, crenate, bifid, head terminal." This is a procumbent twined rough underbrub; leaves opposite, broad-lanceolate; flowers yellow; bracteae acuminate, ciliated; segments of the calyx filiculate, hairy; capsule oblong, angular, with orbicular seeds. A native of China, near Canton.

Propagation and Culture. All the species of this genus require the protection of aark-floes. The second, fourth, sixth, and eighth were cultivated by Miller, but the others have not yet been introduced here. The second is to be propagated by seeds, which will flow themselves in the pots which are near them in the flower, when the plants are once obtained; but where the seeds are received from abroad, they must be sown on a hot-bed in the spring; and when the plants are fit to remove, they must be each planted in a separate pot, plunged into a hot-bed of tanners' bark, where they must continue to remain, and be managed in the same manner as other tender exotics from the same countries, giving them water frequently in summer, and allowing them fresh air even in winter. They flower from June till November. The fourth has flexible perennial stalks, which, if cut off during the summer months and made into lengths of six or eight inches, and planted in pots, plunging them into hot-beds, and duly watered and shaded from the sun, will soon put forth roots, when they may be each planted in a small pot and plunged into the hot-bed in the flower, where they are found to grow better than in the dry flower. This species rarely produces flowers in England. The fifth and eighth will produce seeds which are to be treated in the same manner as the former. See Martin's Miller's Dict. of Gardening.

BARLETTA, in Geography, a sea-port town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples and county of Bari, on the Adriatic, 4 miles west of Trani. The inside of this city is magnificently built, though it has not from a ruinous aspect, and is thinly peopled. Frequent changes of masters, bad administration, and decay of commerce, have blunted its prosperity. Its streets are wide and well paved, and its houses large and lofty. The style of building fixes their date at the first emergence of the arts out of the chaos of barbarism; many of the houses still retaining pointed arches, short twisted columns, and other remains of Saracenic taste; while others are decorated with pillars, entablatures, and members characteristic of the ancient Grecian architecture. The city owes its embellishments to the policy of the Aragonian Kings, who resided here to secure the allegiance of the Pugilists. In the cathedral, which is remarkable for its antique granite columns, Ferdinand I. was crowned. In the market-place stands a colossal bronze statue, seventeen feet three inches high, representing, as it is supposed, the emperor Heraclius, who began his reign in 610. The citadel is spacious, and commands the port, consisting of several irregular piers, but without any shelter from the north wind, which sweeps the whole bay. The exports from this place are salt, corn, almonds, and liquorice, which latter grows spontaneously in the swamps. During the hot months the air is accounted unwholesome. Barletta is said to have derived its name from a tower, or drinking-house, situated on the road to Canne, having for its sign a barrel, called bigillets; and when the cities of Canne and Carofo fell to decay, and the advantages of trade drew people to the coast, a numerous colony gathered round this tower, and in 684, pope Gelasius consecrated a church for the settlers, which became the cathedral of the united fests of Nazareth, Canne, and Monteverde. The emperor Frederick added greatly to Barletta, and has been by some called its founder. Others suppose it to have been the Bardili of the Itineraries. In the fifteenth century, Barletta was esteemed one of the four strongest fortresses in Italy; the other three being Fabriano in the March, Prato in Tuscany, and Crena in Lombardy. Swimb. Trav. vol. i. p. 275. N. lat. 30° 30'. E. long. 10° 32'.

BARLEY, in Botany, a graminious, frumentaceous herb, whose seeds are of the larger fort, being covered with a hull, growing in a spike, and the grains bearded. See Hordeum.
Pearl Barley, and French Barley, are barley fed from the husk, and rounded by a mill; the distinction between the two being, that the pearl barley is reduced to the size of small shot, all but the very heart of the grain being ground away. In mills appropriate to this purpose, the mill-stone is rough-hewn round its circumference; and instead of an under stone, has below it a wooden cafe, in which it revolves, and which, on the inside, is lined with a plate of iron pierced like a grater, with holes having their sharp edges turned upwards. The barley is thrown upon the stone, which, as it runs round, draws it in, frees it from the husk, and rounds it; after which, it is put into sieves, and sifted. The first kind of barley-mills is a German invention. In Holland, the first was erected at Staddam, not earlier than the year 1680. This mill, which was at first called the Pellikan, yearly produced in several years profit sufficient to maintain a family; but in the beginning of the last century, there were at Staddam fifty barley-mills, which brought considerable profit to their proprietors.

Barley, in Agriculture, is a well-known kind of grain from which malt is made. Miller enumerates four different sorts of this useful grain: spring barley, long-cared barley, short-barley, and winter barley.

The spring barley has a double row of beards or awns standing erect. This is the sort principally cultivated in the southern and eastern districts of both England and Scotland, and which the farmers distinguish into two different kinds, the common and the rathripe barley: but the two sorts are in reality the same, as the rathripe is only an alteration of the common barley, occasioned by being long cultivated upon warm gravelly soils. The feed of this, when sown on cold or strong land, will, the first year, ripen nearly a fortnight earlier than that taken from strong land, and therefore the farmers in the low districts generally purchase their feed barley from the warm or gravelly lands; for when cultivated in the vales two or three years, it becomes as late in ripening as the common barley of their own produce: on the other hand, the farmers on warm gravelly lands are obliged to procure their feed barley from the strong lands, otherwise their grain would degenerate in bulk or fulness, which by this change is prevented. This sort of barley is easily distinguished as above, and besides the rind is much thinner, and of course it is esteemed better for making malt.

The long-cared barley is likewise cultivated in many parts of England, and is a good sort; but some cultivators object to it, because from the ears being long and heavy they think it more apt to lodge. In this sort of barley, the grains are generally ranged in a double row, lying over each other, like the tiles of a house, or the scales of fish. It has no beards or awns; and its rind is very thin, and therefore it is esteemed for making malt.

The short-barley, which is sometimes also called Battledore, Fulham, and Putney barley, from great quantities being cultivated in the neighbourhood of those places, has shorter and broader ears than either of the former sorts; the awns or beards are longer, which tend greatly to prevent it from the birds, and the grains are placed together. It seldom, however, grows so tall as the other kinds; the straw is generally coarser, and therefore not so good as fodder for cattle.

The winter barley, which is called also square barley, bear barley, and big, is seldom cultivated in the southern parts of England; but in the northern counties, and in Scotland, it is the sort generally sown, as being much harder than the others. There are two kinds of this barley, the one with four rows of grains, and the other with six, the latter of which is commonly distinguished by the name of barley big. The grain is large and plump; but the rind and chaff of it being thicker than that of either of the preceding sorts, it is less esteemed for making malt.

Barley, from its being that sort of grain which is considered next in value to wheat, is very generally cultivated. On dry, light, mellow soils, the thinned-rinded and large-bodied barley, which is always esteemed the best in quality, is produced. Even light poor soils, when dry, and from nature and situation warm, yield barley which is superior in quality to that which is commonly reaped from the strongest land when cold or of a moist nature.

In the corrected report of Middlesex it is observed, that the tender nature of this plant, in its infant state, unfitls it for cold and compact soils. It thrives best in a soil that is moderately dry and light, as a leeny land, and is esteemed rather a clean crop. As, for this crop, the soil is generally well tilled late in the spring, it reduces the weeds very much; and from its occupying the ground only four months, they have not time to recover themselves and perfect their head. This grain may and frequently is, the winter sown, after every kind of crop, but always succeeds but after turnips, pease, beans, or others of an ameliorating quality.

In the preparation for this grain, the soil should invariably be well pulverized and rendered light first by the ploughing and then by harrowing, which should be followed up at a great distance as the seafon will admit by a more dense cross ploughing, harrowing, and rolling. The feed should then be ploughed in with a very small furrow, and immediately afterwards covered over with harrowed in with short-tined harrows, which leaves the land as light as possible. The next thing to be done is, with one horse to draw a very light roll over the land, in order to press the mould gently on the seeds. These operations promote a more certain, speedy and equal vegetation than can be procured by harrowing in the feed. Harrowing in the feed is, however, the more usual method, and is, he thinks, the cause of much grain being lost, and also of the crop being often of two or three growths. Many farmers postpone the last rolling until the first leaves of the feeds are up, but, it is believed, more from the hurry of the seafon than from choice. This perfect tillage seldom fails to secure a good crop of barley, and a plant of clover.

In the event of land-springs, or excessive rains, it may be advisable not to plough the land flat, but to ridge its parts of about eighteen inches wide. These will drain themselves dry in any weather, at least so much so, that two or three dry days will prepare the soil for harrowing previous to the second ploughing; and if the seafon should still continue favourable, the land on such second ploughing might be laid up in a similar manner till sowing-time; when two or three days more of fair weather would render it fit to be harrowed or scuffed down, and for ploughing in the feed; otherwise a third ploughing may be given, and the feed be harrowed in; which last is considered the better practice, where the soil is not quite so dry as could be wished. Scuffling the land, instead of the second ploughing, would in fine seafons dispatch the work, and be a saving of expense. In the cleanest soil it would be equal to cross ploughing, and in soils not quite free from root-weeds it would be much more useful by bringing them within reach of the harrows. It will perform more than double the quantity of work with the same number of men and horses, and leave the land equally ready for the harrow and roller before sowing the feed.

The author of the Synopsis of Husbandry observes, how-
ever, that it is improper to sow clover among barley on rich land, because the natural fertility of the soil happens on the vegetation of the grass, which will before harvest have advanced to a considerable height among the corn, and will occasion a longer time to be necessary for drying the swath; and thus, by lying abroad longer than would otherwise have been required, a total destruction of the crop may ensue; but in those lands, where there is not the danger of so luxuriant an increase, clover, trefoil, and other grass-feeds may, he thinks, often be sown among barley; and if a favourable time can be procured for harrowing it, the straw may be greatly improved by the mixture of the clover or other grasses, and become then a valuable fodder in the winter; but barley-straw simply is, he says, the most ordinary cattle-food of any.

Where barley succeeds turnips, the land is sometimes only once ploughed; but the author of modern agriculture says that it is a much better method to plough it twice, first early in the spring, and again before sowing the feed. This half is the practice in Norfolk, where that species of grain is cultivated in a more perfect manner and to a greater extent after turnips, than perhaps in any other district. But when barley is sown after peas, beans, or oats, the land is commonly first ploughed in autumn; and the attentive farmer always takes care on this occasion to plough in such a manner as to expose as great an extent of surface to the influence of the air and soil as possible, and at the same time to form the ridges in such a way as to prevent the field from receiving any damage from excessive rains during winter. The second ploughing is given immediately after the out-feeding is finished. This ploughing is intended to answer two purposes; in the first place, to loosen the couch-grain and other root-weeds where they abound, so that they may be easily taken out by the harrows, which are immediately afterwards applied; and in the second place, to reduce the soil to a finer tilth, whereby the feed-weeds are encouraged to vegetate, and which the subsequent ploughing and harrowing at feed-time effectually destroy.

This sort of grain is also frequently sown after wheat, when the fame mode of culture as just mentioned is adopted. But however common this rotation of cropping may be in some districts, there is no good reason, he says, why it should be recommended to the general notice of farmers. For two white corn crops succeeding each other is undoubtedly an erroneous method, both for profit and improvement. Besides, it mostly happens, that where barley succeeds wheat, the crop is in some measure blighted, many of the stalks becoming white about the middle of July; and where there are any grains in the ears, they are shrivelled and never come to maturity, though the soil may be well suited to the production of this sort of grain.

The author of the Survey of Middlesex indeed thinks, from the nature of corn crops, that barley ought not on any account to be sown after either wheat, rye, or oats; a much better practice being to sow it after turnips, potatoes, carrots, tares, &c. and in some cafes, after hemp, flax, and rape. The land should not receive any further manure than what was laid on for the preceding crop, together with the dung and urine deposited by cattle during the time they are eating the green crops off the lands.

The feed season for barley begins, in most of the southern counties, about the first week of March, and terminates in the more northern ones, towards the middle of June. But from the middle of March to the end of April may be reckoned the chief barley feed season, as within these periods by much the greatest proportion of that species of grain is put into the ground.

The writer just mentioned observes, that barley, though usually sown during the months of March, April, and May, has succeeded when put in the first week in June; but it ought to be sown as early as the soil is sufficiently dry and in condition to receive it, and the prior attention which is due to the oat, taro, and other crops will permit. Let it always be kept in mind, says he, that barley will bear late sowing much better than those crops. Both the four and six-rowed kinds of barley are frequently sown in the autumn nearly at the same time with wheat, not only in temperate climates, but also in very cold countries; their hardiness being such as to bear the severity of the winter season even in the mountainous parts of the northern countries. In hot countries they are mostly sown in January, February, and March.

All the other sorts are sown in the spring of the year in a dry time, as has been already seen; when this sort of grain is sown late on strong clayey soils, if the season does not prove very favourable, it is very late in autumn before it is fit to reap or mow, unless it be the early or rath-ripe sort, which is often ripe in nine weeks from the time of sowing.

In the seventh volume of the Annals of Agriculture, Mr. Young gives the following experiments by Mr. Macro, on early and late sowing of barley; on Nov. 16, 1795, he began his experiments by sowing two bushels of barley, which he harrowed in on clover land that had been folded the same as for wheat; this first sowing, therefore, had only one earth. The barley came up about a week sooner than the wheat by the side of it, which was sown the same day, and was exceedingly flourishing till the first sharp frost let in, which damaged the blade, but did not seem to affect the root. As near the middle of December as the weather would permit, he sowed two bushels more, on exactly the same quantity of ground, and some about the middle of every month, till the month of May 1786. This and every sowing after, it had two earths; one cast, or half the feed, was ploughed in, and the other half harrowed in; all the land was folded alike in the month of November. The second sharp frost killed some of this sowing, and a good deal of that sown in November; but they both, with that sown in January, seemed to suffer still more by the sharp cutting winds in the month of March, when there was no snow to cover the blade, and it was injured by the frost. The sowings in February and March left few, if any, of their plants, and, what was somewhat remarkable, were both forward enough to be harvelled on the same day with the three preceding sowings. That sown in April was full a fortnight later; and that sown in May, there not being any so late sown in the neighbourhood, was entirely destroyed by vermin.

As he some years before intended trying the fame experiment, but was disappointed of knowing the event by the rapidity of his workmen, he determined this time to prevent any mistakes by mixing the different parcels in the barn, to thrust enough of the different sowings in the field to satisfy himself which was the most profitable crop, and accordingly attended the theresher the whole day himself. As it was not at all necessary for the experiment to thrust the whole crop, he took three swathes of each sowing twelve yards in length, on the lowest part of the land, where he thought the soil was the most equal for the purpose of the experiment, which, he should have observed before, were by the side of each other on the same acre of land. He had every parcel drenched and put into a sack by itself as soon as thrashed, and the account thereof thus:

From
The last fowling, as observed above, was entirely destroyed by the rooks; he believes it had not been sown more than three days before they began to scrape and pick it up, and completely devoured it. It was the same with the very early fowings, but that he expected, and was surprised against it. It may however serve he thinks, as a lesson to young farmers, that although early fowling may in most cases be profitable, yet it will not answer in large open fields, where the lands are intermixed, unless neighbours fow at the same time; for, if only one farmer fowls early, he must have as many keepers as he has pieces of land. The barley of all the fowings was of the Zealand stock. On the same piece of land on which he tried the above experiments, which was a deep land, value about six or seven shillings per acre, he tried two others, one about ten years since, with chalk from different pits, some of which was a dry chalk, and others grey; he carried only one load of each sort, and laid it about the thicknesses of seventy loads to an acre. Neither of them did the least good, for he could not tell by any of the crops fine, without looking at the soil, for which they were laid. The other was by deep ploughing, in the autumn of 1785, when he fowed part of the piece with wheat, by going with a second plough after the first for one stretch only, and raking about three or four inches of soil that had never been turned up before; on viewing it about midsummer he could not find where it was by any apparent difference in the crop; nor could he see that the barley in January was the best crop. By the same rule, when he began to try the experiment before, that fown in February was the best, and it appeared so on view, he remembers, all the summer.

The quantity of feed barley allowed to the acre varies very much; and depends not only on the quality of the land and the season, but on what was the preceding crop, and also on the condition of the land for receiving the feed. When barley succumbs turnips, the land being then in the best state for the feed, a less quantity is necessary than if it were to be fown after two or three successive white corn crops. The usual allowance to the acre is from three bushels and a half to five; but four bushels and a peck may be considered as the general average, so large a quantity as five bushels being never fown but on lands exhausted and worn out by improper cropping.

Mr. Middleton remarks (in his Survey of Middlesex) that early fowling requires less feed than late; but on a medium soil in proper condition, fown broad-cast, in March three and a half, in April four, and in May four and a half bushels per acre are sufficient. A rich soil makes such a great difference, that it can hardly be fown too thin; even one bushel and a half early fown, has produced as much as could stand; whereas had three or four bushels been fown, the crop would have been lodged, and of a very reduced value.

It is observed by Mr. Donaldson, that if a flatment of the average returns of barley by the acre was confined to England and the south of Scotland, it might be rated at thirty-two bushels; but when Wales and the north of Scotland are included, where, owing to the imperfect modes of culture still practised, the crops are very indifferent, the general average over the whole will not probably exceed twenty-eight bushels the acre. The author of the Agricultural Report of Middlesex states it as varying in England from fifteen to seventy-five bushels per acre. The average produce of the county of Middlesex, he says, is about four quarters of corn and two loads of straw per acre. The straw usually falls at about a guinea a load delivered in which, with chaff and thin grain, is equal to one shilling and sixpence per bushel on the corn; and as the corn had averaged three fellings, together they produce four fulllings and sixpence per bushel, or seven pounds four shillings per acre.

The ultimate destination of barley to be converted into beer and spirits, he says, raises the value of this crop to more than thirty pounds per acre. He understands that porter is brewed in the ratio of 162 gallons from one quarter of malt; and is sold by the retailer after the rate of one shilling and twopenny per gallon, which produces nine pounds nine shillings; deduct the value of the hops, and there remains upwards of a guinea a bushel for the malt, or 40 shillings per acre. In the article of spirits, he thinks, it must necessarily yield much more. According to Mr. Donaldson, barley is applied to various uses. In Wales, Wellesmore, Cumberland, and in the north, as well as in several parts of the west of Scotland, the bread used by the great body of the inhabitants is made chiefly from barley. Large quantities of the barley cultivated in England are converted into beer, ale, porter, and what is called British spirits, as English gin, English brandy, &c. The remainder, beyond what is necessary for feed, is made into meal, and partly consumed in bread by the inhabitants of the above districts, and partly employed for the purposes of fattening black-cattle, hogs, and poultry. There is a much greater share of the Scotch barley consumed in distillation in proportion to the quantity cultivated, than there is in England. Exclusive of what is used for feed, the Scotch barley has a tendency both to beer and ale; and what is made into pot barley, or into meal, for the use of the inhabitants of the more remote and less cultivated parts of the kingdom; or, lastly, into whisky.

In the Report of Middlesex it is also stated, that much of the most ordinary barley is given to poultry; the rest is sold to the maltsters, except for much as is reserved for feed.

In respect to pearl barley it is observed, that a mill to manufacture it costs about twenty pounds. A ton, or 160 stone, of pearl barley sells for twenty-three pounds, which is rather under three shillings a stone, or thirteen shillings and fourpence a bushel. Twenty-three stone and half a bushel of common barley produces five stone and a half of pearl barley by the ordinary method of manufacturing it; but by an addition to the mill, which would cost in a year a pound, the barley corn would be split, and then the same quantity would yield nine stone of pearl barley. This is stated on
the authority of evidence before a committee of the London Society of Arts.

With regard to the choice of feed barley, it is necessary to observe that the best grain for fowing is that which is free from blackness at the tail, and is of a pale lively yellow colour, intermixed with a bright whitish red; and if the grain be a little shrivelled, it is so much the better, as it shows that it has fected in the mow, and is a sure indication that its coat is thin. The hull of thick-rinded barley being too stiff to shrink, will lie smooth and hollow even when the inside flour has shrunk from it.

The necessity of a change of feed from time to time, by fowing that of the growth of a different foil, as has been observed, is in no instance more evident than in the culture of this grain, which otherwise becomes coarser and coarser every year. But in this, as well as in all other grain, the utmost care should be taken that the feed be fully boiled.

It is easy to Suppose that barley, like wheat, may be benefited by being f eed before it is fown. For as rain cannot always be depended upon foon after the fowing of spring corn, there is at any rate equal reason for extending the practice to these sorts of grain as well as thofe which are fown in autumn. Liming indeed may hurt barley in fo me places, but a little sprinkling of foot bids fair for improving it, at least it may prevent infects from preying upon the feed.

Mr. Middleton indeed remarks, that the feed is never fteeped, and yet the farmers are constantly complaining of its coming up at different periods, thus producing two crops which do not become ripe at the fame time, and are injurious to the faple. Steeping the feed a proper number of hours, which might be ascertained by experiment, fays (he fays) to be as well calculated to secure an uniform vegetation and prevent this complaint, as poisoning the feed appears to be to keep it from vermin.

According to Miller, the common method is to fow the barley-feed with a broad-call at two fowings; the feed being harrowed, after each, and then not until the feed is buried. The common allowance of feed is four buifhefs to an acre; but (fays he) if the farmers could be prevailed upon to alter this practice, they would foon find their account in it; for if a third part of that quantity be fown, there will be a much greater produce, and the corn will be much less liable to lodge, as he has many times experienced; and when corn or any other vegetable flands very clofe, the falks are drawn up weak, and thence incapable of refifting the force of the winds, or fupporting themselves under heavy rains; but when they are at a proper distance, their falks will be more than twice the fize of the other, and therefore are feldom laid. He fays he has frequently observed in places where there has been a foot-path through their middle, that the corn which has ftood thin on each fide of the path has ftood upright, when all the rest on both fides has been laid flat on the ground; and whoever will give himfelf the trouble to examine thofe roots near the path, will find them tender, that is, have a greater number of falks, to more than four times the quantity of the other parts of the ffield. He has been experiments made by fowing barley in rows across direct parts of the fame field, and the grains ftood thin in the rows, fo that the roots were three or four inches afother in the rows, and the rows a foot distant; the intermediate spaces of the fame field were at the fame time fown broad-call in the usnal way. The fucces was this: the roots which ftood thin in the rows, tillered out from ten or twelve to upwards of thirty falks on each root; the falks were longer, the ears longer, and the grains larger, than any of thofe fown in the common way; and when thofe parts of the field where the corn was fown in the usual way have been lodged, thofe parts fown thin have supported their upright position against wind and rain, though the rows have been made not only lengthways but across the lands in fveral different parts, fo that there could be no alteration in regard to the goodness of the land, or the situation of the corn. Where therefore fuch experiments have been made, and always attended with equal fucces, there can be no room to doubt which of the two methods is moft eligible, since, if the crops were only fuppofed to be equal: first, the fowing two thirds of the corn fown is a very great advantage, and deferves a national consideration, as fuch a faving in fcarce times might be of very great benefic to the public. This faving of feed-corn (fays he) must be understood to regard fuch as is fown broad-call; for if it be fown in drills, an eighth part of the feed usually fown will be fufficient for an acre of land, and the produce be greater; for al farts of corn are naturally inclined to fend out fveral falks from each root, which they rarely fail to do where the roots are at a proper distance and have room; nor do the falks grow in this cafe near to falk, but are much ftronger than when they are near together, when they rarely have more than three or fite falks, whereas thofe plants which have proper room feldom have faks from ten or twelve. He has had eighty falks upon one root of barley, which were ftrong, produced long ears, and the grain was better filled than any he ever faw grow in the common method of husbandry, and the land on which this grew was not very rich; but he has frequently obferved on the fides of hot-beds in the kitchen gardens, where barley flour has been used for covering the buds, that fome of the grains left in the ears have dropped out and grown, the roots have produced from thirty to fifty falks each, and thofe have been from the as larger in fize than the falks ever arri ved at in the common way. But to this, he knows, it may be objected, that although upon rich ground in a garden the roots of corn may probably have fome falks, yet in poor land they will not have fuch produce; therefore, unless a greater quantity of feeds he fown, the crop will not be worth fanding; which is (he fays) one of the greatest fallacies that can be imagined; for to Suppose that poor land can nourifh more than twice the number of roots in the fame fpace as rich land, is fuch an absurdity as one could hardly Suppofe any perfon of common understanding guilty of: and yet fo it is; for the general practice is to allow a greater quantity of feed to poor land than for richer ground; not confidering that where the roots ftood clofe, they will deprive each other of their nourifhment, and consequently flare themfelves, as is always the cafe when the roots ftood clofe, which any perfon may at first sight obferve in any part of the fields where the corn happens to scatter when they are fowing it; or in places where by harrowing the feed is drawn in heaps, thofe patches will flare, and never grow to a third part of the fize as the other parts of the fame fpace; and yet, confidering this, it is little noticed by farmers, either (fays he) they fhrly would not continue their old custom of fowing. He has made many experiments for feveral years in the pooreft land, and has always found that all crops which were fown or planted at a greater distance than ufual, have fucceeded better upon fuch land; and he is convinced, if farmers would be prevailed upon to quit their prejudices and make trial of the method of fowing their corn thin, they would soon fee the advantage of this hufbandry.

The experiments of Mr. Young, however, lead us to a different conclusion. On April 25th, 1791, upon a land of moift loam on a wet marl bottom, worth about sixteen flailings an acre, he marked four beds, each eight feet long.
long by three feet broad, and dibbled them with four-rowed barley.

No. 1, 91 holes, and four seeds in each hole.
2, 198 ditto, three seeds in each.
3, 198 ditto, one seed in each.
4, 198 ditto, two seeds in each.

No hooks given; but before they ripened a net was suspended over the whole, to guard the barley from the ravages of birds.

On Sept. 9th he reaped them, and clipping off the ears, weighed them.

No. 1, 2 74 ounces.
2, 27.
3, 204.
4, 24.

In No. 1, 13 grains of seed give one ounce produce.
2, 19 grains of seed, one ounce produce.
3, 9 grains, ditto.
4, 16 grains, ditto.

In No. 1, 15 grains of seed per square foot.
2, 24 ditto.
3, 8 ditto.
4, 16 ditto.

It seems (says he) remarkable, that comparing No. 1 and 4, the feed are nearly the same, yet the crop is different, and very considerably in favour of the feed being crowded together in clusters, rather than spread much more equally over the ground. This (continues he) is a most singular circumstance; it coincides very much with the modern practice of dibbing wheat, which has been changed gradually from one grain in a hole, to two, three, and even four, and this cluster-fowling has been found to answer best. But upon what principles? and owing to what cause? Theory would seem to tell us, that plants flanging single would have regular spaces for the roots to feed in, without struggling with each other for nourishment; but there must be some other circumstance which more than balances this advantage. The farmers say that the plants affix each other: but how? Is it by shelter? is it by an accelerated fermentative motion from additional warmth? Very obscure all this; but highly deserving further repeated and varied experiments. More quantity of feed appears to have much effect; No. 2, the mild feed, has of all the greatest crop.

It is a common practice in some parts, to scatter the dung of pigeons, poultry, &c. over barley and other grain after they are fowen; but if this method be purged, care should be taken to scatter such dung on immediately, because then the float will easily make its way through; but when laid on later, it is apt to burn up and destroy the blades of the young plants.

It often happens, on the more stiff soils, from unfavourable weather and an extremely dry spring, that it is impracticable, by the common method, to break the clods and prepare the ground sufficiently for sowing barley; in which case it has been the usual method to break the clods with a large beetle, called from its use a clodding-beetle: but this being a very expensive and tedious method of preparing land, induced the ingenious Mr. Randall of York to construct an instrument, which he called a Digit roller, by the assistance of which a large quantity of land may, in such a dry season, be loosen reduced to an exceeding fine tilth, with very little trouble. See Spike Roller.

After the barley is sown and harrowed in, the ground should be rolled after the first shower of rain, to break the clods and lay the earth smooth, which will render it easier to mow the crop, and also cause the earth to lie closer to the roots of the corn, which may be of great service to it in dry weather; and also when the barley has been up three weeks or a month, it may be a good method sometimes to roll it over with a weighty roller, which will again press the earth close to the roots of the corn, and thereby prevent the sun and air from penetrating the ground in dry seasons; and this rolling of it before it falls, may likewise cause it to fill out into a greater number of stalks; so that if the plants should be thin, it may cause them to spread out as to fill the ground, and likewise strengthen the stem.

If the corn should grow too rank, as is sometimes the case in a wet spring, mowing is then much better than feeding it, because the leavethe takes off only the rank tops, but the deep feed upon all indifferently; nor should they ever in any case be left upon it too long, because, being particularly fond of the sweet end of the stalk next the root, they bite so closely as to injure the future growth of the plant.

Barley is ripe when the red room, as the farmers term it (a reddish colour on the ear), is gone off, or when the ears drop and fall as it were double against the straw, and the stalks have lost their verdure. If it be full of weeds, it must lie in the swath till they are dry. It is not apt to rot, but in wet weather it will be apt to sprout or grow mouldy; and, therefore, every fair day after rain it should be hanked up and turned; and when it is tolerably dry, let it be made up into shocks: but be careful never to house it till thoroughly dry, lest it row-hurn, which will make it malt worse than if it had spered in the field.

Barley and Columbia Indian. See Verbascum Scandii.

Barley Water. (Decoctum Hordei P. Lond. &c.) It is of some consequence that the preparations which generally fall under the care of the nurce, should be made with as much attention as those of the apothecary. Barley water, either by itself or with a variety of additions, forms an agreeable and valuable drink for the sick room. When prepared in the following manner, it is smooth, uniform, and palatable. Take of pearl-barley two ounces, water five pounds: first wash the barley from the mealy matter that adheres to it, with some cold water; then boil it a little with about half a pound of sugar to extract the colouring matter; throw this away, and put the barley thus purified into five pounds of boiling water, which is to be boiled down to one half, and strained.

Barley Water Compound. (Decocum Hordei Compagnum P. Lond.) Take of the preceding barley water two pints; sliced fig two ounces; liquorice root, sliced and bruised, half an ounce; raisins, floured, two ounces; water one pint; boil to two pints, and strain. This decoction is more telling than the former, and is very palatable; it forms a good aliment liquor in fore throats of every kind, and is very considerably nourishing. It is apt, however, to cloy the stomach if taken in large quantity; lemon juice, or any other acid, may be added to it with advantage.

Barley-bird, in Ornithology, a name given in Suffolk to the Sifin.

Barley-corn is used to denote a long measure, containing in length the third part of an inch, and in breadth the eighth.

The French carpenters also use barley-corn, grain d'orge, as equivalent to the line or the twelfth part of an inch.

Barley-corn, grain d'orge, is also used, in Buildings, for a little cavity between the mouldings of joiners' work, serving to separate or keep them alander; thus called because made with a kind of plane of the same name.

Barley-sugar. See Sugar.

Barley-cows, in Geography, a creek on the south-west coast
craft of Ireland, between Mizen-head, the Notium of Pro-
leny, and Brougham in the county of Cork. N. lat. 51°
24', W. long. 9° 40'.
BARLOWE, WILLIAM, in Biography, was a defen-
dant at the ancient family of the Barlows in Wales, and born
in the county of Essex. He was at first a monk in the
Augustine monastery of St. Othf in Essex; and having
commenced his education in this place he finished it at Ox-
ford, where he obtained the degree of doctor in divinity.
He afterwards became prior of the canons of his order at
Bilham in Berkshire, and at the dissolution of the monas-
teries he resigned his house, and prevailed on many abbots and
priors to follow his example. In 1535 he was appointed
bishop of St. Asaph, and in 1536 translated to St. Da-
vid's, where he formed the unsuccessful project of removing
the episcopal see to Caermarthcn, as being situated more in
the centre of the diocese. He was a favourite of king Henry
VIII., and was employed by him in the matter of his di-
 vorce; and he was also much esteemed by lady Ann Boleyn.
In 1547, he was translated to Bath and Wells; but as he
was attached to the protestant religion, he was deprived of
his bishopric in 1553, upon queen Mary's accension, on
pretext of his being married, and committed to the Fleet
prison. Having made his escape from confinement, he re-
tired with many others to Germany, where he remained in
a poor and difflcult condition till the happy inauguration
of our present queen Elizabeth. On this occasion he returned to
his native country, and in 1559 was promoted to the see of Chil-
chester, where he died in 1568. He was reckoned a learned
prelate; but appears, notwithstanding his profession of the
protestant religion, not to have possessed the spirit of a mar-
ty. Besides other pieces which he wrote, he was concern-
ed in the composition of the treatise entitled "The Godly and
Pious Institution of a Christian Man," commonly called the
"Bishop's Book," printed at London in 1537; and in the
reign of Edward VI. he is said to have translated into Eng-
lish the "Apocrypha" as far as the book of Wifdom.
He had five daughters, all of whom were married to bishops.
Biog. Brit.

BARLOWE, WILLIAM, son of the former, was born in
Pembrokehire, and in 1560 entered at Balliol college. He
afterwards travelled, and became skilful in navigation. On
his return he took orders in 1573, and obtained several pre-
ferments in the church, the last of which was that of the
archdeaconry of Salisbury, to which he was promoted in
1614. He died at Eaton near Winchelsea in 1625. In
his acquaintance with the nature and properties of the load-
dstone, he seems to have preceded Dr. William Gilbert, and
wrote upon this subject twenty years before Gilbert's book
was published. He was the first that made the inclinatory
instrument transparent, and to be used hanging with a glass
on both sides and a ring at the top; and he also contrived to
hang it in a compass box, and to adapt it for use at
sea. He was also the first person that discovered the
difference between iron and steel, and their respective tem-
peratures, for magnetical purposes. He also shewed the right
method of touching magnetic needles, and showed how to
piece and cement load-stones. Moreover he explained the
reason why a load-stone being double capped, takes
up so great a weight. On these subjects he wrote the
Lond. 1597; "Magnetical Advertisements, &c." 4to.
Lond. 1616; and "An Answer to Dr. Ridley's Animal
versions on this work." Biog. Brit.

BARLOW, THOMAS, a learned English bishop of
the 17th century, was born at Langhill in the parish of
Orton in Wiltshireland in 1607, and educated at Queen's
college in Oxford. In 1635, he was appointed reader of
metaphysics in the university, and his lectures were pub-
lished. On the surrender of Oxford to the parliament in
1646, he retained his fellowship, and in 1652 was appointed
keeper of the Bodleian library. In 1657, he was chosen
provost of his college. Upon the restoration he contrived
to be chosen one of the commissioners for rectoring the
members that had been wrongfully ejected in 1648, and
in 1660 was created doctor of divinity and Margaret pro-
fessor in that department. In this year he wrote "The
Cafe of a Toleration in Matters of Religion," which he
extended farther than any divines of that age. As he
was distinguished for his skill in the civil and canon law,
he was often applied to as a lawyer; and in 1671, he wrote
Mr. "Cottington's Cafe of Divorce." In 1675, he was
promoted, notwithstanding the opposition of archbishop
Sheldon, to the bishoprick of Lincoln; and after his ad-
vancement wrote several pieces particularly against popery,
which served to found the alarm with respect to the dan-
ger of a papish faction. However on the accession of James
II., he was one of the most forward in procuring thanks to
the king for his declaration in favour of liberty of con-
science, and he vindicated the royal power of dispensing
with penal laws; which conduct some have entdured as ma-
ning a compelable accommodation to the times, and others
have ascribed to his love of toleration. With the re-
olution he adopted its principles, and avowed his allegiance
to the successors of James. As to his sentiments, he was in
theology a rigid Calvinist; and in philosophy a strict Aris-
totelian, and an enemy to the new mode of experiment en-
couraged by the Royal Society. As a bishop he neglected
his duties in his cathedral and diocese, and refuted constant-
y at his manor seat at Bagden; nevertheless his tolerating
spirit and opposition to popery seem to have produced in
the author of the "Confessional" a singular predilection in
his favour. He died at Bagden in 1691, in the 85th year of
his age; and he was eminently distinguished by his learn-
ing and liberality. The works of this bishop, printed after
his death, were a volume of "Cafes of Confidence," re-
solved by him, 8vo. 1692; and his "Genuine Remains,"

BARLOW, FRANCIS, a painter of birds, beasts, and fish,
was born in Lincolnshire, and excelled in drawing every spe-
cies of animals with great correctness; but his knowledge of
colouring was very imperfect. This artist died in 1702.
Pilkington.

BARM, otherwise called ycait; the head or workings
producing by the fermentation of ale or beer. It is the
froth that forms on the surface of beer or wine of grains
during their fermentation; which, mixing with dough,
rises more quickly and better than leaven, and makes the
tipped bread. See LEAVEN, and YEAST.

BARMACH, in Geography, a lofty mountain of Per
da, in the province of Schönvan near the Carpathian
sea.

BARMANCOTTY, a town of Ayr, in the country of
Thibet; five miles south of Sinagur, and thirteen north of
Deprag.

BARMENA, Harva, is a large bay, situated about four
miles S.W. by W. from Cape Machiracca, two leagues N.E.
by N. from Placentia, and four from Bilboa.

BARMEN, a town of Germany, in the circle of Weif-
phalia and duchy of Berg, situate in a fertile valley to
which it gives name, five miles north of Lannep.

BARMINE denotes such mine or ore as is adjudged at
a court of bargemote.

BARMOUTH, in Geography, a small watering place in
the parish of Llanaber, Merionethshire, North Wales. The
houses
houses are singularly placed at the bottom and on the side of a steep hill which overlooks a narrow winding valley to the south, and the bay with St. George’s channel on the west. The situation of the houses affords matter of astonishment to most travellers; none being placed on the sands close to the beach, and others at such varied heights on the rocks, that in some of the winning paths a person may look down into the door of one house on his right hand, and down the chimney of another on his left. This place is at the mouth of the river Mawddach, which, at high tide forms a bay of about one mile over; but the entrance is rather unsafe on account of the sand banks. The Welsh call it Aber maw, i.e. the mouth or confluence of the river Maw. Darmouth is much frequented as a convenient bathing place during the summer by many gentile families. Here are a few bathing machines for the use of ladies, but the gentlemen commonly bathe from the coast. This place is the port of Mawddach, and great quantities of flannels and hose are annually exported hence. Mr. Pennant states that forty thousand pounds’ worth of the former and ten thousand pounds’ worth of the latter have been shipped from this port in one year. About one hundred vessels belong to this place, some of which fail up the river nearly to Dolgelly.

Not far from Darmouth, the river Mawddach divides into two arms, and forms a small island called Ynys y Brawd, or the friar’s island. The number of houses in this parish is 317, and its inhabitants amount to 1463. Bingley’s Tour round North Wales.

BARN, in Rural Economy, a covered building constructed for the purpose of laying up and preserving all sorts of grain, hay, straw, &c. Arable as well as hay farms should in general be provided with barns proportioned to the quantity of grain or hay they produce; though since the practice of flacking hay and grain and of threshing by mills has become more general, there seems to be much less need of large barns.

Buildings of this sort should have a dry, rather elevated situation, and be placed on the north or north-east side of the farm yard, but not by any means contiguous to the house or offices as are connected with it.

Barns may either be constructed on wooden frames and covered over the outides with weather boarding, or built of brick or stone, which over the country affords in the greatest plenty; but in either case, there should be such vent-holes or openings in their sides or walls as may be sufficient to afford free admission to the air, in order to prevent the moulds that would otherwise from the heat damp lodge in the grain. The gable ends of such buildings are probably always best framed of brick or stone, on account of their greater solidity; the whole may be roofed with either thatch or tiles as can be most conveniently procured. They should have two large folding doors facing each other, one on each side of the building, for the convenience of carrying in or out a cart or waggon load of corn in sheaves or any other sort of bulky produce; and these doors should be of the same breadth with the threshing floor, to afford the more light and air; the former for the thresher, and the latter for the purpose of winnowing the grain. Over the threshing floor, and a little above the reach of the flail, poles are often laid across from one beam to another, to form a kind of upper floor, upon which the thrasher may throw the straw or chaff, to make an immediate clearing till he has time to flow it properly elsewhere; and on the outside over the great doors, it is sometimes convenient to have a large pent house, made to project sufficiently to cover a load of corn or hay, in case a sudden storm should come on before it can be houfed, and also to shelter the poultry in the barn yard from too great heat or bad weather of any kind.

It was formerly much the custom in countries that abounded in corn to have separate barns for wheat, for spring-corn, such as barley and oats, and for peas, tares, clover, faintoins, &c., but where the grain, hay, and other similar produce can be flacked, the heavy expense of so many buildings of this kind may be avoided, and at the same time the different articles be preserved with equal safety and convenience. In the corn barns it was formerly also much the custom to have bays or large separate chambers formed in their sides or ends for the purpose of containing the grain when threshed out, straw, and other articles; but these at present are not so much in use. The hay barns should commonly be constructed of wood and not made too close. They are sometimes formed in such a manner as to be capable of being moved to different places by having low wheels or rollers fixed on the bottom frame. In grazing farms that do not afford a supply of straw for flacking the flacks with, movable roofs erected on strong uprights of wood, on which and sometimes termed Dutch barns, may be useful; as they may be raised or lowered at pleasure by screws or levers so as to accommodate themselves to the quantity of hay, either in proportion to the crop or its consumptions; while at the same time they are cheaper, more airy, and less troublesome in case of heating, than close barns.

It is observed in the sixteenth volume of the Annals of Agriculture, in speaking of the construction of barns, that the underpinning should be of brick or stone, two feet high above ground, and the sides boarded; the roof of the barn is best covered with red or straw, and those of the flables on its sides with slate or glazed tile; because they must be more flat, and the water which runs from the roof of the barn would injure most other coverings. At each end of the barn, and over the back door, small doors four feet square should be fixed at the height of twelve feet from the ground; the two former for putting corn in at the ends, and the latter for filling the middle of the barn after the bays are full. All the bays should have a floor of clay or mud, and the threshing floor be made with hard bricks, which will be sufficient for all sorts of grain except wheat and rye; and for threshing them it will be good economy to have planks of oak or red deal well fitted together and numbered, to be laid down occasionally and confined by a frame at their ends. A barn built on such a plan would hold a great deal of corn and be filled more conveniently; and if the flacks of corn were built at each end, they might be taken in without any carting. If more buildings are requisite, two may be added on the back side like the flables in front; otherwise if doors are made under the eaves on the back side, as directed at the ends, and flacks be placed opposite to them just far enough to avoid the coves’ dropping, by placing a waggon between them and the barn by way of a ladder, these flacks may be taken in without carting; which method spares a great waste of corn and much trouble. The spars of the roofs of the flables rest upon the upper eills of the sides of the barn, and the outside wall of the flables is eight feet high; the barn supplying the highest eills and one end of each flable, and the flables in return are buttresses to the barn and strengthen it greatly.

It is remarked by the author of the Agricultural Survey of the county of Somerset, that the practice lately introduced of placing barns on a declivity cannot be too much recommended; as a warm commodious range of flails for cattle, covered by the same roof, is by that means obtained.
And besides, the barn-floor, by being thus elevated, is rendered more durable, and less subject to vermin; the grain is kept more dry and sweet than on a ground floor, and cannot slip through it without discovery. The plan is indeed, in his opinion, almost unexceptionable. Barns, when built in this way, should have a southern aspect, the arches of the cattle-halls facing that way. Mr. Marshall, in the "Rural Economy of Yorkshire," also speaks highly of the advantages of barns formed in this manner.

In respect to the size of barns, the same writer has observed, that in Gloucestershire fifty-two by twenty feet is the clear, and from sixteen to twenty feet in height to the plate, is considered a good barn; these dimensions admitting of four bays of ten feet each, with a floor in the middle.

The advantage of having buildings of this sort conveniently situated, is extremely great both in regard to the feeding of cattle, sheep, and hogs, and likewise in the economy of labour, and the preventing of waste in different kinds of fodder.

The invention of threshing machines has, in some measure, varied the construction of barns, as where they are made use of they should be contrived chiefly with a view to the distribution of the straw; the machines being built in the centre, with the grain flacks adjoining them, in such a manner as that they may be supplied without the affluence of carts or horses. The barns in these cases need not be so large, but they should have granaries provided in them, which may probably be most conveniently placed over the floors. In most old barns, threshing machines may be erected without much inconvenience or trouble.

But notwithstanding the superiority of flacking grain in the open air has been fully shewn by different writers, and of course the necessity of large barns in a great measure obviated, there are still many agricultors attached to the method of housing corn in the straw; it may therefore be proper to give a few plans and descriptions of such as appear to be the most calculated for that purpose.

At fig. 1, Plate I. of Agriculture, are given the elevation and ground plan of a small common barn used in most parts of the kingdom, for the smaller kinds of farms. The threshing-floor is in the middle; on one side of which a croft wall is sometimes raised to the height of about three feet, in order to keep the threshed corn from being mixed with that which is unthreshed; 

2 is a place for containing the threshed grain till it is to be cleaned, or a large quantity be accumulated for that purpose. It is about three feet in height, being covered over with boards, and open only on the side next the threshing-floor of the barn.

At fig. 2, the elevation and ground plan of a double barn with two threshing floors are seen. In this sort of barn a wall is sometimes raised across in the middle. These barns are often built of large dimensions, but possess few conveniences, except for piling up the grain while in the straw.

At fig. 3, the elevation and ground plan of an improved barn are given, in the middle of which is the threshing floor, and on one side of the same wall where the Henes are placed near the end a place for depositing the threshed corn, with stairs up to a small granary, below which is a place for putting potatoes, 

and on the other a division that may be made use of for different purposes, such as the rearing of calves, preserving implements, &c.

And at fig. 4, the elevation and ground plan of an open improved barn are shown, the threshing floor of which is placed towards one end. And on each side of it below are divisions for a great variety of different purposes; the corn being kept above in the straw till threshed out. In this barn much expense is saved in masonry by the great number and largeness of the openings in the upper part, and at the same time the air is admitted more freely.

Fig. 5 is the representation of a Dutch moveable barn which has many conveniences, and at the same time is capable of being made to cover the parts of such hay stacks as are cutting. It moves on five wheels each two feet in diameter, and costs, when complete, about sixty pounds.

Some degree of art, which must be the result of practice, is necessary in placing and piling up the straws in barns; and it may not be useless to observe, that it is always necessary to press them as close to the walls of the barn as possible, so as not to afford the least room for rats or other vermin to creep in between them, for if they once get admittance, they will soon penetrate farther, lodge themselves in the mow, and do prodigious damage to the grain. Where this misfortune happens, the only remedy is to take down the mow, destroy the vermin, and pile it up anew in a more careful manner.

As the introduction of threshing machines has made considerable alteration in the construction of barns, it may not be improper to give a few plans or representations by which the manner of their attachment to them may be rendered more clear and comprehensible. These machines may be wrought by different powers, as water, wind, or animals; but the threshing machines used in this country are, by far the most convenient, and most regularly worked.

At fig. 1, Plate II. of Agriculture, are given a front and end elevation, with the plan, of a small barn adapted for a two-horse threshing machine. The barn is only fifty feet in length within the walls, and sixty feet in width. The walls are ten feet in height, which admits of a granary or room thirty feet long above the machine, as is shown by the dotted line in the elevation, which denotes the extent of the granary as well as the height of the floor from the ground. The floor is not continued the whole length, in order that there may be more room left in the other end for containing the unthreshed grain, which is introduced at a, figs. 2 and 3. At b, fig. 2, is seen the space occupied by the machine within the barn, which is only ten feet by seven, including the distance from the wall; c, d, figs. 2, and 3, shew the horse beam or lever; which is twenty four feet in length, and which gives motion by a laying shaft through the wall, to the machine within. In this there is no shed or cover over the horse path and parts on the outside of the barn, as is usual, except g, b, fig. 2, which is closely boarded to protect the wheels of the first movement from the effects of weather, a part of one side being fixed with hinges for the purpose of opening to apply grease. The expense of a machine on this plan will be from thirty to forty pounds, according to the strength and manner of its being put together.

And at fig. 4, are seen the front and end elevations, with the plan of a barn and horse threshing machine upon a much larger scale, being intended for three or four horses or other sorts of cattle; and designed to winnow or clear the grain at the same time that it is threshed out. It may likewise be so contrived as to hoist it up to the granary above, to split beans, cut straw, and perform several other operations, such as churning, pumping, grinding, &c. Such a barn and machine will suit a farm of almost any extent. The shed over the horse-path and first movements is mostly made with a conical roof merely for the purpose of covering them; but as the expense is consider able, it is here made to answer the double purposes. It is shown, as shewn at fig. 5, by a, b, c, d; the dotted circle is the horse path, in the corner of which stands the upright axe e, fig. 6. Above this, by raising the pillars to a proper height, may be obtained a convenient place
place either for putting corn in the thrashing-floor, or for keeping straw or hay, or as a granary. But in either case the floor must be so constructed as to support the weight upon it without sinking in the middle. A communication with the barn may be made near the thrashing machine at $f$, fig. 5, which will afford an easy access to the machine in case grain be deposited there to be thrashed. In this barn, the machine is erected on a floor raised seven or eight feet above the ground-floor, in order that there may be sufficient room for the faners or winnowing machine below. This floor may be extended the whole breadth of the barn and fifteen feet or more towards $i$, from the back part of the machine at $j$, by which, and being properly partitioned below, a very necessary and useful division will be obtained for containing the grain till hoisted up to the grana. The doors of this place may be locked by the farmer, if thought necessary, during the time of thrashing. The space $k$ will contain the chaff blown by the faners. There is a door through $g$ to render the communication more easy and expeditious from the part $i$, where the unthreshed grain is deposited; as it may be proper to look often below while the machine is at work; there might likewise be a door in the partition at $l$, but this is not so very necessary, as the farmer can easily see what his servants are about at $m$ where the straw goes, by standing on the thrashing floor, to which there should be steps up at $n$. This machine may also be so constructed as to rake away the straw, and throw it down to $o$; which saves the labour of a person in raking from the machine.

The expense of a machine on this plan, when made to clean the grain and rake away the straw only, will amount to about fifty pounds exclusive of flooring, &c.; and when made so as to hoist up the grain, split peas or beans, and cut straw, from six to ten pounds in addition for each.

Other more powerful machines of this kind will be described under the article Threshing Machine.

Barn Floors, in Rural Economy, the space or floor on which the grain is threshed out by the flail. It is for the most part made in the middle of the barn, and should be so formed as to be perfectly close, firm, and strong. It is sometimes termed threshing-floor. In constructing these floors, various sorts of materials are employed; such as compositions of earthy kinds, tiles, bricks, and wood. The last, when properly laid and put together, is probably the best and most secure from such causes as are liable to injure grain. The floors of barns, when made of wood, are sometimes so contrived as to be moveable at pleasure, which is a great convenience in many cafes. Barn floors are made of different dimensions, but from twelve to fourteen by eighteen or twenty feet may be considered as good sizes.

As the floor, or threshing-place, is the principal part of every barn, the greatest care ought to be taken in making it. In order to this, in some places the surface of the intended threshing-place is dug away to the depth of about six inches; and the earth thus taken out, when of a proper kind, after being well cleared of stones, is mixed with the strongest clay that can be procured, and with the dung of cattle. This mixture is then worked together with water till it is of the consistence of stiff mortar, and the compost thus made is spread as broad as and even as possible with a trowel upon the spot from whence the earth was taken. As it cracks in drying, it must frequently be beaten down with great force, or rolled with a heavy roller, until all the crevices are filled up; and this must be continued till it is quite solid, hard, and firm. Earthen floors are not however to be recommended, except where the materials are extremely good, and the method of forming them well understood, which is but seldom the case.

The best barn floor, both for threshing upon, and for keeping corn, is that which is the driest, smoothest, most completely solid, and consequently the moist free from cracks and holes in which insects and vermin may shelter themselves and breed. The ancients were remarkably careful in this last respect, as is evident from the writings of Cato, Varro, and Columella. The laft of these relates particularly the great pains they took, first to dig up the ground to some depth, in order to moisten it with fresh lees of oil, but not with any that had fallen in matters in them; then to mix it thoroughly with chaff, and run it down as close as possible; afterwards, as it dried, to stop all the cracks and crevices that appeared; to continue beating it down with great force to render it quite level; and, lastly, to throw it again with chaff, which they trod in, and then left it to be completely dried by the sun. All of them agree, that the lees of oil thus used prevent the growth of weeds in the floors, and contribute to preserve the corn from being plundered by the mice and ants. In this they were, however, probably mistaken. Their barns were always kept high, and as dry as possible. A floor made in the above manner, though not good, was probably preferable to either stone or the earthen floors formerly common in many parts of this country, from which such damps has been communicated to the corn, as has rendered wheat, for example, fpence or a shilling a bushel worse either for keeping or exportation. Bricks, when hard and well laid, may form a tolerable floor for many purposes; but, from their attracting moisture, are not by any means to be recommended where grain is to remain much upon them. And most forts of stone are liable to the fame objection.

Wood is by much the best for this use. Boarded threshing floors, made of sound, thick, well-leaved planks of oak, are excellent for threshing upon, will last a long time, and may be converted into good floors for rooms, by planing them down after they are become too uneven for the purpose originally intended.

There are various ways of laying and constructing barn floors, when made of wood. The most common method is that of nailing the planks, after their edges have been shot true and well joined, down to wooden sleepers firmly placed on the ground. But in the midland counties another method is followed, which, Mr. Marshall says, is that of first having the floors laid with bricks, and then covering them over with the planks, without any other confinement than that of their being dowelled together, or ploughed and tongued, and their ends let into fills or walls placed in the usual manner on each side of the floors. The advantages of this method of making the floors are, that when the brick work is well executed and made perfectly level, vermin cannot be concealed underneath them, nor damp air be communicated; besides, floors formed in this way are found to wear better than those laid simply upon sleepers. The planks employed in this way should, however, always be well seasoned. It is evident, notwithstanding, that where barn floors can be made hollow, they must be much better for the purpose of threshing upon than such as are either laid on brick work or the ground, from their greater elactity; the grain is of course threshed out with more ease and certainty. But in whatever manner these floors are constructed, they become expensive, and do not last any great length of time. Such as are laid on the common ground, upon three fills, with two-inch oak planks, will in general cell from eighteen to twenty pounds, and only last fifteen or twenty years; and such as are made hollow, and placed wholly on brick work,
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Besides, the barn-floor, by being thus elevated, is rendered more durable, and left subject to vermin; the grain is kept more dry and sweet than on a ground floor, and cannot slip through it without discovery. The plan is indeed, in his opinion, almost unquestionable. Barns, when built in this way, should have a southern aspect, the arches of the cattle-stalls facing that way. Mr. Marshall, in the "Rural Economy of Yorkshire," also speaks highly of the advantages of barns formed in this manner.

In respect to the size of barns, the same writer has observed, that in Gloucestershire fifty-two by twenty feet in the clear, and from sixteen to twenty feet in height to the plate, is considered a good barn: these dimensions admitting of four bays of ten feet each, with a floor in the middle.

The advantage of having buildings of this fort conveniently situated, is extremely great both in regard to the feeding of cattle, sheep, and hogs, and likewise in the economy of labour, and the preventing of waste in different kinds of fodder.

The invention of threshing machines has, in some measure, varied the construction of barns, as where they are made use of they should be contrived chiefly with a view to the distribution of the straw; the machines being built in the centre, with the grain stacks adjoining them, in such a manner as that they may be supplied without the affilence of carts or horses. The barns in these cases need not be so large, but they should have granaries provided in them, which may probably be most conveniently placed over the floors. In most old barns, threshing machines may be erected without much inconvenience or trouble.

But, notwithstanding the superiority of staking grain in the open air has been fully shown by different writers, and of course the necessity of large barns in a great measure obviated, there are still many agriculturists attached to the method of housing grain in the straw; it may therefore be proper to give a few plans and descriptions of such as appear to be the best calculated for that purpose.

At fig. 1, Plate II. of Agriculture, are given the elevation and ground plan of a small barn adapted for a two-horse threshing machine. The barn is only fifty feet in length within the walls, and fifteen in width. The walls are ten feet in height, which admits of a granary or room thirty feet long above the machine, as shown by the dotted line in the elevation, which denotes the extent of the granary as well as the height of the floor from the ground. The floor is not continued the whole length, in order that there may be more room left in the other end for containing the unthreshed grain, which is introduced at a, figs. 2 and 3. At b, fig. 2, is seen the space occupied by the machine within the barn, which is only ten feet by seven, including the distance from the wall; c, d, fig. 2, and 3, is the horse beam or lever; e is twenty four feet in length, and which gives motion by a laying shaft through the wall, to the machine within. In this there is no shed or cover over the horse path and parts on the outside of the barn, as is usual, except g, b, fig. 2, which is closely boarded to protect the wheels of the first movement from the effects of weather, a part of one side being fixed with hinges for the purpose of opening to apply grass. The expense of a machine on this plan will be from thirty to forty pounds, according to the strength and manner of its being put together.

And at fig. 4, are seen the front and end elevations, with the plan, of a barn and horse threshing machine upon a much larger scale, being intended for three or four horses or other forts of cattle; and designed to winnow or clear the grain at the same time that it is threshed out. It may likewise be so contrived as to hoist it up to the granary above, to split beans, cut straw, and perform several other operations, such as churning, pumping, grining, &c. Such a barn and machine will suit a farm of almost any extent. The shed over the horse path and first movements is softly made with a conical roof merely for the purpose of covering them; but as the expense is considerable, it is here made to answer other uses. It is square, as shown at fig. 5, by a, b, c, d; the dotted circle is the horse-path, in the corner of which stands the upright axle e, fig. 6. Above this, by raising the pillars to a proper height, may be obtained a convenient place.
place either for putting corn in the straw till threshed out, or for keeping straw or hay, or as a granary. But in either case the floor must be so constructed as to support the weight upon it without sinking in the middle. A communication with the barn may be made near the threshing machine at $f$, fig. 5, which will afford an easy access to the machine in case grain be deposited there to be threshed. In this barn, the machine is erected on a floor raised seven or eight feet above the ground-floor, in order that there may be sufficient room for the fan or winnowing machine below. This floor may be extended the whole breadth of the barn and fifteen feet or more towards $i$, from the back part of the machine at $f$, by which, and being properly partitioned below, a very necessary and useful division $f^{2} b h$, will be obtained for containing the grain till hoisted up to the granary. The doors of this place may be locked by the farmer, if thought necessary, during the time of threshing. The space $k$ will contain the chaff blown by the faners. There is a door through $g$ to render the communication more easy and expeditions from the part $i$, where the unthreshed grain is deposited; as it may be proper to look often below while the machine is at work; there might likewise be a door in the partition at $h$; but this is not so very necessary, as the farmer can easily see what his servants are about at $m$, where the straw goes, by standing on the threshing floor, to which there should be steps up at $n$. This machine may also be so constructed as to rake away the straw, and throw it down to $m$; which saves the labour of a person in raking from the machine.

The expense of a machine on this plan, when made to clean the grain and rake away the straw only, will amount to about fifty pounds exclusive of flooring, &c.; and when made for as to hoist up the grain, split peas or beans, and cut straw, from six to ten pounds in addition for each.

Other more powerful machines of this kind will be described under the article Threshing Machine.

Barn, in Rural Economy, the space or floor on which the grain is threshed out by the flail. It is for the most part made in the middle of the barn, and should be so formed as to be perfectly close, firm, and strong. It is sometimes termed threshing-floor. In constructing these floors, various sorts of materials are employed; such as compositions of earthy kinds, flones, bricks, and wood. The last, when properly laid and put together, is probably the best and most sure from such causes as are liable to injure grain. The floors of barns, when made of wood, are sometimes so contrived as to be movable at pleasure, which is a great convenience in many cases. Barn floors are made of different dimensions, but from twelve to fourteen by eighteen or twenty feet may be considered as good sizes.

As the floor, or threshing-place, is the principal part of every barn, the greatest care ought to be taken in making it. In order to this, in some places the surface of the intended threshing-place is dug away to the depth of about six inches; and the earth thus taken out, when of a proper kind, after being well cleared of flones, is mixed with thestrongest clay that can be procured, and with the dung of cattle. This mixture is then worked together with water till it is of the consistence of stiff mortar, and the compot thus made is spread as smooth and even as possible with a trowel upon the spot from whence the earth was taken. As it cracks in drying, it must frequently be beaten down with great force, or rolled with a heavy roller, until all the crevices are filled up; and this must he continued till it is quite solid, hard, and firm. Earthen floors are not however to be recommended, except where the materials are extremely good, and the method of forming them well understood, which is but seldom the case.

The best barn floor, both for threshing upon and for keeping corn, is that which is the driest, smoothest, most completely solid, and consequently the most free from cracks and holes in which insects and vermin may shelter themselves and breed. The ancients were remarkably careful in this last respect, as is evident from the writings of Cato, Varro, and Columella. The left of these relates particularly the great pains they took, first to dig up the ground to some depth, in order to moisten it with fresh lees of oil, but not with any that had saline matters in them; then to mix it thoroughly with chaff, and ram it down as close as possible; afterwards, as it dried, to fill all the cracks and crevices that appeared; to continue beating it down with great force to render it quite level; and, lastly, to throw it up again with chaff, which they trod in; and then left it to be completely dried by the sun. All of them agree, that the lees of oil thus used prevents the growth of weeds in the floors, and contribute to preserve the corn from being plundered by the mice and ants. This they were, however, probably mistaken. Their barns were always very high, and dry as possible. A floor made in the above manner, though not good, was probably preferable to either stone or the earthen floors, formerly common in many parts of this country, from which such dampness has been communicated to the corn, as has rendered wheat, for example, unserviceable. Bricks, when hard and well laid, may form a tolerable floor for many purposes; but, from their attracting moisture, are not by any means to be recommended where grain is to remain much upon them. And most floors of stone are liable to the same objection.

Wood is by much the best for this use. Boarded threshing floors, made of round, thick, well-seasoned planks of oak, are excellent for threshing upon, will last a long time, and may be converted into good floors for rooms, by planing them down after they are become too uneven for the purpose originally intended.

There are various ways of laying and constructing barn floors, when made of wood. The most common method is of nailing the planks, after their edges have been shot true and well joined, down to wooden fleapers firmly placed on the ground. But in the midland counties another method is followed, which, Mr. Marshall says, is that of first having the floors laid with bricks, and then covering them over with the planks, without any other confinement than that of their being dowelled together, or ploughed and tongued, and their ends let into hills or walls placed in the usual manner on each side of the floors. The advantages of this method of making the floors are, that when the brick work is well executed and made perfectly level, vermin cannot be concealed underneath them; for damp air cannot be communicated; besides, floors formed in this way are found to wear better than those laid simply upon fleapers. The planks employed in this way should, however, always be well boxen. It is evident, notwithstanding, that where barn floors can be made hollow, they must be much better for the purpose of threshing upon than such as are either placed on brick work or the ground, from their greater elasticity; the grain is of course threshed out with more ease and certainty. But in whatever manner these floors are constructed, they become expensive, and do not last any great length of time. Such as are laid on the common ground, upon three hills, with two-inch oak planks, will in general cell from eighteen to twenty pounds, and only last fifteen or twenty years; and such as are made hollow, and placed wholly on brick work.
or only on brick quins, with two-inch and half oak planks, are still considerably higher, being often from twenty-five to thirty-five pounds or more, and not much more durable. Beech floors, which were lately introduced instead of oak, have been found not to last more than seven or eight years; consequently to be by no means advantageous.

In order therefore to obviate the continued heavy expenses of these floors, as well as the great consumption of timber in the construction of them, and also to guard against the great waste of grain in threshing upon them after they begin to decay, another kind of barn floor has been invented by Mr. Upton of Petworth in Sussex, which has been found on trial to prevent these inconveniences in a great measure, and at the same time to afford other great advantages, such as those of being more easily drawn upon by loaded waggons or carts; providing, when down, comfortable shelter for hogs; and, when turned up, being capable of being employed as a stable, ox-stall, hovel, or cart-house. This is the movable barn floor, which, it is said, can be placed or displaced in a few minutes by two persons. This new-constructed hollow floor is composed of oak planks five feet eight inches in length, and one inch and a half in thickness, and costs from twenty-three to twenty-four pounds. By these dimensions being considerably less than those used in common barn floors, much advantage is gained in respect to timber; besides, planks of deal, beech, or elm, may be made use of, as they will not be liable to decay, from there being little or no dampness, and in this way the expense be lessened; and when timber from the stave is employed, it may be still farther diminished, as these floors may be composed of fluff of small kindlings, which may be had from short timbers of but little value in comparison to those made use of in other kinds of barn floors. It is supposed that floors constructed in this method will last an hundred years, or as long as the barns; as they are perfectly free from damp, from their being so much raised from the ground when down; also from their being movable, when there are more barns than one in the same yard, they may be conveyed from one to another, and by that means save the expense of having different floors.

At fig. 7. Plate II of Agriculture, may be seen the representation of a barn floor of this kind; one part of which affords a view of the floor as laid down for threshing upon, and the other part is raised up, with racks for feeding cattle, &c.: a rack boards, b slip boards for admitting air, c wooden floor fills for the slip boards & to rest upon, d movable floors, to one part of which are wooden legs serving to support it when it is necessary to put the displaced timbers into the recess e: a recess for receiving the threshed grain before it is winnowed, or for containing the movable timbers; f an iron hook to lift the floor up with when not used for threshing upon; there are two of these hooks employed in the barn; g the movable timbers that support the floor, having grooves along their surfaces to prevent the loss of grain; two of these timbers are represented larger at g; one being the crofs piece with a leg and tenon for fixing in the flore mortises, the other intended to lie lengthwise, and level with the floor of the barn; in the ground are fixed riones with mortises in them to receive the tenons of the timbers described above: h the ground, which should be made of materials sufficiently hard to prevent the hordes, carts, or waggons from making depressions in it; ii poits with iron haps, to support the floors when out of use; k racks for feeding cattle at, when the barn is applied to other purposes than threshing upon. When the floor is not wanted for threshing upon, the floors may be first turned up and fixed with the iron pins, bolts, and haps; then the middle tim-

Barn, or White Owal, in Ornithology, is in England the common name of that species of Syrinx, which is found about barns and out-houses, and which is specifically called Flamma by Gmelin, and some other naturalists.

BARNABAS, S. in BGGAR, a teacher of Christianity contemporary with the apostles, was a Levite of the country of Cyprus. His original name seems to have been "Joseph"; and the appellation of "Barnabas," signifying "Son of Conolation or of Exhortation," was conferred upon him by the apostles. He was one of those Christians who, soon after the resurrection of Christ, sold their property and laid the money at the apostles' feet. Acts, iv. 36, 37. By him St. Paul was prefected to the other apostles three years after his conversion, or about the year 37 of the vulgar era; and he was appointed a missionary to Antioch, in order to confirm the disciples. From thence he went to meet Paul at Tarsum, and they refided together a year at Antioch; and were afterwards entrusted with the conveyance of alms to the Christian brethren at Jerusalem. A.D. 44. Here he was declared joint apostle of the Gentiles with Paul, whom he accompanied to various places and with whom he co-operated in preaching the gospel. At length a diffusion occurring between them with respect to Mark, whom Paul refused to accept as a companion, they separated, probably in friendship and mutual good will, and Barnabas with Mark as his associate went to Cyprus. St. Luke bears this honourable testimony to Barnabas, that he "was a good man, and full of the Holy Ghost, and of faith." Such is the substantia of the account given of him in the New Testament. Some of the ancients, however, have supposed that he was one of Christ's seventy disciples, whom he employed during his ministry as a preacher in the land of Judaea. It has been said that he suffered martyrdom, being stoned to death by the Jews of Cyprus at Salamis; that he was buried by Mark in a cave near that city, and that his body was discovered in this island in the reign of the emperor Zenus about A. D. 438, with the epistle of St. Matthew written in Greek with his own hand, upon his breast. Lardner's works, vol. ii. p. 11, &c.

Barnabas, Epistle of, in Ecclesiastical History, an epistle still extant, addressed to St. Barnabas. It consists of two parts; the first being an exhortation to constancy in the belief and profession of the Christian doctrine, particularly as to its simplicity without the rites of the Jewish law, and the second part containing moral instructions. Learned men have differed with regard to the genuineness of this epistle. It is cited by St. Clement of Alexandria and by Origen. Eusebians reckon it among those books that are spurious, meaning probably by the term, contradicted. St. Jerome says, that it was read for edification among the apocryphal scriptures. Amongst the moderns, Pearson, Cave, Du Pin, Wake, Dr. Clarke, and many other learned men, suppose it to be a genuine epistle of Barnabas the companion of Paul. Some are doubtful, as Cotelerius, who inclines to think that it was not written by Barnabas. The objections against the genuineness of it are strongly urged by Bagnall,
Rasaage, and also by Mr. Jeremiah Jones. To this purpose he alleges that it is not in any of the ancient catalogues of sacred books; that it is not cited in scripture by any of the fathers; that it was not read in the assemblies of the primitive Christians; that it contains contradictions, notorious falsehoods, and gross mistakes; and also many things that are trifling and silly.

Mossheim says that it was the production of some superstitious Jew whose attachment to Jewish fables, as well as mean abilities, shew that, notwithstanding the uprightness of his intentions, he must have been a very different person from the true Barnabas who was St. Paul's companion. Mr. Jones supposes that it was written by a person who had been originally a Gentile or Pagan.

Dr. Lardner thinks it most probable, that it was written by Barnabas, soon after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, in the year of our Lord 71 or 72; and that it was addressed not to Jews, as archbishop Wake supposes, but to Gentiles, or perhaps rather to Christians in general, and intended to abate their respect for the peculiar rites and institutions of the Jews and to shew that they were not binding upon Christians. It was written in Greek; but the four first chapters or sections, and a part of the fifth, are wanting in the Greek copies. It is however entire in an ancient Latin version. This epistle has no inscription, as it is not directed to the Christians of any particular place; and on this account it has been sometimes called a Catholic epistle. Lardner's works, vol. ii. 12, &c. Jones's New and Full Method of settling the Canonical Authority of the New Testament, vol. ii. p. 503, &c. Mossheim's Eccl. Hist. vol. i. p. 113.

Barnabas, St., Gospel of, a spurious gospel mentioned by pope Gelasius, in his decrees against apocryphal books. The Turks have a gospel under this name, in which there are many things injurious to Christ and honourable to Mahomet. It was composed in Arabic, as M. de la Crole thinks, under the emperor Frederic II., A. D. 1211 to 1250, and was translated into Italian about the middle of the 15th century. Professor White has given extracts from this gospel at the end of his "Sermons at the Bampton Lectures."

Barnabas', St., Day, in the Calendar, a Christian festival celebrated on the 11th of June.

Barnabas, Cape, in Geography, lies in the north-west of America, in N. lat. 57° 15', between Trinity Island and Cape Breiville.

Barnabe, St., Island, is situated at the mouth of a small river of this name which falls into the river St. Lawrence, and most remote to the north-east on the southern or Barbard shore in coming down from Quebec.

Barnabites, in Ecclesiastical History, an order of religious thus called from the church of St. Barnabas at Milan, where they were first established, and which was bestowed upon them in the year 1545; and not as some have imagined because St. Barnabas was their patron: in reality, St. Paul is the patron of the Barnabites.

The Barnabites are regular priests of the congregation of St. Paul. Their habit is black, and the same with what they wore when first established, in 1545, by the express bull of pope Clement VII. and afterwards confirmed by Paul III. Their office is to instruct, catechize, and live in monition.

Barnach, in Geography, a small island near the west coast of Ireland, situate in Black Sed bay.

Barnacin, in Ancient Geography, a town of Hispania Tarraconensis, in the territory of the Carpetani. Ptolemy.

Barnacle, or Barnacle, in Conchology, is the common name of the species of Lepas called Anatifera: and is applied also in a general manner to all the shells which belong to the Lepas genus.

Barnacle-Goose, or Barnacle-Goose, in Ornithology, the common English name of that kind of goose which was deemed the offspring of the Lepas Anatifera in the sixteenth century. See Anatifera, and Anas Erythropus, the latter being the Latin name of the Barnacle goose.

Barnaidesia, in Botany, a shrub so named by Mitis, from Michael Barnades, a Spanish botanist. Lin. g. Schrdb. Supp. 55. 1778. Clafs, fyngepis polv- gamin equallis. Nat. Ord. Compoite dés-Corymbifer Juif. Gen. Char. Cal. common, somewhat ventricose, spreading at the tip, imbricate; scales numerous, gradually longer from the base to the tip; the inferior or exterior, ovate, closely imbricate, sharp, pungent; the superior or interior, subulate, flat, spreading, pungent. Cor. compound, rayed; corollas hermaphrodite, tubular, very few (three or four), remote, in the disk ligulate, in a simple series, in the ray. Proper to the former, funnel-form; tube very short; borders hairy, five-parted; parts converging. Proper to the latter, ligulate, lanceolate, spreading at the base, incurved at the tip, and split, outwardly very hairy; tube longer than the calyx. Stam. filaments five; anthers cylindrical, tubular. Pet. gern ovate; style filiform, longer than the stamens; stigma blind; clefts spreading, ovate-rounded. Fr. none; calyx converging; seeds very many, ovate, hairy; hairs revered. Down of the flowers of the disk bristly; rays subulate, flat, broken backwards, naked or covered with minute hairs; of the radial flowers long, erect, spreading, many-rayed, feathery, soft. Recept. flat, villose, without chaff.

Eff. Gen. Char. Cal. naked, imbricate, pungent. Cor. radiate; down of the ray feathered, of the disk bristly, broken backwards.

Species. Barnaclesia fusca is a shrub with very smooth branches, set with a pair of thorns at their origin, which at first were filipules; they are petalous, brown, smooth; leaves alternate, simple, ovate, entire, sharp, flat, veined, somewhat hairy on both sides, whitish underneath; petals very short; filipules in pairs, small, subulate; flowers in panicles, terminating; calyx pubescent. The flower is singular in having two sorts of down. This, which is the only species of this genus, is a native of South America, where it was discovered by Mitis.

Barnard, of Bernard, John, in Biography, was born at Calfor in Lincolnshire, and educated at Queen's college in the university of Cambridge. In 1643, he was admitted, by order of the visitors appointed by parliament, fellow of Lincoln college at Oxford. After the restoration, he conformed, and was promoted to be prebendary in the church of Lincoln. He died at Newark, on a journey to the Spa, in 1683. He was in good repute for his learning and orthodox principles, and was author of the following books: viz. "Cenfus Clerlor, against Roundhouse Ministers, &c." 4to. 1660; "Theologo-Historius, or the Life of Dr. Heylyn," whose daughter he married, 8vo. 1683; "An Answer to Baxter's false accestation of Heylyn;" and "A Catechism" for the use of his parish. Biog. Brit.

Barnard, Sir John, a patriotic citizen and distinguished magistrates of London, was born at Reading, in Berkshire, in 1679, of parents who were Quakers, and educated at a school belonging to persons of this persuasion at Wandsworth in Surry. In early life he was distinguished by the integrity and candour of his mind, so that all differences among his school-fellows were submitted to his decision. In the fifteenth year of his age, his father, who was now settled in
London in the wine-trade, introduced him into his own business; and his conduct was such as fully to justify the confidence that was reposed in him. Amidst other avocations that occupied his thoughts and time, he directed his particular attention to religion; and without doubt from conviction, renounced the profecution of his parents, and became a profyte to the established church. Accordingly he was baptized by Dr. Compton, bishop of London, after several previous conferences, at his chapel in Fulham, in 1703. It was the uniform practice of Mr. Barnard, from his earliest youth, to associate with persons of riper age than his own, and with such as were distinguished by their talents, learning, and religion; and his improvement in knowledge and virtue corresponded to the selection he made of his companions and friends. In this course of judicious application to mental culture as well as to secular employment, Mr. Barnard persevered till he had attained the thirty-sixth year of his age; and he was only known in private life by the excellencies of his character. About this time a bill that materially affected the wine-trade had passed the commons, and was depending in the upper house. The merchants that were likely to be injured by the operation of this bill, appointed Mr. Barnard to state their objections before the lords; and such were the abilities which he manifested on this occasion, and such was the success that attended his exertions, that in 1721 he was proposed, without his knowledge, as a candidate to represent the city of London at the next election, which took place in the following year. The contest was as warm as any that had ever been known in the city; but Mr. Barnard, though he declined all personal solicitation, succeeded by the zeal and activity of his friends. His parliamentary conduct, during a period of forty years, was in the highest degree independent and respectable; and he derived from his character as well as talents singular influence. He distinguished himself by his opposition to the measures of administration, then conducted by Sir Robert Walpole, and particularly to the extension of the excise, which he condemned both in a commercial and political light, and which, by his vigorous and affidious efforts, he induced the minister at length to abandon. Needles of popularity in measures which in his judgment concerned the good of his country, he attempted to reduce the interest of the national debt from four to three per cent.; and by his endeavour incurred a temporary odium. In 1732 he had obtained the honour of knighthood, on occasion of presenting a congratulatory address to king George II.; and in 1737 he was raised to the dignity of the chief magistrate of the city of London; an office which he executed with singular reputation to himself and advantage to the public. So attentive was he to the duties of this office, that he would not keep a single night in his house at Clapham, lest any person should be suspected of temporary absence. No magistrate ever more vigilantly in his attention to the internal police of the city over which he presided; and blended lenity with severity in the administration of it with so much discretion. He would never suffer any person to be committed to prison for a single night, till the accusation against him had been fairly heard; for he well knew the danger to which unguarded youth would be exposed even by a short abode in these receptacles of infancy. The state of our gaols had been the object of his particular investigation, and he was fully apprized of those abuses that needed correction and restraint. In 1745 Sir John Barnard took the lead in signing an agreement to take bank notes in lieu of cash, and in thus supporting public credit at a period of peculiar danger. In 1749, he became the father of the city; and the London merchants had previously, viz. in 1747 testified their veneration of him by erecting his statue in the Royal Exchange. This token of respect, however, he disapproved; as he thought that no character was entitled to it, till its perseverance in integrity had been sealed by death: and such was his modesty, that he never after transacted business within this edifice. In 1754 he was for the last time, without solicitation and in opposition to his own wishes, elected a representative of the city; but his infirmities increasing, he thought proper, in 1758, to resign his alderman's gown. After some years of honourable retirement, he died at Clapham in 1764, leaving one son (distinguished by his taste in the polite arts, and by his admirable collection of pictures) and two daughters. Few persons ever sustained a character so uniformly respectable as Sir John Barnard. He was not only blameless, but eminently exemplary in the various relations and offices of life. To the faithful and active discharge of the personal and social duties, he added a most devout sense of religion. The first hour, at least, of every day was employed in the exercise of devotion and the study of the scriptures. He attended public worship twice on a Sunday, and was constant in receiving the communion. He had such a high reverence for the bible, that he always expressed a great dislike of any attacks which were made upon its sacred original and authority. Although he relinquished the profecution of his youth, he retained, in a considerable degree, that simplicity of manners and plainness of drefs which distinguished the respectable body to which his family belonged. But though he was modest in his deportment, he was firm and fearless in the discharge of his duty. His language was clear, concise, and unaffected; and his wisdom and knowledge were recognized by persons of the first character in his time; infomuch that he was urged in 1746, by king George the second, to accept the office of chancellor of the Exchequer, which he refused. Lord Granville and Mr. Pulteney frequently consulted him on affairs of moment; and lord Clavitham, when Mr. Pitt, has been known to flile him the great commoner. The mule of Pope, by exhibiting him in contrast to worthies wealth and title, has immortalized his name.

"Barnard in spirit, sense, and truth abound; Pray then what was he? Fourscore thousand pounds." Biog. Brit.

BARNARD, in Geography, a township of America, in Windfor county and slate of Vermont, containing 673 inhabitants. It gives rise to the northern branch of Water-queue river, and is distant 65 miles N. E. from Bennington.

BARNARD CASTLE, or CASTLE BERNARD, a town of Durham, in England, 246 miles N. W. from London, and 26 from Durham. The town is about a mile in length, and consists of several streets; the principal of which is upwards of forty yards in width, and is mostly filled with handsome modern buildings. The air of this part of the country is remarkably salubrious, the market is abundantly supplied, and the situation provides every advantage to render it pleasant. The woollen manufactories have declined of late from the great use of cotton goods; much business is done by the tanners; and the flocking trade is particular flourishing. This town is mentioned as existing soon after the conquest; though it was then probably but an insignificant place, as it derived its chief consequence as well as its name from the magnificent castle founded here by Bernard Baliol about the year 1178. This fortress is situated on the summit of a high rock to the westward of the town, and was anciently of much importance; maintaining a number of officers, and being vested with high privileges
legs by its different possessors. We find the names of John Balliol, father to the king of Scotland, the celebrated Guy Beauchamp earl of Warwick, and Richard duke of Gloucester afterwards Richard III., occur among the proprietors of the castle. The latter founded a college for a dean, 12 secular priests, 10 clerks, and 6 choristers; but it is presumed that his intentions were in part frustrated by the subsequent troubles of his reign, as no traces of this foundation are now discernible. In the reign of Charles I., this castle, after being several years in the possession of the crown, was purchased by an ancestor of the present earl of Darlington, and gives a title to his lordship's eldest son. In the year 1699 it was created a barony by king William III. The present remains cover about six acres of ground. The parts of chief strength stand on the brink of a steep rock about eighty perpendicular feet above the river Tees, and every way command a most beautiful prospect. Many fragments of the ruins have the arms of Richard the third, who is supposed to have considerably contributed to this building. Though we can readily ascertain from the above that this fortress must have been of a place of great strength and extent, yet it is not possible to form any competent idea what it was in its original and perfect state. Leland in particular mentions parts of which there are not the least remains. The environs of the town are remarkably beautiful; the vale of the Tees abounding with a great variety of picturesque, pastoral, and august scenery. From the castle cliffs northward, the river is bordered by a hanging forest of oaks on one hand, and on the other by fine meadow land. The extended battlements, the circular tower and the most flately parts mantled with ivy, the brown rocks fringed with broad wood, the brighter yellow towers, and the dark and shaded battlements, are controllable by the azure lake on whose surface they are reflected. Near the path on the margin of the river is a fine new bridge of one arch, lately erected by Saurey Moritt Esq. of Rokeby Park. The number of houses in the town is 312, and its inhabitants 2556. Hutchinson's History of Durham, vol. iii. 146.

BARNARD'S ISLANDS, are five islands on the north coast of South America, laid down in modern charts off the north point of the entrance into Moroquillo bay. They lie S.S.W. from the harbour of Carthagena, in the direction of the coast. To the west of four from them is the opening into the gulf of Darien, which is the limit between North and South America. These islands form a large bay and harbour in N. lat. 5° 35', and W. long. 77° 20'. The easternmost island is called St. George's, the innermost is St. Gibraltak, and Goerace island lies between them. The river Chen is to the west of these islands.

BARNASNE, mountains of Ireland, in the county of Kerry, 8 miles S.W. of Killarney.

BARNUAL, a town of Siberia, on the west side of the Ob, 100 miles S.S.E. of Kolyma. It is situated on the Obi, in the government of Kolyma, famous for its silver and copper mines, which also produce gold. These mines are much more productive than those of Nerchinsk; for the pits hitherto opened in the latter have no continued or ready veins, are never powerful, and seldom terminate in large nsects, are always poorer as they proceed in depth, and change their contents at every fathom. The mines of Barmual belong to the crown. About 48,000 bours earn their capititation tax in working at them, over and above the miners and other workmen properly belonging to them. The quantity of gold produced at Barmual and the Shlangenberg from 1745 to 1780, amounted to 686 pounds, 16 pounds, 49 lobotniks of pure gold.

BARNEGAT INLET, called in some maps New Inlet, is the passage from the sea into Flat-bay found, on the south-eastern coast of New Jersey, 64 miles N. E. from Cape May. N. lat. 39° 37', 50'. W. long. 74° 13'.

BARNER, James, in Geography, born at Elbing, in Prussia, in 1644, applied himself early to the study of chemistry, in which he made such progress, that in 1670 he was engaged to give lectures in that art at Padua. After residing some years in that university he went to Leipzig, where he practiced medicine with success. Retiring at length to Elbing his native country, he died there in 1686. Barner left several works on the subject of chemistry, but that by which he is principally known is his "Chymia Philo-lopica, cum doctrina alchimica medicamentis fine igne culinari parabilibus;" published at Nuremberg 1689, three years after his death, a work rather curious than useful. Haller Bib. Med. Eloy Dict. Histon.

BARNERA, in Geography, a small island of Scotland, near the west coast of Lewis, separated from the main land by a strait, called Loch Barnera, about a mile wide. N. lat. 58° 25'. W. long. 7° 3'.

BARNES, Joshua, in Biography, an English divine and classical scholar, was born in London in 1614, and educated in grammar-learning at Chrift's hospital, where he was distinguished by his proficiency in Greek, and by some Latin and English poems. In 1671, he was admitted a servitor of Emanuel college in Cambridge; and in 1678, he was elected a fellow of the same college. In his numerous writings, which were critical, poetical, and historical, he displayed more industry and fancy than taste and judgment. His memory was singularly retentive, so that he could both converse in the Greek tongue with great readiness; though Dr. Bentley facetiously remarked of him, that he understood as much Greek as a Greek cobbler. But if he excelled in tenaciousness of memory, he was notoriously deficient in solidity of judgment; and therefore some person recommended this pun to be inscribed upon his monument:

"Joshua Barnes,
"Felicis memoriae, Judicium expectans."

The enthusiasm of his temper was manifested in various singularities of opinion and conduct. Believing that charity never fails in this life of obtaining due recompense, he has given his only coat to a common beggar; and he used to recite strange stories of some unexpected remuneration which he had derived from charities of this kind. Of his talents and learning, and particularly of his acquaintance with the Greek language, he was vain and boastful; and at the same time he was prone to depreciate and abuse others. Of his works the most respectable were his editions of the Greek classics; and these he dedicated, without much appropriate felection, to persons of high rank. In 1695, he was elected Greek professor of the university of Cambridge. In 1700, he married a widow with a handsome jointure, who is said to have made the first advances; and, with a view to her amulence, and in order to induce her to supply him with money towards defraying the expense of his edition of Homer, he wrote a copy of English verses, designed to prove that Solomon was the author of the poems under Homer's name. He died in 1712, and was buried at Hemingford in Huntingdonshire, where a curious monument was erected to him by his widow, with an inscription partly in Latin and partly in Greek Anacreontics. The following memorandum is annexed: "Mr. Barnes read a small English bible, that he usually carried about him, one hundred and twenty-one times over at leisure hours." Of his numerous publications, the principal are the following: "A Poetical Paraphrase on the History of Either," intituled, "Adagiosis vera," or "The Courtier's Looking-glass, &c." The story is paraphrased in Greek.
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Greek verse, with a Latin translation in the opposite page and Greek scholia; to which is added, "An Homeric Parody on the same Story." "The History of that most victorious monarch Edward III. &c." Camb. fol. 1688.

This historical work, for which the author's talents seem to have been very ill adapted, abound in false inferences and tedious digressions; and in long and elaborate speeches, after the manner of Thucydides and other ancient historians, which seem to be the result of his own imagination; the whole disapproving neither the judgment of a politician, nor the tale of a good writer. "Europes que extant omnis, &c." Camb. fol. 1694.


In this edition, the poems of Anacreon are corrected, and much enlarged by the addition of several whole pieces and fragments. The life of Anacreon is annexed; and in the Prolegomena, the author treats of the antiquity and invention of lyric poetry, and the peculiar character and metre of that poet. The dedication to the duke of Marlborough is followed by a Greek Anacreontic ode upon the victory at Blenheim. The editor has also subjoined the epigrams of the ancients and moderns upon Anacreon, and some odes of his own composition under the title of "Anacreon Christianus." "Homer Illis et Odysseis, &c." 2 vols. 4to. Camb. 1710.

This edition is furnished with an exact Latin translation, with the ancient Greek scholia, many notes upon the text and scholia, and various readings; to which are subjoined the "Patrochomomyachia," the "Hyms and Epigrams," and "Fragments," and "Two Indexes." This edition of Homer has been generally esteemed as correct and complete; though in the Acta Eruditorum for Jan. 1711, there are some objections against it, which have been answered by Dr. Bentley. Barneveldt's editions of the Greek classics have of late years been linking into disputation; and modern critics place little confidence in his judgment or fagacity. He has been charged, in some of his various readings, by the learned Dr. Clarke, with audacity and unkindness.

As for his other works, both in prose and verse, it would be tedious to enumerate even their titles; and this is the least necessary, as they are now confined to total oblivion. Biog. Brit.
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BARNET, a township of America, in Caledonia county, and state of Vermont, containing 477 inhabitants, and distant 112 miles N. E. from Bennington.

BARNEVELD, a family distinguished in Biography, a minister of Holland, eminently distinguished by his abilities and patriotism, was born in 1547. In his early negotiations on behalf of the states general with France, England, and the neighbouring powers, he gave great satisfaction to those who employed him, and gained equal credit and esteem in the judgment of Henry IV. and queen Elizabeth. As grand pensionary of the states of Holland, he obtained extensive influence; and firmly attached to the liberty of his country, he observed the growing power of the house of Orange, directed by the warlike and aspiring prince Maurice, with jealousy and apprehension. Amidst the collision of different parties, he was regarded as the leader of the opposition to the measures of that prince. The authority of Maurice depended, in a great measure, on the continuance of the war with Spain, and Barneveldt was very zealous of terminating it. By his zealous endeavours to effect this purpose under the mediation of the king of France, he incurred the violent odium of the adverse party. At length, however, he succeeded by obtaining, in 1669, a truce for 12 years; the first article of which recognized the independency of the united states. Soon after this event, the disputes between the Arminians and Calvinists, or Remonstrants and Contra-remonstrants, furiously agitated the Dutch provinces. Barneveldt, inclining to the former, and the advocate of toleration, exerted himself in procuring for the Arminians or Remonstrants that liberty of conscience to which they had an equitable claim. Prince Maurice placed himself at the head of the other party, which was the most numerous; and probably took pleasure in the opposition and calumny encountered by Barneveldt in his endeavours to promote the cause of religious freedom and moderation. At this time, notwithstanding the suspicions excited against Barneveldt, as if he wished to subject his country again to the yoke of Spain, he was essentially carrying this by negotiating with James I. for the reformation of the towns of Fluizing, Rammekeen, and the Brille, which had been put into the hands of Elizabeth as security for the money which she had lent to the states. Barneveldt's success in this negotiation added James to the number of his enemies.

The religious disputes, which had been appealed in the province of Holland by the influence of Barneveldt, prevailed so much in the other provinces, that a national synod was assembled at Dortrecht in 16018 in order to bring them to a termination. To this synod the kings of England and France, and most of the Protestant states of Europe, sent deputies; and the Arminians, who did not comply with the citation to appear before this assembly, incurred a formal condemnation. On this occasion, Barneveldt, Grotius, and other Remonstrant chiefs of the anti-Orange party, were arrested and imprisoned in the castle of Louvain. Barneveldt, however, was the devoted victim. Many accusations were alleged against him, as the fomentor of the disturbances that had occurred at Utrecht, and as an enemy to the public liberty; and being tried by a court, composed chiefly of his enemies, and admitting inadequate proofs, he was capitaly condemned. Prince Maurice, to whom application was made from various quarters in his favour, remained inexorable; and he would only promise a pardon upon condition of his being solicited by the family of Barneveldt but they refused to do an act, which would imply the guilt of their
their venerable chief. Barneveldt prepared for death, and
without alluding any favour for himself, merely solicited the
protection of his children. The morning of execution, Barneveldt proceeded to the scaffold with a serene counte-
nance; but being somewhat disturbed on his arrival, he ex-
claimed with uplifted eyes to heaven, "O God! what is
man!" Having prayed with the minister who attended
him, he rose from his knees with composure, declared
his innocence to the executioners, and directed the executioner
to perform his office. His head was struck off at a blow,
in his 72d year, May 13th 1619. The popular hatred soon
subsided; his memory was revered as that of the purest
of patriots and most respectable of men, and his death left a
stain on the character of prince Maurice which all his great
qualities and services were not sufficient to efface. The
states of Holland, in the register of his death, added these
words, which may serve as a testimony to his character;
"He was a man of great coddent, industry, memory, and
prudence; yes, singular in all. Let him who flanders, take
heed of his fall. God be merciful to his soul! Amen."
"Never (says the French ambassador De Maurier) was there
so wise a wife and virtuous man as M. de Barneveldt. He
had a masterly preference, and said much in few words, with a
grave and succinct eloquence." Barneveldt left two sons in con-
siderable employments; who being deprived of them by
prince Maurice, engaged in a conspiracy against his life.
One was beheaded, and the other made his escape. When
the mother of him who was taken and condemned, fell at
the feet of Maurice supplicating his life, the prince ex-
pressed his surprize that she who had refused to ask her hus-
tand's pardon, should condescend to intercede on behalf of
her son. "I did not ask pardon for my husband," said the
mother with a noble spirit, "because he was innocent. I
ask it for my son, because he is guilty." Mod. Un. Hist.

Barneveldt's Islands, in Geography, are two small flat
islands, close to each other, on the west side of Terra del
Fuego, partly surrounded by rocks, and 24 leagues distant
from the straits of Le Maire. S. lat. 55° 45'. W. long.
66° 58'.

Barnevilles, a town of France, in the department
of the Channel, and chief place of a canton in the district
of Valognes. 54 leagues S.S.W. of Cherbourg.

Barnifianti, in Ornithology, is an aquatic bird, of
which Oviedo speaks in his "Hill. des Indes," book 14,
c. 23; but which it is impossible to ascertain from what that
author has said of it.

Barnsley, in Geography, a small market town of Eng-
land, in the west riding of Yorkshire, 15 miles from Doncaster,
and 176 north-west from London. It is situated on the side
of a hill, and about 5 furlongs in extent. The town, though
well built of stone, is called Black Barnsley; probably from its
smoking furnaces, or rather from the smoke of the coals with
which it is surrounded. The land is very prolific in wheat and other grain, and coal is also exceedingly plentiful.
The abundance of flax, timber, iron-stone, &c. and the
cheap living necessary for population, render this place very
appropriate for any kind of trade. At present its wire
works are supposed the best in the kingdom; and the wire is
of two sorts; the hard, made into teeth for cotton and wool
cards, the soft for flocking-frame needles. Processes of a
leifer kind are weaving of linen, in which 500 looms are
employed, and a glass manufactory of black bottles. Barnsley
has a well built church, which is a chapelry under Silkeston,
a free grammar school, a market on Wednesday, and three
fairs; the population of this township consists of 722
houses, inhabited by 3060 persons.

Barnstable, a very ancient corporate town and
seaport in the county of Devon, is situated in a broad
and fertile vale on the eastern bank of the river Taw,
and bounded by a semicircular range of hills. It is one of
the nearest and most reputable towns in the north of the county;
the streets being spacious and regular, and the buildings re-
spectable. Before the conquest, Barnstable was a royal de-
meifie; and king Athelstan is reported to have constituted
it a borough, and to have erected a castle near the confluence
of the rivers North Yeo and Taw; but remains, however, of
this fortress continue, except a high artificial mound. In
Domeday book it is noticed as containing "forty bur-
gesses within the borough, and nine without;" and the in-
habitants were exempted from serving on any expedition
or being otherwise taxed, but in equal proportion with Exeter
and Totnes. The town was re-incorporated by Henry I.
but till retaining some of its ancient feudal privileges, which
250 of the common burgesses at this day possess; namely,
a right to vote with the corporation for two members of
parliament.

The corporation is composed of a mayor, high steward
(at present earl Fortescue), two bailiffs, two eldersmen, a re-
corder, twenty-two common-council men, and other officers.
King James I. ratified and confirmed the privileges of
the town by a charter in the eighth year of his reign;
and we find by authentic documents, that the first
return for members to parliament was made in the 23rd of
Edward I.

Respecting the trade of Barnstable, its harbour is so fa-
shon that vessels of more than 200 tons cannot enter; yet
the baize, silk-flocking, and woollen manufactories still
give life to the place, and in a great degree compensate
the loss of its former woollen trade; added to this, the beautiful
scenery and pleasantries of the neighbourhood, and the
cheapness of living, have induced many independent families
to make it their sole residence.

A noble quay along the river is terminated by a handloome
piercote, over the centre of which is placed a statue of queen
Anne. Over the river is a stone bridge of sixteen arches.
The church is a lofty building, with a handloome spire and
a good organ; formerly it contained several chantries.
We find also that in the town Judhall de Totnes founded
a priory for Chiaic monks, which, at the dissolution, was
valued at £39 6s. 7d. per annum.

The grammar school is famous for having upon its foun-
dation several eminent characters; bishop Jewel and his oppo-
site professor Harding, the poet Gay, Dr. Maturine, &c.
For the useful education of the lower clays of inhabitants,
a charity school is erected over the north gate; near which
is a pleasant walk, denominated Northern Hay, from the
fine prospects it commands, as well as an agreeable prom-
enade.

The number of houses in the whole parish is estimated at
633, and the inhabitants at 3748. N. lat. 51° 15'. W. long.
4° 5'.

Barnstable Bay, is an opening in the Bristol channeled
by the union of the rivers Taw and Tonebridge. This is
the common bay or road to the towns of Barnstable
and Biddeford, on their respective rivers.

Barnstable, a county of America, lying upon the
peninsula, the point of which is cape Cod, the south-eastern
point of Massachusetts's bay, opposite cape Ann. This
county is about 65 miles long, and in various parts from 3
to 6 and 9 miles broad. It contains 11 townships, and the
plantation of Marshpee, having 2543 houses, and 17554
inhabitants. Barnstable was made a shire in 1667. See
Cape Cod.
BARNSTAPLE, the Mattacheese or Mattakeeset of the ancient Indians, is a port of entry and poll town, and the shire town of Barnstaple county in North America. It extends across the peninsula, and is washed by the sea on the north and south, having Sandwich and the district called Martha-pec or Marthapec on the west; and is about 5 miles broad and 9 long; 67 miles S. E. from Boston. Sandy-neck on the north shore, running east almost the whole length of the town, forms the harbour, and embosoms a large body of salt-marsh. The harbour is about a mile wide and four long; and the tide rises in it from 8 to 14 feet. Its bar, running off N. E. from the neck several miles, prevents the entrance of large ships; but small vessels may pass any part of it at high water. There is another harbour on the south, called Lewis's bay. Its entrance is within Barnstaple, and extends almost 2 miles into Yarmouth. This harbour is commodious and safe, and is completely land-locked. In Barnstable there are about 20 or 30 ponds. The land here produces about 25 buhuds of Indian corn to an acre, and ryce and other grain in proportion. Wheat and flax are cultivated; the latter with success. From 12 to 18,000 bushels of onions are raised for the supply of the neighbouring towns. The fishery, which is annually increasing, employs about 100 men. The people, who are in number about 2610, are generally healthy; and many instances of longevity occur. Many of the farmers are occasionally leaumcn, and many mariners and mallers of vessels, who fall from other ports, are furnished by this town. N. lat. 41° 43'.

BARNSTEAD, a township of America, in Strafford county, New Hampshire, containing 897 inhabitants; 32 miles N. W. of Portsmouth, and 16 E. by S. from Canterbury on Connecticut river.

BARNSTORF, or BERNSTORF, a town of Germany, in the circle of Weftphalia, and county of Diepholz, 8 miles north of Diepholz.

BARNTRUP, a town of Germany, in the circle of Weftphalia, and county of Lippa, 4 miles N. E. of Blumberg.

BARNWELL, a village situated about half a mile north-east of Cambridge, in England, was formerly of great consequence from its ancient priory, which, at the dissolution, was valued at 351 L. 15s. 4d. The village has suffered very much by fire. Barnwell has a fair kept in its neighbourhood, commencing annually on Midsummer-day, and continuing a fortnight. This fair derives its origin from a custom of the children in the neighbourhood assembling on Midsummer-eve at Barn's-well. A number of pedlars resorted to the spot, and exposed their merchandise for sale, so early as the reign of Henry I.; the articles brought being mostly pottery, the festival obtained the appellation of Pet Fair. It appears, however, to have assumed its legal form in the reign of Henry III. by whom it is said to have been chartered and granted to the priory. The fair is still proclaimed on Midsummer-eve, and the field in which it is held is called Midsummer Green. But Barnwell is most famous for the great assemblage of merchandise annually held in a large meadow, called Sturbridge Fair; the origin of which Dr. Stubley was induced to ascribe to his hero Carausius: it is however evident that king John granted the whole for the use and maintenance of an hospital for lepers who had an ancient chapel here; and the chaplain claimed the dues, till Hen. VIII. In consideration of 1000 marks paid by the corporation of Cambridge, gave them the grant of the fair, which was confirmed by Elizabeth. The field in which it is held is about half a mile square, having the rivers Cam and Sture on its northern and eastern sides. The booths are built in regular order, each row being particularly named, as Ironmonger's row, Bookfeller's row, &c.; the centre is called the Dadderly, and chiefly occupied by drapers, mercers, and wholesale dealers in cloths. Sturbridge fair is solemnly proclaimed on the 8th of September, by the vice-chancellor, proctors, and other officers of the university; and afterwards by the mayor and aldermen. The listed time for its continuance is fourteen days. Dramatic exhibitions are forbidden within nine miles of the university, except during this fair and the week preceding. This was formerly the greatest mart in England; but its businesse declining, owing to the circulation of commerce throughout the country, its consequence is very much diminished. Beauties of England and Wales, vol. ii.

BARO, or BARN, PETER, in Biography, a professor of divinity in the University of Cambridge, was born at Elampes in France, and educated for the law at Bourges; but driven from his country to England by the persecution of the Protestants in the reign of queen Elizabeth. By the recommendation of Lord Burleigh, he was elected professor at Cambridge in the year 1574. He was attacked by the rigid Calvinists on account of the reputed laxness of his sentiments concerning the doctrines of predestination and justification; and a complaint was preferred against him as an encourager of the spread of Pelagianism in the university, to archibishop Whitgift in 1595, which produced the Lambeth Articles, that were made use of to silence him. But as he continued to preach his former doctrines, he was cited before the vice-chancellor, and several articles were exhibited against him. The proceedings against him, however, were prevented by the interference of the chancellor Lord Burleigh, and he was recommended by his learning and character to the protection of the archibishop Whitgift. At length wearied by the persecution of his enemies, he retired from the university to London, where he died three or four years afterwards. A collection of his theological works in Latin was published at London in 1579, fol.; as were also some detached pieces in that language, and some sermons, &c. in English. Biog. Brit.

BAROACH, BROACH, or BARIJUH, the ancient Baryga, in Geography, a town of Hindostan, in the country of Guzerat, lying in the route from Surat to Ambedab, and seated on the great river Nerbuddah, about 25 miles from its mouth. Baroach has been, in different ages, a port common both to Nehrwalch, the capital of Guzerat, and Tagara, supposed to be the modern Dowlatabad. The former was eight journyes, the latter ten, from Baroach. It is situated about 217 British miles north from the Plithana of Arrian, or the modern Pultanah; and all kinds of mercantile goods throughout the Deccan were anciently brought to Tagara, and from thence conveyed on carts to Baroach or Baryga across the Balga-Gaut mountains. Baroach is famous for its manufacture of very fine bafts and other cottons; and the water of the river Nerbuddah is said to have a peculiar property for bleaching of cloth to a perfect whiteness. Agates are likewise an article of trade in this place; which are brought from the mountains near Brampour, and are mostly disposed of at Cambaya. The fortresses of Baroach is large and square, standing upon a hill, which is the only eminence for many miles, and might be made very strong. The Dutch factory was established here in 1617, but is in a low state. N. lat. 21° 45'. E. long. 72° 58'.

BAROCCIO, FREDERICK, in Biography, an eminent painter of history and portrait, was born at Urbino in 1538, and instructed in the principles of painting by Battila Venetiano, and in those of perspective by his uncle Bartolomeo Genga. Having availed himself of these instructions till his
20th year, he removed to Rome, and pursued his studies with such affinity and success, that he became one of the most graceful painters of his time. At Rome he was particularly encouraged by the protection of cardinal della Rovere, and by the commendation of Michael Angelo. On his return to Urbino he gained great applause by several pictures, and more especially by that of a St. Margaret, which induced pope Pius IV. to invite him to Rome, and to employ him, in conjunction with Federigo Zuccerbo, in the decorations of his palace of Belvedere. It has been said, that his superior merit excited the jealousy of his brother artists to such a degree, that they gave him poison at an entertainment. Whether this be true or not, his health declined; and for the recovery of it, he was under a necessity of recurring to his native air, and of interrupting his labours. However, by due attention, his life was prolonged to the advanced age of 84 years. His genius principally inclined him to the painting of religious subjects; and his works evince that it was his chief ambition to imitate Correggio in his colouring, and Raphael in his manner of designing. It is easy to observe, that he endeavoured to reanimate the former illustrious artist in the sweetness of his tints, in the harmony of his colouring, in the graceful air of the heads, in the disposition of his draperies, and the forms of his Bambinos, though he sometimes expressed the mufcular parts of the human body too strongly. He seldom painted any historical figure without having either modelled it in wax, or placed some of his disciples in such attitudes as he wished to represent; his fitter was the model for the Madonnas, and her child for his Bambinos. He is said to have employed seven years in painting at Assife, the birth-place of St. Francis, a picture called the "Pardon," in which the figure of the faint kneeling, by the force of shade, seems to rile from the canvas. The works of this master are numerous; the principal of which are at Rome, in the Belvedere, and several churches; at Urbino, Assife, Cortona, Arezzo, and other towns in Italy; in the gallery of Florence; the Efeurial; and the duke of Orleans’s collection. Barocci engraved four of his own pieces with peculiar spirited, and more than thirty more have been published by different engravers. Pilkington and Strutt.

BAROCHE, L.A, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Orne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Domfront; 4 miles S.S.E. of Domfront. BAROCO. in Logic, denotes the fourth mode of the second figure of the syllogism.

A syllogism in baroco has the first proposition univcrsal and affirmative, but the second and third particular and negative; and the middle term, the attribute or predicate in the two first.—For example:

"BA Every virtue is attended with derivation.
RO Some kinds of zeal are not attended with derivation.
CO Therefore some kinds of zeal are not virtues."

"BAR Nullus homo non est bipes.
OC Non omne animal est bipes.
O Non omne animal est homo."

BAROLITE, in Mineralogy. See WITHERITE.

BAROMETER, compounded of βαρος, weight, and μέτρον, measure, is an instrument for measuring the weight of the atmosphere and its variations, in order chiefly to determine the changes of weather, and the heights of mountains, &c.

The barometer is frequently confounded with the βαροσφαῖρα, though somewhat improperly; the latter, in fête fnefs, being an instrument that barely flew an alteration in the weight of the atmosphere: but it is one thing to know that the air is heavier at one time than another, and another to

measure how much that difference is; which is the business of the barometer.

The barometer is founded on the Torricellian experiment, as it is called from its inventor Torricelli, who, in conformity of the previous suggelion of Galileo, with regard to the acent of water in a pump, upon drawing up the piston, proceeded, in 1643, to fill with mercury a glass tube, hermetically sealed or cleft at one end, the other end being open and immered in a bafon of magnific mercury. Judging that, in the former case, the water was fnultained in the pump by the pressure of the air on the water in the vefsel, in which its open end was immered, and that it was the measure of this pressure, he hence concluded that mercury would in like manner be supported by it in the tube, and at a height which was also the measure of the air's pressure, or above 15 times less than water. His experiment was completely verified; for he observed that the mercury defended in the tube, and finally settled at the perpendicular height of 29.4 Roman inches, whether the tube was vertical or inclined, according to the known laws of hydrostatical pressure. This famous experiment was repeated and diversified in various forms, with tubes filled with other fluids, such as water, wine, oil, &c.; and the refult being the fame, the weight and pressure of the air were established beyond contradiction or doubt. Those who had any remaining doubts were completely satisfied by a beautiful experiment exhibited by M. Auzout. He provided a small box or phial EFGH (Plate IX. Pneumatics, fig. 74.) into which he inserted two glass tubes, AB, CD, each three feet long, in such a manner that they were firmly fixed at one end, and reached nearly to the other end. The tube AB was open at both ends, and CD was closed at D. This apparatus being completely filled with mercury, by unfcrewing the tube AB, and filling the box and the tube CD, and then screwing in the tube AB and also filling it, was inverted, whilst a finger was held on the orifice A, and set upright in the manner exhibited in Fig. 75, immersing the orifice A of Fig. 74, or A of Fig. 75, in a small vessel of quickfiver. Upon this, the mercury ran out at the orifice A, till its surface mn within the phial defended to the top of the tube ba. The mercury began also to descend in the tube de (Fig. 75.) corresponding to DC in Fig. 74, and flowing over into the tube ba, ceased at a, till that in de was very nearly on a level with mn. In ba, the mercury flowed at k, 29.4 inches above the surface op of the mercury in the cijern, as in the Torricellian tube. Indeed, this whole apparatus may be first con sidered as a Torricellian tube of an uncommon form, from which the mercury would flow out at a. But when any of it escaped, a vacant space would be left above mn, and the mercury in the tube de would also descend, and running over into ba, supply its vacant, till de became almost empty, and could no longer supply ba. The inner surface being therefore deprefed as much as possible, till it became level with b, no more mercury could enter into b, and yet its column being too heavy to be supported by the pressure of the air on the mercury in the ciferin. Indeed, this whole apparatus may be more closely con sidered as a Torricellian tube of an uncommon form, from which the mercury would flow out at a. But when any of it escaped, a vacant space would be left above mn, and the mercury in the tube de would also descend, and running over into ba, supply its vacan t, till de became almost empty, and could no longer supply ba. The inner surface being therefore deprefed as much as possible, till it became level with b, no more mercury could enter into b, and yet its column being too heavy to be supported by the pressure of the air on the mercury in the ciferin.

This state if a small hole g were made in the upper cover of the box, the external air would rush in by its weight, and press on the mercury in the box. This pressure would immediately cause the mercury to rise in the tube de to k, 29.4 inches above mn. It likewise presses on the mercury at k in the tube ba, balancing the pressure of the air on the mercury in the ciferin. The mercury in the tube, therefore, must defend to the bottom by its own weight. By this experiment the doctrine of the gravity and pressure of
of the air is decisively established. See Air, Weight of, and 

Experiments with the Air-Pump.

Notwithstanding the satisfactory demonstration of the air's preface, afforded by the Torricellian experiment, some attempts were made by the advocates of a plenum for evading it, and for explaining the phenomena of this experiment by some other hypothesis. Accordingly Linus contended, that in the upper part of the tube there is a film, or "rope of mercury," whence his hypothesis was called "the funicular hypothesis," which extended through the feeling vacancy; and that, by means of this rope, the rest of the mercury was suspended, and kept from descending into the basin. In proof of this absurd and ridiculous hypothesis he alleged the following experiment. Take, says he, a small tube, about 20 inches long, open at both ends; fill it with mercury, and stop the lower orifice with your thumb. Then closing the upper end with your finger, immerse the lower end in stagnant mercury; and upon the removal of your thumb, there will be a sensible suction of the finger into the tube; and both the tube and mercury will adhere to it so firmly, that they may thus be carried about the room. Hence he concludes, that the internal cylinder of mercury in the tube is not sustained by the pressure of the external air; for this, he argues, would not account for the strong suction, and the adhesion of the tube to the finger. If the tube be not quite filled with mercury, but a small interval of air left at the top, after the tube is immersed in stagnant mercury, a considerable suction will be perceived. From these experiments, which actually furnish evidence of the air's preface, the funicular hypothesis of Linus derived support for some time; but it has been long since exploded. When it was perceived that the mercury on the top of a high mountain subfided, and flooded at a lower height than on a plain, and that in the vacuum of an air pump it descended to the bottom of the tube, this hypothesis could have no advocates. However, an experiment mentioned by Mr. Huygens, in which mercury well purged of its air remained suspended in a tube at the height of 7½ inches, suggested a more considerable difficulty, which has been variously solved. See an account of it, under the article Torricellian. For an explication of the phenomenon of a pipkin, which discharges water under the exhausted receiver of an air-pump, see Siphon.

Barometer, Common, the Construction of it.—A glass tube (AB, Plate IX. Pneumatics, fig. 76.) open at one end, and hermetically sealed at the other A, having its diameter about one third or one fourth of an inch, and its length thirty-three or thirty-four inches, is filled with mercury to such an extent as not to have any air over it, nor any bubbles adhering to the sides of the tube; which is best done by means of a small paper or glass funnel, with a capillary tube. If a small bubble of air be moved backwards and forwards in the tube, it will help to clear the mercury; which will appear, when pure, like a polished rod of steel. The orifice of the tube, filled after this manner, so as to overflow, is then closely pressed by the finger, so as to exclude any air between it and the mercury, and thus immersed in a vessel of a convenient diameter, so however as not to touch the bottom; at the distance of twenty-eight inches from the surface of the mercury are fixed two plates, CE and DF, divided into three inches, called "the scale of variation," and these again subdivided into any number of small parts. Lastly the tube is enclosed in a wooden frame, to prevent its being broken; the bafon, though open to the air, secured from dust; and the barometer is complete. As the lowest station of the mercury in this country is about 28 inches, and the highest about 31 inches above the surface of the mercury in the baron, the former point is the lowest in the scale of variation, and in the common barometers, called "weather-glasses," it is marked frozen; and the latter is marked on one side very dry for the summer, and on the other very hard frost for the winter. To the next half-inch below this highest point are annexed hot fair on the one side, and frost fair on the other. At the height of 30 inches, the word fair is marked on one side, and frost on the other; at 29½ is marked the term changeable both for summer and winter; at 29 are inscribed on the one side rain, and on the other snow; and at 28½ inches are the words much rain on one side, and much snow on the other. Each of these larger divisions is usually subdivided into ten parts, and by means of a sliding index adapted to the instrument, the ascendent or descent of the mercury may be ascertained for any number of divisions. Each of these tenths is again sometimes divided into ten more, or hundredths of an inch, by means of a sliding piece of brass, with a scale called Nominus and Vermin; for the use of which see these terms, and the follow of this article.

The common barometer is the best, and most to be depended upon in accurate observations, it may be proper to add some directions for preparing it: they are collected chiefly from the publications of Mitchelhbrook, Desaguliers, and de Luce on this subject. It appears from many experiments, that the mercury floats higher in tubes of a larger, than in the of a narrower bore; and therefore when observations are made with different barometers, some regard should be paid to the difference of their diameters, and it would be desirable to have them constructed of tubes of the same diameter. The bore of the tube should be large, in order to prevent the effects of the attraction of cohesion; not less than one fourth of an inch; but if they are one third of an inch diameter, they are better. If a cilind be used as a reservoir for the stagnant mercury, it should be large in proportion to the diameter of the tube, at least ten times greater; that the addition or subtraction of the mercury, contained between the greatest and least altitudes, may not sensibly affect its depth; for the numbers marked on the scale annexed to the tube, shew their distance from a fixed point, and cannot truly indicate the height of the column above the mercury in the cilen, unless its surface coincide with this point, and be immovably. In order more effectually to preserve the lower surface at the same height, from divisions on the scale fixed to the instrument, the father of the late Mr. George Adams first applied to the barometer a floating gage, by means of which the same cireul which renders the barometer portable, regulates the surface of the mercury in the cilen, so that it is always at the place from whence the divisions on the scale commence. See Portable Barometer.

The tube should be preserved free from dust till it is used; and for this purpose it may be hermetically sealed at both ends, and one end may be opened with a file, when it is filled. If this precaution has not been observed, the inside should be well cleaned, by waving it with alcohol highly rectified, and rubbing it with a little piece of hamp- my leather fastened to a wire. The mercury should be pure; and may be purged of its air, by previously boiling it in a glazed earthen pipkin covered close; and when the tube has been uniformly heated and rendered electrical by rubbing it, the hot mercury should be poured into it in a regular current, through a glass funnel with a long capillary tube, so that the air may not have room to pass between the parts of the quicksilver. M. de Luce directs, as Mr. Orme had practiced many years ago in the construction of his improved diagonal barometers, that the mercury should be boiled in the tube,
tube, as the most effectual method of purging it of its air and moisture. The process is briefly this: he chuses a tube of 24 lines or 3 lines bore, and not exceeding half a line in thickness; he fills it with mercury within two inches of the top, and holds it with the sealed end lowest in an inclined position over a coining dish of burning charcoal, presenting first the sealed end to the fire, and moving it obliquely over the coining-dish. As the mercury is heated, the air bubbles appear like so many fluids on the inner surface of the tube, and gradually running into one another, ascend towards the higher parts of the tube, which are not heated; here they are condensed and almost disappear; and after successive evaporation, they acquire a bulk by their union, which enables them at length to escape. When the mercury boils, its parts strike against each other, and against the sides of the tube, with such violence, that a person unaccustomed to this operation is ready to apprehend their force to be sufficient to break the tube. The mercury is thus freed from all the heterogeneous particles contained in it, together with their surrounding atmospheres, and the air which lines the inside of the tube, which cannot be easily expelled in any other way, is discharged; when this last-mentioned fintum of air is thus expelled, the tube may be afterwards emptied, and filled even with cold mercury, and will be found nearly as free from air as before. The mercury in the tubes thus prepared by a determinate quantity of heat, will rise higher than in those of the common form, and the barometers will more nearly correspond with each other; whereas there will be a difference of six or eight lines in the ascent of the mercury in common barometers.

When this operation is completed, the mercury generally remains suspended at the top, and will not descend to its proper level without shaking the tube to bring it down. The tubes, which should be chosen not less than three feet long, may now be filled to their proper length.

Barometers of this kind rise uniformly in a heated room; whilst the mercury in those that had been prepared in the common way descended, and in different proportions. When the room cooled, the former descended uniformly, and corresponded with each other; the latter rose with the same irregularity with which they had before descended, nor were they found, at the close of the experiment, to stand at the same relative heights as they did at the beginning of it. The reason of which is obvious, from the effects of heat on the air remaining in unequal quantities in the tubes in the one cafe, and on the purer mercury in the other.

Another circumstance that requires attention in the construction and use of barometers is the temperature of the air; for unless this remains the same, the dimensions of a given quantity of mercury will be variable; and the altitude of the mercury will be an uncertain measure of the weight of the atmosphere, because it is diluted by heat, and contracted by cold, when probably its weight and pressure are unchanged.

M. De Luc attended particularly to this circumstance, and contrived to estimate the effects of heat on the quicksilver in the barometer, when it is used for accurate observations, by means of a thermometer; the scale of which is divided in such a manner as to indicate, with little labour of calculation, the correction to be made on account of heat. As an increase of heat that is sufficient to raise the mercury in the thermometer from the point of melting ice to that of boiling water, will lengthen the column of mercury in the barometer six lines, he divides each line in the scale of the barometer into four parts, each of which may be easily subdivided into four finer parts, or sixteenths of a line. The scale of the thermometer marking the interval between the freezing and boiling points, and answering to the six lines of the barometer, is divided into ninety-six equal parts; each of which will correspond to the four hundredth of a line in the motion of the mercury in the barometer diluted by heat, which must be added to or subtracted from the height of the mercury in the barometer, for every degree of the variation of the thermometer.

A scale of this kind, continued above boiling or below freezing water, is annexed to his Portable Barometer and Thermometer. M. de Luc prepared two barometers with their respective thermometers graduated in the manner above explained; he placed one pair in the cellar of one house, and the other pair in the upper room of another house in a lower situation, so as to be exactly on a level with the cellar; he found that the thermometer in the room rose nine degrees, and the barometer $\frac{1}{9}$ of a line higher than those in the cellar; whence he drew that, without allowing for the effect of heat, the difference in the heights of these two barometers would have indicated a difference of about forty-five feet in the heights of these two places, though they were exactly on the same level.

M. Prins, an artist in Holland, has made an improvement in the refervoir of the simple barometer, by means of which the mercury contained in it is constantly kept at the same level; but the construction is difficult, and therefore it has not been generally adopted. De Luc's Recherches, &c. vol. i. p. 35.

The common barometer is a kind of chamber barometer, and serves for observing in a fixed place the changes of the atmosphere; but is not adapted for removal from one place to another, and in this respect differs from the portable barometer. It is sometimes combined with a thermometer, and sometimes sold with a hygrometer, and in this form prepared by the mathematical instrument makers. An instrument of this kind constructed by Meffrs. Jones, opticians in London, is exhibited in fig. 84, and consists of a barometer, thermometer, and hygrometer, all in one mahogany frame. The thermometer or hygrometer of this apparatus may be conveniently separated from the frame, and occasionally used apart, if it be necessary. The thermometer is separated by means of two screws on a; and the hygrometer, by unloosening a brass pin at the back of the frame. The index of the hygrometer is set at any time, merely by moving with the fingers the brass wheel seen at c; and the two sliding indexes of the barometer and thermometer are moved by rack-work, set in action by the key g placed in the holes b and i. The divisions of the barometer plate a are in tenths of an inch, from 28 to 31 inches; and these are subdivided into hundredths, by the Monius or Vernier scale, placed on a sliding flip of brass, similar to that of the common barometers. This Vernier (fig. 85) is divided into ten equal parts, all of which are equal to eleven of those on the scale of inches, or to eleven tenths. By this artifice, the height of the mercury at E is evident merely by inspection to the hundredth part of an inch. For understanding this, it should be considered that the tenth of a hundredth part of an inch is the eight hundredth part of an inch. But every tenth of an inch in the scale B is divided into ten equal parts by the flip or Vernier A; for since ten divisions on that exceed ten on the scale by one division, that is, by one tenth of an inch, one division on the Vernier will exceed one division on the scale by one tenths part, and two divisions on the Vernier will exceed two on the scale. By two tenths, and so on; therefore every division on the Vernier will exceed the same number of divisions on the scale by so many tenths of a tenth, or by so many hundredths parts of an inch. Consequently the ten equal divisions of an inch on the scale B must be considered as fo
many ten hundredth parts of an inch, and numbered accordingly, 10, 20, 30, 40, &c. parts of an inch; then the Vernier gives the unit to each ten, thus: let the index very accurately to the top of the surface of the mercury E; and if at the same time, the beginning of the divisions at C coincide with a line of division in the scale B, then it shews the altitude of the mercury in inches and tenths of an inch exactly. But if the index line C of the Vernier fall between two divisions or tenths on the scale B, then there will be a coincidence of lines in both at that number of the Vernier, which shews how many tenth parts of that tenth the index of the scale has passed the last decimal division of the scale. E. G. Suppose the index of the Vernier were to point somewhere between the six and seventh tenth above 30 on the scale; then, if by looking down the Vernier, you observe the coincidence at number 8, this shews that the altitude of the mercury is 30 inches, and .68 parts of a hundredth of another inch, or simply thus, 30.68 inches. See Vernier. The screw $f$, in fig. 84, serves to press the mercury up into the tube, when the instrument is to be moved, and thus to render the instrument a portable barometer.

The barometer belonging to the house of the Royal Society is of the cijerica kind; and the Hon. Mr. Cavendish prefers this form to that of the syphon kind, because both the danger of observing and the error of observation are less, as in the latter we are liable to an error in observing both legs. Moreover he remarks, that the quicksilver can hardly fail of settling more exactly in the former than in the latter; for the error in the settling of the quicksilver can proceed only from the adhesion of its edge to the sides of the tube. In the latter the adhesion may take place in two legs, but in the former only in one; and besides, as the air has necessarily access to the lower leg of the syphon barometer, the adhesion of the quicksilver in it to the tube will most probably be different according to the degree of dryness or cleanliness of the glass. It is true, as M. De Luce observes, that the cijerica barometer does not give the true pressure of the atmosphere; the quicksilver in it being a little depressed on the same principle as in capillary tubes. But it appears by calculation, that in the barometer of the society, the error arising from the alteration of the height of the quicksilver in the cijerica can scarcely ever amount to so much as $\frac{1}{10}$th of an inch. In this barometer, the height of the quicksilver is estimated by the top of its convex surface, and not by the edge where it touches the glass; the index being properly adapted for that purpose; and this manner of observing is more accurate than the other. Phil. Trans. vol. lxvi. p. 381.

As soon as it was discovered that the different heights of the mercury indicated by the barometer were in some degree connected with the state of the weather, and that it might be applied to the purpose of a "weather-glass," many attempts were made to render the changes in it more sensible, and so to measure the variations of the weight of the atmosphere more accurately; and these attempts have given rise to a great number of barometers of different structures, deviating from the simplicity of the common barometer, and at the same time less accurate. Hence the wheel barometer, diagonal barometer, horizontal barometer, pendulum barometer, &c.

Des Cartes suggested the first method of increasing the apparent sensibility, or enlarging the scale of variation, of the barometer, though he did not live to execute it. He proposed a tube AB (Plate IX. Pneumatics, fig. 77.) about twenty-seven inches long; terminating in a cylindrical vessel CD; one half of which vessel, connected above with a long tube of a very small bore, fixed at top, and exhausted of its air, was to be filled with water extending up into the small tube; the other part of the vessel, and the lower part of the tube, were to be filled with mercury. Whenever the mercury rose in the cylinder, it would force up a proportional quantity of water into the narrow tube, where it would have a considerably larger range than that of the mercury in the cylinder; neglecting the weight or pressure of the water, the motion of the water and of the mercury would be in the inverse ratio of the squares of the diameters of the vessels containing them. But the water presses on the mercury according to its height; and therefore if the whole range of the mercury in the cylinder, or in a common barometer, were supposed to be two inches, the specific gravity of water is that of mercury as 5 to 1; the difference between the diameters of the cylinder and tube a maximum or infinite, then the entire scale of variation in this instrument would be twenty-eight inches; or the extent of this scale would be to that of the common barometer in the inverse ratio of the specific gravity of water to that of mercury. It is evident that in practice it would be somewhat less than twenty-eight inches. Huygens constructed a barometer of this kind; but here, though the column suspended was larger, and consequently the variation greater, yet the air imprisoned in the water getting loose by degrees, filled the void space in the top, and so ruined the machine.

Huygens then thought of changing the construction of the barometer, and of placing the mercury at top, and the water at bottom, in the following manner: ADG (fig. 78.) is a bent tube hermetically sealed in A, and open in G; the cylindrical vessels BC and FE are equal, and about twenty-nine inches apart; the diameter of the tube is about a line, that of each vessel fifteen lines, and the depth of the vessels is about ten; the tube is filled with mercury (the common barometer standing about twenty-nine inches) which will be suspended between the middle of the vessel FE, and that of the vessel BC; the remaining space to A being void both of mercury and air; lastly, common water, tinged with a fifth part of aqua regis to prevent its freezing, is poured into the tube FG till it rises a foot above the mercury in DF.

When the mercury rising above the level of that contained in FE, through the tube AD, becomes a balance to the weight of the atmosphere; as the atmosphere increases, the column of mercury will increase, consequently the water will descend; as the atmosphere again grows lighter, the column of mercury will descend, and the water ascend. This double barometer, as it was called, which is nearly the same with that of Dr. Hooke, will therefore discover much minute alterations in the air than the common one; for, instead of two inches, the fluid will here vary two feet; and by enlarging the diameters of the cylinders, that variation may be still increased; but it has this inconvenience, besides others, that the water will evaporate, and so render the alterations precarious; though the evaporation be in some measure prevented by a drop of oil of sweet almonds swimming at top; the column of water will likewise be sensibly affected by heat and cold.

The double barometer of Dr. Hooke was invented in the year 1668, and is deferred in the Phil. Trans. N. 54. 185. The invention was claimed by Huygens and De la Hire; but it sufficiently appears, that Hooke was the original inventor. (See De Luce's Recherches, vol. i. p. 18.) This consists of a compound tube ABCDEFG (fig. 79.), of which the parts AB and DE are equally wide, and EFG as much narrower as it is proposed to enlarge the scale. The parts AB and EG are made as cylindrical as possible. The
The part HBCDI is filled with mercury, having a vacuum above in AB. IF is filled with a light fluid, and FG with another light fluid, which will not mix with that in IF. The cistern G is of the same diameter with AB. It is plain that in this instrument the range of the separating surface at F must be as much greater than that of the surface I, as the area of I is greater than that of F; and this ratio may be selected at pleasure. This barometer is the bell of those with an enlarged scale; it is most delicately moveable, and is the bell adapted to a chamber for the purpose of amusements, by observations on the changes of the atmospheric pressure. It rises or falls by the slightest breeze, and is continually in motion. The most accurate method for graduating such a barometer would be to make a mixture of vitriolic acid and water, which should have the density of mercury. Then, let a long tube stand vertical in this fluid, and connect its upper end with the open end of the barometer by a pipe with a branch to which the mouth may be applied. By sucking through this pipe, the fluid will rise both in the barometer and the other tube; and the rise of ten inches in this tube will correspond to adefect of one inch in the common barometer. Thus every point of the scale may be adjusted in due proportion to the rest. But nothing except actual comparison can determine what particular point of the scale corresponds to some determined inch of the common barometer. When this is done, the whole becomes equally accurate. It is liable, however, to several inconveniences. Although the heights of the contained fluids are always the same in a constant temperature, nevertheless their weight or pressure on the base is not always the same on account of the difference of their specific gravity; and though there be no sensible difference in the action of these fluids against the sides of the tube, yet there is a continual action, and therefore the movements of this barometer cannot be so free as those of the simple barometer. These differently coloured liquors mingle with one another, and form a deposit on the sides of the tube, so that their respective boundaries cannot always be ascertained with precision. The fluid of this barometer is also subject to evaporation; and heat acts upon the fluids which it contains. On account of these and such defects, others have had recourse to an

Horizontal or rectangular barometer ABCD (fig. 80), the tube whereof is bent in form of a square BCD: at the top of its perpendicular leg it is joined to a vessel or cistern AB; and its variations accounted on the horizontal leg CD. Now in the interval, and space of variation, may be made of any extent at pleasure, and so the minute change in the air become sensible. For the diameter of the tube CD being given, it is easy to find the diameter of the vessel AB, so as that the scale of defect in the tube DC shall have any given proportion to the scale of ascent in the vessel AB; the rule being that the diameter of the vessel is to that of the tube in a subduplicate reciprocal ratio of their scales.

The diameters then of CD and AB being given, together with the scale of ascent of the mercury in the vessel, the scale of mercury in the tube is found thus: as the square of the diameter of the tube is to the square of the diameter of the vessel, fo reciprocally, is the scale of mercury in the vessel, to the scale of mercury in the tube.

Caffini was the first inventor of this kind of barometer, though the same construction had been thought of, and first published by M. J. Bernoulli, in the year 1710.

This and the preceding contrivance of Huyghens are founded on a theorem in hydromatics; viz. that fluids, having the same base, gravitate according to their perpendicular altitude, not according to the quantity of their matter; whence the same weight of the atmosphere supports the quicksilver that fills the tube A C D, and the cistern B, as would support the mercury in the tube alone.

This last, however, with its excellencies, has great defects: for, by reason of the attraction between the parts of the glass and of the mercury (which Dr. Junius has shown to be considerable), with the length of the scale (consequently the quantity of motion), and the attrition against its sides, especially in sudden rises and descents, the mercury breaks, and parts of it are left behind, and the equality of its rise and fall ruined. Some therefore prefer the

Inclined barometer, or diagonal, of Sir Samuel Moreland, where the space of variation is considerably larger than in the common one, and yet the rise and fall more regular than in the other. — Its foundation is this; that in a Torricellian tube BC (fig. 81) inclined at any angle to the horizon, the cylinder of mercury equivalent to the weight of the atmosphere, is to a cylinder of mercury equivalent to the same in a vertical tube, as the length of the tube BC to the perpendicular height DC.

Hence, if the height DC be subtriple, subquadriple, &c. of the length of the tube, the changes in the diagonal barometer will be triple or quadrupole, &c. of the changes in the common barometer. This barometer will scarce allow its tube to be inclined to the horizon at less angle than 45°, without undergoing the inconvenience of the horizontal one.

Mr. Orme, in order to obviate some of the objections to which the diagonal construction of the barometer is liable, purified the quicksilver from its dross and earthy particles by distillation; and when the tube was filled with a certain quantity of mercury, discharged the remaining air by an intense heat sufficient to make the mercury boil; and he continued this operation for four hours. In the process, an innumerable quantity of small particles were emitted, and when no more bubbles rise in the tube, the mercury appeared extremely bright, but sunk lower in the tube than when it was first put in, by two inches. Phil. Trans. Abr. vol. viii. p. 455.

The subed barometer was a contrivance of Dr. Hooke, in 1668, to make the alterations in the air more sensible: the foundation of this is the common vertical barometer, with a large ball above, and turned up at the other end, with the addition of a couple of weights A and B (fig. 82) hanging on a pulley, the one of them playing at liberty in the air, the other resting on the surface of the mercury in the inverted tube, and rising and falling with it.

Thus is the motion of the mercury communicated, by means of the pulley, to an index which turns round a graduated circle; and thus the three inches of vertical ascent are here improved to five, six, or more, at pleasure.

But the friction of the axis of this index, and more especially when it has contracted some rust, generally renders this sort of barometer useless; and, at best, the graduation of inches on the circle can only be considered as a scale of motions of the mercury in its tube; for the great variation of the height of the surfaces of the mercury in the tube below will perpetually falsify the inches and tenths upon the plate above. In a just or standard barometer, the inferior surface of the mercury in the cistern or tube below should either be invariable, or reducible by a pressing screw to a fixed or determinate gauge point.

The wheel barometer has lately been obstructed upon the public by the ittolling Italian hawkers in our streets; but the imperfect manner in which these barometers are constructed,
An instrument of this kind, with considerable improvements, has been constructed by Mr. Fitzgerald, F.R.S. It is furnished with two pulleys that move on friction-wheels, each of which turns an index on the centre of a graduated circle. The smaller circle is four inches in diameter, and divided into three equal parts, each of which is again subdivided decimally; and the changes corresponding to the rise or fall of the mercury from 28 to 31 inches, are marked on the margin of it, as they are on the scales of common barometers. The larger circle is divided into 300 equal parts; and being about 30 inches in circumference, the index belonging to it will mark distinctly the 600th part of an inch in the rise or fall of the mercury. On the centre of this circle two registers are fixed, which are placed along the index when the instrument is adjusted; one of them is carried round with the index, and left behind on its return; so that their distance will determine the limits of the variation from one observation to another. Phil. Trans. vol. liii. part i. N. 29. Ibid. vol. lx. No. 10.

The pendulent barometer, invented by M. Amontons, in 1689, is a machine rather pretty and curious than useful (fg. 83). It consists of a conical tube, placed vertically, its upper and smaller extremity hermetically sealed; it has no vessel or cistern, its conical figure supplying that defect: for when filled, like the rest, there will be as much mercury sustained as is equivalent to the weight of the atmosphere; and as that varies, the same mercury takes up a different part of the tube, and so becomes of a different weight.

Thus, when the weight of the atmosphere is increased, the mercury is driven up into a narrower part of the tube; by which means its column is lengthened, and, for the reason just given, its weight increased. Again, the atmosphere decreasing, the mercury sinks into a wider part of the tube; by which means its column is again shortened, and its pressure accordingly weakened. Thus, the same mercury is still a balance to the atmosphere under all its variations. The inconvenience in this barometer is, that to prevent the mercury and air from changing places, the bore of the tube must be very small; which smallness of the bore renders the friction so sensible as to impede its playing.

The marine barometer is a contrivance of Dr. Hooke, in 1700, to be used at sea, where the motion of the waves renders the others impracticable; it refines that of Amontons in 1689. This is nothing more than a double thermometer, or a couple of tubes half filled with spirit of wine; the one hermetically sealed at both ends, with a quantity of common air inclosed; the other sealed at one end, and open at the other.

Now the air, we know, is able to act on the spirit of wine, and raise it, two ways; partly by its gravity, as in the Torricellian tube; and partly by its heat, as in the thermometer. If then the two tubes be graduated, so as to agree with each other at the time when the air is inclosed, it will easily follow, that, wherever the two agree afterwards, the pressure of the atmosphere is the same as at the time when the air was inclosed. If in the thermometer open to the air the liquor shall higher, considering at the same time how much the other is risen or fallen from the other cause of heat or cold, the air is heavier; on the contrary, when it is lower, compared with the other, the air is lighter than at the time when the instrument was graduated. Here the spaces answering to an inch of mercury will be greater or less, according to the quantity of the air inclosed, and the smallness of the tubes; and they may be increased almost in any proportion. But it must be remembered, that the density and rarity of the air, on which this machine is founded, do not only depend on the weight of the atmosphere, but also on the action of heat and cold. This, therefore, can never be a jut barometer; but may properly enough be called a manoscope, or instrument to shew the density of the air. See MANOMETER.

Nevertheless, the instrument is said to be of good use in giving notice of all bad weather at sea, as also of variable winds, and of the neighbourhood of ice. Phil. Trans. N. 429. p. 133.

Improved marine barometers. In the bell of these barometers, Meffrs. W. and S. Jones apply a small ivory floating gage, or index, to an aperture in the cistern of mercury below; the index floats on the mercury; a mark is cut on its stem, and another on the socket in which it moves; these two marks are brought to a coincidence by turning the screw below; and thus the surface of the mercury in the cistern is made to be jut to the divisions of the plate above.

Mr. Nairne, an ingenious artificer in London, constructed a marine barometer for captain Phipps, in his voyage to the north pole; the upper part of which was a glass tube, about three tenths of an inch in diameter, and four inches long, to which another glass tube was joined with a bore about $\frac{1}{4}$th of an inch diameter. These two glass tubes formed the tube of this barometer, which was filled with mercury, and inverted into a cistern of the same. The instrument was fixed in gimbal, and kept in a perpendicular position by a weight fastened to the bottom of it, and was not liable to the inconvenience attending the common barometer at sea. Voyage to the North Pole, p. 123.

The marine barometer, as it is commonly constructed, differs from the common one merely in having the bore of the tube small for about two feet in its lower part; but above that height it is enlarged to the common size. Through the small part of the instrument the mercury is prevented from ascending too hastily by the motion of the ship, and the motion of the mercury in the upper wide part is consequently lefited. Much depends upon the proper suspension of this instrument; and Mr. Nairne has found by experiment the point from which it may be suspended so as not to be affected by the motion of the ship.

We shall here subjoin the description of two kinds of marine barometers, which are constructed by Meffrs. W. and S. Jones of London, and which seem to be well adapted to marine purposes. In Plate X. fig. 86, one of these barometers is represented as supported on its fland in the cabin of a ship, ready for observation: $a$ & $c$ are the folding mahogany legs, about three feet each in length; $A$ is a circular brass plate, with two hollow brass tubes fixed perpendicularly upon it; the gimbal filings ring with its axis is made to turn between these tubes; and on two or three springs placed in the tubes, the axis of the gimbal ring acts. The barometer frame $B$ is attached inward to this ring by an axis and two screws, in a position at right angles to the axis in the uppright, yet left free to move; the three legs are screwed down to the floor of the cabin. Whatever heave or motion the ship may receive, the barometer, by its action on the gimbal, on the springs in the tubes, and on its axis, will always tend to keep its vertical position, and as speedily as possible attain to a state of quiescence; $d$ is a screw that serves to move the folding Nonius scale upon the plate above; $e$ is a small mahogany door that is slant over the tube and plate, to defend them when this instrument is not in use. On the top of the frame there is a pendent brass ring $g$, by which the barometer,
rometer, without the fland, may be hung on a neck against the wall of a room or side of a cabin; the screw \( f \) at the bottom of the frame serves to compress the mercury in the cylinder, in order to force it up to the top of the tube, as in the common barometers. By the barometer's being moveable from its stand, and the stand folding up into a small extent, the whole apparatus may be packed up in a convenient narrow deal case for carriage.

The principal inconvenience, which has been found to attend this barometer, has been the ground occupied by the feet in the cabin when the instrument is in use; this being sometimes more than a mariner can spare; and besides, it is liable to be flung against by a heedles by-flounder. To obviate this inconvenience, another principle of mounting has been adopted (see fig. 87). The barometer in this figure is in every respect the same as the preceding, but its mode of suspension is as follows: on the sides of the frame, at its centre of gravity, are fixed two iron centres; as an axis to thefe there is fixed a brass frame \( a \), and brass pillar; one end of this pillar is framed on a vertical joint, having only one motion upwards, and checked by a brass socket fitted below, to keep the pillar and arm in an horizontal position; thus, causing the barometer to be suspended in a vertical direction. The length of the pillar and arm together is about 14 inches; the joint socket at the end of the pillar is attached to a strong round brass plate \( b \), about 2 inches diameter, with four counterfunk holes for receiving screws, by which the whole instrument may be screwed securely to the side of a cabin, in any convenient or safe situation. When the instrument is in a state of suspension for observation, it will be about 15 inches from the side of the cabin, and being also free to act on its axis of suspension at \( a \), it is evident that notwithstanding any common motion or reel of the ship, the barometer will tend to keep a vertical position, or to recover it after having been agitated. The only circumstance to apprehend is the possibility that, by a violent motion, the bottom of the barometer should strike against the side of the cabin, and endanger the glass tube; but this is easily avoided by fixing a temporary leather cushion against that part of the cabin against which alone it could strike. When the instrument is not wanted for any observation, while the ship is in motion, it may be moved upwards upon the joint, and it will close to the side of the cabin or wall, and may be bucked fast by a leather strap and buckle \( e \) attached for that purpose (see fig. 86.), and thus be out of any danger from any person suddenly or unguardedly coming to it; and it will answer the purpose of the common chamber barometer.

M. Paiffement, an ingenious artist at Paris, accommodates the barometer to nautical ues, by twitting the middle part of the common barometer into a spiral, consisting of two revolutions: by this contrivance, the impulfs which the mercury receives from the motions of the ship, are defivated by being transmitted in contrary directions. De Luce's Recherches, &c. vol. i. p. 34.

The flattened barometer, or barefoot, used by Mr. Boyle, Otto de Gueric, &c. consisted of a large glass bubble, about the size of a large orange, and blown so thin as to weigh only 70 grains. This being balanced by a brass weight, in a nice pair of scales, that would turn with the 30th part of a grain, was found to act as a barometer; for this obvious reason, that the surface of the bubble was opposed to a much larger portion of air than that of the brass weight, and consequently was liable to be affected by the varying specific gravity of the atmosphere; so that when the air became specifically light, the bubble defended, and vice versa. Thus (says Mr. Boyle) he could perceive variations of the atmosphere no greater than such as would have been sufficient to raise or depress the mercury in the common barometer an 8th part of an inch. Nevertheless, the two bodies being of equal gravity, but unequal bulk, if the medium in which they equilibrate be changed, there will follow a change of their weight; so that if the air grows heavier, the greater body, being lighter in specie, will lose more of its weight than the lighter and more compact; but if the medium grow lighter, then the bigger body will outweigh the less.

The barometer of Mr. Cavell, described in the Philosophical Transactions, has been much commended for its accuracy; the structure of it is as follows: suppose \( A B C D \) (fig. 88.) a bucket of water, wherein is the barometer \( x y z o m \), consisting of a body \( x r s m \), and a tube \( e z y o \). The body and tube are both concave cylinders, communicating with each other, and made of tin, or rather glass. The bottom of the tube \( e y \) has a lead weight to link it, so that the top of the body may just swim even with the surface of the water, by the addition of some grains weights on the top. The water, when the instrument is forced with its mouth downwards, gets up into the tube to the height \( y o \). There is added on the top a small concave cylinder, which we call the pipe, to distinguish it from the other at bottom which we call the tube; this pipe is to sustain the instrument from sinking to the bottom; \( m d \) is a wire, \( m s \) and \( d e \) two threads oblique to the surface of the water, performing the office of diagonals. Now, while the instrument sinks more or less by the alteration of the gravity of the air, there where the surface of the water cuts the thread is formed a small bubble, which ascends up the thread as the mercury of the common barometer ascends, and vice versa.

This instrument, as appears from a calculation which the author gives, shews the alterations in the air more accurately than the common barometer, by no less than 1200 times. He observes, that the bubble is seldom known to stand still a minute; a small blast of wind that cannot be heard in a chamber will make it sink sensibly, and that a cloud always makes it defend, &c.

Mr. Rowing (Phil. Trans. N. 427, and Syllom of Philosophy, part ii. diff. 4.) has described a barometer, in which the scale of variation may be infinitely extended. \( A B C D \) (fig. 89.) is a cylindrical vessel, filled with a fluid to the height \( H \); in which is immerged the barometer \( S P \), consisting of the following parts: the principal one is the glass tube \( T P \) (represented separately at \( p \)), whose upper end \( T \) is hermetically sealed; this end does not appear to the eye, being received into the lower end of a tin pipe \( G H \), which in its other end \( G \) receives a cylindrical rod or tube \( S T \), and thus fixes it to the tube \( T P \). This rod \( ST \) may be taken off, in order to put in its stead a larger or a letter as occasion requires. \( S \) is a bar at the top of the rod \( S T \); and serves as an index by pointing to the graduated scale \( L A \), which is fixed to the cover of the vessel \( A B C D \). \( M N \) is a large cylindrical tube made of tin (represented separately at \( m n \)), which receives in its cavity the smaller part of the tube \( T P \), and is well cemented to it at both ends, that none of the fluid may get in. The tube \( T P \), with this apparatus, being filled with mercury, and plunged into the basin \( M P \), which hangs by two or more wires upon the lower end of the tube \( M N \), must be so poised as to float in the liquor contained in the vessel \( A B C D \); and then the whole machine rifes when the atmosphere becomes lighter, and vice versa. Let it now be supposed that the fluid made use of is water; that the given variation in the weight of the atmosphere is such, that by pressing upon the surface of the water at \( H \), the
the surface of the mercury at \( X \) may be raised an inch higher (measuring from its surface at \( P \)) than before; and that the breadth of the cavity of the tube at \( X \) and of the bafon at \( P \) are such, that by this ascent of the mercury there may be a cubic inch of it in the cavity. \( X \) more than before, and consequently in the bafon a cubic inch less. Now, upon this supposition, there will be a cubic inch of water in the bafon more than there was before, because the water will succeed the mercury to fill up its place. Upon this account the whole machine will be rendered heavier than before by the weight of a cubic inch of water; and therefore will sink, according to the laws of hydrostatics, till a cubic inch of that part of the rod \( WS \), which was above the surface of the water at \( W' \), comes under it. Then if we suppose this rod so small that a cubic inch of it shall be 14 inches in length, the whole machine will sink 14 inches lower into the fluid than before; and, consequently, the surface of the mercury in the bafon will be prefixed more than it was before, by a column of water 14 inches high. But the preffure of 14 inches of water is equivalent to one of mercury; this additional preffure will make the mercury ascend at \( X \) as much as the supposed variation in the weight of the air did at first. This ascent will give room for a second cubic inch of water to enter the bafon; the machine will therefore be again rendered so much heavier, and will subfide 14 inches farther, and so on in infinitum. If the rod was so small that more than 14 inches of it were required to make a cubic inch, the variation of this machine would be negative with respect to the common bafonometer, and instead of coming nearer to an equilibrium with the air by its ascent or descent, it would continually recede farther from it: but if less than 14 inches of rod were required to make a cubic inch, the scale of variation would be finite, and might be made in any proportion to the common one.

The fame author has also contrived a compound bafonometer, in which the scale of variation shall bear any proportion to that of the common one. \( ABC \) (fig. 90.) is a compound tube hermetically sealed at \( A \), and open at \( C \); empty from \( A \) to \( D \), filled with mercury from thence to \( B \), and from thence to \( E \) with water. It appears from the nature of a fiphon, that if \( H, B, G \), be in the fame horizontal line, and the column of mercury \( DH \) will be in equilibrio with the column of water \( GE \), and a column of air of the fame bafe, and will therefore vary with the sum of the variations of thefe. He has subjoined a calculation, whence it appears, that if the tubes \( AF \) and \( FC \) are of an equal bore, the variation in this is lefs than that of the common bafonometer, in the proportion of 7 to 13; but if the diameter of \( AF \) be to that of \( FC \) as 5 to 1, the variations will be to those in the common bafonometer, as 175 to 1; but if the proportion of the diameters be greater, the variations will be infinite in refepect to those of the common bafonometer. Of the practical utility of this construction the author had no experience. Kowning's Nat. Phil. part ii. dift. 4.

Another contrivance for enlarging the scale of the bafonometer is exhibited in fig. 91. \( AB \) is the tube of a common bafonometer, open at \( E \), and sealed at \( A \), fupended at the end of a lever which moves on the fulcrum \( E \). \( D \) is a glass tube fixed, and ferving for a cilinr, which is wide enough to admit the free motion of the barometrical tube \( AB \). \( AB \), when filled with mercury, is nearly counterbalanced by the long end of the lever. When the atmosphere becomes lighter, the mercury descends in the long tube, and the surface of the mercury rising in the cilinr, pushes up the tube \( AB \), which carries the lever to the other side, and to point out by its index moving along a circular arc, the most minute variations. This apparatus, however, is liable to the inconvenience of the friction as well as weight of the lever, when put in motion by the rise or fall of the tube \( AB \).

While some have endeavored to enlarge the variations of the bafonometer, others have endeavored to make it more convenient, by reducing the length of the tube. M. Amontons, in 1698, first proposed this alteration in the structure of bafonometers, by joining several tubes to one another, alternately filled with mercury and with air, or some other fluid; and the number of these tubes may be increased at pleasure: but the contrivance is more ingenious than useful.

M. Mairin's reduced bafonometer, which is only three inches long, serves the purpose of a manometer in discovering the dilatations of the air in the receiver of an air-jump; and instruments of this kind are now generally applied to this use. See Air-Pump, and CAGE.


The bafonometer lately invented by Alexander Keith, Eqq. F. R. S. and F. A. S. Edinb. marks the rise and fall of the mercury from two different times of observation. This instrument consists of a glass tube \( ABCD \) (fig. 92.) bent in the manner represented in the figure, open at \( D \), and hermetically sealed at \( A \). The length from \( A \) to \( B \) is 8 inches, and its calibre about \( \frac{1}{4} \) of an inch; from \( B \) to \( C \) it is \( \frac{1}{4} \) inches long, and about \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch calibre; and from \( C \) to \( D \) \( \frac{1}{2} \) long, and \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch calibre. The tube is filled with mercury, the length from \( A \) to \( B \) being \( 2^{9}\frac{1}{2} \) inches. When the tube is hung perpendicularly, the mercury will fall from \( B \) towards \( E \), leaving a vacuum from \( A \) to \( B \). When the atmosphere becomes heavier, the mercury falls in the tube \( DC \); and when lighter, it rises. The range of the scale is about 3 inches, being equal to that of a common bafonometer of the bell construction, which has a bafon with a very broad funnel. This instrument moves in a direction contrary to that of the common bafonometer, the one rising while the other falls. The tube \( DC \) is represented on a larger scale in fig. 93.; \( F \) is the float, having the float-direct fixed to it, terminating in a knife at a right angle between the indexes \( LL \), where it embraces a very small wire stretched along the scale, and thereby raises or lowers them as the mercury rises or falls in the tube \( DC \). The bafonometer is prepared for observation, by bringing down the one and raising the other index, till both touch the knee of the float-direct. When next observed, the upper index will point out the greatest depression of the mercury, or lightness of the atmosphere; and the lower the greatest rise of the mercury, or weight of the atmosphere since the scale was prepared. By these means, the variations of the atmosphere are more truly pointed out than by the common bafonometer; for it often happens that during tempestuous weather, or before it, the mercury both rises and falls within a few hours, or during the night time; which variations cannot be noticed by any of the bafonometers now in use. The sudden fall and rise, or even the rise and fall of the mercury, always denote an extraordinary agitation in the atmosphere. In a common bafonometer, the mercury may be at the same height in the morning that it was the night before; which leads to a conclusion that as there has been no agitation of the mercury, there will be calm or settled weather; but this new bafonometer will often show in such cases, that the one float has been raised \( \frac{1}{2} \), and the other depressed as much; which instead of indicating calm weather denotes that tempestuous weather may be expected.

The weight of the atmosphere at great heights might be discovered by suspending this instrument to an air-balloon. Edinb. Trans. vol. iv. 1798.
The portable barometer is so contrived, that it may be carried from one place to another without being disordered; and since it has been applied to the menuration of altitudes, it has undergone many improvements in its construction and appendages. The most common instrument of this kind consists of a tube of a proper length accurately filled with mercury; the lower end of the tube is glued to a wooden reversion, the bottom of which is formed of leather; the superfluous mercury descends into this reversion, and the air, by pressing upon the flexible leather, keeps the mercury suspended at its proper height. This reversion is concealed from the eye by a neat mahogany cover or box; through the bottom of which passes a screw, having upon its end a round plate, which presses upon the leather bag and forces the mercury to the top of the tube, so that it is prevented from shaking or breaking the tube by damping against the top of it when the instrument is removed from one station to another. This apparatus is placed in a frame, having on its upper part a silvered brass plate with a scale of inches and tenths reckoned from the surface of the mercury in the cylinder; and close to the line of inches is a slit or groove for finding the nonius scale up and down. On the left hand side of the plate are engraved the words "air, changeable, and rain." When this barometer is used, the screw at the bottom of the frame is to be so turned that the mercury may fall to its proper height, and indicate the corresponding changes in the weight of the air. The upper edge of the index is adjusted so as to coincide with the surface of the mercury in the tube, and then the nonius scale will shew the height of the column. Before every observation, the frame should be gently struck with the knuckles in order to disengage the quicksilver from the tube. This barometer does not admit of being adjusted in such a manner, that the divisions on the scale may be at that height from the mercury in the cylinder, which is expressed by the numbers affixed to them; because the mercury as it falls in the tube rises in the reversion, and when it rises in the tube it flanks in the reversion; and thus its distance is perpetually varying from the divisions on the scale. Besides the tension of the leather occasions a considerable resistance to the pressure of the atmosphere. The portable barometer has of late received a variety of improvements, the principal of which are here recited.

The portable barometer of Mr. Ramden is constructed with his usual accuracy. The principal parts of this instrument are a simple straight tube, fixed into a wooden cylinder, which for the convenience of carrying is flushed with an ivory screw; and that being removed, it is open when in use. Through this aperture is distinctly seen the coincidence of the gage-mark with a line on the rod of an ivory float, swimming on the surface of the quicksilver, which is raised or depressed by a brass screw at the bottom of the cylinder. From this, as a fixed point, the height of the column is readily measured on the scale attached to the frame, always to one-thousandth part of an inch, by means of a nonius moved with rack work. A thermometer is placed near the cylinder, whose ball was usually enclosed within the wood work; but that defect has been since remedied. The three-legged stand, supporting the instrument when in use, serves as a caze for it when inverted and carried from place to place. Two of these barometers after the quicksilver in them hath been carefully boiled, being suffered to remain long enough in the same situation, so as to acquire the same temperature, usually agree in height, or rarely differ from each other more than a few thousandth parts of an inch, which are to be allowed for in calculating altitudes, as well as in estimating the rate of expansion.

The next instrument of this kind which we shall mention and minutely describe, is that of M. de Luc. This portable barometer consists of a tube composed of two pieces, or of two tubes (see fig. 94): one of these tubes is thirty-four French inches in length, and straight from the top but bent at the bottom in form of a hiphon; the other tube is eight inches long, open at both ends, of the same diameter with the former, and communicating with its open end by means of a cock. When this barometer is carried from one place to another, it is inverted very slowly to prevent the intrusion of any air; the quicksilver retires into the long tube on which the key of the cock is turned; and to prevent the cock from being too much pressed by the mercury, the barometer is conveyed in this inverted posture. When an observation is to be made, the cock is first opened; the tube is then turned upright very slowly, to prevent, as much as possible, such vibration of the mercury as would disturb the observation; and according to the weight of the atmosphere, the mercury will fall in the larger branch, and rise up through the open cock into the shorter. The cock is wholly made of ivory, except the key; and is composed of two small ivory cylinders a and b, open through their whole length and admitting the free passage of the tube, and of a square piece of ivory c, thirteen lines long, as many broad, and nine lines thick, having two holes, one for receiving the key f d e, and the other in a vertical direction with two short tubes, b, i, at its extremity, adapted to the holes in the small ivory cylinders above mentioned. The most essential part of the cock is the key, which serves to open and close the communication between the two glass tubes. The part of the key that turns within the cock and passes through the opening in c to f, is formed of cork, and the outward part or handle d e, is made of ivory. The cork is firmly fastened to the ivory by means of a broad thin plate of fletch, which cuts both the ivory and cork, lengthwise, through the centre, and reaches within to the hole of the key. This plate serves to counteract the flexibility of the cork, and to make it yield to the motion of the handle, although it is compressed in a very considerable degree by the ivory, in order to preserve it tight. But that this compression may not contract the diameter of the hole of the key, it is lined with a thin hollow ivory cylinder of the same diameter with the tubes. The extremities of the tubes are wrapped round with a membrane employed by gold-beaters with fish-gill in order to fix them tight, the one in the lower, and the other in the upper end of the vertical canal of the cock. On the upper end of the shorter tube is fixed, during the intervals of observation, a kind of funnel, with a small hole in it which is flush with an ivory flopple. This is intended for keeping the tube clean, for replacing the mercury that may have escaped through the cock in consequence of any dilatation; and also for replacing the mercury taken out of the shorter tube, after flushing the cock, when any observation is completed; because when the mercury is left exposed to the air, it contracts on its surface a dark pellicle that suffices both itself and the tube. The shorter tube should be cleaned occasionally, by a little brush of sponge fixed to the end of a wire adapted to the purpose.

The barometer thus constructed, and described more in detail by the author (Recherches, vol. ii. p. 6, &c.) is placed in a long box of fir, the two ends of which are lined within with cushions of cotton covered with leather. This box may be carried on a man's back like a quiver in its natural position, though the inverted position is to be preferred, either walking or riding; and
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should be defended from the rain by a cover of wax-cloth. In order to prevent its being unduly affected by heat, it should be kept at a distance from the body of the man who carries it, and be protected from the sun by an umbrella, when it is near the place of observation. To the apparatus a plummet should be annexed, in order to ascertain its vertical position, and a three-legged frame or tripod will serve to keep it firm in that position at the time of observation. The scale of this barometer is annexed to the long tube; it commences at a point on a level with the upper end of the short one, and rises in the natural order of the numbers to 21 inches. Below the above point, the scale is transferred to the short tube; and depends upon the being a natural progression of the number 17. The interval of 27 inches, comprehended between the point marked 20 in the upper tube, and that which corresponds to 7 in the lower, is divided into 27 parts, which are inches. These inches are again divided into lines, fourths, sixteenths, and even thirty-second parts of lines. The adhesion and friction of the mercury in the tubes will not allow of a more minute subdivision. As the mercury falls in the one tube, it will rise in the other; and therefore the total altitude will be found by adding that part of the scale which the mercury occupies in the long tube, to that part of it which the mercury does not occupy in the short one. In eliminating, however, the total fall or rise in the long tube, every space must be reckoned twice; because in barometers of this kind, half the real variation only appears in one of the branches.

One of the thermometers, exhibited in fig. 95, is designed for ascertaining the corrections that are to be made in the height of the mercury on account of any variation in the temperature of the air by heat and cold. For this purpose it is placed near the middle of the longer tube, that it may partake as much as possible of its mean heat. The ball is nearly of the same diameter with that of the tube of the barometer, that the dilatations or condensations of the fluids contained in them may more exactly correspond; and this ball should also be enclosed in wood that it may participate, as well as the barometer, of the heat of the bottom of the box. The scale of the thermometer is divided into 96 parts, between the points of boiling water and melting ice. M. de Luc, having found that an increase of heat, sufficient to raise the thermometer through this interval, augmented the height of the mercury in the barometer, when it was at 27 French inches, precisely 6 lines, was led to divide it into 96 equal parts; so that one of these parts corresponded to 1/4th of a line in the height of the barometer: and this quantity therefore must be added to or subtracted from the said height, for every degree of variation of the thermometer thus graduated. He placed the term o, one eighth part of the above interval above the lower point; so that there are 12 degrees below and 84 above it; because as 27 French inches expresses the mean height of the barometer, so the 12th degree above freezing is nearly the mean altitude of the thermometer. Hence by taking these two points, the one for the mean altitude, and the other for the mean heat, there will be fewer corrections necessary for reducing all observations to the same flat, than if any higher or lower points had been taken. The divisions above o or zero, are considered as positive and denoted by +, and those below as negative and expressed by -. If the barometer remains at 27 French inches, and the thermometer at o, according to the above explained graduation, no corrections are necessary. But if, while the barometer continues at 27 inches, the thermometer should rise any number of degrees above 0, so many sixteenths of a line must be subtracted from the 27 inches, in order to obtain the true height of the barometer produced by the weight of the atmosphere, and to reduce this observation to the state of the common temperature. On the other hand, if the thermometer should fall any number of degrees below o, while the barometer remains at 27 inches, so many sixteenths must be added to that height in order to obtain the true altitude. These corrections are very simple and easy when the height of the barometer is at or near 27 inches. But if it fall several inches below this point, as the portable barometer frequently must, according to the tables in which it is placed for the purpose of measuring altitudes, the dilations will no longer correspond with the degrees of heat, after the rate of 1/12th of a line for every degree of the thermometer; because the columns of mercury being shortened, the quantity of fluid to be diluted must be diminished; and, according to a general statement, the quantity of dilution for the same degree of heat will be as much diminished as the column is shortened. If, then, it should be still found convenient to reckon the dilations by sixteenths of a line, these sixteenths must be counted on a scale, of which the degrees should be as much longer than the degrees of the first scale, as the shortened column of mercury is less than 27 inches, the height to which the length of the degrees of the first scale was adapted. E. G. Let the mercury descend, in consequence of the elevation of the barometer, to 1 1/2 inches, or half the mean column, and let the thermometer ascend ten degrees above the mean heat; then according to the rule 2/3ths should be deducted from the mean column for this temperature; but ten half-sixteenths only or 9/32ths must be subtracted from the column of 13 1/2 inches, because the sum of its dilations will be half that of the former; the quantities of fluid being to one another in that proportion. As it would occasion considerable embarrasment to subdivide the sixteenths of correction into smaller fractions proportional to every half inch of defect in the barometer, the same end may be obtained in a much more easy manner by reckoning the corrections on different scales of the fame length, with the degrees longer as the columns of the barometer are shorter. E. G. The degrees of correction on a scale applicable to the column of 13 1/2 inches will be double in length to those of the same degrees adapted to the column of 27 inches, and consequently the number of corrections will be reduced to likewise one half. M. de Luc conftructed, in the manner which he has minutely described (Recherches, vol. ii. p. 26, &c.), on a piece of vellum, scales with these properties for no less than 23 columns of mercury, being all those between 28 inches and 29 inclusive, reckoning from half inch to half inch, within which extremes every practical case will be comprehended. This vellum he wrapped on a small hollow cylinder, including a spring, like a spring curtain, and he fixed it on the right side of the thermometer. The vellum was made to pass from right to left, behind the tube of the thermometer, and to move along its surface. The observer, in eliminating the necessary corrections, draws out the vellum till the scale corresponding to the observed altitude of the barometer, touches the thermometer, and he counts them on that scale. The vellum is then let go, and it is gently furled up by the serew.

M. De Luc, having provided the necessary apparatus for the accurate mensuration of heights, proceeded to establish by experiment the altitudes corresponding to the different deferts of the mercury; and he made choice of Salève, a mountain near Geneva, about 3000 French feet high, for the scene of his operations. The height of this mountain was twice measured by levelling, and the result of the mensurations, at the interval of six months, gave a difference of only 10 1/2 inches. On this mountain he selected no less than 15 different stations, riling on the side of nearly 200 feet one above another; and here he proposed to make such number of observations as
would serve either to establish a new rule of proportion between the heights of places and the defects of the mercury, or to justify the preference of some one of those that had been formerly discovered.

Soon after he had commenced his observations, an unexpected phenomenon occurred. Having observed the barometer, at one of the stations (Recherches, vol. ii. p. 49, &c.) twice in one day, he found the mercury higher in the second observation than in the first; and this variation he naturally attributed to a change in the weight of the atmosphere, which must have affected his other baromterial stations on the plain in the same manner. But he was not a little surprized when, on examining the state of the latter barometer, he found that it had pursued a contrary course, and that it had fallen while the other rose. As this difference could not proceed from any inaccuracy in the observations, it was so considerable as to discourage his progress, and to disappoint his hope of success, unless he should be able to explain its cause, and to make due allowance for its effects. The experiment was carefully repeated at different periods. An observer on the mountain, and another on the plain, took respective stations at the rising of the sun, and continued to make their respective observations, both of the barometer and thermometer, every quarter of an hour till the sun set. It was found, that the lower barometer gradually descended for the first three quarters of the day; after which it re-ascented, till in the evening it fell at nearly the same height as in the morning. But the higher barometer ascended for the first three quarters of the day, and then descended, so as to regain likewise about fun-set the altitude of the morning. The following theory seems to afford a satisfactory solution of this phenomenon. When the sun rises above the horizon of any place, his beams penetrate the whole atmosphere of that horizon, which is the base; but falling very obliquely on the greater part of it, they communicate little heat, and consequently produce little dilatation of its air. As the sun advances, his rays become more direct, and the heat and rarefaction of course increase. However, the greatest heat of the day is not felt when the sun is in the meridian and his rays are most direct, but it increases after mid-day while the place receives more heat than it loses; just as the tide attains not its highest altitude till the moon has proceeded a considerable way to the west of the meridian. Besides, the heat of the atmosphere is greatest at the surface of the earth, and seems not to ascend to any great distance above it; and therefore the dilatations of the air occasioned by the sun will be found principally, if not solely, near the earth. A motion of the adjacent air, in all directions, must take place in order to allow the heated air to expand itself. The heated columns, extending themselves vertically, will become longer, and also specifically lighter in consequence of the rarefaction of their inferior parts. As the motion of air, till it rises into wind, is not rapid, these lengthened columns will take some time to dissipate their summit among the adjacent less rarefied columns that are not so high; at least they will not do this as speedily as their length is increased by the rarefaction of their bases.

In order to apply this theory to the solution of the phenomenon above mentioned, it should be considered, that the barometer on the plain begins to fall a little after morning, because the column of air that supports it becomes specifically lighter on account of the rarefaction occasioned by the heat of the sun. It continues to fall during the three first quarters of the day, because the heat and consequent rarefaction are continually increasing. After this period it rifes again, because the cold and condensation coming on, the specific gravity is augmented by the rising in of the adjacent air. Thus the equilibrium is restored, and the mercury returns to the altitude of the morning.

The barometer on the eminence rifes after morning, and continues so to do for three fourths of the day, for two reasons. The density of the columns of air is greatest near the earth, and decreases as the distance from it increases. The higher therefore we ascend in the atmosphere, we find air specifically lighter. But by the rarefaction of the base of the column that supports the mercury of the barometer on the eminence, the denser parts of that column are raised higher than they would naturally be if left to the operation of their own gravity. On this account, the higher barometer is prefifted with a weight nearly as great as it would sustain, if it were brought down in the atmosphere to the natural place of that denser air now raised above it by the prolongation of the base of the column. The other reason is, that as the rarefaction does not take place at any great distance from the earth, little change is produced in the specific gravity of the portion of the column that preffes on the higher barometer, and the summit of that column dissipates itself more slowly than it increases. This we see how this barometer must ascend during the first three fourths of the day, and pursue a contrary course of that on the plain. The condensations returning after this time, the denser air subsides, the equilibrium takes place, and the mercury descends to its first position.

This phenomenon suggested to M. De Luc (Recherches, vol. ii. p. 54, &c.) the idea of a second pair of thermometers, in order to measure the mean heat of the column of air intercepted between the barometers. These thermometers are extremely delicate and sensitive, their tubes being the finest capillary, the glafs very thin, and the diameters of the balls only three lines; the balls are infalted or detached from the feales, which are fixed to the tubes only by ligatures of fine brahs wire covered with filks: by this contrivance the air has free access to the balls on all sides; and if the direct rays of the sun be intercepted at some distance by a carrier of paper or by the leaf of a tree, the thermometers will quickly mark the true temperature of the air. For the necessity and utility of these appendages to the author's apparatus, see the sequel of this article.

A new kind of portable barometer for measuring heights has been invented by Dr. J. A. Hamilton, and described in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy (vol. v. p. 95.). Instead of the leathern bag which confines the mercury in the common portable barometer, Dr. Hamilton substitutes a cylindrical cylinder of ivory, about two inches long and upwards of one inch in diameter, with a screw'd to its open top, somewhat contracted into a shoulder that receives internally a sound, clean and porous cork, about 2/ of an inch in length, and one in diameter, through which the glass tube is nicely infalted and pushed down midway. The construction depends upon this principle, that spongy cork affords a ready passage through its pores to the particles of air, but prevents the escape of quicksilver, unless a very powerful pressure be applied. Nevertheless, as it is not through the pores of that substance, but through the minute interstices between the cork and the inside of the ivory cylinder, that the air insinuates itself, some caution and experience are requisite to prevent the flopper from being fitted too tight; nor can the observer be always assured, that the confinement of the cork will occasion no inaccuracy in the result; for it will evidently require a considerable time, through the extremely slender communications, to refill the balance between the external and internal air, if ever that balance can rigorously obtain.
Hamilton gives very copious and circumstantial directions, together with an annexed engraving, for the construction, adjustment, and application of this instrument. AB (fig. 96.) represents a section of the barometer longitudinally, when put together and ready for use. F the ivory cylinder, CD the scale, with a vernier that slides so as to cover the aperture when the instrument is put by, E the attached thermometer in its case, and GG the brass caps that secure the ends. AB (fig. 97.) represents a section of the ivory cylinder with its cork C, and its tube T; SS is the surface of the mercury; M its masts; EE the shoulders that keep the cork C in its place; and FF is the bottom that ferrees in tight. Dr. Hamilton remarks, that mercury is best cleaned by flaking it repeatedly in a phial with fresh portions of water; and the remark deserves attention. For correcting the errors of altitude caused by the fluctuation of the surface of the mercury in the bafon, he recommends the computation of tables from which the aperture of the tube bears to that of the cylinder. His paper contains practical precepts for calculating heights from observations of the barometer, and for making ivory or cork, and he proposes to delineate vertical sections of a country, by means of a series of such observations, made during settled weather. In the same volume (p. 117, &c.) we have remarks and hints for the further improvement of barometers, by Dr. H. Hamilton, dean of Armagh, occasioned by the preceding communication. He observes, that the pores of cork may in time become choked with dust or moisture; and he therefore proposes, that instead of cork the box should have a top of ivory with a hole to drop in a floating gage, which might be occasionally dopped with a peg or screw, to render the instrument safely portable: or, which would be better, to have a cover ferewed over the top of the box, and a hole in it corresponding with that in the box. When these two holes are connected, the box is open; and it is shut, when the holes are removed from each other by turning the cover and ferewing it tight to the top of the box; and if there be a plate of soft leather between them, it will be sufficient to keep in the mercury when the instrument is agitated by carriage. The dean had a barometer made in this form, and found it to answer all the purposes of an open and of a portable one. Instead of making tables for correcting the error occasioned by the variation of the level of the mercury in the bafon, he thinks it would be more convenient to contract proportionally the divisions of the scale. This obvious plan is illustrated at length. It is suggested, that these clove barometers would serve just as well as sea as on land; and the hint merits attention, as a marine barometer is still an important desideratum.

Various improvements in the construction and use of the portable barometer, with its annexed apparatus, have been suggested by Sir George Shuckburgh and Gen. Roy; and they have been adopted by several instrument makers in London. An instrument of this kind, polishing all the advantages of those by Mr. Ramfden and M. de Luc, and from its principle (free from some inconveniences and errors, to which theirs is liable), is constructed by Mr. William Jones, an ingenious artist in Holborn. It is represented in (PLXII, fig. 100.), as included in his mahogany case by means of three metallic rings, a, b, b. This cafe is in the form of a hollow cone divided into three arms or legs from a to c, and so carved in the inside as to contain readily the body of the barometer; and the arms, when separated, form three firm legs or supports for the barometer, when it is used for making observations. (See fig. 101.) The instrument is suspended at the part g of the cafe, by a kind of improved gimlets, and thus, by its own weight, it will be sufficiently ready when exposed to the weather. In that part of the frame where the barometer tube is visible, a, there is a long slit or opening, so that the altitude of the mercury may be seen against the light, and the vernier piece a brought down to coincide with the edge of the mercury to the greatest possible exactness. When the instrument is placed on its support, the screw f is to be let down, that the mercury may subside to its proper height; and also a peg at p must be loosened, to give admission to the action of the external air upon the mercury contained in the box b. The adjustment, or mode of observing what is called the zero, or c, division of the column of mercury, is by means of a small floating ivory index or item that rises up through the brass box from the eilern below in a hole made for that purpose. This will rise and float itself directly under a small plate and screw fixed over as a cover, and is unfreewed to move upwards. With one eye even with the upper surface of the box, the hand at the regulating screw at the bottom of the frame must turn the screw till the top of the index is very exactly even with the surface; thus will the adjustment for reading off be made after the flattened vernier piece at a that determines the altitude of the column of mercury is to be brought down by the hand to a near contact, and then accurately adjusted by a small adjusting screw attached to the top of this vernier scale. This barometer has usually two different sorts of scales inserted on it: that on the right at a is a scale of French inches from 19 to 31, measured from the surface or zero of the mercury in the box b below, divided into twelve parts or lines, and each line subdivided by the vernier into ten parts, so that the height of the column of mercury may be ascertained to the 10th part of a French inch. The scale which is on the other side, or the left of observation, is of the same length; but divided into English inches, each of which is subdivided into 20ths of an inch, and the vernier subdivides each 20th into 25 parts; so that the height of the mercury is thus ascertained to the 500th part of an English inch (viz. 20 x 25 = 500). But this vernier is figured double for the convenience of calculation: the first 5 divisions are marked 10, the 20 marked 40, and the 25 marked 50: then each exact division is reckoned as the two thousandths of an inch, which amounts to the fame in value as \( \frac{1}{250} \) of an inch. A thermometer is always attached to the barometer, and indeed it is indispensably necessary: it is fastened to the body at e, counterfunk beneath the surface of the frame, which makes it less liable to be broken; the degrees of the thermometer are marked on two scales, one on each side; viz. that of Fahrenheit and Reaumur, scales generally known; the freezing point of the former being at 32, and the latter at 0. On the right hand side of these scales there is a third, called a scale of correction: it is placed opposite to that of Fahrenheit, with the words add and subtract; and it serves as a necessary correction to the observed altitude of the mercury at any given temperature of the air blown by the thermometer. There are several other valuable appendages to this instrument which cannot be distinctly represented in the figure: but its nature and use may be apprehended from the above statement. In complete observations, such as those to which we now refer, the observer should be provided with two barometers, or rather three, for fear of danger, and two or three separate thermometers. See the sequel of this article.

By very small additional contrivances this instrument may be rendered equally useful for making observations at sea with any marine barometer that has hitherto been invented.

The editor has been furnished with the following description.
tion of the cifer, &c. of the portable barometer, according to the construction of Mr. Hawes, lately an eminent instrument-maker in London. A fection of the cifer is represented in Plate XII. of "Pneumatics," fig. 102. \( \text{AAAABB} \) is the cifer: the part \( \text{AAAA} \), which contains the quicksilver, is made of wood, with a bottom of leather \( C \), glued on the wooden ring \( DD \), and preffed close against the wooden cylinder by means of the cifer at \( EE \), which cifers on the brass cover or collar \( FF \) that covers the cylindrical cifer \( AA \). This collar has a bevel at the top, as seen at \( G \), to prevent its flippmg, while it preffes the ring \( DD \) against the wooden cylinder \( AA \). When cifered tight, the quicksilver \( HH \) is prevented from escaping. It is part of the tube of the barometer, drawn nearly to a point, and covered with an ivory cap \( KK \) for defending it against injury. \( LL \) is a cifer, with a glass circular top \( Q \), by means of which the thread \( C \) forces up the quicksilver so as to fill the tube, when the instrument is carried from one place to another. In order to prevent the oscillations of the quicksilver from breaking the tube by sudden jerks, a pin \( a \) with a head \( b \) passes through the cifer \( LL \); this pin has on the under side of the head a spiral spring to counteract the violence of a sudden motion. The two nuts \( M \), \( N \), are used to raise or depress the cifer \( LL \), and consequently the quicksilver; the proper height of which is indicated by the floating gage \( OO \), the top of which \( P \) corresponds to the top and outside of the cifer. When the barometer is not in use, the gage and aperture are covered by the plate \( \epsilon \), which effectually confines the quicksilver, the under side of \( \epsilon \) being covered with leather. The lower end of the cifer \( LL \) is fit up as high as \( \epsilon \), and carries a crofs pin \( d \) passing through the bottom of the pin \( b \) to prevent it from rising too high.

*Fig. 103.* represents a square frame to be cifered on the part \( BB \) (fig. 102), and connected by wires from the angles to the legs as seen in the perspective view in *fig. 101.* This is used to prevent the barometer from vibrating.

The nonis is exhibited at large in *fig. 104.* \( A \) is a cifer with a milled head tapped into the piece \( B \), and also let into and moveable in the piece \( C \) in the manner represented at \( D \) in *fig. 105.*, which is a side view.

\( B \) and \( C \) in *fig. 106.* are horizontal sections of \( B \) and \( C \), *fig. 104.* The spring \( a \) of the piece \( B \) is considerably stronger than that of \( C \); so that it requires much greater force to make it flde up and down, whilst \( C \), which slides very easily, is moved by turning the milled head \( E \); and thus the lower surface of \( C \) is made to coincide with the upper surface of the mercury at \( F \); and, besides, both the piece \( B \) and the nonis \( C \) may be deprefsed or raised at pleasure, as occasion requires, for a due adjustment of the nonis. Behind the plate \( a b \), in the perspective view *fig. 101.*, hangs a pendulum supported at the point \( a \) which serves for setting the instrument vertical; and when it is brought into this position, a mark on the bob coincides with another on the plate, as seen at \( b \). When the instrument is not in use, a fork connected with the cifer \( \epsilon \) is pulled up, and prevents the pendulum from flaking.

In order to adapt the portable barometer more completely to the purpose of measuring heights, in which use of it peculiar accuracy of observation is necessary, it should be furnished with two microscopes or magnifying glasses, one of which should be placed at the beginning of the scale; and either this should be moveable, so that it may always be brought to the surface of the mercury in the cifer, or the cifer should be so contrived that its surface may always be brought to the beginning of the scale. By this means the coincidence may be accurately perceived. The other microscope must be moveable, so as to be set opposite to the surface of the mercury in the tube; and the scale should be furnished with a vernier, which divides an inch into 1000 parts, and constructed of materials, the expansion of which is precisely ascertained. For an account of many ingenious contrivances to make the barometer accurate, portable, and commodious, the reader may consult Magellani's "Diff. de Diferitos Instr. de Phys." Phil. Trans. vol. lxxv. vol. lxxvi. Journ. de Phys. xvi. 592. xvii. 391. xix. 328. xxi. 436. xxii. 390. Sulzer, Act. Helvet. iii. 359. De Luca, Recherches, &c. ubi supra. Cardia de Luynes, Mem. Par. 1768. Van Swinden's Ptolemes Phys. Com. Acad. Petrop. i. id. Nov. ii. 200. viii.

Mr. Magellani, in his edition of "Cronte's Philosophy," has shewn that great errors may arise in barometric measurements for want of due attention to the specific gravity of the mercury with which barometers are filled. If two barometers, each 30 inches high, and in every other respect similarly circumstanced, be filled with mercury of different specific gravity, that of the one being 13.62, and that of the other 13.45, the error in the result would be no less than 327 feet; because the heights of the mercureial columns in each barometer must be in the inverse ratio of their specific gravities; viz. \( \frac{13.45}{13.62} = 0.9845 \), and that of 327.745 inches, neglecting the indices, and their differerce is 54.172, which shows that there is a difference of 54.172 feet or 327 feet in the altitudes of the two places, where the barometers should have been stationed, though in reality they were on the same level. But if the specific gravity of the mercury in the two barometers were according to the different statements of Bergman and Fourety, the one 14.110 and the other 13.000, (and this may happen to be the case, as the heaviest is commonly reputed to be the purest mercury,) the error must have amounted to 355.76 toises, or 2134 feet, because 13000 : 14110 :: 30 : 23561.

But the logarithm of 30 is 1.477121, and that of 325.610 is 1.526975, and the difference, or 555.76, shows that the error should amount to some fathoms, or 2134 feet. See the sequel of this article.

**Barometer, Phenomena of.** Thce are the variations of height in its mercureial column, for ascertaining which many contrivances in the structure of the barometer have been proposed; the principal of which have been detailed in the preceding articles; and the subject will be further purified in the sequel. The uses to which these phenomena have been subervient, are the prediction of the weather from the variable weight of the atmosphere, indicated by the rise and fall of the mercury in the barometer, and the measurement of altitudes, to which they have been lately applied with singular facility and success.

The phenomena of the barometer, considered as a "weather glass," have been very differently stated and explained by various writers; and the care to predict from them the changes of weather is extremely difficult to form any fixed and general rules concerning them. Although we have reason to believe, that the barometer never fails to indicate a storm, or any very great change of weather, for some hours before it occurs; yet its variations afford no indications or prognostics that are absolutely certain, with respect to those least considerable changes to which the weather is subject in our variable climate. With certain restrictions, they afford some ground for probable conjecture; and these restrictions are to be determined merely by the sagacity of long-continued observation and experience. Strictly speaking, the height of the mercury in the barometer hath no immediate and necessary connection either with rain or fair weather. That its variable height is the immediate consequence of the variable
The variable preface of the atmosphere, is a fact that admits of no doubt; but the causes of this variable preface have not yet been fully and satisfactorily ascertained; and how far the state of the weather, in all its minute and sudden changes, depends upon it, is a question that still remains to be determined. M. Pafcal was one of the first persons who particularly observed the variations of the barometer, and referred them to corresponding changes in the weight of the air; but he acknowledges, that it is very difficult to explain both the one and the other, as well as the connection that subsists between them. He observes, in general, that the mercury is commonly highest in winter and lowest in summer; that it is least variable at the solstices, and most variable at the equinoxes: and he adds, in direct contradiction to later experience, that the mercury usually falls in fine weather, and that it rises when the weather becomes cold or the air is loaded with vapours. M. Pafcal was followed by Perrier, Beal, Wallis, Garin, Garden, Lisher, Halley, Gersten, De la Hire, Mariotte, Le Cat, Woodward, Leibnitz, De Mairan, Bernouilli, Mafchenbroek, &c.; all of whom have given different solutions of the phenomena of the barometer.

The principal observations, that have been made on the variations of this instrument, are summed up by Mr. Kirwan (Irish Trans. vol. ii. p. 46, &c.) in the following particulars.

I. The more considerable elevations and depressions of the mercury in the barometer happen at a very short interval of time in places very remote from each other. This correspondence was observed by Mr. Derham in 1699 between the heights of the mercury at Upminister in Essex and Townaley in Lancashire; and afterwards by Mr. Murray between the variations at Paris and Genoa, at the distance of nearly four degrees of latitude, who adds, during these variations different winds prevailed at those places. But Mr. Kirwan observes, that where there is a considerable difference of longitude, the like agreement is not found.

II. The deviations of the mercury from its mean annual altitude are far more frequent and extensive in the neighbourhood of the poles than in that of the equator. At Peterburgh, in 1775, the mercury once fell at the stupendous height of 31,59 inches, if we may credit Mr. Comfett; and yet it has been seen so low as 28,14 inches. In the northern parts of France the variations are greater than in the southern: at Naples they fearfully exceed one inch. In Peru, under the equator, and at the level of the sea, they amount only to two or three tenths of an inch; but in other parts, within a few degrees of the line, on the approach of the rainy season or of hurricanes, the barometer falls an inch or more.

III. The variations without the tropics are greater and more frequent in the winter than in the summer months.

IV. The variations are considerably smaller in very elevated situations than on the level of the sea. Thus M. Bouguer observed, that on the coasts of Peru the variations extended to 3 inches; at Quito, elevated 3747 feet above the sea, they comprehended only 0.083 of an inch. M. Saunfrie made similar observations in Savoy, as did Mr. Lambert in Switzerland.

V. The mean height of the barometer on the level of the sea in most parts of the globe hitherto examined, is about 29.968 inches. M. Bouguer, under the line, observed it at 29.698 inches; but as his barometer was not purged of air by fire, it stood lower than it should have done. Sir George Shuckburgh (Phil. Trans. vol. Ixxvii. p. 586.), on a mean of several observations on the coasts of Italy and England, found it at 30.04, when the temperature of the mercury was 55°, and that of the air 62°. The mean height of the barometer in London, upon an average of two observations in every day of the year, kept at the house of the Royal Society, for many years past, is 29.88; the mean temperature or height of the thermometer, according to the same, being 58°. The greatest height observed by Sir G. Shuckburgh, Dec. 26, 1778, in London, was 30.048 inches, the thermometer being at 47°; and reduced to the heat of 50°, it was 30.357; and this, he says (Phil. Trans. vol. lxix. p. 270.), is the greatest height, which, as far as he has been able to collect, it has ever been seen to stand at any country, where observations have been made and recorded, since the first invention of this instrument. In the proximity of the poles, says Mr. Kirwan, the annual mean heights of the barometer differ much more from the above standard than in the more southern parts of our hemisphere.

In estimating the connection of the variations of the barometer with the weather, Dr. Halley has proposed the following rules:

1. In calm weather, when the air is inclined to rain, the mercury is commonly low.

2. In serene and settled weather, and also in calm and frothy weather, the mercury is generally high.

3. Upon very high winds, though not accompanied with rain, the mercury falls lowest, according to the point of the compass from which the wind blows.

4. The great heights of the mercury are found upon easterly and north-easterly winds, other circumstances being alike; to which it may be added, that under a southerly wind it is commonly low. The above four observations, made by Dr. Halley in England, seem to be most universal, as they were found by Mr. Mclander (Schwed. Abhandl. 1778. S. 255.) to apply to lat. 39°, and by M. de Luc to lat. 34°.

5. After very great storms of wind, when the mercury has been very low, it generally rises again very fast.

6. The more northerly places have greater alternations of the barometer than the more southerly.

7. Within the tropics, and near them, there is little or no variation of the mercury in all weather. At St. Helena it is little or nothing; at Jamaica 5ths of an inch; whereas in England it amounts to 24 inches, and at Peterburgh to 35 nearly.

Dr. Beal, who adopted the opinion of M. Pafcal, observes, that, ceteris paribus, the mercury is higher in cold weather than in warm; and usually in the morning and evening higher than at mid-day: that, in settled and fair weather, it is higher than either a little before or after in the rain; and that it generally descends lower after rain than it was before it.

And he ascribes these effects to the vapours with which the air is charged in the former case, and which are dispersed by the falling rain in the latter. If it chance to rise higher after rain, it is generally followed by a settled fertility. He adds, that there are frequently great changes in the air, without any settled alteration in the barometer.

An ingenious author observes, in relation to this use of barometers, that, by their means, we may regain the knowledge, which still resides in brutes, and which we have forfeited by not continuing in the open air as they generally do, and by our intemperance corrupting the crails of our organs of sense.

Mr. Patrick's rules for judging of the weather by the rise and fall of the mercury in the barometer, have been much approved, and are to be accounted for on the same principles with those of Mr. Halley. They are as follow:—1. The rising of the mercury signifies, in general, fair weather; and...
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and its falling, foul weather; as rain, snow, high winds, and fl orms.

2. In very hot weather, the fall of the mercury indicates thunder.

3. In winter, the rising prefigures frost; and in frosty weather, if the mercury falls three or four divisions, there will certainly follow a thaw: but in continued frost, if the mercury rises, it will certainly snow.

4. When foul weather happens soon after the falling of the mercury, expect but little of it: and, on the contrary, expect but little fair weather when it proves fair shortly after the mercury has risen.

5. In foul weather, when the mercury rises much and high, and so continues for two or three days before the foul weather is quite over, then expect a continuance of fair weather to follow.

6. In fair weather, when the mercury falls much and low, and thus continues for two or three days before the rain comes, then expect a great deal of wet, and probably high winds.

7. The unsettled motion of the mercury, denotes uncertain and changeable weather.

Then you're not so strictly to observe the words engraved on the plates (though for the most part it will agree with them), as the mercury's rising and falling; for if it stands at much rain, and then rises up to changeable, it prefigures fair weather, although not to continue so long as it would have done, if the mercury were higher: and so, on the contrary, if the mercury flood at fair, and falls to changeable, it prefigures foul weather, though not so much of it, as if it had sunk down lower.

From these observations it appears, says Mr. Rowning (Nat. Philos. part ii. diff. 4.), that it is not so much the height of the mercury in the tube that indicates the weather, as the motion of it up and down: wherefore, in order to pass a right judgment of what weather is to be expected, we ought to know whether the mercury is exactly rising or falling, to which end the following rules are of use:

1. If the surface of the mercury is convex, standing higher in the middle of the tube than at the sides, it is generally a sign that the mercury is then rising.

2. If the surface of the mercury is concave, or hollow in the middle, it is sinking. And,

3. If it is plain or level, or rather if it is a little convex, the mercury is stationary; for mercury being put into a glas tube, especially a small one, will naturally have its surface a little convex; because the particles of mercury attract each other more forcibly than they are attracted by glas. Farther,

4. If the glas be small, shake the tube; and if the air be growing heavier, the mercury will rise above half the tenth of an inch higher than it flood before: if it is growing lighter, it will sink so much. This proceeds from the mercury flocking to the sides of the tube, which prevents the free motion of it, until it is difengaged by the shock. Therefore, when an observation is to be made by such a tube, it ought always to be shaken first; for sometimes the mercury will not vary of its own accord, until the weather it ought to have indicated be present.

To the preceding rules we may subjoin the following, deduced from later and more accurate observation of the motions of the barometer, and the consequent changes in the air of this country:

1. In winter, spring, and autumn, the sudden falling of the mercury, through a large interval, denotes high winds and fl orms; but in summer it denotes heavy showers, and often thunder; and it always sinks lowest of all for great winds, though not accompanied with rain; though, however, it falls more for wind and rain together, than for either of them alone. Also, if, after rain, the wind change into any part of the north, with a clear and dry sky, and the mercury rises, it is a certain sign of fair weather.

2. After very great fl orms of wind, when the mercury has been low, it commonly rises again very fast. In settled fair and dry weather, except the barometer sink much, expect but little rain; for its small sinking then is only for a little wind, or a few drops of rain; and the mercury soon rises again to its former station. In a wet season, suppose in hay-time and harvest, the smallest sinking of the mercury must be regarded; for when the conflation of the air is much inclined to showers, a little sinking in the barometer then denotes more rain, as it never at this time stands very high. And if, in such a season, it rise suddenly, very fast, and high, expect not fair weather more than a day or two, but rather that the mercury will fall again very soon, and rain immediately follow. The slow gradual rising, and keeping on to do so for two or three days, are most to be depended upon for a week's fair weather; and the unsettled state of the quicksilver always denotes uncertain and changeable weather, especially when the mercury stands any where about the word changeable on the scale.

3. The greatest heights of the mercury, in this country, are found upon calmer and north-calmer winds; and it may often rain or snow, the wind being in these points, and the barometer may sink but little or not at all, or it may even be in a rising state, the effect of these winds counteracting. But the mercury sinks for wind, as well as for rain, in all the other points of the compas; but rises as the wind shifts about to the north or east, or between those points: but if the barometer should sink with the wind in that quarter, expect it soon to change from thence; or else, if the fall of the mercury should be considerable, a heavy rain is likely to ensue, as it sometimes happens.

BAROMETER, Cause of the Phenomena of the. Those which have been enumerated, are the chief phenomena of the barometer; to account for which, the hypotheses that have been framed are almost innumerable. It would far exceed our limits to detail them all; we must content ourselves with briefly reciting some of the principal, and refer the reader who is desirous of farther information to De Luc's "Recherches," vol. 1. ch. iii.

Some, as Pafcal, Deal, Wallis, and Garcin, have accounted for the change in the weight of the air by the augmentation of the atmosphere in consequence of the introduction of vapours, and its diminution by their fall; others, as Perrier, Garden, Le Cat, and De Mairan, have ascribed it to the variations of heat; and others, as Garden, to the alterations of the specific gravity of the air; and Dr. Halley refers it to the accumulation or dispersion of the air by contrary winds. Wallis, Halley, and De Mairan have supposed that there is a difference in the vertical prelude of the air, when in motion and at rest. Wallis, and some other philosophers, have conceived that the height of the barometer depends upon the variations that occur in the elasticity of the air, and that it is directly proportional to these variations. Some have also had recourse to the contractions and dilatations of the mercury itself, as Wallis and Lifter; others, as Gerden, suppose vibrations produced in the particles of air by these winds. De la Hire and De Mairan imagine that air is removed from the south to the north, and from the north to the south: Mariotte supposes that the inclination of the winds to the surface of the earth is sometimes greater and sometimes less. Woodward and Hambarger conceive that there is a shock of vapours against the air, when they rise, and that this ceases when they are at rest. Leibnitz supposes...
poses that there is a diminution in the weight of the air when rain falls; and De Moiran apprehends, that an agitation of the air is occasioned by vapours; and Bernouilli is of opinion, that an augmentation of the atmosphere is produced by a dilatation and discharge of the air included within the bowels of the earth, and that there is a diminution of it when the contrary happens. To these several causes acting separately or conjointly, and to several circumstances attending their different operation, the variations of the barometer have been attributed. But these causes may all be reduced to three general classes: viz. variations of temperature; the velocity and other qualities of different winds; and the agency of vapour.

Dr. Lister accounts for the changes in the barometer from the alterations of heat and cold. This, he says, he has often observed, that in storms, &c. when the mercury is at the lowest, it breaks, and emits small particles, which he calls a kind of fretting; and argues, that in all times of its descent, it is more or less on the fret. In this disorder, he thinks, its parts are contracted, and brought closer together; and, for that reason, defend: besides, in the fretting they set go little particles of air, before inclosed in them, and these rising into the top of the tube, the mercury must sink, both from the column's being shortened by their escape, and by their lying upon it. Mercury therefore, he adds, rises either in very hot or very cold weather, between the tropics, &c. as being then in its natural state; and again, in the intermediate degrees of heat and cold it falls, as being contracted, and as it was convoluted, and drawn together. Phil. Trans. No 165. But his account, however ingenious, yet comes far short of accounting for the phenomena; may, in some respects it contradicts them.

The changes in the weight of the atmosphere, therefore, must be laid down as the cause of these in the barometer; but then, the cause of that cause, or whence those alterations arise in the atmosphere, it will be no easy matter to determine; there being, perhaps, no one principle in nature that will account for such a variety of appearances, and those too so irregular. It is probable the winds, as driven this or that way, have a great share in them: some share too, vapours and exhalations, rising from the earth, may have; some, the changes in the air of the neighbouring regions; and some, the flux and reflux occasioned in the air by the moon; and also some chemical causes operating between the different particles of matter.

Dr. Halley thinks the winds and exhalations sufficient; and, on this ground, gives us a rationale of the barometer. The sufficiency of what may be laid on that head, is as follows:

1st, then, The winds must necessarily alter the weight of the air in any particular country; and that, either by bringing together and accumulating a greater quantity of air, and so loading the atmosphere of any place; which will be the case, as often as two winds blow at the same time, from opposite points towards the same point; or by sweeping away a part of the air, and removing some of the load, and thus giving room for the atmosphere to expand itself; which will be the case when two winds blow at the same time, and from the same point, opposite ways; or laffly, by cutting off the perpendicular prefire of the atmosphere; which happens as often as any single wind blows briskly any way; it being found, by experiment, that a strong blast of wind, even made by art, will render the atmosphere lighter; and accordingly, the mercury, in a tube which it pafles, as well as in another at a distance from it, will subside considerably. See Phil. Trans. No 292.

2dly, The cold nitrous particles, and even air itself con
denfed in the northern parts, and driven elsewhere, must load the atmosphere, and increase its prefire.

3dly, Heavy dry exhalations from the earth must increase the weight of the atmosphere, and heighten its elastic force, as we find the specific gravity of monoliths increased by dissolved fluids and metals.

4thly, The air being rendered heavier from these and the like causes, is thereby the more able to support the vapours; which being likewise intimately mixed with it, and swimming every where equally through it, make the weather serene and fair: again, the air being made lighter, from the contrary causes, it becomes unable to support the vapours where with it is replete; these, therefore, precipitating, are gathered into clouds; and those, in their progress, coalesce into drops of rain.

These things observed, it appears pretty evident, that the same causes which increase the weight of the air, and make it more able to support the mercury in the barometer, do likewise occasion a serene sky, and a dry season; and the same causes which render the air lighter, and less able to support the mercury, do likewise generate clouds and rain.

Hence, 1st, When the air is lighter, and the mercury in the barometer is lowest, the clouds are very low, and move swiftly; and when, after rain, the clouds break, and a calm sky again ensues forth, being purged of the vapours, it appears exceedingly bright and transparent, and affords an early prospect of remote objects.

2dly, When the air is heavier, and the mercury stands higher in the tube, the weather is calm, though somewhat less clear, because the vapours are diffused every where equally; if any clouds now appear, they are very high, and move slowly; and when the air is heaviest of all, the earth is frequently found enveloped in pretty thick clouds, which appear to be formed out of the grofer exhalations, and which the air is then able to sustain, though a lighter atmosphere could not.

3dly, Hence it is, that with us the mercury stands highest in the coldest seasons, and when the wind blows from the north or north-call corner: for, in that case, there are two winds blowing towards us at the same time, and from opposite corners; there being a conflant well wind found in the Atlantic ocean, at the latitude corresponding to our's. To which we may add, that in a north wind, the cold condensed air of the northern parts is brought hither.

4thly, Hence, in the northern regions, the variation of the mercury is more sensible than in the southern ones; the winds being found more strong, more frequent, more various, and more opposite to each other in the former, than in the latter.

Laxly, Hence it is, that between the tropics, the variation of the mercury is scarcely sensible; the winds there being extremely gentle, and unifally blowing the same way.

But this account, however well adapted to many of the particular cases of the barometer, seems to come short of some of the principal and most obvious ones: and is, besides, liable to several objections.

For, 1st, If the wind were the sole agent in effecting these alterations, we should have no alterations without a sensible wind, nor any wind without some alteration of the mercury; both which are contrary to experience.

2dly, If two winds be supposed blowing from the same place, viz. London, opposite ways, viz. N.E. and S.W. there will be two others, blowing from opposite points, viz. N.W. and S.E. to the same place; which two will balance the first, and bring as much air towards the point, as the others swept from it. Or thus, in proportion as the air is
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is carried off N.E. and S.W. the adjacent air will crowd in from the other points, and form a couple of new currents in the direction N.W. and S.E. to fill up the vacancy, and restore the equilibrium. This is a necessary consequence from the laws of fluids.

3dly, If the wind were the sole agent, the alterations in the height of the mercury would only be relative, or topical; there would be still the same quantity supported at several places taken collectively: thus, what a tube at London loft, another at Paris, or at Pisa, or at Zurich, &c. would at the same time gain. But we find the very contrary true in fact; for from all the observations hitherto made, the barometers in several parts of the globe rise and fall together; so that it must be some alteration in the absolute weight of the atmosphere that accounts for the rise and fall of the mercury.

Lastly, Setting aside all objections, these popular phenomena, the mercury’s fall before, and rise after rain, seem to be inexplicable on the ground of this hypothesis: for suppose two contrary winds sweeping the air from over London, we know that few, if any, of the winds reach above a mile high; all, therefore, they can do, will be to cut off a certain part of the column of air over London: if the consequence of this be the fall of the mercury, yet there is no apparent reason for the rain’s following it. The vapours indeed may be let lower, but it will only be till they come into an air of the same specific gravity with themselves; and there they will be suspended as before.

M. Leibnitz, about the year 1710, in a letter written to the abbe Baguron, endeavoured to supply the defects of this hypothesis with a new one of his own. The new principle, upon which Leibnitz’s hypothesis is founded, was illustrated by M. Fontenelle in the Histoire of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris for the year 1711. He affects, that a body immersed in a fluid only weighs with that fluid while it is surrounded by it; so that when it ceases to be surrounded, i.e. when let fall, its weight ceases to make a part of that of the fluid, which by this means becomes lighter. Thus, adds he, the watery vapours, while surrounded in the air, increase its weight; but when let fall, they cease to weigh along with it. Thus the weight of the air is diminished; and thus the mercury falls, and rain ensues.

But M. Leibnitz’s principle, notwithstanding the experiment he brings to confirm it, is false, as has been evidently made appear by a counter experiment of Dr. Desaguliers. (See his Course of Exp. Philos. vol. i. p. 282, &c.) For a body, whether specifically equal or lighter or heavier than a fluid, while it is immersed in it, whether it be at rest, or in motion, adds to the fluid a weight equal to that of an equal bulk of the fluid; as follows from that law in hydrostatics, that fluids gravitate according to their perpendicular altitudes. However, were M. Leibnitz’s principle true, yet it is defective; and that in the same respect with Dr. Halley’s; nor would it account for the phenomena more than the other. For, supposing the vapours by being condensed, to be put in a motion downwards; and so causing to gravitate with the atmosphere; they will therefore fall, till they reach a part of the atmosphere of the same specific gravity with themselves; and there they will hang as before. If the mercury fall, it will only be during the time of that descent; for these once fixed, the former gravity is retrieved; or, were it not retrieved, yet no rain would succeed the fall of the mercury.

The hypothesis, proposed by Mr. Chambers, is somewhat similar to that of Leibnitz, and liable to the same objection. It is as follows: suppose any number of watery vessels floating in any part of the atmosphere, over any determinate portion of the globe; if the upper vessels be condensed by the cold of the superior regions, their specific gravity will be increased, and they will descend; where meeting with other vessels not yet precipitated, they will coalesce, or run into larger vessels, by the known laws of attraction. Or, if we rather choose to have the wind act, let it drive either horizontally or obliquely; some vessels will be driven against others; by which means likewise will the particles coalesce, and form new wad larger vessels as before; so that their number, which before was, suppose a million, will now be reduced, v. gr. to a hundred thousand.

But by the same coalition whereby their number is diminished, their specific gravity, if we may so call it, is increased, i.e. they come to have more matter in the same space, or under an equal surface; as may be easily proved from principles of geometry: for in augmenting the mass of any homogeneous body, the increase of surface does not keep pace with that of the solidity; but that of the former is as the square of the diameter, and that of the latter as the cube of the same.

But since the same quantity of matter is now in a less space or under less dimensions, it will lose less of its weight by the resistance of the medium. This is evident; for a body immersed in a fluid loses nothing of its weight but by the friction of its parts against those of the fluid; but the friction is evidently as the surface; therefore, when the surface is increased, the resistance must be so too. Consequently, the vessels, whose gravity before the coalition was equal to the resistance of the medium, now that resistance is diminished, will descend; and that with a velocity in the ratio of the increase of the mass to the increase of the surface.

In air deficient, as they arrive at denser parts of the atmosphere, their mass and surface again will be increased by new coalitions; and thus, by constant fresh accensions, more than equal to the constant resistances, they will be enabled to pursue their journey through all the flags of the air, till they reach the earth; their masses exceedingly magnified, and in the form of rain.

Now that the vapours have got down, let us consider how the barometer must have been affected during their passage.

Before any of the vessels began to subside, either from the action of the cold, or of the wind, they all floated in a certain portion of the atmosphere, and all gravitated towards the centre. Here now, each respectively relying in a part of the medium of the same specific gravity with itself, will lose as much of its weight as is equal to that of a part of the medium of the same bulk with itself, i.e. each will lose all its weight. But then, whatever weight each looses, it communicates to the medium, which now press on the surface of the earth with its own weight and that of the vessels conjointly. Supposing then this united pressure keeps up the mercury in the barometer at thirty inches: by the coalition of the vessels from the clouds aforesaid, their surfaces, and consequently their friction, are lessened; therefore, they will communicate less of their weight to the air, i.e. less than the whole; and consequently they will descend with the excess. i.e. with a velocity equal to the remainder, as before observed. Now, as the vessels can act no otherwise on the surface of the earth but by the mediation of the interjacent air, in proportion as their action on the medium is less, their action on the earth will be less. It is also evident, that the surface of the earth must be now less pressed than before; and that in proportion as the velocity of the falling vessels; which is
again in proportion to their bulks. Thus, as the vehicles
defend, the bulks continually increasing, the friction, and
therefore the preffure on the earth, and laftly the height
of the mercury, will continually decraee, during the whole
time of the fall.—Hence we fce, both why the vehicles,
when once beginning to fall, perferve; why the mercury
begins to fall at the fame time; and why it continues and
coalesces to fall together with them; which were the great de-
fiderata in the philosophy of the barometer.

There is one objection that evidently lies againſt this the-
ory, viz. that the vehicles being put in motion, and striking
against the particles of the medium and one another with
fome moment, will meet with a confiderable refiffance from
the vis inerite thereof; by which means their defcent will be
 retarded, and the preffure of the atmosphere retrieved;
the impetus of the moving vehicles being fuppofed to com-
penfate for their lofs of surface. Thus a heavy body suftained
in a fluid by a hair, and moved up and down therein,
prefles more on the bottom than when held at reft; which
additional preffure will be the greater as the velocity of the
falling vehicles is greater; a greater impetus being required to
break through the vis inerite of the contiguous particles
in a left time than in a larger.

But it is alleged, that we have both refon and experimen-
tment againſt this objeétion; for the velocity of the vehicles,
in thefe circumftances, must necelfarily be very fmall, and
their impetus inconfiderable; besides, the vis inerite of the
air muft be exceedingly weak, by reafon of its extreme sub-
tility; and it muft be a very improper vehicle to convey an
impetus to a distance by reafon of its elalicty; we all find
that a piece of lead, which is a ponderous body, falling
with great moment, gravitates confiderably left, in its de-
ffent through water, which is a grofs unelallic medium,
when than falinated at reft therein; in which the feveral ex-
periments of Reaumur, Ramazzini, and Defaguliers, all agree.

M. de Luc (Recherches, &c. vol. i. p. 139.) fuppo fes that
the changes observed in the weight of the atmosphere are
principally produced by the presence or abfence of vapours
floting in it. Others have attributed the effect to vapours,
but have given a different explication of it. It is his opinion,
that vapours diminish the specific gravity, and confequently
the absolute weight of those columns of the atmosphere into
which they are received, which, notwithstanding this ad-
miixture, remain of an equal height with the adjoining col-
unns of pure, or dry air. He afterwards more
largely explains and vindicates this theory, and applies it to
the folution of the principal phenomena of the barometer,
connected with or produced by the varying density and
weight of the atmosphere.

Dr. James Hutton, in his "Theory of Rain" (Ice Rain),
printed in the Edinburgh Transactions, vol. i. p. 41, &c.
fuggests feveral plausible reafons in favour of his opinion,
that the diminution of the weight of the atmosphere by the
fall of rain is not the caufe of the fall of the barometer;
but that the principal, if not the only caufe, is to be fought
for in the cautions of the atmosphere that are chiefly
produced by fudden changes of heat and cold in the air.

"The barometer," he fays (p. 78.), "is an instrument ne-
cifarily connected with motions in the air; but it
is not equally affected with every motion in that fluid body.
The barometer is chiefly affected by fuch motions by which
there are produced accumulations and abtractions of this
fluid, in places or regions of fufficient extent to affect the
preffure of the atmosphere upon the surface of the earth.
But as every caution in the air is, under
proper conditions, a caufe for rain, and as the want of
caution in the atmosphere is naturally a caufe of fair
weather, this instrument may be made of great imporfance
for the purpofe of meteorological obfervations, although
not in the caurin and more fimple manner in which it has
been, with the increafe of science, fo successfully applied
to the measuring of heights."

In the "Encyclopaedia Britannica," art. Barometer,
we have another theory of changes in the barometer, as de-
pending on the heat in the atmosphere, not as producing
commonations in it, but as altering the specific gravity of the
air by the variations of heat and cold. The preliminaries to
this hypothesis are: 1. That vapour is formed by an
imize union between the elements of fire and water, in con-
quence of which the fire or heat is fo totally enveloped,
and its action fo entirely suspended by the watery particles,
that it not only lofes its properties of burning and of giving
light, but becomes incapable of affecting the most fensible
barometer, in which cafe, it is faid by Dr. Black, the au-
thor of this theory, to be in a latent state. 2dly. If the
atmophere be affected by any unusual degree of heat, it
thence becomes incapable of supporting fo long a column of
mercury as before, for which reason the barometer finks.

From these prineiples or axioms it is inferred,
that as vapour is formed by a union of fire with water,
whether by an elective attraction or a folution of the water
in the fire, the vapour cannot be condenfed till this union,
attraction, or folution be at an end. Hence it follows that
the commencement of the condenfation of the vapour, or
the firft figns of approaching rain, must be the feparation
of the fire which is latent in the vapour. This may at firft be
flow and partial, or it may be fudden and violent; in this cafe
the rain will come on flowly, and after a confiderable in-
erval; in the other it will come on very quickly and in a great
quantity. But Dr. Black has proved, that when fire quits
its latent state, however long it may have lain dormant and
infeinfible, it always re-affumes its proper qualities, and af-
fects the thermometer as if it had never been abforbed. The
confequence of this must be, that in proportion as the la-
tent heat is difcharged from the vapour, thofe parts of
the atmosphere into which it is difcharged, will be fefiblely af-
fected by it; and in proportion to the heat communicated
to thofe parts, they will become fpecifically lighter, and of
courfe the mercury will fink. When the feparation between
the fire and water is gradual and flow, the barometer may
indicate rain for a confiderable time before it happens; or
if the fefible heat fhould be abforbed by the colder parts
of the atmosphere, or by any means be prevented from af-
secting the fpecific gravity of the air, the barometer will
not be affected; and yet the water, deprived of the heat
that is neceufary for perifhing it, must defend in rain; and
hence it happens, that the indications of the barometer are
not always juft. Hence it also appears, that though the
fpecific gravity of the air is diminished, unless this diminu-
imtion proceeds from a discharge of the latent heat containing
in the vapours, no rain will follow; and thus the finking
of the barometer may progoflicate wind as well as rain,
or fometimes no change at all. The great defcent of the
mercury in the barometer between the tropics in the time of
hurricanes, noticed by Dr. Halley, is ascribed, as to its
probable caufe, to a great commotion in the electric fluid,
by which the air is internally agitated, and its gravitation in
part fupended.

In the fourth volume of the "Memoirs of the Literary
Society of Manchester," we have a curious paper on this
subject, viz. "Meteorological Obfervations made on dif-
fent parts of the Western Coast of Great Britain," ar-
anged by T. Garnett, M. D. The materials of this pa-
per were furnished by feveral obervers; but thofe of Mr.
Copland,
Copland, surgeon at Dumfries, are of peculiar importance. This gentleman is of opinion that the changes of the barometer indicate approaching cold and hot weather, with much greater certainty than dry and wet. "Every remarkable elevation of the barometer, he says, when it is of any duration, is followed by very warm or dry weather, and moderate to cold wind; by all of them; but he thinks to have more influence and connection; and when it is deficient, the continuance of the other two will be longer and more remarkable; therefore the calculation must be in a compound ratio of the excess and deficiency of the heat, and of the dryness of the weather in comparison of the medium of the season; and with regard to the want of strong wind, it appears to be intimately connected with the last, as they show that no precipitation is going on in any of the neighbouring regions."

In his 14th and 15th remarks, he had said, "14th. That the barometer being lower, and continuing so longer than what can be accounted for by immediate falls, or stormy weather, indicates the approach of very cold weather for the season; and also, cold weather, though dry, is always accompanied by a low barometer, till near its termination."

"15th. That warm weather is always preceded and mostly accompanied by a high barometer; and the rising of the barometer in the time of broken or cold weather, is a sign of the approach of warmer weather; and also if the wind is in any of the cold points, a sudden rise of the barometer indicates the approach of a more southly weather, which in winter generally brings rain with it."

In the two following remarks, Mr. Copland had explained certain phenomena from a principle similar to that on which Dr. Darwin has so much insisted. (Botanic Garden, i. notes p. 79, &c.)

"That the falling of the barometer may proceed from a decomposition of the atmosphere occurring around or near that point of the globe where we are placed, which will occasion the electricity of the atmosphere to be repelled upwards in fine lambent portions; or driven downwards or upwards in more compacted balls of fire; or lastly, to be carried along with the rain, &c. in an imperceptible manner to the surface of the earth; the precipitation of the wetter parts generally very soon takes place, which diminishes the real gravity of the atmosphere, and also by the decomposition of some of the more active parts, the air loses part of that elastic and repulsive power which it then eminently possesses, and will therefore press with less force on the mercury of the barometer than before, by which means a fall ensues.

"That the cause of the currents of air or winds, may also be this way accounted for: and in very severe storms, where great decompositions of the atmosphere take place, this is particularly evident, such as generally occur in one or more of the West India islands at one time, a great loss of real gravity, together with a considerable diminution of the spring of the air immediately ensues; hence a current commences, first in that direction whence the air has most gravity, or is most disposed to undergo such a change; but it being soon relieved of its superior weight or spring on that side, by the decomposition going on as fast as the wind arrives in the island, it immediately veers to another point, which then rushes in more swiftly with an increase of force; thus it goes on till it has blown more than half way round the points of the compass during the continuation of the hurricane. For in this manner the West India phenomena, as well as the alteration of the wind during heavy rains in this country, can only be properly accounted for." See remark No. 4.

Mr. C's 4th aphorism is, 'That the heaviest rains, when of long continuance, generally begin with the wind blowing Cellularly, when it gradually veers round to the south; and that the rain does not then begin to cease till the wind has got to the west, or rather a little to the northward of it, when it may be added, it commonly blows with some violence.'

Mr. Kirwan, in an elaborate paper on this subject (see Irish Transactions, vol. ii. p. 49, &c.) examines the different causes to which the phenomena of the barometer have been ascribed. He begins with the influence of different temperatures. It appears, he says, by observation, that a variation of the mass of the atmosphere is not a necessary consequence of an alteration of the temperature; for the mercury is often at the same height at different seasons, and at different places in the same season; and even when the height of the mercury changes simultaneously with the temperature, the change is often directly contrary to that which the change of temperature would lead one to expect. Besides, great changes of temperature take place only in the lower atmosphere; but in the higher regions they are inconsiderable. Any increment or decrement of the mass of the lower atmosphere which can be ascribed to a change of temperature, is too small to produce any considerable alteration in the height of the barometer; for in winter the height to which any considerable variation of temperature may be supposed to extend, scarcely exceeds 5000 feet, as we learn from the testimony of aeronauts and the height of the clouds; and indeed the winds that prevail on the surface of the earth, and which are the primary agents in producing a change of temperature, seldom reach higher, and in the more northern regions not so high. This cause, the effect of which is estimated by calculation, and compared with the actual variation, though not absolutely inefficient, on the supposition that the whole mass of the superincumbent atmosphere is increased by the accession of new air in proportion to the condensation, is nevertheless inadequate to the effect produced.

Mr. Kirwan next examines the efficacy of winds in producing the variations of the barometer; and these are such as reign in the lower regions of the atmosphere. If, according to Dr. Halley's theory, the rise of the barometer above its mean altitude was owing to the accumulation of air over the place of observation, occasioned by two contrary winds blowing towards that place, we should always have a calm when the mercury stands highest; but it is notorious, that the greatest mercurial heights are accompanied by an easterly or northerly wind, as Halley himself has observed. Nor can that equality of barometrical heights, which takes place in very distant countries, where very different winds prevail, be explained by this hypothesis. This hypothesis ascribes the defect of the mercury below its mean altitude to the rarefaction of the atmosphere over the place of observation, which rarefaction is owing to its exhaustion by two contrary currents; for instance, over England, if it should blow a westerly wind on the German, and an easterly wind on the Irish sea. But Mr. Kirwan thinks, that a rarefaction in such circumstances from such a cause is impossible; for if such currents took place, the northern or southern air would flow in to maintain the equilibrium in the same proportion; or if this did not happen, and that four contrary currents took place, the higher air should descend, and cause a sensible cold, which yet is seldom observed in England, when the mercury is low; on the contrary, a warm south wind commonly prevails, to whose temperature nevertheless the rarefaction cannot be ascribed. Dr. Halley's explication of the defect of the mercury on high winds is
flrorn appears to Mr. Kirwan to be unsatisfactory. "The
region of the earth," says Halley, "wherein those winds rage, not extending round the globe, the stagnant air left behind and that on the sides cannot rush in fast enough to
restore the evaporation made by fo swift a current, fo that the
air must be attenuated where the fast winds continue to blow."—4 Add that the horizontal motion being so quick may take off some part of the perpendicular prencipal.
This half reason seemed to acquire some confirmation from an
experiment made by Mr. Hawkebee; for having passed a
stream of air through a box in which the lower flank of a
barometer was inferted, he observed the mercury to fall
while the current passed through the box; as also in ano-
other barometer which communicated with the box, over
which the current of air did not flow. Allowing this, the
phenomenon is not sufficiently explained; for Mr. Kirwan
observes, that not only during the storm, but several hours,
if not days, before it, the mercury descends considerably, as
Halley himself, and all who recommend the marine baro-
meter, attest; otherwise this instrument would be useless.
Mr. Caswell observes (Phil. Trans. A. vol. viii. p. 458.),
that two days before the great storm of January 1753-54,
the mercury fell $\frac{1}{2}$ of an inch below 28 inches. But if
the fall were concomitant with the storm, Dr. Halley’s rea-
sons would not prove their connection. In order to a bo-
dy’s moving through air with such a velocity as to leave a
vacuum behind it, there is a necessity that it should move
at the rate of 11 or 1200 feet per second, as appears by the
observations of Mr. Brice and many others. (See Phil.
Trans. for 1766, p. 266.) The insufficiency of the second
reason alleged by Dr. Halley has been clearly shown by M.
de Luc; nor is the experiment of Mr. Hawkebee conclusive,
as it appears that part of the air already confined in the
boxes was forced out by the blast of air; and besides, Mr. Derham observed that during the greatest vehement
of storm, the mercury rises instead of falling lower. (Phil.
Trans. A. vol. iv. pt. 2. p. 77.) Mr. Kirwan made the
same observation on the 26th of February 1785, in Lon-
don.
The third hypothesis is that of those who acribe the va-
riations of the barometer to the presence or absence of va-
pours in the atmosphere; but Mr. Kirwan infers, from a
view of the nature of vapours, and the change they pro-
duce in the weight and elasticity of the atmosphere, that
this theory does not fully account for the phenomena.
If we suppose, says he, the atmosphere perfectly dry, the
barometer at 30 inches, and the thermometer at 65°, and
then a column of it to be satured with moisture, its elas-
ticity being increas’d $\frac{1}{2}$, which, according to his com-
putation, would be the case, it will contain $\frac{1}{2}$ of its volume
less air than before saturetace, since the increas of its elas-
ticity ariseth from the introduction of a new elastic fluid
amounting to $\frac{1}{2}$ of its bulk; and since the weight of
the whole volume was at first equal to that of 30 inches of
mercury, its weight will now be lessef by $\frac{1}{2}$ of 30 inches,
that is nearly 0.59 of an inch. But on the other hand, it
gained $\frac{1}{2}$ of its volume of vapour, and therefore its real
los of weight will be the difference of the weight of $\frac{1}{2}$ of
air, and $\frac{1}{2}$ of vapour; but the weight of air is to that of
vapour as 12 to 10, therefore the gain here is 0.49 of an
inch, which deductid from 0.59 the los, leaves the los
$\frac{1}{2}$ of an inch. Accordingly, this is the variation which
the barometer should undergo by the passage of a column
of air from absolute dryness to complete saturetation; a cir-
cumstance which never takes place, as the atmosphere is
never absolutely dry; and yet previously to heavy rains, we
often observe the barometer to fall 3, 4, or 5 tenths of an
inch; a fall which, from the above calculation, cannot ori-
inate from the saturetation of the atmosphere with vapour.
Nor is there any proportion between the affect of magnets
after heavy rains, and the weight of vapour condensed; for
in such cases, the mercury sometimes rises 3 or 4 tenths of
an inch; and yet the heaviest rain seldom produces one
inch of water, and the weight of a cubic inch of water is not
equal to that of of even one tenth of a cubic inch of
mercury.
Mr. Kirwan, having examined the causes to which the
variable weight of the atmosphere and height of the baro-
meter have been usually referred, and controverted their
sufficiently, proceeds to explain that which alone seems
to him adequate to the effects produced. This, in his opinion,
is the accumulation of air over those parts of the globe in
which the mercury exceeds its mean height; that is, the
height suited to its situation; and the diminution or sub-
traction of the natural quantity of air over those regions in
which the mercury falls beneath its mean height. In order
to trace the origin of this accumulation and diminution, this
ingenious author considers what may be called the natural
state of the atmosphere, and how that state may be disturbed.
The natural state of the atmosphere is that in which the
barometer on the level of the sea would stand at 30 inches
in serene weather, conformably to the fifth observation above
mentioned. For producing this state, the weight of the
atmosphere must be every where equal at the surface of
the sea; and as its weight proceeds from its density and height,
in order to obtain this equality of weight, it should be
lowest where its density is greatest, and highest where its
density is least; and these extremes of density take place in
the equatorial and polar regions. Hence it follows, that if
the height of the mercury be 30 inches under the equator
and under the poles, the atmosphere must be highest under
the equator and lowest under the poles, with several interme-
tiate gradations. (See Figure of the Atmosphere.) But
though the equatorial air be less dense to a certain height
than the polar, yet at certain greater heights it must be
more dense; for the mercurial heights at the level of
the sea being equal, the masses of the corresponding atmospheric
columns must be equal. The same observation applies to
the extratropical columns with respect to each other, where
great differences of heat prevail. Hence it follows, that in
the higher regions of the atmosphere, the denser equatorial
air, not being supported by the collateral extratropical
columns, gradually flows to the north and south. If the
affluence of the northern and southern air to the equator
by the trade winds kept pace with the affluence of the supe-
rrior air, some degree of equilibrium might still be mainta-
ned. But the trade winds move only at the rate of about 8 miles
an hour; whereas without the tropics, or at least beyond
latitude 30°, the currents of the upper atmosphere are incom-
parably more rapid. The mean heat of the whole space
between latitude 0° and latitude 30° being only seven de-
grees less than the mean heat under the equator, the dif-
cence of density is not so great as to cause any rapid col-
lapse of the inferior columns within that space; but from
latitude 30° to latitude 60°, a much smaller space, the mean
annual heat over the ocean differs from that of latitude 30°
by nearly fourteen degrees; and, therefore, the rapidity of the
upper current towards the polar regions is much greater, and
will occasion frequent interruptions, during which the weight
of the air will be diminished. Hence, notwithstanding
the high winds that frequently prevail between the tropics,
the barometer incomconsiderably and but seldom varies; whereas,
without them, the variations are frequent and considerable,
nealy in proportion to the distance from the equator: and thus
thus the second observation is sufficiently explained. During the summer of the northern hemisphere, when it is winter in the southern, the density of the equatorial air becomes superior to that of the southern air at a much lower height than that at which it becomes superior to the northern, which is expanded by the prevalence of the sun in the northern tropic; the exuberance will therefore be poured on the southern regions, and a smaller quantity will flow over the northern; consequently the variations of the barometer are smaller with us in the summer season. In winter, on the contrary, the superior current is chiefly directed to the northern hemisphere, and hence the greatest mercurial heights are found in this season; and thus the third observation is illustrated and confirmed. This accumulation takes place where the columns of the inferior air are colder and shorter, as over that part of Asia beyond latitude 35°, and east of the Caipian sea to the Frozen ocean, and over the continent of North America; and hence the barometer usually stands higher in North America, and varies less than with us even in Hudson’s Bay, latitude 59°. Accumulations are also found in the southern parts of the old continent; and when the rarefaction in the northern parts of Europe is frequent and considerable, the southern air flows from these tracts to restore the equilibrium, and while this current fails, the barometer muff fall in the intermediate regions; so that the deficit of the mercury is never the effect of a southerly wind, but both it and this wind are the concomitant effects of a rarefaction in the northern parts. On the other hand, the mercury generally rises under a northerly or colder wind, because the superior atmosphere is accumulated chiefly in those parts of our hemisphere from whence these winds issue, and this accumulated air palls with them to the southern regions. In the same manner, when the mercury falls before a storm, both the storm and this fall proceed from a great rarefaction of the air in the quarter towards which the storm blows, and this rarefaction is occasioned by the diminution or destruction of the superior atmosphere. As the superior accumulation is derived to us chiefly from North America, hence it is that the variations of the barometer generally begin to the westward with us in Europe, and are thence gradually propagated eastwards. In spring the current of superior air begins to flow to the south, and in autumn to return from it; hence the equinoctial forms and frequent variations of the barometer in those feasons. The quantity of equatorial air devolved on our hemisphere in different years is variable, and so is the quantity consumed in the northern regions; and hence the mean barometrical height is different in different years. In some years, the accumulation relling on the mountainous countries of the south of Asia and Europe, and the northern part of Africa, is greater than in other years; owing perhaps to a greater or earlier fall of snow; when this is the case, the northern air is lighter, and the southern colder, than usual, and south winds principally prevail, which in the northern parts must seem to be comparatively warm; and hence, when the winter is remarkably severe in the south of Europe and Asia, it is often as remarkably mild in the northern parts, and the barometer low. Although clouds and a disposition to rain frequently follow the descent of the mercury, this descent is not the immediate confluence of either cious or rain on the contrary, the mercury frequently rises during rain. But the rarefaction of the atmosphere, which produces the descent of the mercury, and which arises from the removal of the superior accumulation, is favourable to the production of clouds; as a heavy atmosphere, though it supports vapours once formed, obstructs evaporation, when therefore its weight is diminished, and evaporation increased, it soon becomes saturated in the higher regions, and clouds are formed.

But rain seems to arise from a subtraction of the electrical fluid, which, when the air abounds with vapours, is easily conducted to the earth. In serene and settled weather the mercury is generally high, because the greatest disturbances of the atmosphere are connected with its rarified state, which is commonly pretty distant when the superior accumulation is considerable.

That the variations of the mercurial heights should be greater at the level of the sea than at great elevations above that level, is very natural. For supposing the mercury at the level of the sea to stand at 30 inches, and at a certain elevation above that level at 25 inches, then, if the weight of the atmosphere be diminished one hundredth part, the mercury at the level of the sea should fall one hundredth part of 30 inches = 0.3 of an inch; but that on the elevation should fall one hundredth of 25 inches, = 0.25 of an inch. But it has been observed, that the variation on high mountains is beyond all proportion smaller than on the level of the sea; and this proceeds from a property which they seem to possess of condensing and accumulating the air incumbent upon them in a greater degree than the air incumbent over plains is condensed at equal heights; and hence, when the barometer on the plains falls, and that on the mountain also, it will be found, after allowing for the difference of temperature, that the fall is proportionally greater in the inferior than in the superior barometer; and, on the contrary, if the mercury ascends in both barometers, the ascent will be proportionally greater in the inferior than in the superior.

To this purpose General Roy found, on the 7th of August 1775, at 9 o’clock, the correct height of a barometer on Cænaron quay 30.375, and on the peak of Snowdon 26.418 inches; at 2 o’clock, that on the quay fell to 30.043, and that on the peak to 26.405; the fall of the mercury on the quay was therefore *3/87* of the whole, and the fall on the mountain was only *1/13* of its original height. On the other hand, at 2 o’clock, the barometer on the quay rose to 30.045, while that on the peak rose to 26.415 inches correct height; therefore that on the quay ascended only *25/143* of the whole, and that on the peak ascended *22/143* part of its height. Yet as the descents of the mercury beneath its most useful mean height are much more frequent and considerable than its ascents above it, the variations on mountains are upon the whole proportionally smaller than at the surface of the sea. For a more particular illustration of the theory of Mr. Kirwan, and the collateral observations which he deduces from it, we must refer to his paper, ubi supra. See Atmosphere, and Aurora borealis. For other particulars of the weather, besides the variations of the barometer, see Weather.

Another important purpose to which the variations of the barometer have been applied, is the "measurement of altitudes." Whilst M. Pâcel and M. Perrier were prosecutions experiments for ascertaining the weight of the air by means of the barometer, as early as the year 1648, they found that the mercurial heights varied according to the situations, either more elevated or more depressed, in which the barometer was placed; and hence they concluded, that this instrument might serve to determine how much one place was higher than another. M. Pâcel was not acquainted with the dilatability of the air, and he was therefore apprized of one of the difficulties that have attended experiments of this nature. The first person who discovered the use of the atmosphere on these principles was Kepler; but having, from ill-conducted experiments, very erroneous ideas of the proportional specific gravities of mercury and air, he flated it at only two or three English miles. The Honourable Mr. Boyle, deducing from experiments the proportion of the specific gravity of mercury to that of air to be as 1 to
BAR

14000, and supposing the atmosphere to be equally dense, estimated its height to be twice as great as Kepler's measure, or at least 35000 feet. But when the elasticity of the air was found to be in an inverse ratio of the space which it occupied, or that its condensation was proportional to the weight that compriised it, and of course that its dilatations were in the inverse proportion of the compressing weights, a property first discovered by Mr. Richard Townley, and demonstrated by Mr. Boyle, the height of the atmosphere was more accurately ascertained. Mr. Boyle's experiments to this purpose were published in 1661, in his "Defenio Doctrina de Aëris Elatere contra Linum," and exhibited the preceding year before the Royal Society. The law of the dilatation of the air was discovered also by M. Mariotte, and he published an account of his experiments for ascertaining it, in 1676, in his "Éssai sur la Nature de l'Air," and "Traité des Mouvemens des Eaux." This law was generally admitted by philosophers, and it was confirmed by observation in all climates and at all altitudes. To this purpose, M. Bonguer (Mem. Acad. Roy., Sc. 1753.) gives us the result of the experiments made by himself and M. de la Condamine in America; and he says that he found, without any exception, that the elasticities of the same mass of air exactly corresponded to the ratio of the densities. M. Mariotte applied this general law to the investigation of the total height of the atmosphere. With this view, he collected all observations of the barometer made at small heights; and he was the first person who suggested the use of logarithms in estimating heights by the declination of the mercury in the barometer, though this method has been generally ascribed to Dr. Halley and Halley indeed first employed the words logarithms in the calculation of atmospheric altitudes. See Phil. Trans. N° 181, or Abrig'd vol. ii. p. 14. Dr. Halley, assuming the specific gravity of the air to water, when the barometer stood at 30 inches, and in a mean state of heat and cold, to be as 1 to 800, and that of mercury to water as 135 to 1, (so that the weight of mercury to air is as 1080 to 1, or a cylinder of air of 1080 inches or 900 feet is equal to an inch of mercury,) inferred from these premises, that if the air were of equal density, like water, the whole atmosphere would be no more than 5.1 miles high; and that for an ascent of every 500 feet, the barometer would sink an inch. But the expansion of the air increasing in the same proportion as the incumbent weight of the atmosphere decreases, the upper parts of the air are much more rarified than the lower, and each space corresponding to an inch of quicksilver is gradually enlarged, and therefore the atmosphere must be extended to a much greater height. As these expansions of the air are reciprocally as the heights of the mercury, they may be represented for any given mercurial height by means of the hyperbola and its asymptotes. Thus, in plate XI. Pneumatics, fig. 68, the rectangles ABCE, AKGE, ALDE, &c., are always equal; and consequently the sides CB, KG, LD, &c. are reciprocally as the sides AB, AK, AL, &c. (See Hyperbola.) If then AB, AK, AL, &c. be supposed equal to the heights of the mercury, or the corresponding preffures of the atmosphere, the lines CB, KG, LD, &c. answering to them, will be as the expansions of the air under those preffures, or the bulbs which the same quantity of air will occupy, and if these expansions be taken infinitely numerous and infinitely small, their respective fans will give the spaces of air between the several heights of the barometer; i. e. the sum of all the lines between CB and KG, or the area CBKG, will be proportional to the distance or interval intercepted between the levels of two places in the air, where the mercury would stand at the heights represented by the lines AB, AK; and, therefore, the spaces of the air answering to equal parts of mercury in the barometer are as the areas CBKG, GXL, DLMF, &c.; but these areas are proportional to the logarithms of the numbers expressing the ratios of AK to AB, of AL to AK, of AM to AL, &c. Thus, by the common table of logarithms, the height of any place in the atmosphere, having any asigned height of the mercury, may very easily be found; for the line CB in the hyperbola, the areas of which represent the tabular logarithms, being 0.0144765, we shall have the following proportion: as 0.0144765 is to the difference of the logarithms of 30 and of any lesser number, so is the space answering to an inch of mercury, if the air were equal; prefixed with 30 inches of mercury, and every where alike 500 feet, to the height of the barometer in the air, where it will stand at that lesser number of inches. By the converse of this proposition, the height of the mercury may be found corresponding to the given altitude of the place. It should be observed, that the number 0.0144765 is the mean between 0.0147232, the difference of the logarithms of 30 and 29; and 0.0142904, the difference of the logarithms of 30 and 31. The first difference represents the mean density of the air between the heights of 30 and 29 inches indicated by the barometer; and the second difference represents the mean density between 30 and 31; and the density of the air at 30 inches is the mean between these two densities. This calculation of Dr. Halley is founded on the supposition of equal and uniform gravity; but Sir Isaac Newton resolved the problem more generally (Princ. Philol. Nat. Math. t. i. § 5.) and extended it to the true state of the case, where gravity is as the square of the distance inversely; and he showed, that when the distances from the earth's centre are in harmonic progression, the densities are in geometric progression. He also showed, in general, what progression of the distances, on any supposition of gravity, will produce a geometrical progression of the densities so as to obtain a series of lines which will be logarithms of the densities. See also Cotes's "Hydrostatical Lectures," and "Harmonia Mensurarum," and the article Height of the Atmosphere, and Atmospheric Logarithms in this dictionary. By these rules Dr. Halley calculated the following tables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Feet</td>
<td>Feet.</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>28.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>28.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>1662</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>27.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>3662</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>25.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4922</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>24.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10047</td>
<td>24.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>18715</td>
<td>20.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>29662</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>43736</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>110547</td>
<td>11.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4937</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18715</td>
<td>20.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>9183</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>11292</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>29 or 15000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>41 or 21649</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>53 or 27838</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Upon these suppositions it appears, that at the height of 41 miles, the air is so rarified as to take up 5000 times the space it occupies here; and at 53 miles high it would be expanded.
expanded above 50,000 times: but it is probable, says Dr. Halley, that the utmost power of its spring cannot exert itself to so great an extension, and that no part of the atmosphere reaches above 45 miles from the surface of the earth. However, it follows from the principles above stated, that the air has a finite density at an infinite distance from the centre of the earth, or such as would be represented by an ordinate drawn through the centre. But at great distances its rarity would be so great, that its refraction would be immeasurable, though the retardation occasioned by it has been accumulated for ages. At the moderate distance of 500 miles, the rarity is so great that a cubic inch of common air expanded to that degree would occupy a sphere equal to the orbit of Saturn; and the whole retardation sustained by this planet, after some millions of years, would not exceed what would be occasioned by its meeting with one particle of matter weighing half a grain. Hence it may be reasonably inferred, that the visible universe is occupied by air, which, by its gravitation, will accumulate itself round every body in it, in a proportion depending on their respective quantities of matter; the larger bodies attracting more of it than the small ones, and thus forming an atmosphere about each.

Dr. Halley observes, that as the weight of the atmosphere is different at different times, its lower parts will be unequally pressed, and consequently its specific gravity will be also variable. This variation he partly ascribes to the effect of heat and cold, and also to the influence of other causes; but he was of opinion that the condensation and rarefaction, occasioned by cold and heat, and by the various mixtures of aqueous and other vapours, contributes another; for he says, that when the air is rarefied by heat, the vapours are most copiously raised; so that though the air, properly so called, be expanded and consequently becomes lighter, yet its interfaces being crowded with vapours and other matter, in a manner heavier, the weight of the compound may continue much the same. He alleges an experiment of Mr. Cavendish upon the summit of Snowdon hill to prove that the first inches of mercury have their portions of air sufficiently near to what he has determined; for the height of the hill being near 6,000 yards, Cavendish found the mercury to have subsided to 25.6 inches, on a 4 inches tube, to the mean altitude of it at the level of the earth; and by his own calculation the space answering to 4 inches should be 1288 yards.

Mr. De Luc has given an historical and critical detail, in his "Recherches," vol. i. p. 159, &c. of the attempts that have been made, and of the rules that have been proposed, by Maraldi, Scheutz, Caffini, D. Bernouilli, Horreebow, and Bauguer, as well as those of Pascal, Perrier, Mariotte, and Halley, for applying the motion of the mercury in the barometer to the measurement of altitudes. But the subject has been further pursued, and with a peculiar degree of accuracy, by De Luc himself, Sir Geo. Shuckburgh, and Gen. Roy, as we shall shew in the sequel of this article.

From the experiments of Boyle, Mariotte, Amontons, and others, it was inferred that the elasticity of the air is very nearly proportional to its density; and this principle, denominated the "Boylean law," was assumed by almost all writers on this subject. These experiments, however, were not very nice; nor were they extended to any great degrees of compression, as the density of the air was not quadrupled in any of them. By the latter and more accurate experiments of Sulzer (Mém. Berlin, vol. ix.), Fontana (Opera Phylic-Math.), M. De Luc, Sir George Shuckburgh, and Gen. Roy, it has been found that the elasticity of the air does not increase quite so fast as its density. From the Berlin experiments it appears, that the elasticity of the air at the temperature 55°, or the compressing force, increases so much more slowly than the density, that if the compressing force be doubled, the density will exceed the double by about a tenth part, &c. The law of this variation is expressed with tolerable exactness, by supposing that if D be the density of the air, and F the force compressing it, then \( D = F^{33} \), a being a very small fraction, nearly 0.05. But new experiments are wanting to ascertain the law of this inequality with precision. Nevertheless, the general result has been, that the elasticity of rarefied air is very nearly proportional to its density; and the Boylean law may in general be affirmed in cases of the greatest practical importance, or when the density does not much exceed or fall short of that of ordinary air. See Elasticity of the Air.

If we suppose the air to be of the temperature of 32° of Fahrenheit, and the mercury to stand in the barometer at 30 inches, we must allow 1/14th of an inch for its defect if it be elevated 87 feet; and, accordingly, if the air were equally dense and heavy everywhere, the height of the atmosphere would be 30 x 10 x 87 feet, or about 5 miles. But as the air is an elastic fluid, whose density is always proportional to the compressing force, the altitude of the atmosphere will be much greater; and the method of estimating it by Dr. Halley and others, admits of a familiar illustration. Suppose then that a prismatic or cylindrical column of air, reaching to the top of the atmosphere, were divided into an indefinite number of layers or strata of very small but equal thickness, and that every one of the particles of air that form these strata were of the same weight at all distances from the surface of the earth; it is plain, that the quantity of air in each stratum is as the density of the stratum, or as the compressing force, that is, the weight or quantity of matter of the superior and incumbent strata; consequently, the quantity of air in each stratum is proportional to the superincumbent air; but the quantity in each stratum is the difference between the column on its bottom and on its top, and, therefore, these differences are proportional to the quantities of which they are the differences. But in a series of quantities proportional to their differences, the quantities themselves and their differences will be in continued geometrical progression: e.g. let a, b, c be three such quantities; then \( b : c : c : a - b : b - c \); and, by alternation, \( b : a - b : c : b - c \); and, by composition, \( b : a + b + c : b + c \). Hence it appears that the densities of the strata decrease in a geometrical progression; that is, when the elevations above the centre or surface of the earth increase, or their depths under the top of the atmosphere decrease, in an arithmetical progression, the densities decrease in a geometrical progression. This principle may be applied to the purpose of measuring atmospheric altitudes in the manner of Dr. Halley above stated, or by means of that species of logarithmic curve, called from this application and use of it the "atmospheric logarithmic." (See Logarithmic Curve, and Atmospheric Logarithmic.) Let \( AB \) (fig. 99) represent the section of the earth by a plane passing through its centre O, and let \( m \) \( OA \) be a vertical line, and \( AE \), perpendicular to \( OA \), will be an horizontal line passing through \( A \), a point on the surface of the earth. Let \( AE \) represent the density of the air at \( A \); and let \( DH \), parallel to \( AE \), be taken in proportion to \( AE \), as the density at \( D \) is to the density at \( A \); and hence it is evident, that if a logarithmic or logarithmic curve \( EHN \) be drawn, having \( AJ \) for its axis, and passing through the points \( E \) and \( H \), the density of the air at any other point \( C \), in this vertical line, will be represented by \( CG \), the ordinate to the curve in that point; because it is the property of this curve, that if portions \( AB, AC, AD \), of its axis be taken in arithmetical
metrical progression, the ordinates \( AE, BF, CG, DH \), will be in geometrical progression. It is another fundamental property of this curve, that if \( EK \) or \( HS \) touch the curve in \( E \) or \( H \), the subtangent \( AK \) or \( DS \) is a constant quantity. Moreover, the infinitely extended area \( MAIE \) is equal to the rectangle \( KAIL \) of the ordinate and subtangent; and the area \( MDHI \) is equal to \( SD \times DH \), or to \( KA \times DH \); and, therefore, the area lying below any ordinate is proportional to that ordinate. These properties are analogous to the principal circumstances in the constitution of the atmosphere, on the supposition of equal gravity. The area \( BCGN \) represents the whole quantity of aerial matter above \( C \), for \( CG \) is the density at \( C \), and \( CD \) is the thickness of the stratum between \( C \) and \( D \); and, therefore, \( CGHD \) will be as the quantity of air in it, and so of all the others, and of their sums, or of the whole area \( BMCGN \); and as each ordinate is proportional to the area above it, so each density, and the quantity of air in each stratum, is proportional to the quantity of air above it; and as the whole area \( MAIE \) is equal to the rectangle \( KAIL \), so the whole air of variable density above \( A \) might be contained in a column \( KA \); if, instead of being compressed by its own weight, it were without weight, and compressed by an external force equal to the pressure of the air at the surface of the earth; and, in this case, its uniform density would be expressed by \( AE \), the measure of the density at the surface of the earth, and it would form what may be called the homogeneous atmosphere. Hence it follows, that the height of this atmosphere is the subtangent of that curve, whose ordinates are as the densities of the air at different heights, on the supposition of equal gravity. In order to determine this subtangent, we may compare the densities of mercury and air; for a column of air of uniform density, reaching to the top of the homogeneous atmosphere, counter-balances the mercury in the barometer. From the bell experiments it is inferred, that when mercury and air are of the temperature of \( 32^\circ \) Fahrenheit, and the barometer stands at 30 inches, the mercury is nearly 10440 times denser than air: consequently the height of the homogeneous atmosphere is 10440 x 30 inches = 313200 inches = 26100 feet = 8760 yards = 5 miles wanting 100 yards. Or one may find this height by observing the variations of the barometer at known altitudes, thus: when the mercury and air are of the above temperature, and the barometer on the sea-shore stands at 30 inches, an ascent of 884 feet will cause it to fall to 20 inches. Moreover, in all logarithmic curves having equal ordinates, the portions of the area intercepted between the corresponding pairs of ordinates, are proportional to the subtangents; and the subtangent of the curve belonging to the common tables is 0:43429045; and the difference of the logarithms of 30 and 29, which is the part of the axis intercepted between the ordinates 30 and 29, or 0:01472333; 0:43429045 : 883 : 26046 feet = 8680 yards = 5 miles wanting 120 yards, differing from the former result 20 yards. This difference results from the difficulty of accurately ascertaining the respective densities of mercury and air, and also of duly estimating the elevation which causes a fall of one inch in the barometer. This investigation, however, proceeds upon the supposition of equal gravity; whereas it is well known, that the weight of a particle of air decreases as the square of its distance from the centre of the earth increases. In order, therefore, that a superior stratum may produce an equal pressure at the surface of the earth, it must be denser, because a single particle of it gravitates less: consequently, the density at equal elevations must be greater than on the supposition of equal gravity, and the law of its diminution must be different.

Make \( OD : OA :: OA : Ob \); \( OC : OA :: OA : Ob \), &c. so that if \( Oa, Ob, Oa, Ma \) may be reciprocals to \( OD, OC, OB, OA \); and through the points \( A, B, C, D \), draw the perpendiculars \( AB, BE, CE, DB \), proportional to the densities in \( A, B, C, D \); and let \( CD \) be supported exceedingly small, so that the density may be supported uniform through the whole stratum. Then we shall have, \( OD \times OD = OA \times OC \); and \( Od \times Od = OD \times OD ; Oc \times Oc = OD \times CD \); and \( Oc \times Od \times Od = OD \); or because \( OC \) and \( OD \) are ultimately in the ratio of equality, we have \( od : CD :: Oc : OC = OA \); and, \( cd = CD \times OA \times OC \), and \( cd \times cg = CD \times CG \times CD \); but \( CD \times CG = \frac{CG}{CD} \); is as the pressure at \( C \) arising from the absolute weight of the stratum \( CD \); for this weight is as the bulk, as the density, and as the gravitation of each particle jointly. But \( CD \) expresses the bulk, \( CG \) the density, and \( \frac{OA}{OC} \) the gravitation of each particle. Consequentially \( cd \times cg \) is as the pressure on \( C \) arising from the weight of the stratum \( CD \); but \( cd \times cg \) is evidently the element of the curve \( AMNE \) formed by the curve \( EFGH \), and the ordinates \( AE, BF, CG, DH \), &c. &c. &c. &c.

Therefore the sum of all the elements such as \( cdg \), that is the area \( cmag \), below \( cg \), will be as the whole pressure on \( C \), arising from the gravitation of all the air above it; but by the nature of air, this whole pressure is as the density which it produces, that is, as \( cg \). Hence it appears that the curve \( EGN \) is such, that the area lying below or beyond any ordinate \( cg \) is proportional to that ordinate; and this being the property of the logarithmic curve, \( EGN \) is a curve of this nature. Besides, this curve is the same with \( EGN \); for let \( B \) continually approach to \( A \), and ultimately coincide with it. It is evident that the ultimate ratio of \( BA \) to \( AB \), and of \( BF \) to \( BF \), is that of equality; and if \( EFK \), \( EFK \), be drawn, they will contain equal angles with the ordinate \( AE \), and will cut off equal subtangents \( AK \), \( AE \). The curves \( EGN \), \( EGN \), are, therefore, the same in all appropriate positions. Moreover, if \( Oa, Ob, Oc, Od \), &c. be taken in arithmetical progression decreasing, their reciprocals \( OA, OB, OC, OD \), &c., will be in harmonic progression increasing (see Progression); but, from the nature of the logarithmic curve, when \( Oa, Ob, Oc, Od \), &c. are in arithmetical progression, the ordinates \( AE, BF, CG, DH \), &c. are in geometrical progression. Consequentially, when \( Oa, Ob, Oc, OD \), &c. are in harmonical progression, the densities of the air at \( A, B, C, D \), &c. are in geometrical progression; and thus the densities of the air at all elevations may be discovered. Thus, to find the density of the air at \( K \), the top of the homogenous atmosphere, make \( OK \) \( : OA :: OA : OL \), and draw the ordinate \( LT \); \( LT \) is the density at \( K \).

The correction for the diminished gravity of the air stated by professor Playfair (Edimb. Trans. vol. i. p. 111.) is a third proportional to the semidiameter of the earth, and the height as computed by the ordinary rule; and for different mountains, this correction is in the duplicate ratio of their heights. Dr. Hordely finds (Phil. Trans. vol. biv.), that in a height of 4 English miles, the diminution of density or volume from the accedative force of gravity would be only 1/4th part of the whole, or about 4 feet; and this affect, being in the duplicate ratio of the heights, becomes at one mile high only three feet. Below the surface of the earth, it is but half the quantity; gravity within the earth being simply as the distance from the centre.
As the heights of the mercury in the barometer in all accessible elevations indicate the densities of the air at these elevations, the method of taking heights by this instrument may be illustrated in the following familiar manner.

It has already been observed, that if the mercury in the barometer stand at 30 inches, and the air and mercury be of the same temperature of 32°F. Fahrenheit, a column of air 87 feet thick has the same weight with a column of mercury of an inch thick; and therefore if in ascends the mercury sinks to 26.9 inches, the interval of ascent is 87 feet. Suppose the mercury at a higher elevation to stand at 29.8 inches, and it be required to know the height to which the barometer has been carried. The stratum through which it has been raised, as the air is less compressed and rarer, must of course be thicker. The density of the first stratum may be called 300, estimating the density by the number of tenths of an inch of mercury which its elasticity proportional to its density enables it to support. In the same manner the density of the second stratum must be 299. But when the weights are equal, the bulks are inversely as the densities; and when the bases of the strata are equal, the bulks are as the thicknesses. In order therefore to obtain the thickness of the second stratum, say 299 : 300 :: 87 : 87.29, which denotes the thickness of the second stratum; and therefore the whole interval of the elevation of the barometer has been 174.29 feet. When the barometer at a higher elevation, shews the density to be 298, say 298 : 300 :: 87 : 87.584; the thickness of the third stratum, and 261.875 will be the whole ascent. By this method may be computed the following table, in which the first column is the height of the mercury in the barometer, the second column is the thickness of the stratum, or the elevation above the preceding stratum, and the third column is the whole elevation above the first stratum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>00.000</td>
<td>00.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>87.000</td>
<td>87.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>87.291</td>
<td>174.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>87.384</td>
<td>261.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>87.397</td>
<td>249.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>88.176</td>
<td>473.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>91.473</td>
<td>520.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>92.776</td>
<td>615.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>89.079</td>
<td>704.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>89.384</td>
<td>793.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>89.691</td>
<td>883.335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to measure any elevation within the limits of this table, observe the barometer at the lower and at the upper stations, and write down the corresponding elevations; subtract the one from the other, and the remainder is the height required. E. G. Suppose that at the lower station the mercurial height was 29.8, and that at the upper station it was 29.1.

29.8 - 29.1 = 0.7

619,353 the elevation required.

Without the aid of the table, let m represent the medium of the mercurial heights, and d their difference in tenths of an inch; then say, as m is to 300, so is 8.7 to the height.
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required \( b \) or \( b = \frac{300 \times 8.7d}{m} \). Thus in the preceding example, \( m = 29.45 \), and \( d = .7 \); and therefore, \( b = \frac{29.45 \times 8.7}{29.45} = 82.70 \), differing only one foot from the former value. The whole error of the elevation 883 feet, 4 inches, the extent of the table, estimated in either of these methods, is only \( \frac{1}{300} \) of an inch. It is needless however to recur to approximations, when the scientific and more accurate method first practised by Dr. Halley is equally easy. Upon the supposition of equal gravity, as we have already shown, the densities of the air are as the ordinates of a logarithmic curve whose axis is the line of elevations. It has been also shown, that, in the true theory of gravity, if the distances from the centre of the earth increase in a harmonic progression, the densities decrease in an arithmetical progression; but if the greatest elevation above the surface be but a few miles, this harmonic progression will scarcely differ from an arithmetical one. Thus if \( AB, AC, AD \) are 1, 2, and 3 miles, the corresponding elevations \( AB, AC, AD \) will be feebly in an arithmetical progression also; for the earth's radius \( AC \) is nearly 4000 miles. Hence it follows that \( LC - AB \) is

\[
\frac{3000 \times 4001}{16004000} = 0.19052249
\]

which is a quantity altogether insignificant. We may therefore assume, that in all accessible places, the elevations increase in an arithmetical progression, while the densities decrease in a geometrical progression. Consequently the ordinates are proportional to the numbers which are taken to measure the densities, and the portions of the axis are proportional to the logarithms of these numbers. Hence it follows, that we may take such a scale for measuring the densities, that the logarithms of the numbers of this scale shall be the portions of the axis, that is, of the vertical line in feet, yards, fathoms, or any other measure; and we may, on the other hand, chuse such a scale for measuring our elevations that the logarithms of our scale of densities shall be parts of this scale of elevations; and either of these scales may be found scientifically. For it is a known property of the logarithmic curves, that when the ordinates are the same, the intercepted portions of the abscissæ are proportional to their subtangents. But the subtangent of the atmospheric logarithmic is known; it is the height of the homogenous atmosphere in any measure we please, e. g. fathoms; and we find this height by comparing the gravities of air and mercury, when both are of some determined density. Thus in the temperature of 32°F. Fahrenheit, when the barometer stands at 30 inches, it is known, as the result of many experiments, that mercury is 10443.68 times heavier than air; therefore the height of the counter-balancing column of homogenous air will be 10443.68 times 30 inches, that is, 4342.945 English fathoms. It is also known that the subtangent of our common logarithmic tables, where \( t \) is the logarithm of the number 10, is 0.4342945. Consequenly the number 0.4342945 is to the difference \( D \) of the logarithms of any two barometric heights as 4342.945 fathoms are to the fathoms \( F \) contained in the portion of the axis of the atmospheric logarithmic, which is intercepted between the ordinates equal to these barometrical heights; or that 0.4342945 : \( D \) :: 4342.945 : \( F \), and 0.4342945 : \( D \) :: 4342.945 : \( F \); but 0.4342945 is the tenth thousandth part of 4342.945, and therefore \( D \) is the ten thousandth part of \( F \).

Thus it accidentally happens, that the logarithms of the densities,
densities, measured by the inches of mercury which their
equality supports in the barometer, are just the ten thou-
sandth parts of the fathoms contained in the corresponding
portions of the axis of the atmospheric logarithmic.

Therefore if we multiply our common logarithms by 10,000,
you will express the fathoms of the axis of the atmospheral
logarithmic. Our logarithms contain the index or charac-
teristic, which is an integer, and a number of decimal
places. Let us then remove the integer place four figures
to the right hand; thus, the logarithm of 5712791513 is
multiply this by 10,000, and we obtain 1775817942.

This reasoning may be easily applied to practice, thus;

obtain the heights of the mercury in the barometer and at
the upper and lower stations in inches and decimals; take
the logarithms of these, and subtract the one from the other;
and the difference between them, accounting the four dit
decimal figures as integers in the manner now proposed, is
the difference of elevation in fathoms.

E. C.

Mercurial height at the lower station 29.8 - 14742163
At the upper station 29.1 - 14638930

Difference of logarithms $\times 10000$ - 00103233
or 103 fathoms and $\frac{222}{100}$ of a fathom, which is 619.192
feet or 619.192 $\frac{222}{100}$ inches, differing from the approximated
value before found about $\frac{4}{4}$ an inch. We have thus allowed
ourselves of the familiar and very intelligible illustration of
the method of measuring heights by means of the barometer
proposed and reduced to practice by Dr. Halley, given by
an ingenious anonymous writer in the "Encyclopedia
Britannica" art. "Pneumatics." By this method it was
found that when the temperature of air and mercury was
32° of Fahrenheit, the difference of the logarithms of the
mercurial heights was precisely equal to the number of fathoms
of elevation; and it was verified upon the whole in
practice, by geometrical surveys and measurements.

The utility of it, however, was of very limited extent; and
it was seldom adopted, till M. De Luc first and after him for
George Shuckburgh and general Roy, introduced in con-
sequence of numerous observations and well-conducted ex-
periments such improvements and corrections as were found
to be necessary for expediting the practice of it and render-
ing the result of it accurate.

M. De Luc's apparatus of portable barometers, and their
annexed thermometers, with which he made his observations,
had been already described. In the construction of his
barometers he guarded as much as possible against the im-
perfections and faults to which those of the common fort are
subject. The error arising from the repulsion of the mercury
by the glass tubes he remedied by substituting a fihn bar-
ometer instead of the simple upright tube, so that the repu-
ulsion of the two legs of the fihn might counteract itself. An-
other error resulting from air and moisture in the barometrical
tube he obviated by boiling the mercury in the
tube, and by other precautions. And he also shows how to
correct mistakes in the elevation of heights that are owing
to variations of the density of the mercury, and also of the
air, occasioned by heat and cold; by means of allowances de-
pending on two thermometers, one attached to the frame of
the barometer itself and the other exposed to the open air
for viewing its degree of heat; and these thermometers are
to be noted both at the top and bottom of the hill. From
the use of this apparatus in a great variety of observations
he deduced a rule for calculating the heights of places,
which he verified by numerous experiments. Dr. Malke-
lyne and bishop Horiley have reduced his rule from the
French to the English measure, and adapted it to the ther-

mometers of Fahrenheit's scale. M. De Luc (see Recherches,
&c. vol. i. p. 362—364) in the winter season, heated the air
of his room to as great a degree as possible, and observed
the rise of the barometer occasioned by the diminution of
its density or specific gravity by heat; and he also noted
the height of the thermometer, both before and after the
room was heated. Hence he deduced a rule that when the
barometer is at 27 French inches, which was the case in
this experiment, an increase of heat from freezing to that of
boiling water will raise the barometer 6 lines, or $\frac{2}{14}$th part
of the whole. But when the barometer is higher than 27
inches, this variation must increase in the same proportion;
and it will be always $\frac{2}{14}$th of the height of the barometer.
Consequently if the height he called $B$, the rise of the baro-
 meter corresponding to an increase of heat from freezing to
boiling water, will be $B \times \frac{2}{14}$; and as it will be less for a less
difference of heat, if the number of degrees marked on the
thermometer between freezing and boiling water be called
$K$, and the rise of the thermometer from any given point
be called $H$, the corresponding rise of the barometer will be
$B \times \frac{2}{14} \times \frac{H}{K}$, by the increase of heat from the given point
$\frac{2}{14}$ by the number of degrees $H$. With a decrease of heat, $H$
would signify the degrees of decrease, and the barometer
would sink by $B \times \frac{2}{14} \times \frac{H}{K}$. The fixed temperature
heat to which M. De Luc reduced his observations of the
barometer is $\frac{2}{14}$ th of the interval from freezing to boiling wa-
ter above the former point; and if the thermometer was
higher than this degree, he subtracted $B \times \frac{2}{14} \times \frac{H}{K}$, if it was
lower, he added this quantity to the observed height of the
barometer; and he thus obtained its exact height, or such as it
would have been, if the density of its quicksilver had been
the same as answers to the fixed degree of temperature.
He thus corrected the height of both his barometers, that
at the bottom and that at the top of the hill, for the par-
ticular degree of heat indicated by a thermometer attached
to the barometer at each station. These corrected heights
of the barometers were those which he used in his calcula-
tions. Then, calling these two altitudes of the barometer
at the lower and at the upper stations $b$ and $b$, and using log. $b$
and log. $b$ for their logarithms, taken out of the common
tables, and assuming the four first places of figures after
the index as integers, and the three remaining figures as deci-
mals, and putting $C$ for the mean height of a thermometer,
exposed to the air at the top and bottom of the hill, the
freezing point being o, and the point of boiling water at 80,
he found by his experiments that the height of the hill
would be given in French toises, when $C$ was 164, by mer-
ely taking the difference of the logarithms of the heights
of the barometer, or log. $B$ — log. $b$; and in any other degree of heat, would be greater or less in propor-
tion as the rarity of the air was greater or less than in
the fixed temperature; or greater or less, by $\frac{2}{14}$th part
of the whole, for every degree of the thermometer reckoned
from the fixed temperature 164; and consequently the
height of the place would be expressed generally in French
toises by this formula, viz. log. $B$ — log. $b$ + log. $B$ — log. $b$
$\times \frac{C - 164}{215}$ = log. $B$ — log. $b$ $\times$ 1 + $\frac{C - 164}{215}$. The re-
duction of this formula to English measure and to the scale of
of Fahrenheit's thermometer is performed by the astronomer royal (Phil. Trans. vol. lv. p. 162), in the following manner: The French foot is to the English foot as 1.06575 to 1 (Phil. Trans. vol. lxxiiii. p. 336); and the Fahrenheit's point of freezing is 32, and that of boiling water 212, having an interval of 180 degrees. But M. De Luc's point of boiling water or 80 was marked when the barometer was at 27 French inches, that being its mean height at Geneva; but our English workmen mark the same point on Fahrenheit's scale, when the barometer stands at 30 inches, which is equal to 28 inches 13 lines French measure, or 13.8 lines higher than M. De Luc's barometer, when he adjusted the point of boiling water on his thermometer; and it is well known, that the heat of boiling water varies with the weight of the atmosphere. M. De Luc from his experiments inferred, that an increase of one line in the height of the barometer raises the mercury of the thermometer, placed in boiling water, 1/33 part of the interval between the freezing point and that of boiling water, though the rule will not apply to large variations of the barometer occasioned by very great heights above the earth's surface. The change of the boiling point in Fahrenheit's scale corresponding to a change of one line in the barometer, will be 49.4° = 0.16°, and therefore 3.8 lines will produce 0.16° x 13.8 = 2.2 degrees of Fahrenheit's scale, and a thermometer, whose point of boiling water was marked 212, when the barometer stood at 30 English inches = 28 inches 13 lines French measure, will, when the barometer descends to 27 French inches, sink 2.2 degrees in boiling water, or to 209.8 or in round numbers to 210 degrees, which is dillerent only 178, from 232 the point of freezing. Hence it appears that an extent of 80° of M. De Luc's thermometer corresponds to an extent of 178 of our Fahrenheit's thermometer; and putting 

\[ b \] for the degrees of this thermometer, corresponding to \( C \) of M. De Luc's, we shall have \( C = F - 32 \times 80 : 178, \) and \( C = F - 32 \times 80 : 178, \) which, substituted in Fahrenheit's formula, gives \(
\log \frac{b - \log b}{215} = \log \frac{215}{215} \times 80 - 162 = \log \frac{215}{215} \log b
\)

\[ + \frac{F}{215} - 32 \times \frac{80}{215} - 162 \]

\[ \times 1 + \frac{F}{178} - 32 \times \frac{80}{178} - 162 \]

\[ \times 1 + \frac{F}{478.38} - 32 \times \frac{80}{478.38} - 162 \]

\[ \times 1 + \frac{F}{692.27} \]

in French toises. To reduce these to our English fathoms of 6 feet each, multiply the above expression by 1.06575, and we shall have

\[ \log \frac{b - \log b}{1.06575} = \log \frac{1.06575}{1.06575} \times 80 - 162 = \log \frac{1.06575}{1.06575} \log b \]

\[ + \frac{F}{1.06575} - 32 \times \frac{80}{1.06575} - 162 \]

\[ \times 1 + \frac{F}{1.06575} - 32 \times \frac{80}{1.06575} - 162 \]

\[ \times 1 + \frac{F}{478.38} - 32 \times \frac{80}{478.38} - 162 \]

\[ \times 1 + \frac{F}{692.27} \]

in English fathoms.

In these expressions \( b \) and \( b \) denote heights of the barometer, at the lower and higher stations, corrected for the difference of heat between a fixed temperature, viz. 1/4th of the interval between freezing and boiling water, and the present heat, indicated by the thermometer attached to the barometer at each station: but it will be sufficient, and more convenient, to correct one barometer for the difference of the heat of the two. Suppose then the upper barometer to be corrected, to reduce it to the temperature of the lower one, and that \( b \) signifies the height of this barometer, as observed and not corrected; the correction, from what has been already said, if we call \( D \) the difference of height of the thermometer attached to the barometer at the two stations, c. e. at the top and bottom of the hill, will be

\[ \frac{D}{54 K} \]

as the thermometer stands highest at the lower or upper station; and the upper barometer corrected, instead of \( b \), will be

\[ b + \frac{D}{54 K} \]

which substituted in the formula, gives

\[ \log \frac{b + D}{54 K} = \log \frac{b + D}{54 K} \times 1 + \frac{F}{449} - 40 \]

But the correction, on account of the difference of height of the barometer at the two stations, may be reduced to a more easy expression, in which the variable quantity \( b \), the height of the upper barometer, shall not appear. The fluxion of a logarithm is to the fluxion of its natural number as the modulus of the system to the natural number; and 4343 is the modulus of the common logarithms, when the four places, next the index or characteristic, are taken as whole numbers, instead of decimals, which is meant to be done in the use of the preceding formula.

Consequently, being very small with respect to \( b \), we shall have variation of \( \log b \) : variation of \( \log b + \frac{D}{54 K} \) : 4343 : \( b \) nearly very nearly, and hence variation of \( b \)

\[ = \pm \frac{D b}{54 K} \times 4343 = \pm \frac{D b}{54 K} = \frac{4343 D}{54 K} = \frac{4343 D}{54 K} \]

(putting \( K = 178 \))

\[ \pm 0.452 D. \]

Hence \( \log \left( b \pm \frac{D b}{54 K} \right) = \log b \pm 0.452 D \); which, being substituted in the above formula, will give the difference of height of the two stations, in English fathoms, in a more convenient expression, viz. \( \log \frac{b + D}{b} - \frac{449}{449} \times \frac{449}{449} \times \frac{449}{449} \); where the upper sign, +, is to be used, when the thermometer of the barometer is highest at the lower station, and the lower sign, - , is to be used, when the said thermometer is lowest at the lower station. When \( F \), the height of Fahrenheit's thermometer, is less than 40°, \( \frac{F}{449} \), becoming negative or subtractive, must be accordingly applied in the calculation. In the foregoing formula, \( B \) denotes the observed altitude of the barometer at the lower station, and \( b \) that at the upper station; \( \log B \) and \( \log b \) denote their logarithms taken out of the common tables, by ascribing the four first figures, next following the index, as whole numbers, and considering the three remaining figures to the right hand, as decimals; \( D \) signifies the difference of height of Fahrenheit's thermometer, attached to the barometer at the top and bottom of the hill; and \( F \) signifies the mean of the two heights of Fahrenheit's thermometer, exposed freely for a few minutes to the open air in the shade, at the top and bottom of the hill.

The formula, for the measure of heights, may be adapted to
to thermometers of particular scales, for the convenience of calculation; but the fakes will be different from those of M. De Luc. The thermometer, attached to the barometer, will be divided with the interval between freezing and boiling water, consisting of 81.4 degrees (=180 x 0.452); the freezing point may be marked 9, and the point of boiling water will be 213; for then, if the difference of height of this thermometer, at the two stations, be called d, we shall have 

\[ d = 0.452 \times X \]

for \( d = 180 \); and the number of degrees expressed by \( d \) will be immediately the correction for the difference of heat of the two barometers. If the thermometer, designed to show the temperature of the air, be divided with the interval between freezing and boiling water = 500, and the freezing point be marked 9, and the boiling point 191, and the heights of this thermometer, at the two stations, be called \( G \) and \( I \), we shall have

\[ \frac{F - 40}{449} = \frac{G + I}{2 \times 500} + \frac{G + I}{1000} \]

For \( F - 40 = F - 32 - 8 \) is the height of Fahrenheit's thermometer, reckoned from 8 degrees above freezing, and \( F - 32 - 8 \) increasing both the numerator and denominator in the ratio of 449 to 500, will become

\[ \frac{F - 32 \times 500}{449} \]

Hence, if the thermometer of the barometer has the freezing point marked 0, and the point of boiling water 81.4, and the difference of its height, at the two stations, be called \( d \); and the thermometer for measuring the temperature of the air be divided with the interval of 500 between the freezing point and that of boiling water, and the first be marked 9, and the latter 191, and the degrees, shown by this, at the two stations, be called \( G \) and \( I \); the formula, that will give the height of the upper station above the lower one, in English fathoms, will be

\[ \log B - \log d + \frac{G + I}{1000} \]

by 6, will give the height in English feet. It is to be observed, that \( + d \), or \( - d \), is to be used, as the thermometer, attached to the barometer, is highest at the lower or upper station; and if \( G \) and \( I \) should happen to fall below 0 of the scale, or to be subtractive, they must be applied accordingly in the calculation.

The rules, expressed in the above formula, will be in common language as follows:

1. The rule adapted to Fahrenheit's thermometer is this.

Take the difference of the tabular logarithms of the observed heights of the barometer at the two stations, considering the four first figures, exclusively of the index, as whole numbers, and the three remaining figures to the right as decimals; and subtract or add \( \frac{1}{700} \)th part of the difference of the height of the Fahrenheit's thermometer, attached to the barometer at the two stations, according as it was highest at the lower or upper station; thus you will have the height of the upper station above the lower in English fathoms nearly. This is to be corrected in the following manner: say, as 419 is to the difference of the mean altitude of Fahrenheit's thermometer, exposed to the air at the two stations, from 419, in the height of the upper station found nearly to the correction of the same: which, added or subtracted, according as the mean altitude of Fahrenheit's thermometer was higher or lower than 419, will give the true height of the upper station above the lower, in English fathoms, and multiplied by 6 in English feet.

II. The rule adapted to two thermometers of particular scales is as follows. Take the difference of the tabular logarithms of the observed heights of the barometer, at the two stations, considering the four first figures, exclusively of the index, as whole numbers, and the three remaining figures to the right as decimals; and subtract or add the difference of the thermometer, of a particular scale, attached to the barometer, at the two stations, according as it was highest at the lower or upper station, and you will have the height of the upper station above the lower one, in English fathoms nearly; subject to the following correction: say, as 1000 is to the sum of the altitudes of the thermometer of a particular scale, exposed to the air at both stations, as 0.452 is to the difference of the altitudes of the thermometers, exposed to the air, or positive or negative, will give the true height of the upper station above the lower, found nearly, to the correction of the same: which, added or subtracted, according as the sum of the altitudes of the thermometers, exposed to the air, is positive or negative, will give the true height of the upper station above the lower in English fathoms, and multiplied by 6, in English feet. Dr. Horley, the present bishop of St. Alban, has given a comparison of M. De Luc's rules with theory, reduced them to English measures of length, and adapted them to Fahrenheit's scale of the thermometer, and added tables and precepts for expecting the practical application of them in the Phil. Trans., vol. iv. p. 214, 25. Atmospheric Logarithmic, and Fixed Points of Thermometers.

The scene of M. De Luc's first observations was mount Saleve, near Geneva. Here he selected 15 stations at different elevations; and the following table abridged and from his minute details (Recherches, &c. vol. ii. p. 213, &c.) shows the result of his operations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stations</th>
<th>Heights by Leveling, feet</th>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Mean height by the thermometer, feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2211</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2333</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2582</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The latest and most accurate experiments and observations relating to this subject, are those of Sir George Shuckburgh, and General Roy. In order to render the method of measuring altitudes by the barometer more perfect, it is necessary to ascertain by appropriate experiments the expansion of mercury by any increase of temperature, and also the expansion of air by the same, and also the variations to which its effusiveness is subject.

It has been already stated, that M. De Luc estimates the expansion of quicksilver, between the temperatures of melting ice and boiling water, to be exactly 6 French lines, or .532875 decimal parts of an English inch. But he supposed the barometer to stand at 27 Fr. inches, or 28.77525 Eng. inches; whereas, if it had stood at 30 inches, it would have been
been \(0.55556\), because the expansion is proportional to the length of the column. It has also been found, that M. De Luc's boiling point is 2.2° lower than that of English thermometers, reducing it to 209.8 of Fahrenheit and making the interval between freezing and boiling only 177.8 degrees. Hence the expansion \(0.55556\) must be augmented in the proportion of 177.8 to 180, which gives for the total, 0.562407 or 0.56243, on a difference of temperature of 180°. Thus the expansion for each degree, supposing it to be arithmetical, or uniformly the same in all parts of the column, will be \(0.00312461\). But from information communicated by M. De Luc to general Roy, it appears that the difference of temperature in his experiments amounted to about 31° of Reaumur, or 72° of Fahrenheit, above freezing; and therefore, \(0.00312461 \times 72 = 0.225\) nearly will denote the rate of expansion, from which he deduced that it was 180°.

The experiments of general Roy for ascertaining the expansion of mercury are minutely detailed in the Phil. Trans. vol. lxvii. p. 659—682. He exposed 30 inches of mercury, sustained in a barometer by the atmosphere, in a nice apparatus, by which it could be made of open uniform temperature, throughout its whole length; and he noted the expansions of it in decimals of an inch. The result appears in the following table; of which the first column expresses the temperature by Fahrenheit's thermometer, the second column expresses the bulk of the mercury in consequence of its expansion, and the third column shows the expansion of one inch of mercury for an increase of one degree in the adjoining temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp.</th>
<th>Bulk of</th>
<th>Expan. for 1°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>213°</td>
<td>30.5117</td>
<td>0.0000763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202°</td>
<td>30.6888</td>
<td>0.0000787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193°</td>
<td>30.6452</td>
<td>0.0000810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182°</td>
<td>30.4404</td>
<td>0.0000833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177°</td>
<td>30.4159</td>
<td>0.0000857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162°</td>
<td>30.3909</td>
<td>0.0000880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157°</td>
<td>30.3798</td>
<td>0.0000903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142°</td>
<td>30.3677</td>
<td>0.0000923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132°</td>
<td>30.3900</td>
<td>0.0000943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122°</td>
<td>30.3807</td>
<td>0.0000953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112°</td>
<td>30.3718</td>
<td>0.0000963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102°</td>
<td>30.3223</td>
<td>0.0001003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92°</td>
<td>30.1922</td>
<td>0.0001023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82°</td>
<td>30.1915</td>
<td>0.0001043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72°</td>
<td>30.1902</td>
<td>0.0001063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62°</td>
<td>30.0984</td>
<td>0.0001077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52°</td>
<td>30.0661</td>
<td>0.0001093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42°</td>
<td>30.0333</td>
<td>0.0001110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32°</td>
<td>30.0000</td>
<td>0.0001127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22°</td>
<td>29.9662</td>
<td>0.0001143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12°</td>
<td>29.9319</td>
<td>0.0001160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>29.8071</td>
<td>0.0001177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>29.8001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By this table the observed height of the mercury may be reduced to what it would have been if it were of the temperature 32. Suppose that the mercurial height is observed to be 29.2, and that the temperature of the mercury is 72°; let \(30.1362 : 30 : 29.2 : 29.0738\), which would be the true measure of the density of the air of the standard temperature. In order to obtain the exact temperature of the mercury, the observation should be made by a thermometer attached to the frame of the barometer, that it may warm and cool along with it. This, however, may be done, with sufficient accuracy, without a table; as the expansion of an inch of mercury for one degree decreases very nearly 1/48 part in each succeeding degree. If therefore we take from the expansion at 32° its thousandth part for each degree of any range above it, we obtain a mean rate of expansion for that range. When the observed temperature of the mercury is below 32°, this correction must be added in order to obtain the mean expansion. This rule will be more exact if we suppose the expansion at 32° to be 0.0014427; as in the table. Then, by multiplying the mercurial height by this expansion, we obtain the correction to be subtracted or added as the temperature of the mercury was above or below 32°. Thus, in the former example of 72°, take 40, the excess of 72° above 32°, from 0.0001127, and we have 0.0001087. Multiply this by 40, and we have the whole expansion of one inch of mercury = 0.043348. Multiply the inches of mercurial height, viz. 29.2 by this expansion, and we have for the correction 0.125965; which, subtracted from the observed height, leaves 29.07334, differing from the exact quantity less than the thousandth part of an inch. This correction may be made by another process, still more simple: or by multiplying the observed height of the mercury by the difference of its temperature from 32°, and cutting off four cyphers before the decimals of the mercurial height: and this method will seldom err one hundredth of an inch. Having thus corrected the observed mercurial heights by reducing them to what they would have been if the mercury had been of the standard temperature, the logarithms of the corrected heights are taken; and their difference, multiplied by 100000, will give the difference of elevations, in English fathoms. Another method of applying this correction, more expeditious and not less accurate, is as follows. As the difference of the logarithms of the mercurial heights is the measure of the ratio of those heights, so likewise the difference of the logarithms of the observed and corrected heights at any station is the measure of the ratio of those heights; and, therefore, this last difference of the logarithms is the measure of the correction of this ratio. But the observed height is to the corrected height as 1 to 1.000102; and the logarithm of this ratio, or the difference of the logarithms of 1 and 1.000102, is 0.00000444. This is the correction for each degree by which the temperature of the mercury differs from 32. Therefore multiply 0.00000444 by the difference of the mercurial temperatures from 32, and the products will be the corrections of the respective logarithms. The following method of applying the logarithmic correction is more easy than the former. The correction will only be necessary, when the temperatures at the two stations are different, and it will be proportional to this difference. Therefore, if the difference of the mercurial temperatures be multiplied by 0.00000444, the product will be the correction required on the difference of the logarithms of the mercurial heights. Moreover, since the differences of the logarithms of the mercurial heights are also the differences of elevation in English fathoms, it follows, that the correction is also a difference of elevation in English fathoms; or that the correction for one degree of difference of mercurial temperature is \(\frac{1}{546.9}\) of a fathom = 32 inches = 2 feet 8 inches. This correction of 2.8 for every degree of difference of temperature must be subtracted


**Table III.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degr. of the Therm.</th>
<th>Height of the barometer in inches.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sir George Shuckburgh has given the following table for the expansion of mercury by heat.
Sir George Shuckburgh, in his barometrical observations, reckoned the equation for the expansion of mercury = .00325 of an inch for every degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer in a column of 30 inches, instead of .00312 used by M. De Luc: but this difference, he says, will not occasion an alteration in the result of any one of his observations of more than 5 inches; and he considers it as of no account. In another part of the same paper (Phil. Trans. vol. lxvi. p. 567.), he estimates this equation, allowing .00432 for the effect of the expansion of glass for 1° upon a column of 30 inches, at .00364 of an inch for each degree, when the barometer stands at 30 inches. He adds, that there is ground for the suspicion, that the expansion of mercury is not directly as the heat flown by the barometer, but in a ratio somewhat different; owing, as he conceives, to some of the mercury being converted into an elastic vapour in the vacuum that takes place at the top of the Torricellian tube, which precludes upon the column of mercury and thus counteracts in a small degree the expansion from heat. It does not, however, appear to be a considerable quantity, not amounting to above 1/48th of the whole expansion in a range of 40° of temperature. General Roy was incommodeled in his experiments by the alternate expansion and condensation of the elastic vapour contained in the upper part of his tube. Lord Charles Cavendish found the difference between the expansion of mercury and glass, from 180° of heat, to be .459. And taking into the account Mr. Smeaton's dilatation of glass, the total expansion of 30 inches of mercury, says General Roy, will be .544, which gives a rate of expansion of only .003022 for each degree. Phil. Trans. vol. lxviii. p. 671. 673. 678.

After all, there will be a difference in the specific gravity of the mercury that is used, which will occasion irregularities that are not easily obliterated. Mercury has been thought sufficiently pure for a barometer, when it is so far cleared of all calculable matter as not to drag or fill the tube. Nevertheless in this rate it may contain a considerable portion of other metals, particularly of silver, bismuth, and tin, which will diminish its specific gravity. It has been obtained by rectification from chilliars of the specific gravity of 1.429, and it is thought very fine if it be 1.569. The specific gravity of the mercury in the barometers used by Sir George Shuckburgh was 1.561 with 68° of heat; but it is seldom found so heavy. These variations must affect the ultimate results; and in order to obtain precision, it is absolutely necessary to know the density of the mercury that is employed. The subtangent of the atmospherical logarithmic, or the height of the homogeneous atmosphere, will increase in the same proportion with the density of the mercury; and the elevation corresponding to 1/4th of an inch of barometric height will vary in the same proportion.

Another circumstance which demands attention in this business is the temperature of the air; as the change that is produced by heat in its density is of much greater moment than that of the mercury. The relative gravity of the two, on which the subtangent of the logarithmic curve depends, and consequently the unit of our scale of elevation, is much more affected by the heat of the air than by the heat of the mercury. M. De Luc was led from his observations to conclude, that at a certain temperature, marked +16½ in his scale, and nearly 69°4 of Fahrenheit's, the difference of the logarithms of the heights of the mercury in the barometer, at the upper and the lower stations, gave the height of the former of those stations above the latter in 1000ths of a French toise; but that at every other temperature above or below 69°4, a correction of .00225 of the whole was to be added or subtracted for every degree of the thermometer. By observations still more accurate, it has been found, that the temperature at which the difference of the logarithms gives the height in English fathoms is 32°, and that the correction at other temperatures is .00243 of that difference for every degree of the thermometer. The manner of estimating the temperature of the air, adopted in all these observations, was the same; an arithmetical mean was taken between the heights of the thermometer, at the upper and lower stations, and was supposed to be uniformly diffus'd through the column of air intercepted between them. M. De Luc, however, was apprised of the inaccuracy of this supposition; and General Roy, too, has observed, that one of the chief causes of error in barometrical computation proceeds from the mode of estimating the temperature of the column of air from that of its extremities, which must be faulty in proportion as the height and difference of temperature are great. Indeed it seldom or never happens, that any particular stratum of air is uniformly of the same temperature. It is commonly much colder above; and it is also of different constitutions. Below it is warm, loaded with vapour, and very expanisible; above it is cold, much drier, and less expanisible both by its dryness and its rarity. Currents of wind, also, are often difposed in strata, which retain their places for a considerable time; and as they come from different regions, are of different temperatures and constitutions. It is neither certain that the whole intermediate stratum expands alike, nor that the expansion is equal in the different intermediate temperatures. Rare air expands less than that which is denser; and there is a particular elevation at which the general expansion, instead of diminishing the density of the air, increases it by the superior expansion of that which is below. But no general rule has been establisht by which we can obtain a more accurate correction than by taking the expansion for the mean temperature.

Sir George Shuckburgh has exhibited the result of several experiments on the expansion of air by a change of temperature in the following table; where is seen the increase in bulk of 1000 parts of air of the temperature of freezing and prellure of 38 1/4 inches, by an addition of 1 degree of heat in Fahrenheit's thermometer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations.</th>
<th>Number of degrees the air was heated.</th>
<th>Expansion for 1° in 1000ths of the whole.</th>
<th>Mean from the first manometer 2.44.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With the frill manometer</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the other manometer</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the other manometer</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the other manometer</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the other manometer</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the other manometer</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the other manometer</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the other manometer</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With the other manometer</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean of these two sorts of observations, made with different instruments, is 2.43, viz. 1000 parts of the air at freezing become by expansion from 1° of heat equal 1002.43 parts or 1002.385 parts with the standard temperature 39°.7. Whereas
Whereas M. De Luc's experiments reduced, give this quantity equal 1002.23 parts. General Roy compared a mercurial and an air thermometer, each of which was graduated arithmetically; that is, the units of the scales were equal bulks of mercury, and equal bulks of air. Their progress is exhibited in the following table.

### Table V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barom.</th>
<th>Diff.</th>
<th>Air</th>
<th>Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>212.0</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>194.4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>176.2</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>157.4</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>138.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>118.0</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As equal increments of heat produce equal increments in the bulk of mercury, the differences of temperature are expressed by the second column, and may be considered as equal; and the numbers of the third column express the same temperatures with those of the first. They directly express the bulks of the air, and the numbers of the fourth column expresses the differences of these bulks. These are evidently unequal, and they shew that common air expands most of all when the temperature is 62 nearly. In order to determine what was the actual increase of bulk by some known increase of heat, general Roy took a tube of a narrow bore, with a ball at one end. He measured the capacity of both the ball and the tube, and divided the tube into equal spaces, bearing a determined proportion to the capacity of the ball. This apparatus was placed in a long cylinder filled with frigid and mixtures or with water, which might be uniformly heated to the boiling temperature, and it was accompanied by a nice thermometer. The expansion of the air was measured by means of a column of mercury, which rose or sunk in the tube. The tube being of a small bore, the mercury did not drop out of it; and the bore being chosen as equal as possible, this column remained of an uniform length, whatever part of the tube it chanced to occupy. By this contrivance, he was able to examine the expansibility of air of various denities. When the column of mercury contained only a single drop or two, the air was nearly of the density of the external air. If he wished to examine the expansion of air twice or thrice as dense, he used a column of 30 or 60 inches in length; and to examine the expansion of air that is rarer than the external air, he placed the tube with the ball uppermost; the open end passing through a hole in the bottom of the vessel containing the mixtures or water. By this position the column of mercury was hanging in the tube, supported by the pressure of the atmosphere; and the quantity of the included air was measured by the difference between the suspended column and the common barometer.

The following table shews the expansion of 1000 parts of air, nearly of the common density, by heating it from 0 to 212. The first column shews the height of the barometer; the second shews this height augmented by a small column of mercury in the tub of the manometer, and therefore expresses the density of the air examined in inches; the third contains the total expansion of 1000 equal parts of air by 212°; and the fourth shews the mean expansion for each degree.

### Table VI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barom.</th>
<th>Denity of Air examined</th>
<th>Expansion of 1000 p. by 212°</th>
<th>Expansion by 1°.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>31.52</td>
<td>483.89</td>
<td>2.2825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>30.77</td>
<td>482.10</td>
<td>2.2741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.48</td>
<td>29.99</td>
<td>480.74</td>
<td>2.2676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.60</td>
<td>30.73</td>
<td>478.85</td>
<td>2.2618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.06</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>480.45</td>
<td>2.2587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>30.55</td>
<td>478.04</td>
<td>2.2545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.05</td>
<td>30.60</td>
<td>487.55</td>
<td>2.2508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>30.60</td>
<td>482.80</td>
<td>2.2774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.48</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>489.47</td>
<td>2.2687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>30.62</td>
<td>484.21</td>
<td>2.2640</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If this expansion be supposed to follow the same rate that was observed in the comparison of the mercural and air thermometer, we shall find that the expansion of a thousand parts of air for one degree of heat at the different intermediate temperatures will be as in the following table.

### Table VII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>484.210</td>
<td>2.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>444.011</td>
<td>2.0080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>404.452</td>
<td>2.1475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>359.503</td>
<td>2.2155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>315.193</td>
<td>2.2840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>269.513</td>
<td>2.3754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>222.006</td>
<td>2.4211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>197.795</td>
<td>2.5124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>172.671</td>
<td>2.5581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>147.090</td>
<td>2.6037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>121.853</td>
<td>2.5124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>95.929</td>
<td>2.4211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>71.718</td>
<td>2.3207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>48.421</td>
<td>2.2383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>26.038</td>
<td>2.1698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to have a mean expansion for any particular range, as between 12° and 92°, which is the most likely to comprehend all the geographical observations, we need only take the difference of the bulks 26.038 and 222.006 = 195.968, and divide this by the interval of temperature, 80°, and we obtain 2.4496, or 2.45, for the mean expansion for 1°.

This table, which in its present form shews the expansibility of air originally of the temperature 0°, may be easily adapted to a map of 1000 parts of air of the standard temperature 32°, by saying (for 212°), 107.718: 1484.210:: 1000: 134.89; and so of the rest. Thus the following table is constructed.

Table
From the experiments to which we have above referred it appears, that the expan-sibility of air is great, if when the air is about its ordinary density, and that in small densities it is greatly diminished. It appears, upon the whole, that there is little difference in the actual expansion or elastic force of air, ured with an atmosphere + or - one third part; yet, when it is rendered extremely rare, its elasticity is wonderfully diminished. It should seem, indeed, that the elastic force of common air is greater than when its density is considerably augmented or diminished by an addition to or subtraction from the weight with which it is loaded; and this observed difference contradicts the experience of Boyle, Mariotte, &c. It also appears, that the law of comporestation is altered; for in the preceding specimen of the rare air half of the whole expansion happens about the temperature of 99 °, but in air of ordinary density at 105 °. As this is the case, the experiments of M. Amontons, in the Memoirs of the Academy at Paris for 1702, &c. are not incon-sistent with those of general Roy. Amontons found that whatever was the density of the air, at least in cases where it was newly denser than common air, the change of 180 ° of temperature increased its elasticity in the same proportion; for he found, that the column of mercury, which it supported, when of the temperature 50 °, was increased 1/3 at the temperature 212 ° and hence he hacily inferred, that its expan-sibility was increased in the same proportion: but this is by no means the case, unless we are certain that in every temperature the elasticity is proportional to the density; which still remains to be decided.

From another class of experiments made by general Roy, we learn that the elastic force of moist air is greatly inferior to that of dry air; and that a very uniform increasing progression is perceived to take place from the zero of Fahrenheit, as far as 152 ° or 172 °, and even to the boiling point. From the mean result of these experiments, which are arranged in a table, it appears, that the expan-sibility of air, however moist, having that moisture condensed or separated from it by cold, differs not sensibly from that of dry air. Thus the rate for 32 ° below freezing 2.27590 is nearly the same as in dry air; but as soon as the moisture begins to diffuse and mix with the air, by the addition of 20 ° of heat, the difference is perceptible; for instead of 2.45075, the rate for 20 ° above 32 ° in dry air, we have 2.588 for that which is moist. In the next step of 20 °, the rate for dry air is 2.5809; whereas that for moist is 2.079. In this manner the progression goes on continually increasing, so as to give 7.80854 for the mean rate on each degree of the 212 °, which is near 5/8 times the expansion of dry air. And, finally, the rate for the 20 ° between 152 ° and 212 ° is twice and one-half the mean rate, and about nine times that which corresponds to the zero of the scale, but the comparison being drawn from the mean of some particular experiments, as being probably nearest the truth, the total expan-sibility of moist will be more than four times that of dry air; and the rate for the temperature at boiling will be nearly 15 times that which corresponds to the zero of Fahrenheit. This circumstance will probably account for the deviations from the rules established for determining heights by the barometer, which take place in the province of Quito in Peru, and at Spitzbergen, within 100 degrees of the pole. In the former situation, which is at a great elevation above the level of the ocean, the heights obtained by these rules fall considerably short of the real heights; and at the latter place they considerably exceed them. Near the surface of the earth there is a greater degree of humidity and heat in the air than there is in the higher regions of the atmosphere; and the elasticity or expansion of the lowermost section of 4 T every
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1. Subtract the logarithm of the barometrical height at the upper
   elevation from the logarithm of that at the lower, and count the
   index and four first decimal figures of the remainder as 
   fractions, the rest as a decimal fraction. Call this the elevation.

2. Note the different temperatures of the mercury at the two
   elevations, and the mean temperature. Multiply the
   logarithmic expansion corresponding to this mean temperature
   (in Table II.) by the difference of the two temperatures, and
   subtract the product from the elevation, if the barometer
   has been cooled at the upper elevation; otherwise, add it.
   Call the difference, or the sum, the approximated elevation.

3. Note the difference of the temperatures of the air at the two
   elevations by a detached thermometer, and also the mean
   temperature and its difference from 32°. Multiply this
   difference by the expansion of air for the mean temperature,
   and multiply the approximated elevation by 1 ± this product
   according as the air is above or below 32°. The product
   is the correct elevation in fathoms and decimals.

Example.

Suppose that the mercury in the barometer at the lower
elevation was at 29.4 inches, that its temperature was 50°
and the temperature of the air 45°; and let the height of the
mercury at the upper elevation be 25.19 inches, its temperature
46°, and the temperature of the air 39. Here we have

Mere. heights Temp. merc. Mean Temp. air. Mean
29.4 25.19 50 48 45 42

1. Log. of 29.4 25.19 -16.02427
   Log. of 29.4 25.19 -16.02282

Elevation in fathoms 671.191

2. Expansion for 4.5° -1.473
   Multiply by 4 -4 -1.892

Approximated elevation

3. Expansion of air at 42 -0.00238
   Mulit. by 42 x 32 = 10° 0.0238
   Multiply - - - - - -
   By - - - - - -

Product = the correct elevation 685.228

II. Sir George Shuckburgh's method.

1. Reduce the barometric heights to what they would be
   if they were of the temperature of 32°.

2. The difference of the logarithms of the reduced barometrical
   heights will give the approximate elevation.

3. Correct the approximate elevation as before.

Example. The same as before.

1. Mean expansion for 1° from Table I. -0.000011
   18° x 0.000111 x 29.4 = 0.059
   Subtract this from 29.4

Reduced barometric height 29.341

Expansion from Tab. I. is 0.000011
14° x 0.000111 x 25.19 = 0.059
Subtract from - - 25.190

Reduced barometric height 25.151

2. Log. 29.341 - - 1.4874749
   Log. 25.151 - - 1.4005553

Approximated elevation 669.196

3. This multiplied by 1.0238 gives 685.125

Sir
Sir George Shuckburgh has computed a series of tables, and given precepts for estimating the heights of mountains by means of their tables; for which we refer to his own account, ubi supra.

Obs. 1. If \( 0.000101 \) be supposed the mean expansion of mercury for \( 1^\circ \); the reduction of the barometric heights will be had with sufficient exactness by multiplying the observed heights of the mercury by the difference of its temperatures from \( 32^\circ \), and cutting off four more decimal places; thus \( 29.4 \times 0.000101 = 0.0003 \) gives the reduced height 29.347. A similar example for \( 25.19^\circ \) gives 25.155, and the difference of those logarithms gives \( 669.4 \) fathoms for the approximated elevation, which differs from that given above by no more than 15 inches.

Obs. 2. If \( 0.0024 \) be taken for the expansion for \( 1^\circ \), the correction for this expansion will be had by multiplying the approximated elevation by 12, and this product by the sum of the differences of the temperatures from \( 32^\circ \); counting that difference as negative when the temperature is below \( 32^\circ \), and cutting off four places; thus, \( 669.196 \times 12 = 07 \times 10.533 = 16.061 \), which added to \( 669.196 \) gives 885.257, differing from the former only 9 inches.

III. Another rule may be derived from the same premises; and it will be sufficiently exact for all geological purposes. It requires no tables, and may be easily remembered.

1. The height through which we must rise in order to produce any full of the mercury in the barometer, is inversely proportional to the density of the air; that is, to the height of the mercury in the barometer.

2. When the barometer stands at 30 inches, and the air and quicksilver are at the temperature \( 32^\circ \), we must rise through 87 feet, in order to produce a depression of \( 1/13 \)th of an inch.

3. But if the air be of a different temperature, the 87 feet must be increased or diminished by \( 0.21 \) of a foot for every degree of difference of the temperature from \( 32^\circ \).

4. Every degree of difference of the temperatures of the mercury at the two stations makes a change of 2.833 feet, or two feet ten inches in the elevation. Hence is deduced the following rule.

1. Take the difference of the barometric heights in tenths of an inch; and call it \( d \).

2. Multiply the difference \( d \) between \( 32^\circ \) and the mean temperature of the air by 21, and take the sum or difference of this product and 87 feet. This is the height through which we must rise to equalize the barometer to fall from 30 inches to \( 29.9^\circ \); call this height \( h \). Let \( m \) be the mean between the two barometric heights. Then \( \frac{30h}{m} \) is the approximated elevation very nearly. Multiply the difference \( m \) of the mercurial temperatures by 2.833 feet, and add this product to the approximated elevation, if the upper barometer has been the warmest; otherwise subtract it. The result, that is the sum or difference, will be the corrected elevation.

Example, as before.

\[
\begin{align*}
d &= 29.4 - 25.19 = 4.21 \\
h &= 87 + 10 \times 0.21 = 89.1 \\
m &= 29.4 + 15.19 = 44.59 \\
2
\end{align*}
\]

Approximated elevation \( = \frac{30 \times 4.21 + 89.1}{27.29} = 115.34 \) feet.

Correction for temp. of mercury \( = 4 \times 2.83 = 11.32 \)

Corrected elevation in feet \( = 115.34 + 11.32 = 126.66 \) feet.

The same in fathoms \( = 4 \times 11.32 = 45.28 \) feet.

Differing from the former only 15 inches.

This rule may be expressed by the following formula, which is simple and easily remembered; \( a^\circ \) being the difference between \( 32^\circ \) and the mean temperature of the air, \( d \) the difference of barometric heights in tenths of an inch, \( m \) the mean barometric height, \( e \) the difference between the mercurial temperatures, and \( E \) the correct elevation.

\[
E = \frac{30(\bar{d} + 0.21 a)}{2} = 2 \times 2.833.
\]


BAROMETERS, ANIMAL. See SEA-ANEMONITES. BAROMETRICAL Phosphorus. See Phosphorus.

BAROMETZ, in Botany. See POLYPodium.

BARON, a person who holds a barony.

- Baron is a term whose origin and primary import are much contended. Some will have it originally denote a man, who, some a hero, or valiant man; some a liberator, or free man; some a great or rich man; some a souful or high man.

- Menge derives it from the Latin baro, which we find used in the pure age of that language for any, an or valiant man; whence, according to this author, it was that those placed next to the king in battles were called barones, as being the bravest men in the army; and as princes frequently rewarded the bravery and fidelity of those about them with fees, the word came to be used for any noble person who holds a fee immediately of the king. Ifnord, and after him Camden, take the word in its original sense, to signify a mercenary soldier. Melleurs of the Port Royal derive it from baro, a height, weight, or authority. Cicero uses the word baro, for a stupid brutal man; and the old Germans make mention of bestowing a baron, i.e. a villain; as the Italians still use the word barone, to signify a beggar. M. De Marco derives baron from the German bar, men or free men; others derive it from the old Gaulish, Celtic, and Hebrew languages. But the most probable opinion is, that it comes from the Spanish cabro, a stout, noble person; whence wives come to call their husbands, and princes their tenants, barones. In the Saltic law, as well as the laws of the Lombards, the word baron signifies a man in the general, and the old glossary of Philomene translates baron by over, mon.

Baron, the title of a lord or peer of parliament, being the next degree below that of a viscount. A baron hath the title of Right Honourable, and in all acts and proceedings is styled Most noble Lord. The parliamentary robe of a baron is scarlet cloth, lined with white satin, having on the right side two guards of Miniver, or ermine, which signifies his degree. The coronet of a baron is a sim of gold, having therein six pearls; this coronet was granted them by Charles II. by patent bearing date 6th July 1661, before which they wore a crimdon cap turned up with ermine, and on the top a taffel of gold, now called a baron's cap. A baron may appoint his e chapelains. In ancient records, the word barons included all the nobility of England, because regularly all noblemen were barons. The word baron of itself originally did not, more than peer, signify an immediate subject of the king; for a patrician lord had their barons, that is, their immediate tenants; and in old records, the citizens of London are styled barons, and so are the representatives of the curfews called to this day. Baron, therefore, at first signified only the immediate tenant of that superior whom baron he is said to be; but by length of time it became reserved to those who, properly and exactly speaking, were baroni regis et reginae: and even not to all of these, but to such only as had manors and courts therein; for though, by the principles of the feudal constitution, every immediate military tenant of
the crown, however small his holding, was obliged to afflit the king with his advice, and entitled likewise to give or refuse his assent to any new law or subsidy, that is, to attend in parliament; this attendance was too heavy and burdensome upon such as had only one or two knight's fees, and could not be complied with without their ruin. Hence arose the omission of filing writs to fuch, and which, being for their ease, they acquiesced in, attendance in parliament being considered at that time as a burthen. Thus they lost that right they were entitled to by the nature of their tenure, until the method was found out of admitting them by representation. Hence arose the distinction between tenants by barony or tenure, and tenants by knight's service in the capite of the king. The former were fuch military tenants of the king, as had estates so considerable as qualified them without inconvenience to attend in parliament, and who were therefore entitled to be summoned: the quantum of this estate was regularly thirteen knight's fees and one third, as that of a count or earl was twenty; that is, as a knight's fee was then reckoned to 20l. per annum, the baron's revenue was 400 marks, or 262l. 13s. 4d.

Such was the nature of all the baronies of England, for about two hundred years after the conquest: and they are called baronies by tenure, because the dignity and privileges were annexed to the lands they held; and if these were alienated with the content of the king (for without that they could not), the barony went over to the alleece. Of these Matthew Paris tells us there were 250 in the time of Henry III.; and whilst they ftood purely on this footing, it was not in the king's power to increase the number of the baronies: though of barons perhaps he might; for as William the Conqueror was obliged to gratify several of his great officers, according to the number of men they brought, with two or more baronies, whenever these fell into the hands of the crown by escheat, either for want of heirs, or by forfeiture, it was in the king's power, and it was his interest, to divide them into separate hands. The fame thing likewise happened, when, by an intermarriage with an heiress, more baronies than one came into the hands of a nobleman, and escheated to the crown.

But the number of these feudal baronies could not, strictly or properly speaking, be increased by the king; for they could be created only out of lands, and there were no lands vacant to create new ones out of, for the king's definition were in those days unchangeable. However we find, at the end of Henry the Third's reign, and even in John's, that the number of baronies were actually increased, and a distinction made between the baronii majores and minores.

The majores were those who float on the old footing of William, and had lands sufficient in law, namely, the number of the king's fees requisite. The minores were such as held by part of a barony; and when an old barony was defecled to, and was divided among fifters, in which case, when the husband of the sister whom the king pleased to name was the baron of parliament, or else it was newly carved out of the old baronies that had fallen in by escheat; as supposing the king had granted fix knight's fees of an old barony to one to hold with all the burdens and to the service of an entire barony, and the remaining seven and one-third to another on the fame terms. But the attendance of these minor barons also at length became too burdensome for their circumstances, and many of them were glad to be excused. The king took then the power of passing by fuch as he thought unable, by not fending them writs of summons; and John extended his prerogative even to omit summoning fuch of the majores as he imagined were inclined to oppose him: this however at length he was obliged to give up; for in his magna charta it is said, "ad habendum commune consiliwn regni faciemus summoere archiprincipos, archiprincipos, abbates, comites, & majores barones regni, jure successorum." The barones majores were there fully and plainly distinguished from the minores; and we apprehend it will not be doubted they were such as had the full complement of a knight's fees that made up an ancient barony; and accordingly we read, in 1255, when Henry the Third had neglected summoning some of these, the others refusing to enter on any business, "quia omnes tune temporis non fuerunt, justa tenorem magnum chartam fuga, vacati; et idoneo, fine paribus suis ture alienumibus, nullum voluerunt ture reponendum dare, vel auxilium concedere, vel pretari." No king since ever omitted to summon all the greater nobility, until Charles the First was prevailed upon to forbid the fending a writ to the earl of Bridtol, by Buckingham, who was afraid of being accused by that nobleman; but on the application of the house of lords, and their adjourning themselves from day to day and doing no business, the writ at last was issued.

In the reign of Henry the Third also, the king's prerogative of summoning or omitting the leifer barons was likewise ascertained by an act of parliament since lost, as we find by these words from history: "Ille enim rex (felicit Henricus Tertius) post magnas perturbationes & enormes vexationes inter ipsum regem, Simonem de Montefelti & alios barones, motas & fapitas flatuit et ordinavit, quod omnes illi comites & barones regni Anglie, quibus intex & dignatus ed brevia dirigitre, venerent ad parliamentum suum, & non ali, nisi forte dominus rex alicula brevia illis dirigere voluisset," and from henceforth no nobleman could fit in parliament without a writ. But there was this difference between the greater and the leifer barons, that the former had a right to their writ ex debito jure, to the latter it was a matter of favour; but when summoned, they being really barons, had the same rights with the rels, though sitting not by any inherent title, but by virtue of the writ. The other leifer barons, who were generally omitted to be summoned, by degrees mixed with the other king's tenants in capite, and were thenceforth represented by the knights of the shires.

But these baronies by tenure being long since were out among the laity, it is proper to proceed to the two ways now in being of creating peers; by writ, and by letters patent. It was lord Coke's opinion, and in this he has been followed ever since, that a writ to any man, baron or no baron, to fit in parliament, if once he hath taken his seat in pursuance thereof, gains a barony to him and the heirs of his body; and though the law, principally on the authority of that great lawyer, is now so settled, certainly it is comparatively but a novel opinion, and very ill to be supported by reason. The words of the writ are: "Res talis habet qua de avditamento & assentiendo constieti nobis, pro quibusdam arduis & urgentibus negotiis situum & defendendis regni nostri Anglie concernentibus, quoddam parliamentum nostrum apud Welfonnaff, tali die talis mensa proximo futuro teneri ordinavimus & ibidem vobiscum, ac cum praelatibus magnis & proceribus dicti regni nostri, colloquium habere & tractatus; vobis in fide & ligeantia quibus nobis tenemini firmiter injungendo mandamus, quod consideratis dictorum negotiorum arduitate & periculis imminentibus, clemente excitatione quacunque, dictis die & loco personaliter intestatis nobiscum, ac cum praelatis magnis & proceribus super dicti negotii tractatus, velrumque consiliwm impenitentur, & hoc facta nos, & honorem nostrum, ac expeditionem negotiorum predictorum diligere, nullatenus omittatis."
That this writ must be obeyed there is no doubt, for every subject is by his allegiance obliged to assist the king with faithful counsel; but what right the party summoned acquired thereby, is the question. The words are not only personal to him, but restricted likewise to a particular place and time; and, accordingly, in ancient times we find many persons summoned to one parliament, omitted in the next, and summoned perhaps to the third. There is not a word therein that hints at giving the last right to an heir; and what reason can be assigned why a man by this writ should gain an estate of inheritance in a peerage, when in letters patent it is admitted that he gains only an estate for life, without the word heirs. That anciently there was no such notion appears from the summons to parliament, where frequently we find the grandfather summoned, the father passed by, and the grantee afterwards summoned; nay, in the rolls there are instances of ninety-eight persons being summoned a single time only, and neither themselves nor any of their posterity ever taken notice of afterwards. Or if we were to allow that this writ created an inheritance, what reason can be given why it should be an estate tail only, and be confined to the heirs of the body, and not, as all other new inheritances created generally, go to the collateral heirs?

But in order to discover plainly what privileges persons so called by writ had, or could obtain in those times, it will be proper to distinguish them into three kinds of persons: first, then, they were either some of the minor barones by tenure, and thence, when called, had certainly all the privileges of the greater, or else they were not barons at all, but plain knights or gentlemen; and in respect to these, it is plain they had a right to deliberate, debate, and advise; but the better opinion is, they had no right to vote, but were attendants and Advisers only, as the judges are at present, for it is absurd to suppose in those times, when the commons were low and inconsiderable, and the barons were more powerful than the crown, that the latter should suffer their resolutions to be overruled at the pleasure of the king, by calling in such numbers as we find he often did, which must have been the case if all he had summoned had votes. But these two kinds of persons gained by their writ or sitting in consequence of it, originally, no farther right than to be present at that time. However, by many of these persons and their heirs having been constantly summoned, especially since Henry the Seventh's reign, and the ancient practice of omitting any who had been very frequently so going into disuse, the distinction between the greater and lesser barons was forgot, and that opinion prevailed which my lord Coke had adopted, and which is now the law, that a man having once sat in parliament in pursuance of the king's writ, acquires thereby an estate tail to him and his heirs of his body.

There was yet another kind of persons, not peers, that might be summoned by writ: these were the eldest sons of peers, to whom the father's barony must descend; and in such case, if the heir was called by the name of a barony that was in his father, he was a baron to all intents and purposes. But it seems very plain that this was not a new creation of a barony, for in that case the son so called should have been the lowest peer, whereas the practice is contrary; and we find no instance of a baron's son sitting on such a summons, unless the father had another barony by which he might sit: if the father indeed had a higher title, that has been reckoned sufficient to support his seat, though his only barony was transferred to the son. This then being no new creation, but a temporary transfer only of an old peerage, it should seem that this title, when once merged in the greater by the father's death, should go according to the old limitation; but of late we find them considered as new creations. On the death of the earl of Derby, Sir Edward Stanley, his sixth cousin, succeeded, and sat in parliament as baron Strange by Henry the Seventh's creation; but an eldest son of a former earl of Derby, having been called by writ while his father was living, the duke of Athol, as his heir by the female line, sat by the name title of baron Strange of King Charles the First's creation.

The defect of these two kinds of baronies is directed by the rules of the defect of other inheritances at common law; and, consequently, females are capable of succession, but with two exceptions: first, that half-blood is no impediment, and, consequently, the half-brother excludes the heir; secondly, that the honour is not divisible; and, therefore, if there be two or more fathers heirs, the title is in abeyance, that is, is suspended until the king makes choice of one of them and her heirs; though by constant usage the law seems to be verging fall to a constant defect to the eldest.

The third method of creating peers is by letters patent, which is the most usual, and esteemed the most advantageous way; because a peerage is thereby created, though the new nobleman has never taken his seat, which is not the case of a barony by writ. As to the manner of these creations, there has a notable difference intervened since the accession of Henry the Seventh, from what was the practice before Richard the Second. In his eleventh year began this method of creating by patent, in favour of John de Beauchamp, who, though summoned, never sat there, but was attainted by the next parliament, and afterwards executed. But the attainer out of the case, his patent in law could never have been deemed valid, because Michael de la Pole was the lord chancellor who affixed the seal to it, which had been before taken from him by act of parliament, and he declared incapable of ever having it again. This then was a single and ineffectual attempt of that weak prince to create a new peer without the assent of parliament, which was the usual way, above thirty having been made so in that very reign.

His successors were too wise to follow his example; for every barony newly created, till the union of the rotes, which were about fourteen, was every one of them, as appears on the face of the patents, by authority of parliament; if we except two or three: and even these, on a close examination, will appear not to be new baronies, but regrants of old feudal baronies by tenure, which undoubtedly were all in the sole disposition of the king.

But Henry the Seventh having trodden down all opposition, was fortunate enough to carry the point Richard had vainly attempted; and acquired for his successors that prerogative which they have since enjoyed, of creating peers at pleasure. The defect of these titles created by patent is directed by the words of the creation: if heirs are not mentioned, it is only an estate for life; if to a man and heirs of his body, females are not excluded: but the general way is, to the heirs male of the body lawfully begotten of the grantee, perhaps with remainders over, and they descend as other estates entailed. The case of the duchy of Somerset was singular: Edward Seymour having three sons by two venters, was created duke of Somerset, and his heirs male of his second marriage, remainder to his heirs male by his first. This title continued nearly two hundred years in the younger branch, until upon its failure in Charles the sixth duke of Somerset, Sir Edward Seymour, the heir by the prior marriage, succeeded by virtue of the remainder.

Barons by Ancient Tenure were those who held by certain territories of the king, who still reserved the tenure in chief
to himself. We also read of barons by temporal tenure; who are such as hold honours, castles, manors, as heads of their barony, that is, by grand seigniory; by which tenure they were anciently summoned to parliament. But at present a barony is no lord of parliament, till he be called thither by writ.

The barons by tenure, after the Conquest, were divided into majores and minores, and were summoned accordingly to parliament; the majoris, or greater barons, by immediate writ from the king; the minoris, or lesser barons, by general writ from the high sheriff, at the king's command.

The ancient distinguished the greater barons from the lesser, by attributing high and even sovereign jurisdiction to the former, and only inferior jurisdiction over smaller matters to the latter. By the late jurisdiction act (20 Geo. II.) the civil jurisdiction of a baron in Scotland is reduced to the power of recovering from his vassals and tenants the rents of his lands, and of compelling them in mills services; and also of judging in causes where the debt and damages do not exceed 40s. sterling. His criminal jurisdiction is, by the same statute, limited to nuisances, batteries, and other smaller offences, which may be punished by a fine not exceeding 20s. sterling, or by setting the offender in the stocks in the day-time not above three hours; the fine to be levied by poinding, or by one month's imprisonment. The jurisdiction formerly competent to proprietors of mines and coal or saltworks over their workmen, is reserved; and also that which was competent to proprietors who had the right of fairs or markets, for correcting the disorders that might happen during their continuance; provided that they execute no jurisdiction inferring the loss of life or demobration.

Barons of the Exchequer are four judges, one of whom is called the chief baron, and the other three puisne barons, to whom the administration of justice is committed in causes between the king and his subjects touching matters belonging to the exchequer, and the king's revenue. They are called barons, because barons of the realm were used to be employed in that office.

The chief baron is created by letters patent to hold this dignity quamdeo fereum gestoris, wherein he hath a fixed estate; for the law intends this an estate for life. He alone without the other barons sits at Guildhall the afternoon in term time upon nisi prius in London, takes audits, accounts, recognizances, preceptures of offices, and many other things of importance. In the absence of the lord chief baron, the other three barons supply his place according to their seniority.

Their office is also to look to the accounts of the king, to which end they have auditors under them; as well as to decide causes relating to the revenue, brought by any means into the exchequer; so that of late they have been constantly engaged in the law; whereas formerly they were majoris et dispositores in rege, free de chiro effinis, free de curia. See Court of Exchequer.

Barons of the Cinque Ports, are members of the house of commons, elected by the five ports, two for each port. See Cinque Ports.

Those who have been mayors of Corfe Castle in Dorsetshire, are also denominated barons; as were formerly likewise the chief citizens of London.

Baron, in Law, is also used for the husband in relation to the wife; which two, in law, are called baron and femme, and are considered as one person, so that in title of any fort they are not allowed to be evinced for or against each other. See Husband and Wife.

Baron and Femme, in Heraldry, are terms used to express the arms of husband and wife; as thus, he beareth baron and femme. The modern expression is, he beareth impaled.

Baron, Court. See Court.

Baron, prender de. See Prender.

Baron, Robert, in Biography, a dramatic author, who lived during the reign of Charles I. and the protectorate of Oliver Cromwell. From Cambridge, where he received part of his education, he removed to Gray's Inn, of the honourable society of which he became a member. At the university he wrote a novel called the "Cyprian Academy," containing two dramatic pieces, entitled "Deorum Dona," a tragedy, and "Gripus and Hegio," a pastoral. His tragedy of "Mirza," which is a more regular play, was probably written at a ripen age.

Baron, Michael, a celebrated French actor, was the son of a shop-keeper of Lodon, who himself went upon the stage, and born at Paris in 1672. He first joined the company of Rainis, and afterwards that of Mohers, in which connection he was universally admired and applauded. Baron was equally successful both in tragedy and comedy; although it is said he acquired his principal reputation in the former department. Racine, on occasion of introducing his Andromache on the stage, gave instructions to the other actors with respect to the performance of their several parts; but addressing Baron who was to act Pyrrhus, he said to him, "To you, sir, I have no instructions to give; your own heart will tell you more than my lessons can inform you." Preachers are said to have attended a greater box to study his action; and thence (says Voltaire) went to declaim against the theatre. Such was his vanity, that in allusion to the title that was bestowed upon him of the "Rofeum" of his age, he said, that every century produced a Caesar, but that it required 2000 years to produce a Baron. He was highly cared for by persons of distinction, although he sometimes was mortified by their reflections. At length, disgraced by this circumstance, or influenced by some other motive, he withdrew from the stage in 1691, and enjoyed a pension from the king. After an interval of 29 years he resumed his profession, and at the age of 68 was as much applauded as ever. In September 1729, his infirmities reduced him to the necessity of retiring, and he survived only two months. Baron was a writer as well as an actor, and composed several comic pieces for the stage; which are said to be lively and amusing, and to exhibit much knowledge of the stage and of the world. He also wrote some poems. A collection of his works was printed at Paris, in two vols. 1700, in 1756; and in three vols. in 1756. But some of the pieces contained in this collection are supposed not to be his. Voltaire's Age of Lewis XIV. Nouv. Dict. HItor.

Baron, Bonaventure, whose true name was Fitzgerald, was a native of Clonmel, in the county of Tipperary, in Ireland, and educated under the care of his uncle Luke Wadding, a Franciscan friar at Rome, who induced him to assume the habit of this order. He resided at Rome, where he was for a considerable time preacher of divinity in the college of St. Isidore, founded by his uncle in 1625, about 60 years, and died there, after having lost his sight, and at an advanced age, in the year 1696. He was distinguished by the purity of his Latin style, and wrote many books both in prose and verse in that language. His chief work was his "Theologus," in 6 vols. printed at Paris in 1676. Bigl. Brit.

Baronet of England, an hereditary dignity by patent, next to that of a baron insituted by king James the First on the 22d of May 1611. The first baronet that was created was Sir Nicholas Bacon of Redgrave in Suffolk, whole
whole successor is therefore styled Prima Baronorum Ang.

At the first initiation of this order the king engaged that the number should not exceed two hundred, and that each should pay into the exchequer as much as would pay thirty foot folders at eight-pence per dim to serve in the province of Ulster in Ireland; and for their distinction, as an honourable augmentation, they bear in their coat of arms either in a canton, or in an escutcheon of pretence, the arms of the ancient kings of Ulster, being argent a hand, gules, gules. Barto

net and their eldest sons have this peculiar privilege; and

they may be knighted if they please, upon knowledge thereof given, to the lord chamberlain of the household, or vice-chamberlain for the time being, or in their absence, to any other officer attending his majesty's person; and in all commissions, writs, and other deeds, the style of baronet is to be placed at the end of their surnames, as a necessary and legal addition of dignity, as the addition of sir to be placed before their Christian names, and to their wives the title of lady or

dame. Barons have precedence before all knights, except those of the garter, and knights banneters. No patent for creating a baronet can now pass the great seal until the following certificate is obtained:

"To all and singular to whom these presents shall come, we, the king's heralds and purveyors of the College of Arms, London, do hereby certify that the family, arms, and pedigree of have been duly registered in this college pursuant to the tenor of his majesty's warrant under his royal signet and

f

manual, bearing date the day of 1783, for correcting and preventing abuses in the order of baronets. In witness, &c."

Baronets of Ireland, an hereditary dignity instituted 30 Sept. 1619, the same as those in England, and bearing likewise the arms of Ulster as an augmentation.

Baronet of Nova Scotia. This order is also hereditary, and was instituted in Scotland by king Charles I. 28th May 1625, for advancing the plantation of Nova Scotia in America, and for settling a colony there, to which the aid of these baronets was designed. As an augmentation to their arms, they bear either in a canton or in an escutcheon the crest of Nova Scotia, being argent a crest of St. Andrew's cross charged with an escutcheon of the royal arms of Scotland: supported on the dexter by the royal unicorn, and on the sinister, by a savage, or wild man, proper; and for the crest, a branch of laurel, and a shield issuing from two hands joined, the one being armed and the other naked, with this motto, Salus

bus et altera sanitatis: and for their greater honour and dignity they were, by royal signet manual, bearing date 17th Nov., 1629, allowed to wear and carry about their necks in all time coming an orange-tawny silk ribbon, whereto shall hang pendant in an escutcheon argent a fencer over thereon an escutcheon of the arms of Scotland over an imperial crown above the escutcheon, and inscribed with this motto, Fons mentis bonae gloriae."

Baronets of Caput. See CAPUT.

Baronius, Caesar, in History, a learned cardinal, was born at Sora, in the kingdom of Naples, in 1528, and educated first at Veroli, and then at Naples. Having finished his studies at Rome, he entered in 1560 into the congregation of the oratory founded by St. Philip de Neri, and having received the order of priesthood, he was elected superior-general of the congregation, upon the death of its founder in 1583. Pope Clement VIII. chose him for his confessor, made him apostolical prothonotary, and in 1596 raised him to the dignity of cardinal. He was afterwards

made librarian of the Vatican. On the death of Clement, he had many votes in the conclave for the pontificate; but the Spanish party prevented his election, because he had affented in his annals, that the crown of Spain founded its title to Sicily on false evidence. His assiduous application at length to demolish his frame, that he died in 1607 at the age of 68 years. His character was distinguished for piety and probity, and mildness of disposition, as well as for extensive erudition. His chief work was his "Excelestial Annals," which he began at the age of 30, and prosecuted through the greatest part of his life. Of these he lived to publish 12 vols. in folio, the first of which was printed in 1588, and the last in 1697; and he brought down the history of the church to 1698. This voluminous and elaborate work was undertaken with a view of counteracting the influence of the protestant compilation by the centurions of Magdeburg, which was intended to expose the abuses and inconformities of the Romish church; and the author, adhering rigidly to his main object, and approving himself a bigoted partisan of the see of Rome, has on many occasions sacrificed truth to the prejudices and interests of a party. He has been charged even with intentional misrepresentations; and he has been betrayed by his imperfect acquaintance with the Greek language into many errors, and by his credulity into the recital of many fables, which have been rejected by many judicious writers of his own party. The work, however, is a monument of affability and labour. It is methodically conducted, and upon the whole is a useful, though sometimes a fallacious, guide in the chronological history of the events that happened under the Roman emperors. The style, though not pure and elegant, is generally periphrastic. Amongst the critics and cenfurers of this work, we may reckon both protestants and catholics. The learned Isaac Casaubon undertook a refutation of the Annals of Baronius, in a work intitled "Excer
citationes, &c.;" and though he closed it with the 34th year of the Christian era, he pointed out a great number of palpable errors into which the Roman annalists had fallen during that short interval. Even the Roman catholic literati acknowledge the inaccuracies and faults of Baronius; and hence Pagi, Norris, and Tillemont, &c. have been employed to correct them. Accordingly, a new edition of the "Annals" was published at Lucca, in 1735, with the corrections of the reviewers at the foot of every page. The original work was first printed at Rome, and soon after at Antwerp by Plantin; and editions have also been published at Cologne and Venice. Abridgments of it have also been published by several persons. About two years before the appearance of the "Annals," Baronius published a kind of prelude, intitled, "Martyrology Romanum, rellitutum," &c. or "Notes on the Roman Martyrology," folio, 1586; and afterwards often printed with corrections. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. vol. iv. p. 226. Cave's Hist. Lit. tom. i. Prolegomena, p. 6, &c. Baroni

Baroni, Theodore, of Cremona, in Italy, published in 1609, in 4to, De operationibus iii trilliis libri et curandis, libri duo, in quibus morbi umnes resum, et veere, ex Galeni praestitum. Mart, praeceptatorum. He was a fierce, and a favourite of the defences of Galen, whom, with whom, is said to have declared, it is more creditable to err, than to reason right on any other system: but he has in some points left his guides. He recommends the use of anthocyanides internally in affections of the kidneys and bladder, a practice it is probable Greenvelde learned from him: he also injected medicated liquors into the bladder, with the view of facilitating the ejects of calculus, or of dissolving them. Hall. Bib. Mod.
Baronius, Ivoventius, a celebrated Italian physician, published in 1635, 4 gr. "De Peripatetica. anno 1635, et alia temporibus. Flaminius, alique regiones, papaliter inflantae, ac a nemini haecmis obserbati, libri duo, Foro-
lish," a work of considerable merit, giving a particular ac-
count of the dis ease, and of the method found most inef-
culor in combating it, wi th the appearances observed on dis-
fec ting the bodies of those who died of the complaint. The
epidemic was attended with fever, pain in the chest, cough,
difficulty of breathing, and an inextinguishable thirst. Those
who expectorated freely, early in the complaint, particularly
if they had been plentifully blooded, usually, he says, re-
covered. The lungs of those who died were universally in-
flamed; sometimes, but not always, the pleura was also
affected; and in some of the subjects, serum was found ex-
fused in the cavity of the thorax. The diseas e was not, he

BARONTHAL, in Geography. See LASSA.

BARONY, Baronia, or Baronagium, the lordship or feof of a baron, either temporal or spiritual; in which fente barony amounts to the fame with what is otherwise
called a honor.

A barony may be considered as a lordship held by some
fence in chief of the king, coinciding with what is otherwise
called grand seigneurie.

Baronies, in their real creation, moved from the king him-
s elf, the chief lord of the whole realm, and could be holden
immediately of no other lord. For e xample, the king en-
feoffed a man of a great seigneurie in land, to hold to the
peron enfeoffed and his heirs, of the king and his heirs,
by baronial service, to wit, by the service of twenty, forty,
sixty knights, or of such other number of knights, either
more or fewer, as the king by his enfeoffment limited or
appointed. In the ages next after the Conquest, when a
great lord was enfeoffed by the king of a large seigneurie,
such seigneurie was called a barony, but more commonly an
honour as the honour of Gloucester, the honour of Wal-
lingford, the honour of Lancaster, the honour of Rich-
mond, and the like. There were in England certain hon-
ours, which were often called by Norman or other for-
ign names; that is to say, sometimes by the English, and
sometimes by the foreign name. This happened when the
same person was lord of an honour in Normandy or some
other foreign country, and also of an honour in England.
For example, William de Forz, de Force, or de Fortibus,
was lord of the honour of Albemarle in Normandy, he was
also lord of two honours in England, to wit, the honour
of Holdernesse, and the honour of Skipton in Craven.
These honours in England were sometines called by the
Norman name, the honour of Albemarle, or the honour of
the earl of Albemarle. In like manner, the earl of Brit-
taine was lord of the honour of Brittainie in France, and
also of the honour of Richmond in England: the honour
of Richmond was sometines called by the foreign name,
the honour of Brittainie, or the honour of the earl of Brit-
taine. This serveth to explain the terms, honour of Albe-
marle in England, honor Albemarle, or comite Albemarle in
Anglia; honor Brittainie, or comitatus Britanniae in Anglia, the
honour of Brittainie, or the earl of Brittainie in England.
Not that Albemarle or Brittainie were in England, but that
the same person reposable was lord of each of the said ho-
nours abroad, and on such of the said honours in England. The
baronies belonging to bishop is are by some called regalia, as
being held solely on the king's liberality. These do not
confit in one barony alone, but in many; for, tout crant ba-
rone, quia majora predicta. See Bishop.

A barony, according to Braham, is a right indivisible:

wherefore, if an inheritance he to be divided among the copar-
ceners, though some capital messuages may be divided; yet
if the capital messuage be the head of a county or barony,
it may not be parcelled; and the reason is, left by this divi-
sion many of the rights of counties and baronies by de-
grees come to nothing, to the prejudice of the realm, which
is fised to be composed of counties and baronies.

BARONY is in Ireland the name of the divisions of the
counts, answering to the English hundreds. According to
these, county taxes are ascribed; and they are often noticed
in the proceedings of parliament. The number of baronies
in Ireland is 252.

BARONYCHIA, in Botany. See ASPLENIUM RUTA
MARGARIN.

BAROPHTHAS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Per-
thus proper, according to Zoilus.

BAROPTIS, or BAROPTINUS LAPIS, in Natural His-
tory, a name given by the ancient naturalists to a species of
flake, supposed to have wonderful virtues against common
bites, externally applied. Piniy has left us but a very short
description of it: he says, it was black in colour, but varie-
gated with large spots of red and white.

BAROS, in Ancient Geography, a place of Asia, in Me-
opotamia.

BAROSCOPE, derived from Ang. own, and terv, video, a machine contrived to shew the alternation in the
weight of the atmosphere. See BAROMETER.

BAROSILENITE, or Barosilicate of Potash, in Mineralogy. See PONDEROUS SAP.

BAROVSK, in Geography, a district of the government
of Kaluga in Russia, situate on the river Protva, which falls
into the Ocea.

BAROWECZ, a town of Poland, in the patinate of
Lublin, 76 miles north of Lublin.

BAROZZI, James, in Biography. See VIGNOLA.

BARPANA, in Ancient Geography, Carthage, an island
of Italy, in the Tuscan sea. according to Piniy.

BARQUES POINT, in Geography, a cape on the north-
east of Sagana bay in lake Huron.

BARQUETTE, or Barchetta, in the Mediterranean,
denotes a leffer fort of bars, used for the service of galleys
much as boats and botllons are for other ships, as to fetch
provisions, water, carry perons ahore, and the like.

BARR. See Bar.

Bar, Barr, or Barro, in Commerce, denotes a Portug-
uese long measure, used in the menufuration of cloths,
flulls, and the like; fix whereof are equivalent to ten
castus or cabidos; each castus equal to ¼ of a Paris ell.

The Spanish Barra is the fame with the yard of Seville.

Bar of Valenfia is equal to ½ of the Paris ell; the bar
of Cadife is equal to ½ of the Paris ell; and the bar of
Arragon is equal to ½ of the Paris ell. See BAR. Com.
p. 273. See MEASURE.

Barr is also ufed by the Portuguese in the East Indies
for a weight, more frequently called Bazar.

Bark or Bear, in Geography, a town of France, in
the department of the Lower Rhine, and chief place of a canton,
in the district of Benfelden, 7 miles W.N.W. of Benfelden.

Barr-Dier, a species of fally dice, or formed as that they
will not easily lie on certain sides, or turn up certain points.
Barr-Dier stand opposed to flat dice, which come up on
certain points oftener than they should do.

BARRA, in Geography, an island of Africa, near the river Gambia,

BARROA or Barrejy, one of the western islands annexed to Inver-
Invernessshire, in Scotland, has remained for many ages in the possession of the Macnich of Barray or Barra. It is well skirted with black cattle, and fruitful in barley and oats. The manufacture of kelp is carried on with considerable profit in this island. Cod and ling are caught on the east coast in great quantities; and the fishermen also take some dry-fish, the oil of which they burn in their lamps, and they sell that which is not consumed by themselves at 1d. or 2d. the Scots pint. Shell-fish, and particularly cockles, are abundant: and the cockles are found in the great sand at the north end of the island, and afford a very plentiful supply of subsistence to the inhabitants. The fisheries, however, has been much neglected. This island is somewhat hilly; in extent it is nearly 8 miles long and 4 broad: it is populous, notwithstanding the late emigrations to America, and it is said to contain about 1604 inhabitants. The natives are in general Roman Catholics. It is situated nearly south from South Wilt, and almost communicates with Benbecula at low water, and on this account they are both comprehended sometimes under the name of Long island. Its coast on the west side is low and flat, but on the east side steep and irregular. N. lat. 57° 2'. W. long. 7° 30'.

Barray, a lake of Ireland, in the county of Donegal, through which the river Guibbarr flows: 20 miles north of Donegal.

Barraba. See Barray.

Barraba, a town of Africa, in the country of Magadoxa.

Barrac, a lake of Ireland, in the county of Monaghan, on the western side of which is situated the town of Castle Blaney.

Barracks. See Barracks.

Barracol, or, in hydrology, a name given by Artej with, from the Venetians, to express the species of ray-fish, called by Bellonius and Graven mera, and by others euxella lice. The specific name of Artesian carries in it a much better character of the fish; he calls it the ray, with a smooth back and belly, and with the eyes surrounded with a series of spines, and three other rows of them on the tail. Barray, a town of Africa, in the country of Nigritia, seated on the river Gambia.

Barraco or, as the sailors call it, Barea, or Bera, lies on the west coast of Africa, 6 or 7 leagues W.S.W. from Aera, and is known at sea by two very high mountains behind it, one of which is double at the top with a saddle, and they are covered with trees. Some rocks lie off in the sea just before it, and form a kind of haven.

Barracope, lies on the west coast of Africa, seven leagues E.S.E. from St. Mary's, and at the same distance from the river Jum in the same direction on the other hand. This coast abounds with negro towns, and also with trees and water.

Barrad, a town of Arabia, 40 miles south-east of Saade.

Barray. See Barray.

Barragan, or Barray, in commerce, a kind of fluff belonging to the clasts of camblet, only a grain of much coarser than the rest, manufactured in divers parts of France and Flanders, chiefly at Abbeville, Amiens, Rouen, and Lille, and now in England.

The word is barbarous Latin, formed, as some suppose, from the q. d. barratun formam reserens. Du Cange. The chief use of barragan, called also by the French barray, is for fortoutes, or upper garments against the rain, being, when good, of so close a grain, that the water will not leak through, but only run upon them.
made responsible for the barratry of the master and mariners. With us the law permits the owner of the ship to be injured against the misconduct of the captain and crew, though they are his own agents, and the persons of his own choice. If the captain be the injured, no agreement on the part of the insurers can make them liable for barratry committed by himself; but they may be liable, in such case, for the barratry of the sailors, in which he has no part. With us no fault of the master or mariners amounts to barratry, unless it proceed from an intention to defraud the owners of the ship. Therefore if the master from ignorance, unskilfulness, or from any motive which is not fraudulent, depart from the proper course of the voyage; this will be a deviation which will avoid the policy, but it will not amount to barratry.

In France, if by the policy the injured be protected against the barratry of the master, the underwriters are answerable for the misconduct of the mariners also; because the term barratry (patron) comprehends all the persons on board who are in the ship's pay. Our policies are more explicit, and distinctly specify barratry of the master and mariners. Hence it has been concluded, that with us, as in France, the masters may commit barratry, without the concurrence of the master, or against his will. Nevertheless it has been held by lord C. J. Lee, at Nisi Prius, that a deviation to which the master was compelled by a very daring act of violence and disobedience on the part of the seamen, did not amount to barratry, because the ship was not actually run away with in order to defraud the owners. The insurers, therefore, were held to be answerable, and the plaintiff had a verdict. This learned judge seems to have thought, that nothing short of running away with the ship, with intent to defraud the owners amounted to barratry: and yet in another case, the conduct of the master was held to be barratry, though certainly much more venial than that of the sailors in the former case. Hence it has been inferred, that though the captain conceive that what he does is for the benefit of the owners, yet if it be contrary to his duty to them, it is barratry. An owner himself cannot commit barratry; neither can it be committed against the owner, with his consent. If the master of the ship be also the owner, he cannot commit barratry, because he cannot commit a fraud against himself. Although it be a maxim in law, that fraud shall never be presumed, but must be distinctly proved; and it is a rule in questions of insurance, that he who charges barratry must substantiate it by conclusive evidence; yet a case has occurred, in which it was determined, that proof of the master's having carried the ship out of the regular course of the voyage for fraudulent purposes of his own is prima facie sufficient to entitle the plaintiff to recover, without shewing negatively that he was not the owner, or that any other person was the owner, or that this was not done with the owner's consent. Though the words "in any lawful trade," be inserted in the policy, all the insurer is liable, if the captain commit barratry by frauding on his own account. It appears, that if a loss do not happen within the time prescribed by the policy for the duration of the risk, the insurer will not be liable for it, though it be the undoubted consequence of the act of barratry.

The offence of barratry, in itself so mischievous, and so injurious to commerce, is punishable as a public offence, according to the guilt of the offender, by every commercial state in Europe. In France, any fraud practised by the master or mariners, with or without the privity of the owners, and frauds committed by the owners themselves, are accounted barratry, and very severely punished. The captain of a ship was sentenced to the galleys for life, for forging false bills of lading in order to change the voyage and carry away the goods; and the owner, who was convicted of being an accomplice in this crime, and of robbery in caufling the ship to be carried to a wrong port, and converting the goods on board to his own use, was sentenced to the galleys for five years. With us the flat. 1 Ann. R. 2. c. 9. § 4 & 5, makes it felony to destroy any ship to the prejudice of the owners of the ship or goods on board; and takes away the benefit of clergy from such offences, committed on the high seas. By flat. 4 Geo. I. c. 12. § 3, if any owner, captain, master, mariner, or other officer of any ship, shall wilfully cast away, burn, or otherwise destroy the ship of which he is owner, or to which he belongs, or in any manner direct or procure the same to be done, to the prejudice of the persons or perons that shall underwrite any policy of insurance thereon, or of any merchant that shall load goods thereon, he shall suffer death: and the flat. 11 Geo. I. c. 29, takes away clergy from such offenders in all cases. Marshall's Treatise on the law of Insurance, vol. ii. chap. 13. See PIRATE.

BARRATRY is also used in the law of England for the offence of flinging up frequent suits and quarrels among his majesty's subjects. The term, however, is of foreign origin; and in Italy and other countries seems ordinarily to have been applied to the traffic of ecclesiastical benefices; but was afterwards used in a more general sense, as applicable to all corrupt buying and selling of justice. In Scotland it signified the corrupt purchasing of benefices or offices of collection, from the see of Rome, by persons who left the realm for that purpose; a practice, which had become frequent, and was in various respects injurious to the realm; as a means of carrying money out of it, without any return of value, as prejudicial to the right of patronage in the king or others, and to the free elections of the monks in the monasteries, both which the pape by prevention pretended to exclude, and as contributing to raise the rate of taxation upon benefices, by the false accounts which those tutors for the office of collector carried to the pope.

BARRE. See Barre.

Barre, Lewis Francis Joseph De La, in Biography, was born at Turnour in 1688, and educated at Paris; where he applied to the study of the ancient languages and to the collection of MSS with such assiduity, that he was recommended to Anfelm Banduri, the learned Benedictine, as a proper assistant in his antiquarian researches. In consequence of their joint labours, they published the "Imperium Orientale," and the collection of the medals of the Roman emperors from Decius. For these services Barre had a pension from the grand duke of Tuscany. He also gave a new edition of the "Spicilegium" of Luke d'Achery, in 3 vol., fol. printed at Paris in 1723. He had also a considerable share in the new edition of "Master's Dictionary" of 1725. In 1727, he was elected a member of the Academy of Inscriptions, the memoirs of which he enriched by several valuable papers, historical, chronological, geographical, and miscellaneous. He also published, in 1729, in one vol. 4to, "Memoirs for the History of France and Burgundy," known under the title of the "Journal of Charles VI." Besides other publications of a less important nature, he finished more than 100 select articles of a new and ample dictionary of Greek and Roman antiquities; but he was prevented by death, in 1738, from completing his undertaking. Moreri.

Barre, Joseph, a learned historian, was born in 1602; and entering into the church, he became first a regular canon of St. Genevieve, and afterwards chancellor of the university of Paris. He was distinguished for piety and erudition, and for his industry as a writer. His principal works

BARRE, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Loozer, and chief place of a canton in the district of Florence, 2 leagues S. of Florac, and 6½ W.W. of Alais.

BARRE, La, a town of France, in the department of the Eure, and chief place of a canton in the district of Bernay, 3 leagues S.S.E. of Bernay, and 61 W.S.W. of Evreux.

BARRE, a township of America, in Worceletter county, and state of Massachusetts, containing 1613 inhabitants; 24 miles N.W. of Worcester, and 66 W. of Boston; deriving its name from that of the late Col. Barre, a British senator, and an advocate for the cause of America, in the war which terminated in the separation of the two countries. The township has good pastures, fattens a multitude of cattle, and produces more butter and cheese for the market than any other of the same extent in the state.

BARRE is also a township of Huntington county in Pennsylvania.

BARREA, a circuit or district of Hindostan, in the country of Guzerat.

BARREY BAY. See BAYA.

BARREGES LES BAINS. See BAREGES.

BARREL, an oblong vessel, of a spheroidal, or rather a cylindrical figure, used for the holding divers sorts of goods both liquid and dry.

Barrels are of divers uses in Artillery, as for powder, small shot, flints, fulprub, salt-petre, rosin, pitch, quick-match, and many other things.

Barrels filled with earth serve to make a parapet to cover the men, like gabions and canvas bags.

Fire-barrels are casks of divers capacities, filled with bombs, grenades, fire-pots mixed with great quantities of tow soaked in petrol, turpentine, pitch, &c. used by the besieged to defend breaches. These are sometimes also called thundering barrels, being to be rolled down on the enemy on their entering the breach.

Barrel is also used for a certain quantity, or weight of several merchandises; which is various as the commodities vary.

The English barrel, wine measure, contains the eighth part of a tun, the fourth part of a pipe, and the moiety of a hoghead, that is, thirty-one gallons and a half; of beer it contains thirty-six gallons, and of ale thirty-two gallons.

The barrel of beer, vinegar, or liquor preparing for vinegar, is to contain 34 gallons, according to the standard of the ale quart. 10 and 11 W. III. cap. 21.

The barrel of herrings is to contain 32 gallons, wine measure; being about 28 gallons, old standard: usually amounting to about 1000 full herrings, 13 Eliz. cap. 11.

The barrel of salmon is to contain 42 gallons, 5 G. cap. 18.—And the barrel of eels the same, 22 Ed. IV. cap. 2.

The barrel of soap is to contain 256 pounds, 10 A. cap. 10.

A barrel of Eflle butter weighs 160 pounds, and of Suffolk butter 256 pounds.

In some parts of Ireland, particularly in the city of Cork, coal and salt are measured by the barrel. The barrel used to contain 7 bushels Winchester, but that lately introduced for coal is, according to law, 4 bushels; i. e. 40 English, or 50 Irish gallons. Salt is still measured in the barrel of 7 buhels, but irride measure; whereas the coal was sold by heap measure, which put it into the power of the measurer to cheat either the seller or buyer at pleasure. The abuse was found so great that this kind of measurement has been abolished.

The barrel or barile of Florence is a liquid measure containing 20 sartives, sartives, or one-third of a barrel or flao.

The barrel, barique, of Paris, contains 210 pints, or 26 feptiers and a half; four bariques make three muits, or one tun.

Barrel, in Anatomy, denotes a pretty large cavity situated behind the drum of the ear, lined with a membrane in which there are several veins and arteries. It is said to be full of a purulent matter in children; and in its cavity there are four small bones; viz. the malleus, the incus, the stapes, and the is articulare.

Barrel of a Clock, in Mechanic, is a cylindrical part, about which the spring is wound. And the barrel of a watch is the cylinder which contains the spring, and about which the chain coils.

Barrel of a Gun, Piolfel, &c. is the cylindrical tube through which the ball is discharged.

Barrel of a Jack, is the cylindrical part whereon the line is wound.

Barrel of a Pump, is the wooden tube which makes the body of the engine, and wherein the piston moves.

BARRELET, in Heraldry. See BARRLET.

BARRELLIER, James, in Biography, a Dominican monk, was born at Paris, in 1665, of a noble family. Having received a liberal education, and being well skilled in Latin, Greek, and several modern languages, he applied himself to the study of medicine; but entering among the Dominicans, in 1633, he now confined himself to acquiring a knowledge of plants. With this view, he embraced an opportunity offered him, of accompanying the head or general of the Jacobins, as an assistant, with whom he travelled over a great part of France and Spain, collecting every where whatever rare plants could be found, of which he procured drawings to be made. At the end of 23 years, a great part of which was spent in Italy, he returned to Paris. He now applied himself in arranging the plants he had collected, preparing to publish accounts and delineations of them, in the manner adopted by Tournefort, and had proceeded so far as to get engravings of 1324 of the plants finished, when he died of althemia in 1672. His manuscripts, drawings, and plates, were deposited, after his death, in the library of the Jacobins at Paris, where they remained until the year 1714, when Antoine Juffieu undertook to publish them, under the title of "Plantae per Galliam, Hispaniam, et Italiam observata, et iconibus suis exhibita, a R. P. Jacobo Barreleri, opus posthumum," Parissis, 2 vol. fol. The engravings are on a small scale, frequently borrowed from other works, Haller says, and many of them repetitions of the same plants. Many of them, however, he adds, are new, and of scarce and valuable plants, which entitles these volumes to a place in all botanical libraries. Haller. Bib. Botan. Eloy. Dict. Hist.

BARRELLING, the art of putting up certain commodities in casks or barrels.

Gun-powder for the land service is often barreled double, the barrel it is put in being inclosed in another barrel, partly to prevent the powder catching moisture in the subterraneous places it is kept in, and partly to enable the better to bear the motion and jolting of carriages, when it is to be conveyed to another place.

Barrelling of Herrings, imports the cutting off their heads as they are thrown into the bins, and afterwards pull-
ing out the guts, salting them, and putting them up in barrels. There are two sorts of barrelled herrings; one wherein they are laid orderly, layer over layer, called by some packed herrings; the other wherein they are thrown at random, called herring in wrack.

The difference arises thus: as fast as the fishermen catch the herrings, they throw them on the deck of the vessel; where having gutted and salted them, they throw them at random into the barrel, to be carried home; this is the herring in wrack.

When arrived ashore, they take the fish out of these barrels, call them into a tub, and salting them anew, range them handomely in their barrels again, laying salt over them, to prefer them; these are the packed herrings. And it is in this flate they are usually sold.

BARRELL's Sound, in Geography, lies on the N.W. coast of America, and is called by the natives Conset-bai-toi.

It is situated about 6 leagues from the southern extremity of Washington or Charlotte islands, in a N.W. direction, about N. lat. 52°. W. long. 131°. It has two inlets, one on the east, the other on the west side of the island; the latter is the belt, the other is dangerous. The shores are of a craggby black rock; and the banks are lined with trees of various kinds; as pines, spruce, hemlock, alder, &c. This found was visited by Capt. Gray in the Washington in 1789, and derived its name from Joseph Barrell Esq. of Charlestown.

Barrels, the name given to rocks near the south coast of the county of Wexford, in the Irith fea, 5 miles S.W. of Carnfore point.—Also, to rocks near the south coast of Ireland, in Courtaulchery bay.

Barreme, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Alps, and chief place of a canton in the district of Digne, 10 miles S.S.E. of Digne.

Barren, is a term of Saxon origin, and means, applied to animals or vegetables, unfruitful, sterile, incapable of producing or propagating its like. Land is called barren, on which no plants, fit for the sustenance or nourishment of man or animals, will grow. Metaphorically applied to the human mind, it means dull, stupid, uninventive.

In man and animals barrenness is usually occasioned by some defect in the organs of generation. Both sexes are liable to this deficiency; but it is thought to be more incident to the female than the male. It is remarkable, that hybrid animals, as the mule, are incapable of propagating their like. See Hybrid.

Barrenness may also be occasioned by general debility, or ill health; and yet women in nearly the last stage of consumption, are not unfrequently found to conceive, to carry the fruit to its full term, and at length produce it in a sound and healthy state; the progress of the consumption being stopped during the time of uterine-gestation. See Consumption.

Defects, occasioning barrenness, or sterility, are either external or internal. The most usual external deficiency in man is, a penis too short, slender, or feeble. This state of that organ is often attended with a degree of curvature, the end being held down by a strong bridge. In these cases, the orifice of the urethra, instead of being at the end is in the under part of the penis, within half an inch of its extremity; whence there is not only considerable difficulty in introducing it into the vagina of the female, but in the vesical organ, the semen, instead of being thrown forwards towards the os uteri, is ejected backwards, and loit.

In the female, fritaines of the vagina, or coheison of its sides, preventing the intromission of the male organ, may occasion barrenness. These defects may sometimes be remedied by appropriate operations. (See Vagina, Diseases of.) The same effect, a straitness of the vagina, may be occasioned by cleftish affections of its sides (see as above). But a more common cause is an expansion of the membrane called the hymen, swelling up the entrance of the vagina, and it only having, at the anterior part, a small hole for the passage of the urine. Midwives are therefore cautioned, on the birth of female children, to examine whether the passage into the vagina be open, and if they find it covered by a thin membrane, to separate it with their nails, and to inspect the part for a few subsequent days, that it may not coalesce again. If this caution has been neglected, the membrane, which at the birth of the child is so tender as to yield to the slightest force, becomes, in a few years, thick, firm, and feithy, and can only then be divided by a painful and troublesome operation. See Hymen, Imperforated.

The vagina is also sometimes found divided into two canals or passages, by a strong, feithy, membranous partition, running its whole length, or nearly so, rendering the introduction of the male organ difficult or impracticable. These two passages sometimes communicate at the upper end, and receive a single os uteri; at others, they continue separate, terminating, or each of them leading to an os uteri; the uterus having, in these cases, two cavities, or there being two uteri. (See the articles Vagina, and Uterus.) Thence, however, may be considered as causes rendering impregnation difficult, but not impossible. More certain and invariable causes of barrenness in women are, imperviousness, feith, or other difeases of the os uteri, fallopian tubes, or of the ovaries, which are generally incurable.

Debility, occasioning barrenness in men particularly, is most commonly caused by the too early, or too frequent, and inordinate use of venery, by maniffrupation, or self-pollution (see Onanism), by repeated attacks of gonorrhoea or lymphis; by gleet, and by frequent and long continued courses of mercury. For the cure of these complaints, see Gonorrhoea, Lues Venereal, Gleets; see also Conception, Causes impeding.

Barren Corn, in Agriculture, a term applied to a difterner in corn, in which the ears of such kinds as are affected, as wheat and rye, which are the most subject to it, are long, lean, and white; in rye, the flamin, or small threads in the middle of the flower, are dry, transparent, and horned; the female organs are small, whiter, and less velvety than in healthy ears; in others, the filaments are swelled, the apices or knobs on the tops of the flamin void of dust or farina, and the stigma badly unfolded. The ligaments of all the blossoms of an ear are sometimes dried and parched, and at other times: the apices are much swelled out. This difterner of corn has been ascribed to various causes; such as its too sudden growth, the influence of frost or of hot gleams of sunlight after heavy showers; and sometimes, though rarely, to insects. Count Ginnani imputes it to the faultinefs of the soil; and he recommends particular attention to the amendment of it by such means as are best suited to its nature; and he also directs to change the seed every year.

Barren Earth, a term given by some writers to particular sterile soils, and also to the under stratum of earth, or that which lies immediately below the bed of mould, which is most frequently turned up and cultivated for the nourishment and support of plants. The idea of the under strata of soils being improper for the growth and support of plants seems to have originated in error, as it is now well known that every kind of earth, whether placed near the surface or
or at a considerable depth below it, is capable of affording the support of plants, when well broken down and rendered sufficiently mellow by ploughing, and the influence of the atmosphere.

**Barren Lands**, are such as either naturally, or for want of proper tillage and cultivation, do not on being cultivated produce good crops or such as are sufficient for repaying the expenses of the cultivator.

**Barren Money**, in the **Civil Law**, denotes that which is not put out to interest.

**Barren Soils**, in **Agriculture**, are those which, from the nature of their constituent ingredients, are incapable of affording full crops. The materials which enter into the composition of such soils are, according to Mr. Kirwan, *silex*, *argill*, and *calcite*, in the following proportions.

- Silex from 42 to 88
- Argill 20 30
- Calcite 4 20

From which he concludes the Troy pound to contain, allowing 120 grains for water, of

- Silex from 3468 to 4963
- Argill 1128 1622
- Calcite 225 600

The specific gravity in such soils has not been fully ascertained, but the same writer supposes it to be either much above or greatly below that of other kinds, according as they are too close or too open and porous. That of barren sandy land was found by M. Fabroni to be 2.21. See **Soil**.

**Barren Springs**, in **Rural Economy**, such springs as are injurious to lands when suffered to flow or run over them. Waters that flow from coal mines, or through mineral strata, have frequently been observed to have this pernicious quality; and such also as contain either aluminoous or ferruginous materials in a state of solubility in them.

**Barren Flowers or Florets**, called also abortive, in **Botany**, are such as produce no perfect seeds. The barren flowers are such as have filaments, but no pistils; and they are also called male flowers. Flowers which have only pistils, are sometimes barren, owing to the absence of other flowers, which bear the filaments. In the umbelliferous flowers, it is not uncommon to have several of the florets barren, though they are furnished both with filaments and pistils; perhaps owing to some imperfection in the pistils; but future observations must determine this matter.

**Barren Creeks**, in **Geography**, rises in the N.W. corner of Delaware state in America, runs about 9 miles S.W. and discharges itself into Nanticoke river. A triangular tract of land in the N. part of Somerset county, Maryland, is included between this creek on the S., Delaware states E., and Nanticoke river on the W. and N.W.

**Barren Island**, a small isle in Cheapeak bay, N.E. from the mouth of Patuxent river, which is separated from Hooper's island by a narrow channel on the east.

**Barren Island** is also an isle in the East Indian ocean, about 6 leagues in circumference. The whole isle has a singular and volcanic appearance; and there is upon it a violent volcano, which emits immense volumes of smoke, and flowers of red-hot flumes, some of which weigh 3 or 4 tons, and are thrown some hundred yards beyond the foot of the cone. The base of the cone is the lowest part of the island, and very little higher than the level of the sea. It rises with an acuity of 32° 17', to the height of 1800 feet nearly, which is also the elevation of the other parts of the island. Those parts of the island that are distant from the volcano, are thinly covered with withered shrubs and blasted trees. It is situated in N. lat. 12° 15', and 15 leagues to the east of the easternmost cluster of the Andaman islands, and may be seen at the distance of 12 leagues in clear weather. At a quarter of a mile from the shore, there is no ground with 150 fathoms of line. **Asiatic Researches**, vol. iv. p. 395, &c.

**Barren Isles**, lie on the N.W. coast of America, at the entrance of Cook's inlet. These isles, situated in N. lat. 58° 48', and E. long. 208° 30', and cape Elizabeth, situated in N. lat. 59° 9', and E. long. 228° 53', according to Vancouver's chart, form a channel into Cook's inlet.

**Barren River**, a name given to each of the S.E. branches of Green river, in Kentucky; between which lies **Blue Spring**.

**Barrenness.** See **Sterility**.

**Barrenwort**, in **Botany**. See **Erythraea**.

**Barreone**, in **Geography**, a river of Piedmont, which runs into the Vesuvia, near St. Martin, in the county of Tenda.

**Barrere, Peter**, in **Biography**, professor of medicine, physician to the military hospital at Perigyan, his native country, resided three years at Cayenne, as botanist to the king of France, and employed himself in acquiring a distinct knowledge of the plants and animals indigenous to that country, of which he published accounts on his return. He died November 18th, 1755. In 1741, he published "A Description on the Coasts of the Colour of the Skin in Negroes," which he thought was occasioned by the bile being in them blacker than in Europeans; and in 1746, "Observations on the Origin and Formation of figured Stones." But his principal works were, "Essai sur l'Histoire Naturelle de la France Equinoxiale," Paris, 1741, 12mo. in which he gives descriptions of the plants he had collected at Cayenne, many of them not before known, with their use in medicine, diet, &c. "Nouvelle Relation de la France Equinoxiale," Paris, 1743, 12mo.; republished, much improved, 1753: a continuation of the former work. In this he gives accounts of the method of cultivating the foug-cane, of preparing fugar, coffee, cacao, and other valuable articles. In the "Histoire de l'Academie des Sciences," 1753, the method of cultivating rice; and in 1754, at Perigyan, 8vo. "Divers Observations Anatomiques tirées des Ouvrages des Cadavres," containing some curious and instructive facts. Haller. Bib. Anat. et Botan. Eloy. Diet. Hist.

**Barreria**, in **Botany**, a tree so named from Peter Barrere, professor of medicine at Perigyan. Lin. g. Schreb. 1566. Scop. gen. 767. Porequela. Anbl. Guian. Chas. Syngenia monoecian. Gen. Char. Col. perina one-leaved, five-toothed, small. Cor. one-petalled, five-petalled; petals oblong, acute, convex beneath, concave above, with a double pit; the superior ovate, bifid, the wedge-shaped one trifid; excorated for the reception of the filaments. Stam. filaments five, ascending linear, wider above, thick, triangular, borne on a curved; anthers erect, four-covored, magenta-collared; coalescing into the form of a mill-wheel; each, in the closed flower, ansvewing, together with the filaments, to the pits of the two petals. Pyl. germ roundish; style short; stigma trifid.


Species, B. guianensis. Porequela Guian. Aublet. Guian. 1. 47. A tree forty or fifty feet high, and two feet and a half in diameter; the bark is ash-coloured, and the wood is hard and compact, of a reddish-brown colour. From the top proceed many branches, spreading in all directions; these send forth numerous twigs, with alternate, entire, smooth, firm, ovate leaves, ending in a long point; petioles short, convex beneath, channelled above. The flowers are
in small axillary spikes, alternate, and almost sessile. A native of Guiana, in the extensive forests, near the banks of the river Sinemari, fifty leagues from its mouth. It flowers in November.

BARRET, George, in *Biography*, a painter of landscape, was born about the year 1732, in the city of Dublin, and exhibited at a very early age a strong disposition to the art in which he afterwards became eminent. Having gained a premium of 31. offered by the Dublin society for the bell landscape in oil, he visited London in 1762, and in the second year after his arrival, obtained a similar prize from the Society for the encouragement of arts, &c. The establishment of the Royal Academy of Arts, &c. is said to have been much indebted to the efforts of Mr. Barret, who formed the plan, and became one of its members. He had two decided manners of painting, both with regard to colour and touch; his first was rather heavy in both, his latter was much lighter. Scarcely any painter equalled him in his knowledge or execution of the details of nature, the latter of which was particularly light, and well calculated to mark most decisively the true characters of the various objects he represented, forest-trees in particular. His attention was chiefly directed to the true colour of English scenery, with regard to which he was very happy in his bell works. His bell pictures, in this country, executed according to his first manner, are to be found in the houses of the dukes of Buccleugh and Portland, &c. and those of his latter in his great work at Norbury Park in Surrey, confining of a large room, painted with a continued scene entirely round. The idea in general characterizes the northern part of this country; and for composition, breadth of effect, truth of colour, and boldness of manner in the execution, has not been equalled by any modern painter. Barret also excelled in water-colours; and his drawings in chalk, Indian ink, and black-lead pencil, have great merit. In all his studies from nature he was very correct and minute. He also performed some flight but spirited etchings in landscapes. He died at Paddington near London in 1784. Pillington and Sturt.

Barret Bank, Great, in *Geography*, lies at the S. and S.E. end of the island of Oleron, on the coast of France, and forms the N.W. side of the Maumoun puffages, as Point de Cardour, on the main land, forms the S.E. side.

Baretry. See Barraty, and Barrytry.

Barretstown, in *Geography*, a plantation in Hampshire county, in the district of Maine, in North America, having 173 inhabitants.

Barricafe, or Barricado, a military term for a fence or retrenchment, halily made with vessels or baskets of earth, carts, trees, palisades, or the like, to preserve an army from the flot or assault of an enemy.

The most usual materials of barricades are poles, or stakes which are crossed with battens, and fixed with iron at the feet; usually set up in passages or breaches, to keep back the horse as well as the foot.

Barricade, in the *Lexicon*, is a strong wooden rail, supported by pillars, and extending as a fence across the foremost part of the quarter-deck. In ships of war, the intervals between the pillars are commonly filled with cork, junk of old cable, or plaited cordage. About a foot above the rail, there extends a double rope netting, supported by cranes of iron; and between the two parts of the netting are studded hammocks, filled with the seamen's bedding, to intercept small shot fired by flivel-guns and muskets, in time of battle.

Barricourt, in *Geography*, a town of France, in the department of the Ardennes, and chief place of a canton in the district of Grandpré, 6 leagues S. of Sedan, and 3

N.E. of Grandpré.

Barrier, in *Fortification*, a kind of fence made at a passaige, retrenchment, gate, &c. to flop up the entry thereto. See Defences. It is usually made of great stakes, about four or five feet high, placed at the distance of eight or ten feet from one another, with overthwart rafter; serving to flop either horse or foot that would rush in. In the middle is a movable bar of wood, which opens and shuts at pleasure.

Barrier Islands, in *Geography*, islands which lie off the river Thames, on the E. coast of New Zealand, and called because they shelter it from the sea. They stretch from S.E. to N.W. for 10 leagues.

Barriers, corresponding to what the French call "jeu de barres," i.e. palisiers, have been used to signify a martial exercice of men, armed, and fighting together with short swords, within certain rails or bars, by which they were include from the spectators; now diffused in this country.

Barreries, or Barrières, a name given, in the chief cities of France, and particularly at Paris, to the places where the custom-houses are establisshd, and where the officers receive the duties of importation, according to the tariff settled by the king's council. They are called barriers because the passagess, through which the carriages and merchandises liable to pay duties are to pass, are shut up with a wooden bar, which turns upon a hinge, and is opened and shut at the will of the custom-house officers.

There are at Paris sixty of these barriers, all placed at the entrance of the suburbs.

There are also barrier towns, or places of defence, on the frontiers of kingdoms.

Barrile, in *Geography*, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Ballicata; 7 miles W.S.W. of Venaia.

Barring a Vein, in *Farriery*, now obsolete. See Bar a Vein.

Barringdin, in *Geography*, a town of Africa, in the country of Barra.

Barrington, John Shute, Lord Viscount Barrington, in *Biography*, a learned nobleman, particularly distinguished by his attention to theological subjects, was the younger son of Benjamin Shute, merchant, by a daughter of the famous Mr. Caryll, author of the commentary on Job, and descended from the ancient family of Shute in the county of Leicester, of Roman extraction. He was born at Theobald's in Hertfordshire, in 1678, and received part of his education in the university of Utrecht. Upon his return to England he devoted himself to the study of the law in the Inner Temple; and in 1701 commenced his literary career as a writer, if we except his Latin oration "De Studio Philosophico conjugando cum Studio Juris Romani," published at Utrecht in 1698; by an "Essay upon the Interests of England in respect to Protestants differing from the Established Church," 4to. to which chiefs of British subjects he belonged. This was followed some time afterwards by another piece in 4to. intitled "The Rights of Protestant Diffenters, in two parts." At the age of 24, during the prosecution of his legal studies, he was appointed by the recommendation of Lord Somers, to the arduous undertaking of engaging the Presbyterians of Scotland to favour the union of the two kingdoms, and in 1708 he was rewarded for his services by the office of commissioner of the customs. From this situation he was removed by the Tory administration of Queen Anne, in 1711, on account of his avowed opposition to their principles and conduct. In the mean time his fortune was greatly improved by the bequest of two considerable
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fiderable estates; one left him by John Wildman, Esq. of Becket in Berkshire, who adopted him for his son after the Roman custom, and the other by Francis Barrington, Esq. of Tofts, whose name and arms he assumed by act of parliament. On the accession of George I., he was chosen member of parliament for the town of Berwick upon Tweed; and in 1720, he was advanced by the king to an Irish peerage under the title of viscount Barrington of Ardglas. In confluence of his unfortunate connection with the Harburgh company, as sub-governor under the prince of Wales, and of a lottery projected for defraying the expense of opening the port and a subscription for this purpose commenced during his absence and in opposition to his opinion and advice, he underwent, in 1723, the very severe and unmerited censure of expulsion from the house of commons, which has been attributed to his lordship’s opposition to the reigning minister, Sir Robert Walpole. In 1725, he published in two volumes 8vo. his “Miscellanea Sacra, or a new method of considering so much of the history of the apocryphal, as is contained in scripture, in an abstract of their history, an abstract of that abstract, and four critical essays.” This work traces, with judicious discrimination, the methods taken by the apocryphal, and first preachers of the gospel, for propagating Christianity, and explains the several gifts of the spirit by which they were enabled to discharge that office. Hence he deduced an argument for the truth of the Christian religion which is said to have staggered the incredibility of Mr. Anthony Collins. A second edition of this work, with large additions and corrections, was published by his son the present bishop of Durham, in 1770, 3 vols. 8vo. In the interval between its first publication and the death of the author in 1734, he reviewed, corrected, and enlarged it; and introduced such improvements, as add new force to his arguments and elucidation to his criticisms. In the same year, 1725, he also published “An Essay on the several Definitions of God to Mankind, in the order, which they lie in the bible; or a short system of the religion of Nature and Scripture.” He was also the author of several other tracts, chiefly on subjects connected with toleration in matters of religion, which he ably and zealously defended. He died in 1734, in the 56th year of his age. Lord Barrington had three daughters and six sons, five of whom have been advanced to high stations in the church, the law, the army, and the navy. His lordship was a disciple and friend of Mr. Locke, and adopted his sentiments as to the right and advantage of free inquiry, and the value of civil and religious liberty. As a theological writer, he discovers a high sense of the value of the sacred writings and great judgment in interpreting them; and he contributed in a very eminent degree to the diffusion of a spirit of liberal criticism. In his sentiments and disposition he was distinguished by his Catholicism and moderation; and though he was a rational and steady disserter, he was an occasional frequenter and communicant of the established church. *Biog. Brit.*

BARRINGTON, Daines, the fourth son of lord Barrington, was educated for the profession of the law, and in 1757 was appointed a Welsh judge, and some time afterwards second justice of Cheshire. Although he never attained to distinguished eminence at the bar, he evinced his acquaintance with the law by a valuable publication, entitled, “Observations on the Statutes, chiefly the more ancient, from Magna Charta to 21 James I. c. 27; and with an Appendix being a Proposal for new-modelling the Statutes,” 4to. 1766. This work, which passed through five editions, has been respectfully quoted by many historians and conlitutional antiquaries. In 1773, he published “Orpheus;” with Alfred’s Saxon version, and an English translation and notes of his own, which underwent a severe animadversion from some of our critics. His “Tracts on the Probability of reaching the North Pole,” 1775, 4to. were occasioned by the voyage of captain Phipps (now lord Mulgrave) towards the north pole in 1773. His other writings may be found in the Transactions of the Royal and Antiquarian Societies, of which he was an affiduous member, and of the latter vice-president. In several of these the author manifests some tendency towards singularity and paradox; nevertheless they indicate both diligence and extent of research, and eulogize his talents as a naturalist and antiquarian. Many of his tracts were collected by himself in a 4to. volume, entitled “Miscellanea Tracts on various subjects,” 1781. His experiments and observations on the finging of birds” (see Note of Birds in this Dictionary), and his “Essay on the Language of Birds” are amongst the most curious and ingenious of his papers. In private life he was a man of worth and integrity, unambitious, and devoted to study and literary conversation. He resigned his office of judge of Cheshire in 1785, and from that time to his death, March 14, 1800, lived in retirement in the Inner Temple. *Gen. Biog.*

BARRINGTON, in Geography, a township in Queen’s county Nova Scotia, on the south side of the bay of Fundi, settled by Quakers from the island of Nantucket.

BARRINGTON, a township in Strafford county, New Hampshire, about 22 miles N. W. from Portsmouth, incorporated in 1722, containing 2470 inhabitants. Allum is found in this township, and the first ridge of the “Prothills,” one of the 3 interior summits of Aganaticus, is continued through it. Its situation is very healthy, and favourable to longevity.

BARRINGTON, a township in Bristol county, Rhode island, on the south western side of the N. W. branch of Warren river, about 23 miles N. W. of Warren, and about 7 S. E. from Fox point, in the town of Providence. It contains 633 inhabitants, including 12 slaves.

BARRINGTON, Great, is the second township in rank in Berkshire county in the Massachusettis. It contains 1573 inhabitants, and lies 140 miles W. from Boston.

BARRINGTON, Clays, is the fourth-clay point of lord Egmont’s island, or New Gurney, the largest of the Queen Charlotte’s islands. It is separated by a narrow channel from Cape Proby, on lord Howe’s Island or New Jersey.


Gen. Char. Cal. Perianthi two-leaved, superior; leaflets roundish, concave, coriaceous, permanent. Cor. Petals four, equal, ovate, spreading, coriaceous, larger than the calyx; nectary concave, tubular, coating the base of the style, toothed at the tip; teeth few, unequal. Stam. Filaments very many, monadelphous, (or conjoined from the very base into a cylinder seated on the receptacle), capillary, longer than the corolla; anthers small, roundish. Pet. Germ inferior, turbinate; style filiform, length of the stamens; stigma simple. Pet. Drupe large, ovate, coriaceous, crowned by the calyx. Seed, nut long, ovate, outwardly wrinkled-fibrous, four-celled; kernels ovate, wrinkled.

Li. Gen. Char. Cal.imple, two-leaved, superior, permanent; fruit a dry four-cornered drupe, including a nut one to four-celled.

Species,
Species, Barringtonia speciosa, laurel-leaved D. Lin. Syl. Supp. Cook, Voy. I. 157. 24. f. 54, Fort. J. C. Miller. 16. 7. A lofty tree and the handiwork in the whole equinoxia flora, abounding with thick, shaggy bunches of leaves, every where intermixed with beautiful purple and white flowers; trunk woolly, thick, straight, covered with a dark grey, smooth bark, scored with little chinks; branches expanding widely, variously divided, somewhat bending downwards, and fest with many leaves at the ends; leaves crowded, the upper in a kind of whorl, serrate, wedge-shaped, obtuse, quite entire, expanding from a foot to fifteen inches in length, thick, coriaceous, very smooth, dark green, shining with yellow veins; flowers on a solitary erect thryse, a foot in length; peduncle smooth, a foot long; pedicels five, to twenty, one-flowered, three or four inches long; bracteas roundish, solitary at the base of the pedicels; flowers large, white, transparent; filaments and style diaphanous, purple at the top; anthers gold-coloured; drupe reddish brown. The flowers open during the night, and fall at sun-rise. The seed is said to imbibe silt in the same manner as cuculus indicus, &c. It grows within the tropics, especially on the shores of the ocean and at the mouths of rivers, in the East Indies from the southern coasts of China through the Molucca isles to Otaheite and the other Society isles. It is cultivated in the governor's garden at St. Helena. Introduced here in 1786, by Mr. A. Hove.

BARRISTER, in Law, a person qualified and empowered to plead, and defend the causes of clients in the courts of justice. The word is formed from bar, barre, a name given the place where they fland to plead.

Barristers, in the English law, amount to the name of licentiates, and advocates, in other countries and courts, where the civil, &c. laws obtain.

Anciently they were denominated among us, apprentices of the law, apprentissi juris nobilissimi; now usually counsellors at law; and they seem to have been first appointed by an ordinance of king Edward I. in parliament, in the twentieth year of his reign.

Before they were called to the bar they were formerly obliged to study eight years, now reduced to five; the excises required (if they were not called ex gratia) were twelve grand moats performed in the ins of chancery, in the time of the grand readings, and twenty four petty moats, in term time before the readers of the respective ins, and a barrister newly called was to attend the fix (or four) next long vacations the exercice of the house, viz. in Lent and summer, and they were therupon for those three (or two) years styled a vacation barrister. They are also called Outer barristers, i.e. pleaders ofer or without the bar; to distinguish them from benchers, or those that have been readers, who are sometimes admitted to plead within the bar; as the king's, queen's, or prince's, counsel are; hence called inner barristers, 5 El. cap. 1.

Barristers, according to Fortescue, might be called to the state and degree of serjeants, when they were of sixteen years standing. See Counsel and Serjeant.

Barristers who conically attend the kings bench, &c. are to have the privilege of being used in trantory actions in the county of Middlesex. But the court will not change the venue, because none of the defendants are barristers. Pleas before they are filed, must be signed by a barrister or serjeant.

To become a barrister in Ireland it is necessary in the first place that a memorial be presented by the person dehous of becoming fo, to the Benchers of the Honourable Society of the King's Insns, Dublin, stating his parentage and previous education, and requesting admission into the society as a flu- dent. This memorial certified by a practising barrister of ten years standing who is not a bencher, must be lodged in the office of the treasurer of the society before the eveson day of term; and on its being granted, a certain fine must be paid. After this admission the student must keep eight terms common in Ireland, and the same number in England. Formerly a student was required to attend fewer terms if he had taken a degree in any university, and this was a strong inducement to those who intended their sons for the bar to give them a college education. It has been regretted that this encouragement was discontinued; but the advantages of such an education are so evident, that it is to be supposed few will neglect it; especially as they can attend terms at the society of the King's Insns, at the same time that they are members of the university.

BARRISTER, the name given to an inferior judge established in every county of Ireland, except that of Dublin, whose business it is to sit twice every year to try civil bills, for the more speedy administration of justice.

BARRITUS, in Antiquity, a military shout raised by the Roman soldiers at the first charge on the enemy. This cullum, however, was not peculiar to the Romans; but prevailed among the Trojans according to Homer, among the Germans, the Gauls, the Macedonians, and the Persians. See Classicum.

BARROCHES, in Geography, are two great ranges of rocks close by the west end of Alderney, Avigny or Orna, towards the Caskets.

BARKS, John, in Biography, an eminent Portuguese historian, was born at Vifo, in 1496, and educated at the court of king Emanuel, with the royal children. In 1522 he was appointed to the government of St. George del Mina, on the coast of Guinea; and upon his return to Portugal, after an absence of three years, he was made treasurer of the Indies. When king John conferred upon him the lordship of Parnba in Brazil, on condition of his expelling the native Indians, and propituting with Portuguese, he set out with an expedition for this purpose; but his fleet being almost wholly destroyed, the project failed. Upon this he determined to write the history of the Indies, under the title of "Decades d'Asia," and the first decade was published in 1555, the second in 1555, and the third in 1565. For the completion of this work he retired to Pom- pilia, where he died in 1570, leaving several children. His fourth decade, compiled from his MSS. by order of Philip III. did not appear till 1615. The work has been continued by others as far as the thirtieth decade, and the last edition of it was printed at Lisbon in 1736, in 5 vols. folio. The history of dos Barros, applauded by some and cenured by others, is deemed, notwithstanding the author’s disposition to exaggerate, a work of authority. It was translated into Spanish by Alphonso Ulloa. Barros was the author of several other writings, moral, grammatical, &c. composed principally for the use of his pupil prince John, son of king John III. In some editions of his "Decades," there is an apologue for his life and writings, written by himself. Moveri. Nouv. Dict. Hist. by

BARROW, Isaac, a very eminent divine and mathematician, was the son of Mr. Thomas Barrow, a citizen and linen draper of London, and born in this city in the year 1650. Although at the Charter-house, where his education commenced, he gained no reputation, and was remarkable only for fighting and idleness, his subsequent application and literary progress in a school at Feltread in Elyx, whither he was removed, were such as to retrieve his character, and to induce his master to recommend him to the office of private tutor to a young noble-
nobleman under his care. In 1643 he was admitted a pen- sioner of Peter-house in Cambridge, under his uncle Mr. Isaac Barrow, afterwards bishop of St. Asaph, and then fellow of that college; and in 1645 he was entered a pen- sioner of Trinity college, as his uncle had been ejected together with others who had written against the covenant. The ejection of his uncle, and the losses sustained by his father on account of his attachment to the royal cause, involved our young student in difficulties; and he was indebted to the liberality of Dr. Hammond for his chief support. Such were the sweetness of his disposition and his respectful conduct towards his superiors, that he preferred their esteem and good-will, though he readily adhered to the cause for which his family had suffered and refused to take the covenant. His proficiency in all branches of literature, and particularly in natural philosophy, was so considerable, and his merit so generally acknowledged, that he was elected, notwithstanding the obnoxiousness of the party to which he belonged, fellow of his college in the year 1649; and now perceiving that the circumstances of the times were unfavourable to persons of his opinions in matters of church and state, he determined to devote himself to the medical profession. With this view he directed his attention to anatomy, botany, and chemistry, and made some progress in these preparatory studies; however, upon further consideration, aided by his uncle’s advice, he refrained from the study of divinity in connection with that of mathematics and astronomy. With these severer studies he also blended the amusements of poetry, to which he had a strong propensity. In 1652 he commenced master of arts, and was incorporated in that degree at Oxford. Disappointed with regard to the Greek professorship at Cambridge (to which he was recommended) on account of a fulmination of his Arminian principles, and perhaps influenced by the aspect of public affairs, he resolved to travel abroad; and in order to obtain a necessary supply for this purpose, he sold his books. Accordingly he set out in the year 1655; and in this year his first work, which was an edition of "Euclid’s Elements," was published during his absence. He visited France and Italy; and in 1656 he fell sick from Leghorn to Smyrna; and in the course of his voyage he had an opportunity of manifesting his natural intrepidity by standing to his gun, and defending the ship on which he had embarked, against the attack of an Algerine corsair, and of beating off the enemy. Of his intrepidity, as well as bodily strength, another instance occurred on a very different occasion. As he was once leaving the house of a friend early in the morning before a fierce gale was chanced up, the dog flew at him with violence; but he had the resolution to seize the dog by the throat, and after much struggling to overpower him, and to hold him fast on the ground till some of the domestics rose and parted them. From Smyrna he proceeded to Constantinople, where he read over with peculiar satisfaction the works of St. Chrysolot, the bishop of that see; and having remained a year in Turkey, he returned to Venice, and in 1659 he passed through Germany and Holland into England. Soon after his return he was ordained by bishop Browne; and when the king was restored, his friends expected that his attachment to the royal cause would have been rewarded by some considerable preferment; but their expectations were disappointed. On this occasion Barrow wittily remarked in one of his poems,

"Te magis optavit redditum, Carole, nemo,
Et nemo festis te reddisse minus."

"Thy restoration, Royal Charles, I see,
By none more will’d, by none less felt, than me."

Vol. III.

However, he wrote an ode on his majesty’s restoration, in which he introduces Britannia congratulating the king upon his return. In this same year, 1660, he was chosen Greek professor at Cambridge; and in consequence of this appointment, he read lectures on the Rhetoric of Aristotle. In 1662 he was recommended by Dr. Wilkins, and elected to the professorship of geometry in Gresham college; and he also discharged the duty of the astronomical professor, who was absent. About this time he declined a valuable preferment which was offered him, from scruples of conscience; because it was annexed to the condition of educating the patron’s son, which Barrow considered as a kind of servile contract. In 1663 he was included in the first choice of members made by the Royal Society after receiving their charter; and in the same year he was appointed Lucasian professor of mathematics at Cambridge, on which occasion he delivered an excellent oration on the excellence and use of mathematical science. At this time he resigned both his Greek and Gresham professorships. Although the station to which he had attained was peculiarly adapted to his distinguished talents and acquirements as a mathematician, he determined in 1669 to exchange his mathematical studies for those of divinity; and accordingly, as soon as he had published his "Lectiones Opticae," he resigned his professor’s chair to the illustrious Newton. In 1670 he was created doctor in divinity by mandate; and in 1672 he was nominated to the masterly of Trinity college by the king, who observed "that he had bestowed it on the best scholar in England." To the patent of his appointment was annexed a clause which allowed him to marry; but as this privilege was inconsistent with the statutes of the college, he infurled on the clause being erased. On this occasion he resigned the preferments of a small sinecure in Wales, and of a prebend in the cathedral of Salisbury, which he had previously enjoyed and the profits of which he had distributed to charitable uses. In 1675 he was chosen chancellor of the university; but his services in this high and honourable station were speedily terminated by his death, occuring by a fever, in London, May 1677, in the 47th year of his age. His remains were interred in West- minster Abbey; and a monument, with an appropriate epitaph, was erected for him at the expense of his friends. Dr. Barrow had nothing in his person or external appearance, that was likely to command any degree of attention and respect. He was of a low stature, and of a meagre, pale aspect; and he was singularly negligent with regard to his dress. Pope, his biographer, mentions a circumstance to this purpose, which shews the effect of his inattention to outward appearance. Being engaged to preach for Dr. Wilkins at St. Lawrence Jury in London, his shaven and awkward gait and meagre aspect prepossessed the audience so much against him, that, when he mounted the pulpit, the congregation withdrew and he was left almost alone in the church. Mr. Richard Baxter, the nonconformist divine, however, was one of those few that remained; and his testimony was highly honourable to the preacher, for he declared that he had never heard a better sermon, and that he could with pleasure have listened all day to such preaching; upon which those persons who complained to Dr. Wilkins of his substitute were ashamed of their conduct in deferring the church, and reduced to the necessity of acknowledging that their prejudice was solely the result of his uncouth appearance. His sermons were distinguished not only by their excellence, but by their length. He took great pains in compiling them, and in transcribing them three or four times, as he found it extremely difficult to please himself. M. le Clerc (Bibliothe. Univ. t. iii. p. 325)
selves, "Euclidis Data," Camb. 1657. 8vo., subjoined to the Elements in later editions. "Lectiones Opticae XVIII.; Cantabrigiae in scholis publicis habitae, &c." Lond. 1669. 4to: this work was revised and enlarged by Newton, and has been highly commended by the best judges. "Lectiones Geometricae XIIII. in quibus praefermi generalia linearum curvarum symptomata declaratur;" Lond. 1670. folio: published in 1672 and 1674 with the "Optics." "Archimedes Opera; Apollonii Conicorum Libri IV.; Theodolii Spharicae, methodo nova illustrata, et luculenter demonstrata;" Lond. 1675. 4to: After Dr. Barrow's decease, were published his "Lectio in qua theorematas Archimedis de Spherar et Cylindro, per methodum individihibum investigata, et breviter demonstrata, exhibetur," Lond. 1678. 12mo; and "Mathematica Lectiones, habitae in scholis publicis Academae Cantabrigienis;" Lond. 1683. 8vo. Besides these, Dr. Barrow left several curious papers, written with his own hand, and communicated by William Jones, eq. to Dr. Ward. Hill's Life prefixed to Barrow's Works. Ward's Lives of the Professors of Gresham college, p. 157. &c. Dioz. Brit.

Barrow, in Geography, a noble river of Ireland, supposed to be the Birges or Birges of Ptolemy. It rises in the mountain of Sheeb-bloom in the King's county, and running for a short space north-east, makes a kind of elbow; and continuing afterwards a south-east course, it divides the King's and Queen's counties from that of Killare. At Athy, in the latter county, a branch of the grand canal from Dublin to the Shannon has formed a junction with it: which contributes much to the advantage of the adjoining country. It proceeds next through the heart of the county of Carlow, and then separates those of Kilkenny and Wexford. A little before it reaches the town of Kils, it receives the Nore, and then varying its course from that to the west, meanders its waters with those of the Suir, forming with it the haven of Waterford. The navigation of this river has been deemed of such great importance that 11,000 pounds have been granted by parliament to remove some obstructions in it; and a corporation established for the purpose has been enabled to raise 20,000 l. more to render it completely navigable. It is now (1822) expected that boats will soon regularly ply from Waterford to Athy, and thence by the grand canal to Dublin. The circumstance of the three rivers Barrow, Nore, and Suir, all rising in the same mountain, proceeding from it by different courses, and uniting their streams before they fall into the sea, has been mentioned by many writers. Amongst others, Speer has noticed it in his episode of the marriage of the Thrones and Medway (Fairy Queen, book iv. cant. 11;) in which he represents them as three brothers, sons of the giant Bliomius and the nymph Rhenua. He speaks of the Barrow as abounding in salmon:

"The third, the godly Barrow which doth hooed
Great heapes of salmon in his deeppe boome."

Campbell's Political Survey, &c. &c.

Barrow Little, a river of Ireland, which runs into the Barrow about 4 miles east of Portarlington.

Barrow Harbour is an extensive bay in that of Bonafrica in the island of Newfoundland, divided by Keel's head on the E. from the port of Bonafrica, and from Bloody bay on the W. by a large peninsula joined to the island by a narrow isthmus, which forms Newman's found: which, as well as Chude found, are within Barrow harbour.

Barrow Point, a cape on the south coast of Ireland, in the county of Cork, 5 miles east of Kinfare.

Barrows, or Tomiths, in Topography, a name usually given to those hillocks or mounds of earth which were anciently
ciently raised over the bodies of deceased heroes and persons of distinguished character. This mode of interment may be traced to the remotest antiquity, and instances of it occur in all quarters of the world. A learned antiquarian, well known for his industrious and indefatigable research (see Gough's Sepulchral Monuments of Great Britain), contemners barrows as the most ancient sepulchral monuments in the world. Homer is one of the earliest authors that mentions the construction of barrows, in describing the funeral rites attending the interment of Patroclus and Achilles. The body of Patroclus was first laid on the top of a great pile of wood about one hundred feet square, and covered with the fat of animals offered in sacrifice; the caskets of the beasts, and the bodies of the Trojan captives cruelly slain in cold blood on the occasion, were then thrown on the pile round its edges, and the whole reduced to ashes. The remains of the fire were next day extingui\shed by pouring wine on the embers; and as many fragments of the bones of the deceased as could be collected, were wrapped up in fat, and put into a rich urn, having a linen veil flung over it. The whole army then threw earth upon the spot where the pile had been consumed, so as to cover the bones of the Trojans, of the caskets, and all the ashes that remained, and thus reared a high rude hill, under which, nearly in the centre, the urn was placed. After this ceremony, solemn games were performed, and chariot races were exhibited round the barrow, in honour of the deceased. To this purpose, the elegant translator of Homer, in his account of the funeral of Patroclus, expresses part of the funeral ceremony:

"High in the midst they heap the swelling bed
Of rising earth, memorial of the dead."

Iliad, xxiii. 319.

In Plutarch's Life of Alexander, we find that when that great conqueror arrived at the ruins of Troy, he anointed with much ceremony the stone placed on the barrow of Achilles, poured out libations, and, as the custom was, ran naked round the sepulchre, and crowned the stone with garlands.

Herodotus, the father of history, mentions the barrow of Alyattes, the second of that name, king of Lydia, and father of Croesus, raised 2356 years ago, and seen by Dr. Chandler in A. D. 1764, five miles from Sart, the ancient Sardis. This tumulus or barrow, formed by the joint exertions of the Thracian, the labourers, and the profitters, was about a mile in circumference, and had been adorned with various buildings, and terminated by a piece of water called the Gygean lake, still remaining. Dr. Chandler, in his "Travels through Asia Minor," vol. i. p. 42, describes this and other barrows in their present state; and Herodotus states, that the lower part of it was a mass of large stones, but that the rest of the sepulchre was a tumulus of earth.

It was customary among the Greeks to place on barrows, either the image of some animal, or pile, termini, or round pillars with inscriptions. Panofians describes the famous barrow of the Athenians in the plain of Marathon, on which were pillars of this kind: and on that of Alyattes were five stones, on which were engraved letters, denoting how much each class of the persons concerned had performed towards it, and it appeared that the greater portion was done by the young women. An ancient monument in Italy, near the Appian way, called without reason the sepulchre of the Curiatii, has the name number of termini with that of Alyattes, the baseinent, which is square, supporting five round pyramids. We are informed in the scriptures, that when the king of Ai was slain by Joshua, his carcase was placed at the entrance of the city, and upon it was raised a great heap of stones. Several other passages of the sacred writings lead us to conclude, that though the Jews were prohibited from adopting the superstitious customs of the gentile nations, they did not think themselves restrained from constructing these monuments to their deceased relatives. Diodorus Siculus, speaking of the Buliaks, says, that after preparing together the limbs of a dead body with boards, they cast it into a hollow receptacle, and placed over it a large heap of stones. Virgil alludes to this mode of interment as used in Italy in the times to which the Aeneid refers. Xenophon relates that it obtained among the Persians; the Roman historians record it as taking place among their countrymen; and it prevailed no less among the ancient Germans, Britons, and other nations.

According to Herodotus, the Thracians, a people of Scythia, raised barrows; and the custom of erecting them in various parts of the world continued through a long series of ages. Gough says, that they continued in use till the 12th century.

The ancient barrows are of various sizes, some of them being small, and perhaps designed for children, or the younger branches of the royal family, or for persons of meaner rank; others distinguished by their height and bulk, and visible like hills at a great distance, which might probably have been the sepulchre of some renowned monarch or warrior, or general burying-places.

Stehlenberg, in his description of the northern and western parts of Europe and Asia, informs us, that great numbers of tumuli, called by the Russians "bozhni," are found in Siberia, and in the deserts which border on that country southward; and that in these tombs are found many plates, ornaments, and trinkets of gold. Some of them are raised by earth as high as houses, and appear in the distant plains like a ridge of hills; whilst others are set round with rough-hewn stones. Archæologia, vol. ii. p. 236.

The custom of interring with the dead their arms, their jewels, and sometimes their horses and servants, is traced by M. Legrand D'Aufy (Mem. de l'Institut National des Sciences, &c. Paris, vol. ii.) to the mythology of the northern Asiatic nations, which taught them to believe that they should make an appearance in another world, corresponding to the ornaments and attendants deposited in their tombs; and the remains of this superstition have descended through many ages. According to this writer, a great part of the riches acquired by the northern nations in their irruptions, has been interred in the tombs of the conquerors. Treasures have been frequently found in the barrows so common in Tartary; and, in attempting to rank these monuments, the Siberians have had to many conflicts with the Tartars, that the Russian government has been obliged to put a stop to their researches.

Denmark, Sweden, Lower Saxony, and many other countries on the continent, abound with sepulchral monuments of this kind. Mr. Cox, in his "Travels in Poland," (vol. i. p. 130.) mentions two large barrows in the vicinity of Cracow: one by tradition called the burial-place of Cracus, duke of Poland, who is supposed to have built the town in the year 700; and the other called the sepulchre of his daughter Videa, who is reported to have drowned herself in the Vistula to avoid a marriage with a person whom she detested. As popular tradition records these as favourite characters in their country, it has honoured them with interment under the most conspicuous of those monuments called barrows.

The barrows of England are very numerously strewed over the plains of Wiltshire, the downs of Dorsetshire, Kent, and Surrey. Monuments of the same appropriation
are also abundant in the northern counties of England, North Wales, Scotland, and Ireland; but most of these con- sur, and are designated by the name of "carr," or "cairn." (See CAIRN.) The most considerable barrow in England is that of Silbury Hill in Wiltshire. (See AVEBURY.) A barrow in Derbyshire, situate on the summit of a hill called "Fin-com," has been carefully investigated by Mr. Hayman Rooke. (See Archæologia, vol. xii.) It disclosed two or three skeletons, one of which had an oblong piece of dressed black Derbyshire marble fastened by a strong cement to the skull: some urns also appeared, with ashes and burnt bones, together with arrow-heads of flint, and a spear-head shaped out of a piece of lime-stone, and made very sharp at the point. Mr. Rooke conjectures, that this elevated spot, secured by a double fence, may have been the site of a British town or fortres, and that the barrow was the sepulchre of the chief- tain and his relatives; the weapons of flint and of bronze-stone undoubtedly fogglet a very remote period, and, when found as these were, appear to indicate the relics of a primitive and barbarous people. Dr. Pott takes notice of two forts of barrows in Oxfordshire, one placed on the military ways, the other in the fields, meadows, woods, &c. the former he supposed were of Roman erection, and the latter more probably erected by the Britons or Romans. Some of these barrows appear rude, and constructed only of earth; others are more regular, and reached round, some of them with two or three circumvolutions, and surroundcd with monumental stones. (Platt's Nat. Hist. Oxfordshire, ch. x. § 48.) We have an examination of the barrows in Cornwall by Dr. Williams, in the "Philosophical Trans- actions," No. 458: from whole observations we find, that these barrows are composed of foreign or adventitious earth; that is, such as does not occur on the spot, but must have been fetched from some distance. In one of them was found an urn made of burnt or calcined earth, very hard, and very black within; it had four small handles, and in it were found seven quarts of burnt bones and ashes. As it was the ancient practice to burn the dead, it appears from these barrows, how the people that used this mode of burial ex- pressed their respect for the dead; it was by erecting over them these tumuli or barrows, composed of earth or stone brought from distant places; and the barrow was generally proportioned to the rank and power of the deceased person. Each folder, or friend, might bring some of the earth or stones from distant places where they lived, and thus com- pose the tumulus. Many passages might be quoted from ancient authors to this purpose. The contents of these barrows, as well as their size and form, have been very va- rious: in some have been found flint chells containing en- tire bones; and in others, bones neither lodged in chells nor deposited in urns: arms of various sorts, amber beads, &c, have not been uncommon.

The links or bands of Skail in Sandwich, one of the Ork- ney islands, abound in round barrows, some formed of earth alone, and others of stone covered with earth. In the former was found a coffin made of six flat stones, and as it was too short to receive a body at full length, the skelctons had their knees pressed to the breast, and the legs doubled along the thighs. A bag made of rushes has been found at the feet of some of these skeletons, which contained the bones, probably, of another person of the family. In one of these were discovered multitudes of small beetles; and as similar insects have been found in the bag which in- cluded the sacred Isis, it may be supposed that the Egyp- tians, and the nation to which these tumuli belonged, might have had the same superstitious respecting them. Some of the corpses interred in this island appear to have been burnt; as the ashes deposited in an urn which was covered with a flat stone, have been found in the cell of one of the barrows. This coffin, or cell, was placed on the ground, then covered with a heap of stones, and cased with earth or rocks. This barrow and its contents evince them to be of a different age from the former. These tumuli appeared to be a kind of family vaults, two tiers of coffins having been found in them; and it is not improbable, that on the death of any one of the family, the tumulus was opened, and the body interred near its kindred bones.

Barrows are very numerous in Ireland. Ledwich sup- poses them to have been of Scythian origin, and to have been introduced in Britain after the Romans had left it. It was a law of Odin the great Gothic legislator, that large barrows should be raised to perpetuate the memory of celebrated chiefs: these were composed of stone and earth, and were formed with great labour and some art. At New Grange in the county of Meath is a mount of this kind, the altitude of which from the horizontal floor of the cave is about 70 feet, the circumference at the top is 300 feet, and the bale covers two acres of land. It is founded on an abundant collection of bones, and covered with gravel and earth. In the "breed-tid," or fiery age, which was the first among the Northern, the body was ordered by Odin to be burned with all its ornaments, and the ashes to be collected in an urn and laid in a grave; but in the "hel- tid," or age of hillocks, being the second, the body, un- touched by fire, was deposited in a cave or sepulchre under a barrow; and this mode was practised till the third epoch, called "chirllendoms-old," or the age of Christianness. Governor Pownall, who has given an account of New Grange, in the second volume of the "Archæologia," ob- serves, that the mode of burial, and the species of sepulchral monument at New Grange, may be traced through Den- mark, Sweden, Ruffia, Poland, and the Ilippines of Tartary: and he conjectures that this mount was a Danish work, which was also the opinion of Sir Thomas Molyneaux, M. D., in his "Eassy on Daniht Mounts," published with "Boate's Natural History of Ireland." About 1699, a Mr. Campbell, who resided in the village of New Grange, observing stones under the green sod, carried many of them away, and at length arrived at a broad flat stone that covered the mouth of the gallery. At the entrance, this gallery is 3 feet wide and 2 high: at 13 feet from the entrance, it is but 2 feet 2 inches wide: the length of the gallery, from its mouth to the beginning of the dome, is 62 feet; from thence to the upper part of the dome, 11 feet 6 inches; the whole length being 714 feet. The dome or cave, with the long gallery, exhibits the exact figure of a cros, the length between the arms of which is 20 feet: the dome forms an octagon, 20 feet high, with an area of about 17 feet: it is composed of long flat stones, the upper projecting a little below the lower, and closed in and capped with a flat flag. There are two large oval rock bafons in this cave, one in each arm of the cross: from which, and the cruciform shape of the structure, it is suppod to be the work of semi- barbarous builders in the ninth century. The custom of bur- ying the treasure acquired by piracy, in the barrows of great men, accounts for the Roman coins found at New Grange. For a more particular account, the reader is re- ferred to Mr. Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland, p. 327— 328. General Vallancey, however, and other antiquaries, consider this cave at New Grange to have been "a trium Mithras," or a cave for the worship of the sun, introduced by
by the Peric-Scythic colony, which they suppose to have come to Ireland from Spain, and to have established the cults of the eastern nations.

Barrows or barrows are also found in great numbers in America; and the American Indians are said to practice a similar mode of burial at this time, generally depositing with the body the implements of war and agriculture used by the deceased. Mr. Jefferson, in his "Notes on the State of Virginia," p. 156, has given a particular account of the American barrows. They are of different sizes, and formed of different materials; some of earth, and some of loose flores. That they were repositories of the dead is generally allowed; but the particular occasion on which they were constructed has been a subject of discussion. Some have thought that they covered the bodies of those who fell in battles fought on the spot of interment. Some ascribe to the custom prevalent among the Indians, of collecting at certain periods all their dead, wherefore deposited at the time of their death. Others again have supposed that they were general sepulchres for towns, conjectured to have been situate on or near those ground; and this is an opinion that has been supported by the quality of the lands in which they are found, those constructed of earth being generally in the softest and most fertile meadow grounds, on the sides of rivers; and also by a tradition descending from the aboriginal Indians, which reports, that when they settled in a town, the first pedon who died was placed erect, and in this posture covered and supported by earth; that when another died, a narrow passage was dug to the first, the second reclined against him, and the cover of earth replaced, and so on. Mr. Jefferson examined one of these barrows, situate in his own neighborhood, on the low ground of the Rivanna, opposite to some hills on which had been an Indian town; and has particularly described its form, which was oblong, and also its contents, which were collections of human bones in a disjointed and scattered state. This barrow, he conjectured, might have contained a thousand skeletons. The circumstances which he has recited militate against the opinion that it covered the bodies only of persons fallen in battle; and against the tradition, which would make it the common sepulchre of a town, in which the bodies were placed upright and touching each other; and indicates, that it has derived both origin and increase from the customary collection of bones, and the deposition of them together. But in what way further this tumulus was formed, it seems to have been well known to the Indians; a party of whom, some years ago, proceeded through the woods directly to it, without any inquiry; and having remained near it for some time with expressions of sorrow, they returned to the high road, from which they had departed about six miles for the purpose of this visit, and then pursued their journey. There are many other similar barrows in other parts of the country. For further particulars relating to sepulchral monuments of this kind, we refer to Gough's Sepulchral Monuments of Britain; Dought's Nennia Brittanica; King's Monuments Brittanica; Archæologia, vol. ii. & xii.; and Britton's Beauties of Wiltshire, vol. ii.

Barrows, in the Sab Works, are cafes made with flat cleft wickers, in the shape of a lof of a sugar-loaf, with the bottom uppermost, wherein the salt is put as it comes, and set to drain. Phil. Trans. No. 53: p. 1065. Hooldt. Collect. N° 211. p. 81.

BARROWBY, William, in Biography, son of Dr. William Barrowby, a physician of considerable reputation and eminence in London. At a proper age he was admitted of Emanuel college in Cambridge; and in 1753 took his degree of Bachelor in Medicine. Soon after, he was made fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in London, and one of the physicians to Bartholomew's hospital. He died suddenly, after eating a hearty meal, December 30, 1759, being only forty-two years of age, and then in great practice. There is a fine print of him, engraved in mezzotinto by Müller, after a painting by Hayman. His father, who survived him, died October 17th, 1758, being then senior member of the college of physicians. Our author published, in 1727, a translation into English of Albriz's treatise "De Morbo Gallico," London, 4to. 8vo. Eboy. Dist. Hill.

BARROWISTS. In Zeal of the Christian. See Brownists.

BARSIUET. in Biography. See Barney.

BARRY, Edward, in Biography, a native of Dublin, received his medical education at Leyden, under the celebrated Boerhaave, and was created doctor of physic there in 1719. After practising some years at York, he went to Dublin, and was made professor of medicine in the university of that city, firu physician to the army there, and fellow of the Royal Society in London. In 1727, he published "A treatise on the constitution of the lungs, with a previous account of nutrition, and of the structure and use of the lungs," 8vo. London, in which he maintains the doctrine of his predecessor. To the third edition of this work, enlarged and improved, published 1759, he gave the title of "A treatise on the three Digestions and Discharges of the Human Body, and the Dificilises of their principal Organs." Haller. Bib. Anat. Eboy. Dist. Hill.

BARRY, Gerald, commonly called Geraldus Cambrensis, i.e. Gerald of Wales, in Biography, a writer of the twelfth century, was born near Pembroke in South Wales about the year 1146, and descended from a noble family allied to the princes of the country. After an early education at home, he was sent for further improvement to France, where he obtained great reputation for his proficiency in the rhetoric of the age in which he lived. Upon his return in 1172, he obtained several ecclesiastical preferments, of which the principal were the prebendary of Brechin, and the canony of Hereford. As he was active in church affairs, he acquired a reputation which induced the chapter of St. David's to elect him bishop of that see at the age of 30 years; but as he had renounced for apprehending the jealousy of Henry II., he declined this ecclesiastical dignity. However, he was mortified by being under a necessity of refuting what was the great object of his ambition; and in order to divert his chagrin, he visited France; and at Paris he pursued his study of civil and canon law, and of divinity, with such success, that he was offered the professorship of canon law in the university; but he thought proper to decline it. In 1180, he returned to his own country; and as great confusion prevailed at St. David's in consequence of the expulsion of the bishop, he was entrusted with the administration of that see for three or four years. In 1183, Henry II. appointed him his chaplain, and availed himself of his advice in the management of Welsh affairs. In the following year he was sent to Ireland with Prince John as his privy-councilor and secretary; and was there offered the united bishoprics of Ferns and Leighlin, which he declined accepting because he disapproved of the manners pursued by John. During his stay in that country, he was principally employed in collecting materials for two works relating to Ireland.
Ireland which he had projected. After his return to Wales, in 1187, he wrote and revised his "Topography of Ireland," and at Oxford, he publicly recited the three parts of the work on three successive days, seating on the first day all the poor of the city, on the second the principal doctors and scholars, and on the third the adherents of inferior rank, soldiers, and burghers. In the following year he accompanied Baldwin of Canterbury on a journey through the mountainous parts of Wales, for the purpose of inculcating on the people the necessity of a crusade; and he was thus furnished with materials for his "Itinerary in Wales," which he afterwards published. At this time Girald took the cross; but being otherwise employed at home, he obtained a dispensation from the pope's legate for not pursuing his voyage to the Holy Land in the reign of Richard I. Upon some difficulties, he retired from court in 1192, and took up his abode for six or seven years at Lincoln, where he pursued his theological studies and composed various writings. In 1198, he was solicited by the chapter of St. David's, and the chief men of the country, to canvass for the vacant see; but in declining it, he made use of a saying which has become memorable: "Virum episcopalem peti, non petere, debere," i.e. a man fit for a bishoprick ought to be fixed to, and not fixed. However, he soon changed his mind; for being next year unanimously chosen by the chapter, he went over to Ireland to engage his relations in support of his claim. But during his absence, a candidate was offered from the archbishop and justiciary for the election of Geoffrey the prior of Llansadry. Girald appealed to the pope; and after much delay and three journeys to Rome, he only so far prevailed as to annul the election, and to obtain the appointment of a new choice. Geoffrey was at length the successful candidate; upon which Girald resigned his archdeaconry of Brecon to his nephew, and withdrawing from public concerns, devoted himself to his studies. In 1215, he was offered the bishopric of St. David, but the offer was connected with conditions which he did not approve. The time of his death has not been precisely ascertained; but it is known that he was alive after the year 1220.

Giraldo Cambrensis was a voluminous writer; and there were few of the literary topics of his age that did not employ his pen. According to the account given of him by Mr. Thomas Wharton (Hist. of Poetry, diff. ii.), he was an historian, an antiquary, a topographer, a divine, a philosopher, and a poet. Many of his works, he says, are written with some degree of elegance, and he abounds with quotations from the best Latin poets. But his style is in general puerile, affected, diffuse, and full of quibbles and conceits; nevertheless, many of these defects must he attributed to the times in which he lived. Whatever may be thought of the vanity which he manifests in speaking of himself, of his family, and of his performances, he was without doubt in a very great degree credulous, and so much addicted to fables, that his statement of facts is in many cases unworthy of confidence. With the events recited in his "History of the Conquest of Ireland," he has intermixed all the partnerships he could collect of Caledonius, Merlin, and various other impostors; and hence he was led to give to his history the title of "Vaticinal." This work, and also his "Topography of Hibernia," have been charged by the Irish writers with numerous mistakes and falsehoods. They were first printed by Camden, at Frankfurt, in 1602. His "Itinerarium Cambium," was printed with the annotations of David Powel. The purpose of his "Ecclésia speculum, five de monarchiis orbis, ex ecclesiasticis religioni vs variis distinctionum, lib. iv." was to expose the vices of the monks, against whom he had conceived an inveterate hatred, so that he was accused to add to his litany, "From the malice of the monks, good Lord, deliver us." Biog. Brit.

**Barry Island**, in Geography, the westernmost of two islands off Cardiff point, on the coast of Wales, in the county of Glamorgan.

**Barry's Point**, a projecting head land, on the west side of Little Island, up Cork harbour.

**Bary**, in Herculey, is when the shield is divided into equal parts horizontally, consisting of two colours; or thus, butty of six, argent and sable.

**Barry Beady Counterchanged**, is when the bars are crossed by lines bendwise. See Plate of Partition lines.

**Barry Indented**, is when the lines which cross the field to form the bar are indented.

**Barry Fifev and Barry Nebule**, are formed in the same manner by the lines being empty nebule.

**Barry Lezengis Counterchanged**, is when the bars are crossed by lines bendwise, dexter and sinister. See Plate as above.

**Barry Fife**, is when the bars are charged with piles. See Plate as above.

**Barryeras Verme'llias**, in Geography, is a large bay, with very good anchoring on the coast of Brazil, between St. John's island and Sypomba island, 7 leagues north-west from it; fituate in about 2° S. lat. and S. E. of the mouth of the great river Amazonas.

**BARS, a town of Hungary, and chief place of a county of the same name, eight miles west of Leventz.**

**Bars, or Barco, Cape,** lies on the south side of the passage into the White sea, and to Archangel, from the N.W. and is the north point of the gulf of Mezene. N. lat. 66° 30'. E. long. 41° 45'.

**BarSa, in Ancient Geography,** an island near the coast of France, mentioned in the Itinerary of Antonine. See Isle of Bas.

**Barsallium, a town of Afa, seated on the banks of the Euphrates, on the east of Samoata.**

**Barsallach Point, in Geography,** a cape of Scotland, on the coast of the county of Wigton, in Luce bay, 8 miles N.W. of Burrowhead.

**Barsalli, a kingdom of Africa, bordering on the river Gambia, and inhabited by a tribe of negroes called Jaloofs.** The government of this kingdom is a despotic monarchy; and the people are in such an abject state of submision, that they fall on their faces whenever any one of the royal family appears. In time of war, every soldier has his share of booty; and the king contents himself with a very moderate portion. The kingdom is divided into a number of provinces, over which the king appoints governors, who pay him an annual homage and send a certain tribute or revenue to the exchequer. These bomeys, though powerful and absolute within their respective jurisdiction, are subject to the absolute dominion of the sovereign. The king maintains his despotic power so completely, that he admits of no other counsellor besides his prime minister, who is himself in reality his prime slave. This minister is also the general of the king's forces, and the interpreter of his will, from the very letter of which he must never deviate. The king and court profess the Mahometan religion, though they pay little regard to that part of it which forbids the use of wine; for the king cannot live without brandy, nor is he ever more devout than when he is drunk. When he lands in need of a fresh supply of brandy, or of any other necessity, he sends to the governor of James fort, begging that he will dispatch a boat with the merchandise for which he has occasion; and for the payment he plunders the neighbouring towns, and feizes a certain
BAR

a certain number of his subjects, whom he sells for slaves, and exchanges for European commodities. The general drefs of the people is a kind of calico surplice that hangs down below the knee, and is sometimes plaited about the waist; and they also wear a great number of gold trinkets in their hair, ears, noses, and round their necks, arms, and legs. The king of Baratli, whom Moore saw in 1732, had a prodigious number of women; but when he went abroad, he was seldom attended by more than two, who seemed to be drest out in the whole finery and jewels of the kingdom. The preeminent heirs of the crown paid the same servile homage to the sovereign with his lowest subjects; nevertheless it was usual for the king's children to dispute the right of succession with his brethren; and the longest sword generally gained the prize. Mod. Un. Hist. vol. 14, p. 164, 

&c. See Jallops.

BARSANTANI, in Church History, a sect who held all the errors of the Severians and Theodofians.

BARSANTI, Francisco, in Biography, a native of Lucca, born about the year 1690, studied the civil law in the university of Padua; but, after a short residence there, he chose music for his profession. With this view he placed himself under the tuition of some of the ablest masters in Italy; and having attained a considerable knowledge both in the practice and theory of the art, he determined to settle in England, and came hither with Geminiani, who was also a Luccche, in the year 1714. He was a good performer on the hautbois when he first came over, and also on the flute: as a hautbois player, he found employment in the opera band; and derived considerable profit from teaching the flute. He published, with a dedication to the earl of Burlington, fix folios for a flute with a thorough base, and afterwards fix folios for a German flute and base. He also formed into sonatas for two violins and a base, the first fix folios of Geminiani. He continued many years a performer at the opera house. At length, having encouragement to remove to Scotland, he went thither; and it may be said of him with greater truth than of David Rizzio, that he mollified the mutiny of that country by collecting and making faith to a great number of the soul's popular songs.

About the year 1730, Barsanti returned to London; but being advanced in years, he was glad to be again employed in the opera band as a performer on the tenor violin; and in the summer season, in that of Vauxhall. At this time he published twelve concertos for violins, and soon after Sci Antifon, in which he endeavoured to imitate Palestrina and the old ecclesiastical composers. But the profits arising from these publications were so small, that the sale did not cover the expense of printing them. Barsanti was an excellent harmonist; but his productions were dry and fancifl. He acquired small sums by correcting the productions of young composers, and making bases to those of old pretenders to counterpoint. But towards the end of his life, he subsisted chiefly by the industry and economy of an excellent wife whom he had married in Scotland, and the studies and talents of a worthy and ingenious daughter, who, with the most promising voice and disposition for music, had been bound apprentice to a master who had undertaken to prepare her for a public figure, and with whom she had acquired all the difficulties of the art in point of execution; but she totally lost her singeing voice, on going to Oxford to perform at a choral meeting, by ficklef in a stage coach; and never being able afterwards to sing, she was engaged by Colman as a comic actress at his theatre in the Haymarket; and having a great fund of natural humour, and a good figure, acquired great applause. The winter after she went to Ireland, and became a favourite actress in humourous parts, and at length was married to Mr. Da-ly, the manager of the Dublin theatre; but died soon after to the great regret of all who knew her.

BARSCHLING, in Geography. See Baschler.

BARSCHLING, or BORSTLING, in Ichthology, one of the synonymous names of the common perch, percis fluviales. Vide Marigli. Danub. &c.

BARS, an English name for the common perch, a well-known fresh-water fish. It is also the name now in use for the same fish in the Saxon language, and is one of the many Saxon words we have yet retained.

BARSERS, in Geography, a town of Norway, 50 miles N.E. of Romdal.

BARSIR, a town of Persia, in the province of Kerman, 60 miles N.E. of Sirjan.

BARSOUND, lies on the coast of Sweden, in the Baltic, 15 leagues N. by W. from the north end of Oeland island, and nine leagues from the Wetterwyk channel, among a labyrinth of rocks, impassable except by direction of pilots at Oeland.

BART, a port on the southern coast of Nova Scotia.

BART is also a township of Lancaster county, in the state of Pennsylvania.

BARTAPOUR, a town of India, in the country of Kamaon, on an island in the Ganges, 93 miles east of Bereilly, and 90 north of Lucknow.

BARTAS, William de Salluste du, in Biography, a French poet, was born, in 1544, at Montfort in Armagnac; and having entered into the service of Henry IV. he employed by him in commissions to England, Denmark, and Scotland, in which last country James VI. would gladly have retained him. He was a Calvinist, and acquired in times of bad taste the reputation of a poet. His works were numerous, written in a style, sometimes mean and barbarous, and sometimes timid and extravagant, and abounding with ludicrous and disgusting figures. His most famous work was "A Commentary on the Work of the Creation of the World," in 7 books, which was held in high estimation, and passed through 30 editions, was translated into various languages, and formed a part of almost every religious library. Bartas is highly commended by Mont. de Thou for his candour, modesty, and simplicity of manners. Towards the close of his life he retired to his small estate of Du Bartas in Armagnac, and devoted himself to study. He celebrated in verse the victory of his master Henry at Ivry in 1590, and died in the following year. His works were collected and published in folio, at Paris, in 1614. Gen. Dict. Nouv. Dict. Hitt.

BARTAVELLE, in Ornithology, among the French naturalists, the same bird which Linnaeus describes under the name of perdix rustica; which see.

BARTEN, in Geography, a town of Prussia, and capital of a small country called Bartewland, in the province of Nantagen, 40 miles S. E. of Königsberg.

BARTENSTEIN, a town of Prussia, in the province of Nantagen, seated on the river All, 28 miles south of Konigsberg. This town was built in 1331, and at first called Rofenthal.

Bartenstein is also a town and castle of Germany, in the circle of Franconia and principality of Hohenlohe.

BARTERING, in Arithmetic and Commerce, the act of trucking or exchanging one commodity for another of like value.

The word comes from the Spanish baratar, to devise or circumvent in bargaining; perhaps because those who deal this way usually endeavour to over-reach one another.

This is also called barter, 13 Eliz. cap. 7.

In order to solve all questions that occur under this article, find the value of that commodity, the quantity of which
which is given, and then find how much of the other commodity will amount to that sum at the rate proposed.

Example I.—How many pounds of cotton at 10d. per lb. must be given in barter for 5 C. 3 qr. 14 lb. of pepper at 3 l. 10 s. p. C.?

First, find the value of the commodity, the quantity of which is given, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. lb.</th>
<th>1 s.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 l.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 q.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 lb.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or, by decimals,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. lb.</th>
<th>1 s.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 l.</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 q.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 lb.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And 1.35 : 5.783 : 205625 = 89 : 20 l. 11 s. 3 d. the value of the pepper.

Secondly, find how much cotton at 10d. per lb. may be purchased for 20 l. 11 s. 3 d. thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q. lb.</th>
<th>1 s.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>493.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the values or prices of the goods bartered are always equal, it is evident that the product of the quantities bartered into their respective rates must be equal. Hence we obtain the following rule by which many questions of this nature may be solved; viz.:

Multiply the given quantity and rate of one commodity, and the product divided by the rate of the other commodity will give the quantity; or divided by the quantity, will give the rate.

Example II.—How many yards of linen at 4s. per yard may be had in barter for 120 yards of velvet at 15s. 6d. per yard?

yards: fixpence.

120 × 31 = 3720, and 3720 ÷ 8 = 465 yards.

See Exchange.

BARTH, John, in Biography, a fisherman at Dunkirk, was born in 1651, and rose by his courage and naval skill, first to the command of an armed galley in 1675, and at length, in 1692, to the rank of commodore of a squadron in the navy of France. By his nautical conduct and intrepid bravery he performed many signal exploits, and rendered himself the terror of the French ships. In consequence of one of his gallant actions, he was ennobled by Louis XIV.; but he still retained the rough manners of a tar. "John Barth," said the king to him one occasion, "I have made you a commodore." John replied, "You have done right." This naval officer, distinguished more by daring and prompt enterprize than by any comprehensive and complicated plan, died in 1702, and was buried in the great church of Dunkirk. Nouv. Dfl. Hist.

BARTHE, Nicholas Thomas, was the son of a merchant at Marseilles, and born in that city in 1733. He was educated under the fathers of the oratory; and obtaining a prize from the academy of his native place, he afterwards became a member of it. His father had defined him for the bar; but his talents led him to the cultivation of polite literature and poetry. Removing to Paris, he devoted himself to the theatre; and in 1764, began to write for the stage. His pieces were "L'Amateur," "Les Fauves Infi- diers," "La Mère jalouse," and "L'Homme parfait." The two first were well received, but the last did not possess sufficient energy and vivacity to please the public. Barthe then ceased to write for the stage, and engaged in a translation of Ovid's "Art of Love." He also published a collection of fugitive pieces in verse, in which his pieces of composition he excelled. His epistles are also admired for their philosophical gaiety. Barthe blended with impetuosity of temper a friendly heart. Attached to social pleasures, he passed his time chiefly at Paris; and after having undergone the operation for an incarcerated hernia, died in this city in 1785. Nouv. Dfl. Hist.

BARTHELEMY, John James, in Biography, a French abbe, distinguished by his literary character, was born in Jan. 1715, at Cires, a small port in Provence. At the age of twelve years he was sent to Marseilles, and pursued his studies in the college of the oratory under the influence of father Renaud. He intended to devote himself to the ecclesiastical profession, but from the Jesuits' college for the study of theology and philosophy; but dissatisfied with his masters, he formed a plan of private study, which comprehended the Greek, Hebrew, Chaldean, and Syrian languages, and in the prosecution of which he brought on a dangerous illness. Upon his recovery he entered into the Seminary, where he received the clerical tonsure; and by the assistance of a young Moravian, he became a proficient in the Arabic language. From Marseilles he retired to his family at Aubagne, and in this domestic retreat pursued his studies with unabated application. Among his friends at Marseilles, whom he occasionally visited, was M. Cary, who presented a choice cabinet of medals and an appropriate library, to which he had access; and he was thus led to indulge the predilection for this kind of study, which distinguished his researches and character in the progress of his life. In 1744 he visited Paris, and was introduced by M. de Boze, keeper of the royal medals and secretary of the academy of inscriptions, to the most eminent members of the three academies, and also recommended to be his assistant in the care of the cabinet of medals. In 1745, he succeeded M. Borelli as associate to the academy of inscriptions, M. Le Beaur declining a competition; and when he was nominated by the minister to the office of secretary to the academy, he waived the nomination in favour of M. Le Beaur, as an acknowledgment of his liberality. In return, M. Le Beaur, when he resigned this office, gave his interest to Barthlemy, who succeeded him. Thus did these distingushed rivals vie with each other in the exercise of a liberality which reflected equal honour on both. Barthlemy enriched the Memoirs of the academy by many communications relating to ancient monuments, and among others, by a valuable dissertation on the inscriptions found at Palmyra by the English travellers. On the death of M. de Boze, in 1773, Barthlemy succeeded him as principal keeper of the medals. In the following year he followed M. de Stainville, afterwards duke de Choisy, and prime minister, to Rome, and made a tour to Naples, where the subterranean treasures of Herculanenum and Pompeia engaged his particular attention, and where he exerted himself with peculiar zeal in the preservation of the Greek manuscripts. As he was not allowed to make any transcript,
transcript, it was by some contrivance and with the help of a retentive memory that he was able to bring away a specimen of the most ancient mode of writing practised by the Greeks. On his return to Rome he gained great applause for a new and ingenious explanation of the famous oracle at Delphi; the ancient Pythia, which, according to him, related not to Sylva, but to the emperor Adrian. In 1755, Barthelemy returned with his patron M. de Saintville to Paris, who, on his accession to the office of prime minister in 1758, anticipated and more than gratified his wishes, which were moderate, by various pensions, and at length by the place of secretary-general of the Swafs. When his patron Choiseul was banished, in 1771, to his seat of Chanteloup, in order to make way for D'Aignillon, Barthelemy accompanied him in his exile, and as he determined to resign his secretariaty, an accommodation took place, by which he retained a pension of 10,000 livres on the post. His income was now about 35,000 livres per annum, which he reduced, by several grants to indigent men of letters, to 25,000. This income he enjoyed with liberality; and he devoted a great part of it to the benefit of his family, and to the purchase of an ample and well-furnished library. Thus twenty years of his life were spent in literary life; but in advanced age he found himself reduced, by the suppression of places and pensions, to more necessaries; and these he was obliged to procure by parting with his library. This reverse of condition, however, he supported not only without complaint, but even with gaiety. His celebrated work, "The Travels of the younger Anacharsis," had been the labour and amusement of thirty years; its plan was laid in 1757; and it was published in 1788. It was received with universal applause, and in consequence of it he was admitted into the French academy by acclamation. Declining the office of king's librarian, which was offered to him in 1790, he continued to employ himself in the cabinet of medals, which had been augmented under his direction, so as to have doubled its number of ancient medals. It was his wish to have published a catalogue of its treasures, with suitable engravings, for the information of the learned throughout Europe; but though he had obtained, in 1787, the concurrence of the ministry, the embarrassment of the finances, and the critical events that disturbed the country, prevented the execution of this favourite project. In 1792, the infirmities of age crowded upon him; and the calamities of the times, which a person of his age and character might have hoped to escape, aggravated his other complaints. Having been denounced under pretence of the crime of malversation by a clerk belonging to the library whom he had never seen, he was arrested, and removed from the house of Mad. de Choiseul, on the 2d of September 1793, to the prison of the Madeleines. With such singular patience did he submit to his fate, that when he was conducted to the cell that had been prepared for him, he quietly reposed. An order, however, was soon issued for his liberation, and he was awakened out of sleep, and carried back to the house of his kind and liberal patrons. By way of explanation for this unexpected aggradation, he was offered the place of chief librarian; but his increasing infirmities were a sufficient apology for declining it. His decay was gradual; but the severity of the winter of 1793 hastened the termination of his life, which happened on the 25th of April, on which day, two hours before his death, he was reading Horace, till the book fell from his cold hands. He then appeared to go to sleep, and in that state expired: having attained to the commencement of his 86th year. His corporeal form is said to have been impregnated with an antique character; and his bust, sculptured by Hondoun, and expressive of the simple tranquillity and candour of a great mind, might suitably be placed between those of Plato and Aristotle. The principal work of this truly eminent person is his "Voyage de jeunes Anacharsis en Grece," 3 vols. 4to, or 7 vols. 8vo., which describes the history, manners, customs, literature, &c. of Greece, under the form of the supposed observations of a traveller Anacharis, a descendant of the ancient Scythian philosopher of that name. (See Anacharsis.) This perfon (see the author's advertisement prefixed to the work) is represented as visiting Greece in the year 363 B.C. and fixing his residence at Athens, whither he makes excursions, not only to the other Greek cities, but to Egypt, Asia Minor, Persia, and the islands of the Aegean sea. On this basis of fiction is formed a real and instructive history, supported by the authority of the most approved ancient writers and by citations from their works. The narrative of Anacharis is addressed to Arsames and Pheidim; a Persian satrap and his lady, whose characters are meant as portraits of the duke and duchesses of Choiseul. It is preceded by an introduction, in which is given a rapid but luminous view of the previous history of Greece. The elegance of style, the beauties of narration, and the judiciousness of reflection, render this the first work (says a biographer of approved judgment and taste) in point of entertainment and instruction, that so brilliant a subject has produced. It has added a capital piece to the literary cabinet of Europe, and its value has already been recognized by various editions, and translations into different languages. To the English edition in seven volumes 8vo. is added an eighth in 4to, containing maps, plans, views, and coins, illustrative of the geography and antiquities of ancient Greece. An anonymous writer (see Monthly Review, Appendix to vol. lxxx.) has suggested, that the learned author of Anacharsis may have taken the hint of his plan from the "Athenian Letters," confining of the imaginary correspondence of a few of Greek gentlemen, the contemporaries of Socrates, Pericles, and Plato; but in reality the actual correspondence of a society of ingenious persons of the university of Cambridge, who, in this affixed mode, communicated to each other the result of their researches into ancient history, and produced the best commentary on Thucydides that ever was written. However, the abbe Barthelemy having seen this in France, says the English translator, wrote a letter in consequence to M. Dutens, a respectable foreign gentleman residing in London, in which he affirms that "it was not till after the publication of his work, that he heard of the Athenian letters; and that chance alone gave him the idea of it." A collection of miscellaneous pieces of the abbe Barthelemy, in 2 vols. 8vo. was published at Paris in 1798. Gen. Biog.

**Barthelemy, St. in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Lot and Garonne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Lauzun, 24 leagues north of Toulouse.**

**Barthius, Gaspard, in Geography, a learned philosophical writer of the sixteenth century, was born at Toulou, in Brandenburg. In 1587, and received his education at Goa, and in several other academies both in Germany and Italy. His talents and attainments attracted notice at a very early period. At the age of 17 years he translated David's psalms into verse, and in 1597 he printed a collection of all his Latin poems, written from his 15th to his 19th year. In his 16th year he composed a learned dissertation on the method of reading the Roman authors, and at 18 he wrote a commentary on the Aenid of Virgil. His acquaintance...**

Vol. III.
with the modern languages was extensive, and he made transliterations from the French and the Spanish. Such was his attachment to literary studies, that he renounced every other employment and retired to Leipzig for the purpose of prosecuting them without interruption; and so numerous were his works, both printed and manuscript, that, according to the account of Mr. Bayle, four clerks in office have transcribed more papers than Barthus. As to his morals they were not very correct, and like many other men of letters he engaged in several literary squabbles. Towards the close of his life, however, he devoted himself wholly to his religious duties: and it appears from his "Saliheues," published in 1644, that he was thus sedulously employed. He died, after having been twice married, in 1658, at the age of 71 years. The chief of his works are his "Adverfaria," printed at Frankfort in 1624, fol. comprehended in 60 books, and containing numerous emendations and illustrations of authors, both sacred and profane, to which he added two other such volumes left in MS.; his "Latin version of Aneas Gaza on the immortality of the soul," with an edition of the original joined to the work of "Zachary of Mitylene," Leipz. 4to. 1655; "Notex in Claudian," 4to. Frankfort 1650; "Comment. in Statius," 3 vols. 4to. 1644. As he trusted wholly to his memory, and never corrected what he had written, his works abound with mistakes and contradictions. Gen. Dict.

BARTHOLINE, Caspar, son of a respectable clergyman at Melanoe in Scania, a province of Sweden, and born the 12th of February 1525, gave early signs of an uncommon capacity, which his father took care to cultivate, by giving him the best instruction his circumstances would permit in his own country. Being well grounded in the learned languages, he went, prompted by his thirst for knowledge, to Roflock, Wittenburg, and in succession, to the principal schools in Germany, France, and Italy, travelling generally on foot, his finances not permitting him to use the ordinary conveyances. Having accumulated a vast flock of learning, in languages and philosophy, but particularly in anatomy and medicine, to which his genius particularly inclined him, in 1610 he commenced doctor of medicine at Bafi; and the following year, going to Copenhagen, he was first made professor of the Latin language, and in 1613 of medicine, in the university there. This post he continued to fill until the year 1624, till mindful of a vow he had made, when afflicted with a severe illness, that if he should recover he would dedicate a portion of his life to the study of divinity, he abjured medicine for theology, to which he added himself for the remainder of his life; enjoying, with the professorship of theology, to which he was preferred at the university of Copenhagen, a canonry at Rofchild. He died July 30, 1629, at Sora, a small town in the island of Zealand, leaving, as we learn from an inscription on his monument at Copenhagen, where he was buried, two sons and one daughter. His publications were numerous; and though not always well chosen as to the subjects, and adopting in them many popular and erroneous opinions since exploded, yet they were of considerable utility by exciting a spirit of inquiry; to which we may attribute some at least of the discoveries in anatomy, and other branches of natural history, made about that time. A complete catalogue of his works is given by Vander Linden, and by Haller, in his Bib. Anatomi. & Med. The following will be sufficient to be noticed here. "Anatomie inquisitiones, corporis humani utriusque sexus historia et declarationem exhibentes." Wittenburg, 1611, 8vo. This work, much improved and enlarged by his son Thomas, has passed through numerous editions. "Enchyridion philosophicum, ex priscis et recentioribus philosophi accuratissimum concinnatum," Argent. 1625, 12mo. "Opuscula quatuor figurari. 1. De unicorniis, conjunctis affinis et succedentibus. 2. De Lapide Nephriticum, et Amalites. 3. De Pygmatis. 4. De studio medico incerto, continuando, et abolvendo." Hassiae, 1628, 12mo. "Syntagma Medicum & Chirurgicum, de cautercis, prefertim potestate agentibus." Hassiae, 1624, 12mo. Haller. Bibl. Med. et Anatomi. Etyc. Dict. Haf.

BARTHOLINE, Thomas, the second son of Caspar, was born at Copenhagen in 1616. Equalling, perhaps excelling, his father in genius, learning, and industry, with more ample means for prosecuting his studies, and enjoying a much longer portion of life, his advances in literature and philosophy were proportionately greater. After being well grounded in classical learning at Copenhagen, following the example of his father, he travelled over the greatest part of Europe, conversing with the most learned men in every place he visited, to whom the fame acquired by his father gave him ready access. At Leyden, where he commenced his medical studies, he also acquired a knowledge of Arabic under the celebrated Golius. He then went to Paris and Montpellier, and after refusaing a proper time at these places, to Padua, which he describes in his book "De Peregrinatione Medica" as one of the ablest anatomical schools in Europe. At Padua he continued three years, imbibing there the fofeiore of knowledge which laid the foundation of his future honours. Returning to Copenhagen, after an absence of eight years, he visited Bafi, where he was created doctor in medicine, in 1645. At Copenhagen, he was first made professor of mathematics, and the year following, of anatomy, in which he soon became a shining ornament. But though the science of medicine had engrossed the greatest part of his attention, no small portion of his time had been spent in acquiring knowledge in other branches of philosophy, as well as in philology and antiquities, as appears by his numerous dissertations elucidating those subjects. He very early embraced the doctrine of the circulation of the blood discovered by Harvey, an exposition of which he added to a new edition of the "Institutiones Anatomicae," published 1651. To the discoveries of Afulius and Peronct, of the I:z:neals and thoracic duce, he added that of the lymphatics, of which he published an account in 1653, under the title of "Vafa lymphatica, nuper Haffini in animantibus inventa et in homine," Haffini apud G. Holli. 4to. These vesels had been seen about the same time by Jullii and Riddle, and Haller, who examined with attention the claims of the several parties, gives to Ruddle the honour of the invention, but to Bartholine that of having traced and determined them with the greatest accuracy. Having filled the chair of professor of anatomy with the highest reputation for fourteen years, he retired in 1660 to his estate at Horgellat, that he might have more leisure to prosecute his studies. One of his earliest publications from this retreat seems to have been his "Catalogus Operum suorum lacenatus editorum, extantum manuscriptorum effar rarissimi usi medicorum," Hass. 1661, 8vo. This catalogue, though then very large, was afterwards more than doubled. A complete catalogue of his works was published by Thomas B. one of his sons, in 1681. In 1670, his house, with his large and valuable library, and manuscripts containing embryos of intended works, and large collections for further improving and enlarging those already published, were burnt, and he was again driven into the world. As some compensation for his loss he was made physician and aulic counsellor to the
the king (though it does not appear he was ever much engaged in the practice of medicine), and the university of Copenhagen appointed him chief inspector of their library. Of this accident he gave an account the same year in a small work, intitled, "De Bibliothecae Incendio, Difcretatio ad Filios," complaining heavily of the malignity of Vulcan. Among the number of manuscripts destroy by the fire, he lamented in a particular manner those intended to elucidate his "Antiquitates puerperii variorum gentium, imprimis Romanorum." "Opus (he says in his letter to his sons) varia eruditione, nisi me felicit oleo, reperiri, cujus prima lineamenta duxi annis abhine triginta et amplius, susu Cl. Walker, qui id argumentum detederi monuit. Msurus quidem, Graeciae literatura interpres celebris, de Graecorum puerperio folia olim publici juris fecit, sed nimirum brevitate lectorem curium fatare non poterit. Ad plurimae figuras egisse, quicquid autem veterum lectione absque, quicquid phileologorum aliorum observationes, quicquid variorum gentium instituta, mores, ritus, antiquitates supplementatunt, quicquid ad hoc argumentum illuifrandum Ebraei doctores, Graeci fipientes, Romani scriptores conferre potuerunt, cum deleta felegi, et quo ordine redidit, gratia et diffusa varietate nafceendi tempora percurrunt, quid nemen ante nativitatem, quid in puerperio, quid potece actum fuerit. Ornariur librum juftae magnitudinis, varie veterum inscriptiones, et figure paffim Roma, Neapolii, Gaetae, Florentiae, in Sicilia magno frudio ab me collacte ex ruderibus, et dotorum variorum monumentis, quibus eisque temporis fatis proculfent, fidem publico expolure potuiffen. Jam in ipso puerperio fectus, in parto laborans, extuisti, Luciun inimicum nuncum folicitebat, nec profum nec pofveramta. Abit enim illius, unde negant redire quemquam. His honf Caftar, qui had turned his attention to the fame subject, and probably copied many of the notes made by his father, in some small degree repaired the accident by adding them with some of his own to a new edition of his father's works, which he published in 1676. On which occasion the father writes (see epifile affixed to the work), "eripuit nifi Vulcanus argumentum bene de publico me rendit, ut tibi occasionem priferet caligine profundae veritatis obsidibus materiam propagari. Ex me infortunio, tibi gloria reticfa vitceur. Quintamodium Saturnus in caelo Paganorum edere coeptus est filio Volio, &c." The report, however, that was every where paid him, and the letters of condolence he received from his numerous and learned correspondents, seem to have soon consoled him; as there scarce appears to have been any interruption in his labors, every year almost to the end of his life producing fome new publication. The titles of a few of his differtations, in addition to those already named, are here given; for the ref, the reader is referred to Vander Linden de Scriptis Medicis, but particularly to Haller's Biblifio. Anatom. the Bib. Med. Pract. et Chirurg., in which ample lists of the titles of the works, of the different editions they passed through, and analyses of the contents of the most valuable of them, will be found. "Anatomica Anecritum difcreti historia," Panormi, 1634, 8vo. "De Angina Purororum Campania, Sicile que epidemica," Neapolii, 1646, 8vo. "De Luce Homini et Brutorum," Leide, 1637, attempting to account for the emifion of light by putrid fefh. In a later edition he adds, "De varis et admirandis herbi, que metum huc," "De Anoma Anatomica Haffinenis," containing a catalogue of the anatomical preparations, &c. contained in his cabinet, 1662, 8vo. "Centuria quatuor epif- tularum medicarum," containing his correspondence with the most celebrated men of the age in which he lived. This valuable collection has been completed, and republished at the"
of the ancients, under the title, "De Tibiis veterum, et earum antiquo uf, libri tres." This work first appeared at Rome in 1677, dedicated to cardinal Sigilmund-Chigi. The second and third edition was published at Amsterdam, 1679, 12mo, with double the number of copper-plates with which the Roman edition had been ornamented, representing ancient musical instruments from drawings chiefly made from ancient sculpture, which are well executed; and illustrated with quotations from the classics where their use is mentioned. No book of the kind seems to have been written since of equal authority; as recourse has chiefly been had to this little tract, by Fianchin, Bonanni, and others who have written expressly on the subject of ancient musical instruments. In 1678, he was received doctor in medicine at Paris. Returning thence to Copaghagen, he was made professor in medicine at the university there, and was in such high estimation as to be raised by the king, in the latter part of his life, to considerable offices in the state. Besides re-publishing several of the works of his father, and contributing largely to the Acta Hafiensia, his own distinct treatises are sufficiently numerous and valuable to entitle him to rank with the celebrated authors of that age. The titles of a few of them follow; the remainder will be found in the Bib. Anat. and Med. Pract. of Haller.

"Exercitationes musicales vari generis, inprimis Anatomiae," Leid. 1675, 8vo.
In the seventh, he gives an account of a fluyt efficaciously in flipping hemorhaises, taken inwardly. An experiment was tried with it successfully before the king. "De Diasphragmatis structura nova," Paris, 1676, 8vo. Drehicourt claims the honour of this discovery; and, as Caspar B. was only twenty-two years of age when he published this account, Haller seems to decide in favour of the claim of Drehicourt. "De Formatione et Nutruntione Fœtus in Utero," Hafienae, 1687, 4to. "Specimen Historiae Anatomicae Partium Corporis Humani," Hafienae, 1701, 4to. He died early in the last century, but in what year is not known. His brother Thomas was appointed to the professorhip of law and history. One work of merit is attributed to him, "De Causs Moris a Danis gentilibus contempta;" and a dissertation published in the fifth volume of the Acta Hafiensia. "De Vermibus Aceti, et de Vermiculis feminilibus." The rest of the family of Thomas are said to have distinguished themselves so as to be appointed to honourable situations; but these perhaps were rather the homage paid to the virtues and talents of their ancestors than to their own merit, as none of their works have been noticed by bibliographers. Vander Linden. Haller. Bib. Anat. et Med. Pract.

BARTHOLOMEUS DE GLANVILLE, an English writer who flourished about the middle of the 14th century, wrote "De proprietatis rerum," which was first printed in fol. by Caxton, 1480. It was translated into English by Trevisa, and printed by Wynkin de Worde in 1507, and again by Bertholet fol. 1555. The original has passed through many editions. In the seventh chapter, he treats of all diseases a capita ad cæcum; taken, Friend says, principally from Coelantome. Haller. Bib. Med. Pract.

BARTHOLOME, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Bavaria and provostship of Berchtesgaden, near the Königs, 15 miles south of Reichen-hall.

BARTHOLOMEO DE XONOPANI, St. a town of in North America, in the province of New-Mexico.

BARTHOLOMEO, St. a town of North America, in Mexico and province of Chippa, chiefly peopled with Indians.—Alto, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Otranto, 19 miles E.S.E. of Matera.—Allo, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Capitanata, 6 miles south of Volturara.

BARTHOLOMEW, St. in Biography, one of the 12 apostles, whose native country was Galilee, is supposed by some writers to have been the same with Nathaniel, one of our Lord's first disciples. It has been generally thought, that he preached the gospel in India; and that he carried thither the gospel of St. Matthew in Hebrew, where Panteus found it towards the close of the second century on occasion of his peregrination into that country for the fame benevolent and laudable purpose. St. Jerome adds, that Panteus brought this gospel home with him to Alexandria; but this fact is disputed; and St. Jerome is supposed to have mistaken the words of Eunapius, who only says that the Christians of India had preserved that Hebrew gospel till the time of Panteus. (See Ruffo, H. E. lib. v. c. 10.) Hieron. de Vir. Illust. c. 56.) It has been also said, that Bartholomeus preached in Arabia Felix and Peræa; and that, returning by way of the more northern and western parts of Asia, he preached at Hierapolis and in Lycaonias; and that he died at Alaba, probably Albania in Albania, on the Caphian sea and confines of Armenia. At this latter place, it is said, that he was slain alive by Altyges, brother to Polemon, king of Armenia, from hatred to the Christian religion, which the apostle had induced Polemon to embrace. But the time, place, and manner of his death have not been satisfactorily ascertained. Dionysius the Areopagite writes the writings of Bartholomew; and Jerome (ubi ibi, and Pref. in Comment. in Matth.) mentions a "gospel of St. Bartholomew," which pope Gal- lius, in his decree, refers to the clas of apocryphal books.

Of this book there are not any fragments extant; unless, as Mr. Jones (Method of settling the Canon, &c. vol. i. p. 211.) inclines to think, it was the same with the "gospel of St. Matthew, which was used by the Hebrews or Nazarenes. This learned writer infers from the relations of Eunapius and Jerome, that this gospel was that which had been found in India; but that it had undergone many interpolations and additions: for, says he, it cannot be thought improbable that those who heard St. Bartholomew preach and explain this gospel to them, should after his departure rather call it by his name, whom they did not know. Besides, Nicephorus affirms us (Hift. Eclef. l. iv. c. 32.), that Bartholomew dictated the gospel of St. Matthew to them from his memory, and did not bring it along with him.

BARTHOLOMEO, of the Martyrs, a Dominican monk, and archbishop of Braga, was born at Lisbon in 1514, and entered into the Dominican order at the age of 14, on which occasion he renounced his family name of Fernandes, and assumed that of the church in which he had been baptized. Having taught theology for 20 years, he as length, with great reluctance, accepted the charge of the archbishopric of Braga, to which he was appointed by queen Catharine. Soon after his appointment, he was deputed, in 1561, to attend the council of Trent, in which he strongly insisted on commencing all reforms with that of the clergy. On his return from the council, he devoted his whole time and revenue to exercises of benevolence. Accordingly, he used to say, "I am first physician to 1400 hospitals, which are the parishes of my diocese." During the famine which afflicted Portugal in 1567, and lasted seven years, the poor of Braga were liberally supplied by the archbishop; and he even extended his donations to those of superior condition who felt the severity of the times. The famine was succeeded by a plague; and on this occasion the archbishop, who remained at Braga and obliged the parish priests to do so likewise,
likewise, contributed in no small degree to the relief and comfort of the distressed. Having, after repeated solicitations for the purpose, obtained leave to resign his archbishopric, he retired to a monastery of his order at Viana, where he spent the eight last years of his life in study and religious exercises; and there he died in 1590. In 1733 he was beatified by Clement XIV. The writings which he left were collected and published at Rome in 2 vols. folio. 1744. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

**Bartholomew's Day, St.** in the Calendar, a festival of the Christian church, celebrated on the 24th of August. On this day, in the year 1662, the act of uniformity which obtained the royal assent on the 10th of May, took place; in consequence of which about 2000 ministers relinquished their preferences in the church, or refused to accept of any upon the terms of this act. See **Uniformity**.

It was also on the eve of St. Bartholomew in the year 1572, that orders were issued for extending the horrid massacre which had been begun at Paris: in consequence of which the matins of Paris, as this massacre was flyed in allusion to the Sicilian vespers, were repeated in Marseilles, Orleans, Troyes, Angiers, Toulouse, Rouen, and Lyons: so that in the space of two months, 30,000 protestants were butchered in cold blood; if that expression may be used, in speaking of people influenced by the most detestable passions.

**Bartholomew's Hospital.** See **Hospital**.

**Bartholomew, St. in Geography.** one of the Caribbean islands in the West Indies, about 25 miles north of St. Christopher's, and in circumference about 24 miles. It was peopled in 1648 by Poineyr, the French governor of St. Christopher's; and enjoyed by the French without molestation till the year 1699, when a defeat was made upon it by Sir Timothy Thornhill, who ravaged the country, and carried off about 700 of its inhabitants, with their cattle and effects.

The English government, however, disapproved of this conduct, and allowed the inhabitants to repose in their island, as subjects of Great Britain. At the peace of Ryswick, it was restored to France; but as long as it continued in their possession, it was a nest of pirates, and it had fifty English prizes in its harbor at the same time. It was ceded by France, in 1783, to the Swedes. The shores of this island are dangerous, and cannot be approached without a good pilot. The only port in the island is "Le Ca-

nagre," near which stands "Guilavir," the chief town in the colony. This port is situated on the western side, and has excellent harbors; but it cannot admit vessels that draw more than nine feet of water. However, it will contain 1000 ton veals; in which respect it is superior both to St. Eulalia and St. Christopher. The bay of "Colombia" is deep enough for large ships, but it has no town on its banks; nor had "Le Carenage" any town belonging to it before the island became the possession of Sweden. Its soil is but indifferent, and only a small part of it admits of cultivation; and yet it produces tobacco, cotton, and cañava, and abounds with woods of various sorts. The plantations that most abound are those of cotton, which succeed very well. The practice of the planters is to sow four or five grains of the seed in a hole, and when the plants appear they pluck up all but the strongest. After the first crop, they cut down the branches, and the plant pulls out new shoots, which bear like the original item; but after the second crop, the seed must be again sown. The fences of these plantations are aloe trees, which are placed in a straight line, and as close together as possible; and when they arrive at maturity, they are impenetrable either by men or animals. St. Bartholomew also furnishes the neighbouring islands with a peculiar kind of limecane; and its birds are very numerous. The climate is in general healthy; though at certain times of the year the weather is variable. For nine months in the year it is pleasant; for, though the heat is scorching, the air is cooled and purified by a breeze, which is very refreshing. Hurricanes prevail from the middle of July till the middle of October. The population of this island is much increased since it has belonged to Sweden. At Guflavia are Swedes, English, French, Danes, Americans, and Jews; but the planters are chiefly French. The natives generally live, without being subject to much illness, to an old age. The men are robust, but the women are frail, feeble, and indolent; and are unusually attended by slaves, who are employed in keeping off the insects that would incommodate them. The houses are made of wood; and some of them are raised upon stone pillars, so that the wind can pass under them. Their windows are mere openings in the sides, with window shutters or lattices. The inhabitants are supplied with fresh provisions, flour, dried fish, and salted meat from the continent of America. Although this island abounds with mountains, it is deficient not only of lakes and rivers, but even of springs. The fresh water is supplied merely by the rain, and is kept in cisterns; and it is sometimes procured from St. Christopher's, and often at the charge of twelve livres per ton. The chief products for exportation are drugs, cotton, lignum vitae, and iron-wood. The coins used in this island are the moidore and the piaffe; and they have also a fictitious money called the pilawett, worth something more than 2 of a piaffe, and a small silver coin called a dott, and another coin called a bött, of the value of 6 doppes. See "A Voyage to the Islands of St. Martin, St. Eulalia, and St. Christopher, undertaken at the expense of the Academy of Sciences at Stockholm." N. lat. 17° 56'. W. long. 63° 11'.

**Bartholomew, St.** an island in the Southern Pacific ocean, being one of the cluster of islands, called the New Hebrides. S. lat. 15° 42'. E. long. 167° 17' 30'.

**Bartholomew's island, lies in the group of Magellan, half a league E.N.E. from Elizabeth island. S. lat. 52° 56'. W. long. 71° 5'.

**Bartholomew's Island, or Whernsbyen, is situated on or near the coast of New Guinea. S. lat. 8° 13'. E. long. 138° 35'.

**Bartholomew, St.** a parish in Charleston district, in South Carolina, which, by the census of 1790, contained 12,666 inhabitants, of whom 10,328 were whites. It sends three representatives and one senator to the state legislature.

**Bartholomew, Cape, St.** in the southernmost point of Staten land, in the islands of Le Maire, at the south end of South America. To the W.N.W. lies Middle Cape, and between them is a bay. To the east of it is a small island.

**Bartholomew is the name of a ledge of rocks, nearly fixed from the S.W. extremity of St. Mary's island, the largest of the Scilly islands between which and St. Mary's island, is a channel called St. Mary's found.

**BARTHOLOMITES, in Ecological History, a religious order founded at Genoa in 1507; but on account of the irregular lives of the monks, the order was suppressed by pope Innocent X. in 1650, and their effects were confiscated. In the church of the monastery of this order at Genoa is preserved the image which, it is pretended, Christ sent to Abgarus.

**BARTSCH, George, in Biography, surgeon and oculist at Dresden, born at Koningberg about the middle of the 16th century, is said to have invented a speculum to fix the eyelids while performing an operation on that organ; which was improved by Verdun, and still further by Rynth or Ray, for they contended for the honour attached to it. He
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He wrote a treatise on the diseases of the eye, in the German language, published at Dr. Delen in fol. 1583. It has since been translated into Latin, and passed through several editions. There are many plates; those representing the different parts of the eye are taken from Velatus. Infected with the superstition of the age in which he lived, he attributes some of the disorders of the eye to witchcraft.


BARTLEMEW Bay, in Geography, lies on the coast of Kent, without the North Foreland, between that and Ramsgate.

BARTLET, a plantation of America, in Hillborough county, New Hampshire, containing 248 inhabitants.

BARTMEISE, in Ornithology, the name of the bearded titmouse. *perus biarmius* in Frinch. Hill. Birds.

BARTOLET, in Biography. See Planckel.

BARTOLI, Daniel, a learned Jesuit, born at Ferrara in 1608; author of many profound and useful works, written in Italian, with a preciosity and purity of style which have inclined his countrymen to rank him among the first scientific writers in their language. The great historical work of Bartoli appeared in 6 vols. folio, printed at Rome in succession from 1650 to 1673. After the life of St. Ignatius, he begins with the establishments and labours of the Society in Asia, comprised in 5 vols. and divided into those of the East Indies, Japan, and China. In two other volumes he treats of England and Italy. This performance was translated from the Italian into Latin by father Giannini, and printed at Lyons. He published at Bologna, in 1680, a work in 4to, intitled, "Dal fuono de tremori armonici e dell' udito" (of harmonical vibrations of sound and of the ear). In this truly scientific and ingenious work are to be found several discoveries in harmonics, that were purposed by posterior writers on the subject. It contains four dissertations; the first treats of the similarity between the circular undulations occasioned in full water when a stone is thrown into it, and the propagation and motion of sound. The second, of the motion of sound compared with that of light; of echoes, or reflection of sound, and of its augmentation in a whispering room or gallery. Third, of harmonic vibrations, and ratios of sound; of sympathetic sounds; of the breaking a glass with the voice. Fourth, of the mixture of sounds; of consonance; harmonics; and the immense increase of sounds in a vessel, or inclosed place, by repercussion. With many other curious enquiries; and ends with the anatomy of the ear.

BARTOLI, Pietro Sante, called Perugino, an engraver of reputation, was born at Perugia about the year 1635, and resided chiefly at Rome, where he died in 1700. He is mentioned as a painter, but his character as an engraver is more established. He drew in a correct, agreeable style; and his plates, which are chiefly etched, are executed in a free, masterly manner. His distinguishing excellence consisted in copying the bas-relief, and other works of the ancients. His manner is original; and though his name is not always marked at full length upon his plates, they are easily distinguished by persons acquainted with his works, as the freedom and lightness of his pencil cannot easily be counterfeited. Among his detached prints are: "St. Charles kneeling, accompanied by an Angel," from Antonio Caracci; and the "Adoration of the Shepherds," from Annibale Caracci. Strutt.

BARTOLO, a lawyer of the 14th century, was born in 1143 at Saissorrato, the ancient Sentinum, in the marche of Ancora, pursued the study of the law at Perugia and Bologna, and attained to such eminence, that he was distinguished by the pompous titles of "Light and Star of Jurisconsults," "Master of Truth," "Lamp of Right," "Guide of the Blind," &c. In 1339, he was elected professor of laws at Pisa; and after remaining 11 years in the exercise of this office, he removed to Perugia, where he opened a school of law, celebrated through Italy, and frequented by a great number of students. When Charles IV. visited Perugia, in 1355, Bartolo secured his friendship to such a degree, that he obtained for Perugia all the privileges usually granted to universities, and for himself the titles of counsellor, and domestic commenial of the emperor, with permission to bear the family arms of the king of Bohemia. Bartolo is said to have acquired great wealth, and to have died at Perugia in the year 1359; but the time of his death is not precisely ascertained. He was of a ftable constitution, and his temperament was such that he is said to have weighed his food. His learning and researches were extended beyond his own profession, and his regard for the libraries induced him to make the Hebrew language the object of his particular attention. His works, comprehended in 10 vols. folio, were printed at Lyons in 1545. Nouv. Dict. Hill.

BARTOLOCCI, Julius, a Cilician monk, was born at Celiano in Abruzzo, in the year 1615, and became famous for Hebrew and Rabbinical learning. Having been 36 years professor of Hebrew in the college of Neophytes at Rome, and also Hebrew writer in the Vatican, he died in 1684. His great work is intitled, "Bibliotheca Rabbinica de Scriptoris et Scriptis Hebraicis," 4 vols. folio. It was printed by the college "Propaganda," and the volume appeared successively in 1675, 1678, 1683, and 1693. The fourth volume was completed by his scholar Imbonati, who, in 1694, added a fifth, intitled, "Bibliotheca Latino-Hebraica." This work furnishes valuable materials for assuiling the interpreters of the Hebrew scriptures. Bartolocci left also annotations on the book of Tobit. Moreri.

BARTOLOMEO, Baccio. See Baccio.

BARTOLOMEO, Breunberg. See Breunberg.

BARTON, Elizabeth, called commonly "The Maid of Kent," was an enthusiastic impartial, first known in 1525, as a servant at Aldington in Kent. Being subject to hysterical fits, which were attended with a variety of agitations and dilortions, the superstitiousness of the age led the common people to believe that she was supernaturally inspired. Matters, the parson of the parish, thought that she was a fit person to be employed in order to support the declining cause of Rome, or to give celebrity to his own chapel, and accordingly resolved to exhibit her as a prophetess. With this view, he and some of his friends took her under their tuition; and taught her to act her part so well, that she not only deluded the common people, but imposed on the credulity of several persons of rank and learning; among whom were Sir Thomas More, Bishop of Rochefeller, and Warham archbishop of Canterbury. The monks and ecclesiastics, who were appointed by the latter to investigate this business, made a favourable report, and encouraged the imposture. The nun, for such was the character she had now assumed, was conducted in triumphal procession, and attended by a mob, to the chapel of the Virgin at "Court of Street;" and when she appeared before the image of our lady, the fell profirate in one of her trances, delivering rhymes, speeches, &c. all of which tended to the honour of that saint, and of the Popish religion. Having for some time performed in this way, very much to the honour and profit of her employers, she was further instructed to denounce menaces against the king on account of his divorce from queen Catharine, and his marriage with Ann Boleyn, and also his eminence to the church, and to declare his subjects abjured.
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solved from their allegiance. Henry, who had for some
time defied the iumpulce and its abettors, being at last
jealously incensed, issued an order that, in November 1533, the
maid and her accomplices should be apprehended, and
brought into the star-chamber; all of whom, upon their
examination, confessed the iumpulce, and afterwards pub-
lieiy confirmed their confession before the people at St. Paul's
Cross. Some attempts having been made to induce the
ump to retract her confession, measures of severity were adopted,
and an act of parliament was passed (25 Hen. VIII. c. 12.)
which attainted them of high treason, for a conspiracy
against the crown and life of the king. Accordingly Elizabeth
Barton, and five of her accomplices, were beheaded at Ty-
burn in April 1534; the deluded nun, who was a simple and
ignorant woman, having made a previous acknowledgement
of her crime and the justice of her sentence. Bagg.

BARTON-Upon-Humber, in Geography, a large market-town
in Yorksborough hundred, Lincolnshire, England, 34 miles from
Lincoln, and 167 north from London. It consists of several
streets irregularly built, and has two large churches. By an
ancient register this appears to have been a much more con-
derable and extensive place than at present; but the destruc-
tive plague which infested it in the reign of queen Elizabeth,
may, in a great measure, have caused its declension. The
most ealy pavement to Hull is from Barton-Ferry. The market
is held on Monday; and it has a fair for horses, oxen, and sheep.
At Horkstow, in this neighbourhood, was lately discovered
a curious Roman teattered pavement, which is particularly
described by Mr. Llions, in the first part of "Reliquiae
Romanae." This town includes 412 houses, inhabited by
1700 persons. N. lat. 53° 40'. W. long. 0° 22'.

BARTON, a township of Orme county, in the shire of
Vermon, America, formerly in that of Orange, lies S.W. of
Brownstown; 6 miles S.W. by W. from Willoughby Lakes,
and 140 N. easterly from Brunswick.

BARTON, in Devonshire, and the west of England, is used
for the supplying lands of a manor. Also for the manor
house. And, in some places, for out-houses, fold-yards,
&c.

BARTRACH, in Geography, an island in the bay of
Killala, at the mouth of the river Moy, about 2 miles long,
and half a broad; 2 miles N.E. of Killala.

BARTRAMIA, in Botany. See TRUMPETEA.

BARTSA, in Geography, a town of Hungary, 14 miles
N.E. of Szepen.

BARTSENLU, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the
province of Natalia, 32 miles S. of Kutaia.

BARTSIA, in Botany, a genus of plants so named by
Linnaeus, in memory of his friend Dr. Bartisch. It is an
inmediate genus between rhinanthus, euphrasia, melampy-
rum, and pedicularis; distinguished by its colored calyx.
Lin. gen. 739. Schreb. 916. Juss. 100. Clas. dlyma-
nia anguiformis. Gen. char. Cal. perianth one-leaved, tu-
mular, permanent; mouth obtuse, two-lobed; lobes emar-
ginate, coloured at the top. Cor. monopetalous, ringent;
upper lip erect, flendor, entire, longest; lower, reflex, trified,
obtuse, very small. Stem. filaments four, broad-shaped,
the length of the upper lip; two somewhat shorter. Au-
thor, oblong, approximating under the top of the upper lip.
Pist. gern ovate. Style, diliform, longer than the filaments.
Sistema, obtuse, nodding. Per. capsule ovate, compressed,
acuminate, two-celled, two-valved; partition contrary to
the valves. Seeds, numerous, angular, small.

Cor. coloured less than the calyx; upper lip longest.
Capf. two-celled.

Horminum, Morris. "Leaves alternate linear, two-toothed
on each side." This is a very beautiful plant, with a stem
entirely simple. Leaves divided, crowded towards the top
into a spike, having a single flower on each leaf. Calyx-
ised towards the tip of a very deep red, as are also the
trifid bractes. Capsule eliptic. The fructification is not
yet well ascertained. It has been found in Virginia, Mary-
With. Smith Eng. Pot. 1. 361. Flor. Dan. 43. Euphras-
ia rubra, &c. Ray Syn. 285. "Leaves opposite, heart-
shaped, bluntly ferrated; anthers hairy." Smith. Root
perennial, creeping; stems from four to eight inches high,
creep, simple, square, hairy; leaves opposite, sessile, ovate
or cordate, ferrate, rugos. bulky, hairy on the upper side, those
near the top coloured, spike terminal, purple, leafy; calyx
vivid, hairy, purple, its segments nearly equal, acute;
corolla of a violat purple, three as long as the calyx,
compress, clothed with glandular vifid hairs; lower lip re-
flexed; anthers prominent, very hairy; style bifurcate, pro-
gressing beyond the flamens; capsule ovate, downy, of two
valves, with a transverse partition arising from each;
seeds numerous, angular, small. This rare plant prefers a moist
flory soil in alpine situations; it has been found in Welf-
morland, Durham, and in the highlands of Scotland.—
Ray Syn. 285. "Leaves ferrate, uppermost alternate;
flowers diffant, lateral." Root annual, fibrous; item about
a foot high, occasionally simple, unless very luxuriant; erect,
smooth, downy, leafy; leaves sessile, ovate-lanceolate, fer-
rate, nervd, febrous, lower ones only oppofite; flowers
axillary, subfebile, folitary: calyx tubular, hairy, regular,
white at the base; corolla twice the length of the calyx,
yellow, divisions of the lip obtuse, nearly equal; anthers
hairy; style hairy; capsule ovate, roundish, rough at the
apex, the two valves furnished with transverse partitions;
seeds numerous, very small, subangular. The whole of this
plant is vifid or femy. It has been found in Cornwall,
Devonshire, Lancashire, and in Argyleshire, in marhy soils,
flowering in July and August.— 4. B. palifafiella, pale-flow-
er bartfia. Amm. 2. 356. Gmel. Sib. 3. 301. n. 11.
t. 42. "Leaves alternate lanceolate, quite entire; floral
leaves ovate, toothed." Root fibrous; item round, simple,
foemewhat freaked; downy towards the top; leaves fessile,
linear-lanceolate, three-nerved, longer than the internodes;
the lower ones smaller, undivided; the upper longer, broad-
er, with an oblong tooth on each side; floral leaves involv-
ing the calyx; not longer than the fowers, but broader,
coloured, more obtuse, trifid or quinquelid; spike termi-
nating leafy, a little incising to one side; flowers alternate,
fellife; corolla purple. A native of Siberia and Hodfon's bay,
from whence it was introduced into the New garden in 1782.

Petrop. 14. p. 534. t. 18. f. 2. G. borealis, Pall. it. 3.
"Two-stamened; leaves radical, twofold, petioled; item
mostly two-leaved, one-spiked; spike linear, obtuse; whirls
bractit, collected." Stem four inches high, broad, round,
simple; root-leaves fucculent, oval, entire, or ferrate, very
smooth; in the middle of the item they are alternate, ovate,
fellife; spike of collected whips; bractes ovate, bluih;
calyx compressed, three-toothed; corolla pale blue, lower
lip bifid or trifid; capsule four-toothed. This species, which is
very variable in the size and form of the leaves, grows
within the arctic circle, on the north side of the frozen rocks
in Kamtschatka, where there is no other vegetation.—

6. B. Odontites, red barbata. Huds. 268. Smith. Brit. 648. Euphrasia odorontites, Sp. Pl. With. Balc. Curt. Lond. f. i. t. 44. "Leaves lanceolate, ferrate, the alternate upper flowers in racemes, inclining to one side; anthers smooth; root fibrous, annual." Stems branched, square; leaves falcate, lanceolate, ferrate, falcate, inferior ones opposite; racemes terminal, many flowered, leafy; flowers all on the same side; calyx purple, hairy, sometimes quilted; corolla rose-coloured; helmet entire, lips cut into equal parts; anthers smooth; capsule somewhat compressed, hairy; seeds numerous, small, flattened. Common in meadows and pastures, flowering in July and August.

BARTUS, in Geography, a town of Hungary, 16 miles N.W. of Palotza.

BARUCH, in Scripture Biography, was the son of Neriah, of the tribe of Judah, and the faithful disciple and servant of the prophet Jeremiah, who employed him as his secretary or amanuensis. This prophet, having received orders, in the reign of Jehoiachin king of Judah, whilst he was in prison, to write all his prophecies till that time, dictated them to Baruch, by whom they were read to the people assembled in the temple on occasion of the feast of expiation, B.C. 605. Baruch, terrified by the threats contained in the roll which he had read to the people, was encouraged by an assurance, that, notwithstanding all the calamities which would befall Judah and Jerusalem, he should obtain a deliverance. (Jer. xlv.) Archbishop Usher and Dr. Prideaux are of opinion, that this roll was read a second time to the people, in the fifth year of Jehoiachin, B.C. 604.; after which it was committed to the flames by the king himself: and the Jews keep an annual fast, even to this day, in commemoration of the burning of the roll: the day marked for it in their calendar is the 29th day of Cilucl, the ninth month of the Jewish year, and corresponding to our November. After the burning of this roll, another was immediately written, by God's special command, from the mouth of the prophet, by the hand of Baruch; and to this were added many other words, and particularly that prophecy with respect to Jehoiachin and his house, which is denounced against them for this impious fact, in the 50th and 51st verses of the 26th chapter of Jeremiah. In the fourth year of Zedekiah (B.C. 594.), Baruch went to Babylon with his brother Seraiah, and carried thither a written account of the prophecies contained in the 50th and 51st chapters of Jeremiah, which denote the judgments that were to be executed upon Chaldea and Babylon by the Medes and Persians. Baruch, having read these prophecies to Jehoiachin and the other captives, threw the roll that contained them into the Embraces, as the prophet had commanded him. Baruch accompanied Jeremiah into Egypt, and after the death of the prophet, he retired to Babylon, where, according to the rabbins, he died in the 12th year of the captivity. The book of Baruch, contained in the Apocrypha, is an epistle sent, or feigned to be sent, by king Jehoiachin and the Jews in captivity with him at Babylon, to their brethren that were still left in Judah and Jerusalem; with an homiletical preface, in which it is related, that Baruch being then at Babylon, drew up this epistle in the name of the king and the people, by their appointment, and read it to them for their approbation; and that a collection having been made, the epistle with the money was sent to Jerusalem. No Hebrew copy of this book is extant; but there are three other copies, one in Greek and the other two in Swine. The Jews have not received this book into their canon; nor is it found in the ancient catalogues of the scriptures, cited by the fathers and the councils. In the later catalogues, it is annexed to the book of Jeremiah, and cited by some of the fathers as a part of Jeremiah. St. Jerome (Pref. in Jerem.) expressly rejects it out of the canon; nor does he translate it, because it was not in Hebrew, nor received by the Hebrews. On the other hand, St. Cyril of Jerusalem, and the Laodicean council held A.D. 364, mention Baruch among the canonical books of Scripture. In both the catalogues which they have given, these words occur: "Jeremiae cum Baruch Lamentationibus et Epistola." But it has been alleged, that by these words they meant to express no more than Jeremiah's prophecies and lamentations; that by the epistles, is meant merely the epistle in the 33rd chapter of Jeremiah; and that the name of Baruch is added, only because he had collected these together, and annexed the last chapter, which is supposed to be Baruch's, the prophecies of Jeremiah ending with the 32nd chapter, as it is positively said in the last words of it; and it must be acknowledged, says Dr. Prideaux, that as neither in St. Cyril, nor in the Laodicean council, any of the other apocryphal books are named, it is very unlikely that by the name of Baruch, in either of them, should be meant the apocryphal book under this title, which has the least pretence of any of them to be canonical. Although the church of Rome has admitted it, and its authority has been sanctioned, after some hesitation and difficulty, by the canon of the council of Trent, it is condemned by Protestants to the class of apocryphal books. Priv. Comm. pt. i. b. i. vol. i. p. 87, &c. Dupin's Exe. Hist. vol. i. p. 28.

BARUCO, or BARICA, CAFE, in Geography, is the western point of Golfo Dulce, or Fresh-water bay, and distant from it about 4 leagues, on the S. W. side of the isthmus of Panama, in the Northern Pacific ocean, S.S.E. from Cano island, and S.E. from the gulf of Salinas. N, lat. 8° 20'.

BARUD, the name of several small places of Egypt, on the east and west side of the Nile, situated not far from Manosalut, Siout, and Dendera.

BARVER, a town of Germany, in the circle of Weiphalia, and county of Diepholz, 6 miles E.N.E. of Diepholz.

BARVILISKI, a town of Lithuania, in the palatinate of Troki, 28 miles S.W. of Troki.

BARULES, in Church History, a town which maintained that the Son of God had only a phantom of a body; that souls were created before the world, and that they lived all at one time.

BARUM, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Lower Saxony, and principality of Luneburg; 10 miles south of Luneburg.

BARUTH, in Commerce, an Indian measure containing 17 gantans; it ought to weigh about three pounds and a half avoirdupois.

BARUTH, in Geography. See BAIROUT, and BERRYTUS.

BARUTH, a town of Germany, in the circle of Upper Saxony, 22 miles S.S.E. of Potzdamer, and 54 N.E. of Wittenberg.

BARWICK, Peter, in Biography, of a respectable family of Witherfleck in Westmorland, was at an early age admitted to St. John's college in Cambridge; where, in 1643, he took his degree of Bachelor in Arts. Quitting that seminary during the troubles which at that time disturbed the country, he was entertained at the house of Mr. Sacheverel of Leicestershire, as tutor to his son. In 1665, he took his degree of Doctor in Medicine, and soon after was made physician in ordinary to King Charles II.; which occasioned him to come to London, where he soon acquired consider-
considerable reputation for his skill in his profession. He
is said to have excelled particularly in his treatment of the
small pox, and of putrid and malignant fevers; perhaps
following the method recommended by Sydenham in those
complaints: but he has left no publications on these sub-
jects. He wrote very ably in defence of Harvey's doctrine
of the circulation, at that time much agitated; and M.
Carrera attributes to him a treatise, published in London,
1671, 4to. "De his Medicorum Annum Examinant." But
the work by which he is principally known, is the
Life of his brother John Barwick, late dean of St. Paul's,
written in elegant Latin. It was published in 1724, in large
8vo. by Hillsah Bedford, and an elegant portrait of the
docthor, engraved by Vertue, affixed to it. His defence of the
"Eikon Baphilike," against Dr. Walker, which was writ-
ten in the 74th year of his age, "does not only shew,"
Granger says, "the warmth of his loyalty, but discovery
not a little of the peevishness of old age." He died Au-
gust 1753, in the 86th year of his age, highly honoured and
respected by all who knew him. Granger's Biog. Hist. of

BARWICK, John, an eminent English divine of the 17th
century, and dean of St. Paul's, was born at Wetherfield,
a little village of Westmorland, in 1612; and being de-
digned for the church, he was sent to school at Sedberg
in Yorkshire, where he mastered the rudiments of genius and
piety. In 1631, he was admitted into St. John's col-
lege in the university of Cambridge, where he became fur-
distinguished, that he was chosen, at the age of twenty,
to manage a dispute relating to the election of a master, which
was heard before the privy council, and by his conduct in
this business, he acquired celebrity in the university, and
was also taken notice of at court, and by the ministry. Hav-
ing taken several degrees at the university, he bore an active
part in the civil war, and made one of a party of horse which
conveyed the college plate and a small supply of money to
Nottingham, where the king had set up his standard. He
also published a tract against the covenant, which was so of-
fensive to persons in power, that he was obliged to retire
to London, where he rendered all the service in his power to
the royal cause. As he possessed talents that justified con-
fidence, he was employed on various occasions of importance
by the king and his friends; and he seems to have been
successful in his endeavours to reclaim some persons who
had been induced to abandon the cause to which he was de-
voted. During his majesty's confinement in Carlisbort
castle, Mr. Barwick contrived to preserve for him a free in-
tercourse with his friends; and he also concerted a plan for
his escape, which however did not succeed. After the king's
death, and when the royal cause seemed to be desperate,
Mr. Barwick, though in a very weak state, exerted himself
in maintaining a daily correspondence with the ministers of
king Charles II. This office he was at length obliged to
devolve, first on his brother Dr. Peter Barwick, and then
on another of his brothers, whom he endeavoured to rescue,
at the hazard of his own life, from the danger to which he
was exposed in consequence of a treacherous discovery. When
Mr. Barwick was threatened with torture if he did not im-
mediately disclose the names of the persons who were con-
cerned with him, he kept the secret with invincible firm-
ness; upon which he was committed to the Tower by an
order of council, dated April 9th, 1650. Here he was
confined in a close dungeon, and debauched the use of pen,
ink, and paper, and of all books except the bible. In this
situation he remained many months, during which his diet
was herbs or fruit, and water-gruel made of oatmeal or barley, with currants boiled in it, and sweetened with a
little sugar; and yet such was the benefit which he derived
from this slender diet, that though he was afflicted with a phthisic,
atrophy, and dyspepsy, when he was committed, he recov-
ered beyond all expectation, and grew plump and fat.
This fact has been mentioned by many physicians, as a proof
of the advantage of temperance even in the most inveterate
diseases. After two years' confinement, he was discharged
in 1652, upon giving security to appear at any time within a
twelve month before the council of state. At the expira-
tion of the year, being satisfied by president Bradshaw, who
had been dissimified by Cromwell, that neither he nor his
friends would be expos'd to any danger from the recogni-
zation into which they had entered, he again engaged with
ardour in public business, and conferred with several persons
whom he had drawn over to the king's service, on various
schemes for restoring monarchy. He was also employed in
conducting the king's correspondence, which he did with
 secrecy and success; and when a restoration was likely to
take place, he was sent over by the bishops to represent to
the king the state of ecclesiastical affairs. On this occasion,
he was received with expressions of cordial esteem by his maj-
esty, and appointed one of his chaplains. On the return of
his journey he visited the University of Cambridge, and took the degree
of Doctor in Divinity. Upon the king's restoration, he was
offered a bishopric, which he declined accepting, that
the world might not imagine that his extraordinary zeal for
episcopacy was owing to any secret hope he might indulge
in being made a bishop. Upon this he was promoted to the
deanery of Durham, with which he kept the rectory of
Houghton-le-Spring, four miles distant from the city. The
revenue which he thus acquired, he liberally employed in re-
pairing public buildings, relieving the poor, and maintaining
hospitality. In 1661, he took possession of the deanery of
St. Paul's; and by his interest with his majesty he obtained
two royal grants; one for the repair of the cathedral, to
which he himself contributed; and the other for securing
its privileges. The king also appointed him one of the nine
affiliates to the twelve bishops employed in the Savoy
conference; and he was unanimously chosen by the clergy in
convocation, their proctor. His various engagements
brought on his old complaint, which was aggravated by re-
newed application after a temporary respite, and which ter-
ninated in his death, Oct. 22, 1664. By his will he be-
cathced the greatest part of his estate to charitable uses.
As his time was so much devoted to political and public
matters, we may well imagine that his writings were not
numerous: they consisted only of three sermons; the piece
against the covenant, already mentioned; and the life of
the bishop of Durham, annexed to his funeral sermon. Many
of his letters to chancellor Hyde may be found in Thorloe's

BARYGAZA, in Ancient Geography. See Baraoch.
BARYGAZENUM PROMONTORIUM, a promontory
of India, placed by M. D'Anville at the fourth entrance of
the "Barygauszenus Sinus," or the present gulf of Cambaya.
BARYPPUCNI, in Greek Myth. The ancients gave this epit-
tet to five of the eight liable or fixed sounds of their dia-
gram; namely, the hypate hypaton, the hyaипate melsen, the
uue, the parauee, and the nede diezeugmenon. These
four terms, barypyne, mepoepyne, oxyepyne, and apyne
imply the lower spits or dense sounds; that is to say, the
spits or close intervals, the mean of the spits, the acute of
the spits, and the wide of the spits, meaning in the Greek
muic the hypate, the parhexate, the licanos, and the nede
of the tetrachords of the spits kind. By spits or close, the
intervals of the emfines in the chromatic and quarter
tones in the enharmonic, are implied. See Greek System.

Vol. III.
BARYTES, or ponderous earth; terra ponderosâ, schwerverrende Germ. baryte Fr.
The English and French names of this earth are derived from the Greek σπαρ, heavy, on account of the high specific gravity of the PONDEROUS SPAR or native sulphate of barytes, which is the commonest form in which this earth appears.

§ 1. Historical notices respecting barytes.

It is to Scheele that Chemistry is indebted for the discovery of this substance in 1774. In his valuable essay on manganece, he informs us that the nitric and muriatic solutions prepared from the native black oxyd of this metal contain besides, an earth differing from all those hitherto known by its strong affinity for sulphuric acid, &c. In 1775 Gahn made his analysis of the ponderous spar, and found it to consist of the earth newly discovered by Scheele, and sulphuric acid. Bergman repeated and confirmed the experiments of these chemists, and named the earth terra ponderosa. Morveau proposed the term barote derived from the Greek, which Mr. Kirwan softened into barytes. In this appellation Bergman acquiesced; and it is now adopted by all except the German chemists, who in conformity with their general custom prefer the term schwerverde, which is a literal translation in their own language of terra ponderosa. Wulff and Azelius contributed to enlarge our acquaintance with this substance; and in 1793 Dr. Hope published his valuable experiments in the Edinburgh Transactions. In 1796, Klaproth augmented our knowledge by his masterly analysis of the native sulphates and carbonates of barytes; and in 1797 Pelletier and Vauquelin gave to the world their able memoirs, confirming the facts already admitted and adding to them many new ones.

The only way of procuring this earth in a state of sufficient purity for chemical experiment, is to expel crystallized nitrate of barytes in a platina crucible to a moderate red heat till it becomes quite dry and has ceased to give out any vapours: the nitric acid will be wholly decomposed and volatilized, leaving the barytes behind in the form of a greyish white porous mass more or less adherent to the crucible. The nitrate of barytes is obtained either by dissolving the native carbonat of barytes in very dilute nitric acid; or by heating the native sulphat of barytes in a close crucible with charcoal, and thus converting it into sulphuret of barytes and then treating this with nitric acid, which will diffuse the earth and leave the sulphur behind. A much more economical way however of preparing this earth, is mentioned by Dartigues (Ann. de Chimie, vol. 40.) Take sulphat of barytes, pulverize it together with charcoal, and expel it for half an hour to a full red heat; by this means the greater part will be converted into sulphuret of barytes. Pour boiling water on the mass, and a clear yellow liquor will be obtained by filtration: add to this, carbonat of soda; and a copious white precipitate of carbonated barytes, four times the weight of the soda employed, will be deposited. This being separated from the solution of sulphuret of soda and washed repeatedly, is to be mixed with charcoal and again heated for about half an hour: the carbonic acid will be for the most part converted into gaseous oxyd of carbon, and the barytes will remain in a crystalline state. By a short digestion in boiling water and frequent filtration, a clear superflueate solution of barytes is obtained; from which, by evaporation and gently heating in a silver crucible, the pure barytes is readily procured.

§ 3. Chemical and physical properties.
Barytes obtained by the methods mentioned in the preceding section, is a porous mass of a greyish white colour and easily reducible to powder; its sp. gr. in this state cannot be ascertained with much accuracy; Fourcray states it at 4. Haffenfritz only at 2.574. It is the most active of the alkaline earths; and from its ready solubility, has been arranged by some modern chemists among the proper alkalies. It has a harsh caustic taste, and acts upon the animal economy as a violent poison. It is deficient of smell. It changes fyrump of violets green, and the lemon yellow of turmeric to a brownish orange.

By a strong heat it becomes harder, denser, and acquires internally a blueish green tinge. When strongly urged by the blowpipe or a stream of oxygen gas upon a piece of charcoal, it fuses and is partly imbibed by the charcoal and partly volatilized, communicating a yellow colour to the flame.

Its affinity for water is very considerable. When exposed to the air, it gradually imbibes moisture, swells, and falls to pieces; attaining at the same time the carbonic acid of the atmosphere and becoming mild; hence the necessity of keeping it in dry well-secked vials. When sprinkled with a little water, it exhibits the same appearances as quicklime, but with greater energy; the mass becomes white, is remarkably increased in bulk, and a large quantity of heat is evolved. If shriveled up while hot with an additional portion of water to the confinement of a thin plate, it assumes, as it cools, the state of a solid, made up of confused needle-form crystals; but this by exposure to the air becomes carbonated and falls into powder.

Water boiled upon pure barytes, is capable of taking up half its weight of this earth; the greater part of which it deposits by cooling, in slender delicate crystals implanted into each other, or, by carrying on the process very slowly, in the form of compressed hexahedral prisms terminated by a four-sided pyramid, and of a brilliant fatty lustre. These crystals appear to be composed of 43 parts of water and 47 of barytes. By a boiling heat, they completely liquefy; and at length the water being evaporated a white powder remains behind, which is pure barytes. By mere exposure to the air they become efflorescent, and the earth is found to be carbonated. They are fusible in about 17¾ parts of water at the temperature of 60°. The fluid that remains after the deposition of the crystals of barytes retains ¾ of the earth in permanent solution, and is called barytic water; improperly, baryte line water. This solution is perfectly limpid and colourless, has an acid taste, and possesses properties very analogous to lime water. By exposure to the air it becomes covered with a thin coat of carbonated barytes; and this being removed or falling to the bottom, a fresh crust begins to form till the whole of the earth is thus separated from the water.

Barytes, like the other alkaline earths, combines with all the known acids; and the barytic salts thus produced are for the most part readily crystallizable, and are distinguished by the strong mutual affinity of their elements: sulphuric acid in particular is dissipated by it from every other combination.

Among the simple inflammables, phosphorus and sulphur appear to be the only ones capable of uniting with barytes. If alternate portions of phosphorus and pure barytes are put into a strong glass tube closed at one end and exposed to a red heat, the phosphorus melts, sublimes, and combines with the barytes that is in contact with it into a brown fusable mass of a metallic lustre, the sulphuret of barytes. This substance when breathed upon exalts a strong fetid odour, is luminous in the dark, changes gradually by exposure to the air into phosphat of barytes, and immediately decomposes water giving out phosphorized hydrogen gas.

The
The affinity between sulphur and barytes is very considerable. Pure barytes digested in warm water with sulphur will take up more than a quarter of its weight of this substance; being then evaporated to dryness and heated red hot in a crucible, the product is a reddish yellow inodorous mass, sulphuret of barytes. Its properties have been very little examined into, on account of the great ease with which it is decomposed. Sulphuret of barytes has a remarkably powerful attraction for water, is very soluble in this fluid even when cold, but is still more so in hot water. In these cases however a decomposition of part of the water is effected; the hydrogen unites with a portion of the sulphur, and the oxygen with another portion. The new combinations that take place in this process are very interesting, and having been ably investigated by Berthollet we shall treat of them somewhat at length.  

When sulphuret of barytes is thrown into hot water it immediately dissolves; the liquid becomes of a yellow colour and exudes a strong smell of sulphated hydrogen; a white earthy sediment is deposited, and as the liquor cools a considerable quantity of crystals either aerulent, prismatic, or in plates, make their appearance: which being dried by preflute between filtering paper become perfectly white.  

Thus sulphuret of barytes by the action of water furnishes three distinct products. 1. The earthy sediment is regenerated sulphate of barytes; being produced by the oxygen of the water combining with part of the sulphur into sulphuric acid, and this as soon as forms faturating itself with barytes. 2. The crystals are hydro sulphuret of barytes, a salt remarkable for being the only one of the earthy or alkaline hydro-sulphurets that is capable of being crystallized. It is very little alterable by exposure to the air, is easily soluble in water, and is decomposable by the mineral acids with extraction of sulphuric hydrogen gas. Besides being produced in the decomposition of sulphuret of barytes, it may be made in the direct way by passing sulphured hydrogen gas through a Woulfe's apparatus containing barytes diffused in water. 3. Besides the sulphat and hydro-sulphuret of barytes, there remains from the decomposition of the sulphuret of barytes, a yellow liquor which by the addition of muriatic acid gives out a large quantity of sulphured hydrogen, and yields at the same time a copious precipitate of sulphur; hence it appears to be sulphuret of barytes, intimately mixed or more probably combined with sulphured hydrogen.  

There are therefore three modes in which sulphur can combine with barytes: the first is simple dry sulphuret of barytes, incapable of uniting with water without decomposition; the second is hydro sulphuret of barytes, crystallizable, soluble in water, and decomposable by muriatic acid without depositing sulphur; the third is hydro sulphuret of barytes, soluble in water, not crystallizable, and when decomposed by muriatic acid giving out both sulphur and sulphured hydrogen.  

Barytes, in consequence of its alkaline properties, acts on vegetable and animal matter with great energy; it forms inflable foams with oils, corrodes and disolves mucular fibre, &c.  

In the dry way, barytes diffuses files in the same manner as potash does: three parts of barytes and one of flex being intimately mixed and fused together, produce a yellowish green mass entirely soluble in nitric, muriatic, or acetic acid; from which the flex may be seperated in the usual way.  

In the moist way barytes being mixed with newly precipitated alumine forms a compound insoluble in water, but which is readily taken up by an excess of barytes.  

Barytes diffuses certain metallic oxyds, especially those of lead; but these combinations have not been much attended to.  

Barytes was for a long time suppos'd to be a very refractive metallic oxyd. Bergman, Lavoisier, and other eminent chemists adopted this opinion from its great specific gravity, from the greenish hue that it communicates by fusion with the other earths, and from its being precipitable from its solutions in acids by prussiat of potash. But in answer to these surmises it may be remarked, that metals in proportion as they become oxygenated approach to the state of acids; whereas barytes possibles alkaline properties in a very eminent degree: and that prussiat of potash when quite pure does not precipitate barytes; this appearance being always occasioned by the presence of sulphat of potash, with which the prussiat is generally contaminated.  

Barytes is an active poison to animals; as are most of its salts. It is not made use of in the large way, but is of considerable importance in the laboratory as a tell for sulphuric acid and an effectual reagent to separate this substance from all its other combinations.  

The orde of the affinities to which barytes is subject, as far as they have been investigated, appears to be: in the moist way,—sulphuric acid, oxalic, sucineic, fluoric, phosphoric, sulphuret, nitric, muriatic, citric, tartarous, andreric, fumurc, benzoic, acecous, boracic, sulphureous, carbonic, and prussiat of potash, water, fat oil, sulphur, alumine, flex; in the dry way,—phosphoric acid, boracic, arsenic, sulnphoric, fluarie, and muriatic acids, sulphur, oxyd of lead, flex, and alumine.  


BARYTONE, in Myce. See BARTON.  

BARYTONUM, from bổg, gow, and cotes, accent; in the Greek Grammar, denotes a verb, which having no accent marked on the last syllable, a grave accent is to be underflood.  

BARRAURA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Aisa, in the Parapamisus. Ptolomy.  

BARZETO, a town of Italy, in the duchy of Parma, 17 miles S.S.W. of Parma.  


BARZOD, in Geography, a town of Hungary, and capital of a county to which it gives name, sited on the Hernach, between Calisovia and Agria.  

BAS, JAMES PHILIP LE, in Biography, a modern French artist, flourishing about the year 1754, by whom we have some excellent prints. His great force seems to lie in landscapes and small figures, which he executed in a superior manner. His style of engraving is extremely neat; and yet he proves the freedom of the etching, and harmonizes the whole with the graver and dry point. We have also a variety of pretty vignettes by this artist; among which are most of those that adorn the 6th edition of Rollin's ancient history in English, published by the Knaptons in 1741. Of his most esteemed works, the following may be enumerated: viz. "The Works of Mercy," a set of several "Dutch Merry-Makings, Fairs, &c. both" from Tenier; "The Italian chafe," and the "Milk pot," and also the "Wild boar," from P. Wouwermans; several plates of "Hunting, &c." from Van Falens; the "Sea-ports of France," after Ver-
net; the "Environ de Groningue" and the "Environ de Gueldres," from Raydial. Strutt.

Bas, John Lee, a surgeon and accoucheur of considerable eminence, born at Orléans, was admitted at the academy of surgeons of Paris, in 1756, where he resided. Called upon in 1764 to give an opinion as to the legitimacy of a child born ten months and seventeen days after the death of the sup- posed father, he decided in its favour; but the case being referred to another court, the affidavit and opinion of Bou- vart, Ant. Lewis, Petet, and several other physicians and sur- geons, were demanded, who unanioufly declared against the decision of Le Bas. This gave rise to a furious literary dis- pute, in the course of which several pamphlets were written on each side. Le Bas defended the part he had taken, by the authority of Attilotote and Pliny, supported by Schen- kius and other modern recorders of extraordinary events, as well as by the decisions of the courts of law in various parts of Europe, which had been sometimes given in favour of births protracted to even more than twelve months, which Le Bas thinks might, and, he had no doubt, had happened. Bouvar and Louis, on the contrary, contending against the authority of these pretended cases of protracted gestation brought by their antagonist, which they do not admit to have been completely proved in any one instance, fix the time of parturition in nine calendar months from the time of conception; allowing it may be extended beyond that time ten or twenty days, and denying that in any one well-authenticated case, proof had been produced of a woman’s being delivered of a living child later than that period. This opinion is now, we believe, universally esta- blished. The following are the titles of the books written by Le Bas on the subject: "Quelion important: Peut on détérminer le temps de l’accoucheument," Paris 1764, 8vo. "Nouvelles observations sur les naissances tardives," 1765, 8vo.; written in answer to Louis, who had confuted his argu- ments, and denied the authenticity of the cafes brought in support of them. "Lettre à M. Bouvar, au sujet de fa derniere consultation," 1765, 8vo. Bouvar had taken the same side with Louis. "Réplique à un ouvrage de M. Bouvar," 1767, 8vo. This is written with much acrimony; the last resource, when defending a bad cause. Hal- kr. Bib. Chirurg.

Bas, in Geography, a small island in the English chan- nel, near the coast of France, which has a fort to defend the road, and contains about fifty inhabitants. N. lat. 48° 50’. W. long. 4°.

Bas, Point de, is the southern cape of a bay which runs in eastward from Quiberon bay on the south of Vilacre river, on the west coast of France.

Bas en Basset, a town of France, in the department of the Upper Loire, and chief place of a canton in the district of Montroulez; one league north well of Montroulez.

Bas Relief. See Baso relief.

Basaal, in Botany, the name of an Indian tree, grow- ing about Cochin. Ray’s Hist.

Basaal, in Ancient Geography, an island of the Indian ocean, near Arabia Felix, according to Pliny.

Basalt, artificial, or black porcelain, a composition hav- ing nearly the same properties with the natural basalt, in- vented by Meffrs. Wedgwood and Bentley, and applied to various purposes in their manufactures.

Basalt, in Mineralogy. Argilla basaltae, Werner; fich- rate trap of Kirwan.

The colour of this mineral is generally greyish black, more rarely bluish or brownish black; its surface is usually reddish yellow, from a partial decomposition. It is found in large masses, composing entire inflated mountains of a somewhat conical form. Of itself it is delitative of lustre, but not un- frequently contains shining particles of olivine or basaltic horn- blende. Its fracture is uneven, passing into fine splinterly, sometimes approaching to the even or flat conchoidal. It flies, when broken, into indeterminate rather sharp-edged fragments.

The most usual form of basalt is that of columns, straight or curved, perpendicular or inclined, from three inches to three feet in diameter. These pillars are divided either by simple sections at right angles to their axes, or by articula- tions formed by the convex end of one piece inserted into the concave extremity of the adjoining one. The forms of the columns are pentangular, hexagonal, octagonal, rarely triangular or quadrangular. Basalt also sometimes occurs in tables, of in globular or elliptical concentric masses, called by the French basalt en boules.

It gives a clear ash-grey streak, is almost hard enough to give fire with flints, and is very difficultly broken. It is gen- erally opaque, though sometimes slightly translucent on the edges. It is remarkably porous when struck with the hammer. Sp. gr. according to Bergman, 3; Drifton, 2.854. It is sometimes magnetic.

Before the blowpipe, basalt fuses without addition into a black opaque glass, attractive by the magnet. When heated in a charcoal crucible, according to Klappoth, it fuses into an ash-grey mas, of a dull earthy fracture, and mu- tually an spongy texture, overlaid with grains of iron: it fuses in this process 9 per cent. of its weight. In a clay crucible, it fuses into a dense glass, opaque in mass, but transparent, and of a close-brown colour, in thin splinters.

Its constituent parts, according to Bergman, are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silica</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The geological characters of basalt, and the various con- troversies with regard to its origin, and that of the other Rocks of Secondary Trasformation, will be treated of at large in their proper place. It will be sufficient to men- tion here, that basalt belongs to the stratified mountains, and that it very rarely contains any petrifications. When in maas, it never inclines any metallic veins; and when it occurs in the form of dykes, in coal strata or metallic rocks, it produces a total separation of the ore or coal on each side of the dyke.

It is seldom ever quite pure, being generally mixed with basaltic hornblende, common hornblende, and olivine; more rarely with zoisite, felspar, quartz, schorl, and calcaceous fpars. Mica is sometimes found on its surface, though very seldom penetrating its subsurface. When mingled with these in considerable proportion, it is easily decomposable into a remarkably fertile clayey loam.

The north-east coast of Ireland presents the most perfect and magnificent ranges of basaltic columns in the world; the celebrated Giants’ causeway is an assemblage of many thousand articulated pillars projecting into the sea, at the foot of a lofty basaltic promontory, exhibiting a poly- gonal pavement somewhat resembling a solid honeycomb. The promontory at Fairhead is a vast colonade of upright basaltic pillars, the shafts of which are 250 feet in length. Scotland also contains many beautiful specimens of columnar basalt; the little island of Staffa in particular almost entirely consists of basaltic pillars, both vertical and bending. The central district of Auvergne in France, and the northern parts
parts of Italy at the foot of the Alps, as well as Saxony and Hesse in Germany, are also remarkable for their basaltic columns.

Besides the use of basalt as a material for building and paving, it has of late been employed as an ingredient in the manufacture of glass bottles; it serves instead of more costly substances, and the glass, though black and opaque, has the advantage of being considerably stronger than the common green glass. When calcined and pulverized, basalt is an excellent substitute for pumicola in the composition of mortar, to which it gives the property of hardening under water. Emmerding. Brochant. Kirwan. Ann. de Chimie.

BASANITE of Kirwan, in Mineralogy. See Silicious Schistus.

BASANITES, in Natural History, a name given by many authors to the touchitone, used for trying gold, &c. Pliny speaks of a basanites which yielded a bloody juice, and was good against diseases of the liver.

BASANITUS Lupis, in Ancient Geography, the name of a mountain in Egypt, according to Ptolemy.

BASANUS, in Natural History. See Touchstone.

BASARA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Palestine, in Galilee, 20 stadia from Gabi, in the vicinity of Potemis. Josephus.

BASARTSCHK, in Geography, a considerable town of Romania, in Turkey of Europe. It is tolerably well built, has broad and clean streets and good trade, and is seated on the river Maritz. N. lat. 41° 40'. E. long. 24° 30'.

BASAROCO, in Commerce, a small bafe coin in the East Indies, being made only of very bad tin. Of this coin there are two sorts, good and bad; the value of the base fort is 2 lower than that of the good. Three bafaroco are equal to two rees of Portugal.

BASCARIA, in Antiquity, ridiculous or grotesque figures hung up by the ancient smiths before their furnaces, to divert envy.

BASCARA, in Geography, a town of Africa, in Bildeulgerid. The foil in its vicinity is fertile in grain and fruits, particularly dates, which are excellent.

BASCHINO, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Abnaro Ultra, 4 miles S.S.E. of Teramo.

BASCULUMBAL, a town of Astatic Turkey, in the province of Natolia; 36 miles east of Bergamo.

BASE, BASIS, in Architecture, denotes an assemblage of mouldings constituting the lower part of a column, of a pier, or of a pedestal.

In the Grecian remains of the Ionic order, the lower torus, arbalis, or fillet of the base, rests immediately on the upper step of the building; but in those of the Corinthian order, a square plinth is added to the base. This practice is observed in all the Roman works, with the exception of the temples of Vesta at Tivoli and at Rome; small circular buildings, in which a plinth radiating to the centre would have had an unseemly diminution. Modern architects have universally given plinths to their bases; and the following rules may be distilled from their works: the height of the base of columns to be half a diameter, those of pedestals, two thirds of the height of the respective column and pedestal; the plinths of the Tuscan and Doric orders, one half the height of the base; and one third in the Ionic and Corinthian. For the particular proportions of the mouldings, we refer to the plates.

The Attic or Attic-architectural Bases consists of two toruses and fillets, with an intermediate scotia. (See Plate XVI. of Architecture; and Plate I., fig. 1. from the temple of Jupiter Olympius at Athens; and fig. 2. from the temple of Minerva Polia, of the same place.) This base, probably the most ancient of any, is employed in all the Athenian remains of the Ionic and Corinthian orders; in Roman antiquities, it is frequently used in the Corinthian order, and profusely in the Ionic; and it has been adopted in every order by modern architects. It may be observed in this place, that, of the Greek Ionic bases, the upper torus is frequently fluted. See Plate I., fig. 2. and Plate XXVIII.

The Tuscan Base. The remains of antiquity do not furnish any complete specimen of the Tuscan order; and modern architects have accordingly varied in this order more than in any other; the base, however, has been determined by all to consist of a fillet and torus. See Plate XIV. of Architecture.

The Doric Base. It has been the practice of antiquity to execute the Doric order without a base. The massive strength of this dignified order required no additional stability from a base, the projecting mouldings of which would have embarrased the comparative narrowness of the mono-triglyph intercolumniation. But modern architects having adopted a column modelled either on Roman or Grecian proportions, have for the most part, with great propriety, added a base to their slender order. The Doric base invented by Vignola (see Plate I., fig. 3.) consists of a fillet, arbalis, and torus; all other architects have used the Attic base.

The Ionic Base. The base peculiar to this order, as described by Vitruvius (see Plate I., fig. 4.), consists of a torus and fillet resting upon two scotias, divided by arbalis and fillets. Of this base there is an example in the remains of the temple of Minerva Polia at Priene. (See Plate XXVIII.) However, the practice of ancient and modern artists, with few exceptions, has given the Attic base to this order.

The Corinthian Base (see Plate XXIX.) differs from the Attic, in having two scotias with arbalis between the toruses. This base is found in the Pantheon, and in the three columns of the Campo Vaccino. In the other Roman and in the Grecian antiquities of this order, the Attic base is employed.


Bass, Roulotte, is that which has its tores cut like cables. Bass, in Fortification, denotes the external side of the polygon; or that imaginary line which is drawn from the flanked angle of a bastion to that which is opposite to it.

Base of a Figure, in Geometry, denotes the lowest part of its perimeter; in which sense, the base stands opposed to the vertex, which denotes the highest part.

Base of a Triangle, is properly the lowest side, or that which lies parallel to the horizon.

Thus, the line AB is the base of the triangle ABC, Plate III. Com. fig. 38. Not but, on other occasions, the
the lines, AC; or EC in the triangle, may be made the base.

In a right-angled triangle, the base is properly that side opposite to the right angle, i.e. the hypotenuse.

Base of a solid Figure, is its lowest side, or that wherein it stands. Thus the circular plane DPE is the base of the cylinder ABCDE. Plate III. Geom. fig. 39.

Base of a cone Section, is a right line in the hypotenula and parabola, formed by the common intersection of the facet plane, and the base of the cone.

Base, Altern. See Altern.
Base, in Gunnery. See Cannon.
Base, in Heraldry, signifies the bottom of the shield; and the charges thereon are laid to be in base.
Base, Distinct. See Dictionary.
Base of the Heart, in Anatomy, denotes the broader or upper part of that viscus, to the sides of which the two auricles are affixed. This is sometimes also called the vertex or head, \( \text{a} \); in opposition to which, the lesser or narrower part is called \( \text{apex or minor} \), the point or tip of the heart.

Some also give the denomination \( \text{a} \) to the root of the or hydrate.

Base, or Bases, in Chemistry, a term which was applied, by the old chemists, to denote those substances of a fixed, inert, passive nature, which combined with, and were acted upon, by more volatile or active manures. Thus the alkalies, earths, and metallic oxids, which form compound salts by uniting with acids, were called the bases of these salts.

Modern chemists, though they maintain that in every combination the natures or forces of affinity between two ingredients is mutual and equal, have yet retained the term, for the sake of precision, to express either species or families of salts, which differ with regard to the acid, but agree as to the alkali, earth, or metallic oxid which they contain. Thus salts with a base of potash, include all those species which are formed by the combination of the various acids with the particular alkali potash. Again, salts with an alkaline base comprehend the three families of salts with bases of potash, lode, or ammonia, as distinguished from the other salts with earthy or metallic bases. The utility, therefore, of this mode of expression is evident; for though the compound salts are usually divided into genera, according to their acids, as sulphats, nitrats, muriats, &c. yet it is often desirable to arrange them according to their other element or base, for which the Lavoisierian nomenclature has not particularly provided.

The term base is also used on other occasions as a method of denoting species; as when we say, sulphuric acid is composed of oxygen united with a base of sulphur; the vegetable acids of oxygen and a compound base of hydrogen and carbon. Sometimes also the word base is applied in a more indefinite manner; as in the expression, phosphat of lime is the base of animal bone; azot is the base of muscular fibre: where it means merely the characteristic or principal part.

Base, Engl. Base, Fr. Basso, Ital. in Musica, the lowest part in the harmony of a musical composition. We prefer the derivation of the word from \( \text{ba} \), Lat. to base or baffle; as the word bassis is already naturalized in the use that is made of it in architecture, the base of a pillar. Sir Francis Bacon uses it musically for a deep or grave sound: "In pipes the lower the note-holes be, and the further from the mouth of the pipe, the more base sounds they yield." Nat. Hist. No. 170. And Dryden thus expresses the string of an instrument that gives a base sound:

"At thy well-harpen'd thumb, from shore to shore, The trebles squeak for fear, the bases roar!"
college, without knowing that Mr. Noble had discovered it before." As we are now only proving a claim, we need cite no more of this paper; at the end of which another paper is referred to (N° 135, p. 879), which reference says: "Concerning these phenomena, an exquisite solution is given by Dr. Narcissus Marsh, in Dr. Plot's-Natural History of Oxfordhire.'"

D'Alembert (Elémens de Musique) speaks of Rameau as the discoverer of the harmonics, as well as author of the system built upon them. In the preface to the second edition of his Elements of Music, in which he has abridged and methodized the musical tracts of Rameau, he says: "It was Rameau who first began to reduce chaos into order, and throw a light upon the principles of harmony.

"He found in the reliance of a single string or sounding body, the most probable origin of harmony, and of the pleasure which it affords us: he developed this principle, and showed whence the phenomena of music were derived," &c.

And Rouleau, Dicé, de Mus. art. Harmonie, says, that "Pere Mersenne and M. Sauerweerd having found that every sound, though seemingly a simple uniform, was always accompanied by other sounds less distinguishable, which formed with it the common chord major; and M. Rameau, setting off from this experiment, made it the basis of his harmonical system, which M. D'Alembert at length took the trouble of explaining to the public.'"

Rameau himself, in his Nouveau Syllème de Musique, published 1726, says: "we have in our nature the germ of harmony, without knowing it. It is however easy to perceive it in the sound of the string, a pipe, &c. in the tone of which there are three different sounds at once." In a note he adds, "this experiment is cited by different authors." But he does not seem to know their names. Rameau's account seems to have been taken from our Phil. Trans. quoted above, where it was supposed to be an English discovery. But in p. 17 of his treatise, he refers to Mersenne's Harm. Universelle, chap. des Instruments, p. 209, for the invention; but Mersenne, in the very title of the chapter alluded to, relinquishes all claim to the discovery, by merely promising his readers "to explain many circumstunces and properties of motion, natural or forced, oblique or perpendicular, where the ideas and experiments of Galileo are examined."

This puts it out of all doubt who was the first discoverer of this musical phenomenon. But the name of the true claimant does not seem to have been mentioned by any writer in England before the year 1748, when Dr. Smith first published his Harmonies; who begins the first fiction of that scientific work in the following manner. "Sound is caused by the vibrations of elastic bodies, which communicate the like vibrations to the air, and the like again to our organs of hearing."

"Philosophers are agreed in this, because sounding bodies communicate tremors to distant bodies; for instance, the vibrating motion of a musical string puts others in motion, whose tension and quantity of matter dispose their vibrations to keep time with the pulses of air propagated from the string which was struck. Galileo explains this phenomenon by observing, that a heavy pendulum may be put in motion by the least breath of the mouth, provided the blasts be frequently repeated, and keep time exactly with the vibrations of the pendulum; and also by the like art in raising a large bell; and probably he was the first that rightly explained that phenomenon."

And now, having traced this curious discovery to the fountain-head, we shall draw all further information from that source.

The admirable Galileo, perhaps the most acute and useful experimental philosopher of any age or country, in his first dialogue (Opera del Galileo, vol. ii. Edimburg 1655.), after discussing the vibrations of pendulums, which he first applied to the measuring of time, proceeds with his friend Sagredo, an intelligent enquirer into mechanical powers, who asks questions of difficult solution; and Simplicius, a young philosopher, curious concerning the causes of common effects. Galileo, under the name of Salviati, after discussing the doctrine of motion, and the range of cannon-balls, says: "vengo ora da i questi di V.S. dirvi qualche mio figurero sopra alcuni problemi attenti alla musica; and now, at your request, gentlemen, I shall give you my thoughts on some musical problems, a noble subject, on which so many great men have written, and, among the rest, Arifotle himself; concerning which he has left us many curious problems; so that if by such easy and intelligible experiments I shall be able to account for the wonderful phenomena of sound, I may perhaps hope that my reflections would amuse you."

"Sagredo. They will not only amuse me, but are what I most sought. Galileo will far, being extremely delighted with all musical instruments; and though I bellowed much meditation on harmonical confonances, I have always remained perplexed and unable to account for one of these intervals playing me more than another. For some not only give me no pleasure, but are extremely offensive to my ear; and that common problem of two strings tuned in unison, when one of them is caused to sound, the other not only vibrates but actually sounds, I still am unable to solve; nor do I clearly understand the forms of confonances, or many other particulars concerning them."

"Salviati. Let us try whether from our doctrine of pendulums we cannot acquire some information concerning these difficulties. And as to the first doubt, which is, whether it be true that the same pendulum performs all its oscillations, whether its being the greatest, the mean, or the least, exactly in equal times? I shall depend on what our professor told us, who has clearly demonstrated that a pendulum subfintending any arcs whatever, halves them all in equal times, i.e. whether of 180°, or 60, 10, 5; 1 4 a degree, or of four minutes, supposing them all to terminate in the lowest point, which touches the horizontal plane—all is performed in equal times." This accounts for the tone of a string not sinking or changing as the vibrations become more feeble. Here too he gives the ratio of vibrations; and afterwards the history of his discovering in a church, from the swinging of a lamp, the laws of a pendulum, and that all its oscillations were isochronous: This doctrine he applied to the vibrations of musical strings, upon the number of which the gravity and acuteness of sounds more depend than on their length, tension, or thickness. It seems as if few discoveries had been made in the philosophy of sound since this dialogue was written. Galileo has demonstrated that if a string sounding C, for example, be divided by a moveable bridge into half, each half would be an octave to the whole; if divided into three parts, each would be a fifth to the octave; divided into four parts, each would be a fifteenth or double octave to the whole; if into five parts, each would be a major seventeenth (commonly called a tierce or sharp third) to the fifteenth or double octave.

Though these divisions are the same as the ratios ascribed to Pythagoras, and those of Euclid in the fection of the canon; and though long before Galileo's time, the chorus of a full organ had been constructed on the principle of the harmonics to a fundamental base, there can be no doubt that this great philosopher first caught nature in the fact of producing
producing invisibly, and without human aid, the sweetest chord in the whole system of harmony.

Here all the phenomena are represented and explained, of kindred strings being caused to tremble and found merely by the tremors occasioned in the medium by the tone of a neighbouring string or sounding body.

Here too the theory of tuning strings, not only by tension but by weights, is explained: from which proportions, doubtless, the lycichord of Planinus was tuned by weights instead of tension, some fifty years ago.

Having judicially restored to Galileo the discovery of the harmonic proportions into which every single string and sounding body divides itself when caused to found, it seems unnecessary further to explain this phenomenon here. We shall therefore proceed to the system built on this foundation by Rameau, under the title of Basse Fundamentale; concerning which, not only the author, but the French nation, have gloried as much as if he had discovered and conquered a new world in the celestial regions of harmony.

Basse Fondamentale, or Fundamental Base, was first formed into a system by Rameau, and though the Italians meant the same thing by basso principale, to early as the time of Zarlino, it was not so clearly explained; nor were its derivation or derivatives, from a physical experiment, then generally known in Italy.

The natural harmony or common chord to every base, consists of the third, fifth, and eighth above the base: or their octaves, which the Germans call the triad; or rather the unison, or any given found, with its third and fifth, constitute their triad, without the octave. If instead of the fundamental or lowest found (which Rameau calls the generator) the base takes the third or fifth of that chord instead of the lowest found or principal base, the harmony is said to be inverted; and the lowest part, carrying the chord of the sixth, or \( \frac{5}{3} \), is called the superposed base, and sometimes the basso continuo. (See Supposed Base, or Bassa Continuo.) If any found is added to the common chord, except the seventh, the base is no longer fundamental.

The fundamental base should move by consonant intervals; as 3d, 4th, 5th, or 6th: never rising or falling one note or degree with perfect and similar harmony to both; as it would occasion a violation of the rule against 5ths and 8ths in succession, and preclude all relation and connection of chord to chord. Common chords may be given to the following fundamental bases in succession.

In a regular ascent or descent of the scale in modern harmony, the rule for accompanying the octave (see Regle de L'Ocata) allows only common chords to the key note and the 5th of the key; which are consequently fundamental bases: the chords of the 6th and 7th are given to the ref.

Rameau (Traité de l'Harmonie, p. 190,) has made all the following bases fundamental, by accompanying them with common chords.

By contrary motion, however, the principal base may have, and often has had, common chords with good effect, when ascending diatonically.

And if the seventh were added to many of these chords, they would be still more interesting, without divesting the base of the title of fundamental.

Of all the experiments that have been made in physical harmony, there has been no satisfactory origin found of minor modes, or keys with flat 3ds. From whatever grave found the harmonies have been observed to arise, they are all component parts of major chords, or keys with sharp 3ds. In Rameau's Génération harmonique, chap. xii. origine du mode mineur, where we expected all would be cleared up, we found his derivation of this mode more perplexed and perplexing than any part of his book. He tells us that we are to find indications given by nature of the minor mode below the principal found, which carries the 12th and major 17th below it to vibrate through not to found. And M. D'Alembert in the first edition of his "Elements" seems satisfied with this solution. When, after telling us that the 12th and 17th major are produced by every found immediately after it has been heard in its totality: that is, the tone of the whole string or sounding body. That the 12th and 17th arising from this string or principal found, are called its harmonies, and form, when approximated for the convenience of the hand, the common chord major or triad of unison 3d and 5th. But to acquire a natural origin of the minor mode, if we tune the 12th and major 17th below any found, below C for example, which will be an octave below the 5th and a double octave below the inferior major 3d, to C, we shall find when C is struck, that its lower 12th and major 17th will vibrate but not found.

But this
this origin neither satisfied theorists nor practical musicians. And in M. D'Alembert's second edition of his "Elements", he changed his ground, and instead of the chord minor of $F$, he adopted that of $C$: \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{F} \\
\text{G} \\
\text{A} \\
\text{B} \\
\text{C} \\
\end{array} \]
which are instruments any Holstein, and stands and at but the distinguishing this by harmony the gentleman's all not canons the of those land many youth, m.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{F} \\
\text{G} \\
\text{A} \\
\text{C} \\
\text{D} \\
\end{array} \]

A major 7th may be joined to the common chord of $F$ in practice, without taking from it the title of fundamental; but it is not one of its harmonies; ergo, $F$ is not the fundamental base to $A$ minor. Nor does nature give any indication of a minor chord either in the harmonics, or at found produced by two trebles. See Terrza Sonda.

Base-Viol. This instrument is now often confounded with the violoncello, though not of the same kind. In the 17th century every musical family had a chest of viols; all with fix strings, and the finger-board fretted. The base-viol was the largest of these instruments, and called in England the fix-stringed base; but in Italy, viol da gamba, on account of its resting on the leg of the performer. The tenor viol, the next in size of that class, is called viol da braccia, from its resting on the arm or shoulder when played on. The smallest and highest of these instruments is called the treble viol.

A complete chest of viols contained 8 instruments; 2 first trebles, two second trebles, two tenors, and two bases; all strung and tuned alike, by 4ths and 5ths, and the necks fretted. The accorderatura of the open strings is as follows.

\begin{array}{c}
\text{Treble Viol.} \\
\text{Tenor Viol;} \\
\text{or, Viol da Braccia.} \\
\text{Base Viol;} \\
\text{or, Viol da Gamba.} \\
\end{array} \]

From the time of queen Elizabeth till that of Charles II., in all private concerts (we had none that were public then) these, except the common flute, were the only instruments that were admitted into a gentleman's house; and indeed from the feebleness of the tone they may very properly be called aromenti da camera, chamber instruments. At first where voices could not be procured the several parts of full anthems, services, and other choral mu-

fic were adapted to viols. The first music that was composed expressly for them was fantasias; the title for which was brought from Italy previous to sonatas and concertos. The palfages given to these viols, at this time, discover no kind of knowledge of the expressive power of the bow; and even Orl. Gibbons, who composed so well for voices in the church, seems very little superior to his contemporaries in his productions for instruments. Indeed, his madrigals of five parts, as well as those of many others, are laid in the title page to be apt for viols and voices; a proof that with us, as well as the ancient Greeks and other nations, there was at first no music expressly composed for instruments; consequently, the players of these instruments must have been circumstanced; and when this music was merely played, without the assistance of human voices and of poetry, incapable of great effects. The subjects of Orlando Gibbons' madrigals are so simple and unmarked, that if they were now to be executed by instruments alone, they would afford very little pleasure to the greatest friends of his productions and those of the same period. At the time they were published, however, there was nothing better with which to compare them; and the best music which good ears can obtain, is always delightful till better is produced. Air, accent, grace, and expression, were now equally unknown to the composer, performer, and hearer; and whatever notes of one instrument were in harmony with another were welcome to the player, provided he found himself honoured from time to time with a share of the subject, or principal melody; which happening more frequently in canons and fugues than in any other species of composition, contributed to keep them so long in favour with performers of limited powers, however tiresome they may have been to the hearers when constructed on dull and barren themes. See Fantasia, Sonata, and Concerto.

Base, in Law.—Base estate is that estate which base tenants have in their land. Base fee denotes a tenure in fee at the will of the lord; by which it ilands distinguished from fegae, or free tenure. (See Fee.)—Base court, is any court not of record. Such, e.g. is the court-baron. Base tenure, base tenures, denotes holding by villenage, or other customary service; as distinguished from the higher tenures in capite, or the military service.

Base rocket, refeda, in Botany. See Reseda.

Base Knight, bas chevalier, denote the inferior order of knights as distinguished from barons and baronets, who were the chief or inferior knights.

Base Point, in Heraldry. See Point, and Escutcheon.

Base Ring of a Cannon, is the great ring next behind the touch-hole.

BASEDOWN, John Bernard, in Biography, was born at Hamburgh in 1723; and though the early part of his education was neglected by reason of the severity of his father, which obliged him to abscond, and to live almost a year as a domestic with a land surveyor at Holftein, he afterwards returned to his native place, and successfully pursued his studies in the Gymnasmum from the year 1741 to 1744, under professor Reimarus. Here his proficiency was such, that his parents was enabled to maintain plaster of his age of 16 years, independently of his parents. As it was his father's ambition to make his son a clergyman, he went to Leipsic in 1744 for the purpose of studying theology. He continued his two years, and attended the lectures of professor Croftan. These lectures and the writings of Wolff, which he also perused, unsettled his mind with respect to many doctrines which he had imbibed, and excited some doubts in his mind concerning the truth of the Christian revelation;
but by further examination of this interesting controversy, he became a firm believer of the truth of the divine mission of Christ, though he denied many of those doctrines which some Christians deem to be essential articles of the Christian faith. In 1749, he was appointed private tutor to the son of a gentleman in Holstein; in this situation he had an opportunity of submitting to the test of experience the plan of an improved method of education, which he had for some time held in contemplation. The attempt succeeded to his wishes; and though his pupil was only seven years of age, when he undertook the charge of him, he was able in the space of three years not only to read Latin authors, but to translate from the German into that language, and to speak and write it with a degree of fluency. He had also made considerable progress in the principles of religion and morals, in history, geography, and arithmetic. This success advanced his reputation; so that in 1752 he was admitted to the degree of master of arts at Kiel, and in the following year he was chosen professor of moral philosophy and the belles lettres in the academy at Soroe in Denmark. Here he published several works, which were well received; particularly his "Practical Morality for all conditions," containing hints of his improved plan of school education. His lectures on morality and religion were much frequented; but as he spoke with freedom on some points of theology that were generally received, he was removed by the Danish court to the gymnasium at Altona, and allowed the salary which he had enjoyed as professor. In the 40th year of his age he began, in opposition to the advice and remonstrance of his friends, to attack publicly many received tenets of the church, and he published his "Philaletheia," in which he suggested doubts concerning the eternity of future punishment; his "Methodical Instruction in Natural and Revealed Religion," in which he avows his dissent from the common doctrine concerning Jesus Christ, the Holy Ghost, inspiration, baptism, the Lord's supper, &c.; his "Theoretic System of Sound Reason!" and some other works of a similar kind.

In consequence of these publications he was represented by Gotze, Winkler, and Zimmermann, clergymen of Hamburg, as holding opinions hostile to revelation, as a man void of principle, and as an enemy to religion. The populace likewise were incensed, and threatened to stone him. He was preferred, however, from becoming a victim to intolerance, by the protection of Count Bernsdorf and some other friends at Copenhagen. In these circumstances he directed his attention to an improvement of the usual method of school education; and for his encouragement in the prosecution of it, he was released by the Danish court from attendance at the gymnasium of Altona, and allowed a pension of 500 dollars. Having solicited and obtained considerable subscriptions, he published in 1769 the heads of his "Elementary Book," which he submitted to the inspection of many respectable and learned friends, by whom it was approved. In 1771, the sum which he had collected amounted to 15,000 rix-dollars; of which a thousand had been contributed by the emperors of Russia, who read his plan and invited him to Peterburgh. Although he met with some opposition, he obtained very considerable encouragement; and he was invited by the prince of Delfau, with the promise of a pension of 1,000 rix-dollars, to establish the school which he had projected in his territories. Accordingly, he removed to Delfau, which afterwards became the chief seat of his residence. Having published several detached parts of his work, he determined in 1772 to continue it. In the following year he published the principles of "Arithmetic and the Mathematics," and in 1774 his grand treatise in four volumes, with 100 copper-plates, under the title of "Elementary Work," by way of distinction from his "Elementary Book," which he had published in 1770. This publication was favourably received, and was soon translated into Latin and into French. As he had bellowed six years' labour on the completion of this work, his health declined; and in this state he wrote his "Legacy for the Continent," being a work on the principles of natural and revealed religion. The prince of Delfau, having permitted him to establish his school in any place which he found most convenient, he travelled to Frankfort on the Main; and on his 51st birthday, he determined to put his plan in execution, and, on account of its humane object, to give his library the name of the "Philanthropinum." "This school was intended to be a seminary for rearing up young teachers and professors, and a pattern for all the other schools of Germany. The children of wealthy parents were to be admitted for the sum of 250 rix-dollars per annum; all the former errors in education were to be carefully guarded against; and the children of poor people were to be educated in it also, either to render them fit for becoming teachers themselves in schools of lower rank, or for being useful servants in respectable families." At Delfau, whither Bafedow returned from Frankfort, on the 27th of December 1774, the 6th birthday of the hereditary prince of Delfau, he opened his "Philanthropinum," appointing Wolek as head master, and undertaking the direction of it for seven years, promising to read lectures, and to give a few hours' instruction daily to the pupils without any emolument. The plan, however, was not encouraged agreeably to Bafedow's expectations, and he therefore relinquished it. His disappointment and other circumstances led him to seek relief from drinking, by which he impaired his health and injured his reputation. In the melancholy period that elapsed from 1778 to 1783, he employed himself in examining the nature of pure Christianity; and whatever may be thought of his peculiar opinions with regard to some of its doctrines, he appears to have been a friend to truth, and a zealous advocate for religion and virtue. In 1785 he published a plan by which children might be more easily taught to read, and distributed 500 copies of it in various schools. His plan was introduced by himself in two schools at Magdeburg, and it succeeded to his wishes. Having experienced great friendship at Magdeburg, he removed to this city towards the close of his life, and died there in 1790 in the 67th year of his age. Bafedow is reprobated by his biographers as a man of narrow judgement and penetration, and possessed of great finitude and a lively imagination. His works, which relate chiefly to religious subjects or to education, amount to upwards of 50 different treatises. Betygra zur Labens gesehile, &c. or Biographical Anecdotes of Joh. Beruh. Bafedow, taken from his own works, and from other authentic sources. Svo. Magdeburg, 1791.

BASEL, in Geography, a town in Italy, in the kingdom of Naples and province of Capitanata, 7 miles S.S.W. of Volturna.

BASELS, BASEL, in our Old Writers, a kind of coin abolished by king Henry II. 1158.

BASELIA, in Botany. Lin. gen. 382. Reich. 414. Schr. 520. Jaff. 84. Gen. chr. 125. Chas. and order, pentandria trizygia. Nat. Order of Helveticæ ; Aristippe Jaff. Gen. Char. Calyx none. Cor. 7, sejunct, pitcher-shaped; two outer divisions broader, one within the cell, converging above, fleshy at the base. Stam. filaments five, tubulati, equal, falcatus to the corolla, and shorter than it; anthers roundish. Pfl. germ superior, subglobular; styles three, filiform, of the length of the filaments; stigma orbicular, on one side of the styles. Per. corolla permanent,
mament, closed, fleshy, counterfeiting a berry. *Seed*, single, roundish.


17, *Leaves* flat; peduncles simple. *It* has thick, strong, fucculent stalks and leaves, of a deep purple colour; climbing to the height of eighty or ten feet, and producing many side-branches; in the bark-tree living through the winter, and producing great quantities of flowers and seeds. The fruit is a sort of juicy berry, of a very dark red colour, a little flattened, furrowed cross-wise at top, and containing a single nut. *A native of the East Indies, Amb- boina, Japan, &c.; and cultivated, in 1759, by Miller. From the berries a beautiful colour is drawn, but when used for painting, it changes to a pale colour; the juice is said to be used for staining calicoris in India. 2. B. alba, white Malabar night-shade, Gandola alba, Rumph. Amb. Phil. Alm. t. 63, P. 1. Murafakki, Kempf. Amzn. 784. The stalk smaller, the leaves oblong and lanceolat. and the flowers and fruit smaller than in the foregoing. Miller raised from seeds, sent by Jussieu, two varieties; one with purple leaves and stalks, the other having leaves variegated with white. Cultivated by bishop Compton in 1691. *A native of China and Amboina.* 3. B. lucida, shining Malabar night-shade; "leaves subcordate; peduncles crowded, branching." *A native of the East Indies.* 4. B. nigra, black Malabar night-shade; "leaves round-ovate; spikes lateral." Stem peren- nial, twining, slender, round, fucculent, branched; leaves thick, smooth, entire, alternate, petioled; flowers purple and white, lateral, few, in long, solitary spikes. Calyx three, roundish, acuminate, very small scales; corolla one-petalled, with a short swelling tube, and a six-angled corner; stem four- lobed; styles shorter than the flammes; berry roundish, deep black, small, four-lobed, with four blunt conelike efts at top. Loureiro apprehends, that the berry is formed from the germ, and not from the corolla. He thinks that this plant is the same with the "Gandola alba" of Rumphius; but different from the B. alba of Linneus. Perhaps none of these are specifically distinct. *A native of China and Cochim, in the hedges and fences of their gardens.*

Propagation. These plants are propagated by seeds, sown on a hot-bed in the spring, and planted, when fit to remove, each in a separate pot, filled with rich earth, and plunged in a tan-bed, where they must be treated like other vegetables. They may be also propagated by cuttings, which should be laid to dry for a day or two after being separated from the plant, before they are planted, that the wound may heal; otherwise they will rot. The seeds should be treated in the same manner with the feeding plants. These plants flower from June to autumn, and the seeds ripen in September and December. Martin’s Miller’s Did. BASSELL, BENNET, in Biography, son of Mark Raffell, physician of Bergamo, a town in the Venetian territories, studied anatomy and medicine at Padua, affiliated by Fabr. cius ab aqua pendentes, and other celebrated masters, under whom he is said to have made great proficiency in the knowledge of his profession. Returning to Venice in 1594, he was refused admission into the college of physicians there, on account of his practising surgery jointly with medicine. Irritated by the injustice, as he thought it, by the law by which he was rejected, he published at Bergamo, in 1604, a defence of surgery, under the title of "Apologia, qua pro chirurgiae nobilitate flrense pugnatur, libri tres." Troy. Did. Hill.


Soubassement, Fr. The lower part or story of a building when it is in the form of a pediment, with a base or plinth, and cornice or plat-band.

In the Roman antiquities, the temples are generally raised on a base ment which has exactly the members and proportions of a pediment to the columns of the portico; but in modern architecture, the base ment constituting the lower story of a habitation has its proportions regulated by the nature of the apartments which it contains. The Italian palaces have frequently the summer habitations on the base ment, which in that case is often as high as the principal story; but when it only contains offices, it sometimes does not exceed one half of that height. These proportions may be considered as extremes, which it will not be proper to exceed; for the principal story loses its importance when too much elevated, while a very low base ment will not admit any tolerable proportions of windows and doors.

Base ments are commonly decorated with ruffles of various kinds; they are crowned with a cornice or plat-band, and supported on a base or socle. The height of the ruffles, including the joint, should never be less than one module of the order of the principal story, neither should it exceed this measure; the plat-band should be the same height as a ruffle, and the socle or plinth rather more.

When the base ment is finished with a cornice, it should also have a regular moulded base; the height of the cornice may be about one seventeenth of the whole base ment, and the base about twice as much. Chamber’s Civil Architecture. Descriptions. ed. de Rome.

BASSETT LELLE, in Geography, a town of Italy, in Calabria, where the emperor Otho II. was vanquished and made prisoner.

BASHARIANS, a sect of Mahometans, being a branch or subdivision of the Mutasalis.

The Basharims are those who maintain the tenets of Bashar Ebn Motamer, a principal man among the Mutasalis, who varied, in some points, from the general tenets of the sect, as extending man’s free agency to a great length, even to the making him independent. He asserted, that God is not always obliged to do that which is just; for that, if he pleased, he could make all men true believers. Accordingly he taught, that God might doom an infant to eternal punishment; but taught at the same time, that he would be unjust in so doing. These fétaries also held, that if a man repent of a mortal sin and afterwards return to it, he will be liable to suffer the punishment due to the former transgression. Vide Sale’s Prelim. Dic. to the Koran, p. 162.

BASHAW, PASCHA, or PACHA, a Turkish governor of a province, city, or other district. The Arabs pronounce it Bashaw; but the word is Turkish, and properly Pashaw, denoting viceroy; whence is derived Pacha. As some of the provinces of the Turkish empire are too extensive for the government of the Pacha, this officer has a variety of sub dele gates; but it is in reality the sultan who dictates and commands, under the varied names of Pacha, Moustallam, Kaim-Makam, and Aga; nor is there one in this defending fesle, even to the lowest Delibah, who does not represent him.

All Egypt is, on the part of the grand seignior, governed by a bashaw; who has in reality but little power, but seems principally to be meant for the means of communicating to his divan of boys, and to the divans of the several military qisars (that is, their bodies), the orders of the grand seignior, and to see that they be executed by the proper officers.

When Selim, sultan of the Ottomans, put a period to the dynasty of the Mamlouks in 1517, he was fable that
if he established a pacha in Egypt with the same authority which was possessed by the pachas in other provinces, the distance from the capital would be a strong temptation to revolt. For preventing this inconvenience, he projected such a form of government, that the power being distributed among the different members of the flate, should preserve such an equilibrium as should keep them all dependent upon himself. The resource of the Mamlouks who had escaped his first iufiance, appeared proper for this purpose; and he next established a divan or council of regency, composed of the pacha and the chiefs of the seven military corps. The office of the pacha was, as we have observed, to notify to this council the orders of the Porte, to expel the tribute to Conflantinople, to watch over the safety of the country against foreign enemies, and to counteract the ambitious views of the different parties. On the other hand, the members of the council professed the right of rejecting the orders of the pacha on afigning their reasons, and even of deposing him; and it was neceffary that they should ratify all civil or political ordinances. It was also agreed, that the governors or beyfs of the provinces, should be chosen from the Mamlouks. This form of government has not ill corresponded with the views of Selim, since it has subsisted about two centurics; but within the last 50 years, the pacha having relented its vigilance, innovations have taken place, and the power of the Mamlouks has superceded and almost annihilated that of the Turks. In order to retain the pachas, the pacha had suffered the divan to extend its power, till the chiefs of the Janizaries and Azabs were left without control. Hence Ibrahim, one of the Kiyays, or veteran colonels of the Janizaries, about the year 1746, rendered himself in reality master of Egypt; and the orders of the sultan vanished before those of Ibrahim. About the year 1766, Ali Bey (see Ali Bey) rendered himself absolute master of the country. Since the revolution of Ibrahim Kiyas, and the revolt of Ali Bey, the Ottoman power has become more precarious in Egypt than in any other province; so that though the pacha still retains there a pacha, confused and watched in the caflle of Cairo, is rather the prisoner of the Mamlouks than the representative of the sultan. He is deposed, exiled, or expelled at pleasure; and on the mere summons of a herald clothed in black, called "Caraoulook," he must defend from his high station, or be deposed. Some pachas, chosen exprès for that purpose by the pacha, have endeavoured by secret intrigues to recover the power formerly annexed to their title; but the beyfs have rendered all such attempts so dangerous, that they now submit quietly to their three years' captivity, and confine themselves to the peaceable enjoyment of their salary and emoluments.

After sultan Selim I. had taken Syria from the Mamlouks, he subjected that province, like the reft of the empire, to the government of pachas, or vicereys, as the term signifies. (See Syria.) In each province the pacha, being the image of the sultan, is, like him, an absolute despot. All power is united in his person; he is chief both of the military and of the finances, of the police and of the criminal justice. He has the power of life and death; he has the power of making peace and war; and in a word, he can do every thing. These powers in their unlimited extent belong only to the pacha with three tails. The power of the pacha with two tails is not so considerable, nor his department so extensive; he cannot put any one to death without a legal trial; he is, like another, chief of the armed force of his department; but when he takes the field, he is obliged to unite his standards to those of the pacha with three tails, and to march under his orders. The main object of such power vested with the pacha, is to collect the tribute and to transmit the revenue to their master. This duty fulfilled, no other is required from him; and the means employed by the agent to accomplish it is a matter of no concern; those means are left to his discretion; and such is the nature of his situation, that he cannot be delicate in his choice of them; for he can neither advance, nor even maintain himself, but in proportion as he can procure money. The place he holds depends on the favour of the vizier, or some other great officer; and this can only be obtained and secured by bidding higher than his competitors. He must therefore raise money to pay the tribute, and also to indemnify himself for all he has paid, support his dignity, and make a provision in cafe of accidents. Accordingly, the first care of a pacha, on entering on his government, is to devise methods to procure money, and the quickest are invariably the belt. The established mode of collecting the mitra and the customs, is to appoint one or more principal farmers, for the current year, who, in order to facilitate the collection, divide it into keller farms, which are again subdivided, even to the smallest villages. The pacha lets these employments to the belt bidder, willing to draw as much money from them as possible. The farmers, who, on their shave, have no object in taking them but gain, strain every nerve to augment their receipt. Hence an avidity in these delegates always bordering on dilhonnesty; hence these extortions to which they are the more easily inclined as they are sure of being supported by authority; and hence, in the very heart of the people, a faction of men intertended in multiplying impositions. The pacha may applaud himself for penetrating into the most hidden sources of private profits, by the clear-fighted capacity of his subalterns; but what is the consequence? The people, denied the enjoyment of the fruit of their labour, restrain their industry to the supply of their necessary wants. The husbandman only vows to prefer himself from starving: the artisan labours only to support his family; if he has any surplus, he carefully conceals it. Thus the arbitrary power of the sultan, transmitted to the pacha, and to all his subdelegates, by giving a free course to extortion, becomes the main spring of a tyranny which circulates through every class, whilst its effects, by a reciprocal reaction, are everywhere fatal to agriculture, the arts, commerce, population; in a word, to every thing which constitutes the power of the sultan, or, which is the same thing, the power of the sultan himself.

This power is not subject to less abuses in the army. Perpetually urged by the necessity of obtaining money, on which his safety and tranquillity depend, the pacha has entrenched, as far as possible, the usual military establishment. He diminishes the number of his troops, lessens their pay, winks at their disorders; and discipline is no more.

It sometimes happens that the pachas, who are subordinates in their provinces, have personal hatreds against each other. To gratify these, they avail themselves of their power, and wage secret or open war; the ruinous conccquences of which are sure to be felt by the subjects of the sultan.

It also happens that these pachas are tempted to appropriate to themselves the power of which they are the depositaries. The pacha, in order to counteract their ambitious views, often changes the residence of the pachas, that they may not have time to form connections in the country; but as all the consequences of a bad form of government have a mischievous tendency, the pachas, uncertain of to-morrow, treat their provinces as mere transient possessions, and take care to make no improvement for the benefit of their successors. On the contrary, they labour to exhaust them of the produce, and to reap in one day, if possible, the fruit of
of many years. It is true, these irregularities, every now and then, are punished by the bow-firing, one of the practices of the porto which displays the spirit of his government. The oftentimes reason is always for having oppressed the subjects of the sultan: but the porto, by taking possession of the wealth of the extortions, and refusing nothing to the people, leaves sufficient room to think that the government is far from disapproving a system of robbery and plunder which it finds profitable. Every day, therefore, affords fresh examples of oppressive and rebellious pachas; and if none of them have hitherto succeeded in forming a fable and independent government, it is left owing to wise measures of the divan, and the vigilance of the Capidjis, than their own ignorance in the art of governing. The pachas regard nothing but money; nor has repeated experience been able to make them sensible that this, so far from being the pledge of their security, becomes the certain cause of their destruction. They are wholly devoted to amusing wealth, as if friends were to be purchased. As the pacha possesses the power of life and death, he exercises it without formality and without appeal. Wherever he meets with an offence, he orders the criminal to be feized; and the executioner, by whom he is accompanied, stabs him, or takes off his head upon the spot: nay, sometimes he himself does not disdain this office. This duty he frequently commits to a deputy, called Walli. The administration of justice in civil suits is the only species of authority which the sultans have withheld from the executive power of the pachas. The officers appointed for this purpose are, by a wise regulation, all independent of the pachas. See CADIS.

To the governors of provinces were formerly given indiscriminately the names of pacha and of beylerbeg, or beyler-bey: the latter at this day is referred for the pachas of Manafir and of Cutayé: they have the pre-eminence over the other pachas, and generally command the troops which are brought into the field. The beyler-bey of Manafir has under his orders the European troops, and the beyler-bey of Cutayé those of Asia. They are nevertheless subordinate to the grand viceroy, when the latter takes the general command of the armies. Formerly, the name bahash, or pacha, was appropriated to such as had two enigns or horse-tails carried before them; those who had the honour of three tails, called vicer-bashas, were denominated begler-begs; and those who had only one, fashiegoths.

The appellation of bahash is also given by way of courtesy to Constantinople, to the lords about the grand signior's court, the officers in the army, and almost every person of any figure.

A bahash is made with the solemnity of carrying a flag or banner before him, accompanied with music and flags by the miriamel, an officer on purpose for the infidelity of bahashs.

Bahash, used absolutely, denotes the prime viceroy; the rest of the denomination being distinguished by the addition of the province, city, or the like, which they have the command of; as the bahash of Egypt, of Palestine, &c. The bahashs are the emperor's fegers. We find loud complaints among Christians of their avarice and extortions. As they buy their governments, every thing is venal with them. Volney's Travels into Egypt and Syria, vol. i. ch. 10. vol. ii. ch. 33. Olivier's Travels in the Ottoman Empire, ch. 17. Ruffell's Aleppo, vol. i. p. 135, &c.

There are also sub-bashas, or deputy governors under the first. Phil. Trans. N°. 218.

BASHI, Captain, is the title of the Turkish high-admiral, who commands the naval forces of the Ottoman empire, and is at the head of all the maritime establishments. He usually commands in person the fleets and all the naval forces of the empire: he nominates to all places and employments; he orders the building and repairing of ships; but the "Terfana-emini" is properly the naval minister, since he has the administration of the funds appropriated to the navy, the direction of supply of stores to the fleet, the care of the equipment of ships, and the superintendence of all the works. He has under him chiefs, deputis, and different harbor masters, as well for the execution of his orders and for private superintendence, as for the police.

BASHI ISLANDS, in Geography, a group of five islands situated in the Chineese seas, north of the Philippine islands, and south of Formosa. They are said to be called by Dam-pier from the name of a liquor made of the juice of the sugar cane and a small black grain, and used by the inhabitants. This name was given to the most easterly of the group, and at length was applied to them all. The productions of these islands are plantains, bananas, pine-apples, sugar-canes, potatoes, yams, and cotton; their quadrupeds are goats and hogs. The people, according to Dampier, are kind and hospitable. The names of the islands are Orange, Grafton, Monmouth, Isle of Goats, and Bahsee. This group is represented in the "Miflonary Voyage," p. 326. as consisting of six or seven islands; the northernmost of which lies in N. lat. 21°. E. long. 122° 6'. The two to the south-east are high; some of the others are of moderate height; the most northern except one is high and craggy at top; and between these two lie two small rocks above water. Between these islands and those of Botol Tabaco-Xinya, is a channel about 16 miles wide.

BASHI, or Barbi, the most easterly island of the preceding group, appearing of a circular form, and being about 2 leagues in diameter. It has a town of the same name. N. lat. 21°. 45'. E. long. 122° 15'.

BASHKIRS, or Bashkirs, a people of the Russian empire. They call themselves Balkhors; and derive their origin partly from the Nogay-tartars, and partly from the Bolgarians. Probably they are Nogays, whom the Bolgares adopted among them: their country at least is a part of the ancient Bulgaria. They formerly roamed about the southern Siberia under the conduct of their own princes: to avoid the molestation of the Siberian khanas, they settled in their present possessions, spread themselves about the rivers Volga and Ural, and were subject to the Kazan khanate. On the overthrow of that state by tzar Ivan II. they voluntarily took refuge under the Russian sceptre: they afterwards, however, frequently revolted against the government, whereby their prosperity as well as their population have been considerably diminished. In the year 1770, they consisted of twenty-seven thousand families, having their homestead in the governments of Ufa and Perm. The Bashkirs have been long without khanas; and all their nobility have been gradually destroyed in the civil wars. At present every tribe or woltol chics for itself one or more ancients, or starfishins; and the whole nation compomps 34 woltols. The hats or houses, which they inhabit during winter, are built after the Russian fashion; the principal part, which the family commonly poffefes, is furnished with large benches, which serve for beds; the chimney, of a conical form, and of the height of an ordinary man, is in the middle of this division, and thus constructed; that they are very liable to smoke: on this account the Bashkirs are very subject to various complaints of the eyes. In summer this people inhabit what the Russians call Jutes; they are tents or covers of felt, which, like the hats, have several divisions and a chimney in the centre. A winter village
BAS

lage contains from ten to fifty huts; but the summer encampment never exceeds twenty jurtas. These jurtas are a kind of barracks.

The Bashkirs have some knowledge of the art of writing, and have schools; but as it is from their own nation that they eke out their priuitys and the instructors of youth, they remain in the profoundest ignorance. With some knowledge of tillage, they retain a liking to the pastoral life; which fpoils them for agriculture. They few but little grain; consequently their harvests afford them but few resources for the winter, being far from sufficient for their whole consumption. They apply with greater success to the cultivation of bees; making hollows in the trees to serve the purpose of hives; which to secure from the attacks of the bears, they have invented a variety of ingenious contrivances both as weapons and traps. One man, in frequent influences, is known to possess at least five hundred hives. They have the art of finding out the mountains that contain mines; but, like the Tartars, they would think themselves disgraced by working them themselves. It must be owned, however, that they have not the strength of body that that labour requires. Their practice is to let them out for a term of forty years to Russian contractors, affixing to them at the same time a tract of forest necessary for the forges. The poorest of them serve for wages in transporting the ore.

The women understand the art of weaving, fulling, and dyeing narrow coarse cloths; they likewise make the clothes for the whole family. They make a small quantity of linen of hemp; but they prefer weaving the filaments of the common nettle, as that plant requires no culture, and the linen they make of it is extremely coarse. They have not the unwieldy practice of fleecing their hemp or their nettle's in water, but leave them to dry in the air on the top of their huts during the autumn and winter; then stripping off the bark, they pound them in wooden mortars. The men follow the more difficult business of making felt and of tanning leather. Both sexes wear shirts of the cloth made of nettles; they also wear wide drawers, which descend to the ankle-bone, and a sort of slippers, like people in the East. Both men and women wear a long gown, that of the men being generally of red cloth bordered with fur; this they bind round their middle with a girdle, or with the belt to which they fix their scythe. The poor have a winter plisse of sheep skin, and the rich wear a horse skin in such a manner that the mane covers their back and waves in the wind. The cap is of cloth, like the frustum of a cone, and 10 inches high; and that of the rich is usually ornamented with valuable furs. The gown of the women is made of fine cloth or silk, buttoned before as high as the neck, and fastened by a broad girdle, which the richer classes have made of steel. Their necks and throats are covered with a sort of shawl, on which are several rows of coins, or a ring of shells.

The principal wealth of this people consists in their flocks; it is especially from their horses that they derive the necessaries of life; meat, milk, vellums, garments. They have nearly as many and even rather more sheep than horses; and their horned cattle are about half, as numerous; they likewise bring up some goats, and only the rich have camels. A man of the ordinary class has seldom fewer than between thirty and fifty horses, many poijes five hundred, and some a thousand, two thousand, and more. Their sheep are of the broad-tailed species; they eilem the others for the necessities of their wool.

The most opulent of the Bashkirs are those who dwell to the eait of the Ural, and in the province of Yet. Some of them are owners of not less than four thousand horses, who fatten in the richest pastures: the wasps and gnats oblige them in the month of June to quit these fine meadows, and retreat to the mountains: the horses then lose their flesh and pine away, but regain their prilline vigour on coming down again to the plains in the month of July.

Though the Bashkirs experience a long and very severe winter, yet they abandon their flocks and droves to the inclemencies of the season. They have neither granaries nor barns; they only lay up a little hay, which they range in cocks round the trees, referring it for the ditternented cattle. Those that are healthy pick up a little graas or moss from beneath the snow, and are often reduced to the necessity of feeding on the bark of the young elms. No farther attention is paid to the camels, than to leave them in some wretched coverings of felt which they fear about their body. The cattle towards the end of the winter are become lean, weak, and emaciated. Though the females are never kept apart from the males, they rarely bring forth out of season; because the exhausted state of the flocks and herds during the winter, is unfavourable to generation. Neither the Bashkirs nor the Kalinuchs sever the colts and the calves to fack their dams except during the night, their practice being to milk them in the day-time for their own advantage; while, milk, prepared from mare's milk, being their favourite liquor. (See Kinniks.) They are also fond of a mixture of four milk and mead, called Arijan. In the spring they drink the sap of the birch, which they collect by means of deep incisions in the trees.

Their arms are the bow, the lance, the helmet, and coat of mail; from the Russians they obtain sabres, musquets, and pithons. A Bashkirian army presents a truly curious spectacle; observing no order in marching, they only form into ranks when they halt. Every one leads a horse in his hand, which carries all his provisions; the load however is not heavy; consisting only of a chest, some corn dried in the kiln, and a hand-mill to grind it to meal. With the meal they form a ball which they swallow, and which serves them for bread. Each warrior, drest in his long gown, equips himself as he chuses or as he can. One has procured for himself the various kinds of arms, and carries a whole arfaal with him; the other sagaciously poissifies more than one ill-conditioned weapon. Such troops as these rendered the armies of the ancient Persians at once so numerous and so terrible formidable.

They are all well mounted, are skilful in drawing the bow, and dexterously manage their horses. A small number of Bashkirs are easily victories over a numerous squadron of Kirghises; sometimes one of their regiments will traverse a whole horde of Kirghises, put to flight by their very looks all the enemies they meet, and return triumphant without having sustained the slightest loss. The military service in which they are bound to perform, and the only point in which they are called by the Russian yoke, consists in furnishing, in time of war, 3000 cavalry, which form 30 troops of 100 men each. The Bashkirs are the most negligent and slovenly of the Tartars. In commerce they are the most intelligent; but, at the same time, they are the most hospitable, the most lively, and the most brave. Their diversions at any religious festival, or at a marriage, consist in numerous libations of four milk, lining, dancing, wrestling, and horse racing, in which they excel. In their songs they enumerate the achievements of their ancestors, or their own, and sometimes their amorous adventures. Their songs are always accompanied with gestures, which render them very theatrical. Among them old age meets with the greatest respect. In their entertainments, it occupies the place of honour; and the stranger, to whom compliments are paid,
is always set among the old men. The language of these people is a Tartar dialect, very different from that spoken at Kafan. The Bashkirs are, like most of the Tartars, Mahometans; but though they have their mosques, their molacs, and their schools, they are much addicted to superstition and forcery. Their forcers challenge even the devil, and pretend to engage with him in combat; and thus they delude the credulous vulgar, who consult them in their distress, and particularly when they lose any of their mares. Tooke's View of Russia, vol. i. p. 473. Chauntea's Travels, vol. i. p. 281.

BASIL, or BASCHLI, in Geography, a small town on a brook of the same name, at the distance of 4 German miles from the Caspian sea.

BASHYSEN, Henry James Van, in Biography, a learned divine, was born at Hanau, in Germany, in 1679, and educated at Bremen, Leyden, and Franeker. In 1701, he was appointed professor of the oriental languages and ecclesiastical history in the gymnasium of Hanau, afterwards professor of theology, and in 1712, he was elected member of the Royal Society of Berlin. He was afterwards professor of theology, the oriental languages, and history, in the gymnasium at Zelft, where he died in 1758. About the year 1760, he established in his own house a printing-office, in which he printed many Hebrew and Rabbinical works. Among his writings are "Obcrv. Sacr. lib. i. de integratj Sac. Scrip.," Frankf. 1768, 8vo; "Comment. R. if Abbaran, in pentateuchum Mosé, &c." Hanov. 1710, fol. "Dilpit, iii. de Kabbara vera & falsa," Hanov. 1710, 1711, 1712, 1713, 4to.; "Synt. Antiq. Hebr. minus," Hanov. 1712, 8vo; "Mitclamtna Sacra, &c." Witt. 1719, 4to.; "Diff. de Idée, &c." Serv. 1719, 4to.; "Clavis Talmudica, &c." Hanau, 1742, 4to. Gen. Biog.

BASIA UMITNA. See UMITNA.

BASATRAHAGI, in Botany, a name used by some for the common polygonum, or knot-grass.

BASIENTO, in Geography, a river of Naples, which rises near Potenza, in the province of Basilicata, traverses this province, and runs into the gulf of Tarento. This is the ancient Metapontus, or Calaentum, on which Octavius Cæsar and Mark Antony had an interview, brought about by the mediation of Octavia.

BASIL, Sir, denominated the Great, in Biography, was born in Cappodocia, in the year 328 or 329. Having received instruction from his father in polite literature, he pursued his studies at Antioch under Libanius, at Cæsarea in Palestine, at Constantinople, and at Athens; in which latter place he formed an intimate acquaintance with Gregory Nazianzen, and was introduced to Julian, afterwards emperor. In 355, he returned to his native country, and became a professor of rhetoric, and a pleader. His religious zeal, however, soon induced him to visit the monasteries in the desert of Egypt and Lybia; and here his imagination was so impressed with the account of the devout solitaries in these favourite mansions, that he withdrew to a retired spot in the province of Pontus, and embraced the monastic life. He was soon joined by his brother and several friends, to whom he gave a set of ascetic rules; and he is regarded as the founder of all similar institutions in Cappodocia. His monastic life continued, but not without some interruption by other avocations, for twelve years. Having been ordained priest by Eufebius bishop of Cæsarea, he again withdrew to his solitude; but as his fame increased, he was elected to this see on the death of Eufebius in 369, 370, or 371. Here he succeeded Athanasius in the conduct of the Trinitarian controversy. Many attempts were made by the emperor Valens, who was an Arian, partly by friendly solicitation and partly by angry menaces, to induce him to com-
Acadians, in the presence of Constan
tius. However, the Acadians prevailed against him in the council of Constan
tiople, A.D. 550, and procured his deposition; nevertheless he kept possession of his see, and was acknowledged as bishot by the orthodox prelates. Balsi is supposed to have died, either at the end of jovian's reign, or the beginning of that of Valens. Cave, Hill, tom. i. p. 210. Lardner's Works, vol. iv. p. 125.

Basil, in Botany. See Ocyum.

Basil, Field. See Clinodorum.

Basil, American Field. See Monarda.

Basil, Syrian Field. See Ziziphora.

Basil Stone, and Wild. See Thymus.

Basil, Order of St., in Ecclesiastical History, is the most ancient of all the religious orders. It takes its name from St. Basil, bishop of Caesarea, in Cappadoce, about the middle of the fourth century; who is supposed to have been the author of the rules observed by this order, though some dispute it. The order of St. Basil was anciently very famous in the East, and still continues in Greece. The habit of the monks is black, and plain, confiding of a long cappieck, and a great gown with large sleeves; on their head, they wear a hood, which reaches to the shoulders; they wear no linen; sleep without sheets, on straw; eat no flesh; fall often; and till the grounds with their own hands. The historians of the order inform us, that it has produced 1805 bishops, and beatified, or acknowledged as saints, 3010 ab
bots, 11,805 martyrs, and an infinite number of confessors and virgins. They likewise place among the religious of this order of St. Basil 11 popes, several cardinals, and many patriarchs, archbishops, and bishops. It likewise boasts of severals emperors and empresses, kings and queens, princes and princes of, who have embraced the rule of St. Basil.

This order was introduced in the West in 1557, and was reformed in 1570 by pope Gregory XIII, who united the religious of this order in Italy, Spain, and Sicily, into one congregation; of which the monastery of St. Saviour, at Mellina, is the chief, and enjoys pre-eminence over the rest. Each community has its particular rule, besides the rule of St. Basil; which is very general, and prefers little more than the common duties of a Christian life.

Basil, Eagle, or Balle, in Geography, one of the new cantons of Switzerland, which joined the Helvetic confed- eracy in 1501. It is bounded on the south-west and south by the canton of Soleure, on the east by Lower Argow and the canton of Baden, on the north-east by the territory of Rheinfelden, one of the forell towns, and on the north-west by Alfaie, and on the west by the bishopric of Baflae. Its extent is about 165 square miles, and its population is estimated at 40,000 persons. The lower parts of this can
ton are fertile in corn and wheat, and also fit for pasture; but the mountains are extremely barren. It has many medicinal springs and baths, and the air is temperate and salubrious. The religion of this canton is the reformed, or Protestant. As to its ancient government, the bishops of Baflae once pos-
sessed the sovereignty over the city and canton; but when they quitted this town in 1501, and retired, first to Fribourg in Brigueu, and afterwards established their residence at Po
tren, they lost the inconsiderable authority and few preroga
tives that belonged to them. Upon the introduction of the reformation in 1535, the constitution was in some measure changed, and the power of the ariolocacy limited. Before the late revolution, the government was ariolocratic, inclining towards a democracy. The supreme legislative power resided in the great and little councils, consisting of about 300 members, and the authority of these two councils was without control; they enacted laws, declared war and peace, contracted alliances, and imposed taxes; they elected the several magistrates, appointed their own members, nomi
nated to all employments, and conferred the right of burghe
ship. The general administration of government was com-
mited, by the great council, to the senate or little council; that is, to a part of its own body. This senate, composed of sixty members, together with the four chiefs of the re
public, two burgomasters, and two great tribunes, was divided into two bodies, which acted by rotation; the acting division continued in office one year, decided finally in all criminal causes, superintended the police, and exercised cer
tal other powers subordinate to the sovereign council. The collective body of citizens assembled only once a year, when the magistrates publicly took an oath to maintain the constitution, and to preserve the liberties and immunities of the people inviolate. The reciprocal oath of obedience to the laws was administered to the citizens in their respective tribes. But, notwithstanding the boundless prerogatives of the great council, the mennen citizen was legally capable of being admitted into that body, and, by the singular method of election, might possibly be chosen; for the vacancies in the two councils were supplied from all ranks of citizens, the members of the university only excepted. These citizens were divided into eighteen tribes, fifteen elected every four
th year to each of the large towns; and three to the smaller; each of the fifteen tribes returned four members to the senate, and each of the eighteen sent twelve to the great council. As these elections were formerly determined by a plurality of voices, the richest person was always almost certain of being chosen; to prevent which, a regulation, called a "ternaire," was established; that is, three candidates were nominated, and from these the successor was appointed by lot. In 1749, an act was passed, by which the "ternaire" was changed into a "faire," by which six candidates were put in nomi
nation, and drew lots for the charge; fix tickets, contain
ning the names of the respective candidates, and separately placed in silver eggs, were put into one bag, and the same number of tickets, five being blanks, and one marked with the vacant employment, were put into another bag; the reigning burgomaster and the great tribune, appointed to be the drawers of this official lottery, both at the same in
stant took a ticket from each bag, and the candidate whose name came out with the ticket on which the employment was written, obtained the post.—But it is now needless to pursue the detail. In 1798, the Helvetic confed eracy was dissolved by the invading power of France, and, according to the distribution of that year, Balle was constituted one of the eighteen departments into which Switzerland was di
vided: but according to the constitution of 1801, Balle was made one of the departments, with the addition of the lower part of the Frickthal to Seckingen, with the right of deputing three representatives to the diet.

Balle was the first canton which separated from the old Helvetic confed eracy, and adopted the new constitution fab
briicated in France. Its situation near the frontiers, exposed it to the intrigues of the French agents, and without foreign support, rendered it incapable of resistance. The peasants of the canton were likewise dispossessed with the monopoly of power and commerce vested in the burgomasters of the town. Encouraged by the French, and excited by their own turbulent demagogues, they peremptorily required emancipation and independence. The progress of the revolution in this canton was almost instantaneous; the magistrates were incapable of resistance, and obliged to resign their authority; and sixty delegates, appointed by the people, were invested with a provisional government, until the new constitution should be consolidated. Coxe's Travels in Switzerland,
What other changes await the Swiss cantons, time must develop. See Switzerland.

Basel, or Basel, the capital, is the canton of the same name, is the largest, and forms formerly to have been one of the most populous towns in Switzerland. Its extent is capable of containing above 100,000 inhabitants, and it is said to have 220 streets, and fix market-places or squares; whereas it can now scarcely number more than 14,000. Among the canals which have contributed to its decrease, Mr. Coke mentions the jealousy of the citizens with regard to the burgomanship, which they seldom deemed to confer upon foreigners; and, on this account, no supply can be obtained to balance that gradual waste of people which takes place in great cities, from an influx of strangers, who are not permitted to carry on commerce, or to follow any trades. The late law that allows the freedom of the town and the right of burgomanship to be conferred upon strangers, is clogged with so many restrictions, that it by no means answers the purpose for which it was intended.

Basle is beautifully situated on the banks of the Rhine, near the point where the river, which is here broad, deep, and rapid, after flowing for some way from east to west, turns suddenly to the north. It consists of two towns, joined together by a long bridge; the large town lying on the side of Switzerland, and the small town on the opposite bank of the river. Its environs are very beautiful, consisting of a fine level tract of fields and meadows. It was anciently called Basils, as we learn from Ammianus Marcellinus; and in the middle ages, Basala: and it appears in history, soon after the reign of Charles-magne; having succeeded August, or the Angulia Rauracorum. Basle is very favourably situated for commerce; and on this advantage the inhabitants have availed themselves, by establishing a great variety of manufactories, particularly of ribbons and cottons; and by the extensive trade that is carried on by the principal merchants. The cathedral is an elegant Gothic building, and contains the marble tomb of the famous Erasmus, who chose this city as his favourite place of residence, and published from hence the greatest part of his valuable works. Basle has, besides the cathedral, six parochial churches, and several other public buildings; such as a public granary and an arsenal, a town-house, and a fleetly palace belonging to the margrave of Baden Doourlach, a chamber of curiosities, several hospitals, &c. In the town-house is an exquisite piece of the sufferings of Christ, by Holbein, who was a native of this place; and a statue of Munatus Planicus, the Roman general, who founded Augulia Rauracorum. In the arsenal is shown the armour in which Charles the Bald loft his life, with the furniture of his horse, and the kettle drums and trumpets of his army. On the flour-cafe of the council-house is a picture of the last judgment, in which, though painted before the reformation, popes, cardinals, monks, and priests, are represented in the torments of hell. Upon a wall that includes the burial-ground of the church of the Protestant in the suburbs of St. John, is painted, in oil colours, the "dance of death," erroneously attributed to Holbein, as it was painted before he was born, in which the king of terrors is represented as mixing with all ranks and ages, and complimenting them in German verses on their arrival at the grave. From this ancient painting, it is thought that Holbein took the first hint toward composing his famous drawings on the "dance of death." Prints were taken from some of these drawings, by Hollas, which are now very scarce. The university of Basle, founded by Pope Pius II. in 1459 or 1460, was formerly eminent in the literary history of Europe. It was honored by the celebrated names of Occam- padus, Amerbach, the three Baulins, Grunius, Buxtorf, Vol. III.
Basil, or Basile, Bibliography of, a principality of Germany, in the circle of the Upper Rhine, may be described under two general divisions: the first lies to the south of Pierre Pertuis, and forms a part of Swisserland; the second, to the north of the same boundary, includes that district which is properly called within the German empire. The sovereign, that is the bishop of Basle, or, as he is called by the Protestants, the prince of Porrentruy, whose principal residence is Porrentruy, the capital of his dominions, was formerly chosen by the chapter of eighteen cantons, resident at Arlesheim, and confirmed by the pope. He was a prince of the German empire, and did homage to the emperor for that part of his territory which lies in the circle of the Upper Rhine. He was always considered as an ally of the Swiss, by his union with the Catholic cantons, first formed in 1579, and renewed at different intervals, particularly in 1671 and 1677, and by being included in the treaty which those cantons contracted with France in 1715 but as he was not comprised among the allies of the Swiss, in the league between the thirteen cantons and Louis the XVth, in 1775, he was not deemed a member of the Helvetic confederacy. The first particular alliance with France was concluded in 1730, between the bishop and Louis the XVth, and was renewed in 1780. The population of that part of the bishopric of Basle that was allied to the cantons amounted to 24,000. The form of government was a limited sovereignty, the bishop being bound, on all important occasions, to consult his chapter; and his prerogative being confined, by the great immunities enjoyed by his subjects in general, and particularly by those of the reformed communion. He nominated to all employments both civil and military, and appointed the bailiffs or governors; criminal justice was administered in his name, and he had the power of pardoning. In civil proceedings, he received an appeal from the inferior courts; but in his German dominions, when the cause exceeded the value of a stipulated sum, it might be carried to the chambers of Wetzlar or Vienna. The subjects of the bishop are partly Protestants and partly Catholics; the Protestants inhabit the greater part of the valley of Mulier, and the whole district to the south of Pierre Pertuis, and are about 15,000; the Catholics amount to 35,000. The French and German languages are both spoken in the bishop's dominions. The whole bishopric of Basle is now annexed to France. In 1792, their troops overran the country of Porrentruy on the German part, under the pretence of delivering the natives from slavery, and took possession of the famous passes of Pierre Pertuis. This district was ceded to France by the treaty of Campo Formia, and is formed into the department of Mont Terrible. In 1798, the Helvetic part of the territory was taken possession of, in the name of the republic, by general St. Cyr, under a declaration that France succeeded to the property, dominions, rights, and prerogatives of the bishop. This district was also annexed to the department of Mont Terrible. The bishopric of Basle is a fertile country, and many forges are employed in the manufactures of iron and steel.

Basil, among others, denotes the angle to which the edge of an iron tool is ground. To work on soft wood, they usually make their basil 12 degrees; for hard wood 18; it being observed that the more acute or thin the basil is, the better and the more it cuts; and the more obsolete, the stronger and fatter it is for service.

BASILIAN, or BASSILIAN, in Geography, one of the Philippine islands; 12 leagues in circumference, very fertile, especially in fruit and rice; 6 leagues S. W. of Mindanao. N. lat. 5° 51'. E. long. 121° 30'.

BASILARIS Arteria. See Artery.

BASILE, St. in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Ostranto, 18 miles east of Matera.

BASILE, St. is also a town of the kingdom of Naples, in the province of Basilicata; 11 miles N. E. of Turin.

BASILIEUS, Basileus, a title assumed by the emperors of Constantinople, exclusive of all other princes; to whom they give the title rex, king. The same quality was afterwards given by them to the kings of Bulgaria, and to Charlemagne; from the successors of which last they endeavoured to wrest it back again.

The title basilieus has been since assumed by other kings, particularly the kings of England; "Ego Edgar totius Angliae basilieus confirmavi."

Hence also the queen of England was intitled basilea, and basilia.

BASILEUS, in Ornithology, a name by which many of the chief authors called the Regulus Crisatus of Aldrovand, the Motacilla Regulus of the Linnaean system, or the golden-crested wren.

BASILI, in Geography, a river of European Turkey, which runs into the Gulf of Colokita, 4 miles N. N. E. of Colokita.

BASIL, St. a town of European Turkey, in the Morea; 8 miles S. of Corinth.

BASILIA, a town of Poland, in the palatinate of Volhynia; 32 miles W. S. W. of Constantinopul.

BASILLA, or BASILICO, a fortified town north of Corinth, situated upon the coast of the Gulf of Lepanto.

BASILIANS. See Bogomills.

BASILIC, BASILA, is used, in Ecclesiastical Writers, for a church. In which sense this name frequently occurs in St. Ambrose, St. Austin, St. Jerom, Sidonius Appollinaris, and other writers of the fourth and fifth centuries.

M. Perrault says, that basilics differed from temples, in that the columns of temples were without fide, and those of basilics within.

Some will have the ancient churches to have been called basilics, because generally built in the fashion of the Roman halls called by that name; others, because divers churches were formed of those halls. Some have supposed that, on the conversion of Constantinople, many of the ancient basilics were given to the church, and turned to another ufe, viz. for Christian assemblies to meet in; and they refer to that passage in Ausonius, where speaking to the emperor Gratian, he tells him, the basilica, which herefore were wont to be filled with men of business, were now thronged with notaries praying for their safety; by which it is apprehended he meant, that the Roman halls or courts were turned into Christian churches: and hence it has been conceived, that the name basilicas came to be a general name for churches in after-ages. See BASILICA.

BASILICA is chiefly applied, in modern times, to churches of royal foundation; as those of St. John de Lateran, and St. Peter of the Vatican, at Rome, founded by the emperor Constanine.

BASILIC appears also to have been given, in later ages, to churches before consecration.

BASILICS were also little chapels built by the ancient Franks over the tombs of their great men; so called, as resembling the figure of the sacred basilicae or churches.

Perfons of inferior condition had only tumbs, or porticu, erected over them. By an article in the Salic law, he that
that robbed a tumba or porticus, was to be fixed fifteen foidi; but he that robbed a ballica, thirty foidi.

BASILICA, or BASILICUS, in Anatomy, the name of a vein, arising from the axillary branch, and running the whole length of the arm. The ballica is one of the veins opened in bleeding in the arm. See VEN.

Basilica, in Architecture. This word, which has suffered very different acceptations, is derived from Basiliae, king, and sons, house: it means therefore, etymologically, royal house. Perhaps the halls of justice acquired this name in early antiquity, when the judging the people might be regarded as the peculiar regal prerogative; and it was natural that they should retain this appellation, when justice was no longer administered by kings. Among the public edifices composed of a single building, the basilica appears to have been one of the largest. It was, among the Romans, an ample hall adjoining to the Forum, in which the magistrates judged under cover; which distinguished it from the fora, where they held their sittings in the open air. Here the tribunes and centurions administered justice, and the jurists and legists in the pay of the republic, assisted those who came to consult them. Young orators declaimed in separate apartments, and the porticos were occupied by merchants and traders. Thus these edifices were at the same time applied to the purposes of commerce and judicature.

It is to be lamented that the antique basilicas have so entirely perished, that the construction and disposition of them are involved in great doubt and obscurity. Vitruvius, the only ancient architect whose writings have descended to us, gives the following description of the Roman basilica.

"The basilica should be adjacent to the forum on the warmest side, that the merchants may conjoin together without being incommoded by the weather. The breadth is not made les than the third, nor more than the half of the length, unless the nature of the place opposes the proportion, and obliges the symmetry to be different. But if the basilica has too much length, chalcidices are made at the ends, as they are in the basilica of Julia Aquiliana. The columns of the basilica are made as high as the portico is broad. The portico is the third part of the space in the middle; the upper columns are a fourth part less than the lower. The plenum, which is between the upper columns, should also be made a fourth part less than the same columns, that those who walk in the floor above may not be seen by the merchants below. The epistilium, zophorus, and corona, are proportioned to the columns, in the manner explained in the third book."

The basilica, however, which Vitruvius erected at the colony of Julia of Fanum, did not conform to the foregoing precepts. It is thus described: "the middle teftudo (side or nave) is 120 feet long, and 60 feet broad; the surrounding portico between the walls and columns is 20 feet broad. The columns, continued the whole height of the building, are 50 feet, including the capitals, and 5 feet in diameter; having behind them pilasters 20 feet high, which fulfil the beams that bear the floor of the upper porticoes. Above these pilasters are others 18 feet high, which support the ceiling of the upper porticoes, which is laid lower than the roof of the teftudo, the space between being left open in the intercombinations for light. The columns in the breadth of the teftudo are four, including those of the angles; and in the length, of the side next the forum, including the same angles, eight. On the other side there are but six, the two in the middle being omitted, that they may not obstruct the view of the pronaos of the temple of Augustus, which is situated in the middle of the side wall of the basilica.

The tribunal in this building is in the figure of a hemicycle, extending in front 45 feet, and receding in the centre of the curvature 15 feet; so that those who attend the magistrates obstruct not the merchants in the basilica.

From the preceding descriptions it would appear, that the ancient basilica consisted of a great nave in the middle, further surrounded with only one range of porticoes; and it is thus that it has been represented in the designs of all who have restored it from the words of Vitruvius. However, the fragments of the plan of Rome taken under Septimius Severus, which fill exist, show a part of the basilica Amilianis; and in this authentic record we find two rows of columns on each side, which, supposing an exterior wall, would give two ranges of porticoes. But this valuable relic gives reason to doubt, whether the basilicas were surrounded with walls, or whether their porticoes, open on every side, communicated with the public places. The description of Vitruvius explains nothing in this particular; but it may perhaps be inferred from what he recommends relative to the warmth of the exposure, that they were not enclosed.

Supposing the entrance of the basilica to be at one end, the other was terminated by a hemicycle, in which was placed the tribunal; this circular end answers to the abedum of the Christian basilicas. The chalcidices mentioned by Vitruvius have given rise to various conjectures, which it would be useless to detail, as we have no data from which any other inference can be drawn, than that they were some kind of apartments, separated by a partition, at the ends of basilicas.

Before the excavations made at Otricoli, and the discoveries which were the result, we had only conjectures on the form and nature of the ancient basilicas; uncertain vestiges were all that remained of those of Rome, and the situation of the famous basilicas, Amilia and Pulvia, was sought in vain at Prænesta. The monument of Otricoli, therefore, ought to be very precious if we find in it a true basilica, of which the reader will be enabled to judge from the following description.

To discern the essential character of a basilica, it will be useful previously to consider the difference between it and a temple. The original form of a temple is an oblong cella or body, surrounded with porticoes; and even where the lateral porticoes were suppressed, they were never deprived of a pronaos or portico in front. In short, in the basilica the porticoes were internal and external in the temple. Now the edifice of Otricoli has no exterior colonade, neither pronaos nor portico. It is a square building, surrounded with a simple wall. In the middle the entrance is by a rufcical opening, without any vellus of decoration. The interior consists of a great hall, divided by porticos into three naves or aisles. The portico immediately opposite the entrance is composed of three arches; eight Corinthian columns form the remaining three porticoes; the further end of the building is occupied by a hemicycle or tribunal, on each side of which is a small apartment. The tribunal is ascended by several steps; and round the interior of the edifice is continued a pedestal, on which were statues which have been transported to the Museo Vaticanum. The ceiling was probably of wood, as there are no columns of a vault. No velluses lead even to suppute that in the middle there might be a base for a statue, or any thing that indicates a temple.

This monument is certainly deficient in many of the characteristics of a basilica; its plan is an exact square instead of an oblong, and the upper galleries are wanting. However, considering to what variations these edifices were subject, according to the riches, the size of towns, and the diversities of situation; and how much Vitruvius, the author
of the precepts which should fix our ideas on this subject, has departed from his own rules in the construction of his basilicas, it will perhaps be impossible not to recognize, in the edifice of Octavius, an example of the ancient basilica.

But we cannot quit this division of the subject without mentioning a monument, interesting at any rate by the singularity of its architecture, and still more so if it preserve to us the form of the Grecian basilica. This edifice, one of the antiquities of Paestum, is in length the double of its breadth; it is formed by ranges of Doric columns, to the number of nine in each front and eighteen on each wing including the angles. On a line with the central column of each front a range of columns is continued through, dividing the building into two parts; at the foot of these columns the pavement is elevated and adorned with mosaic. The interior columns supported the roof, which was probably a terrace. The uneven number of columns in the fronts, and the narrowness of their intercolumniations compared with those of the wings, prove sufficiently that the principal entrances must have been at the sides; and this circumstance, together with the absence of any exterior wall to inclose a cela, shews that this edifice could not have been a temple. But to the purposes of a basilica it seems very well adapted; open on every side, it admitted an easy access, while the elevation on bank in the middle, would afford a tribunal suited to the simplicity of the age.

The Early Christian Basilica. It is not probable that the ancient basilicas were ever converted into Christian churches; in that case, we should still be in possession of some of these monuments of antiquity. The most ancient basilicas of the Christian, those which date from the first centuries of the public exercise of our religion, were built expensively for their use; and the details of their architecture, announce but too clearly the time of their construction. But these new temples resembled so much the antique basilicas, that they retained their name; and indeed if we examine the buildings of antiquity, we shall find no other so well calculated for the purposes of our religion. These edifices, at once simple in plan and magnificent in decoration, were of a form and disposition the most advantageous that can be imagined for large halls, and their construction combined solidity with economy. Their solidity is proved by the duration of fourteen centuries of soine of these buildings; and their economy conflicts in the lightness of the points of support, and in that of the covering which was only of carpentry. In moli of the basilicas, the walls and the points of support only occupy one tenth of the total space; which, in buildings vaulted and supported with arcades, like many modern churches, take up at least twice that superficially, and require besides materials and modes of construction which quadruple the expense.

It is to Constantine, that the first Christian churches known by the name of basilicas are to be referred. This prince signalized his zeal by the erection of monuments which announced the triumph of the religion which he had embraced. He gave his own palace on the Celian mount to construct on its site a church which is recognized for the most ancient Christian basilica. A modern building has so much marked and disfigured the ancient, that only the situation and plan of this monument can be discovered.

Soon after, he erected the basilica of St. Peter of the Vatican. This magnificent edifice was constructed about the year 324 upon the site of the circus of Nero and the temples of Apollo and Mars, which were destroyed for that purpose. It was divided internally into five ailes from east to west, which terminated at the end in another aisle from north to south, in the centre of which was a large niche or tribunal, giving the whole the form of a cross. The larger aile was inclosed by forty-eight columns of precious marble, and the lateral ailes had likewise forty-eight columns of smaller dimensions; two columns were placed in each wing of the terminating aile. The whole was covered with a flat ceiling, composed of immense beams which were cased with gilt metal and Corinthian bras taken from the temples of Romulus and Jupiter Capitolinus. A hundred smaller columns ornamented the shrines and chapels. The walls were covered with paintings of religious subjects, and the tribunal was enriched with elaborate mosaics. An incredible number of lamps illuminated this temple; in the greater solemnities 2400 were reckoned, of which one enormous candelabrum contained 1360. The tombs of pontiffs, cardinals, and princes, were reared against the walls or incised in the ample porticoes.

This superb temple was repleted by Alaric and Totila, and remained uninjured in the various fortunes of Rome during the lapse of twelve centuries; but crumbling with age, it was at last pulled down by Julius II. and upon its site has arisen the famous basilica, the pride of modern Rome.

The third great basilica built by Constantine, that of St. Paul on the road to Ostia, still exists. The interior of this building resembles precisely that of St. Peter which has just been described. Of the forty columns inclosing the great aile, twenty-four are supposed to have been taken from the mausoleum of Adrian; they are Corinthian, about three feet diameter, fluted their whole length, and cabled to one third: the columns are of blue and white marble, and antiquity preffes nothing in this kind more preciously for the materials and the workmanship. But these beautiful remains seem only to be placed there to the disgrace of the rest of the construction, which is of the age of Constantine and Theodosius, and which most strikingly exemplifies the rapid decline of the arts.

The churches we have hitherto described bear a very complete resemblance to the antique basilica in plan and proportion. The only remarkable difference is, that the superior galleries are suppressed, in the place of which a wall is raised upon the columns of the great aile, which is pierced with windows, and supports the roof.

The church of St. Agnese out of the walls, though not one of the seven churches of Rome which retain the title, is however a perfect imitation of the antique basilica. This resemblance is so complete, that without the testimony of writers who inform us that it was built by Constantine at the request of Constantia his sister or daughter, and without the details of its architecture which forbid us to date it higher, it might be taken rather for an ancient tribunal of justice than a modern church. It forms an oblong internally, three sides of which are surrounded with columns forming the porticoes; the fourth side opposite the entrance is recessed in a semicircle; this is the tribunal. The frieze order of columns carries a second, forming an upper gallery, above which begins the ceiling of the edifice. The shortening of the columns, recommended by Vitruvius, is observed in the upper order.

We have hitherto observed in the Christian basilicas but small variations from the antique construction; they were still simple quadrilateral halls divided into three or five ailes, the numerous columns of which supported the flat ceiling; but the crofs form, the emblem of Christ\'sunicity, which began to be adopted in these buildings, operated the most essential changes in their shape. The interfection of the croffing ailes produced a centre, which it was natural to enlarge and make principal in the composition; and the invention of domes
domes supported on pendentives enabled the architects to
give size and dignity to the centre, without interrupting
the vista of the aisles. The church of St. Sophia at Con-
stantinople was the first example of this form.

The seat of the Roman empire being transferred to Con-
stantinople, it is natural to suppose that the disposition of the
ancient St. Peter's of Rome, erected at that time the most
magnificent church in the world, was imitated in that which
Constantine erected for his new capital under the name of
St. Sophia. This last did not exist long; Constantinus the
son of Constantine, raised a new one which experienced
many disasters. Destroyed in part, and rebuilt under the
regn of Arcadius, it was burnt under Honorius, and re-
established by Theodosius the younger; but a furious sedi-
tion having arisen under Julianus, it was reduced to ashes.
This emperor having appeased the tumult, and wishing to
immortalize his name by the edifice he was about to erect,
assembled from various parts the most famous architects.
Athenaeus of Tralles and Isidore of Miletus were chosen;
and as they had the boldness to attempt a novel construction,
they experienced many difficulties and disasters: but at last
they had the glory of finishing their design.

The plan of this basilica is a square of about 250 feet.
The interior forms a Greek cross, that is, a cross with equal
arms; the aisles are terminated at two ends by semicircles,
and at the other two by square cells, in which are placed
two ranges of tribunals. The aisles are vaulted, and the
centre, where they intersect, forms a large square, upon
which is raised the dome, of about 110 feet diameter. The
dome, therefore, is supported upon the four arches of the
naves and the pendentives or spandrels which connect the
square plan of the centre with the circle of the dome.

The general effect of the interior is grand; but whatever
praises the bold invention of this immense dome may merit,
it must be confessed that there are times in which princes,
however great and liberal, can only produce imperfect
monuments, of which this edifice is a striking example. All
the details of its architecture are defective and barbarous.

However, from the communication established between
Greece and Italy at the revival of letters, this basilica, the
last as well as the most magnificent of the lower empire, was
that which influenced most the form and architecture of the
new temples. The Venetians, in the tenth century, copied
with success the belt parts of the disposition of St. Sophia in
the church of St. Mark. This is the first in Italy which was
constructed with a dome supported on pendentives; and it
is also this which first gave the idea, which has been imita-
ted in St. Peter's of the Vatican, of accompanying the great
dome of a church with smaller and lower domes to
give it a pyramidal effect.

From this time to the erection of the basilica of St. Peter's
we find the churches approach, more or less, to the form of
the ancient basilica or the new construction. The church
of Santa Maria del Fiore of Florence, from the magnitude
of its dome and the skill which Brunelleschi displayed in its
construction, acquired a celebrity which made the fable of
domes prevail; and this fable was finally established in the
noble basilica of the Vatican, which has become the type
and example of later ones. The form of the antique basilica
was entirely lost, and the name, which has been retained, is
the only remain of their ancient resemblance.

In the pontificate of Julius II. the beginning of the sixteenth
century, the basilica of St. Peter's was begun from the de-
signs of Bramante. This great man formed the idea of
fulfilling in the centre of the building a circular temple as
large as the pantheon, or, as he expressed it, to raise the
pantheon on the temple of peace; and, in fact, we find great
resemblance in size and disposition between these two edifices
and the project of Bramante. He was succeeded in his
office by San Gallo, who almost entirely lost sight of the
original plan; but Michael Angelo, to whom at his death
the undertaking was committed, concentrated the discordant
parts, and contracted the whole into the form of the Greek
crofs. Michael Angelo died in 1564, while he was engaged
in erecting the dome; but he left plans and models, which
were strictly adhered to by his successors Vignola, J. de la
Porte, and Fontana, who terminated the dome. The build-
ing was carried on under many succeeding pontiffs; and at
last, by lengthening the longitudinal naves, it acquired the
form of the Latin cross; in that particular, approaching to
the original design of Bramante.

The general form of this edifice externally is an oblong,
with circular projections in three of the sides; the plan of
the interior consists of a Latin cross, the interfecion of the
arms of which is enlarged and formed into an octagon; the
head of the long aisles and the ends of the cross aisles are
termimated in hemicycles, and the great naves are accompa-
nied with lateral aisles and with several inclosed chapels.
The octagon centre supports a circular wall enriched with
piasters and pierced with windows, above which rises the
magnificent dome.

Thus we have traced the progress of the basilica from
the quadrilateral hall of the ancients with its single roof and
flat ceiling supported on ranges of columns, to the cross-
shaped plan, central dome, and vaulted aisles supported on
molly piers of the modern cathedral. It only remains to
treat of the

Modern Basilica. We give this name with Palladio to the
civil edifices which are found in many Italian cities, and the
decoration of which is entirely similar to the antique basilica.

In imitation of the ancients, says this celebrated archi-
teD, the cities of Italy construct public halls which may
rightly be called basilicas as they form part of the habita-
tion of the supreme magistrate, and in them the judges ad-
minister justice. The basilica of our time (he continues)
differ in this from the ancient; that those were level with
the ground, while ours are raised upon arches in which are
shops for various arts and the merchandise of the city. There
the prisons are also placed, and other buildings be-
longing to public busses. Another difference is that
the modern basilicas have the porticos on the outside, while
in the ancient they were only in the interior. Of these halls
there is a very noble one at Padua; and another at Brescia,
remarkable for its size and ornaments.

But the most celebrated is that of Vicenza; the exterior
part of which was built by Palladio, and the whole so much
altered that it may pass for his work. The body of the
building is of much greater antiquity, though the date of
it is unknown.

Time and various accidents had reduced this edifice to
such a state of decay, that it was necessary to think seriou-
ly of preventing its total ruin: for this purpose the most emi-
nant architects were consulted, and the design of Palladio
was approved. He removed the ancient loggias, and substi-
tuted modern porticoes of a very beautiful invention. These
form two galleries in height, the lower order of which is ornamented
with Doric engaged columns, at very wide intervals, to
answer to the internal pillars of the old building; the space
between each column is occupied by an arch reposing on
two small columns of the same order, and a piaster at each
side against the large columns, which leaves a space be-
 tween it and the small columns of two diameters. The upper
portico of Ionic columns is disposed in the same manner,
and a balustrade is placed in the archways. The
entablature
entablature of the large orders is profiled over each column.

The building is about 150 feet long, and 50 feet broad; the hall is raised above the ground 20 feet. It is formed by vaults supported on pillars, and the whole is covered with a wooden dome. See Plate II. of Alexander, the Roman basilica, from the description of Vitruvius. Plate III. the basilica at Parum. Plate IV. the plan of the old basilica of St. Peter, founded by Constantine. Plate V. plan of the modern St. Peter's of the Vatican. Vitruvius. Arch. de A. Palladio. Costaggii Pontani del Vaticano. F. Exe. Meth.

BASILICS, Basilica, a collection of the Roman laws, translated into Greek by order of the emperor Basil and Leo, and which were of force in the eastern, empire till its dissolution.

The basilicae comprehended the constitutions, digests, code, and novels, and some edicts of Julian and other emperors. The collection consisted of sixty books, for which reason it was called "De rebus societatis." It is supposed to be chiefly the work of the emperor Leo, the philosopher, who deposited it in his father Basilus Macedus, who first began it in 867, and carried the work to forty books. It was published by Leo, with the addition of twenty books more, in 980; and thirty years after, corrected and improved by his son Constantine Baphyrogenitus. Six books of the basilica were translated into Latin in 1537, fol. by Gentianus Herretus. Of these sixty books, there are now remaining only forty-one; an edition of which, with a Latin version, was published by Charles Anshall Fabrottus, at Paris, in 1647, in 7 tomes folio: the other nineteen are in some measure supplied by Fabrottus, from the "Synopsis Basilicorum," 4°. Four other books have been since discovered, and are inferred in Girard Meerman's "Novus Thesaurus Juris Civ. et Canon." tom. v. Of the whole work, the sixty books, fol. Leucelavius has printed at Basil, in 1575, an edition or synopsis. Of the subject of the basilica, Fabricius (Bibl. Graec. t. xii. p. 425-514.), Heinennius (Hift. Juris Romani, p. 396-399.), and Giannone (Itiner. Civile di Napoli, tom. i. p. 450-458.), as historical civilians, may be usefully consulted.

BASILICATA, in Geography, a province of the kingdom of Naples, bounded on the north by the Capitanata and the Terra di Bari, on the east by the gulf of the Tarento, on the south by the Principato Citera and Calabria Citera, and on the west by the Principato Ultra. Its extent is about 1,605,047 moggies, 5 moggies making 4 English acres; and the number of its inhabitants about 325,682. Its rivers are Bradano, Baisento, Salandrella, Acri, and Sinoa; its lakes are Lagonagro and Olmo; its mountains are for the most part branches of the Apennines; and its principal places are Accerenza, Melii, Monte-Pello, Trircario, Potenza, Anglona, Venusia, and Muro: its ruined cities are Metapontum and Heraclea. This province produces corn, wine, oil, sappan, cotton, honey, and wax.

BASILICI, basilica, in the Greek Empire, was a denomination given to the prince's mandatories, or those who carried his orders and commands.

BASILICON, or Basilicum, in Pharmacy, is the pompos designation formerly given to an officinal ointment or plaster, much relishing and superseding the Unguentum Rofae Plante.

BASILICUS, or Basilius, in Aetymology, is the name of a fixed star of the first magnitude in the constellation Leo, called also regulus, and cor leonis.

Basilicus Sinus, in Ancient Geography, the gulf of Melilpo, a gulf of Afa Minor, in Caria, which it separates from Lonia.

BASILIDAE, a people of Scythia, according to Pline. Herodotus says, that their habitation was below the catacombs of Borythene.

BASILDÆ, in Biography, an heresarch of Alexandria in Egypt, who flourished in the former part of the 2nd century. Bagnare refers him to the year 121, Nili to 123, and Cave to the year 112. Grabe says, that he began to spread his notions in the time of Trajan, but chiefly under Adrian; and that he probably did not die before the beginning of the reign of Antoninus Fuis: and this opinion is confirmed by Clement of Alexandria, who informs us, that he or his followers boasted of his having been taught by Glaucis, a disciple of St. Peter. Balfides has generally obtained the first place among the Egyptian Gnostics. He was the author of several works, of which the principal was his "Twenty-four Books of Commentaries," supposed by Beaufobre, Fabricius, and Jones, to be the "Gospel of Balfides," mentioned by Origen, and after him by Ambrose and Jerome. As none of his works are extant, we derive our knowledge of them from those who have detailed and expounded his errors; among whom are Irenæus, Tertullian, Clemens Alexanderinus, Origen, Epiphanius, &c. Balfides acknowledged the existence of one supreme God, self-existent, and perfect in wisdom and goodness, who produced from his own substance seven beings, or worlds, of a most excellent nature. From two of these, called Dynamics and Sympathy, i.e., power and wisdom, proceeded angels of the highest order, who formed a heaven for the habitation of angels: and these angels again produced other inferior angelic beings: these were succeeded by other generations of angels, and new heavens were also created, until the number of angelic orders, and of their respective heavens, amounted, as Irenæus has suggested, and others have believed, to 365, the number of days in the Egyptian year. Beaufobre disputes this account; and it is suggested, that Balfides might possibly say, there were 365 angels, who prefided each over one day of the year; which is a notion that seems to have been entertained by some perons in the east. Balfides ascribed the formation of this lower world to angels: conceiving it to be unworthy of the Supreme Being to give form and beauty to matter, and to be the author of the many evils that are in this world. These angels, perceiving matter, which was eternal, agitated in a tumultuous manner, determined to reduce it to order, and having in their minds the idea of the world of spirits to which they belonged, and which served for them as a model, proposed to form a material world that should resemble it, and to create a race of beings to inhabit it. This design was executed, and approved by the Supreme Being; who added a reasonable soul to the animal life with which alone the inhabitants of this new world were at first endowed, and who gave to the angels the empire over them. These angelic beings became gradually depraved by the influence of malignant matter, and endeavored to efface from the minds of men the knowledge of the Supreme Being, and to arrogate to themselves the worship that was his due. The most arrogant and turbulent of these fallen angels preferred over the Jewish nation. At length the Supreme Deity, observing and compassing the ruined and wretched state of the world, sent from heaven his unfledged Nus, or Christ, the chief of the angels, to restore the knowledge of the Supreme God, and to destroy the empire of those angels that prefided over the world, and particularly that of the arrogant leader of the Jewish nation. The god of the Jews, alarmed at this, sent forth his ministers to seize the man Jesus, and put him to death. They executed his commands, but their cruelty could not extend to Christ, the heavenly being, against whom their efforts were vain. According to Irenæus's
Irenæus’s account, Jesus appeared as man, but was not so in reality, and wrought many miracles: however, he was not crucified; the Jews having, through malice, crucified Simon the Cyrenian in his stead. Many of the ancients have, upon the authority of Irenæus, accused Basilides of denying the reality of Christ’s body, and of mantaking that Simon was crucified in his stead. But this accusation, as far as it refers to Basilides himself, is groundless; for he seems to have considered the divine Saviour, as composed of the man Jesus, and Christ the Son of God. To this purpose Beaufobre says, that, though Basilides did not believe the incarnation, or hypothetical union of the Son of God with flesh, yet he never denied that Jesus was a real person, in whom the understanding, soul, spirit of God, display’d his power, whom he filled with his gifts and illuminations, and invested with extraordinary influence. With regard to the ridiculous story of Simon transformed into Jesus, and crucified in his stead, he represents it as a fable which Irenæus derived from some unknown source. As Basilides believed the death of Jesus, who was a real and most excellent man, in whom the first-beginning of the Father chose to dwell, though not of the Son of God, he probably believed his resurrection; that is, that his soul ascended to heaven, and the body was left to lie in the grave, or was disipated into the air, and among the elements of which it was composed. As the ancient Catholic writers do not particularly say that Basilides denied the resurrection of Jesus, though they affirm us he and his followers denied the resurrection of the body; it is not unlikely that he admitted the resurrection, or the advancement and glorification of the soul of Jesus. Basilides believed the fact of the baptism of Jesus; and his followers, as Clement informs us, celebrated the day of his baptism as a festival, which was the 15th day of the Egyptian month Tobi, corresponding to the 9th or 10th of our January, in the 15th year of Tiberius; and they spent the whole preceding night in reading, and probably in prayers. Some persons have supposed that Basilides denied the necessity or rea/onables of our suffering martyrdom for Jesus; and yet it appears from the testimony of Clement, that he esteemed martyrdom an honourable suffering, though it is the punishment of sins committed either in this life, or in a pre-exilient state. Basilides taught, that the soul only would be saved; but that the body is in its nature corruptible, and incapable of immortality. As for the spirits of the disobedient, it is said to have been his opinion, or that of his followers, that they would be subjected alive to the hells. Basilides has been falsely accused of believing that angels are indifferent in their own nature, and of allowing and encouraging the practice of wickedness. On the contrary, he is represented by those whose testimonies are most credible, as strongly recommending the practice of virtue and piety, and condemning not only the actual commission of iniquity, but even every inward propensity of the mind to a vicious conduct. However, some of his practical opinions gave offence to the orthodox Christians; for he allowed men to conceal their religion, and even to deny Christ, when their lives were in danger, and to partake of the feasts of the Gentiles that were instituted in consequence of the sacrifices offered to idols: not to add, that the irregular lives of some of his disciples seemed to justify the unfavourable opinion that was entertained concerning their matter. The Basilidians have been also accused of magical practices: but Terullian says nothing of this kind; and the passage of Irenæus upon which this charge is founded, is suppos’d to have been corrupted. Besides, the ancient fathers perpetually confound astronomy and astrology with magic; and hence Lardner is induced to be very doubtful about the truth of this accuation. Irenæus says, that the Basilidians called the prince of the heavens Abraxas, that name having in it the number 365; and the gems, or figures, bearing this name are supposed to have originated from Basilides. However, many of these Egyptian talismans appear to have an earlier date; and the magic of this sect was probably no more than the practice of certain superstitions, rather of a foolish than of a malignant nature. See Abraxas.


BASILIDIAN, the followers of Basilides, of whom an account has been given in the preceding article.

BASILINESIA, in Entomology, a species of Palaena that inhabits Austria. The wings are greyish-brown undulated, with a little black line at the base; crest of the thorax bifold. Fabricius.

BASILINOPOLIS, or Basanopolis, in Ancient Geography, an episcopal town of Asia Minor, in Bithynia.

BASILIPOTAMO, in Geography, the ancient Eurusas, a river of the Morea in ancient Europe Turkey, which falls into the gulf Calochina.

BASILIPPUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of Bética in Spain, about 20 miles from Hipalai or Seville; now Castillana, a city of Andalusia, on the Guadalquivir.

BASILIS, a town of Peloponnesus, in Arcadia, founded, according to Paulaner, by Cypiculus, and situate near the Alpheus. In his time it was in ruins, among which was a temple of the Eleusinian Ceres.

BASILISSICUS, in Ornithology, one of the synonomous names of the golden-crowned wren, among old writers. This name is a diminutive of the word balaicus, king; and was given it on account of its golden crown.

BASILISCU, in Zoology, a species of Lacerta, which, according to Linnaeus, has the tail long and round; dorso-fuscus red, and of the head ericled. This is the basilisk of modern naturalists, and seems to unite the two genera of Lacerta and Draco. The marks of Dr. Shaw (in the Gen. Zool.) on this extraordinary creature are highly intereting, and ought not to escape attention. It is, according to this writer, particularly distinguished by a long and broad wing-like procus or epaulets continued along the whole length of the back, and to a very considerable distance on the upper part of the tail, and furnished at certain distances with internal radii analogous to those in the fins of fishes, and still more so those in the wings of the draco vulgaris, or flying lizard. This procus is of different elevation in different parts, so as to appear strongly inflated and indented, and is capable of being either dilated or contracted at the pleasure of the animal. The occiput, or hind part of the head, is elevated into a very conspicuous pointed hood, or hollow crest.

Notwithstanding its formidable appearance, adds this author, the basilisk is a perfectly harmless animal; and, like many others of the lizard tribe, resides principally among trees, where it feeds on insects, & c. It has long ago been admirably figured in the work of Seba; and as it is an extremely rare species, has sometimes been confounded, from the strangeness of its form, as a fictitious representation. There is, however, in the British Museum, a very fine speciment, well preserved in spirits, and which fully confirms the excellence of Seba’s figure; from which, in all probability, Linnaeus himself (who never saw the animal) took his specific description. The colour of the basilisk is a pale ci-
brown, with some darker variations towards the upper part of the body. Its length is about a foot and
half. The young or small specimens have but a flight ap-
pearance either of the dorsal or caudal process, or of the
pointed occipital crest. The basilisk is principally found
in South America, and sometimes casually exceeds the
length before mentioned, nearly three feet, or even more,
from the nose to the extremity of the tail. It is said to be
an animal of great agility, and is capable of swimming occa-
sionally with perfect ease, as well as of springing from tree to
tree by the help of its dorsal crest, which it expands in order
to support its flight.

Among the French naturalists, the Iguana is a distinct
species of the oviparous quadrupeds, in which the Linnean
*Lacerta basiliscus* is included under the name of basilisk.

The basilisk of the ancients existed only in the glowing
fancy of their poets: they feigned it to be the most malign-
ant of all poisonous serpents; as a creature whose breath
empoisoned the very air, and whose baleful glance would
alone prove fatal to all other animals. A creature gifted
with such extraordinary powers could have no common or-
igin, and therefore it was affected to be the produce of the
egg of a cock brooded upon by a serpent. Galen says its
colour is yellowish, and that it has three little elevations on
its head, speckled with whitish spots, that have somewhat
the appearance of a crown. Pline, Matthiolus, Pliny, Lu-
can, and others of the most distinguished ancients, relate
many marvellous properties of this creature; but, notwith-
standing their authority, the basilisk, as they represent it,
is most unquestionably fabulous. It is needful to add to
this article any of the fables of Jerome Lobo, although
Dr. Johnfon has received some of them with an unwar-
nantable degree of credulity. The learned Proser Alpinus in-
forms us, on the authority of some relations, which he seems
to have credited, that near the lakes contiguous to the
horeses of the Nile, there is a number of basilisks, about
a palm in length, and the thickness of a middle finger; that
they have two large fleshes which they ufe as wings, and
crests and combs upon their heads, from which they are
called basiflæ or reguli, that is, crowned, crested, or kingly
serpents. And he fays, that no perfon can approach these
lakes without being destroyed by these crefted snakes. Our
traveller, Mr. Bruce, observes, that having examined the
lake Goodroro, thofe of Count Ohna and Tzana, the only
lakes near the fhores of the Nile, he never faw one ferpent
there, crowned or uncrowned; and that he never heard of
any; and, therefore, he believes this account as fabulous as
that of the Acontia and other animals mentioned by Proser
Alpinus, lib. iv. cap. 4. The basilisk is a species of ferp-
ten frequently mentioned in fcripture, though never de-
dcrifed farther than that it cannot be charmed fo as to do
no hurt, nor trained fo as to delight in music; which all
travellers who have been in Egypt allow is very poffible, and
frequently fen. (Jerem. viii. 17. Palm i. 13-13.) How-
ever, it is the Greek text which calls this ferpent basilik;
the Hebrew generally calls it tépha, which is a species of
ferpents real and known. Our English translation very im-
properly renders it cockatrice, a fabulous animal that never
did exist. The basilisk of fcripture feems to have been a
snake, not a viper; as its eggs are mentioned (Isaiah, ix. 5):
whereas it is known to be the characteristic of the viper to
bring forth living young. Bruce’s Travels in Abyssinia,
vol. v. p. 201.

Basiliscus is also mystically ufed by the alchemists, to de-
note the sublimate mercury of the philofophers.

Basiliscus, or Basilisc, in Artillery, also denotes a great
piece of ordnance; thus denominated from its resemblance
to the fuppofed ferpent of that name. The basilisk throw-
an iron ball of two hundred pounds weight. It was much
talked of in the time of Solmyan emperor of the Turks,
in the wars in Hungary; but feems now out of ufe. Maffius
speaks of basilisks made of brass, which were drawn each
by a hundred yoke of oxen. Modern writers also give the name
basilisk to a much smaller and fizable piece of ordnance,
which the Dutch make fifteen feet long, and the French
only ten. It carries forty-eight pounds.

BASILICUM Flumen, in Ancient Geography, a river of
Africa, which, according to Strabo, flowed between the
Euphrates and Tigris; but Ammianus Marcellinus fays that it
was a branch of the Euphrates, directed towards Ctesiphon,
and defigned for conveying water into the interior part of
Babylonia. The emperors Trajan and Severus opened this
canal after it had been filled up, and formed by it a commu-
nication between the Tigris and Euphrates.

BASILISUS, in Biography, a physician and monk of
Bulgaria, in the 12th century, was the founder of the fect
called Bogomili. After teaching his doctrine many years
in fecret, he was endeavoured to Contantimpos by the em-
peror Alexius Connenus, who, under pretence of learning his do-
ctrines at a private audience, placed a secretary behind a cur-
tain, who penned down what Basilus delivered. The em-
peror afterwards convoked a council, which, on the refufal of
Basilus to retract, committed him to the flames in 1118.
See Bogomili.

BASILuzzo, in Geography, one of the Lipari islands in
the Mediterranean, about two miles in circumference, and
raised some poles above the surface of the sea. On the south
side is a narrow bay; and on the summit is a plain of no great
extent, and the only part capable of cultivation, though it
produces only a little corn and pulse. This featty vegeta-
tion is nourished by a thin crust of decomposed lava, un-
der which is soon discovered the solid lava, which, in many
situations, is granitous, the quartz, felpar, and mica, being
very apparent in it. Two little cottages, which belong to
the proprietors of this ungrateful soil, are the only buildings,
near which are some ancient ruins. Rabbits are the only
animals found in this island; and as they were very
mischievous to the corn, the inhabitants introduced cats,
which followed them into their subtetanacean holes. This
island, as well as those that are in its vicinity, have been
produced by volcanic fires. Spallanzani’s Travels in the

BASIN of MINAS, a body of water of considerabe extent
and irregular form, situated in Nova Scotia, at the eaf-
t end of the bay of Fundy, and connecting with its north-ea-
t branch by a fhort and narrow strait. The country on its
banks is generally a rich foil, and is watered by many small
rivers. The spring-tides rise here 40 feet.

BASINET, BACINET, or BASSET, in Ancient Armour,
a species of light helmet, much ufed, both here and abroad,
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Its name was
undoubtedly taken from its form, and means a little bafoon.
The helmet of Don Quixote gives the reader an exact idea
of it. In the manuscript illuminations of the time it fre-
cently occurs; but as it materially differed from the flate
helmet, it is rarely, if ever, found upon papular monuments.
Fauchet (Œuvres, t. ii. p. 24, ed. 1610.) cites Frollart
(vol. iii. c. xix.), to prove that it had a vizor like the helmet,
and observes, that the French warriors of that era thought
the bell lances came from Bourdeaux, and the bell helmefts
and baiinetts from Paris, where, in his time, a “Rue de la
Heuramicie” existed. The baiinet is particularly men-
tioned in the flates of Robert King of Scotland; and its frequent
ufe in England may be judged of from an inquisition,

22 Edw.
22 Edw. III., whence Laurence de Halings, earl of Pembroke, appears to have held the manor of Alton Cantline, in capite, by the singular tenure of finding, in every war with Wales, for forty days, a foot-follower, armed with a bow without a string, and a buckler (cum uno bafinet fine cappa).

See Cowes.

BASINGSTOKE, or BASINGE, JOHN, in Biography, a man of distinguished learning in the thirteenth century, was born at Basingstoke in Hampshire, and educated partly in the university of Oxford, and partly in that of Paris. From Paris he travelled to Athens; and on his return to England brought with him a great number of Greek MSS., and introduced the use of the Greek numeral figures into this country. It is very competent instrumental in promoting the study of the Greek language; and with this view he translated from the Greek, into Latin, a grammar, which he intitled "The Donatius of the Greeks." His other works were "A Latin translation of the Harmony of the Gospels;" a volume of Sermons; and "A Latin Commentary upon Lombard's Sentences." He was preferred first to the archdeaconry of London, and afterwards to that of Leicester; and died in 1252. Gen. Dict.

BASINGSTOKE, in Geography, a large populous town of Hampshire, in England, 16 miles N.E. of Winchester, and 46 W. from London, whence it is a great thoroughfare to the western counties. It appears that this place was of inferior consideration to Basing, in its neighbourhood, previous to the conquest; the latter being the head of the barony of Ports. In 1233, Peter de Rupibus, bishop of Winchester, was poffessed of the advowson of both the churches, and gave the presentations to the priory of Selborne in Hampshire. These afterwards were given, among other estates, by bishop Wainfleet to Magdalen college, Oxford, in which the patronage is now vested. In the church lies buried the mother of Walter de Merton, bishop of Rochester, founder of Merton college. Basingstoke gave birth to John de Basingstoke, a learned Grecian scholar, in 1252, and the intimate friend of Matthew Paris, and bishop Groskhead. Henry III., at the desire of bishop Merton, founded an hospital at this place for aged priests from his college at Oxford: of this collegiate chapel, which was endowed in 1251, there are now no remains. A beautiful ruin overlooks the town on the north side, called Holy Ghost chapel. This was founded by Sir William, afterwards lord, Sandes, who, with bishop Fox, obtained a licence from Henry VIII. to found a brotherhood, to continue in perpetual succession, for the maintenance of a priest to perform divine service, and for the instruction of youth in literature. The town is a corporation, governed by a mayor, high-steward, recorder, &c. Its trade consists in the manufacture of daggers and huzzings, and the market, held on Wednesday, is very considerable for corn; the trade of the town also is much benefited by a navigable canal. Basingstoke canal is nearly 44 miles. Warner's History of Hampshire, 4to.

BASIOGLOSSUS MUSCLE, in Anatomy, the front part of the Hyoglossus; which see.

BASIOURA, in Geography. See Bagiura.

BASIRE, or BAIER, ISAAC, in Biography, a learned and active divine in the seventeenth century, was born in 1657, according to Wood (Athen. Oxon.), in the isle of Jersey, but according to others in France, and after an education in some school or university, not ascertained, he became master of the free-school at Guernsey. At length he obtained some preferments in England, the last of which was the archdeaconry of Northumberland, with the annexed rectory of Howick; and in 1694, he received the degree of doctor in divinity at Cambridge by mandate. In the beginning of the civil wars, he was plundered and compelled to fly; upon which he repaired to King Charles at Oxford; and in 1641, a licence was granted to him, under the public seal of the university, to preach the word of God throughout England. Upon the surrender of Oxford to the British parliament, he determined to leave the kingdom, and to propagate the doctrine of the English church among the Greeks, Egyptians, and Hebrews. Accordingly he first went to Zante, an island near the Morea; and there imparted to the Greek inhabitants the doctrine of the Established church; a vulgar Greek translation of our church catechism. From hence he was compelled by the Latins to retreat to the Morea, where, at the desire of the metropolitan of Achaia, he preached twice in Greek, at a meeting of some of the bishops and clergy. He afterwards embarked for Syria, and during his abode at Aleppo, furnished the patriarch of Antioch with an Arabic translation of our church catechism. From Aleppo he travelled, in 1672, to Jerusalem, and through the whole of Palestine. At Jerusalem he was honoured by the Greek patriarch with his bull, or patriarchal seal, and he received many tokens of respect from the Latins. At his departure from Jerusalem, the pope's vicar gave him his diploma in parchment, under his own hand and seal, in which he was styled "a priest of the church of England, and doctor of divinity." On his return to Aleppo, he passed over the Euphrates into Mesopotamia, intending to convey the church catechism in Turkish to some of their bishops, who were mostly Armenians. In 1675, after wintering at Aleppo, he travelled by land to Constantinople, where the Turkish Protestant defied him to be their minister, promising to secure him a competent stipend. Before he quitted the eastern parts, it was his intention to have passed into Egypt, to visit the Coptic churches, to confer with the patriarch of Alexandria, and to impart to them a competent knowledge of the doctrines and forms of the church of England. But it is not known whether he accomplished this design. In Transylvania, whither he next removed, he was honoured by the prince of that country, with the divinity-chair in his new-founded university of Alba Julia or Weissenburg, and endowed with a very ample salary. During his travels, he collated the several confessions of faith of the different sects of Christians, Greeks, Jews, Mahometans, &c., and he published them in his own language; and it was his constant endeavour, as long as he remained in the East, to persuade the several sects of Christians to introduce a canonical reformation of some errors, and to unite with the church of England. But it is said, that his good intentions for this purpose were defeated by the artifices of the court of France. Upon the restoration of king Charles II., Dr. Baiere was recalled by his majesty to England, and restored to his preferments and dignities. Having quietly enjoyed his ample revenues for several years after the restoration,
he died in 1676, in the 69th year of his age, and was buried in the yard belonging to the cathedral of Durham. He appears to have been learned, active, and industrious, zealously attached to the church of England, and eminently distinguished by his loyalty. His publications were not very numerous: the principal of them were his "Deo et Ecclesiae Sacrum," or facielega renarraged and condemned by St. Paul, Oxford, 1646, 4to. and London, 1668, 8vo; "The History of the English and Scotch Pretendees," Lond. 1659, 1668, 8vo; "The dead man's real speech," a funeral sermon for Dr. Cofin bishop of Durham, to which is annexed his life; Lond. 1673, 8vo; and his "Diatriba de antiqua Ecclesia Britanniae Libertate," printed at Brougel by a royal exile in 1666, 8vo, and translated into English under the title of "The ancient Liberty of the Britanic Church, &c." Annexed to it is "A Letter, written by Dr. Bafre to the Hon. sir Richard Brown, resident at Paris for his Majesty of Great Britain; relating his travels and endeavours to propagate the knowledge of the doctrine and discipline established in the Brittish church, among the Greeks, Arabians, &c.; dated from Perampur Constantinople, 28th July 1653." Of this letter sir R. Brown observes, "that he could never read it but as a kind of nine-and-twentieth of the Acts." This book was printed at London in 1661, small 8vo. Biog. Brit.

BASIS, in the Ancient Music and Poetry, denotes the equality of sounds proceeding in the same tenor. In which sense, basis stands contradistinguished from ars, or elevation, as well as from thesis, or depression.

Basis, in Architecture and Chemistry. See BASE.

Basis, in Oratory, denotes the fourth member of a complete exordium, being that which succeeds the apodosis, and prepares the way for the proposition.

BASKERVILLE, Sir Simon, in Biography, son of Thomas Baskerville, an apothecary at Exeter, was, at the age of eighteen years, sent to Exeter college, Oxford, where he soon distinguished himself by his superior ability and industry, which procured him a fellowship in the college before he had taken his degree of bachelor in arts. In 1666, he was chosen senior proctor in the university. He now applied himself solely to the study of anatomy and physicks, and in 1611, was admitted to the degree of bachelor, and doctor in medicine, at the same time. Having acquired considerable reputation for his skill in his profession, he removed to London, and was chosen fellow, and some years after, president of the college of physicians there. He had also the honour of being appointed physician to king James, and afterwards to king Charles the First, by whom he was knighted. As his practice extended with his fame, he acquired so much wealth as to be called the rich Sir Simon; which will not be wondered at, if it be true, as was reported of him, that he had 100 patients on his list at a time. He died July 5th 1651, aged sixty-eight years, and was buried in the cathedral of St. Paul's. It does not appear that he left any manuscripts for publication, or any offspring to inherit the wealth he had accumulated. Wood's Athenae Oxon. Biog. Diæt.

BASKERVILLE, John, an ingenious artist, entitled to commemorating on account of his improvements in printing and type-bounding, was born at Woverley in Worcestershire, in the year 1726, and inherited a small estate. Having acquired in early life a skill and taste for fine writing and cutting in stone, he removed to Birmingham at the age of twenty, where he settled as a writing-matter; but he soon directed his attention to the art of japanning, which he followed with singular ingenuity and success as long as he lived. In 1750 he turned his thoughts to letter-bounding, which he pursued with great labour and expense. An edition of Virgil in royal 4to. in 1756, was his first great performance, which has since fetched thrice its original price. He afterwards printed many of the Latin classics, and several English ones, in 4to. and smaller sizes. The paper and ink, as well as the type, were prepared by himself; and the beauty of his workmanship was unrivalled. The type was distinguished by a peculiar fineness and sharpness, which gave the printing a strong resemblance to fine print-hand writing; and the paper had a remarkable gloss, which set off the type, but not without offending the eye. It is observed, however, that Baskerville's editions are not remarkable for their correctness. Deriving little encouragement from booksellers, he set up a typefoundry for sale, which business was for some time carried on by his widow, after his death in 1775. After many intellectual attempts for the difpofal of his types and matrices, they were suffered, not much to the credit of this country, to be removed to Paris, where they were purchased by a literary society for 370£, and employed in a splendid edition of Voltaire's works. Mr. Baskerville was distinguished by the elegance of his taste in his house, and every thing that belonged to him. The panell of his carriage were elegant pictures, and he was drawn by a beautiful pair of cream-coloured horses. He seems to have been inclined to ostentation and singularity; however, he was polite and hospitable to strangers, and ambitious of cultivating acquaintance with ingenious men. He was not connected with any religious sect, and was buried under a mausoleum in his own grounds. Biog. Brit. Gen. Biog.

BASKET, a kind of vessel made of osier, wicker, rushes, or the like, of different figures and sizes, according to the purpose which it is intended to serve.

Baskets have their uses not only in the economical, but military affairs; at sieges, they make use of a small basket filled with earth and ranged on the top of the parapet.

They are about a foot and a half high, as much in diameter at top, and eight or ten inches at bottom; so that being let together, they have a sort of embrasures at the bottom, through which the soldiers fire, without exposing themselves.

BASKET also imports a kind of measure or quantity of certain commodities.

BASKET, carville, in Architecture, a kind of vase, or figured piece of sculpture, in form of a basket, filled with flowers or fruits, serving to terminate some decoration.

BASKET-fish, in Natural History, a name given by the English in North America to a very remarkable fish, sometimes caught in the seas thenceabout, though not frequently any where.

Mr. Hooke, to whom it was referred by the Royal Society to name it, has called it Psepo eelinothelaris oviformis, the body of it resembling an egg-fish, or eelinius marinus, and the arms a flax-fish, and finally, the dividing of the branches being more like that of the branches of millet than any other natural production we are acquainted with.

This fish spreads itself from a pentagonal mouth-piece, or root, in the centre of which the mouth is placed, into five main limbs or branches; and each of these, at its first issuing out of the body, is divided into two: this makes ten. Each of these ten again divides into two, which makes twenty, and so on, each dividing to the fourteenth time; at which place they make more than four thousand thousand limbs. These are too small to be traced farther by the eye, or preferred in carriage: but it is very probable that even these were again divided, perhaps several times.

The branches between the joints are not all equally of a length, though, for the most part, they are pretty nearly so. The arms or branches are never very strong; but when they
are dry, they are much more brittle than before; the leaf force imaginable destroying them.

The shoals of Nantucket, an island on the coast of New-England, at times furnish the fishermen with this creature; but it is remarkable, that they are never seen there unless when taken by hooks in fishing for other fish. They clasp the hook-bait fast, and enbrace with all their arms, coming up, when drawn by it, in form of a wicker basket; whence the name; but when they have been some time out of the water, they become flat.

The use of the numerous arms of this fish is plainly to catch its prey. It probably extends them to their full length while under the water, and then claps hold of any thing fit for food that chances to swim over them. The fishermen have sometimes found the arms containing small mackerel, or pieces of larger. Phil. Trans. N.° 57 and 74. It is evident from the description, that this fish is of the *pella arborifera*, or branched fan-fish kind; but whether the same with the commonly known kind, called the *caput medusa*, is not evident from this description. The body of this fish, by what is related of its protuberance, and resemblance to the *echin murem*, may probably be the *astestrum in its fossil state*. See Asterias, and Asteropodium.

BASKET FISH. This is brine fish, made from the water of our salt springs in Cheshire, and elsewhere, differing from the common brine fish in the incumbrance of the grain, and its whiteness and purity.

In the preparing of this kind of fish, some use refin, and other additions, to break the grain and make it small; others effect this by keeping up a very brisk fire under it, and firing it all the while; but the most approved method is only to take out of this kind the third draught of every pan that is working for the common brine fish, and to do this before the granules or crystals are perfectly formed. By this means the salt is very fine; and when it has been hard pressed down into small wicker baskets, it is dried at the stove in them, and so kept for sale.

BASKING-SHARK, in Leibholgy, the English name of *Squalus Maximus*.

BASKING-SHARK, in Geography, a town of America, in Somerset county, New Jersey, on the W. side of a N. W. branch of Passaic river, nearly 6 miles N. E. from Pluckemin, and 7 S. S. W. from Morristown.

BASNAVE, BENJAMIN, in Biography, son of a French minister, first settled at Norwich, in England, and afterwards at Charenton; in Normandy, was born in 1580; and devoting himself to his father's profession, succeeded him at Charenton, where he spent the remainder of his life. In 1634, he affixed at the Synod of Charenton, as deputy from the province of Normandy; and he was chosen, on account of his distinguished talents and prudence, moderator of the national Synod of Alençon, in 1637. He was afterwards associated to the moderator of the Synod of Charenton in 1644, and being deputed by this Synod to the queen-mother, received from her tokens of esteem. He was also deputed by the protestant churches in France, to king James V. of Scotland; and being allowed to visit that country, he was eminently useful in serving the interests of his constituents. Basnage had several disputes with the Catholics, and wrote: "A Treatise on the church" which was much esteemed. He also left an imperfect "Work against the indirect worshipers of the blessed virgin." He died in 1653, in the fifty-third year of his ministrity, and left two sons of distinguished merit. Gen. Dict.

BASNAVE, ANTOINE, eldest son of the former, was born in 1620, and became minister of Bayeux. He distinguished himself by his firmness and resolution during the persecution of the protestants; and after having been imprisoned at Havre-de-Grace, at the age of 75 years, he was released by the revocation of the edict of Nantes, and fled to Holland. He died at Zutphen in 1694. Gen. Dict.

BASNAVE, HENRY, younger son of Benjamin, was born at Sainte Mere Eglise, in Lower Normandy, in 1615. Educated to the profession of the law, he became one of the most learned and eloquent advocates of the parliament of Normandy, into which he was admitted in 1635; so that he was employed in every cause of importance. In 1677 he was appointed commissioner for the affairs of religion, and discharged the office with great honour. He was highly esteemed as an author, as well as an advocate; and in 1678 he published the "Coutume de Normandie," with ample commentaries, of which a second edition, in 2 vols. folio, was published in 1694. At the same time was published a third edition of his "Traite des Hypothese," a Treatise on Mortgages. He died at Rouen in 1695. Gen. Dict.

BASNAVE, SAMUEL, DE ROTTEMANYVILLE, son of Antony, was first co-patrol with his father at Bayeux, and afterwards at Zutphen. He was eminent for his learning; and published in Latin a continuation of Caiusbon's Critical Examination of Baronius's Annals, entitled "De Rebus Sacris et Ecclesiasticis Exercitaciones Historico-criticis," 8°. 1692; and also "Annales Politico-Ecclesiastici," 3 volis, folio, 1706. He died in 1721. Gen. Dict. Nouv. Dict. Fr.

BASNAVE DE BEAUVAS, JAMES, eldest son of Henry, the most illustrious of the name, and sitter, says Voltaire, for being minister of State than of a parish, was born at Rouen in 1653. Having acquired a competent knowledge of Greek and Latin, and several modern languages, he went, at the age of seventeen, to Geneva, where he studied philosophy and divinity. Upon his return to Rouen, he commenced the exercise of his profession as pastor of the church in 1676, and in consequence of the revocation of the edict of Nantes, retired to Holland, and settled as minister at Rotterdam. Such was the reputation he acquired for political sagacity, that when the Abbe du Bois came to the Hague, in 1706, under the character of ambassador plenipotentiary, to negotiate a defensive alliance between France, England, and the States-General, he was ordered by the duke of Orleans, regent of France, to consult Mr. Basnage, and to be directed by his advice: and as a reward for his assistance on this occasion, he obtained a retribution of his estate in France. His works are very numerous and valuable; the principal are as follow, viz. "A History of the Church," in French, 2 vols. Rotterdam, 1659; "The History of the Reformed Churches," part of the above work, printed separately in 2 vols. 4to. 1725; "The History of the Jews, from Jesus Christ to the present time, being a connection of the history of Josephus," written in French; of this work, distinguished by erudition and critical skill, the best edition is the second of the Hague, in 15 vols. 12mo. 1715; "The Republic of the Hebrews," 5 vols. 8vo. Amst. 1705; "Jewish Antiquities," 2 vols. 8vo. 1713; "Dissertation on Deeds and Chiavary," 8vo. 1720; "Annals of the United Provinces, since the Peace of Munster," 2 vols. folio. Hague, 1719 and 1726; "A Treatise on Confidence," 2 vols. 8vo. "Sermons;" "On the Holy Communion;" "Thesaurus Monumentorum Ecclesiasticorum et Historiorum," &c. 4 volis. Amst. 1725, being a new edition of the "Editiones Antiquae" of Henry Capinio, enriched with learned prefaces and remarks. The matter of Basnage is good, but his style, though sufficiently periphrastic, is stiff and inelegant. In the latter part of his life he removed to the Hague, and died there in 1723. He was polite and affable, benevolent and friendly, and more mild in his disposition than most con-

BASNAG DE BEAUVIL, Henry, younger brother of the preceding, was born at Rouen in 1659, and became a counsellor in the parliament of Normandy. Attached to his religious profession he quitted his prospects at the bar, and took refuge in Holland, where he published in 1684, a small but valuable tract "On Religious Toleration." He also wrote a sequel to the "Nouvelles de la Republique des Lettres" of Bayle, under the title of "L'Histoire des Ouvrages des Savans," commencing in 1687, concluded in 1709, and comprehending 21 vols. 12mo. This work is reckoned judicious and impartial, but the writer's own reflections are sometimes too intermixed with those of the authors whose works he reviews, that they cannot be easily distinguished. His new edition of "Furetière's Dictionary," 3 vols. fol. was printed in 1720. He died at the Hague in 1716. Gen. Dict. Nouv. Dict. Hittor.

BASON, Pelvis, in Anatomy. See Pelvis.

Bason, or d'ly, among Glass Grinders. These artificers use various kinds of bason, of copper, iron, &c. and of various forms, either a flatter, or other flatter, according to the size of the glasses that are to be ground. In these bason convex glasses are formed, as concave ones are formed on spheres or bowls.

Glasses are worked in basons two ways. In the first, the bason is fitted to the arbor, or tree of a lathe, and the glasses (fixed with cement to a handle of wood) are turned and held fast in the right hand within the bason, while the proper motion is given by the foot of the bason. In the other the bason is fixed to a stand or block, and the glasses with its wooden handle moved. The moveable bason are very small, seldom exceeding five or six inches in diameter; the others are larger, sometimes above ten feet in diameter. After the glasses have been ground in the bason, it is brought smooth with gauze and emery; and polished with tripoly, and finished with paper cemented to the bottom of the bason. See Grinding.

Bason, among Hatters, is a large, round shell, or cage, ordinarily of iron, placed over a furnace; wherein the matter of the hat is moulded into form.

The hatters have also basons for the brims of hats, usually of lead, having an aperture in the middle, of a diameter sufficient for the largest block to go through.

Bason, in Hydraulics, is also used on various occasions for a small regenerative of water: as the bason of a jet-d'eau, or fountain; the bason of a port, of a bath, &c. which has in Travain calls laminar. Bason are made either with clay, cement, or lead; but they are most usually made with clay. In the making of them this way, the diameter must be made four feet longer on each side than the bason is to be. This will be taken up by the walls of clay. For the same reason, it must be dug two feet deeper than the intended depth of the water; because it is to be laid over eighteen inches thick with clay, and fix inches with gravel and paving. The wall is to be made with flax, rubbitch, or flax, with the natural earth for mortar: and the clay must be well worked, and trod firmly down with the naked feet.

The way of making them with cement is, to allow one foot nine inches every way for the work; then cut the banks perpendicularly, and raise a wall of mullary a foot thick, made of pebble flounces, or the like, laid in mortar of lime and sand; the bottom is then to be covered to the same thickness; and then the solid lining of the cement is to be backed up against the walls, and over the bottom. This is to be made of small flints in beds of mortar made of lime and cement. When this solid is eight inches thick, it must be plastered over the whole surface with cement well fitted, before it is mixed with the lime; and with this it is to be wrought over smooth with a trowel. The proportion of this cement should be two-thirds of the cement, or powdered tile, to one-third of lime; and this cement has the property of hardening to under water, that it will become like stone or marble, and it will not be subject to decay for a long time.

After the finishing, the bason should, for four or five days, be anointed very often with oil, or bullock's blood, to keep it from flaying or cracking in the drying; and after this, the water should be let in as soon as may be.

The leaded bason are made with walls a foot thick, and a bottom of half a foot. These must be of rubble flounces, cemented with plaster; for the lime will injure and eat the lead. The sheets of lead are to be spread over the top of the bason, and fixed with folder. These bason, however, are but little in use now, from the expense of making them, and the danger of the lead being stolen.

The whole pipes of fountains ought always to be made large enough for fear of choking. When the whole water is to be carried off into common fews, it may be carried away in drains, or earthen pipes; but when it is to serve for bason that lie below it, it is to be conveyed in leaden ones.

Muller.

There are divers sorts of bason: as

Bason figured, that whole plan or circumference makes several turns and returns, either straight, circular, or the like. Such are most of the bason of fountains at Rome.

Bason with a lallygirdle, that whole cavity is surrounded with a balladade of stone, marble, brons, or the like.

Bason with a trench, or bason à rigole, that whole border being of marble, or other stone, has a trench cut in it, from whence, at certain distances, spouts out a thread of water, which lines the trench, and forms a kind of spire or gargoyle around the balladade. Such is that of the fountain of the rock of the Belvidere at Rome.

Bason en coquille, that shaped like a shell.

Bason is likewise used for a Dock.

Bason of the sea. See Sea.

Bason, dyle by the, in Commerce, at Amsterdam, is used for the public fules made under the direction of the ven du meeter; thus called, by reason that, before adjudging the lot or commodity to the last bidder, they usually strike a bason to give notice of it.

Bason harbour, in Geography, lies on the east side of Lake Champlain, in the township of Ferrisburg, and county of Vermont, 41 miles south-westly from the mouth of Otter Creek.

Bason of a balance, in Mechanics, two pieces of brons, or other matter, fastened to the extremities of the strings; the one to hold the weight, the other the thing to be weighed.

Basova, in Geography; a town of Siberia, on the river Lena, 20 miles south of Ongen.

BASOUEDA, a large town of Hindoostan, belonging to the district of Burlih, in the route from Agra to Oujen.

BAQUE, E., a country of France, before the revolution. Inmate between the sea, Spain, the river Adour, and Bay towards the Pyrenia mountains, and comprehending Labour, Lower Navarre, and the district of Soule.

BAQUE ROA, lies on the coast of France, south-east from the island of Rhô, north-east from the island of Oloron, north from the island of D'Aix, and south from the west point of the entrance into Rochelle, and directly west without the bay of Chateaillon.

BAQUEVILLE, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Seine, and chief place of a canton in the district of Dieppe, 3 leagues S.S.W. of Dieppe, and 74 N.N.W. of Rouen.
BASS

BASSRAH. See Bassora.

BASROUCHE, a town of Persia, in the province of Tabriziian, 27 miles west of Farzabat.

BASS, among Gardener's, a sort kind of hurdle or rush, used in binding plants, &c.

Bass, in Geography, an island, or isolated rock, on the coast of Scotland, near the mouth of the Orkney; at a small distance from the town of North Berwick in East Lothian. On the south side it has a conical form, and towards the north it gradually overhangs the sea. The castle, or ancient state prison, is on the edge of the precipice. It is accessible only on the south-west side, and here only by one person at a time, with the assistance of a rope or ladder. On the top of it is a spring, and a crenel passeth through the rock from north-west to south-east. This island is about a mile in circuit, and in summer abounds with birds and their eggs, &c. The sound geese arrive here in March, and retire in October or November. It contains a small warren for rabbits, and affords pasture for a few heep.

At the revolution it was supported by a party of the adherents of King James, and it was the last place in the three kingdoms that submitted to the new government; upon which its fortifications were neglected. This island is the fourth entrance into the frith of Forth; and the island of May, seven miles from it, at N. N. E. of the north entrance. N. lat. 56° 3'. W. long. 2° 53'.

Bass Harbour, a harbour of Mount Desert island, in the district of Maine, North America, seven miles from Soo Cove.

Bass Strait, so called from its discoverer Mr. Basset, a surgeon, is more than 50 leagues wide, containing a chain of small islands that run north and south, and separates Van Diemen's land, hitherto considered as its southerly extremity, from New Holland. Mr. Basset, accompanied by Mr. Finders, a naval gentleman, entered this strait between the latitudes of 39° and 40° south, and actually circumnavigated Van Diemen's land. This discovery forces to expedite the passage from the cape of Good Hope to Port Jackson; for, although a line drawn from the cape of Good Hope, and to the longitude of the south cape of Van Diemen's land, would not sensibly differ from one drawn to the latitude of 45°, to the same longitude; yet a ship will be four degrees nearer to Port Jackson in the latter situation, than in the former. But besides a saving of four degrees of latitude along the coast, the passage through this strait would avoid the north-east winds, which have retarded and endangered ships on opening the sea round the south cape and cape Filler. This strait, likewise, presents another advantage. From the prevalence of the north-east and easterly winds off the south cape, many suppose that a passage may be made from thence to the westward, either to the cape of Good Hope or to India; but the fear of the great unknown bight between the south cape and the south-west cape of Leven's land, lying in about 35° south and 118° east, has hitherto prevented the trial from being made. The strait evades a part of this danger, by presenting a certain place of retreat, should the ship be opposed by a gale at the first end; and should the wind come at north-east, the need not fear making a good stretch to the W.N.W., which course, if made good, is within a few leagues of going clear of all. There is besides King George the Third's found, discovered by Capt. Vancouver, situated in 8. lat. 37° 35', and E. long. 118° 12'; and it is hoped, that a few years will diffuse many others upon the coast, as well as confirm or disprove the conjecture that a fold larger than Basset's straits remains New Holland. Collins's Account of New South Wales, p. 193, 193.

BASS, in Music. See Base.

BASSAD, or Besd, an Arabian name for the purple flower of the Greeks, used by the women to paint their cheeks, and by the dyers of cloth. It is been to far misunderstood by late authors as to be interpreted by the word coral; but the error of this is evident, since coral has none of their properties. See Margian.

BASSAM, in Geography. See Basseeen.

Bassamuer Rock lies on the coast of France, in the English channel, and is a shoal that bears a about a league N. by W. from La Clarte church, near the point so called, to the south from the seven islands.

BASSAN, GIACOMO, in Biography. A celebrated painter, whose real name was Giacomo de Posto, was called Basan from the town of Bassano on the river Brenta, where his father lived and followed the same profession. He was born in 1510, and became a disciple of Bonifacio, and after having improved himself in his art by studying and copying the works of Titian and Parmeggiano at Venice, he returned to his native town. Here he formed a style different from that of his masters, and guided by his own genius, he affected a manner of colouring and designing peculiar to himself, and copied all his objects from nature. His subjects were generally taken from such parts of scripture as afford the rural scenery of animals and landscape connected with some story; such as the journeyings of the patriarchs, the Israelites in the desert, the flight of Joseph and Mary into Egypt, &c. In all these subjects his figures were well designed; most of them were formed from his wife, children, and servitors, and the animals in his court-yard; and they had of course a pleasing resemblance of nature. Although his compositions cannot boast of any great degree of elegance or dignity; they are distinguished by force and truth; his colouring was admirably lively and natural; and his chiaroscuro and perspective were correctly displayed. His touch was free and spirited; and in his landscapes his distances were always true. Although he had many excellencies, his drawing was incorrect, and his draperies were delineated with variety. His works are easily distinguished from those of other painters, by the similitude of characters and countenances in the figures and animals; by his talent in the buildings, utensils, and draperies, and by a violet or purplish tint that predominates in every one of his pictures. Basan painted much, and with ease; so that his pictures were sent by wholesale to merchants, who dispersed them over Europe. His real pictures, however, are not common; as many of those that are called originals are copies by his sons, who were inferior to himself, or by some painter of meaner abilities. Basan practised also in portrait, and painted several excellent likenesses of the doges of Venice, of Ariotho, Tasso, and other personages of eminence. His house at Bassano, to which he was attached, and which the solicitations of the emperor Randolph could not induce him to leave, was the place of resort to many persons of distinction, and the receptacle of the arts, particularly of music, of which he was a master. In his private conduct Basan was regular; and his charity was so profuse, that his wife was under a necessity of restraining his liberality. He lived to the age of 82, and died in 1592. Several of his capital pieces are in the churches of Bassano, Venice, Vicenza, and other cities of Italy. Some of his smaller works may be found in most of the principal collections of Europe; but those that are really originals fetch a high price. Many of them have been engraved.

Giacomo Bassan had four sons, who were painters. Francesco, the eldest, was the most eminent. He was born in 1550. He painted in the style and manner of his father, and
and greatly excelled his brothers in designing, drawing, and colouring. He was employed in the church of St. Mark at Venice, in conjunction with Tintoretto and Paolo Veronese. By incessant application he increased the natural melancholy of his disposition, and put an end to his life in 1594, by throwing himself out of a window. 

Leandro was born in 1528, settled at Venice, painted in the style of his father and brother, but with inferior merit, and particularly excelled in portraits. The portrait of the doge Grimani procured for him the honour of knighthood. His life was irregular, and he disdained himself by a constant suffocation of the intention of his companions to poison him. He died in 1623. The other two brothers, viz. Giovanni Battista and Girolamo, the former born in 1533 and dying in 1613, and the latter born in 1560 and dying in 1622, chiefly employed themselves in copying the works of their father and elder brother. 

Pilkington.

BASSANI, Giovanni Battista, in Musical Biography, was chiefly known in England, at the beginning of the last century by his Motets, which were more graceful and pleasing than those of any of his countrymen, except Cavalli and Stradella. But he has many titles to an honourable place in musical history. He was not only author of thirty-one different works in favour all over Europe during the limited longevity of musical productions, but the first composer for the violin in Italy, who seems to have written for it with the spirit and intelligence of a real master of the instrument. He was a native of Bologna, maestro di capella of the cathedral, Academico Filarmonico of that city, and violin-master to Corelli. 

Baffani, who flourished from about the year 1675 to 1703 (the date of his last work), was a man of extensive knowledge and abilities in his art; having been not only a successful composer for the church, the theatre, and the chamber, but an excellent performer on the violin, as we were assured by Padre Martin, his townsmen, who was old enough to have formed his opinion from those who had often heard him perform. And, indeed, his sonatas for the violin, and accompaniments for that instrument to his motets, motetti, pfbms, and cantatas, manifest a knowledge of the finger-board and bow, which appears in the works of no other composer, anterior to Corelli, which we have been able to find; and the lovers of the pure harmony and simple melody of that admirable master would still receive great pleasure from the performance of Baffani's sonatas for two violins and a bass; in which they would hear, not only the general musical language of the time, but the mild accents and grateful tones of Corelli's own mellifluous voice.

BASSANIA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Macedonia, on the frontier of Illisia, situate, according to Livy, about 9 miles from Lilius, and belonging to the Carians. 

BASSANO, in Geography, a town of Italy, belonging to the state of Venice, in the Trevisano, on the Brenta, 12 miles north of Vicenza. 

Bassano, a town of Italy, in the state of Venice, near which Dolabella defeated the Etruri and Boii, 3 miles west of Orta. 

BASSANTIN, James, in Biography, a Scots astronomer, in the sixteenth century, was the son of the lord of Baffantin, in the Mers, and born in the reign of king James IV. He had the rudiments of knowledge, and particularly of that skill in various branches of the mathematics for which he was afterwards so distinguished, he acquired in the university of Glasgow. For further improvement he travelled through various parts of the continent, and at length settled at Paris, where he taught the mathematics with applause in the university of that city. During his abode in this city, he imbied that zeal for the delusions of judicial astrology, which was then so prevalent, and which few astronomers had judgment or resolution sufficient to discontinue.

After having acquired great reputation and some fortune in France, he returned to his own country in 1562. At York, in his journey through England, he had an interview with Sir Robert Melvil, brother of Sir James Melvil, who, in his "Memoirs," relates the conversation that passed between them. It appears that Baffantin communicated to Melvil certain predictions relating to his millrefs, Mary queen of Scots, who was then treating with Elizabeth after having taken refuge in her dominions. Of these predictions some were true, and others were false; but such was the political sagacity of Baffantin, that we may ascribe them to this source rather than to his skill in the occult sciences, for which however he seems to have been ambitious of being thought distinguished. Of his mode of life during the remaining period of it, we have no account; but he appears to have been a zealous protestant, and a partisan of the earl of Murray. He died in 1568. To a flight acquaintance with polite literature, Baffantin added a considerable degree of mathematical and astronomical knowledge, considering the dark period in which he lived. His principal work in astronomy was written in French, and translated into Latin by Turneufis, and published at Geneva by 1599, folio, under the title of "Astronomia, Jacobii Baffantini Scoti, opus absolutissimum, &c. &c." He also published "Paraphrase de l'Astrolobe, avec un amplification de l'usage de l'Astrolobe," or an ample explanation of the astrolobe, printed at Lyons in 1555, and at Paris in 1617, 8vo. "Super Mathematica Genethlaca," or of the calculation of nativities; "Arithmetica;" "Mofica fecondum Platonii," and "De Marthi in generic. Biox. Brit. 

Bassano, in Ornithology, a species of Pelecanus, as large as a common goose, with a wedge-shaped tail; body white; bill and primary quill feathers black; and face blue. 

Gmelin. Latham, &c.

This is the common gannet, or island goose; a bird found in great plenty on all the northern coasts of Britain, but rather less common to the southward. The adult birds have the plumage nearly all white, but during the first years it is of a dusky colour, and only speckled with white. The bill is bluish-ash colour, about six inches in length, and has the nictrits placed in a narrow; the mouth within is black; the throat is bare; and the skin very dilatable, forming a pouch of sufficient size to contain five or six herring; the legs are black, marked with a stripe of pea-green before; and the claw of the middle toe is pectinated. The male and female are very much alike in plumage. The gannet is particularly abundant in the isle of Alia in the firth of Clyde; the rocks adjacent to St. Kilda; the islands of Soleilkerry, near the Orkneys; the Skedig sits off the coasts of Kerry, Ireland; and the Bafis island in the firth of Edinburgh.

Dr. Hervey gives some account of the latter in these words. "There is a small island, called by the Scotch Bassi island, not more than a mile in circumference; the surface is almost wholly covered during the months of May and June with nells, egges, and young birds; so that it is scarcely possible to walk without treading on them; and the flocks of birds in flight are so prodigious as to darken the air like clouds; and their noise is such that you cannot without difficulty hear your next neighbour's voice. If you look down upon the sea from the top of the precipice, you will see it on every side covered with infinite numbers of birds of different kinds, swimming and hunting for their prey; if in failing round the island you survey the hanging cliffs, you see in every crag or fissure of the broken rocks innumerable birds of various forts and fizes, more than the flars
flights of heaven when viewed in a serene night; if from afar you see the distant flocks either flying to or from the island, you would imagine them to be a vast swarm of bees.

"The gannet," observes Dr. Latham, "inhabits the colder parts of this kingdom, and more especially several of the northern isles, and in particular that of Baff in Scotland, whence the name. It generally frills its appearance in March, and after making a circuit of the island, departs in October or November. This race seems to be in pursuit of the herrings and pilchards, whose motions it watches; and the fishermen know the coming of these fish by the appearance of the birds. That this is the inducement seems probable, as they are likewise seen, in the month of December, as far south as the coast of Lisbon and Gibraltar, plunging for fardine. The gannet is also common on the coasts of Norway and those of Iceland, and now and then met with on the southern coasts of Greenland. In America, it is found on the coasts of Newfoundland where it breeds, migrating in winter as far as Carolina: said also to have been met with frequently in the southern ocean; but we are not clear whether the fort meant by them is the common gannet, or the lewer one."

"The gannets," Mr. Pennant remarks, "are birds of passage. Their first appearance in those islands being in March, and their continuance till August or September, according as the inhabitants take or leave their first egg; but in general the time of breeding and that of their departure seems to coincide with the arrival of the herring, and the migration of that fish, which is their principal food, out of those seas."—"I have in the month of August," he adds in another place, "observed in Caithnesh their northern migrations. I have seen them paffing the whole day in flocks, from five to fifteen each. In calm weather they fly high, in storms they fly low and near the shore; but never cross over land, even when a bay with promontories intervenes, but follow at an equal distance the course of the bay, and regularly double every cape. I have seen many of the parties make a fort of holt for the fake of fishing; then darting headlong into the sea, make the water foam and spring up with the violence of their descent; after which they pursue their route. I enquired whether they ever were observed to return southward in the spring, but was answered in the negative; so that it appears, they annually encircle the whole island."

They are well known on most of our coasts by different names. In Cornwall and in Ireland they are called barren, and by the Welsh gann. It comes on the coasts of Cornwall in the latter end of the summer or beginning of Autumn, hovering over the fwools of pilchards that come up through the St. George's channel from the north sea. The gannet seldom comes near the land, but is constant to its prey; and when the pilchards retire, which happens about the end of November, they are seen no more.

The nest of the gannet is composed of various materials, such as grass, and water-plants intermixed with any thing the bird finds floating on the water. Each bird, if undisturbed, would lay only one egg in the year; but if that be taken away, they will lay another; and if that be taken away also, they will lay a third, but no more. The young gannets, as well as the eggs, are eaten. Martin affirms us, that the inhabitants of St. Kilda consume annually no less than 22,600 young birds of this species, besides an amazing quantity of their eggs; those being their principal support throughout the year; they prefer both eggs and fowl in pyramidal stone-buildings, covering them with turf ashes to preserve them from moisture. This is a dear-bought food, and earned at the hazard of their lives, either by climbing the most difficult and narrow paths, where to appearance they barely cling, and that too at an amazing height above the raging sea; or else, being lowered down from above, they collect their annual provision, thus hanging midway in the air, and placing their whole dependence on the uncertain footing of one person who holds the rope by which they are suspended at the top of the precipice. The young birds are a favourite dish with the North Britons in general; during the season they are constantly brought from the Baff to Edinburgh, and are roasted and served up a little before dinner as a whet; the price they are sold for in the markets is about twenty-pence a piece.

The following account of the gannets in the isle of St. Kilda is given by Mr. Macaulay. "The rocks are in summer totally covered with foland geece and other fowl, and appear at a distance like so many mountains covered with snow. The nests of the foland geese, not to mention those of other fowls, are so close, that when one walks between them, the hatching fowl on either side can always take hold of one's clothes; and they will often sit till they are attacked, rather than expose their eggs to the danger of being destroyed by the sea-gulls: at the same time an equal number fly about, and furnish food for their mates that are employed in hatching, and there are, besides, large flocks of barren fowls of the different tribes that frequent the rocks of St. Kilda.

"The foland geese equal almost the tame ones in fize. The common amusemen of the herring-fishers shows the great strength of this fowl. The fifiers fix a herring upon a board, which has a small weight under it to fink it a little below the surface of the sea: the foland geese observing the fih, darts upon it perpendicularly, and with fo much force, that he runs his bill irrecoverably through the board, and is taken up directly by the fiechers.

"The foland geece repair to St. Kilda in the month of March, and continue there till after the beginning of November. Before the middle of that month they, and all the other sea-fowls that are fond of this coast, retire much about the same time into some other favourite regions; so that not a fingle fowl belonging to their element is to be seen about St. Kilda from the beginning of winter down to the middle of February. Before the young foland geece fly off, they are larger than their mothers, and the fat on their breast is sometimes three inches deep. Into what quarter of the world these tribes of wild fowl repair, after winter sets in, whether into the northern ocean, the native country and winter-quarters of herrings in general, or into some other region near the fims, or whether they be of the sleeping kind, they who prey into the mysteries of natural history, or have converfed much with writers of voyages can best explain. I shall only pretend to fay that these different nations of the feathered kind are taught to change the proper effects and feeding places, and to shift their quarters seasonably by the unerring hand of God.

"From the account given above of the multitudes of sea-fowls that feed their food on this coast, we may justly conclude that there must be inexhaustible stores of fish there. Let us for a moment confine our attention to the consumption made by a single species of fowls. The foland geese is almost infatiably voracious; he flies with great force and velocity, toils all the day with little intermission, and digests his food in a very short time; he consumes to eat any thing worse than herring or mackerel, unless it be in a very hungry place, which he takes care to avoid or abandon. We shall take it for granted that there are a hundred thousand of that kind around the rocks of St. Kilda; and this calculation is by far too moderate, as no less than twenty thou-
sand of this kind are destroyed every year, including the young ones. We shall suppose, at the same time, that the inland geese sojourning in these tens for about seven months in the year, or two, each of them draw ten or five herring in a day, a sufficiency infinitely poor for so greedy a creature, unless it were more than half supported at the expense of other fishes. Here we have 100,000,000 of the finest fish in the world devoured annually by a single species of the St. Kilda sea-fowls,” &c.

In concluding this account of the geese, it is proper to observe that the grand feu of Belfin and Builin, and great Iddsby of Catsby, an inhabitant of the sea-shores of Florida, is supposed to be the young or at least a variety of *pelicans fuscus*; and that observed by navigators so common on Alcubnic island *pelicans psittaco*, a different species.

**BASSAWS**, or Bona *Shona*, in Geography, lie on the west coast of Africa, beginning about west, or to the south of west from Sierra Leone, and running out far to sea in rounds and hollows, so that ships cannot clear them without standing off out of sight of land.

**BASSE, Bass, or LA Basse**, a town of France, in the department of the north, and chief place of a canton in the district of Lille; celebrated by the Spaniards to France by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1665; formerly a place of considerable strength, but dismantled by Louis XIV. It is situated on the Dyle, 2 leagues east of Bethune, and 33 south-west of Lille. N. lat. 50° 54'. E. long. 2° 6'.

**Basse**, in *Ichthyology*, the English name of a fish found on some of the British coasts, and named *perca labrax*. Linn. Syst. 453. ed. 12.

**Basse-Cour, in Building**, a court separated from the principal one, and defined for the flasks, coach-houses, and liveries-ervants.

**Basse-Cour of a country-seat**, is the yard or place where the cattle, fowls, &c. are kept.

That where strange creatures of divers sorts are kept for curiosity, is called by the French *menagerie*. The Romans gave the name of *vivarium* to that place, where beasts were kept for the public fews.

**Basse**, in Middle Age Writers, denotes a collar for carthorses, made of flags. Hence also the round matted cushions of flags, used for kneeling in churches, are called *bafie*; in Kent, a *brushe*.

**Basse de Flute trouvères**, Fr. in *Music*, a side-flute, a fifth below the usual compass of the German flute, now out of use in France; and we never remember its use in England.

**Basse-Flute.** When, at the beginning of the last century, the flute-a-bec, or common flute, was in general use and favour, there were flutes of every size and pitch. F natural being the best in use, and the easiest key on the common flute, all fongs and other favourite airs were transposed for the flute into that key, or into C natural, at the bottom of the plate, when printed. The bass flute was an octave below this F, and the octave flute an octave higher. See *Flute*.

**Basse-Tongue, the base of the key-note, or Tartini’s third sound, produced by the confluence of two treble notes perfectly in tune, and readily sustained with two voices, violins, flutes, hautbois, or by two flutes in double stops on one violin, or two keys on the organ. See *Terza Suona*.

**BASSENE**, or BACAIN, in Geography, a fortified city, situate on the point of the continent, on the western coast of the peninsula of India, opposite to the north end of Salsetta. It lies in N lat. 19° 19', and under the same meridian as Bombay. This place fell into the hands of the English, after a smart siege in 178c, but was relowered to the Mahattaes, together with all the other conquests made on that side of India, at the peace of 1783; Salsetta and the small islands excepted.

**BASSETTO**, a river of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, which runs into the Grati, near Cofenza.

**BASESTORE**, a town of Swiderland, in the canton of Zurich, 4 miles N. E. of Zurich.

**BASSET, or Basset**, a game with cards, said to have been invented by a noble Venetian; for which he was punished. It was first introduced into France, by Sigismond Fuzitiari, ambassador of Venice in 1674. Severe laws were made against it by Louis XIV, to clade which they disfigured ballet under the name of *tour & compère*, that is, for and against, which occasioned new arrests and prohibitions of parliament. The parties concerned in it are, a dealer or banker, his attendant, who supervises the long cards, and the punter, or any one who plays against the banker.

Besides thefe, there are other terms used in this game: as, 1. The *jack, or fico*, which is the first card turned up by the *tailleur* belonging to the pack, by which he gains half the value of the money laid down on every card of that fort by the punters. 2. The *couche, or ffrill* money which every punter puts on each card; each person that plays having a book of fifteen several cards before him, on which he may lay his money, more or less, at discretion. 3. The *paroli*, which is, when a punter having won the first flake, and having a mind to perfect his good fortune, crooks the corner of his card, and lets his prize lie, aiming at *sojct et le voa*. 4. The *mijou*, when having won the first flake, the punter is willing to venture more money on the same card. 5. The *pay*, when the punter having won the first flake, bet at a flaking, half crown, guinea, or whatever he laid down on his card, and not caring to hazard the paroli, leaves off, or goes *pay*; in which case, if the card turn up wrong, he loses nothing, having won the couch before; whereas, if it turn right, he by this adventure wins double the money flaked.

6. The *albace*, much the same with paroli, and used when a couche is won by turning up, or crooking the corner of the winning card. 7. *Sept et le voa*, the first great chance or prize, when the punter having won the couche, makes a paroli, and goes on to a second chance; so that if his winning card turns up again, it comes to *sept et le voa*, which is seven times as much as he laid down on his card. 8. *Quinze et le voa*, is the next higher prize, when the punter, having won the former, is resolved to pull his fortune, and lay his money a second time on the same card, by crooking another corner; in which case, if it come up, he wins fifteen times the money he laid down. 9. *Trent et le voa*, is the next higher prize, when the punter crooking the fourth corner of his winning card, if it turn up, wins thirty-three times the money he first flaked. 10. *Soixant et le voa*, is the highest prize, and entitles the winner to fifty-seven times his first money; which, if it were considerable, stands a chance to break the bank; but the bank stands many chances first of breaking the punter. This cannot be won, but by the *tailleur’s* dealing the cards over again.

The rules of the game of ballet are as follow: The banker holds a pack of fifty-two cards, and having shuffled them, he turns the whole pack at once, so as to discover the left card; after which he lays down all the cards by couples. The punter has his book of thirteen cards in his hand, from the king to the ace; out of these he takes one card or more at pleasure, upon which he lays a flake. The punter may, at his choice, either lay down his flake before the pack is turned, or immediately after it is turned, or after any number of couples are down. Supposing the punter to lay down his flake
flakes after the pack is turned, and calling 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c. the places of those cards which follow the card in view, either immediately after the pack is turned, or after any number ofcouples are drawn. Then if the card, upon which the punter has laid a flake, comes out in any odd place except the first, he wins a flake equal to his own. If the card, upon which the punter has laid a flake, comes out in any even place except the second, he loses his flake. If the card of the punter comes out in the first place, he neither wins nor loses, but takes his own flake again. If the card of the punter comes out in the second place, he does not lose his whole flake, but only one half; and this is the case in which the punter is laid to be faced. When the punter chooses to come in after any number of couples are down, if his card happen to be but once in the pack, and is the last of all, there is an exception from the general rule; for though it comes out in an odd place, which should entitle him to win a flake equal to his own, yet he neither wins nor loses, from that circumstance, but takes back his own flake.

This game has been the subject of mathematical calculations. Mr. De Moivre solves this problem; to estimate at billiard the losses of the punter under any circumstance of cards remaining in the pack, when he lays his flake, and of any number of times that his card is repeated in the pack. From a solution he has formed a table, shewing the several losses of the punter in whatsover circumstances he may happen to be. See Dr. of Chances, p. 55.

From this table it appears, 1. That the fewer the cards are in the pack, the greater is the loss of the punter. 2. That the leafless of the punter, under the same circumstances of cards remaining in the pack, when his card is but twice in it; the next greater when but three times; still greater when four times; and the greatest when but once. The gain of the banker upon all the money ventured at billiard, is 15 3d. per cent. De Moivre, Dr. of Chances, p. 69, edit. 3.

Basset, in Zoology, the name given by Buffon to that kind of dog which is called in English the turnspit, canis veteris Gmelin. Of this kind he makes two varieties; le basset à jambes droites, and le basset à jambes Torres; the first having straight legs, and the last crooked ones.

Bassetterre, in Geography, a general name given by the French to the low lands of the West India islands; such are the S.W. part of the two parts of Guadalupe island, separated by a small arm of the sea, called the Salt river; and also the N.W. part of the island of Martinique.

Bassetterre Town, a sea-port town on the S.W. coast of the island of St. Christopher in the West Indies, and capital of the island, situated at the mouth of a river, opening into a bay, called Bassetterre road. The town contains about 800 houses, and is defended by three batteries. N. lat. 17° 24'. W. long. 62° 37'.

Bassetterre Town, is also a sea-port town on the S.W. coast of the island of Guadaloupe, regularly built, with some handsome houses, and defended by a citadel. N. lat. 15° 59' 30'. W. long. 61° 59' 15'.

Bassetting, in the Coal Mines, denotes the rife of the vein or coal towards the surface of the earth, till it come within two or three feet of the surface itself. This is also called by the workmen cropping, and stands opposed to dipping, which is the defeat of the vein to such a depth that it is rarely, if ever, followed to the end.

Bassi, Laura, an Italian lady, distinguished by her acquirements, was the wife of Dr. Joseph Verati of Bologna. She understood the Greek, Latin, and French languages, as well as her own, and was eminent for her literature and science. In 1732, she was honoured with the doctorial dignity, and the kept up a correspondence with many learned persons in Europe, who admired her talents and accomplishments. She commenced a course of lectures in philosophy in 1745, and continued them to her death. Her works were pure, and her character amiable; and she was liberal in her acts of charity to the poor and orphans. She died at an advanced age in Bologna in 1778. Nouv. Dict. Hist.

Bassia, in Botany, so named by Kennic in honour of Ferdinandus Bassi, curator of the botanic garden at Bologna. Lin. gen. Reich. n. 645. Schreb. 805. Juss. 132. Gaertn. t. 104. Clas and order, dodecanandra monogynia. Nat. Ord. Danajfe & Sapoje of Jull. Gey. Char. Cal. perianth four-leaved; leaflets coriaceous, ovate, permanent. Cor. monotelous, bell-shaped; tube inflated, ovate, fleshy; border shorter than the tube, eight-parted; divisions ovate, almost upright. Stam. filaments sixten; eight below the jaws, and eight in the middle of the tube; anthers linear, fagittate, acute, villose on the inside, shorter than the corolla. Fig. germ superior, ovate; styicle pubescent, twice as long as the corolla; illicia acute. Per. drupe fleshy, milky. Seed, nuts five, oblong, three-cornered.

Bass, Char. Cal. four-leaved. Cor. eight-cleft; tube inflated. Stam. 161 drupe five-seeded. (Brey five-celled, with a seed in each cell.)

Spectr. 1. B. cypriophiia, Filippo Malabaris, and Nicle Ceylonensis. "Leaves ovate-lanceolate, peduncles axillary." A lofty tree, with the outward branches recurved, thickish, and covered with a grey down; leaves on them alternate, approximating, petioled, entire, veinless, naked, half a foot long, and deciduous; petioles roundish, short; peduncles axillary, from one to five, subiform, one-flowered, upright; after flowering, prolonged and pendulous; berry oblong, slightly compressed, smooth, shining, and yellow, with a white band. A native of Malabar and Ceylon. 2. B. dubia. Seed large, half-moon shaped; flattened like a lens, smooth and shining, of a dark chestnut colour, excepting an oblong, rugged, umbilical area, which is almost white. The shell is thick, fleshy, and very hard. The seeds of baphia are not easily distinguished from those of pata, without attending to the albumen, of which baphia is entirely destitute; and the inner integument is also commonly wanting. 3. B. obovata. Forth. Florul. n. 200. "Leaves obovate; peduncles heaped, terminating." A native of the isle of Tanna, in the South Seas. Martyn's Miller's Diet.

Bassiano, Launi, in Biography, born at Placentia, discovering early a propensity to the knowledge of medicine, was sent to Padua, where he studied under Baptif Monti, and, having performed the usual exercises, in 1544 he was admitted doctor in philosophy and physis. In 1547 he was made professor in those sciences, and acquired considerable reputation as a public teacher. Going to his house, in 1502, he was assailed by an assassin, who killed him by stabbing him in several parts of his body with a bayonet. He left several publications, of which the principal are, "Historia prima logici duo, in quibus de universae artis medicae, precipue vero morborum omnium et cognoscendorum et curandorum abolutiurum methodo, illustratur," Basileae 1543, 4to.; "De origine et causa pestis," Patav. 1553, 8vo.; "De prodigiosi partibus," Haller, ibid. Med. Eloy. Diet. Hist.

Bassin's River, in Geography, is situated on the coast of Labrador, in North America, nearly opposite to the north point of Newfoundland.

Bassing, a town of France, in the department of the Meurthe, and chief place of a canton in the district of Dieuze, 1½ leagues from Dieuze.
BAS

BASSIIUS, Henry, in Biograph., son of Gerard Bassius, or Bafs, a surgeon of eminence at Ercume born in 1690. In 1713, he went to Halle, where he studied medicine under Frederic Hoffman, in 1715 to Strasburg, and two years after to Bafe; attaching himself particularly to acquiring a knowledge of the improvements that had been lately made in anatomy and surgery. Returning thence to Halle, he was created doctor in medicine; and soon after professor in anatomy and surgery, which office he continued to hold till the time of his death, March 31, 1754. His works are, "Differratory de fistula ani fecliter curanda," Svo. 1718; "Observations anatomico-physicorum," Halle 1731, with figures, representing the instruments invented by the author,--a work much commended by Haller; "Prataturati de morbis veneris," Lepine 1712, 8vo.; a poëtomous work, to which the editor has added some valuable observations. He also published, in the German language, "Commentaries on Neck's Art of Surgery," Svo. 1728. Haller, Bib. Anat. et Chir. Lloy. Diet. Hilt.

BASSO Continuo, in Musico, originally meant the accompaniment to the higher parts of a sonata, concerto, or chorus, in whatever style it was written, which served as a base, when the real base was silent; as in fugues, and other movements; to let the accompanist on the organ or harpsichord know what was being done by the other instruments, while his part was at rest. This may still be seen in the organ part (organo) to Corelli's Sonatas, Op. 1, from which they were composed in the seventeenth century, after which the custom was discontinued, there being no instance of it in his other works. Though in the sonatas of Baffani, his master, and in those of Torelli, it is confonant. Handel, in his hautbois concertos, and in his twelve grand concertos, calls the ripieno base, basso continuo.

It was this kind of chordal base for the organ or harpsichord, in ecclesiastical music, that the harmony of the whole score, without a treble part, was first expressed by figures over the base notes. Basso continuo, by an awkward translation, is, in English, synonymous with thorough-bass which see.

It was in the beginning of the seventeenth century that Ludovico Viadana (not Viana, as erroneously written by Roussel, and copied from him in both editions of the Encyclopedie) one of the most distinguished ecclesiastical composers of that time, invented the indication of chords by figures, in what the Italians call the basso continuo, and the English thorough-bass, or accompaniment on key instruments, lutes, harps, and, in recitatives, even violoncellos; but we have found several instances of the minute beginnings of this expedient before the time of Viadana; though he was doubtless the first who drew up general rules for expressing harmony by figures over the base in 1615. Drudius, in an ample list of his ecclesiastical compositions, which were very numerous, tells us of one that authenticates his claim to this invention, which was a collection of all his choral pieces, of one, two, three, and four parts; "with a continued and general base, adapted to the organ according to a new invention, and useful for every finger as well as organist; to which are added short rules and explanations for accompanying a general base, according to the new method." Viadana was therefore the first who composed an organ-base different from the voice-part, in the execution of which the new-invented figures enabled the performer to give the fingers the whole harmony of the several parts of a full composition, without seeing the score.

In 1731, Mattheus, in his "Grosse general base sechze oder twz exemplarischen organisten proben," a treatise on thorough-bass, has given a list of twenty-two writers on accompaniment from the time of its invention in 1606. The invention has been indisputably ascribed to Viadana in Drudius's Catal. ii. (Dramatic Bibliotheca Clas- fic, vol. 4, parts 16, 1635), where there is a list of all his works, and among the rest, "Dr. Ludovici Viadamit, opera omnia sacraeque concertationum, 1, 2, 3, & 4, voc. cum basso continuo & generali, organo applicato, varie inventioni proorni generes et sorte cantione vel organarium accommodati. Adjuncta insector in basso generali huys novae inventiones instrucione et lucubrata explicatione, Latina, Ital. & Germ. ap. Steynum 1615."

In the lib which Mattheus has given of twenty-two authors on accompaniment before 1731, it is observable that only one tract is in English; and that written by Killier a German, who lived in queen Anne's time, and dedicated to her mainly five sonatas for two flutes and a basso.

In Ramen's system, and still lefts in that of the abbé Feyron, as the fundamental base can have no melody, but what arises from its own harmony or single common chord, la basso-continuo may be regarded as a kind of low treble under the violins and tenor, or as a variation of the fundamental bass.

Basso Sostituto, Ital. a base confined to a few bars or notes, repeated to different and varied treble parts. The English call this kind of monotonous movement a ground. During the seventeenth century, the Italians and their imitators were very fond of writing upon a ground-bass; Stradella and Porcell frequently manifested their ingenuity under such reflections; nor had the fashion quite subdued in Handel's time, as may be seen in the last chorus of his Dettingen Te Deum, and elsewhere in his numerous and admirable works. See Ground, Ciaccona, and Ciacconne.

Basso Cantando, Ital. Bajofr, Fr. the vocal base-part, or the base funder in an oratorio, opera, or concert.

Basso Relievo, Italian. Bar-relievo, French, in Sculpture, is the representation of figures on a back ground, in such a manner that no part of them is detached from it; alto relievo, high relief, has the greater parts attached to the back ground whilst the smaller parts are free from it; some dindicuing a third kind, or mezzo relievo, middle relief, between both; although it must be acknowledged that all three kinds are implied, in a general mode of speaking, by the common term of basso-relievo, or base-relief, because almost all figures in relievo, even alto relievo, are more compriessed or flattened than their infulated archetypes in nature. This, like many other terms in the art of design, is of modern date, and was most likely invented or at least compounded and applied, in the eleventh or twelfth centuries, when sculpture and architecture began to revive in Italy, and these kinds of works became a very considerable decoration to the new cathedrals. The Greeks, to whom we must look for the best definitions in this art, as well as the most excellent works, called this species Simply naglypta, carved (Pliny, lib. 33. c. 11.) that we call alto-relievo was dindicuing by them from the low-relief, by the word, tarentae, rounded. Pliny, l. 34. c. 8.

Basso-relievo, although a considerable province of sculpture, is in a particular manner allied to architecture and under its dominion; as any considerable work of this kind must be made for the peliment, frieze, or panel of a building, or architectural form, such as a sarcophagus or pedmet; and therefore the general shape of the ground, the distribution and projection of the figures, must be subverient to the surrounding and containing parts, in order that they may produce a beautiful whole.

It is well remarked by the authors of the French Encyclopedie, that "the origin of basso-relievo is confounded with that of the hieroglyphic; that is to say, it owes its birth
birth to figured writing. Under this point of view, it is common to all people, and is found among the most savage. It was invented by necessity, appropriated by religion. The progress alone of the arts of imitation could perfect these primitive figures and give them life. This honour was referred for the Greeks. In Greece the arts were in some sort the miniatures of religion; in Egypt and in Asia they were the flaves. A religions respect for these primitive characters, which worship had sanctified, seems perhaps to change the idea in changing the form to which they were attached; all contributed, among the Egyptians, to retain the arts in a kind of infancy, from which religion prevented them from emerging.

All the larger hieroglyphics engraved in the surface of Egyptian architecture, or on the figures of men and inferior animals may be considered as bas-reliefs; and as of the most simple, it may be consequently of the most ancient kind; because the figure was linked in such a manner, that the surface of the ground was left, forming an enclosure or outline where the greatest depth was equal to the greatest projection of the figure, which was productive of these advantages. As many of the hieroglyphics were cut in granite, a very brittle marble, it prevented the danger of spoiling the outline in sinking the background, one-third of the labour was saved, and a strong shadow all round the figure, particularly when the fun shone on it, defined its form to the sight. All the temples and palaces enumerated by Ripaud, and described by Denon in the late expedition of the French into Egypt, shew that the greater part of those edifices, as well as inferior works, were covered with hieroglyphics, or figured writing in the kind of bas-relief above described: the largest of these formed regular ornaments to the friezes, centres over the doors, corresponding tablets, or panels where the symmetry of the architecture required. The principal of these figures, according to a comparison of what we find in Orus Apollo, Jamblichus on Hieroglyphics, and other authors, with the hieroglyphics themselves, seem to be the representation of some characteristic or attribute of the divinity, and the operations of his providence in nature, accompanied by acts of adoration: the inferior figures and characters are ranged in lines like writing.

Besides the hieroglyphics, the Egyptians employed bas-relief, with the ground levelled to the lowest part of the figure, to describe the political or military proofs of their heroes, and for other historical purposes. Of this kind are those in the palaces of Karnac, engraved by Denon, and those described in the Bird's Well, of which there is a specimen in the hall of the British Museum. It is in a soft calcareous stone in very low relief: the subject, men laying oxen. The human figures are in violent action, which they seem to have attempted in historical more than in sacred subjects. Nor is it surprising that such actions are extravagant, and not well rendered; when we see by the works themselves, that the flocks of knowledge which the sculptors possessed, was insufficient to account for the parts of the body by a fine proportion, beautiful outline, and the anatomical changes of appearance in the different circumstances of motion. But the prodigies quantity of this kind of labour still remaining must have occasioned the diligence of so many hands for a series of ages, that they could have had little leisure to make advances, either in the sentiment or scientific perfection of their figures. This may account, in part at least, for the execution of the quadruped being better than that of the human figure, which is so much more difficult.

It is necessary to give a general account of the character and style of design in the Egyptian figures, because what is said on this subject will be in a great measure applicable to the early progress of the arts among the Hindoos, Persians, and Greeks, allowing for some peculiarities in each nation. The arts of design are strictly imitative in the early attempts; and we find in the Egyptian figures, compounded of different animals, that each part is a copy of nature. In the human figure, the body and limbs were represented in general forms. The face, as being the most interesting part of the person, was more minutely expressed. The form of the face was a rounded egg, lines of the eye-brows and lids, simple curves, inclining upwards from the nose, the bottom of the nose and the line of the mouth inclined upwards in the same direction with the eyes. The eyes were full, nearly on a level with the forehead and cheeks, and the lines of the eye-brows, lids, and borders of the lips, marked with precision. The chin appeared small and bony, the neck round, the shoulders high and broad, except the marking of the breast. Little distinction of the muscular forms in any part of the body and limbs, the limbs narrow, the limbs round, rather straight and slender, their joints slightly indicated, the hands and feet rather flat, the fingers and toes round, without the appearance of joints, and nearly of the same length. According to a figure Denon found, measured by 22 figures in length, the half of the figure each way was from the division of the thighs, the head was rather less than a fourth part of the figure's height. See Denon's Voyage, plate 124, fig. 1.

The quadruped on Egyptian monuments, are represented in profile, and in the simplest attitudes. The parts of which those are composed, are fewer and more general than those in the human figure. This is one reason why the Egyptians excelled in their animals; the mechanical manner in which the shoulder is drawn of the lion and sphinx (where they have displayed more anatomy than in any other part) presents a simple, but not just account of the structure of that member of the body: these observations apply to the state of sculpture before the time of Alexander the Great; after which period, it partook of the improvements introduced by its Grecian conquerors.

Baffo relieves are found in India, which decorate the excavations of Ellora and Elephants in an astonishing profusion. The subjects are sacred, suitable to the temples in which they are carved; the drawing of the figures and their parts bears a strong resemblance to the Egyptian style; but inferior in this, that many of the figures have very large heads, the limbs and bodies disproportioned. It seems likely that the Egyptian hieroglyphics are more ancient, because more simple than the Hindoo baffo relieves; the former having the ground left even with the highest relief, the latter having the ground cut level with the lowest outline of the figure. For the most extensive, accurate, and valuable publications of these subjects we are indebted to the abilities and unwearyed labour of our countryman Thomas Daniell, Esq. R.A.

The Persians employed baffle relieves like the other ancient nations as a figured writing, at once to record and represent the symbols of Almighty power and operation, their religious ceremonies, and the prowess of their heroes. The bas-reliefs on the palace of Persepolis and the royal tombs are arranged in lines, horizontal and perpendicular, to answer the double purpose of description and architectural decoration: the style of drawing resembles that of the figures in the later hieroglyphics, although the dresses are extremely different. The Egyptians are particularly distinguished by the hood, the mitre, the full hair artificially curled, the cloke tunic, the apron of papyrus; the Hindoos by the necklaces, bracelets, and anklets; the Persians have long beards and hair ending in small curls, caps, full tunics with regular folds and large sleeves; the Medes in the same ruins of Persepolis have close tunics. The drapery in these bas-reliefs is rather more
more like nature than that in the Egyptian hieroglyphics and other bas-reliefs, but this may be the consequence of what the artists had more frequently to imitate, instead of a proof that the arts were more advanced in Persia than in Egypt, which seems still less probable when we consider, the different positions of the human figure, the variety and extent of the historical compositions in the palace of Karne, the Theban tombs, &c. and the exquisitely neat and perfect execution of the hieroglyphics on the obelisk of Seboziris, lately erected on Monte Citorio by Pius the Vth, far exceeding the workmanship of any figure at Persepolis. See Denon's Egypt. Le Bruyn's Travels, vol. 2.

The earliest Greek sculpture extant is still more like the Egyptian in the principles of design, than that of any other nation. The face of the human figure has the same oval, the features described by the same simple curves, the eye kept full as the eahell to execute, being more distinguished by the lines of which it is formed, than by its appearance in profile; and nearly the same general parts represented the body and limbs. That there should be this similarity in different nations in the imitative arts, is strictly agreeable to reason; because conformably to their limited progress in science, they will represent in a simple and grovous manner those objects, the detail of which their minds have neither comprehended nor understood, and which in that stage of progress the hand would be as little likely to perform with the requisite accuracy. It is equally reasonable to expect such imitations should resemble each other; being made from examples of general likeness, and done without the influence of manner, which is the consequence of imitating art instead of nature.

It is most likely that some imitations in sculpture of the human figure were made in Greece, previously to the introduction of letters by Cadmus, because modern travellers have found such imitations among many barbarous people acquainted with letter-writing, and because the Greeks appear to have used figure-writing before they were acquainted with letters; see Wolf's Prolegomena to Homer, page 81: who believes that figure-writing only was known in the time of Homer. But it is equally certain that small bronze figures exist with inscriptions of Cadmean letters on them, which are very poor and barbarous imitations of the human form; so that we may fairly infer, that the sculpture previous to this period could not have been very superior to the productions of Mexico, Onathletae, or the Sandwich Islands. In the popular story of the Maed of Corinth, related by Pliny, lib. 37. cap. 12. he says, Dibutades, the Sicyonian potter, her father, first invented a method of casting likenesses, the process of which is described as follows: "His daughter being in love with a young man who was going to a foreign country, the circumstanced the shadow of his face with lines upon the wall by lamp-light; her father took the impression in clay, and baked it in the fire with his vases." It seems, therefore, that as this was the first invention of portraits in clay, and as this portrait was only the relief imprinted from a line scratched on the wall, that it must have been the very first stage of baffe-relievo. Pliny proceeding says, that Dibutades made another addition to baffe-relievo, by ornamenting the lowest row of rounded tiles, used to terminate roofs, with masks faces. These may be considered as two inventions, which distinguised the Sicyonian school. Pliny does not say at what time Dibutades lived, but he mentions him before Demaratus the father of Tarquinius Priscus, who must have been 630 years before Christ.

Independently of what may be deduced from these quotations, concerning the progress of baffe-relievo in Greece, examples in this branch of sculpture exist in marble and bronze, which, with the aid of coins and gems, if properly arranged, would form a complete chronological series from the introduction of letters in Greece. As the most ancient subjects to be chiefly selected are those which bear inscriptions, this arrangement would necessarily follow: the inscriptions of Cadmean letters first, the Boutrhopoden manner of writing next, and the more modern as circumstances point out their propriety. This method would be found perfectly agreeable to the progress of science discernible in the works themselves, as well as the perfection of execution; and thus the antiquarian or the artist having acquired an accumulation of testimony, would be in little danger of mistake. A passage in Paulinus, the first Epistles, or fifth book, shows the propriety of this method: he says, the elder coffit which Cyphus was preferred by his mother (about 600 years before Christ), was dedicated by his proficiency in Olympia. This ceht is described as being covered with baffe-relievo of allegorical and heroic subjects, explained by Boutrhopoden writing, which the author describes as very old and difficult to read.

The earliest Greek sculpture which has come down to us is equal in the proportion of the figures to the Egyptian, and superior in the drawing of the body and limbs. Vitruvius informs us, that as the height of the human figure was six times the length of the foot, that was made the rule for the Doric column. (Book iv.) Thus we see the Greeks had been in the habit of measuring the human figure by its own parts, previous to the establishment of architectural proportions; and we find very tolerable general forms of the muscles and bones most commonly seen in the living body, those early Greeks copied by close attention to the naked figures they constantly saw before them, without the aid of anatomical fystem; for Pliny (lib. xxix. c. 1.) says, the art of medicine remained in the darkest night from the siege of Troy to the time of Hippocrates. A few examples from the many existing will shew the progress of sculpture in baffe-relievo, from the introduction of letters in Greece to the time of Phidias; these shall be set down according to their apparent antiquity, and followed by general observations.

In Winkelmann's "Monumenti inediti," plate 3, is a print from a scarabaeus of Jupiter in his car, holding the thunder with one hand, and trident with the other. This has the appearance of great antiquity in design and character, and perhaps is the oldest work cited in this article. The next is a pattern of bronze in the British Museum, on which is carved Minerva subduing Hercules, or wisdom prevailing over strength. The next is an engraving of five of the seven chiefs who besieged Thebes. The last is Hercules bearing away the tripod from Apollo, which, by the improved style of drawing, seems to approach the time of Phidias. The first observation that occurs in this part of the subject is, that antiquarians have fallen into a considerable mistake in pronouncing many early works to be Etruscan, which later discoveries have almost certify to be Greek. The Greek subjects cut on gems, the backs of which were formed into scarabaei like the Egyptian seals, have been positively called Etruscan by Winkelmann; notwithstanding that the style of the figures is early Greek, the subjects are Greek, and the letters upon them are Greek; besides which, Mr. Hawkins, a late accurate and highly-qualified traveller, has brought a Cornelian scarabaeus found in that country to England, which has a Mercury engraved on it in that early style called Etruscan. How many more of these might travellers, if they fought for them, find in that country? And is it not likely that the Roman lords of the world would bring into their own country as many curious Greek gems as statues, when a dozen of the former may be conveyed in the palm.
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palm of a man's hand, whereas vast operations are necessary to transport only one marble or bronze statue? These arguments alone are sufficient to account for the gems of this description which have been found in Italy; besides some which may have been wrought in that country by Greek colonists, or the scholars of Greeks. A crowd of evidence might be adduced in this place to shew, that the vases formerly called Etruscan have been found in great abundance in Greece. Mr. Stuart and Mr. Parry brought many fragments of them from Athens, which are lodged in the British Museum; Mr. Graves brought several entire and beautiful painted vases from Greece, some of which were afterwards in the possession of Sir William Hamilton; and to these might be added many other testimonies and collections on this part of the subject.

One error more should be refuted before we proceed: Winkelman (vol. i. lib. 3. c. 4.) in his history of the art, affords, that "the Etruscans gave their Fauns horsetails; whereas the Greeks represented Fauns and Satyrs with short tails like goats." The head-piece (p. 23, chap. 3, vol. ii.) of "Stuart's Athens," is a sufficient answer: it is a bas-relief of a Bacchalian dance, in which two Satyrs have horsetails. It was found in the ruins of the theatre of Bacchus, is of the style commonly called Etruscan; but, in fact, according to the time when this theatre was built (nearly 500 years before Christ), it is of the style of sculpture which prevailed in Greece immediately prior to the time of Phidias.

The general remarks on these works, during the period of about 550 years from the time of Cadmus to the time of Phidias, shall be confined to the three following: the manner of representing the gods; the manner of drawing the human figure and its actions; and, lastly, some observations on the draperies and utensils.

From the two proofs adduced that Grecian sculpture has been called Etruscan from the want of sufficient knowledge of the subject, and to which other proofs equally certain might be added (for instance, that all the early Greek coins are of the same style with that called Etruscan), it will seem to be a safe conclusion, that all ancient sculpture representing Greek subjects, should be considered as the work of Greeks, their colonists, or scholars, excepting in such cases as there is sufficient reason to believe the contrary. — Conformably to this regulation, the following observations may be offered on Greek sculpture preceding the time of Phidias. As the ancients represented their divinities in human forms, in the early times those forms were gross and imperfect, their aim being only to copy human nature; thus, in the gem above cited, of Jupiter with the thunder and trident, in Winkelman's "Monumenti inediti," pl. 23, his body and limbs are formed of few parts, grosso and inelegant, his face is bearded, and his hair is thick and matted. Nearly the same may be said of the Hercules on the bronze plate in the British Museum, above mentioned; a figure of Neptune on the oldest coins of Peuitum; and the other monuments of the same ages, which represent Jupiter, Neptune, Mercury, and Hercules, by such figures as they employed to represent common men, equally devoid of beauty and character. The face of Minerva is not more delicate than that of Hercules, nor do his limbs appear more robust than those of Apollo. The gods were only known by their symbols: Jupiter by his thunder, Neptune by his trident, Mercury by his caduceus, Minerva by her helmet and wings, &c. The gem of Jupiter with the thunder and trident above mentioned, which has also a four-footed animal under his car, perhaps a horse, agrees with Orpheus's hymn to that god, in which earth and sea are said to be his; in this respect agreeable to the most ancient religion, and an argument of the high antiquity of the workmanship.

Concerning the manner of drawing the figure, it has been judiciously observed by the authors of the French Encyclopedic, "that the Greeks began where the Egyptians left off;" and some of the better sort (not perhaps the very bell) of the Egyptian figures, are nearly fac-similes of the beginnings of Grecian art. However, improvements were soon made: they began to distinguish between muscle and bone, and the surface of the body and limbs were carefully marked with their greater subdivisions; the molloid mufcles and gullet marked the neck, the collar-bones were marked by nearly straight ridges, the edges of the ribs by an high arch, the abdomen by a double row of three nearly-square muscles on each side of the linea alba, and the division of the trunk from the limbs is strongly indicated by the edge of the pelvis; the shoulder is rounded, the biceps of the arm defined, the elbow expressed; a gentle indentation down the back of the lower arm shewed the situation of the ulna, the arm tapered downwards with the graceful flow for the mufcles, and flatness for the part composed of bones and tendons; the indies of the thighs were flattened in the proportions of the factorious muscles, the lower tubercle of the thigh-bone was thrown immediately above the knee, which was expressed by the form of the patella; the indies of the shin was strongly expressed, as were the calves of the legs; the ankles were neat and small, rounded at the bottom; the feet and hands partook more of the forms of nature than the Egyptian, and the fingers and toes were more neat, distinct, and various in the outline; on the back, the blade bones were marked as being little disguised by flesh, and the glutaei small and firm. Upon the whole, they are men in an early state of society, whose hard and confident exercise in leaping, running, scats of dexterity in war and hunting, has made the covering of their bones tendinous and elastic, tapered their limbs, and whose quick and strong digestion has kept the joints narrow and the abdomen flat, whilst a free and powerful respiration expanded and raised the chest. The first essays of sculpture in the round figure, required that the arms should be attached to the body, and the legs joined together, for support, and to prevent the unskilful artist from breaking his work: but this restraint did not extend to bas-relief in the same early compositions of this kind; in which you see such simple positions as approach to formality. There are also figures in violent actions; as dancing latyrs, groups contending, and such exertions as shew the figure with sprawling, angular, and extravagant appearances: for hitherto the indications of grace were as small as those of beauty.

The draperies in the early bas-reliefs are thin, showing the forms of the body and limbs; the folds regular, small, and defined, containing chiefly of perpendiculars and zig-zags. Some of the head-dresses consist of small curls, very like the fashionings of barbarous nations defaced and drawn by modern travellers; and in the bronze plate in the British Museum above mentioned, the club of Hercules is ornamented with spiral flutes, like one brought by captain Cook from the Sandwich islands.

The bas-relief of Hercules bearing the tripod from Apollo, mentioned above, seems to be nearer the time of Phidias than any of the other examples; not only from the superior elegance of the design, but likewise from its being in line very similar to the Bacchian dance found in the theatre of Dionysus at Athens. This subject of Hercules bearing the tripod from Apollo, is described by Pausanius in
logical and moral, as they represent the gods, their operations in the government of the universe, and providence in the disposition of human affairs; the heroes are exerted in the exuile of justice, and the destruction of monsters.

Mr. Fuseli, the able and learned professor of painting in the Royal Academy of London, has judiciously applied Aristotle's division of poetry to the arts of design; and he considers the greater productions, as either epic, dramatic, or historic. According to these classes, the sculpture in each tympanum was entirely epic, as the gods only were represented in single acts; the groups in the metopes are dramatic, because they represent a series of actions; and the frieze which goes round the temple is epic, inasmuch as the gods are prevailing; and are perhaps also historic, as particular persons and events may be represented in the procession. In the Temple of Theseus, the alto-relievo formerly in the pediments are gone entirely; nor do we know even what the subjects were. In the frieze round the pronaoi is the battle of Marathon, in which the apperition of Theseus calls great figures on the Persian; Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva. Neptune, Apollo, and Diana, sit, behold, and determine the victory, the trophy of which is raised by the Athenians. The battle of the Lapithae and Centaurs is in the frieze of the portico: the metopes are filled with the labours of Theseus and Hercules.

The execution of these works is equal to the conception; the sentiment is elevated and fit, the composition is noble, full, and various; the gods are sublime and beautiful, their postures pretent dignity and repose; the heroes are vigorous and active, and an admirable simplicity reigns through the whole; whether you are roused by the terrific engagement of a Centaur and a Lapith, or captivated by the mouldy of the virgin chorusses. In the battles, the figure is shown in those classic curves and varied movements, those uncommon but advantageous situations, which equally excite surprise and admiration; every part is intelligible; they occupy such spaces of the ground as leave sufficient blank to render the outline distinct; and their quantities are so distributed, that one part is not bare while another is crowded: the lines themselves also become an ornament. The stories are told by one plan or ground of figures; and, like the principal characters in the tragedies of Æschylus, Euripides, and Sophocles, their effect is weakened by no under-plot of inferior heroes. The drawing of the figures is of the finest style, the outline and forms are chiseled, the greater parts boldly expressed, the lesser parts delicately indicated, but not more than necessary. The heads fine, the drapery rich in folds, but perfectly natural; some of the remaining hands and feet of the most perfect beauty; and the horses may be described in the words Sir George Wheeler used to express his opinion of those he saw in the eastern tympanum of the Parthenon: "The horses are made with such great art, that the sculptor seems to have outdone himself, by giving them a more than seeming life; such a vigour is expressed in their prancing and stamping, natural to generous horses." The edges of the figures have been kept square in the working, to give the bolder effect to the relief; which was not high in the procession round the frieze under the portico of the Parthenon, in order that the sculpture might not overpower the architectural members. The sculpture in the two pediments of the Parthenon, the metopes in that temple and the temple of Theseus, as well as that round the frieze of the latter temple under the portico, are in alto-relievo. This Phidias discovered; it is called toretices, rounded, by Pliny (lib. 34. cap. 8); and he says, Polyclus "so taught toretices, alto-relievo, rounded work,
work, as Phidias had invented it:—et torentium sic erudisse, ut Phidianis aperisse."

Besides the baso-relievo above mentioned, several others in Athens are of the highest beauty; the figures on the Temple of the Winds; the story of Deceus and the Tyrrhenian mariners transformed into dolphins, on the Choragic Monument of Lycurgus (Stuart's Athens, vol. ii.), raised in the time of Alexander the Great; and two altarelievos of the battle of the Athenians and Amazons, with another battle, subject unknown. (See the last two plates, vol. ii. of Stuart's Athens.)

Before we quit the subject of baso-relievo among the Greeks, it is proper to observe, that foliage ornaments in baso-relievo seem to have been introduced in Ionia about the same time with the Ionic capital; in the reign of Alexander the Great. (See the capital of an Ionic pilaster enriched with foliage, in the ruins of the temple of Apollo Didymus, tail-piece, p. 55. Rivett's Ionia.) These inventions are two characteristics of the Ionian school.

Soon after this period, the most eminent Greek sculptors and architects were almost entirely engaged in decorating the capital of their Roman conquerors. Most of their public works at home were inferior in beauty and spirit, in proportion as the intention was debased, which was chiefly that of paying fervent compliments to their masters; and the buildings raised, with a very few exceptions, were distinguished by a colonial inferiority from those of Rome, which the genius of Greece, and the spoils of the world, rendered the most magnificent of the times.

We may begin the observations on the baso-relievo executed or existing in Italy, by some notice of those cut in the rock. In the garden of the Capuchins' convent at Palazzuolo, on the lake of Albano, is a tomb; and in the tufo beneath, on the sides of the rock, are carved the fucures, the curule feet, the diadem, and the sceptre. M. D'Hankerville believes this to have been the tomb of Tarquin the Elder, because he received these regalia from the Etruscan ilates, and because the tomb stands on the elate which belonged to him. There are other baso-relievo cut in the tufo, representing the combats of lions and gladiators, with other apparently domestical subjects, on the sides of a tomb at Corneto, the ancient Tarquiniun: and although these works may be considered as Etruscan, yet there are reasons for thinking they are of Grecian origin; for Pliny (lib. 35. c. 12.) says, "that Demaratus, the father of Tarquin the Elder, in Etruria, who was afterwards king of Rome, flying into the Cotinus, was accompanied by the modellers (Euchira and Engrammisi, by whom modelling was brought into Italy." There are, indeed, works known to be Etruscan, in the gallery of Florence; among which are many figure cinerary urns of terra cotta: some of them bear baso-relievo of Greek subjects, and these are much the best; the rest are of an execution and manufacture equally ordinary. A terra cotta frieze of small figures, seven different subjects, was found some years since at Velletri, and preserved in the Borghian Museum. This seemed to be of the oldest Etruscan style: but still, as antiquaries have believed the stories to be Greek, and the frieze itself to be copied from a Greek original, so far this likewise must be considered as a production of the Grecian school. There is a print from one of these subjects, representing two women in a car drawn by two winged horses; the first head-piece, vol. iii. of Winkelman's History of the Arts of Design, Fca's edition.

The taflie for carved or chafed plate of gold and silver was introduced at Rome, by the immense quantity which Lucius Scipio brought in triumph from the spoils of Asia, con-
able for its sculpture, part of which was done in the reign of Trajan, and the rest under Conodantine; some of the former as remarkable for its grandeur, beauty, and boldness, as the latter for its barbarity; shewing the miserable decay of the arts in the course of 250 years. The two battles, the figures in which are as large as life, forming friezes under the cornices of the imposts in the middle opening of the arch, are grand and animated compositions, in a noble style of sculpture (see plate 42. and the following, in the Veteres Arcus Augulforum). Two observations on the arch of Severus will shew, that sculpture had declined considerably from the best ages. The principal bas-relievo occupy very large figures, containing figures, animals, cities, forts, and great warlike machines, on different plans, irregularly distributed, without regard to perspective; and thus, when viewed at such a distance that the detail becomes indistinct, they present the appearance of rustic work irregually rough, and disagreeable as mixed with regular and magnificent architecture: unlike the friezes in the temples of Athens, which, as they have only one plan of figures, each simply and beautifully conceived, when viewed at a distance in which the detail disappears, they present to the eye a composition of lines distinct and harmonious, forming an ornament. It is also to be observed, that the small figures in these great friezes are so boldly relieved, that they interfere with and destroy the effect of the smaller architectural members near them.

The triumphal columns demand our particular attention, not only for their magnificent design, structure, and materials, but also for the immensity of bas-relievo which covers them. But here we may observe, that imperial grandeur, by the endeavour to outstep, falls short of real grandeur; and that where too much is expected or intended, too little is the result. With respect to the very conception of the Trajan column, a doubt has been entertained, whether a tower might not have allowed of a more grand and simple design for the purpose of a stupendous structure, than a Tuscan column mounted on a Corinthian pedastal. But notwithstanding the doubts of some judicious and unprejudiced persons on this point, the column has been the wonder and delight of all beholders for 1600 years. The spiral bas-relievo, reaching from the bottom to the top of the shaft, represents Trajan's first and second expedition against the Dacians, and his victory over their king Deccbalus. Vasi (in his Itinerary of Rome) says, 'they count upon it upwards of 2,500 figures, without reckoning horses, elephants, arms, machines of war, and an infinity of other objects; to which may be added the four eagles on the corners of the pedastal, bearing trophies of laurel, and the arms on the die of the pedastal, all of mather, and the last mentioned of the most delicate and laborious execution. But here a defect must be noted, in justification of the first observation on this noble monument, that although the figures increase somewhat, both in size and projection, as they approach the top of the column, yet it is certainly true, that any person standing on the ground cannot see the objects distinctly above one-third of the height of the shaft, beyond which all is confusion. Does it not follow, that if figures of that size were intended to be seen, they should not have been raised above one-third of the column; and if they were intended to be seen at a greater distance, their size should have been proportionately increased? That this is an optical defect cannot be denied; yet critics have taken pains to make their readers believe, that every thing relating to perspective in this column was beyond the reach of most modern comprehension for excellence; when any person acquainted only with the very first principles of perspective, must perceive no attention whatever has been given to linear perspectives from the top to the bottom of the column: such injudicious praise proves only the absurdity of modern opinion of the excellence of the colosseum. Certainly the ancient sculpture contains whatever is truly excellent and admirable in the art; but let us choose the objects which are really possessed of those qualities, always distinguishing between beauty and the want of it; and then we cannot be said to praise too liberally, or flily with too much diligence those performances we would imitate, or be thoroughly acquainted with. The Antonine column is covered with bas-relievo, representing the victories of Marcus Aurelius over the Marcomanni. The sculpture is inferior to that on the Trajan column, and figures, having more projection, deform the outline of the shaft at a near view. The Theodorian column at Constantinople, drawn by Gentil Bellini (see Montfaucon), induce us to believe that sculpture did not decline so hastily in the East as in Italy.

Marble sarcophagi do not seem to have been used in Rome much before the time of Cnflus, whose wife Cecilia Metella was buried in one. The fronts and ends of these columns, from that time for many ages afterwards, were decorated with figures. Some of the finest compositions of the ancients are to be found upon them, most probably copied from Greek originals, by Roman manufacturing flatuans; one of whom lived on the Appian way, and occupied an extent of two miles in his works, as has been supposed from the quantity of sculpture finished and unfinished found on the spot, as well as an inscription which confirms the fact. The subject of the subjects leads us to think, that some have derived their origin from Phidias, Polycletus, and other of the greatest masters; as it is fearcely possible such groups and such expression as we see in these had copies, could at first have been produced by inferior artists. Among them are the statues of Prometheus, Medea, Phaethon, Orestes, Alectoe, the anger of Achilles, Bacchus and Ariadne, the fall of the giants, the judgment of Paris, &c. &c. These continued to be repeated till after the time of Constantine, when subjects from the Old and New Testament succeeded; but these were so barbarous that they merit no farther notice at present; and indeed the removal of the seat of empire to Constantinople had disfigured Rome of riches and ability; that little effort could be expected in the West, and the little that was left became the successor prey to the Northern invaders, and the unavoidable destruction of time, for the following fix centuries. Bas-reliefs of the eighth century, round the capitals of columns, representing Charlemagne and other figures, are in the Museum of French Monuments at Paris. There is also a bas-relief of Samson killing the lion, on a capital in the crypt of St. Peter's church, Oxford, done in the time of Alfred. Like all the works of these ages, they are barbarous and unmeaning.

In 1663 the Pisans began to build their cathedral, the old bronze gate of which contains a series of subjects from scripture in bas-relief; but so rude and gross, that they must be considered as the very beginnings of art. There is a bas-relievo of the acts of Abraham forming capitals to a group of columns, in the well door of the cathedral of Carrara, carved between 1100 and 1200, which is rather more detailed, though the figures are gross and disproportioned, not being above five heads high. Similar specimens may be seen of this age in different countries of Europe, from the first feeble efforts to revive sculpture. In such attempts as have been just mentioned, little improvement was made till towards the year 1230, when Nicolo Pifano having diligently studied some antique bas-relievo on sarcopahgi at Pisa, was employed in carving similar ornaments of sacred subjects, in several
several cathedrals building at that time in different parts of Italy. He was afflicted by his son John, and among other pupils, by two who seem to have been particularly esteemed, Arnolfo and Lapo. Besides being architect to several cathedrals in Italy, Nicola, with the assistance of his pupils, carved some baiio-relievo in marble; which were works of wonderful merit in that age, and would certainly deserve considerable admiration and respect in any other time or country, for sublimity, sentiment, truth, and beauty of execution. The following deferve particular notice: Stories from the Life of our Saviour, on the pulpit and baptistery of Pisa; similar subjects on the pulpit of St. John Baptist, in Padua, and in Florence; the Dormition of St. Mary; and Pieta. But the great and most eminable of these works is on the front of the cathedral of Orvieto. This front is one of the most splendid, both for materials and art, that the mind can conceive, or the resources of nature furnish. It is built of flatiron marble, wrought with the ticide care, and ornamented with the most delicate labour: the bolder buildings and smaller pillars are relieved by Mosaic tiles of the most splendid colours and gold; and magnificent Mosaic paintings of sacred subjects fill the decoration immediately under the cornice. The basements between the great and two side doors, from the height of six feet to that of twenty feet, is covered with subjects from the Bible in a great number of divisions representing all the principal facts, and concluding with the Resurrection, Judgment, and final delination of the good and wicked; the subjects are divided by running ornaments of vine, and other foliage, of uncommon delicacy and fancy. There is an alto-relievo by Nicolo, on the church of St. Martin at Ucena, of the Deacon from the Cross, which is extremely pathetic and simple. The baiio-relievo on the oldest bronze gate of the baptistery of Florence, by Andrea Uguolino of Pisa, after designs by Giotto, of the Life of St. John the Baptist, is simple and grand. Donatello, born in Florence 1379, executed bronze baiio-relievo on the two pulpits of St. Lorenzo in that city: the principal subjects are the Crucifixion and Interment of our Saviour, in which the expression is admirable. Vellano of Padua, his fellow, made some fine baiio relieves of bronze in the church of St. Antony in that city. But the work of this description which obtained the highest reputation in that age, was the second bronze gate, executed by Lorenzo Ghiberti, his father, and other assistants, for the before-mentioned baptistery of St. John in Florence. On it, ten compartments are filled with subjects from the Old Testament, beginning with the Creation and ending with the meeting of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba; the spaces between the pannels are adorned with foliage, heads, and beautiful figures of prophets and sibyls; the architrave is ornamented with festoons of flowers and birds, of so perfect an execution that they seem to be cut from nature; the whole is of gilt bronze. Vafari relates that Michael Angelo said, "It deferved to be the gate of Paradise." Certainly an admirable fancy, delicacy, execution, and execution, are to be found in every part of it; but its general character is rendered triisful by the introduction of so many plans, so much landscape and architecture in perspective, with the affectation of picturesque effect in the chiauro churo. But this fault must be palliated by the remembrance, that perspective was a new discovery to the moderns, wonderfully admired at the time: it had turned the brains of Paolo Uccello, a painter of great merit; and it is not to be wondered at, if Lorenzo Ghiberti, who had practiced painting, should have fallen into the delusive hope of adding a new charm to sculpture, which in fact belongs to painting exclusively.—From this time little can be said in commendation of the practice of baiio-relievo. Memory was substituted for imitation, fancy for nature; and the consequence was, that various species of affectation which are called manners. The schools of John of Bologna, Algarvii, Bemun, will justify this remark; and whoever takes the trouble to examine their productions in this department of sculpture will see, that art more than nature has been their object. Within the last century a number of circumstances have combined to develop the principles of sculpture, and a considerable emulation has been excited to attain its real perfections. A prodigious number of ancient statues, groups, and baiio-relieves in marble and bronze, as well as pictures, have been discovered; these have been magnificently and judiciously arranged, not only in the public museums of Italy, but in private collections of all the different countries of Europe. Such admirable works have excited universal curiosity and interest; the number of books on the subject have been increased by learned men and elegant critics; students have repaired in greater numbers than formerly from all parts to copy these works with great diligence; the number of competitors has produced emulation, each one endeavouring to distinguish himself above his competitors: they have laid up a large flock of ability for employment in their own countries, where the arts for the arts of design has been gradually increasing; so that now there are sculptors in Italy, France, England, Germany, &c. who have produced baiio-relieves of great merit, as well as other works of sculpture.

Winkelman has said, "that Sculpture, like an elder sister, has introduced and led her younger sister, Painting, into the world;" this is elegantly said, and on that account is likely to obtain currency more than for the certainty of its truth. What additional value does one art acquire over the other by being older? Both arts are noble and virtuous pursuits; the fine productions of both afford intellectual and rational delight; and there is difficulty enough in the way to excellence in both, to exercise the utmost stretch of the most powerful geniuses who have engaged, or may engage, in the study of them. It should seem from Puy's account, lib. 55; c. 3. and c. 12. that the beginning of painting and baiio-relieve were alike; for the first advances towards baiio-relieve were made by Dibutades's taking the impression of an outline. Aricles the Corinthian, and Telephane the Syracusan, made the first efforts towards painting, before colour was used, by outline also. But to leave this question of little moment, let us go to those considerations which are of real importance to the subject we are treating. It has already been shown, that baiio-relieve, from the earliest ages, was used as representative writing, and the right and only good purposes to which writing as well as speaking can be applied is to honest and to recommend and to determine whatever is virtuous in public or private, and useful among men. Thus was baiio-relieve employed in the best ages by the ancients, according to their several systems of theology, philosophy, and ethics; and thus only it should be employed; for when it is applied to other purposes, it is a deviation from the original intention, canes to be useful, and must engage the artist in the representation of persons and things below that standard at which he should constantly aim. Phidias gave a perfection to his Jupiter which astonished all men, and induced them to believe he had been favoured with a revelation of the god, by the human representation of power, majesty, benignity, and wisdom. And we shall find that whatever appears admirable, perfect, or lovely, in the representations of the ancient deities or heroes, is some mental or bodily perfection. The Christian religion presents personages and subjects no less favourable to painting and sculpture than the ancient classic: angels and archangels should be as perfect in youth and beauty as the youthful divinities of Greece. The heroes of the Old Testament bear to striking a resemblance to those of Greece, that eminent moderns have mistaken
them for the same persons. Nothing can be found in the pages of Greece, more august or sublime than in the patriarchs or prophets: they were equally inhabitants of warm climates, favourable to the display of the human figure; and their cloathing and arms were nearly similar. Indeed it may be safely affirmed, that the basso-relievo is the Left Judgment by Niccolo Pizanti, the Crucifixion and Entombing of our Lord by Dancello, and some of the panels in Ghiberti's gate, prove that the Bible presents subjects, and those almost innumerable, of greater interest, and as abundant in all the excellence of composition, as any to be found in the classical authors: such subjects are the proper decorations for churches and other public edifices of most importance to society, which should have the richest schools of instruction.—After the choice of subject, the economy and manner of treating are next to be considered. And here several hints may be found in Aristotle's poetics, and in the conduct of the Greek tragedies, as useful for the composition of a basso-relievo as a poem; with this difference, a poem embraces a succession of times, but a basso-relievo one moment only: and where this rule has been trespassed, the same peron has been introduced twice over. That one moment must represent an action, into which no more figures should be admitted than are necessary; because the increase of number is the distraction and loss of expression. The sentiment, the expression, and every part should be as elevated and advantageous as the nature of the subject will admit.—Concerning the execution, the basso-relievo of the Parthenon temple of Theseus, the others in the ruins of Athens, and a few more which are truly Greek, must be set up as the perfection of what has hitherto been done: the compositions are intelligible, because the figures are distinctly seen on the back-ground and not crowded one behind another; the drawing of the figures is from chosen examples, feelingly, forcibly, and faithfully copied; the pathos of the subject is not weakened by the introduction of building in perspective, or the affection of chiaro fermo, which attempts to introduce the distances of painting in basso-relievo. Agatharchus employed perspective in painting scenes, but Phidias and Polycletus knew that the form and expression of the human figure was the object of their sculpture.

Some very fine and extraordinary antique basso-relievo enrich the collections of England—
The tomb-stone of Xanthippus, and a man curving a horse, both about the time of Phidias, are in the collection of Charles Townley, esq.
The marquis of Lansdown has a Greek bas-relief of Chalcos, as large as life.

At Wilton House there is a fine example of the death of Melager, and a small but curious Hercules and Antigone, a basso-relievo composed of mosaic, in natural colours, which is supposed to be the only one of the kind.

The celebrated Barberini vase, in the possession of the duke of Portland, is of dark blue glass, bearing figures in basso-relievo of white enamel or glass of admirable workmanship. (See Bellori Sepolcri Antichi, Plate 84.) Fragments of basso-relievo in similar materials have been found in the ruins of the Caesars' palace in Rome, where they had been fixed in the walls.

John Hawkins, esq., the Grecian traveller, possession a beautiful small bronze basso-relievo of Paris, Helen, and two Gens, which he brought with him from Greece.

Plate I. 1. Contains an Egyptian hieroglyphical sphinx. 2. An Hindoo bas-relief. 3. A Persian bas-relief. 4. Jupiter with the thunder and trident, a Greek gem of the oldest style.

Plate II. 1. Minerva subduing Hercules, from a very ancient Greek patera of bronze in the British museum. 2. Apollo and Hercules contending for the tripod.
BASSORA, BASSORA, or BASSIRA, in Geography, a famous city of Aisa, in the Arabian Iraq, situated on the western banks of the Shat al Arab, which is a navigable canal, formed by the junction of the Euphrates and Tigris. This canal is navigable for vessels of fifty tons to the Euphrates, and thence to the gulf of Persia, from which it is distant about 15 leagues north-west. This city was founded in the year 636 by order of Omar, the second caliph, to hinder the commerce that subsisted between the Indians and Persians, and to secure the commerce of the two rivers by which goods imported from India were conveyed into all parts of Asia. The first colony was composed of 800 Moors; but the situation was so widely chosen that it soon became a flourishing and populous capital, and a place of trade, fearfully inferior to Alexandria. The air, though excessively hot, is pure and healthy; the meadows are covered with palm-trees and cattle; and one of the adjacent vallies has been celebrated among the four paradies or gardens of Asia. Under the first caliphs, the jurisdiction of this Arabian colony extended over the southern provinces of Persia. The city has been factitious by the tombs of the companions and martyrs; and the vessels of Europe still frequent the port of Bassora as a convenient station and pagage for the Indian trade. Merchants of Arabia, Turkey, Armenia, Greece, Jews, and Indians refold here; the English and Dutch have their consuls, and their ships come from India loaded with various kinds of merchandise. Those from Bengal, which arrive from the mouth of March to June, bring white linens, silk, muslins, baltard-fashin, fan-dal, and other woods, benzoin, vanuiril, rice, lead, European tin and iron. From the coast of Coromandel they bring thicker cloths, white or blue; which are used by the Arabs for their garments. From the coast of Malabar they bring cardamom seeds, pepper, &c. From Surat they receive all kinds of gold and silver stuffs, turbans, blue cloths, indigo, and flet; of which the Persians are the chief purchasers for the manufacture of their fabrics. The principal merchandise of the Dutch are spices and coffee from Java. Some Arabsians bring faves, and others bring pearls from Bahrein, and coffee from Mocha. The neighbouring countries also furnish merchandise for exchange; of which the most considerable are the ancient copper of Persia in small cakes, drugs of various kinds, grain when it is allowed to be exported, dates, wine, and dried fruits. The merchandise is sold for ready money, and passes through the hands of the Greeks, Jews, and Armenians. The Banians are employed in changing the coin current at Bassora for that which is of higher value in India. The abbé Raynal values the merchandise annually brought to India at 350,000l.; of which the English furnish 175,000l. the Dutch 87,500l. and the Moors, Banians, Armenians, and Arabs furnish the remainder.

Bassora has been subject to the Turks ever since the year 1668; and, like other cities tributary to that dominion, is governed by a cadi appointed by the prince of Bassora. But it may now be regarded as belonging to an independent Arabian prince, who pays dubious homage to the Ottoman Porte. This prince allows full liberty to all nations to come and trade to his capital; and the police of the city is so well maintained, that a person may pass safely through the streets at any time of the night. The prince derives his chief revenue from the exchange of money for the horses and camels that are bred here, and also from his plantation of palm-trees, which is said to be 90 miles in length. The horses that are bred in its vicinity are in great repute, and are sold at a high price. The income of the prince from the several articles of money, horses, camels, and dates, is so great, that he has a considerable surplus after discharging all the expenses of his tribute and government. The opulence of Bassora is owing partly to the extensive commerce which is carried on by the intervention of this town between Asia and Europe, partly to its being a place whence letters may be dispatched into all parts of Europe, particularly England and Holland, by way of Damascus and Aleppo, for which purpose Arabs, who are very swift-footed, are employed; and partly to the resort of Persian caravans in their pilgrimages to Mecca, where they pay considerable duties to the government, and exchange many valuable commodities. The number of inhabitants is computed to be about 50,000; the majority being Arabs; the rest are principally Turks and Armenians. The latter are the merchants, and some of them are very respectable. As to the religion of Bassora, besides Mahometans, there are Syrian Jacobites and Nefiorians, and monks from Europe, and also some modern Saraeans, whom they call disciples of St. John. The town is of great extent, and surrounded by a wall of clay, said to be twelve miles in circumference. The Bazar, or marketplace, is about two miles long and well supplied. The buildings of this city are molly constructed after the Turkish manner. The whole country about it is so low, that it is prevented from being inundated by a dyke or baak extending between three and four miles along the coast, and built of large square stones so well cemented together that the sea cannot affect it, though the sea runs strongly against it at the extremity of the Persian gulf. Bassora is 210 miles S. W. of Ipahan, and 600 S. E. of Aleppo. N. lat. 29° 45'. E. long. 47° 40'.

BASSOS, or BAXOS, Cape, lies in the Indian sea, on the east coast of Ajan in Africa, in N. lat. 4° 12'. E. long. 47° 7'.

Bassos de Bankos, shoals in the Indian ocean, lying off the east coast of Zanguebar in Africa, in S. lat. 5°. E. long. 48° 8'.

Bassos de Chaga, or shoals of Chaga, are situated in the Indian ocean, in S. lat. 6° 42'. E. long. 68° 20'.

Bassos de Indias, shoals of India, are situated N. E. easterly from the cape of Good Hope, and are called in some charts Jews Rocks, between Madagascar island on the east and the coast of Africa on the west, off Sofala. S. lat. 22° 30'. E. long. 40° 41'.

BASSOUES, a town of France, in the department of the Gers, and chief place of a canton in the district of Mirande, 5 leagues W. S. W. of Auch.


Species. B. ferrugina. Abl. Guian. 217 t. 85. Stems herbaceous, three or four feet high, branched; leaves alternate. Ovate, acute, smooth, entire, on a petiole about an inch long; the largest 10 inches long and 4½ broad; flowers in axillary corysmb, green, and very small. A native of Guiana, in wet forests, flowering and fruiting in June. Martyn's Miller's Dict.

BASSEUL, in Geography, a town of France, in the department of the Marne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Vitry la Françoise, 6 miles N. E. of Vitry, 5 E. 2.
BASSUEI, Peter, in *Biography*, born in Paris in 1704, was early initiated in the knowledge of surgery, by attending the hospitals and the lectures of the principal teachers there. In 1730 he was admitted to practice; and the academy of surgery being instituted the following year, he was nominated by the king one of the first members. In 1744, he was chosen demonstrator royal in therapeutics. He took part in the dispute on a question then much agitated, whether the heart was threatened in its felicity, or contagion, to expel the blood from the ventricles? But his opinion was formed. Hallier says, from theory only. His dissertation on the subject was published in one of the medical journals of the time. He died June 4th 1757. 

BASSUE, in *Hist. Sec. Bass-Vul.*

BASSU, in *Geography*, a town of Germany, in the circle of Welfphalia, in the county of Hoya, with a noble abbey; 16 miles west of Hoya.

BASSURE SUND, begins at Amblesinde, a little to the south of St. John's, on the coast of France, close to the shore, and stretches out S.W. by S. and S.W. by W.

BASTA, in *Biography*, an Epitome of bastardy, by defendant, was born at La Roche, a village near Tarentum; and devoting himself to the military profession, he was commander of an Epitome or Albanic regiment of horse, when the prince of Parma assumed the government of the Low Countries in 1579. Under this great general he perfected himself in the military art, and was preferred by him to the post of commissary-general of cavalry, and also employed in many important enterprises. The principal theatre on which his talents were exhibited, was the war in Transylvania and Hungary, where in 1601, he gained a signal victory over Sigismund Battori, and took the town of Clauffenborg. Having completed the ruin of Battori, he granted him peace on condition of his renouncing all rights over Transylvania. However, the severities exercised by Balta against the partisans of that country did great injury to the cause of the emperor; and the Imperialists, under the count Beligio, were defeated. Although Balta, in 1605, could not prevent the Turks from taking Strigomino or Gran, he made a judicious arrangement before Cenmpora, which hindered their further advances. Having made a peace, he soon after died in 1607. Balta was the author of two professional works that are much esteemed: the "Mastro de campo general" (Quarter-maier general), printed at Venice, in 1606; and "Governo della cavalleria lagguera" (Discipline of the Light Horse), Frankf. 1612.

GEN. DICT.

BAST, in *Ancient Geography*, a town of Italy, in Iapygia, on the eastern coast, at a small distance N.E. of the Salentine promontory.

BASTA, or Bajawa, a place of trade on the coast of Africa, before which is a road with 20 to 23 fathoms of water, and tolerably good ground.

BASTA, or Bajaw, a species of Spongia, found in the Indian sea, and called by Rumphius Bajawa marina, bajawa-tut. It is somewhat rigid, blackish, with undulated divisions; item round. Pallas. Found adhering to corals, and is about the thickness of a finger. Gmelin, &c.

BASTAGARII, in *Antiquity*, a college or company at Rome, who carried the fiscal species out of the provinces to Rome or Conftantiopolis. The directors of these were called pofitivi bagariorum. The word is derived from bajawo, which properly imports the office of carriage or conveyance; from baxa-wa, portare, to carry. The denomination bajawari has also been given to those who carry the images of saints at processions. Du Cange.

BASTAL, in *Geography*, the name of a romantic and fertile vale of Switzerland, lying in the direct road from Basle to Soleure, through the midst of the Jura mountains.

BASTAN, a town of Asia Minor, in the province of Natura, 30 miles S.W. of Amnias.

BASTARD, Thomas, in *Biography*, a clergyman and poet of the sixteenth century, was born at Blandford in Dorsetshire, and educated at Winchester school; whence he was removed to New college Oxford, and chosen perpetual fellow in 1588: but indulging too much his talent for satire, he was expelled the college for a libel. He afterwards became chaplain to Thomas earl of Suffolk, lord-treasurer of England, and, by his interest, vicar of Bere-Regis, and rector of Hamer in his native county. He was a person of great natural endowments, and skilled in the learned languages, a celebrated poet, and, in his later years, an excellent preacher. Towards the close of his life, he was deranged and involved in debt; and being confined in prison at Dorchester, he died in an obscure and mean condition in 1618. He was thrice married: first, as he informs us in one of his epigrams, in his youth for love; again, in mature age, for money; and a third time, in his old age, for a nurse. His poetical performances, which were admired in that age, were "Epigrams," and a Latin poem, entitled, "Magnis Britannia," London 1605, 4to. He also published a collection of "Five Sermons," and another of "Twelve Sermons," Lond. 1615, 4to. Biog. Brit.

BASTARD, in *Law*, a natural child, or one that is not only begotten, but born, out of lawful wedlock.

The word is of Saxon etymology, and is compounded of baste, vile or ignoble, and sert, or serct, original.

According to the civil and common laws, a child doth not remain bastard, if the parents afterwards intermarry; but it is an indispensible condition of legitimation, according to our law, that it shall be born after lawful wedlock. In this respect our law is far superior to the Roman; because marriage being principally designed for ascertaining some person to whom the protection, maintenance, and education of the children should belong, this end is better answered by legitimating all issue born after wedlock than by legitimating all issue of the same party, even born before wedlock, as weewlock afterwards cnues; in proof of which, Blackstone alleges the following arguments.

1. Because great uncertainty will generally attend the evidence, that the issue was really begotten by the same man; whereas, by confining it to the birth, and not to the begetting, our law has rendered it perfectly certain, what child is legitimate, and who is to take care of the child. 2. Because the Roman law, by which a child may be continued a bastard, or made legitimate, at the option of the father and mother, by a marriage "ex post facto," opens a door to many frauds and partialities which our law prevents. 3. Because by those laws a man may remain a bastard till forty years of age, and then become legitimate by the subsequent marriage of his parents; and thus the main end of marriage, or the protection of infants, is totally frustrated. 4. Because this rule of the Roman law admits of no limitations as to the time or number of bastards so to be legitimatized; but a dozen of them may, 20 years after their birth, by the subsequent marriage of their parents, be admitted to all the privileges of legitimate children. This is plainly a great discouragement to the matrimonial state; to which one principal inducement is usually not only the desire of having children, but also the desire of procuring lawful heirs. Whereas
Whereas our constitutions guard against this indecency, and at the same time afford sufficient allowance to the frailties of human nature. For if a child be begotten while the parents are single, and they will endeavour to make an early separation for the offence by marrying within a few months after, our law is so indulgent as not to baflardize the child, if it be born, though not begotten, in lawful wedlock: for this is an incident that can happen but once, since all future children will be begotten, as well as born, within the rules of honour and of civil society. Upon reasons like these, Blackstone supposes the peers to have acted at the parliament of Merton, when they refused to enact that children born before marriage should be deemed illegitimate. Stat. 20 Hen. III. c. 9. See the introduction to the great charter, edit. Oxon. 1759, tub anno 1253.

Hence it appears, that all children born before marriage are baflards by our law. But if a man marries a woman grossly big with child by another, and within three days after, she is delivered, the child is no baflard. 1 Danv. Abridg. 739. If a child is born within a day after marriage between parties of full age, if there be no apparent impossibility that the husband should be the father of it, the child is no baflard, but supposed to be the child of the husband. 1 Roll. Abr. 358. Moreover, all children born so long after the death of the husband, that by the usual course of gestation they could not be begotten by him, are baflards. But this being a matter of some uncertainty, the law is not exact as to a few days. It appears, upon the whole, that what is commonly considered as the usual period is 40 weeks or 280 days; but if the child be born some time after, it only affords presumptuation, not proof, of illegitimacy. This uncertainty of the period of gestation has given occasion to a proceeding at common law, where a widow is suspected to feign herself with child, in order to produce a suppositional heir to the estate; an attempt which the rigour of the Gothic constitutions esteemed equivalent to the most atrocious thefts, and therefore punished with death. In this case, with us, the heir presumptive may have a writ "de ventre inspiciendo," to examine whether she be with child or not; and if she be, to keep her under proper restraint till delivered; which is entirely conformable to the practice of the civil law: but if the widow be, upon due examination, found not pregnant, the presumptive heir shall be admitted to the inheritance, though liable to lose it again on the birth of a child within forty weeks from the death of a husband. But if a man dies, and his widow soon after marries again, and a child is born within such a time, that by the course of nature it might have been the child of either husband; in this case, he is said to be more than ordinarily legitimate: for he may, when he arrives to years of discretion, choose one of the fathers he pleases. (Co. Litt. 8.) To prevent this, among other inconveniences, the civil law ordained that no widow should marry "infra annum lactus;" a rule which obtained so early as the reign of Augustus, if not of Romulus: and the same constitution was probably transmitted to our early ancestors from the Romans, during their stay in this island: for we find it established under the Saxon and Danish government. L. L. Ethelr. A.D. 1008. L. L. Canut. c. 71.

As baflards may be born before the coverture or marriage is begun, or after it is determined, so also children born during wedlock may in some circumstances be baflards. As if the husband be out of the kingdom of England, or as the law somewhat loosely phrases it, "extra quattuor maria," for above nine months, so that no access to his wife can be presumed, her issue during that period shall be baflards. (Co. Litt. 241.) But generally, during the coverture accesses of the husband shall be presumed, unless the contrary be shewn: (Salk. 123. 3 E. Wms. 276. Str. 295.) which is such a negative as can only be proved by shewing him to be elsewhere; for the general rule is, "presumitum pro legimatione." There are some determinations by which it appears, that the child of a married woman may be proved a baflard by other circumstantial evidences besides that of the husband's non-access. 4 Term. Rep. 251. 356.

In a divorce a "mens et thoro," if the wife breeds children, they are baflards: for the law will presume the husband and wife confomrable to the sentence of separation, unless access be proved; but in a voluntary separation by agreement, the law will suppose access unless the negative be shewn. (Salk. 123.) So also if there be an apparent impossibility of conception on the part of the husband, as if he be only eight years old, or the like, the issue of the wife shall be baflards. (Co. Litt. 244.) Likewise, in case of divorce in the spiritual court, "a vinculo matrimoni," all the issue born during the coverture are baflards; because such divorce is always upon some cause that rendered the marriage unlawful and null from the beginning. Co. Litt. 235.

If a man or woman marry a second wife or husband, the first, being living, and have issue by such second wife or husband, the issue is a baflard. (Bott. 397. pl. 351.) Before the statute 2 & 3 Ed. VI. c. 21. one was adjudged a baflard "quia filius faceroctis." If a woman bequeath issue, a son, by a woman before marriage, and afterwards marries the same woman, and hath issue, a second son, born after the marriage; the first of these is termed in law a "baflard eigné," and the second a "mulier," or "mulier puifn.;" By the common law, a "baflard eigné" is as incapable of inheriting as if the father and mother had never married. However, there is one case in which his issue was let into the succession, and that was by the consent of the lord and person legitimate; as if upon the death of the father the "baflard eigné" enters, and the "mulier" during his whole life never disturbs him, he cannot upon the death of the "baflard eigné" enter upon his issue. In this case the "mulier puifn.;" and all other heirs, are totally barred of their right. This indulgence, however, is shewn to no other kind of baflard; for if the mother was never married to the father, such baflard could have no colourable title at all. (Litt. sect. 599, 400. Co. Litt. 245.) To exclude the "mulier" from the inheritance, there must not only be an uninterrupted possession of the "baflard eigné" during his life, but a defect to his issue. Co. Litt. 244. 1 Rol. Abr. 624.

The duty of parents to their baflard children, by our law, is principally that of maintenance. The method in which the English law provides maintenance for illegitimate children is as follows. When a woman is delivered, or declares herself with child, of a baflard, and will by oath before a justice of peace charge any person as having got her with child, the justice shall cause such person to be apprehended, and commit him till he gives security, either to maintain the child, or appear at the next quarter sessions to dispute and try the fact. But if the woman dies or is married before delivery, or mischiefs, or proves not to have been with child, the perfon shall be discharged; otherwise, the feotions, or two justices out of session, upon original application to them, may make an order for the keeping of the baflard, by charging the mother or the reputed father with the payment of money or other satisfaction for that purpose; and if the party disobeys such order, he or she may be committed to gaol, until they give security to perform it, or to appear at the sessions. The justices may commit the mother of a baflard, likely to become chargeable, to the house of correction for a year; or, for a second offence, till they give security for her good behaviour. And if such putative father, or lewd mother, run away from the parish, the
overseers, by direction of two justices may seize their rents, goods, and chattels, in order to bring up the said bastard child. Yet such is the humanity of our laws, that no woman can be compulsively questioned concerning the father of her child, till one month after her delivery. *Stat. 13 Eliz. c. 3.*

As to the rights of a bastard, they are very few; being only such as he can acquire: for he can inherit nothing, being regarded as the son of nobody, and sometimes called "nullus filius," sometimes "filius populii." Fortesc. de L. L. c. 49. Yet he may gain a family, and make his fortune, though he has none by inheritance. *Co. Litt. 3.* Where a remainder is limited to the eldest son of Jane S. whether legitimate or illegitimate, and the heir illegitimate, a bastard shall take this remainder; because he acquires the denomination of his issue by being born of her body. *Noy. 35.* All other children have their primary settlement in their father's parsi; but a bastard in the parish where born, for he hath no father. *Salk. 427.* However, in cases of fraud, as if a woman be sent either by order of justices, or comes to be a vagrant, to a parish to which she does not belong, and drops her bastard there, the bastard shall, in the first case, be settled in the parish from which she was illegally removed (Salk. 131); or, in the latter case, in the mother's own parish, if the mother be apprehended for her vagrancy. *17 Geo. II. c. 5.* Bastards also born in any licensed hospital for pregnant women, are settled in the parishes to which the mothers belong. *13 Geo. III. c. 8.* When a parish becomes charged with the maintenance of a bastard, then, and not before, the authority of the churchwardens and overseers commences (Say. 93); and they may act without an order from the justices. *3 Term Rep. C. P. 253.* It feems, however, that until a bastard attain the age of seven years, it cannot be separated from its mother (Cald. 6); but may be removed to the place of her settlement, while the age of nurture continues (Carth. 279.); and must under these circumstances be maintained by the parish where it was born. *Doug. 7.*

The incapacity of a bastard conficts principally in this, that he cannot be heir to any one: neither can he have heirs, but of his own body; for being "nullus filius," he is therefore akin to nobody, and has no ancestor from whom any inheritable blood can be derived. As a bastard has no legal ancestors, he can have no collateral kindred; and therefore if a bastard purchases land, and dies feised thereof without issue, and intestate, the land shall escheat to the lord of the fee. *Co. Litt. 244.* Finch. Law. 117.

By the Roman law, the mother inherited from her bastard child, and vice versa; but there was a great difference between bastards, "nothi," and those they called "famous." The law did not own the latter, nor allow them fullness, because they were born in common and uncertain prostitution. "Is non habet patrem, cui pater est populus." The former, born in concubinage, which resembles marriage, inherited from their mothers, and had a right to demand fullness of their natural fathers. They were looked upon as domestic creditors, that ought to be treated the more favourably, for being the innocent product of their parents' crimes. Solon would have it, that the parents should be deprived of their paternal authority over their bastards; because, as they were only parents for pleasure, that ought to be their only reward. *Aristot.*

Anciently in Rome, natural children were quite excluded from inheriting after their fathers ab intestato: but they might be appointed heirs in general. The emperors Aereadius and Honorius made a restriction: and when there were legitimate children, the bastards should only come in for a twelfth, to be shared with their mother. *Julianus after wards ordered, that they might come in for half; and succeed ab intestato for a sixth, when there were legitimate.*

Bastards might be legitimated by subsequent marriage, or by the emperor's letters. *The emperor Anaelius allowed fathers to legitimize their bastards by adoption alone: but this was abolished by Justinian and Juliaus, left by this indulgence they should authorize concubinage. The pope has sometimes legitimated bastards. Nay, the holy see has on some occasions dispensed not only with illegitimates, but with the offspring of adultery, as to spiritual considerations, in allowing of their promotion to episcopacy.*

Accordingly the civil law differs from ours in this point, and allows a bastard to succeed to an inheritance, if after its birth the mother was married to the father (Nov. 89, c. 8:); and also, if the father has no lawful wife or child, then, even if the concubine was never married to the father, yet she and her bastard son were admitted each to one twelfth of the inheritance (Ibid. c. 12:); and a bastard was likewise capable of succeeding to the whole of the mother's estate, although she was never married ; the mother being sufficiently certain, though the father is not. But our law, in favour of marriage, is much less indulgent to bastards.

An attempt was once made to introduce the civil law here in this respect, by declaring children legitimated by a subsequent marriage: but it was rejected: and it was upon this occasion that the barons of England assembled in the parliament of Merton, A.D. 1272, made that famous answer, "Nolimus leges Anglie mutate." *20 Hen. III. c. 9.*

But though bastards are not looked upon as children to any civil purposes, yet the ties of nature hold as to maintenance, and many other intentions; as, particularly, that a man shall not marry his bastard fitter or daughter. *I. Raym. 695. Comb. 356.*

A bastard was, in fraticid of law, incapable of holy orders; and though that were dispensed with, yet it was utterly disqualifed from holding any dignity in the church. *Fortesc. c. 49. 5 Rep. 58.* But this doctrine seems now obsolete: and there is a very ancient decision, that a felon should have benefit of clergy, though he were a bastard. *Bro. Clergy 29.* In all other respects, there is no distinction between a bastard and another man: whereas the civil law, which has been extolled for its equitabile decisions, made bastards in some cases incapable even of a gift from their parents. *Cod. 6. 57. 5.* A bastard may even be made legitimate, and capable of inheriting, by the transcendent power of an act of parliament, and not otherwise (4 Inll. 36:); as was done in the case of John of Gaunt's bastard children, by a statute of Richard II.

Bastardy with regard to the several modes of its trial, is distinguished into general and special bastardy. Till the statute of Morton already recited, the question whether born before or after marriage, was examined before the ecclesiastical judge, and his judgment was certified to the king or his judges, and the king's court either received or rejected it at pleasure. But after the colonn prettot of the barons at Morton against the introduction of the civil and canon law in this respect, special bastardy has been always tried at common law; and general bastardy has alone been left to the judgment of the ecclesiastical judge, who in this case agrees with the temporal. *2 Inll. 29. Reeves's Hist. Eng. Law. 85. 201.*

General bastardy, tried by the bishop, comprehends two things. 1. It should not be a bastardy made legitimate by a subsequent marriage. 2. That it should be a point collateral to the original cause of action. If the ordinary certify or try bastardy without a writ from the king's temporal courts, it is void; and the certificate must be under the seal of the ordinary. *1 Rol. Abr. 361, 362.*

Special bastardy is two-fold: 1st, Where the bastardy is the gift of the action, and the material part of the issue; zdy, Where
Where those are bastards by the common law that are "mul- 
rizers" by the spiritual law. (CoLitt. 134. 1 New Abr. 514. 
1 Rol. 367. Hub. 117.) If a man receives any temporal 
damages by being called a bastard, and brings his action 
in the temporal courts, and the defendant justifies that the 
plaintiff is a bastard, this must be tried at common law, and 
not by writ to the bishop. 1 Brownl. 1. Hub. 179. Godol. 
479. Co. Ent. 29.

In an ancient MS. of the time of Edw. III. it is said 
that he who gets a bastard in the hundred of Middletown in Kent 
shall forfeit all his goods and chattels to the king. If a 
 bastard be got under the umbrage of a certain oak in Knebworth 
in Staffordshire, belonging to the manor of Tresley-cadle, no 
punishment can be inflicted; and neither the lord nor 
the bishop can take cognizance of it. Plott's Stafford. p. 279.

By the lat. 21 Jac. 1, c. 27, a mother of a bastard child, 
concealing its death, must prove by one witness that the child 
was born dead; otherwise, such concealment shall be evidence 
of her having murdered it. But of late years it hath been 
usual, on trials for such offences, to require some sort of 
presumptive evidence that the child was born alive, before the 
other presumption be admitted, that becaufeth death was 
caused it was killed by the parent. If a woman be with child, 
and any one give her a potion to destroy the child, and it 
kills the woman, this is murder. If a woman great or quick with 
child takes, or any person gives her, any potion to cause 
birth, or if a man strike her so as to kill the child, this is not 
murder nor manslaughter by the law of England; but the offender 
may be indicted for a misdemeanor at common law. But if 
the child be born alive, and afterwards died of the potion or 
brutes it received in the womb, it is murder on the part of 
such as administered or gave them. Thus also, if a man 
procure a woman with child to destroy her infant when born, and 
the child is born, and the woman in pursuance of that 
procurement kills the infant, that is murder in the mother, and 
the procurer is acc seeded. 1 Hal. P. C. 429, 430, 433. 

Bastard, in respect of Artillery, is applied to those 
pieces which are of an unusual or illegitimate make or 
proportion. There are of two kinds, long and short, according 
as the defect is on the redundant or defective side.

The long ballards, again, are either common or uncom-
mon. To the common kind belong the double culverin 
extraordinary, half culverin extraordinary, quarter culverin 
extraordinary, falcon extraordinary, &c.

The ordinary bastard culverin carries a ball of eight 
pounds. See Cannon.

Bastard, in Botany, is applied to several species of 
plants: as bastard alkanet, for which see Lithospermum;
—balm, see Melittis; —cabbage-tree, see Geoffroya; 
—cedar, see Theodora Guaranica; —crees, see Thulas-
pi; —feverfew, see Parthemium; —flower-fence, see Ad-
mantina; —gentian, see Saraha; —hare's ear, see 
Phyllis; —hatchet-vetch, see Biserulca; —hemp, see 
Datissa; —hibiscus, see Achania; —jefuit's bark-tree, see 
Iva; —indigo, see Amorpha; —knot-grass, see Cor-
rigiosa; —lupine, see Trifolium Lupinago; —opine, see 
Andracine; —pimpernel, see Centunculus; —plantain, see 
Heliconia Bibai, and Centunculus; —quince, see 
Mesphileus Chamamaitius; —rocket, see Nasada; —
salmon, see Carthamus; —star of Bethlehem, see Albu-
ca; —wood-flax, see Thesium; —vetch, see Pacha.

Bastard, in Sea Languages, is used for a large fall of a 
galley, which will make way with a slack wind.

Bastard is also used adjectively, or in composition with 
divers other words, to denote things of inferior or diminu-
tive value. In this sense we meet with bastard coral, baf-
tard aballer, bastard ananthes, &c.

Bastard Scarlet is a name given to red dyed with bale 
madder, as coming near to the bow-dye, or new ferdik.

Bastards are also an appellation given to a kind of 
faction or troop of baudith, who rose in Guienne about 
the beginning of the fourteenth century, and mocery with 
some English parties, ravaged the country, and set fire to 
the city of Xaintes.

Messoy supposes them to have consisted of the natural 
sons of the nobility of Guienne, who being excluded the 
right of inheriting from their fathers, put themselves at 
the head of robbers and plunderers, to maintain themselves.

BASTARDY is a defect of birth objected to one born 
out of wedlock.

Enlathnus maintains, against the course of antiquity, 
that bastards among the Greeks were in equal favour with 
legitimate children as low as the Trojan war: others, how-
ever, have shown that there never was a time when bastardy 
was not in disfavour. (See Homer. I. 6, v. 281. Sophoc. 
Ajaq.v.11152. Euripid. Ion. v. 539.) In the time of William 
the conqueror, bastardy seems not to have implied any dis-
graces; for that monarch does not scruple to assume the 
appellation of bastard. His epistle to Alan, count of Bre-
tagne, begins, "Ego Willielmus, cognoment bastardus." 

Bastardy, Arme of which is a name in Heraldry, should 
be crossed with a bar, fillet, or traverse, from the left to the right. 
Bastards were not formerly allowed to carry the arms of their 
father, and therefore they invented arms for themselves; and 
this is still done by the natural sons of a king.

Bastardy, Right of. Droit de Bastardie, in the French 
Law, is a right, in virtue of which the effects of ballards 
dying intestate devolve to the king or the lord.

Bastardy, Trial of. See Bastard.

BASTARNAE, in Ancient Geography, a people who at 
first inhabited that part of European Sarmatia that corre-
sponded to a part of Poland and Prussia, towards the Vistu-
la, and who afterwards approached the more southern parts, 
and established themselves to the left and right of the Tyas 
or Danaiter. The sea of their war with the Goths, and 
of their conquest of these territories, is not precisely ac-
tained. M. Freret refers it to the interval between the years 
282 and 280 B.C. Tacitus says, they had houses; and 
hence it has been inferred that they were not Sarmatians, 
because they dwelt in huts. Livy considers them as Gauls, 
and Strabo furnishes that they were a nation of Germans. 
They seem, however, to have inhabited the region that lay 
north of the Carpathian mountains, and to have gradually 
extended themselves towards Poland and the Borythenes. 
Many learned persons have represented them as a colony left 
by the Gauls on the other side of the Carpathian moun-
tains, when they made their progres, under the conduct of 
Brennus, from the east towards the west. M. de Peyronel 
says, that they may be regarded as the founders of the Ruf-
ians and Scavonians.

BASTATAL, in Geography, a small island on the easter-
nt coast of the island of Sumatra. S. lat. 1°. W. long. 
101° 30'.

BASTAVOE, a bay on the easter side of Yell, one of the 
Shetland islands.

BASTELLICA, a town of the island of Corsica, 5 
leagues E.N.E. of Ajaccio.

BASTERIA, in Botany. See Calkyanthus.

BASTERNA, in Antiquity, a kind of vehicle or char-
riot used by ancient Roman ladies.

Papias thinks, that basterna was first written for伸出.
Rosculel says, it should be **viso flava**, which he concludes from Hidore, who says, **balteus**, **viso flava**. But the word feeder better derived from the Greek **βάλτιος**, **πέρον** to carry.

Salmaeus observes, that the balterna succeeded the **littera**, or litter; from which it differed very little, except that the litter was borne on the shoulders of slaves, and the balterna borne or drawn by beasts. Caffonbon says it was borne by mules. F. Daniel, Mathillon, &c. affect it was drawn by oxen, to go the more gently; and Gregory de Tours gives an instance of its being drawn by wild bulls. The nilde they called the **caren**, or cage; it had soft cushions or beds, besides glaikes on each side like our chariots. The mode of balternas paffed from Italy into Gaul, and thence into other countries; and to this we owe our chariots, which, though we call them **curru**, yet have they no conformity to the ancient **curru**, but are in effect balternas improved. The balterna appears also to have been used in war, for the carrying of baggage.

**Bastia**, now **Baza**, in **Ancient Geography**, a town of Spain, in **Bretica**, north-east of Acci, and near the mountains which separate **Bretica** from **Tarragonensis**.

**Bastia**, in **Geography**, a sea-port town of **Albania**, in Turkey in Europe, over against the island of **Corfus**, at the mouth of the river Calamiu. N. lat. 39° 40'. E. long. 20° 35'.

Bastia, a city and sea-port of **Corfica**, the capital of the island, is situated on its north-east side, and commanded by a lofty mountain, in the centre of which the sea forms a small bay, defended by a mole. It is divided into two parts, called **Terra Nova** and **Terra Vecchia**; in the former of which is a citadel, surrounded with fortifications. Its harbour, though good, is not large; and affords convenient anchorage for vessels of a small size, but is unfit for the reception of ships of war: and its commerce is inconsiderable.

In 1736, **Corfica** revolted from **Genova**; and in 1794, it was attacked by lord **Hood**, and captured by the British fleet and army. The number of inhabitants is supposed to be about 6000. N. lat. 43° 35'. E. long. 9° 30'.

**Bastia Marina** (**Rumpflis**), in **Natural History**, a kind of sponge, supposed to be the **Sposia ventolobra** of Gmelin.

**Bastide**, in **Topography**, an appellation given in the southern departments of France, to small country-houses, built by individuals of cally circumstances, in the vicinity of the towns.

**Bastide de Montfort, La**, in **Geography**, a town of France, in the department of the Tarin, and chief place of a canton in the district of Gailac, 5 miles N.E. of Gailac.

**Bastide de Serres, La**, a town of France, in the department of the Arriege, and chief place of a canton in the district of Tarascon; 4 leagues N.W. of Tarascon.

**Bastide, La**, a town of France, in the department of the Lot and Garonne, and chief place of a canton in the district of Caftel-Jaloux, 21 leagues W.S.W. of Tonneins, and 2 N. of Caftel-Jaloux.

**Bastide de Sourdans, La**, a town of France, in the department of the mouths of the Rhone, and chief place of a canton, in the district of Apt, 4 leagues S.E. of Apt.

**Bastide d'Armagnac, La**, a town of France, in the department of the Gers, and chief place of a canton in the district of Nogaro, 44 leagues N.N.W. of Nogaro.

**Bastide de Beaur**, a town of France, in the department of the Lower Pyrenees, 4 leagues W. of Orthez.

**Bastile** denotes a small antique caftle, fortified with turrets. Such was the bastille of Paris, which seems to have been the only caftle that retained the name: it was begun to be built in 1369, by order of Charles V. and finished in 1383, under the reign of his successor. Its chief use was for the custody of state prisoners.

Of the plan and structure of this edifice, which was for several ages appropriated to the clandestine purposes of unfeeling dissipation, and which might be justly confidered as the abode of human misery, and of the regulations by which it was governed, it is now needful to record any particulars; as it was affailed and totally destroyed at an early period of the revolution in France, viz. on the 13th of July, in the year 1789. Those who are curious in acquainting themselves with its history, will find their curiosity gratified in a volume entitled "The History of the Bastile, &c." published in 1790, 8vo.

The most satisfactory information relating to the prisoner in the iron mask, who was confined in this wretched dungeon for many years, and concerning whom many conjectures have been made, is communicated to the public in a work entitled "Memoirs of the Marechal Duc de Richelieu," published at Paris in 1790, in 4 vols. 8vo. The secret is said to have been extorted from the agent by his daughter, who disclosed it to the duke de Richelieu. From the account given in this work it appears, that this unfortunate person was the twin-brother of Louis XIV. born eight hours after this monarch, and who was the unhappy victim of superstition and cruelty. His father, Louis XIII., being weak enough to give credit to a prediction of some impollors, that if the queen should be delivered of twins, the kingdom would be involved in civil war, ordered the birth of this prince to be kept a profound secret; and had him privately educated in the country as the illegitimate son of a nobleman; but on the accellion of Louis XIV. the young man gave indications of having discovered his parentage, of which his brother being informed, ordered him to be imprisoned for life, and to wear a mask, in order to prevent his being recognized.

**Bastimentos**, in **Geography**, small islands near the illusns of Darien, at the mouth of the bay of Nombre de Dios. They form a good harbour; and one of them has an excellent spring. N. lat. 9° 30'. W. long. 79° 45'.

**Bastinado**. See **Bastoado**.

**Baston**, in the **Modern Fortifications**, a huge mass of earth usually faced with fods, sometimes with brick, rarely with stone, standing out from a rampart, whereof it is a principal part; and answering to what in the ancient fortification was called *propgynactiuem*, or a bulwark.

Ballions, some say, were first introduced by Zfca the Bohemian; others attribute the invention of them to Achetel Dalhaw, in the year 1480, mentioning the fortification of Otranto as the first instance in which they were used. However, they were well known soon after the year 1500; for Tartalea gives a plan of Turin, which had been completely fortified for some time with four ballions, in his *Quelli & Inventivori diversi*, published in 1546. The first ballions, such as those of Turin, and of Antwerp, which was fortified about the year 1540, were small, and removed at a great distance from each other; but they were made much larger, and brought nearer to each other in the citadel of Antwerp, erected under the direction of the duke d'Alva, about the year 1566.

A ballion consists of two faces and two flanks, and an opening towards the centre of the place called the *coron*. The faces are the lines BC and CS (Plate I. Fortification, fig. 1.) including the angle of the ballion. See *Facs.* The flanks are the lines BA, SD. The union of the two faces makes the outmost or salient angle, called also the angle of the ballion, BCS.

The union of the two faces to the flanks makes the side-angles called the shoulders, or epancles of the ballion.
And the union of the two other ends of the flanks to the
two curtains, the angles of the flanks of the bastion.

The foundation of the bastion, i. e. of a work consist- ing
of flanks and faces, is that great rule in fortification, viz.
that every part of a work must be seen and defended from
some other part: mere angles therefore are not sufficient,
but flanks and faces are indispensably requisite.—Thus,
if the bastion consists of flanks and faces, as ABCDE, fig. 1.
all the points may be defended from the flanks; there being
none, v. gr. in the face BC, but what may be defended
from the opposite flank EL, nor any in the curtin AE, but
may be defended from the adjacent flanks BA and ED; nor
in any one flank BA, but may be defended from the other
EL.

For the proportions of the faces, they are not to be less
than 40 toises, nor more than 60; or differing little from
100 yards.

The flanks of bastions are better as they are longer, pro-
vided they stand at the same angle under the line of defence:
hence the flank must stand at right angles to the line of
defence. Indeed, in the ancient fortification, the flank is
made perpendicular to the curtin, so as to have the angle
out of the enemy’s eye; but this is now provided for, by
withdrawing the lower part of the flank two or three
perches towards the curtin; which part, thus with-
drawn, is better, if made concave, than rectilinear; and if
double, with the ditto between, than ifingle.

The business of defacing the flanks of bastions makes
the principal part of the art of fortification; it is that on
which the defence principally depends, and which has intro-
duced the various forms and modes of fortifying.

If the angle of the bastion be less than sixty degrees, it
will be too small to give room for guns; and besides,
so acute as to be easily beaten down by the enemies’ guns:
at which may be added, that it will either render the line of
defence too long, or the flanks too short: it must therefore
be more than sixty degrees; but whether or not it should
be a right angle, some intermediate angle between sixty and
ninety, or even whether or not it should exceed a right
angle, is still disputed; though those are generally preferred,
which are not much less than 90°, and not exceeding 120°
or 130°. Hence it follows, that a triangle can never be
fortified, because either some or all of the angles will be
either sixty degrees, or less than sixty.

Bastions are of divers kinds, solid, void, flat, cut, &c.

Bastions, solid, are those that are filled up entirely, and
have the earth equal to the height of the rampart, without
any void space towards the centre.

Bastions, void, or hollow, are those surrounded with a
rampart and parapet, only ranging round their flanks and
faces, so as to leave a void space towards the centre;
where the ground is so low, that if the rampart be taken,
no re酒ment can be made in the centre, but what will
lie under the fire of the besieged.

Bastion, flat, is a bastion built on a right line in the
middle of the curtin, when it is too long to be defended by
the bastion at its extremes.

Bastion, cut, is that whose point is cut off, and in lieu
thereof has a re-entering angle, or an angle inwards with
two points outward: this is sometimes also called bastion
with a tenaille; and is used either when, without such a con-
trivance, the angle would be too acute, or when water, or
some other impediment, hinders the carrying on of the bastion
to its full extent.

Bastion, compound, is when the two sides of the interior
polygon are very unequal, which makes the gorges also un-

Vol. III.
The birданас is a punishment used among the ancient Greeks, Romans, and Jews, and still obtains among the Turks.

The Romans called it *flagitatio, flagium admissit, or fistulam cede*, which differed from the *flagellatio*, as the former was done with a stick, the latter with a rod or scourge. The *fistulum* was a lighter punishment, and inflicted on freemen; the *flagellation* a severer, and reserved for slaves. It was also called *tymporum*, because the patient here was beat with flicks, like a drum.

The penalty is much in use in the East to this day. The method there practised is thus: the criminal being laid on his belly, his feet are raised, and tied to a stake, held fast by officers for the purpose; in which posture he is beaten by a cudgel on the soles of his feet, back, chin, &c. to the number of one or more hundred blows. Calmet, Dict. Bib. tom. i. p. 260.

For the method of inflicting this punishment at Algiers, see Algeria. Dr. Shaw (Trav. p. 253.) suggests that it was probably in this manner, that St. Paul was "three times beaten with rods." 2 Cor. xi. 25. The Choufes, whole office it is to inflict this punishment at Algiers, appear to be no other than so many Roman factors armed with their fauces. The frighten of all the Choufes punishments is the *baldmado*, which is only used for chastising those who have been guilty of very trivial faults. The criminality of the offender determines the number of blows which he must receive; but the lowest number is twenty. The punishment in this case is considered merely as a simple paternal correction, without any infamy attached to it; and it is ordered by the emperor to be inflicted on his courtiers, who are afterwards received into favour and treated with respect. The baton, or "pantiffe," used for this punishment, is a piece of bamboo, a little flattened, broad at the bottom, and polished at the upper extremity for the convenience of being more easily handled. Every mandarin may use it at pleasure in certain cases, either when any one forgets to salute him, or when he administers public justice. On such occasions he fits gravely behind a table, upon which is placed a bag filled with small flicks, while a number of petty officers stand round him, each furnished with some of these "pantife," and waiting only for his signal to make use of them. The mandarin takes from the bag one of the little flicks which it contains, and throws it into the hall of audience. The culprit is then seized, and stretched out on his belly towards the ground; his breeches are pulled down to his heels, and an athletic specimen applies five smart blows of his "pantife," another succeeds, and below five more, if the mandarin draws another small baton from the bag, and thus, by gradation, until the judge is pleased to make no more signals. The criminal, who has undergone this chastisement, must then throw himself upon his knees before the judge, incline his body three times to the earth, and run him for the care which he takes of his education. Grolier's China, vol. ii. p. 52, &c.

BASTONIER, or Batonier, in the French Law, an ancient advocate, elected yearly according to seniority, to be the head or master of the community of advocates and attorneys. He is presidant of the board held for maintenance of the order, and discipline of the palais. To him also belongs the commission of the inferior judges, when put under inspection, & long as the interlocution lasts.

Bastion is also used for him who keeps the staff of a community, and occurs or follows in processions.

BASTOVA, in Geography, a town of European Turkey, in Albania, 18 miles south of Durazzo.

BASTIAD, in Geography, a sea-port town in the island of Martinico.

BASSEZEL, a river of European Turkey, which runs into the Pith, near Stepishanaw, in Moldavia.

BAT, in Zoology. See Vespertilio.

BAT, Sea. See Sea Rat.

BAT, in Commerce, a small base silver coin, current in divers parts of Germany and Switzerland, at different pieces. The bat or hedermaue, at Nuremberg, is equal to four crowns; at Zurich, to 1/2 of the French crown; at Basel, Schaffhausen, &c. to 1/3; and at Bam and Frieburg to 3/5 of the same crown. These half are called short bats.

BAYTA, in Botany. See Musa.

BATA, in Geography. See LATTA.

BATAANO, a town on the south side of the island of Cuba in the West Indies, seated near a large bay, opposite Pina.
BATACARANG Point, lies on the east coast of the island of Sumatra.

BATALHA, a monastery in Portugal, in Geography, lies on the east coast of the island of Cypros, in N. lat. 5° 55', E. long. 81° 5'. It extends to the south between the main island and a narrow tract of land on the east side of it, and is well sheltered from most winds. The Port town, so called, is on the west side of this bay or gulf, 53 leagues N. of Colombo. The bay is about 20 leagues to the S. S. E. of Trincomalee. Batacolo is a place of comparatively small importance; but the surrounding country, and the bold grotesque rocks which skirt its shores, have deservedly attracted particular attention.

BATAVIAN, See Batavo.

BATTABLE, See Batavo.

BATAVIA, a town of Asia, Turkey, in the province of Natoia, 20 miles south of Kottaw.

BATTALION, See Batonian.

BATTALION, See Convulvulus.

BATTAS, in Botany. See Convolvulus.

BATTAS. See Potato.

Batatas, in Entomology, a species of Acarus, found on the potato in Surinam and some other parts of South America. It is rather rough and fangous; anterior legs as long as the body. Fabricius.

BATAVI, in Ancient Geography, are supposed to have been originally the same people with the Catti or Catans, who dwelt beyond the Rhine; and being driven from their country by a domestic insurrection, they settled at the extreme borders of Gaul, in an island called "Incola Batavorum," formed by the mouths of the Rhine and the ocean. According to this description, the Batavians opposed South Holland, part of the country of Utrecht, and the island of Bataw in the dukedom of Guelderland. The early history of the Batavi is involved in considerable obscurity. It is certain, however, that about 54 years before the Christian era they were distinguished by their valour, and attracted the attention of Caesar, who formed an alliance with them. He encouraged them to serve in the Roman armies; and they appear to have fought with him against Pompey at Pharsalia, and to have assisted Augustus in the battle of Actium. They assisted Caesar in his attacks upon the Gauls, and they everywhere routed and dispersed that ferocious and warlike people. The Batavian cavalry bore the highest reputation, and the infantry fought with the fame order, discipline, and intrepidity in the marshes and waters as upon the firm land; and even the Romans dreaded their retribution. They became the body-guard of the emperors, who repose equal confidence in their fidelity and courage; and they retained this honourable trust till they were disfranchised by Galba, though with tokens of favour and esteem. In all important expeditions, in every dangerous enterprise, and where obstinate boldness was required, the Batavians were selected. They generally composed the forlorn hope of the Roman army, fullained the brunt of the enemy, and made the first attack with an impetuosity peculiar to themselves. They were not only honoured by the title of allies to the empire, but distinguished by the appellation of the friends and brethren of the Romans; which denomination was particularly applicable to the inhabitants of Betav, an island formed by the Rhine and Vathal or Waal. Their government seems to have been monarchical, and it is conjectured that Claudius Civilis was defended from their kings. But though the Romans indulged them in an exemption from tributes and taxes, it was not consistent with the views they had adopted of universal dominion to allow them the enjoyment of their liberty. They built towns, and made establishments in their territories; and this rude people, flattered by the luxury and the amusements which they introduced among them, did not immediately perceive the dangerous policy which directed them. They were fond, however, informed of the treachery of their allies, by the oppression and injustice which they began to execute. When Vitellius and Otho disputed the empire, and the German nations attempted to recover their liberty, the Batavians followed their example. Alarmed for the interest and the rights of their nation, Julius Paulus and Claudius Civilis set themselves to oppose the practices of the Romans, and to emancipate themselves from their dominion. But Fonteins Capito, the Roman commander, confederating them as rebels, made himself master of their persons; and having beheaded the former, he loaded the latter with chains, and sent him to Rome. The death of Nero, however, which happened about this time, delivered Civilis from the danger which threatened him; and the weak and impolitic Galba suffered him to return to his country, without inquiring into his crime, or into his merit. This illustrious chief then prepared to gratify his resentment, and to recover and vindicate the liberty and honour of his nation. He called an assembly of his community, and representing the evils of tyranny, inculcated a distain of submission and servitude. His countrypeople submitted themselves without referne to his conduct; and uniting with the Frilii and the Coninifates, he declared war against the Romans. Gaining an accession of strength from the Teutoni, who defaced the Romans, and from some natives of Batavia, who served as rowers in the Roman fleet, he was enabled to defeat the Romans and put them to flight. He was afterwards joined by eight Batavian cohorts, who abandoned Vitellius, by whose orders they were marching to Rome, and also by some other German tribes; and thus aided and encouraged, he obtained some further successes. But upon the arrival of Cerialis, the Roman general, he received a total overthrow, and was at length obliged to abandon his own island, whether he had retreated, to retire beyond the Rhine, and to submit to the Romans. A conference taking place between Cerialis and Civilis, the issue of it was an entire submission on one side, and an unreserved pardon on the other. The Batavians remained in the same condition in which they were before the war broke out; that is, exempt from all tributes, and only obliged to supply the Romans with troops when required. We know little more of the ancient history of the Batavians than that the fierce and warlike spirit of the people obliged the Romans to maintain strong garrisons on the banks of the Rhine; that they revolted against Candida; that they performed signal services to Theodosius in Britain; and that, with the rest of the empire, they fell under the power of the Franks, and were governed by Charlemagne, and his descendants, until, upon the decline of that house, the great lords and officers of the crown, taking advantage of the weaknesses of the reigning princes, rendered their governments hereditary in their families. From the Batavi, the seven united provinces derived the name of Batavia, which since the French revolution has been recognized in the appellation of the Batavian

BATAVIA CASTRA, a citadel of Vendelicia, so called from the color Batavia, in garrison under the commander in Rhetia; now PASSAU, situated in Bavaria, at the confluence of the Danube, Ian, and Ils.

Batavia, in Geography, the colebrated capital of the Dutch possessions in the East Indies, and denominated the "Queen of the East," on account of the beauty of its building, and its immense trade, is a sea-port town on the north coast of the island of Java, situated very near the sea, on a fertile plain, bearing evident marks of having been left or thrown up by the sea, in the kingdom of Jaceatra, upon the river of that name, which, running through the middle of the town, divides it into two parts. To the north of the city is the sea-hore; behind it to the south, the land rises with a gentle, and scarcely perceptible, acclivity towards the mountains, which he 15 or 16 Dutch miles, or leagues, inland; one of which, as being very high, bears the name of the Blue mountain. This city was founded in 1619 by the governor-general, John Peterz Koen, who captured and destroyed the town of Jaceatra, near the spot where the former town was situated; and he gave it the name of Batavia, though it is said he much wished to have called it "New Horn,* from the place of his nativity, "Horn," in North Holland. Although it was then an inconvenient place, with regard both to strength and beauty, he declared it the capital of the Dutch settlements in Indies; and his choice of the situation was so just, and his plan so well contrived, that it rose with unparalleled rapidity to that degree of magnificence and importance which has rendered it both the admiration and terror of all the more eastern nations of India. It still retains a very considerable rank and influence; although, for the last 50 years, it has much declined both as to opulence and population. The form of the city is an oblong square, 4 of a mile long, and 3 1/2 a mile broad, intersected by the river already mentioned, which runs from north to south, and is crossed by three bridges. The breadth of the river, within the city, is about 180 or 180 feet; and palling the castle and admiralty wharf, it discharges itself into the sea. On both sides of its mouth are long piers of wood and brickwork; about 3,800 feet long, taken from the moat of the city: between which, on the west side, the vessels belonging to the free merchants are laid up and repaired; but along the east side, the passage lies open for the lighters, which go in and out of the city with the cargoes of the ships. Opposite to the outward point of the easter pier is a hornwork, commonly called the "Water-fort," constructed of a kind of coral rock, and having, mounted or dismounted, fourteen guns, and two howitzers. It consists of a parapet, retained by a wall; but the parapet has been much neglected, and the wall is nearly destroyed by the constant working of the sea. This fort is protected on the land side by a moat, and on the sea side, by extensive flats, over which even boats cannot pass. The only good approach is that by the channel, which it feas and defends. On the west shore, about a quarter of a mile from the water-fort, is a battery, mounting seven guns, bearing down the river; and opposite to this is a battery of two guns, facing the river, and two to the castle. Each division of the city on either side of the river has two canals, running parallel with the longest sides, and intersected at right angles by cross-canals. These canals join the great canal, or river, at the distance of half a mile from the entrance; and below their junction is laid a boom of wood, armed with iron spikes. The city is encompassed by a wall of coral rock, serving as facing to the rampart behind it; and also by a moat, having several sluices, into which water is conveyed from the river. Sir George Staunton says, that a part of the town-wall is built of lava, which is of a dark blue colour, and of a very hard dense texture, emitting a metallic sound, and very much resembling some of the lava of Vesuvius. It is brought from the mountains in the centre of Java, where a crater is still smoking. The rampart is defended by twenty or twenty-one bastions, which, as well as the wall, are in a ruinous state. Small projections, of various forms, are constructed at intervals of about 350 feet, each of which generally mounted three guns. At short distances from the town, three or four small fort-berths of earth are erected in particular places, probably for defense against the inhabitants of the island. The castle on the island of Batavia, which was formerly on the sea-side, is now, by the continual increase of the mud banks before it, distant from the sea more than 100 roods, and is seated on the east bank of the river. It covers about 200 roods of ground, and is a regular square fortress, built of coral-rock brought from some of the adjacent islands, composed of that material. It has neither ravelins nor outworks. Two guns are mounted on each flank, and two, or sometimes three, on each face: neither "en barbette" nor "en embrasure," but in a situation between both, having the disadvantages of both without the advantages of either. The wall is of masonry, about 24 feet high. It has no ditch, but a canal accompanies it at some distance. It has no cordon; and the length of the exterior side of the work is about 700 feet. Between the moat and the buildings within the fort, on the south side, is a large area or esplanade. In the centre of the buildings that look towards the city, is a great gate, and then a broad piazza, with warehouses on each side, leading to another esplanade, on the north side, enclosed between the ramparts and the buildings, which are appropriated to the use of the company. The government-house, which forms the left wing of the buildings looking to the south, is provided with numerous and convenient apartments, but uninhabited. In it is a large hall, in which the council of India generally assemble twice a week. Near this is a little church or chapel, called the cathedral church; and at a small distance is a corps-de-garde, where a party of dragoons always mount guard. Over the castle-bridge is a spacious plain or square, planted with tamarind trees, which afford an agreeable shades; and the entrance into it from the city is over a bridge and through a large fluted gate, mounted with a lofty cupola, from which arises an octagonal turret with a large clock, the only public one at Batavia. On the left side of the gate is a large building, serving as a corps-de-garde, having in front a long gallery, resting upon a row of pillars; which is usually posted a captain's guard of grenadiers. On the west side of the square stands the company's artillery-house, and the dispensary or provision-magazine, both of which extend to the side of the river, so that the goods are taken in and out of the lighters with the greatest ease. On the opposite side is the iron-magazine, and the guns-plat or place of execution, which is an artificial square eminence, upon which are a gallow and some poils; and behind it is a small building, with windows, opening towards the place of execution, where the councillors of justice may behold the completion of their sentences. Upon the plain are arranged pieces of iron and brass artillery, and other ordnance implements.

Batavia has five gates; and near to that on the north side, to the west of the river, is the admiralty wharf; and near this, the warehouses for naval stores, and the workshops of the carpenters, cooperers, tail-makrs, and smiths, with other offices and houses that relate to the shipping. In the south-east corner of the city, close to the ramparts, lies the workmen's quarter;
quarter, called "Ambagi6 wartier," in which all the workmen and labourers employed by the company reside. Besides a great number of Europeans, there are more than a thousand slaves who belong to this quarter.

Besides the public buildings already mentioned, Batavia has a town-hall, which is well situated; in two large and convenient hospitals, and several churches; three of which, within the city, are appropriated to the reformed religion, in which service is performed in the Dutch, Portuguese, and Malay languages; and one without the gates, called the outer Portuguese church. There is also a Lutheran church not far from the castle, provided with a fine organ and a very handsome pulpit. These churches are supplied every Sunday by twelve clergymen of the reformed religion, and three Lutheran ministers. One of these clergymen is deputed, once every year, or sometimes only once in two years, upon a visitation to the company's possessions on the west coast of Sumatra; and to the individuals thus employed, the visitation is rendered lucrative by the merchandise which they take with them for sale. The Chinefe have also several temples, which are tolerated by government; but the exercise of the Roman Catholic religion is obliquely prohibited.

In the districts round Batavia, immediately subj ect to the Dutch, it is calculated, says Sir George Staunton, that near 50,000 Javane family families are settled, containing upon an average fix persons to a family, or 300,000 persons in the whole. The city of Batavia, including the suburbs, contains near 8,000 houses. Valentyn (cited in the Mod. Un. Hist.) states the number of houses in the city and suburbs at 47,792. Huylers, a more recent Dutch writer, who was long resident at Batavia, and who published his account in 1778, enumerates the number of houses in Batavia at 3,500: but he does not say whether he included the suburbs. The number and description of inhabitants in 1778, according to this writer, were as follows: viz. 468 Europeanburghers, 5582 native Christians, 4,873 Mardykers or manumitted slaves of all nations, 23,509 Chinefe, 289 Amboyne, 278 Banda-me, 966 Moors, 254 Gentoo, 1,852 Malays, 224 Bat-tammers, 1,983 Mazaciers, 3,707 Bougain, 204 Timorese, 189 Mandarines, 85 Sumbawere, 13,073 Balers, 33,408 Javans, and 20,072 flaves; making in all 119,816, exclusively of women and children, and of the company's servants. The company's establishment consisted, in 1776—1777, of 613 persons in civil, and 33 in ecclesiastical employments; 99 surgeons and assistants, 125 belonging to the artillery, 875 seamen and marines, 1,571 soldiers, and 963 mechanics; in all, 4,221 Europeans, besides 703 natives in their service. The houses at Batavia, belonging to the Dutch, are well built, chiefly of brick, clean and spacious, and their construction is, for the most part, well adapted to the climate. The doors and windows are wide and lofty; the ground-floors are covered with flaxed marble, which being sprinkled frequently with water, gives a pleasant coolness to the apartment; but when Sir George Staunton visited the place, a considerable proportion of the houses was untenanted; a circumstance which indicated a declining settlement. The houses of the Chinefe are low, and crammed with people. Most of them dwell in the southern and western suburbs, which are called the Chinefe "Campon." Before the revolt of the year 1740, they had the belt quarter of the city allotted them, to the west of the great river; but when in that commotion all their houses were burnt to the ground, the whole quarter was converted into a "paffar," or market, where at present all kinds of provisions are daily exposed to sale. Before the perpetration of this mischief, several thou-

land Chinefe adventurers returned to Batavia, allured by the prosperity of their countrymen already settled there. The number of these colonists, together with the robberies and murders committed by them, excited a considerable degree of apprehension; which induced Van Imhoff, who was at that time a member of the council, to propose, that those who could not prove that they were gaining an honest livelihood, should be seized and transported to Ceylon, and there employed in mining and other labour for the service of the company. The execution of this order produced a tumult and an insurrection; and thousands of the Chinefe retired from the city, and collecting a strong force, ravaged the country and assaulted the capital. The civil and military inhabitants united in repelling them. But a fire taking place soon after among the Chinefe buildings in the city, several of the owners were accused of opposing with arms the extinguishment of it, with a view, as it was said, of allowing the conflagration to spread through the whole town, that in the moment of confusion they might affallinate the Europeans, and become masters of the place. The alarm was such, that the Dutch government gave instant orders to put all the Chinefe heads of families to death; and the sailors from the vessels in the road were brought ashore, and induced, for the fake of plunder, to share in executing the bloody edict. All the Chinefe, without distinction, men, women, and children, were put to the sword; and the innocent and guilty were indiscriminately exterminated. Whence this barbarous order issued has been a subject of unsatisfactory investigation. The governor-general Valkenier, and his brother-in-law Helvetius, were accused by the public voice of directing the massacre; but their guilt was never proved. The deed itself was condemned by the directors of the company in Holland; and much apprehension being entertained that the fact would excite the indignation of the emperor of China, deputes were sent to him in the following year, to apologize for the measure on account of the necessity of the case. These deputies were accordingly surprized to find that the emperor calmly answered, that "he was little solicitous for the fate of unworthy subjects, who, in the pursuit of lucre, had quitte6 the country, and abandoned the tombs of their ancestors." The Chinefe, however, are said to be now as numerous as ever in and about Batavia; and it is acknowledged by the Dutch, that the settlement could scarcely flourish without their industry and ingenuity. The quarter of the suburbs which they occupy is crowded with shops containing all kinds of goods; those of their own manufacture, and such as they receive annually from China, or purchase from the European importations. The number of Chinefe, who live both within and without the walls of the city, cannot be precisely determined; but it must be very considerable, as the company receives a poll-tax from them of more than 40,000 rix-dollars. Every Chinefe who has a profession is obliged to pay a monthly poll-tax of half a ducatoon, or 5 rix-dollars; but women, children, and those who have no trade, are exempted from this tax. They are under a chief of their own nation, called the Chinefe captain, who lives within the walls, and has under him six lieutenants in different districts. A flag is hoisted at his door on the first or second day in every month, and the Chinefe that are liable to the tax are then obliged to repair to him for the payment of it. Each house in Batavia pays annually an assessment of half a month's rent, which is expended in dragging and cleansing the canals, and in repairing the town-hall and other buildings belonging to the city. The churches are repaired out of the duties levied upon funerals. At Batavia a bank of circulation has been established for some
....
is laid before the corpse, and wax figures of servants placed on each side as attendants upon it. The Chinese visit the graves of their ancestors from time to time, lighting them with odorous flowers; and when they depart, they leave a few small pieces of silk or linen before the entrance, and sometimes boiled rice or other viands, which are speedily made away with at night.

The mode of living practised by the Europeans, either from Holland or any other nation, that reside at Batavia, is very nearly the same. In the morning at five o'clock, or when the day breaks; they rise; and the table is spread at an early hour. Beside tea, coffee, and chocolate, fish and flesh are served for breakfast; and when this is finished, Madeira, claret, gin, Dutch small beer, and English porter, are laid out in the portico before the door of the great hall, and pipes and tobacco are presented to every guest, with a bright brass jar for a smoking-dish. Those who have business appear at their proper stations at eight o'clock, and remain employed till between the hours of eleven and twelve. Their dinner hour is one o'clock; but immediately before dinner, two men slaves go round with Madeira wine, of which each takes a large glass. Then follow three female slaves, one with a silver jar, containing plain or rose water for washing; a second with a silver basin and low cover of the same metal, pierced with holes, to receive the water after it has been used; and the third with towels for wiping the hands. During dinner, a band of music plays at a little distance. The musicians are all slaves who have been instructed for this purpose. A considerable number of female slaves attend at table, which is covered with many dishes. Dinner is immediately followed by coffee. After drinking coffee, each person retires to a bed, confining of a mattress, bolster, pillow, and chintz counterpane, but no sheets; and puts on his night-dress, a muffin cap, and loose long cotton gown. A bachelor is attended by a female slave, who fans him while he sleeps. About six they rise, dress, drink tea, take an airing in their carriages, and form parties for the evening. The morning meetings are composed generally of men, as the ladies seldom choose to appear till evening.

"Married men," says Stavrovius, "seldom give themselves much concern about their wives, nor shew them much regard. They seldom converse with them, at least on useful subjects, and such as concern society, with which of course they are little acquainted. Few of these ladies are natives of Europe, but many are descended from Dutch settlers here; and they are educated with some care. The features and outlines of their faces are European; but the corneal lions, champlevs, and mode of life, approach more to those of the native inhabitants of Java. A pale languor overpowers the conversation. In their own houses, they dress like their slaves, with a long red chequered cotton gown descending to the ankles, with large wide sleeves. They wear no head-dress, but plait their hair, and fasten it with a silver bodkin on the top of the head. The colour of their hair is almost universally black; they anoint it with the oil of the coccanut, and adorn it with chaplets of flowers. When they go abroad, and particularly to their evening parties, they dress magnificently in gold and silver spangled muffin robes, with a profusion of jewels in their hair, which is worn without powder. They never attempt to mould or regulate their shape by any foreign idea of elegance, or any standard of fashion; and, therefore, exhibit a striking contrast to the Dutch ladies. Every native lady is constantly attended by a female slave, who sits at the feet of her mistress on the floor, holding her gold or silver box, the compartments of which contain aracea-nut, cardamum seeds, pepper, tobacco, and flaked lime; all which, mixed together in due proportions, and rolled within a leaf of betel, constitute a masticatory of a pungent taste, that is in general use. In public assemblies, when the ladies are accommodated with heat, they retire to change their dresses, and return, without ceremony, in a more light and loofe attire. Their example is followed by the gentlemen, who appear in white jackets, sometimes adorned with diamond buttons. The elderly gentlemen lay aside their wigs, and put on night-caps. The members of the government, except on public occasions, appear abroad in crimson velvets; their carriages being distinguished by peculiar ornaments; and they receive homage from others of the first rank. One of the gates of the city is opened only to let them pass. The Indian women marry young, generally at twelve or thirteen years of age; they have seldom many children, and they are old women at thirty. They are remarkably fond of bathing and ablutions; and use for this purpose a large tub containing three hogsheads of water, in which they immerse the whole body at least twice a week; and some do this in the morning, in some of the running streams out of the city. They manifest a most excessive jealousy both of their husbands and of their female slaves: and when they discover the slightest familiarity, punish the latter with a variety of tortures; and of the former they avenger themselves in kind. The coaches used at Batavia are small and light, and for keeping these a yearly tax is paid to the company. Services of a domestic or menial kind are chiefly performed at Batavia by slaves. Three thousand of both sexes are annually brought hither from the coast of Malabar, Bengal, Sumatra, and other parts; but in the greatest number from Celebes. Their treatment is in general mild and gentle, though some instances of barbarity and inhumanity occur. They are not forced to excessive labour, and they are allowed sufficient sustenance. However, many of the males, who had formerly, perhaps, led an independent life before they were made captives in war, have taken offence against their masters upon flight occasions, and wreaked their vengeance by affantonishment. To the apprehension of such an event is ascribed the preference given at Batavia to female slaves, for every use to which they can be applied; and therefore the number of those that is purchased far exceeds that of the other sex. The slaves that are determined on revenge, often swallow, for the purpose of acquiring artificial courage, an extraordinary dose of opium, and soon becoming frantic as well as desperate, they not only stab the objects of their hatred, but fallly forth to attack in like manner every person they meet, till self-prevention renders it necessary to destroy them. They are said in that latt to be 'running a muck.' So called because, during their frenzy, they continually cry out, "amok! amok!" which signifies "kill! kill!" and their fury has been erroneously ascribed to opium, whereas in reality it is the effect of unruly passion. Instances of it are not more common among slaves than among free natives of the country, who in the anguish for losing their money, effects, and sometimes their families, at gaming, to which they are violently addicted, or under the urgency of some other passion or misfortune, have recourse to the same remedy, with the same fatal effects. A fondness for play, and also for opium, is not uncommon among the Chinese also at Batavia; but by habits of restraint and moderation, they are prevented from falling into the same frantic excesses. The Chinese at Batavia are accustomed to keep gaming-houses, which are the means of seduction and ruin to the greatest part of the slaves in the city; and these parts of society are under the protection of the municipal government, the officers of which pay to the company, as a consideration for the profits accruing from them, a monthly contribution.
contribution of 3,100 six-dollars, or upwards of 8,000l. acre per annum.

The chief government of Batavia, and of all the possessions of the Dutch East India company in Asia, is vested in the council of India, at the head of which is the governor-general, who resides at a superb mansion near Batavia, possessing unbounded power, affuming a flute, and exacting tokens of respect, much greater than any European monarch. The next in rank is the director-general, who is the elder councillor of India; and to him are entrusted the direction and control of the trade of the company throughout all India, and to Europe. Next in order follow the five ordinary and two extraordinary councillors of India. To the servants of the company justice is administered by an assis-by called the council of justice, independent of the council of India; and consisting of a president, eight ordinary members, and two adjutors, taken from the company's servants. The citizens and free merchants of India, who are not in the company's service, are amenable to a separate municipal court of justice, called the board of scheepers or aldermen, eight in number, with a president who is a member of the council of India. The punishments inflicted at Batavia are exceedingly severe, especially such as are inflicted upon the Indians; of these, the chief, and the most terrible, is impeachment. For taking alive those slaves who are guilty of the act of murder called "mucks," the officers of justice are provided with a pole ten or twelve feet in length, at the end of which is a kind of fork, made of two pieces of wood three feet long, which are furnished within with sharp iron spikes; this is held before the object whom they wish to apprehend, and in his frenzy he runs into it, and is thus taken. If he happen to be mortally wounded, he is immediately broken alive upon the wheel, without any form of trial, in the presence of two or three of the councillors of justice.

The orphan-chamber at Batavia serves for the whole of the Dutch possessions in India; and the board consists of a president, who is a councillor of India, and fix regents, who are appointed by the council of India, with subordinate clerks. There are several other courts or boards; as the commissioners of dyers and drapers, those of bankruptcies, a court of common pleas, a board of control over marriages, and several others.

The establishment of regular troops at Batavia, according to the report of captain Parth, cited by sir George Staunton, consists of 1,200 Europeans, of whom 300 are artillery, and the rest infantry. But as this number cannot be maintained complete in this unhealthy climate, 500 natives were employed, and thus the establishment of European regulars was reduced to 700. Three hundred volunteers of the town are also formed into two companies, but not disciplined. The irregulars are very numerous, consisting of enrolled natives of Java, who have never been embayed, and of Chinese, whom the jealousy of the Dutch allows to be armed only with lances. This establishment appears too small for any effectual resistance. Although every man whosettles at Batavia must take up arms in its defence, it is acknowledged by one of the councillors of the Indies, that their chief dependence was on the havock which the climate was likely to make amongst the enemy's forces. The chief protection to their ill-named well-lying in this port, is afforded by the fortified island of Onrust, which is well situated to command the channel that forms the principal passage into the road.

The climate of Batavia is singularly unhealthy, and has proved the occasion of diphtheria and of death to many of the Dutch settlers, and other Europeans who have transiently visited this place. The city is situated in the midst of swamps and stagnated pools, whence proceeds every morning a collection of pestilential vapours, whenever the sea-breezes sets in and blows over its morasses. The meridian sun raises from the shallow and muddy canals which intersect the town, deluging them into the air; and the trees, with which the quays and streets are crowded, impede the course of the air, by which the putrid effluvia would in some degree be diffipated. Besides the noxious circumstances of a local kind peculiar to this place, the sudden transition from a cold northern region to the middle of the torrid zone, without the adoption of those habits that are requisite in the latter, must render the human frame more liable to be affected by any causes of disease. Hence it happens that preventive medicines are taken almost as regularly as food, and everybody expects the return of sickness, as we do the feasons of the year. There are few examples of strangers who remain long in Batavia without being attacked by fever, which is the general denomination in that place for every kind of illness. The disorder at first is commonly a tertian ague, which after two or three paroxysms becomes a double tertian, and then a continued remittance that frequently carries off the patient in a short time. The Penman bark is seldom prescribed in any stage of the disease, or it is given in such small quantities as to be producute of little benefit. The chief, or rather the sole medicine administered, is a solution of camphor in spirit of wine. It is supposed, that of the Europeans of all classes who come to live in Batavia, not always half the number survive the year. The place resembles in that respect a field of battle, or a town besieged. The frequency of deaths render familiar the mention of them; and little signs of emotion or surprize are manifested, on hearing that the companion of yesterday is today no more. When an acquaintance is laid to be dead, the common reflection is, "Well, he owed me nothing!" or, "I must get my money of hisexecutor." It appears by a calculation, that the company lost, in general, every year, full one-fifth of their servants. It is observed, however, that this climate is not so fatal to the female Europeans as to the other sex. They seldom expost themselves to the heat of the sun, make frequent use of the cold bath, and live more temperately than the men; and, for these reasons, they may suffer less from the infalubrity of the climate. In the lower town, on the north side, the mortality is greater, where uninhabited houses contract a foul and infections air, than in the other parts of the city that are more fully inhabited. On this account, people do not only leave the lower town, but abandon the city altogether, and reside in gardens without the walls, and at as remote a distance as their employments will allow. This kind of migration increases from year to year, and will probably, in the lapse of time, produce the total abandonment and ruin of Batavia. The most tolerable season here is from March or April to November, when the rains begin, which last the rest of the year. The sea-breeze sets in about ten o'clock in the morning, and continues till four or five in the afternoon; it becomes then calms till seven or eight, when the land-breeze commences, and continues at intervals till day-break, followed by a calm for the remaining hours of the twenty-four. The heat of the weather at Batavia is not so excessive as in some other parts of the east. From July to November, Stavovius observed, that his thermometer, which hung in the shade in the open air, stood generally between 84 and 90 degrees of Fahrenheit's scale, in the hottest part of the day; once indeed the mercury rose to 92°; in the morning, it seldom fell lower than 75°. The barometer fearlessly ever varies from the mean height. Sir George Staunton, who
who arrived at Batavia in March, informs us, that in the road, Fahrenheit’s thermometer, during his continuance, was from 85 to 88 degrees; and in the town, from 88 to 92 degrees; but that its variations by no means corresponded to the variations produced by the heat on the human frame; the latter being tempered by any motion of the air, which circumstance has little effect upon the thermometer. In the night, the thermometer, instead of rising as it does in colder countries, sometimes 20°, keeps generally within 4 or 5 of what it attains in the shade when the sun is at its highest elevation. The unhealthy air of the place, as Stavorinus justly observes, is owing not so much to the heat, as to the morasses by which the city is surrounded, and particularly to the mud which the sea throws up, and which it leaves, at low water, exposed to the sun. With care and attention on the part of the government, it is reasonable to suppose, that this evil might be greatly diminished, if not wholly removed. The general apprehension of the unhealthy air of Batavia for Europeans, deter the majority of those who can reside at home with any comfort, from seeking a settlement there, notwithstanding the temptation of fortunes to be quickly amassed in this place. From this circumstance it happens, that offices and professions are often unnecessarily entrusted with persons little qualified for occupying them. One of the clergymen, and the principal physician of the place, are said to have originated the disease. The United Provinces furnish very few military recruits; the rest are chiefly Germans, many of whom are said to have been kidnapped into the service.

All goods which are carried into or out of Batavia, are subject to duties which are levied at the bar at the entrance of the city. These, as well as the other taxes and imposts, are annually farmed out, generally to Chinese. The whole of them amount together, upon an average, to 32,000 rix-dollars per month, or about 83,800l. sterling per annum. The important revenues arising from these imports and export duties, &c. and the valuable productions which the country round it affords, the principal of which are pepper, rice, sugar, cotton, and indigo, might lead us to suppose, that Batavia, or rather the colony of Java, for that is the account in the books of the company, to which all that relates to Batavia is carried, would be adequate to its own support; yet this is far from being the case. Batavia is the metropolis of the Dutch East India possessions; it is the seat of their government; a large garrison is constantly maintained in it; most of the company’s ships touch here, both outward and homeward bound; their cargoes are landed and shipped; all recruits are received, maintained, and paid here; in short, almost all the charges of the marine and military establishment of the company are carried to the account of Batavia, and of course a considerable balance appears every year against it. Formerly there used to be a considerable surplus after defraying all these charges; but in the year 1779, the charges exceeded the receipts by about 51,327l.

The coins current at Batavia are the following: viz., the milled Dutch gold ducat, the Japan gold coinage, the Spanish dollar or piastra, the milled silver ducat and (which is the current coin of the company throughout their possessions, except on the Continent of India), the unlinked ducat, the milled Batavia rupee, other rupees, half and quarter rupees. The smaller coins are skillings, two-penny pieces, and doits. Of the skillings there are two sorts: the old, worth 66p. and the new, worth 7s. The old two-penny pieces pay 2p. for 2p. the new, for 4s. the doits are flamped with the mark of the East India company, and are equal to a farthing in value.

Vol. III.
of government. Towards the close of the year 1794, and
the commencement of the following year, the French forces,
favoured by the frost of winter, by the discontents that
prevailed in the provinces, and the ineffectual support afforded
to the Dutch by the British troops, took possession of their
principal towns; and on the 27th of January 1795, the
provisional representatives of the people of Holland assembled,
and chose Pierre Paulus for their president. On this occasion,
several decrees were immediately passed for the future
regulation of the government, and for the deposition of the
fladholder from all his offices. Among these decrees were
the following: viz.: the sovereignty of the Dutch people,
and the declaration of the rights of man—the abolition of
the fladholdership; as also of the offices of admiral and cap-
tain-general of the United Provinces, with all their appen-
dages;—the release of the citizens and inhabitants of Hol-
land from their oaths to the old constitution:—the suppre-
sion of the college of the deputy council, and that of the
chamber of accounts; and the establishment in their room
of a committee of public safety, a committee of military af-
fairs, and a committee of finance:—and the recall of the
commission of the deputies to the assembly calling itself the
flates-general. It was also decreed, that the commissioners
of the assembly of the provisional representation of Holland
should immediately begin their sittings in the hall of the
present flates-general, in order to advance the general in-
terests of the people. A treaty of peace and alliance was
concluded between the French and Batavian republics, at
the Hague, May 16, 1795; in which the French stipu-
lated to restore immediately all the conquered places and
countries that belonged to the seven United Provinces; the
frontier towns of the generality, such as Maastricht, Venlo,
Dreda, Bergen-op-Zoom, with their territories, excepted.
It was also stipulated that the French, as well as the Bata-
vians, should enjoy, without paying any tolls, the free navi-
gation of the Scheldt, the Rhen, and the Meuse, and all
their branches as far as the sea; that the Batavians should
pay to the French the expences of the war which the latter
had been compelled to make against the former; that the
French republic acknowledged the independence and sove-
reignty of the Batavians; that an alliance offensive and de-
defensive should be established between both republics; and
that neither the French nor Batavians should conclude
peace, or make any other treaty, in which both parties did
not participate.

In 1796, the national convention of the Batavian republic
made some considerable alterations in matters relating to
religion. It was determined, that all the inhabitants of the
republic were free to exercise without molestation any mode
of public worship whatever to which their opinions might
lead them; that there should be no established religion in
the republic; that the use of bells in convoking persons to
public worship, should be prohibited; and that Jews should
be allowed to become citizens of the republic, and empower-
ed to purchase lands in the same manner as other citizens.
On the 11th of January 1797, the new plan of the con-
stitution was discussed; and it was decreed, that the Bata-
vian people are one and indivisible; that the sovereignty
appertains to the whole Batavian people; and that the Bata-
vian people shall elect representatives to exercise its sove-
reignty. It was also resolved, that all citizens born and re-
sident in the republic, and twenty-one years of age, should
be involved with the right of voting; and also strangers,
after having resided within the republic six years successively.
It was also resolved, that the republic should be divided into
eleven departments. Towards the close of the year 1797,
the French directory issued their mandate for a revolution.

The execution of this mandate was intrusted with Charles
Le Croix, and the plan of operations for accomplishing it
was connected with the Dutch general Daendels, who was
an original moved, and principal agent in the revolution.
Accordingly it was effected on the 22d of January 1798.
This revolution gave birth to a new form of government in
the Batavian republic, which was introduced and established
by acts of violence. An assembly formed by revolutionary
depotism and military force, and assuming the name of the
constituent assembly of the Batavian people, abolished those
provincial divisions, and other administartions, that had been
established under the constitution; which was a constitution
grounded on principles deemed more popular than those
which formed the basis of this, which was about to be pre-
lected when this revolution took place, and against which a
formal protest had been previously made by forty mem-
bers of the constitution, when it was offered to the pri-
mary assemblies for their consideration. The people,
weared with continual agitations, and indeed incapable of
effectual resistance, accepted this project formed on the
model of the French constitution, as the best remedy
against further convolutions; and thus Holland sunk for a
while into the state of a dependent province, under the pro-
tection of Le Croix, the revolutionary delegate of the
French directory. The principal articles that constituted
the basis of this new government are the following: viz.
—The abolition of the division into provinces:—Separation
of church and state:—No corporation or society to have
rules contrary to the laws of the state:—Exclusion from
the right of voting of all the adherents of the Orange fa-
family:—The formation of a democratic representative go-
vernment by means of a legislative body composed of two
councils, and a provisional executive directory consisting
of five members, having under it the agents of the executive
power:—The formation of a new plan of finance, founded
upon the relative means of the citizens:—The commissi-
iners of the treasury are to be appointed by the executive
power:—Those of the chamber of accounts by the legisla-
tive assembly:—The territory of the republic to be divided
into a suitable number of departments; and accordingly,
the nine provinces were divided into eight departments, the
extent of which was measured by the population and the
limits formed by the great rivers; these departments were
again divided, each into ten circles; and each department
was previded to contain 235,000 inhabitants; and the gen-
ger population of the republic was estimated at a million
eight hundred and ninety-two thousand individuals:—A
distinct division of three powers, the legislative, the execu-
tive, and the judiciary:—The right of individual petition to
the citizens:—Revision of the constitution after the expira-
tion of the fifth year:—The oath of hatred to the go-
vernment of the fladholder, federalism, arithocracy, and
anarchy, to be taken by all the persons employed by the
republic:—No power to have the right of interfering with
the banks of circulation in the different towns of the repub-
lic:—Institutions for public instruction in arts and sciences:
—And alliance with the French republic.

In the year 1801, a new constitution for the government of
the Batavian republic, consisting of 168 articles, was in-
introduced. This constitution abolishes the executive direc-
tory, and substitutes a state directory, consisting of twelve
persons, one of whom goes out annually. The legislative
body is to consist of 35 members. The territory of the re-
public is to be divided into eight departments, whose bound-
daries are to be the same with those of the old provinces.
The allowance of the members of the legislative body is to
be 4000 florins. They are to meet twice in the year, and,
to fit from the 15th of April to the 18th of June. And from the 15th of October to the 15th of December. The government has the power of convoking them at pleasure. For further particulars, see Holland, and United Provinces. By the treaty of peace concluded at Amiens, March 27, 1802, the Batavian republic ceded and guarantees to his Britannic majesty, in full property and sovereignty, all the posessions and establishments in the island of Ceylon, which before the war belonged to the republic of the United Provinces, or to the Dutch East India company.

**BATAVIENSIS, in Entomology, a species of Cryptocephalus; the head, thorax, wing-cases, and legs of which are livid. Hornt. Sch. Berl. Natur. Inhabits Java.**

**BATAVODURUM, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Batavi, in the island called after their name. According to Tacitus, the Romans had a bridge in this place, and the poft was defended by a Roman legion, when the Germans, who retired to the succour of the Ceesalis, were defirous of penetrating into the island; and here they were repelled after great slaughter, and at length obliged to throw themselves precipitately into the river. Some have supposed that this town was the same with the modern Duersfede; but others conjecture that it was not on the same side of the river.**

**BATAVORUM INSULA, the island of the Batavi, was formed by the Vahalis or Wael to the south, and a branch of the Rhine to the north. This fall branch, and also the Vahalis, rejoin afterwards, and form the Moa or Meuffe. According to Tacitus, the Rhine was divided at its entrance into Batavia into two rivers: one of which retained its name, and purified its course through Germany, till it discharged itself into the ocean; the other, washing the coast of Gaul, with a broader and more gentle stream, was called Vahalis, which on its joining the Moa, assumed its name. From this account it seems that the island of the Batavians was bounded by the Ocean, the Rhine, and the Vahalis. Caesar extends it to the Moa; but Pliny's account coincides with that of Tacitus. It appears, however, that this island was of greater extent in the time of Tacitus than in that of Caesar; as Drusus, the father of Germanicus, had by a new canal conveyed the waters of the Rhine into the ocean at a considerable distance to the north of the former mouth of that river. It is not certainly known who were the first inhabitants of this island. Some historians say, that they had been removed by the Cimbri and Teutones, when they invaded the Roman territories; and it is not improbable that the prospect of a more commodious establishment might induce them to abandon a country which was, constantly exposed to the inundations of the water that accompanied it. The Batavi, when driven from their own country by the Catti, took possession of it, and became a very powerful people. A part of this country still bears the name of Betou, formed from Batavi; and is probably the same with the ancient "Infula Batavorum." This name, however, is given only to the eastern part of the island, and is the same with that which has the river Leck to the north, and Vahal to the south, to the north of Nimfegen.**

**BATAVORUM Oppidum, Batatungor, a town which seems to have been the Batavodurum of Tolemy, but different from that of Tacitus. Tolemy places it upon the Moa, or Meuffe; and the Batavodurum of Tacitus was more to the north upon the Rhine.**

**BATBERGEN, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of Westphalia, and bishopric of Osnaburg.**

**BATCHJOWE, a town of Afa, in Armenia, 90 miles to the North of Erivan.**

**BATCHLOR. See Bachelor.**

**Batchelor's Buttons, in Botany. See Lychnis.**

**Batchelor's Pear. See Solanum.**

**Batchelor's River. in Geography. See Bachelors.**

**BATCHURISKOI, a town of Ruffia, in the government of Archangel, on the east coast of the White Sea; 8 miles north of Archangel.**

**BATCOLE, or Batkuil, a sea-port on the coast of Malabar, in the peninsula of India, situate between Onore and Barcelo. The English had a factory here till 1670, when they were massacred by the natives. It was ceded to the British by the treaty of 1799. N.lat. 13° 58'. E.long. 74° 37'.**

**BATE, George, in Biography, born at Maid's Merton, in Buckinghamshire, in 1628, was sent to Oxford at the age of 14 years, where he soon distingjuished himself by his diligence and application to study; and having made choice of medicine for his profession, he was admitted to practice as soon as he had taken his degree of bachelor in that line. In 1637 he was made doctor in medicine; and when Charles the First kept his court at Oxford, he was appointed his physician. Removing soon after to London, he was elected fellow of the college of physicians, and physician to the Charter-house; and conforming to the circumstances of the times, he soon obtained such favour with the reigning party in the state, that he was sent to Scotland, in 1651, in conjunction with Dr. Wright, to attend Oliver Cromwell, then confined there with an intermitting fever, and was appointed his first physician. This, however, did not prevent his being made physician to king Charles II. on his accession to the throne, and being elected fellow of the newly constituted Royal Society. These honours were procured him, Anthony Wood says, by a report industriously circulated by his friends, that he had hastened the death of the protector, by administering a deleterious medicine; a story, which, if believed, whatever reward it might otherwise have procured him, would never have placed him in a confidential post about the person of the sovereign. He died in 1668, and was buried in the chancel of All Saints church, at King's-Heath upon Thames, where a monument is erected to the memory of him and his wife, who died the year before. The only material work in which he engaged, was in contributing a part towards a treatise "De Rachitide," published by Dr. Glisson in 1650. His prescriptions, collected by Shipton, an apothecary in London, were published some years after his death, under the title of "Pharmacopoeia Batana," and have passed through many editions. He published, in 1649, "Elencus motuum nuperorum in Anglia, simul ac juris regii et parliamentarii, brevis narratio," 12mo. Paris. A second part of this work was printed at London, in 1661. In composing this, he was assisted by papers furnished by the chancellor Hyde. A third part appeared in 1676, written by Dr. Skinner. He is also said to be the author of the "Royal Apology, &c." 1647. Biog. Brit.**

**Bate, in Ancient Geography, a village or canton of Greece, in Attica, belonging to the tribe of Aegides, where reposed Abro, the commentator of Callias, who wrote concerning feasts and sacrifices, and Amyromachus, to whom Epicurus bequeathed his property. Steph. Byz. Bate, or Bait, in Geography, one of the principal ports in a district of India, inhabited by a piratical tribe called Sangarians, on the south coast of the gulf of Cutch. The other part is Aramay.**

**BATEAH, a town of North America, in the province of Yucatan, 190 miles S.S.W. of Merida.**

**BATEAU, in Navigation, a particular kind of boat, very generally used upon the large rivers and lakes in Canada. Its bottom is perfectly flat, and each end very sharp. S. G. 25. and.**
and exactly similar. The sides are about four feet high; and for the convenience of the rowers, four or five benches are laid across, and sometimes more, according to the length of the bateau. It is a heavy and awkward vessel both for rowing and sailing; but it is preferred to a boat with a keel for two very obvious reasons: first, because it draws less water while it carries a larger burden; and secondly, because it draws much safer in lakes or wide rivers, where storms are frequent. An oil-cloth awning may be thrown over the widest part of it, and supported by hoops similar to those of a waggon; and thus may be formed a very excellent cabin, which shelter from the inclemency of the weather, and at the same time allows a view of the beauties of the scenery on each shore.

BATECUMBE, or Badecombe, William, in Biography, an eminent mathematician, suppos'd by Pits (De Hum. Angl. Script., tom. 14, p. 784.) to have flourished about the year 1420, in the reign of Henry V. He studied at Oxford, and made great proficiency in mathematics; which appears from his writings. It is not known where he died. He wrote "De Sphaera concavis fabrica et usus," "De Sphaera solida," "De Operatione Astrorabilii," and "Conclusions Sophizi." Biog. Brit.

BATELIER, in Ornithology, a name given by Sonini and others to Falco Ecaudatus of Latham, &c.

BATELLO, Str. in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Calabria Ultra, three miles north of Reggio.

BATEMAN Bay, lies on the fourth point of land Up- right, on the east coast of New Holland, in which are three or four small islands. The north point is in S. lat. 35° 35'.

Bateian's Drops, in Pharmacy, are the acodyne balsam made with a weaker spirit, so that a larger dose can be taken; they are tinted with aniseed.

BATTENBURG, or Batternburg, in Geography, a town of the duchy of Gueldres, seated on the north side of the Meuse, nearly opposite to Ravelin. N. lat. 50° 35'; E. long. 6° 35'.

Bateni, in Ancient Geography, a people of Asia, placed by Pliny and Solinus towards the Oanes and Baetia-
nis.

Batenites, a fict of apotaphes from Mahometanism, divided over several parts of the Earl, who professed the same abominable principles with the Infidels and Karmis-
tians. The word signifies Eforierics, or people of inward or hidden light or knowledge. Sale's Koran, p. 186.

Batenketos, in Aethrasy, a star about the third magnitude, in the constellation of Cetus.

Bates, William, in Biography, an eminent non-con-
formist divine, was born in 1625, and educated at Cam-
bridge, where he took his degree of B. A. in 1647. He afterwards became a celebrated preacher among the pree-
byterians in London. Upon the restoration, he was appointed chaplain to Charles II.; and received a degree of doctor in divinity, by royal mandate from Cambridge. He was one of the commissioners at the Savoy conference for reviewing the liturgy, and one of the disputants on the side of the prebendaries against Dr. Pearson and other episcopali-
s. He took the oath required of non-conformists by the five-
mile act, and was concerned in several unavailing efforts for effecting a comprehension of the dissenters by certain alterations and confessions. Moderate in his temper, and accom-
mplished as a scholar, he was a fit person to be employed for such purposes; and he was always treated with respect by the members of the establishment. He was also much re-
garded by king William, and queen Mary frequently perused his writings. Dr. Bates, towards the close of his life, re-
-sided at Hackney, where he died in 1699. His works, consisting chiefly of sermons and discourses, were collected after his death, and published in one volume folio. Besides his posthumous volume appeared in 16v, consisting of "Sermons on the everlasting Rest of the Saints." He likewise edited a volume of the lives of eminent person, written in Latin, and entitled, "Vita selectorum aliquid Vitorum, qui doctrina, dignitate, aut pietate nudderuus," Lond. 1681, 4to. The style of Dr. Bates has been commended for its elegance; and he appears to have read many books in polite literature, as well as in theology. Biog. Brit.

Bates, John, Esq. late commissioner of customs, was
born at Halifax, in Yorkshire, where he began his school education under the celebrated Dr. Ogden, with whom he remained till the doctor returned to reside at Cambridge. During this time he received the rudiments of music from Mr. Hartley, the organist of Rochdale. When Dr. Ogden quitted Halifax, Bates was removed to the school of Man-
chester, under Mr. Parnell; and it was there, as he has frequently told his friends, that the grand style of organ-
playing, in which he so eminently excelled, was suggested to him by the performance of old Wainwright on the or-
gan in the collegiate church. While he remained at Man-
chester, he had made such a proficiency in music as to be able frequently to officiate for his old master Hartley, when his avocations called him away from Rochdale.

Bates, on quitting that university, was removed to the
foundation at Eton; but there his progress in music received a considerable check, and was in danger of being totally flopped; for it was contrary to the rules of that society for any of the boys on the foundation to be permitted the use of musical instruments. In this state of musical priva-
tion Bates remained some months, and had no other means of practicing than by playing on imaginary keys on the table, which for a considerable time was his cullom every day. At length, having by chance had an opportunity of touching the college organ, his talents for music were re-
ported to Mr. George Graham, one of the assistant masters, who having a harpsichord, invited him to his rooms; and finding what an extraordinary performer he was, obtained permission for him to pursue his musical studies, accommo-
dated him with the use of his harpsichord, and procured him liberty to play on the college organ at his leisure hours.

When he went to Cambridge, the vacancies for King's college were so few, that he was in danger of being super-
annuated, and was actually entered at Chrift's college, where, while he was a member, two of the university schol-
archips became vacant, and he declared himself a candidate. It proved on this occasion a fortunate circumstance, that he had not gone off to King's; for as Dr. Heath and Mr. Keate, both of King's college, and his seniors, were candi-
dates, the custom of that college would not have permit-
ted a junior to become a candidate. But though he was now a member of Chrift's, that circumstance did not pre-
vent his being a candidate for a university fellowship; the examination for which is considered as the most severe of any classical examination in the university of Cambridge. Some of the most distinguished under-graduates were at this time candidates; and after an examination of several days, Zouch of Trinity, and Bates, were elected.

This success established his literary character in the uni-
versity as high as his musical had been before; and soon after, as the term of superannuation was expired, a va-
cancy happening at King's, he was admitted a scholar, and
in three years, fellow. The regularity of his conduct during his scholarship, recommended him so much toprovit Sumner, that he was appointed tutor to the college soon after his admission as fellow. While he was in this situation, among his private pupils he had not only students of his own college, but the present lord Bolton, and Mr. Coxe the traveller, both then scholars of King's, were his private pupils; as was the Hon. William Augustus Montagu of Trinity college, second son of the Earl of Sandwich. This produced a connexion with that nobleman, which ended in his lordship's tempting him to resign his fellowship, and reside with him at the admiralty in the capacity of private secretary.

Few dilettanti musicians have ever acquired or deferred more fame for their knowledge in music, judgment, and experience in its effects, and abilities in conducting a complete orchestra and numerous band of fingers, than Mr. Bates, who, at the university of Cambridge, distinguished himself as a fine performer on the harpsichord, as well as a zealous votary of the works of Handel; and as long as he resided at college, he performed the famous Coryphus at all public and private concerts. It may perhaps not be thought unworthy of notice here, that at this time (about the middle of the last century), the university of Cambridge was in possession of four very extraordinary dilettanti musicians: Dr. Smith, master of Trinity college, for the theory of sound; the Rev. Thomas Twining, an admirable performer and leader on the violin, and an excellent judge of every species of music; the late worthy and ingenious Mr. Lobb of Peterhouse, the most correct and certain sight's man on the harpsichord or organ with whose performance we have been acquainted; and Mr. Bates for his masterly performance on keyed instruments, and abilities in conducting a band. There being at this time no very able prof-foir in the university, these gentlemen regulated and performed at all public and private concerts during their residence in college.

No one flood higher in character, or was more courted in society, while at Cambridge, by performers of all ages than Mr. Bates; in particular by the late Dr. Smith, the master of Trinity college, with whom he spent most of his evenings, and who, at his death, left him a legacy.

Before he quitted the university, an organ was built for the church of his native place, Halifax; and determining that it should be opened with eclat, he, for the first time that any oratorio had been performed north of Trent, attempted the Messiah. With the assistance of the Rev. Mr. Allott, of Kirkheaton, who had trained up the country people in his parith to sing choruses in a very superior style, and with the addition of Bates's own exertions, with the fingers of Halifax, the choruses were performed with a precision that astonished every one; and it was universally acknowledged by the best judges, that the Messiah had never been so well performed. The first violin, on this occasion, was performed by the celebrated Dr. Herchel, the astronomer; and his profession being then music, he was immediately elected organist.

It was the succefs of this undertaking that inspired the late commissioner with the idea of reforming the compositions of old masters; and having them executed by a numerous and select band of vocal and instrumental performers; and after being settled in London as private secretary to Lord Sandwich, he had an opportunity of communicating his plan to persons of the first distinction, and the establishment of the Concert of Ancient Music in Tottenham street was the consequence, being formed and executed entirely under Mr. Bates's direction; and as many of the works of Handel, which had not been performed for many years, and never so well as at this establishment, were revived, the number of that truly great, and often sublime, composer's admirers was much increased.

His majesty, a constant and steady patron and protector of the works of Handel, soon after the establishment of this concert, graciously condescended to become a subscriber; and together with her majesty and the princesses, constantly to attend the several performances. The nobility and gentry, who were enrolled among the original subscribers to this respectable institution, have been likewise steady in their patronage and attendance. And it is now (1802), from the splendor and celebrity of its admirable performances, in higher public favour, than at any former period of its establishment.

After remaining some years with the Earl of Sandwich at the admiralty, Mr. Bates was appointed commissioner of the victualling office; and soon after, he married his celebrated pupil, Mrs Harrop, who had been educated under his eye from his first arrival in London; and whose erudite voice, and disposition for music, he so highly cultivated, as to render her one of the most enchanting fingers which this or perhaps any country ever produced.

The victualling office on Tower hill now became the repository of persons of the highest rank; and at his residence there, was planned that most stupendous musical performance, the Commemoration of Handel in Westminster abbey and the Pantheon, which was conducted by Mr. Bates in a manner never to be forgotten by those who had the happiness of being present. The great splendor and success of this Commemoration will unite the name of commissioner Bates with the renown of Handel, as long as such a memorable event shall remain in the records of the musical art. And the performance of Mrs. Bates, particularly in the pathetic songs of Handel, has rendered it to difficult for her successor at the concert of ancient music, to satisfy the old subscribers in such songs as the need to perform there, that something will always force want to complete their happiness.

Soon after the commemoration, Mr. Bates was promoted to a seat at the board of customs; but previous to his quitting the victualling-office, having officially experienced the difficulties which the capital of the kingdom often labours under for want of flour, he projected the plan of the Albion Mills; on the success of which he was so sanguine, that he vested his whole fortune, and even that of his wife, in the capital stock of that company, to the amount of 10,000l. By the conflagration which happened to this building, he was completely ruined. His whole fortune was not only vested in the company, but his credit for a large part of the stock in hand, which was all consumed by the fire; so that he was totally bereft of the means of making any provision for his family, and of guarding against the vicissitudes to which humanity is subject. He submitted to this event with dignity and fortitude; but the circumstances of having involved his wife in the ruin, and sacrificed her professional acquirements without her approbation, preyed so continually on his mind, as at length to produce a complaint in his sleep, which finally proved fatal, and brought him to the grave, the 8th of June 1790, at the age of 70.

BATESON, THOMAS, an English Madrigalist of the beginning of the seventeenth century, not devoid of merit as a vocal composer. He was organist of the cathedral of Cheltenham in 1650. Ant. Wood says, that he was a person esteemed very eminent in his profession, especially after the publication of his English madrigals to three, four, five, and six voices. About 1618, he became organist and master of the children of the cathedral church of the Blessed Trinity in Dublin; and in the university of that city, he obtained the degree of bachelor of music.
BAT

BAT-FOWLING, a method of catching birds in the night, by lighting some straw or torches near the place where they are at roost; for, upon beating them up, they fly to the flames, where being amazed they are easily caught in nets, or beat down with bushes fixed to the end of poles, &c.

BATGAN, or BHATGAN, in Geography, a city of Hindostan, situated in the extensive plain of the kingdom of Nepal or Napat, to the east of Lelit Bhatan; and 10 miles south of Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal. It contains about 12,000 families, extends towards the east to the distance of five or six days' journey, and borders upon another nation, so independent, called Ciratas, who profess no religion. In 606 B.C. the king of Gorka took possession by force of the city of Batgan. See Father Giuseppe's account of the kingdom of Nepal in Asiatic Researches, vol. ii. p. 328.

BATH, a city of Somersetshire in England, is situated in N. lat. 51° 22' 30", W. long. 2° 21' 30", at the distance of 107 miles west from London, and 12 east of Bristol. This ancient and elegant city is singularly favoured by nature and art, whose joint co-operations have conspired to give it importance and celebrity. The beauty and peculiarity of its situation are perhaps unequalled by any town in England. Planted originally in the bottom of a deep and narrow valley, where its hot waters boil up, it continued for ages to be confined to the dimensions which the Romans had first marked out; and till within the last century, the ancient Roman walls (including a space of about fifty acres) formed the boundaries of Bath. But the fashion and celebrity which it afterwards obtained, induced many builders and speculators to extend the streets in all directions, by additional houses, which were instantly occupied upon completion. Built of the fine edict, or granulated egg-like freestone, which forms the bases of the surrounding hills, the houses are remarkable for their exterior neatness and splendour; and being raised on the sides of the broad acclivity of Lansdown (which rises to the north), in irregular groups of streets, squares, parades, circuses, and crescents, they present to the eye an appearance equally singular, magnificent, and beautiful. Nothing, indeed, can be more picturesque than the views of this city from various stations on the surrounding eminences; where houses rise above houses in progressive order, and the more elevated seem to look down with proud superiority on the no less elegant and extensive structures below.

Bath, Ancient History of. Various names have been given to this city at different periods. Its British appellation was Cæsar-Badlon. In Latin, it was called Aquæ Solis, Fontes Caldi, Achaiaennam, Thermae, Badonia, &c. and in Saxon, Accemannas-caerpe, Accemannes-bepi, Lebher-bun, &c. Most of these names refer to its situation, and its springs or baths. But the origin of this place as a settlement or town, is lost in the lapse of ages; and its early history is enveloped in legendary tales and monstrous fables. The strange story of Bladud and his leporaceous pigeons is disbelieved by all rational thinkers, though it formed a part of the cred of the Bath citizens till within the last fifty years. "But the present generation (observes Mr. Warner) are wiser and more prudent than their forbears, and rather attentive to the voice of the ages than that origin, have at length forsaken the antiquity of that discovery, in the agreeable conviction of the large rents which they throw into the common chest." The city is, however, not without many interesting considerations. It was one of the principal, if not the most considerable of the Roman stations in England, is satisfactorily proved by the many architectural and military antiquities which are found within its precincts. It is probable that if Bath was not originally built by the Romans, it was at least reduced under their power, and embellished by their arts, as early as the middle of the first century; when, in the reign of the emperor Claudius, according to Tacitus, about the year 44, the western and south-western parts of this island were completely subdued by Flavius Vespasian. Attracted by the medicinal and warm springs which they found here, and which afforded every means of indulging in that prime enjoyment of Roman luxury, the bath, the Roman soldiers fixed in this place one of their principal stations. "Aquæ Solis," the name by which they distinguished this delightful residence, was from then established as a colony; and of course became entitled to the privilege, which all the Roman colonies enjoyed, of minting its own money. It is to be conjectured, also, that a military fortress, or college of auxiliaries, was erected here for the fabrication of legionary arms, under the authority of a Roman government. In the reign of Adrian, about A.D. 118, the first detachment of the second legion, which had been stationed here, was joined by a division of the sixth; and in that of Severus, a part of the twentieth legion, removed from Devana, or Chelester, had its station in Aquæ Solis, which was then become the most capital city in Roman Britain, and the principal, if not the only, place in this part of the island, for preparing the legionary arms and ensigns. The form of the city then constructed, according to that uniformly affected by the Romans, approached to a parallelogram, swelling out on one side, so as to describe an outline somewhat pentagonal, and stretching in length, from east to west, about 400 yards, and 380 yards in the broadest part from north to south. The walls, which rose upon the outline of the settlement, appears, from subaqueous discoveries, to have been twenty feet above ground in height, and in thicknesses eighteen feet at the base, and eight at the summit. It was strengthened with five towers, raking at the angles; and had four ports, or entrances, facing the cardinal points, which were connected together by two grand streets, dividing the city into four parts, and intersecting each other at the centre.

The place thus fortified and strengthened for security, was next adorned with houses for the officers, temples, and those magnificent baths, the remains of which were discovered, in digging to a considerable depth, in the year 1755. These baths were seated near the centre of the city, betwixt the north and south gates, on the eastern side of the great street. The judicious, tymanum, fluted-columns, cornices, pilasters, and sculptured ornaments, found here, prove that the buildings were constructed of elegant deligns, and of similar characters to some structures described by Pliny and Varro. Many altars have also been found here bearing the inscriptions of Dee Sulini Minervae, Dee Sulini, &c., concerning which many conjectures have been adduced. Mr. Warner affirms the gods of Sulini to be a local deity; Mr. Lyfons asserts that the name is of Gothic origin; whilst Mr. Whitaker more appropriately and happily explains it to be the British characteristic appellation for Minerva as the tutelary goddess of medicine, deriving her influence immediately from the sun. This great dispencer of health was denominated Sul in the Celtic language. The ancient baths occupied a space measuring 240 feet in length from east to west, and 120 feet at the broadest part from north to south. (These baths, and remaining fragments, have been particularly described and illustrated by governor Pownal and Mr. Warner, in publications expressly on the subject; and the fragments are represented and described by Mr. S. Lyfons in a volume lately published.)

The Romans being established here, constructed four of their great military roads to communicate between this place (Aquæ
(Aquae Sulis) and the Antonia of Durocorninium (Cirencester), Verulam (Hedington), Isfaal (Ilchester), and Abone (Aunsford). The conquering Romans had enjoyed the possession of Bath and England for nearly four centuries, at length left the whole island to the possession of the Britons, who were afterwards subdued by the hardy Saxons. It was not till the year 577 that Aquae Sulis fell into the hands of these destroying conquerors, who, under the command of Cælinus and Cathwine, overcame Commal, Candidan, and Farinmail, the three British kings of Gloccester, Cirencester, and Bath, at a place called Dyrmah, eight miles from the latter place, and took possession of their respective dominions.

Bath now received the privileges of a Saxon burg; had its Gerefa or judiciary appointed to it, who presided in the monthly meeting of its citizens, called the burgomote or foemote; councils instituted for the regulation of the police, and administration of the laws within the burg. Bath was afterwards taken by Offa king of Mercia; and during the civil wars and Danish invasions which prevailed in the eighth century, it was torn to pieces and nearly exterminated as a town. During the brilliant reign of Athelhelm, this place again rose to consequence; and a mint was established here by the Saxons, who also gave several large donations of charters to Offa's abbey. King Edgar was crowned and inaugurated here, and settled his regard for the place by granting it several privileges. The inhabitants from that time on were to be as prodigiously as the Saxons could add to the city.

The Norman conquest had produced much general evil to the country; and Bath, with several other cities, experienced, in consequence of it, great deterioration. But this was partial and light, compared to the miseries which happened to it in Rufus's reign; when in the intercourse raised by Odo Bishop of Bayeux, Geoffrey Bishop of Cowntance, and Robert de Mowbray; the latter took the town by assault, and, in the spirit of the times, delivered it over to plunder and burning.

Bath was indebted for its restoration to John de Villula; who purchased it of Rufus, in 1092, for 500 marks, and obtained permission to remove the pontificial seat from Wells bishop. He rebuilt the city, erected a new monastery upon the ruins of the old one, and united the bishopric to this institution. Thus reinstituted, Bath gradually increased its monastic possessions, in consequence of the munificence of monarchs and private persons, but the sequestration, by a decree of Henry VIII., drove the monks from their monastery, and the abbey-house, with its lands, &c. was granted to private individuals.

The citizens of Bath returned Members to the English parliament as early as the 26th of Edw. I. and writs were regularly sent them for the same purpose every time parliament was summoned to meet. But as these privileges were attended with heavy charges on the burgesses, who generally paid the expenses of their members, the city was not represented during the 16th and 17th years of Edward II. It now sends two members, who are elected by the body corporate, consisting of thirty-one persons. The government of Bath was originally vested in a sheriff; but the first that appears to have borne this office was Adam, who is said to have been a great benefactor to the city, and died A.D. 907. It had afterwards a provost or bailiff. Its first charters were confirmed by King Edward III., Richard II., Henry V., and Henry VI. Queen Elizabeth, in the 32d year of her reign, granted the city a new charter, declaring it to be a sole city of itself, and the citizens to be a body corporate and politic, by the name of mayor, aldermen, and citizens of the city of Bath. This charter was renewed in 1794, when two additional franchises were granted the citizens; and under that charter the corporation derive their authority, power, and rights.

The commerce of this city, abstracted from the expenditures of fashionable company, is considerable, nor is there any manufactory deserving particular notice. Bath was formerly distinguished for its clothing trade; and at the time of the restoration, it is said, there were no less than sixty broad-cloth looms used in the parish of St. Michael.

The river Avon, which winds round the southern part of this city, was made navigable by an act of parliament in the 10th of queen Anne; and the first barge, laden with deals, pig-lead, and meal, was brought here December 15th 1727.

In the earlier part of the civil wars, this city was garrisoned for the Royalists, and the sum of 7000l. is said to have been expended on its fortifications; notwithstanding which, it was speedily surrendered to the enemy, and was made one of the principal posts for the parliament's forces. Sir William Waller lay here for a considerable time with his whole army, making fords into the country, and inviting together all the dissatisfied from the neighbouring clothing towns and villages. But after the battle of Roundway-down, July 13 1643, in which Waller was defeated, and the withdrawal of the garrison for the reinforcement of Bristol, the king's troops took possession of the city.

Having stated a few particulars relating to the early history of Bath, we proceed to a brief description of its principal public structures, and other prominent objects which characterize this fashionable place.

The Public Baths are four in number, besides two private baths. These are all constructed with particular attention to the convenience and accommodation of invalid bathers; and the laws and regulations are very equitable and fair.

(For an analysis of the hot waters of Bath, and an account of their medicinal powers, vide Dr. Gibbs's Treatise on the Bath Waters.)

The King's Bath is supposed to be so denominated from some of the Saxon kings having made this city their residence. It is situated to the west of the abbey church, and forms a parallelogram, 65 feet 10 inches in length, and 40 feet 10 inches in breadth; the bottom of which is 12 feet below the surface of the ground. The spring or main source is from the centre, which is covered with a large leaden reservoir, to restrain its rapid motion, and to disperse the water more equally, both for bathing and drinking. There are also two commodious rooms with pipes, fire-places, and other conveniences for the bathers. This bath fills in nine hours. The Queen's Bath, which receives its waters from the former, forms a square of about 25 feet in diameter. The Cross Bath forms a handsome termination to Bath-street, and is a very elegant building, constructed after a plan of Mr. Baldwin's; its shape is triangular. The Hot Bath is erected to the south-west of the latter, and is called from the superior heat of its water; this also forms a parallelogram, and is perfectly convenient with regard to an open bath, private baths, dry-pump, and dressing rooms. Certain regulations are prescribed respecting these baths and the persons belonging to them; as well as particular fees for every process of bathing, pumping, &c. Adjoining to the king's Bath,
in Statt-Avret, are some new private baths, which were erected by Mr. Baldwin in 1784. These baths belong to the corporation. There are also the private baths, called the duke of Kingham's, or the abbey baths, belonging to lord Newark, and in the occupation of Mr. Sloper. See Bath water.

Bath, Public Buildings. The Guildhall is a very handsome structure, built after a design of Mr. Baldwin, and contains a number of useful and convenient rooms for public business. In the common-council room, one of the most elegant of the kind in England, are portraits of the king and queen, the late prince and princesses of Wales, and the late earl Chatham and Camden. The Pump-room was constructed, by the same architect, in the year 1796; its length is 85 feet, including the recedes at the ends; in breadth 46 feet, and 34 feet in height. The inte: is set round with Corinthian three-quarter columns; and lighted by a range of large windows below, and of lighter ones above. Here is a marble statue of Richard Nafi Esq., the arborist elegantian of Bath, a gentleman to whom this city is principally indebted for its fashionable celebrity. The pump is held under a benefial kafe from the corporation for three years, the rent being 800 guineas, exclusive of taxes; whi., however, is sufficiently low to enable the lease to lay up 1200l. at 1500l. during the term. Most of the elegance of street-building in Bath is owing to the late Mr. Wood, who commenced his operations with spirit, and conducted them with taste. To him the city is indebted for Queen-square; the northern side of which presents a chanste and neat range of structures, decorated with all the ornaments of the Corinthian order.

The Circus is of his designing; here the house parts take of the three orders, Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian, highly ornamented. To the grandeur of his designs, the North and South Parades bear ample testimony; as do several streets stretching to the northward of the old city, which strongly mark his judgment and execution. Subsequent architects have followed Mr. Wood's example, and hence arises a profusion of new squares, crescents, parades, and streets; thus increasing Bath to six times its original size; and the beauty of the city is equal to its extent.

The new Assembly Rooms are the most elegant of the kind in Europe; these were built by Mr. John Wood in 1771, at an expense of 20,000l. The ball-room is 105 feet 8 inches long, 42 feet 8 inches wide, and 42 feet 6 inches high; the other parts of the building are composed of the octagonal room, the tea-room, and the card-room, all of equal beauty. The regulations to preserve order and decorum in these rooms are simple and satisfactory. The lower rooms, near the north parade, have a convenient suite of apartments appropriated to the elegance of the place; and here are to be seen the original regulations by Mr. Nafi, which he wrote for the purpose of reducing politenes and urbanity to a system. A neat small Theatre was erected in Orchard-Street by the late John Palmer Esq. who obtained a patent for dramatic entertainments in 1768; and here plays are performed on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. Sydney gardens are laid out in a very pleasant and elegant style, for the purpose of evening promenades; where galleries and public music and dancing are given similar to the entertainments at Vauxhall gardens of London.

Hospitals, &c. Buildings and institutions of this nature form a striking feature of Bath; and no place in the realm, according to its size, exhibits so many foundations for the extermination of disease and wretchedness, for the support of the poor, and the instruction of the ignorant. The general hospital, from the munificence of its plan, is an institution open for all the sick poor in the united kingdom, who labour under diseases to which the hot waters of Bath particularly apply, with an exception to those persons inhabiting the city, who have the waters at their own houses for a small expence. Mr. Nafi had the honour of suggesting the idea for its foundation, in 1715, and the first stone was laid in 1738. St. John's hospital, originally built by Reginald Fitz-Jocelin in 1176, and the chapel attached to it, stand near the eves bath, and were built in 1728, upon the site of an old structure for the accommodation of six infirm men and women. St. Catherine's hospital, called also the Black arms and Bimbberries, is another asylum for ten poor persons. Belb's hospital entertains twelve poor men and women, who have each an apartment, the liberty of bathing, and a small weekly allowance. The Bath city Dispensary and asylum, is equally open to the inhabitants and strangers in cafes of physical and surgical emergency; and is a most excellent institution. The Casualty hospital is appropriated to pacpers who have been injured by accidents. The Puerperal, or child bed charity, is another benevolent institution, whose objects are explained by its name.

Bath has, besides these establishments, a public grammar school, charity and Sunday schools, with many humane and scientific societies. The principal of these are, the strangers friends society, and the Bath and well of England society. The first is established and conducted on the most benevolent principles of universal philanthropy; and the only recommendation for relief, is a sufficient proof of evident distress. The second was established by Mr. Edmund Rack, in 1777, for the encouragement of agriculture, arts, manufactures, and commerce; and from the judicious management of its founder, and late secretary Mr. W. Matthews, it has acquired some celebrity, and proved of extensive utility. The philosophical society was established in the year 1799, by some respectable literary characters at Bath, upon a plan somewhat similar to that at Manchester, for the promotion of science and the diffusion of knowledge.

Parishes. Bath is divided into the parishes of St. Peter and St. Paul, St. James, St. Michael, and Walcot. Bathwick, though connected by Pulteney bridge, and consisting of a great number of handfree houses, is out of the jurisdiction of the city. Each of these parishes has its church; and in that of Walcot are several chapels of ease. Of these, the principal is the Abbey Church, which presents a noble specimen of English architecture. It is built in the form of a cross, from the centre of which rises a tower 162 feet high, ornamented with beautiful light perforated buttresses. The length of the building, from east to west, is 210 feet, from north to south, 120; and the breadth of the body and side aisles, 72 feet. The grand entrance at the west is through a noble arched doorway; and the chaft uniformity, proportion, and harmony in the structure of the interior of this stately building, powerfully arrests the attention of the beholder. The west window is of extreme richness, and the whole of this front displays a representation of allegorical carving, not usually met with. The roof, confiding of two parts, the nave and the choir, is equally remarkable; the ribs which compose its tracery being the only solid work, the intermediate spaces having been originally left open, and afterwards filled up with lead and plaster. The windows are all large, of admirable and nearly uniform constriction; this has occasioned the church to be called "The Lantern of England." A profusion of marble monuments adorn another crowd up, the inside; among which may be noticed those of bishop Montague, Quin, Beau Nash, lady Miller, and sir William
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The analysis of Bath water has been the cause of much controversy among chemists, but it seems now to be well understood. To the taste it is neither brisk, nor acid, nor alkaline, nor saline, nor sulphureous, but simply hot and chalybeate; and it is truly remarkable that the chalybete taste is entirely lost as soon as the water cools, before anyensible precipitation of the iron takes place. The actual quantity of the iron is so minute as never to have been estimated with any accuracy; probably a quarter of a grain in a gallon is a ample allowance, a quantity so small as only to be perceptible to the taste when fresh drawn and hot. Bath water contains no other ingredients of any importance. It is hard, and holds some calcareous earth in solution, and (as Dr. Gibbs has discovered) a portion of silex. It is perfectly free from sulphur. A considerable quantity of azotic gas rises from the earth along with the water, and a certain portion is held by it in solution or rather weak affinity. Of carbonic acid it only contains about $\frac{1}{20}$ of its bulk.

The diseases for which the Bath water has been recommended are very numerous. It has long enjoyed a high celebrity in the cure or relief of gout, chiefly of the atomic kind; of rheumatism; paralysis, especially that partial palsy of the limbs induced by rheumatism; and diseases of the urinary organs. When drunk fresh from the spring (the only time when it possessions any peculiar virtues), it sometimes raises the pulse, causes the face to flush, and heats the body very considerably; and hence there are many invalids who cannot bear its operation, or who must be gradually accustomed to it. This heating effect, however, is by no means constant or universal. It often produces a collybistic state of body, and generally keeps the skin perspiring and coolly perspirable. Its use as a hot, warm, or tepid bath, is full as extensive and probably important as when taken internally. It has been thought by many that the practice of drinking our Bath waters in Somerfetshire is not very ancient, and that their ancient use was in bathing; but Dr. Freind endeavours to shew the internal use of those waters to have been very early. Dr. Guidot, in whole time this usage revived, and who has given us an historical narrative of these waters, goes no higher for their internal use than the latter end of the sixteenth century. But they appear to have been in use in the thirteenth century. Gilbert, surnamed Angliens, who, according to Bayle, lived in 1210, in the reign of king John, or more probably in that of Edward I. mentions a peron cured of a leucopilagmy attended with a swelling, &c. by the fulphureous baths: which Dr. Freind understands of the Bath waters; and that the cure was wrought by drinking, not bathing, which had been improper in such a cafe.

Dr. Mufgrave makes it probable, that they were referred to in the time of Ceta; there being still the remains of a statute erected to that general in gratitude for some benefactions which he had conferred on the place. Some pretend that these waters were in use 800 years before Christ. Phil. Trans. N° 49. 346.

The two diluted feasons for drinking the Bath waters are spring and fall; though they may be used whenever they are found necessary.
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William Draper. The vestry contains a small library, founded by bishop Lake. Oliver King, bishop of Bath and Wells, in the time of Henry VII. undertook this building we have described; but by a neglect of his four successors, cardinals Adrian and Wolsey, and bishops Clerk and Knight, the undertaking was so dilapidated, that at the dissolution it was proffered to the citizens for 500 marks. They refusing the purchase, under an idea of offending the king, the glafs, iron, bells, and lead were stripped from it, and sold at a foreign market. Thus it continued in a ruinous state till the reign of queen Elizabeth, when subscriptions were let on foot to restore it; and Thomas Belbot Elq. steward of her household, repaired the choir for divine service; bishop Montague, in the next reign, at the expense of 1000l. completely refrooled the whole to its former state; and with the assistance of several munificent noblemen and gentlemen, the abbey of Bath became again a consecrated temple to divine worship and a grand ornament to the city.

St. James's church was erected in 1768, and is a freestone structure, with a square tower rising at the west end, containing eight mulchical bells. St. Michael's church was begun in 1774, and is inappropriately situated in the middle of a street. Walcot church, dedicated to St. Swithin, is a neat modern structure, rebuilt in 1780. In this parish are four chapels of ease, and a church for the use of the poor: of these, Christ's church was built by voluntary subscription for the use above mentioned; and the whole area is therefore appropriated solely to accommodate the poor clerfs of inhabitants. There are also in Bath other chapels and meeting-rooms for divine service: the Octagon and Laura chapels are of the established religion. The Unitarians, Quakers, Baptists, Methodists, Moravians, and Roman Catholics have each a place for divine worship.

Bath is furnished with 438 lodging-house, and 19 boarding-houses, where individuals and families are accommodated with every domestic convenience during the winter, which is the fashionable season. The shops of bath are particularly splendid, and its libraries are numerous and respectable.

Civil Government. The judicial business of the city is transacted in the guildhall, where quarter-sessions, a court of record, and a court of quarter-sessions are held. The corporation consists of a mayor, ten aldermen, two sheriffs, and eighteen common-council men, besides town-clerk, constables, &c. The principal markets are kept on Mondays and Saturdays.

For further particulars concerning the history and description of this city and its environs, see Warner's History of Bath, 4to. and the Bath guides published at this place.

Bath Water. Bath has been long celebrated for its thermal waters. There are three principal sources of the water; called the King's bath, the Cross bath, and the Hot bath. The supply of water is abundant and inexhaustible. The temperature of the hottest of these is uniformly 116°, when fresh drawn, and of the coldest 112°; and no variety of feason appears in any degree to influence this temperature. By some accurate observations that were made on the heat of Bath and Bristol water, by Mr. Canton, it appears, that a Fahrenheit's thermometer held in the stream from thecommon pump of the king's bath after pumping about a quarter of an hour, was raised to 112°. The stream from the common pump of the hot bath raised it to 114°. At the pump of the Cross bath it stood at 110°; the heat of the shaded air at noon being 60°, and of common water exposed to it 61°. And the Bristol water raised the thermometer to 76°, whilst in common water exposed to the shaded air it stood at 62°. Phil. Trans. vol. iv. N° 22.

Vol. III.
the west side of Kennebec river, about 13 miles from Wiscasset, 60 N.E. from Portland, 32 from Hallowell, and 165 N.E. from Boston. N.lat. 43° 49'.

Bath, a thriving town, in Berkley county, in Virginia, seated at the foot of the warm-spring mountain. The springs in the vicinity of this town, though less efficacious than the warm springs in Bath county, draw upwards of 1000 people here, during summer, from various parts of the United States. The country in the environs is agreeably diversified with hills and valleys; the soil rich and well cultivated; 269 miles S.W. from Philadelphia.

Bath, a township of America, in Crafton county, New Hampshire, containing 493 inhabitants; and lying on the east bank of Connecticut river; 35 miles N.E. by N. from Dartmouth college, and 97 N.W. from Portsmouth.

Bath, or Port Bath, an ancient town in Hyde county, North Carolina, on the north side of Tar river, about 24 miles from Pamlico sound, 61 S. by W. from Edenton, and in the port of entry on Tar river. It contains about 12 houses, and is declining. N. lat. 35° 31'. W. long. 77° 15'.

Bath, a village in the county of Renfleather, New York, pleasantly seated on the east bank of Hudson river, nearly opposite to the city of Albany, at the head of Sloop navigation. A mineral spring has been discovered in this place, and a commodious bathing house has been erected, at a consider:able expense, containing hot, cold, and shower baths.

Bath, a thriving post-town in Steuben county, New York, containing about 50 houses, situate on the north bank of Cohocton creek, a northern head-water of Togga river, 42 miles south-east from Williamsburg, 10 from Niagara, and 221 west from Hudson city. N. lat. 45° 15'. W. long. 77° 10'.

Bath, a village in the eastern parish of St. Thomas, in the island of Jamaica. It owes its name to a hot spring near it, which is said to be very efficacious in the cure of the dry belly-sore. The sulphureous water flows from a rocky mountain about a mile distant, and is so hot that the hand cannot be held in it.

Bath, Balneum, a convenient receptacle of water for persons to walk or plunge in, either for health or pleasure. Baths are either natural or artificial. Natural, again, are either hot or cold.

Baths, Natural, hot and cold. See Mineral Waters.

Baths, Artificial or Medicinal. The very accurate imitations of most of the mineral waters for the purpose of drinking which are now met with, have induced some ingenious artists to extend the imitation to larger quantities of water sufficient for the purpose of bathing. The method of performing each will be explained under the article of Waters, Mineral.

Of artificial baths some are aqueous, others vaporous, others dry, &c.

Baths, Aqueous, are those prepared from common plants and other substances of emollient, relievant, and nervous kinds. Aqueous Baths sometimes consist of milk and emollient herbs, with rote-water, &c. when the design is to humectate; at other times of bran and water, when the design is only to cleanse; sometimes again, they are made of a decoction of roots and plants, with an addition of spirit of wine, when a perfon baths for a great pain or tumor, &c.

In Vapour Baths, the fame or steam of some decoction is received upon the body to promote a perspiration. These are also by some called Balnea Lucienia.

Vapour Baths are, when the patient is not plunged into what is prepared for the bath, but only receives its steam upon those parts of his body which require it; as in some distempers of the fundament and womb, where the patient sits and receives the fumes of some proper fomentation, &c. Mr. James Playfair has published "A Method of constructing Vapour Baths," fo as to render them of small expense, and of commodious use in private families." The principles on which this method is founded are, that in the vapour bath the water being applied, not in the flate of steam, but of solution in air, a much less quantity of the heated fluid than that usually applied will suffice, provided the heat of the enclosed air can be maintained in a sufficient degree; and that dense substances, especially metallic ones, being the greatest conductors of heat, are to be avoided in the construction of the vessel containing the vapours, and the lightest and most non-conducting materials used instead of them. The whole apparatus for the vapour-bath is, therefore, reduced to a tin boiler, tin pipes wrapped in flannel, and a deal box, with a cotton cover, for the reception of the body and circulation of the vapour.

To these may be added the bagno, where people are made to sweat by the heat of a room, and pouring on of hot water; after which they generally go into a hot bath, or bagno. See BATHING.

Baths, Dry, are those made of ashes, salt, sand, shreds of leather, and the like.

The ancients had divers ways of sweating by a dry heat; as by the means of a hot fand, frove rooms, or artificial bagnois, and certain natural hot fleams of the earth, received under a proper arch, or hot-house, as we learn from Celsus. They had also another kind of bath by inhalation, where the body was exposed to the sun for some time, in order to draw forth the superficial moisture from the inward parts; and to this day it is a practice in some nations to cover the body over with horse-dung, especially in chronic diseases, to digest and breathe out the humour that causes the distemper. In New England, they make a kind of flove of turf, wherein the fiek are shut up to bath or sweat. Phil. Trans. N° 284. p. 130. The fame name is sometimes also given to another kind of baths, made of kindled coals, or burning spirit of wine; the patient being placed in a convenient clofe chair for the reception of the fume, which rises and provokes sweat in a plentiful manner: care is here taken to keep the head out, and to secure respiration.

This bath has been found very effectual in removing eldor; finate pains in the limbs, and venereal complaints; and, it is said, will often complete a cure, left unperfomed by salivation.

Baths, Metalline, those made of water impregnated with the fierre of metals. The most common and useful of this kind are those prepared with the fierre of iron, which abounds with the earthy, faline, and sulphureous fubftance of the metal; and these are of excellent service for strengthening and bracing up the part to which they are applied, and recovering weak and decayed limbs; stopping various kinds of bleeding; and reftoring the menstrual and hemorrholial flux, where obftucted; so much as they may well be fubfitted for the natural iron baths.

Adjacent to the melting furnes where metals are run from their ore, are to be found large quantities of the flag of copper, antimony, and cobalt, which abounding with sulphur, vitriolic salt, and an early principle, make serviceable baths for strengthening the loof tone of the fibles, and relaxing them when they are too flifi. These baths have like- wise a deterfive and cleaning virtue; so that, with prudence and due regard to circumstances, they may be used on many occasions. The way of making these artificial baths is, either to take the flags as they come hot from the fur-
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Bath, Balneum, in Chemistry. In many chemical processes it is of the utmost importance both for the security of the vessels, and the facing of the operation, that the application of the necessary heat should be gradual and regulated. This is particularly the case in most distillations, and in digerations at a moderate temperature, and wherever glafs vessels are employed. Hence the contrivance of baths or intermedes between the burning fuel and the vessel containing the subject of the process, in which the vessels are immersed, and whereby they receive the heat in a regular gradual manner. As fluids heat with more uniformity than solids, they are preferable where only a heat a little inferior to the boiling point of the fluid is required; and they possess this important advantage, that the heat is so kept down by evaporation, that it can never rise beyond the known and given point of boiling. But where as much even as a low red heat is required, no fluid can be employed with any convenience, and recourse must be had to some incombustible solid reduced to powder. A great variety of baths were invented by the elder chemists, especially those who were engaged in alchemical pursuits, which were supposed to require long digestions in a very accurately regulated heat; but most of these are now laid aside, and only the following kinds of baths are retained.

The Water Bath, Balneum Aquæ, is of great use in the distillation of essential oils, of the aromatic part of vegetables, of the finer kinds of ardent spirits, in evaporating into dryness the solutions of vegetables employed in medicine whose virtue would be lost by any excess of heat, and in many other processes. The apparatus for this bath forms part of the improved ALEMBIC (which see, in Plate III. fig. 13. A. of Chemistry); but any vessel full of water, capable of being heated to boiling, and of containing a retort or other vessel, may be used as a water bath. As the utmost heat which any substance immersed in a boiling liquid can acquire thereby, falls short by a few degrees of the temperature of the liquid itself, the heat of a water bath cannot amount to 212°. This is considerably increased, however, by using a strong solution of sea-salt, or any other salt, instead of water; as the boiling point of saturated brine is much higher than that of mere water. This forms the ancient Balneum Maris, Bath of Mary (the Virgin, as some have interpreted the term); but others with more plausibility write Balneum Maris, sea-water, or brine-bath.

Mercury, the fusible alloy of bismuth tin and lead, tin alone, and other metals, have been proposed for the purpose of baths, and now and then used, when a higher heat than the salt-water bath was required; but the metals are cumbersome by their weight, expensive, mercury dangerous to the by-farmer from its evaporation, and they all have the inconvenience of requiring more preasure to be used than the mere weight of the substance which they are to heat, to enable it to be immered in the melted metal.

Balneum Steæum. This whimsical term has been applied to the vapour bath, in which the vessel to be heated is enclosed in a kind of cage filled only with the steam of boiling water. It is almost if not quite out of use for chemical purposes, but it forms a valuable implement for the kitchen.

Balneum Alææ, Sand-bath, of all kinds of chemical baths that which is used the most extensively. In experimental furnaces, or smaller chemical operations, the vessel to contain the sand is of cast iron, very much in the form of an inverted round hat, of which the hollow portion is supported by the projecting rim upon the sides of the furnace, and hang down over the burning fuel, the flame of which plays round it and gradually heats the sand which it contains, together with every vessel buried therein. The sand should be of middling fineness, the finer as well as the very coarsest being separated by sifting; for by this means the heat is more gradually distributed. Those distillations, which at any part of the process require as much as a low red heat, are usually performed in sand baths, even in manufactures in the great way, as of aqua fortis. Sand, when thoroughly heated, continues hot for a very considerable length of time.

Bath is also used in another sense, to signify the fusion of metallic matters in certain operations; thus, in refining or cupelling, the metals are said to be in bath when they are melted.

Bath, the name proper to such public or private edifices as are used for bathing.

The practice of bathing is found among all the nations of antiquity. The people of the East were ever accustomed to it, and have continued the habit to the present time; their methods being perfectly conformable to those of the Greeks and Romans. If we may credit Homer, Mofchus, and Theocritus, the first ages of Greece knew no other baths than the rivers; and it was in them that the princeses Naucissa, Europa, and Helen bathed. Homer (lay the French Encyclopedists) indicates, that in his time private baths of a regular form were in use. Telemaochus and Pliithras, they observe, were conducted to baths of uncommon neatness: the most beautiful fables in the palace bathed them, perfumed them, and adorned them with the handiest garments. But all this is an assumption which the text of their author by no means warrants. The passage alluded to is in the Odyssey, book xv. 1. 135.

Χειρον ἐμεθυότος: ἐπηρὰ τρηχοῦντας φιγοὶς
Κοτόν γρατίν, ὑπὲρ αἵρεσ ὅσητον;
Πληθοῦσα.

And the lines which follow show, it was nothing more than a common ablution previous to an entertainment. The Δίας was a kind of vase occasionally placed upon a tripod.

The Romans, who for a long time bathed in the Tyber, borrowed the idea of artificial baths from the Greeks; their various habits of life and dress rendered such accommodations necessary; and, to make short of our relation, all the most splendid and captivating luxuries of the emperors were
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multiplied and brought together in the vault buildings of
the thermae.

The thermae, those prodigious monuments of Roman mag-
nificence, were formed in imitation of the Greek gymnasia.
In both were assembled all the institutions favourable to
health, all the exercises of the body, all that could give
relaxation to the mind, or afford amusement to the people.
Although the name of thermae gave, by the Romans to
these edifices, signifies a place defined to the use of warm-
baths, yet the diversity of uses to which they were applied
will not suffer us to comprise the whole in a single article.
All that concerns the immediate use of the baths will be
found here; but for other details, we shall refer to
Thermae.

The most complete and beautiful baths were composed of
six principal apartments.

The first was called the apodyterium, where the frequen-
ters of the bath undressed; it was furnished with tables to
receive the garments of the bathers, and guards named cap-
farit to take care of them. This room was also called by the
Romans the praefurnium. All the baths were not furnished
with an apodyterium. Lucian says, that in those where
without it, the frigidarium was used for the same purpose.
The apodyterium is founded neither in the gymnasia of Vit-
ruvius, nor in the palæstræ described by Lucian. It is very
probable, there was no such apartment in the Greek gym-
nasia, and that the frigidarium supplied its place. Pliny is
the only author who mentions it, when describing the baths
of his country-house.

The second apartment was the cold-bath; named Apera
by the Greeks, and frigidarium by the Romans. This room
was usually exposed to the north, and served, as we have
just related, the purpose of an apodyterium to such baths
as were without one; of course it was then the first apart-
ment. The marquis Galani imagined that the frigidarium
and tepidarium were the same; but ancient paintings prove
the contrary.

The third room was the tepidarium. Its principal use was,
by the temperate air it contained, to prevent any bad effects
that might be occasioned by palling too suddenly from the
warm to the cold apartment. In the paintings of the baths of
Titus, this apartment is found between the frig-
ardinum and the concarera fudatio. The tepidarium, ac-
cording to historians, joined the frigidarium to the warm
bath; and it is for that reason that Pliny calls it cella medii,
the middle room. Galen gives it the same name, and imagines
it acquired this appellation not only on account of its situation
in the centre, but from its temperature; for, says he, this
chamber was as many degrees colder than the third or
warm bath as it was warmer than the first or frigidarium.
The frigidarium and tepidarium, however, were more fre-
quented for the benefit of their air than of their water.

The fourth chamber was that which contained the floe;
and was called laconicum, from the name of the oven
which warmed it. According to Galen, it inclosed a dry
heat; and he advises persons of a warm temperature not to
enter it, but rather to use the warm bath, where the water
absorbed by the pores would hinder the heat from being
attended by any bad consequences. The laconicum also had
its name, as having been originally derived from Laconia.

Martial says to one of his friends (lib. 6. ep. 42.) :
Rutus i tibi placuit tibi laconum,
Contentus potes arido vapore
Cruce virgine Maritâque mergi.

Dion informs us, that they who perpired in the laconicum
anointed themselves with oil, and then entered the cold bath;
nevertheless in its origin the laconicum was only used by old
men and valetudinarians. This room, agreeably to Vitruvius,
as well as to the ancient paintings of the baths of Titus,
joined the tepidarium, and communicated to it a more tem-
perate heat. A fort of furnace was usually suspended at one
corner of the room, of a circular form, terminating in a
small cupola, open at the top; which, as Vitruvius says,
favored to regulate the degree of heat which the bathers
wished to give the room. It seems beyond a doubt that the
laconicum itself was nothing more than a kind of furn-
ace; and the mistakes it has occasioned owe their rise to
the room in which it was placed having taken its name
from it. In the paintings of Titus' baths, it is called the
concarera fudatio; but Vitruvius furnishes us with a
proper distinction, when he says (L. c. 10), "laconicum
fodiantique uero contiguus tepidarium," and explains
himself more fully in the next chapter, where he reckons
the floe as a chamber of the palæstra. There should in
one of its corners, he says, be placed the laconicum, and
in another the warm bath. "Concarnera fudatio longitudi-
dunequam significat nam ubi habit abest ex una
parte laconicum . . . ad ex advero laconi caldum
havationem." It should perhaps have been before observed,
that according to Vitruvius, the laconicum had niches which
were called fudationes, where those who used the dry baths
feted themselves, as we see in ancient paintings.

The fifth apartment was the balneum, or warm bath,
called thermobouia, and was the most referred to. Its fize
was proportioned to the number of those who bathed in it
at once. Its breadth was a third less than its height,
without including the gallery, called febola; which was
thrown round it, and terminated near the balcon with a little
wall for the bathers to lean against. This gallery was suf-
iciently large to contain those who waited for their turns to
bath. The middle of the room was occupied by a balcony
called fisseia, or by a bathing place which had the name of
alteum, as we see in the balneum of ancient paintings. The
bath was placed immediately below the only window by
which the light was admitted, that it might not be dark-
ened by the shadows of those who were walking in the gal-

The sixth room was the eleothefium, or sudarium. Here
were preferred the oils and perfumes used both in entering
and quitting the bath; and it was so contrived as to re-
ceive a considerable degree of warmth from the hypocaul.

The hypocaul was a fort of furnaces, which
Vitruvius calls fuppenatum; the bottom formed an inclined
plane, by a gradual descent from the opening where the
wood for heating it was thrown in; by which means the
heat was increased, and the apartments warmed more expe-
ditionally. It extended under the greater part of the rooms
we have mentioned.

Before these rooms particularly defined to the use of
the bath, there were several others intended for the exercises
previously taken. Such were the philerestium, the con-
ferium, the corneum, the phileum, the epheum, and others:
all forming part of the gymnasia; but which were not always
appendages of the baths, particularly those of private per-
fsons. Private baths, however, differed greatly in construc-
tion from those we have mentioned. Each possessed its own
chamber, either in changing the rooms of which they
were composed, or making the same chamber serve for
different purposes. The description the younger Pliny has
left us of his bath at Laurentium, is a proof of this. In
this building there was neither apodyterium nor tepidarium;
and the arrangement of its other parts was very different
from that of the public baths. You first entered a spacious
frigidarium; where contiguous to the walls, and opposite
to each other, were placed two baths sufficiently extensive to swim in. Nigh this chamber was the circuitarium; you then entered the hypocaust, the propignium, and two other apartments, neat but not magnificent; you afterwards came to a hot bath, from which the sea was discovered; and farther on was the sphaeriferium, exposed to the afternoon sun. In his house in Tulaeum, on entering the bath, we first find a great apodyterium, a spacious and agreeable chamber for undreaffing. This conducted to the frigidarium; which was darkened, and contained a bath of an appropriate size. When it was not found sufficiently spacious, there was in the open air a vault bafon, which might be used for the same purpose. Not far from the frigidarium was a chamber exposed to the sun sufficiently warm, but less so than the floce; this was the tepidarium. This room had three partitions, each having a different degree of heat. The two first were entirely exposed to the sun; and though the last had not all the heat of the former, it was equally light. Above the apodyterium was the sphaeriferium, or place of exercise for different games. Although Pliny does not inform us how the bathers employed themselves after having undressed and anointed, it is highly probable that they went up to the sphaeriferium and exercised, defended by another firecase into the floce, and afterwards returned to the apodyterium; not forgetting in their way to visit the tepidarium and frigidarium.

The following description, according to the Hippias of Lucian, gives another idea of the baths of the ancients, with the various apartments they contained.

"Having passed the great vaultile, to which was an easy ascent, you entered a spacious hall for the use of the domestics who attended the masters. On the left were the chambers, where they who quittd the bath retired; which were the handsomest and most agreeable of all. Farther on was another hall defined for persons of consideration. After this apartment, on each side were galleries, where the bathers changed their dresses. The centre, which was both elevated and well-lighted, contained three baths of cold water, ornamented with Laconian marble; and had likewise two statues of the same material, the one of Hygeia, and the other of Eucalpius. On leaving this part of the baths by a long vaulted passage, the building became infinitely warmer, although the heat was far from disagreeable; this passage led to a light apartment where the oils and effences were preferred, which on the right hand had a communication with the palestra; and the door-polts of which were covered with Phrygian marble. The apartment contiguous to this, as Lucian informs us, was more beautiful in its decorations than any we have mentioned; its very floor was composed of the marble already spoken of. It was of a size sufficiently large for the bathers to walk in, and was furnished with seats. After this apartment you entered a sort of gallery, heated; of sufficient length to admit the exercises of the corps. It was inclosed with Numidian marble; and led to a handsome well-lighted apartment, painted with purple, where were three warm baths. To leave it, it was not necessary you should go back by the way you entered, but across a warm chamber where the heat gradually diminished. All the chambers were lighted from the top; and Hippias shewed great judgment, in contructing the apartments which contained the cold bath so as to face the north. In regard to those which required a greater degree of heat, he exposed them to the south, the south-east, and west."

"It appears from this description, that the bath of Hippias had no apodyterium; there were only at each end of the frigidarium, which contained the three baths of cold water, tables on which the dresses were placed. The bathers entered a warm passage which conducted to the circuitarium; whence having anointed themselves they gained the sphaeriferium, the largest and handomest apartment of the whole. When the exercises were finished, they passed into the hot bath by a gallery where there was sufficient heat to preserve the perspiration first excited in the sphaeriferium. So that when the bathers first entered the warm bath, the difference they found was scarcely perceptible; since the warmth of the water was pretty nearly the same with that of the body. After having used the bath, they returned by a shorter way, and crossed an apartment where the heat diminished in proportion as they approached the frigidarium where their dresses had been left."

The following is the description which Vitruvius has left us of the Grecian baths. Having described the different apartments of the gymnasia, he says: "On the right of the ephebeum is built the curseum, or the room for sharing, dressing, &c.; near which should be the coniferium, where the sand for the wrestlers is preserved; and at the corner of the pellizym, the loutron, or cold bath. On the left of the ephebeum, the eleothium, or apartment for the ollages and oils; near which is constructed the frigida-rium; whence a passage should conduct the bathers to the propignium near the floce in the corner of the portico. Adjoining, on one side the frigidarium, is built the vaulted chamber for perpiration, which is always made twice as wide as long; and at one of its angles, usually, that opposite the warm bath, the laconicum." The disposition of each of the apartments we have mentioned varied till more in the thermes of the Romans, although their plans evince uniformity to a certain extent. As the Romans had two pellizymia in their thermes, it seems right to conclude they had a double order of baths. Varro proves incontestibly, that the women bathed in different apartments from the men; for, in speaking of the public baths of Rome, he says: "Item primum balneum nonum et Grecium introitum in urbem; ubi bina effect conjuncta edificia lavandi caufia; unum ubi vii, alterum ubi mulieres lavorentur." What Martial and St. Cyprian relate of the baths, where the men and women bathed indifferenritely, does not confute this passage; since writers attribute those indecencies to none but women of infamous character:

"Cum te lucernae balneator extinctis
Admitat inter builiriamae nucias."

This separation is conipositive in the baths of Caracalla; a great part of which was surrounded by a vestibule which encompassed the principal buildings of the thermes. This part was divided into fifty vaulted halls separated from, but perfectly resembling each other. One of these yet remains entire, and sufficiently indicates how the others were disposed. It is approached by a small vestibule. The room in which the bath was placed, was thirty-one feet in length by fifteen feet three inches wide; the bafon was of marble, with a border of larger stones extending eighteen inches from the edge of the hollow. The cavity between the sides was twelve feet wide by fifteen long. It was defended to in front by leves or eight steps extending the width of the bath; four above the brink, and three or four went to the bottom of the bafon; and the whole was lighted by a small opening at the top. A thousand persons could bathe in this part of the thermes at once.

When the water flowed into these baths, it seems to have been only lukewarm, as it was brought from the hot baths of the great therms; of which more, as we have already mentioned, formed only the outer circle. The water was conveyed from these baths, by pipes, into a great piscina,
or pool, defined for the use of those who wished to exercite themselves in swimming.

In front, on the right and left, were other baths for people of superior consequence. In the room of bafons they had large bathing vessels, which were of copper, porphyry, granite, or basaltes. They also contained fates of marble or porphyry; of which we yet see a great number at Rome. Olympiodorus affures us, that the baths of Caracalla had no less than sixteen hundred.

The grand hall was a rotunda, 111 feet diameter; which is believed to have been called cultura solidus, or the hall of fadans, of which Spartianus speaks in these terms: "Cellam solidum architecte negat pofe nulla imitazione qui facta cibi fieri." It seems to have had its name from the bars of copper and bronze which, according to some, formed its pavement, and to others its cicling; bearing some resemblance to the farning of the fadans among the ancient Romans. It had also large plates of bronze or copper, which covered and ornamented the piers of the window and other parts of the rotunda. It contained a number of vefels in which the warm bath was taken.

Of all that relates to the baths, nothing has so embaflafled the learned as the manner in which hot water was supplied to all the receptacles for bathing which have been found. For if we suppose, and it may be done without exaggeration, that each bath in the thermes of Diocletian was capable of containing six bathers, 1200 persons might have bathed at once. But as no veiles remain, sufficient to favour our conjectures as to the manner in which the water passed into these vafels, we must content ourselves with what Vitruvius has laid upon it.——Baccius has treated this subject better than any of the moderns. He imagines the water was conveyed from reforsors outside the thermo, and that machines were used for raising it to that height, which, agreeably to his examination of Diocletian's baths, seemed requisite. He was also induced to conclude, that the water was heatd outside the thermo, from the number of pipes which he saw underneath the area of the building; where there had never been any alteration, and which were all surrounded by other pipes from the hypocaust. But this supposition appeared to Baccius himself to replete with difficulties, that he pushed his researches on this matter no farther.

The two figures of the water towers or reforsors for the baths of Caracalla, engraved by Piranesi, will suffice to explain how easily the Romans heated the largest body of water their thermo could contain.

The water tower of Caracalla received its supply from the aqueduct of Antoninus, part of which passed by the Appian way.

It appears from the plan of this reforsor, that it had, immediately above the hypocaust, twenty-eight vaulted chambers; that these chambers formed two ranges of fourteen each; and that they had a communication one with the other. Above there were twenty-eight other chambers, which were connected with each other in like manner, though only one of them communicated with the chambers below. Above all there was a spacious reforsor, not very deep, but which extended the whole length of the water tower; in this, the water received considerable warmth from the heat of the sun, before it passed into the chambers. This reforsor did not receive its water directly from the aqueduct, but from an intermediate cirle. Whenever it appeared necessary to draw off the water of the lower chambers to fill the bathing places, the water of the reforsor became ules, and would have overflowed but for an opening on one side of the cirle, by which it escaped with-

out going into the baths. During all this time the water of the reforsors was tranquil. The cirle answered two purposes; it prevented any agitation in the water of the reforsor, and carried off that which was of no use. When the twenty-eight vaulted chambers, immediately above the hypocaust, began to heat, the warmth they acquired was quickly augmented; as there was only one of them which communicated with the exterior air.

The strength of the walls and vault was quite sufficient to reflect the rarefaction of air within the water, and of consequence to hinder its evaporation from producing danger. It was necessary that it should have pipes to give the water a sufficient heat for the usage of the bath. When the hour of bathing came, the warm water was let into the bathing places from the lower chambers; where it ran with incredible swiftness, and rose to a perpendicular height equal to the surface of the reforsor of the water tower.

To hinder the water from cooling as it passed through the subterraneous pipes, they were introdured in others which came from the entrance of the hypocaust, forming a fort of double tunnel, and acquiring a considerable degree of heat before the water entered them.

Each chamber was within the walls 40 feet long, 27 wide, and about 30 high. The number of figures upon the surface of the lower chamber amounted to 58,500. If we allow for the medium height 30 feet, the quantity of water contained in the lower chambers amounted to 1,143,450 cubic feet.

The ancients do not inform us how they discovered the method of heating such large volumes of water. We are therefore in the dark whether it was an invention of the Romans, or whether they brought it with them from the East. It is reasonable, however, to suppute, that such methods could be of no use before the construction of the thermes at Rome, and of course could not be older than the time of Augustus; in whose reign, Dion Cassius informs us, Mecenas built a warm bath capable of admitting persons to swim in.

This method, or one very similar, was used in all the baths of Rome. That described by Vitruvius was insufficient to furnish water for these vast buildings, which Ammianus Marcellinus compares to provinces (lavacra in modum provinciarum extrada); though it was undoubtedly the cafe in private baths. They heated the water of the bath, says Vitruvius, by means of three vefels of copper, so disposed that the water flowed from one to the other. One was called calldarium, another tepidarium, and the third frigidi-arium. The marquis Galiani observes, that it is no easy matter to give a precise idea of the situation of these vafes above the furnace. Ceferiano and Caporali have engraved one above the other, or rather one within the other, placing the frigidiarium above the tepidarium, and that above the calldarium, which was placed immediately above the furnace. But the great difficulty is, that in this arrangement the heat, by the aeration of the flame, ought to warm the upper vafe, or frigidiarium. Perault, on the contrary, places the three vases on a level; and he imagines that fphyons carried the water of one vafe into another; but how, without a piton, or some such expedient, the water could be raifed so as to re-edefned, he has not explained.

The ancient paintings of Titus's baths place these vafes upon three repes, in such a manner that the bottom of the water of one vafe shall be upon a level with the aperture of the other; so that it is easy to comprehend how the water was conveyed. But the marquis Galiani believes, that this disposition is not altogether agreeable to the truth; and that it was adopted by the painter, only to afford a more clear idea how the water was transferred.

I believe,
I believe, he says, that the three vases were upon a kind of level; the caldarium immediately above the furnace; the tepidarium a little backward, so as to receive a reverberation of the heat more than the fire itself; and the frigidarium upon a mossy pedestal, so that the warmth could not reach it. From the caldarium to the baths was a pipe, which, by means of a cock, supplied any quantity of water that was requisite. Another pipe carried the water of the referrai to the frigidarium, and kept it at the same level. All the figures which Vitruvius has given of this process, seem to require that an attendant should overlook this transfusion of the water; but that author himself tells us, that the operation was performed without afflitzit; ita collocanda ut ex tepidario in caldarium quantum aqua calde exerit inflat de frigidario in tepidarium ad eundem modum.

They had also other means of heating the water of the baths. We construct, says Seneca, a species of vases high and narrow, in the form of dragons and other fanciful shapes, in which we place pipes of native copper, of a spiral form, through which the water passes till it acquires a sufficient degree of heat. In the same degree as the cold water enters the pipes, the warm passes out; so that all the water which runs through, acquires the same temperature. Seneca explains the advantage of this process, and informs us the tube through which the water passes having no communication with the fire, the vapours are not mixed with smoke; nce trahit vaporem, quin clauids perturbation.

The parallel which Seneca has given in his letters between the baths of Scipio Africanus and those of his own time, is highly interesting, and will probably elucidate much that has been already written on the subject.

"Scipio's bath," he says, "was small and somewhat dark, agreeable to the ancient custom; for our ancestors thought that a bath could not be warm enough unless it was close. It was therefore a great pleasure to me to compare the manners of Scipio with our own. In this little nook did Scipio (the dread of Carthage, and to whom Rome was indebted for having once taken it) use to bathe his body when fatigued with useful labours. Under this low and forlorn roof he stood, and disdained not to tread so vile and mean a floor. But who is there in our time who would condescend to bathe in this way? A man thinks himself poor and mean, unless the walls are decorated with large and precious embellishments; unless Alexandrian marble is poured and laid in Numidian rough call; unless a rich and curiously variegated platter be spread upon them in pictureque; unless the roof is covered with glauf-work; unless the Tholian stone, once reckoned a scarce and curious ornament, even in some temples, now compassed the pool in which we bathe our bodies when enfeebled with fatigue at some trifling sport: in short, unless the water is conveyed by a silver spout. I am speaking as yet of common houses; but what shall I say when I come to speak of our freedmen? What noble statues! What vail pillars supporting nothing; but placed there for mere ornament, and the vain ostentation of expense! What large and far-looking cascades! We are arrived to such a pitch of delicacy and extravagance, that we cannot tread but upon the most precious marbles.

"In Scipio's bath there are some chinks, rather than windows, cut out of the stone wall to let in the light without hindering the strength of the building. But now we call the baths moth-houses and dungeons, if they are not so contrived as to admit the whole day's sun through the most spacious windows, whereby men are tanned as well as washed; and from the bathing vessels have a prospect both of the meadows and the sea. So that these baths, which, at their first con-
That the Romans, who enjoyed dominion in our island near four hundred years, had their baths, is evident from the frequent ruins of them which are found; and some instances occur where the builders had undoubtedly the thermal baths of their parent country in view. At Hovingham in the north riding of Yorkshire, 1745, a Roman bath was discovered, which had its fudaria and vapourium (Camden, ed. 1789, iii. 157) and ten years after, in taking down the abbey house at Bath, to build a new set of baths called the duke of Kingston's, the workmen found remains of very noble Roman baths and fudatries, whose springs and drains were made use of for the present baths. The plan and elevation of them were engraved by Mr. Gough. (Ibid. i. 79.)

Nor while mentioning the ancient baths in England, must we forget one instance where a magnificent building of the kind occurs among the monastic conveniences of the middle ages. Hugh, the archbishop of Bury, we are told, early in the twelfth century finished the aulae hospitum and balneatorium of his house; and Sambus, who was elected abbot in 1162, appears to have completed the latter edifice upon a scale, for those times, peculiarly grand. (Aqueductum et aquam per rivulos derivavit et lavatoria operis mirifico et magnum et mirandum consanuitat.) See Leland, Itin. vol. iv. App.

But it must be owned, that in spite of all the advantages derived from the habitual use of baths with respect to health and cleanliness, the moderns have till lately very much neglected to employ them; though from this century we must except the Orientals and the Turks, among whom the practice of the bath has been more easily preferred, on account of its connection with religious worship. Their manner of bathing is very similar to that of the ancients; they have full vall edicines for the purpoze, which are heated by means of pipes, and receive light from the top; and though the use of the litiqygl (see Architecture, Plate III.) may not have been preferred, proper frictions for the excitement of perspiration are still used; and the instruments adopted by the ancients are replaced by rough cloths and flannels. The rich among them have private baths, in the construction of which they are expensive, and devote to them the most considerable part of their mansions.

Among the modern Europeans, the practice of bathing, generally speaking, has returned to the same condition it was in when Homer described it in the earlier ages of Greece. It is in the river, during the heat of summer, that the multitude bathe; and that more for pleasure than on any other account: without once reflecting on the accidents which are likely to result from the crudity of the water, the intertemporature of the air, or the action of the fun, to which they are frequently exposed.

At Florence, on the bank of the Arno, public baths were constructed by the late duke, with such accommodations as seemed most appropriate for general use: adjoining which there are other baths belonging to private persons; and gardens of promenade.

What are called public baths at Paris, are far from uniting the bath advantages; they are no other than large boats, called toise, covered with a cloth, with small ladders attached by cords, to facilitate the purposes of bathing. The French have also private baths for hire, similar to those in England; and many of their larger mansions are furnished both with domestic baths of the larger kind, or bathing vessels formed of metal.

Those which are called natural baths, are usually buildings constructed nigh the sources of mineral waters; such as the baths of Puzzuoli, Baix, and St. Germano, near Naples.

Fiftis, in Tuscany; Bourbon and Vichi, in France; Buxton, Bath, and Harrogate, in England.

Of the engravings which accompany this article, Plate 1 exhibits the plan of the baths of Caracalla; of the references in which we give the following explanation.

1. The great square, surrounded by a portico, for the exercitio of the stadium.
2. Those parts of the portico which served for entrance to the vestibules of the palestra.
3. The cella solare of the palestra: the gates of which were furnished with lattice work of bronze.
4. Vestibules of the great hall.
5. The great hall, furnished with the xystum.
6. Other vestibules belonging to the lateral apartments of the palestra.
7. Others, narrower than those already mentioned, leading to the same apartments.
8. Halls, open at the top, whose sides were ornamented with basio-relievas in marble. A fragment of one of the last of these was lately in the possession of cardinal Albani.
9. Anti-rooms belonging to the xystum.
10. Common entrances to the same.
11. Openings to give the xystum light.
12. A spacious xystum in the middle of the palestra, for the exercitio of the athletes.
13. Apartments in which the athletes anointed themselves and left their vestments, with staircases ascending to the upper part of the cella solare.
14. Receivables for the rain-water from the roofs of the porticoes (fig. 19.), which was conveyed by pipes to the lower baths.
15. Other uncovered receivables, for the same purpose, formed in the side walls.
16. The portico, whence passing through the xystum you reached the great bath: it was exposed to the S.W. and was sometimes warmed by the fun, and at other times by furnaces.
17. Chambers or baths belonging to the wrestlers, and other combatants, of the theatre and xystum.
18. The cistern of water in the centre.
19. Porticoes, ornamented by niches, with magnificent fountains, serving as a shelter for the populace from the rain and fun.
20. Double portico before the theatre.
21. Seats for the spectators at the games; in front of which, upon occasion, the stage, and scenes for theatrical representation, were erected.
22. Open spaces between the porticoes and the great hall or facade.
23. Uncovered halls.
24. The athenaeum.
25. Open space in front of the philosophic walks.
26. The philosophic walks.
27. Quarters for the pretorian guard.
28. The great exedra, for trials of strength.
29. Apartments appertaining to the exedras, subdivided into smaller ones for the accommodation of the officers and exerciters in the different games.
30. Apartments for the scenes, and other theatrical apparatus.
31. Openings with iron gratings, for the admission of light to the lower story.
32. Staircases from the lower to the upper story.
33. Vestibules of the upper story.
34. Other staircases of ascent to the porticoes.
35. Quarters of the pretorian bands; with porticoes in front.

36. Piscinae,
36. Piscine, or pools of cold water.
37. Porticos erected at a later period, by Alexander Severus.
38. Cold bath with fountains in the centre.
39. Walls surrounding the summit of the hill on which the baths of Caracalla were erected.
40. Magnificent fountains.
41. Walls surrounding the fummit of the hill on which the baths of Caracalla were erected.
42. Open space around the reservoirs of water.
43. The aqueduct of Antoninus, which supplied the baths.
44. Intermediate reservoir, into which the water of the aqueduct was discharged.
45. The opening by which the water was conducted to the warm baths.
46. The reservoir.
47. Walls of the city, anterior to those of Aurelian, which were enlarged by Caracalla, for the extension of the thermae.
48. The fountains mentioned in fig. 38.
49. Porta Capena in the city wall.
50. Porta Terentiana.
51. The Appian way.

Plate II. exhibits a painting from the baths of Titus, on a brown ground, representing three flight temples: in the centre one a statue, suppos'd to be Apollo, with a priest on either side; and above each of the lateral temples a bas-relief, representing the sacrifices of Bacchus. The smaller figures in Arabesque.

Here may be remarked, that in strict contradiction to all that is attempted by the French writers, the paintings of the ancients, whether Greek or Roman, are in bad perspective.

Plate III. contains a section of the baths of Caracalla, from Piranesi; with Montfaucon's idea of explaining the relative situation of the different apartments in the Roman thermae.

Bath, in Jewish Antiquity, is the name of a liquid measure, containing the tenth part of an omer.

Some distinguishing kinds of baths: viz. the greater bath, containing 80 pounds of water; or, according to Josephus, 1440 Roman ounces; the second bath, containing 100 ounces; the third, 663 ounces; the fourth, containing 25 ounces; and the fifth, 63 ounces of water. Beverin. Synch. de Mem., p. 137.

Some have estimated the sacred bath at half as much again as the common bath; but there is no sufficient reason for this distinction. Calmet.

Bath, Knights of the. This order was instituted in England at the coronation of Henry IV. in 1399, and revived by George I. by his letters patent, bearing date at Westminster, the 18th of May in the 11th year of his reign, 1725, in the following words:

"George, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, king, defender of the faith, &c., to all to whom these presents shall come greeting. Whereas our royal predecessors, upon divers wise and honourable considerations, have, on occasion of certain august solemnities, conferred with great state, upon their royal issue male, the princes of the blood royal, several of their nobility, principal officers, and other per sons distinguished by their birth, quality, and personal merit, that degree of knighthood which hitherto had been denominated the knighthood of the bath; we, being moved by the same considerations, do hereby declare our royal intention not only to re-establish and support the said honour of knighthood in its former lustre and dignity, but to erect the same into a regular military order: and, accordingly, of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, and by virtue of our royal prerogative, being the fountain of honour, we have instituted, erected, constituted, and created, and by these our letters patent, do institute, erect, constitute, and create a military order of knighthood, to be and be called for ever hereafter by the name and title of "The Order of the Bath," whereby we, our heirs and successors, kings of this realm, from ever shall be sovereigns; which said order shall consist of a great master, to continue during the pleasure of us, our heirs or successors, and thirty-five companions, to be from time to time nominated and appointed by us, our heirs and successors, wherein a succession shall be always regularly continued; which said order shall be governed by statutes and ordinances, to be from time to time made, ordained, altered, and abrogated, by us, our heirs and successors, at our will and pleasure. And to the end that such statutes may be legally established, we, following the example of our royal predecessor king Edward the Third, of glorious memory, founder of the most noble order of the garter, who gave function to the statutes of that order, by affixing to the same seal which had been by his command made and appointed for the same order, do hereby direct and appoint, that a seal shall be immediately engraven, having upon one side the representation of our royal person on horseback in armour, the shield azure, three imperial crowns or, the arms ususally ascribed to the renowned king Arthur, with this inscriptions, "Sigillum Honorificum Ordinis Militaris de Balnea;" and on the reverse, the same arms enrolling our royal arms: and our royal will and pleasure is, that the said seal shall for ever hereafter be the seal of the said order of the bath; and that the statutes to be perpetually and inviolably observed within the said order, shall be established and sealed by and with the same seal: and we do hereby for us, our heirs and successors, declare and ordain, that the said statutes to be given by us, our heirs or successors, to which the said seal shall be affixed, shall be of the same force and validity as if the same statutes, and every article of them, had been verbatim recited in these letters patents, and had been passed under the great seal of this our realm. And further, we do hereby ordain, constitute, nominate, and appoint our right truly and right entirely beloved cousin John duke of Montagu to be the first great master of the said order, to hold the said office during our pleasure, with such powers, privileges, and emoluments, and subject to such regulations as shall be, in our pleasure and discretion, to be established by us, our heirs or successors, as aforesaid. And whereas it is absolutely necessary, for the dignity and service of this order, that there should be officers peculiarly appropriated thereto, we do by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, will and ordain, that there shall be for ever hereafter a dean, genealogist, king of arms, regifter, secretary, usher, and messenger, of and belonging to the said order, whose respective duties, privileges, emoluments, and perquisites shall be particularly expressed and declared in the said statutes; and we do hereby for us, our heirs and successors, constitute, create, and appoint the dean of the collegiate church of St. Peter's Westminster, for the time being, to be for ever hereafter dean of the said order, and do for us, our heirs and successors, give and grant full power and authority to the great master of the said order, for the time being, to constitute, nominate, and appoint, under the seal hereby appointed for the said order, a genealogist, king of arms, regifter, secretary, usher, and messenger of the said order; and from time to time to fill up the places of such officers upon vacancies, according to such rules and directions, as shall for that purpose be laid down and expressed in the said statutes to be given as aforesaid. And to the end that the respective
respective fees to be paid to the several officers of the said order of the bath by such persons as shall be nominated unto and accept the honour of a companion of the said order, may be certain and fixed, we do by these presents, for us, our heirs, and his successors, will and declare that all such fees shall be payable and particularly ascertained and established in and by the statutes to be given and ordained to and for the said order, by us, our heirs or successors, under the seal hereby appointed for the said order, and shall be of the like force and effect as if the same had been particularly expressed and set forth in these our letters patents: and, lastly, we do hereby, for us, our heirs and successors, grant that these our letters patents, or the inculmation or exemplification thereof, shall be in and by all things good, firm, valid, sufficient, and effectual in the law, according to the true intent and meaning thereof; any omission, imperfection, defect, matter, cause, or thing whatsoever to the contrary thereof in anywise notwithstanding. In witness whereof we have caused these our letters to be made patents.

Witnesses ourself at Westminster, the eighteenth day of May, in the eleventh year of our reign."

The badge, cognizance, or ensign of this order, is a rose, thistle, and shamrock, issuing from a sceptre between three imperial crowns, surmounted with the motto of the order; viz. "Tria juncta in uno!" the whole of pure gold, chased and pierced, and is worn by the knight elect, pendant from a red ribbon across the right shoulder. The collar is of gold, weighing thirty ounces. It is composed of nine imperial crowns, and eight roses, thistles, and shamrocks, issuing from a sceptre, enamelled in their proper colours, tied or linked together with fourteen gold knots, enamelled white, having the badge of the order pendant thereto. The star consists of three imperial crowns of gold, surmounted by the motto upon a circle of red, with rays issuing from the centre flower, forming a star, and is embroidered on the left side of the upper garment. The insignia dres of a knight of the bath is a furcoat of white fatten, with a mantle of crimson fatten lined with white, tied at the neck with a cordon of silk crimson and gold with gold tassels, and on the left shoulder is embroidered the star of the order; a white silk hat, adorned with a flathing plume of white ostrich feathers, white leather boots, edged and hollow, crimson and gold frills, a sword in a white leather scabbard, with cross hilts gold. The knights receive the order by investiture in the king's cloak, or, if abroad, by warrant. The ceremony of investiture is as follows. The dean, the knights, and the officers of the order attend in the privy-chamber in their mantles and collars, and proceed from thence, after the levee, into the sovereign's presence, making the usual reverence, in the following order; gentleman usher of the order in his mantle, chain, and badge, bearing the scarlet rod; regifter and secretary of the order in their mantles, chains, and badges; knight king of arms in his mantle, chain, and badge, bearing the sceptre of bath, carrying the ribbon and badge of the order on a crimson velvet cushion; the genealogist in his mantle, chain, and badge; the knights of the order with their mantles, collars, and badges; the dean of the order in his mantle, chain, and badge; the first knight and principal companion, acting as great master. Then by his majesty's command the intended knight is introduced between the two junior knights of the order, preceded by the gentleman usher of the order, with reverence as before. The sword of state is then delivered to the sovereign by the second knight of the order in seniority, and the intended knight is knighted therewith. Then the principal knight companion presents the ribbon and badge to the sovereign, and his majesty puts it over the new knight's right shoulder, who, being thus invested, has the honour to kiss the king's hand. The proceed then returns to the privy-chamber in the order above mentioned. After the investiture, the knight wears only the ribbon and badge; as he cannot wear either the collar or star before his being invested, without a letter of dispensation, which is only granted to those on foreign service. On the revival of the order, king George the First allowed the chapel of king Henry the Seventh in Westminster abbey to be the chapel of the order, and ordained that each knight's banner, which shall be placed over his stall, shall be two yards in length, and one yard three quarters in breadth, fringed about with red and white silk; and that, in the lowest margin, the name and title of the knight shall be inscribed with letters of gold upon a black ground; and that the cresset, helmet, and sword stall likewise be affixed to the stall, together with an escutcheon of his arms and supporters, enamelled within a circle gules, having thereon the motto of the order in letters of gold, and his name and title in like manner as the knights of the garter are in St. George's chapel, Windsor; the arms also of his three effuques are enamelled on one plate, with their names and title affixed thereto, and placed under the knight. At an investiture of the order, each knight is allowed three effuques, who must be by the statutes "gentlemen of blood, bearing coat armour;" they precede their knight in the procession, having for their dres a crimson silk waistcoat with sleeves, breeches, stockings, and shoes with roes, the whole of which are of the same colour, with a furcoat of white silk, lined and edged with crimson, having a hood of the same affixed thereto, and on the right shoulder of the furcoat the plain escutcheon of the order, "azure, three imperial crowns or," a black silk bat or couf: for which service each effuque "shall, during the term of his life, enjoy all rights, liberties, privileges, exemptions, and advantages which the effuques of the sovereign's body, or the gentlemen of the privy-chamber, do lawfully enjoy, or are entitled unto by virtue of any grant, prescription, or custom whatsoever; and the eldest son of every of these effuques shall have and use the addition and title of effuque in all acts, proceedings, and pleadings: provided that all these effuques are to be entitled to these privileges, shall have certificates of their qualifications before their respective admittance, and likewise an exemplification of their actual performing their duties upon the creation of any knight or knights of the bath, attested by the great master under the seal of the order." An effuque of the order is allowed to hunt and fish in the king's royalty, and is exempt not only from serving the office of high sheriff, but any parochial office. To prevent any abuses in the claiming these privileges and exemptions, the following notice was inserted in the gazette, previous to the installation of the order in 1803, when twenty-two knights were installed, attended by their effuques, sixty-six in number.

"It is hereby notified, that no exemplification will be intided to any effuque, from his royal highness the duke of York, after the ensuing installation, until it shall be certified to his royal highness by the genealogist, that the pedigree and coat armour of the several knights and their respective effuques have been entered in the genealogical books of the order, in obedience to the said statutes.

Given at the Horfe-guards, this 13th day of May 1803; Frederick, acting as great master of the said most honourable military order of the bath."

The dres of the officers of the order is as follows: viz. the mantle and cordon of the dean are the same as the knights; he wears a golden chain, with the badge of the order, but no collar. The genealogist, king of arms, registrator, secretary, and usher's is a white fatten mantle or robe lined with crimson, having
having on the right shoulder the badge of the order tied about the neck with a cordon, the same as the knight's; under it is a fur coat like the equeire's, with a gold chain about their necks, to which is pendant an elcutecheon of gold, thereon enamelled the badge of the order; except that on collar days, the badge is worn pendant to a red ribbon. The office of

genealogist is a distinct office of record for the pedegrees and coat armour of the knights of the order and their equeires, which are entered in a regular series from the year 3399 to the present time. The office of genealogist has, from the revival, been火炬ily filled by John Anfis Esq., John Susfield Browne Esq., and George Naylor Esq., York herald, its present possessor.

The order of the bath doth not appear to have been of greater antiquity, in this kingdom, than the reign of Henry IV. who, on the day of his coronation, conferred that dignity upon forty-six equeires, who had watched all night before, and had bathed themselves; yet this degree of knighthood may jully boast of a much earlier antiquity. The learned William Camden, and Jean Du Tillet suppose it to have been conferred by the old Franks or inhabitants of lower Germany; with whom Mr. Anfis (who was genealogist of the order on its revival) is of opinion, the Saxons, who invaded England, had the same common decency; and who, upon their settlement in England, introduced the same method of knighthood. Du Tillet further remarks, that those ancient Franks, when they conferred knighthood, observed many solemn rites. Before they performed vigil, they bathed, to signify that such as were admitted to this degree should be of a pure mind and beonst intentions; be willing to conflict with any dangers or difficulties in the cause of virtue; take care, both in their words and actions, to follow the maxims of prudence; and, on all occasions, religiously observe the motto of the order, "Trias juncta in uno," which implied a true belief of the Trinity; which rites and conditions, according to his testimony, still continued to be practised in England; and from the practice of these, gentlemen were denominate knights of the bath. Mr. Anfis, with his usual precision and clearness, hath fully proved that William the Conqueror, and the succeeding kings of England, conferred this degree of knighthood as well in Normandy as in England. We have a very particular detail of the ceremonies that were used in creating knights of the bath, at the coronation of king Henry V.; and our historians and records amply vouch that from that time, till the reign of king Charles II. inclusive, it was the usual practice to create knights of the bath at, or previous to, the coronation of our kings, the creation of princes of Wales, and at the celebration of their nuptials, and those of others of the royal family. King Charles II., previous to his coronation, created no less than sixty-eight knights of the bath; from which time no knights of that degree were created, until the revival by George I. in 1725.

Bath Metal is a preparation of copper with zinc, which gives a more beautiful colour than the calamine used in the preparation of the common brat.

Bath Kol, in Jewish Antiquity, a species of revelation by a voice or echo from heaven.

The word signifies, in the Hebrew original, daughter voice, or daughter of a voice; for it may be interpreted both ways. It seems to have been thus called with respect to the original voice delivered from the mercy-seat, when God was confounded by urim and thummim: this latter was the grand and primary voice of revelation; the former, of secondary dignity, and inferior to it as the daughter to the mother.

The Jewish writers speak of three kinds of revelation among them: the first by urim and thummim, which obtained from the creating of the tabernacle to the building of the temple; the second by the spirit of prophecy, which prevailed from the beginning of the world to the death of Malachi; the third, the bath kol, or filia voceis, which took place when the spirit of prophecy wholly ceased in Israel; and was, says Grotius, the sole oracle which remained during the time of the second temple.

This bath kol says Dr. Prideaux, was no such voice from heaven, as the Jewish, and particularly the Talmudical, writers pretend; but only a fantastical mode of divination of their own invention, resembling the "Sortes Virgilianae" among the heathens. (See Sortes.) Prid. Conn. pt. 2. b. 5. vol. 3. p. 483. Godw. Mofes and Aaron, lib. 4. c. 8. Lightfoot's Works, tom. i. p. 485. Grot. in John, xii. 28.

Danzius has a dissertation on the iniquity and imposture of the bath kol: "De filia voceis nefaanda, divina secula."

BATHA, in Ancient Geography, the ruins of an ancient city of Africa, in the kingdom of Algiers, about 2 leagues south of Oran, which was destroyed in the wars that raged between the African powers, about the beginning of the sixteenth century. It has been remarkable, in more modern times, for a little chapel, erected in memory of a marabout, who lived among these ruins, and by the presents he received for his hospitality to travellers, became rich enough to maintain 500 disciples, whose employment it was to go through a long litany of all the divine attributes, by the help of their beads, at certain hours of the day: but the sect has of late declined and is almost extinct.

BATH, a town of Ethiopia, near Egypt. Pliny.

BATH, Bach, or Bachia, in Geography, a town of Hungary, sittuate near the Danube, and capital of a county of the same name. It was formerly the see of a bishop, now united to Coloeza; 20 leagues south of Buda. N. lat. 46° 40'. E. long. 20° 40'.

BATH, a town of Ethiopia, on the confines of the country called by the Arabs Berbera, and more commonly Zanguebar.

BATH, a name sometimes given to the isle of Bas; which see.

BATHASCECH, a town of Lower Hungary, in the county of Tolna, on the Sarwitz.

BATHENAS, in Ancient Geography, a town of Syria, between Cyrrhus and Edessa. Anton. Itin.

BATHGATE, or BATHGET, in Geography, a market-town in the county of Linlithgow, in Scotland. There are three fairs held annually in Bathget: second Wednesday in April, first Wednesday after Whitsunday, O. S. fourth Wednesday in June, third Wednesday in July, third Wednesday in August N. S. and first Wednesday after Martinmas. The circumsinate country is rather hilly, yet by no means defultive of agricultural improvement: the soil of late is made to yield abundant crops; and rural economy advances daily. In a moras, about a quarter of a mile from Bathget, some flight traces of the principal residence of Waller, high steward of Scotland (the founder of the royal house of Stuart), are still discernible. The mansion, and lands thereto belonging, were the dowry bestowed on the high steward's wife, lady Margery, by her father king Robert the Bruce, in A. D. 1316.

BATHING, the act of using or applying a bath; that is, of immersing the body, or part of it in water, or other fluid. See Bath.

Bathing, on a religious account, is more properly called ABULATION, OR BAPTISM.

Bathing is a practice of antiquity. The Greeks, as early as the heroic age, are said to have bathed themselves in the flood.
fea, in rivers, &c. We even find mention in Homer of hot baths in the Trojan times; but these seem to have been very rare, and only used on extraordinary occasions. Athenaeus speaks of hot baths as usual even in his age. In reality, public baths appear to have been discouraged, and even prohibited, by the ancient Greeks, who were content to wash themselves at home in a fort of bathing tubs. Pott. Archael. 

The method of bathing among the ancient Greeks, was by heating water in a large vessel with three feet, and then pouring it on the head and shoulders of the person seated in a tub for that purpose, who, at coming out, was anointed with oil. Buret, in Hist. Acad. Infer. tom. ii. p. 117. The Romans were also long before they came into the use of baths: the very name of which, thermes, they borrowed it from the Greeks. As the ancient Romans were chiefly employed in agriculture, their custom was, every evening, after work, to wash their arms and legs, that they might fit down to supper with more decency: for it is to be observed, the use of linen was then unknown, and the people of that age went with their arms and legs bare, and consequently exposed to dust and filth. But this was not all; for every ninth day, when they repaired to the city, either to the quinaria, or to attend at the assemblies of the people, they bathed all over in the Tyber, or some other river which happened to be near to them. This seems to have been all the bathing known till the time of Pompey, when the custom began of bathing every day. Mercurai, de Art. Gymn. lib. i. c. 16. Mem. Acad. Infer. tom. ii. p. 414.

The Celtic nations were not without the use of bathing: the ancient Germans bathed every day; in winter in warm water, and in summer in cold. This is what Tacitus seems to allude to, “atinim e quadra-vastator, farius cildia, aut aperit quod plurimum ibiens occupat.” De M. G. Ger. cap. 22.

Bathing, among the ancients, made a part of diet, and was used as familiarly as eating, or sleeping; and cold bathing was in high esteem among their physicians for the cure of diseases; as appears from Strabo, Phai, Hippocrates, and Oribasius: whence occur frequent exhortations to washing in the sea, and plunging into cold water. The first instance of cold bathing, as a medicine, is Melampus’s bathing the daughter of the king of Argos; and the first instance of warm bathing, is the use of it by Medea, who was said to boil people alive, because Pelias king of Thessaly died in a warm bath under her hands. The cold bath was successfully used by Antonius Muza, for the recovery of Augustus; but after the death of Marcellus, who was thought to have fallen a sacrifice to the improper use of it, the practice sunk into neglect. It was again revived towards the close of the reign of Nero, by a physician of Marcellus named Charmis; but it was afterward diffused during the ignorance of the succeeding ages. Among the Turks, bathing forms a part of diet and luxury; and in every town, and even village, there is a public bath, for those who have not the convenience of private baths attached to their own houses. Baron de Tott (Memoirs) gives us the following account of the construction of the private baths. Two small chambers, built with brick and faced with marble or plaster, communicate with each other, and each of them is enlightened by a small cupola cut in chequers. This little edifice is commonly joined to the house by a small room, in which those who bathe undress: double doors, folding over and lifted with false, but in the first and second part of the floor. A wood fire is kept in a subterranean vault, the entrance into which is from without. This fire-place is under the farthermost chamber, and heats a caldron immediately beneath the marble floor, which serves as a ceiling to the vault. Pipes, placed within the walls, proceed from the inlets of the caldron, and go out at the cupola, for the purpose of evaporating the water, which is kept continually boiling. Other tubes, communicating with a reservoir, are likewise contained within the brick work, and furnish the inlets with cold water, by means of cocks placed at the sides of those which yield the warm water. Small seats of smooth wood are made to fit on, and drains cut in the marble to carry off the water which is thrown down. These private baths, always heated twenty-four hours before they are used, by being thus constructed, possess such a degree of heat, that persons, who undress in the exterior chamber, and put on high sandals of wood to prevent the feet from being burnt by the marble floor, cannot enter the first room with safety till they have stopped a moment between the two doors, to let the lungs dilate; after which they cannot enter the second floor, under which the heat is most active, without similar precaution. A sudden perspiration rushing through all the pores, is felt immediately as they are entered; but the violence of this heat does not prevent the women from staying in these baths five or six hours, and returning to them very frequently. The following description is from the public bath, and the method of using it, is abstracted from the account given of the baths at Cairo by Savary, Travels, vol. i. p. 145, &c.

The first apartment, or undressing chamber, is a lofty and spacious hall, which rises in the form of a rotunda, and is open at the top for admitting a free circulation of the air. A spacious erate, or raised floor, covered with a carpet, and divided into compartments, goes round it, on which the persons who bathe lay their clothes. In the middle of the building a jet-d’eau spouts up from a basin, and agreeably entertains the eye. When you are undressed, you tie a napkin round your loins, put on a pair of sandals, and then enter a narrow passage, where you begin to feel the heat. The door being fast, at the distance of twenty paces you open a second door, and proceed along a passage, which forms a right angle with the former: here the heat increases. Those who are afraid of suddenly exposing themselves to a stronger degree of it, stop in a marble hall, in the way to the bath, properly so called. The bath itself is a spacious and vaulted apartment, paved and lined with marble, around which are four closets. The vapour, incessantly rising from a fountain and cistern of hot water, mixes itself with the burning perfumes, when perfumes are dispensed by the persons who bathe. The bathers, extended on a cloth that is spread out, and with the head supported by a small cushion, stretch themselves freely in every posture, whilst they are enveloped by a cloud of odoriferous vapours, which penetrate into all their pores. After reposing there for some time, till a gentle moisture is perceived over the whole body, a serviant pressures you gently, turns you over, and when the limbs are become supple and flexible, he makes all the joints crack without any difficulty. He masses i.e. delicately touches, and seems to knead the flesh, without making you feel the slightest pain. When this operation is finished, he puts on a glove covered with a piece of coarse stuff, and rubs you for a long time; and during this operation, he detaches from the body, running with facet, a turf or sort of small scales, and removes even the imperceptible filth that floats the pores. The skin becomes soft and smooth like satin. He then conducts you into a closet, pours a lather of perfumed soap upon your head, and then withdraws. The closet is furnished with a cistern and two cocks, one for cold, and the other for hot water. After having washed in this apartment, the servant brings a depilatory potion, composed of a mineral called “minima,” which is of a deep brown, and which the Egyptians burn lightly, knead with water, and mix with half the quantity
quantity of flaked lime. This greyish paste, applied to the
hair, makes it fall off in a little time, and it is generally used
both by men and women in Egypt. After being well washed
and purified, you are wrapped up in hot linen, and conducted
through the windings that lead to the outer apartment: and
by this gradual transition from heat to cold, or by stopping
for some time in the hall next the flore, no inconvenience
arises from the use of the bath. On arriving at the atraito,
you find a bed prepared for you, and as soon as you are laid
down, a child presses every part of the body with its delicate
fingers, in order to dry you thoroughly. Here you change
linen a second time, and the child gently grates the callous-
y of your feet with pumice stone. He then brings you a pipe
and Mocha coffee.

By these baths, says Savary, the use of which the ancients
strongly recommended, and which are still the delight of the
Egyptians, they prevent or dippel rheumatism, catarrh, and
such cutaneous disorders as are produced by want of periphe-
ration. Thus the blood is made to circulate with freedom,
the whole body acquires a suppleness and lightness, and the
spirits gain a vivacity and flow, which are not experienced in
an equal degree by those who do not pay so much attention
to external cleanliness. The ancients were particularly fond of
these baths, and frequented them at least once a week. After
undergoing the usual preparations, they wash their bodies,
and more especially their heads, with rose-water. Here the
female head-dressers form their long black hair into tresses,
to which they apply costly essences, instead of powder and
powder-mum. Here they blacken the edges of their eye-lids,
and lengthen their eye-brows with "colot," or a preparation of
tin burnt with gall-nuts. Here also they flain their finger
and toe nails with "heume," (See AlCanna), which gives
them a golden colour. The linen and clothing which they
use are passed through the sweet steam of the wood of aloes.
The days, appropriated to the use of the bath, are festivals
for the Egyptian women; and on this occasion they pay
great attention to the ornamens of their draps, as well as to
the cleanliness of their persons.

Baths similar to that above described, though differing in
size, are constructed in all the principal towns of Egypt.
The necessity of cleanliness in the eastern climates, where
perpiration is so copious, has rendered baths indispensable:
the comfort they provide preserves the use of them; and
Mahomet, who knew their utility, has re-enforced the prac-
tice of ablution and bathing by precept express.

Mr. Tooke (View of the Russian Empire, vol. ii. p. 7, &c.)
informs us, that the common Russians, in general, use but
few medicines; supplying their place in all cafes by the
sweating bath, a practice universal among them, and which
has a decided influence on the whole physical state of the
people. The use of the bath, that venerable relic of the
manners of the ancient world, as this ingenious writer de-
nominates it, is now almost entirely confined to the Oriental
nations, where it minerals both to health and to luxury, and
is perpetuated by religion. In Europe it has been gradually
decaying for several centuries, though it was here also in
some fort interwoven with religion, the holy water of the
Roman catholic church being a slight remnant of it.

Russia and Hungary are at present the only countries in
this quarter of the world, where it is still the custom to
bath in the manner of the ancients. In Russia particularly
the bath forms so essential a part of the system of living,
that it is used by people of every age; and in all circumstantial
cases, by infants, by lying-in women, in almost all fecknesses,
before and after a journey, after hard work, &c. The bath is
a necessary of life so indispensable to the common people, that
they frequent it as often as possible, well or ill, and without
any particular occasion, once a week at least. Perforce of
middle station in good circumstantions, and the great, usually
contrive vapour baths, after the Russian fashion, in their own
houses, though in these classes the practice is declining under
the increasing influence of foreign manners. Baths have
been common in Russia from time immemorial. They are
recommended by Nektor fo long ago as the 11th century, precisely
in their present form. Among the ancients the baths
were public buildings, under the immediate cognizance of the
government. The invention of them was owing to cleanliness
and convenience; but in processes of time all the graces
of architecture were lavished upon them; and at length luxury
and voluptuousness fo perverted them from their primitive
purposes, that they became offensive and shocking to the
moralists of antiquity. Alexander was inflamated at the mag-
nificence of the baths in Perlas. At Rome, under the
emperors, there were once 870 of these edifices, such, with
respect to magnificence and taste, as might pass for master-
pieces of art; and in after ages they were demolished by the
Goths, or converted by bishops into churches. In our days,
however, Hungary is the only country that can fill exhibit
baths, equal in magnificence to those of the ancient Romans.
In Russia, to the contrary, they are always of that simple
construction, which indicates their principally and most essential
delination. Here the public baths, called public because
they are under the care of the police, and let out to com-
mon people on the crown's account, unblitlly consist of mean
wooden houses, situate, whenever it is possible, by the side
of a running stream. In the bath-room is a large vaulted
oven, which, when heated, makes the paving stones lying
upon it red-hot; and adjoining to the oven is a kettle fixed
in masmony, for the purpose of holding boiling water. Round
the walls of the rooms are three or four rows of benches one
above another, like the seats of a field. The room has
little light, but here and there are apertures for letting the
vapour escape; the cold water that is wanted being let in
by small channels. Some baths have an anti-chamber for
dressing and undressing; but in most of them this is done in
the open court-yard, which on that account has a boarded
fence, and is provided with benches of planks. In those
parts of the country where wood is scarce, they sometimes
confit of wretched caverns, commonly dug in the earth close
to the bank of some river. In the houses of wealthy indi-
viduals, and in the palaces of the great, they are constructed
in the same manner, but with superior elegance and conveni-
cence. The heat in the bath-room is usually from 32° to 40°
of Reaumur; and this is much increased by throwing water
every five minutes on the glowing hot stones in the chamber
of the oven. Thus the heat often rises, especially on the
uppermost bench, to 44° of the thermometer. The persons
that bathe lie quite naked, on one of the benches, where
they perspire more or less in proportion to the heat of the
humid atmosphere in which they are enveloped. For promot-
ing perpiration, and more completely opening the pores, they
are first rubbed, and then gently fregilated with leavy bunches
of birch. After remaining for some time in this state, they
come down from the sweating bench, and wash their bodies
with warm or cold water, and at last plunge over head in
a large tub of water.

Many persons throw themselves immediately from the
bathroom into the adjoining river, or roll themselves in the
snow in a frock of ten or more degrees. The Russian baths are,
therefore, "sweating baths," not the Roman tepidaria or caldaria of a moderate warmth,
but very violent sweating-baths, which to a person uninhabi-
tuated to the practice, bring on a real, though a gentle and
almost voluptuous swoon. They are "vapour-baths," not

water
water nor yet dry sweating-baths; differing in this respect from all the baths of antiquity, as well as from those of the modern Orientals; and in this consists their essential excellence, that they are beneficial in such a variety of cases, where hot-water baths would be useless or even pernicious. They are further to salutary baths," as they promote cleanliness, affix the perspiration, render the skin soft and smooth, &c. and not voluptuous baths like those of the Greeks and Romans. All the inventions of efficacy and luxury are entirely elevated; and of anointing after the use of the bath, indispensable in those, the Russian is wholly ignorant. Instead of this the sudden transition from heat to a rigorous frost hardens his body, and adapts it to all the severities of climate, and to every vicissitude of weather; a transition which seems to us unnatural or dangerous, merely from the prejudices of a soft and effeminate age.

Mr. Tooke adds, that, without doubt, the Russians owe their longevity, their robust state of health, their little distillation to certain mortal diseases, and their happy and cheerful temper, mostly to these baths, though climate, aliment, and habits of living likewise contribute their share.

The great lord chancellor Bacon, and other sagacious observers of nature, and of mankind, have lamented, and certainly not without cause, that the practice of bathing has fallen into disuse among the modern nations of Europe, and anxiously wish that it might again revive in all our towns and villages. In fact, when we consider, says Mr. Tooke, that the old physicians to early introduced into their practice this remedy of nature's own invention, and employed it with such great success; when we recollect that Rome for 500 years had no physicians but only baths, and that to this day a multitude of nations cure almost all their maladies merely by baths; we cannot avoid regarding the diffusion of them as the epocha of a great revolution, which has been wrought in the physical state of the human race, in one quarter of the world. The natural perspiration, the most important of all excretions, must naturally go on better in a body constantly kept soft by bathing. Many impurities that passily lay in us the train to tedious and dangerous diseases are removed in time, before they poison the blood and juices. All exanthematic diseases are abated by bathing, and consequently the small-pox; and if this dreadful disorder be actually less fatal in Russia than in other countries, this phenomenon need not be attributed to any other cause besides vapour-baths.

Bathing, medicinally consider'd, ranks among the most efficacious means by which diseases are prevented or cured. Its effects vary according to the variation of temperature, and according to the qualities of the liquid medium employed; that is, according as the bath confits either of common water, or of water containing salt or other mineral ingredients (see Mineral Waters), or of water impregnated with the virtues of aromatic or other herbs. These last, which go under the name of medicated baths, are seldom used; and when they are, we are inclined to believe that it is to the watery medium, rather than to the specific properties, that their beneficial operation is to be ascribed.

Under the present head, we shall confine ourselves to the consideration of the effects produced by bathing; so far as they depend upon a diminution or increase of temperature above or below the natural standard of the human body.

Baths of different degrees of temperature, corresponding to the familiar terms, cold, temperate, and hot, are suited to different and opposite states of the body. The manner of using them is also different; the time of immersion or lying in them varying according to the difference of temperature, and according to the required quantum of impression or effect, as will be particularly noticed in treating of each. And, first of the

COLD BATH, by which is understood water of a temperature from 65 to 33 Fahrenheit. The general effects produced in a healthy person by immersion into an ordinary cold bath (that is, water of the temperature of 38 or 50), are, according to the accurate statement of Dr. Saunders, as follow: "First, there is a general sensation of cold, forming that sudden shock to the whole system, which is one of the most important effects of the cold bath. This is almost immediately succeeded by an equally universal state of warmth, which increases rapidly to a certain point, so as to cause the surrounding water, though actually cold, to feel of a comfortable warmth; and this feeling is sooner produced, and continues longer, in proportion as the person is in full health, and naturally possesses a vigorous circulation. By degrees, however, if the body continues immeasured, it becomes chilled; violent shivering comes on; the extremities grow numb and pale; sometimes sickness takes place; and, at last, the animal powers are exhausted by cold and fatigue. In this process, the most remarkable effects are those which occur first, and are directly consequent to the shock of immersion; and these require particular attention in a medical view, as it is only to the production of these that the cold bathing should be ascribed to proceed. The sensations of returning warmth which take place directly after the cold of the first immersion, constitute what has been called the reaction of the system; and this is certainly a proper and characteristic term, as it imports an action produced in the body itself, to re-establish an external impression. Reaction in this place seems to be a peculiar effort of the living power, and to be excited in a degree proportionate to the force of that power, and to the intensity of the caufe which called it into action. It implies not merely an increase of the production of animal heat, but, superadded to this, a sudden effort within the body, and the whole arterial system, to overcome an impression on the extremities as sudden and powerful. Hence it is, that a mere abstraction of heat, by a cold medium, will not produce that which is precisely meant by reaction, except the external cold be applied suddenly, and to a large surface. These two conditions are fulfilled by sudden immersion into cold water. The superior power of conducting heat which water poiffesses over air, is also a circumstance that is always to be kept in mind in applying cold externally. This is particularly shewn where a person continues long in this cold medium beyond the first effects of reaction. On account of the high conducting power of water, the body must be constantly employed in producing an unusual quantity of heat; and this appears to be a great effort in the constitution, which, if carried too far, goes directly to destroy the animal powers." Thus three effects are produced by immersion in cold water; viz. an instantaneous and powerful shock, a sudden abstraction of heat from the surface of the body, and that exertion of the vital energies to counteract the shock and reëstore the lost quantity of animal heat, which is termed reaction. It is easy to perceive, that when the body is placed under such circumstances for a few seconds, a considerate impression must be made, first, upon the sentient system, i.e. the brain, and its ramifications, the nerves; and, secondly, upon the languidous and absorbent systems; and that such impression may be rendered sublative to the prevention and cure of various diseases. Accordingly, the cold bath is a principal remedy, first, in many convulsive affections, and in maniacal attacks; and, secondly, in certain forms and conditions of fever.
1. In the convulsions to which children are so liable, Dr. Currie of Liverpool (whose observations on the subject of cold bathing have been too often quoted) has found that this application is a most useful remedy, whether the convulsions originated in worms, or other causes. In early infancy, however, he remarks, that he has used it with caution, sometimes tempering the water when the weather was cold, and sometimes pouring it upon the patient, rather than immersing the patient in it; making the application of the cold water in this way sudden and transient, so as to secure reaction, and avoid the remedy entirely in all cases where the vital energy seemed much exhausted. He further remarks, that the chief benefit derived from the cold bath in convulsive disorders, depends on its being used in the paroxysm of convulsion. It not only shortens the duration or abates the violence of the existing paroxysm, but has a remote good effect in retarding or wholly preventing its return. In that convulsive disorder termed *chorea Sic. Vitii*, the cold bath, though strongly recommended by most practitioners, has not succeeded with this author; and he candidly acknowledges, that his experience of its effects in epileptic fits is as yet too limited to enable him to form any satisfactory conclusion. The late Dr. Heberden, whose experience in these affections was considerable, had no great opinion of it. Against *tetaos*, whether idiopathic or arising from local injury, this remedy has been employed with the most decided good effect, particularly in the tropical climates; nor has it proved less beneficial in maniacal paroxysms. See Dr. Currie's work hereafter quoted.

2. In certain forms and conditions of fever. In the sexes, cold bathing, whether by immersion or affusion, is of eminent service when properly applied; as, by abstracting the preterrestrial degree of heat, it aids the body of an exhausting fluxus and irritation, and thereby abates the frequency of the pulse, the delirium, and other febrile symptoms. It may be reftored to in mott fevers (some of the exanthematical fevers excepted) where the skin is hot and dry; but it is especially adapted to the *typhus* or *common contagions* fever of this country, the acutest fevers of the hot climates, and the yellow fever of the West Indies, &c.—"The safest and most favourable time" (says Dr. Currie) for using the affusion or immersion of cold water, is when the exacerbation is at its height, or immediately after its declination is begun; and this has led me almost always to direct it to be employed from fix to nine o'clock in the evening; but it may be safely used at any time of the day, when there is no feell of chilliness present, when the heat of the surface is readily above what is natural, and when there is no general or proflate perpiration." It is of the utmost importance that medical practitioners be careful not to apply this remedy during the cold fit of fever, when it would extinguish life; nor to apply it when the heat of the body is less than natural, or even only equal to the natural heat; nor when the fever-patient is in a state of perpiration. Cold bathing has also been tried in the *febrile*; but in this species of eruptive fever as well as in measles, the application of cold water to the surface of the body is, in our opinion, by no means advisable. Another caution we would subjoin with regard even to fevers that are not eruptive; viz. that when they are complicated (as often happens in this climate) with pneumonic inflammation, cold ablation is inadmissible. Cold bathing has often been recommended in certain glandular diseases, and particularly in *ferulosa*. Accurate observation, however, has proved, that in these cases it is generally hurtful; and that for such complaints, a temperate bath, whether of fresh or salt water, is preferable.

Having thus described the general effects of cold bathing, as well as its particular application to certain flutes of disease; we have only further to add a few words respecting the manner of using it. In the case of *immersion*, the time of staying should in general not exceed a minute or two, where the degree of cold is below $50^\circ$; but in the summer and autumnal fevers, immersion in rivers, and especially in the sea, may be continued as long as is pleasant to the feelings of the bathers; provided the body is at the same time exercised in swimming. Much mischief, however, is frequently done by staying in too long.

It has been commonly supposed, that if a person has made himself warm with walking or any other exercise, he must wait till he becomes cooled before he should plunge into the cold water. Dr. Currie, however, has shewn that this is an erroneous idea, and that in the earlier stages of exercise, before profuse perspiration has dissipated the heat, and fatigue debilitating the living power, nothing is more safe, according to his experience, than the cold bath. This is so true, that he has for some years constantly directed infirm persons to use such a degree of exercise before immersion, as may produce some increased action of the vascular system, with some increase of heat; and thus secure a force of reaction under the shock, which otherwise might not always take place. The popular opinion, that it is false to go perfectly cool into the water, is founded (he observes) on erroneous notions, and sometimes productive of injurious consequences. Thus, persons heated and beginning to perspire, often think it necessary to wait on the edge of the bath until they are perfectly cooled; and then plunging into the water, feel a sudden chilliness that is alarming and dangerous. In such cases, the injury is generally imputed to going into the water too warm, whereas in truth it arises from going in too cold.

Besides immersion, there are other modes of cold bathing; such as *affusion*, which consists in suddenly pouring upon the body a sufficient quantity of cold water from buckets or other vessels. This mode of applying cold water produces a very considerable shock, and consequent reaction. It is this mode of cold bathing that has been reforted to with advantage in the contagious fevers of this climate, and in the yellow fever of the West Indies. What is termed the shower-bath is only another mode of affusion.

As cold bathing is a remedy which is successfully employed for the cure of various disorders, so is it a preservative against others, and particularly against febrile infection. When used by persons in health, it increases the tone of the muscular fibre, strengthens the digestive organs, and by diminishing the sensibility of the whole system, and particularly of the skin, renders the body less susceptible of atmospheric impressions from cold, wet, and sudden changes of temperature; thus contributing to the production of what is termed a robust or athletic constitution. A temperate bath (i.e. from $70$ to $85$, or more) is applicable to the same cases as the cold bath, and may be used in the same manner. It is preferable in many cases where the shock of the ordinary cold bath is too great.

If after going into the cold bath a person feels dull or chilly, or complains of head-ache or tightness across the chest, it is a proof that it disagrees, and it should accordingly be discontinued. It should further be remarked, that this remedy is not suited to those who have a tendency to consumption, nor to such as are constitutionally liable to bowel complaints. The best sessions of the year for cold bathing are the summer and autumn.

We now proceed to the consideration of

*Warm Bathing*: a remedy not less efficacious than the former in diseases of an opposite nature; but concerning
concerning the operation of which, wrong notions have till very lately been entertained by the generality of medical writers and medical practitioners. It has been imagined that the warm bath relaxes (a figurative expression) and weakens, whereas it produces a contrary effect; unless indeed the temperature be so high, or the time of immersion continued so long, as to bring on that degree of debility which is accompanied with debilium. But this arises only from an abuse of hot bathing, and is even then the consequence of an excess of stimulation. So far is immersion of the body in water heated to 96 from having a lowering or weakening operation, that when duly regulated it is found to raise the spirits, to mend the pulse and appetite, and to refresh and invigorate the whole frame. Hence the benefit derived from it after great fatigue; in old age; in atomic gout, accompanied with blushing and pallid swellings of the joints; in paralysis; in chlorosis, in diffusely arising from a certain torpor of the lymphatic and glandular system, such as scrophula, leprosy and other chronic eruptions, &c. In cases of predispition to phthisis, it abates the frequency of the pulse, and tends to retard at least, if it does not wholly prevent, the pulmonary affection. In consequence of its soothing and agreeable impression upon the surface of the body, it produces very beneficial effects in certain disordered states of the alimentary canal, originating in diminished action; and it affords the heat and specific relief in a great variety of painful disorders, whether connected with local inflammation or not; such as chronic rheumatism, certain forms of lues venera, nephritis, calculus vesice, colic, enteritis, &c.

The time of immersion should be varied according to the temperature of the water, and the feelings of the patient. In a bath of 96, a person may remain fifteen, twenty, or thirty minutes, or even longer; but in one of 98 or 100, it will seldom be proper, and indeed there are few persons that can bear, to remain beyond ten minutes, and in the generality of cases not so long. Patients labouring under chronic rheumatism and palpily bear the high degrees of temperature best. When sweating is desired (which will seldom happen except in cases of local inflammation), the warm bath should be used in an evening, and the patient should immediately afterwards be put into a warm bed, and remain there until late the next morning: but in all other cases, where sweating is not required, or in which it would be hurtful, the better time for using the warm bath will be in the forenoon, about two hours after breakfast. In these cases, the bathers should not retire to bed, nor confine themselves within doors, but go about as usual; unless the weather should be particularly damp or inclement. Hot bathing, like cold bathing, is applied typically by pumping on the diseased part, as will be described when we come to treat on mineral waters. Sometimes it is applied to the body instead of warm water. See VAPOR BATH.

Among the works on cold and warm bathing, the following are those which seem most entitled to notice: viz. "Foyler onCold Bathing," 1759. It should be remarked, however, that this author writes without method on this subject; that he is too indifferent in his praises of the cold bath, and that he recommends it in some diseases of debility to which warm bathing is better adapted. "Marcard über die Natur und den Gebrauch der Bänder." Hanover, 1793. Currie's "Medical Reports on the Effects of Water, cold and warm," 1797. And the 6th chapter of Dr. Sanders's "Treatise on Mineral Waters," 1800. Bathing for Wound or Ulcer is, when being weaned from her grange, if a piece, and also hired, rewarded, and thoroughly reclaimed, she is offered some water to battle her.

fell in, in a bafoon, where she may stand up to the thighs, choosing a temperate clear day for that purpose. By the use of bathing she gains strength, with a sharp appetite, and so grows bold.

Bathing, among the Coptic and Æthiopians, denotes the day of Christ's baptism, reputed the 6th of January; when, from an opinion of an extraordinary facility in the waters on that day, they not only, by ancient custom, baptized their catechumens, but were re-baptized themselves. The water of this day they carry home to keep; and Chrysostom affirms us, that it had been often known to remain sweet and uncorrupted for two or three years. Ort. 74.

Bathing-Tub. In the Roman baths there are two kinds of bathing-tubs; the one fixed, and the other moveable. Among the latter, some were contrived in purpose to be suspended in the air; whereby, to the pleasure of bathing was added that of being swang or rocked by the motion given to the bathing-tub. Burette, in Hist. Acad. Inscript. tom. 1. p. 132.

BATHNUS, in Ancient Geography, a river of Pannonia, near which the young men of the country assembled, laid down their arms, and threw themselves at the feet of the victorious Romans.

BATHois, Batoum, a river of Asia, in the territory of Colchis, which ran from the east to the west, and discharged itself into the Euxine sea, 6 leagues south of the mouth of the Phasis.

BATHUS, in Entomology, a species of Papilio (Pheb. rut.) that inhabits Surinam. The wings are two-tailed, with a black ocellar spot; beneath brown, fuscated with white; anal angle rufous. Fabricius.

BATHMONSTER, in Geography, a town of Hungary, separated by the Danube from BATH.

BATHOS, in Ancient Geography, a town of the Peloponnese, in Arcadia, near the river Alpheus, according to Paulyanias; who adds, that they celebrated every third year the mysteries of the greater godstheles in this place.

BATHRACUS, a port of Africa, in Marmeria. Pho.- lemy.

BATHRITITES, the name of a name of Egypt, whence, according to Eusebius, king Vaphres sent fuccour to king Solomon.

BATHRUM, a name given by ancient surgeons to a kind of fluid or bench proper for the reduction of dilated bones. This is called Βαθρον τερατωτικα, or the Hippocratic fluid. Its description and use are represented at large by Schulerus, Arm. Chir. p. 1.

BATHURST, Ralph, in Biography, born at Howths, a small hamlet belonging to the parish of the old southworth in Northamptonshire, in the year 1620, received the rudiments of his education at the free-school in the city of Coventry; where his progress in the Latin and Greek languages was so rapid and extensive, that he was sent to Oxford, and entered in Gonville Hall (now Worrcler College), October the 10th, 1634, being then only fourteen years of age. He was however soon removed to Trinity College, where his father had been educated, and of which two of his brothers, George and Edward, were then members. Proceeding in his studies, he was elected scholar of the college, June 5th, 1637. In January following he took his degree of Bachelor of Arts; and in the year 1640, he was appointed Fellow of the College. In 1641, he proceeded Master of Arts; and in 1646, was ordained priest by the bishop of Oxford; his inclination, his biographer says, disposing him to theological studies. Finding however, from the troubles that then and for many years after afflicted the
country, little prospect of advancing himself in that line, he applied to the study of medicine, which, in a letter to a friend some years after, he called "his refuge in bad times, and not his primitive design." But as his mind was vigorous, he soon acquired considerable eminence in this profession; being allotted in his endeavours by Dr. Thomas Willis, with whom he kept up an intimate connection until death deprived him of that valuable friend. In 1654, he took the accumulated degrees of Bachelor and Doctor in Medicine; but he had before far signalized himself, as to obtain the appointment of physician to the sick and wounded of the navy, which office he performed to the satisfaction of the commanders of the ships, and of the admiralty. Quitted the situation, he retired, and settled in Oxford; and, with his faithful friend Willis, attended Abingdon market regularly every Monday, to give advice to such patients as applied. 

He was an associate with Mr. Boyle, Dr. Seth Ward, Christopher Wren, and various other persons, who met every week at the rooms of Dr. Wilkins, to discuss philosophical subjects; which meetings led to the formation of the Royal Society in London, in 1662. A committee or branch of the society continued their meetings at Oxford for several years after, of which Dr. Bathurst was elected president in 1688. On the restoration of king Charles the Second, he quitted the practice of medicine, and refuted his theological studies. In 1663, he was made chaplain to the king; and the year following, president of the college, which was newly rebuilt under his direction. The expense of the building was furnished in part by the college, partly by subscriptions solicited by the doctor, and no small portion of it from his own fortune. About the same time he married the widow of Dr. John Palmer, warden of All Souls College; but had no children by her. In 1670, he was installed dean of Wells. This advancement was procured him by the duke of Devonshire, to whose notice he had recommended himself by an elegant copy of Latin versets to Mr. Hobbes, on his treatise of Human Nature, which was printed with the volume. In 1673 he was made chancellor of the university, and was re-elected to that office the two following years, by which means he had opportunity of reforming many abuses which had crept into the institution, and of establishing many useful regulations which still continue to be observed. As he had contributed largely in rebuilding and beautifying his own college, and was the first in introducing Grecian architecture in Oxford, he now felt about restoring St. Mary's church, which had suffered much during the protectorate. He subscribed 300 l. towards paving the choir with marble, and erecting an organ there. In 1691, he was nominated by king William and Queen Mary, bishop of Bristol, with liberty to keep his deanery and headship of the college; but had the resolution to decline this noble offer, lest it should detain him, he said, too long from the university, and be the means of retarding the improvements he was making there, both in discipline and in the buildings. In the mean while his fame for proficiency in letters became so extended, that he corresponded with most of the first literary characters in the kingdom, who frequently submitted their works to his inspection and criticism before they were published. He was particularly instrumental in advancing Derham, the celebrated author of the "Philosophia Naturalis," from obscurity and indigence; recommending him to the bishop of Salisbury, through whose means he was raised to an eminent situation in the church. As he was a strict disciplinarian, and regularly attended his duty both in the university and at his deanship, he had little leisure for undertaking any extensive works; accordingly, excepting his "Orationes de Respiratione," we have only his "Orations" before the university, on his being appointed vice-chancellor, on laying down his office, and on a few other subjects; with some short poems. These however have been sufficient to establish his character as an elegant Latin scholar. He was very able in his diet, and regular in taking exercise; and had the happiness of enjoying an almost uninterrupted state of good health until he was upwards of four score years of age; when his sight began to fail, and at length he became blind. Walking one day in his garden, the only amusement that remained to him after the failure of his sight, he had the misfortune to break his thigh bone, by what accident it is not said; which occasioned him excruciating torture, and after lingering a few days, he died in 1704. His property, which was considerable, he had directed by his will to be disposed of in the manner he had expended a large part of his income in his lifetime; in donations towards improving his college; in books and medals to different libraries; in donations to the cathedral at Wells, and to the servants of the cathedral and of his own college. The remainder was left among his relations, who were numerous. His directions concerning his funeral, as being singular, and marking somewhat the disposition of the man, we shall transcribe. - "Concerning the place and manner of my funeral (he says) I am not at all folicitous, but shall leave it to the direction of my executor; except it shall please God to give me leisure and opportunity of ordering it at the time of my death, as occasion may then require; only I shall always direct, that it may be performed with all convenient frugality and privacy; and that my mouth and nostrils may be firmly closed up with a plaster of diacol, and my whole head wrapped in cere-cloth; and that I be buried without any cover to my coffin, only with a black pall of woolen stuff loosely nailed on, and hanging loose down." See Life of Ralph Bathurst, by T. Warton. BATHURST, ALLEN, Earl Bathurst, a nobleman not more distinguished by the elevation of his rank, than by his abilities and integrity as a statesman, and by the elegance of his taste and the variety of his accomplishments as a polite scholar, was the son of Sir Benjamin Bathurst, descended from an ancient family of Luneburg, residing at a place called "Batters," and settled in England in the time of the Saxons, at a place called "Batters Hurst," or Batter Grove, in Suffolk, whence the name; and born in Westminster, in the year 1654. At the age of 15 years, he was entered in Trinity College, Oxford, but enjoyed peculiar advantages for improvement under his uncle, Dean Bathurst, who was then president. Having availed himself in an eminent degree of these advantages, he commenced his political career as a senator in 1705, being chosen representative for the borough of Goring in Gloucestershire, which he served in two parliaments. Under this character he distinguished himself in the debates that related to the union of the two kingdoms, and vigorously supported this measure. He likewise concurred in the opposition planned by his two friends, Mr. Harley and Mr. St. John, against the duke of Marlborough and his adherents; and by his spirit and eloquence he was of great service to his party. At the same time he was duly sensible of the merit of those from whom he differed in political principles; and by his conduct toward lord Somers, both in and out of office, he preferred his lordship's esteem and friendship. In his opposition to the whig ministry, he appears to have acted from the conviction of his own mind; for after their dismissal, he accepted no place under government, though his abilities and activity entitled him to notice, and his connection with the principal statesmen of that period might naturally have led him to expect some favourable
able and lucrative prefferent. However, his merit was re-
compenced in 1711, by advancement to the dignity of a peer of
Great Britain, under the title of lord Bathurst, baron Bat-
thurst of Battlesden in the county of Bedford. Upon the
accession of king George I., the political friends of his lord-
ship were in disgrace, and some of them were actually ex-
posed to the profecution of government; and yet his attach-
ment to the unchangeable firm and unchanged. He even
avoided his displeasure in the treatment they suffered,
which he considered as severe and vindictive; and on this
occasion he is said to have observed, in strong and poignant
terms, "that the king of a faction was only the sovereign
of half his subjects." His zeal in defence of his friends
was manifested by his joining in the protests against the
attaintor of lord Bolingbroke and the duke of Ormond; and
by his opposing the prosecution, and concurring in the un-
aminous acquittal, of lord Oxford. In 1716, he opposed the
septennial bill; and united with thirty peers in entering his
reasons for dissenting from it, as a violation of the constitu-
tion. From the commenceinent of the year 1718, he took
an active and distinguished part, for the space of twenty-five
years, in every matter of importance that came before the
upper house of parliament, and he readily opposed the mea-
ures of the court, and the administration of sir Robert Wal-
pole. Lord Bathurst was a zealous advocate for bishop
Atterbury; and distinguished himself, in 1723, on the third
reading of the bill for inflicting pains and penalties on that
ingenious and celebrated prelate. In 1727, he opened the
debate on the king's speech, and strenuously opposed a war
with Spain, which then threatened the country. "What
(faid he) can we get by the war, if it be a successful one? I'll
fay it in one word, nothing. What can we lose, if it be
unprosperous? I'll fay it in one word, in a fyllable, all." In
the year 1731, he supported the bill against permitting
penioners to fit in the house of commons; he moved an
address to the king for discharging the 12,000 Hessian troops
in the pay of Great Britain; and in the next parliament,
he very ably refisted the undue taxation of the poor, on the
bill for the revival of the salt-duty. On another occasion he
disflayed his parliamentary talents, by the support of the
card of Oxford's motion for reducing the number of forces
to 12,000 effective men, and vindicated the expediency and
usefulness of a national militia, as the most proper and con-
stitutional mode of defence in a free country. In a fubse-
fuent debate on the mutiny bill, his lordship declared him-
self, with great eloquence and spirit, against a large fland-
ning army, and in favour of a national militia. Among other
things, he particularly urged the importance of all men in
the kingdom, or at least all freeholders, farmers, and subfi-
tiual merchants and tradesmen, providing themselves with
arms, and training themselves to military discipline. He
likewise declared his utter disapprobation of the method
that had been adopted of alienating the sinking fund, and
applying it to other objects besides the payment of the pub-
lic debts. Lord Bathurst was uniform and active in oppos-
ing the measures of sir Robert Walpole's administration,
particularly with regard to the transactions that regarded
the Spanish depredations, and the convention with Spain,
and the subsequent conduct of the war with that kingdom;
and he exerted himself, with singular ability, in the debate
that lasted two days, on the question, whether this address
should be presented to the king for the removal of this mis-
chief from his majesty's preference and councils for ever.
When his lordship had accepted a place, in conjunction
with some of his friends, his resoeting, in 1743, in vindica-
tion of the propriety and necessity of retaining the Hano-
riac forces in the service of England, was somewhat differ-
ent from the sentiments he had avowed on a former occa-
sion; but he was probably led to approve and defend this
measure by the critical situation of our foreign affairs, and
argued in its favour from a conviction of its prudence and
rectitude. Whatever opinions may be entertained of lord
Bathurst's political principles, and of the general reasons
upon which his opposition to the whig ministry was found-
ed, the history of that period will furnish scarcely any ca-
character, in which we may discover less discrepancy of
conduct than in that of his lordship. We shall clofe this brief
recital of his political history with the testimony of an an-
onymous writer, who delivered it at a time in which his tal-
ents were in their full exertion and display. "Lord Bat-
thurst, in all he says, carries along with him that conviction
which arises from a warm spirit of liberty and virtue, direc-
ted by great abilities and a most exquisite discernment.
He was called to the house of lords by means of the Tory in-
terest, upon a particular exigence of state; and therefore it
might have been presumed, that he was entirely devoted to that
party. Yet he has chosen his principles of government to
happily from what is commendable in both parties, that,
upon whichsoever side he speaks, he is always observed to
lean to the extremes of neither." Gent. Mag. vol. x.

Lord Bathurst was married, in 1704, to Catharine, daugh-
ter and heiress of sir Peter Apsey, by whom he had four
sons and five daughters. Having resigned, in 1744, the
office of captain of his majesty's band of gentlemen penioners,
to which he was appointed in 1732, his lordship was in no
public employment till the year 1757, when he was ap-
pointed treasurer to the present king, then prince of Wales,
in which office he continued till the death of George II.
At his majesty's accession in 1760, he declined the accept-
ance of any employment on account of his age; but in con-
ideration of his distinguished merit, he had a pension on the
Irish establishment of 2000 l. a year. "As his lordship's abil-
ities and integrity," says an impartial and candid biogra-
pher, "in public life, gained him the esteem even of his
political opponents, so in private life, his humanity and be-
nevolence excited the affection of all who were honoured
with his more intimate acquaintance." To his other
virtues lord Bathurst added all the good-breeding, polite-
ness and elegance of social intercourse. No person of rank,
perhaps, ever knew better how to unite "Otium cum dig-
nitate." The improvements he made round his seat at Ci-
rencewill were worthy of his fortune, and showed the gran-
deur of his taste." In this respect Mr. Pope (Works
vol. ii. p. 170. ed. 1775) paid him a just and fine com-
pliment:

"Who then shall grace, or who improve the foil?
Who plants like Bathurst, or who builds like Boyle?"

The same excellent poet, in his epistle to Lord Bathurst on
the use of riches, has no less justly expressed his lordship's
knowledge of the right mode of employing a large for-
tune:

"The fene to value riches, with the art
'T' enjoy them, and the virtue to impart,
Not mealy, nor ambitiously pursued,
Not funk by floth, not raised by fervitude;
To balance fortune by a just expense,
Join with economy, magnificence;
With splendour, charity; with plenty, health;
Oh teach us, Bathurst, yet unsnipp'd by wealth!
That secret rare, between th' extremes to move,
Of mad good-nature, or of mean fell-love."

His lordship's wit, taste, and learning led him to seek the
acquaintance of men of genius; and he was intimately con-

ected
BATHUS, in Entomology, a species of Papilio (Pleh. Rur.), with entire, black wings, glossed with blue; beneath white, with numerous black dots, and a continued fulvous band. Fabricius. Inhabits Austria. This is Papilio Batus of Schmettler, and Papilio Telephi of Eiper.

BATHYCHRUS COLOR, in Planting, a term used by the Greeks to express what the Romans call austerus color. Such a colour was coarse and dull, and wanted the life of the florid colours. See EVANTI Color.

BATHYCOLPUS, in Ancient Geography, a bay and river of Europe, in the Thracian Bosphorus. Hefychius.

BATHYLLUS, and PYLAEDES, in Geography, the inventors of a new method of representing all kinds of theoretical pieces by dancing. Bathyllus was a freedman of Maxenas, the object of his extravagant and licentious attachment; and in compliance with the wishes of Maxenas, Augustus countenanced these players and their act. Bathyllus excelled as a comic, and Pylades as a tragic pantomime. They flourished under Augustus, about the year B.C. 15. From these two competitors for public fame in the respective departments of their art sprang two sects, each of which retained the name and preferred the manner and character of its master. The disciples of Bathyllus were called Bathylli, and those of Pylades were denominated Pyladse. The Romans divided themselves into parties on account of these two pantomimes; and the interest of Bathyllus's was at one time so prevalent as to procure the banishment of Pylades. Upon his return Augustus recommended his behaving better for the future, and not attempting to divide the people into parties or factions. Pylades replied, "Cafar, it is of service to you to have the people bufied about Bathyllus and me." Gen. Dict. Crev. Hill. vol. i. p. 122.

BATHYLLUS, in Ancient Geography, a fountain of Arcadia, in the Peloponnesus, near Megalopolis. Pausanias.

BATHYMI, a people of Arabia Felix. Ptolemy.

BATHYS, a river of Phrygia Salutaris, which flowed in the north of this province, along the plain of the city Doryleum, and discharged itself into the river Sangaris.

BATHYS, Fimn Tautop, a river of Sicily, which runs into the gulf of Castell a Mare.

BATHYS, the name of a port of Ethiopia. Ptolemy.

BATHY, a people of India, on the other side of the Ganges. Ptolemy.

BATIA, a town of Italy, in the territory of the Sabines.

BATIA, a district of Attica, belonging to the tribe of Argides.

BATIAL, a town of Epirus.

BATIANA, Baix, a town of Gaul, on the right side of the Rhine, according to M. d'Anville.

BATIANI, a people of Italy, placed by Ptolemy in Liguria.

BATHILUS, a musical instrument made of metal, in the form of a staff, furnished with metallic rings, which being struck, yielded a kind of harmonical sounds; used by the Armenians in their church-service.

BATINA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Media. Ptolemy.

BATINUS, a town of Italy, in Picentinium.


Species, 1, B. marinima. Sloan. Jan. t. 144. Kali. This is a shrub about four feet high; fions brittle, round, ash-coloured, branched, diffused, procumbent; young branches, four-cornered, four-furred, green, opposite and upright; leaves oblong, acute, drawing to a point towards the base, fefibly, fucculent, flat above, convex beneath, fefilile, opposite, fearedly an inch long, numerous; stigma white; fruits yellow or greenish-yellow. The whole plant is very falt to the taste; and is burnt for barilla at Carthagena, &c. A native of the Caribbei iflands and the neighbouring continent; very falt in all the falt marches on the south fide of Jamaica. Linnaeus doubts whether it be different from the bucephalon of Plumber. Martyn's Miller's Diet.

Batis, in Entomology, a species of Phalusa, found in England and some other parts of Europe. The anterior wings are brown, with five rofe-coloured spots on each; posterior ones whitish. This is a rare and elegant insect, and is called by collectors of English insects the peach-blos- som moth. Lin. Donov. Brit. Inf. &c.

Batis, in Ichthyology, a species of Raja, called in England the Skate. It is varied; back smooth in the middle, with a single row of spines on the tail. Linnaeus.

This is the largest fish of the Ray tribe; it inhabits all the northern parts of Europe in immeasurable quantities, though it is certainly less common than the thornback, with which it is sometimes confounded. The usual size is from two to three feet in length, or rather more, including the tail; and they have been taken of the weight of a hundred and fifty
or two hundred pounds. They couple in March and April, and spawn in May. The skin of the kate is thought better than that of the other Rays.

BATISTAN, in Ancient Geography, a people of Spain, who inhabited the northern part of Batia.

BATISTE, in Commerce, a fine white kind of linen cloth, manufactured in Flanders and Picardy.

There are three kinds of batiste: the first very thin; the second, half thin; and the third most thicker, called Holland batiste, as coming very near the goodness of Hollands. The chief use of batiste is for neck-cloths, head-cloths, furnaces, &c.

BATMAN, a weight in Turkey, consisting of fix oks. Forty of these batmans make a camel's load, and amount to about seven hundred and twenty pounds English weight.

Batman, or batamant, is a weight used in Turkey and Persia. The Turkish batman is of two kinds; the larger containing fix oks, or occas, at three pounds three quarters Paris weight the occas; so that the batman amounts to about twenty-two Paris pounds and an half; the smaller, composed of six of these occas, at fifteen ounces the occas, amounting to five pounds ten ounces. The Perian batman is likewise of two kinds: one called the king's weight, batman de chati, or eberay, used for weighing wool; the other called batman of Twelve, equal to fix pounds fourteen ounces Paris or Amsterdam weight. These, at least, are the proportions given by Tavernier. Chardin rates the Perian batmans somewhat lower, viz. the former at twelve pounds twelve ounces; and the latter at five pounds fourteen ounces.

BATMANSON, John, in Biography, prior of the Carthusian monastery, or Charter-house, in London, in the 16th century. He studied at Oxford; and being a great favourite of Edward Lee, archbishop of York, wrote at his request against Erasmus and Luther. He died in 1531, and was buried in the Charter-house. Bale represents him as proud, arrogant, and fond of wrangling; and says, that Erasmus styles him an ignorant fellow, and vain-glorying even to madness. Pits, on the other hand, commends his genius, learning, piety, and zeal; his acquaintance with the scriptures, and his highly exemplary life. His works are "Animadversions in Annotationes Erasmii in N.T."; "A Treatise against some of Luther's writings;" both these he afterwards retracted; "Comment in Prover. Solomonis," &c. in Cantica Cantorum; "De Unica Magdalea;" "Institutiones Noviciorum;" "De Contemptu Mundi;" "De Chri Sto duodenii," a homily on Luke ii. 42; and "On the words Miijas 9f, &c." Biog. Brit. Gen. Diit.

BATNE, in Ancient Geography, a town of Megopota­mias, in Ofrdroen. Ammianus Marcellinus calls it Batne and Batau, and says, that it was a municipal city of Antem­nias, of great trade, built by the Macedonians, at a small distance from the Euphrates. The emperor Justinian made it a place of defence by encompassing it with walls. Propo­cippus calls it a small and obscure town, and says, that it was about a day's journey distant from Edessa. It lay south of Edessa, and east of Zeghama. It was reduced by Trajan, who took it from Choriores, king of the Pahlavians.

Batne was also a small town of Syria, situate between Zenem and Hercopolis, pleasantly seated in a grove of cy­presse, about twenty miles from the latter city. When Julian visited this town, A. D. 363, the feomn rites of fa­trice were decently prepared by the inhabitants, who feemed attached to the worship of their tutelary deities, Apollo and Jupiter.

BATNIR, or BATINDA, in Geography, a town of Hindustan, in the country of Moulten, in a district famous for paludens and fine horses. Timur marched from Adjudin, a town included in one of the large islands formed by the branches of the Selenge, to Batnir, the distance of 60 coffes, 50 coffes being equal to about 95 British miles: and in his way he crossed an extre five defeat; so that Alexander was not mistaken when he was told there was a defeat beyond the Hyphasis. After taking and destroying Batnir, represented as a very strong place, which, however, employed only a few days, he marched by a circuitous road to Saimanah, directly distant from Batnir only 72 geographical miles. Batnir is about 150 miles, E.S.E. of Moulten, and 170 N. W. of Agimer. N. lat. 29° 15'; E. long. 74° 40'.

BATO, one of the Ladrones islands. N. lat. 12°. E. long. 142°. See Ban.

Bato, a river of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, which runs into the Mediterranean, 2 miles S.E. of Scalea, in the province of Calabria Cita.

BATOA, a small island near the west coast of Sumatra, feated very nearly under the equinoctial line. E. long. 98°.

BATOE, Ikon Batoe, Impo Aloes, & Ikon Pampus Cambodia, names given by Valent. in his work on Indian fishes, to the species of Chraoon, speically called Annularis by Gmelin.

BATON, or Batoon, in Heraldry. See Baston.

Baton, or Bofton, as an instrument of punishment. See Bartonado.

BATON, Fr. in Music, a musical character for silence, during two bars in alto breve time, and four of common and triple time. It fills up two spaces of the five-line staff; and has a 2 or a 4 placed over it, proportioned to the time of the movement. See Breve, Time­table, and Rests.

BATOOGS OF ST. PAUL, Bosphorini di San Paolo, in Natural History, a name given by some of the Italian writers, as Augustino Scala and others, to the lapides Judaici, or other spines of echini. These are found in vast abundance in the island of Malta; and as every thing there is commemorated with some title, with St. Paul at the end of it, these are called bacoli Sti Pauli, or St. Paul's batoons.

BATOPILAH, in Geography, a town of North America, in the province of New Navarre, 120 miles north of Cinalon.

BATOS, in Ichthology. See Batis.

BATRACHA, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Sarmatia. Ptolemy.

BATRACHIAS Lapis, the frog stone, a name applied by different writers to two very different substances; some understanding by it lumps of common flint, which have accidentally formed themselves into this figure; and others, thin pieces of amber, which contain either a whole frog, or any part of one.

BATRACHITES, among Ancient Naturals, a kind of gem found in Egypt, denominated from its resemblance in colour to a frog. The word is formed from bak$og, rand, a frog. Pliny speaks of three stones under this denomination; unum rana siniltem coheres, alteram-chori (or rather, according to Hardouin's correction, choli), tertium rubentis et nigro. The batrachites differed from the modern byssinites, which does not appear to have been known to the ancients.

BATRACHOIDE, in Ichthology, a genus of fishes of the Jugulaires kind, established by Lacépéde for two fishes; one belonging to the Gundu, and the other to
the *Blenius*, genus of Linnaeus, viz. *G. tau*, and *B. varius*. The character of the eutherioids consists in having the head very large and greatly depressed; opening of the mouth very fancious; and one or more barbs situated about or at the under-side of the lower jaw.

**BATRACHOYOMICIA**. Formed of the Greek *batrachos*, frog, *pygus*, mouse, and *pygus*, mouse, and denoting the battle of the frogs and the mice; the title of a burlesque poem, usually ascribed to Homer. The subject of the poem is the death of Phrygarcha, a mouse, son of Tとう,

**BATRACHUS**. The name given by Klein to the Linnenus *Lophius Piscatorius*.

**BATRACHUS**. The name given by Klein to the Linnenus *Lophius Piscatorius*.—*Batrachus capite, rectique rane, &c.* Klein. The last writer also describes the Linnenus *Vespertilio, as Batrachus capite vomeris infalet cornuto, &c.*

**BATRACHUS**. A species of Silurus, found in Asia and Africa. The dorsal fin is fin, and contains thirty rays; beards of the mouth eight. *Linn. Muf. Fr.*—The tail is entire.

**BATTALION**, or *Batta*, in Geography, a duchy or province of Africa, situate on the south-west of Pangoo, and having Dembo, Amalufa, and the salt-petre mountain on the east, on the south the marquise of Ineffo, and the burnt mountains, and Congo and Embna on the west. It is of considerable extent, was formerly called Anguirima or Aghiramba, and was a kingdom of itself, till both king and people submitted to the kings of Congo. This country is generally fertile, well watered by rivers, and produces several sorts of grain. The inhabitants are more civilized than their neighbours.

**Batta**, the capital of the above duchy, is distinguished in no other respect besides the fertility of its territory, and its being the residence of the governors of this province. These are allowed to have a number of arquebutiers in pay, to defend it from the incursions of the wild Giagas, or Jagas, who inhabit the districts near its eastern frontiers, beyond the mountains of the Sun and Salpetre, and who chiefly subsist by ravaging the adjacent territories. The road between this capital and that of the kingdom of Congo, called St. Salvador, has, it is said, a great number of hovels and hamlets on both sides.

**Batta**, the name of a country in Sumatra, where the English have two settlements. The inhabitants still eat human flesh, but restrict themselves to that of prisoners taken in war, and capital offenders.

**BATTLE GROUND**, denotes land lying between England and Scotland, of which the right of polieffion was disputed, when they were two distinct kingdoms.

**The word imports as much as litigious, or disputable ground, from *battre, to beat or fight*.**

**BATTACKS**, or *Battoges*, a punishment in Russia, similar to the ballinado, or batonado, of China, Turkey, &c. The deliquent is stripped naked, and made to lie on his belly, while two executioners beat him with small sticks, till the judge cries out, enough. The order to desist is frequently not given till the back of the unfortunate sufferer has been mortally mangled. During the whipping, he is obliged to pronounce the word "Winawat," which means "I am guilty," and at the end of the punishment he must go and kiss the feet of him who directed it, and thank him that he did not make it more severe. The highest judges are not exempted from the battoges, and take vengeance for it on their unhappy vassals. This punishment is particularly reserved for the inferior orders whom malversation or rogucry would any where else drive from their employments.

In Ruffia, it is reckoned sufficient to reduce them to an inferior employment, after the correction of the battoges. Chatterie's Travels in Ruffia, vol. i. p. 177. See BASTONADO.

**BATTALLIA**, in Geography, a town of Italy, in the kingdom of Naples, and province of Capitanata, 3 miles N.W. of Viée.

**BATTALIA**, in Ancient Geography, a promontory of Arabia, north-call of Julia Caucasara.

**BATTALIA**, an army ranged in order of battle, or ready for engagement.

In this sense, we meet with the depth of a battalia; to march in battalia, with the baggage in the middle; to break the battalia, &c. In the Roman battalia, the Hasto made the front.

**BATTALION**, in the Military Art, signifies a small body of infantry, arranged in regular order, and instructed to march and to act in concert.

There are different opinions respecting the force of which a battalion should conftitute. If composed of too great a number of men, it cannot perform its evolutions with the necessary facility; if, on the contrary, the troops are not sufficiently numerous, it is incapable of producing by its attack any considerable effect. The number must therefore be so regulated, as to permit the necessary manoeuvres to be executed with promptitude and regularity; and at the same time to compose a solid body, capable both of charging with firmness, and of fływning the attack of other corps to which it may be oppofed without falling into disorder.

The number of the battalion varies according to the usages of belligerent nations, their arms, the manner in which they employ those arms, and the order in which they engage. Europeans formerly differed very widely on all these points; but at present all the continental powers, the Turks alone excepted, observe nearly the same dispositions with respect to the battalion. The term even is adopted in every modern language.

The French have fixed the number of the battalion at about 700 men. Some nations form them still stronger, others weaker. In the English service they usually constiute, in time of war, of ten companies; forming, exclusively of the staff, a total of between seven and eight hundred. When employed on service, the battalions being filled up at the commencement of a campaign, and rarely recruited till its close, are seldom or ever complete; as well from the losses they suffer in different engagements, as on account of sickfews and other accidents inseparable from the military profession.

The arms of the battalion have been frequently and materially altered. In the infancy of modern tactics, one third of the troops were furnished with pikes, and drawn up in the centre; the other two thirds carrying musquets, were posted on the wings, to flank, protect, and second, by their fire, the onset of the pikes. The infantry are now universally armed with firelocks and bayonets, the use of the pike being completely laid aside.

The modern method of arrangement has been decried by the
the ingenious chevalier de Folard (Traité de la Colonne, p. 7.) as rendering the battalions too shallow, weak, incapable of supporting each other, and exposing them to be easily penetrated and broken through, all which he denominates essential faults in tactics. According to him, the real strength of a corps consists in its thickness, or the depth of its files, and their connection and closeness, this rendering the flanks almost as strong as the front. He even lays it down as a maxim, that every battalion arranged deeply, and with a small front, will defeat another much stronger than itself disposed according to the usual method. In fact, a corps whose front is widely extended, and whose depth is but small, manoeuvres with more difficulty, and cannot totally avoid that wavering from which the close order of M. Folard’s battalion or column renders it comparatively exempt. The opinion of the Chevalier has been in a great measure adopted by his countrymen, though his theory has been violently attacked by two French officers formerly in the service of the States General. They admit the superior strength of the column to the modern battalion, were the action to be decided with pikes and swords; but maintain that where fire-arms are used, M. Folard’s column is but ill calculated for the purpose, and must be infallibly destroyed. The late campaigns in Italy furnish the best commentary upon these separate systems.

Battalion, Square, is a battalion the files of which are equal to the ranks, and whose files form an equal front. There are two kinds, the solid, and the hollow: in the former, the ordinary intervals between the ranks and files are the only ones preferred; in the latter, a vacant space is left in the centre, of pretty considerable extent, according to the ground occupied by the battalion. We shall presently give some account of the evolutions necessary in forming both kinds of the square.

The solid square, however ingenious in its formation, and respectable in its appearance on a field of exercise, is of very little utility in actual service. In the first place, it suffers prodigiously from the fire of the enemy, especially if artillery is brought to bear upon it; in the second, it is next to impossible for the troops in the centre of the battalion to employ their own fire effectually. M. de Folard, in his treatise de la Colonne, exposes much at large the defects both of the solid and the hollow square. He indirectly, however, recommends their use; his own column being nothing more than two or three battalions drawn up according to the rules of the solid square, and placed without any intervals in the rear of each other. Regarding, however, the solid square as entirely distinct from the column, of which we shall speak more at large in its proper place, we shall here conclude by observing that the only cæse in which it seems capable of affording any real service is when opposed to an enemy whose forces confinl entirely of cavalry.

The hollow square, which claims for its inventor the celebrated prince Maurice of Nassau, is much less unwieldy in its movements, founer formed, and more easily reduced, than the solid. Its fire too is more regular, better directed, and does much greater execution. It however participates in a great measure of all the disadvantages of the solid square, and its use can only be recommended in cases of the fall extremity, or, as above, when opposed to cavalry.

Battalion, Triangular, is a body of troops disposed in a triangle, whose ranks, augmenting equally, form an arithmetical progression. Many skilful officers have preferred it to the square, from its presenting a greater front, and being able to make head on all sides. The difficulty is to ensure folders to march in this order; and we may conclude the triangular only preferable to the square battalion in close ac-
tion, when it is necessary to preserve an extended front, or when the nature of the ground requires such a disposition.

Battalion, Round, is that in which the ranks form a number of concentric circles. The Romans made frequent use of this manoeuvre in cafes of emergency, and were very perfect in its execution. Cæsar’s commentaries furnish several examples, especially on occasion of the defeat of Sabinus and Cotta by Ambiorix, where the formation and nature of the orb are very satisfactorily elucidated. (De Bello Gall. lib. v.) But in the battle between Cæsar and Labienus in Africa, translators seem to have mistaken for the orb, a disposition perfectly different. (Hist. de Bello Afr.)

Although recommended by M. de Puységur, the round as well as the triangular battalion are now generally diff-
used.

At a crisis like the present, we must the following account of the training the recruit for service, the order and formation of the battalion, and the principal evolutions it is designed to execute, will not prove wholly unacceptable to our readers. Care has been taken to render the narration as little tedious as possible, and as concise as may be consistent with percpacity.

Evil of the Recruit without Arms.

It requires in the instructors to whom this duty is entrusted, and who are answerable for its execution, an unmitting perseverance, an accurate knowledge of the subject, and a clear and concise method of conveying instruction, united with a firmness capable of commanding perfect attention to their directions. They must allow for weaknesses of capacity in the recruit, be patient and not rigorous where endeavour and good-will are not wanting, as quickness is only to be acquired by much practice. Officers and instructors must be critically exact in their own commands, as well as in observing the execution of what they require from others. Without this, all labour will prove ineffectual, and the proposed discipline never be attained.

The recruit must be taught progressively to comprehend one thing before he proceeds to another. In the first circumstances of position, his filelock, fingers, elbows, &c. are to be judiciously disposed by the instructor. When more advanced, recruits should not be touched, but from example and directions be taught to correct themselves when admonished. They should not be kept too long at any particular part of their exercise, so as to fatigue or render them uneasy; and marching without arms ought to be much intermixed with the use of the file-lock. File, or nuifce, must on no account be used. The young soldier is to be confirmed by habit alone in that cadence of step he is afterwards to maintain in marching to the enemy in spite of every variety of noise or circumstance that may tend to derange him.

Each recruit must be trained singly, and in squad, as hereafter described; nor until readied in various points of his duty, is he to be allowed to join the battalion, which is sufficiently incomprehensible by the awkward behaviour even of one man. On return from long absence, every folder must be re-drilled before he can again join his company.

I. Postion of the Soldier. The equal squareness of the shoulders and body to the front is the first and great principle of the position of a folder. The heels must be in a line, and closed; knees straight, without flinches; toes a little turned out, so that the foot may form an angle of about fifty degrees; the arms are to hang near the body, but not stiff, the flat part of the hand and little finger touching the thigh; the thumbs as far back as the fingers of the breeches; elbows and shoulders to be kept back; the belly rather drawn in, and the breast advanced, but without constraint; the body upright, but inclining forw-
ward, so that its weight principally bears on the fore part of the feet; the head to be erect, and turned neither to the right nor left. The position in which a folder should move, determines that which he is to observe when standing still. No method must be left untried to supple the limbs, and banish the air of the rustic. But that excess of position which stiffens the person, and tends to throw the body backward instead of forward, is contrary to every true principle of movement, and must therefore be most carefully avoided.

II. Standing at Ease. 1. On the word Stand at Ease, the right foot must be drawn back about six inches, and the greatest part of the weight of the body be brought to bear on it; the left knee a little bent, the hands brought together before the body; but the shoulders to be kept back and square; the head to the front, and the whole attitude without constraint. 2. On the word Attention, the hands are to fall smartly down the outside of the thighs; the right heel to be brought up on a line with the left, and the proper position of a folder to be immediately resumed. After standing at ease for any considerable time in cold weather, the men may be permitted, by command, to move their limbs, but without quitting their ground, so that on the word Attention, no one shall have materially lost his dreeing in the line.

III. Eyes to the right, &c. On the word Eyes right, glance the eyes to the right, with the slightest possible turn of the head; Eyes left, turn them in the hike manner to the left; Eyes front, the look and head are to be directly in front, the habitual position of the folder. Throese motions are only useful on the wheeling of divisions, or when dreeing is ordered after a halt. Particular attention must be paid, in the several turnings of the eyes, to prevent the recruit from moving his body, which should be preferred perfectly square to the front.

IV. The Faccings. In going through the facings, the left heel neither quits the ground; the body must rather incline forward, and the knees be kept straight. At the word, to the right, face, first, place the hollow of the right foot smartly against the left heel, keeping the shoulder square to the front; second, raise the toes, and turn to the right on both heels. To the left, face; first, place the right heel against the hollow of the left foot, shoulders square to the front; second, turn, as before, to the left on both heels. To the right about, face; first, place the ball of the right toe against the left heel, shoulders square to the front; second, raise the toes, and turn to the right about on both heels; third, bring the right foot smartly back, in a line with the left. To the left about, face; first, place the right heel against the ball of the left foot, keeping the shoulders square to the front; second, turn, as before, to the left about; third, bring the right foot smartly up, in a line with the left. The utmost precision must be observed in the facings, for if they are not exactly executed, a corps, although previously properly dreeed, will lose their dreeing on every small movement of facing.

V. Position in Marching.—March! The folder must here, as much as possible, maintain the position of his body, as directed in sect. i. He must be well balanced on his limbs. His arms and hands, without stiffness, must be kept steady to his sides, and not suffer to vibrate. He must not flop forward, still less lean back. His body is to be kept square to the front, and thrown rather more forward in marching than when halted, that it may accompany the movement of the leg and thigh, which movement must spring from the ham. The ham must be stretched, but without stiffening the knee. The toe a little pointed, and kept so near the ground, that the shoe-soles may not be visible to a person in front. The head to be well kept up, straight to the front, and the eyes not sufferer to be cast down. The feet, without being drawn back, must be placed flat on the ground.

VI. Ordinary Step. The length of each pace, from heel to heel, is 30 inches, and the recruit must be taught to take 75 of these steps in a minute, without tottering, and with perfect readiness. Ordinary time being the pace on all occasions whatever, unless greater celerity be particularly ordered, the recruit is to be carefully and thoroughly trained to this most essential part of his duty, and made perfectly to understand, that he is to maintain it for a long time together, in line, in column, and in marching over rough or smooth ground. This is the slowest step which a recruit is taught, and is also applied in all movements of parade.

VII. The Halt. On the word, halt, let the rear foot be brought upon a line with the advanced one, so as to finish the step which was taking when the command was given.

VIII. The oblique Step. Having acquired the regular length and cadence of the ordinary pace, the recruit is next to be taught the oblique step. At the words, to the left oblique—march! he will, without altering his squareness of personal position, when he is to step with his left foot, point, and carry it forward 19 inches, in the diagonal line, to the left, which gives about 13 inches to the side, and nearly the same number to the front. On the word two, he will bring forward his right foot 30 inches, thus placing the heel of that foot 13 inches directly before the left one. Here he will pause, and on the word two, continue the same mode of marching, by advancing his left foot 50 inches, pausing at each step, until confirmed in his position, as it is etessentially necessary to take the greatest care in preserving the shoulders square to the front. Combining these two movements, the obliquity gained will amount to an angle of about 25 degrees. When the recruit is habituated to the step, he must be made to continue it firmly, without pausing, and in the cadence of the ordinary pace, viz. 75 steps in the minute. As all marching (the side step excepted) commences by the left foot, whether the oblique commences from the halt, or on the march, the first diagonal step taken, is by the leading foot of the side inclined to, when it comes to its turn, after the command is pronounced. Squareness of person, and the habitual cadenced step are, consequently, the great descriptions of the oblique, as well as the direct march.

Each recruit should be separately and carefully instructed in the principles of the foregoing eight sections of the drill. They form the basis of all military movements. Three or four recruits will now be formed in one rank, at very open files, and instructed in the following manner.

IX. Dressing when halted. Dressing is taught equally by the left as by the right. On the word, dress, each individual will call his eyes to the point to which he is ordered to dress, with the smallest turn possible of the head, but preserving the shoulders and body square to the front. The whole person of the man must move as may be necessary, and being backward and forward is not to be permitted. He must take short, quick slips, thereby gradually and exactly to gain his position, and on no account be permitted to attempt it by any sudden or violent alteration, which will infallibly derange whatever is beyond him. The faces of the men, not their breasts, or feet, are the line of dressing. Each folder is to be able just to dilligent the lower part of the face of the seconnd man beyond him. In dressing, eyes are always turned to the officer who gives the word; who is posted at the point by which the body halts: and who from that point corrects his men on another, at or beyond the
the opposite flank. Faults to be avoided, and generally committed in drilling, are, passing the line; the head forward, and body kept back; shoulders not square; or the head turned too much.

Two or more men being moved forward, or backward, a given number of paces, and placed in the new line and direction, the following commands will be given: 1. by the right (or left) forward—left; 2. on the right (or left) backward—right. The drilling once accomplished, eyes front will be given, that heads may be replaced, and remain square to the front. No rank, or body, ever should be drilled, without the officer on its flank determining a line on which to form it, and for that purpose taking as his object the distant flank man, or a point behind him, or a man purposely thrown out. Drilling must then be made gradually, and progressively, from the fixed point, towards the distant flank one; and each man successively, but quickly, must be brought up into the true line, so as to become a new point, from whence the instructor proceeds in the correction of the others; and himself, while thus occupied, must take care, that his person, at least his eyes, be in the true line, which he is then giving.

X. Stepping out. The squad marches, as already directed, in ordinary time. On the word, step out, the recruit must be taught to lengthen his step to 33 inches, by leaning forward a little, but without altering the cadence. This step is necessary, when a temporary exertion in line, and to the front, is required; or when the rear divisions of a column are to move up in line with the leading ones, and is applied both to ordinary and quick time.

XI. Mark time. On this word, the foot then advancing completes its pace. The cadence is then continued, without gaining any ground, but alternately throwing out the foot, and bringing it back square with the other. At the word, ordinary time, or forward, the usual pace of 30 inches will be taken. This step is necessary marching in line, when any particular battalion is advanced, and has to wait for the coming up of others.

XII. Stepping short. On the word, step short, the foot advancing will finish its pace, and afterwards each recruit will step as far as the ball of his toe, and no farther, until the word, forward, be given, when the usual pace is to be taken. This step is useful when a momentary retardment either of a battalion in line, or of a division in column, is required.

XIII. Changing the Feet. To perform this in marching, the advancing foot completes its pace, and the ball of the other is brought up quickly to the heel of the advanced one, which instantly makes another step forward, so that the cadence may not be lost. This is required of an individual who may be stepping with a different foot from the rest of his division; in doing which, he will, in fact, take two2 successive steps with the same foot.

XIV. Side, or stepping Step. This is performed from the halt in ordinary time, at the following command: Close to your right, or left (a caution)—March! On the latter word, eyes are turned to the right, and each man carries his right foot about 12 inches directly to his right; or, if the files are closed, to his neighbour’s left foot, and instantly brings up his left foot, till the heel touches his right heel; he then pauses, so as to perform this movement in ordinary time, and proceeds to take the next step in the same manner: the whole with perfect precision of time, shoulders kept square, knees not bent, and in the true line on which the body is formed. At the word halt, the whole halt, turn their eyes to the front, and are perfectly steady.

XV. Back Step. This is performed in the ordinary time and length of pace, from the halt, on the command step back—March! The recruit must be taught to move straight to the rear, preferring his shoulders square to the front, and his body erect. On the word halt, the foot in front must be brought back square with the other. A few paces only of the back step can be necessary at a time.

XVI. Quick Step. The cadence of the ordinary step having become perfectly habitual to the recruits, they are now to be taught to march the quick time, which is 108 steps in the minute, each of 30 inches, making 320 feet in a minute. The word of command, Quick—March! is given with a pause between them. The word Quick, is to be considered as a caution, and the whole to remain perfectly still and steady. On the word March! the recruits step off with the left foot, keeping the body in the same posture, and the shoulders square to the front. The foot to be lifted from the ground, that it may clear any stones, or other impediments in the way, and to be thrown forward, and placed firm. The whole of the sole to touch the ground, and not the heel alone. The knees are not to be bent, neither are they to be stiffened, so as to occasion fatigue or constraint. The arms to hang with ease along the outside of the thigh; a small motion to prevent restraint may be permitted, but not to swing out, and thereby occasion the least turn, or movement of the shoulder. The head is to be kept to the front; the body well up, and the utmost readiness to be preserved. This is the pace to be used in all filings of divisions from line into column, or from column into line; and by battalion columns of manoeuvre, when independently changing position. It may occasionally be used in the column of march of small bodies, when the route is smooth, and no obstacles occur; but in the march in line of a considerable body it cannot prudently be required, nor often in a column of manoeuvres. Fatigue will otherwise arise to the folder, and more time be lost in hurry and inaccuracy than is attempted to be gained by quicksteps.

N. B. The word March given singly, at all times denotes that ordinary time is to be observed. When the quick march is meant, that word will precede the other. The word March marks the commencement of movements from the halt; but is not given when the corps is in previous motion.

XVII. Quickest Step. The quickest time, or wheeling march, is 120 steps of 30 inches each, or 300 feet, in the minute. The directions already given for the march in quick time are equally applicable to the march in quickest time. This is adapted chiefly to the purpose of wheeling, and is the rate at which all bodies accomplish their wheels; the outward file stepping 33 inches, whether the movement is from line into column, into column during the march, or from column into line. In this time also divisions should double and move up, when passing obstacles in line, or when in column of march it becomes necessary to increase or diminish the front.

Three or four recruits in rank, with intervals of twelve inches between them, should be practised in the various steps, that they may acquire a firmness and independence of movement. Many different times of march would only perplex the folder: the three already mentioned must suffice. Plummets, which vibrate the required times of march in a minute, are of great utility, and can alone prevent or correct uncertainty of movement. They must be in the possession of, and occasionally referred to, by each instructor of a squad. The several lengths of plummets swinging the times of the different marches in a minute, are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movement</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary time</td>
<td>75 steps</td>
<td>12 min, 30 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A musket ball, suspended by a string which is not subject to stretch, and on which are marked the different required lengths, will answer the above purpose, and should be frequently compared with an accurate standard. Accurate distances of steps may also be marked out on the ground along which the soldier is practised to march, and thereby accustom him to the just length of each.

Six or eight recruits will now be formed in a rank, at close files, having a steady well-drilled soldier on their flank to lead; and file marching may be taught them.

XVIII. File Marching. The recruits must first face, and then be instructed to cover each other exactly in file, so that the head of the man immediately before may conceal the heads of all the others in his front. The strictest observance of all the rules for marching is particularly necessary in marching by files, which is first to be taught at the ordinary, and afterwards in quick time. On the word March, the whole immediately step off together, gaining at the very first step thirty inches, and continuing each step without increasing the distance betwixt each recruit, every man looking or placing his advanced foot on the ground, before the spot whence the preceding man has taken up his. No looking down or leaning backward is to be tolerated on any pretence. The leader is to be directed to march straight forward to some distant object given him for that purpose, and the recruits made to cover one another during the march with the most furtive exactness. Great attention must be paid to prevent them from marching with their knees bent, which they will at first be extremely apt to do, from an apprehension of treading down the heels of those before them.

XIX. Wheeling in Single Rank, from the Halt. At the word to the Right Wheel, the man on the right of the rank faces to that flank; on the word March, they step off together, the whole turning their eyes to the left (the wheeling flank), except the left hand man, who looks inwards, and during the wheel becomes a kind of base line for the Rifl conform to and maintain the uniformity of front. The outward wheeling man always lengthens his step to thirty-three inches. The whole observe the same time; but each man shortens his step, in proportion as he is nearer to the standing flank on which the wheel is made. During the wheel, the whole remain closed to the standing flank, i.e. they touch without incommoding their neighbour; nor must they step forward, but remain upright. Opening out from the standing flank, or closing in upon it, during the wheel, are equally to be avoided. On the word Halt—Dress, each man halts immediately, without jumping forward or making any false movements. When able to perform the wheel with accuracy in the ordinary time, the recruits must be next practised in the quickest. Nothing sooner tends to enable them to acquire the proper length of step, according to their distance from the pivot, than continuing the wheel without halting for several revolutions of the circle.

XX. Wheeling, in Single Rank, from the March. The recruits are first taught to perform this wheeling at the ordinary, afterwards in the quickest time, the proper wheeling step. The rank marching to the front in ordinary time, receives the word of command, Right—Wheel. The man on the right of the rank instantly halts, and faces to his right. The rest of the rank turning their eyes to the wheeling flank (as above directed), immediately change the step together to wheeling time. As soon as the portion of the circle intended to be wheeled, is completed, the words Halt—Dress will be given, (a pause of two or three seconds may be made), and then March, at which the whole rank steps off together in ordinary time.

XXI. Wheeling backwards, in Single Rank. At the word On your Right, backwards,—Wheel, the right-hand man of the rank faces to his left. At the word March, the whole step backward in wheeling time, dressing by the outward wheeling man; those nearest the pivot making their steps extremely small, and those towards the wheeling man increasing them as they are placed nearer to him. The recruit in this wheel must not bend forward, nor be suffered to look down; but by calling his eyes to the wheeling flank, preserve the dressing of the rank. On the word Halt, the whole remain perfectly steady, still looking to the wheeling flank, till they receive the word Right—Dress. The recruits should be first practised to wheel backwards at the ordinary step. At all times it will be necessary to prevent their hurrying the pace, an error soldiers are very subject to, particularly in the backward wheel. Where large bodies wheel from line into column, this wheeling is necessary to preserve the covering of pivot flanks, and the distances of the divisons, which the line has broken into.

XXII. Wheeling in Single Rank, on a moveable Pivot. In performing this wheel, both flanks are moveable, and describe concentric circles round a point, which is removed a few paces from what would otherwise be the standing flank; and eyes are all turned towards the directing pivot man, whether he is on the outward flank or the flank wheeling to. When the wheel is to be made to the directing pivot flank (suppose the left), the rank marching at the ordinary pace, receives the word Right Shoulders Forward; on which the pivot man, without altering either the time or length of his pace, continues his march on the circumference of the outer circle; and tracing out a considerable arch, on the principle of dressing, gradually brings round his rank to the direction required, without obliging the other flank, which is describing the circumference of a larger circle, and thus escapes the great hurry. On the word Forwards, shoulders are squared, and the pivot marches directly to his front. When the directing pivot is on the outward flank, and has to describe the circumference of the larger circle, on the word Left Shoulders Forward, he will (preserving the time and length of his pace) gradually bring round the rank to the required direction, so as to enable the inward flank to describe a similar arc of a lesser circle, concentric to the one he himself is moving on. During both these wheels, the rank dress to the proper pivot; and when he describes the smaller circle of the wheel, the other flank which has more ground to go over, will quicken its march and step out. When the pivot describes the greater circle of the wheel, the other flank having left ground to go over, will step shorter and gradually conform. In the first case, the recruit must be cautioned against opening out from the pivot; and in the latter, from crowding on him. The just performance of this mode of wheeling depends so much on the directing pivot, that a well-drilled soldier should at first be placed on the flank named, as the proper pivot, and changed occasionally. It is used when a column of march (to follow the windings of its route) changes its direction in general less than the quarter circle.

Drill of the Recruit with Arms.

I. Position of the Soldier. When the firelock is given, and is shouldered, the person of the folder remains in the position described in section I. of the drill without arms, except that the wrist of the left hand is turned out, the better to embrace the butt; the thumb alone is to appear in front, the four fingers to be under the butt, and the left elbow a little bent inwards, without being separated from the body, or being more backward or forward than the right one. The firelock is placed in the hand, not on the middle
of the fingers, and so carried, that it shall not raise, advance, or keep back, one shoulder more than the other. The butt must therefore be forward, and as low as can be permitted without restraint; the fore-part nearly even with that of the thigh, and the hind-part of it profiled by the wrist against the thigh. The piece must be kept steady and firm, its lower hollow of the shoulder. Should the firelock be drawn back, or attempted to be carried high, in that case one shoulder will be advanced, the other kept back, and the upper part of the body distorted, and not placed square with respect to the limbs. Each recruit must be separately taught the position of shouldered arms, and not allowed to proceed until he has acquired it.

II. Motions of the Firelock. The following motions of the firelock will be taught and practiced, until each recruit is perfect in them; being necessary for the ease of the folder in the course of exercise. 1. Supporting arms; 2. Carrying arms; 3. Ordering at closed arms; 4. Standing at ease; 5. Attention; 6. Shouldering; 7. Trailing arms; 8. Shouldering from the trail. The recruit must be accustomed to carry his arms for a considerable time together; it is most essential he should do so, and not be allowed to support them so often as is practiced; under the idea that long carrying them is a position of too much restraint.

III. Forming the Squad. When the squad, or division, of fix or eight files, is ordered to Fall in, each man, with carried arms, will, as quick as possible, take his place in the ranks, beginning from the flank to which he is ordered to form. He will dress himself in line by the rule already given, assume the ordered position of a folder, and stand perfectly still and steady, until ordered to stand at ease, or that some other command be given him. Attention must be paid, that the files are correctly close; that the men in the rear ranks cover well, looking their file leaders in the middle of the file; that the ranks have their proper distance of one pace, or 30 inches, from each other; that all the ranks are equally well dressed; that the men do not turn their heads to the right or left; and that each man has the proper unconstrained attitude of a folder.

IV. Open Order. The recruits being formed in three ranks at close order, on the caution Rear ranks take open order, the flank men, on the right and left of the centre and rear ranks, step briskly back, one and two paces respectively, face to the right, and stand covered, to mark the ground on which each rank is to halt, and dress at open order: every other individual remains ready to move. On the word March, the dressers front, and the centre and rear ranks fall back one and two paces, each dressing by the right, the infantit it takes its ground.

V. Close Order. On the word Rear ranks take close order, the whole remain perfectly steady. At the word March, the ranks close within one pace, marching one and two paces, and then halting.

VI. The Manual Exercise. The following is the regulation for performing the manual exercise, the recruit standing at the position already described, with his firelock shouldered. The manual is not to be executed by one word, or signal, but each separate word of command is to be loudly and distinctly given by the officer who commands the body, performing it. Three seconds are the time allotted between each motion, except that of fixed bayonets, in which a longer time must be given.

Order Arms. Bring the firelock to the trail in two motions; first, bringing it at the first, at the lower loop, just above the swell; at the second, bring it down to the right side, the butt within two inches of the ground; at the third, drop the butt on the ground, placing the muzzle against the hollow of the right shoulder, and the hand flat upon the swing.

Fix Bayonets. At the word, fix, place the thumb of the right hand, as quick as possible, behind the barrel, taking a grip of the firelock. As soon as the word of command is fully out, push the firelock a little forward, at the same time drawing out the bayonet with the left hand, and fixing it with the utmost celerity. The infantil is this is done, return as quick as possible to the order as above described, and stand perfectly steady.

Shoulder Arms. As soon as the word shoulder is given, take a grip of the firelock with the right hand, as in fixing bayonets; and at the left word, arms, the firelock must be thrown with the right hand, in one motion, and with as little appearance of effort as possible, into its proper position on the left shoulder. The hand crosses the body in so doing; but must be instantly withdrawn.

Project Arms. First, seize the firelock with the right hand, beneath the guard, turning the lock to the front, but without moving it from the shoulder; second, bring it to the poise, seizing it with the left hand, the fingers extended along the fling, the wrist upon the guard, and the point of the left thumb equal in height with the eyes; third, bring down the firelock, with a quick motion, as low as the right hand will admit without constraint, drawing back the right foot at the same instant, so that the hollow of it may touch the left heel. The firelock in this position is to be totally supported in the left hand, the body to rest entirely on the left foot, both knees to be straight.

Shoulder Arms. First, by a turn of the wrist, bring the firelock to its proper position on the shoulder, as described above, the left hand grasping the butt; second, quiet the right hand, and bring it briskly down to its place at the side.

Charge Bayonets. First, at one motion throw the firelock from the shoulder across the body, to a low diagonal recovery, a position generally denominated porting arms, or preparing for the charge, in which the lock is to be turned to the front, and at the height of the breast, the muzzle flitting upwards, so that the barrel may cross opposite the point of the left shoulder, with the butt proportionally depressed. The right hand grasps the small of the butt, and the left holds the piece at the swell, close to the lower pipe, the thumbs of both hands pointing towards the muzzle; second, make a half face to the right, and bring down the firelock to nearly a horizontal position, with the muzzle inclining a little upwards, and the right wrist retting against the hollow of the thigh, just below the hip. N B. The first motion of the charge is the position which the folder will, either from the shoulder, or after firing, take, in order to advance on an enemy whom it is intended to attack with bayonets fixed. The word of command, for that purpose, is Prepare to charge. The second position is that which the front rank takes when arrived at a few yards distance only from the body to be attacked. The first motion of the charge is also that which sentries are to take, when challenging any persons who approach their posts.

Shoulder Arms. First, face to the front, and throw up the piece into its position on the shoulder, by a turn of the right wrist, instantly grasping the butt, as above described, with the left hand: second, quiet the firelock briskly with the right hand, bringing it to its proper place by the side.

The men must likewise be taught to port arms at three motions, throwing the first and second nearly into one. First, they seize the small of the butt under the lock with the right hand, bringing the butt in front of the groin, and keeping the lock somewhat turned out; second, they bring their left arm under
under the cock; third, they quit the right hand. In carrying arms, from the support, the motions are exactly reversed. In marching any distance, or in standing at ease when supporting, the men are allowed to bring their right hand across the body, to the small of the butt, which latter must, in that case, be thrown still more forward; the fingers of the left hand being uppermost, must be placed between the body and the right elbow. The right hands are to be instantly removed, when the division halts, or is ordered to dress by the right. In regard to the motions of securing, grounding, and trailing, as well as piling arms, it will be sufficient for the soldiers to be taught to perform them in the quickest and most convenient method. Unfixing bayonets is to be done from the order, in the same manner as fixing them.

Sentinels posted with shouldered arms, are permitted afterwards to support, but not to slope them. On the approach of an officer, they immediately carry their arms, and put themselves into the proper position; not at the instant he passes, but by the time he is within twenty yards of their post, so that they may be perfectly ready before he comes up. If a field officer, he is entitled to the present arms. Corporals marching with reliefs, or commanding detachments or divisions, will carry their arms advanced.

VII. The Platoon Exercise. When perfect in the manual, the troops are next to be taught this part of their duty, and the manner in which to execute the several firings. The recruit standing at shouldered arms, the first word given is:

Make Ready. This is done by bringing the firelock to the recovery, and instantly cocking.

Pretend. Slip the left hand along the sling as far as the swell of the firelock, and bring the piece down to the present, stepping back about six inches to the rear with the right foot.

Fire. Having fired, drop the firelock briskly to the priming position, and half cock.

Handle Cartridge. First, draw the cartridge from the pouch; second, bring it to the mouth, holding it between the forefinger and thumb, and bite away the top of it.

Prime. First, shake a little powder into the pan; second, shut the pan with the three last fingers; third, seize the small of the butt with the same three fingers.

Load. First, face to the left on both heels, so that the right toe may point directly to the front, and the body be a very little faced to the left, bringing at the same time the firelock round to the left side, without linking it. It should, while in this position, be nearly perpendicular (having the muzzle only a small degree brought forward); and, as soon as it is steady there, it must instantly be forced down within two inches of the ground, the butt nearly opposite to the left heel, and the firelock itself somewhat sloped, and directly to the front. The right hand at the same instant catches the muzzle in order to steady it; second, shake the powder into the barrel, putting in after it the paper and ball; third, seize the top of the ramrod with the fore-finger and thumb.

Draw Ramrods. First, force the ramrod half out, and seize it, back-handed, exactly in the middle; second, draw it entirely out, and turning it with the whole hand and arm extended from you, put it one inch into the barrel.

Ram down Cartridge. First, push the ramrod down, holding it, as before, exactly in the middle, till the hand touches the muzzle; second, flip the fore-finger and thumb to the upper end, without letting the ramrod fall further into the barrel; third, push the cartridge well down to the bottom; fourth, strike it two very quick strokes with the ramrod.

Return Ramrods. First, draw the ramrod half out, catching it back-handed; second, draw it totally out, turning it very briskly from you, with the arm extended, and put it into the loops, forcing it as quick as possible to the bottom; then face to the proper front, the finger and thumb of the right hand holding the ramrod, at the position immediately previous to drawing it, and the butt raised two inches from the ground.

Shoulder Arms. Strike the top of the muzzle firmly with the right hand, to fix the bayonet and ramrod more firmly, and at the same time throw it nimbly up at one motion, to the shoulder. N.B. Though the butts are not to come to the ground in calling about, as accidents may happen from it, yet they are permitted, while loading, to be so raised; but it must be done without noise, and in a manner imperceptible in the front.

In priming and loading quick, 1st, bring the firelock down in one brisk motion to the priming position, the thumb of the right hand placed against the pan cover or seal, the fingers clenched, and the elbow a little turned out, so that the wrist may be clear of the cock. 2d, Open the pan, by throwing up the feel with a strong motion of the right arm, turning the elbow in, and keeping the firelock steady in the left hand. 3d, Bring your hand round to the pouch, and draw out the cartridge. The rest as above described; except that in the quick loading, all the motions are to be done with the utmost dispatch possible, the soldiers taking their time from the flagell-man in front, for calling about and shouldering only.

In firing three deep, the priming position for the front rank is the height of the wallband of the breeches; for the centre rank, about the middle of the stomach; and for the rear rank, close to the breast. The firelocks in all these positions is to be kept perfectly horizontal.

As Front Rank kneeling—make ready. Bring the firelock briskly up to the recover, catching it in the left hand, and, without flopping, sink down with a quick motion on the right knee, keeping the left foot flat, the butt of the firelock at the same moment falling upon the ground. Then cock, and instantly seize the cock and feel together in the right hand, holding the piece firm in the left, about the middle of that part which is between the lock and the swell of the flock; the point of the left thumb to be close to the swell, and pointing upwards. As the body is finking, the right knee is to be thrown fully back, that the left leg may be right up and down, the right foot a little turned out, body straight, and the hand as much up as if shouldered. The firelock must be upright, the butt about four inches to the right of the inside of the left foot.

Pretend. Bring the firelock down firmly to the present, by sliding the left hand to the full extent of the arm along the sling, without letting the motion tell; the right hand at the same time springing up the butt by the cock so high against the right shoulder, that the head may not be too much lowered in taking aim; the right cheek to be close to the butt, the left eye shut, and the middle finger of the right hand on the trigger. Look along the barrel with the right eye, from the breech-pin to the muzzle, and remain steady.

Fire. Pull the trigger strong with the middle finger, and, as soon as fired, spring up nimbly upon the left leg, keeping the body erect, and the left foot flat, and bringing the right heel to the hollow of the left. At the same instant, drop the firelock to the priming position, half cock, handle cartridge, and go on with the loading motions as before described.

As Centre Rank—make ready. Spring the firelock briskly to the recover. As soon as the left hand seizes it above the lock, raise the right elbow a little, placing the thumb of that hand upon the cock, with the fingers open on the plate of
the lock, and then, as quick as possible, cock the piece, by dropping the elbow, and forcing down the cock with the thumb. **Step at the same time** with the right foot a moderate pace to the right, and keeping the left fall, seize the small of the butt with the right hand. The piece must be held in this position perpendicular, and opposite the left side of the face, the butt close to the breast, but not pressed, the body straight and full to the front, and the head erect.

**Preface,** as in the foregoing explanation.

**Fire.** Pull the trigger strong with the middle finger; and, as soon as fired, bring the firelock to the priming position. Prime and load as before, with this difference only, that the left foot is to be drawn up to the right, at the same time that the firelock is brought down to the priming position; and that, immediately after the firelock is thrown up to the shoulder, the men spring to the left again, and cover their file leaders.

**As Rear Rank—make ready.** Recover and cock as before directed for the centre rank. **As the firelock is brought to the recover, step briskly to the right a full pace, at the same time placing the left heel about six inches before the point of the right foot. The body to be kept straight, and as square to the front as possible.**

**Preface,** as in the foregoing explanation.

**Fire,** as before; remembering only the difference of the priming position for this rank. After firing and recovering the shoulder, the men step as the centre rank does.

In firing with the front rank standing, that rank makes ready, &c., as mentioned in the first part of the platoon exercises. The platoon exercises are always to be performed with ranks closed, except at the drill.

**VIII. Firings.** When the recruits have acquired the management of their arms, and are perfect in the motions of the manual and platoon exercises, they will be instructed in closed ranks, at firing, 1st, direct to their front; 2dly, obliquely to the right and left; and, 3dly, by files.

**IX. Marching to the front and rear.** The division, or squad, is to be particularly well drilled, files correct, arms carried, the rear ranks covering exactly, and each individual to have his just attitude and position, before the squad is ordered to move. The march will be made by the right or left flank, and a proper trained man will therefore conduct it. The word _march_ may be given as a caution; and at the word _march_, each man steps forward a full pace. The recruit must not turn his head to the hand to which he is drilling, as a turning of the shoulders would undoubtedly follow. His elbows must be kept steady, without constraint: if they are opened from his body, the man must be pressed upon; if they are closed, there arises an improper distance, which must be filled up. In either case, walking on the march will take place, and is therefore to be avoided. The going to the right, or left about, in march, is not to be at first practised, but the squad is to halt, front by command, and then march. As the being able to march straight forward is of the utmost consequence, the officer commanding the drill will take every pains to perfect his squad in it. For this purpose, he will often go to the rear, place himself behind the flank file which regulates the march, and take a point or object exactly in front of that file. He will then command, _march_; and remaining in his place, will direct the advance of the squad, by keeping the flank file always in a line with the object. It is also from before he will found perceive the leaning back of a shoulder, or the bringing it forward; faults which ought instantly to be rectified, as productive of the worst consequence in a line, where one man, by bringing forward a shoulder, may change the direction of the march, and oblige the wing of a battalion to run, in order to keep dressed. In short, it is impossible to labour too much at making the folder march straight forward, keeping always the same front as when he stepped off. This is effected by moving slowly from the haunches, keeping the body steady, the shoulders square, and the head to the front; and will without difficulty be attained by a strict attention to the rules for marching, and a careful observance of an equal length of step, and an equal cadence or time of march.

Changing from ordinary to quick time, and from quick to ordinary, must always be preceded by a halt. Although this may not appear essential for the movements of a division or battalion, it is absolutely so for those of a larger body, and is therefore required in small ones. Turning on the march, in order to continue it, though inaccurate and improper for a large body, is necessary, and must often be allowed, in the movements of small divisions in file or front, when connected with others in line or column. As helps for fixing the true cadence of the march, the plummet must often be referred to. The words left, right, may, when necessary, be repeated; slowly for ordinary, and more rapidly for quick time. Strong taps of the drum, regulated by the plummet, may be allowed to be given immediately before the word _march_, to impress the required measure on the mind of the recruit; but they are on no account, or in any situation, to be given during the march.

**X. Open and close Order, on March.** The squad, when moving to the front in ordinary time, receives the word, _rear ranks take open order_; on which the front rank continues its march without altering the pace, and the centre and rear ranks mark the time, viz., the centre once, and steps off at the second pace; the rear rank moving forward on the third. On the word _rear ranks take close order_, the centre and rear ranks step nimbly up to close order, and instantly resume the pace at which the first rank has continued to march.

**XI. March in File to a Flank.** The accuracy of the march in file is so essential in all deployments into line, and in the internal movements of the divisions of the battalion, that the soldier cannot be too much exercised in it. The whole battalion, as well as its divisions, is required to make this flank movement, without the least opening out, or lengthening of the file, and in perfect cadence and equality of step. After facing, and at the word _march_, the whole squad steps off at the same instant, each replacing, or rather overlapping, the foot of the man before him, i.e., the right foot of the second man comes within the left foot of the first, and thus of every one; more or less overlapping, according to the closeness or openness of the files, and the length of step. The front rank will march straight along the given line, each folder of that rank looking along the necks of those before him; never to the right or left; otherwise a waving of the march will take place, and of course the loss and extension of line and distance, whenever the body returns to its proper front. The centre and rear ranks must look to, and regulate themselves by their leaders of the front rank, and always dress in their file. Although file marching is generally in quick, yet it must also be practised in ordinary time. The above position of feet takes place in all marching in front, where the ranks are close, and looked upon. With a little attention and practice, this mode of marching, apparently so difficult, will be found by every folder to be easier than the common method of marching by files, when, on every halt, the rear must run up to gain the ground it has unnecessarily lost.

**XII. Wheeling in File.** The squad, when marching in file, must be accustomed to wheel its head to either flank; each
each file following in succession, without losing or increasing
distance. On this occasion, each file makes its separate
wheel, or a pivot movable in a very small degree, but with-
out altering its true line of march, or the eyes of the rear ranks,
being turned from their front rank. The front rank men,
whether pivot-men or not, must keep up to their distance;
and the wheeling men must take a very extended step, and
lost no time in moving on.

XIII. Oblique Marching in Front. When the squad is
marching in front, and receives the word to the right oblique,
each man, the first time he raises the right foot, will, instead
of throwing it straight forward, carry it in the diagonal di-
rection, as has been already explained in § 8. of the drill
without arms; taking care not to alter the position of his
body, shoulders, or head. The greatest attention is to be
paid to the shoulders of every man in the squad, that they
remain parallel to the line on which they first were placed,
and that the right shoulders do not fall to the rear, which
they are very apt to do in obliqueing to the right, and which
immediately changes the direction of the front. On the
word forward, the incline centres, and the whole march
forward. In obliqueing to the left, the same rules are to be
observed, with the difference of the left leg going to the
left, and attention to keeping up the left shoulder. The
same instructions that are given for ordinary time, serve also
for quick time; but this movement, though it may be made
by a small division, cannot be required from a larger body.
Obliqueing to the right is sometimes to be practiced with eyes
to the left; and obliqueing to the left, with eyes to the
right; as being absolutely necessary on many occasions:
for if one of the battalions of a line in advancing be ordered
to oblique to the right or to the left, the eyes must still con-
tinue turned towards its centre.

XIV. Oblique Marching in File. In obliqueing to the
right or left by files, the centre and rear rank men will con-
tinue looking to their leaders of the front rank. Each file
is to consider itself as a rank entire, and is to preserve the
same front, and position of the shoulders, during the oblique,
as before it began. This being a very useful movement, rec-
cruits are to be often practiced in it.

XV. Wheeling forward from the Halt. The directions
already given for the wheeling of a single rank, are to be
strictly attended to in this wheel of the squad. On the word
right, or left wheel, the rear ranks, if at one pace distance,
lock up. At the word march, the whole step together in
the quickest time, and the rear ranks, during the wheel, in-
cline so as to cover their proper front rank men. At the
word halts, the whole remain perfectly steady.

XVI. Wheeling backward. The squad must be much
practised in wheeling backward in the quickest time. In
this wheel, the rear ranks may preserve their distance of one
pace from each other. Great attention should be paid to
prevent the recruits from fixing their eyes on the ground.

XVII. Wheeling from the March. The directions for
wheeling on a halted, and on a moveable pivot, have already
been given under the drill without arms. The squad should
now be practiced in both, until thoroughly confirmed in those
movements.

XVIII. Stepping out, &c. The squad must likewise be
practised in stepping out, stepping short, marking time, changing
the feet, the file step, and stepping back; the instructions
for which have been fully detailed in the first part of the
drill.

It can neither be too strongly inculcated, nor too often
remembered, that upon the correct equality of march, esta-
ablished and practised by all the troops of the same army,
every joint movement and maneuvre depend. If this is not
attended to, diffusion and confusion will necessarily take
place on the junction of several battalions in corps; al-
thought taken individually, each may be in most respects
well trained. It is in the original instruction of the recruit
and squad, that this great point is to be laboured at and
attained. The time and length of step, on all occasions,
are prescribed. The time is infallibly ascertained by
the frequent corrections of the plummets, which, when so ap-
plicated, will soon give to each man that habitual measure so
much desired. Every driller must therefore have it at hand
and, as already observed, before any squad or larger body
is put in march, five or six strong taps of the drum may be
given, in exact time, as regulated by the plummets, which
will imprint the true measure on each ear, and prepare for
taking an accurate step at the word march. The length of
step is only to be acquired by repeated trial; and therefore,
before the recruit is put in motion, each instructor should
ascertain the space on which he is to drill his men; he will
therefore (supposing that he himself is accurate in his paces,
and that there is ground for that purpose) mark out an ob-
long square of forty paces by twenty or thirty, the corners
of which he will ascertain by halberts, staves, or any other
visible manner. Along the sides of this figure he will march
the pivot flank of his squad, making correct wheels and halts
at the angles. The time of march being exactly ascertained,
he will then see that the sides of the oblong are gone over at
the known number of steps; and if there be any inaccuracy,
he will lengthen or shorten the step, till the squad marches
with the utmost precision, every man preserving his just
position, and all the other indisensible attentions in march-
ing being strictly observed. Where there is a sufficiency of
ground, the squads will occasionally march over larger
spaces; but the distances should in the same manner be ex-
cactly determined, so that there may be no doubts as to the
true length of the step. In proportion to the strength of
squads or drills, one or more formedfolders should accom-
pany each, to march on the flank, give distances, and in other
points regulate the motions of the drill.

Formation and Exercise of the Platoons, or Company.
The recruit being thoroughly grounded in all the preced-
ing parts of the drill, is now to be instructed in the move-
fments of the platoon, as a more immediate preparation for
his joining the battalion. For this purpose, from ten to
twenty files are to be assembled, formed, and told off in the
following manner, as a company in the battalion.

I. The platoon falls in three ranks, at close order, with
shouldered arms; the files lightly touching, but without
crowding. Each man will then occupy a space of about
22 inches. The commander of the platoon takes poit on
the right of the front rank, covered by a serjeant in the
rear rank. The other serjeants will form a fourth, or su-
pernumerary rank, three files from the rear rank. The
platoon will be told off into subdivisions, and, if of suffi-
cient strength, into four sections; but as a section should
never be less than five files, it will often happen that, for the
purposes of march, three sections only can be formed.
The four best-trained folders are to be placed in the front
rank, on the right and left of each subdivision. When thus
formed, the platoon will be practiced in opening and closing
of ranks; dressing to the front, to the rear, or in an oblique
direction, by the right or left; and exercised in the several
motions of the firelock. Close order is the chief and pri-
mary order in which the battalion and its parts at all times
assemble and form. Open order is only regarded as an ex-
ception from it, and occasionally used in situations of para-
des and flrew. In close order, the rear ranks are closed up to
within one pace; the length of which is to be taken from
the
the heeds of one rank to those of the next. At open order, they are two paces distant from each other.

11. Marching to the Front. In the drill of the platoon, the person instructing must always consider it as a company in battalion, and regulate all its movements upon that principle. He will therefore, before he puts it in motion to front or rear, indicate which flank is to direct, by giving the word Eyes Right, or Eyes Left, and then March. Should the right be the directing flank, the commander of the platoon himself will fix on objects to march upon, in a line truly perpendicular to the front of his corps. When the left flank is ordered to direct, he and his covering serjeant will shift to the left of the front rank, and take such objects to march upon. To march on one object only, and to preserve a straight line, is an operation not to be depended upon. The conductor of the platoon therefore, before the word to march is given, will endeavour to remark some distinct object on the ground in his own front, and perpendicular to the directing flank. He will then observe some nearer and intermediate point in the same line, such as a stone, tuft of grass, \\&c. These he will move upon with accuracy; and as he approaches the nearest of those points, he must, from time to time, chuse fresh ones, in the original direction, which he will by this means preserve, never having fewer than two such points to move upon. If no object in the true line can be ascertained, his own squareness of person must determine the direction of the march. A person placed in the rear of a body can, more readily than if placed in its front, determine the line which is perpendicular to that front; and, could we suppose ranks and files perfectly correct, the prolongation of each file would be a perpendicular to the front of the body. As the march of every corps, except in the case of inclining, is made on lines perpendicular to its then front, each individual composing that corps must in his person be placed and remain perfectly square to the given line; otherwise he will naturally and inevitably move in a direction perpendicular to his own person, and thereby open out or close in according to the manner in which he is turned from the true point of his march. If the distortion of a single man (and all turnings of the head do so distort him) operates in this manner, it may easily be imagined what that of several will occasion, each of whom is marching on a different front, and whose lines of direction are crossing each other. Accuracy and squareness of position, the equality of cadence and rep, the light touch of the files which is never to be relinquished, just distances, and true lines of movement, will give, without apparent constraint, the head being turned, or the least trouble taken in dreffing, the most decisive exactness in the marches and operations of the largest bodies.

The platoon, during its march in line, will occasionally be ordered to flip out, mark time, open and close ranks, and oblique, as already described.

111. Side Step. The side or crossing step must also be frequently practiced. It is very necessary and useful on many occasions, when halted, and when a very small distance is to be moved to either flank: for instance, to open or close files; to join one division to, or open it from, another; to regain an interval in line; to move a whole battalion or parade twenty or thirty paces to a flank; to regulate distances between close columns, before deploying, &c. Alterations made in this manner are imperceptible from the front, and better made than by facing and file-marching. The words of command must be decided and strong. When the whole platoon is to clofe; at the word, to the Right—Clofe, the platoon officer takes one flip to the front, and instantly faces about, the covering serjeant replacing him. On the word Mark, the whole move together. On the Halt, the platoon officer resumes his place, having flapped in the same manner as the men, but fronting them, and thereby affihed in preserving the direction.

111. Back Step. The platoon must be accustomed, at the halt on the words Back Step—March, to step back any ordered number of paces in the ordinary time and length, as it is an operation that may be sometimes required from a battalion.

V. File Marching. In marching by files, the commander of the platoon will lead the front rank. If therefore the movement is to the left, on the word to the Left—Face, he and his covering serjeant will instantly shift to the left flank of the division. At the word Quick—March, the whole flips off together; and on the Halt, Front, the leader and his serjeant will return to their posts on the right.

VI. Wheeling from a Halt. In wheeling, whether forward or backward, from a halt, the commander of the platoon, on the word Right or Left Wheel, moves out, and places himself one pace in front of the centre of his platoon. During the wheel, he turns towards his men, and inclines towards that flank which has been named as the directing or pivot one; giving the word Halt—Drefs, when his wheeling man has just completed the required degree of wheel. He then figures his platoon, but without moving what was the flancing flank, and takes his post on the now directing flank.

VII. Wheeling forward by Subdivisions from Line. On the word By Subdivisions, to the Right, Wheel, the commander of the platoon places himself one pace in front of the centre of the right subdivision; at the same time, the men on the right of the front rank of each subdivision face to the right. At the word March, each subdivision flaps off in wheeling time, observing the directions above given for wheeling forward. The commander of the platoon, turning towards the men of the leading subdivision, and inclining to its left (the proper pivot flank), gives the word Halt—Dress, for both subdivisions, as his wheeling man is taking the left step that finishes the wheel square; and instantly posts himself on the left, the pivot flank. The covering serjeant, during the wheel, goes round by the rear, and takes post on the pivot flank of the second subdivision. It is to be observed, that the commander of the platoon invariably takes post with the leading subdivision; therefore, when the platoon wheels by subdivisions to the left, the commander of the platoon moves out to the centre of the left subdivision, and during the wheel, inclines towards the right, now become the proper pivot flanks of the subdivisions. The proper pivot flank in column, is that which, when wheeled up to, preserves the divisions of the line in the natural order; and to their proper front; the other is denominated the reverse flank. In column, divisions cover and drefs to the proper pivot flank; to the left when the right is in front, and to the right when the left is in front.

VIII. Wheeling backward by Subdivisions from Line. The platoon will also break into open column of subdivisions by wheeling backwards. When the right is intended to be in front; at the word, By Subdivisions, on your left backwards Wheel, the commander of the platoon moves out briskly, and places himself in front of the centre of the right subdivision; the man on the left of the front rank of each subdivision at the same time faces to the right. On the word March, each subdivision wheels backward in quickest time. During the wheel, the commander of the platoon turns towards his men, inclining at the same time to the left, or pivot flank; and on completing the wheel, gives the word Halt—Dress, to both divisions. He and his covering
covering serjeant then place themselves on the left flanks of their subdivisions. It may be considered as a rule almost general (the reasons for which are subsequently given), that all wheels of the battalion or line (when halted, and when the divisions do not exceed sixteen or eighteen files) into column, should be backward, and all wheels from column into line, forward. The only necessary exceptions seem to be in narrow ground where there is not room for such wheels.

IX. Marching on an Alignment, in open Column of Subdivisions. The platoon having wheeled backwards by subdivisions from line, as just stated, and a distant marked object in the prolongation of the two pivot flanks being taken, the commander of the platoon, who is now on the pivot flank of the leading subdivision, immediately fixes on his intermediate points to march on. On the word March, both divisions step off at the same instant, the leader of the frontmost corps marching with the utmost readiness and equality of pace on the points he has taken; and the commander of the second division preserving the leader of the left in an exact line with the distant object, at the same time he keeps the distance necessary for forming from the preceding division, which distance is to be taken from the front rank. These objects are in themselves sufficient to occupy the whole attention of the leaders of the two divisions; therefore they must not look to, nor endeavor to correct, the march of their men, which care must be entirely left to the non-commissioned officers of the supernumerary rank.

X. Wheeling into Line From open Column of Subdivisions. The platoon being in open column of subdivisions, marching at the ordinary step on the alignment, receives the word Halt from the instructor of the drill. Both divisions instantly halt, and the instructor sees that the leaders of the divisions are correct on the line in which they have moved. He then gives the word (supposing the right of the platoon to be in front), By Subdivisions, to the left wheel into Line. On this the commander of the platoon goes to the centre of his subdivision; the two pivot men face to their left, exactly square with the alignment, and a serjeant runs out and places himself in a line with them, so as to mark the precise point at which the right flank of the leading subdivision is to halt, when it shall have completed its wheel. At the word March, the whole wheel up in quickest time. During the wheel, the commander of the platoon, turning towards his men, inclines to the wheeling flank, and gives the word Halt—Drifs, the moment the wheel of the division is completing. He also, if necessary, corrects the internal dressings of the platoon on the serjeant and pivot men. This dressling must be quickly made; and when done, the commander of the platoon gives the word Eye Front, in a moderate tone of voice, and resumes his post in line. In all wheels of the divisions of a column (either from the halt or from the march) that are made on a halted pivot, the flank firelock of the front rank on the hand wheeled to, is such pivot; not the officer who may be on that flank, and whose busines is to conform to it. All wheels by subdivisions or sections from line into column, or from column into line, are performed on the word given by the commander of a battalion, when the whole of a battalion is at the same instant fo to wheel; or on the word given by the captain of the company, when companies singly, or successively, so wheel. They are not to be repeated by the leaders of its divisions.

XI. In Open Column of Subdivisions, wheeling into a new Direction on a movable Pivot. The commander of the leading subdivision, when at a due distance from the intended new direction, will give the word Right or Left Shoulders Forward; and he himself carefully preferring the rate of march, without the least alteration of step or time, will begin to circle in his own person from the old to the new direction, so as not to make an abrupt wheel, or that either flank shall be stationary. The rest of his division, on the principle of dressing, will conform to the direction he is giving them; when this is effected, he will give the word Forward. The leader of the second subdivision, when he arrives at the ground on which the first began to wheel, will in this manner follow the exact track of the first, always preferring his proper distance from him. Thus, without the constraint of formal wheels, a column, when not confined on its flanks, may be conducted in all kinds of winding and changeable directions; for, if the changes be made gradual and circling, and that the pivot leaders of divisions...
divisions pursue their proper path, at the same uniform equal pace, the true distances will be preferred, which is the great regulation object on this occasion, and to which every other must give way.

XIII. Countermarch by Files. The platoon, when it is to countermarch, must always be considered as a division of a battalion in column. The instructor of the drill will therefore, previous to his giving the caution to countermarch, signify whether the right or left is supposed to be in front, that the commander of the platoon and his covering sergeant may be placed on the pivot flank, before such caution is given; as it is an irremovable rule in the countermarch of the divisions of a column by files, that the standings be made from the flank, then the pivot one, to the one which is to become such. On the word To the Right or Left Face, the platoon faces; the commander of it immediately goes to the other flank; and his covering sergeant, advancing to the spot which he has quitted, faces to the right about. At the word Quick March, the whole, except the sergeant covering, steps off together; the platoon officer wheeling short round the rear rank (viz. to his right, if he has shifted to the right of the platoon; or to his left, if he remains on the left of it); and proceeds, followed by the platoon in file, till he has conducted his pivot front-rank man close to his sergeant, who has remained immovable. He then gives the words Halt, Front, Draft; squares, and closes his platoon on his sergeant, and then replaces him. All countermarches by files necessarily tend to an extension of the files. Unity of step is therefore absolutely indispensable, and the greatest care must be taken, that the wheel of each file be made close, quick, and at an increased length of step of the wheeling man, so as not to retard or lengthen out the march of the whole.

XIV. Wheeling on the Centre of the Platoon. The platoon must be accoumlomed to wheel upon its centre, half backward, half forward, and to be pliable into every shape which circumstances can require of it; but always in order, and by a decided command. The words of command are, Platoon — on your Centre, to the Right Wheel, to the Left Wheel; to the Right about wheel; to the Left about wheel; &c. When the wheel is to be made to the right, or right about, the right half platoon is the one to wheel backward, and the left forward. The reverse will take place when the wheel is to be made to the left, or to the left about. On the word March, the whole move together in the quickest time, regulating by the two flank men, who, during the wheel, preserve themselves in a line with the centre of the platoon. As soon as the required degree of wheel is performed, the commander of the platoon gives the word Halt—Drafts, and instantly figures it from that flank on which he himself is to take post.

XV. Oblique Marching. The instructor of the drill will have the oblique march frequently practised in platoon, in subdivisions, and in file. He will see, when in divisions, that the rear ranks lock well up, and cover exactly; when in file, that the exact distances are preserved between the files; and in both cases, that the platoon, during its march, continues parallel to the position from which it commenced obliquing.

XVI. Increasing and diminishing the Front of an open Column, when halts. 1. Increasing. The company standing in open column of subdivisions (suppose the right in front) receives from the instructor of the drill the caution to form platoon. The commander of the platoon instantly orders Rear Subdivision, to the Left oblique—Quick March. When it has obliqued, so as to open its right flank, i.e. when its right flank has room to march past the left flank of the division that was in its front he gives the word Forward; and, on its arriving in a line with the first division, he orders Halt—Drafts, and takes post on the left, the pivot flank of the platoon. 2. Diminishing. On the cautionary command, from the instructor of the drill, to form Subdivisions, the commander of the platoon orders, Left Subdivision—to the Right Face; and instantly on facing, the three leading files disengage to the rear, the sergeant-cover running round to head them. On the word Quick March, the sergeant conducts the subdivision in file, to its proper distance, in the rear of the first subdivision. The commander of the platoon, having moved to the left flank of the leading division, as soon as he sees the rear file of the second in line with his own person, gives the words Halt—Front and Left—Drafts. The sergeant-cover at the same time moves briskly to his post on the left flank of the rear subdivision, and figures it. It is to be observed as a general rule, in diminishing the front of a column by the doubling of subdivisions or sections, whether the column be halted or in motion, that the subdivision or section on the reverse flank is the one behind which the other subdivisions or sections double. Thus, when the right is in front, the doubling will be in rear of the right division, and vice versa when the left is in front; by which means the column is at all times in a situation to form line to the flank, with its subdivisions in their natural order, by simply wheeling upon the pivot flanks. In increasing the front of a column, the rear subdivisions or sections oblique to the hand the pivot flank is on; so that when the right is in front, the obliquing will be to the left; and the reverse when the left is in front.

XVII. Increasing and diminishing the Front of an open Column on the March. 1. Increasing: The platoon marching at the ordinary time in open column of subdivisions (suppose the right in front), receives from the instructor of the drill the cautionary command Form Platoon. The commander of the platoon instantly gives the words Left oblique—Quick March; on which the rear subdivision oblique to the left, and as soon as its right flank is open, receives the word Forward. When it gets up to the first subdivision, which has continued to march with the utmost steadiness at the ordinary pace, the commander of the platoon gives the words Halt—March, and takes post on the pivot flank. 2. Diminishing: When the instructor of the drill gives the caution to form subdivisions, the commander of the platoon immediately orders Left Subdivision, March Time. This it does to: the right one, which continues to march steadily at the ordinary pace, has cleared its flank. He then orders the left subdivision, Quick oblique; and when he perceives that it has doubled properly behind the right one, he gives the word Forward, on which it takes up the ordinary march, and follows at its due distance. The same directions that apply to increasing or diminishing by subdivisions, apply equally by sections, which individually repeat the same operations. The words for the subdivisions or sections increasing or diminishing the front of a column, are given by the commander of a company, and not repeated by those of its subdivisions. Increasing and reducing the front of a column is an operation that will frequently occur in the march of large bodies; and it is of the utmost importance that it be performed with exactness. The instructor of the drill must therefore be particularly attentive, that the transition from one situation to the other be made as quick as possible; that the leading division continues its march at the regular time and length of pace; and that the exact distances between the divisions be accurately preferred. During the operation, the ranks must be well closed, arms carried, and the greatest attention required from each individual.

XVIII. The
XXVIII. The Platoon in open Column of Subdivisions: to pass a short Distance by breaking off Files. We suppose the platoon in open column of subdivisions, with the right in front, marching in ordinary time. When the leading division is arrived within a few paces of the defile, it receives from the instructor of the drill an order to break off a certain number of the files (suppose three); the commander of the leading division instantly gives the words, *Three Files on the Left, Right turn.* The named files immediately turn to their right, and wheel out in rear of the three adjoining files. The commander of the subdivision himself closes into the flank of the part formed. When the second subdivision comes to the front, where the front subdivision, having terminated its front, will receive the same words of command from its own leader, and will proceed in like manner. Should it be required to diminish the front of the column one or two files more, the commander of the leading division will, as before, order the desired number of files to turn; on which those already in the rear will incline to their right, so as to cover the files now ordered to break off, and which are wheeling out in the manner already prescribed. In this movement, the files in the rear of the subdivisions must lock well up, so as not to impede the march of the succeeding division. As the defile widens, or the instructor of the drill shall direct, the commander of the leading subdivision will order files to move up to the front, by giving the word *One, two, or three Files to the Front;* on which the named files turn to their front, the left, and lengthening their pace, march up, file by file, to the front of their subdivision, and immediately resume the ordinary pace. Those files which are to continue in the rear, will oblique to the left, lengthening also their step, till they cover, and are closed up to the three files on the left flank of their subdivision.

XIX. Marching in quick Time. The platoon must frequently be practiced to march in quick time, particularly in file, until the men have acquired the utmost precision in this movement, which is essential in all deployments from close column. The platoon will also occasionally be marched in front at the same step, as it may be sometimes required from small bodies.

XX. Forming to the Front from File. The platoon, when marching in file, may form to its front, either in sections, sub-divisions, or in platoon. The right flank being supposed to lead, on the word *halt front,* the platoon instantly halts, and faces to the right. The word *halt* is given, by sections, sub-divisions, or platoon, on your left backwards wheel; and at the word *march,* the wheel ordered is performed in the manner already directed in sect. viii. But in situations where it may have been necessary to order an extension of files (such as will sometimes occur in marching through the streets of a town), a body thus moving, in order to avoid incorrect distances between the divisions, may form to the front in the following manner, either by platoon, sub-divisions, or sections. On the word *to the front form platoon,* the front rank man of the leading file halts alone, and is instantly covered by his centre and rear rank men. Every other file of the platoon makes a half face to the left, and successively moving up, drefs on the right file. When the commander of the platoon sees it is properly dressed, he gives the word *eyes left,* and places himself on the pivot flank. Should the order have been, to the front form sections or sub-divisions, the leading sub-division or section will proceed in the manner already detailed for the platoon. The succeeding sub-divisions or sections will each continue moving on, until its front file arrives at the proper forming distance from the division in its front, when it will receive from its commander the word to the front form, and will instantly form up by files in the manner already described.

XXI. Forming from File to either Plank. The platoon marching in file, suppose from the right, has only to halt and front to be formed to the left flank. To form to the right, it will receive the word to the right form. The front rank man of the leading file instantly turns to his right, and halts; his centre and rear rank men move round and cover him. All the other files of the platoon make a half turn to their left, and move round successively in a line with the right hand file; the centre and rear rank men of each file keeping closed well up to their file leaders.

XXII. To form to either Plank from open Column of Subdivisions or Sections. The platoon marching in the ordinary time in open column of sub-divisions or sections, to form to its left receives the words *hghts, left wheel, and form, march,* &c., and proceeds as has already been shewn in sect. x. To form the platoon to its right flank, the instructor of the drill gives the cautionary word of command, to the right form platoon; on which the commanders of the severai divisions shunt to the other flank, and the commander of the leading sub-division or section instantly gives the word to his division, *right wheel;* and when it has wheelèd square, he orders *halt, right dress,* goes to the right flank of his division, and dresses it on the intended line of formation. The commander of the other sub-divisions or sections, on the leading one being ordered to wheel, gives the word to the left oblique, and gradually inclines so as to be able to march clear of the rear rank of the division forming. This being effected, the word *forward* will be given to each division, and they move on in the rear of the one formed. When the second sub-division or section is arrived at the left flank of the first, its commander gives the word *right wheel,* then *halt, dress,* on which the division moves up into the line with the one formed; and its commander instantly places himself two or three files from the left of his first division, and dresses his own on it as quickly and as accurately as possible. Thus each succeeding section should proceed, until the whole be formed.

XXIII. The Platoon moving to the Front to gain Ground to a Flank, by a March in Echelon by Sections. In the drill of the platoon, when the battalion is completely formed, it may be taught to march in echelon by sections. This is a very useful movement for a battalion or larger body moving in line, that is required to gain ground to a flank, and may be distinguished instead of the oblique march. It will be performed in the following manner: the platoon marching to the front in the ordinary time, receives the word *by sections to the right.* The right hand men of the front rank of each section turning in a small degree to their right, mark the time for three paces, during which the sections are wheeling in ordinary time on their pivot men. At the fourth pace, and at the word *forward,* the whole move on directly to the front that each section has now acquired, and the commander of each section having taken post on the right of his division, the platoon continues its march in echelon. On the word *form platoon,* the pivot men mark the time for three paces, turning back in a small degree to the left, their original front; and the sections instantly wheel backward into line. At the fourth pace, the whole move forward. When the platoon is in two ranks only, two paces instead of three will be sufficient to mark time, and to step off at the third instead of the fourth pace.

XXIV. From three Ranks, forming into two. The platoon halted, is ordered *form two deep.* The rear rank men of the left sub-division instantly step back one pace. On the word *left face,* the rear rank of both sub-divisions face.
The word quick march is then given, on which the men of the rear rank of the left sub-division file short, until three of the right get up to them; they then move on with them in file. As their rear is clearing the left flank of the platoon, the commander, who has shifted to this flank during the movement, gives the words half, front, drefs up, instantly dresse them on the standing part of his platoon, and refumes his poít on the right. One third or one more sub-division is thus added to the front of the company, which is here supposed standing as one in a battalion column.

XXV. From two Ranks, forming into three. The platoon being halted, and told off into three sections, it receives the word form three dreep; on which the third section instantly steps back one pace. The word right face is then given, and the man on the right of its front rank, on facing, difies a little to his right. On the word quick march, the front rank men of the third section step off, those of the other mark the time, till they have passed, and then follow. When the leading man has got to the right of the platoon, the commander gives the word halt front; on which, each man halts, faces to his left, and infantly covers his proper file leader.

In pursuance of the foregoing instructions, and on the principles they contain, every company of a battalion must be frequently exercised by its own officers, each superintending a rank, or an allotted part of the whole. On a space of seventy or eighty yards square, every circumstance can be practiced that is necessary to qualify it for the operations of the battalion. That space being pointed out by under officers, or other marks, as directed at the latter end of the drill with arms, the company will practive, both at open and close files, without and with arms.

By ranks. 1st, March in single file, by successive ranks, along the four sides of the square; the same by twos. 2d, March and wheel by ranks of fours; file off singly and double up, preserving proper distances, and not quickening on the wheel. 3d, March and wheel by sub-divisions of ranks. 4th, March and wheel by whole ranks. 5th, March to front and to rear, ranks at ten paces adumer. 6th, March the company in a single rank to front and to rear, by a flank and by the centre. 7th, Oblique, by ranks. 8th, Open and close files, and intervals, by the side file. 9th, March in file to either flank. 10th, Ranks successively advance fix or eight paces, halt, and dres; ranks successively fall back the same number of paces, halt, and dres. 11th, Advance or retire two or three flank men, the ranks dres to them. 12th, Open and close ranks.

At close ranks and files. 13th, March and wheel in all directions, by sub-divisions and by company; shorten file, and lengthen it; the march to be made both in ordinary and quick time; the wheels to be made in wheeling time. 14th, Advance and retire two or three flank files, and dres to them. 15th, Open and close to the flank by the side file. 16th, Change front by the countermarch by files. 17th, March in file to the flanks, close, and without opening out, form to the front, or to either flank. 18th, March oblique. 19th, Sub-divisions double on the march, and again form up by obliquing. 20th, Wheel backwards by sub-divisions, march along the line to prolong it; form to the flank by wheeling up, or to the front by obliquing. 21st, File from the flank of company to the rear, as in the passage of lines; halt front, close into pivot file, wheel up as in forming line. 22d, From three deep, form two deep. 23d, From two deep, form three deep. 24th, Exercise of the filelock, mantal and platoon, by ranks and company. 25th, Firings by Files, sub-divisions, and company.

The necessary pauses and formations between these movements in order to connect them, must of course be made. They may be practiced in whatever succession shall at the same time be found proper. The greatest precision must be required and observed in their execution, according to the rules already laid down.

Every officer must be instructed in each individual circumstance required of a recruit, or a solder; also in the exercise of the sword; and accustomed to give words of command with that energy and precision which is so essential. Every officer, on first joining a regiment, is to be examined by the commanding officer; and if he is found imperfect in the knowledge of the movements required from a soldier, he must be ordered to be exercised, that he may learn their just execution. Till he is master of those points, and capable of instructing the men under his command, he is not to be permitted to take the command of a platoon in the battalion. Squads of officers must be formed, and exercised by a field officer. They must be marched in all directions; to the front, oblique, and to the flank. They must be marched in line, at platoon distance, and marched as in open column. They must change direction, as in file, and cover anew in column. In these, and other similar movements, the pace and the distances are the great objects to be maintained. From the number of files in division, they must learn accurately to judge the ground necessary for each, and to extend that knowledge to the front of greater bodies. They must acquire the habit of readily ascertaining, by the eye, perpendiculars of march, and the squareness of the wheel. An officer must not only know the poll which he should occupy in all changes of situation, the commands which he should give, and the general intention of the required movement; but he should be master of the principles on which each is made, and of the faults that may be committed, in order to avoid them himself, and to instruct others.

These principles are in themselves so simple, that moderate reflection, habit, and attention, will soon shew them to the eye, and fix them in the mind; and individuals, from time to time, when qualified, must be ordered to exercise the battalion, or its parts. The complete instruction of an officer enlarges with his situation, and at last takes in the whole circle of military science. From the variety of knowledge required of him, his exertion must be unremitting, every one striving to make himself master of his own part. Besides the instruction peculiar to the non-commissioned officers, they should be exercised in the same manner as the officers are, as they are frequently called on to replace them. The necessity also of order, readiness, silence, and of executing every thing deliberately, and without hurry, should be strongly inculcated on the infantry folder.

Formation of the Company.

The company is always to be fixed from flanks to centre. It is formed three deep. The files lightly touch, when filelocks are shouldered and carried, but without crowding, and each man will occupy a space of about twenty-two inches.

Close order is the chief and primary order, in which the battalion and its parts at all times assemble and form. Open order is only regarded as an exception from it, and occasionally used in situations of parade and review. In close order, the officers are in the ranks, and the rear ranks are closed up within one pace. In open order, the officers are advanced three paces, and the ranks are two paces distant from each other. Each company is a platoon. Each company forms two sub-divisions, and also four sections. But as sections should never be less than five files, it will happen, where
where the companies are weak, that they can only, for the purposes of marching, form three sections.

When the company is singly formed, the captain is on the right, the ensign on the left, of the front rank, each covered by a Jerfiant in the rear rank. The lieutenant is in the rear, as also the drummer and pioneers in a fourth rank, at three paces distance. The left of the front rank of each subdivision is marked by a corporal. The right of the left subdivision may be marked by another corporal. When necessary, the places of absent officers may be supplied by Jerfiant; those of Jerfiant by corporals; and those of corporals by intelligent men. When the company is to join others, and the battalion, or part of it, to be formed, the ensign and his covering Jerfiant quit the flank, and fall into the fourth rank, until otherwise placed.

When the company is to take open order from close order, on the command Rear Ranks—take open Order, the flank men on the right and left of the rear ranks, file back to mark the ground on which each rank respectively is to halt and drefs at open distance. They face to the right, and stand covered. Every other individual remains ready to move. At the word of command March, the rear rank drefs front; and the rear ranks fall back one and two paces; each dresfing by the right, and the Jerfiant arrives on its ground. The officers move out in front three paces, and divide their ground. One Jerfiant is on each flank of the front rank. The pioneer remains behind the centre of the rear rank. The drummer places himself on the right of the right Jerfiant.

When the company is to take close order from open order, at the word of command Rear Ranks—take close Order, the officers, Jerfiant, and drummer face to the right. On the word March, the ranks close within one pace, marching one and two paces, and then halting. The officers move round the flanks of the company to their respective posts: the Jerfiant and drummers fall back, and each individual resumes his place, as in the original close order. The above regards the company when single; but when united in the battalion, other posts are allotted to the drummer and pioneer.

**Formation and Order of the Battalion.**

A perfect uniformity in the formation and arrangement of all companies and battalions is indispensable for the execution of joint and combined movements. The strength of the battalion is ten companies: one grenadier, eight battalions, and one of light infantry, comprising most commonly of three officers, three Jerfiant, three corporals, two drummers, and fifty-seven privates. When these companies join, and the battalion is formed, there is to be no interval between any of them, grenadier, light company, or other; but every part of the front of the battalion should be equally strong. Each company which makes a part of the same line, and is to act in it, must be formed and arranged in the same manner.

The companies will draw up as follows, from right to left. Grenadiers; first and third captains; fifth and seventh captains; eighth and sixth captains; second and fourth captains; light infantry. The four eldest captains are on the right of the grand divisions. Officers commanding companies or platoons are all on the right of the front rank of their respective companies. The eight battalion companies will compose four grand divisions, eight companies or platoons, sixteen subdivisions, and thirty-two sections, when sufficiently strong to be so divided, otherwise twenty-four, for the purposes of march. The battalion is also divided into right and left wings. When the battalion is on a war establishment, each company is to be divided into two platoons. When the ten companies are with the battalion, they may then, for the purposes of firing or deploying, be divided into five grand divisions, from right to left. The battalion companies will be numbered from the right to the left, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; the subdivisions will be numbered 1, 2, of each; the sections will be numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, of each. The files of companies will also be numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. The grenadier and light companies will be numbered separately in the same manner, and with the addition of those distinctions. These several appellations will be preferred, whether faced to front or rear.

The companies must be equalized in point of numbers, at all times when the battalion is formed for field movements; and could the battalions of a line also be equalized, the greatest advantages would arise. But though, from the different strengths of the battalions, this cannot take place, yet the first requisite always must, and is indispensable.

**Pl. III. fig. 2.** When the battalion is formed in close order, ranks are at the distance of one pace, except the fourth or supernumerary rank, which has three paces. All the field officers, and the adjutant, are mounted. The commanding officer is the only officer advanced in front, for the general purpose of exercise, when the battalion is single; but in the march in line, and in the firings, he is in the rear of the colours. The lieutenant-colonel is behind the colours, fix paces from the rear rank. The major and adjutant are fix paces in the rear of the third and fourth companies. One officer is on the right of the front rank of each company, of platoon, and one on the left of the battalion. All these are covered in the rear rank by their respective Jerfiant, and the remaining officers and Jerfiant are in a fourth rank behind their companies. It is to be observed, that there are no coversers in the centre rank to the officers or colours.

The colours, which in most regiments are carried by the two youngest ensigns, are placed between the fourth and fifth battalion companies both in the front rank, and each covered by a non-commissioned officer or ready man in the rear rank. One Jerfiant is in the front rank between the colours; he is covered by a second Jerfiant in the rear rank, and he by a third in the supernumerary rank. The sole business of these three Jerfiant, is, when the battalion moves in line, to advance and direct the march. The place of the first of these Jerfiant, when they do move out, is preferred by a named non-commissioned officer, who moves up from the supernumerary rank for that purpose. Of the officers appointed to carry the colours, the eldest carries the king's, the youngest, the regimental colour. Whenever the right wing advances or retires, the king's colour accompanies it on its flank, and to it the men's eyes are directed as their point of dresfing. In the same manner, the regimental colour accompanies the left wing.

The fourth rank is at three paces distance when halted, or marching in line. When marching in column, it must close up to the distance of the other ranks. The essential use of the fourth rank is to keep the others closed up to the front during the attack, and to prevent any break beginning in the rear. On this important service too many officers and non-commissioned officers cannot be employed. The pioneers are assembled behind the centre, formed two deep, and nine paces from the third rank. The drummers of the eight battalion companies are assembled in two divisions, fix paces behind the third rank of their second and seventh companies. The grenadier and light infantry drummers and fiders are fix paces behind their respective companies. The ficers are three paces behind the pioneers in a single rank, and at all times, as well as the drummers and pioneers, are formed at loose files only, occupying no more space than is necessary.

The slafs of chaplains, surgeons, quarter master, and surgeon's
affiliated, are three paces behind the music. Officers in general remain posted with their proper companies; but commanding officers will occasionally make such changes as they may find necessary. Whenever the officers move out of the front rank, in parade, marching in column, wheeling into line, or otherwise, their places are taken by their sergeant coverers, and preferred until the officers again resume them. When the line is halted, and especially during the firings when engaged, the sergeant coverers fall back into the fourth rank, and observe their platoons.

P. III. fig. 4. When the battalion is to take open order, at the word of command, Rear Ranks take open Order, the flank men on the right of the rear ranks of each company step briskly back to mark the ground on which each rank respectively is to halt. They face to the right, and cover as pivots, being regulated and drilled by the adjutant or sergeant major on the right. Every other individual remains ready to move. At the word March, the flank dressers face to the front, and the whole move as follows:—The rear ranks fall back one and two paces, each dressing by the right the instant it arrives on the ground. The officers in the front rank, as also the colours, move out three paces. Those in the rear, together with the music, move through the intervals left open by the front rank officers, and divide themselves, viz. the captains covering the second file from the right; the lieutenants the second file from the left; and the ensigns opposite the centre of their respective companies. The music form between the colours and the front rank. The sergeant coverers move up to the front rank, to preserve the intervals left by the officers. The pioneers fall back to six paces distance behind the centre of the rear rank. The drummers take the same distance behind their divisions. The major moves to the right of the line of officers. The adjutant to the left of the front rank. The flail places themselves on the right of the front rank of the grenadiers. The lieutenant colonel and the colonel (dismounted) advance before the colours, two and four paces. The whole being arrived at their several polls, the words Halt—Dress are given to the respective companies, and the battalion remains formed for parade in the order in which it should receive a superior officer. When the battalion is reviewed singly, then in order to make more show, the division of drummers may be moved up, and formed two deep on each flank of the line. The pioneers may form two deep, on the right of the drummers of the right; and the flail may draw up on the right of the whole.

When the battalion is to resume close order, the words Rear Ranks take close Order is given. The lieutenant-colonel, officers, colours, flail, and music face to the right. The drummers and pioneers, if on the flanks, face to the centre. The serjeants, if in the front rank, face to the right. At the word March, the rear ranks close within one pace, moving up one and two paces, and then halting. The music marches through the centre interval. The serjeants, drummers, pioneers, &c. resume their places, each as in the original formation of the battalion in close order. The officers move through and into their respective intervals, and each individual arrives, and places himself properly at his poll, in close order.

On particular occasions, and when necessary, officers commanding platoons, who in line are on the right of their platoons, shift to the left to conduct the heads of files, or the pivot flanks of their divisions, in echelon, or in column. When the battalion wheels by companies, or subdivisions, to either flank into column, both colours, and the file of directing serjeants always wheel to the proper front, and place themselves behind the third file of the new pivot.

There is no separate colour before, the pioneers, music, &c sufficiently strengthen the centre; but in the firings, the two files on each side of the colours may be ordered to reverence their fire.

The constant order of the light company, when formed in line, and united with the battalion, is at the same close files as the battalion. Their extended order is an occasional exception. When the light company is detached, and the grenadier company remains, it will be divided on one flank of its battalion, whenever there are several battalions in line; but when the battalion is single, it is permitted to be occasionally divided on each flank. When the grenadier or light companies are detached, and make no part of the line, they may be formed two deep, if it is found proper.

With a very few obvious alterations, these general rules take place when a company or battalion is permitted or ordered to form in two ranks only; and which, on the low establishment of our battalions, may often be done for the purposes of exercise or movement on a more confiderable front. It is also evident that they generally apply, whether the companies are strong or weak, and whether a greater or lesser number of them compose the battalion.

We shall now proceed to give a sketch of the most essential general attentions required in the movements of the battalion, and which may be found more fully detailed in the rules and regulations for the battalion and the line, as published by his majesty's command.

1. **Attentions of the Soldier.**

Quick time is in general confined to wheelings and firings. The other movements of the platoon or battalion are made in ordinary time. It is seldom that they will, or ought to be, required at quick time. All wheelings, forward or backward, are made quick. Eyes are turned to the wheeling flank, at the word March, and not before. The wheeling flank man steps out firm at a pace of thirty-three inches, till he receives the word Halt. It is the business of the rest of the rank to keep up to him. Eyes remain in all cases to the wheeling hand, till a new order is given by the commanding officer. All firings are made quick, close, and at the lock step. Files are at no time open out, on occasions of exercise, parade, or manœuvre; but they will often be formed and ordered, when marching in the streets; or in common route marching, when the march by divisions cannot be conveniently take place. All firings must be accurately made on the left heel. Pivot men must cover carefully and exactly. In wheeling backward, the flanging man faces the opposite way to that he does in wheeling forward. Pivots, whether in wheeling into column, or in wheeling into battalion, when once posted are to remain immovable, and do not alter their position in consequence of platoon dreeing, nor on any account, but by order of the commanding officer of the battalion, when he finds it necessary to require a more correct dreeing from the whole.

The greatest observance of the soldier in the ranks, and under arms, is the squareness of the shoulders and body, the head to the front, and the eyes only glanced to the point of dreeing. When the battalion is halted, and a more accurate dreeing is ordered, the head may be a little turned during that operation only, and each man should just distinguish the lower part of the face of the second man from him. Whether in movement, or halted, each man is just to touch, without crowding, his neighbour's arm, towards which he drees, to depend on that chiefly for his line, and at no time to separate from him. At the word March, the flamp of the foot is not to be made, but the first step is to be taken as firm and long as any other, and the body of each man, if in his true position under arms, is prepared for it by an inclination forward.
forward. On the perfect execution of this, depends much of the accuracy of march. On the word March, the first step in all situations is taken with the left foot. When the commanding officer of the battalion gives that word, the whole file off together, whether in line or in column. When he gives the word Halt, the whole halt at that instant. At the word March, the eyes are directed to the pivot flank, if in column; or to the head of the file, if filing; to the colours, if marching in battalion; and in general to that point by which they are conducted. At the word Halt, the foot in the air finishes its step, and the other is brought up to it. Eyes remain directed to the pivot flank if marching in column; to the colours, if in line; or to the wheeling flank, if wheeling; and in general to the point to which they were turned when in movement, until a new order commands a new direction. Whenever the word Drop is given by platoon officers to their platoons, eyes are turned to the pivot where the officer is, and from whence he corrects them upon a distant object. In marching in line, each man must preserve his bodily perfectly square, and just the touch of his neighbour, who is nearer than himself to the directing point. The rear ranks are to be well locked up, particularly when firing. In marching in battalion, or when halted, rear ranks will be locked up; but in marching in column, they may in general be at one pace distance. The steps are to be taken firm, and marked.

All alterations in carrying, supporting arms, &c. are done by the whole battalion at once, whether in line or column, and not by the divisions of it separately. The commanding officer gives the word, and not the platoon officers; and no such change is at any time made, but in consequence of his command. The men therefore, in all cases, wheel, halt, march, drop, &c. with their arms carried, supported, trailed, or fisted, according as the last-given command directed them. The fame is to be observed whenever the battalion, moving in line or in column, changes its time of march.

In column, when the right of the battalion is in front, the left is the pivot flank; and when the left is in front, the right is the pivot. In marching in column, the pivot files of men next to the officers must have great attention in covering, when the movement is made in a straight line, as they are points on which the formation is made; and therefore for that purpose, they must remain close to their pivot officers, who in that situation cover and give distance.

Supported arms should only be allowed when halted in line, or when moving in column. But the march in line, and in general all wheelings up into line, and all formations of the line or dressing it, should be made with carried arms, as the only situation which preserves the true distance of files, or can give an accurate line.

II. Covering Platoon Sergeants.

The covering sergeant accompanies and affists the platoon officer in all his movements, and prefers his place in line, or on the pivot flank in column, whenever the officer’s duty requires him occasionally to quit it. In battalion, he covers in the rear rank. At open order he moves into the officer’s place in the front rank. At close order, he leaves it for the officer to take it. In the march in echelon, he is on the outward flank of the front rank. When the battalion breaks into column to the right or left, the sergeant falls back two paces; and when the wheel is finished, he covers his officer on the pivot flank. When the column marches if the officer is in front of the platoon, the sergeant is on the pivot of the front rank, and is answerable for the platoon distance; if the officer remains on the pivot flank, the sergeant then falls behind the rear rank, and covers the second file from the pivot. When from column the right in front platoons wheel up to the left into line, the sergeant at the word Wheel, goes to the right of the front rank of the platoon, and wheels up with it, thereby preferring the officer’s place. If the wheel is to the right, the sergeant is behind the right file, ready to move up to the officer’s place at the conclusion of the wheel. On all occasions, when any platoon, which is then separated, joins in line to one on its right; at that instant must the covering sergeant be on its right, to prefer the place of his officer, who may be employed in dressing his platoon.

When the platoons wheel either into line or into column, the sergeant of the leading platoon runs out, and marks the point in the line of pivots where its flank is to halt. When platoons countermarch in column, the sergeant moves into the officer’s place on his quitting it to lead in file, faces to the right about, flanks fall, and becomes the pivot point for the front rank leader to close to after the countermarch is finished, and its place is occupied by the officer after dressing his division. When the platoons from columns file, in order to take a new line either to the front or rear; the sergeant of each successively, as it arrives within thirty yards of that line, and no sooner, runs out, takes distance, places himself upon it, and remains as a point to which his officer is to bring and close in the pivot flank of his platoon, and as a point which the officer himself is afterwards to occupy. Whenever the battalion halts to fire, the sergeants fall back, and in concert with the supernumerary rank, keep the rear ranks well locked up and attentive to their duty. When the battalion again moves, the sergeants resume their places. When the battalion is in column of sub-divisions, if the officer is ordered to march in front of his platoon, the sergeant is on the pivot of the leading sub-division. If the officer is on the flank of his leading sub-division, the sergeant takes the flank of the second. In column of sections, the sergeant also takes the flank of the second section. In close column, the sergeant is on the flank of the rear rank, behind the officer; and in forming line after the Halt, Front, of the platoon, he remains on its outward flank, and marches up with it.

The pioneers, in column of march, are in front; in line, they are formed two deep behind the centre, and nine paces from the rear rank. Drummers, in column of march or close column, are with their companies, and on the flank not the pivot one. In line, the grenadier and light drummers are six paces behind the rear rank of their companies. The battalion drummers are in two divisions, and formed fix paces behind the third and seventh companies. In parade, at open order, the drummers prefer their fix paces from the rear rank. Whenever the platoon is cautioned to wheel forward or backward any number of paces, the sergeant immediately pols himself before or behind the eighth file from the flanding flank, and takes the ordered number of places; when his platoon has conformed, he places himself on its outward flank. The music, in open or close column, are on the flank which is not the pivot one; in line, they are in a single line behind the centre, twelve paces from the rear rank. On parade, at open order, they are between the colours and the front rank. Drummers, music, pioneers, &c. will take care not to impede the flank movements of the close column, nor its formation into line, but will get into the rear of their respective battalions, as soon as they are disengaged from each other.

III. Attentions in Platoon Officers.

When the battalion is formed in line, company or platoon officers are all on the right of their platoons. In column, they are on the pivot flank, unless particularly ordered into the front of each platoon, if a march for any considerable distance is to be made. When on the pivot flanks, they are
are answerable in their own persons for distances and covering. When in front, their serjeants, under their direction, preferve the ordered distance.

In wheeling from line to column, each moves out, and places himself one pace before the centre of his platoon. Each turns towards his men during the wheel, and inclines to his pivot flank. Each gives his word, Halt—Dress, when his wheeling man has just completed his degree of wheel. Each squares his platoon, but without moving what was the flanding flank. Each then places himself on the proper pivot flank. After the wheel into column is completed, no one is to caufe his platoon to shift, by way of covering on the pivot flank, unless fo ordered by the commanding officer, or that in the course of marching a straight line is gradually taken up. In wheeling from column into line, the officer places himself one pace before the centre of his platoon, turns towards his men during the wheel (inclining towards the pivot of his preceding platoon), and gives the word Halt—Dress, when his wheeling man, on whom his eye is fixed, is just arrived at the next flanding pivot man. He then, from that pivot man correcting the interior of his platoon upon his own pivot man, takes his place, and remains steadily on the right of his platoon.

If the column is in movement, and platoons are successively to wheel into a new direction, each officer, to whatever hand he is to wheel, gives the word from the point he is then placed at, whether in front or on the flank. If on the wheeling flank, he conducts it; if on the flanding flank, he fleps out two or three paces, the better to fee that his platoon wheels quick, with a proper flep, and that he may time his word Halt. This done he is to fall back to his place on the pivot flank, no longer to look to his platoon, but having his eye fixed on the officer of the preceding platoon, he is to give his word March at the instant that officer is taking the last flep which establishes the proper distance between the platoons. When an officer is marching on the pivot flank, he is to be answerable for distance and covering. These circumstances alone must steadily engage his attention: he can only occasionally give a glance of his eye towards his platoon, which must direct to him of course, and without any particular direction. When platoons in column are each to countermarch on its own ground, the officer, when his platoon faces, goes to that flank which is to become the pivot flank, conducts his platoon in file, and clofes its leader to the serjeant, who has remained to mark the pivot, Halt, Front, and dresses it square. He then places himself where the serjeant stood.

When the battalion marches in line, officers then become individuals, equally attentive as the soldier; nor can officers then be attentive to any thing but to the correctness of their own personal march. Every operation then depends on the word from the commanding officer, who moves, halts, and dresses the battalions. Whenever the battalion is in line, officers give no commands except in flings. When the platoons of a column file separately to a flank, the officer conducts the head; and when he arrives within thirty paces of the new pofition in which he is to form, he detaches his serjeant to mark the point at which he is to place his pivot front rank man, either in flining to front or rear. The officer flops at that serjeant, and halts, fronts, and dresses his platoon close to the serjeant. He then himself, after correcting his platoon, replaces the serjeant, who falls back to the rear rank. In flining, distances and dressing are taken from that hand to which, by a face of the platoons, the whole would land fronted in column, and the line breaks into column towards the directing point. The leaders of the third, fourth, &c. platoons from the directing flank are never to overpass the straight line which joins the heads of the first and second, but are, if any thing, to be behind it, till they arrive and halt exactly in the new line. In movements to the rear, distances and dressing are always taken from the same point to which they would be made, if the movement was to the front; that is, from the left in going to the rear, if it should be from the right in going to the front.

On the leading platoon officer of the column much of the precision of march depends. He must lead at an equal, steady pace, and on two objects either given to him, or which he himself takes up on every intermission of position. This demands his utmost attention; nor must he allow it to be diverted by looking at his platoon, the care of whose regularity depends on the other officers and non-commiffion-eds officers belonging to it. The second platoon officer must also be shewn, and know, the points on which the first leads. He is always to keep that first officer and those points in a line; and those two officers, together with the placed mounted officers, thus become a direction for the other pivot officers to cover. In marching in open column, the covering serjeants are placed behind the second file from the pivot officers, that the officers may the more correctly see and cover each other in column. In the column of march, after the word Halt is given, no one is to move, and pivots particularly must remain where they are then placed. In this situation, when ordered to form, each platoon wheels up to its adjoining pivot; the whole will then perhaps, as in the case of marching upon a road, along the different turnings of a height, &c. &c. be on a winding line, and must not attempt to get into a straight line, unless so ordered by the commanding officer to answer some particular object. When the platoon wheels backwards from line into column, the situation and business of the officer are the same as when wheeling forwards; and he halts and dresses from his pivot flank, which he gains during the wheel.

In close column, division officers are on the pivot flanks. In forming line, before the divisions face, they are shifted to the leading flank, if necessary. The officer of each flops in his own person, when the division nearer to the forming point than himself, receives the word Halt, Front, allows his serjeant to proceed with the division; at the due instant gives his word Halt, Front, Dress, and as soon as the front of his division is clear, he word March, conducting it into line. Before the division arrives within three or four paces of its ground, the officer will have flipped out nimbly to the flank of the preceding division, and will be thus ready to give the word Halt—Dress at the instant his inward flank man joins the preceding division. The men dress by the formed part of the line, and the officer corrects them on the known distant point. He then resumes his platoon place, which has been preferred by a serjeant. When the close column, or part of it, forms line on a rear division, the officer of each, when the one behind him halts, fronts, will flip nimbly round the rear, and without impeding his division, allow his serjeant to proceed. From hence he can better judge the proper moment of giving his words Halt, Front, to his division. He then places himself on his inward flank, and marches up when his front is clear. The officer of one of the centres platoons is always in open column, to preferve distance for the colour flies. The colours wheel up into column, with the leading centre platoon, and place themselves behind the third file of men from its pivot flank. When the line forms, they close in to that flank.

When officers march in front of their divisions, they must in their own persons keep so close to the preceding ones, as not to hinder the flank of their own division from preferv-
ing its proper distance. When the head of a column of march changes its direction, and that marching in an alignment is not in question, instead of making regular wheels on fixed points, the officer who conducts the leading division will often be directed to bring it gradually round to the new direction, by the turn of the outward shoulder, making both its flanks continue moveable; but each succeeding division, without the formality of command or halt, does the same thing, the whole attention reposing on each pivot flank, which at no rate must increase its distance, but during this operation preserves the same equality of time and length of step at which it was before moving. On all occasions of forming in line, either by wheeling up from open column, or in moving up from close column, or in marching up from echelon, &c., the commanding officer moves nimbly to his point of appui, some pages before the arrival of his division in the line, and from thence gives his word to halt, and instantly dresses it.

Officers and sergeants of the supernumerary rank are in the rear of their respective companies. When the battalion is halted, or marching in line, they are three paces from the rear rank. In open column, they are within one pace of the rear rank. In close column, they go on the flank of their division which is not the pivot. Their greatest attention during movements is to keep ranks are correct, ranks kept up, and that perfect order is preserved among the soldiers; circumstances in which they greatly assist the platoon officer, who having the more important objects of distance and the covering of pivots to observe, cannot in such situation be giving minute directions to his platoon, without losing sight of his more material duties. During the firings, the supernumerary rank, assisted by the platoon sergeants, are to keep the rear ranks well closed up to the front, and to prevent any break beginning in the rear.

The staff (aduliant excepted), in line, are three paces behind the music; in parade, at open ranks, they are on the right of the grenadier front rank. It is the particular business of the adjutant at all times to ascertain the direction on which the column is to move, or on which the formation of the line is to be made. For this purpose he is mounted; otherwise he could not properly discharge this important duty; and he can be much assisted in it, by having two or three camp colour men, or non-commissioned officers, properly trained to line themselves quickly with any two given points. He is to take care that the point where the battalion in column enters an alignment is ascertained to it; when it is moving in that alignment, that two points a-head of the column are always prepared; when it wheels up into line, that a point beyond each flank of that line is ascertained; when the line is to be prolonged, and has wheeled backward by divisions, that two points in the exact line of the pivots are ready for its march; when the close column is to form in line, that a point to each flank is given; when the battalion changes position, either by files, or by the diagonal march of divisions, that there are points given on which the pivots of files will cover, and can dress their divisions upon from their several points of appui; in short, that upon all occasions, fixed points of forming, dressing, and march, are given, except in advancing in line, where the ascertaining such points does not depend on the adjutant.

When the battalion changes position, by the echelon march, the named division wheels its eighth file into the new direction. The other divisions wheel their eighth file half the number of paces as the named one. The file is on the outward flank, the officer on the inward flank of each division. At the word March, they move on, preferring their relative distance, and covering of pivots from before them, and just before the inward flank of each division arrives at the outward flank of its preceding one, which is already halted in line, its officer places himself before that flank; and when his inward man touches it, he gives his word Halt—Dress up, if the movement is to the front, and dresses his division on the distant prepared flank point, so that his division is steadied before the arrival of the next one. When the change is made to the rear, the retiring part faces about before the division wheels are made, proceeds as above, and each officer gives the word Halt, Front, Dress Back, to his division when its inward man touches the preceding formed one.

IV. Attention of Commanding Officers of Battalions.

The battalion may be considered with respect to the line, what the platoon is to the battalion.

Commanding and field-officers are always to be mounted, and unless they are active on horseback, it is impossible for them to see, to correct, to prevent mistakes, or to move with that dispatch which is necessary from one point to another. Whatever operation is to be performed by the whole of the battalion at once, is done upon the word from the commanding officer, without any repetition being made by platoon officers. He gives the order, it is repeated, and halted it, whether in line or column. He wheels it from line into column, and from column into line. He orders arms to be carried, supported, &c. He dresses it from the centre, when it has marched in line, and halts; and from what was the leading flank when it has wheeled up from column into line.

Before the column marches, the commanding officer ascertain points to the leading officer; and when he intends to change the direction of the march, he gives new points, and he watches over the just leading of the column. He takes care that all wheels of platoons are made at the identical point where the leading platoon wheeled; that all doublings of subdivisions are made successively in the same manner and at the same point; and that forming up to platoons is made at the spot where the first forming up is made; that in all diminutions of the front, the natural order of the column is preferred, whether the right or left of the battalion leads; that a column of half platoons occupies no more space than a column of whole platoons, viz. just enough to wheel up into battalion.

When the open column marching in an alignment is to form in a straight line, and for that purpose halts; the instant that it does halt, the commanding officer from the head of the battalion corrects the pivot files of men (which however ought not to be necessary) in the true line, and upon a rear point. But if the march is making in a winding direction, and that the intention is not to form, or not to take up a straight line, the platoons remain on the ground on which they halt, and do not move in any shape, until they receive a further order, either to form in line, or first to cover, and then to form or to continue the march. The commanding officer always conducts the head of his battalion column to the point at which it is to enter a new line, and he takes care in time to dispatch a mounted officer to ascertain that point. When the platoons wheel up into line, he immediately, if necessary, corrects the dressing of the battalion from the flank which led when in column, and that generally upon a point beyond the other flank.

When acting in line with others, the commanding officer of each battalion conforms to the movements of the regulating one, and from it takes, and rapidly repeats, his words of Halt, Wheel, March, &c.; and the least delay in repeating any of these words must undoubtedly disorder the line in proportion to that delay, for the whole of a line should march or halt at the same instant. In line, the commanding officer
officer is in the rear of the colours. From thence, by marked
cautions, he makes his battalion file out, or file short, or
incline, as is necessary to preserve its place in the general line.
His great attention is to see and prevent the beginning of
faults, and not wait till they have had their effect. By
watching and regulating his advanced serjeants, he best regu-
lates his battalion. The squareness of the march, the com-
paUness of the files, and the equality of clip, are the great
objects he is to have in view. The other mounted officers
are behind the wings, and can assist much in preventing faults,
and in correcting them.

All the battalions of a line must halt at the same instant
in consequence of that word, repeated by commanding
officers, whether they are then correct, or not in line. Each
half battalion from its own colour, and the men looking to
it, will be immediately drest on the colours of the next
adjoining battalion. By this means a general continued line
will be obtained, or, at any rate, a straight one between each
two colours; and if all the colours should have truly halted
in one line, the whole corps will be completely formed in a
straight line. But if the halt is not justly made, and that a
better line must be obtained, the colours of the defective
battalions will be brought into the general line; the platoon
officers will quickly arrange themselves, eyes will be or-
tered to the right, and the men will in an instant move up.
Too much celerity cannot be used in completing this opera-
tion.

A single battalion, when it halts, is drest on its right or
left centre company, and is therefore in a straight line.
Two battalions dress each from its centre on each other's
colours, their outward wings conforming, and are therefore
in a straight line. Three or more battalions dress from the
centre of each, on their next colour; and therefore if all the
colours halt in a line, the line of the whole will be straight;
if they are not so halted, the general line will not be drest
till a special correction is made, but no flank will be thrown
out of the general direction. When a battalion retires and
halts, it ought never to remain in that situation, but be im-
miediately faced about, and drest to the proper front. The
greatest fault that a battalion in line can make, is increasing
its interval. Bad dresting may be remedied without danger,
but a false distance presents a weak part to the enemy, and
is not to be clofed without a hazardous movement, and great
operation of the line. Commanding officers cannot take
too much precaution to ascertain true points in the line in
which they are to form, before the arrival of their battalions
in it. When a battalion is exercising finely, a commanding
officer may have two camp colour bearers behind each flank,
properly trained, and ready to run out to that flank, to give
points of marching, forming, or dresting upon the true line;
in doing which, one flank of the battalion is generally con-
idered as in that line, and often both.

Words of command cannot be specified for all the variety
of circumstances and situations that occur, but commanding
officers, being themselves clear in what is to be done, shoud
by dint of explicit and explicit orders, which they divide and adapt
for the occasion, lead their battalions through all the points
of execution with precision. This will always be found
the shortest path, nor on any account should any operation,
more especially the correction of an error or mistake, when
once a battalion is assembled under arms, be performed in a
careful or foven manner, which will always be the case if
the commander's orders be not pointed, loud, and sufficiently
explanatory.

A battalion close column forms in line on its front division,
on a rear division, or on a central one, according as circum-
stances require; and in all cafes the line formed upon is that
on which the head of the column or columns is halted before
the formation begins. Therefore the division on which each
battalion at any time forms, moves up at the proper instant,
and halts on that line. When several close battalions, stand-
going on the line, are to extend and form, the regulating and
named battalion only can be obliged to form on a central division.
Each of the others will form on its front or rear division, viz. on that which first arrives at its ground where
it halts, fronts, and occupies its proper place, while the
others move on, and successively come up to it. In forming
line from close column, points must be given beyond both
flanks in the direction of the line, and a mounted officer
halts, and fronts each division, which is especially necessary
for those that form upon a rear one, although lefts for
those that form upon a front one. The dresting and cor-
rection of the line is from the first formed division towards
the other flank, and all the eyes of the battalion are of course
turned to that first formed division.

The fame number of points are required for the march
into an alignment, and wheeling up into line of an open col-
umn of one battalion, as for that of several battalions; viz.
one where the line is entered, and always two beyond the
head of the column. Therefore, although these precautions
may appear formal for the movements of the battalion when
ingle, yet they are necessary in all its exercizes, when it is
recollected, that such battalion is in the place of, and must
consider itself as the leading one of the column, on whose
correct position that of every following one depends. The
same exactness is required in every extention from close
column into line, and in every forming and change of posi-
tion that the battalion makes. In line, in order to qualify
the battalion for acting in the general line, it must at its
ingle exercizes work on points fixed and relative, and make
no chance and accidental movements or formations. Al-
though on most occasions of movement and formation, and
at all times in instruction, determined points marked by
detached and mounted officers are given; yet such helps can-
not be expended or depended upon, when the line is ad-
vancing on an enemy, when a corps is harassed in its retreat,
and when it is unsafe to lend out officers, &c. In such situa-
tions every thing will depend on the eye and judgment of
conducting officers, who must confer such direction of
movement, and seize such accidental points as present them-
sefes, and lead to the object which is to be accomplished.

In whatever shape a battalion is moving, the commanding
officer is never to lose sight of this great principle, that the
battalion should at no time cover more ground than its proper
extent when formed in line. Therefore if he is marching in
line, he must take care that his files do not open; if in col-
umn, his great attention should be, that his divisions do not
open. For this purpose his march must be jilt and comp-
act, his wheels quick, and all doubings up, or back, which
alter the extent of front, must be made so as not to impede
the general movements of the column, or to change its
distances. When the front is to be diminished, he must see
that the doubling division slackens its pace, and when dif-
engaged from the other division, that it inclines well up,
quick, and covers, so as not to impede the division in its rear.
When the front is to be increased, the moving up division
does it quick, and by oblique marching.

The commanding officer must recollect, in the winding
movements of the open column of march, that the wheeling
distances must be jilt; that the pivots are to follow on the
exact tract which the leading one has traced out; that the
whole, when ordered, halt on the precise ground they then
occupy; and that when they wheel up and form, the line
will not then be a continued, but probably an irregular curved
one.
one. But if a straight line is to be entered, and formed upon, from the point where the head enters, and not sooner, and where a mounted officer remains posted, does every platoon pivot officer begin to cover in the true line, to march in that line, and to preserve his true distance; nor must any obstacle that can possibly be surmounted, ever force the pivot officers out of that line, although the men of their platoon, when it becomes necessary, may open or widen their files from them. If the pivots, on account of any material impediment, are thrown for a time out of the line, they should always, if possible, move to the hand which carries them behind the line, and again re-enter it if they can; for which purpose an officer, or non-commissioned officer, should be placed where they are to re-enter it. In marching in the alignment, the commanding officer should frequently place himself in it, see with a glance of the eye whether his files preserve it, and correct them if necessary.

As one field officer at a time must command the battalion, the others present can only act in aid of him, nor can their situation in all cases be ascertained; but should the commanding officer not be at the head of the open column when it marches, and particularly when it halts, to correct if necessary the pivots in the general line, another field officer, or the leading officer, if no field officer is there, should instantly attend to it, that the wheeling up may not be delayed. If in the course of exercise and instruction, the commanding officer is not behind the centre when the battalion marches in line or halts, another field officer from that situation can immediately give every proper aid in movement, or in lining as it ought when halted; and in every case it must be evident in what manner the commanding officer can be affixed.

When the line is to break and wheel into open column of march, in almost all cases it is better done by wheeling backward than forward, for the wheel is in this manner made on the pivot flanks; and although divisions may be unequal, yet these flanks cover after the wheel, an advantage which is lost if the heels be made forward. When a battalion makes a retired echelon, or part of an echelon of a considerable line, the commanding officer must take great care to regulate his movements by those of the one preceding him, viz. that he preserves his parallelism, his ordered distance, his proper flank interval, and when the leading echelons halt, and that he is to move up into line, that the outward flank is not thrown too forward (which without great attention will happen), and thereby perhaps be exposed to the enemy's enfilade.

Commanding officers of regiments, brigades, or larger bodies, are moveable according to circumstances, and should, by no means, consider the centre of such bodies as their general pivot in exercise or movements, or expect by the exertion of one voice, from one fixed situation, to command and direct the whole. Their presence is more frequently required near one or the other flank. In general, they should be at the conducting point of movement or formation, and to that address their orders by voice or message; for if that point is led or placed in the direction it should take, there is little danger of the other parts of the corps not properly and successfully conforming to it. There are many situations in the movements of great bodies, where commands, that are not immediately to influence the whole, are not given loud, but quietly, to the directing body, to whose situation the left by the eye conform: as when the head of an open column is ordered to halt, that the rest of the divisions may move on, and successively stop in close column; and on all occasions where parts only of a large body are to march, or halt, successively. In these cases, commanding officers of regiments should have an attention to give their commands in such manner as not to produce an alteration in those points that are not meant to be influenced by them at that instant.

Where a large body is marching in column or columns, through a narrow ground, and when its parts are to be assembed beyond the defile in several lines, in a compact manner behind each other, such parts are not to begin to assemble when the leading one does, but the head of each line is successively first to come up to the ground on which it is to stand, and when it there halted, its proper followers, and not before, move into line with it; thus not impeding the divisions that are still behind them in the defile, and are to perform the same operation.

Precision of movement depends altogether on the instant circulation of commands of execution, and that on the attention of officers to the point they may be expected to come from. Unless the whole of a body, however large, is put in motion at the same instant, a column will be extended badly, and a line will be ill directed, and with false intervals. Officers must particularly attend to the difference between changes of direction made by wheel, and by shoulders forward. In the first case, one flank remains fixed, while the other is on the wheel; in the second, both flanks are in motion. Shoulders forward applies to a small front, and to a column of march, where the change of direction is to be made gradually, without an alteration of the pace. In proportion to the front of the body so changing, must be the degree of sweep made by both flanks; and in all cases, the reverse flank conforms to the pace of the pivot flank. In no case can it be made short and quick, otherwise it becomes a wheel.

Regulations in Firing.

1. The advance of the battalion should instantly succeed the forming of the line, and when it arrives and halts at the point where it is to fire, the firing ought instantly to commence at the word Halts, for the battalion having been apprized, during the march, of the nature of the required firing, no improper delay need therefore be made. The greatest care should be taken by the officers and non-commissioned officers in the rear (whose principal attention is) that the rear ranks are well locked up in the firings, and that in leading they do not fall back.

2. The pause betwixt each of the firing words Make ready—Present—Fire, is the same as the ordinary time, viz. the 7th part of a minute, and no other pause is to be made betwixt the words.

3. In firing wings by companies, each wing carries on its fire independent, and without regard to the other wing, whether it fires from the centre to the flanks, or from the flanks to the centre. If there are five companies in the wing, two paws will be made betwixt the fire of each and the make ready of the succeeding one. If there are four companies in the wing, three paws will be made in the same interval. This will allow sufficient time for the first company to have again loaded, and shouldered at the time the last company fires, and will establish proper intervals between each. In firing by wings, one wing will make ready the instant the other is shouldering. The commanding officer of the battalion fires the wings.

4. In firing by grand divisions, three paws will be made betwixt the fire of each division and the make ready of the succeeding one. In platoon firing, two paws will be made. In firing by subdivisions, when one fires, the next presents, when one presents, the next is ready; thus keeping up an incessant fire.

5. In firing companies by files, each company fires independently;
pendently; when the right files present, the rest make ready, and do on. After the first fire, each man as he loads comes to a recover, and the file again fires without waiting for any other. The rear rank men are to have their eyes on their front rank man, and be guided by, and present with them.

6. In general, after the march in front, and halt of the battalion, company, or platoon firing, should begin from the centre, and not from the flanks. In other cases, and in successive formations, it may begin from whatever division first arrives, and halts on the ground.

7. The line, if retiring, Halt, fronts, at one command, and instantly begins firing, from the centre, and not from the flanks.

**Objects of Fire.**

1. **Against Cavalry.** The chief object of the fire against cavalry is to keep them at a distance, and to deter them from the attack. As their movements are rapid, a reserve is always kept up. But when fire commences against infantry, it cannot, consistent with order, and other circumstances, be too heavy or too quick while it lasts, which should be till the enemy is beaten or repulsed, or till the contest becomes too unequal.

The fire of three ranks standing is hardly, with our present arms, to be required, especially if the ground should be broken, and the folders loaded with their knapsacks. The fire of the rear rank, therefore, is generally reserved.

11. **Defensive Fire.** Where infantry are posted upon heights that are to be defended by the fire of musqueteers, the front rank will kneel, that one-third of the fire that may be given should not be lost; otherwise the rear rank in such a situation could not sufficiently incline their pieces to rake the slope. As folders generally present too high, and as fire is of the greatest consequence to troops that are on the defensive, and who are posted if possible on commanding grounds, the habitual mode of firing should therefore be rather at a low level than a high one; and the fire of the front rank kneeling being the most efficacious, as being the most effective, cannot be dispensed with when it can be safely and usefully employed.

111. **In Line advancing.** When infantry march in line to attack an enemy, and in advancing makes use of its fire, it is preferable to fire the two front ranks only standing, than to oblige the front rank to kneel, thus firing the whole. But volleys, fired at a considerable distance, or on a retiring enemy, may be given by the three ranks, the front one kneeling.

IV. **Platoon Firing.** A line posted, or arriving at a fixed situation, will fire by platoons, each battalion independent, and such firing generally commencing from the centre of each. The first fire of each battalion will be regular, and establish intervals. After the first, each platoon shall continue to fire as soon as it is loaded, independent of any other, and as quick as it can, till the battalion or line is ordered to cease.

V. **Independent, or File Firing.** If behind a parapet, hedge, or abatis, the two front ranks only can fire, and such firing may be file firing, and may be made deliberate and cool, the two men of the same file always firing together. It may begin from the right or left of platoons, and should be taught in situations adapted to it, not in open ground. Should the parapet, hedge, or abatis be but little raised, platoon firing may be used.

VI. **Running Fire.** Troops should be often practiced in executing the file lends, or running fire. This should begin on the flank files, and when once commenced, continued without the folder being subject to any other rules than keeping silence. This sort of firing is the only one which infantry should make use of in engagements. It is the most lively, and more slaughtering than any. It emulates and warns the folder, and renders him insensible to danger. The grand point is to accustom troops to leave it off when a signal is given, and afterwards remain silent.

VII. **Oblique Firing.** Oblique firing by battalions is advantageous on many occasions. As when attacked in an oblique direction; when time does not allow to give an obliquity to a greater part of the line; and when their fire can in this manner be thrown against the opening of a defile, the flanks of a column, or against cavalry or infantry that direct their attack on some particular battalion or portion of the line.

VIII. **Regularity of Firing.** As long as the fire by battalion, by wings, or by platoons, can be kept up regularly, it is highly advantageous, and can at any time be stopped; but should file firing be allowed, and one begun, unless troops are exceeding cool and well disciplined, it will be difficult to make it finish, and to make them advance and charge in order. When a line halts at its point of firing, no time is to be lost in scrupulous discipline, and the fire is instantly to commence; but a line that halts, and is not to fire, or when its firing ceases after the halt, may immediately be ordered to dress from colours to colours.

IX. **Street-Firing.** It is so called from being obliged to engage in a street, highway, lane, or narrow pellage, where no more than 10, 12, 16, or 20 files can march abreast; so that, according to the breadth of the place, the platoons must be stronger or weaker. When the column is in motion, and arrived where the firing is to begin, the commanding officer, from the rear, gives the word Hold. The officer commanding the platoon instantly gives the words ready, present, fire; recover arms, outwards, face, quick march. At the word recover arms, the platoon immediately in the rear of the one that has fired, recover their arms also, and cock, and when their front is open by the march of the others down their flanks, they march on with recovered arms, until they receive from their officer the words halt, present, fire, &c. As soon as the platoon has got down the flanks, it must form instantly in the rear, and immediately prime and load again without halting, keeping always their exact distance from the division before them, which would not be the case if they halted to load and shoulder.

When this is to be put in practice on real service, the front of the platoons must not be equal to the breadth of the place they are to engage in: but there must be a small space of ground, or interval, left on the flanks, for those who have fired to have room to march back, and form in the rear. It is in this manner, when there is not time to raise a breach in a bridge, road, bridge, or street to be maintained against the enemy, by the platoons sustaining one another, and firing in their turn, which may be continued as long as there is occasion, almost without intermission, by one battalion only. In firing as above described, the colours, &c. must at the first be placed in the rear, and kept there by the subdivisions, as they come down the flanks after firing, forming constantly in their front, till the whole business is over.

There are, however, different methods of retiring the platoons from the front to the rear. Some are instructed, after the word fire, to recover their arms, and wheel out the platoon by subdivisions from right to left, load, and remain in that position till the last platoon passes them, when they wheel back, and form. another method is, supposing the file to be filled by the platoon, and no room left on the flanks, then by throwing back or retiring a central section
of each platoon, the retiring division may pass through the centre of the column to the rear. It looks well, and has a good effect on a day of parade; but it is too complicated to be attempted with safety in the presence of an enemy.

**General Observations.**

There is no doubt but that the fire of the musketry may be reduced to a theory; but far from that being the case, the field has no principle given him, for at the distance or situation of the objects, be what they may, he fires at random. It is principally owing to the exigence of the target being so little practical, that this ignorance and deficiency of principle is so severely felt.

In our firings, the field has instructed always to fire low, yet no reason is given him why it should be so, but that the ball rises. To consider this a moment; the line of level [The line of level is the straight line by which is seen the object on which the ball should be carried to.] and the line of fire [The line of fire is the straight line which represents the axis of the musket.] are by no means parallel; for according to the different weights of metal which the barrel has at its breeching, and at its aperture, so they describe an angle more or less acute beyond the tube. As the eye seeks its aim from the length of the line of level, it is therefore fixed at the exterior of the barrel. But entirely different to this principle, the motional body, the bullet, is impelled from the interior part of the instrument, and the length of the line of fire; therefore the line of fire and the line of level cut each other.

From the law of attraction imposed on all bodies obliquely thrown, at its delivery from the mouth of the cylinder, the bullet or ball describes a curve, which rising from the muzzle, cuts the line of level at a small distance from the mouth of the barrel. It will, at about the distance of 60 toises, or 360 feet, be found to be at a foot and a half or two feet, its greatest elevation above the line of level. From thence drawn to the earth by that gravitation to which all bodies are subjected, it again inclines to the former line, and at the distance of about 120 toises, cuts it a second time. It is this second point of intersection which is called the musquet-shot, or point blank, after which the bullet finishes to describe its parabola to the end of its fall.

What is here said is a common property to all fire-arms.

It follows, that to make the ball arrive at the mark intended, the flight must not be always precisely levelled at that mark. Suppose a mark fixed fifty feet high, divided into three equal parts, if the distance from it is 50 or 60 toises, or 360 feet, then to strike the upper dimension aim must be taken at the middle one, two feet under the mark. If meant to strike the middle, aim must be taken at the lower dimension, &c.

If at 100 toises, the aim must be taken one foot below the mark in order to hit it. If the distance is more than 100 toises, to strike any of the dimensions, aim must be taken above the mark, and so keep rising in proportion to the distance.

Suppose a battalion of the enemy in front; if at 300 toises distance, aim should be taken three feet over the battalion. If at 200 toises, about a foot and a half. If at 150, aim should be taken at their hats. If at 100, at the middle of the body, &c. Although the horizontal shot of a musquet may be computed at 180 toises, yet, where the fire of a line of infantry can have effect, it is seldom more than 80 toises, or 160 yards.

We shall close this article with some account of the form of a review of a battalion of infantry, and the method of performing the eighteen manoeuvres, as practised by his majesty's forces.
three paces behind the fourth battalion company; covered by their sergeants. Staff officers do not march palt.

The officers, when within six paces of the general, prepare to salute, by recovering their swords. They drop them when in a line with the general, and recover them when ten paces from him, bringing them afterwards to the port, without altering the rate of march, or impeding the front ranks of their companies. The commanding officer, when he has saluted at the head of the column, places himself near the general, and remains there till the rear has marched past. The drummers give a roll each, when the officers of their own companies salute. The officers commanding companies will, each successively, when he has passed the general by thirty paces, give the words rear ranks, take close order, and will immediately shift to the left, the proper pivot. Officers bring their swords to the advance, and each individual of the company resumes the palt which he held when the column was first put in motion.

When the third wheel is completed by all the companies, and the leading company is near to where the left of the battalion stands in its original position, the colonel gives the word halt. The whole halt, and the music ceases. At the words support arms—quick march, the whole march off in quick time. No music. The column makes three or four wheels; viz. at the point where the left of the battalion stands, at the point where the first wheel was made, and just before the third wheel commences, the colonel gives the word carry arms.

When the third wheel is completed, which pates the column on the line of passing the general, the music begins to play. The leading officer of each company shifts to its right, by its rear, giving the word eyes right, and when he has passed the general thirty paces, he will resume his proper pivot flank, giving the word eyes left. The supernumerary officers and sergeants march in a rank, in the rear of the several companies, at one pace from the rear rank, and officers' swords are carried steadily against the right shoulder. The colonel, lieutenant-colonel, major, and adjutant, are in the same places as in marching palt in ordinary time; as also drummers, pioneers, and music. In marching palt in quick time, no compliment is paid by officers.

When the head of the column approaches to the left of the ground on which it originally stood, the music will cease. The colonel gives the word halt, and, after a pause, march. The men carry their arms, and the column takes up its ordinary march, for the purpose of moving on an alignment. When at the point on the left of the alignment, each officer gives the words halts, left wheel, halt drop, march. It is absolutely necessary to observe, that these words are repeated at every wheeling point. The column proceeds, till arrived at the point where its head or right is to be placed, viz. where it originally stood. The colonel then gives the word halt. Pivots are corrected, if necessary, but should be done instantly, and if possible, ought to be avoided, as nothing can more clearly point out how bad discipline, and how inattentive the commanding officers of companies must be, when this operation is necessary to be done in the face of the general. On the word, companies, to the left, wheel into line, pioneers and music go to their polls behind the centre, officers move to the front of their companies, and at the word quick march, the battalion wheels up again into line.

When the line is formed, the colonel then cautions the battalion, that it will perform the manual and platoon exercise. He immediately goes to the rear, and the major, advancing to the front of the battalion, gives the commands rear ranks take open order, march—order arms—mufïÆ bayonets—shoulder arms—officers take palt in the rear. The officers recover their swords, and face to the right. On the word march, they, as well as the colours, &c. march through the several intervals occupied by the sergeants, three paces beyond the rear rank. At the word front, they face about, and bring their swords to the port. The colonel, lieutenant-colonel, adjutant, pioneers, music, supernumerary sergeants, drummers, and files, are at their polls in the rear, as when the battalion is formed at close order, where they remain perfectly steady.

The major proceeds with the manual as directed by regulation, observing only the front rank comes down to the left position of the charge bayonets, the others remaining posted. The sergeants who prefer to the front rank the places of the platoon officers, remain there steady during the whole of the manual, except that they charge their pikes at the same time as the bayonets. When the manual is over, the major gives the words rear ranks take close order, march, on which officers, sergeants, colours, and every other individual, take their places as when the battalion is at close order. The major then gives the word platoon exercise, and proceeds with it, according to regulation. When finished, the major goes to his palt, the colonel comes into the front, and gives the word with carver and load. The corps is now ready to commence the ordered movements. The flagman stands opposite the centre of the battalion, with his front to the general, and goes through the motions as directed for the manual exercise, &c. Of course he is not to perform any of what are called the flagman motions.

Method of performing the Eighteen Manoeuvres.

First Maneuver. Close Column on a Rear Division.

The colonel gives the word the battalion will form close column of companies, in rear of the grenadiers. Remaining companies—right face. All the companies, except the grenadiers, face to the right. The captains and their covering sergeants palt themselves at the head of their files, ready to lead. Two or three leading files of each company disengage a little to the right. The captain of the grenadier company, with his covering sergeant, shifts to the left of his company, the pivot flank. The colonel then gives the word quick march. All the companies, except the grenadiers, step off at once, and move on in file till they come near the company to be formed on, when the sergeants who were leading, the files step briskly forward to mark the situation of their companies in the perpendicular of the front of the column. The covering sergeant of the front company halts one pace in the rear of the covering sergeant of the grenadier company, carefully covering him, and standing perfectly square in his own palt. His own captain also halts close to him, and allows his company to move on in the rear of the sergeant, taking care that the right hand, or leading file of the company, does not pass beyond, but mark time when it comes up to the right hand file of the grenadiers. As soon, therefore, as the captain sees that the left hand file of his company is in with his covering serjeant, he instantly gives the word halt, front, eyes left; and having draffed his company correctly on his covering serjeant, he gives the word eyes front, takes his proper palt, which his serjeant had kept for him, who immediately covers him, while the captain himself correctly covers the captain and covering serjeant of the grenadier company. In this manner each succeeding company proceeds till the column is completely formed. The colours precede the fifth company, and remain on its rear flank, covered by their sergeants.

The close column being now formed, with the right in front, the colonel gives the word, form column of grand division.
divisions. At this caution, all supernumeraries, but not the colours, go to the rear of the column, if not there already. Left companies, left face. The left companies immediately face, always to the pivot flank, and their captains take one file step to the right, so as to be clear of their rank. At the word march, the captain stands fast, the serjeants conduct the divisions, and the captain of each, when it has cleared the flanking division, gives the word half, front, drifs. He then steps nimbly to the third file of the flanking company, and from that gives the word march, half, drifs. The captains commanding the right companies are now on the right of each grand division. The captains commanding the left companies move to the left flanks of the grand division, their intervals being kept by their serjeants. The colonel now gives the word, the column will close to the front, march. All the divisions step off, except the front one, and each, when within one pace of the division in its front, gets the word half, drifs, from the pivot captain of each division. The close column of grand divisions is now formed, and ready to deploy. The colours are with their proper division in the column, and that division must, of course, out-flank on the hand, not the pivot. To obviate this inconvenience, some regiments leave a space between the third and fourth grand divisions, for the colours.

The colonel then gives the word, the column will take ground to the right, and on its march deploy on the rear grand division. At this caution, a serjeant immediately steps out from the rear division, and places himself on the pivot flank of the front grand division, following it in file. When the rear grand division is halted, this serjeant halts also, and inantly fronts, remaining perfectly steady to mark the ground for the rear grand division to march up to. The colonel gives the word right face, quick march, and when the column, in obedience to these orders, has marched as far as he sees necessary, generally twenty or thirty paces, he gives the word rear grand division, half, front, and when he sees that the division immediately before the rear one has cleared its front, he gives the word, fourth grand division, half, front. As soon as the rear division, which has halted and fronted, finds its flank free by the half, front, of the division that was immediately before it, at that instant the captain on the left gives it the word march. The grand division marches steadily till it places its pivot flank; the left, close to the serjeant who had stepped out to mark the ground for it. It then receives the word half, drifs, from the colonel on the left. He dresses the grand division, from the flanking serjeant (the point of appui) to the camp colour (the point of formation) on the right. As soon as the dressing is finished, he shifts to the right of his company. The rear grand division being dressed, the fourth is marched up, and dressed on it, exactly as the rear one had dressed on the flanking serjeant, and to the third, second, and first, till all are in line. If the deployment be correctly made, the first grand division has only to half, front, as it is already in the true line. Much of the exactness of this, and every deployment of the same kind, must depend on the accuracy of the mounted officer, who halts and fronts each grand division. For this purpose he must be in the rear of the column. If he is confounded, all will be deranged. Supernumerary officers and serjeants, drums, music, and pioneers, halt with their respective grand divisions, and as they are halted and dressed, take their proper stations in the rear. The line is now formed to the general’s left.

Observe, when the column deploys on the rear division, it faces from the pivot flank, which then becomes the following one.

Second Manoeuvre.—Close Column on a Front Division.

The colonel gives the word, the battalion will form close column of companies in front of the right infantry; remaining companies—left face. The captains and their covering serjeants post themselves at the head of their leading files. Heads of files disengage. At the word, quick—march, the covering serjeant of the eighth company steps briskly forward till he comes in front of the light infantry captain, and three paces from him he faces him. Then, being certain that he is in a true line with him, he immediately faces to the right about, and flanks perfectly steady, and square to his front. The captain of the eighth company leads on his company till he places his pivot man close to the serjeant. He then gives the word half, front, drifs, replaces his serjeant (who immediately covers him), and gives the word eye front. In this manner, each succeeding company proceeds, till the column is completely formed, with the grenadiers in front. The colours move in rear of the fifth company.

The column of grand divisions is then formed, and closed up, exactly as directed in the first manoeuvre.

The colonel then gives the word, the column will take ground to the left, and on its march deploy on the front grand division, left, face—quick, march. When the column has marched thirty or forty paces, or as many paces as the colonel sees necessary, he gives successively, and in due time, to each grand division the words half, front, till all are halted, beginning with the front division. The inward captain of each grand division (that is, the captain on the right,) when it has halted and fronted, gives his words, drifs, march, half, drifs, and the outward captain (the captain on the left) remains on the flank of the division in the line, till the succeeding captain, having to dress his grand division, comes to replace him. He then replaces his covering serjeant on the right of his proper company. In this manner, grand division after grand division comes up till the whole are in line, and the supernumeraries also take their places gradually in the rear.

Observe,—When the column deploys on a front division, it faces to the pivot flank, which then becomes the leading one.

Third Manoeuvre.—Close Column on a Central Division, facing to the Rear.

The colonel gives the word, the battalion will form close column on the right centre company, facing to the rear. Right centre company, right face. Right counter-march, quick march. The captain at the head of his company, which has faced immediately on receiving the order, turns short in file to his right hand, and leads his company till he places his front rank in line with the rear rank of the fifth and third companies. He next gives the word half, front, and then drifs, from the right of his company, where he remains. The colours and centre serjeants counter-march with this company. At the word remaining companies, outwards, face, the companies on the right of the right centre companies face to the right, those on the left face to the left. Captains and their covering serjeants move to the heads of files. On the word to the left counter-march—quick march, the captains lead the files; the whole step off at once. The companies of the left wing, No. 5, 6, 7, 8, and light infantry, file one after another in the front of the right centre company. The right wing, No. 3, 2, 1, and grenadiers, file one after another into the rear of the right centre company. The serjeants must be very careful to follow the instructions, as in the first and second manoeuvres. Each company, as it completes its counter-march, receives the word, half, front, drifs.
fifes, from its own captain, who is now on the pivot flank, the right; the left of the column being in front.

At the word column, left face. The column immediately faces to the left, captains, &c. moving to the heads of files to lead them. All the covering ferjeants stand fall. At the word, the left hand companies will lead out, quick march, the left, or alternate companies, that is, No. 1, 3, 5, 7, and the light infantry, march out in quick time, until their rear has cleared the standing companies about four or five paces. The colonel then gives the command halts, the whole will counter-march to the left, left counter-march, quick march. The whole, except the covering ferjeants, who face to the right about, instantly counter-march. The right companies, viz., the grenadiers, 2d, 4th, 6th, and 8th, counter-march on their own ground exactly. The left companies, i.e. the 1st, 3d, 5th, 7th, and light infantry, march on towards the column, until they fill the intervals they have quitted, and are again in column in their proper place. The captain of each company gives the words, halts, front, fifes, as their companies finish the counter-march, which is completed when the leading man of each front rank arrives at his respective ferjeant. When the counter-march is finished, the column stands with its right in front, as in the old manœuvre, and its centre opposite the general.

The colonel gives the word, the column will deploy on the right centre company, remaining companies, outwards face. The right centre company stands fall. The companies on the right of the right centre company, face to the right; those on the left of it, face to the left. At the word quick march, the covering ferjeant of the right centre company steps up to the left flank of the grenadiers, and remains there.

As soon as the flanks of the right centre company are clear, its captain gives the word march, and when he arrives close to his covering ferjeant who occupies the exact ground quitted by the grenadier captain, he then, with great correctness, halts, and dresses his company on the ferjeant (the point of appui) to the point of formation on the right, and then, giving the word eyes front, shifts to his poll, the right of his company. When the remaining companies are clear of each other’s flanks, they get the words halts, front, march, from their own captains. The third company dressés from the right of the right centre company, its point of appui, to the distant point of formation on the right. The other companies of the right wing fifes in the same manner on the standing companies as they severally come up into line. When the fifth, or left centre company, has marched up to its point of appui (the left flank of the right centre company), its captain from that point dressés his company to the point of formation on the left. In this manner each company proceeds, till all are in line on their original ground, the centre opposite the general.

Fourth Manoeuvre. Change of Position in open Column.

On the word by companies on the left backwards, wheel, left hand men of companies face inwards to their companies. Captains step nimbly to the front of their divisions. The ferjeant of the right company steps back, and remains to mark the spot where the wheeling man of his company is to wheel when the quarter circle is completed. The other companies conform to this, each standing perpendicular to the base line on which its pivot is placed. At the word quick march, all the companies wheel back the quarter circle on the principle already laid down. Captains halts, fifes, their companies, and then giving the words eyes front, remain on the pivot flank of their companies. The battalion is now in open column of companies, the right in front.

The colonel gives the word column march. The column marches thirty or forty paces in ordinary time. The adjutant, having been apprized by the commanding officer, that the battalion is to change its direction to the left, and having the spot pointed out to him where the change is to commence, and also the direction which the column is to take, will immediately move forward, and place a camp colour at the spot where the leading company is to wheel. He will place a second colour as the point of direction on which the leading flank of the column is to move in the new alignment; and he will place a third camp colour, the point of formation, oblique to the right of the column, covering exactly the other two colours, so that a line drawn from the second colour to the first, and continued to the third, will be a right line, which line will be oblique to, and cut the original line on which the column was marching at the point where the leading company began its wheel, which point is on the new alignment. These matters being all quickly arranged, when the colonel sees that the leading company is near the point of wheeling, he will give the words

The column will change its direction to the left. The captain of the leading company, on the principle of the moveable pivot, gives the words right flankers forward, and when the company has made the required wheel, he gives the word forward, and keeps his eyes fixed on the distant camp colour, to which he steadily marches. Each company as it approaches the wheeling point (the left camp colour), conforms exactly to what has been done by the leading company. When the colonel sees as many companies wheeled into the new direction as he judges to be sufficient, generally three, he gives the word halts. The leading companies, and each others as have already wheeled into the alignment, being now at their proper points, remain so.

The rear companies will file into the new alignment. Rear companies, right, face. At this word, all the companies who are still in the old direction face to the right, i.e. to the flank which conducts to their place in the new line. Captains and their covering ferjeants shift to the heads of files, to lead them. At the word quick march, the ferjeants step briskly forward, to mark their points in the line where the pivot flanks are to be placed. Each captain leads his company to his covering ferjeant, where he halts, and lets his company pass in rear of the ferjeant, till its left flank is in with him, and he then gives the word, halts, front, fifes.

At the word, column, to the left wheel into line, quick march. The ferjeant of the grenadiers moves quickly to the right, and places himself in line with the pivots. The rest of the covering ferjeants go as usual to their right flanks, to keep the place for their captains. When the wheel is completed, the captains give the word halts, fifes, from the file on their right to the camp colour on the left, and immediately replace their covering ferjeants.

Fifth Manoeuvre. Wing thrown back.

The colonel gives the following words of command; the left company will wheel four paces backwards on its left. The remaining companies will go to the right about, and wheel two paces to the right. The covering ferjeant of the left company, now on the circle, steps to the rear, and on the eighth file from the pivot marches the named number of paces, and comes to the right about, lining himself with the camp colour, placed by the adjutant on the right, to mark the new line, which is to be parallel to the original line of formation.

The command is then given, left company, four paces on the left backwards wheel, quick march. The company’s ferjeant halts the company in a low tone of voice, and the captain accurately dressés it on the colour to the right. At the
the word, remaining companies, to the right about face, they face accordingly. On that of, two paces to the right wheel, march, each covering serjeant steps out two wheeling paces on the circumference of the circle, and when the men wheel up to him, he halts them in a low tone of voice. The captain draws the company. The battle now stands in echelon, with its rear ranks in front, the captains having shifted to the inner flanks of their several companies, and their covering serjeants to the outside flanks. The battalion will march in echelon, and form line on the left company, march. The companies march with their rear ranks in front. The captain of the company next to the formed one, gives the word left flanks forward, and then having disengaged himself from his division, the moment his leading flank man of his (now) front rank touches the flank of the company that is already formed, he will give the word, halt front, draw back, on which his company fronts, and, without hurry, draws back on him and the formed part of the line, he correcting them on the more distant given point, the camp colour on the right, which having done, he goes to his post, the right of his company. Every other captain does the same, till the line is formed. It is then parallel to its original line of formation, but more retired by the length of seven companies, according that three wheeled into the oblique alignment. The battalion is now to the general's left. It is to be observed, that the greater activity must be used by each captain in this drilling, otherwise the point of appui will not be ready for the next company, and the distant point will be obscured; whereas it must be kept open and distinct, so that the direction of the line may run at the distance of one file from the given object of drilling.

To follow the plan as laid down in the rules and regulations, the battalion should now go to the right about, retire fifty or sixty paces, and then halt, front.

Sixth Manoeuvre.—Counter-march, formed square, and change of position.

On the word, battalion, by companies on the left backwards wheel, quick march, the battalion breaks into open column of companies, the right in front. The colonel then gives the word, the column will change its front by the counter-march of companies to the rights, companies, right face. At this word, the whole face to the right. Each captain will immediately quit the pivot, and place himself on the right of his company, and his covering serjeant will advance to the front which he has quitted, and face to the right about. At the word, right counter-march, quick march, the whole move. Each captain wheels short round to the right, and proceeds, followed by his files of men, till he has placed his pivot front rank man close to his serjeant, who remains immovable. Each captain instantly gives the words, halt, form, to his company, so as to have it squared, and closed to the right, which is now the pivot flank. The captain replaces his serjeant, who falls back behind the rear rank. The column now stands faced to its former rear, with the left in front.

Column march. The column marches thirty or forty paces. At the word column will close to the front, the leading company immediately halts, and the remaining companies each halt within one pace of the company in its front. Captains must be very careful to halt, draw their companies correctly, as this is preparatory to forming the solid square. Observe, that the column may be closed at the option of the chief, either in this manner, or by the head division continuing its march, and the rear ones being ordered to march quick into close column, and face effectually to resume the ordinary march.

Form solid square. All the companies composing the front half of the column, i.e. the left wing, take one pace forward, except the light infantry, which stands fast. The two left companies close up one and two paces to the company before them. At the word, solid square, one pace to the right and left, march, the whole companies make an interval of two paces in the centre, by their subdivisions taking each one pace to the flanks. Two captains, with their serjeants, place themselves on each of the front and rear intervals. Two captains, with their serjeants, also take post in each of the increased intervals in the centre of the sides. A serjeant takes the place of each flank front rank man of the first division, and of each flank rear rank man of the left division. All the other officers, serjeants, the four displaced men, drummers, &c. assemble behind the centre of the companies which are to form the flank faces.

N. B. The remainder of this manoeuvre cannot be correctly performed, unless each company consists of at least twelve files, formed three deep.

Four files, outwards, face. The two rear companies face to the right about, and four files on each flank of all the companies, except the grenadiers and light infantry, face outwards, the whole lining with the flanks of the front companies, and drilling in ranks from front to rear. On the word quick march, the fifth file from each flank of all the companies, except the first and last, followed by the front rank man of the sixth file, move up to right and left, and respectively fill up the interval between their own and the preceding divisions. The remainder of the men of the file divisions arrange themselves to their right and left, forming clofe in the rear of their own divisions respectively. The whole thus stand faced outwards, and formed at least four deep, with two officers and their serjeants in the middle of each face to command. The captains may fill the intervals as follows: The grenadier and first company in the rear face; the light infantry and eighth company in the front face; second and third in the right face; fourth and fifth in the left face; each covered by his serjeant. All the other officers, as well as serjeants, displaced men, the colours, &c. are in the void space in the centre behind their companies; and the files of the captains in the faces may be completed by serjeants, &c. from the interior, in such manner as the chief may direct. The mounted officers pass into the centre of the square by the rear face. Whatever is the strength of the companies which compose the flank files, the whole of them will face outwards, except their four centre files, which are always referred for filling up the intervals.

Prepare for firing. The two first ranks all round kneel, and slope their bayonets. The two next ranks fire flaming, and the others, if any, remain in reserve. The file covers behind each captain in the files give back, and enable the captains to stand in the third rank. They are replaced by their serjeants, who, with the serjeants in the angle, slope forward their pikes, at the same time that the men slope their bayonets. The colonel then gives the word command independent firing, and, on the close of the preparative, the two standing ranks commence file firing from the right of each face. This ceases on the beat of the general, and the colonel gives the word, kneeling ranks, present, fire. If ordered, the kneeling ranks may load again without riling up. Otherwise they immediately recover their feet after firing, and the word prime and load is given.

When the colonel sees it proper to reduce the square, he gives the words form close column. The files that faced outward, come to their proper front. Those in the intervals, i.e. the fifth file, and front rank man of the fifth, face about. At the word quick march, the front company takes
one pace forward, and the two rear companies, i.e. the grenadiers and first company, one and two paces forward, and then face about. The files from the intervals take their proper places. Officers, sergeants, displaced men, &c. will quit the interior, move to their several files, and the companies that compos'd the flank faces will be completed. Not to multiply words of command, the best method to close the subdivisions, &c. is to move the column immediately, by giving the word, column, march, either in quick or ordinary time, as the colonel thinks proper.

When the column has marched as far as the commanding officer judges necessary, he gives the words, column open from the rear, on which the captain commanding the rear company gives the word to his company, grenadiers, halt, and immediately the caution first company, to the company in his front. When he chooses, at a proper wheeling distance from him, he gives the word halt. The captain of the first company, when he has halted, gives the same caution and command to the second; the second to the third, and so on in succession, till the column is opened out.

The colonel now gives the word, the column will change its head by the counter-march of companies from the rear. Right wheel to the front. The grenadier captain gives the words, grenadiers, left face. He and his covering sergeant immediately shift to the left to lead the files. He then gives the word quick march, till his right flank can freely pass near the left flank of the others. He then gives the word, halt, front, march (in ordinary time) close by the left flank of the first company. The captain of that company, while the other is approaching, gives the word, left face; and as soon as the grenadiers have cleared his flank, quick march, leading his company into the rear of the now leading one. He gives the word, halt, front, when he covers, and march when at the due wheeling distance. All the other companies successively perform the same operation; and when the light company has taken its place in the rear, the whole column is in perfect order.

Column, halt, left wheel into line, quick march. When the column has wheeled into line, it is considerably to the general's right, and with its rear to him. Observe, That some regiments at review, in this counter-march from the rear to the front, face their companies to the right, and bring them out on that side, contrary to the general principle. The divisions which advance come out always on the side to which front is to be made, and on which the enemy is placed; because then, with the divisions that are free, he can be opposed, while the others are moving behind the line.

Seventh Manoeuvre.—Countermarch by Files on the Centre of the Battalion.

This brings back the battalion to its original front. The colonel gives the following words: the battalion will countermarch from its centre, and on its centre, by files—swing inwards—face. The whole face to the colours, which shall fall; and a sergeant remains to mark each flank of the battalion. The word is given, swing—three file steps to the right—march; if the battalion is only two deep, two paces to the right is sufficient. Each wing takes the named number of paces to its flank, that they may be disengaged from each other. At the second word march, or quick march, the whole move on, and each file wheel successively into the centre, as it arrives at and beyond the colours. As soon as each company is in the line from the colours to the flank sergeant, the captain fronts it. When the whole is formed, the colours countermarch, and if necessary, the drilling of the line is corrected.

Eighth Manoeuvre.—March in open Column.

The battalion will form open column in rear of the left company—remaining companies on the right backwards wheel—quick march. All the companies wheel backwards on their right, except the light infantry, which stands fast. On the word left face, they all face to the left, except the light company; and the captains place themselves to lead the files. At the word quick march, the whole will lead to the rear, and the covering sergeants will successively, as before, take up their positions on the new line. The captain conducting each platoon, when he arrives at his sergeant, will flop directly before him, allow his platoon to move on behind the sergeant, till the rear file comes close to, but beyond him. The captain will then halt, front, and direct his platoon, with his front rank closed in to the sergeant. He will himself take the place of the sergeant, and remain steady on the pivot flank.

As soon as the third company has taken its place in the column, the colonel gives the word march. The head of the column moves on in ordinary time, and the remaining companies follow, preserving the proper wheeling distance between each. When the leading company arrives within 12 or 15 paces of the point where it is necessary to diminish its front, the colonel will give a loud caution, that the subdivisions are to double, either by companies successively, or the whole battalion at once. If at once, as is ordered in this manoeuvre, then he gives the words form column of subdivisions—right subdivisions—quick march. Each right hand subdivision marks time, till its left hand subdivision, which marches on steadily, has opened or cleared its flank. At the words quick oblique or left oblique, the right divisions immediately oblique to the left, and cover the left ones correctly. The captains move to the right flank of the left subdivisions. Their covering sergeants lead the right subdivisions.

When the column of subdivisions has marched as many paces as the colonel thinks proper, he gives the words form companies, right subdivisions—quick oblique. As soon as each right subdivision has cleared the right flanks of the left, by the quick oblique, it immediately receives the word forward, and when in line with the left subdivision, each receives the word ordinary from the captain, who had shifted to its right. It may be observed, that the above is in conformity to the general rule, whether the column be halted or in motion, that the subdivision or section on the reverse flank is the one behind which the other subdivision or section doubles. But in this case, were the left subdivisions to double in front of the right ones, the pivots would be better drest, as the right subdivisions, which were marching correctly in the alignment, would not be discomposed. The colonel gives the words column halt—right wheel into line—quick march.

Ninth Manoeuvre.—Echelon Change of Position.

The colonel gives the words, companies on the right backwards wheel—quick march. The battalion breaks into open column, the left in front, each company getting the halt—drift from its own captain, as usual. The colonel continues: The seventh company (the third, reckoning from the left,) will wheel four paces, the remaining companies fix places, on the left backwards—quick march. The companies are drest by their captains, who are now on the inflected flanks of the echelon. The colonel orders eighth and light company right about face. Two camp colours are sent to the right and left in a correct line with the seventh company. At the word the column will march in echelon, and form line on the seventh company—march, the captain of the seventh company shifts to its right flank. Each company, on the right of the seventh, viz. Nos. 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and grenadiers, as it comes successively into line, receives from its captain the word halt—drift.
—dressed on the camp colour to the right. The captain then shifts to the right of his company. The companies on the left of the seventh, viz. No. 8, and the light infantry, receive the words from their captains halts, front, dress up. They are dressed on the camp colour to the left.

**Tenth Manoeuvre.**—Echelon Change of Position.

The colonel gives the words the light infantry will wheel four paces, the remaining companies two paces to the left. When the covering sergeants have taken the number of paces from the front of the eighth file from the left of their companies, the colonel gives the word quick—march. The captain commanding the light infantry immediately shifts to its left flank. When the company has wheeled up, he gives the word halt, dressed, dressing it correctly on the camp colour, which the adjutant had previously sent to the right for this purpose. The captain, when his company is correctly dressed, gives the word eyes front, and reinforces his place on the right of his company, taking care that his men stand perfectly steady, and with carried arms, until the next company has dressed on them; his right flank being the point of appui. When the colonel gives that every division is ready, he gives the words the battalion will march in echelon, and form line on the left company—march. All the companies march in ordinary time. As they arrive in line successively, they are dressed by their captains from the flanking companies to the camp colour on the right. Each captain, when he has so dressed his company, gives the word eyes front, and then shifts to the right of his division. The whole are now formed in line, parallel to their original front, and considerably to the general’s right.

**Eleventh Manoeuvre.**—Change of Position.

The colonel gives the words the battalion will form open column of companies in the march—right face—march. When the battalion has marched in file as far as is judged necessary, he gives the word form companies. The files instantly make a half face, each marching up quick and diagonally to their respective leading men, who do not alter their pace. As the pivots are in the rear of companies, when they come up, the companies dress to them by their captain giving the word eyes left; and they take up as they form, the ordinary repé. The column marches; and when the colours are opposite to the general, the colonel gives the word halt, and then to the left wheel into line, quick march.

**Twelfth Manoeuvre.**—Retreat in Line.

The colonel gives the word the battalion will retire—right about face—march. It marches fifty or sixty paces in ordinary time, dressing by its centre. No mutiny plays during the retreat of the battalion. The colonel gives the word halt, front, and directly after the battalion will fire twice by companies, from centre to flanks. On the last stroke of the preparative, the captains on the right of companies step out one pace, and give the word of command platoon, ready—present—fire—load. When the first part of the general is beat, the captain falls back into the front rank. The colonel then gives the word, the battalion will retire by alternate companies—right companies, right about face—march. After marching in ordinary time about fifty paces, they receive the word halt, front. In marching, one colour remains on the flank of its proper company in each line. The king’s colour with the right centre, and the other colour with the left centre company. A sergeant will advance fix paces before each colour during the march. Each line directs its movements by its colour; distances are preferred from that colour, and to it the men’s eyes are turned during the march. Each line has a commander. Captains are ordered to be on the inward flanks of their companies, but this makes a perpetual shifting of positions, and is better omitted.

The colonel gives the word left companies, make ready—present—fire. Immediately after firing, the men come to the recover, half-corn, and shoulder arms. At the word right about face—march, the left companies march readily on, dressing by their colour. They pass through the intervals of the right companies, and continue marching until they receive the word from the colonel, halt, front—prime and load. If the chief fires the left companies, the next in command fires the right companies, exactly as the left companies were fired. They retire in the same manner through the intervals of the left companies. The colonel then fires the left companies, and retires them as before, and so on till he thinks it expedient to form line.

The left companies will form line on the right companies—march. When they have marched and filled up the intervals, the word halt is given by the colonel, and dressed by the captain of each company. The right companies may form line on the left in the same manner. Sometimes the right companies are fired in battalion previous to their retiring. The words of command are the same as if they had been separated from the left companies. The light infantry may be divided in the intervals of the first line, retire with it, and charge to the other line, whenever it becomes the advanced one. In this situation, they cover the retreat, and may occasionally fire; and when the line is formed, they resume their post on the left. Unless, however, the battalion is very strong, the light infantry remain in their usual position as a company. When the line is formed, the colonel gives the word the battalion will retire in line—right about face—march. When it has retired as far as lie judges, he gives the word halt, front.

**Thirteenth Manoeuvre.**—March to a Flank in Echelon.

The colonel gives the word battalion, by companies four paces to the right wheel, and form echelon. Covering sergeants take the number of paces as usual. The pivots make a half face to the right, the sergeants dressing by them. On the word quick march, captains on the right of their companies give the word halt, dress. Covering sergeants go to the reverse flank. The colonel then gives the word the battalion will advance in echelon—march. The whole advance to the flank in echelon about two hundred and fifty paces. At the word wheel back into line, the three centre sergeants instantly step out into the front, and mark the time for the battalion. The pivots mark time, gradually turning to their proper front, while the rest of the divisions wheel back the four paces they had advanced. When the fourth pace is completed, the colonel gives the word forward; and the whole, dressing by the centre, step out their full pace, till they receive the word halt. The line is then considerably to the general’s left, and parallel to its original front. In this situation, the colonel commands fire three rounds by companies from centre to flanks. Each captain gives the word platoon, ready, present, fire, load.

**Fourteenth Manoeuvre.**—The Hollow Square, and its Movements.

The colonel gives the word the battalion will form a hollow square on the three centre companies (viz. the fourth, fifth, and sixth), remaining companies—four paces on the right and left backwards wheel—quick march. The companies on the right each wheel back the eighth of the circle on their left, and the companies on the left wheel the same number of paces backward on the right. The colours, at the same time that the companies are forming their echelons, move back three paces into the rear. The fourth company by the side
Two other serjeants or camp colours should be placed in the rear, in a perpendicular line with the outside flanks of the front face, marking out a perfect square. The companies now march in echelon, and by the turning of the left shoulders of the right companies, and the right shoulders of the left companies, they wheel to form square. Their captains halt and front them in a correct line. The first company will wheel round the serjeant placed to mark the angle, and the grenadiers round the proper right of the first company; the light infantry at the same time wheeling round the serjeant on the opposite angle, till its right flank touches that of the grenadiers. They then, as also the first company, get the words halt, front, drefs, from their captains. They have then formed the rear face of the square, and in this manner the proper front rank of the rear face will be outward. The square is now perfectly formed, and composed of four faces. The front face consists of the fourth, fifth, and fifth companies; the right face of the third and second; the left face of the seventh and eighth; and the rear face of the first company, the grenadiers, and light infantry. The mounted officers, colours, musics, drummers, &c. and the battalion guns, are all within the square.

The colonel then gives the words the square will march by the right angle of the front face, left and rear faces—right about face. The two sides that form the right angle, that is, the front face and the right face, stand fast; the other two sides, viz. the left face and the rear face, go to the right about. At the word by subdivisions four faces to the right and left wheel—march, the whole by subdivisions wheel up one eighth of the circle, two sides to the right and two sides to the left, and are thus parallel to each other, and perpendicular to the direction in which they are to move. The pivot flanks are in this manner placed on the sides of the square, each side being thus in echelon, and the colours behind the leading angle. At the word march, captains, who are on the inward flank of their leading subdivisions, carefully preserve the distances they wheeled at, and from the flanks to which they wheeled. At the words halt, front square, or reform square, the whole wheel back into square; and the two sides that require it, that is, the left and rear faces, go to the right about. Captains dret their divisions as usual, in the same manner as is described for the square. The directions given for the march of the square by the right angle of the front face, will equally apply, should it be found necessary to march the square by any of its other angles.

The colonel then gives the words the square will march by the right face. The colours move up behind the centre of the named face, as do the mounted officers, &c. At the word front and rear faces, by subdivisions to the right and left wheel—quick march, the opposite side, that is, the left face, faces about; and the two flank sides wheel up by subdivisions, so as to stand each in open column. At the word by right face—march, the square marches two sides in line and by their centre, and two sides in open columns, which cover and dret to their inward flanks on which they wheeled up, carefully preferring their distances. The same directions that are given for marching by the front face, will apply to the march by any of the other faces. The colonel, when the square has marched as far as he sees necessary, gives the word halt, reform square. The square halts, the subdivisions in column immediately wheel back, and form their sides, and the side which faced about again faces outwards. The captains give the words halt, dres.

On the word prepare for firing, the front rank kneel and present their bayonets sloped. The square is then ordered to fire in whatever manner may be judged proper; the two rear ranks to fire standing; or companies by ranks successively; or by companies independent of each other; or by subdivisions, one firing when the other has loaded; or companies by files; as ordered. The front rank remains as a reserve. Should the battalion be formed only two deep, the front rank will remain kneeling, and the other rank will fire by files. The word is now given square will fire by companies, beginning on the right. When the firing by companies has ceased, the command is given by the colonel kneeling ranks, make ready, present, fire; the men rise up after firing'prime and load. The word is then given the square will form line on the three centre companies—side and rear faces—by companies, fix paces to the right and left wheel, quick march. The captains, as usual halt—dret their companies. The words are then given in echelon march and form line, march. The whole march in echelon, except the three centre companies, the outward companies taking care not to impede the inner ones, which must form before them. This may be done by the facing and filing of each division from its inward flank to its point in the new line, where it will form column. Captains halt—dret their companies, as in the third manoeuvre.

If the square is composed of the eight battalion companies only, then the grenadier and light company may be placed as a reserve in the rear, ready to be applied according to circumstances. In marching the square by any of its faces, some regiments have been instructed to march two sides in file instead of open column; and if the men march tolerably in file, there can be no question but that it is the best method.

Fifteenth Manoeuvre.—Retiring and filing to the Rear.

When the battalion is to retire, it ought to be previously drevled with the same exactness as when it is to advance, and the same care in ascertaining the direction of its march must be taken. Therefore, before the retreat is to begin, an officer or serjeant will have placed himself thirty paces in the rear, so as to stand perpendicular to the front directing serjeant; and of course he will be in the line, or nearly so, of the directing serjeant. Whenever the battalion marches to the rear, it must cover its proper extent of ground. The rear must therefore avoid closing their files more than usual; otherwise the front rank men, who are in general larger, will be crowded in their rank. Musics, drums, supernumerary officers, &c. will take care march with exactness, and not to interrupt, but rather assist the battalion.

The colonel gives the word the battalion will retire. As soon as this caution is given, the three directing serjeants face about. The same centre serjeant that directs to the front, directs also to the rear. He moves on in the line of the advanced officer, six paces beyond the rear rank, and halts. The two other serjeants move up on each side of him. When the line is retiring, music is never to play. On the word right about face, the whole face; and the supernumerary officer, who had replaced the directing serjeant, moves up into the leading rank. A mounted field officer pales through to the rear, and the directing serjeant in the interior prolongs his line, and takes his object betwixt the feet of the polled officer. Immediately after facing about, the word march is given by the colonel. The whole battalion instantly steps off. The replacing officer betwixt the colours prefers, during the movement, his exact distance of
of six paces from the advanced sergeant, and is the guide of the battalion, directing the sergeant conducting on his points under the correction of the colonel, who is ten or twelve paces behind the centre of the battalion. In this retreat, if the light infantry act separate, and not as a company of the battalion, at the word march they move quick and round by the flanks, and form in the rear of the centre, extending so as to cover it during the retreat, and following at the distance of fifty or sixty paces.

The colonel gives the words the battalion will, from the proper right of companies, file to the rear—paus companies by files. Each captain instantly gives the word left, turn, quick march, and wheels out his leading file, the rest of the files following in succession. The heads of companies must observe the proper distance from each other, and are regulated from the left. Circumstances may require that the companies should pafs from their proper left, instead of the right, in which case the leaders will halt and conduct such left until the line is formed, when they will again resume their proper places.

When the companies in file have marched as far as is necessary, the colonel gives the word bats, front. The whole now stand in open column of companies, the right in front. When the column is ordered to halt, the light infantry pafs quickly through it, and take post thirty paces in the rear of the intended line. On the word by companies, left, wheel into line—quick march, captains, as usual, bats, draft their companies. When the line is formed, its centre is opposite to the general.

Sixteenth Manoeuvre.—Filing, advancing, and changing to the Front. The colonel, having previously placed himself ten or twelve paces behind the exact line of the directing sergeant, will remark the line of its prolongation, and thus ascertain the direction in which it should march, and in doing this, he will not at once look out for a distant object, but will hit on it by prolonging the line, from the person of the directing sergeant to the front. Or he will order the covering sergeant to run out twenty paces, and will place him in the line in which he thinks the battalion ought to advance. The directing sergeant then takes his direction along the line which pafs from himself, betwixt the heels of the advanced sergeant, and remarking his object, prefers such line in advancing. The colonel then gives the words the battalion will advance. Before the line so advances, the light company quickly forms, in extended order, thirty paces before the centre, and prefers that distance in advancing. The front directing sergeant of the battalion moves fix accurate and exact paces in ordinary time, and halts. The two other sergeants that were behind him, move up on each side of him, and an officer from the rear replaces in the front rank the leading sergeant. The centre sergeant, in moving out, marches and halts on his own observed point, and the two other sergeants dres and square themselves exactly by him. The directing sergeant, after being assured that he himself is perfectly and squarely placed in the rank, by casting his eyes down the centre of his body, from the junction of his two heels, and by repeated trials take up or prolong a line perpendicular to himself and to the battalion, will observe and take up any accidental small spot on the ground, and within 100 or 150 paces, intermediate ones cannot be wanting, nor the renewal of such as he afterwards successively approaches to in his march. In this manner he is prepared, under the future correction of the colonel from behind, to conduct the march.

The line of direction being thus ascertained, the colonel gives the word march. The whole instantly step off, and without turning the head, eyes are glanced towards the colours in the front rank. The replacing officer between the colours prefers, during the movement, his exact distance of fix paces from the advanced sergeant, and is the guide of the battalion. The centre advanced sergeant is answerable for the direction, and the equal cadence or length of step. To these objects he alone attends, while the other two, scrupulously conforming to his position, maintain their parallelism to the front of the battalion, and thereby present an object to which it ought to move square. They are to allow no other consideration to attract their attention, and will notice and conform to the direction of the commander only. If any small alteration in their position is ordered, it must be gradually and cooly made. When the battalion is advancing in line for any considerable distance, the music may be allowed at intervals to play for a few seconds only, and the drums in two divisions to roll; but it is the wind instruments only which play. The large drum, or any other instrument whatever, which marks time by the stroke, is not permitted.

When the battalion advances fifty paces, the colonel gives the words the battalion will file from the right of companies—pafs, files to the front. Each captain immediately gives the word right, turn, quick march, wheels out his leading file, and pafs on direct to the front, preserving a relative distance from the left, as being the head of the column, or from the other flank, if particularly so ordered. When the column has marched fifty paces, the colonel gives the words bats, front. The whole now stands in open column, the left in front.

The light company pafs quick to the rear, assembles half of it behind each flank, and moves relatively with the flank companies.

The words now given in succession are column, right, wheel into line, quick march. The battalion will advance—march. The battalion marches pafs fifty paces. The battalion will advance by alternate wings, and fire four times—Left swing, bat. The left wing halts, and the right wing continues to move on fifteen paces. Left swing, march. Right swing, bat, ready, fire, load, march. The left wing marches pafs till the right wing, being loaded and shouldered, receives the order to march. Left swing—bat, ready, &c. as directed for the right wing, and thus they alternately proceed, till each wing has fired twice. The left wing will form line on the right—right swing, bat. When the line is formed, the battalion will advance, march. After marching fifty paces, bat. The battalion will fire a volley—front rank kneeling, make ready, fire, prime and load. The battalion will advance—march. When it has advanced twenty paces, it receives the command bat. The battalion will fire a volley, and port arms; when the battalion has fired, it immediately ports arms. Quick march; the battalion advances firm, dreading by the centre. When it has advanced fifty paces, bat; the front rank comes down to the charging position. Shoulder arms—prime and load. The light company, retiring from behind the flanks, pursues, returns, and assemble and join on the left of the battalion. The battalion is now advanced near the general, and with its centre opposite him.

If the battalion is not very strong, the light infantry should not act as such, but only as a company in battalions. In firing by wings, that is, by half battalions, the colonel generally fires the right wing, and the next in command the left. When the battalion has charged bayonets, they may be ordered to move forward on the charge at a very quick step, but by no means to run. A very few paces only can be necessary. Care must be taken that the battalion moves in perfect dres, which it cannot do if it run. The flugel man gives the time for each wing to call about, and should.
Seventeenth Manoeuvre.—Retiring in Line.

The colonel gives the words the battalion will retire—right about, face—march. While it is retiring, he gives the cadence the battalion will fire twice by alternate wings—the two flanks flanking. He then gives the words right wing—

*hold, front.* The light infantry are not ordered by the rules and regulations for the infantry formation, to cover the regiment in this manoeuvre; but it appearing to be as requisite as in advancing, they will be formed separately. On the halt of the right wing, they file round the left flank, and cover the left wing at fix paces in front. Firing and retreating till they occupy the ground quitted by the left wing, dressing by the right. When the left wing has gained fifteen paces, it receives the word from the lieutenant-colonel, *halt, front.* The light infantry cease firing. The colonel orders right wing—ready, present, fire (the men after firing immediately come to the port, or to the recover, as may be ordered). The light infantry face to the right, and cover the right wing at fix paces. On the words right about, face—march, the light infantry fire retiring, till they come into line with the left wing by which they drew, and continue firing. When the right wing has marched fifteen paces beyond the left, it receives the words *halts, front—prime and load.* When loaded, the signal sounds for the light infantry to cease firing. The instant the lieutenant-colonel fires that the right wing has fronted, he immediately gives the word of command, and conforms in every particular to what the right wing has done. The light infantry face to the left, and cover the left wing as they did the right, dressing by the right. In this manner each wing alternately proceeds, every due dispatch being made in reloading. When the wings have fired twice, the colonel gives the words the left wing will form line on the right wing—march—*halts, front—prime and load.* When loaded, the light infantry cease firing, and the signal is given by the bugle for it to form company in the rear of the centre. The colonel gives the word the line will retire; and when it has marched a hundred paces or more, covered by the light infantry, who file round the flanks, *halts, front.* The light infantry, upon signal, form company in the rear of the centre and afterwards resume their post on the left of the battalion.

In retiring by alternate wings, one colour remains on the inward flank of each half battalion, to which the men continue to look when they move, by which they drew, and before which a directing serjeant advances fix paces. The make ready—present—fire of the advanced wing is instantly to succeed the march of the other advancing wing or the *halts, front,* of the retiring one. In the half battalion firing, advancing, and retreating, if formed two deep, both ranks will fire flanking. If formed three deep, the front and centre ranks will fire flanking, and the rear rank will remain shoulder'd in reserve.

Eighteenth Manoeuvre.—Advancing in Line.

The colonel gives the word the battalion will advance—march. It marches a hundred paces, and receives the *halt.* At the words fire a volley obliquely to the right, the men of the front rank turn one-eighth of a circle to the right; those of the rear ranks take a pace to the left, and cover their proper file leaders. The words are then given make ready, present, fire, load. Fire a volley obliquely to the left—make ready, present, fire, load (the ranks execute the reverse of what is directed in the firing to the right). The battalion will advance—march. When it has advanced a hundred paces, *halt.* Fire two volleys to the front—after the left, the men will port arms, and half cock. *Battalion ready, present, fire, load.* Battalion—ready, present, fire—the men will port arms, and half cock. *Shoulder arms—front ranks, take open order—march.* The colonel and lieutenant-colonel now direct, and come through the centre into the front, as do the men. Every one takes his station exactly as they had been placed when receiving the general. The colonel, with his back to the regiment, gives the words the battalion will advance—march. The music plays, and when the line has advanced within fifty paces of the general, the colonel gives the word *halts—general fire—present arms.* The music plays God save the King, and the drummers beat a march. When the music ceases, the colonel, turning the battalion, gives the words shoulder arms—rear ranks, take close order—march, and the review is ended.

Light Infantry. The following is the method usually observed by the light infantry when required to form in extended order, as commenced at the twelfth manoeuvre. Previous to the retreat in line, the colonel directs the horn to sound the signal for their forming company, when the officer commanding it gives the words right face—quick march (in double quick time, to ten paces in the rear of the supernumerary rank, its centre covering the colours)—*halts, front—order arms—unfix bayonets—form two deep* (the left subdivision of the rear rank steps back one pace) *rear rank, to the left face—quick march* (its left subdivision arrives between it and the centre rank, when the whole moves forward)—*halts, front, dereas,* is then given by the senior supernumerary officer. The light infantry being divided into subdivisions, the right is commanded by the captain, and led by his covering serjeant; the left by the senior lieutenant, and led by the second serjeant; the second lieutenant attends the right subdivision. On the retreat of the line, at signal from the horn, the subdivisions face outward, and file, in quickset time, round the flanks of the line, forming (when the retreat is made by alternate companies) at ten paces in front. The right subdivision covering at equal distances the right wing, except the grenadiers, and the other the left wing in the same manner, dressing to the centre. When the word *march* is given to the line, the light company, at the sound of the bugle, commence firing for the first round from centre to flanks. Each man, when he has fired, retires the ordered number of paces, generally four, by the left of his file, comrades, and reloads. On the fronting of the battalion, they form company, as before mentioned, round the flanks, in rear of the line, where they divide into sections. The two sections of the right subdivision form in rear of the first and third companies; those of the left in the rear of the fifth and seventh. All the sections are faced to the left, and on the retreat of the alternate companies, suppose the left move infanlty into the intervals, and form as much extended as is necessary, in line with the right companies, who still remain stationary, firing independently till the companies in line receive the order to make ready. When the right companies retreat, the light infantry move to the right, cover them as they had before done the left, and fire retiring till they arrive at the intervals between the left companies, upon whom they drew. Thus they alternately continue to occupy the intervals, till the line being formed, they wheel round the respective flanks, form subdivisions in rear of the second and seventh companies, form again in front on the retreat of the whole line, in extended order, and at its halt, assemble again in company behind the centre. In advancing in line, and by wings, the movements are similar to those already explained in the seventeenth manoeuvre, with this difference, that the company moves forward instead of retreating. To re-form three deep, when re-assembled in company behind the centre of the line, the officer gives the words form three deep (the third section, or the whole of the proper rear rank, steps back one pace) *rear rank, to the right face—quick march* (the rear
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rear rank of the section marks time till the front rank has passed it, and then moves on; at the word right, front, they cover the centre rank correctly, at one pace distant from it. The company then fixes bayonets, faces to the left and resumes its proper position in line.

Observations.
The number of paces mentioned in the several movements are not positively preordained, but are supposed to be nearly such as will give the intended relative situations. If the ground allows the marches to the rear and front to be longer, it will be so much the better.
The colonel should give all his commands from the rear of the battalion. No commanding officer should attempt, in the face of the general, to put the regiment through any of the manoeuvres without being himself perfectly and minutely acquainted with the principles on which each is performed. He will thus avoid the disgrace of calling to his adjutant for information, or galloping full speed to the flank of the battalion by way of rectifying a mistake which his ignorance and temerity has brought him into, and which he cannot remedy but by recurring for advice either to the other mounted officers, or to the ferjeant-major in the rear.

When the reviewing general has seen the battalion go through such of the ordered manoeuvres as he judges necessary, he will, that he may be able to report on the merits of its performance, among other circumstances, particularly observe and specify, whether or not the original formation of the battalion is according to order.
The marches are made with accuracy, at the required time and length of step, and on such objects as are given. The proper distances in column and echelon are at all times preserved. The wheelings are made just, and in the manner prescribed. The formations in line are made true, without false openings, or necessity of correction. The officers are alert in their changes of situation, exact in their own personal movements, and loud, decided, and pointed in their words of command. The march in line is uniformly steady, without floating, opening, or closing. The march in file close, firm, and without lengthening out. The officers, and supernumeraries give the aids required of them with due quickness and precision. Hurry and unnecessary delay in the movements, are equally to be avoided. In the firings, the loading is quick, the levelling just, the officers animated and exact in their commands.

Form of sending for, and lodging the colours. The battalion being in line, the commanding officer orders the grenadier drummers to beat the drummer's call; on which two youngest ensigns recover their swords, face to the right, and march between the line of officers and the front rank, till they come to the head of the grenadiers, where they halt, front, and bring their swords to the point. The drum-major, with a party of drummers and fifers, will likewise face to the right, and march to the head of the grenadiers, placing themselves between the ensign and the front rank. The grenadier captain then makes his company take close order, and will either wheel them by subdivisions, or march them in one. If by subdivisions, he places himself on the pivot flank of the first, the eldest lieutenant on that of the second, and the other lieutenant in the supernumerary rank of the first; but if the company is marched in one division, the two lieutenants are in the supernumerary rank. The company then marches, in ordinary time, to the quarters where the colours are lodged, when it halts, and rear ranks take open order. The drum-major unfurls the colours, and gives them out of a window to the ensigns, who on halting had sheathed their swords. The captain then orders his men to present arms. Officers salute, and the drummers beat a point of war, which finished, he shoulders arms, closes the ranks, and marches them off in ordinary time, the drummers beating the grenadier's march. On arriving at the left flank of the regiment, the company faces to the right, the ensigns with the colours march in front of the line of officers, the grenadier officers between them and the front rank, as also the drummers and fifers, and the grenadiers in files, between the other ranks. The commanding officer of the regiment, as soon as the colours arrive on the left flank, orders the battalion to present arms, the officers salute; the fifers play God save the king, and the drummers beat the troop. On the colours arriving in the centre of the battalion, the ensigns halt and front, and, when the grenadiers have taken poll on the right, the battalion is ordered to shoulder arms.

When the colours are to be lodged, on the drummer's call being beat, the ensigns, the drum major, and a party of drummers and fifers, march and take poll in the front of the grenadiers. The battalion present arms, officers salute, music plays, and drums beat. On the command of grenadiers marching off with the colours, drummers beat the troop. When they arrive at the house, or place where they are to be lodged, the drum-major receives them at a window, the grenadiers present arms, officers salute, and drummers beat a point of war. The ensigns on quitting the colours, draw their swords, and salute with the other officers. The captain will either march his company back, or dismiss them, as he may be ordered by the commanding officer.

When the colours are not to be received, or lodged in form, the ferjeant-major, with four ferjeants in the centre of the battalion, will take the colours cased, from, or to the place where they are kept, in the following manner. Serjeant-major, the two front rank ferjeants carrying the colours on their shoulders, covered in the rear by the two other ferjeants and the drum-major, who is to receive them when they arrive at the place of their destination. No compliment is paid by the battalion in this case, and they are generally sent away when the ranks are closed. When the regiment is ordered for a field day, the colours should never be received or lodged in form, as it takes up too much time.

The following is at present the detail of the battalion. Field officers—one colonel, one lieutenant-colonel, one major, (by a late regulation field officers have no companies,) ten captains, twelve lieutenants, and eight ensigns. There is no captain-lieutenant. Staff officers—one adjutant, one pay-master, one quarter-master, one surgeon, one serjeant-major. Non-commissoned officers—one ferjeant-major, one quarter-master ferjeant, thirty ferjeants, thirty corporals. Drummers—one drum-major, twenty-one drummers and fifers. Privates—five hundred and seventy.


BATTARDEAUX, in Bridge-building. See Coffer-dams.

BATTATA, in Botany. See Dioscorea.

BATTATAS. See Helianthus.

BATTAWAY, in Geography, a town in Africa on the Grain Coast, easily known at sea by two large rocks, two miles distant from the shore to the west, and also by some high mountains behind the town. This is one of the best built places on the coast; populous and rich, and trades extensively in pepper and ivory. The people, however, are addicted to thefting.

BATTLE. See Bateau.


BATTEN, in Carpenterie, a name which the workmen give to a scantling of wooden stuff from two to four inches broad, and
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and about an inch thick; the length being pretty considerable, but undetermined.

The term is chiefly used in speaking of doors, &c. which are not framed of whole deal, &c. with stiles, rails, and panels like wainscot, but are made to appear as if they were, by means of these pieces, or battens, bradded on the plain board round the edges, and sometimes cross them, and up and down.

Hence batten doors, or windows, are such as seem to be wainscot ones, but are not. These are said to be either single or double, as the battens are fitted on to one side, or to both.

Battens of the hatchs, in Sea-language, are nailed along the tarpaulings, and serve to keep their edges close down to the hatches, in order to prevent the water which washes over the deck from penetrating into the lower apartments of the ship.

Batten, in Geography, a town of Germany, in the circle of the Upper Rhine, and principality of Upper Hesse, 15 miles south west of Waldeck, and 16 north west of Marburg.

BATTENBURG. See Batenburg.

BATTEN Kill, a small river of America, which rises in Vermont, and after running north and north-westwardly about 30 miles, falls into Hudson, near Saratoga.

BATTERBURY, or Batterby bay, lies on the west coast of Ireland, about two miles north east from Convitt islands. It has a narrow entrance, but is above 4 miles broad. N. lat. 53° 19'. W. long. 10° 22'.

BATTERIE, is a French term in Music, for that kind of arpeggio; or breaking of chords in a distinct and detached manner, different from common arpeggios, in the execution of which on keyed-instruments, no finger is taken off till the note assigned is again wanted; and when, on the violin, the notes of a chord are not, as usual, swept up and down in one bow, but either all to be bowed or separated by a tremulous motion of the bow.

In this article of the Encycl. Meth. after the definition of the term Batterie, and a necessary addition by M. Framer, are inserted, the Abbé Feytou takes the pen, and in treating the subject metaphorically, manifests deep reflexion and science in the theory of sound; but with a total disregard to the practice of the greatest composers and performers, who have produced pleasing effects by the very means which he prohibits.

BATTERING-Ram. See Artes.

BATTERING-Ram, in Heraldry, a bearing or coat of arms resembling the military engine of the same name.

Batter, the attacking a place, work, or the like, with heavy artillery. See Battery.

To Batter in Breach, batter en breche, is to play furiously on a work, as the angle of a half moon, in order to demolish and make a gap or breach in it.

In this, they observe never to fire a single piece against the top of the wall, but all towards the bottom, from three to six feet from the ground; they also fire par camarade, all together, till they perceive the earth fall from behind the lining of the rampart.

Batter Pieces, or pieces of battery. See Cannon.

BATTEROW, in Geography, lies on the west coast of Africa, 2 leagues from Diacore, and 5 leagues more from Cape. Three points to the north of the east.

BATTERSEA, a village and parish near London, in the county of Surry; where above 300 acres of land are occupied by the market gardeners, of whom there are about twenty, who rent from 5 or 6 to nearly 60 acres each. The gardens at Battersea pay seven shillings and sixpence per acre for tythes to their vicar. Lysons's Environs of London, vol. i. p. 27.